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EOJ 
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MJ 
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Early Middle Chinese 
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Late Middle Chinese 
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Middle Korean 
Old Chinese 
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Old Korean 
Old Ryukyuan 
Old Turkic 
proto-Austronesian 
proto-Japonic 
proto-Korean 
proto-Mongolic 
proto-Ryukyuan 
proto-Turkic 
proto-Tungusic 
Written Mongolian 
Western Old Japanese 

TEXTS AND SOURCES 

Japonic 
BS 
GGJEG 
GSWKS 
FK 
JDB 
KGU 
KJK 

Bussoku seki no uta, 753 AD 
Gangoji engi, 747 AD 
Goshiii wakashu, 1087 AD 
Fudoki kayo, ca. 737 AD 
lidai betsu kokugo dai jiten (Omodaka 1967) 
Kagura uta, 8_9th centuries 
Kojiki, 712 AD 
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Korean 
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Nung 
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Kojiki kayo, 712 AD 
Man'yoshl1, ca. 759 AD 
Nihonshoki kayo, 720 AD 
Nihon ryoiki, early 9th century 
Nihonshoki, 720 AD 
Nihonshoki, 720 AD 
Norito, 7_9th centuries 
Ochikubo monogatari, 10th century 
Omoro soshi, 16-17 th centuries 
Ryrrka, 17-19th centuries 
Okinawa go jiten 
Senmyo, 7-8 th century 
Shoku nihongi kayo 
Shosoin documents, 7-8 th centuries 
Tosa nikki, 935 CE 
Jogl1 ShOtoku hOo teisetsu, 7th century 

Kumkang kyeng samka hay, 1482 AD 
Hyangka, 6-10th c. 
Nungem kyeng enhay, 1461 AD 
Pak thongs a, 1515 AD 
Sekpo sangcel, 1449 AD 
Y ongpi ethyenka, 1447 AD 
Welin sekpo, 1459 AD 

Manju-i Yargiyan Kooli, ?late 17th century 
Taizu Hl1wangdi Ming gurun-i cooha-be Sargti 
alin-de ambarame efulehe baita-be tucibume 
araha bithe, ?late 17th 

- early 18th century 

1 Cited according to Kuroita, Katsumi & Matuyama Jiro (ed.) 1965-66. 
2 Cited according to Sakamoto, Taro; Ienaga Saburo, Inoue Mitsusada, Ono 
Susumu (eds.) 1965-67. 
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PREFACE 

This book represents the second part of the Descriptive and 
Comparative Grammar of Western Old Japanese. The first part 

covered the phonology, writing system, lexicon, and nominal parts 
of speech. The second part includes chapters on adjectives, verbs, 
adverbs, conjunctions, particles, and postpositions, as well as 
comprehensive indexes for both volumes. 

As already mentioned in the acknowledgements, several 
important technical developments happened between the 
publication of the first part and the completion of the second part. 
As a result, a number of modifications and expansions were 
introduced into the second part that need to be mentioned here. 

First, with the availability of the Man 'yoshu CD-ROM 
(Kinoshita 2001), a new index to the Man 'yoshu (Kinoshita et al. 
2003) which is far superior to an older index to the Man 'yoshu 
(Masamune 1974), and Sven Osterkamp's Man 'yoshu Searcher 
engine, there was no longer a necessity to treat some volumes of 
the Man 'yoshu as major sources, and others as supplementary. In 
the second part all text of the Man 'yoshu is treated as the major 
source. Still, when citing textual examples, I normally give 
preference to the phonetically or partially phonetically written 
volumes of the Man 'yoshu: books V, XV, XVII, XVIII, XIX, and 
xx. The reader will notice that particularly in chapter six, 
dedicated to the description of the Western Old Japanese verb, the 
examples from book XV of the Man 'yoshu are especially frequent. 
This is due to the fact that MYS XV, in spite of numerous phonetic 
misspellings found there, is probably the most important Western 
Old Japanese text as far as the grammatical system is concerned: 
many forms attested therein are not found anywhere else in the 
Western Old Japanese corpus. Also, I frequently opted to provide 
more examples from MYS XV because it is not dominated by one 
single poet like, for example, books XVII -- XX are clearly 
dominated by OpotOmo-no Yakamoti. 

Second, before I started to write the second part, I switched over 
from Macintosh to PC. This gave me access to the Mojiky6 map 
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for Mojikyo fonts that was not available for Macintosh four years 
ago. Consequently, there was no longer the necessity to use 
substitute characters for the man 'yogana signs that were not easily 
accessible or altogether lacking in Macintosh. Thus, the second part 
reproduces Western Old Japanese in its original form, without any 
substitute characters. If a second edition of this book ever 
materializes, the appropriate corrections will be made to part one as 
well. 

Third, I have introduced two minor changes into my 
transcriptional conventions. First, due to the same switch to PC, 
long vowels in modem Japanese are no longer written with an 
accent circumflex mark, but with a macron over the vowel (that 
was extremely difficult to type on the Macintosh). Thus, for 
example, in the second part the reader will see Man 'yoshii and not 
Man 'y6shfi as in the first part. Second, the otsu-rui vowel /02/ that 
was spelled as {} in part one is transcribed as 0 in part two. This is 
due to feedback received from some colleagues who suggested that 
{} looks too alien to Japanologists. Since, while I am using Yale 
transliteration for Old Japanese, I was and am still reluctant to use 
its notation Q for the otsu-rui vowel /02/' I opted for a compromise 
and borrowed 0 from the traditional transliteration of Old Japanese. 
~ hope t~at my readers will view these changes only as minor 
mconvemences. 

Fourth, over the years that this book was written my 
understanding and/or analysis of some Western Old Japanese 
expressions and passages has changed. This resulted, on some 
(although not numerous) occasions, in discrepancies between 
chapter four in the first part and the following chapters in the 
second part. To give an example, I used to understand the 
expression pyito kuni 'land/province of other people' as consisting 
of the numeral pyito 'one' and kuni 'land, province.' Now I prefer 
to analyze it as consisting of pyito 'person' and kuni 'land.' The 
overall meaning of the expression does not change, but the analysis 
does. Rather than preserving uniformity with the first part and 
repeating the erroneous analysis, I opted for the discrepancy and 
the correction of what I believe was a mistake. 

Fifth, the reader will undoubtedly notice the paucity of examples 
from the Norito in the second part as compared to the Senmyo. 
There are three main reasons for what may seem to be a neglect, 
partially outlined in 1.1. The Norito is a heterogeneous text, and the 
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sixteen oldest Norito representing Western Old Japanese and not 
Middle Japanese are comparatively short as compared to the 
Senmyo. The text of Norito also uses much more semantographic 
writing as compared to the Senmyo, therefore it is not as valuable as 
the latter. Finally, there is already a grammar of Norito in English 
(Bentley 2001), and I was reluctant to duplicate his work. Thus, the 
examples from Norito were used only if a point in question could 
not be illustrated by any other Western Old Japanese texts. 

Finally, chapter 1 in part 1 (p. 12) provides incorrect numbering 
for poems written by border guards (sakimori) mostly in Eastern 
Old Japanese. I apologize to my readers for any inconvenience that 
this mistake might have caused. The correct numbering for 
sakimori poems is: MYS XX: 4321-4430, 4337- 4359, 4363-4394, 
4401-4407, 4413-4432, and 4436. The remaining poems are in 
Western Old Japanese (MYS XX: 4293-4320, 4431-4436, 
4360-4362,4395-4400,4408-4412,4433-4435, and 4437-4516). 

Alexander Vovin 
Kyoto 

June 2008 



ADDITIONS TO PART 1 

I provide here three important additions to the first volume of this 
book. The first of them includes a revised chart of the 

man 'yogana signs: with the recent development of computer 
technology there is no longer a need for substitute signs, as even 
the rarest man 'yogana signs are now available in Mojiky6 fonts. 
Two other additions include an important note on the Western Old 
Japanese phonology, and a description of the second person 
pronoun ore that I overlooked in the first volume. 

REVISED MAN'YDGANA CHART 

Chart 1: Man 'yogana signs in varieties A and B (revised from part 
1 
Trans- Variety A 
cri tion 
a 

u 

e 

o ongana: Ie, ~ ,c.,' ~ 

r.t G tl i* 
disyllabic: G [otu] 
[opyi,opu] 

Variety B 

ongana: liT 
kungana: JE: .:g. 

ongana: "2it R t 

ongana: Ie. ~. ~ G 
't~~ 

B disyllabic: G [otu] 1m 
[ono] 
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ka ongana: D 0 PI 0 

~ m 1li fbD j\JiiJ ~ $PI tiif 
ft-EtIit 

kyi 

kiy 

ku 

kye 

key 

kwo 

k6 

Nka 

kungana: ~ 1& W !Il:)( 
disyllabic: it[kamu] E¥ 
[kapyi] W [kaNku] Jt 
[kaku] 
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Nko on ana: im; 
sa ongana: ty 

~~*,Jlitffi~$:R 
1Jf 
kungana: ~ 3i ~ 
disyllabic: -: ~samu] ~ 
[sapa, slyi] [sapyi] ~ 
[sapu] ii [sanuf i5( [sam] 
ill [ sati, satu] § ~aNka, 
saNku $. R [saka] f [saka, 
saku saka 

Sl ongana: / J~' ~ 

~ rm -T ,Ii!!, PJ Wi n z 
~~~~m***fr$ 
F ~ {'if] ~ ~* null] 1il!d!3 
{§" 
kungana: ~ ~ 
disyllabic: {§" [sinal e 
[sikyi, siko] 

su ongana:;< P ::E. 
*~iIiWi¥*. 
kungana: fF • ~ 
disyllabic: ~ [suru] 18 
[suka, suku] 

se 

swo 

so ongana: 13 ~ 7 I 
kungana: t<. ;;f~ ~ ~ 

Nsa 
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Nsi 

Nsu on 
Nse on 
Nswo on 
Nso 
ta 

ti ongana: 
It@[ 
kungana: Ji -=f ¥L ~ Ifu. 
--f+--

7r 
disyllabic: It [tinu] @[ 
ti I 

tu ongana: RJmlE I ~ 

kungana: 1$ 
disyllabic: 5:fL[tukyi, tuku] 
tt [tuku] ':!r [tuku, tukyi] [tukyi, 

te 

two 

1 The phonogram l!IX is listed as a sign for /Nsol attested only in the Man'yoshii 
(Omodaka et al. 1967: 896). However, it appears as a phonogram in the 
Man 'yoshii just once, in the word kyiNso (ftl!lX) 'last night' (MYS II: 150). This is 
the only phonetic attestation of this word in the Western Old Japanese part of the 
Man 'yoshii. Interestingly enough, Omodaka et al. transcribe this word in the same 
poem as kyiso in the entry on kyiso 'last night' (1967: 241). In addition, the same 
word is attested in Eastern Old Japanese four times in MYS XIV: 3505, 3522, 
3550, and 3563 written as ftit /kyisol with a voiceless lsi. Thus, I believe that the 
phonogram l!IX was read Isol and I think that this word should be read as kyiso in 
Western Old Japanese as well. 



Nta 

Nti 
Ntu 

Nte 

Ntwo 
Nt6 
na 

m 

nu 

ne 

nwo 

no 
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ongana:lC , 1v 
kungana: ,~ + lbJ); ~ ~ 
disyllabic: ~ [taka] 1~ 
[taka] 

417 
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kungana: ' 

pu 

pye 

pey 

miy 

ongana: ~ p' 
;jlf {~F ~ 
kun ana: F ** 

ongana: 
1iMi)JI~~ 
kungana: ~ FI'I' § 
disyllabic: ~ [maNka, 
maNku] 

ongana: ~\ 
ill 
kungana: -=. 1&P ~ 7K $ 

ongana: 7T, 

kun ana: ~ ~ 
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rnu ongana: 4=-
~7f, 
kungana: -J:\ 

rnye 

rney 

rnwo 
rno 
rno 

ya 

yu 

ye 

ywo 

yo 

ra 

n 

ru ongana: 

re 

ongana: t" 
It 

rwo 

ro 
wa 
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kungana: 

WI 

we 

wo 

IMPORTANT NOTE ON WESTERN OLD JAPANESE 
PHONOLOGY 
It is traditionally believed that Western Old Japanese had the 
[VjCVCVCV ... phonotactics, at least in the native vocabulary, and 
that there are only few exceptions to this rule, for example kai 'oar' 
or kui 'regret' where we have vowel clusters lail and lui/. The 
traditional transcription kai is based on the belief that there were no 
Iyil or lwul syllables in Western Old Japanese. Nevertheless, this 
belief presents a significant problem: why does kai 'oar' not 
monophthongize to *key, or contract to *kyi as would be 
expected?2 In volume one, still sharing this belief, I suggested that 
kai goes back to earlier *kayi (see 2.2.4). Now I would like to 
revise my previous position, and posit syllables Iyil and lwul for 
Western Old Japanese itself, and not for pre-Old Japanese. 

The major evidence for the existence of Iyil and lwul comes 
from the morphophonology of the Western Old Japanese vowels 
verbs koyi- 'to lie down,' oyi- 'to age,' and uwe- 'to plant.' Notice 
that the first two were traditionally transcribed as koi- and oi-. But 
this traditional representation violates the general rule of the 
Western Old Japanese phonotactics mentioned above and it also 
raises the same problem as in the case of kai 'oar': why do koi- and 
oi- not monophthongize into *kiy- and *i[y]-, or contract into *kyi 
and *i respectively? Surely, both monophthongization and 
contraction are present in the Old Japanese verbal system. For 

2 Cf. ka - key 'day,' ka - key 'hair' < *ka-i, and wa-Nk-yimwo 'my beloved,' wa
Nk-yipye 'my house' < wa-Nka imwo, wa-Nka ipye. 
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example, ko- 'come' has the progressive form k-yer- < *k-yi-ar-, 
and e[yJ- 'to get' loses its root altogether in the final or the 
attributive form: u < *e-u and uru < *e-uru. 

The case of uwe- 'to plant' is even more spectacular. Its 
attributive form traditionally written as u-uru is attested. But it 
would be impossible for two identical vowels not to contract into 
one: examples are plentiful, and the only exceptions occur when a 
juncture between infinitive -yi and the following auxiliary verb 
starting with vowel Iii is present. But it is impossible to posit the 
juncture between a root and a suffix. Therefore, 1 believe that the 
syllable lwul was still present and 1 transcribe consequently this 
word form as uw-uru. Let me present the actual textual examples 
before we proceed to further discussion: 

(1) koyi- 'to lie down' written phonetically as ~q:{Jt or 2{Jt: 

'A {tL*~fljiLt~JJfljiLtt~~~Wf § f,3:~~~~HJt1ffiLt~ 
kusa-N-ta-wor-i siNpa twor-i sik-yi-te taka Nsimana uti-koyi-pus
i-te 
grass-?-hand-break-INF road.side.grass hold-INF spread-INF-SUB 
bed like PREF-lie.down-INF-lie.prone-INF-SUB 
[I] broke off some herbs, and taking some road side grass, [I] 
spread [it] and lied down on a bed-like [thing] (MYS V: 886) 

~~~*1t {i~Wf1J\ 2 {Jt1ffz 
uti-naNpyik-yi taka-ni koyi-pus-i 
PREF -stretch-INF bed-LOC lie.down(INF)-lie.prone-INF 
[I] lie down, stretched on [my] bed (MYS XVII: 3969) 

(2) oyi- 'to age' written phonetically as ~{Jt or ;¥:{Jt: 

fOlJo'AMlJ!f¥7Je ~ ~Wff,3:IiI3~{jtlJ!ft~mElJOf,3: 
waka-ku pey-ni wi ne-te-masi mana oyi-n-i-kyer-u kama 
young-INF ?-DV-INF bring(INF) sleep(INF)-PERF-SUBJ CONJ 
age(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
[I] would have brought [her with me] and have slept [with her] if 
[she] were young, but [it] turned out that [she] has become old, 
alas! (KK 93) 

;¥:{Jt l!'A*:fJG* 
oyi-Ntuk-u a-Nka miy 
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age(INF)-attach-ATTR I-POSS body 
my body that came close to aging (MYS XIX: 4220) 

(3) The attributive uw-uru of uwe- to plant written phonetically as 
~ ,;i:;:; 
:yki'JIL: 

.bt~1fI§~k mE E8 
pyitO-no uw-uro TA 
person-GEN pIant-ATTR paddy 
a paddy that people plant (MYS XV: 3746) 

Early Middle Chinese and Late Middle Chinese definitely had 
the contrast *wu : *'}u and likely also the contrast *yi : *'}i (Marc 
Miyake, p.c.). The fact that the characters {jt and ~ are 
respectively EMC and LMC *yi and *wu may further strengthen 
my point above. Unfortunately, this may not be completely relevant 
here, as all the examples above are written in variety A of 
man 'yogana, which was borrowed or at least filtered through a 
Korean intermediary, as mentioned in 2.1.1. And, as far as we 
know, the Korean language did not have the contrasts Iii : Iyil and 
lui: lwul throughout its history.3 Thus, if the scribes in Ancient 
Japan were trying to adopt a syllabic writing system that did not 
have these contrasts, we would expect that they may not indicate 
the contrasts that were present in their own language either. 
Nevertheless, the morphophonological evidence discussed above is 
not going to disappear. It is therefore necessary in the future to 
scrutinize the text of the Nihonshoki kayo written in variety B of 
the man 'yogana (based directly on Late Middle Chinese) to see if 
any difference in usage between the Chinese characters that exhibit 
the contrasts *yi : *'}i and *wu : *'}u can be detected. 

So far I have established that syllables Iyil and Iwul existed in 
Western Old Japanese in medial position preventing the violation 
of the phonotactic constraint [VJCVCVCV... .The legitimate 
question that arises next is whether the existence of syllables Iyil 
and lwul can also be demonstrated in the initial position. Once 
again the verbal morphophonology comes to our help. The regular 
vowel verb wi- 'to sit, to exist' (upper bi-grade in traditional 
classification) has the final form that is traditionally spelled as u 

3 It remains to see whether the same is true for Old Korean, once we achieve a 
more accurate decipherment of its texts. 
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and is attested once in the phonetic writing in the man 'yogana 
gloss in the Nihonshoki: 

3I[~-T 
tuk-yi-w-u (my spelling) 
attach-INF-sit-FIN 
[ she] sat down (NS V: 166t 

The Nihonshoki uses variety B of the man 'yogana, and the 
character -T has LMC reading *wu. Thus, we find extra evidence 
for the existence of the syllable /wu/ in Western Old Japanese, this 
time in the initial position. Let me also note that analyzing the final 
form of wi- 'to sit, to exist' as w-u rather than u shows consistency 
with the conjugation of other vowel verbs, and also does not leave 
us stranded with a verbal form that has no root. 

In addition, there are also interesting doublets like ututu and 
wotutu 'reality.' Examples: 

tr 1p=~J!:=f;/F1~ § 
ututu-ni pa SARA N-I mwo E-IP-ANSI 
reality-LOC TOP again DV-INF PT POT-say-NEG/TENT 
[I] would not be able to say [it] again in reality (MYS IV: 784) 

~-$IlJ-~;+'---h:::A±hn-:ts;.::z.. 
T R -aPI-i~3(" /) IJ * Jc..';;I;?J"--r-

ututu-ni pa ap-u yosi mo na-si 
reality-LOC TOP meet-ATTR chance PT no-FIN 
There is not even a chance to meet in reality (MYS V: 807) 

~~~~_W_~~W~~~1h~~g~. 
kusi myi-tama ima-no wotutu-ni taputwo-kyi ro kamu 
mysterious HON-stone now-GEN reality-LOC awesome-A TTR 
DV(ATTR)PT 
[these] mysterious stones are awesome in the present [day's] 
reality! (MYS V: 813) 

f~~~Z ~:t:~* ~tfJi~ 
ututu-ni si taNta n-i ar-an-e-Npa 
reality-LOC PT direct DV-INF exist-NEG-EV-CON 
because [it] was not directly in the reality (MYS XVII: 3978) 

4 Cited according to Kuroita & Matsuyama 1965-66, vol. 1 a. 
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{jl-1]\ z ~ IE {jI-1# JJ ~tffHHJ\ 
inisipye-yu ima-no wotutu-ni 
old.times-ABL now-GEN reality-LOC 
from old times to the present [day's] reality (MYS XVII: 3985) 

W~Z~~WJ#JJ~~~~~~~~~~~JJr~~~ 
inisipye-ywo ima-no wotutu-ni naNkas-ap-yer-u oya-no KWO
NtOmo so 
old.times-ABL now-GEN reality-LOC make.flow-ITER-PROG
ATTR ancestor-GEN child-PLUR PT 
The offspring (lit.: children) of the ancestors who have passed 
continuously [their glorious names] from old times to the present 
[day's] reality (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

The form wotutu probably represents a relic of the pre-raised 
form preserving primary PJ *0. Since the raisin? of *0 > lui 
occurred around 590 A.D. (Miyake 2003b: 126), it is not very 
likely that initial Iw-I immediately disappeared after that. Thus, it is 
quite probable that ututu 'reality' should be actually transcribed as 
wututu. 

A similar case also involves usaNkyi 'hare' attested phonetically 
as '¥f&:/lJi in the Honzo wamyo (901-23 A.D.), which at best 
represents the very late Western Old Japanese attestation. But on 
the other hand there is EOJ wosaNkyi spelled as ~f&:j} (MYS 
XW: 3529) that also preserves a pre-raised form. Although here we 
deal with two different dialects, the case is still quite indicative. 

Turning now to the problem of the initial Iyi-I in Western Old 
Japanese, we also have evidence that is based on the following 
doublets in Western Old Japanese: 

(1) yuk- and ik- 'to go:' 

tf/)ffJiWf &.J1! JJ*-=¥ tt~ fL 4 4 ~{jI-PJ 1J\PJ IE J1l!!-$ 

5 In a personal communication J. Marshall Unger suggested to me that the raising 
of mid-vowels in Pre-Old Japanese must have occurred earlier than 590 A.D. 
because if it were around 590 A.D. then the WOJ (era 'Buddhist temple' that 
certainly entered the language by mid-sixth century would be also raised. I do not 
think that this argument is valid, because WOJ (era was borrowed from an Old 
Korean form that was either *tiara or *taira (cf. MK tyel 'Buddhist temple' and 
see Vovin 2007: 75-77 for a detailed discussion). Neither Pre-OJ *ai or *ia were 
subject to raising, as we well know, since they resulted in WOJ /e[y]/ and /[y]e/ 
respectively. 
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tune sir-an-u MYITI-no NANKA te-wo kure-kure to ika n-i ka 
yuk-am-u 
usual know-NEG-ATTR road-GEN long place-ACC dark-dark DV 
how DV-INF PT go-TENT-ATTR 
How would [I] go along the full length of the road that [I] normally 
do not know, being in a dark [mood]? (MYS V: 888) 

~~.*.~.~~~~~~~.~~~fi~~~$~~~~ 
{jtJJD~~,~, 
wa-Nka se-kwo pa tama n-i moNkamwo na TE-ni mak-yi-te MYI
tutu yuk-am-u-wo ok-yi-te ik-aNpa wosi 
I-POSS beloved-DIM TOP jewel DV-INF PT PT arm-LOC wrap
INF-SUB 100k(INF)-COOR go-TENT-ATTR-ACC leave-INF
SUB go-COND be.regrettable 
[I] want my beloved to be a jewel! Although [I] would go 
wrapping [him] around my arm and looking at [him], [it] is 
regrettable if [I] go leaving [him] (MYS XVII: 3990) 

The variant yuk- rules supreme in Western Old Japanese: there 
are only two examples of ik- attested phonetically and in identical 
contexts. Nevertheless, ik- does exist and is further amply 
supported by later Middle Japanese data. 

(2) yu and i 'sacred, taboo:' 

.mg~fi.fi~~ 
pa-N-pyiro yu t-u ma-tuNpakyi 
leaf-GEN-broad sacred DV -ATTR INT -camellia 
a true sacred camellia with broad leaves (KK 57) 

.~fi •• W~~~*~~~fi ••• ~~~*~ 
kamyi-tu se-ni i kupyi-wo ut-i simwo-tu se-ni ma-kupyi-wo ut-i 
top-GENILOC shallow-LOC sacred post-ACC hit-INF bottom
GEN/LOC shallow-LOC INT-post-ACC hit-INF 
in the upper shallows, [they] staked a sacred post, in the lower 
shallows [they] staked a true post (KK 90) 

(3) Yukyi and Ikyi 'Iki island:' 

M.g~~~M~.m~~.R.~~~.~~~g.~m~ 
fOI!tt\ItfIJP.~.R.~~,!tt\. -
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kara-kuni-wo ika n-i [i]p-u kotO so meyNturakwo k-yi-tar-u 
mukasakuru Ikyi-no watar-i-wo meyNturakwo k-yi-tar-u 
Kara-Iand-ACC how DV-INF say-ATTR thing PT MeyNturakwo 
come-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR (makura kotoba) Ikyi-GEN cross
NML-ACC MeyNturakwo come-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR 
What to call the land of Kara? MeyNturakwo has come; through 
the crossing ofIkyi MeyNturakwo has come (NK 99) 

~1j~AAd!~~il1::¥iIilJ~j!B~,m~~za~f'Pw\-§ 3ffflWz 
One [long] poem and two accompanying tanka envoys composed 
when Yukyi-no muraNsi Yakamaro upon arrival to Ikyi island 
suddently contracted an evil illness and died (preface to poems 
MYS XV: 3688-3690) 

a:I-sij!g** 
Yukyi-no ama 
Yukyi-GEN fisherman 
Fishermen ofYukyi island (MYS XV: 3694) 

In addition, there is a diachronic example of the same 
alternation: WOJ imey 'dream' and MJ yume 'id.' It is quite 
possible that Western Old Japanese ik- 'to go,' i 'sacred' and imey 
'dream' were actually pronounced as /yik-/, /yi/, and /yimey/. 
However, the evidence here is not as conclusive as in the other 
examples, so I spell these three words in the traditional way. The 
same applies to ututu 'reality,' but in all other cases 1 introduced 
new spellings: kayi 'oar,' kuyi 'regret,' koyi- 'to lie down,' oyi- 'to 
age,' uw-uru 'plant-ATTR,' and w-u 'sit-FIN.' 

Thus, I believe I was able to present some compelling evidence 
in favor of the fact that the syllables /yi/ and /wu/ probably were 
present in Western Old Japanese 

SECOND PERSON PRONOUN ORE 
The second person pronoun ore can be both singular and plural. It 
probably has the same structure as other pronouns ending in -re, 
namely that the form ore represents an extended stem. 
Unfortunately, the unextended stem *0 is not attested in Western 
Old Japanese texts, but it seems that one can make an educated 
guess and introduce a morphemic boundary into o-re by analogy 
with wa-re 'I, we' and na-re 'you.' Once again we see that the 
extended stem in -re probably has a connection with plural marker-
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ra (see 4.2.2.1 and 4.2.2.5 on the tendency to use the extended 
stems ware and nare for plural usage). The second person pronoun 
ore clearly functions as a pejorative pronoun. This is probably the 
reason why it is not attested in poetic texts. Examples: 

~;;III!-~I'IIz:.Q;'o*8H±-7$ ,,@,II'R-T0. FI jffig @Y=i 

ore [ni Nsi ion] OPO KUNI NUSI KAMIY NAR-I 
you [two characters by sound] great land master deity become-FIN 
you ([these] two characters [to be read] phonetically) will become 
the deity Opo kuni nusi (lit.: the master of the great land) (KJK I: 
30a) 
Susanowo speaking to Gpo kuni nusi who eloped with the daughter of the fonner. 

m~fr*~*~N~~ifit~=*~w~A 
OPO TONO-NO UTI-NI PA TUKUR-I-TUKAPEY-MATUR-U 
PA ore [ni Nsi ion] MANTU IR-I 
great palace-GEN inside-LOC TOP make-INF-serve(INF)-HUM
ATTR TOP you [these two characters by sound] first enter-INF 
you will enter first into the great palace that [you] have built (KJK 
II: 5b) 
Retainers of the emperor Jinmu speaking to the person who plotted to kill the 
emperor. 

~ ;;d!!1I1oO ~ zar - A T{r..p. 4Hf:;;d!! 1'11;1 $ ~"RTT "'/L~;;d!!""'7J ~ 'm. 
,'@,II'R,,~ I"l X3::-/VI" j\""/I'RI;ifJ/)§ IIIJ .q)(~,'@,II'RPClIIIJ l.5! 
ore kumaso TAKYERU PUTA-RI MATUR-AP-ANS-U REI NA
SI TO KYIKOS-I-MYES-I-TE ore TOR-I-KOROS-E TO 
NOTAMAP-YI-TE TUKAP-AS-ER-I 
you Kumaso brave two-CL serve-ITER-NEG-INF ritual no-FIN 
DV hear(HON)-INF-HON-INF-SUB you take-INF-kill-IMP DV 
say(HON)-INF-SUB send-HON-PROG-FIN 
[the emperor] heard that you two Kumaso brave [brothers] do not 
submit and have no manners, so [he] sent [me] ordering to kill you 
(KJK II: 39a) 
Prince Yamato-takyeru talking to a Kumaso leader about the latter and the latter's 
elder brother whom he killed earlier. 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The second person pronoun ore IS not attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese. 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
Both Old Ryukyuan and most modern Ryukyuan languages have a 
second person singular pronoun that is apparently cognate to WOJ 
ore 'you,' for example: OR 0, u; Shuri lYaa; Nase lYa; Koniya, 
Chabana LUra; Hentona ya; Kuroshima mva; Psara vva (Hirayama 
1966: 303), etc. (Hirayama 1967: 241). This pronoun functions as 
an informal or pejorative pronoun. Examples: 

Old Ryukyuan 

:}3iJ~~~J: "J :}3;bJ: "J tt. 
o-ga ya-fe-yori owa-yor-i na 
you-POSS home-side-ABL come(HON)-approach-INF PT 
Did [you] come from your home? (OS XIV: 998) 

Shuri 

?ari-ga yum-aa ?yaa-N yum-ee 
he-NOM read-COND you-PT read-IMP 
Ifhe reads [it], you read it, too (RKJ 69) 

Miyako 

?uva-ga du basika-N 
thou-NOM PT bad-FIN 
You are bad (Nohara 1998: 372) 

vva ndza-lJkai ga ik-Y 
you where-LOC PT go-FIN 
Where are you going? (Nohara 1998: 381) 

The familiar and pejorative pronouns very often reflect the 
original pronominal system. Given also the functional and 
geographical limitations of the Western Old Japanese second 
person pronouns na ~ nare and masi ~ myimasi ~ imasi discussed 
in 4.2.2.5 and 4.2.2.6, it seems reasonable to assume that WOJ ore 
and PR *o-ra represent the original proto-Japonic second person 
pronoun: singular *;:) and plural *;:)-ra. 

I am not aware of any possible external comparisons. 
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ADJECTIVES 

I n Western Old Japanese adjectives fonn a transitional class 
between nominals and verbs in contrast to Modem and Middle 

Japanese, where adjectives are best defined as a special subclass of 
verbs, namely quality verbs (Vovin 2003: 187). The crucial 
distinction is that in both Modem and Middle Japanese adjectives 
are always inflected similar to verbs. First, they always have 
attributive fonns such as MdJ -i and MJ -ki ~ -i when modifying 
the following head noun, with very few exceptions that are limited 
to non-productive usage in obsolete compounds like sira-nami 
'white waves,' where a bound adjectival stem can modify a 
following head noun. It is usually believed that Western Old 
Japanese had a similar usage, namely that an adjectival stem 
preceding a following head noun was also bound, and that all the 
existing cases represent obsolete compounds as well (Yamada 1954: 
118), (Shirafuji 1987: 149). As I will demonstrate below, this is 
certainly not the case in Western Old Japanese. 

Second, while in Middle Japanese the attributive and predicative 
functions are strictly differentiated between attributive fonn -ki and 
final predication fonn -si (when there are no focus particles in the 
sentence); this is not the case for Western Old Japanese, where 
especially -si can have an attributive function (Martin 1987: 807-
09). All this probably points out the fact that the system of verb
like inflection in Western Old Japanese was still in the process of 
establishing itself, and that originally pre-Old Japanese adjectives 
behaved quite similar to adjectives in Turkic, Mongolic, and 
Tungusic, that is they were nominals rather than verbs. 

5.1 UNINFLECTED ADJECTIVES 
As mentioned above, uninflected adjectives could modify 
following head nouns in Western Old Japanese, and this usage is 
not limited to a few obsolete compounds as in Middle Japanese. 
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Below I provide a list of the most typical adjectives that could be 
used as uninflected modifiers in Western Old Japanese: 

aka 'red,' ara 'rough,' arata 'new,' awo 'green, blue,' i ~ 
yu 'sacred,' kata 'hard,' kupasi ~ Nkupasi 'beautiful,' kura 
'dark,' kurwo 'black,' kusi 'precious,' muna 'empty,' 
masura 'excellent,' myiNtu 'fresh,' naNka 'long,' nipyi 
'new,' opo 'big,' osa 'slow,' paya 'quick, fast,' puru 'old,' 
putwo 'majestic, great,' pyira 'broad,' pyisa 'long,' sakasi 
'wise,' sika 'stupid,' siNtu 'low-class,' sira ~ sirwo 
'white,' taka 'high,' takye 'brave,' tawaya 'slender, 
delicate,' taka 'eternal,' tapo 'distant,' taya 'abundant,' 
two 'sharp,' uma 'sweet,' utu 'real,' utu 'empty,' utukusi 
'beautiful,' yasu 'easy,' waka 'young,' wawara 'frayed.' 

Although at first glance the list may not seem to be long, it is 
necessary to keep in mind that it is longer than the list of bound 
adjectives occurring in compounds in Middle Japanese, which most 
frequently appear only with opo- 'big' and sira- 'white,' if we 
exclude proper nouns and titles. It is also worth noting that one of 
the arguments for the bound nature of these adjectives in Western 
Old Japanese is based on the observation that sira 'white' never 
occurs with a following suffix, such as infinitive -ku, final -si, or 
attributive -kyi; in other words its usage is limited to compounds. 
Meanwhile, sirwo- is always inflected, and never occurs in 
compounds. While this observation is certainly true for Middle 
Japanese, it does not work for Western Old Japanese, where both 
sirwo and sira could modify following nouns. Interestingly enough, 
even in Middle and Modem Japanese we can see traces of the 
original nominal nature of adjectival stems. Thus, both MJ waka
gimi 'child of a nobleman' and MdJ ao-zora 'blue sky' involve 
sequential voicing (it;;'3lj rendaku), which can only be explained as 
a result of the reduction of the following structures: waka n-o kimi 
'young DV-ATTR lord'=> *waka-n-kimi > waka-gimi and awo n-o 
swora 'blue DV-ATTR sky' > *ao-n-sora > ao-zora. The historical 
presence of the copula n- that can only follow nominals or 
nominalized forms of verbs in these constructions clearly 
demonstrates that historically adjectival stems were just nouns. 

The best evidence for the independent and free nature of 
adjectival stems comes from the fact that another word or 
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morpheme, including another adjective, can separate an adjective 
stem from a following head noun. Examples: 

~mglE:mm;:m~~ 
pa-N-pyiro yu t-u ma-tuNpakyi 
leaf-GEN-broad sacred DV-ATTR INT-camellia 
a true sacred camellia with broad leaves (KK 57) 

lZ9~jt~ljmVIIJ:1mzD'~ B~{*< ~i1Jii1*~~~~-S:> 
Therefore [they] called these swords 'Kapakamyi set,' their other 
name is aka paNtaka tOrno, 'completely naked companions, (lit: 
red naked companions)' (NS VI: 189) 

1ffJJfW~ 
putwo myi-teNkura 
great HON-offering 
great offerings (KJK I: 20a) 

~i1J~?i1~~ 
ara myi-tama 
rough HON-spirit 
rough spirit (NS IX: 246) 

~~~~~C3m;:m~~ 
toyo myi-kyi tatematur-as-e 
abundant HON-rice.wine present(HUM)-HON-IMP 
present the abundant rice wine (KK 101) 

~,~ S z~~filJ:1JjJ\pJT~1triJ 
TAKA TER-AS-U PYI-NO MYIKWO IKA SAMA n-l 
OMOPOS-I-MYES-E ka 
high shine-ATTR sun-GEN prince what manner DV -INF 
think(HON)-INF-HON-EV PT 
in what manner does the prince of the high-shining Sun think? 
(MYS II: 162) 

riJ~m~$m;~~~~~jJ\~~~C3m;:m~ 
kapyer-i-ko-m-u masura takye wo-ni myi-kyi tatematur-u 
retum-INF-come-TENT-ATTR excellent brave man-DAT HON
rice.wine present-FIN 
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[I] will present the rice wine to the excellent, brave men who will 
come back (MYS XIX: 4262) 

~2~*~~.~~~~~mw~W*~~$4~~_fi~ 
wa-Nko opo kyimyi pa tapyirakey-ku naNka-ku imas-i-te toyo 
myi-kyi matur-u 
I-POSS great lord TOP safe-INF long-INF exist(HON)-INF-SUB 
abundant HON-rice.wine present(HUM)-FIN 
[I] present the abundant rice wine so that my sovereign (lit.: great 
lord) will live safely and long (SNK 4) 

In the following two examples tapo naNka-ku and tapo naNka 
n-i 'for a long, long time' are used adverbially, but they still present 
the first adjectival stem separated from the modified verb by 
another adjective. Cf. also the EOJ example from MYS XIV: 3356 
below, where tapo naNka-ky; 'distant and long' modifies a noun 
phrase, and not a verb. 

~*~,~,~~~1:: 
TOPO NANKA-ku SINWOP-YI YUK-AM-U 
long long-INF yearn-INF go-TENT-FIN 
[I] will go yearning for a long, long [time] (MYS II: 196) 

fiPJ fff_fi ~*{jt11Z:${*~~J]\ 
tukapey-matur-am-ey iya topo naNka n-i 
serve(INF)-HUM-TENT-EV plentifully long long DV-INF 
I will serve [you] plentifully and for a long, long time (MYS 
XVIII: 4098) 

In the following five examples the nominal nature of the 
adjectival stems tapo 'distant' and taka 'high' is also confirmed by 
the fact that they can be followed directly by the copulas n- or to: 

$*JJ~~ 
topo n-o MYIKANTWO 
distant DV-ATTR court 
distant court (MYS V: 794) 

$*"~~J]\ 
topo n-o kuni 
distant DV-ATTR country 
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distant country (MYS XV: 3688) 

~*fI).l::l::~ 
to po t-u pyitO 
distant DV-ATTR person 
people from far away (lit.: distant people) (MYS XVII: 3947) 

~f~~PJ~~~ 
topo t-u kamu-oya 
distant DV-ATTR deity-ancestor 
distant divine ancestors (MYS XVIII: 4096) 

~,'1iJ'7$ «< ~,'IiJ.~. «< 
~ {-'PT n!J'< ~ {-'P ,om] n !J'< 
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TAKA t-u KAMIY-no WANSAPAPYI TAKA t-u TORI-no 
WANSAPAPYI 
high DV-ATTR deity-GEN calamity high DV-ATTR bird-GEN 
calamity 
calamities from deities high [in Heaven], calamities from birds 
high [in the sky] (NT 10) 

Cf. the following example with the adjective siko 'stupid' that 
has no inflected forms: 

z~fI)~s* 
siko t-u okyina 
stupid DV-ATTR old man 
stupid old man (MYS XVII: 4011) 

The same construction with a first adjective stem not 
immediately preceding the modified noun can be observed in the 
transparent pillow-word (tt ~if] makura-kotoba) pyisa kata n-o 
'eternally strong,' that mostly applies to the word amey - ama
'heaven,' but also can modifY some other words, such as tukiy 
'moon,' and amey 'rain' (homophonous with amey 'heaven'). 
Examples: 

.1::1:: 1tI:iJm $ rm WiiJ *~iJmJt.~Jff 
pyisa kata n-o arney-no kaNku-yama 
eternal hard DV-ATTR heaven-GEN Kanku(p. n.)-mountain 
eternal and strong Arney-no KaNkuyama (lit.: Heavenly KaNku 
mountain) (KK 27) 
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It 16: Ii 1P-1ru ~iiJW Ii .~1P-
pyisa kata n-o amey kana-N-pata 
eternal hard DV-ATTR heaven metal-GEN-Ioom 
eternal and strong heaven['s] metal loom (NK 59) 

It 16: PI 1P-1ru ~iiJ *W\ m S3 61ru Jj~ fij~1j ~i\JmjJO-ffl: 
pyisa kata n-o amey-ywori yukyi-no naNkare-k-uru kamo 
eternal hard DV-ATTR heaven-ABL snow-GEN flow(INF)
come-ATTR PT 
I wonder [whether it is] snow that flows down from the eternal 
and strong heaven (MYS V: 822) 

Now that the nominal nature of uninflected adjectives is 
established, I provide below more examples of their usage as 
modifiers of following head nouns or noun phrases. This usage 
occurs more frequently in Early Old Japanese than in Late Old 
Japanese, and that probably indicates that this was an archaic usage 
on its way out: 

Ml:;0Iru?\~~16:jJ0;0%jj~iiJ~~~jJ0;0S ?\ml;0%jj~iiJ~~~ 
~:±::;=1 
IlTJl!.L'..::::2. 

Kwosi-no kuni-ni sakasi mye-wo ar-i to kyik-as-i-te kupasi mye
wo ar-i to kyik-os-i-te1 

Kwosi-GEN province-LOC wise woman-ABS exist-FIN DV hear
HON-INF-SUB beautiful woman-ABS exist-FIN DV hear-HON
INF-SUB 
[Opo kuni nusi] heard that there is a wise woman in the Kwosi 
province, heard that there is a beautiful woman (KK 2) 

4J11!!!#j!E16: tP 1P-mE?\ Fe. 
two kama-ni sa-watar-u kuNpyi 
sharp scythe-COMP PREF-cross-ATTR swan 
a swan flying across [with wings] like sharp scythes (KK 27) 

1 Martin treats sakasi 'wise' and kupasi 'beautiful' in this text as haplological final 
forms in the attributive function (Martin 1987: 807). While I agree with his 
argumentation that these do not form compounds with the following word rnye 
'woman' because the Nihonshoki variant of the same text shows that they are 
accentuated as independent words (Martin 1987: 807), I believe that in the light of 
the evidence presented above they are better treated as free adjectival stems rather 
than haplological final predicative forms. 
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$-l11!!*2Jj~¥m~m-Jll!l. ~ & 
taka kiy-n-ar-u opo wikwo-Nka para 
high place-LOC-exist-ATTR big boar-POSS plain 
the plain of the Great Boar that is at the high place (KK 60) 

~£3: g §~lt§~$-l11!!*2 
myi-moro-no sono taka kiy 
HON-mountain-GEN that high fortress 
that high fortress of the sacred mountain (KK 60) 

~iiJjjif~lt~~§~Jj~.lt~ 
are koso pa yo-no naNka pyitO 
1 PT TOP world-GEN long person 
I, [the most] long[-living] man in the world (KK 72) 

Jj~. 1JI;fPJ £3:-TflH~Z {:fr£3:~~ Illliftt;;~~~. 
nani to kamo utukusi imo-Nka mata sak-yi-[i]Nde-ko-n-u 
what DV PT beautiful beloved-POSS again bloom-INF-exit(INF)
come-NEG-ATTR 
1 wonder why [my] beautiful beloved does not bloom again. (NK 
114) 

W~~~ml11!!~*£3:W£3:W~£3:M.£3: 
tok[o]-yipa-nasu ka-ku si moNkamo to omop-ey-NtOmo 
eternal-rock-COMP thus-INF PT PT DV think-EV-CONC 
Although [I] think that [I] would like to be (thus) like an eternal 
rock. .. (MYS V: 805) 

~§~~*~$-I# 
kono kusi myi-tama 
this precious HON-jewel 
these precious jewels (MYS V: 814) 

;t;&~~ 
sira kumwo 
white cloud 
white clouds (MYS V: 866) 

~~W~~~ft~~~~~~m~~lt~~ 
aka tOkyi-no asa-N-kiyri-N-komor-i kari-Nka ne so nak-u 
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bright time-GEN moming-GEN-fog-LOC-hide-INF wild goose
POSS sound PT cry-ATTR 
wild geese cry loudly being hidden in the morning (lit.: bright time) 
fog at the dawn (MYS XV: 3665) 

zR%~ 
sirwoKAMYI 
white hair 
grey hair (MYS XVII: 3922) 

IlJJ~m.~Jt~ 
putwo norito-N-kotO 
majestic Norito-GEN-word 
words of the majestic Norito (MYS XVII: 4031) 

-$~~q:~£J:~~JJ:t ~~~ 
muna2 kotO mo oya-no NA tat-una 
empty word PT ancestor-GEN name break-NEG/IMP 
do not destroy the name of [your] ancestors [with] empty words 
(MYS XX: 4465) 

There is also one example where an adjective stem is used as a 
predicate without any following copula: 

~ 1m ~§I3.Z §l3fr~z ~tQ{jHlJU'{6:: {jT1DU'{6:: 
opo mono nusi-no kam-yi-si myi-kyi iku pyisa iku pyisa 
great thing master-GEN brew-INF-PAST/ATTR HON-rice.wine 
how much long how much long 
The holy rice wine brewed by [the deity] Great Master of Things, 
[flourish] eternally (lit.: how much long, how much long) (NK 15) 

SPECIAL DERIVED FORM IN -RA 
There is a special derived adjectival form in -ra with an unclear 
meaning3 that occurs only after four adjectival stems: aka 'red, 

2 The word muna 'empty' in this example is interesting, because it involves a 
usage of the root muna, rather than the stem muna-si-. 
3 It could potentially be diminutive -ra, discussed in part 1 (4.1.2.3.1). Omodaka et 
al. argue that sakasi-ra, for example, actually means 'pretended wisdom' 
(Omodaka et al. 1967: 318). In another case aka-ra clearly means 'ruddy' (KK 43). 
But in other cases we do not have a strong basis to argue for a diminutive nature of 
this suffix. 
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bright,' sakasi- 'wise,' usu- 'thin' (Yamada 1954: 123), and yo
'good' forming derivatives aka-ra, sakasi-ra, usu-ra and yo-ra
respectively. Among these three sakasi-ra is used only as a 
nominal 'wisdom,' or adverbially as sakasi-ra n-i 'wisely,4 but two 
other words appear as modifiers, although usu-ra 'thin' is attested 
only in one example in Western Old Japanese texts: 

~iiJ J1l!! &~~. ~ {jt${tc {tc~~ &WfJ3~ 
aka-ra wotOmye-wo iNsa sas-aNpa yo-ra-si na 
ruddy-? maiden-ACC INTER stick-COND good-?-FIN PT 
if [you take and] stick the ruddy maiden [as the ornament in your 
hair], [it] will be good! (KK 43) 

1lMIf & 3f-~ 1bJ'F 
ANA MYINIKU SAKASI-ra-wo S-U to 
INTER ignoble wisdom-?-ACC do-FIN DV 
thinking [that they] have such an ignoble wisdom (MYS III: 344) 

~~{VHiJ'd 
AKA-ra WON-PUNE 
red-? DIM-boat 
red little boat (MYS XVI: 3868) 

3(j][) 1l ~~~~ 
aka-ra tatiNpana 
red-? mandarin.orange 
red mandarin oranges (MYS XVIII: 4060) 

*PT&~Z~ 
aka-ra N-kasipa 
red-? DV(ATTR)-oak 
red oak (MYS XX: 4301) 

'=P~&~~ 
usu-ra N-pyi 
thin-? DV(ATTR)-ice 
thin ice (MYS XX: 4478) 

4 In MYS XVI: 3860, 3864. 
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The last two examples imply that the reduced attributive form 
N- of the defective verb n- 'to be' could also be used after the 
special adjectival form in -ra. 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
Similar to Western Old Japanese, adjective stems can also be used 
in Eastern Old Japanese to modify following nouns or noun phrases. 
There is one example where an adjective stem modifying a noun 
phrase is separated from the latter by another inflected adjective: 

~f3f;:~ftf5(~~¥il 
topo naNka-kyi yama-N-ti 
distant long-ATTR mountain-GEN-road 
distant [and] long mountain road (MYS XIV: 3356) 

Other examples: 

~ § fi~~ PJtfJi 
PuNsi-no taka ne 
PuNsi-GEN high peak 
the high peak of Fuji (MYS XIV: 3358a) 

~R~~~.~fima~~~*mfi~~ 
iNtu-no umyi-ni tat-u sira namyi-no ar-i-tutu mwo 
INtu-GEN sea-LOC rise-ATTR white wave-COMP exist-INF
COORPT 
Although [I] continue to live like the white waves, rising in the 
INtu sea ... (MYS XIV: 3360) 

iff J't.iEt }~t!it. g 
ma-Nkupasi KWO-ro 
INT-beautiful girl-DIM 
really beautiful girl (MYS XIV: 3424) 

fIJPJjJD~mE~~~~i)iff~m~~flJiEt~~ 
waka kapyerute-no mwomyit-u-maNte NE-m-wo to wa pa 
[o]mwop-u 
young maple-GEN leaves.turn.red/yellow-ATTR-TERM sleep
TENT-ATTR DV I TOP think-FIN 
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I think that [we] should sleep [together] until the young maple 
becomes red (MYS XIV: 3494) 

.*~~~~B.~~~~~~~$~.~~~«_~~4~ 
HJJo$ --
opo kyimyi-no myi-kotO kasikwo-myi awo kumu-no tOnoNpyik-u 
yama-wo kwoyo-te k-yi-n-wo kamu 
great lord-GEN HON-word awesome-GER blue cloud trail-ATTR 
mountain-ACC cross(INF)-SUB come-INF-PERF-ATTR PT 
Since the emperor's (lit.: great lord's) order is awesome, [I] came 
[here] crossing mountains where dark clouds trail (MYS XX: 
4403) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
In modem Ryukyuan dialects, as far I can tell, all adjectives are 
inflected, and there are no cases when an adjectival stem can 
modify a following noun or a noun phrase. In Old Ryukyuan, 
however, we find the same situation as in Western and Eastern 
Japanese: 

1..- G~:::. 1..-~iJ~:J:3 1..- v \ i3r...li 
sira nisiya-ga os-i-idife-ba 
white northern wind-NOM push-INF-exist-CON 
when the first (lit.: white) northern wind blows (OS VII: 349) 

*~ 
OPOto 
big sea 
big sea (OS XIII: 956) 

t:. iJ"l iJ "lltJJ) J.;...rJ 
taka kafa-no midu 
high river-GEN water 
water from an upper [part] of a river (OS XVII: 1222) 

Certainly, one can argue that since this construction is limited 
only to Old Ryukyuan it was likely borrowed from Middle 
Japanese. Usually this is how I treat isolated Old Ryukyuan 
attestations in this grammar. However, this time the situation is 
different. First of all, we should not forget that by the time of 
Middle Japanese all cases of adjectival stem + noun were already 
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compounds. Therefore, we would expect that these compounds 
would be borrowed as such into Old Ryukyuan. Undoubtedly, 
some of them, like sira-tama 'white jewel' were borrowed into Old 
Ryukyuan, because (a) sira-tama is attested only in the Ryuka and 
the Kumi-odori, but not in the Om oro sashi, and (b) because sira
tama is frequently used in Middle Japanese as a compound. 
However, none of the cases appearing in the above examples: sira 
nisiya 'white northern wind,' opo to 'big sea,' and taka kafa 
'upstream of a river' could be loans from Middle Japanese, because 
none of these exist as compounds in Middle Japanese. In addition, 
in the Japanese branch of Japonic to 'sea' does not exist, nisi 
'means' 'west,' and not 'northern wind,' and 'upstream of a river' 
is kapa kamyi, not taka kapa. Thus in all three cases we deal with 
pure Ryukyuan phrases, and it would be highly improbable if 
Ryukyuans borrowed certain unproductive Middle Japanese 
compounds, analyzed them, and then proceeded to the creation of 
hybrid Japanese-Ryukyuan compounds that follow a Middle 
Japanese pattern that was not productive itself. 

Thus, it seems that a construction that allowed an uninflected 
adjectival stem to be used as a modifier of following nouns and 
noun phrases represents an archaism in all branches of Japonic. 
Consequently, the inflection of adjectives may be a secondary 
development. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
Since we do not have any morphological markers here, strictly 
speaking there is no need to argue for or against any external 
connections. Let me just note that the archaic Japonic structure with 
adjective stems modifying following nouns typologically agrees 
well with Turkic, Mongolic, and Tungusic, but radically goes 
against the typology found in Korean. I will argue below that the 
adjectival inflection in Japonic could have originated under strong 
structural pressure from Korean. 

5.1.1. -KA ADJECTIVES 
In Modem Japanese there is a special class of words like sizuka-na 
'quiet' an~ tai~etu-na 'i~p0:tant' tradition~~ deEned .b~ f!l0~t 
Japanese hngUlsts as 'adjectival verbs' (*7 ~ tb lim kelyodoshl) 
(Tojo 1937: 313-15; Tsukishima 1968: 123), although other treat 
them as nouns (Tokieda 1950: 131). Similarly, there is no 
agreement among Western scholars on the nature of these words. 
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Some linguists define them as adjectival nouns (Martin 1988: 179-
81), or as adjectives (Henderson 1948: 179; Fel'dman 1960: 5; 
Alpatov 1 979b: 44-5). I believe that it is appropriate to classify 
these words in Modem Japanese as adjectives. However, in Middle 
Japanese they are better defined as adjectival nouns.5 

Similar to Middle Japanese, in Western Old Japanese there is a 
construction consisting of -ka adjective + attributive form nar-u 
'be-ATTR' of the copula nar- + noun phrase. 6 Nevertheless, in 
contrast to both Modem and Middle Japanese, in Western Old 
Japanese -ka adjectives can directly modify following nouns or 
noun phrases without any following forms of a copula or any 
suffixes. In other words, they syntactically behave in the same way 
as the uninflected adjectival stems described above. However, they 
also have a morphological peculiarity: most of them consist of a 
bound stem + suffix -ka, although in a few cases the bound stem 
can be etymologically traced to an independent noun or another 
adjectival root: cf. for example paNtaka 'naked' in the first 
example below, which is probably derived frompaNta 'skin.' 

1Z9~ ~~IJ~)IIJ:1mzD'~ Elf*f:¥< ~iiJf!j~IJ~;fi~-m: > 
Therefore [they] called these swords 'Kapakamyi set,' their other 
name is aka paNtaka tOrno, 'completely naked companions, (lit: 
red naked companions)' (NS VI: 189) 

-tit r~' Z ,~A JJ :g.fri~ 1]\ 1!f ffj]~~ 
YO-NONAKA-NO OROKA PYITO-no WA-NK-YIMWO
KWO-ni NOR-I-TE KATAR-Aku 
world-GEN middle-GEN stupid person-GEN I-POSS-beloved
DIM-OAT say-INF-SUB speak-NML 
the stupid person of this world told his beloved: ... (MYS IX: 1740) 

,t~ f~ -'¥-~JbJF 
TASlKA NAR-U TUKAPYI-wo NA-MYI to 
certain be-ATTR messenger-ABS no-GER DV 
thinking that there is no reliable messenger (MYS XII: 2874) 

5 For detailed discussion see (Vovin 2003: 93-94). 
6 If a noun is separated from a -ka adjective by another modifier, the -ka adjective 
is marked by the infinitive form n-i of the copula n-, see the example from SM 7 
below. 
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~*li~~.~~~*~~*~~ff*~ •• 7 .. .. 
lMA meyNtut:~~ n-i ARA:rASI-kyi ~A.TU~Kq:rq. N-I PA 
AR-ANS-U MOTO-yuri OKONAP-YI-KO-SI ATO KOTO SO 
now strange DV-INF new-ATTR governance DV-INF TOP exist
NEG-INF root-ABL conduct-INF-come(INF)-PAST/ATTR trace 
matter PT 
The present [one] is not a strange and new act of governance, [it is] 
an act that was conducted from the beginning (SM 7) 

&.~%j"}j ~ f=I3A~JL'-'f~3C 
lMASI-tati pa SANTAKA n-i AKA-kyi KOKORO-wo MOT-I-te 
you-PLUR TOP loyal DV-INF bright-ATTR heart-ACC hold-INF
SUB 
you, with loyal and clear hearts ... (SM 37) 

Overall, -ka adjectives in Western Old Japanese occur very 
infrequently compared to Middle Japanese. The most frequent 
usage seems to be an adverbial one, which is discussed below. 

ADVERBIAL USAGE 
-ka adjectives are followed by the infinitive fonn n-i of the 
defective verb n- when used adverbially: 

1R~~~J(1i~)it7J1i1'fj!5c~1i5**L~ 
omwop-an-u-ni YOKOSlMA-KANSE-no nipuNpuka n-i OPOP
YI -K -YI-TAr-e-Npa 
think-NEG-ATTR-LOC cross-wind-GEN sudden DV-INF cover
INF-come-INF-PERF/ROG-EV-CON 
when [I] did not think [about it], a cross wind suddenly came 
(MYS V: 904) 

~~~ 1fl11]\ ~ RJ 1]\ pX;~J( 
SIN-AM-U INOTI nipaka n-i NAR-I-n-u 
die-TENT-ATTR life sudden DV-INF become-INF-PERF-FIN 
[I] will die suddenly (MYS XVI: 3811) 

1Rg~1]\~fo*L~1R£J:.l:tz-¥~7Jf~~ 
oroka n-i so ware pa omop-yi-si opu-no ura 

7 meyNturaka 'strange' is derived from the same independently unattested root 
*meyNtura- as in the adjective meyNtura-si- 'rare, strange.' 
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insufficient DV-INF PT I TOP think-INF-PAST/ATTR Opu-GEN 
bay 
the bay of Opu about which I did not think much (lit. thought 
insufficiently) (MYS XVIII: 4049) 

~ JJ~~ JJ~~ 1=1lli?\1llf1i,c,,"¥-.t;Ax*fr 
ono mwo ono mwo SANT AKA n-i YO-ku KYIYWO-kyi 
KOKORO-wo MOT -I-te TUKAPEY -MA TUR-E 
yourself PT yourself PT truthful DV-INF good-INF clear-ATTR 
heart-ACC hold-INF-SUB serve(INF)-HUM-IMP 
All of you, serve truthfully and well, with a clear heart (SM 33) 

SPECIAL DERIVED FORM IN -KEY-
There are inflected adjectives with the stem-forming suffix -key
that are clearly derived from -ka adjectives, although the -ka 
adjectives themselves are not attested in Western Old Japanese 
texts, e.g. akyirakey- 'bright' « *akyira-ka), siNtukey- 'quiet' « 
*siNtu-ka), tapyirakey- 'safe' « *tapyira-ka), etc. 

*1ij~j~Hi~ 
akyirakey-kyi NA 
bright-ATTR name 
bright names (MYS XX: 4466) 

1]\iB{ f,J:ZEJi*tBijJ 
nipa mo siNtukey-si 
sea surface PT quiet-FIN 
the surface ofthe sea is also quiet (MYS III: 388) 

~a~*~~iB{~~~~~WW~W*z~.4~~_fi~ 
wa-Nko opo kyimyi pa tapyirakey-ku naNka-ku imas-i-te toyo 
myi-kyi matur-u 
I-POSS great lord TOP safe-INF long-INF exist(HON)-INF-SUB 
abundant HON-rice.wine present(HUM)-FIN 
[I] present the abundant rice wine so that my sovereign (lit.: great 
lord) will live safely and long (SNK 4) 

5.2 INFLECTED ADJECTIVES 
In this section I will discuss the morphology that is unique to 
inflected adjectives. Therefore, the morphological markers that are 
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shared by both inflected adjectives and verbs, such as prefixes, will 
be treated in Chapter 6. 

There are two classes of inflected adjectives in Western Old 
Japanese: class 1 (traditional < fi5" ffl ku-katsuyo type), which 
shows no irregularities and has suffixes attached to the adjectival 
stem that is identical to the adjectival root; and class 2 (traditional 
L < fi5" ffl shiku-katsuyo type), which shows one slight irregularity 
(haplological contraction of the final -si-si form into -si-fJ) and has 
suffixes attached to the adjectival stem in -si- that represents an 
extension after an adjectival root. 

The two adjectival classes can be summarized in the following 
chart that presents two typical adjectives, aka- 'red' and utukusi
'beautiful', from each class followed by all suffixes that can 
directly follow an adjectival stem in Western Old Japanese. 

Ch rt 24 CI a : f' fl t d d' f . W tOld J asses 0 In ec e a l1ec lves In es em apanese 
Class 1 Class 2 

forms aka- 'red' utuku-si- 'beautiful' 
infinitive -ku aka-ku utuku-si-ku 
final-si aka-si utuku-si-0 
attributive __ kyi aka-kyi utuku-si-kyi 
evidential 1 -kye aka-kye utuku-si-kye 
evidential 2 -kyere aka-kyere utuku-si-kyere 
nominalizer 1 -kyeku aka-kyeku utuku-si-kyeku 
nominalizer 2 -sa aka-sa utuku-si-sa 
~erund -myi aka-myi utuku-si-myi 

Note: both eVidentIal forms and the nommahzer m -kyeku are secondary forms 
based on the attributive form -kyi. 

The adjectival forms from Chart 24 above will be discussed in 
detail below. 

5.2.1 INFINITIVE FORM -KU 
The infinitive form of inflected adjectives is formed by attaching 
the suffix -ku to the stem: aka-ku 'red-INF,' sirwo-ku 'white-INF,' 
utukusi-ku 'beautiful-INF,' saNkasi-ku 'steep-INF,' etc. The 
infinitive form has two main functions in Western Old Japanese: (1) 
non-final predicate and (2) adverbial. 

Examples of -ku as a non-final predicate: 
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~~.~~~~&~~~*~~~~M~.~&~&~~W* 
.z~Jjf-$ 
taNta n-i ap-aNs-u ar-aku mwo opo-ku sik-yi-tapey-no makura sar
aNs-u-te imey-ni si myi-ye-m-u 
direct DV-INF meet-NEG-INF exist-NML PT many-INF spread
INF-mulberry.tree.bark.cloth-GEN pillow go.away-NEG-INF-SUB 
dream-LOC PT see-PASS-TENT-FIN 
There are many occasions when [we] do not meet directly, and [I] 
want to see [you] in [my] dream without going away from [your] 
mulberry tree bark cloth pillow (MYS V: 809) 

.tt.~z~~~~a~*~~~~~~B~~~~~~~~ 
{~-=f 
YORONTU YO n-i tOsi pa k-yi p-u tOmo uMEY-no pana tay-uro 
koto na-ku sak-yi-watar-uNpey-si 
ten. thousand generation DV -INF year TOP come-INF pass-FIN 
CON] plum-GEN blossom be interrupted-ATTR matter no-INF 
bloom-INF -cross-DEB-FIN 
Although years will come and pass for ten thousand generations, 
plum blossoms would continue to bloom without interruption 
(MYS V: 830) 

~~~~~~$a~~*Z**Lrt. 
YUKYI pur-u ywo pa SUNPYE mo na-ku SAMU-KU si ar-e-Npa 
snow fall-ATTR night TOP way PT no-INF cold-INF PT exist
EV-CON 
because in the night when snow is falling nothing can be done 
and [it] is indeed cold (MYS V: 892) 

ti~-$~q:~~~~m Pft*m.~ 
tutum-u koto na-ku paya kapyer-i-[i]mas-e 
have.diffuculty-ATTR no-INF fast return-(INF)-HON-IMP 
Return quickly, without having difficulties (MYS XV: 3582) 

M.g~ft~~~~~*~R~W.~m.~~ 
KYIYWOMARO SI-Nka ANE POPUKUN-to ITO OPO-KYI n-i 
ASI-ku KANTAM-YEr-u ITUPAR-I-N-KOTO-wo TUKUR-I-te 
Kyiywomaro he-POSS elder.sister Popukun-COM very big-ATTR 
DV-INF bad-INF be insincere-PROG-ATTR lie-NML-GEN
word-ACC make-INF-SUB 
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Kyiywomaro with his elder sister Popukun created an extremely 
bad and insincere lie ... (SM 44) 

~~;g-~!A~~;g-~!A 
SA-KYI KUNI PA PYIRO-ku SANKASI-KYI KUNI PA 
T APYIRAKEY -KU 
narrow-ATTR land TOP broad-INF steep-ATTR land TOP level
INF 
The narrow land will be broad, and the steep land will be level, 
and ... (NT 1) 

Examples of an adverbial usage of -ku: 

~~~~.~~m~~~~mw~~~w~~~m~ 
si-Nka tukur-u8 -maNte-ni opo kyimyi-ni kata-ku tukapey-matur
am-u 
they-POSS come.to.an.end-ATTR-TERM-LOC great lord-DAT 
strong-INF serve(INF)-HUM-TENT -FIN 
Until they come to an end, [I] intend to serve faithfully to the 
emperor (NK 78) 

3f-~fjiJ~~~m1~~WJ~Ft:.-S:~.1~z$$~ 
wo-mure-Nka upey-ni kumo Ntani mo siru-ku si tat-aNpa 
DIM-mountain-POSS top-LOC cloud PT PT distinct-INF PT rise
COND 
if even the clouds distinctly rise above the small mountain (NK 
116) 

~!A~~PJ$~1if~ 
UTUKUSI-ku si-Nka katar-ap-ey-Npa 
beautiful-INF he-POSS talk-ITER-EV -CON 
as he used to say beautifully (MYS V: 904) 

~ 1&: 15 !A ~1jf J:l:: fJj; z !l&J1lli 3f
ma-sakyi-ku to ip-yi-te-si MOnowo 
INT-safe-INF DV say-INF-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR CONJ 

8 The verb tukur- is an intransitive counterpart of tukus- 'to exhaust, to exert 
(oneself).' It occurs only in Old Japanese, and it is interesting that it did not make 
its way into any dictionaries, including (Omodaka et al. 1967). The much more 
widespread intransitive equivalent of tukus- is OJ tukiy-<*tuku-i- 'to come to an 
end.' 
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Although [I] have said that [I return] safely (MYS XVII: 3958) 

~Z~s~&~~~Z~~m~~~R&~~~Z~*~~* 
kwosi-no kyimyi-ra-tO ka-ku si koso Y AnaNkiy kaNturak-yi 
tanwosi-ku aswoNp-am-ey 
Kwosi-GEN lord-PLUR-COM thus-INF PT PT willow 
wear.as.a.wig-INF pleasant-INF amuse-TENT-EV 
[I] will pleasantly amuse [myself] with lords from Kwosi by 
putting willow [branches] in our hair in this way (MYS XVIII: 
4071) 

It: 7J=f:.lt: 7J=f:.~ 1=1i~!\.rj1f~IL\5f£t~*f± 
ono mwo ono mwo SANTAKA n-i YO-ku KYIYWO-kyi 
KOKORO-wo MOT -I-te TUKAPEY -MA TUR-E 
yourself PT yourself PT truthful DV-INF good-INF clear-ATTR 
heart-ACC hold-INF-SUB serve(INF)-HUM-IMP 
All of you, serve truthfully and well, with a clear heart (SM 33) 

~2lt:~~~.~~&~~~W~W*z~~4~~.fi~ 
wa-Nko opo kyimyi pa tapyirakey-ku naNka-ku imas-i-te toyo 
myi-kyi matur-u 
I-POSS great lord TOP safe-INF long-INF exist(HON)-INF-SUB 
abundant HON-rice.wine present(HUM)-FIN 
[I] present the abundant rice wine so that my sovereign (lit.: great 
lord) will live safely and long (SNK 4) 

The infinitive -ku can be also nominalized when it is followed 
by the attributive form n-o of the defective verb n- 'to be' or by the 
genitive case marker -no, although this usage is rare, and the only 
two certain examples (one each) come from Late Old Japanese 
texts: 

~.~~~e~~~~~*.~~m*&Z~ 
KONO TATINPANA-wo tokyiNsi-ku n-o kaNk-u n-o KO-NO 
MIY to NA-N-TUKEY-kyer-asi-mo 
this mandarin.orange-ACC be.off.season-INF DV-ATTR smell
ATTR DV -ATTR tree-GEN fruit DV name-LOC-attach(INF)
RETR-SUP-EXCL 
[we] should call these mandarin oranges fragrant tree fruits that 
are off season! (MYS XVIII: 4111) 
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~~z?\1lli~{*jJDmEflJ*L~~flV< z~~-$ 
kwopiysi-ku-no opo-k-ar-u ware pa my i-tutu sinwop-am-u 
long-INF-GEN big-INF-exist-ATTR I TOP see(INF)-COOR 
yearn-TENT-FIN 
I, [who] has great longing, will be looking at [it] and yearning [for 
my beloved] (MYS XX: 4475) 

SPECIAL FORM -KU-TE 
The infinitive form -ku, in both the functions of a non-final 
predicate and an adverb, can be directly followed by a 
subordinative gerund -teo The only phonetically spelled example is 
found in Late Old Japanese, but the form -ku-te is unlikely to be an 
innovation, because it is also attested in Eastern Old Japanese (see 
below). In all other Western Old Japanese examples the 
subordinative gerund -te is spelled semantographically with the 
character ffij. 

Non-final predicate usage: 

m.*1j!::§~ ffij/F~::§ cJt-}...~ 1m = 
KANT! SAWO mwo NA-KU-TE SANPUSI-mwo koNk-u pyitO 
na-si-ni 
rudder pole PT no-INF-SUB sad-EXCL row-ATTR person no
FIN-LOC 
there is neither rudder nor pole [at the boat], and [it] is sad, as 
there is no one to row! (MYS III: 257) 

}...§~ffij 
PYITO MEY SINKEY-KU-TE 
person eye thick-INF-SUB 
there are many prying eyes, and ... (MYS IV: 752) 

~ j(jJD?\ ~{tc]J ~'f;2 *L)jj£3: 
ko-N-taka-ku-te satwo pa ar-e-NtOmo 
tree-GEN-high-INF-SUB village TOP exist-EV-CONC 
although trees are high in the village (MYS XIX: 4209) 

Adverbial usage: 

:s-~:tzD Itt ffij /F 1f1!r 
WA-NKA OMOP-YI KA-KU-TE AR-ANS-U PA 
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I-POSS love-NML thus-INF-SUB exist-NEG-INF TOP 
If my love was not such ... (MYS IV: 734) 

~f* ffij !f.~*~ 
MA-SAKYI-KU-TE PAY A KAPYER-I-KO to 
INT-safe-INF-SUB fast return-INF-come(IMP) DV 
saying: "Come back safely and fast!" (MYS XX: 4398) 

SPECIAL USAGE: -KU + NAR- 'TO BECOME' 
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The infinitive form -ku is also used in a special construction with 
the following verb nar- 'to become' meaning 'to become Adj.': 

~~. S3 ~~Uj~. ~jj~~~J( 
kyimyi-Nka yuk-yi key naNka-ku nar-i-n-u 
lord-POSS go-INF day long-INF become-INF-PERF-FIN 
[My] lord went [away], and the days became long (KK 88) 

~~~~~~~$mm~~~~ili&~~R&.~m~~~. 
*&~~ 
uMEY-no pana sak-yi-tar-u sana-no awo yaNkiy pa kaNtura n-i s-
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-kyer-aNs-u ya 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR garden-GEN 
green willow TOP wig DV-INF do-DEB-INF become-INF
PERF-INF-RETR-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that [we] should make [our] wigs out of 
the green willows in the garden where the plum blossoms have 
bloomed? (MYS V: 817) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~&.Wfi~~~~m~~~. 
~~iiJ&~ili 
uMEY -no pana sak-yi-te tir-i-n-aNpa sakura-N-pana tuNk-yi-te 
sak-uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-te ar-aNs-u ya 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-SUB fall-INF-PERF-COND 
sakura-GEN-blossom follow-INF-SUB bloom-DEB-INF become
INF-PERF-INF-SUB exist-NEG-FIN PT 
If the plum blossoms have bloomed and fallen, has [it] not become 
so that sakura blossoms should bloom again? (MYS V: 829) 

5.2.1.1 INFINITIVE FORM -KU + AR- 'EXIST' 

In contrast to other verbs, inflected adjectives can be followed only 
by a limited number of suffixes that attach directly to their stems. 
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These suffixes cannot be followed by any other suffixes directly, 
with four exceptions: the subordinative gerund -te can follow the 
infinitive -ku (see 5.2.1 above) and the nominalizer -aku, tentative 
-am-, and conditional gerund -aNpa can follow the attributive form 
-Icyi (see 5.2.3.1, 5.2.3.3, and 5.2.3.4 below). In order to produce 
more complex inflected forms, the auxiliary verb ar- 'to exist' is 
used after the infinitive form -ku, and verbal affixes are added to 
ar-. Thus, most of the adjectival forms found in the Western Old 
Japanese texts are analytical, consisting of STEM + -ku + ar- + 
SUFFIX(ES). A great difference between Western Old Japanese 
and Middle (Classical) Japanese is that in the former the sequence 
-ku + ar- is in most cases still uncontracted (especially in Early Old 
Japanese texts), while in the latter it always appears as a new 
synthetic form -k-ar- that resulted from elision of the vowel lui in 
the infinitive form. 

~iiJj]D ~ttffiBt!Htc:M.bt:i1l!!ffit;ffw[.& $tff'ffi§~~fi!J ~tt .btW[$1ff.4-
ti\~iiJ~t~~ 
aka-N-tama pa wo sapey pyikar-e-NtO sira tama-no kyimyi-Nka 
yosopyi si taputwo-ku ar-i-kyer-i 
red-DV(ATTR)-jewel TOP cord PT shine-EV-CONC white jewel
COMP lord-POSS adorned. appearance PT revered-INF exist
INF-RETR-FIN 
Although even the cord of red jewels shines, [I] realized [that I] 
feel reverence [for my] lord's adorned appearance, which is like a 
white jewel (KK 7) 

~iiJ~PJJ~~~.bt ~5f1j fi~iiJ5f1j ~.bt ~fi{fJ"$ iffil{E: ijlj:~ ~ &~ .bti0 $ *ifi 
Mi 19 ~iiJ5f1j *5f1j -
aka-N-tama-no pyikari pa ar-i to pyitO pa ip-ey-Nto kyimyi-Nka 
yosopyi si taputwo-ku ar-i-kyer-i 
red-DV(ATTR)-jewel-GEN light TOP exist-FIN DV person TOP 
say-EV-CONC lord-POSS adorned. appearance PT revered-INF 
exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
Although people say that red jewel has light, [I] realized [that I] 
feel reverence [for my] lord's adorned appearance (NK 6) 
This is a textual variant of the poem KK 7 given above. 

{fJ"1l$ Z Z 5f-tftHm ~*iiJfi1fll~{~fiiJ ~~ll~{~fiiJ {~~iiJ5fIJ ~JlI~iiJ~~ 
~.{~Ti 
i-y-u sisi-wo tunaNk-u kapa pye-no waka kusa-no waka-ku ar-i
kyi to a-Nka [o]mop-an-aku n-i 
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shoot-PASS-ATTR(?) game animal-wo follow-ATTR river side
GEN young grass-COMP young-INF exist-INF-PASTIFIN DV 1-
POSS think-NEG-NML DV-INF 
I do not think [he] was as young as young grass on the river side 
where [we] followed a game animal that was shot, but ... (NK 117) 

~ 1jt~I3~ 1:*fI;&~ft-*3f-~* IA ~~ 
MURASAKYI-no nipop-yer-u IMWO-wo niku-ku AR-ANPA 
violet-COMP beautiful-PROG-A TTR beloved-ABS unpleasant
INF exist-COND 
If [my] beloved, who is beautiful like a violet, was distasteful [to 
me] (MYS I: 21) 

~g~~~*~~M~*~~~~IAM~m~ 
moro pyitO pa kyepu-no apyiNta pa tanwosi-ku ar-uNpey-si 
all person TOP today-GEN interval TOP be joyful-INF exist
DEB-FIN 
all people today must be joyful (MYS V: 832) 

{jt;J]D~;J]Dtlj$:1*~*~iiJtlj*fttJ#fi&f6:~tt7C 
ika Npakari kwoposi-ku ar-i-ky-em-u saywo-pyimye 
how PT be.longing-INF exist-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
Saywo-pyimye 
how Saywo-pyimye must have been longing (MYS V: 875) 

fo~~P1t~tttc.~,IA~ &,~, 
wa-Nka taNpyi pa pyisasi-ku ar-asi 
I-POSS journey TOP long-INF exist-SUP 
It seems that my journey was long (MYS XV: 3667) 

{jt~3f-~~~tf~¥jTEf:g:lA~ lE* fij 
imwo-woNpa myi-Ns-u so ar-uNpey-ku ar-i-kyer-u 
beloved-ACC(EMPH) see-NEG-INF PT exist-DEB-INF exist
INF-RETR-ATTR 
[I] should not have seen [my] beloved (MYS XV: 3739) 

tc-J;.;;. ¥jTE~~~1*1A~*L*t~ 
sa-n-ur-u ywo pa opo-ku ar-e-Ntomo 
PREF-sleep-ATTR night TOP many-INF exist-EV-CONC 
although there are many nights when [I] sleep ... (MYS XV: 3760) 
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~m~*~.w.~w~**~*~*~.~~~ 
tika-ku ar-aNpa ima putu-ka Ntamiy topo-ku ar-aNpa nanu-ka 
c1ose-INF exist-COND now two-CL ? far-INF exist-COND 
seven-CL 
if it is soon, [from] now only (?) two days; if it is long, seven days 
(MYS XVII: 4011) 

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTIONS WITH EMPHATIC 
PARTICLES MO AND SI AND TOPIC PARTICLE PA 
The construction -ku ma ar-, that includes focus particle ma (see 
9.1.2) between the infinitive form and ar- 'to exist,' places 
emphasis on the infinitive. This construction is quite frequent in 
Western Old Japanese texts: 

M~m~~.~~~~~~~W*.~~~~~M~~ 
awo na mo kyiNpiy pyito-tO tOmo n-i si tum-ey-Npa tanwosi-ku 
mo ar-u ka 
green vegetables PT KyiNpiy person-COM together DV -INF PT 
pick-EV-CON delightful-INF PT exist-ATTR PT 
Is [not it] delightful when [I] pick green vegetables together with 
the girl from KyiNpiy? (KK 54) 

.~~~~~~.~« .. ~.~*~HW~~~m •• ~.~ 
~~~iiJ~~ 
kurapasi yama pa saNkasi-kye-NtO imwo-tO noNpor-e-Npa 
saNkasi-ku mo ar-aNs-u 
Kurapasi mountain TOP steep-EV -CONC beloved-COM climb
EV-CON steep-INF PT exist-NEG-FIN 
although Mount Kurapasi is steep, when [I] climb [it] with [my] 
beloved, [it] is not steep at all (KK 70) 

~.~*~~~&$~.~~.~~~&$~~OO~~*~W 
~~t~ 
TAPYlRAKEY-ku YASU-ku mo ar-am-u-wo KOTO mo NA-KU 
MO NA-KU mo ar-am-u-wo YO-NO NAKA-no u-ky-eku tura
ky-eku 
peaceful-INF quiet-INF PT exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC matter PT 
no-INF misfortune no-INF PT exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC world
GEN inside-GEN sad-A TTR-NML painful-ATTR-NML 
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although [I] want to live peacefully and quietly, although [I] want 
to live uneventfully and without misfortunes, the fact that life is 
sad and painful. .. (MYS V: 897) 
It is quite possible that in this example ar- 'to exist' still preserves its lexical 
meaning. 

z »~Iff?mJF *~ JFm PJ fir Iffm*LIt .. fA f,3:*~jfEw 
sirwo KAMYI-maNte-ni OPO KYIMYI-ni tukapey-matur-e-Npa 
TAPUTWO-ku mo ar-u ka 
white hair-TERM-LOC great lord-DAT serve(INF)-HVM-EV
CON awesome-INF PT exist-ATTR PT 
When [one] serves [his] sovereign until grey hair, is [not it] 
awesome? (MYS XVII: 3922) 

The construction -ku pa ar- with an intervening topic particle pa 
are rare (only five examples, and among them only two in phonetic 
script), and they are all confined to the Man 'yoshu. In all examples 
pa clearly has a contrastive function (see 9.1.1): 

m.m~*~~~.~z~.zffi*~~~ 
AR[A]-ISWO KWOS-U NAMYI PA OSORO-SI SIKAsuka n-i 
UMYI-NO TAMA MWO-NO NIKU-KU PA AR-ANS-U-te 
rough shore cross-ATTR wave TOP fearsome-FIN on the contrary 
DV -INF sea-GEN jewel seaweed-GEN unpleasant-INF TOP 
exist-NEG-INF -SUB 
The waves that go over the rough, rocky shore are fearsome. On the 
contrary, the precious seaweeds are not unpleasant (MYS VII: 
1397) 

*::EJJ~ c~PJz £!l~mlfffoPJ*L PJ~zfAiBt**L~ 
OPO KYIMYI-no myi-koto kasikwo-myi tuma wakare kanasi-ku 
pa ar-e-Nto 
Great lord-GEN HON-word awesome-GER spouse part(INF) sad
INF TOP exist-EV-CONC 
Because the order of [ my] sovereign is awesome, [I] part with [my] 
spouse, and although [I] am sad, [I will go to serve] (MYS XX: 
4398) 

~fAiBt~iBt~mg~~~*m*Z~*JJ~Iff~ftJJ~z~ft 
fAiBt*fiJw:m -
sak-u pana pa utur-op-u tokyi ar-i asi-pyikiy n-o yama suga-no ne 
si naNka-ku pa ar-i-kyer-i 
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bloom-ATTR flower TOP wither-ITER-ATTR time exist-FIN 
makura-kotoba (lit: foot-low DV-ATTR) mountain sedge-GEN 
root PT long-INF exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
There is a time when blooming flowers will be withering. 
[However,] roots of the mountain sedge turned out [to last for a] 
long [time] (MYS XX: 4484) 

The construction -ku si ar- is not very frequent in Western Old 
Japanese (altogether fifteen examples), and all attestations are 
limited to the Man 'yoshii. The exact meaning of the particle si is 
difficult to define (see 9.4.2), but it seems that it emphasizes the 
preceding infinitive form. 

~1ff¥mW\iBt~~£3:~IA,*z'17:*L~ 
YUKYI pur-u ywo pa SUNPYE rna na-ku SAMU-KU si ar-e-Npa 
snow fall-ATTR night TOP way PT no-INF cold-INF PT exist
EV-CON 
because in the night when snow is falling nothing can be done and 
[it] is indeed cold (MYS V: 892) 

A~Z~J~'~* 
PYITO-N-KOTO-NO SINKEY-KU si AR-ABA 
person-GEN-word-GEN thick-INF PT exist-COND 
If rumors are growing thick [like a bush] ... (MYS XII: 3110) 

jt~~lAz'17:*L~il;J-F1J\*¥mPJ £3: 
key naNka-ku si ar-e-ba kwopiy-n-i-kyer-u kam6 
day long-INF PT exist-EV-CON long for(INF)-PERF-INF
RETR-ATTR PT 
because it has been a long time (lit.: days) [since we left], [I] long 
for the capital! (MYS XV: 3668) 

5.2.1.2 CONTRACTED FORM -K-AR-

The contracted form -k-ar- « -ku ar-, see 5.2.1.1 above), resulting 
from the elision of the vowel lui in the adjectival infinitive form 
-ku before the verb ar- 'exist,' appears to be a comparatively late 
innovation. Although the contracted form -k-ar- appears in some 
potentially borderline Early Western Old Japanese texts, such as 
MYS III-V (most of the examples are in semantographic writing, 
so the basis for transcribing these forms as -k-ar- rather than -ku ar
rests solely on the meter of poems), it does not present itself in the 
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earliest Western Old Japanese texts, such as the Kojiki kayo, the 
Nihonshoki kayo, or the Jogii Shotoku Hoo Teisetsu. However, 
since the contracted form is also attested in Eastern Old Japanese, it 
is also possible that the Asuka region dialect that underlies Early 
Western Old Japanese did not develop the contracted form in 
contrast to Late Western Old Japanese that is based on the Nara 
dialect.9 It is equally possible that the presence of the contracted 
form in the earlier books of the Man 'yoshii can be explained by the 
fact that they were edited by Otomo-no Yakamochi. 

~.~~~~~~*m**L.~*.A~~.m*m 
TOK[O]-IPA-NA.SU IPA YA PA IMA mwo ar-i-kyer-e-Nto SUM
YI-kyer-u PYITO so TUNE NA-K-Ar-i-kyer-u 
Eternal rock-CaMP rock house TOP now PT exist-INF-RETR
EV-CONC live-INF-RETR person PT usual no-INF-exist-INF
RETR-ATTR 
Although there are now as well the rock dwellings that are like an 
eternal rock, it turns that it is not usual that people live [there] 
(MYS III: 308) 

A~~s~*~~tt~~~®$E~*m 
PYITO mwo na-kyi MUNASI-KYI IPYE PA KUSA MAKURA 
TANPYI-ni MASAR-I-TE KURUSI-K-AR-I-kyer-i 
person PT no-ATTR empty-ATTR house TOP grass pillow 
journey-LaC exceed-INF-SUB painful-INF-exist-INF-RETR
FIN 
It turned out that an empty house with nobody in [it] is more 
painful than ajourney [when one uses] grass for a pillow (MYS III: 
451) 

~w~~~~~m~~~.~aM~~~.~W~ 
WA-NKA se-~WO-ni MATA.PA AP-ANSI ka to OMOP-EY-Npa 
ka KYESA-NO W AKARE-NO SUNPYE NA-K-AR-I-t-uru 
I-paSS beloved-DIM-DA T again TOP meet-NEG/TENT PT DV 
think-EV-CON PT this.morning-GEN part(NML)-GEN way no
INF -exist-INF -PERF -ATTR 
Was [it] because I thought that [we] would not meet again that [I] 
had no way to part [with you] this morning? (MYS IV: 540) 

9 The contracted form practically rules supreme in Middle Japanese. 
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~ff~*PJlm: -$*z fi£3:JJ~;0¥TrE~fi -=f1jt .g.~!ff~JJ~JJD*Z 
PJflj*~ 
yo-no naka pa munasi-kyi mono to sir-u tOkyi si iyoyo masu-masu 
kanasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
world-GEN inside TOP empty-A TTR thing DV know-ATTR time 
PT more.and.more more.and.more sad-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
When [I] realized that the world is empty, [it] turned out to be 
more and more sad (MYS V: 793) 

fofi~Mc1XPJ ~~ff~~ §£3:*PJ m. ttyt.*"~ff~£3:'7 JJD1jtff~~ 
:m1X!ffZ 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo-Nka katamyi n-o koromo na-k-ar-i-s-eNpa 
nani mwono mot-e ka inoti tuNk-amasi 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM-POSS keepsake DV -A TTR garment no
INF-exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND what thing hold-EV PT life 
join-SUB] 
If [I] did not have a garment of my beloved as a keepsake, would 
having anything keep me alive? (MYS XV: 3733) 

fi~1X§~~~~~*&yt.~ti*PJ~m~ 
kyimyi-Nka mey-wo myi-Ns-u pyisa nar-aNpa suNpye na-k-ar
uNpey-si 
lord-POSS eye-ACC see-NEG-INF long be-COND way no-INF
exist-DEB-FIN 
If [I] do not see your eyes for a long time, [I] am helpless (lit.: 
[there] cannot be [any] way) (MYS XVII: 3934) 

iJt r!l1f ~flj Z fIffi 
INISIPYE-YU NA-K-AR-I-si SIRUSI 
ancient times-ABL no-INF-exist-INF-PAST/ATTR omen 
an omen that did not exist from ancient times (MYS XIX: 4254) 

!ff*0.~*&lm:r!l#zPJflj*-\i 
rna na-ku so nara pa kwopiysi-k-ar-i-kyer-u 
interval no-INF PT Nara TOP longing-INF-exist-INF-RETR
ATTR 
[I] am longing for [the capital of] Nara without interruption (MYS 
XX: 4461) 
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~~~fi~~~~~~~~.~~~~W.~~~~fi~~~ 
PJ~*flj**itj]Dflj~flj 
kusurisi pa tune n-o mo ar-e-NtO marapyitO n-o ima-no kusurisi 
taputo-k-ar-i-kyer-i meyNtasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
medicine man TOP usual DV-ATTR PT exist-EV-CONC guest 
DV-ATTR now-GEN medicine man revered-INF-exist-INF
RETR-FIN praiseworthy-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
Although there are usual medicine men, too, the present Guest 
Medicine Man is indeed revered and praiseworthy (BS 15) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
Similar to Western Old Japanese, the infinitive -ku can also be used 
in Eastern Old Japanese as a non-final predicate or as an adverbial 
modifier. Examples ofthe non-final predicate usage: 

~ ~ ~~~fot'(; S3 ~~~J]\ 
ura mwo na-ku wa-Nka yuk-u miti-ni 
back PT no-INF I-POSS go-ATTR way-LOC 
On the way that I went not [paying] attention [to anything] 
(MYS XIV: 3443) 

~.~~~.~~.~~~*~.~PJ~~*~~~~~$ 
yaswo kotO-no pye pa siNkey-ku tomo araswop-yi-kane-te a-wo 
koto nas-una 
eighty word-GEN leaf TOP thick-INF CONJ resist-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB I-ACC word do-NEG/IMP 
although many rumors are growing thick [like a bush], do not talk 
about me, failing to resist (MYS XIV: 3456) 

Examples of adverbial usage: 

fot'(;~.~{~~~ ll#~z 
wa-Nka tuma pa ita-ku kwopiy-rasi 
I-POSS spouse TOP extreme-INF love(INF?)lo -SUP 
It seems that my spouse loves [me] dearly ... (MYS XX: 4322) 

10 The corresponding WOJ form is kwop-urasi 'Jove-SUP' with no infinitive form 
attested. 
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~k lBlk :fjtPJZR1JD{i~~{6:::0..*tLJ({jTJ::~zjt~~1ikfp~tL 
1JDtfJiRmt --
titi papa-Nka kasira kakyi-naNte sa-ku ar-e te ip-yi-si keytoNpa 
Nse wasure-kane-t-uru 
father mother-POSS head PREF-stroke(INF) safe-INF exist-IMP 
DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR word PT forget(INF)-NEG/POT(INF)
PERF-ATTR 
[I] cannot forget the words: "Be safe!" that [my] father and mother 
said, stroking [my] head (MYS XX: 4346) 

Similar to Western Old Japanese, the infinitive -ku can also be 
nominalized in Eastern Old Japanese when it is followed by the 
attributive form n-o of the defective verb n- 'to be.' This 
construction serves as a modifier of a following noun or noun 
phrase. 

Wf(~f~:0..~:0..~~ 
ma-topo-ku n-o kumwo-wi 
INT-distant-INF DV-ATTR cloud-sit(NML) 
distant sky (MYS XIV: 3441) 

Wf(~f*:0..fig!lf1]\ ~ *lBl~-$ 
ma-topo-ku n-o NWO-ni mwo ap-ana-m-u 
INT-distant-INF DV-ATTR field-LOC PT meet-DES-TENT-FIN 
[I] would like to meet [you] even in a distant field (MYS XIV: 
3463) 

Eastern Old Japanese also has -ku-te form: 

Wf(~~~~~~*~PJ:0..~*lBl~.lBl~~~Wf(PJ~~~~~ 
it*:fjt~ 1m 
mawo-N-komo-no pu-no rna tika-ku-te ap-an-ap-ye-Npa okyi-tu 
rna-kama-no naNkeyk-yi so a-Nka s-uru 
nettle-GEN-mat-GEN mesh-GEN space be.c1ose-INF-SUB meet
NEG-ITER-EV -CON offing-GENILOC INT -duck-COMP lament
NML PT I-POSS do-ATTR 
Because [we] continuously do not meet being as close [to each 
other] as spaces between the meshes of a nettle mat, I lament like a 
real duck in the offing (MYS XIV: 3524) 
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~~4~.~tim~~~~ •• ~~~~~~~~~.w~~ 
fifofJiJ. 
kyepu-yori pa kapyer-i-MYI na-ku-te opo kyimyi-no siko n-o myi
tate to iNte-tat-u ware pa 
today-ABL TOP return-INF-Iook(NML) no-INF-SUB great lord
GEN unworthy DV -A TTR HON-shield DV exit(INF)-leave-ATTR 
I TOP 
I leave today without looking back to be an unworthy shield of the 
sovereign (MYS XX: 4373) 

The uncontracted from -ku ar- is attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese only in one example: 

f6::*t~~iiJfU~ ~ 
sakey-ku ar-i mat-e 
safe-INF exist-INF wait-IMP 
wait [for me] safely (MYS XX: 4368) 

The special constructions -ku rna ar-, -ku pa ar-, and -ku si ar
are not attested in Eastern Old Japanese. 

Eastern Old Japanese also has a contracted -k-ar- form: 

*tIt~;J-F1tI§*J~,.12~~ m~fU 
a-Nka kwopiy nomiy si tokyi na-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
I-POSS 10ve(NML) PT PT time no-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
only my love does not have a [special] time (MYS XIV: 3422) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The infinitive -ku is also attested throughout Ryukyuan, as a non
final predicate and an adverbial modifier. Examples from the Shuri 
dialect: 

tatanoo mii-ku tuzee huru-ku 
tatami(TOP) new-INF wife(TOP) old-INF 
The tatami is new, and the wife is old ... (RGJ 82) 

munoo maa-ku kam-ee 
thing(TOP) delicious-INF eat-IMP 
Eat food with gusto! (RGJ 82) 
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Most Ryukyuan dialects: Central Ryukyuan, Yaeyama, 
Y onaguni, and to a great extent Northern Ryukyuan as well, use the 
construction consisting of nominalizer -sa ar- 'to exist' to build 
analytical forms of inflected adjectives instead of the infinitive -ku 
+ the auxiliary a(r)- 'to exist' construction (RGJ 82-86), 
(Shimabukuro 1997: 366-68), (Suyama 1997: 452-54), (Karimata 
1997b: 410-11), (Takahashi 1997a: 421). However, the -ku + a(r)
construction exists in certain Southern Ryukyuan dialects, such as 
Miyako (Karimata 1997a: 399-401). The -ku +a(r)- construction in 
Miyako always occurs in its contracted form -k-ar-. 

Miyako 

taka-k-a-m koona 
high-INF-exist-FIN buylNEGIIMP 
[It] is expensive. Do not buy [it] (Karimata 1997a: 400) 

taka-k-ar-aba nuu-Ina 
high-INF-exist-COND climb-NEG/IMP 
If [it] is high, do not climb (Karimata 1997a: 401) 

Takahashi maintains that in Old Ryukyuan the construction -sa 
ar- was predominantly used, and that there is only one example of 
yak-ar-u 'good-INF-exist-ATTR' (Takahashi 1997b: 425). 
However, cf. the following example from the Omara soshi, where 
besides yak-ar-u another adjective kiya- 'bright' is also found in the 
same form: 

2Jt J:: 5 tt:}3(J)J::iPQtNc%tt J:: 5 tt:}3(J)'2:~i6"QLNC 
,,:eke you keo-no yo-k-ar-u fi-ni weke you keo-no kiya-k-ar-u fi
m 
EXCL EXCL today-GEN good-INF-exist-ATTR day-LOC EXCL 
EXCL today-GEN bright-INF-exist-ATTR day-LOC 
Oh, yeah, on today's good day; oh, yeah, on today's bright day 
(OS X: 532) 

Further research is needed to find out ifthere are other examples 
of the -k-ar- contracted form in Old Ryukyuan. 

It is difficult to decide which of these two different 
constructions, -ku + a(r)- and -sa + a(r)-, is an innovation, and 
which is an archaism. The fact that the distribution of the -sa + 
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a(r)- construction is wider, speaks in favor of its proto-Ryukyuan 
nature. On the other hand, it is difficult to imagine that Miyako 
borrowed the -ku + a(r)- construction independently from Middle 
Japanese. Moreover, the remnants of the -ku + a(r)- construction in 
Amami in the Northern Ryukyus suggest that in this territory the -
ku + a(r)- construction was replaced by the -sa + a(r)- construction, 
probably under the influence of Central Ryukyuan. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
PJ infinitive *-ku is usually compared with MK -kwo, a gerund that 
can follow both active and quality verbs (Martin 1995: 148). An 
example from Middle Korean: 

nyeth-wo-si-kwo stwo kiph-i-si-n-i 
shallow-CAUS-HON-GER again deep-CAUS-HON-PERF / ATTR 
-NML 
[Heaven] made [the sea] shallow, and then made [it] deep again 
(yp 20) 

As I mentioned above, the reflexes of the adjectival infinitive 
-ku are amply attested throughout different branches of Japonic. 
Thus, overall, this might be a valid comparison, but two 
reservations are in order. First, while the gerund -kwo in Korean is 
used with both action and quality verbs, in Japonic it is restricted to 
inflected adjectives only. Second, for a perfect phonetic fit we 
might expect that WOJ -ku is from PJ *-ko, with raising of PJ *0 > 
u, typical for Central Japanese, but this is not the case, as PR form 
is definitely *-ku, not *_ko. ll 

5.2.2 FINAL FORM -SI 
As it was mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, in contrast to 
Middle Japanese, Western Old Japanese -si does not necessarily 
have an exclusive function of a final predication marker, as it can 

II Martin also adds to this comparison OJ nominalizer -ku used after verbs, e.g. ip
aku 'the fact that [someone] says', but I believe it does not belong here, because it 
is rather -aku than just -ku, as can be seen from such forms as myi-r-aku 'the fact 
that [someone] sees' and s-ur-aku 'the fact that [someone] does,' which make it 
clear that it is -aku and not -ku that historically follows the attributive form of 
verbs, thus, we have the following developments: ip-aku < *ip-u-aku, myi-r-aku < 
*mi-ru-aku, and s-ur-aku < *s-uru-aku. The same is true of adjectives that have 
nominalized forms in -kyeku < attributive -kyi + nominalizer -aku (see 5.2.3.1). 
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be sometimes used as an attributive marker as well. This specific 
usage certainly points to the fact that the final marker -si and the 
attributive marker -kyi were not as strictly differentiated 
functionally in Western Old Japanese as they were in Middle 
Japanese. This phenomenon in its own tum strongly speaks in favor 
of a point of view that both -si and -kyi are relatively late 
innovations in Japanese, especially given the fact that both markers 
are completely absent from the Ryukyuan branch of Japonic. 
Nevertheless, on the synchronic level, the function of -si in most 
Western Old Japanese textual examples is firmly connected with 
final predication. This phenomenon probably means that -si was on 
its way to be established as a marker of final predication of 
inflected adjectives. Examples: 

~iiJ~ffl:~.J!EWf~iiJiiIt~J3~~~2j~~J3~;0 
a pa mo yo mye n-i si ar-e-Npa na-wo [0 ]k-yi-te wo pa na-si 
1 TOP PT PT woman DV -INF PT exist-EV -CON you-ACC leave
INF-SUB man TOP no-FIN 
Because 1 am a woman, [I] have no [other] man, besides you (KK 
5) 

«~~~~ffl:~~~~~~~.~~ffl: •• ~~Wf~Wf~~~ 
f~~l:I::~~.~~ffl: --
yata-no pyitO-motO suNkey pa pyitO-ri wor-i tOmo opo kyimyi si 
yo-si to kyikos-aNpa pyitO-ri wor-i tomo 
Yata-GEN one-CL sedge TOP one-CL exist-FIN CONJ great lord 
PT good-FIN DV say(HON)-COND one-CL exist-FIN CONJ 
Even if one sedge from Yata is alone, if the great lord says [ it] is 
fine, even if [she] is alone (KK 65) 

lilfWfffl: ~iiJ« ~ nO;0 [!];0 
ko si mo aya n-i kasikwo-si 
this PT PT very DV -INF awesome-FIN 
This is very awesome, too (KK 100) 

IKDt~~m:~l:I::m:-Tl:I::~fmE~f:=§ 
kumo-no okonap-yi ko yopyi siru-si mwo 
spider-GEN perform-NML this night distinctive-FIN PT 
the spider's performance is distinctive tonight (NK 65) 



'tff6:l#tfJ\ Z 
KOKORO sa mane-si 
thought so many-FIN 
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[sad] thoughts are so many (MYS I: 82) 

1]\ i&: -S: Z EJi *t gijJ 
nipa mo siNtukey-si 
sea. surface PT quiet-FIN 
the surface of the sea is also quiet (MYS III: 388) 

~IJ~q:-S:f:g:~*c gi0fjJ"1P,~, 
soko [o]mop-ey-Npa kokoro si ita-si 
there think-EV -CON heart PT painful-FIN 
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when [I] think ofthose places, [my] heart aches (MYS XVII: 4006) 

~q: tL 3f-~fi fifl#1Pi&:* m tit 1P Z 
kore-wo ok-yi-te mata pa ar-i-N-kata-si 
this-ACC leave-INF-SUB again TOP exist-NML-GEN-hard-FIN 
[It] is difficult to find again [a falcon of the same quality], except 
this [one] (MYS XVII: 4011) 

The attributive usage of -si is attested as well, albeit in fewer 
examples, most of which belong to Early Old Japanese, which 
again speaks in favor of the archaic nature of this type of usage. 
The clear-cut cases can only be found in the case of the adjectives 
belonging to class 1, since the adjectives of class 2, as 1 mentioned 
above, do not have a final predication form different from their 
stem. Examples: 

~ 1." ~ 1."wr$:i0~~~J!EJ!E 
tapo topo-si Kwosi-no kuni-ni 
distant distant-FIN Kwosi-GEN land-LOC 
in the distant, distant land of Kwosi (KK 2) 

~*"~i0fjJ"O&RO&~~~~ 
yapwo ni yo-si i-kyiNtuk-yi n-o myiya 
eight.hundred ground good-FIN DLF-build-INF DV-ATTR palace 
a palace built on an eight hundred [times] good soil (KK 100) 

~1ff~~i0wrm 
op[o]-uwo yo-si siNpyi 
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big-fish good-FIN tuna 
tuna that is good big fish (KK 110) 

~~*tRf~~*fo~~ 
pasi-kyi yo-si wa-Nk-yipye 
10vely-ATTR good-FIN I-POSS-house 
my lovely and good house (NK 21 )12 

~~!1bm~;07J~ 
awo ni yo-si Nara 
green earth good-FIN Nara 
Nara [mountain, where] the green earth is good (NK 95) 

!Ilt ,w.~ ~~f§mf¥1t:l!!Ilt>t * 
kaN-KURWO-si KAMYI-wo MA-KUSI MOT-I kakyi-TARE 
INT-black-FIN hair-ACC INT-comb hold-INF PREF-
make.hang.down(INF) 
making pitch black hair hang down with a comb (MYS XVI: 3791) 

* ~;0-sf.~ !H]\~*t*Wffi~ ~ 1ft 
ara-si wo sura n-i naNkeyk-yi pus-er-am-u 
rough-FIN man PT DV-INF lament-INF lie.prone-PROG-TENT
FIN 
even a rough man would be lying down and lamenting (MYS XVII: 
3962) 

A clear relic of the usage of -si in attributive function is found in 
the special construction with locative marker -ni which normally 
appears after the attributive form (see 4.1.2.2.4 for details). 
However, in the case of the negative existential verb na- 'there is 
no, not to exist,' -ni follows not the attributive -kyi, but the final -si: 

12 Traditional Japanese scholarship treats yosi in this text as an exclamation on the 
basis of the fact that the Kojiki textual variant of the same poem has pasikye yasi 
(KK 32) (Tsuchihasi 1957: 138). But the Kojiki text, which has a worse history of 
textual transmission than the Nihonshoki, appears to be corrupted: it is highly 
unlikely that Western Old Japanese would have preserved the pre-raised form of 
attributive form *-ke (> WOJ -kyi) as in pasikye; therefore there is a great chance 
thatyasi is also a textual corruption ofyo-si 'good-FIN.' Here, as well as in other 
cases when the Kojiki and the Nihonshoki have discrepancies, I mostly rely on the 
Nihonshoki text. 
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{jf R~~*~mE~~*~¥JTE~~i3RRf~~J#~f~~JJ~;t;.~iiJ~ffrt 
iNtumwo takyeru-Nka pak-yer-u tati tuNdura sapa mak-yi sa-miy 
na-si-ni apare 
INtumo Takyeru-POSS wear-PROG-ATTR long. sword vine many 
wrap-INF PREF-body no-FIN-LOC INTER 
the long sword that INtumo Takyeru is wearing is wrapped with 
many vines, [but] because there is no blade, alas! (KK 23) 

**~~~~ ••• ~~~i3~~~ 
yo-ky-eku pa na-si-ni Y AKUY AKU N-I katati tukupor-i 
good-ATTR-NML TOP no-FIN-LOC gradually DV-INF facial 
features get emaciated-INF 
as there was no improvement, [his] face became gradually 
emaciated, and ... (MYS V: 904) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
In Eastern Old Japanese -si is attested only in the function of a final 
predication marker. 

~iiJ. ~ 1~JIJTR~ ttfi~ ~m-9-s. 
ani k-u ya siNtu-si so-no kapo yo-kyi-ni 
INTER come-FIN PT calm-FIN it-GEN face good-ATTR-LOC 
[contrary to my expectations,] does [it] come? [It] is calm. Its face 
is good, but [it does not move forward] (MYS XIV: 3411) 

~*.tt C g-e~fiHz~ f~t1Ji ~ fjf~*L~-e~f*~*f~.$;t;{jfBHJ\ 
;t;~iiJ Rt1Ji~ 
taNpyi koromo ya-pey kyi-kasane-te i n-ure-NtOmo napo paNta 
samu-si imo si ar-an-e-Npa 
travel garment eight-CL wear(INF)-pile(INF)-SUB sleep sleep-EV
CONC still skin cold-FIN beloved PT exist-NEG-EV -CON 
Because [my] beloved is not [here], although [I] sleep piling up 
eight layers of [ my] travel garments, [my] skin is still cold (MYS 
XX: 4351) 

?H.tt~ ~ ¥JTE ~ 
taN pyi pa kuru-si 
travel TOP hard-FIN 
[My] travel is hard (MYS XX: 4406) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
The final predicative form -si is not attested in Ryukyuan. This 
invites two possible solutions for proto-Japonic: either Japanese -si 
is an innovation, developed in Japanese independently of 
Ryukyuan, or it is an archaism that was lost in Ryukyuan. Since, as 
I have demonstrated above, Western Old Japanese still preserves 
the vestiges of an earlier system when uninflected adjectival stems 
could modify following nominals or noun phrases, the former 
solution maintaining that -si represents a secondary development in 
Japanese that did not affect Ryukyuan seems to be more viable and 
realistic. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
Given the fact that OJ -si can serve as both a final predication form 
and an attributive, as well as the fact that it is not present in 
Ryukyuan, it is likely to be a loan from the Old Korean irrealis 
attributive marker -/ (phonetically probably voiceless [lh] as 
indicated by the character F with which it was written):13 

~~F IL'*1T-¥F*F 
KUIi-1 MOSOm-i NYE-wo-I KIl 
long for-ATTRIIRR mind-GEN go-MOD-ATTRIIRR way 
the way that [my] mind, longing for [you], is going (Hyangka I: 7) 

I~Ji~ ~~F £3: 51:: ill 
SIN-un TOSO-si-I Esi I-LA 
retainer-TOP love-HON-ATTRlIRR mother be-FIN 
Retainers are loving mothers (Hyangka III: 2) 

The case for borrowing is further supported by the fact that two 
other adjectival markers, uniquely attested in Japanese, but not in 
Ryukyuan, attributive -kyi and gerund -myi, also likely have a 
Korean origin (see 5.2.3 and 5.2.5). 

5.2.3 ATTRIBUTIVE FORM -KYI 
The main function of the marker -kyi is attributive. Adjectives with 
this marker normally modify following nominals or nominal 
phrases. 

13 There are other apparent loans from OK into Japanese that reflect the 
correspondence OK -I - OJ -si, e.g. MK kaliip 'oak' - OJ kasi 'id.,' MK !ail 
'cangue' - MJ kasi 'id.' 
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~ll%~~*~wrjj~~~{tcllf ~J!!!~ It j;~ ... ~iiJjj~~*~wrjj~ 
tftr#%3ZE~J!!!~ It j;~ 
kurwo-kyi myi-kyes-i-wo ma-tuNpusa n-i tor-i-yosop-yi ... awo
kyi myi-kyes-i-wo rna-tuN pus a n-i tor-i-yosop-yi 
black-ATTR HON-wear(HON)-NML-ACC INT-without fail DV
INF take-INF-dress-INF ... blue-ATTR HON-wear(HON)-NML
ACC INT-without fail DV-INF take-INF-dress-INF 
wearing neatly a black garment ... wearing neatly a blue garment 
(KK4) 

£;*~£;~~11[JZE 
sikyesi-kyi wo-ya-ni 
quiet-ATTR DIM-house-LOC 
in the quiet little house (KK 19) 

~M~MiJlfIjTfI'{j]D.~ 
opo-kyi two-ywori ukakap-yi-te 
big-ATTR door-ABL peek-INF-SUB 
peeking from the big door (NK 18) 

A~~s~*~~tt~~~®$~~*m 
PYITO mwo na-kyi MUNASI-KYI IPYE PA KUSA MAKURA 
TANPYI-ni MASAR-I-TE KURUSI-K-ar-i-kyer-i 
person PT no-ATTR empty-ATTR house TOP grass pillow 
journey-LOC exceed-INF-SUB painful-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
It turned out that an empty house with nobody in [it] is more 
painful than ajourney [when one uses] grass for a pillow (MYS III: 
451) 

~~~~~$~Z~~~~£;~~~~@4~~~~~~~Z 
RJflJ*J!!! 
yo-no naka pa munasi-kyi mono to sir-u tokyi si iyoyo masu-masu 
kanasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
world-GEN middle TOP empty-ATTR thing DV know-ATTR 
time PT more.and.more more.and.more sad-INF-exist-INF-RETR
FIN 
When [I] realized that the world is (an) empty (matter), [it] turned 
out to be more and more sad (MYS V: 793) 
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~~~%.~~~~~~.~~~~~&$ 
waka-kyi KWO-Ntomwo pa woti koti-ni sawak-yi-nak-uram-u 
young-ATTR child-PLUR TOP there here-LOC make.noise-INF
cry-TENT2-FIN 
young children will probably cry loudly here [and] there (MYS 
XVII: 3962) 

*fi&*tfi~ 
akyirakey-kyi NA 
bright-ATTR name 
bright names (MYS XX: 4466) 

~$~fi~~~{~ll:l;l::~tft)~;B~~*L~tft)f:g:;B 
kyitana-kyi miy-woNpa itop-yi-sut-uNpey-si panare-sut-uNpey-si 
dirty-ATTR body-ACC(EMPH) hate-INF-discard-DEB-FIN 
leave(INF)-discard-DEB-FIN 
[I] should hate and discard [my] unclean body. [I] should leave and 
discard [it] (BS 19) 

In the prose texts several adjectival modifiers marked with -kyi 
may follow one after another as in the following example from SM 
1 : 

.x~xJ:b:xJ¥x*if[J 
TAPUTWO-kyi TAKA-kyi PYIRO-kyi ATU-kyi OPO MYI
KOTO 
awesome-ATTR high-ATTR broad-ATTR thick-ATTR great 
HON-word 
awesome, high, broad, and strong imperial edict (SM 1) 

~*R&~.~~~*~~*~~ff*~ •• 
IMA meyNturaka n-i ARATASI-kyi MATURINKOTO N-I PA 
AR-ANS-U MOTO-yuri OKONAP-YI-KO-SI ATO KOTO so 
now strange DV-INF new-ATTR governance DV-INF TOP exist
NEG-INF root-ABL conduct-INF-come(INF)-PAST/ATTR trace 
matter PT 
The present [one] is not a strange and new act of governance, [it is] 
an act that was conducted from the beginning (SM 7) 

&1HIl7J ~ 1= flJ%z:IL..'3J!..l2tx 
IMASI-tati pa SANTAKA n-i AKA-kyi KOKORO-wo MOT-I-te 
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you-PLUR TOP loyal DV-INF bright-ATTR heart-ACC hold
INF-SUB 
you, with loyal and clear hearts ... (SM 37) 

The attributive form -kyi also replaces the final predication form 
-si if the particles so ~ Nso, ya, ka, kamo, and koso are found 
previously in the sentence. 14 This rule is known in traditional 
grammar as 1* ~ ~tJ kakari musubi 'the rule of linking.' Note 
that in contrast to Middle (Classical) Japanese the particle koso 
triggers in Western Old Japanese a change of the adjectival final 
predication -si into the attributive -kyi, and not into the evidential 
form. 15 

?5i~~~1t.fJ!§1t.~~VfE:J¥: f* ~ 
myiti yuk-u mono mo taNkupyi-te Nso yo-kyi 
road go-A TTR person PT companion-hand PT good-ATTR 
[It] is also good for a person who travels to have a companion (NK 
50) 

Jt~~ mlm: fj!-~ ~ -m::tiz fi 
pyitO-yori pa imwQso mo asi-kyi 
person-ABL TOP beloved PT PT bad-ATTR 
[my] beloved is worse than [other] people (MYS XV: 3737) 

~5ilm:W:jj~*l£ 
kyimyi pa ya na-kyi 
lord TOP PT no-ATTR 
Do not [you] have a lord? (NK 104) 

~ -$JJD fkW:~Wf~~!tJJ1~ 
kamu-kara yasokoNpa taputwo-kyi 

14 Strictly speaking, the particles ka and kamo trigger the change of the final 
predication form -si to the attributive -kyi irrespective of their position in the 
sentence when action verbs are involved. However, to the best of my knowledge, 
the particle ka is not attested after adjectival predicates in attributive form in 
Western Old Japanese. It must also be mentioned that examples with adjectival 
attributives triggered by the particle namo (a cognate ofMJ namu) are considered 
to be unattested (Yamada 1954: 115), but there is at least one controversial 
example in semantographic spelling (see the example from MYS XII: 2877 in 
6.2.2.1.2.3 and 9.1.4). 
15 This does not affect verbs that in both Western and Eastern Old Japanese change 
their final predication forms into evidential similar to Middle Japanese. 
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deity-origin PT very awesome-ATTR 
Is [not] the origin of deities very awesome? (MYS XVII: 3985) 

~~~~~~~~~~lli*~~~z~ 
KURAPASI-no YAMA-wo TAKA-MYI ka YWO-N-KOMOR-I
ni INTE-K-URU TUKIY-no PYIKARI TOMOSI-kyi 
Kurapasi-GEN mountain-ABS high-GER PT night-GEN-hide
NML-LOC exist(INF)-come-A TTR moon-GEN light scanty
ATTR 
Is [it] because Mount Kurapasi is high that the light of the moon 
that goes out in the dead of the night is scanty? (MYS III: 290) 

J1~~WX.l::I:*z:e:Hr*Ij~1:.F'~1:l~ 
KATA-OMOP-YI S-URE KA KONO KORO-NO WA-NKA 
KOKORO-two-no IK-YER-U two mo na-kyi 
one-Iove-NML do-EV PT this time-GEN I-POSS heart-place-GEN 
live-PROG-ATTR place PT no-ATTR 
Is [not it because] of unrequited love that I have no intention to 
live at this time (MYS XI: 2525) 

~£3: g li~fjl"mjJDWf~£3:~jJDWf~£3:~ S3 S3 WffijJD£3:jJDi0~.&~ 
~. 
myi-moro-no i t-u kasi-Nka moW kasi-Nka moW yuyusi-kyi kamo 
kasi-para woWmye 
HON-mountain-GEN sacred DV-ATTR oak-POSS below oak
POSS below awesome-ATTR PT oak-field maiden 
Under the sacred oaks of the sacred mountain, is [she not] 
awesome, a maiden from the oak field, I wonder? (KK 92) 
In this example kama follows the adjectival form while in the next two examples it 
precedes it. 

*{jjJ~~ § § ~:ti;£~~q:z ~ 
naNI-SI kamwo MEY KOTO-wo Ntani mo KOKONT A 
TOMOSI-kyi 
what PT PT eye word-ABS PT PT so.much scarce-ATTR 
why even [our] meetings are so scarce, I wonder? (MYS IV: 689) 

~ •• *ffi~.~£3:*.~~m*~ 
AMA-NO NKAPA pyeNtat-ure-Npa kamo amata suNpye na-kyi 
heaven-GEN river separate-EV-CON PT many way no-ATTR 
I wonder, is [it not] because the Heavenly River separates [them], 
there is not much that can be done (MYS VIII: 1522) 
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m:g~m:ltM~~mT~ 
koromo koso puta-pye mo yo-kyi 
garment PT two-CL PT good-A TTR 
[It] is good [to wear] two layers of garments (NK 47) 

lIlf.:f. J::I:: g ~!A. ftc~q: ~ za 5 
NWO-wo pyiro-myi kusa koso siNkey-kyi 
field-ABS wide-GER grass PT thick-ATTR 
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because the fields are wide, grass grows thickly (MYS XVII: 40 11) 

The attributive form in -kyi can also be used as a noun: 

~fi~~~.~~5~~.~!A.~~~~~.:f.k~fik~~z 
JIB{ .:f.fif * 
mu-tukiy tat-i paru-no k-yi-tar-aNpa ka-ku si koso uMEY-wo wor-
i-tutu tanwosi-kyi wopey-m-ey 
first lunar month rise-INF spring-GEN come-INF-PERFIPROG
COND be.thus-INF PT PT plum.blossom-ACC break-INF-COOR 
be.pleasant-ATTR finish-TENT-EV 
When the first lunar month begins, and the spring has come, let [us] 
enjoy the pleasure to the end while picking plum blossoms (MYS 
V: 815) 

*:ffJ fiffi l}z 1ig~fi#;ftc*z ftc 
ap-uNpey-kyi yosi-no na-kyi-Nka saNpusi-sa 
meet-DEB-ATTR chance-GEN no-ATTR-POSS sad-NML 
sadness of the non-existence of a chance to be able to meet (MYS 
XV: 3734) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
Both forms -kyi and -ke (spelled variously as -key or -kye) are 
attested as attributives in Eastern Old Japanese. Although the first 
one is statistically more frequent, it is also almost invariably found 
in the poems that have other Eastern Old Japanese features. In 
addition, only -ke is found in region A, both -ke and -kyi co-occur 
in region B, and only -kyi is found in region C (Hino 2003: 200). 
Thus, in all likelihood, the real Eastern Old Japanese form was -ke, 
that shows the pre-raised stage of the vowel *e that underwent 
raising to Iii in Western Old Japanese. 
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~{*~#;{i15Z~iil 
topo naNka-kyi yama-N -ti 
distant long-ATTR mountain-GEN-road 
distant [and] long mountain road (MYS XIV: 3356) 

jf;~,~,~{i!l!f~~~15Zsit 
omwosirwo-kyi NWO-woNpa na-yak-yi-so 
beautiful-ATTR field-ACC(EMPH) no-burn-INF-do 
Do not burn the beautiful field (MYS XIV: 3452) 

PJ~ Z * fjt£3: 
kanasi-kye imo 
pretty-ATTR beloved 
pretty beloved (MYS XX: 4369) 

~iiJ£;*tl:t:~~ m 
asi-key pyitO nar-i 
bad-ATTR person be-FIN 
[he] is a bad person (MYS XX: 4382) 

~~*tc7Jffl 
naNka-key kono ywo 
long-ATTR this night 
this long night (MYS XX: 4394) 

~PJ~z{ij§g 
ma-kanasi-kyi se-ro 
INT-beloved-ATTR husband-DIM 
[my] (really) beloved husband (MYS XX: 4413) 

Kakari-musubi is also present in Eastern Old Japanese: 

~{=lr~q:1i~yr.7Jc~q:tPJ~z{i 
nani so kono KWO-no kokoNta kanasi-kyi 
what PT this girl-GEN so.much be dear-ATTR 
why is this girl so dear [to me]? (MYS XIV: 3373) 

~£3:£;k~c~~~~~~~_~~15ZZ*t 
amo sisi-ni kotO mawos-aNs-u-te ima Nso kuyasi-key 
mother father-DAT word say(HUM)-NEG-INF-SUB now PT 
regretful-ATTR 
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now [I] regret that [I] did not tell [my] mother and father (MYS 
XX: 4376) 

*£ PJjJD~,~,* 
aNse ka kanasi-kye 
why PT dear-ATTR 
Why is [she so] dear [to me]? (MYS XIV: 3576) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The attributive marker -kyi is not attested in Ryukyuan. For the 
same reasons as already outlined above regarding final predication 
marker -si, it is better treated as an internal innovation in Japanese 
that did not affect Ryukyuan. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
As I mentioned above, since WOJ -kyi is paralleled by EOJ -ke, we 
have to reconstruct PJN *-ke. Because the distribution of this 
marker is limited to Japanese, and because the origin of adjectival 
inflection appears to be a recent phenomenon, it is possible that 
PJN *-ke is a loan from OK -kuy, an attributive marker of quality 
verbs: 

Jlf~~WU~ ~ 
TWONG-KYENG POLK-kuy TOLAL-Ia 
Eastern Capital bright-ATTR moon-LOC 
At the bright moon in the Eastern Capital ... (Hyangka V: 1) 

Two obvious problems are present here. First, although OK ~ 
~ POLK-kuy 'bright' is clearly used in the attributive function, 
this is the only example where OK ~ -kuy occurs as an attributive 
marker of a quality verb in Old Korean. Second, the -k- portion of 
-kuy may really belong to the stem POLK- 'bright.' There is really 
no way to tell, because both cases like It, * MOSOm-i 'mind
GEN' in (Hyangka I: 7) where the phonetically used character * 
renders both final consonant of the stem and a suffix, and J3 ~ 
TOLAL-la 'moon-LOC' in the just cited Hyangka V: 1 where only 
the suffix is written phonetically, are present in Old Korean texts. 

5.2.3.1 NOMINALIZED FORM -KY-EKU 

Western Old Japanese has a special nominalized form -ky-eku, an 
apparent contraction of attributive -kyi and nominalizer -aku. The 
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un contracted form *-kyi-aku is not attested in the Western Old 
Japanese texts. This form did not survive into the later stages of the 
language. Examples: 

{jt ~Jm *~ tA-1tWf1i~-m:!:I::{fjJo Jj~~*~ tA-jjq:Wf1itjfH~:lt{f 
irana-ky-eku soko-ni omop-yi-[i]Nte kanasi-ky-eku koko-ni 
omop-yi-[i]Nte 
sorrowful-ATTR-NML there-LOC think-INF-exit(INF) sad
ATTR-NML here-LOC think-INF-exit(INF) 
[I] recollect that [with] sorrow, [I] recollect that [with] sadness 
(KK 51) 

'¥~If~Ifl3m.l'I~!1§,Ij!!,fi~~Jj~wr 
uma-no ya-tu-Nkiy pa wosi-ky-eku mo na-si 
horse-GEN eight-CL-? TOP grudge-ATTR-NML PT no-FIN 
eight horses are not even to be grudged (NK 79) 

~.tA-*tA-~~~$~$-m:.~.-m:~~$~moo~'¥*tA-m 
~jjttA-
TAPYIRAKEY-ku YASU-ku mo ar-am-u-wo KOTO mo NA-KU 
MO NA-KU mo ar-am-u-wo YO-NO NAKA-no u-ky-eku tura
ky-eku 
peaceful-INF quiet-INF PT exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC matter PT no
INF misfortune no-INF PT exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC world-GEN 
inside-GEN sad-ATTR-NML painful-ATTR-NML 
although [I] want to live peacefully and quietly, although [I] want 
to live uneventfully and without misfortunes, the fact that life is 
sad and painful ... (MYS V: 897) 

~*tA-rEl~Z 1i~~PJ $ffimtA-{;~flj 
yo-ky-eku pa na-si-ni Y AKUY AKU N-I katati tukupor-i 
good-ATTR-NML TOP no-FIN-LOC gradually DV-INF facial 
features get emaciated-INF 
as there was no improvement, [his] face became gradually 
emaciated, and ... (MYS V: 904) 

PJz~~~ffi~lli~*p~~~~~~~~ 
kasikwo-kyi myiti-wo yasu-ky-eku mo na-ku nayam-yi k-yi-te 
awesome-ATTR road-ACC peaceful-ATTR-NML PT no-INF 
suffer-INF come-INF-SUB 
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[he] came along the awesome road, suffering and without peace [of 
mind] (MYS XV: 3694) 

{Jt?J.**JJ S ~J#t!t~ 
ita-ky-eku-no PYI-NI KYE N-I mas-e-Npa 
painful-ATTR-NML-GEN day-LOC unusual DV-INF increase
EV-CON 
as [my] pain unusually increases [every] day (MYS XVII: 3969) 

SPECIAL NEGATIVE NOMINALIZED FORM -KY-EN
AKU 
There is also a special adjectival negative nominalized form -ky-en
aku,16 that consists of the adjectival attributive -kyi, negative -an-, 
and nominalizer -aku. The vowel Iyil of the attributive and the 
vowel Ia! of the negative monophthongize into Iye/, so the 
indication of the morphemic boundary between the attributive and 
negative is artificial. This form occurs only with two inflected 
adjectives: na- 'to be non-existent' and yasu- 'to be easy.' There 
are only three examples where this form is attested 
phonographically, all of them in the Man 'yoshii. Two of these 
examples represent the identical context, although in two different 
texts. 

?J.m~wm~*~~~~~&~~~~~W~~.~k~M~ 
*~~~ -
taNpyi t6 ip-ey-Npa k6t6 n-i s6 yasu-kyi sukuna-ku mwo im6-ni 
KWOPIY-tutu suNpye na-ky-en-aku n-i 
journey DV say-EV-CON word DV-INF PT easy-ATTR be.few
INF PT beloved-DAT 10ng.for(INF)-COOR way no-ATTR-NEG
NMLDV-INF 
It is easy to talk about a journey, but at least continuing to long for 
[my] beloved is a big deal (MYS XV: 3743) 

~.~.~~~*~~~~~~.~~~~&~~~ 
naNkeyk-u swora yasu-ky-en-aku n-i om6p-u swora kurusi-kyi 
mwon6wo 
lament-ATTR PT be.easy-ATTR-NEG-NML DV-INF long.for
ATTR PT be.hard-A TTR CON] 
although even to lament is not easy, and even to long is difficult 
(MYS XVII: 3969) 

16 I am grateful to Janick Wrona who pointed out to me the existence of this form. 
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•• ~«~*~~~~.~~&~~~ 
NANKEYK-U swora yasu-ky-en-aku n-l OMOP-U swora 
KURUSI-kyi mwonowo 
lament-ATTR PT be.easy-ATTR-NEG-NML DV-INF long.for
A TTR PT be.hard-A TTR CONJ 
although even to lament is not easy, and even to long is difficult 
(MYS XIX: 4169) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is only one example of -ky-eku found in Eastern Old 
Japanese texts, but it occurs in a poem with strong dialectal features, 
therefore it should be accepted as a genuine one: 

*~Ii! -$r!J~~~~Z* p f,3:~,~, 
a nayum-u kwoma-no wosi-ky-eku mo na-si 
foot suffer-A TTR stallion-GEN regrettable-ATTR-NML PT no
FIN 
[I] have no sorry feelings for [my] stallion that will hurt [his] feet 
(MYS XIV: 3533) 

In addition, there is another cognate Eastern Old Japanese form 
-k-aku < *-ke-aku that represents contraction and not a 
monophthongization. It is also attested only in one example: 

«~~~Z~~~~W~g~~~~ft~~~~mf,3: 
yama-N-PYE-no siNkye-k-aku n-i imwo-ro-wo tate-te sa-ne-N
two parap-umo 
mountain-GEN-side-GEN thick-ATTR-NML DV-INF beloved
DIM-ACC make stand(INF)-SUB PREF-sleep(NML)-DV(ATTR)
place clean-EXCL 
as the mountain (side) is overgrown [with bush], [I] let my beloved 
stand, and I am clearing a place to sleep [for us]! (MYS XIV: 3489) 

5.2.3.2 EVIDENTIAL FORMS -KYE- AND -KYERE 

There are two evidential forms in Western Old Japanese: -kye- and 
-kyere, with no apparent difference in function. The origin of the 
latter form is quite transparent: it is a contraction of the attributive -
kyi and the evidential form ar-e of the verb ar- 'to exist.' The 
derivation of the former is not absolutely transparent, but in all 
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likelihood it represents the contraction of -kyere to -kye- with -r
loss. Only the form -kyere survived into Middle Japanese. The form 
-kye- is never found in the word-final position: it is always 
followed either by the concessive gerund -Nto{mo} or the 
conjunctive gerund -Npa. On the contrary, the longer form -kyere 
occurs in one example as word-final (see the example from MYS 
XVIII: 4118 below). Examples: 

~&~~~_~~.~*~~w~~~m~~~.~~~M&~ 
kurapasi-yama pa saNkasi-kye-Nto imwo-W noNpor-e-Npa 
saNkasi-ku mo ar-aNs-u 
Kurapasi mountain TOP steep-EV-CONC beloved-COM climb
EV -CON steep-INF PT exist-NEG-FIN 
although Mount Kurapasi is steep, when I climb [it] with [my] 
beloved, [it] is not steep at all (KK 70) 

~~ ••• «~W~~*~~~.~m 
uneNpiy yama ko-tat-i usu-kye-Nto tanom-yi kamo 
UneNpiy mountain tree-stand-NML thin-EV-CONC rely-NML 
PT 
Although the lines of trees on Mount UneNpiy are thin, are [they 
not] reliable, I wonder? (NK 105) 

1tXS3iQf;BH*Lft~ § ~ ~~1]\£Hi 
KAKEY-M-AKU mo yuyusi-kyere-Ntomo IP-AM-Aku mo AYA 
n-i KASIKWO-kyi 
think-TENT-NML PT be.reserved-EV-CONC say-TENT-NML 
PT extreme DV -INF awesome-ATTR 
Although [it] is unthinkable even to think [about it], and to say 
[it], too, is extremely awesome ... (MYS II: 199) 

:§: )Jim ,!ititij"~~Wf~ttL~ 
ono-Nka MIY si itapasi-kyere-Npa 
myself-POSS body PT ill-EV-CON 
as my [own] body became ill (MYS V: 886) 

~~/Fl1:*z~*~ 
wa-Nka kwopiy yam-aNs-u MOTO-NO SINKEY-kye-Npa 
I-POSS love stop-NEG-FIN root-GEN thick-EV-CON 
My love will not stop, because [its] roots are growing densely 
(MYS X: 1910) 
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~~fi~~f**~r~'~qsil~qs~~ 
myiti-no topo-kye-Npa MA-N-TUKAPYI Y AR-U YOSI mwo na
myi 
way-GEN far-EV-CON interval-GEN-messenger send-ATTR 
chance PT no-GER 
since there is not even a chance to send messengers between [us] 
because the way is far (MYS XVII: 3969) 

'17: 1=t ~mEqs 7J-¥~!A~!A £3:~ ~ *-I*UBti5;JF Z **L~ £3: 
apyi-myi-ru mwonowo sukuna-ku mo TOSI TUKlY P-Ure-Npa 
kwopiysi-kyere ya mo 
REC-see-ATTR CONJ few-INF PT year month pass-EV-CON 
miss-EV PT PT 
although [we] see each other, as the time goes by, do [we still] miss 
[each other] just a bit?! (MYS XVIII: 4118) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is only one example of the evidential form -kye- in Eastern 
Old Japanese, which occurs in a poem without any dialect features, 
so it probably can be taken as a Western Old Japanese example. 
The evidential form -kyere is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese 
texts. 

~*~~m~~~~m~~~~~~*»£3:~&~4m~~ 
kamiy na-nar-i-so-n-e wa-Nka [u]pey-ni pa yuwe pa na-kye
Ntomo KWO-ra-ni yor-i-te so 
[thunder] god NEG-sound-INF-do-DES-IMP I-POSS top-LOC 
TOP reason TOP no-EV-CONC girl-DIM-DAT approach-INF
SUBPT 
Thunder god, please do not thunder! Although I have no reason [to 
be afraid], it is because of [my] girl (MYS XIV: 3421) 

5.2.3.3 TENTATIVE FORM -KY-EM-

The tentative form -ky-em- represents a rather transparent 
contraction of the attributive -kyi and tentative -am-. Since the 
tentative -am- follows stems of verbs, and not their attributive 
forms, it naturally leads to the hypothesis that unless this usage of 
the tentative -am- after the attributive -kyi is an innovation, the 
conditional gerund -am- itself must go back to some kind of 
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auxiliary. However, since the only Eastern Old Japanese example 
supporting this form is suspicious (see below), the solution that 
takes this form as an exclusive Western Old Japanese innovation is 
more viable. 

~m1lli~J.l,HJIJj~tffiJEz ~~J1t 
nani n-a tute-katO taNta n-i si ye-ky-em-u 
what DV-ATTR report(INF)-word direct DV-INF PT good
ATTR-TENT-FIN 
What message [do you have]? [It] would be better [to say it] 
directly (NK 128) 

fOPJ*L~iBt¥ ~;JX~Z*J1t 
wakare-n-aNpa ura-N-kanasi-ky-em-u 
part(INF)-PERF-COND heart-LOC-sad-ATTR-TENT-FIN 
If [we] part, [I] would be sad in [my] heart ... (MYS XV: 3584) 

~~~~~~ft,PJTW-~ § )\ 
WAKA-ky-eM-U KWO-RA-ni NOR-A YE-kane-m-ey ya 
young-ATTR-TENT-ATTR girl-PLUR-LOC abuse-PASS(INF)
NEG/POT-TENT-EV PT 
would [you] be able not to be abused by girls who would be 
younger? [Certainly you would be abused!] (MYS XVI: 3793) 

*~~~~~PJ~~~~~~~Z*~PJ~ 
potatONkyisu nak-am-u sa-tukiy pa saNpusi-ky-em-u kama 
cuckoo cry-TENT -A TTR fifth lunar month TOP be.lonely-ATTR
TENT -ATTR PT 
[in] the fifth lunar month when the cuckoo will cry, [I] would be 
lonely! (MYS XVII: 3996) 

$:tffmErt~**~ 
kWop-uru pyi opo-ky-em-u 
long.for-ATTR day many-ATTR-TENT-FIN 
there would be many days when [I] long for [you] (MYS XVII: 
3999) 

fJ1l?t~Z*?\*tJj~;JX*~ 
kwopiysi-ky-eku key naNka-ky-em-u 
long.for-ATTR-NML day long-ATTR-TENT-FIN 
the days of longing for [you] would be long (MYS XVII: 4006) 
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COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is only one Eastern old Japanese example of the tentative 
form -ky-em-, which is found in a poem without any Eastern Old 
Japanese dialect features, so it probably can be taken as a Western 
Old Japanese example. 

*ml~z "3 S3;i]D~-¥}~H%($ 
ap-aNs-u s-i-te yuk-aNpa wosi-ky-em-u 
meet-NEG-NML do-INF-SUB go-COND regretful-ATTR
TENT-FIN 
If [I] go without meeting [you], [I] would regret [it] ... (MYS XIV: 
3558) 

5.2.3.4 CONDITIONAL FORM -KY-ENPA 

Care must be taken to differentiate between the evidential form -
kye followed by the conjunctive gerund -Npa and the conditional 
form -ky-eNpa that is obviously derived from a contraction of the 
attributive -kyi and the conditional gerund -aNpa. Since the 
conditional gerund -aNpa follows stems of verbs, and not their 
attributive forms, it naturally leads to the hypothesis that unless this 
usage of the conditional gerund -aNpa after the attributive -kyi is an 
innovation, the conditional gerund -aNpa itself must go back to 
some kind of auxiliary. However, since Eastern Old Japanese 
examples supporting this form are suspicious (see below), the 
solution that takes this form as an exclusive Western Old Japanese 
innovation is more viable. There are only two examples of the 
conditional form -ky-eNpa in Western Old Japanese texts: 

ft~ :$~ml-¥~mH?;;&JM(liIUJtml1~fi-ffJ:~ "311q:-ffJ:~~*$ 
kot[o]-ita-ky-eNpa woN-patuse-yama-no ipa kiy-ni mo wi-te 
komor-ana-m-u 
rumor-painful-ATTR-COND DIM-Patuse-mountain rock fortress
LOC PT lead(INF)-SUB hide-DES-TENT-FIN 
if rumors are painful, [I] want to take [you] along to a rocky 
fortress on the Small Patuse mountain and hide away (FK 1) 

mz*~% JUJ\~~~ 
KWOPIYsi-ky-eNpa KATAMYI n-i SE-M-U 
long.for-ATTR-COND farewell present DV-INF do-TENT-FIN 
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If [you] long for [me], [I] want to make a farewell present [for you] 
(MYS VIII: 1471) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
There are also only two examples of the conditional form -ky-eNpa 
in Eastern Old Japanese. Both are found in poems that have no 
apparent Eastern Old Japanese dialect features, so it is possible to 
view those as additional Western Old Japanese examples. 

E#,~,*iBt* ~;:§~ &JJt-Sf-
kwopiysi-ky-eNpa swoNte mwo pur-am-u-wo 
miss-ATTR-COND sleeve PT wave-TENT-ATTR-ACC 
If [you] miss [me], [I] will wave my sleeves, but ... (MYS XIV: 
3376) 

E#,~,*~fijff-tltfD~~E 
kwopiysi-ky-eNpa k-yi-mas-e wa-Nka se-kwo 
miss-ATTR-COND come-INF-HON-IMP I-POSS beloved-DIM 
If [you] miss [me], please come, my beloved (MYS XIV: 3455) 

There is, however, the Eastern Old Japanese conditional form -
k-aNpa that represents a contraction <*-ke-aNpa, and not a 
monophthongization. Since contraction is more typical for Eastern 
Old Japanese (cf. also EOJ nominalized form -k-aku vs. WOJ -ky
eku), -k-aNpa probably represents the original EOJ form. 
Unfortunately, there are only two examples, both found in book 
XIV: 

~~~~;:§~~~~*~~~~§*m~$ 
ka-ku Ntani mwo kuni-no topo-k-aNpa na-Nka MEY por-i se-m-u 
thus-INF PT PT province-GEN far-ATTR-COND you-POSS eye 
want-NML do-TENT-FIN 
if the [home] province is just so far, [I] want [to see] your eyes 
(MYS XIV: 3383) 

1!:~ -Sf-~jJDt1Ji~ jffft~,~,~jJD~ 
oku-wo na-kane-so masaka si yo-k-aNpa 
future-ACC NEG-worry(INF)-do present PT good-ATTR-COND 
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if the present is good, do not worry about the future (MYS XIV: 
3410) 

5.2.4 NOMINALIZED FORM -SA 
The nominalized form in -sa is not very frequent in Western Old 
Japanese texts, and most examples come from the Man 'yoshu. 
There is a clearly marked tendency for -sa to occur with the final 
predicate ofa given sentence, even if (as in MYS III: 314 below) it 
does not occur in the last line of a given text. Thus, there is a great 
functional difference between the nominalized form in -ky-eku that 
can occur as a subject or an object of another verb, and the form -sa 
that never does. Consequently, it seems that the Western Old 
Japanese form in -sa conveys some kind of an emphatic statement, 
comparable with Modem Japanese no da 'the fact is that...,17 It 
must also be noted that only very few adjectives take -sa in 
Western Old Japanese: sayakey- 'bright, clear,' tomosi- 'envious,' 
yo- 'good,' yorosi- 'good,' kanasi- 'sad, lovely, dear,' kupasi
'pretty,' tanwosi- 'pleasant,' taputwo- 'awesome,' naNka- 'long,' 
parukey- 'distant,' kurus i- 'hard,' saNpusi- 'sad,' and na- 'no, non
existent.' 

~1tjJD$lBl~JJ{tc~*l{tc 
Matwokata pama-no sayakey-sa 
Matwokata beach-GEN bright-NML 
brightness of the Matokata beach (FK 20) 

;ljg~7#ffm if Z 1f1ftr. $~jffi. 4IJ=7J\ 
N<;itOSE-N-KAPA OTO-NO SAYAKEY-sa taNKiyt-u SE Nkoto 
n-\ 
Notose-GEN-river sound-GEN clear-NML dash-ATTR rapids 
every DV-INF 
At every rapid that Notose river dashes through, [there is] 
clearness of the sound [of water] (MYS III: 314) 

foPTS3fi¥m{jJ":=t;'&)j~.&$J:t:~;ljg~-m:wr{tc 
waka [a]yu tur-u imwo-ra-wo myi-ram-u pyitO-no tomosi-sa 
young sweetfish angle-ATTR beloved-PLUR-ACC see-TENT2-
A TTR person-GEN envious-NML 

17 There is also a nominalizer -sa that is used with verbs, but it is both formally 
and functionally different, therefore I will discuss it in Chapter 6. 
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envy of the people who watch their beloved angling young 
sweetfish (MYS V: 863) 

fW4-~ ~Jb))\~ Z s)fJ; 
SWONTE KG YOPYI MAK-AM-U to OMGP-AKU-NG YO-sa 
sleeve this night use.as.a.pillow-TENT-FIN DV think-NML-GEN 
good-NML 
good [feeling] of thinking that tonight [I] will use sleeves of my 
beloved for a pillow (MYS X: 2073) 

:to tL Sol ~7]\ ~ ~lt:to ~.& -${jJ"£3:~ RJ ~ }l!'H6:: 
ware yuwe n-i omwop-yi-waNp-uram-u imo-Nka kanasi-sa 
1 reason DV-INF think-INF-worry-TENT2-ATTR beloved-POSS 
dear-NML 
[feeling of] the endearment for [my] beloved who probably 
worries because of me (MYS XV: 3727) 

*:ffi {if 1i £j.Z 1lli~1i~{6::~Z 16:: 
ap-uNpey-kyi yosi-no na-kyi-Nka saNpusi-sa 
meet-DEB-ATTR chance-GEN no-ATTR-POSS sad-NML 
sadness of the non-existence of a chance to be able to meet (MYS 
XV: 3734) 

{jJ" RJ 7]\!JD£3:-tlt -$~ mE~j1JJ ~tc 
ika n-i kamo se-m-u s-uru suNpye-no na-sa 
how DV-INF PT do-TENT-ATTR do-ATTR way-GEN no-NML 
What shall [I] do, 1 wonder? Nothing can be done (MYS XVII: 
3928) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There are only four examples of -sa in Eastern Old Japanese. Three 
of them occur in book XX, and one in book XIV. The example 
from book XIV comes from a poem that does not have any Eastern 
Old Japanese dialect features. The function of -sa in Eastern Old 
Japanese is identical to its function in Western Old Japanese 
described above. 

J#~1f{jJ":ffi M ~*~ 7]\ RJ~ }l!'H6:: 
Mana to ip-u KWO-Nka aya n-i kanasi-sa 
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Mana DV say-ATTR girl-POSS strange DV-INF lovely-NML 
unusual loveliness of a girl called Mana (MYS XIV: 3462) 

~¥BP¥-~~{JiJi::j rEtA..#;1JD~Z{6: 
papa-wo panare-te yuk-u-Nka kanasi-sa 
mother-ACC separate(INF)-SUB go-ATTR-POSS sad-NML 
sadness of going, leaving [my] mother behind (MYS XX: 4338) 

~iiJ1JD[!:] Jt~~${31-m:~1JD~~fF 
aka kwop-yi s-unam-u imo-Nka kanasi-sa 
offering pray-NML do-TENT2-ATTR beloved-POSS dear-NML 
[feeling of! endearment for [my] beloved, who probably prays for 
[my safe return, making] offerings (MYS XX: 4391) 

~~~~~rEtA..~~#;tt~~~~~~~~fi~~z~ 
sakyi-mwori n-i yuk-u pa ta-Nka se to twop-u pyitO-wo myi-ru
Nka tomosi-sa 
border-guard DV-INF go-ATTR TOP who-POSS husband DV ask
ATTR person-ACC see-ATTR-POSS envious-NML 
envy of seeing people who ask: "Whose husband is going to serve 
as a border-guard?" (MYS XX: 4425) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
In contrast to Old Japanese, -sa in Ryukyuan is very frequent and 
in modem dialects represents the most widely used piece of 
adjectival morphology, because most of the paradigmatic adjectival 
forms in the majority of dialects are built on the basis of a 
construction involving -sa and the various forms of the following 
verb a(r)- 'to exist,' e.g. Shuri chura-sa-N 'beautiful-NML-FIN' < 
*chura-sa-a-N 'beautiful-NML-exist-FIN,' chura-sa-ru 'beautiful
NML-ATTR' < *chura-sa-ar-u 'beautiful-NML-exist-ATTR,' etc. 
This construction is likely to represent an innovation, since the 
usage in Old and Classical Ryukyuan appears to be close, if not 
identical, with Old Japanese. 

Old Ryukyuan 

fij:J:~ l:t~ ~ 
MI-KUTU ma-faya-sa 
HON-word INT-fast-NML 
the august words [are] really fast (OS III: 88) 
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Classical Ryukyuan 

¥O)~O)a~~3iJ:: ip~ J:: G 2: 
lMU-no FA-no CIYO ya MA-TAMA-yoka kiyora-sa 
sweet potato-GEN leaf-GEN dew TOP INT-jewel-ABL beautiful
NML 
The dew on the leaves of sweet potatoes is more beautiful than real 
jewels (RK 437) 

husi-nu chura-sa-N 
star-NOM beautiful-NML-FIN 
The star is beautiful (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 10) 

kunu maNgaa umu-sa-N doo 
this cartoon interesting-NML-FIN PT 
this cartoon is interesting (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 18) 

5.2.5. GERUND -MY! 
The adjectival form in -myi should probably be defined as a 
consecutive gerund, since in the majority of attested cases of its 
usage it appears as a non-final predicate indicating a reason or 
consecutive nature of the following state or action. This form did 
not survive into the later stages of the language except in the 
archaic usage in the language of Middle Japanese poetry. Examples: 

~fi~~~~M~~.~~~~~~A.~~m 
patu ni pa paNta akarakey-myi sipa ni pa ni-N-kurwo-kyi yuwe 
first clay TOP surface red-GER bottom clay TOP clay-GEN-black
ATTRreason 
because the surface of the first clay was red, and the bottom clay 
was black ... (KK 42) 

•• ~~~~~g~~~~m~~~~~~~~.~~W~~ 
~$t~iiJ~ 
opo-kyimyi-no kokoro-wo yura-myi omyi-no kwo-no ya-pye n-o 
siNpa kakyi ir-i-tat-aNs-u ar-i 
great-Iord-GEN heart-ABS gentle-GER retainer-GEN child-GEN 
eight-CL DV-ATTR brushwood fence enter-INF-stand-NEG-INF 
exist-FIN 
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Because the great lord's heart is gentle, [he] does not enter the 
eight-fold brushwood fence of the retainer's son (KK 107) 

IL\~~Jt:9'J(~~,~ r ~Jl5* 
KOKORO-wo ITA-myi nuye KWO-TORl ura-NAKEY-WOR-E
Npa 
heart-ABS painful-GER nuye DIM-bird PREF-cry(INF)-exist-EV
CON 
when [my] heart aches and little nuye birds are crying (MYS I: 5) 

0J ~ i% -:::}~:~ OO~ Jt PJOO 
Y AMA-wo TAKA-myi kamo KUNI TOPO-myi kamo 
mountain-ABS high-GER PT province far-GER PT 
Is it because the mountains are high, I wonder? Is it because the 
province is far, I wonder? (MYS I: 44) 

~SwJ1ffiW~~Jt~ffl1]\:;ffi~ 
ASUka KANSE MYIY AKWO-wo TOPO-myi ITANTURA n-i 
puk-u 
Asuka wind capital-ABS far-GER vain DV-INF blow-FIN 
because the capital is far, the wind from Asuka blows in vain 
(MYS I: 51) 

A *~~~lllf~~~ C -tlt1]\*~~) II ~ 
PY.ITO-N-KOTO-wo SINKEY-myi k6t[6]-iTA-myi ONO-NKA 
YO-ni IMANTA WATAR-AN-U ASA KAPA WATAR-U 
person-GEN-speech-ABS thick-GER word-painful-GER self
POSS life-LOC yet cross-NEG-ATTR morning river cross-FIN 
Because people's gossip is thick [like a bush], and words are 
painful, [I] cross the morning river that I have not yet crossed in 
my life (MYS II: 116) 

m~~~Jtm~* ••• «~*~~ 
MYITI-wo taN-TOPO-myi OMOP-U swora YASUKEY NA-ku 
n-i NANKEYK-U SWORA Y ASU-K-AR-AN-U MONOwo 
way-ABS PREF-far-GER think-ATTR PT easy no-INF DV-INF 
lament-A TTR PT easy-INF -exist-NEG-ATTR CONJ 
although it is not easy to lament and to love because the way is far 
(MYS IV: 534) 
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M~*~.M.~~=~~~®.~~~ 
KOKORO-ni PA OMOP-YI-WATAR-E-NtO YOSI-wo NA-myi 
YOSO NOMIY N-I S-I-TE NANKEYK-YI so WA-NKA S-URU 
heart-LOC TOP love-INF-cross-EV-CONC chance-ABS no-GER 
different.place PT DV-INF do-INF-SUB lament-INF PT I-POSS 
do-ATTR 
Although [I] continue to love [you] in [ my] heart, because there is 
no chance [to meet], 1 just lament in a different place (MYS IV: 
714) 

ga~.fi~ft~~*~~~~~~~S~~~~~~.~m 
1i 
KARI-Nka ne pa tukapyi n-i ko-m-u to sawak-uram-u AKYI 
KANSE samu-myi sono kapa-no [u ]pey-ni 
wild goose-POSS cry TOP messenger DV-INF come-TENT2-FIN 
DV make.noise-TENT2-FIN autumn wind cold-GER that river
GENtop-LOC 
Would the cries of wild geese sound as if [they] are coming as 
messengers? Because the autumn wind is cold above that river 
(MYS XVII: 3953) 

~~ ~*L~fft c g~{jJ-~~iJ~nlm~~~fft;fffa~~~ 
so-wo MYI-re-Npa kokoro-wo ita-myi myiNtOri KWO-no ti kop
u-Nka NkotO-ku 
that-ACC see-EV -CON heart-ABS painful-GER green child-GEN 
breast ask-ATTR-POSS like-INF 
when [one] sees that, [one's] heart aches, and like [when] a baby 
asks for a breast ... (MYS XVIII: 4122) 

~C~~~*«1i~~~~tt~~~.~~~*.~.~;fffm 
~*U!fi~ 
koko-wo si mo aya n-i kususi-myi YUK-YI KAPAR-U TOSI-no 
pa Nkot6 n-i ama-no para purisakey-MYI-tutu 
here-ABS PT PT extreme DV -INF wonderful-GER go-INF 
change-ATTR year-GEN every every DV -INF heaven-GEN plain 
100k.up(INF)-100k(INF)-COOR 
this situation is extremely wonderful, and every year that goes by 
[I] continue to look up at the plain of Heaven (MYS XVIII: 4125) 
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*3:JJ~ C~PJZ ~~~,*foPJtL PJ~ztA-~:tctL* 
OPO KYIMYI-no myi-koto kasikwo-myi tuma wakare kanasi-ku 
pa ar-e-NtO 
Great lord-GEN HON-word awesome-GER spouse part(NML) 
sad-INF TOP exist-EV-CONC 
Because the order of [my] sovereign is awesome, [I] part with [ my] 
spouse, and although [I] am sad, [I will go to serve] (MYS XX: 
4398) 

fOtLfi~ll:tLfIlltll:.sf-~f:*~fo${i:$$*ll:~~i0'*~tLfIJ 
ware-ni otOr-er-u pyitO-wo opo-myi watas-am-u tamey to utus-i
matur-er-i 
I-DAT be worse-PROG-ATTR person-ABS many-GER 
lead.across-TENT-ATTR in.order.to DV carve-INF-HUM-PROG
FIN 
because there are many people who have been worse than me, [I] 
have carved [Buddha's footprint] in order to save [them] (BS 13) 

However, in a lesser number of examples -myi has a function of 
a nominalizer that can also be used as a final predicate in embedded 
nominal clauses that are followed by either verbs of mental activity 
or the defective verb to 'to say, to think,' although in one case it is 
directly followed by the infinitive n-i of the defective copula n- (see 
MYS XV: 3684 below). 

tA- & ~Wf1J(,*~{i:.i0~~{jJ-~Jm!{i1JDr~ ~ fo~ ~ ~ &~ £3: 
kurapasi-yama-wo saNkasi-myi to ipa kak-yi-kane-te wa-Nka te 
tOr-as-umo 
Kurapasi-mountain-ABS steep-GER DV rock hang-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB take-HON-EXCL 
[I] think that Mount Kurapasi is steep. Being unable to cling to the 
rocks, [I wish you would] take my hand! (KK 69) 

~q: c.sf-i0~ r~' *1H~W£3:tE~ 
koko-wo si mwo ma-KUPASI-myi kamo KAKEY-m-aku 
here-ABS PT PT INT-beautiful-GER PT think-TENT-NML 
thinking that it is indeed beautiful here! (MYS XIII: 3234) 

f)(1J(.sf-~~~fiPJ:tc &ftt 
AKYI-NO YWO-wo naNka-myi n-i ka ar-am-u 
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autumn-GEN night-ABS long-GER DV-INF PT exist-TENT
ATTR 
Is it probably because the autumn night is long (MYS XV: 3684) 

.B~~~*~.~~~~~~~fi~ 
soko-wo si mwo aya n-i tomosi-myi sinwop-yi-tutu 
there-ABS PT strange DV-INF attractive-GER admire-INF-GER 
admiring the fact that those places are strangely attractive (MYS 
XVII: 4006) 

~B~~~*~.~.~~¥~~*~W~4~~~~ 
koko-wo si mo aya n-i taputwo-myi uresi-ky-eku iyoyo omop-yi
te 
here-ABS PT PT extreme DV -INF be venerable-GER be glad
ATTR-NML more.and.more think-INF-SUB 
thinking with joy more and more how extremely venerable our 
position is (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
In Eastern Old Japanese -myi only has the function of a gerund and 
never occurs in the function of a nominalizer: 

*~~&~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.ffi~~~~ 
fi1TrE~~ 
asiNkara-no myi-saka kasikwo-myi kumwor-i ywo-no a-Nka sita
N-papey-wo kot[o]-iNte-t-uru kamwo 
AsiNkara-GEN HON-slope awesome-GER become cloudy-INF 
night-COMP I-POSS bottom-LOC-crawl(NML)-ACC word
go.out(INF)-PERF -ATTR PT 
Because the slope of AsiNkara [pass] is awesome, I ended up 
saying my inner thoughts that are hidden like a cloudy night! (MYS 
XIV: 3371) 

~s~~~~.~1TrE~~~~£~W~~fi~~~~ 
sakyitama-no TU-ni wor-u pune-no kaNse-wo ita-myi tuna pa tay
u 
Sakyitama-GEN harbor-LOC exist-ATTR boat-GEN wind-ABS 
unbearable-GER rope TOP break-FIN 
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because the wind over the boat in Sakyitama harbor is unbearable, 
the rope will break (MYS XIV: 3380) 

*~R~~~.~~Hm~*.~ •• M~~~~~~~~~ 
~.ftr:~ 
apyiNtune-no kuni-wo saN-topo-myi ap-an-ap-aNpa sinwop-yi n-i 
se-m-wo to pyimwo musuNp-as-an-e 
ApyiNtune-GEN land-ABS PREF-far-GER meet-NEG-ITER
COND long.for-NML DV-INF do-TENT-ATTR FIN cord tie
HON-DES-IMP 
If [we] continue not to meet, because the land of ApyiNtune is far, 
[I] wish [you would] tie [your garment] cords, as iflonging for [me] 
(MYS XIV: 3426) 

11t,*~R~!If~ 1:[: g ~.!:t~}[!J4o/J~~*~j]D ~JJf-tltJ1t 
yama tuNtura NWO-wo pyiro-myi pap-yi-si MOnowo aNse ka 
taye se-m-u 
mountain vine field-ABS wide-GER creep-INF-PAST/ATTR 
CONJ why PT break(NML) do-TENT-ATTR 
because the field is wide, although [my heart] crept [to you like] a 
mountain vine, why should [we] break? (MYS XIV: 3434) 

~*~~~~B~~~~~~~~W~~~,*~~.~~~* 
~fi~~iE: 
opo kyimyi-no myi-ko16 kasikwo-myi kanasi imwo-Nka ta-makura 
panare ywo-N-tat-i k-yi-n-wo kamo 
great lord-GEN HON-word awesome-GER dear beloved-POSS 
hand-pillow separate(INF) night-LOC-depart-INF come-INF
PERF-ATTR PT 
Because the imperial command is awesome, [I] went away from 
the hands of my dear beloved [that I used as] a pillow, and 
departing at night, came [here]! (MYS XIV: 3480) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The gerund -myi is not attested in Ryukyuan. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
Given the fact that -my; occurs in both Western and Eastern Old 
Japanese as a consecutive gerund, we should view unique function 
of nominalizer that is not attested in Western Old Japanese as an 
innovation in the latter. 
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When I still was a believer in 'Altaic,' I proposed that OJ -myi is 
related to the MK coordinative gerund -(o/u)mye, and Tungusic 
consecutive gerunds, such as Manchu -me, Ewenki -mii, and Nanai 
-mi - -mei (Vovin 2001: 191-92). 

Middle Korean: 
twomang-ay myeng-ul mit-umye nwolGay-yey ilhwum mit-un-i 
escape-LOC mandate-ACC believe-GER song-LOC name believe
PERF-NML 
while fleeing [he] believed in the [Heavenly] Mandate, and in the 
song [he] believed [his] name (YP 16) 

Manchu 
na-de sinda-ci haira-me angga-de asu-fi 
ground-LOC put-GER regret-GER mouth-LOC hold in the 
mouth-GER 
[she] did not want to put [the fruit] on the ground, so [she] holds 
[it] in [her] mouth (MYK 3a) 

However, before we jump to far-fetching conclusions and 
proclaim that J aponic is related to 'Altaic' on the basis of this and 
other parallels, we should remember that OJ -myi has the following 
peculiarities: a) it occurs only with adjectives and never with verbs; 
b) it is not found in Japonic outside Old Japanese. Such limited 
distribution, both structurally - and we should remember that 
inflected adjectives represent a recent innovation in Japanese -, and 
geographically, strongly suggests that OJ -myi is an early loan from 
Old Korean. It probably was borrowed from Old Korean preceding 
the raising *e > i in Western Old Japanese, and from the latter 
spread into Eastern Old Japanese. 

5.2.6 DEVERBAL ADJECTIVES IN -ASI 
There are deverbal adjectives in Western Old Japanese that are 
formed by adding the suffix -asi to a verbal stem or root. All of 
them belong to Class 2 of inflected adjectives (traditional -siku 
katsuyo). Therefore, it is quite likely that this suffix -asi is 
etymologically related to stem formant -si of the adjectives 
belonging to Class 2. Since all adjectives of Class 2 have roots 
ending in a vowel, we can expect that the contraction *-asi > -si 
has taken place after adjectival and verbal roots that end in a vowel, 
but the original shape -asi was preserved after the consonantal roots. 
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This can be further confirmed by such an adjectival form as 
kwopiy-si 'to be longed for,' clearly derived from the vowel verb 
kwopiy- 'to love, to long for.' The process of deriving adjectives 
from verbs with -asi is not productive in Western Old Japanese, as 
-asi is only found after a handful of verbs. It can be added either to 
a consonantal verb root, or it can follow the iterative suffix -ap-. In 
certain cases the lexicalization has occurred, for example see below 
ikyiNtuk-asi 'lamentable,' which is derived from ikyiNtuk- 'to 
breathe [hard].' After the verb om6p- 'to think, to love,' the suffix 
-asi is assimilated to -osi. Also, in addition to the deverbal 
adjective kwopiy-si, mentioned above, there is a different form 
kwop-osi, derived with a deletion of a final vowel of the vowel verb 
kwopiy- 'to love, to long for' with a subsequent assimilation of -asi 
to -OSi.1

8 

-m:9& JJjflJ 7J -PfPJ l~j~~ -m:.g. 
moti-N-tOri-no kakar-ap-asi-mo yo 
mochi-GEN-bird-COMP be.stuck-ITER-ADJ-EXCL PT 
[You] are stuck like a bird on a mochi [trap-stick]! (MYS V: 800) 

~k~~~2m~~*~m.~~~~&~ 
mwomwo tOri-no kowe kwop-osi-kyi paru k-yi-tar-urasi 
hundred bird-GEN voice-GEN long.for-ADJ-ATTR spring come
INF-PERFIPROG-SUP 
[It] seems that the spring with voices of a hundred birds that [I] 
missed has arrived (MYS V: 834) 

~7Jfij~~{¥~.~~HL~ 
ono-Nka MIY si itap-asi-kyere-Npa 
self-POSS body PT be.painful-ADJ-EV-CON 
because [my] own body was in pain ... (MYS V: 886) 

-tltr~'~~z ~11t{6:Z ~M--m:{iHt-m: 
YO-NO NAKA-wo u-si to yas-asi to omop-ey-NtOmo 

18 Historically we, of course, have two different assimilations in omop-osi and 
kwop-osi, since the first has the root vowel 10/, and the second the root vowel Iwo/. 
But since in all texts except the Kojiki kayo the ko-rui vowel Iwol and the otsu-rui 
vowel 101 merged after Ipl, the forms attested in the texts both have neutralized 10/. 
Thus, the pre-Western Old Japanese forms were *omop-osi and *kwop-wosi 
respectively. 
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world-GEN middle-ABS sad-FIN DV get.emaciated-ADJ DV 
think-EV -CONC 
Although [I] think that [this] life is sad and poor ... (MYS V: 893) 

~iHl~UtJZ f§JjIj~* 
ANA IKYINTUK-Asi APYI-W AKARE-N-ANPA 
EXCL breathe-ADJ REC-part(INF)-PERF -COND 
Oh, how lamentable! If [we] part with each other ... (MYS VIII: 
1454) 

1JE~ =B:g: ~ ~ ffif {JI";(f1 PI ,~,~ ~ 1:11 
KYIMYI-YWORI mwo ARE so MASAR-I-TE iNpuk-asi-myi S
URU 
lord-COMP PT I PT increase-INF-SUB feel.uneasy-ADJ-GER 
do-ATTR 
I feel more uneasy than [my] lord (MYS XII: 3106) 

*~{JI"1iR;J]D ,~,~'3t It {tc1J\m;R. 
ana ikyiNtuk-asi myi-Ns-u pyisa n-i s-i-te 
EXCL breath-ADJ see-NEG-INF long DV-INF do-INF-SUB 
Oh, how lamentable! It has been a long [time] without seeing [you] 
(MYS XIV: 3547) 
Although this poem is found in book XIV, there are no Eastern Old Japanese 
features in it, so I treat it as a Western Old Japanese text. 

~-f#:{~z 1i~t~fIH£11Z &'3t 
omop-osi-kyi koto tute-yar-aNs-u 
think-ADJ-ATTR word send.a.message(INF)-send-NEG-FIN 
[I] do not send a message that [I] think of (MYS XVII: 3962) 

{tc~ fIJ~~~~~~~~Z fiw-f#: 
sa-yuri-no pana-no wem-ap-asi-kyi kamo 
PREF-lily-GEN flower-GEN smile-ITER-ADJ-ATTR PT 
the lily flowers are smile-provoking! (MYS XVIII: 4086) 

After an otsu-rui vowel /0/ in the root adjectivizer -asi 
assimilates to -osi: 

{Jl"ftOO-!J.;fU B t-FOO-'fmx*~1:E*LjJ~*L;Blj. g ~H~;Bl1:~:,§~l5lE 
iyo-NO KUNI-yori SIRWO-KYI SIRUSI N-O SIKA-wo 
TATEMATUR-I-te Ar-e-Npa uresi yorokoNp-osi to namwo MYI
ru 
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Iyo-GEN province-ABL white-A TTR mark DV -A TTR deer-ACC 
present(HUM)-INF-SUB exist-EV-CON glad joyful-ADJ DV PT 
see-ATTR 
when [they] presented [us] with a deer with white marks from the 
province of Iyo, [we] regarded this as a joyful and auspicious 
[event] (SM 46) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is only one uncontroversial example of -asi in Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

1.:1:; i):1!rtfJI J'J Wf~1j 1.:1:; PI;t; -m: w 
pyik-wo pune-no siri pyik-asi-mo yo 
pull-ATTR boat-COMP buttocks pull-ADJ-EXCL PT 
[I] am in the mood of pulling the buttocks [of my husband] like a 
tow boat! (MYS XIV: 3431) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The deverbal adjectivizer -asi is not attested in Ryukyuan. 

5.3 DEFECTIVE ADJECTIVES 
There are two defective adjectives in Western Old Japanese: ka- 'to 
be so, thus' and sa 'id.' 

5.3.1 DEFECTIVE ADJECTIVE KA-
The defective adjective *ka- 'to be so, thus' is attested in two forms: 
the infinitive form ka-ku and the subordinative gerund form ka-ku
te. The latter form appears in phonetic writing only once in the 
Senmyo. In most cases the infinitive ka-ku has an adverbial usage, 
modifYing a following verb, but on some occasions it can also be 
used as a quasi-predicate with the following desiderative particle 
moNka~ moNkamo. The infinitive ka-ku can also be nominalized 
when it is followed by the defective verb n- 'to be.' 

fo.~Wfi) ~l1l!!?\-m:. 
wa-Nka myi-si kwo-ra ka-ku moNka 
I-POSS see(INF)-PAST/ATTR girl-DIM thus-INF PT 
[I] desire this much the girl I saw (KK 42) 
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jJD?\§~~~~Bfi~~-$~ 
ka-ku-no NkotO na-ni op-am-u to 
thus-INF-GEN like name-LOC carry-TENT-FIN DV 
in order to perpetuate that [it] was like that (KK 97) 

.gR~m~~~m.m~~mm~~~m.m 
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yoroNtu yo-ni ka-ku si moNkamo ti yo-ni mo ka-ku si moNkamo 
ten.thousand year-LOC thus-INF PT PT thousand year-LOC PT 
thus-INF PT PT 
[I] wish [that my sovereign] will be [like] that in ten thousand 
years, will be [like] that in a thousand years, too (NK 102) 

~~~~~?\fi~.*~~mfi~?\fi*~~.fi.fi~mfi 
~~iiJ~~~ --
kyikos-i-wos-u kuni-no ma-po-ra Nso ka n-i ka-ku n-i posi-kyi 
manima n-i sika n-i pa ar-aNsi ka 
rule(HON)-INF-HON-ATTR country-GEN INT-top-LOC PT thus 
DV-INF thus-INF DV-INF desire-ATTR according DV-INF thus 
DV -INF TOP exist-NEG/TENT PT 
in the highest place of the country, where [the emperor] rules, [it] 
would not be thus according to what [you] wish in this way and 
that way, [would it]? (MYS V: 800) 

m~ft~tt.fiW.~~m?\~ft~tt.fi~?\.~ 
ka yuk-ey-Npa pyitO-ni itOp-aye ka-ku yuk-ey-Npa pyitO-ni 
nikum-aye 
that go-EV -CON person-DA T avoid-PASS(INF) thus-INF go-EV
CON person-DAT hate-PASS(INF) 
when [they] go that [way], [they] are avoided by people, and when 
[they] go this way, [they] are hated by people ... (MYS V: 804) 

.~&~~~?\~effle~.eM.e 
tok[o]-yipa-nasu ka-ku si moNkamo to omop-ey-NtOmo 
eternal-rock-COMP thus-INF PT PT DV think-EV -CONC 
Although [I] think that [I] would like to be (thus) like an eternal 
rock ... (MYS V: 805) 

$:Z§~6~~~m ?\Z~q:tt~~~m R~tR$~Z?\*~~* 
kwosi-no kyimyi-ra-tO ka-ku si koso Y AnaNkiy kaNturak-yi 
tanwosi-ku aswoNp-am-ey 
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Kwosi-GEN lord-PLUR-COM thus-INF PT PT willow 
wear.as.a.wig-INF pleasant-INF amuse-TENT -EV 
[I] will thus amuse [myself] with lords from Kwosi by putting 
willow [branches] in our hair in this way (MYS XVIII: 4071) 

S *l*iBl1JatA. 2J M3~~Jl:~ 
PYI TUNK-YI pa ka-ku-te TAYE-n-am-u to S-U 
sun follow-NML TOP thus-INF-SUB be.interrupted(INF)-PERF
TENT-FIN DV do-FIN 
the inheritance of the Sun is going to be interrupted in this way 
(SM 27) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The infinitive ka-ku is attested several times in Eastern Old 
Japanese, but only in book XIV. It appears in both poems with 
Eastern Old Japanese dialect features (the first and the third 
examples below), and in poems without such features (the second 
example below). All examples represent an adverbial usage. 

~~*~~~~~~*~~~~§*m~$ 
ka-ku Ntani mwo kuni-no tOpo-k-aNpa na-Nka MEY por-i se-m-u 
thus-INF PT PT province-GEN far-ATTR-COND you-POSS eye 
want-NML do-TENT-FIN 
if the [home] province is just so far, [I] want [to see] your eyes 
(MYS XIV: 3383) 

~~-g:~~~#$~~ 
kwo-naNkiy ka-ku kwopiy-m-u to ya 
DIM-water. hollyhock thus-INF long-TENT-FIN DV PT 
Do [you] think [I] will long so [strongly] for a small water
hollyhock? (MYS XIV: 3415) 

*Rft~~~~~~~*5~~~~~ 
aNtusa yumyi suwe-ni tama mak-yi ka-ku s-u s-u so 
catalpa bow end-LOC jewel wrap-NML thus-INF do-FIN do-FIN 
PT 
[I] wrapped the ends of the catalpa bow with jewels in this way 
(MYS XIV: 3487) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
The defective adjective ka- is not attested in Ryukyuan. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
There are no external parallels for the defective adjective ka- to the 
best of my knowledge. 

5.3.2 DEFECTIVE ADJECTIVE SA 
The defective adjective sa 'to be so, such' possibly appears in two 
forms: the root form sa and the subordinative gerund sa-te, 
although the evidence for the latter is mostly semantographic, and, 
therefore, quite slim. Examples: 

'~W{~M*fJiZ 
KOKORO sa mane-si 
thought so many-FIN 
so many [sad] thoughts (MYS I: 82) 

J;t~m{~YJ(*L~ 
pyitO-ri sa n-ure-Npa 
one-CL thus sleep-EV -CON 
when I thus sleep alone (MYS XV: 3626) 

~~~*~~m~~s.~~**~~*$ 
sa yamaNta n-o woNti-Nka SONO PYI-ni motOmey ap-aNs-u-ky
em-u 
so YamaNta DV-ATTR old man-POSS that day-LOC search(INF) 
meet-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
So, old man YamaNta searched for [him] on that day, but did not 
find [him] (MYS XVII: 4014) 

tt~Z~~ffi~E~n~®&~~~~. 
SUMYINOYE-NO KYISI-wo ta-ni PAR-I MAK-YI-SI INE SA
TE KAR-U-MANTE-NI AP-AN-U KYIMYI kamwo 
Sumyinoye-GEN shore-ACC paddy-LOC make-INF sow-INF
PAST/ATTR rice be.thus(INF)-SUB cut-ATTR-TERM-LOC 
meet-NEG lord PT 
Alas, [I] will not meet with [my] lord until [they] tum the shores of 
Sumyinoye into paddies and thus cut the rice that [they] sowed! 
(MYS X: 2244) 
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~*-=-~if/F ImfliF7Eifit}Ht*~?'trm~:ff ~ 
YUKYI SAMU-myi SAK-YI N-I PA SAK-ANS-U UMEY-NO 
PANA YO-SI KONO KORO PA SA-TE mwo AR-U Nkane 
snow cold-GER bloom-NML DV-INF TOP bloom-NEG-INF 
plum-GEN blossom good-FIN this time TOP be.thus(INF)-GER 
PT exist-ATTR CONJ 
[It] is good that plum blossoms do not even bloom because the 
snow is cold. So that [it] will be so at the appropriate time (MYS 
X: 2329) 

?'t~cii:fF.fffi § ::k~~B1& 
SA-te KO-NO USI TOSI Inamey OPOMAPYETUKYIMYI 
MAKAR-I-TAMAP-YI-SI NOn 
be.thus(INF)-SUB Ko-GEN ox year Inamey minister pass.away
INF-HON-INF-PAST/ATTR after 
Thus, after the minister Inamey passed away in the year Ko-no usi 
of the sexagenary cycle ... (GGJEG)19 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
Only the free form sa is attested in Eastern Old Japanese: 

tr.. m{~~ ~ ~l ~ c ~1]\ ~ 1]\ J~' PI 
sa ne sa ne-te koso kotO-ni [i]Nte-n-i-sika 
thus sleep(INF) thus sleep(INF)-SUB PT word-LOC exit(INF)
PERF-INF-PASTIEV 
[we] slept in this way, slept in this way, and [it] has become 
[people's] gossip (MYS XIV: 3497) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The defective adjective sa is not attested in Ryukyuan. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
There are no external parallels for the defective adjective sa to the 
best of my knowledge. 

19 Cited according to (Omodaka et al. 1967: 333) 
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VERBS 

B efore a detailed discussion ofthe Western Old Japanese verbal 
morphology, I would like to briefly outline the major 

grammatical categories of the verb in Western Old Japanese. Since 
this book is built on the principle 'from the marker to the category' 
rather than vice versa, I consider it necessary to cross-reference 
verbal markers and the categories they express at the very 
beginning, so that a reader who is interested in a description of a 
certain category in Western Old Japanese may easily find the 
necessary section using the Index of grammatical markers or the 
Contents. I list the following categories together with their markers. 

6.0 VERBAL GRAMMATICAL CATEGORIES 

6.0.1 MODE 
There are two modes in Western Old Japanese: affirmative and 
negative. The affirmative mode does not have a special marker. 
The negative mode is marked by the suffixes -an- - -n-, -aNs- -
-Ns-, in the indicative mood and by the suffix -una, the prefix na-, 
and the circumfix na- ... -so in the imperative mood. There are 
special negative mode forms for the negative tentative (-aNsi -
-Nsi), and negative potential mood (-umasiNsi). 

6. O. 2 ASPECT 
There are five aspects in Western Old Japanese: imperfective, with 
a zero marker, perfective, marked by auxiliaries -n- and -te-, 
progressive marked by the suffix _yer_ 1

, perfective progressive 
marked by the analytical construction subordinative gerund -te + 

I Historically -yer- comes from an infinitive -yi followed by the auxiliary verb ar
'exist 
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auxiliary ar- 'to exist,' the auxiliary -tar- (that represents a 
contraction of the -te + ar- construction), and continuous 
(analytical, infinitive + auxiliary wor- 'to exist'). 

6.0.3 TENSE 
There are two tenses in Western Old Japanese: present-future, with 
a zero marker, and past, marked by the auxiliary -kyi (that also has 
other suppletive forms). 

6.0.4 MOOD 
Mood is the pride and beauty of Western Old Japanese. There are 
thirteen moods in the language: indicative (no marker), imperative 
(no marker or suffixes -ye and -yo), tentative (suffix -am- ~ -m-), 
negative tentative (suffix -aNsi ~ -Nsi), second tentative (suffix 
-uram- ~ -ram-), debitive (suffix -uNpey-), potential (auxiliary 
-kate-), negative potential (suffix -umasiNsi-, auxiliary kane-), 
subjunctive (suffix -amasi ~ -masi), suppositional (suffix -urasi), 
optative (analytical, with the verb por- 'to want' or the adjective 
posi 'to be wanted'), desiderative (suffixes -ana ~ -na), and 
benefactive (auxiliary kose-). 

6.0.5 VOICE 
There are four voices in Western Old Japanese: active (no marker), 
passive (suffixes -aye- ~ -ye- and -are-), causative (suffixes -ase- ~ 
-se- and -asimey- ~-simey-), and reciprocal-cooperative (prefix 
apyi- or analytical, infinitive + ap- 'to combine, to meet'). 

6. o. 6 RETROSPECTIVE 
The retrospective form in Western Old Japanese is rendered by the 
auxiliary -kyer-. 

6.0.7 REPORTED ACTION 
The reported action form in Western Old Japanese is rendered by 
the auxiliary nar-. 

6. o. 8 ITERATIVE 
The iterative form in Western Old Japanese is rendered by the 
suffix -ap- ~ -op- or by the prefix ari-. 
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6.0.9 PREDICATION 
There is a sharp distinction between the forms of final and non
final predication. The former include the final predicative form 
(suffixes -u - -i), the attributive form (suffixes -uru - -ru - -u), the 
evidential form (suffixes -ure - -re - -ey), and others. The latter are 
represented by the infinitive (suffixes -yi - -u), the subordinative 
gerund (auxiliary -te), the coordinative gerunds (auxiliaries -tutu 
and -naNkara), the coordinative gerund (auxiliary -katera), the 
conditional gerund (suffix -aNpa - -Npa), the conjunctive gerund 
(suffix -Npa), and the concessive gerund (suffix -Nto[moJ). 

6.0.10 HONORIFICATION 
There are three basic degrees of honorification in Western Old 
Japanese. A verbal form may be honorific, humble, or neutral. 
There are several subdegrees of honorific and humble expressions 
within each of these two subsections. Honorification is expressed 
by a number of auxiliary verbs that are either honorific or humble. 
They follow the infinitive of the main verb. 

6.0.11 POLITENESS 
In contrast to Middle (Classical) Japanese, there is no category of 
politeness in Western Old Japanese. 

6.1 VERBAL CLASSES 
The majority of Western Old Japanese verbs fall into two major 
classes: consonant verbs, with a root ending in a consonant, and 
vowel verbs, with a root ending in the vowels /ey/ or /iy/. In 
traditional Japanese terminology, consonant verbs are called 
quadrigrade (1l9~ yodan), vowel verbs ending in ley/ are classified 
as lower hi-grade Cr =~ simonidan), and vowel verhs ending in 
liy/ as upper bi-grade (J:=~ kaminidan). Following Frellesvig's 
proposal, I now think that traditional 'regular' upper mono-grade 
verbs (J:-~ kamiichidan) ending in the high vowels /yi/ or liy/ 
are better classified as an irregular class (Frellesvig 2007: 224-25). 
In addition, there are four other irregular classes of verbs, known in 
Japanese tradition as (7J'~ ka-hen, ~ ~ sa-hen, G ~ ra-hen, and 
tt~ na-hen). Finally, there are several defective verbs that do not 
have full paradigms, and which are not recognized in the traditional 
Japanese grammar. 
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It is necessary to keep in mind that a number of Western Old 
Japanese verbs can belong to a different verbal class vis-a-vis the 
same verbs in Middle (Classical) Japanese. Thus, cf. WOJ kakur- -
kakure- 'to hide' (consonant or vowel verb) vs. MJ kakure- 'id.' 
(vowel verb), WOJ wasur- - wasure- 'to forget' (consonant or 
vowel verb) vs. MJ wasure- 'id.' (vowel verb), WOJ pur- - pure
'to touch' (consonant or vowel verb) vs. MJ fure- 'id.' (vowel 
verb),2 WOJ ik- 'to live' (consonant verb) vs. Late MJ iki- 'id.' 
(vowel verb), WOJ oNp- 'to wear at the waist' (consonant verb) vs. 
MJ obi- 'id.' (vowel verb), WOJ mwomyit- 'to turn red or yellow 
(of leaves or grass)' (consonant verb) vs. MJ momiti- 'id.'(vowel 
verb), WOJ wak- 'to divide' (consonant verb) vs. MJ wak- - wake
'id.'(consonant or vowel verb), WOJ yorokoNpiy- 'to rejoice' 
(vowel verb) vs. MJ yorokob- 'id.' (consonant verb), WOJ 
kanasiNpiy- 'to grieve' (vowel verb) vs. MJ kanasib- 'id.' 
(consonant verb), WOJ yokiy- 'to avoid' (vowel verb) vs. MJ yok
- yoki- 'id.' (consonant or vowel verb), WOJ maw i- 'to come/go 
(HUM)' (vowel verb) vs. MJ mawir- 'id.' (consonant verb), WOJ 
osori- (upper bigrade type vowel verb) vs. MJ osore- 'id.' (lower 
bigrade vowel verb), etc. 

There are also several cases when Western Old Japanese 
irregular verbs have regular counterparts in Middle Japanese and 
vice versa: WOJ isati- 'to sob' (irregular verb) vs. MJ isati- (upper 
bigrade vowel verb), WOJ araNpiy- 'to be in a wild mood' 
(irregular or vowel verb) vs. MJ. arabi- 'id . .' (vowel verb), WOJ 
piy- 'to dry' (vowel verb) vs. MJ fi- (irregular verb), WOJ piy- 'to 
blow nose' (vowel verb) vs. MJ fi- 'id.' (irregular verb), WOJ 
kuwe- 'to kick' (vowel verb) vs. MJ ke- 'id.' (irregular verb). Since 
Western Old Japanese irregular verbs that became regular vowel 
verbs in Middle Japanese are all polysyllabic, and, to the contrary, 
all Western Old Japanese irregular verbs that became regular vowel 
verbs in Middle Japanese are monosyllabic, I think that here we 
deal with the simple case of a structural pressure: regular vowel 
verbs are mostly polysyllabic, while the overwhelming majority of 
the monosyllabic vowel verbs are irregular. Consequently, irregular 

2 Shirafuji considers the WOJ consonant verbs kakur-, pur-, and wasur- to be 
earlier forms, while the WOJ vowel verbs kakure-, pure, and wasure- are later 
forms (Shirafuji 1987: 132). It is true that the former appear to belong to Early Old 
Japanese, and the latter to Late Old Japanese, but we should not forget that these 
two varieties in all probability reflect two different dialects (Asuka and Nara) 
rather than two chronological stages (Early WOJ and Late WOJ), because the 
temporal distance between them does not exceed one century. 
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polysyllabic verbs were under structural pressure to become regular, 
and in quite a similar way, regular monosyllabic vowel verbs were 
under structural pressure to become irregular. The only exception 
to this rule is WOJ kuwe- 'to kick', which is polysyllabic and 
regular, but turns up as an irregular MJ ke_3

. But this unique case is 
easily explained as a result of a secondary, albeit not quite regular, 
contraction -uwe- > -e-. 

6.1.1 CONSONANT VERBS 

Consonant verbs are by and large the most populated verbal class 
in Western Old Japanese, probably comprising at least 70% of all 
verbs attested in the Western Old Japanese corpus. As mentioned 
above, all roots of consonant verbs end in a consonant. Most roots 
have the shape VC-, CVC-, VCVC-, or CVCVC-. Although longer 
shapes also do occur, historically they represent compounds. In 
Chart 25 below I provide the main inflectional forms of consonant 
verbs. 

Chart 25' Main inflectional forms of consonant verbs 
form twop- 'ask' tor- 'take' tok- 'untie' 
infinitive twop-yi tor-i tOk-yi 
final twop-u tOr-u tOk-u 
attributive twop-u tor-u Wk-u 
evidential twop-ey tOr-e tok-ey 
imperative twop-ye tor-e tOk-ye 
negative twop-an- tOr-an- Wk-an-
tentative twop-am- tOr-am- tOk-am-

As one can see from the chart above, consonant verbs have the 
following peculiarities: 
(1) There are no morphophonemic changes with vowel-initial 
suffixes. 
(2) -r- in the attributive ( -u < *-uru) and evidential (-ey < *-ure[y]) 
forms is lost according to the rule of medial -r- loss (Whitman's 
law, see 2.2.5.4). This results in the lack of a differentiation 
between final and attributive forms on the morphological level. 
(3) Since there is no contrast between Iyil ~ liyl and Iyel ~ leyl after 
coronals (see 2.2.2.3 - 2.2.2.4), there is no phonetic contrast 

3 MJ ke- 'to kick' constitutes by itself its own verbal class, traditional lower mono
grade Cf - $~ shimoichidan). 
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between evidential and imperative forms after the roots ending in 
coronals. 

6.1.2 VOWEL VERBS 
Vowel verbs represent the second largest verbal class in Western 
Old Japanese, probably comprising at least 28% percent of all verbs. 
As mentioned above, all vowel verb roots end in the vowels liyl or 
ley/. Most roots have the shape VCV - or CVCV -. Monosyllabic V
and CV- forms are very rare. The longer forms VCVCV- and 
CVCVCV- are not infrequent, although most of them can probably 
be traced to compounds or complex morphological derivations. In 
Chart 26 below I provide the main inflectional forms of vowel 
verbs. 

Chart 26· Main inflectional forms of vowel verbs 
form okiy- 'rise' toNtomey- e[y]- 'get' 

'stop' 
infinitive okiy-0 tONtOmey-0 e-0 
final ok-u toNtom-u 0-u 
attributive ok-uru tONtom-uru 0-uru 
evidential ok-ure tONtOm-ure 0-ure 
imperative okiy(-yo) tONtOmey( -yo) -
negative okiy-n- tONtOmey-n- e-n-
tentative okiy-m- tONtOmey-m- e-m-

Vowel verbs have a number of peculiarities: 
(1) When a vowel-initial suffix is added to the root of a vowel verb, 
the vowel of the suffix is generally dropped, but the stem itself 
remains unaffected. If a suffix consists just of a single vowel, this 
vowel disappears altogether, like in the case of the infinitive -yi, 
which is not overtly expressed. In the chart above I marked this 
infinitive as a zero morpheme -O, but in the description itself the 
infinitives that are not overtly expressed will not be marked 
and in the glosses the infimtive forms of vowel verbs are 
denoted as VERB(INF). 
(2) There are exceptions to rule (1) above that concerns 
combinations of vowel verb roots with following final -u, 
attributive -uru and evidential -ure. In these cases the vowel of the 
suffix remains intact, but the last vowel of the verbal root is 
dropped. Since regular vowel verbs can lose their last vowel in a 
paradigmatic form, I call them "weak vowel verbs,' in contrast to 
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irregular vowel verbs (see 6.1.3.1) that never loose their last vowel 
of the root, and which I call "strong vowel verbs." 
(3) As a sequence of rule (2), monosyllabic vowel verbs of V
shape like e[yj- 'to get' in the chart above completely lose their 
root before the final -u, the attributive -uru and the evidential -ure, 
becoming in a certain way 'empty' roots. 
(4) The imperative form in -yo, so typical for vowel verbs in 
Middle Japanese texts (MJ -yo), does not occur frequently after 
vowel verbs in Western Old Japanese texts. This is particularly true 
for upper bi-grade verbs ending in the vowel liy/. Thus, the verb 
okiy- 'to rise' seems to be the only one among the upper bi-grade 
class that is attested in this form (twice in the same poem, MYS 
XVI: 3873). The imperative form in -yo is more frequent after 
lower bi-grade verbs ending in the vowel leyl (Shirafuji 1987: 141), 
but vowel verbs can also occur in their root forms as imperatives 
without any following -yo. 

6.1.3 IRREGULAR VERBS 
There are five classes of irregular verbs in Western Old Japanese. 
Since each of them exhibits its own idiosyncrasies, it is better to 
discuss them one by one. All irregular verbs combined together do 
not exceed 2% of the total number of verbs attested in Western Old 
Japanese, although among them one finds some of the most high
frequency verbs. 

I must emphasize that below I describe only irregularities 
occurring in basic paradigmatic forms. Irregular verbs demonstrate 
a number of other irregularities found throughout the verbal system. 
These will be described below in the sections dedicated to relevant 
suffixes and auxiliaries when found in combination with irregular 
verbs. 

6.1.3.1 STRONG VOWEL VERBS 

All strong vowel verbs end in high vowels Iyil or liy/.4 The 
majority of them are monosyllabic with a CV - structure, like myi-

4 Some Japanese linguists indicate in their grammars that strong vowel verbs 
always ended in the kO-rui Iyil vowel (Shirafuji 1987: 127). This is probably not 
true, as it becomes clear from the following chart and the following footnote, 
although the majority of strong vowel verbs indeed have ko-rui Iyil and not otsu
rui liy/. 
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'to see' and miy- 5 'to go around,' although there are some 
exceptions, like WOJ isati- 'to sob' or araNpiy- 'to be in a wild 
mood.' In Chart 27 below I provide the main inflectional forms of 
strong vowel verbs. 

Ch rt 27 M' . fl f a amm ec JOna If! ormso f tr s b ong vowe ver s 
form myi- 'see' miy- '20 around' 
infinitive myi-0 miy-0 
final myi miy 
attributive myi-ru miy-ru 
evidential myi-re miy-re 
imperative myi(-y6) -
neKative myi-n- miy-n-
tentative myi-m- -

Strong vowel verbs have the following peculiarities: 
(1) Being essentially vowel verbs, they never lose the final vowel 
of the root before any vowel-initial suffix, such as the attributive -
uru or the evidential -ure. On the contrary, initial vowels of any 
suffixes following their roots are always deleted. Since the strong 
vowel verbs always preserve their root vowels, I prefer to call them 
'strong.' 
(2) The final form of strong vowel verbs is identical in form to their 
infinitives, but it is never found in isolation. 6 See 6.2.2.1.1 for 
details. The replacement of the final form with attributive 
apparently had occurred only in the Middle Japanese period. 
(3) Similar to regular vowel verbs, the imperative form can occur in 
both the -yo form and as a root, see, e.g., myi 'see(lMP)' in MYS I: 
27. 

5 Most of the surviving fonns of miy- 'go around' indicate that it is a strong vowel 
verb, although there is one example of the attributive fonn m-uru (MYS VI: 942), 
not miy-ru, that is believed to point to a regular vowel verb paradigm (Omodaka et 
al. 1967: 720, 719). In addition to being just a hapax legomenon, I believe that we 
~ave he~e ,a problem of. morphological segmentation, as the context in question is 
"q:i5Z~Jft¥ifEtffi koNk-yJ-tam-uru URA row-INF-go.around-ATTR bay 'bays that 
[we] are rowing around' (MYS VI: 942), where we actually have the verb tamiy
'to go around,' 'to tum.' Since it is not possible to segment ta- in this verb, its 
relationship to miy- remains unproven. Thus, I prefer to view miy- 'to go around' 
as a strong vowel verb. 
6 Cf. WOJ myi tOmo 'see CONI' 'even if [one] sees' (the conjunction tOmo 
follows the final form of a verb). 
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6.1.3.2 VERB KO- 'TO COME' 

The verb ko- 'to come' has a paradigm highly remlmscent of 
regular vowel verbs, but it also has some differences. In Chart 28 
below I provide the main inflectional forms of the verb ko-: 

Chart 28: Main inflectional forms of ko- 'to come' 
form ko- 'come' 
infinitive k-yi 
final k-u 
attributive k-uru 
evidential k-ure 
imperative k6 
negative k6-n-
tentative k6-m-

The verb ko- 'to come' has the following peculiarities: 
(1) In most cases it behaves like a regular vowel verb: it loses the 
final vowel of its stem before the final -u, the attributive -uru, and 
the evidential -ure, but retains it before other vowel-initial suffixes 
that lose their initial vowels upon suffixation. There is, however, 
one exception: in contrast to regular vowel verbs that retain their 
final vowels before the infinitive -yi that is regularly deleted, ko
deletes its final root vowel /6/ but retains the following infinitive -
yi. 
(2) Unlike regular vowel verbs and strong vowel verbs, ko- 'to 
come' never has an imperative form *k6-y6, and the root form ko is 
the only.possible imperative form for this verb in Western Old 
Japanese. 

6.1.3.3 VERB SE- ~ -SO 'TO DO' 

The verb se- ~ -so 'to do' also has a paradigm highly reminiscent of 
regular vowel verbs and especially of ko- 'to come,' but it has its 
own peculiarities as well. In Chart 29 below I provide the main 
inflectional forms of the verb se- ~ -so: 

Chart 29: Main inflectional forms of se- ~ -so 'to do' 
I ~or~ . I se~ ~ -so 'do' I 

mfimttve S-1 

7 Middle Japanese, in contrast, only has the imperative form ko-yo 'come!' and the 
root form is never used. 
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final s-u 
attributive s-uru 
evidential s-ure 
imperative se( -yo), -so 
negative se-n-
tentative se-m-

The verb se- - -so 'to do' has the following peculiarities: 
(1) Unlike any other verb in Western Old Japanese, it has two 
alternating roots: se- and _SO,8 where the alternation cannot be 
explained by morphophonological rules. The variant -so occurs 
only as a part of the negative imperative circumfix na-V-INF-so 
'do not do V.' The variant se- is found in most paradigmatic forms. 
(2) In most cases se- behaves like a regular vowel verb: it loses the 
final vowel of its stem before the final -u, the attributive -uru, and 
the evidential -ure, but retains it before other vowel-initial suffixes 
that lose their initial vowels upon suffixation. Similar to ko- 'to 
come,' there is an exception: in contrast to regular vowel verbs that 
retain their final vowels before the infinitive -yi that is regularly 
deleted, se- deletes its final root vowel lei but retains the infinitive 
-[yJi. 
(3) Similar to regular and strong vowel verbs, and unlike ko- 'to 
come', the -yo imperative form is optional for se- 'to do': in other 
words, there are examples of both se and se-yo imperatives in 
Western Old Japanese. 

6.1.3.4 R-IRREGULAR VERBS 

SO far we have seen irregular verbs that are essentially vowel verbs 
that have certain idiosyncrasies in their paradigms. R-irregular 
verbs, on the other hand, are essentially consonantal verbs with 
roots ending in the consonant Irl that exhibit one irregularity. There 
are three primary (non-derived) r-irregular verbs in Western Old 
Japanese: ar- 'to exist,' wor- 'to exist, to stay, to sit' and por- 'to 
want.' The latter is usually treated as a consonantal verb (Omodaka 
et al. 1967: 662), but there is some evidence that it is actually an r
irregular verb (see SPECIAL CONSTRUCTIONS -(A)MA-AKU 
POSJ AND -(A)M-AKU POR-J in 6.2.2.2.3.3 for a detailed 

8 Historically, most likely, the root so- and the extended stem se- < *so-i, although 
this speculation may be difficult to prove. 
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discussion). In Chart 30 below I provide the main inflectional 
forms of r-irregular verbs: 

Ch t30 M' . fl f ar amm ec IOna Iii ormso f . b r-lrregu ar ver s 
form ar- 'exist' wor- 'exist, stay' 
infinitive ar-l wor-i 
final ar-l wor-l 
attributive ar-u wor-u 
evidential ar-e wor-e 
imperative ar-e wor-e 
negative ar-an- wor-an-
tentative ar-am- wor-am-

The only irregularity that distinguishes r-irregular verbs from 
their regular consonant counterparts is that they have the final form 
suffix -i, and not -u. Thus, the infinitive and final forms are 
phonologically indistinguishable. Similar to other consonant verbs 
ending in coronals, there is no phonological distinction between 
evidential and imperative forms due to the merger of Iyel and leyl 
after coronals. 

One must keep in mind that Western Old Japanese auxiliaries 
that historically include ar- 'to exist' as their last component, such 
as -tar-, -kyer-, and -yer- follow the paradigm of r-irregular verbs. 
The same applies to the derived verbs nar- 'to be' < n-i ar- and 
nar- 'to be located at' < -ni ar- (see 6.1.4.1.4). 

6.1.3.4 N-IRREGULAR VERBS 

The irregularity of n-irregular verbs manifests itself in the fact that 
these verbs mix consonant and vowel verb paradigms, although 
their stems end in consonants. There are only two verbs in this 
class: sin- 'to die' and in- 'to go away.' Because there are no 
regular consonant verbs in Western Old Japanese that end in 1n/,9 it 
seems likely that these two verbs originally belonged to a vowel 
verb paradigm but later acquired parts of a consonant verb 
paradigm. In Chart 3 I below I provide the main inflectional forms 
of n-irregular verbs: 

9 A puzzle itself for the internal reconstruction: In! and Iyl and Iwl are the only 
consonants that do not appear as a final consonant in Western Old Japanese 
consonant verbs. While there might be a cogent explanation why Iyl and Iwl 
behave oddly in this respect, the absence of Inl is baffling in spite of several 
explanations that have been offered. 
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Ch rt 31 M· . fl a alOlO ectIOna ltl orms 0 f b n-Irregu ar ver s 
form sin- 'die' in- 'go away' 
infinitive SlO-1 lO-1 
final SlO-U in-u 
attributive SlO-Uru lO-Uru 
evidential sin-ure lO-ure 
imperative SlO-e in-e 
negative SlO-an- lO-an-
tentative sin-am- in-am-

On the basis of the chart above it is possible to see that the 
infinitive, final, imperative, negative, and tentative forms mirror 
those of a consonant verb paradigm, while the attributive and 
evidential forms look exactly like forms of a vowel verb paradigm. 

6.1.4 DEFECTIVE VERBS 
All defective verbs are irregular, but in contrast to other irregular 
verbs they have very few paradigmatic forms. There are four 
defective verbs in Western Old Japanese: n- 'to be,' to 'to be,' ro 
'to be,' and to 'to say,' which, as I will demonstrate below, have 
different origins. 10 The necessity of a separate and detailed 
description of defective verbs is dictated by the fact that the 
Japanese linguistic tradition does not recognize them as verbs, 
treating different forms of these verbs as various particles. In 
addition, they have a number of irregularities not found in other 
irregular verbs. In Chart 32 below I provide all the existing 
inflectional forms of defective verbs, followed by a detailed 
discussion with textual examples of these forms. 

Chart 32· Inflectional forms of defective verbs 
form n- 'be' to 'be' ro 'be' to 'say' 
infinitive n-l t6 - to 
final - - ro to 
attributive n-o t-u ro to (?) 
subordinative n-i-te - - to-te 
gerund 

!O Cf. Frellesvig's attempt to demonstrate that n- and both to lexemes ultimately 
have the same origin (Frellesvig 1999). 
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I -ar- form I nar-<n-iar- I_It I - I -

Among these defective verbs, n- 'to be' behaves basically as a 
consonant verb, although it has an irregular attributive form in -0, 
not -u. On the other hand, to 'to be' and to 'to say' are likely to be 
vowel verbs, although to 'to be' has an attributive form in -u, like a 
consonant verb, and both have infinitives ending in /0/, which is 
not typical for any other vowel verb. The special form nar- is a 
combination of the infinitive n-i of n- 'to be' and verb ar- 'exist': 
nar- < n-i ar-. 

6.1.4.1 DEFECTIVE VERB N- 'TO BE' 

As indicated in Chart 32 above, the defective verb n- 'to be' has 
four paradigmatic forms: the infinite n-i, the attributive n-o, the 
subordinative gerund n-i-te, and the special form nar- < *n-i-ar-. 
Below I provide a description of their functions in Western Old 
Japanese along with examples. 

6.1.4.1.1 Infinitiveform n-i 

The infinitive form n-i 'being' is used in a variety of functions. It 
may occur after both nominals and verbs, the latter normally being 
in their nominalized or attributive forms. 

(I) The infinitive n-i can be used as a copula in a nominal predicate: 

1J~WFtt~Ji~{¥J#ift~ 
na koso pa wo n-i imas-e-Npa 
you PT TOP man DV-INF exist(HON)-EV-CON 
since you are a man (KK 5) 
Note that n-i imas- in this and the immediately following example represents an 
honorific variant of the construction n-i ar- discussed in 6.1.4.1.4 below. 

{jT ~~{j:W:l:tll:. {jT J#ift ~ 
ika nar-u ya pyito n-i imas-e ka 
how be-ATTR PT person DV-INF be(HON)-EV PT 

11 Starting from the Heian period, a copula tar- < t-ar- form also appears, but it is 
predominantly used in kanbun kundoku texts, which are foreign in origin. It hardly 
ever appears in prose, and never in poetry. This finds a good explanation in the 
fact that, as I will show below, to 'to be' has a foreign origin, being borrowed 
from Korean. The derivation of t-ar- is similar to that of n-ar-: infinitive to + ar
'exist. ' 
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Oh, what kind of person is [he]? (BS 5) 

l1l!!JU~{tf~ ffl Jtls~~q:~q:1reffl !tJtls~~it1]OJ! 
ka-Nka naNpey-te ywo n-i pa kokono ywo pyi n-i pa tOwo-ka-wo 
day-day line.up(INF)-SUB night DV-INF TOP nine night day 
DV-INF TOP ten-CL-ACC 
counting all the days, as for nights [it is] nine nights [and] as for 
days [it is] ten days (KK 26) 

{Jt~J!wrtp.~~~fi 
imwo-wo sita nak-yi n-i 
beloved-ABS secretly weep-NML DV-INF 
[My] beloved secretly wept, and ... (KK 78) 

~~~~q:ag~q:agfi 
myi-na koworo koworo n-i 
water-PLUR churning churning DV-INF 
waters churning, churning (KK 100) 

tk1Ho:;iJ ~ f=l3f!fi: JL,"¥-fJ,)i( 
IMASI-tati pa SANTAKA n-i AKA-kyi KOKORO-wo MOT-I-te 
you-PLUR TOP loyal DV-INF bright-ATTR heart-ACC hold-INF
SUB 
you, with loyal and clear hearts ... (SM 37) 

M.g~a~$~~~*~~~ff~~m"¥-~~ 
KYIYWOMARO SI-Nka ANE POPUKUN-tO ITO OPO-KYI n-i 
ASI-ku KANTAM-YEr-u ITUPAR-I-N-KOTO-wo TUKUR-I-te 
Kyiywomaro he-POSS elder.sister Popukun-COM very big-ATTR 
DV-INF bad-INF be.insincere-PROG-ATTR lie-NML-GEN
word-ACC make-INF-SUB 
Kyiywomaro with his elder sister Popukun created an extremely 
big, bad and insincere lie ... (SM 44) 

:g~.=1JD~ffif~~px: 
WARE Y A nani n-i ka KAPYER-I-TE NAR-AM-U 
I PTwhat DV-INF PT return-INF-SUB become-TENT-ATTR 
Why should I return? (MYS XIII: 3265) 

{Jt*fi~{JTf,J:;ft~JJ);M .&~:J\1]\ 
imey-ni mwo imo-Nka myi-ye-Ns-ar-an-aku n-i 
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dream-LOC PT beloved-POSS see-PASS-NEG(INF)-exist-NEG
NMLDV-INF 
[my] beloved [always] appears in [my] dreams (MYS XV: 3735) 

~7~Z tj(~~~fM~~f,J:~ 
naNtesikwo-Nka pana n-i mwoNkamo na 
carnation-POSS flower DV-INF PT PT 
[I] wish [you] were a carnation flower! (MYS XVII: 4010) 

~ A ~ :f,(!OC~1C. ~ Z ~)jH: .. \ j;:: ~.lt fM 
OYI-PYITO mwo WOMYINA WARAPA mwo si-Nka NENK
AP-U KOKORO-N-tar-ap-yi n-i 
old(INF)-person PT woman child PT they-POSS desire-ITER
ATTR heart-LOC-be.enough-ITER-NML DV-INF 
old people, women, and children, all [of them get] enough of what 
they desire to [their] hearts' [content] (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

(2) The infinitive n-i is frequently used after nouns and adjectives 
for adverbializations: 

tA.~~~*~~Ji!#fi~{tr:fM ~J!I!~ If.l:t ... ~iiJJi~~*~~Ji!# 
fi~~~~J!I!~*~ -
kurwo-kyi myi-kyes-i-wo rna-tuNpusa n-i tOr-i-yosop-yi ... awo
kyi myi-kyes-i-wo rna-tuNpusa n-i tor-i-yosop-yi 
black-ATTR HON-wear(HON)-NML-ACC INT-without fail DV
INF take-INF-dress-INF ... blue-ATTR HON-wear(HON)-NML
ACC INT-without fail DV-INF take-INF-dress-INF 
neatly wearing a black garment ... neatly wearing a blue garment 
(KK4) 

~~.fM$WEfM~iiJ~-$~ 
wotOmye-ni taNta n-i ap-am-u to 
maiden-DAT direct DV-INF meet-TENT-FIN DV 
thinking to meet maidens face to face (KK 18) 

~~-q:lf~-4 .l:t$~M 
rna koso n-i twop-yi-tamap-ey 
truth PT DV-INF ask-INF-HON-EV 
[It] is right that [you] asked [me] (KK 72) 
In this example the focus particle koso separates the noun rna 'truth' from the 
adverbializing infinitive n-i. 
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~1~]mjlJf.**L~:@~~~ 
oya na-si n-i nare nar-i-ky-em-ey ya 
parent no-FIN DV-INF you be.bom-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-EV 
PT 
Were you possibly born without parents? (NK 104) 
Note that n-i follows not the attributive form na-kyi, but the final form na-si of the 
adjective na- 'not to exist' as demonstrated by this example . 

• ~~m~~~~~~~ •• *~~~~~ 
op-yi-k-uru mono pa mwomwo kusa n-i semey-yor-i-k-yi-tar-u 
pursue-INF-come-ATTR thing TOP hundred kind DV-INF 
assault(INF)-approach-INF -come-INF -PERF IPROG-A TTR 
the things that pursue [us], come assaulting [us] in a hundred 
varieties (MYS V: 804) 

~mJj.m!fl:PJ.~**L~ 
YOKOSIMA-KANSE-no nipuNpuka n-i OPOP-YI-K-YI-TAr-e
Npa 
cross.wind-GEN sudden DV-INF cover-INF-come-INF-PERFI 
PROG-EV -CON 
a cross wind suddenly came to cover [us] (MYS V: 904) 

fl)PJ{:g:~fI)~*{~~~{~~~1]\ 
tukapey-matur-am-ey iya topo naNka n-i 
serve(INF)-HUM-TENT-EV plentifully long long DV-INF 
[I] will serve [you] plentifully and for a long, long time (MYS 
XVIII: 4098) 

fI)~~Ea~~~~c~.ft~.PJ~~~ 
tuma mo kwo-Ntomo mwo woti koti-ni sapa n-i kakum-yi wi 
spouse PT child-PLUR PT there here-LOC many DV-INF 
sUITound-INF exist(INF) 
both my spouse and children are around [me] in great numbers 
here and there (MYS XX: 4408) 

~fI) S3 {51~~~.m lttZ* 
patu yukyi pa ti-pye n-i pur-i-sik-ye 
first snow TOP thousand-CL DV-INF fall-INF-cover-IMP 
First snow, fall in a thousand layers! (MYS XX: 4475) 
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~ij 11: -¥~i3i3;GJJiBl$~ j(m~ij1ff~ Ej fi ~{6:jlf~ij1ff ~ Ej fi 
ato-wo myi-tutu sinop-am-u taNta n-i ap-u-maNte-ni masa n-i ap
u-maNte-ni 
footstep-ACC see(INF)-COOR yearn-TENT-FIN direct DV-INF 
meet-ATTR-TERM-LOC real DV-INF meet-ATTR-TERM-LOC 
looking at [Buddha's] footstep, [I] will yearn [for him], until [I] 
meet [him] directly, until [I] really meet [him] (BS 6) 

(3) Another usage of n-i is after the quasi-postpositions tamey 'for,' 
and yuwe 'because,' 'for the sake of (lit. 'reason,' 'cause,' 'sake'), 
which are historically bound nouns. Only the construction yuwe n-i 
is attested with relatively high frequency (50 cases in the 
Man 'yoshu), and is found in both Early and Late Western Old 
Japanese. The construction tamey n-i is very rare (only 8 cases in 
the whole Man 'yoshuli and it is attested reliably only in Late 
Western Old Japanese. 

lf~~1f1§~1fI§Mc,f~,~il~1tTfi 
yamanoNpey-no kwo-sima kwo yuwe n-i 
YamanoNpey-GEN DIM-island child sake DV-INF 
for the sake of the girl Kwo-sima (lit.: Small island) from 
YamanoNpey (NK 79) 

}Jliij(1}\:g:~ §)\.15 
PYITO-N-TUMA YUWE n-i ARE KWOPIY -m-ey ya mo 
person-GEN-spouse reason DV-INF I love-TENT-EV PT PT 
because [she] is the wife of [another] person, should I love [her]? 
[Certainly not!] (MYS I: 21) 

fo*LIi!~1}\~~.bl::fo~~${jt-a~~~}l~H6:: 
ware yuwe n-i omwop-yi-waNp-uram-u imo-Nka kanasi-sa 
I reason DV-INF think-INF-worry-TENT2-ATTR beloved-POSS 
dear-NML 
[feeling of] the endeannent for [my] beloved who probably worries 
because of me (MYS XV: 3727) 

~ C Ii! ~1}\'~.~~lli 
soko yuwe n-i KOKORO naNk-u ya 
there reason DV-INF heart calm.down-FIN PT 

12 In contrast to Middle Japanese balwri n-i (Vovin 2003: 173), there is no 
construction *Npakari n-i 'being about' in Western Old Japanese. 
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will [my] heart calm down due to those circumstances? (MYS XIX: 
4154) 

Z ~mE~ S3 ~1]\J¥fLf7J..$J:tl1:: & 
sik[a]-ar-u-Nka yuwe n-i sore ukey-m-u pyitO-ra 
thus-exist-ATTR-POSS reason DV-INF that receive-TENT-ATTR 
person-PLUR 
because ofthis, the people who will receive that (SSI)13 

i~J;,*f~J!~*1]\ 
ASANTI PARA NOTI MYI-M-U tamey n-i 
AsaNti field after see-TENT-ATTR for DV-INF 
in order to see AsaNti field later (MYS VII: 1342) 

~R~*fi~tL 
ta-Nka tamey n-i nare 
who-POSS for DV-INF you 
for whom? [For] you! (MYS XVII: 4031) 

~.~~1]\~~.$R~*1]\~~~.m~.$ 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo-ni myi-se-m-u-Nka tamey n-i momyit-i tor-i
te-m-u 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM-DAT see-CAUS-TENT-ATTR-POSS for 
DV -INF leaves.tum.red/yellow-NML take-INF -PERF -TENT-FIN 
[I] want to take red leaves in order to show [them] to my beloved 
(MYS XIX: 4222) 

~~~~.~*fi~g~l1::~~*fi 
titi papa-Nka tamey n-i mworo pyitO-no tamey n-i 
father mother-POSS for DV-INF many person-GEN for DV-INF 
for father and mother, for many people (BS 1) 

(4) The infinitive n-i can be also followed by the verbs nar- 'to 
become,' se- 'to do,' and the adjective posi 'be desirable.' These 
combinations produce special constructions: 

Xn-i nar
Xn-iposi 
Y(-wo) X n-i se-

'to become X' 
'to want as X', "to want to be X' 
'to make Y being X,' 'to treat as X' 

13 I cite this example according to (Omodaka et al. 1967: 407), who unfortunately 
does not indicate what exactly the document is. 
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Examples: 

S:rm~.~*L~{JTMtfJi~~ 
yupu-N-pye n-i nar-e-Npa iNsa ne-yo to 
evening-GEN-side DV-INF become-EV-CON INTER sleep-IMP 
DV 
When [it] became evening, and [we] told [him]: '[Go to] sleep!;' 
(MYS V: 904) 

M~~~~*fi~~~~.~m~~~ 
asa-na [a]sa-na aNkar-u pyiNpari n-i nar-i-te-si ka 
moming-PLUR moming-PLUR rise-ATTR skylark DV-INF 
become-INF-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR PT 
every morning, [I] want to have become a skylark, flying up 
(MYS XX: 4433) 

~ rm 1~ '* ft ~~~ S3 ~4-£f.1]\ ~tfffit A £f.1]\ PX:ftJt 
W:ARE TAKA MYI-KURA-l].,i IMAS-I-SGMEYS-U-yuri KG 
TOSI-ni ITAR-U-maNte MU TOSI n-i NAR-I-n-u 
I high HON-seat-LOC be(HON)-INF-begin-ATTR-ABL this year
LOC reach-ATTR-TERM six year DV-INF become-INF-PERF
FIN 
[It] has been six years this year since I have been on the high 
throne (SM 7) 

~~~~~~.~.*&~~.~~.*$~ .... ~~. 
~ ~iiUi~J1l!! 
kyikos-i-wos-u kuni-no ma-po-ra Nso ka n-i ka-ku n-i posi-kyi 
manima n-i sika n-i pa ar-aNsi ka 
rule(HON)-INF-HON-ATTR country-GEN INT-top-LOC PT thus 
DV-INF thus-INF DV-INF desire-ATTR according DV-INF thus 
DV-INF TOP exist-NEG/TENT PT 
in the highest place of the country, where [the emperor] rules, [it] 
would not be thus according to what [you] wish to be this way and 
that way, [would it]? (MYS V: 800) 

~ffll-¥tt ~~-F. 1:*gijJ ~$-ffll 
nare-wo so yomye n-i posi to tare 
you-ACC PT bride DV-INF be.desirable DV who 
who wants you as [his] bride? (NR II: 33) 
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*J]\zC3~*H~~ 
ipye n-i s-i-te WARE PA KWOPIY-M-U na 
home DV-INF do-INF-SUB I TOP long-TENT-FIN PT 
After [I] come home, I will long for [it]! (MYS VII: 1179) 

~Z*~~ ~J]\i'f~ 
KWOPIYsi-ky-eNpa KATAMYI n-i SE-M-U 
miss-ATTR-COND farewell present DV-INF do-TENT-FIN 
If[you] miss [me], [I] want to make [it] to be a farewell present 
[for you] (MYS VIII: 1471) 

~AA J]\ ~'f ~Jb])\fX~ Z 1f:ft 
KANSASI n-i SE-M-U to A-NKA OMOP-YI-si SAKURA-NO 
PANA 
head.ornament DV-INF do-TENT-FIN DV I-POSS think-INF
PAST/ATTR sakura-GEN blossom 
[I] think [I] want to make the sakura blossoms about which I 
thought into a head ornament (MYS XVI: 3786) 

SPECIAL COMPRESSED FORM -N-
The infinitive form n-i of the defective verb n- 'to be' may have a 
special compressed form that surfaces as a prenasalization -N- if 
the underlying form of a following head nominal starts with a 
voiceless consonant Ipl, It!, Ik/, or lsi. However, to the best of my 
knowledge, there is only one uncontroversial example of the 
contracted form -N- in Western Old Japanese: 

tt~~iiJ -$iUiiJ~R ~:&~lt 
sana amu-wo akyiNtu paya-N-kup-yi 
that horsefly-ACC dragonfly quick-DV(INF)-eat-INF 
a dragonfly quickly ate that horsefly (KK 97) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The infinitive form n-i is attested in Eastern Old Japanese in the 
same functions as in Western Old Japanese with the exception of 
the constructions yuwe n-i and tamey n-i. 

(1) Nominal predicate: 
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~_.~z~~~~W~g~$~~~~~~&~~ 
yama-N-PYE-no siNkye-k-aku n-i imwo-ro-wo tate-te sa-ne-N
two parap-umo 
mountain-GEN-side-GEN thick-ATTR-NML DV-INF beloved
DIM-ACC make.stand(INF)-SUB PREF-sleep(NML)-DV(ATTR)
place clean-EXCL 
as the mountain (side) is overgrown [with bush], [I] let my beloved 
stand, and [I] am clearing a place [for us] to sleep! (MYS XIV: 
3489) 

!t~tfJ\ gfi{JI"~mE~~~~ & 
pyitO ne-ro n-i ip-ar-u mwonokara 
one peak-DIM DV -INF say-PROG-ATTR CON] 
Although [they] say that [we] are one peak..(MYS XIV: 3512) 

$ ~{itfJ\fi~~~~tffi~~~fOtL~{#fi{i~fitffis~Hm 
taka-kyi ne-ni kumwo-no tuk-u-nosu ware sapey n-i kyimyi-ni 
tuk-yi-n-ana 
high-ATTR peak-LaC cloud-GEN attach-ATTR-COMP I PT DV
INF lord-DAT attach-INF-PERF-DES 
Even I would like to cling to [my] lord like clouds cling to a high 
peak (MYS XIV: 3514) 

(2) Adverbialization: 

{i~:ft~*,~,~*~fi{i{;lit~,~ 
kyimyi-Nka myi-kyes-i si aya n-i kyi-posi-mo 
lord-PaSS HON-wear(HON)-NML PT strange DV-INF 
wear(NML) be.desired-EXCL 
strangely, [I] want to wear [my] lord's garment (MYS XIV: 3350) 

~~~{JT;ffi ~tIt*11[J]\~~ }~H6:: 
Mana to ip-u KWO-Nka aya n-i kanasi-sa 
Mana DV say-ATTR girl-PaSS strange DV-INF lovely-NML 
unusual loveliness of a girl called Mana (MYS XIV: 3462) 

1t:~~:ft~~1t:{:*fi~1t:~.bttt 
ono-Nka wo-wo opo n-i na-omwop-yi-so 
yourself-PaSS cord-ACC careless DV-INF NEG-think-INF-do 
Do not think carelessly about your own [life-]cord (MYS XIV: 
3535) 
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(3) The constructions yuwe n-i 'because of and tamey n-i 'for' are 
not attested in Eastern Old Japanese. 

(4) Before the verbs nar- 'to become' and se- 'to dO,:14 

*~R~~~.~~ffm~*~~~.~~~~~~.~~$ 
~.f~t1Ji 
apyiNtune-no kuni-wo saN-tOpo-myi ap-an-ap-aNpa sinwop-yi n-i 
se-m-wo to pyimwo musuNp-as-an-e 
ApiNtune-GEN land-ABS PREF-far-GER meet-NEG-ITER
COND long.for-NML DV-INF do-TENT-ATTR DV cord tie
HON-DES-IMP 
If [we] continue not to meet, because the land of ApiNtune is far, [I] 
want [you] to tie [your garment] cords, as if longing for [me] 
(MYS XIV: 3426) 

J;ff ~ ttt. ~m!tIJ( 
ma-taNpyi n-i nar-i-n-u 
INT-journey DV-INF become-INF-PERF-FIN 
[it] became a really [long] journey (MYS XX: 4388) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The infinitive n-i of the defective verb n- 'to be' is attested in Old 
Ryukyuan as well as in modem dialects, including Southern 
Ryukyuan. Examples: 

Old Ryukyuan 

:t::mt ~ ibitlj:-'Yl?~'~ I~~ Git 
SIYORI mori ase fa tuti-gir-i n-i kir-as-e 
Shuri castle warrior TOP ground-(DV)cut-NML DV-INF cut
HON-IMP 
Warriors [of] the Shuri castle, cut [the enemy] as cutting the 
ground (OS I: 33) 

Classical Ryukyuan 

It \61t \61~ § 'ij tit \ipft. L t1Tip/b 
iro-iro n-i I-ti-mo ika nas-i-mo Ik-an-u 

14 The construction n-i posi 'to want as' is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese. 
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different DV-INF say(INF)-SUB-PT how do-INF-PT go-NEG
FIN 
whatever [you] say, and whatever [you] do, [I] will not go (RK 
725) 

Yaeyama 

daa katti n-i saa 
you one's own way DV-INF do(IMP) 
Do as you like (Nohara 1998: 474) 

6.1.4.1.2 Attributive/orm n-o 
The function of the attributive form n-o is the same as that of its 
Middle Japanese or Modem Japanese counterpart n-o in such 
examples as MJ Taketori n-o okina 'old man Bamboo-cutter,' aruzi 
n-o otoko 'a man who is the host,' Isitukuri n-o miko 'prince 
Isitukuri' and MdJ tomodati no gakusei 'a student who is [my] 
friend,' mei no Sumiko 'Sumiko who is [my] niece,' etc. The 
attributive ending -0, rather than -u that might have been expected, 
is possibly paralleled by the Eastern Old Japanese attributive suffix 
-0, e.g.: ar-o 'exist-ATTR,' pyik-o 'pull ATTR,' tat-o 'stand
ATTR,' yuk-o 'go-ATTR,' which will be discussed in more detail 
in the section on attributive. A similar attributive form -0 is 
preserved in the modem Hachijo dialect. The identification, 
however, is not without its problems, because there is some 
evidence that this final attributive -0 in Eastern Old Japanese goes 
back to korui /wo/ rather than to otsu-rui /0/. 

!t {~J1m ~IU~ ~PJ *1iI3J1m~~Wt 
pyisa kata n-o arney-no kaNku-yama 
eternal hard DV-ATTR heaven-GEN KaNku(p. n.)-mountain 
eternal and strong Arney-no KaNkuyama (lit.: Heavenly KaNku 
mountain) (KK 27) 

m¥mAA1iI3~~ 
turukyi n-o tati 
double-edged sword DV-ATTR long. sword 
a long sword that is a double-edged sword (KK 33) 

{~wr~1iI3*c 
sasiNpu n-o kiy 
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sasiNpu DV-ATTR tree 
sasiNpu tree (KK 57) 

.~~~~ ••• ~~~Mg~~~~.~OOg~~ 
myeNtori n-o wa-Nka opo kyimyi-no or-os-u pata ta-Nka tane ro 
kamo 
MyeNtori DV-ATTR I-POSS great lady-GEN weave-HON-ATTR 
fabric who-POSS material DV PT 
The fabric my lady MyeNtori weaves, I wonder for whom (lit. 
whose) the material is? (KK 66) 

~HIf~~i3)]HlHj 
nani n-o tute-kot6 
what DV-ATTR report(INF)-word 
What message [do you have]? (NK 128) 

~*JJ$JI~ 
topo n-o MYlKANTWO 
far DV-ATTR Imperial Court 
distant Palace (MYS V: 794) 

~J3~*LJJ~ §]I 
ta-nare n-o myi-kot6 ' 
hand-accustom(NML) DV-ATTR HON-koto 
favorite koto (MYS V: 812) 

J;ff~ J;ff~~m~i3~{jfm-¥ 
ma-tama-nasu puta-tu n-o isi-wo 
INT-jewel-COMP two-CL DV-ATTR stone-ACC 
two stones like real jewels (MYS V: 813) 

~f;~ fllgti\ 1]\ 
to po n-o kuni 
distant DV-ATTR country 
distant country (MYS XV: 3688) 

PJ~~~~~q:g~ 
katamyi n-o koromo 
keepsake DV-ATTR garment 
a garment that is a keepsake (MYS XV: 3733) 
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fjT1:ffLffl5 S Wt~*fL ~#~~-$ 
iNture n-o PYI-maNte are kwopiy-wor-am-u 
which DV-ATTR day-TERM I 10ng.for(INF)-exist-TENT-FIN 
until what day should I be longing for [you]? (MYS XV: 3742) 

R,J1J;f3 
SE n-o KYIMYI 
beloved DV -ATTR lord 
beloved lord (MYS XVI: 3885) 

~J1J~~tp~ 
OTO n-o myi-kotO 
younger brother DV-ATTR HaN-thing 
darling who is [my] younger brother (MYS XVII: 3957) 

~~Wt*J1J~~~~S~~~**~~*-$ 
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sa yamaNta n-o woNti-Nka SONO PYI-ni motOmey ap-aNs-u-ky
em-u 
so YamaNta DV-ATTR old.man-POSS that day-LaC search(INF) 
meet-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT -FIN 
So, old man YamaNta searched for [him] on that day, [but] did 
not find [him] (MYS XVII: 4014) 

~.~~~e~~~~~*.~~rn*~~~ 
KONO TATINPANA-wo tokyiNsi-ku n-o kaNk-u n-o KO-NO 
MIY to NA-N-TUKEY -kyer-asi-mo 
this mandarin.orange-ACC be off season-INF DV-ATTR smell
ATTR DV-ATTR tree-GEN fruit DV name-LOC-attach(INF)
RETR-SUP-EXCL 
[we] should call these mandarin oranges fragrant tree fruits that 
are off season (MYS XVIII: 4111) 
Note that in this example the first n-o follows the infinitive form -ku. The usage of 
the second attributive n-o in this example is idiosyncratic and even possibly 
ungrammatical, since the attributive modifies the following noun by itself, and n-o 
is not necessary. 

C tL J1J -9-~ ~~fIHtc 1¥Jll:: ~ 
kore n-o yo pa utur-i sar-u tOmwo 
this DV-ATTR world TOP change-INF go.away-FIN CONJ 
Even though this world changes and goes away ... (BS 10) 
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t;\ ~3~UiP ~ fi:t1li 7J£3:~iiJ:tL ~ iff.& .btl!: 7J fJ!" iff 7J t;\~J1I!giP ~~ l!: 
PJJ1I!*flj**jtJJOft]~flj 
kusurisi pa tune n-o mo ar-e-NtO marapyito n-o ima-no kusurisi 
taputO-k-ar-i-kyer-i meyNtasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
medicine.man TOP usual DV-ATTR PT exist-EV-CONC guest 
DV-ATTR now-GEN medicine man revered-INF-exist-INF
RETR-FIN praiseworthy-INF -exist-INF -RETR-FIN 
Although there are usual medicine men, too, the present Guest 
Medicine Man is [indeed] revered. [He] is praiseworthy (BS 15) 
Note the ellipsis of the word kusurisi 'medicine man' after the first n-o. As a result, 
tune n-o 'usual' functions by itself as a noun phrase without a following head noun, 
and consequently it is directly followed by the focus particle mo . 

.g.W7JM~fJ!"WW7J~7J7J~iiJfiiff*UTtE1i~~1i1lllZ.sf.~ 
yo-tu n-o peymyi itu-tu n-o mwono-no atumar-er-u kyitana-kyi 
miy-woNpa 
four-CL DV-ATTR snake five-CL DV-ATTR thing-GEN gather
PROG-A TTR dirty-ATTR body-ACC(EMPH) 
the dirty body where four snakes and five demons (lit.: things) 
have accumulated (BS 19) 

SPECIAL COMPRESSED FORM -N-
The attributive form n-o of the defective verb n- 'to be' may have a 
special compressed form that surfaces as a prenasalization -N- if 
the underlying form of a following head nominal starts with a 
voiceless consonant Ip/, Itl, Ik/, or lsi. 

~~.~fit;\mE 
ya-pye-N-kakyi tukur-u 
eight-fold-DV(ATTR)-fence make-FIN 
[I] am making an eight-folded fence (KK 1) 

~iiJjJD~tiff 
aka-N-tama 
red-DV(ATTR)-jewel 
red jewel (KK 7) 

~fi Jl.J1I! ~131f~I3Jj~:itl!! fiJt1s 
myi-tu-N-kuri-no sono naka-tu ni 
three-CL-DV(ATTR)-chestnut-COMP that middle-GENILOC 
clay 
that clay from the middle that is like three chestnuts (KK 42) 
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JJD IA llliil1HIB jff~~-$~ 
ka-ku-no Nkoto na-ni op-am-u to 
thus-INF-GEN like name-LOC carry-rENT-FIN DV 
in order to perpetuate that [it] was like that (KK 97) 

[!JWt:}]O¥m1JI"ffi 
kwo-N-taka-[a]r-u iti 
DIM-DV(ATTR)-high-exist-ATTR meeting.place 
slightly elevated meeting. place (KK 101) 

~~~£~~£~~~~~~~.m~~~ 
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ta-Nka sakiy-N-te sakiy-N-te so mo ya wa-Nka te tOr-as-umo ya 
who-POSS chap(NML)-DV(ATTR)-hand chap(NML)-
DV(ATTR)-hand PT PT PT I-POSS hand take-HON-EXCL PT 
whose chapped hand, chapped hand will take my hand?! (NK 
108) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The attributive form n-o functions in Eastern Old Japanese in the 
same way as it does in Western Old Japanese: 

WJJ[!Jfij~~~Jff}]OIA~ 
se n-o kwo-Nka yaswo sima kakur-i 
beloved DV-ATTR child-POSS eighty island hide-INF 
beloved girl hides [behind] eighty islands ... (FK 8) 

~1i~[!J 
se n-o kwo 
beloved DV -ATTR child 
beloved man (MYS XIV: 3458) 

Jff~f*1A 1i~~1J\ ~*~~-$ 
ma-topo-ku n-o NWO-ni mwo ap-ana-m-u 
INT-distant-INF DV-ATTR field-LOC PT meet-DES-TENT-FIN 
[I] would like to meet [you] even in a distant field (MYS XIV: 
3463) 

#.~~JJ~*JJ~$~~W~$fi~~~ 
opo kyimyi-no siko n-o myi-tate to iNte-tat-u ware pa 
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great lord-GEN unworthy DV-ATTR HON-shield DV exit(INF)
leave-ATTR 1 TOP 
1 leave today to be an unworthy shield of the sovereign (MYS XX: 
4373) 

It;:§ ~~~ *;ft "1 ~f[)3IJ: g ~q:*L JJlEl¥TrE-m:~ 
pyimwo taye-Npa a-Nka te-to tukey-ro kore n-o paru mos-i 
cord tear-COND your.own-POSS hand-COM attach-IMP this DV
ATTR needle hold-INF 
if the cords [of your garment] tear, attach them with your own hand, 
holding this needle (MYS XX: 4420) 

SPECIAL COMPRESSED FORM -N-
Eastern Old Japanese also has the special compressed -N- form: 

lElMl:*fJ\1i~tfJ\ g JJlIf[!] Jt-ftc 
pakwone-no ne-ro-no nikwo-N-kusa 
Pakwone-GEN peak-DIM-GEN nikwo-DV(ATTR)-grass 
niko grass of the little peak in Pakwone (MYS XIV: 3370) 

* ftc tN: [!] ~@{Jff~q:~ It*lIff[)Jff~ Z ~q: [§tfJi 
asa-te kwo-N-pusuma ko yopyi Ntani tuma yos-i-kose-n-e 
hemp-cloth DIM-DV(ATTR)-bedding this night PT spouse 
bring.close-INF-BEN-DES-IMP 
Oh, [my] dear bedding from the hemp cloth! [I] wish [you would] 
bring my spouse close [to me] just tonight (MYS XIV: 3454) 

~*~~~m~;:§~-m:~;:§~~*tN:z 
opo-N-pune-wo pey-yu mwo tomo-yu mwo katamey-te-si 
big-DV(ATTR)-boat-ACC bow-ABL PT stern-ABL PT 
secure(INF)-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR 
[our relationship], secured [by ropes like a] big boat both from the 
bow and from the stem (MYS XIV: 3559) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The attributive form n-o of the defective verb n- 'to be' is well 
attested in Old Ryukyuan. The attributive form n-u is attested in 
many modem dialects, including South Ryukyuan, but in the 
available descriptions this form is mostly found in the attributive 
form of demonstrative pronouns, like mnu 'that' which is 
historically from *'i'u n-u 'that DV -A TTR.' Examples: 



Old Ryukyuan 

iitJ Ito) Jj. iitJ:to V) 
ake n-o mi-aori 
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beautiful DV-ATTR HON-shade.umbrella 
beautiful shade umbrella (OS XII: 657) 

Yaeyama 

0-- ,-
patu aa n-u SIma 
Hatoma DV -ATTR island 
Hatoma island (Nohara 1998: 445) 

'lunu p"itu 
that(ATTR) person 
that person (Nohara 1998: 474) 

6.1.4.1.3 Subordinative gerund/arm n-i-te 
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The subordinative gerund form n-i-te is a rare form in Western Old 
Japanese. It is attested only in the Man 'yoshu, where it occurs five 
times. N-i-te has only two functions: (1) copula in a nominal 
predicate, (2) marker of a location of an action or a state. Examples: 

(1) As a copula in a nominal predicate: 

-mft~a~-m~3cJt-¥ 
TUNE n-i mwoNka na TUNE WOTOMYE n-i-te 
eternal DV-INF PT PT eternal maiden DV-INF-SUB 
[I] want to be eternal, being an eternal maiden! (MYS I: 22) 

~lHfJi!:f:~fil§Ml:;;ffi ~fjl"*~fU~*~!Ii m s ftJ*L~ ZYJ( fif!A~!Ii 
jj\~&i§till 
tune pyitO-no kwop-u to ip-u-ywori pa amari n-i-te ware pa sin
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-tar-aNs-u ya 
ordinary person-GEN love-FIN DV say-ATTR-ABL TOP excess 
DV-INF-SUB I TOP die-DEB-INF become-INF-PERF-INF
PERFIPROG-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that I should die, feeling (lit.: being) much 
more than what ordinary people call 'love'? (MYS XVIII: 4080) 
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(2) As a marker of a location of an action or a state: 

R:gijj1]\ffij~t-¥*~ PJ~~~tt 
MIYAKWO n-i-TE TA-NKA TAMOTO-wo ka WA-NKA 
MAKURAK-AM-U 
capital DV-INF-SUB who-POSS sleeve-ACC PT I-POSS 
use.as.a.pillow-TENT -ATTR 
Whose sleeves will I use as a pillow at the capital? (MYS III: 439) 

~ ~~ 1]\ i:3 qs£3; ~ 'l\ ~ ili jjq:1f 
taNpyi n-i-te mwo rna na-ku paya ka to 
trip DV-INF-SUB PT misfortune no-INF quick come (IMP) DV 
[my beloved] said: "Come [back] quickly without any misfortune 
on [your] trip!" (MYS XV: 3717) 

*1]\m:£3;~!±l~!tfrJ 
IPYE n-i-te rna tayutap-u INOTI 
home DV-INF-SUB PT be.unstable-ATTR life 
[my] life which is uncertain even at home (MYS XVII: 3896) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The subordinative gerund n-i-te IS not attested III Eastern Old 
Japanese. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The subordinative gerund n-i-te is attested only in Classical 
Ryukyuan (in Ryiika) (Hokama 1995: 508), and does not reveal 
itself either in Old Ryukyuan or in modern dialects. Thus, it is 
certainly a loan from Classical Japanese. The absence of the n-i-te 
form in both Eastern Old Japanese and Ryukyuan suggests that this 
form is a result of an internal development in Central Japanese. 

6.1.4.1.4 Special/orm nar- < n-i ar-
There is a special form nar-, which resulted from contraction of the 
infinitive form n-i with the following verb ar- 'to exist.' While in 
Middle Japanese this form is the only one used, except in cases 
when the focus particles mo and fa, the emphatic particle si, or the 
interrogative particle ka are placed between the infinitive n-i and 
ar-, in Western Old Japanese the non-contracted form with ar-
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directly following n-i is used much more frequently than the 
contracted form. The contracted form nar- is quite rare, and the list 
of examples below includes almost all attested examples where the 
contracted form is written phonetically or partially phonetically. 
The verb ar- 'to exist' is used after n-i as a 'dummy' auxiliary that 
allows the attachment of other auxiliaries or suffixes that cannot 
directly follow the defective verb n-. 

Care must be taken to distinguish three confusing verbs in 
Western Old Japanese: nar- 'to become' (consonant verb), nar- 'to 
be' (contraction of the infinitive form n-i of the defective verb n
'to be' and ar- 'to exist,' an r-irregular verb), and nar- 'to exist at,' 
'to be located at' (a contraction of the locative case marker -ni and 
ar- 'to exist,' an r-irregular verb). For examples of the last one, see 
4.1.2.2.4 (pp. 136-37). 

~~~~l'BDfrr'~~~JJ~~~ 
kano myi-kyi pa wa-Nka myi-kyi nar-aNs-u 
this HON-rice.wine TOP I-POSS HON-rice.wine be-NEG-FIN 
This rice wine is not my rice wine (KK 39) 

tlli*iUiM~:ft~.tlli* 
tama nar-aNpa a-Nka por-u tama 
jewel be-COND I-POSS desire-ATTRjewel 
if [my beloved] were a jewel, [she would be] a jewel I desire (NK 
92) 

j.n~lm-Sm1iIf~*tfom~¥Jft{bD~-S* 
swoNka-no kwo-ra pa uma nar-aNpa pyimuka-no kwo-[u]ma 
Soga-GEN son-PLUR TOP horse be-COND Pyimuka-GEN DIM
horse 
If the sons of Soga were horses, [they would be] the stallions of 
Pyimuka ... (NK 103) 

l1l!!!i\~~tfo~$ 
ka-ku nomiy nar-asi 
thus-INF PT be-SUP 
[It] is likely to be just this way (MYS V: 804) 

*:tff"£ li~tfo ~ Y$ 
ap-u mwono nar-aN pa 
meet-ATTR thing be-COND 
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if [we] would meet (MYS XV: 3731) 

jJDjl~;1~~~~z 
kamu-N-kara nar-asi 
deity-DV(ATTR)-nature be-SUP 
[It] is likely to be [its] divine nature (MYS XVII: 4001) 

~S~~~~~*.~~*~~~~e 
AKYI KANSE-ni pyimwo tok-yi-akey-na taNta nar-aNs-u tOmo 
autumn wind-LOC cord untie-INF-open-DES direct be-NEG-FIN 
CON] 
[I] wish that the autumn wind would untie the cords, even if [it] is 
not directly (MYS XX: 4295) 

fi~~~~ti\~ 
kyimyi nar-an-aku n-i 
lord be-NEG-NML DV-INF 
as [it] is not [my] lord (MYS XX: 4447) 

~ 1£ mE All: -ISH± ffij 
SAKASIMA NAr-u PYITO-Ntomo AR-I-TE 
rebellious be-ATTR person-PLUR exist-INF-SUB 
there were people who were rebellious (SM 16) 

¥k1HIl~tf~J5:fr.I*fU 
IMASI-tati MORO PA W A-NKA TIKA-KYI WOPYI nar-i 
you-PLUR all TOP I-POSS close-ATTR nephew be-FIN 
All [of] you are my close nephews (SM 17) 

{jT PI ~1¥H1i: ltl1: fi {jT Iffiit PI 
ika nar-u ya pyito n-i imas-e ka 
how be-ATTR PT person DV-INF be(HON)-EV PT 
Oh, what kind of person is [he]? (BS 5) 

NON-CONTRACTED FORM N-J AR-: 

{jT Jff~q:1t ~fo ;J;t:fJl!:iffi ~iiJ ~ * 1i~ ~ ~ ~~ ;J;t:fJl! fi ~iiJ ~ -$ j;j 
ima koso pa wa-N-tOri n-i ar-am-ey noti pa na-N-tOri n-i ar-am-u
wo 
now PT TOP I-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-EV after TOP 
you-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC 
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Now [I] am my bird, later [I] will be your bird, so ... (KK 3) 

!t1f~R*~!t1fJ!E~iiJ~~~ 
pyito-tu matu pyitO n-i ar-i-s-eNpa 
one-CL pine person DV-INF exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND 
if a lone pine were a person (KK 29) 

{jJ'Rr~* ~Jf:t s 1lli~fi:mRJ-m: 
ika n-i ar-am-u PYI-no tOkyi-ni kamo 
how DV-INF exist-TENT-ATTR day-GEN time-LOC PT 
I wonder, in whattime ofthe day ... (MYS V: 810) 

* f.Yd1]\ {jJ'-m: 1lli me -m: 1lli 1]\* ~ R* ~~ 
OPO PUNE-ni imo nor-u mono n-i ar-amas-eNpa 
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big boat-LOC beloved board-ATTR thing DV-INF exist-SUBJ
COND 
If [it] were the case that [my] beloved boarded [my] big boat ... 
(MYS XV: 3579) 

{jJ'~1]\*fLili~~ {jJ'~tfJi5't 2j *~~#fo~mE 
imwo n-i ar-e ya yasu i mwo ne-Ns-u-te a-Nka kwopiy-watar-u 
beloved DV-INF exist-EV PT easy sleep PT sleep-NEG-INF-SUB 
I-POSS 10ve(INF)-cross-ATTR 
Is [she] my beloved? I do not sleep easily, and continue to love [her] 
(MYS XV: 3633) 

**~~1lliRJ*~fi~1lli1]\* ~~ 
amey tuti-no kamiy na-kyi mwono n-i ar-aNpa 
heaven earth-GEN deity no-ATTR thing DV-INF exist-COND 
If heaven and earth were without deities ... (MYS XV: 3740) 

,~ftliJJ1t§@11i:7J~Z§@1]\*m~-m: 
uMEY -no PANA myi-yama to sim-yi n-i ar-i tOmo 
plum-GEN blossom HON-mountain DV grow.thick-NML DV-INF 
exist-FIN CON] 
Even though plum blossoms are blooming densely as a mountain 
(MYS XVII: 3902) 

W*1]\.-m:~~*~~fL.~*1]\*~~~M~11i:R*5't*m 
imey-ni pa motona apyi-MYI-re-NtO taNta n-i ar-an-e-Npa 
kwopiy yam-aNs-u-kyer-i 
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dream-LOC TOP aimlessly REC-see-EV-CONC direct DV-INF 
exist-NEG-EV-CON love(NML) stop-NEG-INF-RETR-FIN 
although [we] see each other aimlessly in dreams, because [our 
meetings] are not direct, [our] love does not stop (MYS XVII: 
3980) 

{Jr-~iJ.*¥5TE:;(fff;lt~f iUf=B 
ika n-i ar-u puse-no ura so mwo 
how DV-INF exist-ATTR Puse-GEN bay it PT 
The bay ofPuse, how [beautiful] it is! (MYS XVIII: 4036) 

*~~~~~~4~*~~~~~*mtt.~~~f;_~~ 
asa sipo mit-i-ni yor-u kotumyi kapyi n-i ar-i-s-eNpa tutwo n-i se
masi-wo 
morning tide full-NML-LOC approach-ATTR trash shellfish DV
INF exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND souvenir DV-INF do-SUBJ
ACC 
if the trash that is brought up by the full morning tide were 
shellfish, [I] would bring [it] as a souvenir, but ... (MYS XX: 4396) 

The non-contracted form n-i ar- is also found with the 
intervening focus particles mo, pa, koso, and so, the emphatic 
particle si and the interrogative particle ka in the constructions n-i 
mo ar-, n-i pa ar-, n-i koso ar-, n-i so ar-, and n-i si ar-. Among 
these, n-i koso ar- is attested only once, but the others occur several 
times each, although none of them are very frequent. Interestingly, 
neither the emphatic particle namo, nor the interrogative particle ya 
occur between n-i and ar-. 

~~~ •. ~~~~.~m~~m~~~ 
a pa mo yo mye n-i si ar-e-Npa na-wo [o]k-yi-te wo pa na-si 
I TOP PT PT woman DV-INF PT exist-EV-CON you-ACC leave
INF-SUB man TOP no-FIN 
Because I am a woman, [I] have no [ other] man, besides you (KK 
5) 

~*~m~~.~_~&~~.~~.~~~_._.~~. 
~~ .. ~ -
kyikos-i-wos-u kuni-no ma-po-ra Nso ka n-i ka-ku n-i posi-kyi 
manima n-i sika n-i pa ar-aNsi ka 
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rule(HON)-INF-HON-ATTR country-GEN INT-top-LOC PT thus 
DV-INF thus-INF DV-INF desire-ATTR according DV-INF thus 
DV-INF TOP exist-NEGrrENT PT 
in the highest place of the country, where [the emperor] rules, [it] 
would not be thus according to what [you] wish to be this way and 
that way, [would it]? (MYS V: 800) 

mlz:l'iTtfJifl),~1]\Z* IHfJi~ 
TONP-YI-TAT-I-kane-t-u TORI n-i si ar-an-e-Npa 
fly-INF-depart-INF-NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF-FIN bird DV-INF PT 
exist-NEG-EV-CON 
[I] could not flyaway because [I] am not a bird (MYS V: 893) 

9-*~* mza~**tLtt~fol'iTtL t:j ¥Bt~ §£3:t:j ftc-$f~£3:illi1]\ ~ 
*m%15fE.. --
IMWO-tO ar-i-si TOKYI PA ar-e-NtOmwo wakare-te pa 
koromoNte samu-kyi mono n-i so ar-i-kyer-u 
beloved-COM exist-INF-PAST/ATTR time TOP exist-EV-CONC 
separate(INF)-SUB TOP sleeve cold-ATTR thing DV-INF PT 
exist-INF-RETR-ATTR 
Although there was a time when [I] was with [ my] beloved, since 
[we] separated, [my] sleeves are cold (MYS XV: 3591) 

fj( ~ -¥~;YX~.I'iT* ~ 1ft 
AKYI-NO YWO-wo naNka-myi n-i ka ar-am-u 
autumn-GEN night-ABS long-GER DV-INF PT exist-TENT
ATTR 
Is [it] probably because the autumn night is long? (MYS XV: 
3684) 

{Jl"~Z~¥Bt~1]\~q: ~ * m%tL 
ipye sima pa na n-i koso ar-i-kyer-e 
Home island TOP name DV-INF PT exist-INF-RETR-EV 
"Home island" turned out to be just a name (MYS XV: 3718) 

~ m.l:t 7i:lilli I'iT ~1]\ £3:* ~:!Z~ fo tL S3 ~ 1]\ ~ ~ .l:tfo~ ~ -${Jl"£3: 
tiri pyiNti-no kaNsu n-i roo ar-an-u ware yuwe n-i omwop-yi
waNp-uram-u imo 
dust dirt-COMP number DV-INF PT exist-NEG-ATTR I reason 
DV-INF think-INF-worry-TENT-ATTR beloved 
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[My] beloved, who was worrying on behalf of me who is not even 
worth counting like dust and dirt (MYS XV: 3727) 

~~g~~~m~~*~*~*~~.~ 
kokoro na-kyi tori n-i so ar-i-kyer-u potOtoNkyisu 
heart no-ATTR bird DV-INF PT exist-INF-RETR-ATTR cuckoo 
cuckoo, [you] are indeed a bird that has no heart (MYS XV: 3784) 

W~~~~kk~~~&$~~gz~~~*&~~ 
imwo-Nka taka taka n-i mat-uram-u kokoro sika n-i pa ar-aNsi ka 
beloved-POSS high high DV-INF wait-TENT2-ATTR heart thus 
DV-INF TOP exist-NEGrrENT PT 
the heart of [my] beloved who probably waits for [me] eagerly 
would not [it] be this way? (MYS XVIII: 4107) 

{jT~~!IJ!~JJ{jT~{~~~* &$ 
ipye-N-pyitO-no ipapey n-i ka ar-am-u 
home-GEN-person-GEN purify(NML) DV-INF PT exist-TENT
ATTR 
Is [it] probably because of [my] home folks' purification rites? 
(MYS XX: 4409) 

~~'i\fi~MZ 1is~~ f,3:*~j]Df,3: 
myi-m-aku-no posi-kyi kyimyi n-i mo ar-u kamo 
see-TENT-NML-GEN desire-ATTR lord DV-INF PT exist-ATTR 
PT 
1 wonder whether [it] is also [my] lord whom [I] want to see (MYS 
XX: 4449) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
Both the contracted form nar- and the non-contracted form n-i ar
are attested in Eastern Old Japanese, but their relative frequency is 
opposite to that found in Western Old Japanese: the contracted 
form nar- is attested much more frequently than the non-contracted 
form n-i ar- that appears only two times. This probably should 
come as no surprise, given the fact that Eastern Old Japanese has a 
clear tendency to various kinds of contractions. 
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7li~flttl_~~*L-liL 
pana t-u tuma nar-e ya 
flower DV-ATTR spouse be-EV PT 
Are you a flower-wife? (MYS XIV: 3370) 

~£=§~.&5t=§~~:ffl$-£7liB: 
nar-i mwo nar-aNs-u mwo na-tO puta-ri pa mo 
be-NML PT be-NEG-NML PT you-COM two-CL PT PT 
be [it] or not, two [of us, me] and you, [will be together] (MYS 
XIV: 3492) 

{jtriJ~mE~~riJfotx:@~1lt~{jt:ffl 
ika nar-u se-na ka wa-Nkari ko-m-u to ip-u 
how be-ATTR beloved-DIM PT I-DIR come-TENT-FIN DV say
ATTR 
what kind of beloved is [he], who says that [he] will come to me? 
(MYS XIV: 3536) 

~iiJ;B*tJ:t~~ £ 
as i-key pyitO nar-i 
bad-ATTR person be-FIN 
[he] is a bad person (MYS XX: 4382) 

?\=§~1J\~S3¥1rEi0~~.&~?\1J\ 
kumwowi-ni myi-y-uru sima nar-an-aku n-i 
distance-LOC see-PASS-A TTR island be-NEG-NML DV -INF 
although [it] is not an island that is seen in the distance (MYS XX: 
4355) 

NON-CONTRACTED FORM 

~~~~{ifimE-¥~1J\*.&~?\1J\ 
NE-wo so nak-yi-t-uru teNKWO n-i ar-an-aku n-i 
voice-ACC PT cry-INF-PERF-ATTR baby DV-INF exist-NEG
NMLDV-INF 
[I] sobbed loudly, although [I] am not a baby (MYS XIV: 3485) 

ftc:*~*ij~~~~1J\~iiJ*L~ 
sapye-n-apye-n-u myi-koto n-i ar-e-Npa 
refuse(NML)-LOC-match-NEG-ATTR HON-word DV-INF exist
EV-CON 
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Because [it] is [my sovereign's] order that [I] cannot refuse 
(MYS XX: 4432) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
It seems that only the contracted form nar- 'to be' is present in 
Ryukyuan, and in addition it is limited to Old and Classical 
Ryukyuan. Thus, it is more than likely that here we are dealing 
with a loanword from mainland Middle Japanese into Old and 
Classical Ryukyuan. 

Old Ryukyuan 

v\~cJ::~j:O):}3~"t''b 'ttJ:0 
iniyofa-no okite-moti nar-u 
Iniyofa-GEN rule-holder be-ATTR 
[the one] who is a governor ofIniyofa (OS VIII: 456) 

Classical Ryukyuan 

~t~:}3 ±"t' tc: ~-r'i ~c -{- tJ: ,fU<.P iJ~ 
FICIN o-SHU-teda ya zuma-ni so nar-e-yu ga 
Ficin-GEN HON-Iord-sun TOP where-LOC next be-INF-FIN PT 
Where does the emperor of Beijing live? (RK 3888) 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
On the basis of all data presented above, it is clear that the 
defective verb n- 'to be' is present in all major branches of Japonic: 
Central Japanese, Eastern Old Japanese, and Ryukyuan. This 
allows us to project this verb back to the proto-Japonic level and to 
reconstruct PJ *n- 'to be.' None of the 'Altaic' languages have any 
copulas that are comparable with PJ *n-. However, the copula in 
Ainu is ne, e.g.: 

Y oshiko ku-ne ruwe ne 
Y oshiko 1 ps-be AFFIR be 
I am Yoshiko (Nakagawa & Nakamoto 1997: 22) 

Whether PJ *n- and Ainu ne represent a chance similarity, or 
evidence for old contacts between these two languages remains to 
be seen. However, my intuitive inclination is to view it as the latter 
possibility, since linguistic contacts between Ainu and Japonic 
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unfortunately remains a poorly researched area, and there are quite 
a number of striking parallels between these two languages. 

6.1.4.2 DEFECTIVE VERB TO 'TO BE' 

The defective verb t6 'to be' has only two paradigmatic forms: the 
infinitive t6 and the attributive t-u. Presumably t6 is also the root of 
this verb, and the infinitive form t6 can be explained as a result of 
the loss of the infinitive -yi after the vowel final root that can be 
observed with vowel verbs as well. Note that the defective verbs n
and t6 are essentially doublets, although t6 does not have as many 
functions or paradigmatic forms as n- does. T6 also occurs much 
more rarely than n-. In other words, it has narrower scope of 
application and distribution. I will provide an explanation of these 
phenomena at the end of this section after discussing the 
comparative data from Eastern Old Japanese and Ryukyuan. 

6.1.4.2.1 Infinitive form t6 
The infinitive form t6 'being' is used in the same functions as the 
infinitive n-i, although in contrast to n-i it is found only once after 
the quasi-postposition tamey 'for.' It occurs predominantly after 
nominals, although there is one example when it appears after the 
attributive form of a verb (see MYS IV: 780 below). The almost 
total absence of t6 after the attributive forms of verbs and the total 
lack of it after nominalized verbal forms is significant, as I will 
demonstrate later. 

(1) The infinitive t6 can be used as a copula in a nominal predicate: 

Jj~ lIf HlfiiJ £3:-TiH~ Z {jt£3:tltM ~tir: ~ ri~Jl 
nani to kamo utukusi imo-Nka mata sak-yi-[i]Nte-ko-n-u 
what DV PT beautiful beloved-POSS again bloom-INF-exit(INF)
come-NEG-ATTR 
for (lit: being) what [reason], I wonder, does not [my] beautiful 
beloved bloom again? (NK 114) 

~~~~~~~m~~ •• ~.m~~~~ 
pur-u yukyi to pyitO-no myi-ru-maNte uMEY -no pana tir-u 
fall-ATTR snow DV person-GEN see-ATTR-TERM plum-GEN 
flower fall-FIN 
plum blossoms fall to such an extent that people will perceive them 
as falling snow (MYS V: 839) 
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~~~~%~~~Z~~~+h~m~ 
WA-NKA se-KWO-ni MYI-SE-M-U to OMOP-YI-si UMEY-NO 
PANA SORE to mo MYI-YE-NS-U 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-DAT see-CAUS-TENT-FIN think-INF
PAST/ATTR plum-GEN flower that DV PT see-PASS-NEG-INF 
The plum blossoms that [I] was going to show to my beloved, do 
not look like those (i.e., like plum blossoms) (MYS VIII: 1426) 

,~~7J~~~)J~Z~~*m~f,3: 
uMEY-no PANA myi-yama to sim-yi n-i ar-i tOmo 
plum-GEN blossom HON-mountain DV grow.thick-NML DV-INF 
exist-FIN CON] 
Even though plum blossoms are blooming densely as a mountain 
(MYS XVII: 3902) 

*#7J~fi~m7J~~~.**§~~~~f,3:~~ 
OPQTOMO-no TOPO t-u KAMU-OY A-no SONO NA-woNpa 
OPOKUMEYNUSI to op-yi-mot-i-te 
OpotOmo-GEN distant DV -A TTR deity-ancestor-GEN that name
ACC(EMPH) Opokumeynusi DV bear-INF-hold-INF-SUB 
OpotOmo clan, bearing the name of [our] distant divine ancestor, as 
Opokumeynusi (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

~*L~PJfi~~iJ1J\fifi;s~mt~ 
tare-wo ka kyimyi to myi-tutu sinwop-am-u 
who-ACC PT lord DV see(INF)-COOR long.for-TENT-ATTR 
whom shall [I] long for, viewing [him] as [my] lord? (MYS XX: 
4440) 

mmt$ll::*}\.~~OOm~J(~*frl 
AK-YI-TU MYI-KAMIY to OPO-YA-SIMA-N-KUNI 
SIRASIMYES-U SUMYERA-NKA OPO-MYI-KOTO 
open-NML-GEN/LOC HON-deity DV great-eight-island-GEN
country rule(HON)-ATTR emperor-POSS great-HON-deity 
emperor - Great Deity who rules the Great Country of Eight 
Islands as a Manifest Deity (SM 1) 

~t¥i'}... -'¥-~- S = S ll:: tRl:l: 
S~L\NTUK-Uru PYITO-woNpa PYITO PYI PUTU-KA to ERANp
yl 
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approve-ATTR person-ACC(EMPH) one-day two-CL DV select
INF 
do [they] select an approved person just for one or two days? (SM 
7) 

Similar to the infinitive n-i, the infinitive to can be followed by 
the dummy auxiliary ar- 'to exist' (or its honorific form imas-), 
although, in contrast to the n-i ar- construction that can contract to 
nar-, there is no contracted form tar- in Western Old Japanese texts. 
The examples of to ar- in Western Old Japanese are extremely rare: 

i01'iJ 1f ~iiJ ~ • .bt 1L I'iJ 1i:tm ffjj 
sika to ar-an-u pyiNkey kakyi-NANTE-TE 
thus DV exist-NEG-ATTR beard PREF-caress(INF)-SUB 
stroking my thinning (lit.: not being thus) beard (MYS V: 892) 

{,1JD1f{'I'iJ~1f~~MJ]\ 
ika to ika to AR-U W A-NKA Y ANTWO-ni 
spacious DV spacious DV exist-ATTR I-POSS house-LOC 
In my [extremely] spacious house ... (MYS VIII: 1507) 

A&FJFtE*~-TJ]\::§px:it!lo/J3f-
PYITO to AR-ANS-U PA KUWA-KWO n-i mwo NAR-Amasi 
MONOwo 
person DV exist-NEG-INF TOP mulberry-child DV -INF PT 
become-SUBJ CONJ 
if [I] was not a human being, [I] would [like to] become a 
silkworm, but ... (MYS XII: 3086) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~$~r 
myimasl-no TIn to lMAS-U SUMYERA-MYIKOTO-no 
myimasi-ni TAMAP-YI-si AMEY-NO SITA 
you-GEN father DV exist(HON)-ATTR emperor-deity-GEN you
DAT give(HON)-INF-PAST/ATTRheaven-GEN bottom 
the land under the Heaven that the emperor-deity, who is your 
father, gave to you (SM 5) 

The non-contracted form to ar- is also found with the 
intervening focus particles mo and pa, although these examples are 
extremely rare: there is just one example of to mo ar- and two 
examples of to pa ar-. Again, in sharp contrast to n-i ar-, the 
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intervening focus particles koso and so, the emphatic particle si and 
the interrogative particle lea are not attested in the constructions *to 
koso ar-, *to so ar-, and *to si ar-. Similar to n-i, neither the 
emphatic particle namo, nor the interrogative particle ya occur 
between to and ar-. 

i1Jfo*t~i~.+jj/F~ 
ISWOSI-KYI wakey to POMEY -M-U to mo AR-ANS-U 
hard-working-ATTR fellow DV praise-TENT -A TTR DV PT exist
NEG-FIN 
[he] is not even to be praised as a hard-working fellow (MYS IV: 
780) 

J;:t~~~*¥JiE3f-J;:t~~~Ti*tL £H'F3f-
pyito to pa ar-u-wo pyito namyi-ni are mo TVKUR-U-wo 
person DV TOP exist-ATTR-ACC person usual-COMP 1 PT 
make-ATTR-ACC 
although [I] am a human being, [and] although 1 also make [it] like 
people usually [make it] (MYS V: 892) 

/F~a~~1!f/F~~ 
KWOPIY -N-U TOKYI to PA AR-AN-E-Ntomo 
10ve(INF)-NEG-ATTR time DV TOP exist-NEG-EV-CONC 
although [it] is not a time when [I] do not love [him] (MYS XIII: 
3329) 

~1.iffi~iiJ)#fiJ~$-~JJ1JD$-ffi~1.itA..f~~tt*tL-\iJ;:tl1: 
myiswo-ti amar-i puta-tu n-o katati yaswo kusa to soNtar-er-u 
pyitO 
thirty-CL exceed-INF two-CL DV-ATTR mark eighty type DV be 
complete-PROG-ATTR person 
a person, who is endowed with thirty-two marks and eighty [lesser 
sign] types (BS 2) 

(2) Like the infinitive n-i, the infinitive to is used after nouns and 
adjectives for adverbializations, but this usage in Western Old 
Japanese appears to be very infrequent: 

~~~~~~~tA..~tA..~~.W)#~.~ 
sasanamyi-N-ti-wo suku-suku to wa-Nka imas-e-Npa ya 
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Sasanamyi-GEN-road-ACC rapidly DV I-POSS go(HON)-EV
CONPT 
as I went rapidly along the Sasanamyi road, yeah (KK 42) 

iHfJiWf &JJJi JJ* -¥ ~!A. tL k k ~{jFRJ 1J\ PI fE J1l!!-$ 
tune sir-an-u MYITI-no NANKA te-wo kure-kure to ika n-i ka 
yuk-am-u 
usual know-NEG-ATTR road-GEN long place-ACC dark-dark 
DV how DV-INF PT go-TENT-ATTR 
How would [I] go along the full length of the road that [I] normally 
do not know, being in a dark [mood]? (MYS V: 888) 

!A.tL!A.tL1H;~~* 
kure-kure to PYJTO-Rl W A-NKA K-URU 
dark-dark DV one-CL I-POSS come-ATTR 
I come alone in a dark [mood] (MYS XIII: 3237) 

(3) There is only one example in the Western Old Japanese corpus 
when to follows the quasi-postposition tamey 'for, in order to:' 

fptL-m~ll:tL-\j!tll:-¥~{*~fp~{6::-$~*ll:~:m;BJff:mtLflj 
ware-ni otOr-er-u pyito-wo opo-myi watas-am-u tamey to utus-i
matur-er-i 
I-DAT be worse-PROG-ATTR person-ABS many-GER lead 
across-TENT-ATTR in.order.to DV carve-INF-HUM-PROG-FIN 
because there are many people who have been worse than me, [I] 
have carved [Buddha's footprint] in order to save [them] (BS 13) 

(4) The infinitive to can also be followed by the verb nar- 'to 
become,' and the subordinative gerund s-i-te of the verb se- 'to do.' 
In contrast to the infinitive n-i, it is not attested with the adjective 
posi 'be desirable.' The combinations of to with nar- 'to become' 
and s-i-te 'do-INF-SUB' produce special constructions: 

Xto nar
X to s-i-te 

'to become X' 
'doing as X,' 'in the capacity of X' 

Both constructions occur quite seldom, especially to s-i-te, 
which mostly appears in the Senmyo. 
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Examples: 

fija~PJ~J:~~~~;J:!!{jt~ J( 
ITU SI kamwo pyitO to nar-i-iNte-te 
when PT PT person DV become-INF-exit(INF)-SUB 
when [he] becomes a [grown-up] person (MYS V: 904) 

-tl]j:J:Ih)); PX:1lr 
PURU-KYI MIY AKWO to NAR-l-NUR-E-NP A 
old-ATTR capital DV become-INF -PERF -EV -CON 
because [it] became an old capital (MYS VI: 1048) 

4-1lr *iflH~~PX: 1J\i,~~"~ 
IMA PA PARU-pey to nar-i-n-i-kyer-u kamwo 
now TOP spring-? DV become-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR 
PT 
[It] turned out that now [it] is (lit.: has become) spring! (MYS 
VIII: 1433) 

:l:JJ ~Z II[!!,mE~~~ ~,I[!!, ~1i~lJ:*LmEYBl 
TOYO n-o tosi sirus-u to nar-asi YUKYI-no pur-er-u pa 
abundant DV-ATTR year show.a.sign-ATTR DV become-SUP 
snow-GEN fall-PROG-ATTR TOP 
A snowfall seems to become a good omen for an abundant year 
(MYS XVII: 3925) 

.*JJW~~.~ff~z~~8~~PJ~1J\ 
MA-KIY-no ita-N-two-wo tONtO to s-i-te wa-NKa pyirak-am-u-ni 
INT-tree-GEN board-GEN-door-ACC rap DV do-INF-SUB 1-
POSS open-TENT-ATTR-LOC 
when I open a wooden door made of a real tree with a rap (MYS 
XIV: 3467) 
Although this poem is found in the Azuma-uta volume, it does not have any 
Eastern Old Japanese features, therefore I treat it as a Western Old Japanese text. 

% XffTt\G$i5fE 3f Jh)); 11:: ~ ffiJ 
NORI-NO PUMYI-NI NOSE-tar-u-wo ATO to S-I-TE 
law-GEN scripture-LOC place(INF)-PERFIPROG-ATTR-ACC 
FOOTSTEP DV DO-INF-SUB 
taking what has been written in the law scriptures as a precedent 
(SM2) 
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frp* gf}t/~,E[JJ:z7(f~~ 
Nakamaro-i TANTASI-KYI OMYI to s-i-te PANPYER-I-t-u 
Nakamaro-ACT loyal-ATTR noble DV do-INF-SUB serve-INF
PERF-FIN 
Nakamaro has served as a loyal noble (SM 34) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The infinitive to is also attested in Eastern Old Japanese in the 
same functions as in Western Old Japanese, but there is only one 
example of to in the construction to pa nar-, where to is followed 
by the intervening topic particle pa. Most often to is found in 
Eastern Old Japanese after the interrogative pronoun aN- 'what, 
why.' 

~ijH PI ~ Jjf iftfit 
aN-to ka taye se-m-u 
why-DV PT break(NML) do-TENT-ATTR 
why should [we] break up? (MYS XIV: 3397) 

*jJD~~ ~*tfjJD*;fXift-$ 
ak-an-u-wo aN-to ka a-Nka se-m-u 
satisfy-NEG-ATTR-ACC what-DV PT I-POSS do-TENT-ATTR 
since [it] was not enough [for me], what should I do? (MYS XIV: 
3404) 

~~ ¥m;fXfif:m'* tfift g ~ PI £3: 
n-uru-Nka [u]pey-ni aN-to se-ro to kamo 
sleep-ATTR-POSS top-LOC what-DV do-IMP DV PT 
besides sleeping [with her], I wonder what [else do I] do? (MYS 
XIV: 3465) 

?Bl~i!itfJ\ J1J 11[J#:m'*?BlJ# S t:3 ~~?Bl~*L WI ~ ~ij?Bl~ IA ::B*11[/~, 
pakwone-no yama-ni apa mak-yi-te MIY to pa nar-er-u-wo ap-an
aku/apa na-ku mwo ayasi 
Pakwone-GEN mountain-LOC millet sow-INF-SUB fruit DV PT 
become-PROG-ATTR-ACC meet-NEG-NMLlmillet no-NML PT 
be.strange(FIN) 
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Although [I] have sown millet on the Pakwone mountain and [it] 
ripened (lit.: became fruits), it is strange that [we] do not 
meet/there is no millet (MYS XIV: 3364) 

**~M~&~W~~.~.&~~~tt4 
aswo-no KApara-ywo isi pum-aNs-u swora-yu to k-yi-n-u yo 
Aswo-GEN river-bed-ABL stone tread-NEG-INF sky-ABL DV 
come-INF-PERF-FIN PT 
[I] came from the river-bed of Aswo, as from the sky, without 
treading on stones! (MYS XIV: 3425) 

•• ~~~~~~~~~~w~~m~~~ 
opo kyimyi-no siko n-o myi-tate to iNte-tat-u ware pa 
great lord-GEN unworthy DV -ATTR HON-shield DV exit(INF)
leave-A TTR I TOP 
I leave today to be an unworthy shield of the sovereign (MYS XX: 
4373) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
In Old Ryukyuan, as far as I can tell, the copula to is attested only 
once: in OS XIII: 854. All other examples come from Classical 
Ryukyuan Ryuka and Kumiadari texts that were influenced much 
more by the mainland Japanese language and poetry patterns than 
the Old Ryukyuan texts in the Omara soshi. A comprehensive 
study by Nohara Mitsuyoshi (1998) reveals that Ryukyuan tu as a 
copula appears only in the Northern and Central Ryukyus. There 
are no traces of it to the south of Kumejima and the Okinawan 
islands. Even in the majority of the Northern and Central Ryukyuan 
languages surveyed by Nohara, the only occurrence of the copula tu 
seems to be limited to the usage after adjectival stems, and if this 
limitation was not enough, in most cases it is limited to 
reduplicated adjectival stems, like Nase magimagii tu 'being 
extremely big' (Nohara 1998: 65), see the data on other dialects in 
Nohara 1998: 207, 275, 297. 

6.1.4.2.2 Attributive form t-u 
The attributive form t-u is very rare in Western Old Japanese. To 
the best of my knowledge, the following list of examples is 
exhaustive (excluding controversial cases): 
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~mg~,*fi~~ 
pa-N-pyiro yu t-u ma-tuNpakyi 
leaf-GEN-broad sacred DV-ATTR INT-camellia 
a true sacred camellia with broad leaves (KK 57) 

~M~;&~iHf~fi~1P-{~~~jJD1P-~*~~ 

545 

opo-myiya-no woto t-u pataNte sumyi kataNpuk-yer-i 
great-place-GEN that DV-ATTR edge(?) comer incline-PROG
FIN 
The edge comers of that side of the great palace are falling apart 
(KK 105) 

~Mfij::l:~*fi~"~jJD~1J\fO~EEfimE 
topo t-u pyito matu-[u]ra-no kapa-ni waka [a]yu tur-u 
distant DV-ATTR person Matu-ura-GEN river-LOC young 
sweetfish angle-FIN 
people from far away (lit.: distant people) angle young sweetfish at 
the Matu-ura river (MYS V: 857) 

3f-~W S ;:§ ~'F s ;:§~ S ;:§ EE s"~;fff*L*L~ 
woto t-u PYI mwo KYINOPU mwo KYEPU mwo yukyi-no pur
er-e-Npa 
that DV-ATTR day PT yesterday PT today PT snow-GEN fall
PROG-EV -CON 
when the snow has been falling the day before yesterday, 
yesterday, and today (MYS XVII: 3924) 

~1*Wj::l:~ 
topo t-u pyitO 
distant DV -ATTR person 
people from far away (lit.: distant people) (MYS XVII: 3947) 

z~tfi~s~ 
siko t-u okyina 
stupid DV-ATTR old man 
stupid old man (MYS XVII: 4011) 

jd=¥. ~~i!H$*liJ7}t~ 3f-~ ** § 3:: ~ ~ !t £3:!.O <'? 
OPOTOMO-no TOPO t-u KAMU-OY A-no SONO NA-woNpa 
OPOKUMEYNUSI to op-yi-mot-i-te 
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OpotOmo-GEN distant DV-ATTR deity-ancestor-GEN that name
ACC(EMPH) Opokumeynusi DV bear-INF-hold-INF-SUB 
OpotOmo clan, bearing the name of [our] distant divine ancestor, 
as Opokumeynusi (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

~,'Elr7m <{< ~,'Elr s~ ({< rWJ 1-'¥-T't' J1J !X rWJ 1.=p ,f,V J1J !X 

TAKA t-u KAMIY-no WANSAPAPYI TAKA t-u TORI-no 
WANSAPAPYI 
high DV-ATTR deity-GEN calamity high DV-ATTR bird-GEN 
calamity 
calamities from deities high [in Heaven], calamities from birds 
high [in the sky] (NT 10) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is only one example of the attributive form t-u in Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

mt~fiRJ# 
pana t-u tuma15 

flower DV-ATTR wife 
flowery wife (MYS XIV: 3370) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The attributive form t-u is not attested in Ryukyuan. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
The fact that the defective verb t6 has a limited usage in Western 
Old Japanese, both qualitatively and especially quantitatively, 
strongly suggests that it is a kind of anomaly. This is further 
supported by the fact that it is essentially a doublet of the defective 
verb n- 'to be.' The existence of doublets in a language normally 
indicates that one of them must be a loan, and it seems that, out of 
the two, t6 would be the prime candidate for a loan, especially 
given its even more limited distribution in Eastern Old Japanese 
and Ryukyuan. I have surveyed the case of t6 elsewhere in greater 
detail (Vovin 2008 forthcoming: 83-88), demonstrating that it is an 

15 Although the character R INtul is used in most manuscripts, making this 
example somewhat questionable, the Hanawa-bon manuscript has pana t-u tuma 
with a clear voiceless initial It-I (Mizushima 1983: 470). 
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early loan from some variety of Old Korean. The borrowing 
possibly occurred in the Kofun period (prior to the lenition *-t- > -
/- [-r-J in Korean) into the predecessor of Western Old Japanese: 
(MK ilwo- 'be') < OK *itwo > WOJ ta. 

6.1.4.3 DEFECTIVE VERB RO 'TO BE' 

The defective verb ra 'to be' is most frequently attested in 
combination with the following emphatic particle kama (or once 
with its variant kamu), which prompted some Japanese scholars to 
treat it as a single exclamatory particle rakama (Takagi et al. 1957: 
39). However, there are two examples when ra is attested without 
the following kama (see MYS IV: 654 and MYS VIII: 1548 below). 
In addition, the emphatic particle kama is well attested by itself, 
therefore it can be segmented from the sequence rakama. The 
defective verb ra is attested after the uninflected adjective wosa 
'hasty, rush,' the attributive form -kyi of inflected adjectives, and 
after nouns. It is quite clear from the latter usage that the function 
of ra must be that of a copula; otherwise we end up with a sentence 
that lacks a copula part of its nominal predicate. Since the particle 
kama always triggers the change of the preceding final form into an 
attributive, we should treat the defective form ra as an attributive 
form in most cases. However, there is one clear case (in MYS IV: 
654) when it can only be analyzed as a final form. 

fwrg{f~!utt=3 gimlf,J: 
usiro-N-te pa woN-tate ro kamo 
back-GEN-place TOP DIM-shield DV(ATTR) PT 
[Her] back is [like] a small shield! (KK 42) 

~.~~~g~w.~~m.~~gimlf,J: 
si-Nka pa-no pyiror-i-imas-u opo kyimyi ro kamo 
it-POSS leaf-GEN be.broad-INF-HON-FIN great lord DV(ATTR) 
PT 
its leaves are broad, as the great lord! (KK 57) 

.ff~~~ ••. ~~~mg~~$~.$~gimlf,J: 
myeNtOri n-o wa-Nka opo kyimyi-no or-os-u pata ta-Nka tane ro 
kamo 
MyeNtOri DV-ATTR I-POSS great lady-GEN weave-HON-ATTR 
fabric who-POSS material DV(ATTR) PT 
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The fabric my lady MyeNtOri weaves, I wonder for whom (lit. 
whose) the material is? (KK 66) 

~~~f6:nD~m~~-aJ:~~ gnD-aJ: 
miy-no sakar-i-N-pyitO tOmosi-kyi ro kamo 
body-GEN bloom-NML-DV(ATTR)-person envious-ATTR 
DV(ATTR) PT 
How [I] am envious ofthe people who are in their prime! (KK 95) 

~iij1iB{ :f)'-~* il~ g :f)'-m 
kyimyi pa kasikwo-kyi ro kamo 
lord TOP awesome-ATTRDV(ATTR) PT 
[my] lord is awesome! (NK 47) 

W&:9:ztx*zsg~1lfJ 
WOTOMYE-NKA TOMO TOMOSI-kyi ro kamo 
maiden-POSS companion envious-ATTR DV(ATTR) PT 
[I] am envious of maidens' companions! (MYS I: 53) 

J! *~U~*l~ g PI IlfJ 
KAPAR-AP-U MYI-RE-NPA KANASI-KYI ro kamo 
change-ITER-ATTR see-EV-CON sad-ATTR DV(ATTR) PT 
when [I] see how [they] change, [it] is sad! (MYS III: 478) 

m~*~~~&~.~*~~g~~~~~*.a 
APYI-MYI-TE PA TUKIY mwo PEY-N-AKU n-i KWOP-U TO 
IPA-NPA woso ro to W ARE-wo omwop-as-am-u kamo 
COOP-see(INF)-SUB TOP month PT pass-NEG-NML DV-INF 
love-FIN DV say-COND basty DV(FIN) DV I-ACC think-HON
TENT-ATTR PT 
If [I] tell [you] that [I] love [you] without even a month passing 
since [we] met each other, I wonder [whether you] would think that 
[I] am basty (MYS IV: 654) 

~~~~.W.~.~li~~~~~gPI. 
kusi myi-tama ima-no wotutu-ni taputwo-kyi ro kamu 
mysterious HON-stone now-GEN reality-LOC awesome-ATTR 
DV(ATTR)PT 
[these] mysterious stones are awesome in the present [day's] 
reality! (MYS V: 8l3) 
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,*~~-¥~g~~ 
SAK-U PANA mwo woso ro pa itOpasi 
bloom-ATTR flower PT hasty DV(ATTR) TOP 
be.unpleasant(FIN) 
The fact that blooming flowers are in haste [to fall], is unpleasant 
(MYS VIII: 1548) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The defective verb ro is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese or 
Ryukyuan. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
Limited distribution in Japonic as well as limited functionality in 
Western Old Japanese alongside with the fact that no native 
Japonic word can start with an initiallr-/ strongly suggest that WOJ 
ro is a short-lived loan. Its source is probably the same as the 
defective verb to 'to be,' described above: OK *itwo- 'to be' > MK 
ilwo-. Certainly, WOJ ro must be a later loan from Korean than 
WOJ to, which occurred after the lenition *-t- > -/- [-r-J took place 
in the history of the Korean language. It can probably be pinned 
down to the last great wave of Korean loanwords which should be 
associated with a large influx of immigrants from the Korean 
peninsula after the fall of Paekche and Koguryo in 660s AD. This 
later nature of borrowing probably also explains the fact why WOJ 
ro has never been fully assimilated in the language and why it 
turned out to be short-lived, while WOJ to actually turned out to be 
a successful survivor that remains in the Japanese language even 
today. 

6.1.4.4 DEFECTIVE VERB TO 'TO SAY' 

The defective verb to 'to say' is attested in three forms: the 
infinitive to, the final to, and the subordinative gerund to-teo The 
latter form is attested only in one example, so it may be 
questionable. There is also one example when to can be treated as 
an attributive because it is found after the focus particle so (see the 
example from NR II: 33 in the section 6.1.4.4.2). 

6.1.4.4.1 Infinitiveform to 
The infinitive form to in Western Old Japanese is predominantly 
found in the position introducing quotation clauses preceding verbs 
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of verbal or mental activity, such as ip- 'to say,' nor- 'to say, to 
name,' kyik- 'to hear,' omop- 'to think,' top- 'to ask' etc., although 
there are also cases when it is found without any following verbs of 
verbal or mental activity, which will be surveyed below. This 
structural peculiarity is well supported typologically by other 
languages of the 'Altaic' Sprachbund, where the verbs of verbal 
and mental activity are preceded by rudimentary verbs introducing 
quotations, e.g.: 

Manchu 

ume fudara-ka hiilha-de aisila-ra se-me ulhi-bu-me 
NEGIIMP rebel-PERF bandit-DAT help-TENT/ATTR say-GER 
understand-CAUS-GER 
[Jaohiii] made [the people] understand that [they] should not help 
the rebels 

Khalkha Mongolian 

margaash yaw-an ge-j xel-sen 
tomorrow go-PRES say-SUB speak-PAST 
[He] said that he would go tomorrow 

There is no difference in Western Old Japanese between direct 
and indirect speech. 

Contrary to the claim of Frellesvig, who maintains that to 'to be' 
and to 'to say' etymologically represent the same word, namely the 
copula (Frellesvig 1999), the syntactic difference between those 
two appears to be fundamental: while the copula to 'to be' follows 
nominals and nominalized forms of verbs, the defective verb to 'to 
say' is almost always found after the final form of verbs (examples 
of the exceptions are provided below). Below I provide the 
examples when the defective verb to 'to say' is followed by verbs 
of verbal or mental activity. 

*~~0.~3i~H6:::1Jo~?'C~~iiJ:@~~:1Jo~~ 0.mt~?'C~~iiJ:@~~ 
~~~ - -
Kwosi-no kuni-ni sakasi mye-wo ar-i to kyik-as-i-te kupasi mye
wo ar-i to kyik-os-i-te 
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Kwosi-GEN province-LOC wise woman-ABS exist-FIN DV hear
HON-INF-SUB beautiful woman-ABS exist-FIN DV hear-HON
INF-SUB 
[Opo kuni nusi] heard that there is a wise woman in the Kwosi 
province, heard that there is a beautiful woman (KK 2) 

~~ J1m ± 1f igU3~ lltt {jt/ffi 1f£3: 
nak-aNsi to pa na pa ip-u tomo 
weep-NEG/TENT DV TOP you TOP say-FIN CONJ 
Even though you say that [you] would not weep (KK 4) 

{trjf~ -$1f lltt ~iiJ ilit lltt ~ £3: M *f 
sa ne-m-u to pa are pa omop-ey-Nto 
thus sleep-TENT-FIN DV TOP I TOP long.for-EV-CONC 
Although I long so much to sleep [with you] (KK 27) 

~iiJ~f9j~M~J:t~iiJflj.~iiJflj1fJ:t1f.{jt3j,ffift 
aka-N-tama-no pyikari pa ar-i to pyitO pa ip-ey-Nto 
red-DV(A TTR)-jewel-GEN light TOP exist-FIN DV person TOP 
say-EV -CONC 
Although people say that the red jewel has light (NK 6) 

/FJU!Ob))\j1U~~I5*L~I5*L m~*tt~¥{jtlltt*5~BI51f ~ 
INA to IP-EY-NTO KATAr-e KATAr-e to NOR-AS-E koso 
Sipiy-i pa MA WOS-E SIPIY -N-KA T AR-I to NOR-V 
no DV say-EV-CONC speak-IMP speak-IMP DV say-HON-EV 
PT Sipiy-ACT TOP say(HUM)-EV forced-DV(ATTR)-say-NML 
DVsay-FIN 
Though [I] say: 'No,' [you] command [me]: 'Speak, speak!,' [but 
the things that] Sipiy says, [you] call a forced speech (MYS III: 
237) 
In this example the last to follows the nominalized form Iwtar-i of the verb Iwtar
'to speak.' This is a rare usage and could be explained by the ellipsis of the final 
form of the copula after the nominalized form of the verb. 

~ §t3~ PTlltt -$~ Z 1:z £3: l'J 'fit. ~mE 'fIt.{:t -1-{jt -9-~ ~~75~1JO ~ Z 
PTflj~n:m -
yo-no naka pa munasi-kyi mono to sir-u tOkyi si iyoyo masu-masu 
kanasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
world-GEN inside TOP empty-A TTR thing DV know-A TTR time 
PT more.and.more more.and.more sad-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
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When [I] realized that the world is empty, [it] turned out to be 
more and more sad (MYS V: 793) 
In this example to follows the noun mono 'thing,' but similar to the example above, 
it could be explained by the ellipsis of the final form of the copula after the noun. 

~~.~~~~~~m~~.~M.~ 
tOk[o]-yipa-nasu ka-ku si moNkamo to omop-ey-NtOmo 
eternal-rock-COMP thus-INF PT PT DV think-EV-CONC 
Although [I] think that [I] want to be (thus) like an eternal rock ... 
(MYS V: 805) 
In this example to follows the desiderative particle moNkamo that itself functions 
syntactically as a predicate ("I want, I wish"). 

*~~~~~A**~@~.2gm. 
are-wo ok-yi-te PYITO PA ar-aNsi to pokor-op-ey-NtO 
I-ACC leave-INF-SUB person TOP exist-NEG/TENT DV boast
ITER-EV -CONC 
although [I] repeatedly boast that there are probably no other 
persons besides me (MYS V: 892) 

{jt~ JJ{im~~~triffi{i1TrE~~ zfto 
itO nokyite ¥'y~SIKA-KYI MONO-wo PASI kyir-u to IP-YER
U-NKA NKOTO-KU 
very exceptionally short-ATTR thing-ACC end cut-FIN DV say
PROG-ATTR-POSS like-INF 
like [the proverb] says: 'to cut the end of an already very short 
thing' (MYS V: 892) 

m.Z~w~~~~.~~.~~~tt 
INTE-pasir-i in-ana to OMOP-EY -Nto ko-ra-ni sayar-i-n-u 
exit(INF)-run-INF go.away-DES DV think-EV-CONC child
PLUR-DAT be.prevented-INF-PERF-FIN 
although [I] think that [I] would like to run out and go away, [I] 
am prevented by [ my] children (MYS V: 899) 

{jt.~!I!f.~tt .m~mE1i~{jt~*.tt~ JJ{jt R~ ~to*L~~.~ 
W~.W.$ -
ipata-NWO-ni yaNtor-i s-uru kyimyi ipye-N-pyito-no iNtu-ra to 
ware-wo tOp-aNpa ika n-i ip-am-u 
Ipata-field-LOC lodge-NML do-ATTR lord home-GEN-person
GEN where-LOC DV I-ACC ask-COND how DV-INF say-TENT
FIN 
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[Oh, my] lord who lodged at the Ipata field. If people from [your] 
home ask me (saying) where [are you], what should [I] answer? 
(MYS XV: 3689) 

I#f£"6 !A~fjt ltfE:z ~fi~5f
ma-sakyi-ku to ip-yi-te-si MOnowo 
INT-safe-INF DV say-INF-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR CONJ 
Although [I] have said that [I will return] safely (MYS XVII: 3958) 

W!A~~~~~fi~W~~~~l#fi&$~ 
iku ywo p-u to yom-yi-tutu imwo pa ware mat-uram-u so 
how.many night pass-FIN DV count-INF-COOR beloved TOP I 
wait-TENT2-ATTR PT 
[My] beloved will probably wait for me, counting: 'How many 
nights have passed?' (MYS XVIII: 4072) 

fi~~~~~~~W.~~~*l#m.~ 
tune pyitO-no kwop-u to ip-u-ywori pa amari n-i-te 
ordinary person-GEN love-FIN DV say-ATTR-ABL TOP excess 
DV-INF-SUB 
[feeling] much more than what ordinary people call 'love' (MYS 
XVIII: 4080) 

fjt.i0jJD:$~1j.]Jfi~f£I¥WI1:g~1l:~fjt~ 
in-i-si kata ti yo-no tumyi sapey poroNp-u to so ip-u 
go-INF-PAST/ATTR side thousand life-GEN sin PT disappear-FIN 
DV PT say-ATTR 
[they] say that even the sins of one thousand former lives will 
disappear (BS 17) 

if)Jj(~ ~I# g ~{jl"~ ~ .. - AAitXl1:~~~/F1f 
PUNTIPARA-NO ASWOMYI MARO-RA-i PUMYI-WO OP
YER-U KAMEY-WO PYITO-TU TATEMATUR-AKU to 
MAWOS-I-TAMAp-u-ni ... 
PuNtipara-GEN retainer Maro-PLUR-ACT writing-ACC bear
PROG-ATTR tortoise-ACC one-CL offer(HUM)-NML DV 
say(HUM)-INF-HON-ATTR-LOC 
[They] said that the retainer PuNtipara Maro and others had 
offered a tortoise bearing writing [on its back] ... (SM 6) 
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00 I: {jt I: ill 1=~~jJ ifilin ttfIX:3J!-§t Ej l1:W};:J(fr 
KOKU-WAU-i WAU-WI-ni ~MAS-U-T6KYI pa BOSATU-no 
ZY AUKAI-wo UKEY -yo to NOT AMAP-YI-te AR-I 
country-king-ACT king-position-LOC be(HON)-A TTR time TOP 
bodhisattva-GEN commandment-ACC receive-IMP DV 
say(HON)-INF -SUB exist-FIN 
[Buddha] said that a king of a country, when [he] is on the throne, 
[should] accept commandments of the Bodhisattva (SM 28) 

6.1.4.4.2 Final/arm to 
As mentioned above there are also cases when to 'to say' can occur 
by itself without the following verbs of verbal or mental activity. 
Unless these cases can be accounted for by ellipsis, we probably 
should differentiate between the infinitive form to preceding verbs 
of verbal and mental activity and the isomorphous final and/or 
attributive form to that can be used by itself. Some of the following 
examples are translated with an English gerund form for the sake of 
the text's flow, but this should not be taken as proof that the 
Western Old Japanese forms are really not final. In addition, to 'to 
say' can be followed by the reported action auxiliary nar- (see 
6.3.2.2.1) that follows final forms of verbs, so this should be 
additional proof for the existence of the final form to in Western 
Old Japanese. 

~~~~.~M~~.~~.~~~~~~~.~ 
ap-as-i-si womyina ka moNka to wa-Nka myi-sikwo-ra ka-ku 
moNka to 
meet-HON-INF-PAST/ATTR woman that PT DV I-POSS 
see(INF)-PAST/ATTR girl-DIM thus-INF PT DV 
[I] think [I] wish that [much] the woman [I] met; [I] think [I] wish 
this [much] the girl 1 saw (KK 42) 

~~~~~J$l(~f;£.~~~{jT~~f:tjJD7~ ~ fo. ~ 1f~~~ 
kurapasi-yama-wo saNkasi-myi to ipa kak-yi-kane-te wa-Nka te 
tOr-as-umo 
Kurapasi-mountain-ABS steep-GER DV rock hang-INF-
NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB take-HON-EXCL 
[I] think that Mount Kurapasi is steep. Being unable to cling to the 
rocks, [I wish you] take my hand! (KK 69) 
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~ij tL -¥ ~ iE:fjt PI ~ -tit --9-~ PI 
are-woNpa mo ika n-i se-yo to ka 
I-ACC(EMPH) PT how DV-INF do-IMP DV PT 
What do [you] think I [should] do? (MYS V: 794) 

~~O$~{jjJ~~O${6:fJi)aJ~PIm$Jff-¥$iE:~~JffPIi0~~il 
~ ~~$ R f6:~flj~~ij~!t*ftt 
wotOmye-ra-Nka wotOmye saNpiy s-u to kara tama-wo tamotO-ni 
mak-as-i yoti kwo-ra-tO TE taNtusapar-i-te aswoNp-yi-ky-em-u 
maiden-PLUR-POSS maiden like do-FIN DV China jewel-ACC 
wrist-LOC wrap-HON-INF same.age child-PLUR-COM hand 
hold-INF-SUB play-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
The maidens, thinking to behave like maidens, wrap their wrists 
with [bracelets made of] Chinese jewels, and would play holding 
hands with girls of the same age (MYS V: 804) 

fjtMtfJi~~~-¥$ Rf6:~m 
iNsa ne-yo to TE-wo taNtusapar-i 
INTER sleep-IMP DV hand-ACC take-INF 
[we] told [him]: 'Go to sleep!' [He], taking [our] hands ... (MYS 
V: 904) 

~D 4-~~f§Jb)l\~ ~ ~ Jlttit 00?lJ iJJ 
lMA NKOTO AP-AM-U to-nar-aNpa KONO KUSINKEY 
PYlRAK-UNA YUMEY 
now like meet-TENT-FIN DV(FIN)-RA-COND this comb.box 
open-NEG/IMP at.all 
if [you] say that [you] want to meet me [again] like now, do not 
open this comb box at all (MYS IX: 1740) 

fD1i~ *~ fjtm~1JDfOtL-¥fjt~.l::I::Jffm ~-$ 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo pa itu to ka ware-wo ipap-yi mat-uram-u 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM TOP when DV PT I-ACC pray-INF wait
TENT2-ATTR 
My beloved will probably wait for me, praying [to the gods], and 
thinking: 'When [will he return]?' (MYS XV: 3659) 

fjtmZ1JD~~~PI~~-$lt 
itu si ka to naNkeyk-as-uram-u so 
when PT PT DV lament-HON-TENT2-ATTR PT 
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[she] probably laments, saying: 'When [will he return]?' (MYS 
XVII: 3962) 

-=f J7:ft tmJ ~ij~J,fftA.. ~ ~ mE *i1t ~!.¥! f! 11: ~flj 
KWO-no WANSAPAPYI-WO SAR-I SAKYIPAPYI-WO 
KANKAPUR-Am-aku POR-I S-Uru KOTO pa OY A-no tamey n-i 
to-nar-i 
child-GEN misfortune-ACC go.away-INF happiness-ACC receive
TENT-NML want-NML do-ATTR matter TOP parent-GEN for 
DV -INF DV(FIN)-RA-FIN 
[They] say that the fact that children want to avoid misfortune and 
obtain happiness is for the sake of [their] parents (SM 25) 

~/fit~lt ~D$ jH~r;:gijJ ~ ~/fit 
nare-wo so yomye n-i posi to tare 
you-ACC PT bride DV -INF be.desirable DV who 
who says [he] wants you as [his] bride? (NR II: 33) 
In this example t6 can only be attributive, as it is preceded by the particle s6. 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
Similar to Western Old Japanese, the defective verb to in Eastern 
Old Japanese can also be used before the verbs of verbal or mental 
activity (infinitive form) or independently (final or attributive form). 
Examples of to followed by verbs of verbal and mental activity: 

{jI"£3:~U!l!~{:g: ~ 
imo-Nkari to [i]p-ey-Npa 
beloved-DIR DV say-EV -CON 
as [I] said that I [would go] to [my] beloved (MYS XIV: 3356) 

~if~ PTOOfOfL .~~~:tff 
ma-kot6 kamo ware-ni yos-u to [i]p-u 
INT-thing PT I-DAT bring close-FIN DV say-ATTR 
I wonder [whether it is] true that [people] say that [she] has an 
intimate relationship with me (MYS XIV: 3384) 

{jI" PT~¥TrE~~ PTf01X;:@if1ft~{jI":tff 
ika nar-u se-na ka wa-Nkari ko-m-u to ip-u 
how be-ATTR beloved-DIM PT I-DIR come-TENT-FIN DV say
ATTR 
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what kind of beloved is [he], who says that [he] will come to me? 
(MYS XIV: 3536) 

fo g~j;t~~j;t~~*f~~ 
warD taNpyi pa taNpyi to omeyp-o-Nto 
I journey TOP journey DV think-EV -CONC 
Although I think that [my] journey is [just] ajourney ... (MYS XX: 
4343) 

Examples of the independent usage of t6: 

~~*~~~~~~mm$*~~~~~. 
ne-nomiy-wo ka nak-yi-watar-i-n-am-u ap-u to pa na-si-ni 
sound-PT-ACC PT cry-INF-cross-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR meet
FIN DV TOP no-FIN-LOC 
shall [I] just continue to cry, because there is no [chance] of [even] 
thinking to meet [you]? (MYS XIV: 3390) 

[j~:§:~IA[j#$~11[ 
kwo-naNkiy ka-ku kwopiy-m-u to ya 
DIM-water. hollyhock thus-INF long-TENT-FIN DV PT 
Do [you] think [I] will long so [ strongly] for a small water
hollyhock? (MYS XIV: 3415) 

~:x YJfE;afif. **f-tlt g ~ ~ £3: 
n-uru-Nka [u]pey-ni aN-tO se-ro to kamo 
sleep-A TTR-POSS top-LOC what-DV do-IMP DV PT 
besides sleeping [with her], I wonder what [else] do [you] say [I] 
should do? (MYS XIV: 3465) 
Since this to precedes kama it can only be treated as an attributive. 

tJ*F.,~,*ltt-,¥{jtRJ.-tlt5R~tt 
kwopiy n-i sin-am-u-wo ika n-i se-yo to so 
10ve(NML) DV-INF die-TENT-ATTR-ACC how DV-INF do-IMP 
DVPT 
although [I] will die from love, what (lit.: how) will [you] tell [me] 
to do? (MYS XIV: 3491) 

There is also a special Eastern Old Japanese form te of this 
defective verb that is attested only once: 
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~k ~k ~PJz~jJof5(~t:j f&:?\**L7(fjJ"ltZ*t~~~fp~*L 
~~R~ -
titi papa-Nka kasira kakyi-naNte sa-ku ar-e te ip-yi-si keyt6Npa 
Nse wasure-kane-t-uru 
father mother-POSS head PREF-stroke(INF) safe-INF exist-IMP 
DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR word PT forget(INF)-NEG/POT(INF)
PERF-ATTR 
[I] cannot forget the words: "Be safe!" that [my] father and mother 
said, stroking [my] head (MYS XX: 4346) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The reflexes of the defective verb to are well presented in all 
Ryukyuan dialects. The modem Shuri form is said to be Ndi, but 
this form apparently represents a reanalysis of verb final -N + 
defective verb *ti as a single morpheme. After the final verb ending 
in -N one normally finds just di, not Ndi. The form di is probably 
from *ti that underwent voicing assimilation under the influence of 
the preceding IN/. Examples: 

Shuri 

nuu Ndi 'yu-ta-ga 
what DV say-PAST-Q 
What (DV) did [you] say? (RKJ 435) 

'ic-uN di 'yu-ta-N 
go-FIN DV say-PAST -FIN 
[He] said that [he] would go (RKJ 435) 

6.1.4.4.3 Subordinative gerund form to-Ie 
The subordinative gerund form to-te is a kind of a puzzle. In the 
whole Western Old Japanese corpus it is attested only once: 

~tS.~~~~.~.*~~~ffifi~~ 
KONO NAN-UKA-ni pa TAR-ANS-U-te KAKUR-I-[I]MAS-U 
KOTO A Y A-SI to-te MYI-SWONAP-AS-U TOKYI 
this seven-CL-LOC TOP be.enough-NEG-INF-SUB hide-INF
HON-ATTR matter strange-FIN DV(INF)-SUB 100k(INF)
offer(HON)-HON-A TTR time 
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When these seven days did not completely pass, [he] thought that 
[it] is strange that [she] secluded herself, and when [he] looked ... 
(NT 12) 

Yamada Y oshio believed that this single example of to-te is due 
either to the fact that this Norito is itself a later text, or to a later 
corruption of the text (Yamada 1954: 452). While we obviously 
cannot exclude the possibility of text corruption, this Norito 
certainly represents an Early Western Old Japanese text, as 
demonstrated by Bentley (2001: 25-26). Japanese linguists 
normally explain to-te as a contraction from to ip-yi-te 'DV say
INF-SUB,' but as Bentley correctly notes, the explanation should 
be rejected, because there was no intervocalic -p- loss even in Late 
Western Old Japanese (Bentley 2001: 137). I should also add that 
the form to-te is frequently observed in Middle Japanese texts as 
well, and although -p- > -w- occurred by this time, the further shift 
-w- > -0- before Iii did not occur before the Kamakura period 
except in the verb ma(w)ir- 'to come/go(HUM), (Tsukishima 1969: 
360-63). Thus, even MJ to-te < to iwite would be speculative. 

Therefore, although I normally would not accept a hapax 
legomenon as evidence, I am inclined to view the rarity of WOJ to
te as a trick played on us by the existing corpus. Ryukyuan data 
that I briefly discuss below also indicate that the subordinative 
gerund form to-te may go back to Proto-Japonic. 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The subordinative gerund form to-te is not attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are many attestations of the subordinative gerund form tete 
(= tote) appearing in Old and Classical Ryukyuan texts in various 
spelling forms. These different spellings exhibit a bewildering 
variety: tete, teti, dete, reiti (= tote) (Hokama 1995: 441). The 
absence of a variant *tote suggests that they are not loans from 
mainland Middle Japanese. Therefore, it is likely that WOJ to-te 
and these Old Ryukyuan forms go back to a proto-Japonic 
formation, although one must confirm it with data from Southern 
Ryukyuan that so far I have been unable to find. 
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6.2 VERBAL AFFIXES 
Verbal affixes in Western Old Japanese comprise prefixes and 
suffixes. There is also one circumfix na- ... -so, but functionally it 
represents a variant of the prefix na-, so both will be treated 
together below in 6.2.1.2. The majority of affixes are suffixes. 

6.2.1 VERBAL PREFIXES 
One ofthe most striking differences between Western Old Japanese 
and Middle (Classical) Japanese is that the former has a 
comparatively rich system of verbal prefixes. While there are 
verbal prefixes in Middle Japanese as well, they all are preverbs 
either synchronically or diachronically, in other words they all have 
a more or less transparent verbal origin. Not so in Western Old 
Japanese, where half of the prefixes cannot be traced back to any 
verbal forms. 

The existence of prefixes in a SOY language is, of course, an 
anomaly, as SOY languages normally have only suffixes. The 
presence of even a rudimentary prefixation system, therefore, may 
point to the fact that the SOY word order in Old Japanese may be a 
comparatively recent phenomenon due to the 'Altaicization' and 
'Koreanization' of Japonic. 

In most cases, a verbal form contains only one prefix, but there 
are three exceptions when two prefixes can be found in a verbal 
form. In two out of the three exceptions the prefix ta- occupies the 
second slot, and the prefix i- occupies the first slot. Examples: 

~~~7]\{1PJ{i~ 
ASA naNkyi-ni i-kakyi-WATAR-I 
morning calm-LOC DLF-PREF-cross.over-INF 
crossing over there in the morning calm (MYS VIII: 1520) 

*1:£"6 fA ~* m ~f,3:~f*:f1j 
ma-sakyi-ku mwo ari-ta-motopor-i 
INT-safe-INF PT ITER-PREF-wander.around-INF 
so that [you] will be wandering around safely, and ... (MYS 
XVII: 4008) 

3f-PJJJ1:£f5i:1jT~.$mEJt~1J\ 
woka n-o sakyi i-ta-m-uru Nkoto n-i 
hill DV -A TTR promontory DLF -PREF -turn.around-ATTR 
every DV-INF 
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every time [I] turn around a hilly promontory (MYS XX: 4408) 

6.2.1.1 PREFIX 1-

The prefix i- indicates directive-locative focus for a verb. In the 
previous literature this prefix is only briefly mentioned and 
virtually left undescribed. Thus, for example, Yamada Y oshio 
briefly states that this and other prefixes have only rhythmic 
function, and provides a list of examples which is very far from 
being complete, since all examples that Yamada Y oshio cites are 
from the Man 'yoshu (Yamada 1954: 530-32). None of the 
numerous examples listed below from the Kojiki kayo or the 
Nihonshoki kayo are included in his grammar. The only studies that 
dedicate some attention to this prefix are Hino 1997 and Russell 
2006: 140-42. Hino argues that the prefix i- is an agentive marker 
(1997: 2-5) while Russell defines this prefix as a focus marker 
indicating the goal of the predicate (Russell 2006: 142). She lists a 
few (but not all) attestations, but gives only two examples (Russell 
2006: 141-42). I trust that the definition of the prefix i- as a goal 
focus marker is too vague. I provide below most of the examples 
of this prefix that I was able to locate in Western Old Japanese texts, 
excluding the textual variants of the Nihonshoki kayo songs if they 
are also found in the Kojiki kayo, as well as some examples from 
the Man 'yoshu that include contexts close to other already cited 
examples. I believe that the following examples allow narrowing 
the definition of this prefix to a focus marker indicating the 
direction or location of an action. The prefix i- occurs only with a 
limited number of Western Old Japanese verbs: 

kakur
kapyer
koNk
koNs(i)
kum
kyir
mak
mure
pap
pate
puk
sak
sik-

'to be hidden' 
'to return' 
'to row' 
'to dig out' 
'to entwine' 
'to cut' 
'to whirl, to roll' 
'to gather' 
'to crawl' 
'to anchor' 
'to blow' 
'to bloom' 
'to reach' 
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swoP.- 16 
ta-mlY
taNtwor
tukus
tumor
tuNk
twor
watar
yor
yuk-

'to snuggle' 
'to tum' 
'to seek' 
'to exhaust' 
'to pile up' 
'to continue' 
'to hold' 
'to cross' 
'to lean at' 
'to go' 

I tried to convey the directional-locative meaning of the prefix i
by inserting English 'here' or 'there' wherever it was possible in 
the translations of the examples below. 

W~~~~~.~~ •• ~~~.g~~$~~~W.~~~ 
.~~~s~~J#-$ 
ise-no umyi-no opiy-[i]si-ni pap-yi-motOpor-op-u sitaNtamyi 17 -no 
i-pap-yi-motopor-i ut-i-te si yam-am-u 
Ise-GEN sea-GEN grow(INF)-stone-LOC crawl-INF-go.around
ITER-ATTR seashell-COMP DLF-crawl-INF-go.around-INF hit
INF-SUB PT stop-TENT-FIN 
like the shellfish that are constantly crawling around on the 
growing rocks of the Ise sea, [we] will crawl around [them] there, 
smite and stop [them] (KK 13) 

{jl-j3~f~fj~~J#fj~*fj~J# ffl ~{jl- S3 ~J#~ ~!t 
inasa-no yama-no ko-no ma-ywo mo i-yuk-yi mamwor-ap-yi 
Inasa-GEN mountain-GEN tree-GEN interval-ABL PT DLF-go
INF watch-ITER-INF 
going there from between the trees of Mount Inasa and watching 
[out for enemies] constantly (KK 14) 

~~fi4fflWS3~$.~J#~fi4fflWS3~$.~ 
siri-tu two-ywo i-yuk-yi-taNkap-yi mapye-tu two-ywo i-yuk-yi
taNkap-yi 
back-GENILOC door-ABL DLF-go-INF-differ-INF front
GENILOC door-ABL DLF-go-INF-differ-INF 

16 With the verb miy- 'to tum' the prefix i- is found only preceding the prefix fa-. 
17 ;0$Wt~ /sitaNtamyil, a kind of an edible seashell (MdJ kisago). 
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going there from different [directions], from the front door, [and] 
from the back door (KK 22) 

$:i1l!!!t~¥m:i1l!!£J:{jt~tt~mE:i1l!!£J: 
mukap-yi-wor-u kam6 i-swop-yi-wor-u kam6 
face-INF-exist-ATTR PT DLF-snuggle-INF-exist-ATTR PT 
Oh, [she] is facing [me]! Oh, [she] is snuggling here with [me]! 
(KK 42) 

Mm~W~~$~ttttg~£J:~~W4~$~ttttg~£J:~~ 
mayumyi i-kyir-am-u to k6k6r6 pa [o]m6p-ey-Nt6 i-twor-am-u t6 
k6k6r6 pa [o]m6p-ey-NtO 
mayumyi DLF-cut-TENT-FIN DV heart TOP think-EV-CONC 
DLF-take-TENT-FIN DV heart TOP think-EV-CONC 
although [I] wish [in my] heart to cut the mayumyi trees here, 
although [I] wish [in my] heart to take [them] here (KK 51) 

f1~~5t1t!AmE 
i-kyir-aNs-u s6 k-uru 
DLF-cut-NEG-INF PT come-ATTR 
[I] return without cutting [them] there (KK 51) 

~Mwrg:i?E{jtwr*B~f!l~M{jtwr*B{jtwr*B~iiJ.~wr R*:i?E{jtwr 
~~~£J: -
yamasir6-ni i-sik-ye t6riyama i-sik-ye i-sik-ye a-Nka pasi-N-tuma
ni i-sik-yi ap-am-u kam6 
Yamasir6-LOC DLF-follow-IMP T6riyama DLF-follow-IMP 
DLF-follow-IMP I-POSS beloved-DV(ATTR)-spouse-DAT DLF
follow-INF meet-TENT-ATTR PT 
To Yamasir6 - go there, T6riyama! Follow [her] there, follow 
[her] there! Follow my beloved spouse there and meet [her]! (KK 
59) 

~~~~~wrM.~~'&~~j3B~iiJMf!l{jt.~f!l~q:$&'Z 
op6 kyimyi-wo sima-ni paNpur-aNpa puna-amar-i i-Nkapyer-i-ko
m-uNs6 
great lord-ACC island-LOC exile-COND boat-exceed-INF DLF
return-INF-come-TENT-ATTR PT 
if [ they] exile [my] great lord to an island, there are many boats, 
and [he] would return here (KK 86) 
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~~.~;~~~~~~~.M.~$~~~~~~W~~~ 
~{~~~: rJt~ 
moto-ni pa i-kum-yi-N-takey opiy suwe-pye-ni pa ta-sim-yi-N
takey opiy i-kum-yi-N-takey i-kum-yi pa ne-Ns-u 
root-LOC TOP DLF-entwine-NML-DV(ATTR)-bamboo 
grow(INF) top-side-LOC TOP PREF-grow.densely-NML-
DV(ATTR)-bamboo grow(INF) DLF-entwine-NML-DV(ATTR)
bamboo DLF-entwine-INF TOP sleep-NEG-INF 
at [their] roots grows bamboo entwined there, at [their] tips grows 
a dense bamboo; we did not sleep entwined there as the bamboo 
entwined there (KK 91) 

~~.~{~jJD~¥mit}JD 
wotOmye-no i-kakur-u woka 
maiden-GEN DLF-hide-ATTR hill 
the hill where a maiden is hiding (KK 99) 

~*.~;0{~IIJiRIIJi~~~~ 
yapwo ni yo-si i-kyiNtuk-yi n-o myiya 
eight.hundred ground good-FIN DLF-build-NML DV-ATTR 
palace 
a palace built there on an eight hundred [times] good soil (KK 100) 

~.~.IIJi~~M~4.~W~~~$;0~~4.~W~~~ 
$~fOIlJiR*c 
wa-Nka opo kyimyi-no asa-two-ni pa i-yor-i-Ntat-as-i yupu-two-ni 
pa i-yor-i-Ntat-as-u wakyiNtukiy 
I-POSS great lord-GEN morning-place-LOC TOP DLF-Iean-INF
stand-HON-INF evening-place-LOC TOP lean-INF-stand-HON
ATTR arm-rest 
the arm-rest that my sovereign leans on in the morning and leans 
on in the evening (KK 104) 

JfE~9i[~~£Afo$~~~~ 
pyina-tu mye-no i-watar-as-u se two 
countryside-GEN/LOC woman-GEN DLF-cross-HON-ATTR 
narrow passage 
narrow passage that a woman from the countryside crosses here 
(NK3) 
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~~~~~~~.M .. ~W~~.~. 
myi-key-no sawo-N-pasi mapyetukyimyi i-watar-as-umo 
HON-tree-GEN pole-GEN-bridge minister DLF-cross-HON
EXCL 
[I wish] that the ministers would cross here the bridge [made] of 
the poles of the sacred trees! (NK 24) 

fiiT~~9:eJ1r!JM9:e.tQmiJfI{jl"~w\fI~iiJ.M~ 
kapiy-no kurwo kwoma kura kyi-s-eNpa i-sik-aNs-u ar-amasi 
Kapiy-GEN black stallion saddle put.on(INF)-PAST/ATTR-COND 
DLF-reach-NEG-INF exist-SUBJ 
if [he] would put a saddle on the black stallion from Kapiy, [he] 
would not reach here [on time] (NK 81a) 

J;J,9:e~WJ~Im~.Im~~~p'~~-g~Ti~1~~J 
i-kum-yi-N-takey yo-N-takey moto-pye-woNpa kotO-ni tukur-i 
DLF-entwine-NML-DV(ATTR)-bamboo section-DV(ATTR)-
bamboo root-side-ACC(EMPH) koto DV -INF make-INF 
[they] made roots of an entwined bamboo, of section bamboo into 
a kola, and ... (NK 97) 

~.M~~J;J,.~~~ ••• 9:e_fI. 
aka-N-kwoma-no i-yuk-yi-paNpakar-u ma-kuNsu-para 
red-DV(A TTR)-stallion-GEN DLF -go-INF -be hesitant-ATTR 
INT-vine-field 
A red stallion is hesitant to go through the field covered with 
thick vines (NK 128) 

WJ ~{1~ ii; 1-1tJl!llI{jl"fJ{mEii; {-It Jj\ 
Y AMA-NO MA-NI i-KAKUR-U-maNte MYITI-NO KUMA i
TUMOr-u-maNte-ni 
mountain-GEN space-LOC DLF-hide-ATTR-TERM road-GEN 
bend DLF -pile.up-ATTR-TERM-LOC 
until [Mt. Myiwa] will hide there between the mountains, until the 
road bends will pile up there ... (MYS I: 17) 

~ JIJ i*Jj\5 PJ~{jl"~7ll~~.f5 
PUYU-no PAYASI-ni TUMUNSI kamwo i-MAK-YI-WATAR-U 
to OMOP-U-maNte 
winter-GEN forest-LOC whirlwind PT DLF-whirl-INF-cross-FIN 
DV think-ATTR-TERM 
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to the point that [we] thought: "Could [it] be a whirlwind that 
whirls there across the winter forest?" (MYS II: 199) 

t$m1]\{jt~glGz 
KAMU-KANSE-ni i-PUK-YI-MATWOP-As-i 
divine-wind-LOC DLF -blow-INF -be.confused-CAUS-INF 
making the divine wind to blow [them] away in confusion (MYS 
II: 199) 

J& § ~{jtiBt!t{j\~ ... ~px:{jtiBt!t~ 
SI~.I l'{~imono i-pap-yi-PUS-YI-tutu ... UNTURA-nasu i-pap-yi
MOTOPOR-I 
dear like DLF-crawl-INF-lie.down-INF-COOR ... quail-COMP 
D LF -crawl-INF -go.around-INF 
constantly crawling and lying down like a deer ... crawling 
around like a quail (MYS II: 199) 

Ji~O$ ~ fiiJ f6:Jj~m {jt~4--¥ ~Wf .bl: ~ ~ {jt~ ~5fJj --9-5fJJ1R: 
wotomye-ra-Nka sa-n-as-u ita-two-wo os-i-pyirak-yi i-taNtwor-i
yor-i-te 
maiden-PLUR-POSS PREF-sleep-HON-ATTR board-door-ACC 
push-INF -open-INF DLF -pursue-INF -approach-INF -SUB 
[gentlemen] push open wooden doors where maidens sleep, and 
[they] pursue [maidens] there (MYS V: 804) 

{jtJ] ~Wf~{jtiBt.bl:~$f.bl:Wf$f~$f~~/ffj~~ffIUjtWf 
i-twor-as-i-te ipap-yi-tamap-yi-si ma-tama-nasu puta-tu n-o isi 
DLF-hold-HON-INF-SUB pray-INF-HON-INF-PAST/ATTR 
INT -jewel-COMP two-CL DV -A TTR stone 
holding two stones like real jewels that [she] was praying to ... 
(MYS V: 813) 

[!.9 ~:t ~ 7J:li + 00 ~ 1f {:ts-fflgil 
sira namyi-no i-sak-YI-MEYNKUR-ER-U SUMYINOYE-no 
PAMA 
white wave-GEN DLF -bloom-INF -go.around-PROG-ATTR 
Sumyinoye-GEN beach 
Sumyinoye beach, where white waves go around blooming [like 
flowers] (MYS VI: 931) 
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*~*{j!"WF !3 fffi 
KONSO-NO PARU i-koNs-i-TE18 

last.year-GEN spring DLF-dig.out-INF-SUB 
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having dug [them] out there in the spring of the last year (MYS 
VIII: 1423) 

~*fi1]\{j!"PJ fiill 
ASA naNkyi-ni i-kakyi-WATAR-I 
morning calm-LOC DLF-PREF-cross.over-INF 
crossing over there in the morning calm (MYS VIII: 1520) 

tc I Hit )J {j!"1t fffi i:q. YB (PI $ 
sa-WON-PUNE-no i-YUK-YI-TE PATE-M-U KAPA-N-TU 
PREF-DIM-boat-GEN DLF-go-INF-SUB anchor-TENT-ATTR 
river-GEN-harbor 
the river harbor, where [his] small boat will go and anchor (MYS 
X: 2091) 

tc ~±Jt[ Z !fl{j!" *1 {j!" *1* 
sa-WO-SlKA-NO KOWE i-TVNK-YI i-TVNK-YI 
PREF-male-deer-GEN voice DLF-continue-INF DLF-continue
INF 
a call from the male deer continues there, continues there (MYS 
X: 2145) 

tc~~~~1]\~~~M~.fia~*~~ 
saNpuru SONO KWO-ni pyimwo-no wo-no i-tuNkar-i-ap-yi-te 
whore that girl-DAT cord-GEN cord-COMP DLF-tie-INF-join
INF-SUB 
[you] tied [yourself] together with that whore girl like a cord of 
cords (MYS XVIII: 4106) 

~~~~~1]\~~.)Jfi*Wfi~~~~~~*)Jm~W~fi 
¥TrE.7~1]\ 
YO MO-no myiti-ni pa urn a-no turney i-tukus-u kyipamyi puna
no pey-no i-pat-uru-maNte-ni 

18 It is not clear whether we are dealing here with a consonant verb koNs- or a 
vowel verb koNsi-, because among its basic paradigmatic forms only the infinitive 
is attested (Omodaka et al. 1967: 294), (Takagi et al. 1959: 283). Since there are 
more consonant verbs than vowel verbs, I tentatively adopt the interpretation that 
this verb is a consonant one. 
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four direction-GEN road-LOC TOP horse-GEN hoof DLF
exhaust-ATTR limit boat-GEN prow-GEN DLF-anchor-ATTR
TERM-LOC 
on the roads to four directions, [to the] limit where horses' hooves 
reach, to the point where a boat's prow [could be] anchored 
(MYS XVIII: 4122) 

~~fril1]\J~,Jt{jI--$tL~~tL~ 
ARATASI-KYI TOSI-NO PANSIMEY-ni OMOP-V-N-TWOTI i
mure-te wor-e-Npa 
new-ATTR year-GEN beginning-LOC think-ATTR-GEN-
companion DLF-gather(INF)-SUB exist-EV-CON 
When the friends who think [in the same way] are gathering at the 
beginning of the year ... (MYS XIX: 4284) 

~ PJJ7ftcf~{jI-$-$¥m~~1]\ 
woka n-o sakyi i-ta-m-uru NkotO n-i 
hill DV-ATTR promontory DLF-PREF-turn.around-ATTR 
every DV-INF 
every time [I] turn around a hilly promontory (MYS XX: 4408) 

ZJ#R~.l:l::{jI-BfifD~fljs 
sima-N-tutap-yi i-koNk-yi-watar-i-te 
island-LOC-pass.along-INF DLF -row-INF -cross-INF -SUB 
[I] row across [the ocean] passing along islands (MYS XX: 4408) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There are only two examples of the prefix i- in Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

?l~j~rB ~tLtt-a 
papa i-mwor-e-Ntomo 
mother DLF-guard-EV-CONC 
Though [my] mother guards [me] here ... (MYS XIV: 3393) 

{jI-~liIMif1]\ {jI-PJ~ 1m!i\ ~ 
ipa-no [u ]pey-ni i-kakar-u kumwo 
rock-GEN top-LOC DLF-hang-ATTR cloud 
clouds, hanging over the rocks (MYS XIV: 3518) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
To the best of my knowledge the prefix i- is attested only in Old 
and Classical Ryukyuan. In spite of the fact that there is no support 
from modem Ryukyuan languages, it is unlikely that OR i
represents a loan from WOJ i-, as there were no contacts between 
Western Old Japanese and Old Ryukyuan. Hokama claims that in 
Old and Classical Ryukyuan i- could be attached to adjectives and 
nouns as well (Hokama 1995: 53), but his examples with nouns are 
likely to include historically a different kind of i: namely, an 
adjective i 'sacred, tabooed' also attested in Western Old Japanese. 
There is only one example of i- combined with an adjective: i
duyo-ku - i-diyo-ku 'PREF-strong-INF' attested exclusively in 
Classical Ryukyuan (Hokama 1995: 74-5). This limited attestation 
is unlikely to have an old provenance. 

Old Ryukyuan 

(: L;O~-=-if.v\~ J::-C (: L;O~[9if.v\~ J::-C 
tosi-ga SAN-NEN i-kiyo-te tosi-ga YO-NEN i-kiyo-te 
year-POSS three-year DLF-invite-SUB year-POSS four-year 
DLF -invite-SUB 
inviting [the goddess] here for three years, inviting [the goddess] 
here for four years (OS XII: 658) 

There is also another example cited by Hokama from Classical 
Ryukyuan with the verb fasir- 'to run' (Hokama 1995: 82), but 
since I do not have access to this text, I do not cite this example 
here. 

6.2.1.2 PREFIX NA- AND CIRCUMFIX NA- ... -SO 

In contrast to Middle Japanese, where only the circumfix na- ... -so 
is found (Vovin 2003: 195), in Western Old Japanese there are 
examples containing only the first element na- that can be 
consequently treated as a prefix. Both the prefix na- and the 
circumfix na- ... -so function as markers of the negative imperative. 
The circum fix occurs much more frequently than the prefix. 
Martin's observation that -so in the circumfix na- ... -so represents 
the root of the verb se- - so- 'to do' (Martin 1988: 967) is 
undoubtedly correct. At the same time, I find his definition of na
as a prohibitive adverb (Martin 1987: 489, 920; 1988: 967) much 
less convincing, because as the reader will see below, WOJ na- is 
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never separated from a verb by any other word, including particles. 
Thus, I will treat it as a prefix. Examples: 

{jtiBlJj~ftc$.Ji~iiJ~liJj~1l~\IJi~q:~ 
i pa n-as-am-u-wo aya n-i na-kwopiy-kyikos-i 
sleep TOP sleep-HON-TENT-ATTR-ACC extremely DV-INF 
NEG-yearn(INF)-HON-INF 
because [you] will sleep (a sleep), [do] not yearn too much (KK 3) 

~*:£~~f~~ 
WA-NK-OPO KYIMYI MONO NA-OMOP-OS-I 
I-POSS-great lord thing NEG-think-HON-INF 
Oh, my sovereign, please do not be concerned ... (MYS I: 77) 

:X: £3: ::8** ~ftc~flj 
TITI-PAPA mo UPEY PA na-saNkar-i 
father-mother PT top TOP NEG-go.down-INF 
Father [and] mother! [Do] not leave [me] (MYS V: 904) 

Jl~ ffi m i1J J1t:m -Sf-J!t 1]\ ~ 1t 
TATUTA PIYKWO YUMEY KONO PANA-wo KANSE-ni NA
TIR-AS-I 
Tatsuta male [deity] at. all this flower-ACC wind-LOC NEG
scatter-HON-INF 
Deity of Tatsuta! Please do not scatter these flowers at all by the 
wind (MYS IX: 1748) 

~~ffi1l51 
kumwo NA-tanaNPYIK-YI 
cloud NEG-trail-INF 
clouds, do not trail [over the moon] (MYS XI: 2669) 

**L~z ~~fOfjiUllfJ(;~* 
are na-si to na-waNpiy wa-Nka se-kwo 
I no-FIN DV NEG-be.disheartened(INF) I-POSS elder. brother
DIM 
Do not be disheartened, my elder brother that I am not [here] 
(MYS XVII: 3997) 

fo~iit~ -Sf-*ffim ~~ 
wa-Nka se-kwo-wo Y ASU I NA-NE-SIMEY 
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I-POSS beloved-DIM-ACC easy sleep NEG-sleep-CAUS(INF) 
Do not let my beloved sleep an easy sleep (MYS XIX: 4179) 
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The circumfix na- ... -so encircles the infinitive form of verb, but 
in the case ofthe irregular verb se- - -so 'to do' it encircles the root 
form se-, see the example from MYS XX: 4487 below. Examples 
of the circumfix na- ... -sO: 

~~.W~~.~&$~W~~.W~~.~_~. 
noti pa na-N-tOri n-i ar-am-u-wo inoti pa na-si-se-tamap-yi-so 
later TOP you-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC life 
TOP NEG-die-CAUS(INF)-HON-INF-do 
because [I] will be your bird later, do not kill [your] life [with 
desire] (KK 3) 

*m~I§*-~*-ili~~~fiJ m 
uMEY -no pana paya-ku na-tir-i-so 
plum-GEN blossom early-INF NEG-fall-INF-do 
Plum blossoms! Do not fall early (MYS V: 849) 

~{i~J!t{jt~~~~sm 
okyi-tu KANSE ita-ku na-puk-yi-so 
offing-GENILOC wind painful-INF NEG-blow-INF-do 
wind of the offing, do not blow strongly (MYS XV: 3592) 

~q:~l§z~*L{jt~~~~ m m 
kono siNkure ita-ku na-pur-i-so 
this drizzling.rain painful-INF NEG-fall-INF-do 
This drizzling rain! Do not rain hard (MYS XIX: 4222) 

{jtM-1-~~~.foM~iitm 
iNsa KWO-NtOmwo tapa waNsa na-se-so 
hey child-PLUR stupid deed NEG-do-do 
Hey, children, do not do stupid things (MYS XX: 4487) 

A desiderative-imperative form -(a)n-e can be used after the 
negative imperative circumfix na- ... -so, but this usage is not very 
frequent in Western Old Japanese: 

~~~~m*fJ\ 
YUKYI na-pum-yi-so-n-e 
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snow NEG-step.on-INF-do-DES-IMP 
do not step on the snow (MYS XIX: 4228) 

IA f~~1JDflj ~ tfri 
kusa na-kar-i-so-n-e 
grass NEG-cut-INF-do-DES-IMP 
do not cut the grass (MYS XX: 4457) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
Both the prefix na- and the circumfix na- ... -so are attested in 
Eastern Old Japanese, but the prefix na- occurs only twice. In most 
cases in Eastern Old Japanese the circumfix na- ... -sO is followed 
by the desiderative-imperative form -(a)n-e. Examples of the prefix 
na-: 

*~ft~~$JJf 
a-wo koto na-taye 
I-ACC word NEG-break(INF) 
Do not break [exchanging] messages with me (MYS XIV: 3501) 

S3 ilfF~1]\~~~~mf~J;l: 
yuk-wo sakyi-ni namyi na-towerap-yi 
go-A TTR destination-LOC wave NEG-rise-INF 
Waves, do not rise on my way (MYS XX: 4385) 

Examples of the circumfix na- ... -so: 

fpjf~$~ lftfri 
wa-ni na-taye-so-n-e 
I-DAT NEG-break(INF)-do-DES-IMP 
Do not become estranged from me (MYS XIV: 3378) 

*~~$~lftfri 
a-wo na-taye-so-n-e 
I-ACC NEG-break(INF)-do-DES-IMP 
Do not break with me (MYS XIV: 3416) 

PJ*~lJ~m~tfri 
kamiy na-nar-i-so-n-e 
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[thunder] god NEG-sound-INF-IMP-DES-IMP 
Thunder god, [please] do not thunder! (MYS XIV: 3421) 

~ 1lli;pj; -'¥-~~{;W-. ~~ ~ J.:l:: it 
on6-Nka wo-wo opo n-i na-omwop-yi-so 
yourself-POSS cord-ACC careless DV-INF NEG-think-INF-do 
Do not think carelessly about your own [life-]cord (MYS XIV: 
3535) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
Neither the prefix na- nor the circumfix na- ... -sO are attested in 
Ryukyuan. 

6.2.1.3 PREFIX KA-

The prefix ka- is a rare example of a primary morphological marker 
shared by both adjectives and verbs. Although all but one example 
of its usage are attested with adjectives, I consider that it is more 
appropriate to describe the prefix ka- in the chapter dedicated to 
verbs, because it occurs only with inflected, i.e., verbal forms of 
adjectives. The underlying form of this prefix may be *kaN-, as 
witnessed by a form kaN-kurwo- 'pitch black' below. Although this 
is the only form when ka- occurs before an obstruent, kaN-kurwo
and not *ka-kurwo- is confirmed twice in the texts, making a 
scribal mistake unlikely. In all other cases which do not involve an 
initial obstruent of a root we would normally expect a development 
of *kaN- > ka-. No definition of its function is given in Japanese 
scholarship (Yamada 1954: 532). As far as I can tell on the basis of 
the limited examples that are attested in the Western Old Japanese 
texts, the prefix ka- is an intensifier, indicating that an action or a 
state is extreme or fulVreal. Thus, the intensive prefix ka- for verbs 
and inflected adjectives probably represents an analogue for the 
intensive prefix ma- used with nouns and uninflected adjectives 
(see 4.1.1.2). 

The prefix ka- with a verb: 

w~t§*~ffl~j]DAz :g.-,¥-$~'fpx: 
ka-YOR-I-AP-ANP A SOKO mwo ka PYITO W A-wo k6t6 NAS
AM-U 
INT-approach-INF-meet-COND there PT PT person I-ACC word 
do(HON)-TENT -A TTR 
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if [we] indeed get together, would the people spread rumors about 
me and you as well? (MYS IV: 512) 

The prefix ka- with inflected adjectives: 

"til JJ 1:7]\ Ww 1:.~ ~ 
AR-ISWO-no UPEY-ni ka-AWO-KU OP-URU TAMA MWO 
rough-rock-GEN top-LOC INT-green-INF grow-ATTR jewel 
seaweed 
jewel seaweeds that grow very green on rough rocks (MYS II: 131) 

~A.~~~.~fiJJ.~~~JJ~~*~ 
kaN-kurwo-kyi kamyi-ni itu-no rna ka simwo-no pur-i-ky-em-u 
INT -black-ATTR hair-LOC when-CEN interval PT frost-GEN 
fall-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
at what point in time, would the frost have fallen on [their] pitch
black hair? (MYS V: 804) 

~ Ag~~~7]\fi~ ~M'1i7]\*M 
kaN-kuro19 -kyi kamyi-ni tuyu so ok-yi-n-i-kyer-u 
INT-black-ATTR hair-LOC dew PT put-INF-PERF-INF-RETR
ATTR 
[it] turned out that the dew fell on the pitch-black hair (MYS XV: 
3649) 

!tt ~~~,ij;fB1rnf;J M' ~~JtT * 
kaN-KURWO-si KAMYI-wo MA-KUSI MOT-I kakyi-TARE 
INT-black-FIN hair-ACC INT-comb hold-INF PREF-
make.hang.down(INF) 
making pitch black hair hang down with a comb (MYS XVI: 3791) 

~ jjjc 1§.IjZ-~ -fB: ~ 11[~ 1i 
TA-N-PANARE mwo woti mo ka-yasu-kyi 
hand-LOC-separate(NML) PT there PT INT-easy-ATTR 
both leaving the hand and [returning] there were very easy (MYS 
XVII: 4011) 

19 The character g transcribing otsu-rui Irol is apparently a scribal mistake for ko
rui Irwo/. 
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The prefix ka- is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese or Ryukyuan. 

6.2.1.4 PREFIX TA-

The prefix ta-, like the prefix ka- discussed above, can precede both 
verbs and inflected adjectives, although, in contrast to ka-, it is 
attested more frequently with verbs than with inflected adjectives. 
Similar to the prefix ka- < *kaN-, the underlying form of the prefix 
ta- is also likely to be *taN-, since this is the form that surfaces 
consistently before the first obstruent of the following root, see 
taN-pasir- 'to run' and taN-topo- 'to be far' below.20 The prefix ta
also has two other peculiarities: 1) it can occur after another prefix 
(examples are limited to the combinations i-ta- and ari-ta- with the 
prefixes i- and ari-) or after the first verb in a verbal compound 
(examples are limited to pap-yi-ta-motopor- 'to crawl around,' 
koNk-yi-ta-mOtopor- 'to row around,' and toNp-yi-ta-mOtopor- 'to 
fly around'; 2) it is predominantly attested with the verb mOtopor
'to go/wander around,' although it also occurs with other verbs. No 
definition of its function is given in Japanese scholarship (Yamada 
1954: 534). Pierson defined ta- as an intensifying prefix (Pierson 
1963: 8). He might be right, although the intensifying meaning is 
unlikely to fit into most of the examples involving the verb 
motopor- below. It may not be possible to find the solution at all, 
since examples are not numerous and most of them are limited to 
usage with the verb mOtopor-, as I have already mentioned above. 

The prefix ta- occurs only with a limited number of Western 
Old Japanese verbs: 

mOtopor
miy
pasir
sar-
sim
wasure-

'to go around' 
'to tum' 
'to run' 
'to go away' 
'to grow densely' 
'to forget' 

The prefix ta- with verbs: 

20 Two apparent exceptions are ta-sim- 'PREF-grow.densely' in KK 91 below, and 
ta-sar- 'PREF-go.away' in NK 40 below, but the line with ta-sar- is considered to 
have problems in interpretation (Tsuchihashi 1957: 150). 
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w~~~~w~~.~~~~~~~~~ ••• ~~~~~~ 
~7ft:-$ 
i-kum-yi-N-takey i-kum-yi pa ne-Ns-u ta-sim-yi-N-takey tasi n-i 
pa wi-ne-Ns-u noti mo kum-yi-ne-m-u 
DLF-entwine-NML-DV(ATTR)-bamboo DLF-entwine-INF TOP 
sleep-NEG-INF PREF-grow.densely-NML-DV(ATTR)-bamboo 
thorough DV-INF TOP exist(INF)-sleep-NEG-INF later PT 
entwine-INF -sleep-TENT-FIN 
[we] did not sleep entwined there [as] the bamboo entwined there, 
and [we] did not sleep closely [like] densely growing bamboo, 
[but] later [we] will sleep entwined (KK 91) 

.1bo~fti:fjtl 
ta ka ta-sar-e 
who PT PREF-go.away-EV 
Who goes away? (NK 40) 

;tt;&JJ~~-¥~ffff 
SONO YWO-no UMEY-wo ta-WASURE-TE 
that night-GEN plum-ACC PREF-forget(INF)-SUB 
[I] forgot about the plum [blossoms] of that night, and ... (MYS 
III: 392) 

tf-=f JJiIlJ1IJ ~ ~~{~HIl,. 
MYINTORI KWO-no P AP-YI-ta-motopor-i 
young child-COMP crawl-INF-PREF-go.around-INF 
crawling around like a baby (MYS III: 458) 

z~~1J\~fti:-s~~~f~a=!l! 
siNputani-no sakyi ta-motopor-i 
siNputani-GEN cape PREF-go.around-INF 
going around SiNputani cape (MYS XVII: 3991) 

ifffti:-s ~ ~* m $~~{*flj 
ma-sakyi-ku mwo ari-ta-motopor-i 
INT-safe-INF PT ITER-PREF-wander.around-INF 
so that [you] will be wandering around safely, and ... (MYS 
XVII: 4008) 

~ [!l~ziff~~lt~~~f*m 
takwo-no sima toNp-yi-ta-mwotopor-i 
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takwo-GEN island fly-INF-PREF-go.around-INF 
[he] flew around Takwo island (MYS XVII: 4011) 

-sf.fJ:7Jf6:sit§~f,3:~f;liU~ 
wopu-no sakyi koNk-yi-ta-motopor-i 
Wopu-GEN cape row-INF-PREF-go.around-INF 
rowing around cape Wopu (MYS XVIII: 4037) 

MJ:1]\* &tL~~Zm 
SIMWO-NO UPEY-ni arare taN-pasir-i 
frost-GEN top-LOC hail PREF-run-INF 
Hail falls on the frost ... (MYS XX: 4298) 

-sf. ~ 7Jf6: fi f¥~-$¥mjt~1]\ 
woka n-o sakyi i-ta-m-uru NkotO n-i 
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hill DV-ATTR cape DLF-PREF-turn.around-ATTR every DV
INF 
every time [I] turn around a hilly cape (MYS XX: 4408) 

The prefix ta- with inflected adjectives: 

m-sf.~m~m~*.~.~~*~-sf. 
MYITI-wo taN-TOPO-myi OMOP-U swora YASUKEY NA-ku 
n-i NANKEYK-U SWORA Y ASU-K-AR-AN-U MONOwo 
way-ABS PREF-far-GER think-ATTR PT easy no-INF DV-INF 
lament-ATTR PT easy-INF-exist-NEG-ATTR CON] 
although it is not easy to lament and to love because the way is far 
(MYS IV: 534) 

~ j3;i!f - k = III }\"!fFIm 
KOTO-NI IP-EY-Npa myimyi-ni ta-yasu-si 
word-LOC say-EV-CON ear-LOC PREF-easy-FIN 
when [I] say [it] in words, [it] is insignificant (lit.: easy) for [your] 
ears (MYS XI: 2581) 

m 3f.~lJJf*fk ~M~~~mf&*tL~ 
MYITI-wo taN-topo-myi YAMA KAPA-no pyenar-i-te ar-e-Npa 
way-ABS PREF-far-GER mountain river-GEN be.separated-INF
SUB exist-EV -CON 
because the way is far, and because [I] was separated from 
mountains and rivers (MYS XVII: 3957) 
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~~~$~*~OO~~~~~z~~z 
MY~TI-wo taN-topo-myi MA-N-TUKAPYI mwo yar-u yosi mo 
na-sl 
way-ABS PREF-far-GER interval-GEN-messenger PT send
ATTR chance PT no-FIN 
because the way is far, there is not even a chance to send a 
messenger (MYS XVII: 3962) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The prefix ta- is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese or Ryukyuan. 

6.2.1.5 TRADITIONAL PREFIX SO-
Yamada Y oshio as well as Omodaka et al. also mention a prefix so
that is carved by them from three Western Old Japanese verbs: 
soNtatak- 'to caress,' soN tar- 'be plentifully endowed,' and 
sonapey- 'to prepare' (Yamada 1954: 535), (Omodaka et al. 1967: 
402-03). However, we have several problems here. The first of 
these verbs, soNtatak- 'to caress' is a hapax legomenon attested 
only in KK 3. Moreover, tatak- means 'to hit,' not 'to caress,' and 
even if we follow the speculation that soNtatak- 'to caress' actually 
means 'hit slightly,' with a prefix so(N)- conveying the meaning 
'slightly', that will bring us into contradiction with the suggested 
meaning of the so(N)- in the verb soNtar- 'be plentifully endowed,' 
because in this case so(N)- must mean 'plentifully.' In addition, 
soNtar- 'be plentifully endowed' is also a hapax legomenon 
attested in BS 2. The last of these verbs, sonapey- 'to prepare', is 
attested in several texts, but it does not have a complete phonetic 
attestation,21 and what is even more important is that the verb 
*napey- 'to prepare' does not present itself, thus there is no 
justification for segmenting any 'prefix' here.22 Therefore, I have a 
strong suspicion that here we are dealing with a case of over
segmentation, and the 'prefix' 80- simply does not exist. 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The 'prefix' so- is not attested 10 Eastern Old Japanese or 
Ryukyuan. 

21 Only its derived form sonapar- 'be provided' is attested phonetically. 
22 Apparently WOJ napey- 'to weaken, to become numb' (Omodaka et al. 1967: 
530) does not belong here. 
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6.2.1.6 PREFIX ARI-

The prefix ari- is a marker of the iterative. It is defined as such in 
Omodaka et al. 1967: 57, but more often than not it is not even 
mentioned in the existing grammatical descriptions of Old Japanese, 
as, for example in Yamada Yoshio's seminal grammar (Yamada 
1954). There is a possibility that historically it is a preverb rather 
than a prefix, being an infinitive form of the verb ar- 'to exist.' 
Even if this is the case, the presence of an auxiliary verb before the 
main verb once again manifests a strong contradiction to the SOY 
word order typology, where auxiliaries are supposed to follow main 
verbs. In spite of several cases of sporadic prenasalization of a 
following initial voiceless obstruent k- in the verb kaywop- 'to set 
out, to go back and forth,' the underlying form must be *ari-, since 
this prenasalization fails to occur not only before other initial 
voiceless obstruents, but also before kaywop- in another example 
(KK 2). The prefix ari- occurs only with a limited number of 
Western Old Japanese verbs: 

kaywop
meyNkur
mOtopor
nagusamey
sar-
tat-
tat-
watar-

Examples: 

'to set out, to go back and forth' 
'to go around' 
'to go around' 
'to console' 
'to go away' 
'to depart' 
'to stand' 
'to cross' 

ftr:ffl ~,l;t m ~iiJ~ $$Wf ffl ~,l;tJ!1s ~iiJ~jJD ffl ~~ 
sa-ywoNp-ap-yi-ni ari-tat-as-i ywoNp-ap-yi-ni ari-kaywop-as-e 
PREF-call-ITER-NML-LOC ITER-set.out-HON-INF call-ITER
NML-LOC ITER-set.out-HON-EV 
[I] set out (repeatedly) to woo [her] there, [I] set out (repeatedly) 
to woo [her] (KK 2) 

~~Z~lf~1i*fU}L/ff::ffi~ 
SIMA-NO SAKYI-Nsakyi ari-TAT-ER-U PANA TATINPANA 
island-GEN cape-cape ITER-stand-PROG flower 
mandarin.orange 
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flowering mandarin orange [trees] that are standing all the time 
at the capes of the islands (MYS XIII: 3239) 

Mm~~~~~~~$~~~m~~ 
ari-sar-i-te noti mwo AP-Am-u to omop-ey koso 
ITER-go.away-INF-SUB after PT meet-TENT-FIN DV think-EV 
PT 
[Time] constantly goes away, and [I] hope that [we] will meet 
later, too (MYS XVII: 3933) 

J#f~s IA~* m~~~f;~flj 
ma-sakyi-ku mwo ari-ta-motopor-i 
INT -safe-INF PT ITER-PREF -wander.around-INF 
so that [you] will be wandering around safely, and ... (MYS 
XVII: 4008) 

EE IA~~IA* mfO~mE~~ 
yuk-u pye na-ku ari-watar-u tOmwo 
go-ATTR side no-INF ITER-cross-FIN CONJ 
Even though [a cuckoo] constantly comes over, without having a 
direction to go (MYS XVIII: 4090) 

~m~*~~~m~~~«~*mft~~.~ 
wa-Nko opo kyimyi yosinwo-no myiya-wo ari-[N]kaywop-yi 
myes-u 
I-POSS great lord Yosinwo-GEN palace-ACC ITER-
go.back.and.forth-INF 100k(HON)-FIN 
My emperor constantly visits the palace in Yosinwo, and looks 
[around] (MYS XVIII: 4099) 

ZJ#R~ltfjtc~fo~flj'7 *m*~flj 
sima-N-tutap-yi i-koNk-yi-watar-i-te ari-meyNkur-i 
island-LOC-pass.along-INF DLF -row-INF -cross-INF -SUB ITER
go.around-INF 
[I] go rowing in a boat from island to island, and [I] constantly go 
around [these islands] (MYS XX: 4408) 
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There is one example of the prefix ari- attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

IA § ~~k {;£*tIA~iiJtiJJ;ffE3 
KuNsi-N-kapa pa sakey-ku ari-mat-e 
KuNsi-GEN-river TOP safe-INF ITER-wait-IMP 
Wait for [me] (all this time) safely at KuNsi river! (MYS XX: 
4368) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The prefix ari- is not attested in Ryukyuan. 

6.2.1.7 PREFIX UTI-

There is a possibility that historically uti- is a preverb rather than a 
prefix, being the infinitive form of the verb ut- 'to hit, to strike.' 
This etymology may be supported by numerous semantographic 
spellings of uti- as n or, less frequently, il\l:R 'to hit, to strike.' The 
difficulty of accepting this etymology is ultimately connected with 
the fact that it is very difficult if not plainly impossible to trace the 
meaning of any 'hitting' or 'striking' in most if not all of the 
examples given below. Omodaka et al. indicate the same problem 
(Omodaka et al. 1967: 119), but more often than not the prefix uti
is not even mentioned in the existing grammatical descriptions of 
Old Japanese, as, for example in Yamada Yoshio's seminal 
grammar (Yamada 1954). It is nevertheless possible that this prefix 
or preverb is historically connected with ut- 'to strike, to hit,' as 
most of the examples cited below, with a possible exception of 
MYS V: 892, indicate some kind of momentary or punctuated 
action. Whether uti- represents a prefix or an auxiliary, the 
presence of either of them before the main verb once again 
manifests a strong contradiction to the SOY word order typology, 
where auxiliaries are supposed to follow main verbs and prefixes 
are non-existent. 

The prefix uti- occurs only with a limited number of Western 
Old Japanese verbs: 

iNte
kakey-

'to go out' 
'to hang, to place' 
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koyi
kwoye
kyi
kyiras
mure
myi
naNkeyk
naNpyik
naNte
nas
noNpor
ok
pamey
panap
panat
papey
papuk
parap
pur
pure
saras
sinap
sinwop
susurop
tukey
watas
wor
yuk-

Examples: 

'to lie down' 
'to cross over, to pass over' 
'to wear' 
'to cover in fog, to make cloudy' 
'to gather' 
'to see' 
'to lament, to sigh' 
'to stretch' 
'to caress, to stroke' 
'to make sound' 
'to climb' 
'to put, to place' 
'to insert' 
'to sneeze' 
'to release' 
'to stretch' 
'to flutter wings' 
'to clean' 
'to fall (of precipitations)' 
'to touch' 
'to bleach' 
'to bend' 
'to long for, to yearn' 
'to sip noisily' 
'to attach' 
'to pass, to take over' 
'to break' 
'to go' 

~q:~Ig1f~ £3:~~rHjz* ~H!t1~ 
kana tOri rna uti-yamey-kose-n-e 
this bird PT PREF-stop(INF)-BEN-DES-IMP 
[I] wish [you] would stop [the singing of] these birds (KK 2) 

¥¥f~-'F-,~nfo ~ ,~ 
KYIYWO-KYI SE-wo UMA UTI-watas-i 
clear-ATTR rapids-ACC horse PREF-carry.across-INF 
[I] am taking [ my] horse across the clear rapids (MYS IV: 715) 
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~t~tg fE-a~-a~~J(~iiJJ::I::Wt:fif~~~m~~~wr~tL 
kokoro-yu mo omop-an-u apyiNta-ni uti-naNpyik-yi koy-as-i-n
ure 
heart-ABL PT think-NEG-ATTR interval-LOC PREF-
stretched.out-INF lie.down-HON -INF -PERF -EV 
while even in [ my] heart [I] did not think, stretched out [she] was 
lying (MYS V: 794) 

~iiJ Jm! tA Jff1]\ ;0~?\ St f~~ 1t 
aka-N-kwoma-ni situ kura uti-ok-yi 
red-DV(ATTR)-stallion-LOC pattern saddle PREF-place-INF 
[they] put adorned saddles on red stallions, and ... (MYS V: 804) 

?\ f~:t:itflj;0~]Jflj;01tfJ!~~ § -alruf~~HJI-/(ff;0fJ! 
kusa-N-ta-wor-i siNpa twor-i sik-yi-te t6ko Nsimono uti-koyi-pus
i-te 
grass-?-hand-break-INF road.side.grass hold-INF spread-INF-SUB 
bed like PREF-lie.down-INF-lie.prone-INF-SUB 
[I] broke off some herbs, and taking road side grass, [I] spread [it] 
and lied down on a bed-like [thing] (MYS V: 886) 

*,79J~f~@t/< gJ::l::~ 
KASU-YU-N-SAKEY uti-susurop-yi-te 
dreg-hot.water-DV(ATTR)-rice.wine PREF-sip.noisily-INF-SUB 
[I] sip noisily the hot water [containing] rice wine dregs, and ... 
(MYS V: 892) 

~tfJ\h:Z PJ 1# ~ f~~ StJ::1:: 
pane sas-i-kapey-te uti-parap-yi 
feather insert-INF -cross.over(INF)-SUB PREF -clean-INF 
[they] mingle their feathers and clean [frost from them] (MYS XV: 
3625) 

K1ig~?\/< St$-1]\/< f~~*E£ 
UNKUPYISU-no nak-u kura tani-ni uti-pamey-te 
bush.warbler-GEN sing-ATTR dark valley-LOC PREF-
insert(INF)-SUB 
Throwing [myself] into a dark valley where a bush warbler sings 
(MYS XVII: 3941) 
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~ffi~91t 1i::!Ht1]\ c {jT;fiJ Z 
uti-naNpyik-yi tOko-ni koyi-pus-i 
PREF-stretch-INF bed-LOC lie.down(INF)-lie.prone-INF 
[I] lie down, stretched on [my] bed (MYS XVII: 3969) 

JlIff~1JD~fiJ1]\::t{= £3:~ffi S3 15 f!; 
TIKA-KU AR-ANPA kapyer-i-ni Ntani mo uti-yuk-yi-te 
close-INF exist-COND return-NML-LOC PT PT PREF-go-INF
SUB 
if [you] were close, [I] [would] go [to you] just on [my] way back, 
and ... (MYS XVII: 3978) 

~Jff~ffi-$*L ~ 
uma uti-mure-te 
horse PREF -gather(INF)-SUB 
gathering horses [together] (MYS XVII: 3993) 

~~k~*~~~ffi~~~~$m**~ 
wem-yi myi wem-aNs-u mwo uti-naNkeyk-yi katar-i-ky-em-aku 
smile-INF ? smile-NEG-INF PT PREF-sigh-INF talk-INF
PASTIFIN-TENT-NML 
the fact that [both of you] were probably talking, and sighing, 
smiling and not smiling (MYS XVIII: 4106) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There are two examples of the prefix uti- in Eastern Old Japanese: 

~~~g~~~~~ffi~ffi*~~ff~ 
kara koromwo suswo-no uti-kapey-ap-an-e-Ntomwo 
Korea garment hem-COMP PREF-cross.over(INF)-meet-NEG
EV-CONC 
Although [we] do not cross over together like the hems of a 
Korean garment [do not cross over] (MYS XIV: 3482) 

$Jff£3:~~ffi~~~{il:t~m~ill ~-$ 
tama mo-no uti-naNpyik-yi pyitO-ri ya ne-ram-u 
jewel seaweed-COMP PREF-stretch-INF one-CL PT sleep
TENT2-ATTR 
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will [you] sleep alone, stretched like ajewel seaweed? (MYS XIV: 
3562) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
To the best of my knowledge the prefix uti- is attested only in Old 
and Classical Ryukyuan. Since there is no support from modem 
Ryukyuan languages, there is a possibility that OR and CR uti
represents a loan from MJ uti-, since the prefix uti- is attested not 
only in Old Japanese, but also in Middle Japanese. Nevertheless, 
there is also a chance that OR and WOJ uti- are genuine cognates. 
Examples from Old Ryukyuan: 

~~~~~5~~~~~~~~G~5~~~~ 
nar-i-toyom-i uti-age-te nar-i-kiyora fa uti-age-te 
sound-INF -resound-NML PREF -raise(INF)-SUB sound-INF
beautiful TOP PREF -raise(INF)-SUB 
raising the "Resounding" [drum], raising the "Beautifully 
sounding" [drum] (OS I: 37) 

L~~t~5~~~~~~~t~5~~~~ 
siyori mori uti-ayode ma-tama mori uti-ayode 
Shuri shrine PREF-walk/SUB INT-jewel shrine PREF-walk/SUB 
walking through the Shuri shrine, walking through the true jewel 
shrine (OS I: 40) 

6.2.1.8 PREFIX KAKYI-

There is a possibility that historically kakyi- is a preverb rather than 
a prefix, being an infinitive form of the verb kak- 'to scratch.' 
Omodaka et al. indicate that the prefix kakyi- precedes verbs that 
indicate some action done by the fingertips (Omodaka et al. 1967: 
176), but more often than not this prefix is not even mentioned in 
the existing grammatical descriptions of Old Japanese, as, for 
example, in Yamada Yoshio's seminal grammar (Yamada 1954). 
This etymology may be supported by numerous semantographic 
spellings of kakyi- as ti. However, the difficulty of accepting this 
etymology is ultimately connected with the fact that it is very 
difficult if not outright impossible to trace the meaning of any 
'scratching' in most if not all of the examples given below. It is 
nevertheless possible that this prefix or preverb is historically 
connected with kak- 'to scratch,' as most of the examples cited 
below, with a possible exception of those from KK 5, MYS VIII: 
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1520 and MYS XIX: 4191, indicate some kind of physical contact 
done by a hand, although not necessarily by fingertips. Whether 
kakyi- represents a prefix or an auxiliary, the presence of either of 
them before the main verb once again manifests a strong 
contradiction to the SOY word order, where auxiliaries are 
supposed to follow main verbs and prefixes are non-existent. 

The prefix kakyi- occurs only with a limited number of Western 
Old Japanese verbs: 

kaNswopey
kyiras
saNkur
sute-
tare-
tat-
tukey
naNte-
pak-
pyik-
miy-
mukey
musuNp
tar-
tuk-
wakey
watar
yose-

Examples: 

nD wg~ mE {jI"~ iil§{tc: wg 

'to count' 
'to cover in fog, to make cloudy' 
'to seek' 
'to discard' 
'to make hang down' 
'to depart' 
'to attach' 
'to caress, to stroke' 
'to sweep' 
'to pull, to play (instruments)' 
'to tum, go around' 
'to face' 
'to tie, to bind' 
'to hang down' 
'to be attached' 
'to separate, to divide' 
'to cross' 
'to approach' 

kakyi-miy-ru iswo-no sakyi 
PREF-go.around-ATTR rocky.shore-GEN cape 
the cape on the rocky shore that [you] are going around (KK 5) 

::zi~~iiJ ~Mm:~Iij3l[ 'rDM§iiJtR V'rDfJIlI 
si-Nka amari k6tO n-i tukur-i kakyi-pyik-u ya 
it-POSS remainder koto DV-INF make-INF PREF-play-FIN PT 
[they] made a kolo out of its remainders, will [they] play? (NK 41) 
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[)ffi 1~t4~fi ~iiJ l1tfiiTtRtftH~ 
ta-kuNpura-ni amu kakyi-tuk-yi 
arm-fleshy.part-LOC gadfly PREF -attach-INF 
a gadfly sat on [the sovereign's] upper arm (NK 75) 

1:1:: 1[ I'iJ 1t~ ffij 
pyiNkey kakyi-naNte 
beard PREF -stroke(INF) 
stroking [my] beard (MYS V: 892) 

fij $:t~)Jj{ I'iJ S-tffl C3 
MYITU-NO MATU-N-PARA kakyi-PAK-YI-te 
Myitu-GEN pine-GEN -field PREF -sweep-INF -SUB 
having swept the pine field of Myitu (MYS V: 895) 

1!tlt -¥t< 1]\ ffH 
SUNKA-NO NE-wo KOROMO-ni kakyi-TUKEY 
sedge-GEN root-ACC garment-LOC PREF-attach(INF) 
attaching a root of sedge to [her] garment (MYS VII: 1344) 

~ ~~1]\ {jt I'iJ 1till 
ASA naNkyi-ni i-kakyi-WATAR-I 
morning calm-LOC DLF -PREF -cross.over-INF 
crossing over there in the morning calm (MYS VIII: 1520) 

1l}(~1E -¥tlHJr I'iJ 1t~* 

587 

SAK-YI-TAR-U PANA-wo OYONPI WOR-I kakyi-KANSWOP
URE-NPA 
bloom-INF-PERF/PROG-ATTR flower-ACC finger bend-INF 
PREF -count-EV -CON 
when [I] counted blooming flowers on my fingers (MYS VIII: 
1537) 

jJDS-**~1i:1]\~ 
kakyi-MUSUNP-YI TOKO YO-ni ITAR-I 
PREF-bind-INF eternallife-LOC reach-INF 
concluding [the agreement of marriage] and reaching [the land of] 
eternal life (MYS IX: 1740) 

*fa Z *tij3lj ffjj 
ASI-N-KAKYI-NO SUWE KAKYI-WAKEY-TE 
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reed-GEN-fence-GEN top PREF-divide(INF)-SUB 
dividing the top of the reed fence (MYS XIII: 3279) 

!Il)( ,w,~~~{§m;j9:~~!Il)(>t jg 
kaN-KURWO-si KAMYI-wo MA-KUSI MOT-I kakyi-TARE 
INT-black-FIN hair-ACC INT-comb hold-INF PREF-
make.hang.down(INF) 
making pitch black hair hang down with a comb (MYS XVI: 3791) 

~~'lJ\PJ{i7C*t~Z~~ 
WARE-ni kakyi-mukey OMOP-YI si OMOP-ANpa 
I-DAT PREF-turn(IMP) love-NML PT love-COND 
if [you] indeed love [me], turn to me (MYS XIX: 4191) 

~-m:JJ~~~~**tPJ{i~~ 
myi-mo-no suswo tum-yi-aNkey kakyi-naNte 
HON-skirt-GEN hem pick-INF-raise(INF) PREF-caress(INF) 
[my mother] picked up [her] skirt hems and caressed [me] (MYS 
XX: 4408) 

~ JJft:m 7l<t¥lijg rPJ M::mr~.* ~ 
TA-NA PYINTI-ni MYI-N[A] AWA kakyi-TAR-I MUKA 
MWOMWO-ni PYINTI kakyi-YOSE-te 
arm-PLUR elbow-LOC water-PLUR foam PREF-hang.down-INF 
front thigh-LOC dirt PREF-approach(INF)-SUB 
the water foam was dripping at the elbows, the dirt was sticking 
up to the thighs (NT 1) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There are two examples of the prefix kakyi- attested in the Eastern 
Old Japanese texts: 

PJ{i1Et:;t{i~J(*Ltt*jJO~J(-¥*ttjJO*~iit-$-
kakyi-muNtak-yi n-ure-NtO ak-an-u-wo aN-tO ka a-Nka se-m-u 
PREF -embrace-INF sleep-EV -CONC satisfy-NEG-ATTR-ACC 
what-DV PT I-POSS do-TENT-ATTR 
although [I] slept [with her] keeping [her] in my arms, since it 
was not enough [for me], what should I do? (MYS XIV: 3404) 
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~k ~k :ftPJz~;J]01i~t=:jftr:~*tL7({jI-!:l:z*t~~~fo~tL 
;J]OtfJiRmt 
titi papa-Nka kasira kakyi-naNte sa-ku ar-e te ip-yi-si keytoNpa 
Nse wasure-kane-t-uru 
father mother-POSS head PREF-stroke(INF) safe-INF exist-IMP 
DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR word PT forget(INF)-NEGIPOT(INF)
PERF-ATTR 
[I] cannot forget the words: "Be safe!" that [my] father and mother 
said, stroking [my] head (MYS XX: 4346) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The WOJ prefix kakyi- can be compared to the prefix kai- - kaki
found in Classical Ryukyuan (Hokama 1995: 177, 181). However, 
since this prefix is not attested in Old Ryukyuan and/or modern 
Ryukyuan languages, and because it is also present in Middle 
Japanese in the form kai- - kaki- with the variant kai- that does not 
occur in Western Old Japanese, it is likely that CR kai- - kaki
represents a loan from MJ kai- - kaki-. 

6.2.1.9 PREFIX APYI-

The prefix apyi- is a marker of the reciprocal-cooperative voice, 
indicating that an action is either reciprocal or is performed 
together. It is defined as such in (Omodaka et al. 1967: 57), but 
more often than not the prefix apyi- is not even mentioned in the 
existing grammatical descriptions of Old Japanese, as, for example 
in Yamada Yoshio's seminal grammar (Yamada 1954). It is quite 
likely that historically the prefix apyi- represents the infinitive form 
of the verb ap- 'to meet, to join.' Whether apyi- is historically a 
prefix or an auxiliary, the presence of either of them before the 
main verb once again manifests a strong contradiction to the SOY 
word order, where auxiliaries are supposed to follow main verbs 
and prefixes are non-existent. It is also interesting that the 
reciprocal-cooperative voice can also be expressed in Western Old 
Japanese analytically by the verb ap- 'to meet, to join' that follows 
the infinitive form as an auxiliary. The latter form is, of course, 
much more consistent with the SOY typology. Thus, it is likely that 
the coexistence of both forms in Western Old Japanese 
demonstrates the last stages of transition from a SVo to a SOY 
language. 

The prefix apyi- occurs only with a limited number of Western 
Old Japanese verbs: 
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araswop
ip-
kyipop
mak
makuramak
muk-
myi-
ne-
nom
omop
toNpurap
toyom
uNtunap
wakare
yor
ywoNpap-

Examples: 

'to fight' 
'to say' 
'to compete' 
'to roll' 
'to pillow' 
'to face' 
'to see, to look' 
'to sleep' 
'to drink' 
'to think' 
'to visit' 
'resound' 
'to treat with care' 
'to separate' 
'to approach' 
'to marry' 

~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~*~~~~~&~~ 
KwopaNta wotomye-wo kamiy-no Nkoto kyik-oye-sika-Ntomo 
apyi-makuramak-u 
KwopaNta maiden-ABS deity-GEN like hear-PASS(INF)
PASTIEV-CONC REC-pillow-FIN 
Although [it] is rumored that the maiden from KwopaNta is like a 
goddess, [we] slept together (lit.: pillowed each other) (KK 45) 

~~g~~~~~~m~~~~&* 
kokoro-wo Ntani ka apyi-omop-aNs-u ar-am-u 
heart-ACC PT PT REC-think-NEG-INF exist-TENT-ATTR 
will [we] not think about each other at least in our hearts? (KK 
60) 

a fim j3~ ¥TrE fjt ~~ ~iiJ It?li3i[ ¥TrE ~ fig 
kyiNpiy-n-ar-u imo-wo apyi-myi-t-uru mono 
KyiNpiy-LOC-exist-A TTR beloved-ACC REC-see(INF)-PERF
ATTRCONJ 
[My] beloved who is in KyiNpiy [and I], have seen each other, 
but ... (NK40) 
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flt!!~If~ ft§ !t~~~iiJiM~~~IfH~ 1If 
tare ya si pyita mo apyi-omop-an-aku u-i 
who PT PT person PT REC-Iove-NEG-NML DV-INF 
because [she] is not mutually in love with anyone else (NK 93) 

@*l1Jrzt§J.lIJ~~ 
ANA IKYINTUK-Asi APYI-WAKARE-n-aNP A 
EXCL breathe-AD] REC-part(INF)-PERF -COND 
Oh, how lamentable! If [we] part with each other ... (MYS VIII: 
1454) 

* !t~ ~ iBl ftj( ~ 1]\ * tLili -SJ: 
apyi-omwop-an-u KYIMYI n-i ar-e ya rna 
REC-think-NEG-ATTR lord DV-INF exist-EV PT PT 
is [it my] lord, who no [longer] thinks [about lamenting of the 
people ofthis world] in return?! (MYS XV: 3691) 

t§ ~~~~q:iBli)iBl *1If 
APYI-MYI-RE-Npa taka patu pana n-i 
REC-Iook-EV-CON eternal first flower DV-INF 
when [we] looked at each other, it was [always] like eternal first 
flowers (MYS XVII: 3978) 

3(:ttB 7J t$* .It ~li* l:t 
amey tuti-no KAMIY apyi-uNtunap-yi 
heaven earth-GEN deity COOP-treat.with.care-INF 
deities of Heaven and Earth all together treated [us] with care ... 
(MYS XVIII: 4094) 

*!t~¥frE=87J3f~?\*?\-SJ:4'-j] ~tLiBl~#z*tL~-SJ: 
apyi-myi-ru mwonowo sukuna-ku rna TOSI TUKIY P-Ure-Npa 
kwopiysi-kyere ya rna 
REC-see-ATTR CON] few-INF PT year month pass-EV-CON 
miss-EV PT PT 
although [we] see each other, as the time goes by, do [we still] 
miss [each other] just a bit?! (MYS XVIII: 4118) 

t§~r~~Wffl1WP~~ 
APYI-NOM-AM-U SAKEY so KONO TOYO MYI-KYI PA 
COOP-drink-TENT-ATTR rice.wine PT this eternal HON
rice.wine TOP 
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the rice.wine that [we] will drink together, this eternal rice wine 
(MYS XIX: 4264) 

7(!lB -9-f§ tr. PI}J!; -$ ~ 
AMEY TUTI-TO APYI-sakaye-m-u to 
heaven earth-COM COOP-flourish-TENT-FIN DV 
[I] wish that [you] would flourish together with Heaven and 
Earth ... (MYS XIX: 4273) 

~ftJUl: BJ:lt f§ ~ <=j 

ASI-KYI YATU-NtOma-tO APYI-MUSUNP-YI-te 
bad-ATTR scoundrel-PLUR-COM COOP-tie-INF-SUB 
[they] tied [themselves] together with bad scoundrels, and ... (SM 
43) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The reciprocal-cooperative prefix apyi- occurs III Eastern Old 
Japanese as well. Selected examples: 

*ltJ!~rBlT~iit1t{~ft~mE 
apyi-MYI-te pa TI tOse ya in-uru 
REC-see(INF)-SUB TOP thousand year PT go.away-ATTR 
since [we] have seen each other, did one thousand years pass? 
(MYS XIV: 3470) 

*tLrBlr!l?F-$*it~~rBl* ltft~~£3: 
are pa kwopiy-m-u na nati pa apyi-n-u tOma 
I TOP yearn-TENT-FIN PT after TOP COOP-sleep-FIN CONJ 
I will yearn for [you] even iflater [we] sleep together! (MYS XIV: 
3477) 

fo ~ im */J\ ~iiJ It --9-¥TrE ~ PI:::§ 
wa-Nka se-na-ni apyi-yor-u to kamwo 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-DAT COOP-approach-FIN DV PT 
I wonder, does [it] say that my beloved [and I] will meet together? 
(MYS XIV: 3483) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
The cooperative prefix ai- is possibly attested only in one example 
in Old Ryukyuan. There are no other attestations in Classical 
Ryukyuan or modem Ryukyuan languages. In spite of the fact that 
we are dealing here with a unique attestation, it is still possible that 
this example reflects an Old Ryukyuan cognate of WOJ apyi-, 
because the prefix afi- is not found in Middle Japanese, and direct 
loans from Western Old Japanese to Old Ryukyuan do not exist. 

~ I,; \vt:. Q 0) ~ < G L-It L-It ~.t3 ~ ~ tj"'-lt.t3 J: ~ it; I,; \1,; \"{:' 

Gtr 
sa-i-watar-u n-o sakura sike-sike to or-i-sat-ife keo-yori ai-ide
ram-u 
bloom-INF-cross-ATTR DV-ATTR sakura dense-dense DV bend
INF-stretch-INF today-ABL COOP-go.out-TENT2-FIN 
[Sailors!] From today [you] should go out together bundling 
together [like] blooming sakura [trees] (OS X: 531) 

6.2.1.10 PREFIX E-

The prefix e- is a marker of the potential. It is defined as a potential 
adverb in (Omodaka et al. 1967: 57), but with the exception of a 
dubious case of e in MYS XVIII: 4078 that is likely to have a 
different explanation, e- is invariably found immediately before 
verbal roots, so it is more appropriate to view it as a prefix, at least 
on the synchronic level. Historically the prefix e- represents the 
infinitive form of the verb e- 'to get.' 

The prefix e- occurs only with a limited number of Western Old 
Japanese verbs: 

ar
ip
myi
se
yuk-

'to exist' 
'to say' 
'to see' 
'to do' 
'to go' 

There is only one example where e- is written phonetically in 
the Bussoku seki ka. In all other cases it is spelled 
semantographically with the character 1~. Examples: 

tr "F = iii]! =B /F1~ § 
ututu-ni pa SARA N-I mwo E-IP-ANSI 
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reality-LaC TOP again DV-INF PT POT-say-NEG/TENT 
[I] would not be able to say [it] again in reality (MYS IV: 784) 

00 ~X 1]\ ~1~~-1:!1 
OMO WASURE Ntani mwo E-S-U ya 
face forget(NML) PT PT POT-do-FIN PT 
Could [I] just forget [his] face? (MYS XI: 2574) 

~~iiJll:~~-¥fo*L~~~~C3{jJ-~1i~tfj~R~Jff1i~tIJ~R 
myi-atO-sura-wo ware pa e-myi-Ns-u-te ipa-ni wer-i-tuk-u tama-ni 
wer-i-tuk-u 
HON-footprint-PT-ACC I TOP POT-see-NEG-INF-SUB rock
LaC carve-INF-attach-FIN jewel-LaC carve-INF-attach-FIN 
I was not able to see even the footprint of the Buddha, so [I] carve 
[it] on the rock, carve [it] on the jewel (BS 3) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The potential prefix e- is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese or 
Ryukyuan. 

6.2.2 VERBAL SUFFIXES 
If we follow a strict linguistic analysis of Western Old Japanese we 
have to divide all verbal suffixes into two major groups: sentence
final suffixes which normally occur at the end of the last verbal form 
in a sentence or a clause, and sentence non-final suffixes that cannot 
occur in sentence-final position unless ellipsis occurs. Sentence-non
final suffixes, in their tum, can be further subdivided into word-final 
and word-non-final suffixes. Word-final suffixes can conclude a 
verbal form, while word-non-final suffixes cannot be fmal in a verbal 
form by themselves: they must always be followed either by 
sentence-final or word-final suffixes. 

The markers of final predicates, such as the suffixes of final 
predication, attributives, imperatives, most markers of mood, and a 
few other markers, are sentence-final suffixes. The infinitive and all 
gerunds, which are markers of non-final predicates, are sentence
non-final word-final suffixes. The markers of voice, negation, and 
aspect are all word-non-final suffixes. 

A big watershed that divides Western Old Japanese from Middle 
(Classical) Japanese is that a number of auxiliaries in the former 
became suffixes in the latter by the process of losing the 
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morphemic boundary between the infinitive -i and a following 
auxiliary. Thus, for example, the Classical Japanese objective 
retrospective auxiliary -iker- goes back to a Western Old Japanese 
analytical construction involving the infinitive -yi of the main verb 
and the auxiliary -kyer- (that itself is likely to be a contraction of 
the infinitive k-yi of the verb ko- 'to come' and the auxiliary verb 
ar- 'to exist'). While the form -iker- is the only one that occurs in 
Middle Japanese, which prevents us to subdivide it morphemically 
as -i-ker-, in Western Old Japanese -kyer- can follow other 
infinitive forms, such as an infinitive -u, found after the negative 
marker -aNs-, for example: kwopiy yam-aNs-u-kyer-i 10ve(NML) 
stop-NEG-INF-RETR-FIN '[our] love does not stop' (MYS XVII: 
3980). This and other examples convincingly demonstrate that at 
the time of Western Old Japanese there was a morphological 
boundary between the infinitive -i and the retrospective -kyer-. 

6.2.2.1 SENTENCE-FINAL VERBAL SUFFIXES 

Western Old Japanese contains a number of sentence-final verbal 
suffixes: the markers of fmal predication -u ~ -i; the attributive 
suffixes -uru ~ -u ~ -ru; the evidential marker -ure ~ -ey ~ re; the 
imperative suffixes -ye ~ -yo ~ -0; the negative imperative -una; the 
mood markers: the negative tentative -aNsi ~ -Nsi, the desiderative 
-ana ~ -na, and the subjunctive -amasi ~ -masi. 

6.2.2.1.1 Final predication suffix -u ~-i 
The final predication suffix has two allomorphs -u and -i. The 
allomorph -u follows the stems of all verbs except r-irregular verbs 
that have the allomorph -i as their final predication suffix. The 
main descriptive problem concerns final predication forms of 
strong vowel verbs. In Middle Japanese strong vowel verbs clearly 
have the special allomorph -ru as their final predication suffix that 
is identical to the attributive suffix -ru that they also have. The 
situation is not that obvious in Western Old Japanese, in spite of 
the fact that most existing Japanese grammars promptly list -ru as a 
suffix of final predication for strong vowel verbs (Yamada 1954: 
155), (Shirafuji 1987: 127). The opposite point of view is expressed 
by Iwai Y oshio, who believes that the final predication form of 
strong vowel verbs in -ru is not attested in Old Japanese (Iwai 1970: 
52). I think that he is right, because there is only one example in the 
texts where we can possibly have a glimpse of the final predication 
form in -ru: 
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~~JUiJi~l3f6::fIH~~~f6::~-$jJDJ;~~~fjt¥TrE~~!3fjJD~~~J1J 
~~~~ --
masura wo-no satu-ya ta-N-pasam-yi mukap-yi tat-i i-ru ya matwo
kata pama-no sayakey-sa 
excellent man-GEN hunt-arrow hand-LOC-squeeze-INF face-INF 
stand-INF shoot-FIN(?)/ATTR(?) PT Matwo-kata (lit.: Target
shape) beach-GEN bright-NML 
The brightness of the beach at Matwokata [that is like] a target 
(matwo) which gentlemen facing [it] shoot at while standing, 
squeezing hunting arrows in [their] hands (FK 20) 

However, the interpretation of this poem and consequently the 
establishment of i-ru 'shoot' as the final predication form here 
faces several obstacles. First, the first part of the poem up to the 
placename Matwokata is believed to be a jo-type makura-kotoba, 
which leaves room for doubting its grammaticality. Second, 
although the form i-ru 'shoot' should represent a final predication 
form whether we interpret the particle ya after i-ru as an emphatic 
particle or as an interrogative particle, the interpretation of the 
whole text with a final predication form rather than an attributive 
form modifying Matwokala hardly makes any sense. Third, this 
poem comes from a fragment of the Ise Fudoki, which means that it 
may represent a dialect different from Western Old Japanese. 
Fourth, it is not inconceivable that the word ya after i-ru is not a 
particle, but the noun ya 'arrow:i" which then will represent another 
play on words in this poem. 2 In this case i-ru can only be an 
attributive form. Finally, it is difficult to argue for the existence of 
the final predication form -ru on the basis of a single example, 
which, in addition, is not perfect. 

There is, however, evidence for a different form of final 
predication for strong vowel verbs. It was already observed by 
Yamada Yoshio (who did not make any conclusions on the basis of 
this observation) that the form of the irregular vowel verb myi- 'to 
see' preceding the conjunction lama 'even if' is just myi in Western 
Old Japanese (Yamada 1954: 154). It is well known that the 
conjunction lama is preceded by a form of final predication, 
therefore Iwai Y oshio came to the correct conclusion that myi in 

23 I am grateful to Matthew McNicoll who drew my attention to this possibility 
during a seminar on Western Old Japanese that I was teaching at the University of 
Hawai'i ofM1lnoa in the spring of2007. 
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myi tama represents a Western Old Japanese final predication form 
(Iwai 1970: 53)?4 Examples: 

.1~JL~:~~~)\ 
YORONTU YO N-I MYI tomo AK-AM-EY ya 
ten thousand generation DV-INF look(FIN) CONJ lose.interest
TENT-EV PT 
even if [I] look [at the palace] for ten thousand generations, would 
[I] lose interest [in looking at it? - No, 1 would not!] (MYS VI: 921) 

~~~~~~~~*~m~~~~*~~~~ 
pyinemwosu n-i myi tomo ak-uNpey-kyi ura n-i ar-an-aku n-i 
all.day DV-INF look(FIN) CONJ lose.interest-DEB-ATTR bay 
DV-INF exist-NEG-NML DV-INF 
even if [I] look all day, it is not a bay that [one] could lose interest 
[in looking at] (MYS XVIII: 4037) 

fI)~sfl)~44~~~~*PJ*ill 
tuNpakyi tura-tura n-i myi tomo ak-am-ey ya 
camellia intently DV-INF look(FIN) CONJ lose.interest-TENT
EVPT 
even if [I] look intently [at] the camellia, would [I] lose interest? 
[No, I would not!] (MYS XX: 4481) 

Z~Z~~~~*jJD~1iiJ1]\jJD~ 
siNpa-siNpa myi tomo ak-am-u kyimyi kamwo 
often look(FIN) CONJ get.enough-TENT -A TTR lord PT 
even if [I] look [at you] often, would [I] get enough of [my] lord, I 
wonder? (MYS XX: 4503) 

24 Both Yamada and Iwai also mention such specific Western Old Japanese forms 
as myi-ram-u 'see-TENT2-FIN,' and myi-Npey-si 'see-DEB-FIN,' and ni-rasi 
'cook-SUP' (cf. corresponding MJ mi-r-uram-u, mi-r-ube-si, and ni-r-urasi) 
(Yamada 1954: 153-54), (lwai 1970: 52-3). From the viewpoint of a traditional 
Japanese analysis, where -ramu, -besi, and -rasi are supposed to be auxiliaries 
following a final predication form, these forms may represent additional valuable 
evidence. However, these forms are not as valuable under a structural analysis of 
the Western Old Japanese verbal system. First, -Npey in myi-Npey-si certainly 
goes back to the adverb uNpey 'must, duly;' and, second -ramu and -rasi are likely 
to historically include the stative form -ur-, and not the final predication marker -u. 
Anyway, on the synchronic level both are analyzed better as -(u)ram- and -(u)rasi. 
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A couple of additional comments are in order. The underlying 
form of the final predication form for the strong vowel verb myi
'to see, to look' is probably *myi-u, but this form has to be 
simplified since it contradicts the rules of Western Old Japanese 
phonotactics that prohibit vowel clusters. Because strong vowel 
verbs never lose their root vowel, it is the suffix of the final 
predication that has to go. The surface form in Western Old 
Japanese, is therefore, just myi, which formally looks exactly the 
same as the verbal root. Consequently, the Middle Japanese final 
predication form in -ru that is identical to the attributive form in all 
probability just represents a replacement of a final form by an 
attributive. It is well known that the end result of this replacement 
was the complete loss of final predication forms: a process that 
took centuries to complete. But it is quite apparent that strong 
vowel verbs alongside with consonant verbs were the first classes 
to be affected by this process in the history of Japanese. 

Chart 33: Distribution of the allomorphs of the final predication 
suffix 
verb class allomorph 
consonant verbs -u 
regular vowel verbs -u 
k-irregular verbs -u 
s-irregular verbs -u 
n-irregular verbs -u 
strong vowel verbs -0 
r-irregular verbs -1 

Almost the same picture is applicable to suffixes and bound 
auxiliaries: auxiliaries that historically incorporate the r-irregular 
verb ar- 'to exist' have the final predication suffix -i; all other 
auxiliaries and the majority of word-non-final suffixes (with the 
exception of those that take predication markers identical to 
inflected adjectives) are followed by the predication suffix _U.

25 

Thus, the predication markers -u and -i are in complimentary 
distribution, which can be seen in Chart 34 below. It must be 
emphasized that a distinction between -u and -i in Western Old 
Japanese is formal rather than functional, since when an auxiliary 
that requires -i after it is followed by a suffix that requires -u in its 

25 The aJIomorph -ru is not found after suffixes and auxiliaries. 
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turn, then the final predication suffix will be -u, and not -i, for 
example, a combination of -kyer-, RETR + -aNs-, NEG + -u or -i, 
FIN, results in -kyer-aNs-u RETR-NEG-FIN, and not in *-kyer
aNs-i. Nevertheless, since -i follows essentially the stative verbs 
ar- 'to exist,' wor- 'to exist, to stay, to sit,' and por- 'to want' and 
the derivatives of ar-, while -u predominantly is associated with 
action verbs, we cannot exclude the possibility that at the proto
Japonic level a distinction between -u and -i was of a functional 
nature. I will return to this problem below in the comparative 
section. 

Chart 34: Combinations of the final predication suffixes -u and -i 
. h d· ffi db d T· WIt prece mg su Ixes an oun auxI lanes 
suffixes and auxiliaries -u -; 
tentative -ja)m- -am-u -
tentative2 -(u)ram- -(u)ram-u -
negative -(a)Ns- -(a)Ns-u -
passive -(a)ye-, -raye- -(a)y-u -
causative -(a)simey- -(a)sim-u -
iterative -ap- -ap-u -
honorific -as- -as-u -
perfective -Ie- -I-u -
perfective -n- -n-u -
retrospective -kyer- - -kyer-i 
progressive -(y)er- - -(y)er-i 

. perfective-progressive -Iar- - -Iar-i 

The final predication suffix does not have to be the last morpheme 
in the sentence. It can be followed by various particles or 
conjunctions, such as the interrogative particle ya or the conjunction 
lama 'even though, even if.' In the case of direct or reported speech it 
is always followed by forms of the defective verb 10- 'to say' and the 
appropriate verb of verbal or mental activity, if any. 

In most existing grammars of Old Japanese there is no defmition 
of the function of final predication markers (Yamada 1954), (Saeki 
1959), (Shirafuji 1987). It is likely that it is implied there that the final 
predication is the function. Iwai Y oshio, however, defines the main 
function of final predication markers as fmal predication (Iwai 1970: 
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11, 1981: 22), following the tradition of general histories of the 
Japanese language (Kobayashi 1936: 83-6), (Yuzawa 1943: 45-6)?6 

Examples of the final predication suffix -u: 

w:~.~:m~¥5TE 
ya-pye-N-kakyi tukur-u 
eight-fold-DV(ATTR)-fence make-FIN 
[I] am making an eight-folded fence (KK 1) 

]j~ J1l!! ± ~ iBnj~?Bl {jT1ff ~-S: 
nak-aNsi to pa na pa ip-u tOma 
weep-NEG/TENT DV TOP you TOP say-FIN CONJ 
Even though you say that [you] would not weep (KK 4) 

~~.~~~t~~iiJ?Bl-$~ 
wotOmye-ni taNta n-i ap-am-u to 
maiden-DAT straight DV-INF meet-TENT-FIN DV 
thinking to meet maidens face to face (KK 18) 

{tc¥~ -$~?Bl ~iiJiiI?Bl~-S:M tT 
sa ne-m-u to pa are pa omap-ey-NtO 
thus sleep-TENT-FIN DV TOP I TOP long-EV-CONC 
Although I long so much to sleep [with you] (KK 27) 

jjtpllli~~?Blfo.~~]j~ &5t 
kana myi-kyi pa wa-Nka myi-kyi nar-aNs-u 
this HON-rice.wine TOP I-POSS HON-rice.wine be-NEG-FIN 
This rice wine is not my rice wine (KK 39) 

~ ~t;9~[] ~tmE W:i?E?Bl-S: ~ EI3 
mwomwo-ti-N-tar-u ya nipa ma myi-y-u 
hundred-thousand-GEN-be.enough-ATTR house garden PT see
PASS-FIN 
[I] can see flourishing houses [and] gardens (lit: plentiful with 
hundreds and thousands houses and gardens are seen) (KK 41) 

:m~.IlliJ1l!!i?E~~~&1ffWR~i?EW~mE 
tunuNka-na kani yaka sar-ap-u iNtuku-ni itar-u 

26 On the controversy in defining a function of final predication markers in Middle 
Japanese see Vovin 2003: 197-98. 
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TunuNka-GEN crab side go.away-ITER-FIN where-LOC reach
FIN 
The crab from TunuNka goes all the time along the side[way]. [To] 
where will [it] arrive? (KK 42) 

iftftcR tJflJ~~~J!E~~Wt:&@t 
masaNtukwo wa-Nk-yimwo kuni-pye kuNtar-as-u 
MasaNtukwo I-POSS-beloved province-DIR descend-HON-FIN 
MasaNtukwo, my beloved, goes towards [her] province (KK 52) 

~.~~~g~W.@t~M.~~g~~ 
si-Nka pa-no pyiror-i-imas-u opo kyimyi ro kamo 
it-POSS leaf-GEN are broad-INF-HON-FIN great lord DV PT 
its leaves are broad, as the great lord (KK 57) 

JJO IA 1f~~~JJ~ ~M~ $~ 
ka-ku-no NkotO na-ni op-am-u to 
thus-INF-GEN like name-LOC carry-TENT-FIN DV 
in order to perpetuate that [it] was like that (KK 97) 

~flj~*~tAili~~~*!±! 
uri pam-ey-Npa kwo-NtOmo omop-oy-u 
melon eat-EV-CON child-PLUR think-PASS-FIN 
When [I] eat melon, [I] cannot help thinking of [my] children (lit.: I 
suddenly think of my children) (MYS V: 802) 

~~~~~~~~~m~~Mm~&~~R&~@tmlA~~~ 
%&§t11[ 
uMEY-no pana sak-yi-tar-u sono-no awo yaNkiy pa kaNtura n-i s
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-kyer-aNs-u ya 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR garden-GEN 
green willow TOP wig DV-INF do-DEB-INF become-INF-PERF
INF-RETR-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that [we] should make [our] wigs out of the 
green willows in the garden where the plum blossoms have 
bloomed? (MYS V: 817) 

~~!±!~~~~~~~ •• ~~~~~~~ 
pur-u yukyi to pyito-no myi-ru-maNte uMEY -no pana tir-u 
fall-A TTR snow DV person-GEN see-A TTR-TERM plum-GEN 
flower fall-FIN 
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plum blossoms fall to such an extent that people will perceive them 
as falling snow (MYS V: 839) 

~ 'gf[) It ~ *f[) ~ ~l§jJDiBl1J\ fp PI m f[)mE 
tOpo t-u pyitO matu[u]ra-no kapa-ni waka [a]yu tur-u 
distant DV-ATTR person Matu-ura-GEN river-LOC young 
sweetfish angle-FIN 
people from far away (lit.: distant people) angle young sweetfish at 
the Matu-ura river (MYS V: 857) 

~:sLPItfJ\f[),~1J\Z* ~tfJ\~ 
TONP-YI-TAT-I-kane-t-u TORI n-i si ar-an-e-Npa 
fly-INF-depart-INF-NEG/POT(INF)-PERF-FIN bird DV-INF 
PT exist-NEG-EV -CON 
[I] could not flyaway because [I] am not a bird (MYS V: 893) 

l±liBlzfrj{JI-~~~liKI]I~ ~1i{~:&frjy)( 
INTE-pasir-i in-ana to OMOP-EY-NtO ko-ra-ni sayar-i-n-u 
exit(INF)-run-INF go-DES DV think-EV -CONC child-PLUR-DAT 
be prevented-INF-PERF-FIN 
although [I] think that [I] would like to run away, [I] am prevented 
by [my] children (MYS V: 899) 

* ~-sf~:tz:~-B3:,~,~ft~mE~ m 
ama wotOMYE-NtOmo sima-N-kakur-u MYI-y-u 
fisher maiden-PLUR island-LOC-hide-ATTR see-PASS-FIN 
[I] see fisher maidens hiding in [the shadow of] the island (MYS 
XV: 3597) 

*{i JJ!lf1J\ 1jr -sf }~Pm:~{if[) 
akyi-no NWO-ni sa-wo-sika nak-yi-t-u 
autumn-GEN field-LOC PREF-male-deer cry-INF-PERF-FIN 
male deer cried in the autumn field (MYS XV: 3678) 

{JI-iBl~!lf1i:&*tI~HJ{1m{i~{JI-f/i&*H:~JJ{JI-R~~fp*L-sf~iBl~ 
{JI-PI 1i {jtiBl-$ 
ipata-NWO-ni yaNtor-i s-uru kyimyi ipye-N-pyitO-no iNtu-ra to 
ware-wo tOp-aNpa ika n-i ip-am-u 
Ipata-field-LOC lodge-NML do-ATTR lord home-GEN-person
GEN where-LOC DV I-ACC ask-COND how DV-INF say-TENT
FIN 
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[Oh, my] lord who lodged at the Ipata field. If people from [your] 
home ask me (saying) where [are you], what should [I] answer? 
(MYS XV: 3689) 

{jt RfL1m 13 Jff"3~fL ll?Pf. ~$ 
iNture n-o PYI-maNte are kwopiy-wor-am-u 
which DV-ATTR day-TERM I long.for(INF)-exist-TENT-FIN 
until what day should I be longing for [you]? (MYS XV: 3742) 

~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~$ 
waka-kyi KWO-Ntomwo pa woti koti-ni sawak-yi-nak-uram-u 
young-ATTR child-PLUR TOP there here-LOC make.noise-INF
cry-TENT2-FIN 
young children will probably cry loudly here [and] there (MYS 
XVII: 3962) 

~«Jff*~~~ft~I3.~~*~~~*$ 
sa yamaNta n-o woNti-Nka SONO PYI-ni motOmey ap-aNs-u-ky
em-u 
so YamaNta DV-ATTR old man-POSS that day-LOC search(INF) 
meet-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
So, old man YamaNta searched for [him] on that day, but did not 
find [him] (MYS XVII: 4014) 

W~~~~~~fi~W~~~~Jfffi~$~ 
iku ywo p-u to yom-yi-tutu imwo pa ware mat-uram-u so 
how many night pass-FIN DV count-INF-COOR beloved TOP I 
wait-TENT2-ATTR PT 
[My] beloved will probably wait for me, counting: 'How many 
nights have passed?' (MYS XVIII: 4072) 

~~~*~~~~~~~«~~m~~~.~ 
wa-Nko opo kyimyi yosinwo-no myiya-wo ari-[N]kaywop-yi 
myes-u 
I-POSS great lord Yosinwo-GEN palace-ACC ITER-
go.back.and.forth-INF look(HON)-FIN 
My emperor constantly visits the palace in Yosinwo, and looks 
[around] (MYS XVIII: 4099) 

~cS3mJ]\'~.~~m 
soko yuwe n-i KOKORO naNk-u ya 
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there reason DV -INF heart calm.down-FIN PT 
will [my] heart calm down due to those circumstances? (MYS XIX: 
4154) 

~S~~~~~*.~~*~~~~~ 
AKYI KANSE-ni pyimwo tOk-yi-akey-na taNta nar-aNs-u tOmo 
autumn wind-LOC cord untie-INF-open-DES direct be-NEG-FIN 
CONJ 
[I] wish that the autumn wind would untie the cords, even if [it] is 
not directly (MYS XX: 4295) 

~iiJ ll: ~~$$~7J~-$ 
ato-wo myi-tutu sinop-am-u 
footstep-ACC see(INF)-COOR yearn-TENT-FIN 
looking at [Buddha's] footstep, [I] will yearn [for him] (BS 6) 

c*L7J~iBt=F$fljf~fIjll:~ 
kore n-o yo pa utur-i sar-u tOmwo 
this DV-ATTR world TOP change-INF go away-FIN CONJ 
Even though this world changes and goes away ... (BS 10) 

JJ*;Wjf~~.~~am:£!l!4'fF.'iJ\~atfJJ::AfF.lJ\PX:~x 
WARE TAKA MYI-KURA-ni IMAS-I-SOMEYS-U-yuri KO 
TOSI-ni ITAR-U-maNte MU TOSI n-i NAR-I-n-u 
I high HON-seat-LOC be(HON)-INF-begin-ATTR-ABL this year
LOC reach-ATTR-TERM six year DV-INF become-INF-PERF
FIN 
[It] has been six years this year since I have been on the high 
throne (SM 7) 

~;ezJit 
IKUSA OKOS-Asim-u 
army raise-CAUS-FIN 
[Nakamaro] made armies to raise (SM 28) 

f$* g{jl",Ii!n~LI1:z]({~W 
Nakamaro-i T ANT ASI-KYI OMYI to s-i-te P ANPYER-I-t-u 
Nakamaro-ACT loyal-ATTR noble DV do-INF-SUB serve-INF
PERF-FIN 
Nakamaro served as a loyal noble (SM 34) 
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~2~~~~~~~&~~mro~W*~~~4~~.~~ 
wa-Nko opo kyimyi pa tapyirakey-ku naNka-ku imas-i-te tOyo 
myi-kyi matur-u 
I-POSS great lord TOP safe-INF long-INF exist(HON)-INF-SUB 
abundant HON-rice.wine present(HUM)-FIN 
[I] present the abundant rice wine so that my sovereign (lit.: great 
lord) [would] live safely and long (SNK 4) 

Examples of the final predication suffix -i: 

$:;t;~~iIIiI1{6:1Jo;t;JCit~iiJ~~~1Jo;t;~ ~~;t;JCit~iiJ~~~ 
~±~ -- --
ilT/t:!.i'2 

Kwosi-no kuni-ni sakasi mye-wo ar-i to kyik-as-i-te kupasi mye
wo ar-i to kyik-os-i-te 
Kwosi-GEN province-LOC wise woman-ABS exist-FIN DV hear
HON-INF-SUB beautiful woman-ABS exist-FIN DV hear-HON
INF-SUB 
[Opo kuni nusi] heard that there is a wise woman in the Kwosi 
province, heard that there is a beautiful woman (KK 2) 

~iiJ1Jo~t.~a{6:~ttlt1!!ffilHWT & ~.fi~~~fjjJ ~1t ttWT~;ffi 4 
~~iiJ~*~~ 
aka-N-tama pa wo sapey pyikar-e-Nto sira tama-no kyimyi-Nka 
yosopyi si taputwo-ku ar-i-kyer-i 
red-DV(ATTR)-jewel TOP cord PT shine-EV-CONC white jewel
COMP lord-POSS adorned. appearance PT revered-INF exist
INF-RETR-FIN 
Although even the cord of red jewels shines, [I] realized [that I] 
feel reverence [for my] lord's adorned appearance, which is like a 
white jewel (KK 7) 

*fiM.~*am~~m~fiM~~R.am~~~RM.~ 
~~am~~ 
pwo-tu ye pa amey-wo op-yer-i naka-tu ye pa aNtuma-wo op-yer-i 
siN-tu ye pa pyina-wo op-yer-i 
top-GENILOC branch TOP heaven-ACC cover-PROG-FIN 
middle-GEN/LOC branch TOP lands.in.the.east-ACC cover
PROG-FIN bottom-GEN/LOC branch TOP rural.region-ACC 
cover-PROG-FIN 
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[Its] top branches are covering the Heaven, [its] middle branches 
are covering the lands in the East, and [its] lower branches are 
covering the rural regions (KK 100) 

~t;~11t~g~~fI)~?p-f~~~jJD?P-~*B;@ 
opo-myiya-no wotO t-u pataNte sumyi kataNpuk-yer-i 
great-place-GEN that DV-ATTR edge(?) corner incline-PROG
FIN 
The edge corners of that side of the great palace are falling apart 
(KK 105) 

~iiJ~~~m~.!:t~PJfJjfl~iiJfJj~.!:t~flfjT$.ffiit 
aka-N-tama-no pyikari pa ar-i to pyitO pa ip-ey-Nto 
red-DV(ATTR)-jewel-GEN light TOP exist-FIN DV person TOP 
say-EV -CONC 
Although people say that the red jewel has light (NK 6) 

~~~~~$~~~a~~~~~~~W4~.~~~m~~ 
~fJj*;@ 
yo-no naka pa munasi-kyi mono to sir-u tOkyi si iyoyo masu-masu 
kanasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
world-GEN middle TOP empty-ATTR thing DV know-A TTR time 
PT more.and.more more.and.more sad-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
When [I] realized that the world is empty, [it] turned out to be 
more and more sad (MYS V: 793) 

.!:tft~?P-~J3 ~C1fJj?p-m 
pyisa kata n-o TUKIY PA ter-i-tar-i 
long hard DV-ATTR moon TOP shine-INF-PERFIPROG-FIN 
The eternal and hard moon is shining (MYS XV: 3672) 

,~m~::ft~~~~~~'l]\*m~f,3: 
uMEY -no PANA myi-yama to sim-yi n-i ar-i tOmo 
plum-GEN blossom HON-mountain DV grow.thick-NML DV-INF 
exist-FIN CONJ 
Even though plum blossoms are blooming densely as a mountain 
(MYS XVII: 3902) 

fjT*'l]\~f,3:~**j;~~tLJJI~*'l]\* ~tfJ\~IDl;1~~.5t*m 
imey-ni pa motOna apyi-myi-re-NtO taNta n-i ar-an-e-Npa kwopiy 
yam-aNs-u-kyer-i 
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dream-LOC TOP aimlessly REC-see-EV-CONC direct OV-INF 
exist-NEG-EV-CON 10ve(NML) stop-NEG-INF-RETR-FIN 
although we see each other aimlessly in dreams, because [our 
meetings] are not direct, [our] love does not stop (MYS XVII: 
3980) 

fo tL ~ ~ 11:: tL Wi .l:t11:: .:sf. ~{~~ fo ~f6:: $~ *11:: '=f:t'ltG;J#fitL~1j 
ware-ni otOr-er-u pyitO-wo opo-myi watas-am-u tamey to utus-i
matur-er-i 
I-OAT be worse-PROG-ATTR person-ABS many-GER lead 
across-TENT-ATTR in.order.to OV carve-INF-HUM-PROG-FIN 
because there are many people who have been worse than me, [I] 
have carved [Buddha's footprint] in order to save [them] (BS 13) 

~~l:!Uijj ~fitfJi JJ-m:~PJtL ~ J# .EUt 11:: JJfjt J# JJ ~ ~f!Uijj~:tff 11:: 
PJ~*~Ij**;Sj]D~Ij~~1j -
kusurisi pa tune n-o mo ar-e-NtO marapyitO n-o ima-no kusurisi 
taputo-k-ar-i-kyer-i meyNtasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
medicine man TOP usual OV-ATTR PT exist-EV-CONC guest 
OV-ATTR now-GEN medicine man revered-INF-exist-INF
RETR-FIN praiseworthy-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
Although there are usual medicine men, too, the present Guest 
Medicine Man is [indeed] revered. [He] is praiseworthy (BS 15) 

i'9;~~~~-§-J1ItJ~~fIJ 
IMASI-tati MORC> PA WA-NKA TIKA-KYI WOPYI nar-i 
you-PLUR all TOP I-POSS close-ATTR nephew be-FIN 
All [of] you are my close nephews (SM 17) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The final predication markers -u and -i are also found in Eastern 
Old Japanese. I cannot observe any functional difference between 
their usage in Western and Eastern Old Japanese. 

Examples of the final predication suffix -u: 

**JJm~&~W~:tff_~.&~~&~4 
aswo-no KApara-ywo isi pum-aNs-u swora-yu to k-yi-n-u yo 
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Aswo-GEN river-bed-ABL stone tread-NEG-INF sky-ABL DV 
come-INF-PERF-FIN PT 
[I] came from the river-bed of Aswo, as from the sky, without 
treading on stones! (MYS XIV: 3425) 

~~f~'Alig!l!f1]\ ~*?&:~:$ 
ma-topo-ku n-o NWO-ni mwo ap-ana-m-u 
INT-distant-INF DV-ATTR field-LOC PT meet-DES-TENT-FIN 
[I] would like to meet [you] even in a distant field (MYS XIV: 
3463) 

$-~fpPJ*Lfjt~z -9-1tWzflJ-tlt g~*?&:~;ffi-9-
tat-i-wakare in-i-si yopyi-ywori se-ro-ni ap-an-ap-u yo 
depart-INF-part(INF) go.away-INF-PAST/ATTR night-ABL 
beloved-DIM-DAT meet-NEG-ITER-FIN PT 
from the night when [we] parted and [he] went away, [I] never met 
[my] beloved! (MYS XIV: 3375) 

~~f~'A~~f~S:! 
ma-topo-ku omwop-oy-u 
INT -far-INF think-PASS-FIN 
[it] suddenly seems to be very far away (MYS XIV: 3522) 

~$-~!t~~~ft~ 
ma-taNpyi n-i nar-i-n-u 
INT-journey DV-INF become-INF-PERF-FIN 
[it] became a really [long] journey (MYS XX: 4388) 

Examples ofthe final predication suffix -i: 

~iiJ~*ll:l:~~ m 
as i-key pyito nar-i 
bad-ATTR person be-FIN 
[he] is a bad person (MYS XX: 4382) 

.lJ, ~ JJ £3:JJD:fR iit z c g £3:1]\ ~iiJJJD~:fR 1]\ l1l!!;@ 
ipye-no [i]mo-Nka kyi-se-si koromo-ni aka tuk-yi-n-i-kar-i 
home-GEN beloved-POSS wear-CAUS(INF)-PAST/ATTR 
garment-LOC dirt attach-INF -PERF -INF -RETR-FIN 
dirt stuck to the garment that my beloved at home made [me] wear 
(MYS XX: 4388) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
Ryukyuan comparative data are crucial in three respects. First, 
there is no distinction between the allomorphs -u and -i that we 
observed above in both Western and Eastern Old Japanese. Thus, 
Ryukyuan does not offer any evidence for the stative / active 
distinction between -i and -u found in Western Old Japanese. It is 
equally possible that either of these two languages underwent an 
innovation: either Ryukyuan losing it or Western Old Japanese 
acquiring it. The second solution may be more viable if we view 
this development in Western Old Japanese as a structural change 
under the influence of Korean. Second, although the final 
predication suffix is mostly spelled as -u - -yu in Old and Classical 
Ryukyuan, modem dialects clearly indicate the PR form 
*-um, with a final *-m which can be safely reconstructed both on 
the basis of the reflexes in dialects, cf., e.g. Koniya 'iky-um 'go
FIN' vs. Shuri 'ich-uN 'id.' as well as on Shuri morphophonemic 
rules, cf. the Shuri interrogative form 'ich-um-i go-FIN-QS 'will 
you go?' with the interrogative suffix -i before which we can see 
the underlying form *-um. Third, and most importantly, the 
palatalization k > ch in Shuri, the presence of -y- in the Koniya 
form, and, finally the peculiar spellings in Old and Classical 
Ryukyuan, as, for example in RK 3888 below all indicate that 
historically the final predication suffix *-um is an auxiliary that 
followed the infinitive form in -i-. In all probability, we can 
reconstruct the following development from proto-Japonic to 
Western Old Japanese and Shuri: 

PJ *yik-i-um 
go-INF-FIN 

Examples: 

Old Ryukyuan 

WOJyuk-u 
go-FIN 

Shuri 'ich-uN 
go-FIN 

c~q, \:bt~ 0 0) 6 < G L-It L-It ~ jO V) 6 i:J~ltjO ct V) lb v \v \~ 
Gtf 
sa-i-watar-u n-o sakura sike-sike to or-i-sat-ife keo-yori ai-ide
ram-u 
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bloom-INF-cross-ATTR DV-ATTR sakura dense-dense DV bend
INF-stretch-INF today-ABL COOP-go.out-TENT2-FIN 
[Sailors!] From today [you] should go out together bundling 
together [like] blooming sakura [trees] (aS X: 531) 

Classical Ryukyuan 

It \ 6 It \ 6 i;:~ ~ t It \iJ"ft L- t 1TiJ"ib 
iro-iro n-i I-ti-mo ika nas-i-mo Ik-an-u 
different DV-INF say(INF)-SUB-PT how do-INF-PT go-NEG
FIN 
whatever [you] say, and whatever [you] do, [I] will not go (RK 725) 

~t~u3±--ct~~f'i i;:.:cfth~iJ~ 
FICIN o-SHU-teda ya zuma-ni so nar-e-yu ga 
Ficin-GEN HaN-lord-sun TOP where-LaC next be-INF-FIN PT 
Where does the emperor of Beijing live? (RK 3888) 

Shuri 

'ich-uN di 'yu-ta-N 
go-FIN DV say-PAST-FIN 
[He] said that [he] would go (RKJ 435) 

husi-nu chura-sa-N 
star-NOM beautiful-NML-FIN 
The star is beautiful (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 10) 

kunu maNgaa umu-sa-N doo 
this cartoon interesting-NML-FIN PT 
this cartoon is interesting (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 18) 

Kumejima 

yaa-naa wu-N yoo 
house-LaC exist-FIN PT 
[I] am at home (Nohara 1986: 126) 

Miyako 

taka-k-a-m ko:na 
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high-INF-exist-FIN buy/NEG/IMP 
[It] is expensive. Do not buy [it] (Karimata 1997a: 400) 

One of the etymological explanations that goes back to Hattori 
Shiro, connects this *-um with the verb wor- 'to exist.' If we take 
into consideration the Ryukyuan final forms of this verb, such as, 
for example, Shuri wuN, the analogy may seem perfect. But 
unfortunately this etymology has too many problems. First, the 
Shuri form itself goes back to *wor-i-um with expected and regular 
development *wor-i-um > *wu-i-um > wuN. Second, the loss of 
intervocalic -w- does not occur at all in Western Old Japanese, and 
the reliable cases of the loss of -r- are found in Western Old 
Japanese or pre-Western Old Japanese only in some verbal 
morphological markers, such as the attributive or evidential (see 
2.2.5.4). Finally, and most importantly, Shuri wuN < *wor-i-um 
still includes the same morpheme of final predication -N < *-um, 
and, therefore, the whole explanation becomes completely circular. 
Thus, at the present stage of our knowledge we can only conclude 
that *-um is likely to be an obsolete auxiliary, but we do not know 
anything about its origin or etymology. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
The final form *-um was sometimes compared to the Manchu final 
form -bi < bi- 'to be', and Old Korean *-pi found within the final 
form *-ta-pi. Needless to say, this comparison can be completely 
rejected on the basis of incomparable phonetic forms. Other 
problems also besiege this comparison: Ma. -bi is quite a late 
grammaticalization, not found in other Tungusic languages except 
Jurchen, and the segmentation of the Old Korean form may be 
problematic as well. 

6.2.2.1.2 Attributive -uru ~ -u ~ -ru ~-o 
The attributive suffix's main allomorph is -uru, which is found 
after all vowel verbs (except strong vowel verbs, where it becomes 
just -ru), and all irregular verbs (except r-irregular verbs). After all 
consonant verbs and r-irregular verbs the allomorph -u is used, 
according to the morphonological rule of -r- loss mentioned in 
2.2.5.4. The defective verb n- has a special attributive ending in -0: 
n-o, and the defective verb t- has the attributive -u like consonant 
verbs. 
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Ch 35 D· ·b . art : Istn uttOn 0 fh 11 h fh ·b ive suffix tea omorpl s 0 t e attn ut 
verb class allomorph 
consonant verbs -u 
regular vowel verbs -urn 
k-irregular verbs -urn 
s-irre~ular verbs -urn 
n-irregular verbs -urn 
strong vowel verbs -rn 
r-irregular verbs -u 
defective verb t- -u 
defective verb n- -0 

A similar picture is observed if -uru is used not after a verbal 
stem but after another verbal suffix or an auxiliary: if a suffix or an 
auxiliary ends with a vowel, the main a1lomorph -uru is used, and 
the final vowel of the preceding suffix or an auxiliary is apocopated. 
If a suffix or an auxiliary ends in a consonant, the a1lomorph -u is 
used.27 The only exception is the perfective auxiliary -n- that has 
the attributive form -n-uru. The causative suffix -as- - -(a)se-, 
which may end either in a consonant or in a vowel, has accordingly 
either -as-u or -as-uru. 

Chart 36: Combinations of the attributive suffixes -uru and -u with 
d· ffi db d T· prece mg su lxes an oun aUXllanes 

suffixes and auxiliaries -uru -u 
tentative -(a)m- - -(a)m-u 
tentative2 -(u)ram- - -(u)ram-u 
negative -(a)n- - -(a)n-u 
~assive -fa)ye-, -raye- -(a)y-uru -
causative -(a)simey- -(a)sim-uru -
causative -as- - -(a)se- -as-u -as-uru 
iterative -ap- - -ap-u 
honorific -as- - -as-u 
perfective -te- -t-uru -
perfective -n- -n-uru -
retrospective -kyer- - -kyer-u 
progressive -(y)er- - -(y)er-u 
perfective-progressive -tar- - -tar-u 

27 The allomorph -ru is not used after suffixes and auxiliaries. 
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The attributive form has three main functions: (1) a modifying 
function; (2) a verbal noun function (nominalized form); and (3) a 
final predicate function. 

6.2.2.1.2.1 Attributive as a modifier 
There are two types of modifiers with an attributive function: 
simple, when an attributive form constitutes a sentence of its own 
and modifies the following nominal; and extended, when the 
attributive represents a predicate in an extended sentence which in 
this case as a whole becomes a modifier of the nominal following 
the attributive. 

fI$¥jfE~lru$-~ 
turukyi 0-0 tati 
double-edged sword DV-ATTR long. sword 
a long sword that is a double-edged sword (KK 33) 

.~~lru~ ••• ~~lrumg~~$-
myeNtori 0-0 wa-Nka opo kyimyi-oo or-os-u pata 
MyeNtori DV-ATTR I-POSS great lady-GEN weave-HON
ATTR fabric 
The fabric that my lady MyeNtori weaves (KK 66) 

tm~.mM~~~.tm~ 
tama nar-aNpa a-Nka por-u tama 
jewel be-COND I-POSS desire-ATTRjewel 
if [my beloved] were a jewel, [she would be] a jewel I desire (NK 
92) 

{E~q:wrJim fA jf!iI§R5ff:lf-&#oJZ 
kyikos-i-wos-u kuni-no ma-po-ra Nso 
rule(HON)-INF-HON-ATTR country-GEN INT-top-LOC PT 
in the highest place of the country, where [the emperor] rules 
(MYS V: 800) 

.~fAmelru~~~fA~jf.**~~$-~ 
op-yi-k-uru mono pa mwomwo kusa n-i semey-yor-i-k-yi-tar-u 
pursue-INF-come-ATTR thing TOP hundred kind DV-INF 
assault(INF)-approach-INF -come-INF -PERF IPROG-A TTR 
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the things that pursue [us], come assaulting [us] in a hundred 
varieties (MYS V: 804) 

~OtLS3~J]\~~.I:t~o~&-$f~£3:;fXPJ*}~H6:: 
ware yuwe n-i omwop-yi-waNp-uram-u ima-Nka kanasi-sa 
1 reason DV-INF think-INF-worry-TENT2-ATTR beloved-POSS 
be.dear-NML 
[feeling of] endearment for [my] beloved who probably worries 
because of me (MYS XV: 3727) 

*J]\~£3:~S3~JX~ 
IPYE n-i-te rna tayutap-u INOn 
home DV-INF-SUB PT be.unstable-ATTR life 
[my] life which is uncertain even at home (MYS XVII: 3896) 

~ ••• ~~~~PJ~~* •• ~m*&~£3: 
KONO TATINPANA-wo tokyiNsi-ku n-o kaNk-u n-o KO-NO 
MIY to NA-N-TUKEY-kyer-asi-mo 
this mandarin.orange-ACC be off season-INF DV-ATTR smell
ATTR DV-ATTR tree-GEN fruit DV name-LOC-attach(INF)
RETR-SUP-EXCL 
[we] should call these mandarin oranges fragrant tree fruits that 
are off season! (MYS XVIII: 4111) 
Note that in this example the first n-o follows the infinitive form -ku. The usage of 
the second attributive n-o in this example is idiosyncratic and even possibly 
ungrammatical, since the attributive modifies the following noun by itself, and n-o 
is unnecessary. 

~~*~**;fX~~.~.*m~~PJ 
asa-na [a]sa-na aNkar-u pyiNpari n-i nar-i-te-si ka 
morning-PLUR morning-PLUR rise-ATTR skylark DV-INF 
become-INF -PERF -P AST / A TTR PT 
every morning, [I] want to have become a skylark, flying up (MYS 
XX: 4433) 

f6::~ ~*~,=¥jI? §;fij.fi* m 
sak-u pana pa utur-op-u tOkyi ar-i 
bloom-ATTR flower TOP wither-ITER-ATTR time exist-FIN 
There is a time when blooming flowers will be withering (MYS 
XX: 4484) 
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4iF7M~{1mmJ7~J7J7~iiJmAACtLmE{i~~{i~5f~ 
yo-tu n-o peymyi itu-tu n-o mono-no atumar-er-u kyitana-kyi 
miy-woNpa 
four-CL DV-ATTR snake five-CL DV-ATTR thing-GEN 
gather-PROG-ATTR dirty-ATTR body-ACC(EMPH) 
the dirty body where four snakes and five demons (lit.: things) 
have accumulated (BS 19) 

~1£ mE Jut -BJ: 1£ ffi] 
SAKASIMA NAr-u PYITO-NtOmo AR-I-TE 
rebellious be-ATTR person-PLUR exist-INF-SUB 
there were people who were rebellious (SM 16) 

MAACg~8~~~~**~~~ffmE~M.~~ 
KYIYWOMARO SI-Nka ANE POPUKUN-tO ITO OPO-KYI n-i 
ASI-ku KANTAM-YEr-u ITUPAR-I-N-KOTO-wo TUKUR-I-te 
Kyiywomaro he-POSS elder.sister Popukun-COM very big-ATTR 
DV-INF bad-INF be.insincere-PROG-ATTR lie-NML-GEN
word-ACC make-INF-SUB 
Kyiywomaro with his elder sister Popukun created an extremely 
big, bad and insincere lie ... (SM 44) 

6.2.2.1.2.2 Attributive as a nominalized form 
Either the attributive itself functions as a verbal noun or the whole 
sentence in which the attributive serves as final predicate can 
function as one nominalized form. In this function the attributive 
can be followed by various case markers, the focus particles pa and 
mo, conjunctions, and the defective verb n-. 

~AAC~~~~ff~~M~*~~~Wff~.M~$~ 
ima koso pa wa-N-tori n-i ar-am-ey noti pa na-N-tori n-i ar-am-u
wo 
now PT TOP I-OSM-bird DV -INF exist-TENT -EV after TOP you
OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC 
Now [I] am my bird, later [I] will be your bird, so ... (KK 3) 

~t\~~AACf;£;&~~~~. 
taku-N-pusuma sayaNk-u-Nka sita-ni 
taku-GEN-cover rustle-ATTR-POSS bottom-LOC 
under the rustling of the taku covers (KK 5) 
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~~$*~m@*~~~~~*~~ 
MYITI-wo taN-TOPO-myi OMOP-U swora YASUKEY NA-ku n
i NANKEYK-U SWORA Y ASU-K-AR-AN-U MONOwo 
way-ABS PREF-far-GER think-ATTR PT easy no-INF DV-INF 
lament-ATTR PT easy-INF-exist-NEG-ATTR CON] 
although it is not easy even to lament and to love because the way 
is far (MYS IV: 534) 

~~~~~~~~~~.~~W~~~~~ 
pur-u yukyi to pyito-no myi-ru-maNte uMEY -no pana tir-u 
fall-ATTR snow DV person-GEN see-ATTR-TERM plum-GEN 
flower fall-FIN 
plum blossoms fall to such an extent that people will perceive 
[them] as falling snow (MYS V: 839) 

::B g !t~~~iiJl*~*~*L~ 
mworo-pyito-no aswoNp-u-wo myi-re-Npa 
all person-GEN enjoy-ATTR-ACC see-EV-CON 
when [I] see all the people enjoying [themselves] (MYS V: 843) 

I:JJ~Z}~,t*~~~ ~,~, ~1i~~*L~~ 
TOYO n-o tOsi sirus-u to nar-asi YUKYI-no pur-er-u pa 
abundant DV-ATTR year show.a.sign-ATTR DV become-SUP 
snow-GEN fall-PROG-ATTR TOP 
A snowfall seems to become a good omen for an abundant year 
(MYS XVII: 3925) 

~~::B~~~~$~$*~~~~.m~$ 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo-ni myi-se-m-u-Nka tamey n-i momyit-i tor-i
te-m-u 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM-DAT see-CAUS-TENT-ATTR-POSS for 
DV -INF leaves.tum.red/yellow-NML take-INF-PERF -TENT -FIN 
[I] want to take red leaves in order to show [them] to my beloved 
(MYS XIX: 4222) 

~~~~~~~JJ~$~*.~~.~ •• ~.~~.~. 
ato-wo my i-tutu sinop-am-u taNta n-i ap-u-maNte-ni masa n-i ap
u-maNte-ni 
footstep-ACC see(INF)-COOR yeam-TENT-FIN direct DV-INF 
meet-ATTR-TERM-LOC real DV-INF meet-ATTR-TERM
LOC 
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looking at [Buddha's] footstep, [I] will yearn [for him], until [I] 
meet [him] directly, until [I] really meet [him] (BS 6) 

% :)(mfi;~ mE -Sf-Jj!,)l\ It ~ ffi] 
NORI-NO PUMYI-NI NOSE-tar-u-wo ATO t6 S-I-TE 
law-GEN scripture-LOC place(INF)-PERFIPROG-ATTR-ACC 
FOOTSTEP DV DO-INF-SUB 
taking what is written in the law scriptures as a precedent (SM 2) 

~~m~1!~~itlil.f!!l~:¥/J\~!1$ftS:~:¥/J\PX:9X 
w.~ TAKA MYI-KURA-n~. IMAS-I-SOMEYS-U-yuri KO 
TOSI-ni ITAR-U-maNte MU TOSI n-i NAR-I-n-u 
I high HON-seat-LOC be(HON)-INF-begin-ATTR-ABL this 
year-LOC reach-ATTR-TERM six year DV-INF become-INF
PERF-FIN 
It has been six years (reaching to) this year since I have been on 
the high throne (SM 7) 

6.2.2.1.2.3 Attributive as a final predicate 
If the particles so - Nso, ya, ka, namo28 are found anywhere in a 
sentence before a final verb, then the final predication suffix -u is 
automatically replaced with the attributive suffix -uru (or other 
allomorphs of the attributive suffix). The same rule applies to other 
attributive forms that do not involve -uru or its allomorphs, e.g. the 
past attributive -si or the adjectival attributive -kyi. This rule is 
known in the traditional grammar as 1* V) iffilj kakari-musubi 'the 
rule of linking'. It is necessary to note that the particle namo 
practically does not appear in the Western Old Japanese poetic 
texts.29 All examples of its usage are limited to prose texts, and 
more exactly only to the Senmyo. Strangely enough, although the 
Norito is also a prose text, namo is not attested there. One more 
important observation is that both the particles ka and kamo trigger 
the change of a final predicative form to an attributive when they 
are found both before and after a verb, although this change when 
it occurs with ka and kamo following the verb is not traditionally 
classified as a kakari-musubi. 

28 Since the MJ cognate is namu, and the otsu-rui vowel 101 does not raise to lui, 
we can conjecture that the pre-OJ form was *namwo with ko-rui vowel Iwo/. 
29 With the exception of a single attestation in MYS XII: 2877 cited below. MJ 
namu does not appear in poetic texts of the Heian period either (Iwai 1981: 207). 
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-$ :11m !t~ mE:I1m -m:{j"~ f~~ 1m:l1m-m: 
mukap-yi-wor-u kamo i-swop-yi-wor-u kamo 
face-INF-exist-ATTR PT DLF-snuggle-INF-exist-ATTR PT 
Oh, [she] is facing [me]! Oh, [she] is snuggling with [me]! (KK 
42) 

{j"~ &~tt v\mE 
i-kyir-aNs-u so k-uru 
DLF-cut-NEG-INF PT come-ATTR 
[I] come back without cutting [them] there (KK 51) 

~~m-m:~.~~~~-m:~~fi*~~~~V\-m:~mE:I1m 
awo na rna kyiNpiy pyitO-ta tOma n-i si tum-ey-Npa tanwosi-ku 
mo ar-u ka 
green vegetables PT KyiNpiy person-COM together DV-INF PT 
pick-EV -CON delightful-INF PT exist-ATTR PT 
Is [not] it delightful when [I] pick green vegetables together with 
the girl from KyiNpiy? (KK 54) 

JjW~)jjfiiJ-m:-TfifJ!z{j"-m:tXM~tfttR1i~J!: 
nani to kamo utukusi ima-Nka mata sak-yi-[iJNte-ko-n-u 
what DV PT beautiful beloved-POSS again bloom-INF-exit(INF)
come-NEG-ATTR 
for (lit: being) what [reason], does [my] beautiful beloved not 
bloom again? (NK 114) 

*gffj7]\ffif~l-=F*~ riJ~i~tt 
MIYAKWO n-i-TE TA-NKA TAMOTO-wo ka WA-NKA 
MAKURAK-AM-U 
capital DV-INF-SUB who-POSS sleeve-ACC PT I-POSS 
use.as.a.pillow-TENT -ATTR 
Whose sleeves will I use as a pillow at the capital? (MYS III: 439) 

{j" Ji.V\ a:J riJ~flJ{PJ1j(~tlj~ 
iNtuku-yu ka siwa-Nka k-yi-tar-i-si 
where-ABL PT wrinkle-POSS come-INF-PERFIPROG-INF
PAST/ATTR 
Where did the wrinkles come from? (MYS V: 804) 
In this example we have the past attributive -si that is used as a form of final 
predication after the particle ka. 
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4' ~*~lHf~px; 1J\~,~~"~ 
IMA PA PARU-pey to nar-i-n-i-kyer-u kamwo 
now TOP spring-? DV become-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR 
PT 
It turned out that now [it] is (lit.: has become) spring (MYS VIII: 
1433) 

~~ filJtmfr-*1J\ tEl ~ ~:t --;j-
KWOP-URE-NtOmo NANI si ka IMWO-ni AP-U TOKYI mwo 
na-kyi 
love-EV -CONC what PT PT beloved-DAT meet-A TTR time PT 
no-ATTR 
although [I] love [her], why is there no time at all to meet [my] 
beloved? (MYS XII: 2994) 
In this example we have the adjectival attributive -kyi that is used as a form of 
final predication after the preceding interrogative particle ka. 

fr-*~* mZ~~**Ltt~fpPJ*L ~ ?El~q:g£3:~{6::${i£3:iflg1J\ ~ *m*mt --
IMWO-tO ar-i-si TOKYI PA ar-e-NtOmwo wakare-te pa 
koromoNte samu-kyi mono n-i so ar-i-kyer-u 
beloved-COM exist-INF-PAST/ATTR time TOP exist-EV-CONC 
separate(INF)-SUB TOP sleeve cold-ATTR thing DV-INF PT 
exist-INF-RETR-ATTR 
Although there was a time when [I] was with [my] beloved, since 
[we] separated, [my] sleeves are cold (MYS XV: 3591) 
Note that although in this example focus particle so is inside the non-contracted 
form of the copula, it still triggers the change of the final form to the attributive 
one. 

{JT~1J\**Llli~~ {JT~t1Ji~ ~ *~Ml:#fp~¥TrE 
imwo n-i ar-e ya yasu i mwo ne-Ns-u-te a-Nka kwopiy-watar-u 
beloved DV-INF exist-EV PT easy sleep PT sleep-NEG-INF-SUB 
I-POSS 10ve(INF)-cross-ATTR 
Is [she] my beloved? I do not sleep easily, and continue to love 
[her] (MYS XV: 3633) 

fp{i~Ml:?ElfJTi3~j]DfptL-'¥-fJT?El.l:tJ#i3~:$ 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo pa itu to ka ware-wo ipap-yi mat-uram-u 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM TOP when DV PT I-ACC pray-INF wait
TENT2-ATTR 
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My beloved will probably wait for me, praying [to the gods], and 
thinking: 'When [will he return]?' (MYS XV: 3659) 

f}C~-¥~~~~PJ* &1It 
AKYI-NO YWO-wo naNka-myi n-i ka ar-am-u 
autumn-GEN night-ABS long-GER DV-INF PT exist-TENT
ATTR 
Is [it] probably because the autumn night is long (MYS XV: 3684) 
Note that although in this example the interrogative particle ka is inside the non
contracted form of the copula, it still triggers the change of the final form to the 
attributive one. 

Z~~~~J]\*~J]\fiPJ{if~fitL~.IAf>3:*?5TEW 
sirwo KAMYI-maNte-ni OPO KYIMYI-ni tukapey-matur-e-Npa 
TAPUTWO-ku mo ar-u ka 
white hair-TERM-LOC great lord-DAT serve(INF)-HDM-EV
CON awesome-INF PT exist-ATTR PT 
When [one] serves [his] sovereign Until grey hair, is [it not] 
awesome? (MYS XVII: 3922) 

:;ffi?5TE~]JJ:t:;J]Dm-¥ JttL~~~JJ IA f>3:*¥mw 
pur-u YUKYI-no pyikari-wo MYI-re-Npa taputwo-ku mo ar-u ka 
fall-A TTR snow-GEN light-ACC see-EV -CON awesome-INF PT 
exist-ATTR PT 
When [one] sees the light of the falling snow, is [it not] awesome? 
(MYS XVII: 3923) 

{~fiZ;J]D~~~PJ~&*tt 
itu si ka to naNkeyk-as-uram-u so 
when PT PT DV lament-HON-TENT2-ATTR PT 
[she] probably laments, saying: 'When [will he return]?' (MYS 
XVII: 3962) 

~ -¥~EJ,*~ ~ ~ Jt?5TE 
ISI-wo mwo TAMA to so W A-NKA MYI-ru 
stone-ACC PT jewel DV PT I_POSS see-ATTR 
I view stones as jewels, too (MYS XIX: 4199) 

~tL-¥ PJ fi~~iJ1]\fifi$~~ * 
tare-wo ka kyimyi to myi-tutu sinwop-am-u 
who-ACC PT lord DV see(INF)-COOR long.for-TENT-ATTR 
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whom shall [I] long for, viewing [him] as [my] lord? (MYS XX: 
4440) 

~Jff?\ filg ir" Z fis ~1J\ £3:~¥mjJD£3: 
myi-m-aku-no posi-kyi kyimyi n-i mo ar-u kamo 
see-TENT-NML-GEN desire-ATTR lord DV-INF PT exist-ATTR 
PT 
I wonder whether [it] is also my lord whom [I] want to see (MYS 
XX: 4449) 
Note that in this example the change from final to attributive is triggered by the 
particle kama that follows the affected verb ar- 'to exist.' 

{jJ-~;GjJD$~-9-JJ~~ftcMf*g~l1:tt{?:tH 
in-i-si kata ti yo-no tumyi sapey poroNp-u to so ip-u 
go-INF-PAST/ATTR side thousand life-GEN sin PT disappear-FIN 
DV PT say-ATTR 
[they] say that even the sins of one thousand former lives will 
disappear (BS 17) 

As 1 mentioned above, other than a single attestation from the 
Man 'yoshu cited below, the usage of the focus particle namo (spelt 
as *£3: or ~-=e) is limited to the Senmyo text where it occurs 
ninety-three times. This is quite a spectacular number compared to 
the focus particle so ~ Nso (twenty-two times), the interrogative 
particles ya (twenty times) and ka (thirteen times), and the 
emphatic particle kamo (nineteen times). Examples: 

~~~-=e~.~~~.~~~W~~*.Z.£3: 
lTV PA namwo KWOPIY-NS-V AR-I to PA AR-AN-E-NTO 
utate KONO KORO KWOPIY si SINKEY_KYI3o mo 
when TOP PT love-NEG-INF exist-FIN DV TOP exist-NEG-EV
CONC unusually this time 10ve(NML) PT thick-ATTR PT 
Although there is no [time] when [I] say that [I] do not love [you] 
this time [ my] love is unusually strong (MYS XII: 2877) 

30 Most of the Man 'yoshii commentators read this as SINKEY-SI 'thick-FIN' 
(Takagi et al. 1960: 265), etc., but this reading goes against the kakari-musubi rule 
that requires a final predicate to be in its attributive form after the particle nama. 
Certainly, there are no other cases of the attributive form in -kyi attested after 
nama, but on the other hand there are no final forms in -si attested after nama 
either. Given that verbal final forms become attributives after nama, I believe that 
it is more consistent to interpret this form as siNkey-kyi rather than siNkey-si. 
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lI:t~OOJ(TZ~$tf¥*~~1:Ell:~-affl~~ 
KONO WOS-U KUNI AMEY -NO SIT A-NO MATURINKOTO 
TAPYlRAKEY-KU NANKA-KU AR-AM-U to narno OMOP
OS-I-[I]MAS-U 
this rule-A TTR country heaven-GEN under-GEN governance safe
INF long-INF exist-TENT-FIN DV PT think-HON-INF-HON
ATTR 
[I] deign to think that the governance would be safe and last long 
in this country under the Heaven that [I] rule (SM 3) 

7-& ~~lt ~~~**ll:~-a IlJ1H$ffl~1T1]i[ 
WOSAMEY-TAMAp-yi UTUKUSINP-YI-JAMAP-YI-K-URU 
WANSA to narno KAMU-NA-N-KARA OMOP-OS-I-MYEs-u 
rule(INF)-HON-INF show.benevolence-INF-HON-INF-come
ATTR deed DV PT deity-PLUR-GEN-nature think-HON-INF
HON-ATTR 
[I], as a deity, deign to think that [they are] the deeds that [I] deign 
to administer with benevolence (SM 3) 

~OOJ(T ••• g~g~ll:~-a~~Ra-a~~m 
WOS-U KUNI AMEY-NO SITA-woNpa NANTE-TAMAP-YI 
UTUI<USINP-YI-TAMAp-u to narno KAMU-na-N-kara mo 
OMOP-OS-YI-[I]MAs-u 
rule-A TTR country heaven-GEN under-ACC(EMPH) 
cherish(INF)-HON-INF show.benevolence-INF-HON-FIN DV PT 
deity-PLUR-GEN-nature PT think-HON-INF -HON-ATTR 
[I], as a deity, deign to think that [I] show benevolence and cherish 
the country under the Heaven that 1 rule (SM 13) 

PX:fl~tLil$(~~.~~f:;~i:mE 
NA~:-I-n-ure-Npa KOKORONPOSI-myi TAPUTWO-myi narnwo 
OMOP-YI-TAMAP-Uru 
become-INF-PERF-EV-CON glad-GER awesome-GER PT think
INF-HUM-ATTR 
because [it] became [as the deity said], [the sovereign] thought that 
[it] was joyful and awesome (SM 15) 

{jTf~ 004;J'!J B t-F~.iW\$::x1:EtLjJ~*L;B.g. g WF{*;Bll:~f:;J!mt 
iyo-NO KUNI-yori SIRWO-KYI SIRUSI N-O SIKA-wo 
TATEMATUR-I-te Ar-e-Npa uresi yorokoNp-osi to narnwo MYI
ru 
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Iyo-GEN province-ABL white-A TTR mark DV -A TTR deer-ACC 
present(HUM)-INF-SUB exist-EV-CON glad joyful-ADJ DV PT 
see-ATTR 
when [they] had presented [us] with a deer with white marks from 
the province of Iyo, [we] regarded [this] as [a] joyful and 
auspicious [event] (SM 46) 

~~~~t •• ~MS~m.~~~.~ 
OMYI-TATI-tO TOMO n-i KOTO N-I AYASI-ku URUPASI-KYI 
SIRWO-kyi KATATI-wo namwo MYI YOROKONP-Uru 
noble-PLUR-COM together DV-INF different DV-INF strange
INF beautiful-ATTR white-ATTR shape-ACC PT see(INF) 
rejoice-ATTR 
[we] rejoice together with nobles looking at this unusual, strange, 
and beautiful white shape [of the deer skin] (SM 46) 

6.2.2.1.2.4 Attributive as a final predicate without kakari
musubi 
There are cases when the attributive is used as a final predicate 
even when the particles so - Nso, ra, ka, or namo are not used in 
the sentence before the final verb.3 Saeki maintains that only very 
few examples of this usage are attested in the Old Japanese of the 
eighth century, and he provides eight of them for Western Old 
Japanese (Saeki 1959: 134).32 Below I present all examples that I 
was able to find in Western Old Japanese texts. As the reader will 
see, there are altogether more examples than are cited in the 
literature, but in general I have to agree with Saeki that this usage 
in Western Old Japanese is still rare. Saeki further notes that when 
the subject is present in a sentence that ends in an attributive 
without kakari-musubi, this subject is always marked by -no or 
-Nka. As several examples listed below demonstrate, this is not a 
necessary condition. Examples: 

~~~~.~~~w~~~~~~~.~~~~~ 
wo-ya-ni suNka-tatamyi iya-saya sik-yi-te wa-Nka puta-ri ne-si 

31 The same is applicable to other attributive forms in Western Old Japanese, such 
as the past attributive -si and the adjectival attributive -kyi. 
32 Yamada Yoshio provides only four examples, one overlapping with Saeki's list, 
and one being in fact an attributive functioning as a verbal noun and not as a form 
offinal predication (Yamada 1954: 167). 
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DIM-house-LOC sedge-mat rustling spread-INF-SUB we-POSS 
two-CL sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR 
in a little hut two of us slept [together] spreading rustling sedge 
mats (KK 19) 
In this example we have the past attributive -si that is used as a fonn of final 
predication without a preceding particle so - Nso, ya, or kn. 

;ft'=AlBZ 
WA-NKA PUTA-RI NE-si 
we-POSS two-CL sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR 
two of us slept [together] (MYS II: 109) 
In this example we have the past attributive -si that is used as a fonn of final 
predication without a preceding particle so - Nso, ya, or kn. 

~ ft@'HSZBT~1f~t~ 
TUNE n-i to KYIMYI-NKA OMOP-YI-TAR-I-kyer-u 
eternal DV-INF DV lord-POSS think-INF-PERFIPROG-INF
RETR-ATTR 
[my] lord wished [to live] eternally (MYS II: 206) 

3.S*ff JJ /F*f~M~*@'Fiffirm::S 
TAMA-NO WO-no TAYE-NSI-i IMWO-tO MUSUNP-YI-TE-si 
pearl-GEN cord-GEN tear-NEG/TENT-ACT beloved-COM tie
INF -PERF(INF)-P AST I ATTR 
Insolubility of the pearly cord tied [me] with [my] beloved (MYS 
III: 481) 
In this example we have the past attributive form -si that is used as a fonn of final 
predication without a preceding particle so - Nso, ya, or kn . 

• ~~mm~~~~~~ •• *~~~~~ 
op-yi-k-uru mono pa mwomwo kusa n-i semey-yor-i-k-yi-tar-u 
pursue-INF-come-ATTR thing TOP hundred kind DV-INF 
assault(INF)-approach-INF -come-INF -PERFIPROG-ATTR 
the things that pursue [us], come assaulting [us] in a hundred 
varieties (MYS V: 804) 

;ft~-¥JJ-=f~~~-t 
W A-NKA KOROMONTE-no POR-U TOKYI mwo na-kyi 
I-POSS sleeve-GEN dry-ATTR time PT no-ATTR 
there is no time at all for my sleeves to dry (MYS X: 1994) 
In this example we have the adjectival attributive form -kyi that is used as a fonn 
of final predication without a preceding particle so - Nso, ya, or kn. 
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:ft~fffizT~~*S 
W A-NKA KOROMONTE-no POR-U TOKYI mwo na-kyi 
I-POSS sleeve-GEN dry-ATTR time PT no-ATTR 
there is no time at all for my sleeves to dry (MYS XII: 2954) 
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In this example we have the adjectival attributive form -kyi that is used as a form 
of final predication without a preceding particle so - Nso, ya, or ka. 

;g~~1]\~*T~i~~WFft~~~fil 
KYIMYI-wo KOROMO n-i AR-ANPA SITA mwo KYI-M-U to 
W A-NKA OMOP-YER-I-kyer-u 
lord-ACC garment DV-INF exist-COND beneath PT wear-TENT
FIN DV I-POSS think-PROG-INF-RETR-ATTR 
I came to think that if [you] were a garment, [I] would wear you 
beneath [my clothes] (MYS XII: 2964) 

p:fL TfW~W1JfE 
are-ni tuNkey-t-uru 
I-DAT report(INF)-PERF-ATTR 
[thus he] reported to me (MYS XVII: 3957) 

W~1]\p:~~e~~&~~~e*~1]\s~:ft~~~~~~~ 
~~.$~ 
ika n-i ar-u puse-no ura so mwo kokoNtaku n-i kyimyi-Nka myi
se-m-u to ware-wo toNtom-uru 
how DV-INF exist-ATTR Puse-GEN bay it PT so.much DV-INF 
lord-POSS see-CAUS-TENT-FIN DV I-ACC stop-ATTR 
The bay of Puse, how beautiful] it [is], [so that my] lord will stop 
[me] wishing [him] to show [it to me] (MYS XVIII: 4036) 
Note that in this example so is not a focus particle, but a demonstrative pronoun. 

l:t~f,3:~~*iJez iiJc~~z 
pyitO-moto n-o naNtesikwo uwe-si 
one-CL DV-ATTR carnation plant(INF)-PAST/ATTR 
[I] planted one carnation (MYS XVIII: 4070) 
In this example we have the past attributive form -si that is used as a form of final 
predication without a preceding particle so - Nso, ya, or ka. 

~~~~~W~~~~p~~~~*fu~~s1]\~*S~~.$ 
~ 
potOtONkyisu itO neta-ky-eku pa T ATINPANA-no pana-N-tir-u 
tOkyi-ni k-yi nak-yi-toyom-uru 
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cuckoo very distasteful-A TTR-NML TOP mandarin.orange-GEN 
flower-GEN-fall-ATTR time-LOC come-INF sing-INF-sound
ATTR 
Cuckoo, [you] are very distasteful! [You] come and sing at the time 
when mandarin orange flowers are falling (MYS XVIII: 4092) 

~~~~*~~~~A~_~~~*~*~*~ 
yaNtwo-no uMEY-no tir-i-suNk-uru-maNte myi-simey-Ns-u ar-i
kyer-u 
house-GEN plum-GEN fall-INF-pass-ATTR-TERM see-CAUS
NEG-INF exist-INF-RETR-ATTR 
[it] turned out that [you] did not let [me] see the plum [blossoms] 
in [your] house until they had completely fallen (MYS XX: 4496) 

~*~~~~~~A~_~~~~~_~~ 
uMEY-no pana tir-i-suNk-uru-maNte kyimyi-Nka k-yi-[i]mas-an
u 
plum-GEN blossom fall-INF-pass-ATTR-TERM lord-POSS come
INF-HON-NEG-ATTR 
[you] did not come, [my] lord, until the plum blossoms had 
completely fallen (MYS XX: 4497) 

~~~~@~~*~.~~~~~~~*~~.~@~~~~ 
~tt' {jJ"fz~ WI 
karasu to ip-u opo woswo tori-no koto-wo nomil3 tOmo n-i to ip
yi-te sakyi-N-tat-i in-uru 
crow DV say-ATTR big hasty bird-GEN word-ACC PT together 
DV-INF DV say-INF-SUB ahead-LOC-depart-INF go.away
ATTR 
Crows, big hasty birds, only cry together - [you] departed [from 
this world ahead [of me] (NR II: 2) 

Practically all examples cited above and especially the two 
examples from MYS XX: 4496 and 4497 that represent a poetic 
exchange seem to indicate that the usage of an attributive as a form 
of final predication without kakari-musubi functionally represents a 
strong confirmatory or explanatory statement, very similar to the 
modem Japanese verb + no da construction. 

33 The original text has 1i~* inomeyi, but this is likely to be a scribal mistake for 
1i~* inomiyi. 
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Besides the Western Old Japanese-looking attributives in -u and 
-uru, Eastern Old Japanese has a special attributive -wo (sometimes 
misspelled as WOJ -6) after consonant and r-irregular verbs as well 
as after suffixes ending in a consonant and r-irregular auxiliaries. 
This -wo attributive represents an archaic feature: namely, in pre
Old Japanese the attributive form had an original vowel 101 that was 
raised to lui in Western Old Japanese.34 In one case there is also an 
attributive -a which is difficult to explain (see MYS XIV: 3526 
below). The functions of the attributive in Eastern Old Japanese are 
the same as in Western Old Japanese. 

The attributive as a modifier: 

tff%HHjT1rJ ~:fX* ~ 1]\ PJ* }~HtI: 
Mana to ip-u KWO-Nka aya n-i kanasi-sa 
Mana DV say-ATTR girl-POSS strange DV-INF lovely-NML 
unusual loveliness of a girl called Mana (MYS XIV: 3462) 

~tff1rJ~~PJ~~~m~~*:fXc~g1rJ~~~*a~*4a 
~m~tfJi 
numa puta-tu kaywop-a tori-Nka su a-Nka kokoro puta yuk-unam
o to na-y-omop-ar-i-so-n-e 
marsh two-CL go.over-ATTR bird-POSS nest I-POSS heart two 
go-TENT2-ATTR DV NEG-?-think-PROG-INF-do-DES-IMP 
[I] wish [you] are not thinking that my heart would go [to] two 
[different places like] nests of birds that go over two marshes 
(MYS XIV: 3526) 

~:£~ 1]\ ~ ~ rJTE;B tff* .N.* ~ 1]\ 
kumwowi-ni myi-y-uru sima nar-an-aku n-i 
distance-LOC see-PASS-ATTR island be-NEG-NML DV-INF 

34 The problem is difficult, however, and Frellesvig argues against the archaic 
nature of the attributive -wo in Eastern Old Japanese (Frellesvig 2008: 190, 
footnote 17). Russell, on the other hand, believes that the primary form is -0 as 
preserved in the attributive form n-o of the defective verb n-, while the -ur- in -uru 
may be explained as a stative extension (Russell 2005: 641-44). Since it is not the 
goal of the present book to go into the details of Proto-Japanese reconstruction, I 
will not elaborate further on this problem here. 
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although [it] is not an island that is seen in the distance (MYS 
XX: 4355) 

~EtJ &-¥~1iEj 
nak-u kwo-ra-wo ok-yi-te 
cry-ATTR child-PLUR-ACC leave-INF-SUB 
leaving [my] crying children (MYS XX: 4401) 

1tc *~* fty.~ jjtp~1]\ ~iiJ*L~ 
sapye-n-apye-n-u myi-kotO n-i ar-e-Npa 
refuse(NML)-LOC-match-NEG-ATTR HaN-word DV-INF 
exist-EV -CON 
Because [it] is [my sovereign's] order that [I] cannot refuse ... 
(MYS XX: 4432) 

The attributive as a nominalized form: 

ftY.¥TrE:ft1fHi*tt-tlt g ~ ~ £J: 
n-uru-Nka [u]pey-ni aN-tO se-ro to kamo 
sleep-ATTR-POSS top-LaC what-DV do-IMP DV PT 
besides sleeping [with her], what [else do I] do? (MYS XIV: 3465) 

Z&~.~~~m~titt£J:tJg.~~~~*M~~~~£J: 
sira yama kaNse-no NE-n-ap-ye-NtOmo kwo-ro-Nka osokyi-no ar
wo koso ye-si-mo 
white mountain wind-GEN sleep-NEG-ITER-CONC girl-DIM
POSS garment-GEN exist-ATTR PT good-FIN-EXCL 
although [I] continue not to sleep at the [cold] wind from the White 
Mountain, [it] is good to have my girl's garment! (MYS XIV: 3509) 

tl::~*fJ\ g ~1j!"~¥m::§fi~~ & 
pyitO ne-ro n-i ip-ar-u mwonokara 
one peak-DIM DV-INF say-PROG-ATTR CON] 
Although [they] say that [we] are one peak ... (MYS XIV: 3512) 

~ ~ 1i*fJ\~ ti\::§~fIW,fi~~fo*LiC1ff~1i~~~s~JjB 
taka-kyi ne-ni kumwo-no tuk-u-nosu ware sapey n-i kyimyi-ni 
tuk-yi-n-ana 
high-ATTR peak-LOC c1oud-GEN attach-ATTR-COMP 1 PT 
DV-INF lord-DAT attach-INF-PERF-DES 
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Even I would like to cling to [my] lord like clouds cling to a high 
peak (MYS XIV: 3514) 

~~-¥~~¥tls S3~tJG1JD~Z{:£ 
papa-wo panare-te yuk-u-Nka kanasi-sa 
mother-ACC separate(INF)-SUB go-ATTR-POSS sad-NML 
sadness of going, leaving [my] mother behind (MYS XX: 4338) 

The attributive as a final predicate appears after the interrogative 
particles ya and ka, and the focus particle so -Nso - Nse when 
these particles are found before the final verb in a sentence. Similar 
to Western Old Japanese, the particle kamo - kamu can trigger the 
change from a final form to an attributive irrespective of its 
position before or after a final verb. 

,*~q:~PJlifJfo*L m~~~;ffi 
ma-kotO kamo ware-ni yos-u to [i]p-u 
INT-thing PT I-DAT bring close-FIN DV say-ATTR 
I wonder [whether it is] true that [people] say that [she] has an 
intimate relationship with me (MYS XIV: 3384) 

~iiJ *t PJ $-JJf -tltlit 
aN-tO ka taye se-m-u 
why-DV PT break(NML) do-TENT-ATTR 
why should [we] break up? (MYS XIV: 3397) 

*1JDft'~ -¥**t 1JO*ft-tlt-$ 
ak-an-u-wo aN-tO ka a-Nka se-m-u 
satisfy-NEG-ATTR-ACC what-DV PT I-pass do-TENT-ATTR 
since it was not enough [for me], what should I do? (MYS XIV: 
3404) 

*ttJ! S ~T~-tlt~{jTft'~¥JTE 
apyi-MYI-te pa TI tose ya in-uru 
REC-see(INF)-SUB TOP thousand year PT go.away-ATTR 
since [we] have seen each other, did one thousand years pass? 
(MYS XIV: 3470) 

*-¥~~1itft5¥JTE~ ~1]\* &~~1]\ 
NE-wo so nak-yi-t-uru teNKWO n-i ar-an-aku n-i 
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voice-ACC PT cry-INF-PERF-ATTR baby DV-INF exist-NEG
NMLDV-INF 
[I] sobbed loudly, although [I] am not a baby (MYS XIV: 3485) 

{jt 11]" tfo ¥JrE~tfo 11]"fo;ft:@ ~q: 1tt ~{jt:;ffi 
ika nar-u se-na ka wa-Nkari ko-m-u to ip-u 
how be-ATTR beloved-DIM PT I-DIR come-TENT-FIN DV say
ATTR 
what kind of beloved is [he], who says that [he] will come to me? 
(MYS XIV: 3536) 

~.~~¥~tfo~~~~m«ma$ 
tama mo-no uti-naNpyik-yi pyitO-ri ya ne-ram-u 
jewel seaweed-COMP PREF-stretch-INF one-CL PT sleep
TENT2-ATTR 
will [you] sleep alone, stretched like a jewel seaweed? (MYS XIV: 
3562) 

~k ~k ;fJ(;11]"za)]D1itfo"1{tct\**L~{jt.b~Z~~~~fo~*L 
)]DtfFlimt 
titi papa-Nka kasira kakyi-naNte sa-ku ar-e te ip-yi-si keytoNpa 
Nse wasure-kane-t-uru 
father mother-POSS head PREF-stroke(INF) safe-INF exist-IMP 
DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR word PT forget(INF)
NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF -ATTR 
[I] cannot forget the words: "Be safe!" that [my] father and mother 
said, stroking [my] head (MYS XX: 4346) 

~*~~~~2~11]"z~~~~t\$~~~ftt\«.~~4"1 
1i~~)]D$ -
opo kyimyi-no myi-koto kasikwo-myi awo kumu-no tOnoNpyik-u 
yama-wo kwoyo-te k-yi-n-wo kamu 
great lord-GEN HON-word awesome-GER blue cloud trail-ATTR 
mountain-ACC cross(INF)-SUB come-INF -PERF -ATTR PT 
Since the sovereign's (lit.: great lord's) order is awesome, [I] came 
[here] crossing mountains where dark clouds trail! (MYS XX: 
4403) 

The attributive as a final predicate without kakari-musubi: 
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flJ-sf-1fffljiJjj\S3 £J:~iiJ ~ tJ~J#~ £J: 
wa-wo pur-i-myi-y-umo aNse kwo si map-am-o 
I-ACC swing-INF-Iook-PASS-EXCL ANse girl PT dance-TENT
ATTR 
the girl from ANse is going to dance, suddenly looking back at me! 
(FK 7) 

Yr.~~*~~~.b~~~fi~*,~,~ 
KWO-ra pa ap-ana-m-wo pyito-ri nomiy s-i-te 
girl-DAT TOP meet-DES-TENT-ATTR one-CL PT do-INF-SUB 
being absolutely alone, [I] wish to meet [this] girl (MYS XIV: 
3405) 

*~R~~~.-sf-~»m~*~~~.~~~~.~~~~$ 
~.f~tfJi 
apyiNtune-no kuni-wo saN-tOpo-myi ap-an-ap-aNpa sinwop-yi n-i 
se-m-wo to pyimwo musuNp-as-an-e 
ApyiNtune-GEN land-ABS PREF-far-GER meet-NEG-ITER
COND long.for-NML DV-INF do-TENT-ATTR DV cord tie
HON-DES-IMP 
If [we] continue not to meet, because the land of ApyiNtune is far, 
[I] wish [you would] tie [your garment] cords, as if longing for 
[me] (MYS XIV: 3426) 

flJ ~J(. ii5c1ff ~ ~ 
wanu-ni kwop-unam-wo 
I-DAT long.for-TENT2-ATTR 
[you] will probably long for me (MYS XIV: 3476) 

fIJRJ:JJofA&mE~ fi~~~tfI)J#~ 1s~~flJ~~1ff 
waka kapyerute-no mwomyit-u-maNte NE-m-wo to wa pa 
[o]mwop-u 
young maple-GEN leaves.tum.red/yellow-ATTR-TERM sleep
TENT-ATTR DV I TOP think-FIN 
I think that [we] should sleep [together] until the young maple 
becomes red (MYS XIV: 3494) 

~J#fA& g fi~,~z~~~£J:fA&¥m 
yama pye-ro-no sisi-nasu omop-yer-u 
mountain side-DIM-GEN deer-COMP think-PROG-ATTR 
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[they] are thinking [of me] like [of] a deer on the [little] mountain 
side (MYS XIV: 3531) 

~mEm7JtfJi & ~E/F~t\*~iiJmEPJ 
suruNka-no ne-ra pa kupusi-ku mey ar-u ka 
SuruNka-GEN summit-PLUR TOP lovely-INF PT exist-ATTR PT 
are [not] the summits of SuruNka [mountains] lovely? (MYS XX: 
4345) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
Most modem Ryukyuan dialects have an allomorph -uru that 
follows both consonant and vowel verbs alike and an allomorph -ru 
that is used after the copula ya- 'to be' and also may be found as an 
alternative form after vowel verbs. Sometimes -ru is used as an 
alternative form after consonant verbs with a root ending in -r. In 
Southern Ryukyuan a form -i" is also found ( < *-lrl < *-uru). Let us 
look at the formation of the attributive forms in Ryukyuan taking 
Shuri as an example: 

Chart 37: Attributive forms in Shuri 
gloss verbal root attributive form 
write kak- kach-uru 
go 'ik- 'ich-uru 
stand tat- tach-uru 
hold mut- much-uru 
die shin- shin-uru 
fly tub- tub-uru 
read yum- yum-uru 
take tur- tu-y-uru, tu-i-ru 
laugh warar- wara-y-uru, wara-i-ru 
boil lll- ni-y-uru, ni-i-ru 
forget wash i- washi-y-uru 
be ya- ya-ru 

We can see on the basis of the palatalizations k > ch and t > ch 
found in the attributive forms of consonant verbs ending in the 
consonants -k or -t, as well as on the basis of such forms as tu-y-uru, 
tu-i-ru, wara-y-uru, wara-i-ru, ni-y-uru, ni-i-ru, and washi-y-uru, 
that historically the attributive suffix -uru is likely to be an 
auxiliary that followed the infinitive form -i. Thus, the picture we 
discover here is quite similar to the final predication form *-um. 
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Similar to *-um, which is believed to be a final predication form of 
wor-, -uru is also believed historically to be an attributive form 
wor-u of the verb wor- 'to exist,' the point of view that dates back 
to Hattori Shiro and seems to be quite widespread among Japanese 
linguists today as well (Nishioka and Nakahara 2000: 31). 
Although the phonetic equation is better than in the case of the final 
predication form * -urn, we still face some of the same problems if 
we try to trace back the attributive form not only in Ryukyuan, but 
in Japonic in general to the attributive wor-u of the verb wor- 'to 
exist.' First, medial -w- is not lost in Old Japanese in intervocalic 
position. Second, we are still faced with the problem of circularity: 
under this explanation it appears that only wor- could have an 
independent attributive form -u < *-wo, while all other verbs could 
not add the attributive directly to their stems. Possibly, Russell's 
analysis of the attributive -uru as bimorphemic, consisting of *-ur-, 
a stative extension plus the attributive -0 (preserved as such in the 
attributive form n-o of the defective verb n-), with *ur-o 
undergoing assimilation to *-ur-wo with a consequent raising to 
-ur-u (Russell 2005: 641-44) is on a right track. The problem of 
explaning the basic function of the stative *-ur-, and why it is 
added to vowel verbs, but not to consonant verbs, certainly remains 
to be solved. 

One additional serious problem that prevents us from 
considering the Shuri attributive -uru that appears after all classes 
of verbs, consonant and vowel alike, to be an archaism is that in 
Old Ryukyuan the situation with consonant verbs is quite similar to 
the one found in Eastern Old Japanese: in most cases we find the 
attributive form -u and in some more rare cases the attributive form 
-0. If the spellings with -0 found in the Omoro soshi do indeed 
reflect a pre-raising situation as have been suggested before 
(Serafim, p.c.), the parallelism with Eastern Old Japanese is 
striking and cannot be easily ignored. Most vowel verbs in Old 
Ryukyuan with the exception of the irregular verbs ko- 'to come' 
and se-'to do' have already shifted to a monograde conjugation, 
and therefore only the allomorph -ru is found directly after the final 
vowel of a verb root. Consider the following chart that is based on 
the data presented in (Torigoe 1968: 218-49): 
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bloom sak- sak-u 
stand tat- tat-u 
hold mot- mot-u 
attack oso(w)- oso-u, oso-o 
scoop kum- kum-u, kum-o 
sound toyom- toyom-u, toyom-o 
pray mor- inor-u, inor-o 
fIse agar- agar-u, agar-o 
take tor- tor-u 
protect mabur- mabur-u, mabur-o 
exist ar- ar-u 
see ml- ml-ru 
descend ori-/ore- ore-ru 
grow old owe- owe-ru 
attach tuke- tuke-ru 
raise age- age-ru 
caress nade- nade-ru 
do se- s-uru, shi-y-uru 
come ko- k-uru, k-uro 

Selected examples from Old Ryukyuan and Shuri are presented 
below: 

Old Ryukyuan 

v \(~ ct 1'±0);t3~ -C t ~f~ 0 
iniyofa-no okite-moti nar-u 
Iniyofa-GEN rule-holder be-ATTR 
[the one] who is a governor ofIniyofa (OS VIII: 456) 

itt:.!r':=- IJ,>Ji. ,*b6T""-'* 6 0;b J (~it 
se taka ko-ga mi-mabur-o sufe masar-u wau-nise 
spirit high girl-POSS see(INF)-protect-ATTR destination excel
ATTR king-HON 
the honorable king who [goes to] an exhausted destination is 
protected by the high priestess (OS XII: 741) 

;t3 L i:3""-t:. 0 %~IJ'> 6 < ~'% 
os-i-dife-tar-u we tukasa-gu do we 
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push-INF-exit(INF)-PERFIPROG-ATTR hey tukasa-DIM PT 
hey 
hey, [we] pushed [the boat] ahead; hey, [priestess] Tukasa (aS 
XIII: 747) 

.b-C~tc.tfttttO):}3 ~ i6~ 
fute-tsu ta mu nana n-o otodiya 
one-CL two six seven DV-ATTR brother 
one, two, six, seven brothers (aS XIII: 898) 

~ J;..tpv \O).IS t V] (~ 
kimi-ga inor-o mori-ni 
lady-PaSS pray-ATTR shrine-LaC 
in the shrine where the lady [priestess] prays (aS XXII: 1526) 

Shuri 

'ari-ga ch-uuru-madi maQco-ok-ee 
he-NOM come-ATTR-TERM wait(INF)-put-HORT 
Let us wait until he comes (RKJ 1983: 357) 

taruu-ga hwich-uru sanshin-oo chichigutu du ya-ru 
Taro-PaSS play-ATTR shamisen-TOP pleasant.to.hear PT be
ATTR 
The shamisen that Taro plays is pleasant to hear (Nishioka & 
Nakahara 2000: 26) 
In this example the last attributive form ya-ru of the copula ya- is triggered by the 
kakari-musubi rule due to the presence of the focus particle du in the sentence. 

6.2.2.1.3 Evidential-ure - -e[yJ - -re 
The evidential suffix's main allomorph is -ure, which is found after 
all vowel verbs (except strong vowel verbs, where it becomes just 
-re), and all irregular verbs (except r-irregular verbs). After all 
consonant verbs and r-irregular verbs the allomorph -e[yJ is used, 
according to the morphonological rule of -r- loss mentioned in 
2.2.5.4. 

Ch 39 D' 'b . art : Istn utlOn 0 fh 11 h fh . dial suffix tea omorpJ s 0 t e eVl ent 
verb class allomorph 
consonant verbs -e[y] 
regular vowel verbs -ure 
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k-irregular verbs -ure 
s-irregular verbs -ure 
n-irregular verbs -ure 
strong vowel verbs -re 
r-irregular verbs -e 

A similar picture is observed if -ure is used not after a verbal 
stem but after another verbal suffix or an auxiliary: if a suffix or an 
auxiliary ends with a vowel, the main allomorph -ure is used, and 
the final vowel of the preceding suffix or an auxiliary is apocopated. 
If a suffix or an auxiliary ends in a consonant, the allomorph -e[yJ 
is used.35 The only exception is the perfective auxiliary -n- that has 
the evidential form -n-ure. 

Chart 40: Combinations of the evidential suffixes -ure and -e[yJ 
'th d' ffi db d T' WI prece mg su Ixes an oun auxllanes 
suffixes and auxiliaries -UTe -e[yJ 
tentative -(a)m- - -(a)m-ey 
tentative2 -(u)ram- - -(u)ram-ey 
negative -(a)n- - -(a)n-e 
passive -(a)ye-, -raye- -(a)y-ure -
causative -(a)simey- -(a)sim-ure -
iterative -ap- - -ap-ey 
honorific -as- - -as-e 
perfective -te- -t-ure -
perfective -n- -n-ure -
retrospective -kyer- - -kyer-e 
progressive -(y)er- - -(y)er-e 
perfective-progressive -tar- - -tar-e 

The evidential is used by itself as a final form. In most cases it 
appears when the particle koso precedes it in the sentence, 
replacing the final predication suffix?6 This usage is quite similar 
to the replacement of the final predication form by the attributive 
after the particles ya, so - Nso, ka, kamo and namo, described 

35 The allomorph -re is not used after suffixes and auxiliaries. 
36 In contrast to Middle Japanese, if the predicate after koso is an inflected 
adjective, in Western Old Japanese the adjectival final predication form -si is 
replaced by the attributive -kyi, and not by the evidential -kyere. See 5.2.3 for 
details and examples. Needless to say, auxiliaries that have an adjectival paradigm 
follow this rule as well in Western Old Japanese. 
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above in 6.2.2.1.2.3. Similar to this rule, the rule of replacement of 
the final form by the evidential is also known in the traditional 
grammar as 1* V) ~ V kakari-musubi 'the rule of linking'. 
Nevertheless, in contrast to Middle Japanese, where koso always 
triggers the change of the final predication form to the evidential, 
there are many cases in Western Old Japanese when the evidential 
can be used as a final predication form without the preceding koso. 

Although it is difficult to say exactly what the evidential form 
means, 1 believe that used in isolation its function is close to that of 
the exclamation point in English; in any case, it obviously indicates 
some kind of emphatic statement. The fact that it is used together 
with koso, a strong emphatic particle, further supports this proposal. 
1 call it evidential because frequently it emphasizes fact(s) that 
should be evident to the speaker or hislher addressee.37 Otherwise, 
the evidential is usually followed by the conjunctive gerund -Npa 
or the concessive gerund -Ntol-Ntomo, usages that 1 survey below 
in the sections dedicated to them. 

The evidential as a final predicate with kakari-musubi: 

fJ3" ~jjq:ilt~fo tf~J!E ~iiJ &* 
ima koso pa wa-N-tOri n-i ar-am-ey 
now PT TOP I-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-EV 
Now [I] am my bird (KK 3) 

~~~~.~.W~~~ilt~~~~~~.~g~~~W~~ 
~!i\ifit --
sawa-sawa n-i na-Nka ip-yes-e koso uti-watas-u ya-Nka-paye-nasu 
k-yi-ir-i-mawi-k-ure 
noisily-noisily DV -INF you-POSS speak(INF)-HON-EV PT 
PREF-carry.across-ATTR ?-POSS-?-COMP come-INF-enter
INF -HUM(INF)-come-EV 
you spoke noisily and [you] came inside like? that crossed from 
afar (KK 63) 

~m~~ilt4~~~M~~iltJ!E4~~~M 
uNpey-si koso twop-yi-tamap-ey rna koso n-i twop-yi-tamap-ey 
be.proper-FIN PT ask-INF-HON-EV truth PT DV-INF ask-INF
HON-EV 

37 This terminological usage is different from modem language typology, where 
'evidential' is used in a sense of experiential. 
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[It] is proper that [you] asked [me], [it] is right that [you] asked 
[me] (KK 72) 

PJ ~wrc ~ ,~~--¥1JoMz 25 ~~~~~I3J#* 
ka-ku si koso uMEY-wo kaNsas-i-te tanwosi-ku nom-am-ey 
thus-INF PT PT plum-ACC decorate-INF-SUB be.merry-INF 
drink-TENT -EV 
decorating [our hair] with plum [blossoms] in this way, [we] 
should drink merrily (MYS V: 833) 

{j!-~tl(;~~~--¥fo*L llt~ *1JO* 
imwo-Nka tamwotO ware koso mak-am-ey 
beloved-POSS sleeve I PT use.as.a.pillow-TENT-EV 
I will use as a pillow the sleeves of [my] beloved (MYS V: 857) 

{j!-~ZJ#~~7]\llt~*m**L 
Ipye sima pa na n-i koso ar-i-kyer-e 
Home island TOP name DV-INF PT exist-INF-RETR-EV 
"Home island" turned out to be just a name (MYS XV: 3718) 
Note that although in this example the focus particle koso is inside the non
contracted form of the copula, it still triggers the change of the final form to the 
evidential. 

*tl(;*~~tt&~J#~~25~cm*&*~cg~w~m~m 
mz-S:~§ifO 
a-Nka miy koso sekyi yama kwoye-te koko-ni ar-am-ey kokoro pa 
imwo-ni yor-i-n-i-si monowo 
I-POSS body PT barrier mountain cross(INF)-SUB here-LOC 
exist-TENT-EV heart TOP beloved-DAT approach-INF-PERF
INF-PAST/ATTR CON] 
My body has crossed barriers and mountains, and is probably here. 
But [my] heart stayed near [my] beloved! (MYS XV: 3757) 

Pt s llt~~~f'7~~zPJ 
KYINOPU koso puna-[i]Nte se-sika 
yesterday PT boat-exit(NML) do(INF)-PASTIEV 
Yesterday [we] sailed out (MYS XVII: 3893) 

~Z~~~&~PJ~Z~~.~&PJR&~~~Z~*.~* 
kwosi-no kyimyi-ra-tO ka-ku si koso Y AnaNkiy kaNturak-yi 
tanwosi-ku aswoNp-am-ey 
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Kwosi-GEN lord-PLUR-COM thus-INF PT PT willow 
wear.as.a.wig-INF pleasant-INF amuse-TENT -EV 
[I] will amuse [myself] with lords from Kwosi by putting willow 
[branches] in our hair in this way (MYS XVIII: 4071) 

~~z~~~~m~~&*~~~*~ft~ 
ka-ku si koso tukapey-matur-am-ey iya topo naNka n-i 
thus-INF PT PT serve(INF)-HUM-TENT-EV plentifully long 
long DV-INF 
Thus, [I] will serve [you] plentifully and for a long, long time 
(MYS XVIII: 4098) 

The evidential as a final predicate without kakari-musubi: 

fteffl ~ It ji ~iiJJ.!E $ $Wf ffl ~ tt J!E ~iiJJ.!EjJD ffl ~ ~ 
sa-ywoNp-ap-yi-ni ari-tat-as-i ywoNp-ap-yi-ni ari-kaywop-as-e 
PREF -call-ITER-NML-LOC ITER-set.out-HON-INF call-ITER
NML-LOC ITER-set.out-HON-EV 
[I] set out (repeatedly) to woo [her] there, [I] set out (repeatedly) 
to woo [her] (KK 2) 

ftefoftefoji ~~. W~~~lt 
sawa-sawa n-i na-Nka ip-yes-e koso 
noisily-noisily DV -INF you-POSS speak(INF)-HON-EV PT 
you spoke noisily (KK 63) 

.fj]D$ftef~U 
ta ka ta-sar-e 
who PT PREF-go.away-EV 
Who goes away? (NK 40) 

:*: '§ JJ I!iL rm ~IHL 
OPO YUKYI-no MYINTARE-TE K-YI-TAr-e 
big snow-GEN be.chaotic(INF)-SUB come-INF-PERFIPROG
EV 
big snow was falling down chaotically (MYS II: 199) 

~q:~q: g S:lB: "M:B:iBltrx ~iiJ tt ~tmf~ ~~ mtQ~~Wf~ tL 
kokoro-yu rno ornop-an-u apyiNta-ni uti-naNpyik-yi koy-as-i-n
ure 
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heart-ABL PT think-NEG-ATTR interval-LOC PREF-stretched 
out-INF lie.down-HON-INF-PERF-EV 
while even in [my] heart [I] did not think, stretched out [she] was 
lying (MYS V: 794) 

{jt/ffJ~~~~~5m{jtJJffi~}J!;~.J*L 
ip-u kotO yam-yi TAMA-KYIPARU inoti taye-n-ure 
say-ATTR thing stop-INF jewel-? life cease-PERF-EV 
[he] stopped to speak, and [his] jewel-like life ended (MYS V: 904) 

J:t1fJ:te{jt~-¥fo~*L ~ ~~{~lli 
pyitO pyi mo imwo-wo wasure-te omwop-ey ya 
one day PT beloved-ACC forget(INF)-SUB think-EV PT 
would [I] imagine forgetting [ my] beloved even [for] one day? 
(MYS XV: 3604) 

{jt~1]\**Llli~~{jt~11Ji~ ~ *~~j:?FfO~1m 
imwo n-i ar-e ya yasu i mwo ne-Ns-u-te a-Nka kwopiy-watar-u 
beloved DV-INF exist-EV PT easy sleep PT sleep-NEG-INF-SUB 
I-POSS 10ve(INF)-cross-ATTR 
Is [she] my beloved? I do not sleep easily, and continue to love [her] 
(MYS XV: 3633) 

*ff~lliw~cg~*Z~W*~~~~~ 
aN-tO [o]mwop-ey ka kokoro-N-kanasi-ku imey-ni myi-ye-t-uru 
what-DV think-EV PT heart-GEN-sad-INF dream-LOC see
PASS(INF)-PERF -ATTR 
what was [I] thinking [about]? As [I] was sad in [my] heart, [she] 
suddenly has appeared in [my] dream (MYS XV: 3639) 

* J:t~~iBl~.J~1]\**Llli e 
apyi-omwop-an-u KYIMYI n-i ar-e ya mo 
REC-think-NEG-ATTR lord DV-INF exist-EV PT PT 
is [it my] lord, who no [longer] thinks [about lamenting of the 
people ofthis world] in return?! (MYS XV: 3691) 

~~~~ft~~~W~ge*~m~.*~~We~~WWffi 
~ft~z --
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo-Nka katamyi n-o koromo na-k-ar-i-s-eNpa nani 
mwono mot-e ka inOti tuNk-amasi 
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I-POSS-beloved-DIM-POSS keepsake DV-ATTR gannent no-INF
exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND what thing hold-EV PT life join
SUBJ 
If [I] did not have a gannent of my beloved as a keepsake, would 
having anything keep [me] alive? (MYS XV: 3733) 
Omodaka et al. consider mot-e in the example above to be a contraction of mOt-i-te 
(1967: 741), however, this kind of contraction is not attested phonetically until 
Middle Japanese. In addition, the above example is the only example in the whole 
Western Old Japanese corpus where this alleged contraction appears in phonetic 
script. Cf. also three similar examples of evidential followed by the interrogative 
particle ka in MYS XV: 3639 above and in Eastern Old Japanese cited below 
(MYS XIV: 3461, 3572). 

{ij~if-1]\~~13~*1Jt 
NANI SE-m-u-ni WA-wo MYES-Uram-ey ya 
what do-TENT-ATTR-LOC I-ACC summon-TENT2-EV PT 
should [you] have summoned me in order to do something? [You 
should not!] (MYS XVI: 3886) 

~m~~~~~~~if-~~~m~~ 
ari-sar-i-te noti mwo AP-Am-u to omop-ey koso 
ITER-go.away-INF-SUB after PT meet-TENT-FIN DV think-EV 
PT 
[Time] constantly goes away, and [I] hope that [we] will meet later, 
too (MYS XVII: 3933) 

~ ~iiJ l1:fI)?\ -Ii {jJ";5 JJ l:t" {iiBl ~iiJ *. {jJ"~ fJjfl) ~{6:M ~ ~ *L~ 
~iBliBl~~*.~ g l:tl1:JJ~*. 
myi-atO tukur-u isi-no pyiNpyik-yi pa amey-ni itar-i tuti sapey 
yusur-e titi papa-Nka tamey n-i mworo pyitO-no tamey n-i 
HON-footprint make-ATTR stone-GEN echo-NML TOP heaven
LOC reach-INF earth PT shake-EV father mother-POSS for DV
INF all person for DV-INF 
The echo of the stone, where [I] carved the footprint [of the 
Buddha], reaches Heaven, and shakes the earth as well, for father 
and mother, for all people (BS 1) 

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTIONS -(A)M-EY YA AND -(U)RAM
EYYA 
There is a special usage of the evidential in combination with the 
preceding tentatives -am- - -m- or -uram- and the following 
interrogative particle ya that represents irony, or in other words it 
poses a question that implies an opposite answer (the negative 
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answer to the question in the affirmative, and the positive answer to 
the question in the negative). Examples: 

~11[~~WflJf~*L~~~~11[ 
oya na-si n-i nare nar-i-ky-em-ey ya 
parent no-FIN DV-INF you be.born-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-EV 
PT 
Were you possibly born without parents? [Certainly not!] (NK 
104) 

}JI~1]\£-~ § )\15 
PYITO-N-TUMA YUWE n-i ARE KWOPIY-m-ey ya mo 
person-GEN-spouse reason DV-INF I love-TENT-EV PT PT 
because [she] is the wife of [another] person, should I love [her]? 
[Certainly not!] (MYS I: 21) 

~;iFl'JJM-¥~~ §)\ 
ANAse-no KAPA-wo WATAR-I-kane-m-ey ya 
Anase-GEN river-ACC cross-INF-NEGIPOT-TENT-EV PT 
would [I] be unable to cross the Anase river? [Certainly I would 
be able!] (MYS IV: 643) 

J#f;5:*LW~ PJ ~ i5lJfWfJ11!!*11[£J: 
masar-er-u takara kwo-ni sik-am-ey ya mo 
excel-PROG-ATTR treasure child-LOC reach-ATTR-EV PT PT 
Could the excellent treasures be equal to children?! [Certainly not!] 
(MYS V: 803) 

fo{"iiJ iiti5:fX ~ ~~*L JJ ~ §]JiUili lJf~tJD *~£J: 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka ta-nare n-o myi-kotO tuti-ni ok-am-ey ya mo 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS hand-accustom(NML) DV-ATTR 
HON-koto ground-LOC put-TENT-EV PT PT 
would anyone [dare to] put the favorite koto of my beloved on the 
ground?! [Certainly not!] (MYS V: 812) 

f;5::K;B~t * 11[ £J: a ~fjt J#f;5:§t Wf ~ 
saNpusi-ky-em-ey ya mo kyimyi imas-aNs-u s-i-te 
be.sad-ATTR-TENT-EV PT PT lord come(HON)-NEG-NML do
INF-SUB 
[if my] lord does not come, would [I] be sad?! [Certainly not!] 
(MYS V: 878) 
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~.~sttffi~~OO~*~.§«~ 
YAMA SAKURA-N-PANA PYI NARANPEY-TE KA-KU si 
SAK-YER-ANPA PANTA KWOPIY-m-ey ya mo 
mountain cherry-GEN-flower day line.up(INF)-SUB thus-INF PT 
bloom-PROG-COND considerably long.for-TENT-EV PT PT 
If mountain cherry flowers were blooming thus every day, would [I] 
long for [them] considerably? [Certainly not!] (MYS VIII: 1425) 

!:~i!itf*,~,-S:ftJ*L filffftcm C3 ~;:§W-&*ili-S: 
pyikwoposi rna ware-ni masar-i-te omwop-uram-ey ya rna 
Altair PT I-DAT surpass-INF-SUB long.for-TENT2-EV PT PT 
Will Altair long for [his beloved] more than I [do]?! (lit.: 
surpassing me) [Certainly not!] (MYS XV: 3657) 

~~~7]\;:§*~M &*ili-S: 
n6ti-ni mwo ap-aNs-ar-am-ey ya rna 
later-LOC PT meet-NEG(INF)-exist-TENT-EV PT PT 
will [we] not meet later?! [Of course we will!] (MYS XV: 3741) 

i~~.-r~:Ptmit~ § A 
W AKA-ky-eM-U KWO-RA-ni NOR-AYE-kane-m-ey ya 
young-ATTR-TENT-ATTR girl-PLUR-LOC abuse-PASS(INF)
NEGIPOT -TENT -EV PT 
would [you] be able not to be abused by girls who would be 
younger? [Certainly you would be abused!] (MYS XVI: 3793) 

fij~-$7]\~-Sf-E &*« 
NANI SE-m-u-ni W A-wo MYES-Uram-ey ya 
what do-TENT-ATTR-LOC I-ACC summon-TENT2-EV PT 
should [you] have summoned me in order to do something? [You 
should not!] (MYS XVI: 3886) 

~~~.~WIff~~~~C3*~~.-$«Iff7]\~~~-S:~~~ 
*&*«-s: 
potOtONkyisu ima nak-aNs-u s-i-te asu kwoye-m-u yama-ni nak-u 
tOma sirusi ar-am-ey ya rna 
cuckoo now cry-NEG-NML do-INF-SUB tomorrow cross-TENT
ATTR mountain-LOC cry-FIN CONJ sign exist-TENT-EV PT PT 
Cuckoo! [You] are not crying now: even if [you] cry in the 
mountains that [I] will cross tomorrow, would [there] be any sign?! 
[Certainly not!] (MYS XVIII: 4052) 
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f[)~sf[)~-l<-l<1]\~~£3:*PJ*ili 
tuNpakyi tura-tura n-i myi tomo ak-am-ey ya 
camellia intently DV-INF 100k(FIN) CONJ get.enough-TENT-EV 
PT 
even if [I] look intently at the camellia, would [I] get enough? 
[Certainly not!] (MYS XX: 4481) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The evidential -ure - -ely] has the same functions in Eastern Old 
Japanese as in Western Old Japanese. 

The evidential as a final predicate with kakari-musubi: 

-9-ttff ~Z~~{jJ-f#~q:ttf#fttL 
yoso-ni MYI-si-ywo pa ima koso masar-e 
distance-LaC see(INF)-PAST/ATTR-ABL TOP now PT surpass
EV 
rather than having seen [you] in the distance, [your loveliness] is 
greater now! (MYS XIV: 3417) 

]J~:1JJ{:g:~~q:~~ff -9-ttflj~* 
twonap-uNpey-myi koso na-ni yosor-i-ky-em-ey 
recite-DEB-GER PT you-DAT approach-INF-PASTIFIN
TENT-EV 
as [I] had to recite [the magic formula], [I] approached you (MYS 
XIV: 3468) 

~ff2 tt -9-{:£tL 
na-ni koso yos-ar-e 
you-DAT PT approach-PROG-EV 
[I] approached you (MYS XIV: 3478) 

:JRtt~ ~ £3:~-,¥-~q:tt f#~. 
oso paya mo na-wo koso mat-am-ye 
slow fast PTyou-ACC PT wait-TENT-EV 
Whether [you come] quickly or slowly, [I] will wait for you (MYS 
XIV: 3493a) 
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The evidential -ure ~ -ely] as a final predicate without kakari
musubi: 

*£~{jI"~PT 
aN se to ip-ye ka 
why DV say-EV PT 
for what reason (lit.: saying: 'Why?') (MYS XIV: 3461) 

1i~imfD~~i~fD*LfD~¥jfE1L~ 
kyimyi pa wasur-as-u ware wasur-ure ya 
lord TOP forget-HON-FIN I forget-EV PT 
[My] lord will forget [me]. Will I forget [you]? (MYS XIV: 3498) 

*ttqs~PT 
aN-to [o]mwop-ye ka 
what-DV think-EV PT 
Thinking what? (MYS XIV: 3572) 

im~:mR~~*Lili 
pana t-u tuma nar-e ya 
flower DV-ATTR spouse be-EV PT 
Are you a flower-wife? (MYS XIV: 3370) 

~m~*L 1timim~:;(ffim~JJ{6::S1Fec~*~$ 
nani s-ure so papa to [i]p-u pana-no sak-yi-[i]Nte-ko-Ns-u-ky-em-u 
what do-EV PT mother DV say-ATTR flower-GEN bloom-INF
exit(INF)-come-NEG-INF -P AS T!FIN -TENT -A TTR 
why (lit.: having done what) has the flower called 'Mother' not 
bloomed? (MYS XX: 4323) 

Irony: 

:mi}~ $qs fi~~~**L;G;*~;fbJ 
tuNk-yi-n-am-u mwonowo myiNtare-simey-m-ey ya 
continue-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR CON] be.confused-CAUS
TENT-EVPT 
although [I] want to continue, [what] could make [my heart] 
confused? [Nothing!] (MYS XIV: 3360) 
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ttlrePJ~z f~-¥ )Jfi~~ *ili-IE: 
sono kanasi-kyi-wo two-ni tate-m-ey ya mo 
that beloved-ATTR-ACC door-LOC place-TENT-EV PT PT 
would [I] let that beloved [of mine] stand at the door?! [Certainly 
not!] (MYS XIV: 3386) 

*ft-¥&-¥~*~~~ft~*~~~~*~~~~*ili 
asa-wo-ra-wo wo-kye-ni pususa n-i um-as-u tomwo asu kyi-se-sas-
am-eyya 
hemp-hemp.thread-PLUR-ACC hemp-container-LOC many DV
INF spin-HON-FIN CONJ tomorrow wear(NML)-do-HON
TENT-EVPT 
Even if [you] spin many hemp threads into a hemp container, 
would [you] wear [them] tomorrow [as a garment]? [Certainly, 
you would not!] (MYS XIV: 3484) 

*ttJt~* &~**L il#*:&-IE: 
apyi-MYI-Ns-u ar-aNpa are kwopiy-m-ey ya mo 
COOP-see-NEG-INF exist-COND I long-TENT-EV PT PT 
if [we] did not meet each other, would I long [for her]?! [Certainly 
not!] (MYS XIV: 3508) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
It appears that in Old Ryukyuan the evidential form consistently 
replaces the final form after the focus particle siyo - su that is 
claimed to be related to WOJ koso (Serafim & Shinzato 2005: 12-
21). All examples below are borrowed from (Serafim and Shinzato 
2005) with some changes in transliteration, glossing, and 
translation: 

LJ:V)tv)~J.;.~~LJ:'ib~6b 
siyori mori kimi-kimi siyo mabur-am-e 
Shuri shrine priestess-priestess PT protect-TENT-EV 
Priestesses from the Shuri Shrine will protect [it] (OS XIII: 853) 

li~ I=-- L/~-t'i 'G J: t::.n:t3 ~ ~ I'f-t'i 'G J: t::.n 
fatu nisi ya su mat-i-yo-tar-e okitoba su mat-i-yo-tar-e 
first north.wind TOP PT wait-INF-exist(INF)-PERF-EV 
north.wind PT wait-INF-exist(INF)-PERF-EV 
[We] waited for the first north wind. [We] waited for the north 
wind (OS XIII: 899) 
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Similar to Western Old Japanese, there are also examples in Old 
Ryukyuan when the evidential form may be used as a form of final 
predication without the preceding focus particle siyo ~ su: 

~~~t~~~~~~~~A~~~;~ 
kobao mori-no kimi-kimi ma-y-aw-e-te okor-am-e 
Kobao shrine-GEN priestess-priestess dance-INF -join-INF -SUB 
send-TENT-EV 
Priestesses from the Kobao shrine will dance together and send [it] 
(OS XIII: 853) 

m~~~~*~6m~~mb~~t~;~ 
aya miya-no ofo koro ama-ko awa-tife modor-am-e 
splendid palace-GEN big man eye-DIM 10ck(INF)-SUB return
TENT-EV 
The elders at the splendid palace will lock [their] eyes and return 
(OS XXI: 1411) 

The modem Shuri dialect does not have any of the above usages, 
and, as far as I can tell, the grammars of other Ryukyuan dialects 
do not offer any information on the existence of these phenomena. 
Quite possibly, it is attested somewhere, but the brevity of most 
grammars of the dialects from islands outside Okinawa does not 
allow any conclusions at this time. 

6.2.2.1.4 Imperative -[yJe ~-o 
The imperative suffix -lyle is found after consonant verbs, 
including r-irregular verbs, and after n-irregular verbs. As its shape 
-ye (attested after stems with final labials or velars) indicates, this 
imperative suffix probably goes back to monophthongization of the 
infinitive suffix -[yJi + *-a, which should be the proper marker of 
the imperative. This imperative *-a, since it historically follows the 
infinitive, originally probably was an auxiliary, but due to the 
monophthongization *-i-a > -ye, Western Old Japanese acquired a 
new suffix. The imperative suffix -lyle can follow either consonant 
verbal roots or the following suffixes and auxiliaries that are listed 
below in Chart 41. There is also an aberrant imperative form -0 that 
occurs only after the benefactive auxiliary -kose- with a resulting 
form -kos-o. It is probably due to the progressive assimilation of 
Iyel > 101 under the influence of the preceding 101. Since -kose-
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generally behaves like a vowel verb, we would expect such forms 
as *-kose-yo or *-kose, but they are not found in the texts. 

Chart 41: Combinations of the imperative suffixes -[yJe - -0 with 
d' ffi db d T' prece mg su lxes an oun aUXllanes 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
desiderative -{a)na -(a)n-e 
benefactive -kose- -kos-o 
progressive -(y)er- -(y)er-e 
honorific -as- -as-e 

As can be seen from the above chart, the imperative -[yJe can 
combine only with the desiderative -(a)na, the progressive -[yJer-, 
and the honorific -as-, besides, of course, plain consonant verb 
roots. The aberrant variant -0 is found only after -kose-. Examples: 

llq:1i~~~ -B3:f~ ~* m:i!t7~ 
kono tOri mo uti-yamey-kose-n-e 
this bird PT PREF-stop(INF)-BEN-DES-IMP 
[I] wish [you] would stop [the singing] of these birds (KK 2) 

~tm~llq:wr~~#~~iiJ{6:~~~ 
matur-i-ko-si myi-kyi Nso as-aNs-u wos-e 
present(HUM)-INF -come(INF)-PAST / A TTR nce. wme PT 
shallow-NEG-INF drink(HON)-IMP 
Drink the presented rice wine deeply! (KK 39) 

~m:;B-B3:~I~~g~~ (KK script) 
#tJ§zm!ijL:~.g~9@f (NK script) 
kyikos-i-mot-i-wos-e maro-Nka ti 
drink(HON)-INF -hold-INF -BON-IMP I-POSS father 
Deign to drink [it], my father (KK 48, NK 39) 

~~wr g ~{'frwrt~~~~~{lwrt~{'frwrt~ ~iiJ~ lBlwr R.~{'frwr 
~ ~iiJ lBl-$:i1l!!-B3: 
yamasiro-ni i-sik-ye toriyama i-sik-ye i-sik-ye a-Nka pasi-N-tuma
ni i-sik-yi ap-am-u kamo 
Yamasiro-LOC DLF-follow-IMP Toriyama DLF-follow-IMP 
DLF-follow-IMP I-POSS beloved-DV(ATTR)-spouse-DAT DLF
follow-INF meet-TENT-ATTR PT 
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To Yamasiro - go there, Toriyama! Follow [her] there, follow 
[her] there! Follow my beloved spouse there and meet [her]! (KK 
59) 

l:tflli~ilfi1f~~~~cg R*i)~~ 
pyi-no myi-kwo-ni tOyo myi-kyi tatematur-as-e 
sun-GEN HON-child-DAT abundant HON-rice.wine 
present(HUM)-HON-IMP 
Present the abundant rice wine to the honorable child of the Sun! 
(KK 101) 

fJ, ffilllJ fmi 1m fmi till~ 9@f fmi till ~ 9@f fi ~iiJ51]\1mfU fa till ffilllJfr-*_ T ffilllJ fi T ffilllJ 
TfUtJi*1]\ 
isi-kapa-kata-puti kata-puti-ni amyi par-i-watas-i mey-ro yos-i-ni 
yos-i yor-i-ko-n-e 
stone-river-side-pool side-pool-LOC net spread-INF-carry.across
INF mesh-DIM bring.near-NML-COMP bring.near-NML 
approach-INF -come-DES-IMP 
[Girls, I] wish [you] would come near, like [they] bring near the 
meshes, spreading nets across at the side pool of a stony river (NK 
3) 

7F~HtJF!i!imB5*LB5tL ~B~Wfif~~{j'I"~*5~B51f § 
INA to IP-EY-NTO KATAr-e KATAr-e to NOR-AS-E koso 
Sipiy-i pa MA WOS-E SIPIY -N-KA TAR-I to NOR-U 
no DV say-EV-CONC speak-IMP speak-IMP DV say-HON-EV 
PT Sipiy-ACT TOP say(HUM)-EV forced-DV(A TTR)-say-NML 
DV say-FIN 
Though [I] say: 'No,' [you] command [me]: 'Speak, speak!,' [but 
the things that] Sipiy says, [you] call a forced speech (MYS III: 
237) 

ffl mE1f~{j'I",*1=~i)1~m~~ Wf ~ 
yworu-no imey-ni wo tuNk-yi-te myi-ye-kos-o 
night-GEN dream-LOC PT follow-INF-SUB see-PASS(INF)
BEN-IMP 
please appear [for me] continuously in [my] night dreams (MYS 
V: 807) 
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~.~.~W*~~~&~~&.~~.~~M~a~~.~ 
TPTfiHlt~ 
uMEY -no pana imey-ni katar-aku myiyaNbiy-tar-u pana to are 
[o]mop-u sakey-ni ukaNpey-kos-o 
plum-GEN blossom dream-LOC tell-NML be.elegant(INF)
PERFIPROG-ATTR blossom DV we think-FIN rice.wine-LOC 
let.float(INF)-BEN-IMP 
The plum blossoms told [me] in [my] dream: "We think that [we] 
are elegant blossoms. Please let [us] float in the rice wine [cup]" 
(MYS V: 852) 

Jlt?OO~ 
KONO TWO PYIRAK-As-e 
this door open-BON-IMP 
please open this door (MYS XIII: 3310) 

fo~*L~lt-9-iitfi CJ ~**L~fitltz &~~ 
wasure-N-kapyi yose-k-yi-te ok-yer-e okyi-tu sira namyi 
forget(NML)-GEN-shell bring(INF)-come-INF-SUB put-PROG
IMP offing-GEN/LOC white wave 
white waves of the offing, bring [to me] the shell of forgetfulness 
(MYS XV: 3629) 

t\)~ -$llt~~~. & PTfI;j9:m~~ 
tutum-u koto na-ku paya kapyer-i-[i]mas-e 
have difficulty-ATTR no-INF fast return-INF-BON-IMP 
Return quickly, without having difficulties (MYS XV: 3582) 

~&*.S3jJD.f~~.*ltCJllt*fJ\ 
myiyakwo-ni yuk-aNpa imwo-ni ap-yi-te ko-n-e 
capital-LOC go-COND beloved-DA T meet-INF -SUB come-DES
IMP 
if [you] go to the capital, meet [there my] beloved, and come [back] 
(MYS XV: 3687) 

zg~fift~*~z~jtga*}~,~.§t~CJ*Lfo~iit*~*~ 
*~~f5.~ 
siro tapey-no a-Nka sita-N-koromo usinap-aNs-u mwot-er-e wa
Nka se-kwo taNta n-i ap-u-maNte-ni 
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white mulberry.tree.bark.cloth-GEN I-POSS bottom-GEN-garment 
lose-NEG-INF carry-PROG-IMP I-POSS beloved-DIM direct 
DV -INF meet-ATTR-TERM-LOC 
My beloved, carry [with you] my undergarment from white 
mulberry tree bark cloth without losing [it], until [we] meet directly 
(MYS XV: 3751) 

fjl'lm:~f01X~~~ :*:fi*;fff* fg;fi 
ipap-ye wa-Nka se-kwo taNta n-i ap-u-maNte-ni 
pray-IMP I-POSS beloved-DIM direct DV -INF meet-ATTR
TERM-LOC 
pray, my beloved, until [we] meet directly (MYS XV: 3778) 

~#Z~~~;}F::§Z tfJ\~ili 
kwopiy-sin-aNpa kwopiy mwo sin-e to ya 
long.for(INF)-die-COND long.for(INF) PT die-IMP DV PT 
Do [you] tell [me]: 'If [you] die longing, die from longing! '? (MYS 
XV: 3780) 

f3:1i~*tL 
sakyi-ku ar-e 
safe-INF exist-IMP 
Be safe! (MYS XVII: 3927) 

f*~~~~jjq:W\~~fO~tL 
potOtONkyisu ko-ywo nak-yi watar-e 
cuckoo this-ABL cry-INF cross-IMP 
[Oh,] cuckoo, cross from here, crying (MYS XVIII: 4054) 

~~;fff~~tfJ\ 
YUKYI na-pum-yi-so-n-e 
snow NEG-step.on-INF-do-DES-IMP 
do not step on the snow (MYS XIX: 4228) 

fjl'lm:~t$~9@jl 
ipap-ye KAMIY -tati 
protect-IMP deity-PLUR 
protect [him], oh deities! (MYS XIX: 4240) 

~ 1t.& ~~:tt;&lm: fjl' atftctfJ\fi.l< ~~ ~ fiatlm:at~-tit 
tapyirakey-ku oya pa imas-an-e tutumyi na-ku tuma pa mat-as-e 
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safe-INF parents TOP exist(HON)-DES-IMP obstacle no-INF 
spouse TOP wait-HON-IMP 
Parents, please live safely! Wife, please wait [for me] without 
obstacles! (MYS XX: 4408) 

fo~ 2.~ft.x~{jt~1]\fI)j\ 2~ 
wa pa koNk-yi-[i]Nte-n-u to ipye-ni tuNkey-kos-o 
I TOP row-INF-go.out(INF)-PERF-FIN DV report(INF)-BEN
IMP 
Please tell [the folks at my] home that I have sailed out (MYS XX: 
4408) 

fA fti:~;bD*U ~ *fJi 
kusa na-kar-i-so-n-e 
grass NEG-cut-INF -do-DES-IMP 
do not cut the grass (MYS XX: 4457) 

~fI) fE 1i~~~ili1!J mZ* 
patu yukyi pa ti-pye n-i pur-i-sik-ye 
first snow TOP thousand-CL DV-INF fall-INF-cover-IMP 
First snow, fall in a thousand layers! (MYS XX: 4475) 

fl)ll:*~g~g~~.~g£3:g 
tutOmey mworo-mworo susum-ye mworo-moro 
strive(lMP) all-all go forward-IMP all-all 
strive, everybody, go forward, everybody (BS 18) 

2*k 2F~kfll!6/F~iJJf±**L 
ONO-NKA IPYE-IPYE ONO-NKA KANTWO-KANTWO OY A
NO NA USINAP-ANS-U TUTWOMEY-TUKAPEY-MATUr-e 
self-POSS house-house self-POSS gate-gate ancestor-GEN name 
Jose-NEG-INF serve(INF)-serve(INF)-HUM-IMP 
[At] every house, [behind] every gate, serve without losing the 
names of your ancestors (SM 16) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The usage of the imperative suffix -[yJe in Eastern Old Japanese is 
quite similar to Western Old Japanese with the difference that it is 
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not attested after the progressive markers -ar- or -[yJer-. The 
aberrant form -0 after the benefactive -kose- is also attested. 

fofi*~~ittfJi 
wa-ni na-taye-so-n-e 
I -DAT NEG-break(INF)-do-DES-IMP 
Do not become estranged from me (MYS XIV: 3378) 

*~*~~ittfJi 
a-wo na-taye-so-n-e 
I-ACC NEG-break(INF)-do-DES-IMP 
Do not break with me (MYS XIV: 3416) 

RJ**J3~m ~tfJi 
kamiy na-nar-i-so-n-e 
[thunder] god NEG-sound-INF-IMP-DES-IMP 
Thunder god, [please] do not thunder! (MYS XIV: 3421) 

*~c~tgfl~tL 
na-Nka kokoro nor-e 
you-POSS heart tell-IMP 
Reveal [to me] your heart (MYS XIV: 3425) 

~~~~fi~mRJ~~~~*~.*~~M 
imwo-Nka [i]pye-ni itu ka itar-am-u ayum-ye a-Nka kwoma 
beloved-POSS house-LOC when PT reach-TENT-ATTR walk
IMP I-POSS stallion 
When will [I] reach the house of [my] beloved? Walk [fast], my 
stallion! (MYS XIV: 3441) 

*~~~~~M~~~*fi~M~~~W~ 
asa-te kwo-N-pusuma ko yopyi Ntani tuma yos-i-kose-n-e 
hemp-cloth DIM-DV(ATTR)-bedding this night PT spouse 
bring.c1ose-INF-BEN-DES-IMP 
Oh, [my] dear bedding from the hemp cloth! [I] wish [you would] 
bring my spouse close [to me] just tonight (MYS XIV: 3454) 

~*/~,*~1iMi!tfo1X~~ 
kwopiysi-ky-eNpa k-yi-[i]mas-e wa-Nka se-kwo 
miss-ATTR-COND come-INF-HON-IMP I-POSS beloved-DIM 
If [you] miss [me], please come, my beloved (MYS XIV: 3455) 
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~-"'?El-'" #;PTz~no{i~s{~t\*tL;R{jt.ltz*t~~:J!flJ~tL 
nOtfJiR¥m --
titi papa-Nka kasira kakyi-naNte sa-ku ar-e te ip-yi-si keytoNpa 
Nse wasure-kane-t-uru 
father mother-POSS head PREF-stroke(INF) safe-INF exist-IMP 
DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR word PT forget(INF)-NEG/POT(INF)
PERF-ATTR 
[I] cannot forget the words: "Be safe!" that [my] father and mother 
said, stroking [my] head (MYS XX: 4346) 

{jtiff?El~q:{i~J(~{jtf,J:J]\fi*t~~ 
ima pa koNk-yi-n-u to imo-ni tuNkey-kos-o 
now TOP row-INF-PERF-FIN DV beloved-DAT report(INF)
BEN-IMP 
Please tell [my] beloved that [I] have sailed out now (MYS XX: 
4363) 

t\ § #;?El-'" f~*tt\~iiJfljiffs 
KuNsi-N-kapa pa sakey-ku ari-mat-e 
KuNsi-GEN-river TOP safe-INF ITER-wait-IMP 
Wait for [me] (all this time) safely at KuNsi River! (MYS XX: 
4368) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
Forms cognate to the WOJ imperative suffix -[yJe < *-i-a are found 
both in Old Ryukyuan and modem dialects throughout the 
Ryukyuan archipelago. Examples: 

Old Rvukyuan 

3=:£ t ~ ;bitfj:JYG~' ~ ~c 2' Git 
SIYORl mori ase fa tuti-gir-i n-i kir-as-e 
Shuri castle warrior TOP ground-(DV)cut-NML DV-INF cut
HON-IMP 
Warriors of the Shuri castle, cut [the enemy] as cutting the ground 
(OS I: 33) 

v \ L ~ 7J"P ~ ;bV'G/'-..Ttit 
isi-to kane-to awa-tife-s-u mo[do]s-e 
stone-COM metal-COM combine-SUB-do-FIN retreat-IMP 
make [them] retreat using both stones and metal (OS II: 47) 
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~t6~~~~~~Qfi~~~~~ 
omoro-yo mioyas-e serumu-yo mioyas-e 
sacred song-ACC present(HUM)-IMP prayer-ACC 
present(HUM)-IMP 
Present the sacred song, present the prayer (OS VIII: 411) 

Naha 

siriziti-ni an i-i sa 
know-LOC INTER say-IMP PT 
say since [you] know [it] (Nohara 1986: 74) 

munoo maa-ku kam-ee 
thing(TOP) de1icious-INF eat-IMP 
Eat food with gusto! (RKJ 82) 

Miyako 

tfa:-yu num-e 
tea-ACC drink-IMP 
drink tea! 

Thus, we probably can reconstruct the Proto-Japonic imperative 
suffix as *-a. It is quite obvious that no 'Altaic' parallels are even 
remotely possible, since the Korean basic imperative is *-la, the 
Proto-Tungusic imperative probably should be reconstructed as *
ka- or *-gi-, and the Mongolic and Turkic basic imperatives are 
suffixless, coinciding with the verb root. 

6.2.2.1.5 Zero imperative and its extended/orm -yo 
In contrast to Middle Japanese, where vowel and vowel irregular 
verbs always have the imperative suffix -yo, there are examples in 
Western Old Japanese when these verbs just have their roots used 
as their imperative forms without any following -yo, although 
forms with -yo are considerably more frequent.38 

38 I agree with Shirafuji that -yo forms are not original, and that -yo in all 
probability goes back to an exclamation particle yo (Shirafuji 1987: 140). 
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Synchronically root imperatives should be treated as having a 
zero imperative marker. However, diachronically there might be a 
different explanation that will allow us to solve the famous puzzle 
of the Old Japanese imperatives, namely why imperative markers 
are different for consonant and vowel verbs. My solution is that 
diachronically there is no distinction at all. We saw in 6.2.2.1.4 that 
-ye imperatives found after consonant verbs go back to the infinitive 
-i + *-a. By default the majority of vowel verbs have infinitives that 
coincide with verbal roots, the only exception being k-irregular, and s
irregular verbs.39 By the rules of Old Japanese phonotactics, vowel 
clusters are prohibited, therefore, the addition of the imperative *-a 
would produce a vowel cluster that should be simplified. In the case 
of the majority of vowel verbs this simplification must have been 
achieved by the deletion of the imperative *-a, with the verbal root 
acquiring a function of the imperative. The only puzzling shapes 
under this scenario are the imperatives ko 'come(lMP)' and se 
'do(IMP).' However, se 'do' can be treated as *s-i-a 'do-INF-IMP,' 
so the only puzzling form is ko 'come.' But even this form can be 
explained if we suppose that a monphthongization *-i-a > -ye took 
place prior to vowel contraction. Thus, *ko-i-a > *ko-ye > ko. 

The verbal root as an imperative form: 

Although in the following two examples the imperative form se 
is attested in Western Old Japanese in semantographic writing, we 
can make an educated guess that it is se and not se-yo on the basis 
of the syllable count. Cf. also the example from the Senmyo below, 
where it is written phonetically, as well as the Eastern Old Japanese 
imperative form se, cited in the comparative section (see MYS XIV: 
3369). 

rgp Z ffI~ftfr-* 
YANANKIY-NO KANTURA SE WA-NK-YIMWO 
willow-GEN wig do(IMP) I-POSS-beloved 
put on the willow wig, my beloved (MYS X: 1924) 

39 Although n-irregular verbs are essentially vowel verbs (at least historically), 
they have imperatives in -e, like consonant verbs, which can be explained along 
the same lines as the consonant verb imperative marker -ye < *-i-a. 
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*~t6~~ 5L-1-tf31f~~ 
KOTO PAKAR-I YO-KU SE WA-NKA SE-KWO AP-YER-U 
TOKYINtani 
thing plan-NML good-INF do(IMP) I-POSS beloved-DIM meet
PROG-ATTR time PT 
just [at] the time when [we] meet, do the planning well, my 
beloved (MYS XII: 2949) 

{jT~ttt~~PJ~m~ th~q:~ 
ipye-N-pyito pa kapyer-i paya ko to 
house-GEN-person TOP retum-INF quick come(INF) DV 
[My] home folks say: 'Come back quickly!' (MYS XV: 3636) 

$ #lJ!1J\ ~ ~f,J:~!\ ~ th ~~ 
taNpyi n-i-te mwo mo na-ku paya ko to 
trip DV-INF-SUB PT misfortune no-INF quick come(IMP) DV 
[my beloved] said: "Come [back] quickly without any misfortune 
on [your] trip!" (MYS XV: 3717) 

Z¥TrE!\Z*$~ .lt~1i~z¥TrEfg:!\ 
siru-ku simey tate pyito-no sir-uNpey-ku 
distinct-INF sign erect(IMP) person-GEN know-DEB-INF 
erect a distinct sign, so the people could know (MYS XVIII: 4096) 

~~1J\PJ {t7C~~Z~Yl-
W ARE-ni kakyi-mukey OMOP-YI si OMOP-ANpa 
I-DAT PREF-turn(IMP) love-NML PT love-COND 
if you indeed love [me], turn to me (MYS XIX: 4191) 

fltll:*~ g ~ g~~-'~ gf,J: g 
tutomey mworo-mworo susum-ye mworo-moro 
strive(IMP) all-all go forward-IMP all-all 
strive, everybody, go forward, everybody (BS 18) 

Jlt *f~ f= 11!l 11: {jT M~:tff 1]\ 
KONO KOTO TOMO n-i se to iNsanap-u-ni 
this thing together DV-INF do(IMP) DV entice-ATTR-LOC 
when [Wonwo-no ANtumapyito] enticed [him] saying: 'Do this 
(thing) together [with us]' (SM 19) 
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An extended form with -yo is attested in Western Old Japanese 
with verbal roots and after the perfective and the causative, as can 
be seen from the following chart: 

Chart 42: Combinations of the extended imperative -yo with 
d' ffi db d T' :Jrece mg su lxes an oun aUXllanes 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
perfective -te- -te-yo 
causative -(a)se- -se-yo 

However, as far as I can tell, there is only one example of the 
causative with the following extended imperative -yo, Examples 
with the preceding perfective -te- are also rare, so in the majority of 
cases -yo is found after a vowel verb root (if we follow a 
synchronic description), or after a vowel verb infinitive (if we 
follow a diachronic description), Examples: 

~-,j-•• -¥~ 
URUPASI-kyi KOTO TUKUS-I-te-yo 
splendid-ATTR word exhaust-INF-PERF-IMP 
exhaust [your] splendid words (MYS IV: 661) 

~i1J tL -Sf. ~ -[5J:{jt ~ m -tit £f-'#¥ ~ 
are-woNpa mo ika n-i se-yo to ka 
I-ACC(EMPH) PT how DV-INF do-IMP DV PT 
What do [you] think I [should] do? (MYS V: 794) 

S3~~m~tL~{jt!Mt1Ji~1! 
yupu-N-pye n-i nar-e-Npa iNsa ne-yo to 
evening-GEN-side DV-INF become-EV-CON INTER sleep-IMP 
DV 
When [it] became evening, and [we] told [him]: '[Go to] sleep!;' 
(MYS V: 904) 

:g::;&~ ~ 1; ij~ £f-
A-NKA KOROMO KYIMYI-NI KYI-SE-yo 
I-POSS garment lord-LOC wear-CAUS-IMP 
Put my garment on yourself! (MYS X: 1961) 

*,#¥1!~~~~m~~~-Sf.~~~q~ 
potOtONkyisu koko-ni tika-ku-wo k-yi nak-yi-te-yo 
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cuckoo here-LOC be close-INF-ACC come-INF cry-INF-PERF-IMP 
Cuckoo! Come close to here, and cry! (MYS XX: 4438) 

00 ::E {jt ::E {ft f= ~ a~jj i?f iii]] ¥t1iX -¥ ~ if 11:~}] xtE 
KOKU-WAU-i WAU-WI-ni IMAS-U TOKYI pa BOSATU-no 
ZYAUKAI-wo UKEY-yo to NOTAMAP-YI-te AR-I 
country-king-ACT king-position-LOC be(HON)-ATTR time TOP 
bodhisattva-GEN commandment-ACC receive-IMP DV 
say(HON)-INF-SUB exist-FIN 
[Buddha] said that a king of a country, when [he] is on the throne, 
[should] accept the commandments of the Bodhisattva (SM 28) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
Similar to Western Old Japanese, the extended imperative form -yo 
in Eastern Old Japanese is also more frequent than the zero 
imperative form. 

The verbal root as an imperative form: 

~~)ff!A &*:li1:JJo)ff PJft:ftt~ g ~~)ff!A & 
suNka-makura aNse ka mak-as-am-u ko-ro se ta-makura 
sedge-pillow why PT use.as.a.pillow-HON-TENT-ATTR girl-DIM 
do(IMP) arm-pillow 
girl, why would [you] use the sedge pillow? Use [my] arms as a 
pillow! (MYS XIV: 3368) 

~ )ff[!]~*t PJ5fiJ c fo~ 1!§"[!] 
tama kwo-suNkey kar-i ko wa-Nka se-kwo 
jewel DIM-sedge cut-INF come(IMP) CPOSS beloved-DIM 
my beloved, cut the jewel[-like] little sedge and come (MYS XIV: 
3445) 

Eastern Old Japanese has extended imperatives ending in -yo 
and -roo It seems that the form in -yo is a loan from Western Old 
Japanese, as it mostly occurs in poems that have no or very limited 
Eastern Old Japanese features. Meanwhile, -ro always occurs in 
poems that are clearly in Eastern Old Japanese, and therefore, it 
should be defined as an original Eastern Old Japanese form. Cf. the 
following examples: 
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~J( mE~{iff~t~c ft-tlt g ~ PI £3: 
n-uru-Nka [u]pey-ni aN-tO se-ro to kamo 
sleep-ATTR-POSS top-LOC what-DV do-IMP DV PT 
besides sleeping [with her], what [else do you] tell [me to] do, I 
wonder? (MYS XIV: 3465) 

tJ;Jfm 11j!!,~fi:t -¥{jt PIm-tlt~~lf 
kwopiy n-i sin-am-u-wo ika n-i se-yo to so 
10ve(NML) DV-INF die-TENT-ATTR-ACC how DV-INF do-IMP 
DVPT 
although [I] will die from love, what (lit.: how) will [you] tell [me] 
to do? (MYS XIV: 3491) 

~~~~~~.m~w~-¥~~Wg~ 
sira kumwo-no taye-n-i-si imwo-wo aNse se-ro to 
white cloud-COMP break.off(INF)-PERF -INF -PAST I ATTR 
beloved-ACC how do-IMP DV 
what (lit.: how) [should I] do about [my] beloved who separated 
[ from me] like a white cloud (MYS XIV: 3517) 

~~~ •• *~~~fi~g~*L~~mE£3:~ 
pyimwo taye-Npa a-Nka te-tO tukey-ro k6re n-o paru mos-i 
cord tear-COND your.own-POSS hand-COM attach-IMP this 
DV-ATTR needle hold-INF 
if the cords [of your garment] tear, attach [them] with your own 
hand, holding this needle (MYS XX: 4420) 

6.2.2.1.6 Negative imperative -una 
The negative imperative suffix has just one allomorph -una that is 
found after consonant and vowel verbs alike. Vowel verbs lose the 
final vowel of their roots before -una. Japanese traditional 
linguistics treats this form as a particle na being added to the final 
form of all verbs except r-irregular verbs when it follows the 
attributive form (Omodaka et al. 1967: 513). Needless to say, this 
analysis does not make any sense either synchronically or 
diachronically. From the synchronic point of view it is not clear 
why the 'particle' na would follow different inflectional form of r
irregular verbs. It is quite clear that in both cases the alleged 
particle is preceded by the vowel lui. For the diachronic evidence 
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that this vowel lui cannot be a final predication fonn -u, see the 
discussion of the Ryukyuan comparative data below. 

The functional difference between this suffix on the one hand 
and the prefix na- and circumfix na- ... -so (see 6.2.1.2) on the other 
is not clear: both can combine with honorifics and both can be used 
independently, so the distinction must be really subtle, if any exists 
at all. The existence of two negative imperatives, one expressed by 
a prefix, and another by a suffix, may again speak strongly in favor 
of the restructuring of the language, where the original SVO type 
morphology is gradually fazed out under the influence of the 
neighboring SOY languages. 

Chart 43: Combinations of the negative imperative -una with 
d' ffi db d T' prece mg su lxes an oun aUXllanes 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
passive -(a)ye-, -raye- -(a)y-una 
causative -(a)simey- -(a)sim-una'+v 
honorific -as- -as-una 
benefactive kose- kos-una 

Examples: 

,Ii!!, ~fig fo f!! :g. p'~ ~iiJ~~J~J3~ {tfig 11 
siNpyi41-no waku-N-kwo-wo asar-i-[iJNt-una wi-no kwo 
tuna-GEN young-DV(A TTR)-child-ACC fish-INF -exit-NEGIIMP 
boar-GEN child 
child of the boar, do not fish out a young child ofthe tuna (NK 95) 

:g.f.M;jfo!M~~ § ~!6 
WA-NKA S-Uru waNsa-wo TONKAmey-TAMAP-Una 
I-POSS do-ATTR deed-ACC reproach(INF)-HON-NEGIIMP 
Do not reproach my behavior (MYS IV: 721) 

{Jt~ R.Bt li~iiJ fjtl~~ .Bt~~ 
itaNtura n-i are-wo tir-as-una 
useless DV -INF we-ACC fall-CAUS-NEGIIMP 
Do not let us fall in vain (MYS V: 852a) 

40 This form is attested only in Eastern Old Japanese, see MYS XIV: 3399 below. 
41 There is a play on words in this poem: siNpyi 'tuna' is homonymous with the 
name of the young noble SiNpyi. 
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A1]\mffi~ 
PYITO-ni SIR-AY-Una 
person-DAT know-PASS-NEGIIMP 
Do not [let it] be known by people (MYS XI: 2762) 

*~~~~ 
a-wo W ASUR-As-uNA 
I-ACC forget-HON-NEGIIMP 
Do not forget me (MYS XII: 3013) 

~~ffifotLS31~"1 PIlHXlIt~¥TrE*f§ffilIt~~*S3* 
mwomyit-i ware yuk-yi-te kapyer-i-k-uru-maNte tir-i-kos-una 
yumey 
leaves.turn.redlyellow-NML I go-INF-SUB return-INF-come
ATTR-TERM fall-INF-BEN-NEGIIMP at.all 
Red leaves! Please do not fall at all until I go and come back 
(MYS XV: 3702) 

fotIGtltiiJ(tIG PI Bt lIt s ,!ff16:':ftt~1~fil3 ~ *1~fil3ffi fil3 216:': -$fo ~ tL 
~,!ff1!J* 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka kapyer-i-k-yi-[i]mas-am-u tokyi-no tamey 
inoti nokos-am-u wasure-tamap-una 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS return-INF-come-INF -HON-TENT
ATTR time-GEN for life leave-TENT-ATTR forget(INF)-HON
NEGIIMP 
Do not forget, my beloved, that [I] will stay alive until [you] return 
(MYS XV: 3774) 

-$*~q:~£3:~~JJ~ ~W* 
muna kot6 mo oya-no NA tat-una 
empty word PT ancestor-GEN name break-NEGIIMP 
do not destroy the name of [your] ancestors [with] empty words 
(MYS XX: 4465) 

~7C~~1f*:JtJ#~~~~J#1~~ 
AYAMAT-I NA-KU TUMYI NA-KU AR-ANPA SUTE-[i]mas
una W ASURE-[i] mas-una 
make.mistake-NML no-INF sin no-INF exist-COND 
abandon(INF)-HON-NEGIIMP forget(INF)-HON-NEGIIMP 
if [she] has no[t committed any] sin or mistake, do not abandon 
[her], do not forget [her] (SM 7) 
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The negative imperative suffix -una is also attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

:g-Sf.t~z~!A.~ 
A-wo ne si nak-una 
I-ACC sound PT make.cry-NEGIIMP 
Do not make me cry loudly (MYS XIV: 3362) 

'1i J~,1ff ~Z $~!A. tft) ~ 3i~V¥D~i!t 
asi pum-asim-una kutu pak-ey wa-Nka se 
foot step-CAUS-NEGIIMP shoe put.on-IMP I-POSS beloved 
Do not let [yourself] step [on it bare-]footed. Put on [your] shoes, 
my beloved (MYS XIV: 3399) 

~.~~~~~m.!A.~~'1i~.~~~~'1i-Sf.~~~~m 
yaswo kotO-no pye pa siNkey-ku tomo araswop-yi-kane-te a-wo 
koto nas-una 
eighty word-GEN leaf TOP thick-INF CONJ resist-INF
NEG/POT(INF)-SUB I-ACC word make-NEGIIMP 
even though many rumors are growing thick [like a bush], do not 
talk about me, failing to resist (MYS XIV: 3456) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
Ryukyuan comparative data are important for establishing WOJ 
-una as a separate suffix rather than a sequence of the final 
predication suffix -u plus a negative particle na. Consider the data 
in the following chart: 

Chart 44: Final predication and negative imperative forms in the 
Shuri dialect 

210ss verb root final predication ne2ative imperative 
write kak- kach-uN kak-una 
stand tat- tach-uN tat-una 
push 'us- 'us-uN 'us-una 
read yum- ~m-uN yum-una 

As was noted above in 6.2.2.1.1, a Ryukyuan palatalization of 
the final consonant of the root such as k > ch and t > ch before the 
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final predication suffix indicates that this suffix was originally 
attached to the infinitive -i that triggered this palatalization. 
However, there are no traces of this palatalization in the negative 
imperative form. This discrepancy demonstrates that the vowel lui 
in the WOJ final predication suffix -u and the negative imperative 
-una have different origins, and that consequently the traditional 
theory of a 'negative final particle' na following the final 
predication form is completely untenable. 

Examples: 

Old Ryukyuan 

::t3 ~'t S ~ fj:ft ~f < tt 
oN-kimo uti fa nagek-una 
HON-liver inside TOP lament-NEGIIMP 
Do not lament inside your soul (OS X: 518) 

Shuri 

sumuchi yum-una 
book read-NEGIIMP 
Do not read the book 

Vowel correspondences in other dialects indicate PR *-ona 
rather than *-una (Serafim, p.c.), which consequently indicates PJ 
*-ona as well. It is more than likely that the WOJ negative 
imperative prefix na-, the Proto-Japonic negative imperative suffix 
*-ona and the PJ negative *-an- are all interrelated in some way, 
although at the present point we do not know how to properly 
analyze the negative imperative *-ona, because we do not know 
what the element *-0- in this marker could be. 

In any case, given this unclear internal situation in Japonic, it 
would be foolhardy to embark on a search for the external origins 
of this morpheme, although the similarity with other *-n- negatives 
across Eurasia certainly invites various wild long-range 
comparisons, for the unrealistic 'Altaic' comparisons see, e.g., 
Starostin et al. 2003: 228, and Robbeets 2005: 414. 
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6.2.2.1.7 Desiderative -ana ~ -na 
The desiderative suffix has two allomorphs: -ana after consonant 
verbs and -na after vowel verbs. It has three functions: (a) it 
expresses the desire of the speaker himself to perform an action (cf. 
Modem Japanese -tai), (b) it expresses the desire of the speaker for 
the addressee to perform an action (cf. Modem Japanese -te hosii), 
(c) hortative, i.e. an invitation to do something together. The 
desiderative suffix -(a)na can combine with the following suffixes 
and bound auxiliaries: 

Chart 45: Combinations of the desiderative -(a)na with other 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries 
suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
imperative -{yle -(aln-e 
tentative -(a)m- -(a)na-m-
exclamative -(u)mo -(a)na-mo 
perfective -n- -n-ana 
perfective -te- -te-na 
benefactive -kose- -kose-n-e'+~ 

negative imperative na- ... -so na- ... -so-n-e 

One can see that the desiderative suffix -(a)na shows an 
idiosyncratic behavior: it follows the perfective auxiliaries -n- and 
-te-, the benefactive auxiliary -kose-, and the negative imperative 
circumfix na- ... -so, but it precedes the tentative suffix -am- ~ -m-, 
the exclamative suffix -umo, and the imperative -[yJe. In the latter 
case it loses its final vowel before the following suffix, appearing 
in its special contracted form -an- ~ -n- that will be discussed 
below separately. Examples: 

w~~~~~~mm~~~fr~~.~ 
ita te op-aNs-u pa nipo-N-tOri-no kaNtuk-yi se-na 
painful place carry-NEG-INF TOP grebe-DV(ATTR)-bird-COMP 
dive-NML do-DES 
rather than to receive severe wounds, let us dive [together] like 
grebes (NK 29) 

42 When preceded by the benefactive auxiliary -kose-, the desiderative -ana must 
always be followed by the imperative -[yJe. In other words, the form *-kose-na is 
not attested. 
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M~oo •• m.~.M •• woooo.m.~~w 
amo-ni koso kyik-oye-Ns-u ar-am-ey kuni-ni pa kyik-oye-te-na 
mother-DAT PT hear-PASS-NEG-INF exist-TENT-EV land-DAT 
TOP hear-PASS(INF)-PERF-DES 
[I] probably will not be heard by [my] mother, but [I] wish to be 
heard by [the] land! (NK 82) 

ft~ ~~~ ~yt.~~~Jfffj~{~~1mfi~~ ~ ~t~~~~-$ 
kOt[o]-ita-ky-eNpa woN-patuse-yama-no ipa kiy-ni mo wi-te 
komor-ana-m-u 
rumor-painful-ATTR-COND DIM-Patuse-mountain rock fortress
LOC PT Jead(INF)-SUB hide-DES-TENT-FIN 
if rumors are painful, [I] want to take [you] along to a rocky 
fortress on the Small Patuse mountain and hide away (FK 1) 

4-*~tfH::~ 
IMA P A koNk-yi-iNte-na 
now TOP row-INF-exit-DES 
Let [us] row out [to the sea] now (MYS I: 8) 

~ ~ ~ f~;ff i¥jjB~ PI =5{6::1T1 {if ,Ij!!, =lDt 
KUMWO Ntani mo KOKORO AR-Ana-mo kakus-ap-uNpey-si 
YA 
cloud PT PT heart exist-DES-EXCL PT hide-ITER-DEB-FIN PT 
[I] wish at least the clouds [would] have feelings! Do [they] have 
to hide [Mt. Myiwa] all the time? (MYS I: 18) 

tr1]\IZ9~~ 
KYIMYI-ni YOR-I-n-ana 
lord-DA T approach-INF -PERF -DES 
[I] wanted to get close to you (MYS II: 114) 

,~~fj~~~ .. . }]O#z 1]\wr~~ 
uMEY-no pana ... kaNsas-i n-i s-i-te-na 
plum-GEN blossom ... decorate-NML DV-INF do-INF-PERF
DES 
Let [us] decorate [our hair] with plum blossoms (MYS V: 820) 

l±l~ztlj{~~~~,Ij!!,)jJ~t &fi{6::~tlj~~ 
INTE-pasir-i in-ana to OMOP-EY -NtO ko-ra-ni sayar-i-n-u 
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exit(INF)-run-INF go-DES DV think-EV -CONC child-PLUR
DAT be prevented-INF-PERF-FIN 
although [I] think that [I] would like to run away, [I] am 
prevented by [my] children (MYS V: 899) 

fr-* ~ti~rI~.-¥tfT ~ 
IMWO-Nkari YAR-AM-U MWOMYIT-I TA-WOR-Ana 
beloved-DIR send-TENT -ATTR leaves.tum.redlyellow-NML 
hand-break-DES 
[I] would like to break with [my] hand [branches with] maple 
leaves to send to [my] beloved (MYS IX: 1758) 

wa.~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~ 
imo-ni MYI-se-m-u-ni wata-tu myi-no okyi-tu SIRA TAMA 
pyirip-yi-te yuk-ana 
beloved-DAT see-CAUS-TENT -ATTR-LOC sea-GENILOC 
dragon-GEN offing-GENILOC white jewel pick up-INF-SUB go
DES 
[I] want to go, picking up the white jewels from the offing of the 
sea dragon in order to show [them] to [my] beloved (MYS XV: 
3614) 

~m~~~.~*.~~*~~~.a 
AKYI KANSE-ni pyimwo tok-yi-akey-na taNta nar-aNs-u Wmo 
autumn wind-LOC cord untie-INF-open-DES direct be-NEG-FIN 
CON] 
[I] wish that the autumn wind will untie the cords, even if [it] is 
not directly (MYS XX: 4295) 

~~-'¥-~ RtfJi~ 
myiti-wo taNtune-na 
way-ACC seek-DES 
[I] want to seek the Way (MYS XX: 4468) 

*Z~~~iBt~-'¥-~ ~ 1]\1J~tL~ 
asiNpyi-no pana-wo swoNte-ni kwok-yi-[i]re-na 
andromeda-GEN flower-ACC sleeve-LOC rub.through-INF
insert-DES 
[I] want to rub andromeda flowers into [my] sleeves (MYS XX: 
4512) 
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2~~M~~4gR~.~~.~~W~~~g~g~~~~ 
~~~J#.~~~J;~~J#.~ 
kono myi-atO ya-yoroNtu pyikari-wo panat-i-iNtas-i mworo
mworo sukup-yi-watas-i-tamap-ana sUkup-yi-tamap-ana 
this HON-foot.print eight-ten.thousand light-ACC emanate-INF
put.out-INF all-all save-INF-carry.across-INF-HON-DES save
INF-HON-DES 
This footprint emanates myriad lights, and [I] want [it] to save 
everybody, leading [them] across, [I] want [it] to save [them] (BS 
4) 

-= A-'¥- iil ~~iBt~ lU]~ =€.fJf 1~'1T¥~ 
PYITO-RI PUTA-RI-wo WOSAMEY-TAMAp-ana to namwo 
OMOP-OS-I-MYEs-u 
one-CL two-CL-ACC reward(INF)-HON-DES DV PT think
HON-INF-HON-ATTR 
[I] deign to think that [I] want to reward one or two [of my 
subjects] (SM 10) 

SPECIAL CONTRACTED FORM -AN- - -N-
The desiderative suffix has a special contracted form -an- - -n
when it is followed by the imperative suffix -lyle or by the 
tentative suffix -am-. In these cases the desiderative suffix 
functions not as a sentence-final, but as a word non-final suffix. 
The combination -(a)n-am- of the desiderative and the tentative 
will be described below in the section on the tentative -am-. The 
desiderative-imperative form -an-e - -n-e can occur after the stem 
of a verb, after the benefactive -kose-, and after -so 'do' which 
occurs as a part of the negative circumfix na- ... -sO. The 
desiderative-imperative form conveys a command to the addressee 
that also implies a desire on the part of the speaker. Examples: 

~q:fi~~~£3:~~~*~q:t!tr~ 
kono tori mo uti-yamey-kose-n-e 
this bird PT PREF-stop(INF)-BEN-DES-IMP 
[I] wish [you] would stop [the singing] of these birds (KK 2) 

Y mlli] 1!i fI: 1!i:f1l!,," ~ 1!i:f1l! ""~ m ~iiJ51]\fl:flj fp:f1l! mlIi]M~. T mlli] m T mlli] 
Tf1J1lIt1]\ 
isi-kapa-kata-puti kata-puti-ni amyi par-i-watas-i mey-ro yos-i-ni 
yos-i yor-i-ko-n-e 
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stone-river-side-pool side-pool-LOC net spread-INF -carry.across
INF mesh-DIM bring near-NML-COMP bring near-NML 
approach-INF -come-DES-IMP 
[Girls, I] wish [you] would come near, like [they] bring near the 
meshes, spreading nets across at the side pool of a stony river (NK 
3) 

1t:jIi~~~ii tfJi~fp1iI3~1il3i1l,~ 
os-i-Npyirak-an-e myiwa-no tOno two-wo 
push-INF-open-DES-IMP Myiwa-GEN pavilion door-ACC 
push open the door of the Myiwa pavilion (NK 17) 

~1JR~~~{;5:jft 
saNsakyi tor-as-an-e 
wren grab-HON-DES-IMP 
[I wish you would] catch the wren! (NK 60) 

~gR~~~.~~.~m~*~~~.~~~.~~ 
yoroNtu yo-ni imas-i-tamap-i-te arney-no sita mawos-i-tamap-an
e 
ten.thousand age-LOC exist(HON)-INF-HON-INF-SUB heaven
GEN below report(HUM)-INF-HON-DES-IMP 
May [you] live for ten thousand generations, and report [to the 
emperor about things in the country] under Heaven (MYS V: 879) 

tfi & 1i13~~i&~a${6:1L~.~tfJi 
nara-no myiyakwo-ni myes-aNkey-tamap-an-e 
Nara-GEN capital-LOC call(HON)(INF)-raise(INF)-HON-DES
IMP 
[I] want [you] to summon [me to come] up to the capital ofNara 
(MYS V: 882) 

~ili J!ijjlf S3 jJO~ {jT:f; ~* !:~ ~ ~lftfJi 
myiyakwo-ni yuk-aNpa imwo-ni ap-yi-te ko-n-e 
capital-LOC go-COND beloved-DAT meet-INF-SUB come-DES
IMP 
if [you] go to the capital, meet [there my] beloved, and come [back] 
(MYS XV: 3687) 

~tfi1ff ~ ~ tfJi 
YUKYI na-pum-yi-so-n-e 
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snow NEG-step.on-INF-do-DES-IMP 
do not step on the snow (MYS XIX: 4228) 

~~~.~~~~W.~~~k~*~~.~.~m 
tapyirakey-ku oya pa imas-an-e tutumyi na-ku tuma pa mat-as-e 
safe-INF parents TOP exist(HON)-DES-IMP obstacle no-INF 
spouse TOP wait-HON-IMP 
Parents, please live safely! Wife, please wait [for me] without 
obstacles! (MYS XX: 4408) 

~ f~*jJDfrj ~ tfJi 
kusa na-kar-i-so-n-e 
grass NEG-cut-INF -do-DES-IMP 
do not cut the grass (MYS XX: 4457) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The desiderative suffix -ana ~ -na is also attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese. Examples: 

~~-sf-~.f:g:*fjl-~~~ * ~~ 
myiNtu-wo tamapey-na imwo-Nka taNta TE-ywo 
water-ACC receive(HUM)-DES beloved-POSS directly hand
ABL 
[I] wish to receive the water directly from your hands (MYS XIV: 
3439) 

~ J:iJ fitfJim ~ ~oo~~fi!g~~V¥DtLftf:g:mfi~mtlH!:f*JjB 
taka-kyi ne-ni kumwo-no tuk-u-nosu ware sapey n-i kyimyi-ni tuk
yi-n-ana 
high-ATTR peak-LOC c1oud-GEN attach-ATTR-COMP I PT DV
INF lord-DAT attach-INF-PERF-DES 
Even I would like to cling to [my] lord like clouds cling to a high 
peak (MYS XIV: 3514) 

fD~tL~~*JjBfjl-~£3:tt.~m 
wasure pa se-n-ana iya [0 ]mop-yi-mas-u-ni 
forget(NML) TOP do-NEG-DES more.and.more think-INF
increase-ATTR-LOC 
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[I] wish [you] will not forget [me], because [my] desire [for you] 
increases more and more (MYS XIV: 3557) 

The desiderative-imperative form -an-e - -n-e is found quite 
frequently in Eastern Old Japanese: 

fom~~~tttfJi 
wa-ni na-taye-so-n-e 
I-DA T NEG-break(INF)-do-DES-IMP 
Do not become estranged from me (MYS XIV: 3378) 

*-¥~~~tttfJi 
a-wo na-taye-so-n-e 
I-ACC NEG-break(INF)-do-DES-IMP 
Do not break with me (MYS XIV: 3416) 

PJ*~J3~m ~tfJi 
kamiy na-nar-i-so-n-e 
[thunder] god NEG-sound-INF-IMP-DES-IMP 
Thunder god, [please] do not thunder! (MYS XIV: 3421) 

*~.~~~_~~~~mfi_~~~W~ 
asa-te kwo-N-pusuma ko yopyi Ntani tuma yos-i-kose-n-e 
hemp-cloth DIM-DV(A TTR)-bedding this night PT spouse 
bring.c1ose-INF-BEN-DES-IMP 
Oh, [my] dear bedding from the hemp cloth! [I] wish [you would] 
bring my spouse close [to me] just tonight (MYS XIV: 3454) 

1JOJ::tfljt\_E31]\E~J::t E3 _~tfJi 
kapyir-i-k-u-maNte-ni ipap-yi-te mat-an-e 
return-INF-come-ATTR43-TERM-LOC pray-INF-SUB wait-DES
IMP 
pray and wait [for me] until [I] return (MYS XX: 4339) 

M~~E3~~~~~~~~fit\~~-¥~~~.~fikW~~ 
~fty.~~ 
a-Nka [0 ]mote-no wasure-m-o siNta pa tukuNpa ne-wo purisakey
myi-tutu imo pa sinwop-an-e 

43 Fonnally the form k-u looks like final, but since it is followed by the case 
marker -maNte, functionally it must be attributive. 
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I-POSS face-GEN forget-TENT-ATTR time TOP TukuNpa peak
ACC 100k.up(INF)-100k(INF)-COOR beloved TOP yearn-DES
IMP 
When [you, my] beloved will be forgetting my face, please yearn 
for me, looking up at the TukuNpa peak (MYS XX: 4367) 

*Z~&~~~~*~~~~~~~~~~ 
asiNkara-no myi-ne pap-o kumwo-wo myi-tOtO sinwop-an-e 
AsiNkara-GEN HON-peak crawl-ATTR cloud-ACC see(INF)
COOR yearn-DES-IMP 
yearn [for me] while looking at the clouds crawling at the 
AsiNkara peak (MYS XX: 4421) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There is also a desiderative suffix -ana in Ryukyuan attested both 
in Ryukyuan and in modem dialects. In modem Shuri this form 
also has a hortative meaning (RKJ 399), see the example below. 
Examples: 

Old Ryukyuan 

;b~ J:: VJ < it J:: VJ J.;. G tt. 
aya yor-i kuse yor-i mi-r-ana 
beautiful dance-NML rare dance-NML see-ATTR(?)-DES 
[I] want to see a beautiful dance, a rare dance (OS XIV: 103 1) 

Classical Ryukyuan 

1~;f,R~;biJ~tdtL6~:£'i:h~~t:}3 Lo)lt-C :'iJ~t::jt. ~ tt. 
UNNA-DAKI agata SATU-ga Umare-JIMA MUI mo os-i-noke-te 
kogata nas-ana 
Unna-peak over.there village-POSS bom(INF)-island mountain PT 
push-INF-put away(INF)-SUB here make-DES 
On the other side of the peak Unna [there is] the village on the 
island where [my beloved] was born. Pushing the mountain aside, 
[I] would like to place [it] here (RK 1243) 

too sanruu 'isuj-i tuur-ana 
INTER Sanruu hurry-INF pass-DES 
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Hey, Sanruu, let us go fast (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 115) 

Since the desiderative suffix -(a)na is found in all branches of 
the Japonic language family, we can safely reconstruct PJ *-ana. 
However, there are no apparent external parallels. 

6.2.2.1.8 Subjunctive -amasi ~ -masi 
The suffix -(a)masi is a marker of the subjunctive mood. It has two 
allomorphs: -amasi that is found after consonant, r-irregular, and n
irregular verbs, and -masi that is found after vowel verbs (including 
irregular vowel verbs). The same rule applies to the preceding 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries. The subjunctive suffix -amasi ~ 
-masi can combine with the following suffixes and bound 
auxiliaries: 

Chart 46: Combinations of the subjunctive suffix -(a)masi with 
other suffixes and bound auxiliaries 
suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
jJerfective -n- -n-amasi 
perfective -te- -te-masi 
causative -se- -se-mast'f 
progressive -[yJer- -[yJer-amasi 
conditional gerund -aNpa -(a) mas-eNpa 

When -(a)masi combines with the conditional gerund -aNpa, it 
becomes a word-non-final suffix. The resulting sequence -(a) mas
eNpa is due to the monophthongization of the vowel Iii in -(a)masi 
and the vowel Ia! in -aNpa as a vowel lei. Since the morphemic 
boundary is lost due to this fusion, the segmentation of this 
sequence as -(a)mas-eNpa is certainly artificial and represents only 
an approximation. 

Already Yamada Yoshio noticed that -(a)masi behaves like an 
attributive, because it is frequently found before the conjunction 
mono ~ monowa (Yamada 1954: 282_83)45. I should add that 
-(a)masi is also frequently found before the accusative -wa when 
the latter is used as a conjunction (see 4.1.2.2.8 for details). 

44 This combination is attested only after strong vowel verbs myi- 'to see' and kyi
'to wear.' 
45 The form manawa historically certainly derives from mana 'thing' plus the 
accusative -woo 
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In many cases, -(a)masi appears in Western Old Japanese in 
parallel constructions like: -aNpa ... -(a)masi, -amas-eNpa ... -(a)masi, 
'if [it] were ... then [it] would be'. This usage is somewhat different 
from the one found in Middle Japanese where besides the 
construction -aba ... -(a) mas i, two different constructions are used 
frequently: -(a)masika-ba ... -(a)masi and -(a)masi ... -(a) mas i, 
neither of these latter two being attested in Western Old Japanese. 
The Western Old Japanese construction -aNpa ... -(a)masi is 
predominantly attested in the form -s-eNpa ... -(a)masi, with the past 
tense auxiliary -s- ( < *-si, attributive form) preceding the 
conditional gerund _aNpa.46 Examples: 

lt~fI)J#fI)lt~~~iiJ;@~~:$~~~J#wr~~~J(~~J#wr~ 
pyito-tu matu pyito n-i ar-i-s-eNpa tati pakey-masi-wo kyinu kyi
se-masi-wo 
one-CL pine person DV-INF exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND 
long. sword make.wear-SUBJ-ACC garment wear-CAUS-SUBJ
ACC 
Oh, lone pine, if [you] were a human being, [I] would make [you] 
wear a long sword, [I] would make [you] wear a garment, but ... 
(KK 29) 

:$~~~~~$~wr;@~~:$fI)~~~~~~~~~~ 
taNtipyi nwo-ni ne-m-u to sir-i-s-eNpa tat-u-N-komo mo mot-i-te 
ko-masi mono 
TaNtipyi field-LOC sleep-TENT-FIN DV know-INF
PAST/ATTR-COND stand-ATTR-DV(ATTR)-rush.mat PT hold
INF-SUB come-SUBJ CONJ 
If [I] would know that [I] would sleep at the TaNtipyi field, [I] 
would also bring a standing rush mat (KK 75) 

fJJJJD?\ M m' :aift: "3I#WT~fI~iE'Hjtm'*~ 1JiEJJD~ 
waka-ku pey-ni wi ne-te-masi mono oyi-n-i-kyer-u kamo 
young-INF ?-DV-INF bring(INF) sleep(INF)-PERF-SUBJ CONJ 
age(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
[I] would have brought [her with me] and have slept [with her] if 
[she] were young, but it turned out that [she] has become old, alas! 
(KK 93) 

46 Similar to the form -(a)mas-eNpa, described above, this past conditional form 
-s-eNpa also results from the monophthongization of *ia > [y]e, producing fusion 
that obliterates the morphemic boundary. 
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;fiiJ~ fjl§J:etl~ MJ:e~tg iffIJ ~{jI"z llfXtI~iiJ ~M Z 
kapiy-no kurwo kwoma kura kyi-s-eNpa i-sik-aNs-u ar-amasi 
Kapiy-GEN black stallion saddle put.on-PAST/ATTR-COND 
DLF -reach-NEG-INF exist-SUBJ 
if [he] would put a saddle on the black stallion from Kapiy, [he] 
would not reach here [on time] (NK 81a) 

~&z_~~a~_~z.~~~~~m~_~~~~_zm 
urasima-no kwo-Nka tama kusiNkey akey-Ns-u ar-i-s-eNpa mata 
mo ap-amasi-wo 
Urasima-GEN child-paSS jewel box open-NEG-INF exist-INF
PAST/ATTR-COND again PT meet-SUBJ-ACC 
If the boy Urasima did not open the jewel box, [he] would meet 
again [the dragon's daughter], but [it did not happen] (FK 15) 

~*®~~~~~~~~~.tt~~~m. 
PAYA K-YI-TE mo MYI-te-masi MONOwo YAMASIRO-NO 
TAKA TUKIY mura TIR-I-n-i-kyer-u kamwo 
fast come-INF-SUB PT see(INF)-PERF-SUBJ CONJ Yamasiro
GEN high zelkova group fall-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
Although [I] would come fast and look [at them], most of the 
zelkova [flowers] in Yamasiro have fallen, alas! (MYS III: 277) 

~~~&.m~~~~~~~~~m.~~~~ 
ka-ku sir-amas-eNpa kun[i]-uti kot6-Nkoto myi-se-masi monowo 
thus-INF know-SUBJ-COND land-inside thing-thing see-CAUS
SUBJCONJ 
if [I] would know that [I] would show [her] all things in the land, 
but ... (MYS V: 797) 

~~~&.~n~~_~*~~&.en~~_~ 
KUNI-ni ar-aNpa TITI twor-i-myi-masi IPYE-ni ar-aNpa PAPA 
twor-i-myi-masi 
province-LaC exist-COND father hold-INF-see-SUBJ home
LaC exist-COND mother hold-INF-see-SUBJ 
if [I] were in [my] province, [my] father would take care [of me], 
if [I] were in [my] home, [my] mother would take care [of me] 
(MYS V: 886) 
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~.~~~~m.~~+~~.~M~.*~~ 
TapO TUMA si TAKA-ni AR-I-s-eNpa SIR-ANS-U Wmo 
TANTUNA-no PAMA-no TANTUNE-K-YI-n-amasi 
distant wife PT Taka-LOC exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND know
NEG-FIN CONJ [TaNtuna-GEN beach-COMP - makura-kotoba] 
visit seek-(INF)-come-INF -PERF -SUBJ 
If my wife, who is far away [from me], were in Taka, even if [I] 
did not know, [I] would come looking for [her] (MYS IX: 1746) 

AJhJ'F~fr*~-1-~ ~pjG~~~ 
PYITO to AR-ANS-U PA KUW A-KWO n-i mwo NAR-Amasi 
MaNawo 
person DV exist-NEG-INF TOP mulberry-child DV-INF PT 
become-SUBJ CONJ 
if [I] was not a human being, [I] would [like to] become a 
silkworm, but ... (MYS XII: 3086) 

*~~~~~~~~~*& ••• ~A~~~~~~~.~~ 
~~ 
OPO PUNE-ni imo nor-u mono n-i ar-amas-eNpa PA-N-kukum
yi mot-i-te yuk-amasi monowo 
big boat-LOC beloved board-ATTR thing DV-INF exist-SUBJ
COND wing-LOC-cover-INF hold-INF-SUB go-SUBJ CONJ 
If [it] were the case that [my] beloved boarded [my] big boat, [I] 
would go holding her under [my] wings, but ... (MYS XV: 3579) 

~fo~~~ ~* &,*m~{jt~~{JTE{jt::§1i* 1:[: ~ ~q:,*~-sf-
ywo watar-u TUKIY n-i ar-amas-eNpa ipye-n-ar-u imwo-ni ap-yi
te ko-masi-wo 
night cross-ATTR moon DV-INF exist-SUBJ-COND home-LOC
exist-ATTR beloved-DAT meet-INF-SUB come-SUBJ-ACC 
if [I] were a moon that goes over through the night, [I] would 
come to meet my beloved, who is at home (MYS XV: 3671) 

~1X$~ ~ ~ '*~::§ ~I§-sf-
KYIMYI-Nka muta yuk-amasi mwonowo 
lord-POSS together go-SUBJ CONJ 
although [I] would go together with [ my] lord ... (MYS XV: 3773) 

*~~~~~**~mm.~.~*m~~~ •• M~~~~ 
~&.~ -
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kyepu mwo kamo myiyakwo-n-ar-i-s-eNpa MYI-m-aku por-i nisi
no MYI-MA Y A-no two-ni tat-er-amasi 
today PT PT capital-LOC-exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND see
TENT-NML desire-INF west-GEN HON-stable-GEN outside-LOC 
stand-PROG-SUBJ 
If [I] were in the capital today, too, [I] would be standing outside 
the Western Imperial Stables, wanting to see [you]! (MYS XV: 
3776) 

f~dIljI7]\lBt ~ !ffz PI !ffz -¥ 
Pori-ye-ni pa tama sik-amasi-wo 
Pori-bay-LOC TOP jewel cover-SUBJ-ACC 
[I] would cover the Pori bay with jewels, but ... (MYS XVIII: 
4056) 

*~z~~~7]\4~~~~PI~7]\*mtt.~n7]\.!ffz-¥ 
asa sipo mit-i-ni yor-u kotumyi kapyi n-i ar-i-s-eNpa tutwo n-i se
masi-wo 
morning tide full-NML-LOC approach-ATTR trash shellfish DV
INF exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND souvenir DV-INF do-SUBJ
ACC 
if the trash that is brought up by the full morning tide were 
shellfish, [I] would bring [it] as a souvenir, but ... (MYS XX: 
4396) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The subjunctive suffix -(a)masi is attested in Eastern Old Japanese 
as well. 

fJl'flJ * )ffz e JJfJl' ~~ -¥:tt m:1! 
ir-i-n-amasi mono imwo-Nka woN-tOko-ni 
enter-INF-PERF-SUBJ CONJ beloved-POSS DIM-bed-LOC 
although [I] would [like toJ enter the bed of [my] beloved (MYS 
XIV: 3354) 

Wg~PI~tt*~m:ge.~*)ffz-¥ 
iro-N-puka-ku se-na-Nka koromo pa somey-masi-wo 
color-LOC-deep-INF beloved-DIM-POSS garment TOP dye
SUBJ-ACC 
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Although [I] would dye deeply [my] beloved's gannent. .. (MYS 
XX: 4424) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The subjunctive suffix -(a)masi is attested only in Old Ryukyuan in 
ten examples in the Omoro sashi (Torigoe 1968: 178-79). The 
absence of reflexes in the modem dialects strongly suggests that it 
is a loan from Middle Japanese. 

Old Ryukyuan 

dj.. 't"" \ 't"" \ '2: ibl'i'i L 
mi-tife i-tife iki nup-amasi 
100k(INF)-SUB go(INF)-SUB breath extend-SUBJ 
[by] going and looking [at it], [I] would extend [my] life (OS XI: 
557) 

5 '2::t3f~'t;(piJ:t~"(~t ~ TJ'>6'Jtr9"'i L 
u-ki ofo ti-ka YO ya-te ya momo kame mu sufe-masi 
great-ATTR big father-POSS world be(INF)-SUB TOP hundred jar 
PT place-SUBJ 
because it is the world of great ancestors, [we] would place as 
much as a hundred jars [of rice wine] (OS XI: 559) 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
I have attempted before to compare WOJ -(a)masi with Tungusic 
subjunctive markers: Nanai -mea - -mee and Ewenki -meaa -
-meee (Vovin 2001: 194). An example: 

Min-du miocan bi-cin osi-ni mi miocala-mca-i 
I-DAT gun be-PAST/ATTR become-GER I shoot-SUBJ-lps 
If! had a gun, I would shoot (A vrorin 1961: 13 7) 

The comparison should be abandoned, because it represents no 
more than wishful thinking: there are no regular correspondences in 
vowels, and the correspondence of WOJ -s- to Tungusic -e- is also 
highly questionable. 
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6.2.2.1.9 Suppositional-urasi - -asi 
The suppositional suffix has reliable evidence for two allomorphs: 
-urasi and -asi. -Urasi occurs after all verbs with the possible 
exception of strong vowel verbs. The expected allomorph after 
strong vowel verbs is -rasi. However, there is only one example of 
the suppositional form of a strong vowel verb (ni- 'to boil') found 
in the Western Old Japanese texts: see the example from MYS X: 
1879 below. Unfortunately, the part of the verb preceding the 
phonographically spelled -rasi is written semantographically, so we 
will never know for certain, although it is most likely that the form 
is indeed *ni-rasi. The allomorph -asi is a special form that appears 
after certain paradigmatic forms. It will be discussed in detail 
below. 

As a rule -urasi is found as a sentence-final suffix, but in 
Western Old Japanese, in contrast to Middle Japanese, it can also 
be followed by the adjectival attributive form -kyi. Thus, in this 
case it appears as a word-non-final suffix in the paradigmatic form 
-urasi-kyi. 

Chart 47: Combinations of the suppositional suffix -urasi - -asi 
with other suffixes and bound auxiliaries 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
honorific -as- -as-urasi 
perfective -n- -n-urasi 
progressive -[yJer- -[yJer-asi 
perfective-progressive -tar- -tar-urasi 
retrospective -kyer- -kyer-asi 
excIamative -(u)mo -urasi-mo 
attributive -kyi -urasi-kyi 

Thus, the suppositional -urasi - -asi can combine with 
preceding markers of honorification, aspect, and retrospection, and 
it can be followed by the adjectival attributive -kyi and the 
excIamative -(u)mo. 

The basic meaning of the suppositional is a conjecture, often 
associated with visual or other sensual perception. Examples: 

J3~~~ E15ZfIH!eJ!EWf a -$~jJD~;m:E -$ aWf 
na-Nka myikwo ya tuNpyi n-i sir-am-u to kari pa kwo [u]m-urasi 
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you-POSS prince PT ? DV-INF rule-TENT-FIN DV wild goose 
TOP egg bear-SUP 
A wild goose probably laid an egg to show that your prince will 
rule ?-ly (KK 73) 

*~:ffi f,3:no f,3:fti:no ~ Ii !A l~JlJr~ no ttno me tt 1lli~ 1~Jt ~ 
kyepu mo kamo saka-myiNtuk-urasi taka pyikar-u pyi-no myiya
pyitO 
today PT PT rice.wine-soak-SUP high shine-ATTR sun-GEN 
palace-person 
Today, the courtiers from the palace of the High Shining Sun seem 
to be inebriated in wine, too! (KK 102) 

fr.J.. i:3 ~~!A f,3:~tl&*!Al~JIJff,3: 
nute yurak-umo okyimey k-urasi-mo 
bell sound-EXCL Okyimey come-SUP-EXCL 
The bells are sounding! It seems that Okyimey is coming! (KK 
Ill) 

~i~1llir!l~,~ ~ ~JHR~1f~% fJJD~~~~:fR 
swoNka-no kwo-ra-wo opo kyimyi-no tukap-as-urasi-kyi 
Soga-GEN child-PLUR-ACC great lord-GEN use-HON-SUP
ATTR 
It looks like the sovereign [can] use the children of Soga (NK 103) 

~~~~ft~~~~r!l~f,3:~~~~~«.~.~mM~m~ 
KAMIY YO-YWORI KA-KU n-i AR-Urasi inisipye mo SIKA n-i 
AR-E koso UTUSEMYI mwo TUMA-wo ARASWOP-Urasi-kyi 
deity age-ABL thus-INF DV-INF exist-SUP old.times PT thus 
DV -INF exist-EV PT mortal PT spouse-ACC compete-SUP
ATTR 
[It] seems to be like that from the age of gods. Mortals seem to 
compete for [their] spouses in the old times, too (MYS I: 13) 

~~.~1lliBmmr!l*~:fR.mEtl&~mE~~ 
mwomwo tOri-no kowe-no koposi-kyi paru k-yi-tar-urasi 
hundred bird-GEN voice-GEN be.missing-A TTR spring come
INF-PERFIPROG-SUP 
It looks like the spring [with] voices of a hundred birds, that [I] 
missed, [finally] has come (MYS V: 834) 
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~~1]\m~~i5 
SIPO PlY -n-i-kyer-asi 
tide dry(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR-SUP 
It seems that the tide has retreated (lit.: dried up) (MYS IX: 1671) 

*:sLfr.x~i5 
PARU TAT-I-n-urasi 
spring stand-INF-PERF-SUP 
It seems that the spring has arrived (MYS X: 1819) 

WZ*PX~'~' 
UNKUPYISU-NO PARU N-I NAR-Urasi 
bush.warbler-GEN spring DV-INF become-SUP 
[It] looks like [it] became a bush warbler's spring (MYS X: 1845) 

t~~~Qg*mrzli3¥~1*ffij~~,~,x 
WOTOMYE-RA si PARU NWO-NO UPANKIY TUM-YI-TE NI
rasi-mo 
maiden-PLUR PT spring field-GEN upaNkiy pick.up-INF-SUB 
boil-SUP-EXCL 
It seems that maidens pick up upaNkiy grass at the spring fields 
and boil [it]! (MYS X: 1879) 

JH:;&~1!f?,j>;&~~ ~Z 
KONO YWO-ra PA sa-YWO PUKEY-n-urasi 
this night-LOC TOP PREF-night deepen(INF)-PERF-SUP 
It seems that (in this night) the night has grown deep (MYS X: 
2224) 

:g:~-*~ Z ~iiJ ~{,~ ~i5 
WA-NK-YIMWO-KWO si a-wo SINWOP-Urasi 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM PT I-ACC long.for-SUP 
It seems that my beloved longs for me (MYS XII: 3145) 

w\igt~ltfrJC~ Z 
ywo pa akey-n-urasi 
night TOP brighten(INF)-PERF -SUP 
It seems that [it] has dawned (MYS XV: 3598) 

:$*iBt:$z;tyd*~~z 
TanaNpata si PUNA-NOR-I s-urasi 
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Weaver PT boat-board-NML do-SUP 
It seems that the Weaver boards the boat (MYS XVII: 3900) 

{jT1J\zjijk-Sf-~-m:f*~&z-m:fD~~f*f:z~ 
inisipye-wo omop-os-urasi-mo wa-Nk-opo kyimyi 
past-ACC think-HON-SUP-EXCL I-POSS-great lord 
My sovereign who seems to think about the past! (MYS XVIII: 
4099) 

~f* s~JJtfI)'p~ .~&Z $jJDJffJJit~~jijk 
opo kyimyi-no tuNk-yi-te myes-urasi Takamatwo-no nwo-pye 
great lord-GEN follow-INF-SUB 100k(HON)-SUP Takamatwo
GEN field-side 
Fields of Takamatwo that [my] sovereign seemed to look 
continuously at (MYS XX: 4510) 

SPECIAL FORM -AS] 
After the verbs nar- 'to become' and ar- 'to exist' as well as after 
the derivatives based on the latter, such as nar- 'to be,' the 
auxiliary retrospective -kyer-, and the progressive -[yJer, -urasi 
appears in its special form -asi. Not all auxiliaries based on ar- 'to 
exist' follow this rule, e.g. the perfective-progressive -tar- and -
urasi appear as -tar-urasi, and never as *-tar-asi (see the example 
from MYS V: 834 above). Furthermore, the parallel forms nar
urasi 'become-SUp,47 and ar-urasi also occur in the texts (see the 
examples from MYS I: 13 and MYS X: 1845 above), although the 
contracted forms are much more frequent than the uncontracted 
ones. 

There are two possibilities to explain the form -kyer-asi (there 
are no examples of *-kyer-urasi) and the alternative forms ar-asi 
and nar-asi. It is possible that we are simply dealing here with a 
contraction due to the intervocalic *-r- loss. But it is equally 
possible that -urasi is historically bimorphemic, consisting of a 
stative non-past marker *-ur- and a suppositional suffix -asi, an 
analysis suggested by Russell (2005: 652). In this case, which 
seems to be more realistic as a trisyllabic suffix is likely to have a 
complex morphemic origin, the forms with -asi like -kyer-asi are 
archaic remainders, while the forms exhibiting -urasi are 
innovations. Russell's proposal can be further supported by the fact 
that the negative tentative form in -(a)Nsi (discussed in 6.2.2.1.1 0 

47 But the un contracted form *nar-urasi 'be-SUP' is not attested as far as I can tell. 
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below) is likely to go back to the contraction of the negative suffix 
-an- and the suppositional suffix -asi. It also might be significant 
that -asi is found after stative verbs which would be unlikely to 
include the stative marker *-ur-. Examples of -asi: 

J1m?\fi~~~~;0 
ka-ku nomiy nar-asi 
thus-INF PT be-SUP 
[It] is likely to be just this way (MYS V: 804) 

~:;Pt±J!A m1J\~HBP]{JEt*~,~, s 
UNPEY-si koso MYI-RU PYITO NKOTO n-i KATAR-I-TUNK
YI SINWOP-YI-kyer-asi-kyi 
be.proper-FIN PT see-ATTR person every DV-INF talk-INF-pass
INF yearn-INF-RETR-SUP-ATTR 
[It] is proper that every person who sees [this beach], seems to 
yearn [for it] and tells others [about it] (MYS VI: 1065) 

Ii3 ml~ jWj{=~ Ji5:sL:ff ~;0 
yu tukiy-Nka TAKEY-ni KUMWOWI TAT-Er-asi 
sacred zelkova-POSS peak-LaC cloud rise-PROG-SUP 
[It] seems that the clouds are rising at the Sacred Zelkova peak 
(MYS VII: 1087) 
This is the only example of -[yJer-asi in the Western Old Japanese texts. Certainly, 
the form -er-asi here cannot be confirmed without any doubts due to the partial 
semantographic spelling. Commentators of the Man 'y8shii almost invariably read 
tat-er-urasi here, cf. e.g. Takagi et al. 1959: 203, Kinoshita 2001 (CD-ROM 
edition). However, there are two powerful arguments for reading j'[1f,&;0 as 
TAT-Er-asi rather than as TAT-ER-Urasi here. First, tat-er-urasi brings the 
syllable count in the last line to eight, violating the meter. Second, we should not 
forget that the progressive suffix -[yJer- is derived from the infinitive -yi and ar
'to exist,' and that the most frequent form is ar-asi and not ar-urasi. 

~~~~&~~m?\*~m~~*~*~w~~~g~~M~ 
t1)?\J!:fL~ 
wa-Nka taNpyi pa pyisasi-ku ar-asi kono a-Nka kyer-u imwo-Nka 
koromo-no aka tuk-u MYI-re-Npa 
I-pass journey TOP long-INF exist-SUP this I-paSS 
wear(PROG)-ATTR beloved-PaSS garment-GEN dirt attach
ATTR see-EV -CON 
It seems that my journey was long, when [I] see that this garment 
of [my] beloved which I am wearing became dirty (MYS XV: 3667) 
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~JJ~z}~,mE~~~ ~'~' ~~!ttLmE~ 
TOYO n-o tosi sirus-u to nar-asi YUKYI-no pur-er-u pa 
abundant DV-ATTR year show.a.sign-ATTR DV become-SUP 
snow-GEN fall-PROG-ATTR TOP 
A snowfall seems to become a good omen for an abundant year 
(MYS XVII: 3925) 

1JD1i:t~~~~Z 
kamu-N-kara nar-asi 
deity-DV(ATTR)-nature be-SUP 
[It] is likely to be [its] divine nature (MYS XVII: 4001) 

~.~.~~~~~~~* .. ~ffi*~ze 
KONO TATINPANA-wo tOkyiNsi-ku n-o kaNk-u n-o KO-NO 
MIY to NA-N-TUKEY -kyer-asi-mo 
this mandarin.orange-ACC be off season-INF DV-ATTR smell
ATTR DV-ATTR tree-GEN fruit DV name-LOC-attach(INF)
RETR-SUP-EXCL 
[we] should call these mandarin oranges fragrant tree fruits that are 
off season! (MYS XVIII: 4111) 

~q:c~tLrt~{:g:Zt${i;S3~ ~ **~,~,e 
koko MYI-re-Npa uNpey-si KAMIY-YO-yu paNsimey-kyer-asi
mo 
here look-EV -CON be.indeed-FIN deity-age-ABL begin(INF)
RETR-SUP-EXCL 
when [you] look at this place, it indeed looks like [they] began [the 
building ofthe palaces] from the Age of Gods! (MYS XX: 4360)48 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The suppositional suffix -urasi IS also attested III Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

48 Opinions differ, whether this poem belongs to a border-guard, or to Otomo-no 
Yakamochi himself. The latter seems more probable, since the poem is preceded 
by the line in Chinese: Il*:fLlliltJ-§j 'a poem stating my own humble thoughts,' 
and also because it is written in perfect Western Old Japanese, without any 
elements typical for Eastern Old Japanese. Therefore, I treat it as a Western Old 
Japanese text. 
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;ffi~yJt~ftcfo~~~~tflH~)[~!, -IE: 
puna-N-pyito sawak-u namyi tat-urasi-mo 
boat-GEN-person make.noise-FIN wave rise-SUP-EXCL 
boatmen are making noise. Waves seem to rise! (MYS XIV: 3349) 

fO~~M~f~~~ il#~z 
wa-Nka tuma pa ita-ku kwopiy-rasi 
I-POSS spouse TOP extreme-INF love(INF?)49-SUP 
It seems that my spouse loves me dearly ... (MYS XX: 4322) 

f~~ JJf~~ g fo3f-z JJ;ffi ~ Z 
ipa-no imwo-ro wa-wo sinop-urasi 
home-GEN beloved-DIM I-ACC yearn-SUP 
It seems that my beloved at home yearns for me (MYS XX: 4427) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are very few examples of tentative cognates of WOJ -urasi 
appearing in the Omoro soshi in the forms -urasi, -urasiya, -urase, 
and -asiyo (Torigoe 1968: 177_78).50 The absence of reflexes in 
modem dialects and the limited attestations even in the Omoro 
soshi itself may suggest that we are dealing with a loan from 
Middle Japanese. However, the presence of the form -asiyo may 
indicate that this is a genuine cognate, because the allomorph -asi 
was a relic morpheme already in Western Old Japanese, let alone 
Middle Japanese. Examples: 

Old Ryukyuan 

tt:t3:bO)7J\ L-J:: G L-J:: 
keo wa no ka s-i-yor-asiyo 
today TOP what PT do-INF-exist-SUP 
What would [they] do today? (OS VII: 376) 

t~ G t v \~ ~ < G L-~ 
Tara moi ya tok-urasiya 
Taro lord TOP arrive-SUP 

49 The corresponding WOJ form is kwop-urasi 'love-SUP' with no infinitive form 
Breceding -urasi attested. 
o The form -urase is dubious, though, because it appears as a part of the proper 

name of a boat, Tamamedurase, also attested as Tamamedura (Hokama 2000.2: 
14). 
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It looks like lord Taro will arrive (OS XVII: 1157) 

vip'i-')ip(: < G L 
Wakamatsu-ka tok-urasi 
Wakamatsu-NOM arrive-SUP 
It looks like Wakamatsu will arrive (OS XVII: 1207) 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
On the basis of the previous discussion, we should probably 
reconstruct Proto-Japonic *-asi, but I am not aware of any external 
parallels. 

6.2.2.1.10 Negative tentative -aNsi ~ -Nsi 
The negative tentative suffix has two allomorphs: -aNsi that 
appears after consonant verbs and -Nsi that is found after vowel 
verbs. Surprisingly enough, it combines only with the preceding 
passive -(a)ye- or progressive -[yJer-. There is no reliable evidence 
for the combination -[yJer-aNsi, as it is found only in 
semantographic spelling and only with the verb ik- 'to live,' see the 
example from MYS XII: 2905 below. 

Chart 48: Combinations of the negative tentative suffix -aNsi ~ 
-Nsi with other suffixes and bound auxiliaries 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
- a e-Nsi 

er-aNsi 

It is likely that historically -(a)Nsi represents a contraction ofthe 
negative suffix -(a)n- and the suppositional -asi that was discussed 
above in 6.2.2.1.9. The likelihood of such a development is 
strengthened by three simple observations: first, -(a)Nsi being a 
negative tentative suffix is expected to include a negative 
morpheme. Second, although a contraction of *naC to NC is not 
frequent, there are cases that demonstrate its existence, for example, 
kaNtwo 'gate' < kana-two 'metal door.,sl Third, -(a)Nsi being a 
negative tentative suffix is expected to include a modality 
morpheme that has a meaning compatible with a tentative. 

51 Not literally a 'door made of metal,' but originally a kind of door that had metal 
parts in it. 
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Certainly the suppositional -asi fits the bill here both phonetically 
and functionally. 

The negative tentative suffix has three functions in Western Old 
Japanese: negative presumption, negative intention, and mild 
prohibition. Examples: 

(1) negative presumption: 

fJ! fjJ-fl~ii]]if.ijml 
kuyi pa ar-aN si N so 
regret(NML) TOP exist-NEGITENT PT 
[You] would have no regret (NK 124) 

~ft~~~~m~~~~~~m~~m~~~~m~m~~m 
~M.~~ -
kyikos-i-wos-u kuni-no ma-po-ra Nso ka n-i ka-ku n-i posi-kyi 
manima n-i sika n-i pa ar-aNsi ka 
rule(HON)-INF-HON-ATTR country-GEN INT-top-LOC PT thus 
DV-INF thus-INF DV-INF desire-ATTR according DV-INF thus 
DV-INF TOP exist-NEGrrENT PT 
in the highest place of the country, where [the emperor] rules, [it] 
would not be thus according to what [you] wish to be this way and 
that way, [would it]? (MYS V: 800) 

**L3f-f5$'fis A~*~ § ~i;cgfif)jJ 
are-wo ok-yi-te PYITO PA ar-aNsi to pokor-op-ey-NtO 
I-ACC leave-INF-SUB person TOP exist-NEG/TENT DV boast
ITER-EV -CONC 
although [I] repeatedly boast that there are probably no other 
persons besides me (MYS V: 892) 

mJF:±'~1frJ3f-
IKU-NPAKU MO IK-YER-ANSI INOTI-wo 
how. much-extent PT Iive-PROG-NEGITENT life-ACC 
[I] probably will not live much longer (MYS XII: 2905) 

fo*L3f-f5$'-ss .lt~~* ~ § 
ware-wo ok-yi-te pyitO pa ar-aNsi 
we-ACC leave-INF-SUB person TOP exist-NEGITENT 
except us, there would be no [other] men (MYS XVIII: 4094) 
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W~~~~kk~~~&*~cg~~~~*&~~ 
imwo-Nka taka taka n-i mat-uram-u kokoro sika n-i pa ar-aNsi ka 
beloved-POSS high high DV-INF wait-TENT2-ATTR heart thus 
DV-INF TOP exist-NEGffENT PT 
the heart of [my] beloved who probably waits for [me] eagerly 
would not [it] be this way? (MYS XVIII: 4107) 

fO~JJDit~~ § 
wa-Nka kaNtwo suNkiy-Nsi 
I-POSS gate pass-NEGffENT 
[the cuckoo] probably would not pass my gate (MYS XX: 4463) 

tlo R::ID1r$1f Iifj ~ § 
KA-KU N-O SIKO KOTO PA KYIK-Oye-Nsi 
thus-INF DV-ATTR disgraceful thing TOP hear-PASS
NEGITENT 
[I] would not be able to hear about such disgraceful things (SM 
17) 

(2) negative intention: 

}3B J1l!! ± ~ ~}3B ~ {jf::fff ~£}: 
nak-aNsi to pa na pa ip-u tOmo 
weep-NEGffENT DV TOP you TOP say-FIN CONJ 
Even though you say that [you] would not weep (KK 4) 

fo •• ¥~Wf{jf~~fo~iiit± 
wa-Nka wi ne-si imwo pa wasure-Nsi 
I-POSS bring(INF) sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR beloved TOP forget
NEGITENT 
[I] would not forget [my] beloved, whom I brought with [me] and 
slept with (KK 8) 
Cf. the variant of the same poem below in NK 5 that has the consonant verb 
wasur-. 

foiiit~fo~iiit± 
ware pa wasure-Nsi 
I TOP forget-NEGffENT 
I would not forget (KK 12) 

~~jf~~~± 
mat-u-ni pa mat-aNsi 
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wait-ATTR-LOC TOP wait-NEGITENT 
as [I] wait, [I] would not wait [any longer] (KK 88) 

fp fJ(; m tfIi;B {jt 7f1ili fp * 3mflf 
wa-Nka wi ne-si imo pa wasur-aNsi 
I-POSS bring(INF) sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR beloved TOP forget
NEGITENT 
[I] would not forget [my] beloved, whom I brought with [me] and 
slept with (NK 5) 
Cf. the variant of the same poem above in KK 8 that has the vowel verb wasure-. 

~fIH-\~ji£3:*tL~fp~tL § ~q: JJ$Jo~~~ 
ya-tu YO-ni mo are pa wasure-Nsi kono tatiNpana-wo 
eight-CL generation-LOC PT I TOP forget-NEGITENT this 
mandarin.orange-ACC 
1 would not forget these mandarin orange [flowers] even in eight 
(many?) generations (MYS XVIII: 4058) 

RJ~.m~~~§ 
kapyer-i-myi pa se-Nsi 
retum-INF-look(NML) TOP do-NEGITENT 
[we] will not look back (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

(3) mild prohibition: 

rt~.~~~r~ 
pyit6-ni pa myi-ye-Nsi 
person-DAT TOP see-PASS-NEGITENT 
[I] should not be seen by people (MYS XV: 3708) 

ff{jtJJ:ft:{jtfl3~~ ~ § 
uMEY-no PANA itu pa wor-aNsi 
plum-GEN flower when TOP break-NEGITENT 
when [one] should not pick plum blossoms? (MYS XVII: 3904) 

J(:l1!!7JWi.'£/F~§ 
AMEY TUTI-no SAKYIPAP-YI mwo KANKARAP-ANsi 
heaven earth-HEN flourish-NML PT receive(HUM)-NEGITENT 
[they] should not receive blessing from Heaven and Earth (SM 45) 
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COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
In Eastern Old Japanese only the allomorph -aNsi is attested. It has 
the same functions as in Western Old Japanese: 

(I) negative presumption: 

~.~«~~~~ •• ~.$~fi~~~~~~«m~*~~ 
~t!~§ 
oso paya mo na-wo koso mat-am-ye muka-tu wo-no sipyi-no kwo
yaNte-no ap-yi pa taNkap-aNsi 
slow fast PT you-ACC PT wait-TENT-EV opposite.side
GENILOC peak-GEN chinquapin-GEN DIM-branch-GEN meet
NML TOP differ-NEGITENT 
Whether [you come] quickly or slowly, [I] will wait for you. [It] is 
probably not different from the meeting of small branches of 
chinquapin trees at the peak on the opposite side (MYS XIV: 3493a) 

(2) negative intention: 

{~JJJF~mE~~fo~~~ § ~~ 
itwo n-i nar-u tomwo wa pa tok-aNsi to yo 
thread DV -INF become-FIN CONJ I TOP untie-NEGITENT DV 
PT 
[I] think that I would not untie [the cords of my garment] even if 
[they] become [thin] threads! (MYS XX: 4405) 

(3) mild prohibition: 

~.~~~~MZ~~6~W~~~~~~t!~~m~c~g 
~ffl=~§ 
kamakura-no myiNkwosi-no sakyi-no ipa-kuye-no kyimyi-Nka 
kuy-uNpey-kyi kokoro pa mot-aNsi 
Kamakura-GEN MyiNkwosi-GEN cape-GEN rock-slide-COMP 
lord-POSS regret-DEB-A TTR heart TOP hold-NEGITENT 
[My] lord should not have the heart, like the rockslide at the 
MyiNkwosi cape in Kamakura, which [he] will have to regret [later] 
(MYS XIV: 3365) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
The negative tentative -(a)Nsi is attested only in Classical 
Ryukyuan and exclusively in the Ryuka (Hokama 1995: 315). The 
absence of its reflexes in both Old Ryukyuan and the modem 
dialects strongly implies that it is a relatively late loan from Middle 
Japanese. 

6.2.2.1.11 Negative potential-umasiNsi 
The negative potential suffix has only one allomorph -umasiNsi 
found after both consonant and vowel verbs alike. Although a four
syllable long verbal suffix must have a secondary origin, its 
internal etymology is unclear. 

As a rule -umasiNsi appears in Western Old Japanese as a 
sentence-final suffix, but like -umazi in Middle Japanese, it can 
also be followed by inflectional adjectival suffixes. However, in 
contrast to Middle Japanese where -umazi developed a full 
adjectival paradigm (Vovin 2003: 292), the only two adjectival 
inflectional forms that are found in Western Old Japanese after 
-umasiNsi are the attributive -kyi and the gerund -myi. The latter is 
attested only once in SM 58. 

Chart 49: Combinations of the negative potential suffix -umasiNsi 
with other suffixes and bound auxiliaries 
suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
passive -( a)ye-, -raye- -( a)y-umas iNs i 
potential -kate- -kat-umasiNsi 
attributive -kyi -umasiNsi-kyi 
gerund -myi -umasiNsi-myi 

The combination of negative potential -umasiNsi with the 
passive -(a)ye- is strange, since the passive can have a potential 
meaning by itself, and the main function of the negative potential 
-umasiNsi is negative potential. The same observation can be made 
about its combination with the bound potential auxiliary -kate-. But 
it is possible that in both cases here we have a similar semantic 
reinforcement that is observed in Middle Japanese when the 
negative potential -umazi combines with the potential preverb ye
in the same verbal form (Vovin 2003: 294). 

The negative potential suffix -umasiNsi is not attested at all in a 
number of the Western Old Japanese texts, such as the Kojiki kayo, 
the Jogu teisetsu, the Bussoku seki ka, the Norito, the Fudoki kayo, 
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and the Shoku nihongi kayo. Overall, it is a rare form, as it appears 
only twice in the Nihonsoki kayo, only fifteen times in the whole 
Man 'yoshii (not all of the examples are spelled phonetically), and 
only four times in the Senmyo. 

In sharp contrast to Middle Japanese, where -umazi can have the 
functions of a negative debitive, a negative probability, and a 
negative potential, the WOJ suffix -umasiNsi is predominantly 
attested in the function of a negative potential. The function of the 
negative debitive is supported only by a single example in Senmyo 
27, only partially written phonetically, and the function of the 
negative probability rests on two uncertain examples from the 
Man 'yoshii (attested only in semantographic script in MYS VI: 
1053 and MYS VII: 1385). Examples: 

(1) negative potential: 

~.~.~e ••• ~±m •• ~~~~~ 
ura-N-kupa n-o kiy yor-umasiNsi-kyi kapa-no kuma-Nkuma 
back-DV-ATTR-mulberry DV-ATTR tree approach-NEGIPOT
ATTR river-GEN bend-bend 
the bends of the river that the mulberry tree in the back cannot 
approach (NK 56) 

~.~~~~~~~w.~~~~.mw.e~~~.~~. 
S:l.~flf 
yama kwoye-te umyi watar-u tomo omosirwo-kyi ima kiy-no uti pa 
wasur-ay-umasiN si 
mountain cross(INF)-SUB sea cross-FIN CONJ beautiful-A TTR 
Ima fortress-GEN inside TOP forget-PASS-NEGIPOT 
Even if [I] pass over the mountains and cross the seas, [I] cannot 
forget the inside of the beautiful Ima fortress (NK 119) 

f6:/F~*~7]\1f)]JJ.~ § 
sa-NE-NS-U PA TUPYI n-i AR-l-kat-umasiNsi 
PREF-sleep-NEG-INF TOP final DV-INF exist-INF-POT
NEGIPOT 
if [I] do not sleep [with you], [I] cannot live (MYS II: 94) 

#.j§=§!~p§*)]JJ~± 
UK-VI NUNAPA PYE-NI mwo OKYI-NI mwo YOR-l-kat
umasiNsi 
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float-INF water.shield shore-LOC PT offing-LOC PT approach
INF-POT-NEGIPOT 
[my love for you is like] a water shield that cannot approach 
either a shore or an offing (MYS VII: 1352) 

~*~~~.~~~~*~~~~~2g~~~~~.~8 
tOpo-kyi satwo-maNte okur-i-kyer-u kyimyi-Nka kokoro pa wasur
ay-umasiNsi 
distant-ATTR village-TERM see.off-INF-RETR-ATTR lord-POSS 
heart TOP forget-P ASS-NEGIPOT 
[I] cannot forget the kindness of [my] lord who saw [me] off to 
[my] distant village (MYS XX: 4482) 

?P Il~JitmJ(~WJI1: :fJUC*z a~ J1:~ § 
AMATA n-o TANPYI KASANE-te NOTAMAP-EY-NtOmwo AP
UmasiNsi to S-I-te 
many DV -INF time pile.up(INF)-SUB tell(HON)-EV -CONC 
be.ready.to.do-NEGIPOT DV do-INF-SUB 
although [I] told him many times [to accept the job], [he] believed 
that [he] cannot be ready to do [it] (SM 26) 

~~~2~~.~*~*~.~.m~~ 
OPO KYIMYI-TATI PA ONO-NKA O-UmasiNsi-kyi 
MYlKANTWO-no TAPUTWO-kyi KURAWI-wo NONSOM-YI 
great prince-PLUR TOP self-POSS get-NEGIPOT-ATTR 
sovereign-GEN awesome-ATTR position-ACC desire-INF 
the great princes desire the awesome position of the sovereign that 
[they] themselves cannot get, and ... (SM 45) 
The root of the verb e- 'to get' elides before the -umasiNsi. 

&~~~~~~~~~s~*z§~~~ 
MYIMASI-no KOKORONSASI-woNpa simasi-ku n-o MA mwo 
WASUR-UmasiNsi-myi namwo 
you-GEN memorial.service-ACC(EMPH) be.a.little.while-INF 
DV -A TTR interval PT forget-NEGIPOT -GER PT 
because [I] cannot forget about memorial services for you even 
for a little while (SM 58) 

(2) negative debitive: 

/F§i/S{~~-BJ: § frY-
IP-UMASINSI-kyi KOTO mo IP-YI-n-u 
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say-NEGIPOT-ATTR word PT say-INF-PERF-FIN 
[he] also said words that [he] should not have said (SM 27) 

(3) negative probability: 

Ef 1{ 'lj\ f,3:::f r:iJ £ :* '§ ~ 
MWOMWO YO-ni rna KAP AR-UMASINSI-KYI OPO MIY A
N-TOKORO 
hundred generation-LOC PT change-NEGIPOT-ATTR great 
palace-GEN -place 
the place of the great palace that would not change even in [one] 
hundred generations (MYS VI: 1053) 

tt*;;L ::f r:iJ ffilJf$'lj\ ::f ~~ 
UMORE-N-KIY-NO ARAPAR-UMASINSI KOTO n-i AR-AN
Aku n-i 
bury(NML)-DV(ATTR)-tree-GEN appear-NEGIPOT matter DV
INF exist-NEG-NML DV -INF 
as it is not the case that the buried trees would not appear (MYS 
VII: 1385) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is only one example of the negative potential -umasiNsi in 
the Eastern Old Japanese corpus, but it occurs in a poem without 
any distinctive Eastern Old Japanese features. Thus, this poem 
should probably be treated as a Western Old Japanese text, and we 
should conclude that in all likelihood the negative potential -
umasiNsi was not present in Eastern Old Japanese. Even if we are 
to take the following example at face value as an Eastern Old 
Japanese text, we should be aware of the fact that it represents the 
negative potential function like all the rest of the other reliable 
Western Old Japanese examples. 

*-'¥-1P-~ :R. S3 sr:iJ~~J'l!!, § 
na-wo tate-te yuk-yi-kat-umasiNsi 
you-ACC make.stand(INF)-SUB go-INF-POT-NEGIPOT 
making you stand [and wait], [I] could not go away (MYS XIV: 
3353) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
Old Ryukyuan has the negative debitive -umazi (Hokama 1995: 
606), but its Middle Japanese-like form and absence of reflexes in 
modern dialects betray a loan from Middle Japanese. Thus, it is 
likely that -umasiNsi represents an Old Japanese innovation, and 
may even just be a Central Japanese one, given the dubious nature 
ofEOJ -umasiNsi. An example from Old Ryukyuan: 

(: t ~T~1tv\v\< ~J::1t0~ C 
to momo sufe sei kusa yose-r-umazi 
ten hundred year force army approach-ATTR-NEG/POT 
for a thousand years an [enemy] army would not be able to 
approach (OS XIII: 763) 

6.2.2.1.12 Exclamative -umo - -mo 
The Japanese linguistic tradition treats this suffix as a combination 
of the final predication form -u plus a final particle (~M ~lij 
shiijoshi) mo. At first glance such an analysis may have a good 
logical ground, because the final particle mo also follows the 
adjectival final form in -si. 

There are, however, some problems with the traditional analysis. 
First, the final particle mo suspiciously looks like the homophonous 
focus particle mo, or emphatic particle mo and it seems that the 
main reason for maintaining a special 'final' particle is that it is 
found at the end of sentences. It is of course impossible to claim 
that this 'final' mo is a focus particle, because the latter is found 
only after noun phrases including nominalized verbs. It is also 
unlikely that we deal here with the emphatic particle mo, because it 
also does not occur after the final form of verbs, and generally it is 
used as a sentence final only after the interrogative particle ya. 
Second, no other particle except the interrogative ya is ever found 
between the final predication -u and the 'final' particle mo, while 
certain particles, such as the emphatic particles ya and yo are 
invariably found after the 'final' mo, which in these cases ceases to 
be a 'final' particle in a strict sense. Third, since the adjectival final 
predication marker -si has not yet been fully established as a final 
predication marker and the whole adjectival inflectional system 
was not yet fully embedded in the language, as outlined in Chapter 
5, it should come as no wonder that -(u)mo can be added to -si. 
Finally, and most importantly, -umo can function in Western Old 
Japanese as an independent suffix, which might have lost a 
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synchronic connection with the final-u « *-um). Thus, besides the 
expected negative exclamative form in -(a)Ns-umo, a negative 
exclamative form -(a)n-umo is also attested (see MYS XV: 3684 
below). Certainly, -(a)n-u cannot be a final negative form here, 
because it is a final attributive form. Therefore, the analysis of 
-(a)n-umo as -(a)n-u mo 'NEG-FIN PT' turns out to be impossible. 

These facts make me suspect that we in fact deal here with a 
special sentence-final verbal exclamative suffix -umo, and not with 
a combination of the final predication suffix -u with the 'final' 
particle mo. Historically, of course, this suffix should be bi
morphemic, since the vowels /u/ and /0/ cannot combine within the 
same morpheme. Remember now, that final predication suffix *-u 
goes back to PJ *-um (see 6.2.2.1.1). Therefore, diachronically I 
divide this suffix as *-um-o, where the remaining *-0 part 
represents some kind of an exclamative marker. However, there is 
no synchronic evidence for such analysis in Western Old Japanese; 
therefore I treat -umo there as a single exclamative suffix. The 
exclamative -(u)mo combines with the following preceding suffixes 
and auxiliaries: 

Chart 50: Combinations of the exclamative -umo with preceding 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
negative -(a)Ns-, -(a)n- -(a)Ns-umo, -(a)n-umo 
tentative -(a)m- -(a)m-umo 
desiderative -(a)na -(a)na-mo 
honorific -as- -as-umo 
causative -(a)se- -(a)s-umo 
suppositional -urasi -urasi-mo 
adiectivizer -asi -asi-mo 
adjectival -si -si-mo 
perfective -te- -t-umo 

On the basis of Chart 50 above one can see that the exclamative 
suffix has two allomorphs: -umo and -mo. The first occurs after the 
perfective auxiliary -te- and most of the verbal suffixes with the 
major exception of the desiderative -(a)na. The second allomorph 
-mo appears after suffixes that have an adjectival paradigm and 
after the desiderative -(a)na. The exclamative -umo has only one 
function: that of exclamation. Examples: 
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fo!lJi ~1f1§:i1m ~ ffl ~ ~:Ijt ~ffi ~ £J: 
wa-Nk[a]-yipye-no kata-ywo kumwowi tat-i-k-umo 
I-POSS-home-GEN side-ABL cloud rise-INF-come-EXCL 
Clouds rise from the side of my home! (KK 34) 
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~~~~~.~~.~~~W~:i1m~m~~~.~~~~£J: 
kurapasi-yama-wo saNkasi-myi to ipa kak-yi-kane-te wa-Nka te 
tor-as-umo 
Kurapasi-mountain-ABS steep-GER DV rock hang-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB take-HON-EXCL 
[I] think that Mount Kurapasi is steep. Being unable to cling to the 
rocks, [I wish you would] take my hand! (KK 69) 

fry. ~ S3 ~~ £J:m!lJi*~~~£J: 
nute yurak-umo okyimey k-urasi-mo 
bell sound-EXCL Okyimey come-SUP-EXCL 
The bells are sounding! It seems that Okyimey is coming! (KK 
111 ) 

~ft~~~~~~M§.~@~~.~. 
myi-key-no sawo-N-pasi mapyetukyimyi i-watar-as-umo 
HON-tree-GEN pole-GEN-bridge minister DLF-cross-HON
EXCL 
[I wish] that the ministers [would] cross the bridge here [made] of 
poles of sacred trees! (NK 24) 

~~~£~~£~~£J:~~~~ •• ~~~ 
ta-Nka sakiy-N-te sakiy-N-te so mo ya wa-Nka te tor-as-umo ya 
who-POSS chap(NML)-DV(ATTR)-hand chap(NML)-
DV(ATTR)-hand PT PT PT I-POSS hand take-HON-EXCL PT 
whose chapped hand, chapped hand will take my hand?! (NK 108) 

~~~fff~fi¥IiB)\ PJ*f~1hfff,~,~ 
KUMWO Ntani mo KOKORO AR-Ana-mo kakus-ap-uNpey-si 
YA 
cloud PT PT heart exist-DES-EXCL PT hide-ITER-DEB-FIN PT 
[I] wish at least the clouds [would] have feelings! Do [they] have 
to hide [Mt. Myiwa] all the time? (MYS I: 18) 

~.~ f~~~ ~~£J:{* S3 {ff~£J: 
tuma-ya saNpusi-ku omop-oy-uNpey-si-mo 
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spouse-room lonely-INF think-PASS-DEB-FIN-EXCL 
[I] must suddenly think [how] lonely [our] bedroom [is]! (MYS V: 
795) 

f,3:9& HlflJ J7 PI PI &. iBl;B f,3:--9-
moti-N-tOri-no kakar-ap-asi-mo yo 
mochi-GEN-bird-COMP be.stuck-ITER-ADJ-EXCL PT 
[You] are stuck like a bird on a mochi [trap-stick]! (MYS V: 800) 

~1iiBl~)aJ JtmtA. Wff,3:{iiJ f,3:~ ~f,3:~ Hlf,3:#; filgltt~~*L~~~~ 
PI t$ fI) f,3: 
tOk[o]-yipa-nasu ka-ku si moNkamo to omop-ey-NtOmo yo-no kotO 
nar-e-Npa toNtomiy-kane-t-umo 
eternal-rock-COMP thus-INF PT PT DV think-EV -CONC world
GEN matter be-EV-CON stop(INF)-NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF
EXCL 
Although [I] think that [I] want to be (thus) like the eternal rock, 
because [it] is a matter ofthis world, [I] cannot stop [life]! (MYS 
V: 805) 

~~J7iBl~~&'.tA.~~~~fi~J7k~.J7iBlili~~~A~ 
~~tA.f,3: 
uMEY -no pana tir-am-aku wosi-myi wa-Nka sono-no takey-no 
payasi-ni uNkupyisu nak-umo 
plum-GEN blossom fall-TENT-NML be.regretful-GER I-POSS 
garden-GEN bamboo-GEN grove-LOC bush. warbler sing-EXCL 
Because the bush warbler regrets that the plum blossoms will fall, 
[he] sings in the bamboo grove of my garden! (MYS V: 824) 

[!] &.{iiJ{JI-~jJ!Wf &.5t~ 
kwo-ra-Nka ipye-N-ti sir-aNs-umo 
girl-PLUR-POSS house-GEN-way know-NEG-EXCL 
[I] do not know the way to girls' houses! (MYS V: 856) 

~ J2Hi lit -'¥-,~,{!f~tA. ~ 
Y AMA-PYE-ni sa-wo-sika nak-umwo 
mountain-side-LOC PREF-male-deer cry-EXCL 
a male deer cries at the mountain side! (MYS XV: 3674) 

~ ~ ltt c iBl {JI-filgt$ &. ~ fry. ~ 
naNso kokoNpa i-no ne-raye-n-umwo 
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why so sleep-GEN sleep-PASS-NEG-EXCL 
Why cannot [I] sleep at all?! (MYS XV: 3684) 

~~~~*L ./~' S:. -$-S: 
OMOP-U KOKORO-wo tare ka sir-am-umo 
love-ATTR heart-ACC who PT know-TENT -EXCL 
who will know [my] loving heart?! (MYS XVII: 3950) 
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~~~~~~~~~s:'~~~~fi*~m~~~~~.*~~ 
fltbD~~ 
Tati yama-no yukyi si k-urasi-mo Papyitukiy-no kapa-no watar-i
N-SE aNpumyi tuk-as-umo 
Tati mountain-GEN snow PT melt-SUP-EXCL Papyitukiy-GEN 
river-GEN cross-NML-DV(ATTR)-rapids stirrup soak-CAUS
EXCL 
It seems that the snow on Mount Tati has melted! [I] made my 
stirrups soak at the rapids that are the crossing of the river 
Papyitukiy! (MYS XVII: 4024) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The exclamative -(u)mo is also amply attested III Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

;to .sf-:tff fiJ 111\ ~ -S: ~iiJ ~ 11;t; ~~ -S: 
wa-wo pur-i-myi-y-umo aNse kwo si map-am-o 
I-ACC swing-INF-Iook-PASS-EXCL ANse girl PT dance-TENT
ATTR 
the girl from ANse is going to dance, suddenly looking back at me! 
(FK 7) 

PT~gijJ*w. s:. .{¥~Mm m~-s: 
kanasi-kye KWO-ra-ni iya-N-sakar-i k-umo 
beloved-ATTR girl-DIM-DAT more.and.more-DV(INF)-become 
distant-INF come-EXCL 
Oh, [I] came [here] growing more and more distant from [my] 
beloved girl! (MYS XIV: 3412) 

11?Ffii!1!-S:.sf-s:. -$~~*LtfiQf:tff ~~JJm ~*L~ 1i~.sf-~-S:t~ 
mtfJifi-S: 
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kwopiy-tutu mo wor-am-u to s-ure-NtO yupuma yama kakure-si 
kyimyi-wo omop-yi-kane-t-umo 
10ve(INF)-COOR PT exist-TENT-FIN DV do-EV-CONC Yupuma 
mountain hide(INF)-PAST/ATTR lord-ACC think-INF
NEG/POT(INF)-PERF -EXCL 
Although [I] was going to continue to love [you], [I] cannot [bear] 
thoughts about my lord, who hid [himself] on the Yupuma 
mountain! (MYS XIV: 3475) 

«.~~~~~~~W~g~~~~~~~~&~~ 
yama-N-PYE-no siNkye-k-aku n-i imwo-ro-wo tate-te sa-ne-N-two 
parap-umo 
mountain-GEN-side-GEN thick-ATTR-NML DV -INF beloved
DIM-ACC make stand(INF)-SUB PREF-sleep(NML)-DV(ATTR)
place clean-EXCL 
as the mountain (side) is overgrown [with bush], [I] let my beloved 
stand, and [I] am clearing a place to sleep [for us]! (MYS XIV: 
3489) 

~~ttg.*fi~~~~~W~~~~~~m*ttg.~~~ 
~~~~ 
nar-u se-ro-ni kotu-no yos-u-nasu itO nokyite kanasi-kye se-ro-ni 
pyitO sapye yos-umo 
sound-ATTR rapid-DIM-LOC debris-GEN approach-ATTR
COMP very specially beloved-ATTR beloved-DIM-DAT person 
PT relate-EXCL 
even [other] people make [their thoughts] approach [my] very 
special beloved, like the debris approaches each other in the singing 
rapids! (MYS XIV: 3548) 

We can probably reconstruct PJN *-um-o, consisting of the final 
predication suffix *-um and the exclamative marker *-0. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
To the best of my knowledge, there are no cognates of PJN *-um-o 
in Ryukyuan. 

6.2.2.2 SENTENCE-NON-FINAL VERBAL SUFFIXES 

Sentence-non-final verbal suffixes are the suffixes that occur at the 
end of a verbal form that itself is used as a non-final predicate, a 
verbal noun, or a non-final form of a verbal compound. There are 
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three kinds of sentence-non-final verbal suffixes: infinitives, 
gerunds, and nominalizers. 

6.2.2.2.1 Infinitives 

I follow Samuel E. Martin in calling the infinitive a special verbal 
form that is used in essentially two functions. In isolation it has the 
function of a non-final predicate, showing that the final predicate is 
yet to come, further on in the sentence. This function of the 
infinitive would be better described as a gerund or a converb, but I 
do not want to unnecessarily abandon the terminology that is 
currently used in the field. Most infinitives are also used to build 
verbal compounds, including those that consist of a main verb and 
a following honorific verb. Every non-final component of a verbal 
compound must take an infinitive form: ... V-INF-V-FIN. 

There are two infinitives in the language of Classical prose: the 
infinitive -[yji, and the infinitive -u, that invariably occurs only 
after the negative suffix -aNs-. 

6.2.2.2.1.1 Infinitive -[y]i 
The infinitive has two allomorphs: an allomorph -[yji is used after 
consonant and irregular verbs, and an allomorph -0 after vowel 
verbs (including strong vowel), with -[yji being suppressed after the 
final vowel of the stem, e.g.: *kwopiy-yi > kwopiy-0 'loves and'. In 
word-to-word translation I place such suppressed infinitives in 
parentheses: (INF). However, the infinitive -[yji itself suppresses 
the final vowel of the stem in irregular verbs, resulting in *ko-i > k
yi 'comes and' and *se-i > s-i 'does and'. In isolation it has the 
function of a non-final predicate. The infinitive -[yji is also used to 
form verbal compounds, including those that consist of a main verb 
and an auxiliary. If several auxiliaries are used, the infinitive 
almost always appears between them, functioning as a kind of glue 
that keeps a verbal form together. Thus, the infinitive -[yji marks 
the non-final members of a verbal compound. Sometimes a non
final predicate in the infinitive form may be used as an adverbial 
modifier of a following predicate. The infinitive suffix -[yji can 
combine with various suffixes and bound auxiliaries. 
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Chart 51: Combinations of the infinitive -[yJi with other suffixes 
and bound auxiliaries 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
negative -(a)n- -(a)n-i 
iterative -ap- -ap-yi 
honorific -as- -as-i 
causative -(a)simey- -(a)simey-0-
passive -(a)ye-, -raye- -(a)ye-0 
subordinative gerund -te -{yJi-te 
coordinative gerund -tutu -{yJi-tutu 
coordinative gerund -naNkara -{yJi-naNkara 
coordinative gerund -katera -{yJi-katera 
past -kyi, -si, osika -{yJi-kyi, -{yJi-si, -{yJi-sika 
perfective -n- -n-i-, -{yJi-n-
perfective -te- -te-0-, -(yJi-te-
progressive -[yJer- -[yJer-i-
perfective-progressive -tar- -tar-i-, -[yJi-tar-
retrospective -kyer- -[yJi-kyer-

Note: a dash after combInatIOn forms Indicates that a given combInatIOn form 
appears only as a word-non-final form. The lack of dash indicates that a 
combination form may be used as a word-final form. 

As one can see from the chart above, the infinitive -[yJi always 
follows suffixes, but it can either precede or follow bound 
auxiliaries. Some of the bound auxiliaries can be both preceded and 
followed by the infinitive -[yJi. The interesting gap in distribution 
that we can observe on the basis of the above chart is that -[yJi does 
not combine at all with mood markers. This gap means that non
final predicates with mood markers have a limited distribution: 
they cannot appear in coordinate clauses, and as the reader will see 
below, they can only occur as non-final predicates containing 
conditional and concessive gerunds. Thus, modality markers are 
found only in the non-final predicates in subordinate clauses. 

There are also further limitations. As can be seen from the chart 
above, although the aspect markers unlike the mood markers can be 
followed by the infinitive -[yJi, the latter is always used after them 
as a link to the following auxiliary, and never as a non-final 
predicate. Examples: 

(1) non-final predicate: 
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W~~~~~.~$.~~~~.g~$~~~~W~~~~ 
.~~~"'1$~J#-$ 
ise-no umyi-no opiy-[i]si-ni pap-yi-motOpor-op-u sitaNtamyi52 -no 
i-pap-yi-motopor-i ut-i-te si yam-am-u 
Ise-GEN sea-GEN grow(INF)-stone-LOC crawl-INF-go.around
ITER-ATTR seashell-COMP DLF-crawl-INF-go.around-INF hit
INF-SUB PT stop-TENT-FIN 
like the shellfish that are constantly crawling around on the 
growing rocks of the Ise sea, [we] will crawl around [them] there, 
smite and stop [them] (KK 13) 

W~~~~.~~~J#m~w~~.~~~~~mM. 
inasa-no yama-no ko-no ma-ywo mo i-yuk-yi mamwor-ap-yi 
tatakap-ey-Npa 
Inasa-GEN mountain-GEN tree-GEN interval-ABL PT DLF-go
INF watch-ITER-INF fight-EV-CON 
when [we] fought going there from between the trees of the 
mountain Inasa and watching constantly [out for enemies] (KK 14) 

~~fi4mW~~~R~J#~fi4mW~~~R~~~~~~ 
siri-tu two-ywo i-yuk-yi-taNkap-yi mapye-tu two-ywo i-yuk-yi
taNkap-yi ukakap-aku 
back-GENILOC door-ABL DLF-go-INF-differ-INF front
GENILOC door-ABL DLF-go-INF-differ-INF 100k(HUM)-NML 
going there from the front door, and going there from the back 
door, and looking [at you] (KK 22) 

~ r!l-$~ .~iiJ -$1JD~fi~lt~~~iiJ -$~~iiJ~R~~~lt1JD~~~~ 
~JJ~.m~-$~ 
ta-kwomura-ni amu kakyi-tuk-yi sono amu-wo akyiNtu paya-N
kup-yi ka-ku-no NkotO na-ni op-am-u to 
arm-?-LOC horsefly PREF-attach-INF that horsefly-ACe 
dragonfly quick-DV(INF)-eat-INF thus-INF-GEN like name-LOC 
carry-TENT-FIN DV 
a horsefly sat on [the sovereign's] arm, and a dragonfly quickly 
ate that horsefly, and in order to perpetuate [this event] like that. .. 
(KK 97) 

J#~~~~~ftcfi~ ~~ ftc~ -$1JD 1;[: ~~fjt¥m~J#~1JD ~~. JJ 
ftc~*tftc 

52 ;B~Wt:~ IsitaNtamyil, a kind of an edible seashell (MdJ kisago). 
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masura wo-no satu-ya ta-N-pasam-yi mUkap-yi tat-i i-ru ya 
matwo-kata pama-no sayakey-sa 
excellent man-GEN hunt-arrow hand-LOC-squeeze-INF face
INF stand-INF shoot-ATTR PT Matwo-kata (lit.: Target-shape) 
beach-GEN bright-NML 
The brightness of the beach at Matwokata [that is like] a target 
(matwo) which gentlemen facing [it] shoot at while standing, 
squeezing hunting arrows in [their] hands (FK 20) 

~~D$~fiiJ~~D$f6::fim}aJ~PJm$-~-sf-$-£3:~m~PJi0~~[!] 
~ ~-¥$-R f6::~fljfJHiiJ~!t ~~GEt 
wotomye-ra-Nka wotOmye saNpiy s-u to kara tama-wo tamotO-ni 
mak-as-i yoti kwo-ra-tO TE taNtusapar-i-te aswoNp-yi-ky-em-u 
maiden-PLUR-POSS maiden like do-FIN DV China jewel-ACC 
wrist-LOC wrap-HON-INF same age child-PLUR-COM hand 
hold-INF-SUB play-INF-PAST/FIN-TENT-FIN 
The maidens, thinking to behave like maidens, wrap their wrists 
with [bracelets made ot] Chinese jewels, and would play holding 
hands with girls of the same age (MYS V: 804) 

~~~~W~M}aJW$-4-sf-.~~~~W$-~~4~. 
wotOmye-ra-Nka sa-n-as-u ita-two-wo os-i-pyirak-yi i-taNtwor-i
yor-i-te 
maiden-PL UR -POS S PREF -sleep-HON -A TTR board-door-ACC 
push-INF-open-INF DLF-pursue-INF-approach-INF-SUB 
[gentlemen] push open wooden doors where maidens sleep, and 
[they] pursue [maidens] there (MYS V: 804) 

I±H~zfIHjl"~~~,~,)jj~q: ~ mf6::~fljp~ 
INTE-pasir-i in-ana to OMOP-EY -NtO ko-ra-ni sayar-i-n-u 
exit(INF)-run-INF go.away-DES DV think-EV -CONC child
PLUR-DAT be prevented-INF-PERF-FIN 
although [I] think that [I] would like to run out and go away, [I] 
am prevented by [my] children (MYS V: 899) 

fjl":th~q:~~~~HJ!{jl"JJ~$-JJfP~*L 
ip-u kotO yam-yi TAMA-KYIPARU inoti taye-n-ure 
say-ATTR thing stop-INF jewel-? life cease-PERF-EV 
[he] stopped to speak, and [his] jewel-like life ended (MYS V: 904) 
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fo {i {:; $:~ {jTm~1JD fo tL ~{jT~ .btJffm R -$ 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo pa itu to ka ware-wo ipap-yi mat-uram-u 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM TOP when DV PT I-ACC pray-INF wait
TENT2-ATTR 
My beloved will probably wait for me, praying [to the gods], and 
thinking: 'When [will he return]?' (MYS XV: 3659) 

f'~~tJ.!:t{i~~q:1J\ B{jT;fffZ 
uti-naNpyik-yi toko-ni koyi-pus-i 
PREF-stretch-INF bed-LOC lie(INF)-prostrate-INF 
[I] lie down, stretched on [my] bed (MYS XVII: 3969) 

~~Jff~~~~~~S.~~**~~*-$ 
sa yamaNta n-o woNti-Nka SONO PYI-ni motomey ap-aNs-u-ky
em-u 
so YamaNta DV-ATTR old.man-POSS that day-LOC search(INF) 
meet-NEG-INF -PAST/FIN-TENT -FIN 
So, old man YamaNta searched for [him] on that day, [but] did not 
find [him] (MYS XVII: 4014) 

~~k~*~{:;f'~~~~~$m**~ 
wem-yi myi wem-aNs-u mwo uti-naNKeyk-yi katar-i-ky-em-aku 
smile-INF ? smile-NEG-INF PT PREF-sigh-INF talk-INF
PASTIFIN-TENT-NML 
the fact that [both of you] were probably sighing and talking, 
smiling and not smiling (MYS XVIII: 4106) 

zJffR$.bt{jTB.fo$5fIj~ 
sima-N-tutap-yi i-koNk-yi-watar-i-te 
island-LOC-pass.along-INF DLF -row-INF -cross-INF -SUB 
[I] row across [the ocean] passing along islands (MYS XX: 4408) 

BtL~1j.~f'm5fljf6:1¥i' ll::{:; 
kore n-o yo pa utur-i sar-u tOmwo 
this DV -A TTR world TOP change-INF go.away-FIN CONJ 
Even though this world changes and goes away ... (BS 10) 

iil~~lt~~~*~ll:~~ll.i1[t$BT~1TYJ{ 
WOSAMEY-TAMAp-yi UTUKUSINP-Yl:-.TAMAP-YI-K-URU 
WANSA to namo KAMU-NA-N-KARA OMOP-OS-I-MYEs-u 
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rule(INF)-HON-INF show.benevolence-INF-HON-INF-come
ATTR deed DV PT deity-PLUR-GEN-nature think-HON-INF
HON-ATTR 
[I], as a deity, deign to think that [they are] the deeds that [I[ deign 
to administer with benevolence (SM 3) 

In Western Old Japanese there is a unique form -(a)n-i, 
consisting of the negative suffix -(a)n- and the infinitive -[yJi. This 
form is not attested in Middle Japanese, where it is apparently 
already replaced by the innovative form -aNs-u 'NEG-INF' that 
will be discussed in the next section. Even in Western Old Japanese 
the form -(a)n-i was apparently an archaism that was on its way out, 
as it is usually believed to be found only after two verbs: sir- 'to 
know' and ak- 'to be satisfied.' 53 Among these verbs -an-i is 
attested after ak- 'to be satisfied' only once,54 and all other cases 
are with the verb sir- 'to know' (Yoshida 1973: 262). However, 
besides these two, -(a)n-i also rather frequently occurs after the 
potential auxiliary -kate- - -Nkate-55 The negative infinitive form 
-(a)n-i is attested only in the function of a non-final predicate. It is 
never used as a part of verbal compounds. 

~~fi4fflW~~~.~.~fi4fflW~~~.~*~~.~ 
~~li1! 
siri-tu two-ywo i-yuk-yi-taNkap-yi mapye-tu two-ywo i-yuk-yi
taNkap-yi ukakap-aku sir-an-i t6 
back-GENILOC door-ABL DLF-go-INF-differ-INF front
GENILOC door-ABL DLF-go-INF-differ-INF 100k(HUM)-NML 
know-NEG-INF DV 
[I] say that [you are] not knowing that [they are] going there from 
the front door, and going there from the back door, and looking [at 
you] (KK 22) 

53 Yamada Y oshio also provides a negative infinitive fonn wasur-an-i from the 
verb wasur- 'to forget,' allegedly attested in NK 5 (Yamada 1954: 271), but the 
fonn in question is actually wasur-aNsi 'forget-NEG/TENT,' as Yamada misreads 
the character llj: that stands for INsii and not for /nil in this part of the Nihonshoki. 
54 Although there is also a negative nominalized form ak-an-i attested in MYS 
XVII: 3902. 
55 The variant -kate- occurs altogether twenty-five times, twenty-four times in the 
Man 'yoshu and once in the Nihonshoki kayo. The variant -Nkate- occurs only 
three times: twice in the Man 'yoshU in the fonn -Nkate- and once in the Kojiki 
kayo in the aberrant fonn -Nkat-. Therefore, the latter fonn seems to be a product 
of a secondary nasalization. 
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~{1fll~~{1fll~~~$i(911~~m 
uNpey na uNpey na kyimyi mat-i-Nkat-an-i 
indeed PT indeed PT lord wait-INF-POT-NEG-INF 
Indeed, indeed! [I] can hardly wait for [my] lord, and ... (KK 28) 
Note that in this example we have -Nkat-an-i and not -Nkate-n-i as in other 
examples below. This is a unique example when the auxiliary -kate- behaves like a 
consonant verb. 

W.$~~~~~~~~~~*~e~~~.~~~ 
ip-am-u suNpye se-m-u suNpye sir-an-i IPA KIY-wo mo twop-yi
sakey-sir-aNs-u 
say-TENT-ATTR way do-TENT-ATTR way know-NEG-INF 
rock tree-ACC PT ask-INF-split(INF)-know-NEG-FIN 
[I] do not know what should [I] do and what should [I] say, and [I] 
do not know how to ask rocks and trees (MYS V: 794) 

~.~m.~~~~.~m~~$i(911ti~m 
kapa-two-ni pa ayu-kwo sa-pasir-u kyimyi mat-i-Nkate-n-i 
river-door-LOC TOP sweetfish-DIM PREF-run-ATTR lord wait
INF-POT-NEG-INF 
[I] can hardly wait for [my] lord at the ford in the river where little 
sweetfish are swimming fast (MYS V: 859) 

~~~~~~~~~~.~~~«.~ 
ARA TAPEY-no NUNWO KYINU-wo Ntani kyi-se-KATE-n-i 
ka-ku ya NANKEYk-am-u 
rough mulberry.bark.cloth-GEN cloth garment-ACC PT wear
CAUS(INF)-POT-NEG-INF thus-INF PT lament-TENT-ATTR 
Being unable to make [my children] wear even a cloth garment 
from the rough mulberry bark cloth, would [I] lament in this way? 
(MYS V: 901) 

;f1J~f~.~ 
wa-wo MAT-I-kate-n-i 
I-ACC wait-INF -POT -NEG-INF 
[she] is unable to wait for me, and ... (MYS XI: 2483) 

~~~.~~~~~~~~~~*~~~~ 
s-uru suNpye-no taNtwokyi-wo sir-an-i ne nomiy si so nak-u 
do-A TTR way-GEN clue-ACC know-NEG-INF sound PT PT PT 
cry-ATTR 
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[I] have no (lit. do not know) clue what to do, and [I] just sob 
loudly (MYS XV: 3777) 

PI S3 5~?\iQf~~flHL)jj£J: ~ ~q:£J:*1Jo jj\~ 
ka yuk-yi ka-ku yuk-yi MYI-t-ure-Ntomo soko mo ak-an-i to 
thus go-INF thus-INF go-INF 100k(INF)-PERF-EV-CONC there 
PT be.satisfied-NEG-INF DV 
although [I] have looked going here and there, [I] thought that [it] 
was not enough, and ... (MYS XVII: 3991) 

{jt~ ~~1Jo "3 jj\~)jj C {~dE 
iNte-tat-i-kate-n-i tONtokopor-i 
exit(INF)-depart-INF -POT -NEG-INF be.delayed-INF 
[I] was unable to depart, and [I] was delayed, and ... (MYS XX: 
4398) 

(2) In verbal compounds, including the positions before and after 
an auxiliary: 

~~~~.M~W~~~~~~~~~~~~NM~~W~. 
~?\1iiI --
sawa-sawa n-i na-Nka ip-yes-e koso uti-watas-u ya-Nka-paye-nasu 
k-yi-ir-i-mawi-k-ure 
noisily-noisily DV -INF you-POSS speak(INF)-HON-EV PT 
PREF -carry.across-ATTR ?-POSS-?-COMP come-INF -enter
INF -HUM(INF)-come-EV 
you spoke noisily and [you] came inside like ? that crossed from 
afar (KK 63) 

-M:~Jj~wr.~*L~~~~~ 
oya na-si n-i nare nar-i-ky-em-ey ya 
parent no-FIN DV-INF you be.born-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-EV 
PT 
Were you possibly born without parents? [Certainly not!] (NK 
104) 

Jj~.)jjfpJ £J:Tfj){~ Z {jt£J::fXllHtftm1.1E~. 
nani to kamo utukusi imo-Nka mata sak-yi-[iJNte-ko-n-u 
what DV PT beautiful beloved-POSS again bloom-INF-exit(INF)
come-NEG-ATTR 
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for (lit: being) what [reason], does [my] beautiful beloved not 
bloom again? (NK 114) 

1& § ~{jI-?Bljt{xIf ...• PX:{jI-?Bltt~ 
SI~.I ~~imono i-pap-yi-PUS-VI-tutu ... UNTURA-nasu i-pap-yi
MOTOPOR-I 
dear like DLF-crawl-INF-lie.down-INF-COOR ... quail-COMP 
DLF -crawl-INF -go.around-INF 
constantly crawling and lying down like a deer ... crawling 
around like a quail (MYS II: 199) 

::il:: ~q:Wfij}aJ IA 1fif~Jfff* ~ 
kyikos-i-wos-u kuni-no ma-po-ra 
rule(HON)-INF -HON-ATTR country-GEN INT -top-LOC 
in the highest place of the country, where [the emperor] rules 
(MYS V: 800) 

~~IAM~~?Bl~~IA~1f.**~~~~ 
op-yi-k-uru mono pa mwomwo kusa n-i semey-yor-i-k-yi-tar-u 
pursue-INF-come-ATTR thing TOP hundred kind DV-INF 
assault(INF)-approach-INF-come-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR 
the things that pursue [us], come assaUlting [us] in a hundred 
varieties (MYS V: 804) 

{jI-RIA fE RJWffo{PJ fi~fIjWf 
iNtuku-yu ka siwa-Nka k-yi-tar-i-si 
where-ABL PT wrinkle-POSS come-INF-PERFIPROG-INF
PAST/ATTR 
Where did the wrinkles come from? (MYS V: 804) 

@n~Wf~W?Bl~~Jff~WfJff~Jff~~~~fi~WWf 
i-twor-as-i-te ipap-yi-tamap-yi-si ma-tama-nasu puta-tu n-o isi 
DLF-hold-HON-INF-SUB pray-INF-HON-INF-PAST/ATTR 
INT -jewel-COMP two-CL DV -A TTR stone 
holding two stones like real jewels that [she] was praying to ... 
(MYS V: 813) 

~.~?Bl~~~~Mm~~~ij&.?BlRJR~1f~mlA~~1f 
*~'3t11[ 
uMEY -no pana sak-yi-tar-u sono-no awo yaNkiy pa kaNtura n-i s
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-kyer-aNs-u ya 
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plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR garden-GEN 
green willow TOP wig DV-INF become-INF-PERF-INF-RETR
NEG-FINPT 
Did not [it] become so that [we] should make [our] wigs out of the 
green willows in the garden where the plum blossoms have 
bloomed? (MYS V: 817) 

~ ~gf:z~~1]\~S3 ~~f:z1]\*~ 
kaN-kur056-kyi kamyi-ni tuyu so ok-yi-n-i-kyer-u 
INT-black-ATTR hair-LOC dew PT put-INF-PERF-INF-RETR
ATTR 
it turned out that the dew fell on the pitch-black hair (MYS XV: 
3649) 

fo tL S3 J.ti:1]\ ~ ~ltfo ~ & *-fjTf,3:;pj(; ~~ }l!Htc 
ware yuwe n-i omwop-yi-waNp-uram-u imo-Nka kanasi-sa 
I reason DV-INF think-INF-worry-TENT2-ATTR beloved-POSS 
dear-NML 
[feeling of] the endearment for [my] beloved who probably 
worries because of me (MYS XV: 3727) 

~~ S3 f:Z~~M:.:tff mZ* 
patu yukyi pa ti-pye n-i pur-i-sik-ye 
first snow TOP thousand-CL DV-INF fall-INF-cover-IMP 
First snow, fall in a thousand layers! (MYS XX: 4475) 

M~~~~~~~~$~~.M:tff.~ •• ~.M:tff.~. 
atO-wo myi-tutu sinop-am-u taNta n-i ap-u-maNte-ni masa n-i ap
u-maNte-ni 
footstep-ACC see(INF)-COOR yearn-TENT-FIN direct DV-INF 
meet-ATTR-TERM-LOC real DV-INF meet-ATTR-TERM-LOC 
looking at [Buddha's] footstep, [I] will yearn [for him], until [I] 
meet [him] directly, until [I] really meet [him] (BS 6) 

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION -/YJI-WOR-
The infinitive -[yJi can occur in an analytical construction with the 
following auxiliary verb wor- 'to exist.' Although this usage also 
represents the infinitive used with a following auxiliary, it deserves 

56 The character g transcribing otsu-rui Irol is apparently a scribal mistake for ko
rui Irwo/. 
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a special mention, because this construction has a function of a 
continuative aspect. Examples: 

-$:i1l!! 1:1::~ifrE:i1l!! £3:{jI-~ 1:1::~ ifrE:i1l!! £3: 
mukap-yi-wor-u kamo i-swop-yi-wor-u kamo 
face-INF-exist-ATTR PT DLF-snuggle-INF-exist-ATTR PT 
Oh, [she] is facing [me]! Oh, [she] is snuggling to [me]! (KK 42) 

/JD ~\:fig*11( {jI--SR 1iii ~-$ 
ka-ku nomiy ya ikyiNtuk-yi-wor-am-u 
thus-INF PT PT sigh-INF-exist-TENT-ATTR 
Would [I] be sighing just like that? (MYS V: 881) 

Wz¥mtBL)( ~ ~ Z -¥ifrEflJ tL-¥ 
yworu pa PlY tomwos-i-wor-u ware-wo 
night TOP fire burn-INF-exist-ATTR I-ACC 
me, who is burning a fire at night (MYS XV: 3669) 

~~~-¥ti\¥mz~iif(?F-¥tL~ 
taNpyi-wo kurusi-myi kwopiy-wor-e-Npa 
travel-ABS be.hard-GER long.for(INF)-exist-EV -CON 
because the travel is hard, when [I] am longing for [my home] 
(MYS XV: 3674) 

{jI-R tL fm S )$f( C5 'IX tL il#-¥ ~-$ 
iNture n-o pyi-maNte are kwopiy-wor-am-u 
which DV-INF day-TERM I long.for(INF)-exist-TENT-FIN 
Until what day should [I] be longing for [you]? (MYS XV: 3742) 

(3) As an adverbial modifier of the following predicate. This 
function is most frequently observed with the infinitive n-i of the 
defective verb n-, and it was described above in detail (see 
6.1.4.1.1). With other verbs this usage is rare: 

ti\~~~t~wrii)$f(~~16::m' ~~~ it 1:1:: ... ~iiJii~~t~wrii)$f( 
~ ~16:Jfls~~~ if 1:1:: 
kurwo-kyi myi-kyes-i-wo ma-tuNpusa n-i tOr-i-yosop-yi ... awo
kyi myi-kyes-i-wo ma-tuNpusa n-i tOr-i-yosop-yi 
black-ATTR HON-wear(HON)-NML-ACC INT-without fail DV
INF take-INF-dress-INF ... blue-ATTR HON-wear(HON)-NML
ACC INT-without fail DV-INF take-INF-dress-INF 
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wearing neatly a black gannent ... wearing neatly a blue gannent 
(KK4) 

tHHl~~ ~t~~iiJiBt-$~ 
wotomye-ni taNta n-i ap-am-u to 
maiden-DAT straight DV-INF meet-TENT-FIN DV 
thinking to meet maidens face to face (KK 18) 

fjt !\~fHt~ fjt !\~ iBti~5t 
i-kum-yi-N-takey i-kum-yi pa ne-Ns-u 
DLF -entwine-NML-DV (A TTR)-bamboo DLF -entwine-INF TOP 
sleep-NEG-INF 
[we] did not sleep entwined there as the bamboo entwined there 
(KK 91) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
In Eastern Old Japanese the infinitive -[yJi occurs in the same 
functions as in Western Old Japanese: 

(1) N on-final predicate: 

~~foPItL{jt~Z--9-J:tw\flj-tltg~*iBt~1ff--9-
tat-i-wakare in-i-si yopyi-ywori se-ro-ni ap-an-ap-u yo 
depart-INF-part(INF) go.away-INF-PAST/ATTR night-ABL 
beloved-DIM-DA T meet-NEG-ITER-FIN PT 
from the night when [we] parted and [he] went away, [I] never 
met [my] beloved! (MYS XIV: 3375) 

PI fiJf:t:;tfifrJ( tLft*nofrJ( :sf*ft no*t!i!t-$ 
kakyi-muNtak-yi n-ure-NtO ak-an-u-wo aN-tO ka a-Nka se-m-u 
PREF-embrace-INF sleep-EV -CONC satisfY-NEG-ATTR-ACC 
what-DV PT I-POSS do-TENT-ATTR 
although [I] slept [with her] keeping [her] in my arms, since it 
was not enough [for me], what should I do? (MYS XIV: 3404) 

~1ff£3:7Jf~~~~fitt~m~m &-$ 
tama mo-no uti-naNpyik-yi pyitO-ri ya ne-ram-u 
jewel seaweed-COMP PREF-stretch-INF one-CL PT sleep
TENT2-ATTR 
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will [you] sleep alone, stretched like a jewel seaweed? (MYS XIV: 
3562) 

The negative infinitive form -(a)n-i is also attested in Eastern 
Old Japanese, but only after the potential auxiliary -kate-: 

~~~~~g~~~~~~E~~~W~R~~~~~~~~ 
~ftct$ 
TUKUNpa ne-no ne-ro-ni kasumyi wi suNkiy-kate-n-i ikyiNtuk-u 
kyimyi-wo wi-ne-te yar-as-an-e 
TukuNpa peak-GEN peak-DIM-LOC mist sit(INF) pass(INF)
POT -NEG-INF sigh-ATTR lord-ACC bring(INF)-sleep(INF)
SUB send-HON-DES-IMP 
The mist sits on the smaller peak of TukuNpa and cannot move 
away, and [I] wish [you] would bring [your] sighing lord and sleep 
[with him] (MYS XIV: 3388) 

(2) In verbal compounds, including the positions before and after 
an auxiliary: 

~ •• ~~~~~~W~g~~~*~~~~~~~ 
yama-N-PYE-no siNkye-k-aku n-i imwo-ro-wo tate-te sa-ne-N
two parap-umo 
mountain-GEN-side-GEN thick-ATTR-NML DV-INF beloved
DIM-ACC make.stand(INF)-SUB PREF-sleep(NML)
DV(ATTR)-place clean-EXCL 
as the mountain (side) is overgrown [with bush], [I] let [my] 
beloved stand, and I am clearing a place to sleep [for us]! (MYS 
XIV: 3489) 

~~tH$1i~~1mfl3~ii~~fOtL~fif1ifi~1ifis~JjB 
taka-kyi ne-ni kumwo-no tuk-u-nosu ware sapey n-i kyimyi-ni tuk
yi-n-ana 
high-ATTR peak-LOC cloud-GEN attach-ATTR-COMP I PT DV
INF lord-DAT attach-INF-PERF-DES 
Even I would like to cling to [my] lord like clouds cling to a high 
peak (MYS XIV: 3514) 

.~fr1t1i~~31J( 
ma-taNpyi n-i nar-i-n-u 
INT-journey DV-INF become-INF-PERF-FIN 
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[it] became a really [long] journey (MYS XX: 4388) 

(3) As an adverbial modifier of the following predicate: 

1t~;ft~ *}~,;G;*t~tm 1t171!d@, f,l 
kyimyi-Nka myi-kyes-i si aya n-i kyi-posi-mo 
lord-PaSS HON-wear(HON)-NML PT strange DV-INF 
wear(NML)-DES-EXCL 
strangely, [I] want to wear [my] lord's garment! (MYS XIV: 3350) 

~ fig;ft -'¥-ii ~{liHi ~ ~ ~tl: tt 
ono-Nka wo-wo opo n-i na-omwop-yi-so 
yourself-PaSS cord-ACC careless DV-INF NEG-think-INF-do 
Do not think carelessly about your own [life-]cord (MYS XIV: 
3535) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The infinitive -i is also attested in Ryukyuan, and at least in Old 
Ryukyuan and Shuri (with one exception in the latter) it appears to 
have the same functions as in Western Old Japanese. 

(1) Non-final predicate: 

Old Ryukyuan 

J:i-:'2.L~~:t3.:c;b 
mi-kowe s-i-yar-i osow-a 
HaN-voice do-INF-send-INF rule-TENT 
sending out [your] voice, [you] should rule [the country] (aS I: 8) 

(b:t3 -C " \ ~ ~ ~ iF> t::.. ~ l} t; &') ;b ~ ~ 
ao-te ik-i-yar-i kataki fidimewa-tife 
fight(INF)-SUB go-INF-send-INF enemy pacify(INF).HON(INF)
SUB 
fighting, and going forward, and pacifying the enemies (aS I: 25) 

In Shuri this function is believed to be rare, and all examples 
cited in (RKJ 68) are actually the examples of a nominalized form. 
I was not able to find any examples of the infinitive -i in this 
function in Shuri. 
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(2) In verbal compounds: 

Old Ryukyuan 

~ It \vte. 0 0) ~ < G L-It L- It ~:t3 VJ ~ tj"lt:t3 J:: VJ lY:>lt \It \""C 
6tf 
sa-i-watar-u n-o sakura sike-sike to or-i-sat-ife keo-yori ai-ide
ram-u 
bloom-INF-cross-ATTR DV-ATTR sakura dense-dense DV 
bend-INF -stretch-INF today-ABL COOP-go.out-TENT2-FIN 
[Sailors!] From today [you] should go out together bundling 
together [like] blooming sakura [trees] (OS X: 531) 

:t3 L- t;" te. 0 2. ~ ip ~ < (:" 2. 
os-i-dife-tar-u we tukasa-gu do we 
push-INF-exit(INF)-PERFIPROG-ATTR hey tukasa-DIM PT 
hey 
hey, [we] pushed [the boat] ahead; hey, [priestess] Tukasa (OS 
XIII: 747) 

nama-madi sanruu-taa-tu hur-i-ashib-i soo-ibi-ta-N 
now-TERM Sanruu-PLUR-COM be.enamored-INF -play-NML 
do(PROG)-POL-PAST -FIN 
Until now [he] was engrossed in playing with Sanruu and others 
(Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 97) 

(3) As adverbial modifier of the following predicate: 

Old Ryukyuan 

± m 'b VJ lY:> -li:" l'i ~ t::, ~' VJ I ~ ~ G-li:" 
SIYORI mori ase fa tuti-gir-i n-i kir-as-e 
Shuri castle warrior TOP ground-(DV)cut-NML DV-INF cut
HON-IMP 
Warriors of the Shuri castle, cut [the enemy] as cutting the ground 
(OS I: 33) 
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too sanruu 'isuj-i tuur-ana 
INTER Sanruu hurry-INF pass-DES 
Hey, Sanruu, let us go fast (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 115) 

Thus we can reconstruct PJ *-i as an infinitive suffix. Serafim 
suggested that the infinitive should be reconstructed as *-e for 
proto-Ryukyuan (Serafim 1985: 134), but the evidence he 
presented is not very convincing. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
I have proposed earlier a comparison of the PJ infinitive *-i with 
the Middle Korean infinitive -e - -ye - -a, e.g. pal-a 'receives 
and ... ', 'receiving'; kesk-e 'breaks and ... ', 'breaking' (Vovin 2001: 
190-91). Even if we tentatively accept Serafim' s hypothesis that the 
proto-Japanese infinitive *-i is a result of raising from PJ *-e, the 
MK infinitive -e/-a would still remain a dubious cognate, because 
Old Korean clearly has *-a and not *-e in the pre-Vowel Harmony 
stage of Korean: e.g., OK iJT PI KESk-a 'breaking and ... ' 
(Hyangka IV: 4), A~ TUI-a 'entering and ... ' (Hyangka V: 3), ~ 
.B1:. EI-a 'marrying and ... ' (Hyangka VI: 2) instead of the expected 
*kesk-e, *tul-e and *el-e (cf. corresponding MK forms kesk-e, lul-e, 
and el-e). Thus, this comparison should be rejected. 

More recently, Thomasz Majtczak suggested to me that PJ *-i 
may be related to the gerund -i - -i' attested in Old Turkic 
(Majtczak, p.c.). Although phonetically this comparison fares much 
better than the comparison with OK *-a, there are, nevertheless, 
three significant problems. First, the comparison is monophonemic, 
therefore, the possibility of a chance resemblance rises dramatically. 
Second, isolated morphological markers are unlikely to present 
strong evidence for a genetic relationship: we need evidence from 
the paradigmatic morphology. In addition, it is worthwhile to note 
that there are practically no other morphological comparisons 
between Turkic and Japanese that could be even remotely 
acceptable. Third, OT -i - -i' seems to be limited to Old Turkic, 
without reliable parallels anywhere else in the Turkic family. 

6.2.2.2.1.2 Infinitive -u 
The infinitive -u occurs exclusively after the negative suffix -aNs
- -Ns-, so this combination could have been possibly treated as a 
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single form, but since the negative -(a)Ns- also occurs before the 
final predication suffix -u, it is internally divisible. It is 
homonymous with the final negative form -(a)Ns-u, and 
historically it certainly represents a final form that started to be 
used as an infinitive due to the fact that the original negative 
infinitive form -an-i (see 6.2.2.2.1.1 above) was gradually phased 
out. The negative form -(a)Ns- represents a contraction of a 
negative nominalized form -an-i plus the verb se- 'to do' as the 
following example with an un contracted form demonstrates. 

W;~ J!*L~*PJ 1]\~-$ 
KYIMYI pa MYI-re-NtO ak-an-i se-m-u 
lord TOP look-EV-CONC be.satisfied-NEG-NML do-TENT-FIN 
although you will look, [you] would not be satisfied (MYS XVII: 
3902) 

The negative infinitive -(a)Ns-u can combine with the following 
bound auxiliaries: 

Chart 52: Combinations of the negative infinitive -(a)Ns-u with 
following bound auxiliaries 

bound auxiliaries combination forms 
subordinative gerund -te -(alNs-u-te 
past -kyi -(alNs-u-kyi 
past tentative -ky-em- -(alNs-u-ky-em-
retrospective -kyer- -( a)Ns-u-kyer-

The negative infinitive -(a)Ns-u has the following functions: 

(1) Non-final predicate: 

~~~J?E~~iiJt:;§t~ffl~~*J?E;J]D~~iiiI 
ma-piy-ni pa ate-Ns-u maywo-N-kak-yi k6 n-i kak-yi-tare 
INT-fire-LOC TOP expose-NEG-INF eyebrow-GEN-paint-NML 
thick DV-INF paint-INF-hang(INF) 
[she] painted down thickly [her eyebrows] with an eyebrow rouge 
without exposing [the rouge] to a strong fire (KK 42) 

{jT~ ~ §tit?\ 1m 
i-kyir-aNs-u s6 k-uru 
DLF-cut-NEG-INF PT come-ATTR 
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[I] return without cutting [them] there (KK 51) 

W~~~~W~~~~~$AA~~~$AA.~.~~~~~~ 
~7ft:$- -
i-kum-yi-N-takey i-kum-yi pa ne-Ns-u ta-sim-yi-N-takey tasi n-i 
pa wi-ne-Ns-u noti mo kum-yi-ne-m-u 
DLF-entwine-NML-DV(ATTR)-bamboo DLF-entwine-INF TOP 
sleep-NEG-INF PREF-grow.dense1y-NML-DV(ATTR)-bamboo 
thorough DV -INF TOP exist(INF)-sleep-NEG-INF later PT 
entwine-INF -sleep-TENT-FIN 
[we] did not sleep entwined there as the bamboo entwined there, 
and [we] did not sleep closely like densely growing bamboo, [but] 
later [we] will sleep entwined (KK 91) 

{jI-$fit:lJNiBztl1iBzIIt {if ~5f1j ~~JI-R~~~ 
ita te op-aNs-u pa nipo-N-tori-no kaNtuk-yi se-na 
painful place carry-NEG-INF TOP grebe-DV(ATTR)-bird-COMP 
dive-NML do-DES 
rather than to receive (lit.: if [we are] not receiving) severe wounds, 
let us dive [together] like grebes (NK 29) 

zg$fif~~*ftz$~g£3:f,~,~~~~~*Lfoftittiij($*Jr\ 
*:tff Jfffs Jr\ 
siro tapey-no a-Nka sita-N-koromo usinap-aNs-u mwot-er-e wa
Nka se-kwo taNta n-i ap-u-maNte-ni 
white mulberry.tree.bark.cloth-GEN I-POSS bottom-GEN-garment 
lose-NEG-INF carry-PROG-IMP I-POSS beloved-DIM direct DV
INF meet-ATTR-TERM-LOC 
My beloved, carry [with you] my undergarment from white 
mulberry tree bark cloth without losing [it], until [we] meet 
directly (MYS XV: 3751) 

m~km*~~f~~~~~$m**~ 
wem-yi myi wem-aNs-u mwo uti-naNKeyk-yi katar-i-ky-em-aku 
smile-INF ? smile-NEG-INF PT PREF-sigh-INF talk-INF
PASTIFIN-TENT -NML 
the fact that [both of you] were probably talking, and sighing, 
smiling and not smiling (MYS XVIII: 4106) 
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SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION -(A)NS-U PA 
The negative gerund -(a)Ns-u followed by the topic marker pa may 
also introduce a conditional clause besides just being a simple non
final predicate: 

~~~tJ~-tltJ*~5~ ~ ~/F JJ -Tm1i~~~J]\~~ ~Jffz £3:1i~-SJ!-
naNka kwopiy se-Ns-u pa myi-sono-pu-no uMEY-no pana n-i mo 
nar-amasi monowo 
long 10ve(NML) do-NEG-INF TOP HON-garden-plant-GEN 
plum-GEN blossom DV -INF PT become-SUBJ CONJ 
[I] would become plum blossoms [among] the plants of your 
garden without loving [you for a] long [time], but ... (MYS V: 864) 

iij:#fD~*L~.lt~ ~~~ It r:iJ § 
kwopiy wasure-N-kapyi tor-aNs-u pa yuk-aNsi 
love forget(NML)-GEN-shell take-NEG-INF TOP go-
NEG/TENT 
if [I] do not take a 'love-forgetting' shell, [I] would not go (MYS 
XV: 3711) 

m~~'=¥ ~-SJ!-~~~~{*~ § 
puse-no ura-wo MYI-Ns-u pa noNpor-aNsi 
Puse-GEN bay-ACC see-NEG-INF TOP go.to.the.capital
NEG/TENT 
if [I] did not see the bay of Puse, I would not go to the capital 
(MYS XVIII: 4039) 

'* tl:~~~tJ;fFZ ~VtcmE{:g: Z 
apyi-myi-Ns-u pa kwopiysi-ku ar-uNpey-si 
REC-see-NEG-INF TOP be.longing.for-INF exist-DEB-FIN 
if [we] do not see each other, [we] would be longing (MYS XX: 
4408) 

(2) In verbal compounds in the position before an auxiliary: 

~~ •• £3:WJff~~~~~m~~.£3:WJff~~~~. 
tati-Nka wo mo imaNta tok-aNs-u-te osupyi-wo mo imaNta tok
an-e-Npa 
long.sword-POSS cord PT yet untie-NEG-INF-SUB cloak-ACC 
PTyet untie-NEG-EV-CON 
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as [I] have not yet untied the cords of [ my] long sword, and have 
not yet untied [my] cloak (KK 2) 

~~~m.M~$~W~~~~~.B~~~~m~mM~. 
~$ 
tukuNpa-ne-ni ap-am-u to ip-yi-si kwo pa ta-Nka katO kyik-ey-Npa 
ka myi-ne ap-aNs-u-ky-em-u 
TukuNpa-peak-LOC meet-TENT-FIN DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR 
girl TOP who-POSS word listen-EV -CON PT HON
peak/sleep(NML)57 meet-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
The girl, who promised [to me] that [we] will meet at the TukuNpa 
peak, did not meet [me] at the peak/for sleeping, [is it] because 
[she] listened to somebody's words? (FK 2) 

iJHf ~~~ /F~-,j-
KOKORO-YU mwo A PA OMOP-ANS-U-kyi 
heart-ABL PT I TOP think-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN 
I did not think even in my heart (MYS IV: 601) 

iJE'~f~~~/F~-,j-
KOKORO-YU mwo A PA OMOP-ANS-U-kyi 
heart-ABL PT I TOP think-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN 
I did not think even in my heart (MYS IV: 609) 

~~.M~~M~~~~*~~~~M~.~~~~~~W* 
.Z~JJf$ 
taNta n-i ap-aNs-u ar-aku mwo opo-ku sik-yi-tapey-na makura sar
aNs-u-te imey-ni si myi-ye-m-u 
direct DV -INF meet-NEG-INF exist-NML PT many-INF spread
INF -mulberry. tree. bark.cloth-GEN pillow go.away-NEG-INF
SUB dream-LOC PT see-PASS-TENT-FIN 
There are also many occasions when [we] do not meet directly, 
[and I] want to see [you] in [my] dream without going away from 
[your] mulberry tree bark cloth pillow (MYS V: 809) 

m~~~:g:*/F,~,-t 
UTUTU-NI mwo IMEY-NI mwo WARE PA OMOP-ANS-U-kyi 
reality-LOC PT dream-LOC PT I TOP think-NEG-INF
PASTIFIN 
I did not think either in reality or in a dream (MYS XI: 2601) 

57 The word ne here represents a play on words: ne 'peak' and ne 'sleep(INF).' 
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~~{jt~tfJi5t t:3 *~i'&#fo~mE 
yasu i mwo ne-Ns-u-te a-Nka kwopiy-watar-u 
PT easy sleep PT sleep-NEG-INF-SUB I-POSS 10ve(INF)-cross
ATTR 
I do not sleep easily, and continue to love [her] (MYS XV: 3633) 

W*~.~.~*~~*L.~*~*&~.m~~.5t*m 
imey-ni pa mot6na apyi-myi-re-Nto taNta n-i ar-an-e-Npa kwopiy 
yam-aNs-u-kyer-i 
dream-LOC TOP aimlessly REC-see-EV-CONC direct DV-INF 
exist-NEG-EV-CON 10ve(NML) stop-NEG-INF-RETR-FIN 
although [we] see each other aimlessly in dreams, because [our 
meetings] are not direct, [our] love does not stop (MYS XVII: 
3980) 

~~.*~~~~~S.~.**.5t*$ 
sa yamaNta n-o woNti-Nka SONO PYI-ni motomey ap-aNs-u-ky
em-u 
so YamaNta DV-ATTR old.man-POSS that day-LOC search(INF) 
meet-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
So, old man YamaNta searched for [him] on that day, [but] did not 
find [him] (MYS XVII: 4014) 

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION -(A)NS-U AR-
Besides being used before bound auxiliaries, the negative infinitive 
-(a)Ns-u also appears before the lexical auxiliary ar- 'to exist.' The 
resulting combination -(a)Ns-u ar- is better analyzed as a 
construction rather than a compound, because the focus particle so 
and the interrogative particle ka can be inserted between -(a)Ns-u 
and ar-, as one can see in examples from MYS IV: 720 and MYS 
XV: 3739 below. 

~~g~~~~~~m~.~~&$ 
kokoro-wo Ntani ka apyi-omop-aNs-u ar-am-u 
heart-ACC PT PT REC-think-NEG-INF exist-TENT-ATTR 
will [we] not think about each other at least in our hearts? (KK 
60) 

~.~~~~~g~~&~m~~~~~~~~.m~w~~ 
~5t~iiJ~ 
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opo kyimyi-no kokoro-wo yura-myi omyi-no kwo-no ya-pye n-o 
siNpa kakyi ir-i-tat-aNs-u ar-i 
great lord-GEN heart-ABS gentle-GER retainer-GEN child-GEN 
eight-CL DV-ATTR brushwood fence enter-INF-stand-NEG-INF 
exist-FIN 
Because the great lord's heart is gentle, [he] does not enter the 
eight-fold brushwood fence of the retainer's son (KK 107) 

fiiJ~ ff~WlAt 11 J!iW~tRi/jfj ¥I{jt;0 mxI$~iiJ ~J!i;0 
kapiy-no kurwo kwoma kura kyi-s-eNpa i-sik-aNs-u ar-amasi 
Kapiy-GEN black stallion saddle put.on-PAST/ATTR-COND 
DLF-reach-NEG-INF exist-SUBJ 
if [he] would put a saddle on the black stallion from Kapiy, [he] 
would not reach here [on time] (NK 81a) 

*~;0~~l1ft~~~;0.~~~~~tt~~~~~~~;0~ 
urasima-no kwo-Nka tama kusiNkey akey-Ns-u ar-i-s-eNpa mata 
mo ap-amasi-wo 
Urasima-GEN child-POSS jewel box open-NEG-INF exist-INF
PAST/ATTR-COND again PT meet-SUBJ-ACC 
If the boy Urasima did not open the jewel box, [he] would meet 
again [the dragon's daughter], but [it did not happen] (FK 15) 

~~~E-¥/F~W*~~1tt 
W A-NKA KWOP-Ur-aku-wo SIR-ANS-U ka ar-uram-u 
I-POSS love-ATTR-NML-ACC know-NEG-INF PT exist
TENT2-ATTR 
are [you] probably not knowing that I love [you]? (MYS IV: 720) 

~~.~~~~~~~~~~;0~~~~~~~~~~mw* 
.z~}Jfi¢ 
taNta n-i ap-aNs-u ar-aku mwo opo-ku sik-yi-tapey-no makura 
sar-aNs-u-te imey-ni si myi-ye-m-u 
direct DV -INF meet-NEG-INF exist-NML PT many-INF spread
INF-mulberry.tree.bark.cloth-GEN pillow go.away-NEG-INF-SUB 
dream-LOC PT see-PASS-TENT-FIN 
There are many occasions when [we] do not meet directly, [and I] 
want to see [you] in [ my] dream without going away from [your] 
mulberry tree bark cloth pillow (MYS V: 809) 
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{j3"~-sf.~~§tlt~1JfE{~t\* m* fil 
imwo-woNpa myi-Ns-u so ar-uNpey-ku ar-i-kyer-u 
beloved-ACC(EMPH) see-NEG-INF PT exist-DEB-INF exist
INF-RETR-ATTR 
[1] must not have seen [my] beloved (MYS XV: 3739) 

~~~~.~~~~A~.~~~*§t*~*~ 
yaNtwo-no uMEY -no tir-i-suNk-uru-maNte myi-simey-Ns-u ar-i
kyer-u 
house-GEN plum-GEN fall-INF-pass-ATTR-TERM see-CAUS
NEG-INF exist-INF-RETR-ATTR 
[it] turned out that [you] did not let [me] see plum [blossoms] in 
[your] house until they had completely fallen (MYS XX: 4496) 

SPECIAL CONTRACTED FORM -(A)NS-AR-
Although the uncontracted special construction consisting of the 
negative infinitive -(a)Ns-u and the lexical auxiliary ar- 'to exist' is 
used in Western Old Japanese texts, there is also a contracted form 
of this construction, where the infinitive suffix -u has elided 
completely before the following ar-, resulting in a contracted form 
-(a)Ns-ar-. This contacted form is found in an uncontroversial 
phonetic spelling only in Late Western Old Japanese, and only in 
four examples, all of them limited to the Man 'yoshu. Thus, it 
should be a late innovation.58 

{j3"*li~{j3"BJ:#;~JJfM ~~t\1J\ 
imey-ni mwo imo-Nka myi-ye-Ns-ar-an-aku n-i 
dream-LOC PT beloved-POSS see-PASS-NEG(INF)-exist-NEG
NMLDV-INF 
in the dreams [my] beloved [always] appears (MYS XV: 3735) 

m3jo1J\~*~M~*mBJ: 
noti-ni mwo ap-aNs-ar-am-ey ya mo 
later-LOC PT meet-NEG(INF)-exist-TENT -EV PT PT 
will [we] not meet later?! [Of course we will !] (MYS XV: 3741) 

~~~-sf.~#;t\*~M*Ltt*~1ic~g-sf.*#;~~~t\1J\ 
tOsi-no wo naNka-ku ap-aNs-ar-e-Nto kyesi-kyi kokoro-wo a-Nka 
[o]mwop-an-aku n-i 

58 The contracted form -(a)z-ar- is the only one found in Middle Japanese, where 
the uncontracted form -(a)zu ar- is not attested. 
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year-GEN cord long-INF meet-NEG(INF)-exist-EV-CONC 
unusual-ATTR heart-ACC I-POSS think-NEG-NML DV -INF 
although [we] did not meet for a long time, I am not going to 
change [my] mind (MYS XV: 3775) 

{Jl"RJi*LJJa~jJo:g.tJ.Il~&M ~.$ 
iNture n-o TOKYI ka W A-NKA kwopiy-Ns-ar-am-u 
which DV-ATTR time PT I-POSS love-NEG(INF)-exist-TENT
ATTR 
which time will I not love [her]? (MYS XVII: 3891) 

(3) As adverbial modifier of the following predicate: 

JfftilU!Htwr~~~~iiJ {6:~~~ 
matur-i-ko-si myi-kyi Nso as-aNs-u wos-e 
present(HUM)-INF-come(INF)-PAST/ATTR rice.wine PT 
shallow-NEG-INF drink(HON)-IMP 
Drink the presented rice wine deeply! (KK 39) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
In Eastern Old Japanese the negative infinitive -aNs-u occurs in the 
same functions as in Western Old Japanese: 

(1) Non-final predicate: 

*ff~~~-tlt~ S3 PI.$ ~,~-/E:;ft 
a-no otO se-Ns-u yuk-am-u kwo-[u]ma moNka 
foot-GEN sound do-NEG-INF go-TENT-ATTR DIM-horse PT 
[I] want a stallion, which would go without making any noise with 
its hoofs (MYS XIV: 3387) 

**JJM~~~W~~Jff~.~S3~~tt4 
aswo-no KApara-ywo isi pum-aNs-u swora-yu to k-yi-n-u yo 
Aswo-GEN river-bed-ABL stone tread-NEG-INF sky-ABL DV 
come-INF-PERF-FIN PT 
[I] came from the river-bed of Aswo, as from the sky, without 
treading on stones! (MYS XIV: 3425) 
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SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION -(A)NS-U PA 
The negative gerund -(a)Ns-u followed by the topic marker pa 
introduces a conditional clause: 

*1ff~~PJ~I~,*1ff~,~,* '&§t~ 
ap-u kotO kata-si kyepu n-i si ar-aNs-u pa 
meet-ATTR thing difficult-FIN today DV-INF PT exist-NEG-INF 
TOP 
if [it] is not today, it will be difficult to meet (MYS XIV: 3401) 

(2) In verbal compounds in the position before an auxiliary: 

*1i~tL ilt~~~1ff~*7J{6:SrJt: c§t*~.$ 
nani s-ure so papa to [i]p-u pana-no sak-yi-[i]Nte-ko-Ns-u-ky-em
u 
what do-EV PT mother DV say-ATTR flower-GEN bloom-INF
exit(INF)-come-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
why (lit.: having done what) has the flower called 'Mother' not 
bloomed? (MYS XX: 4323) 

Me~k~c~_~~§t~W_~~~~. 
amo sisi-ni kotO mawos-aNs-u-te ima Nso kuyasi-key 
mother father-DAT word say(HUM)-NEG-INF-SUB now PT 
regretful-A TTR 
now [I] regret that [I] did not tell [ my] mother and father (MYS 
XX: 4376) 

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION -(A)NS-U AR-
Like in Western Old Japanese, besides being used before bound 
auxiliaries, the negative infinitive -(a)Ns-u also appears before the 
lexical auxiliary ar- 'to exist:' 

*J:tJ!§t* ~~*tL il?F*~e 
apyi-MYI-Ns-u ar-aNpa are kwopiy-m-ey ya rna 
COOP-see-NEG-INF exist-COND I long-TENT-EV PT PT 
if [we] did not meet each other, would I long [for her]?! 
[Certainly not!] (MYS XIV: 3508) 
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SPECIAL CONTRACTED FORM -(A)NS-AR-
There is also a contracted form -(a)Ns-ar- in Eastern Old Japanese, 
but it is found in only one poem that has no distinctive Eastern Old 
Japanese features, so its authenticity may be questioned. 

$fi~~~§~~~~~$~~M~~~~ 
tat-u tOri-no MEY -yu ka NA-wo MYI-m-u sa-ne-Ns-ar-an-aku n-i 
rise-ATTR bird-COMP eye-ABL PT you-ACC see-TENT -ATTR 
PREF -sleep-NEG(INF)-exist-NEG-NML DV -INF 
will [I] just see you as a bird flying up? Although it is not that [we] 
did not sleep [together] there (MYS XIV: 3396) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There is a negative gerund -ada in Old Ryukyuan that occurs 
extremely rarely (Hokama 1995: 380). Its phonetic shape indicates 
that it is highly unlikely to be a cognate ofWOJ -(a)Ns-u, which is, 
therefore, better treated as an exclusive Old Japanese innovation. 

6.2.2.2.2 Gerunds 
There are three gerunds in Western Old Japanese that behave like 
sentence-non-final suffixes: the conditional gerund -(a)Npa, the 
conjunctive gerund -Npa, and the concessive gerund -Nto[mo]. In 
addition, there are also the subordinative gerund -te and the 
coordinative gerunds -tutu,-naNkara, and -katera that behave like 
auxiliaries since they follow the infinitive -[yJi. I will deal with 
those latter two in the section on auxiliaries. 

6.2.2.2.2.1 Conditional gerund -aNpa - -Npa 
The conditional gerund in Western Old Japanese has two 
allomorphs: -aNpa after consonant verbs, r-irregular, and n
irregular verbs, and -Npa after the vowel and the irregular vowel 
verbs. After the past final -kyi, the past attributive -si and the 
subjunctive -(a)masi, the last vowel Iii of -kyi, -si and -(a)masi 
merges with the initial Ia! of -aNpa as lei, producing the special 
forms -ky-eNpa, -s-eNpa and -(a)mas-eNpa. The conditional 
gerund -(a)Npa is found in combination with the following suffixes 
and bound auxiliaries that all precede -(a)Npa in a given word form: 
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Chart 53: Combinations of the conditional gerund -(a)Npa with 
d· ffi db d T· prece mg su lxes an oun aUXl lanes 

suffixes and bound auxiliaries combination forms 
iterative -ap- -ap-aNpa* 
honorific -as- -as-aNpa 
passive -(a)ye-, -raye- -(a)ye-Npa 
perfective -n- -n-aNpa 
Qerfective -te- -te-Npa 
past final -kyi -ky-eNpa 
~ast attributive -si -s-eNpa 
subjunctive -(a)masi -(a)mas-eNpa 
progressive -[yJer- -[yJer-aNpa 
perfective-progressive -tar- -tar-aNpa 

* In Western Old Japanese the combmatlOn with Iterative *-ap-aNpa occurs III 

formations where -ap- can be segmented only diachronically, e.g. ipap-aNpa 
'pray-COND', which is historically derived from *ip-ap-aNpa 'say-ITER-COND.' 
However, this combination should have been possible at one time in Western Old 
Japanese, since it is found in Eastern Old Japanese, see the example of ap-an-ap
aNpa 'meet-NEG-ITER-COND' in MYS XIV: 3426 below. 

The fact that the conditional gerund -(a)Npa can follow the past 
attributive form -si probably indicates that historically -(a)Npa 
represents some kind of a bound noun. This is one more piece of 
evidence in favor of the theory that most if not all Japonic 
morphology is secondary. 

In contrast to Middle Japanese, where the conditional gerund 
introduces only irrealis and realis conditional clauses (Vovin 2003: 
252), in Western Old Japanese -aNpa - -Npa also introduces a 
temporal connection, although it occurs only if there is a following 
tentative -(a)m- or negative tentative -aNsi in a sentence. 

Examples: 

(1) Irrealis condition: 

J:t~WWfWJ:t~JZE~iiJm!~~~~~~WfwrttllJSz:!lJ(llJSz~Wfwrtt 
pyitO-t':l matu pyitO n-i ar-i-s-eNpa tati pakey-masi-wo kyinu kyi
se-maSl-WO 
one_CL pine person DV-INF exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND 
long. sword make.wear-SUBJ-ACC garment wear-CAUS-SUBJ
ACC 
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Oh, lone pine, if [you] were a human being, [I] would make [you] 
wear a long sword, [I] would make [you] wear a garment, but ... 
(KK 29) 

~.$~$~.~~~.~~~~~~~W~* 
sirwo taNtamukyi mak-aNs-u-ky-eNpa koso sir-aNs-u to mo ip
am-ey 
white arm use.as.a.pillow-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-COND PT 
know-NEG-FIN DV PT say-TENT-EV 
if [I] did not use [your] white arms as a pillow, [you] could even 
say that [you] do not know [me] (KK 61) 

fPJ1El. ~9:81! [!] M9:8~tR miJ fiffjt;0 ~fI~iiJ ~M;0 
kapiy-no kurwo kwoma kura kyi-s-eNpa i-sik-aNs-u ar-amasi 
Kapiy-GEN black stallion saddle put.on-PAST/ATTR-COND 
DLF-reach-NEG-INF exist-SUBJ 
if [he] would put a saddle on the black stallion from Kapiy, [he] 
would not reach here [on time] (NK 81a) 

tlli~.~M~ft~)j:tlli~ 
tama nar-aNpa a-Nka por-u tama 
jewel be-COND I-POSS desire-ATTRjewel 
if [my beloved] were a jewel, [she would be] a jewell desire (NK 
92) 

i*!fU~[!]~~f~~~~WJ1tfbD"~[!]~ 
swoNka-no kwo-ra pa uma nar-aNpa pyimuka-no kwo-[u]ma 
Soga-GEN son-PLUR TOP horse be-COND Pyimuka-GEN DIM
horse 
If the sons of Soga were horses, [they would be] the stallions of 
Pyimuka ... (NK 103) 

~R~~~tt.R~~~~~~~tt~~~~~ 
ka-ku sir-amas-eNpa kun[i]-uti kotO-NkotO myi-se-masi monowo 
thus-INF know-SUBJ-COND land-inside thing-thing see-CAUS
SUBJCONJ 
if [I] would know that, [I] would show [her] all things in the land, 
but ... (MYS V: 797) 
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~~M&.~~~~.~*~M&.~~~~.~ 
KUNI-ni ar-aNpa TITI twor-i-myi-masi IPYE-ni ar-aNpa PAPA 
twor-i-myi-masi 
province-LOC exist-COND father hold-INF-see-SUBJ home-LOC 
exist-COND mother hold-INF-see-SUBJ 
if [I] were in [my] province, [my] father would take care [of me], if 
[I] were in [ my] home, [my] mother would take care [of me] (MYS 
V: 886) 

~.~stt®~~OO~~~.§«a 
YAMA SAKURA-N-PANA PYI NARANPEY-TE KA-KU si 
SAK-YER-ANP A PANT A KWOPIY -m-ey ya mo 
mountain cherry-GEN-flower day line.up(INF)-SUB thus-INF PT 
bloom-PROG-COND considerably long.for-TENT-EV PI PT 
If mountain cherry flowers were blooming thus every day, would 
[I] long for [them] considerably? [Certainly not!] (MYS VIII: 1425) 

*~~W~~~~~~*& ••• ~A~~~~~~~.~~ 
1m~ 
OPO PUNE-ni imo nor-u mono n-i ar-amas-eNpa PA-N-kukum
yi mot-i-te yuk-amasi monowo 
big boat-LOC beloved board-ATTR thing DV-INF exist-SUBJ
COND wing-LOC-cover-INF hold-INF-SUB go-SUBJ CONJ 
If [it] were the case that [my] beloved boarded [my] big boat, [I] 
would go holding her under [my] wings, but ... (MYS XV: 3579) 

fpt~:=Bi!i5c;jX~ ?p-~~~q: g~*~ m ttt.*m=B1i~~~ j]DfjI"1i~~ W;jX.Z 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo-Nka katamyi n-o koromo na-k-ar-i-s-eNpa 
nani mwono mot-e ka inoti tuNk-amasi 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM-POSS keepsake DV-ATTR garment no
INF-exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND what thing hold-EV PT life 
join-SUB] 
If [I] did not have a garment of my beloved as a keepsake, would 
having anything keep me alive? (MYS XV: 3733) 

WZ~~m~m~.~~~m~m~. 
OTO-NO SUKUNA-kyi MYITI-ni AP-An-u kamwo SUKUNA
kyi yo MYITI-ni AP-As-aNpa 
sound-GEN few-ATTR road-LOC meet-NEG-ATTR PT few
ATTR PT road-LOC meet-RON-COND 
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if [you] would meet [me] on the road where there are few [sounds 
of people]! [But], alas [we] will not meet on the road where few 
sounds [of people] are! (MYS XVI: 3875) 

~fJjP3f.:@j]D~j Ji!'U£ft ~::§ t~~~ PJ::§ 
UMEY Y ANANKIY wor-i kaNsas-i-te-Npa omwop-yl na-myl 
kamwo 
plum willow break-INF decorate-INF-PERF-COND think-NML 
no-GERPT 
because, if [we] had broken [branches] of plum trees and willows 
and decorated [our heads], there would be no [sad] thoughts! 
(MYS XVII: 3905) 

*;ffJ~3f.~1J\f~$ &ft:&J#m~/~ PJ*L§t~q:!ttPJ~ 
aputi-wo IPYE-ni uwe-tar-aNpa yama POTOTONKYISU kare
Ns-u ka-m-u kamo 
chinaberry.tree-ACC house-LOC plant(INF)-PERFIPROG
COND mountain cuckoo separate-NEG-INF come-TENT-ATTR 
PT 
if [I] would plant a chinaberry tree at my house, the mountain 
cuckoo would come all the time! (MYS XVII: 3910) 

~8e~8~ •• J#~~ft*~~~~~PJ$~W.~~~~ 
*$PJ-B3: 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka kuni-pye [i]mas-i-n-aNpa potot6Nkyisu nak
am-u sa-tukiy pa saNpusi-ky-em-u kama 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS land-DIR come(HON)-INF-PERF
COND cuckoo cry-TENT -A TTR fifth-month TOP be.lonely
ATTR-TENT-ATTR PT 
If my beloved would have [ only] returned to [his] land, [because 
in] the fifth lunar month when the cuckoo will cry, [I] would be 
lonely! (MYS XVII: 3996) 

*J#~8~~~fo$iit~~ 
am a-no Nkapa pasi watas-er-aNpa 
Heaven-GEN river bridge put.accross-PROG-COND 
If [they] would have put a bridge across the Heavenly River ... 
(MYS XVIII: 4126) 
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*~~*~~~4~~fi~~~~*mm.fi~~~.~~ 
asa sipo mit-i-ni yor-u kotumyi kapyi n-i ar-i-s-eNpa tutwo n-i se
masi-wo 
morning tide full-NML-LOC approach-ATTR trash shellfish DV
INF exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND souvenir DV-INF do-SUBJ
ACC 
if the trash that is brought up by the full morning tide were 
shellfish, [I] would bring [it] as a souvenir, but ... (MYS XX: 4396) 

(2) Realis condition: 

«~~~~~~~~~~~~fi~~~ •• ~~~.~~~~ 
ftc.l:t~~fi~~~ -
yata-no pyitO-motO suNkey pa pyitO-ri wor-i tOmo opo kyimyi si 
yo-si to kyikos-aNpa pyitO-ri wor-i tomo 
Yata-GEN one-CL sedge TOP one-CL exist-FIN CONJ great lord 
PT be good-FIN DV say(HON)-COND one-CL exist-FIN CONJ 
Even if one sedge from Yata is alone, if the great lord says [it] is 
fine, even if [she] is alone (KK 65) 

•• ~~fiwr.m~~~.:1tJjJ~~iiJ.~fJI".~~~f.$#J 
opo kyimyi-wo sima-ni paNpur-aNpa puna-amar-i i-Nkapyer-i
ko-m-u Nso 
great lord-ACC island-LOC exile-COND boat-exceed-INF DLF
return-INF-come-TENT-ATTR PT 
if [they] exile [my] great lord to an island, there are many boats, 
and [he] would return here (KK 86) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~fi~~~~m~~~m 
~ ~iiJ ~ §t 1:11. 
uMEY -no pana sak-yi-te tir-i-n-aNpa sakura-N-pana tuNk-yi-te 
sak-uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-te ar-aNs-u ya 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-SUB fall-INF-PERF-COND 
sakura-GEN-blossom follow-INF-SUB bloom-DEB-INF become
INF-PERF-INF-SUB exist-NEG-FIN PT 
If the plum blossoms have bloomed and fallen, has [it] not become 
so that sakura blossoms should bloom after? (MYS V: 829) 

~~flj~.$ffl~~1:I1. il5~.fJI"«~s~iiJfiiJ~.~~~:t1)(f:g.~ 
kusuri pam-u-ywo pa myiyakwo myi-Npa iyasi-kyi a-Nka miy 
mata woti-n-uNpey-si 
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medicine eat-ATTR-ABL TOP capital see-COND ignoble-ATTR 
I-POSS body again rejuvenate(INF)-PERF-DEB-FIN 
rather than take the medicine, my ignoble body would have been 
rejuvenated again if [I] saw the capital (MYS V: 848) 

~~1trzf§JjIj~* 
ANA IKYINTUK-Asi APYI-WAKARE-n-aNPA 
EXCL breathe-ADJ REC-part(INF)-PERF -COND 
Oh, how lamentable! If [we] part with each other ... (MYS VIII: 
1454) 

foPI*L~~¥ &;ft~Z*1tt 
wakare-n-aNpa ura-N-kanasi-ky-em-u 
part(INF)-PERF-COND heart-LOC-sad-ATTR-TENT-FIN 
If [we] part, [I] would be sad in [my] heart ... (MYS XV: 3584) 

~* i~f(M S3 !JD~ {jJ-~.~ it ~ ~HfJi 
myiyakwo-ni yuk-aNpa imwo-ni ap-yi-te ko-n-e 
capital-LOC go-COND beloved-DAT meet-INF-SUB come-DES
IMP 
if [you] go to the capital, meet [there my] beloved, and come [back] 
(MYS XV: 3687) 

{jJ-~$!I!f.~*f m~mEfi~{jJ-fI;&P1t~ JJ{jJ-R& ~fo*L~~~~ 
{jJ-PI. {jJ-~ *" 
ipata-NWO-ni yaNtor-i s-uru kyimyi ipye-N-pyito-no iNtu-ra to 
ware-wo top-aNpa ika n-i ip-am-u 
Ipata-field-LOC lodge-NML do-ATTR lord home-GEN-person
GEN where-LOC DV I-ACC ask-COND how DV-INF say-TENT
FIN 
[Oh, my] lord who lodged at the Ipata field. If people from [your] 
home ask me (saying) where [are you], what should [I] answer? 
(MYS XV: 3689) 

E?FZ~~E?F=8Z tfJi~* 
kwopiy-sin-aNpa kwopiy mwo sin-e to ya 
long.for(INF)-die-COND 10ng.for(INF) PT die-IMP DV PT 
Do [you] tell [me]: 'If [you] die longing, die from longing!' (MYS 
XV: 3780) 
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fJt J;ftH~~~ tJ# Z ~ 1i~:a~ ~1*~rt.fJt PI Jj\1Jo £J:-tlt-$ 
ima-no NkotO kwopiysi-ku kyimyi-Nka omwop-oye-Npa ika n-i 
kamo se-m-u 
now-GEN like longing-INF lord-POSS think-PASS-COND how 
DV-INF PT do-TENT-ATTR 
If [I] think of you longingly like now, what shall [I] do [later], 1 
wonder? (MYS XVII: 3928) 

~~~*art.WJ;ft~WPIt*~*~*art.~ttPI 
tika-ku ar-aNpa ima putu-ka Ntamiy topo-ku ar-aNpa nanu-ka 
c1ose-INF exist-COND now two-CL ? far-INF exist-COND 
seven-CL 
if [it] is soon, [from] now only (?) two days; if [it] is long, seven 
days (MYS XVII: 4011) 

~~Jj\PI 1i7C*t~Z~rt. 
WARE-ni kakyi-mukey OMOP-YI si OMOP-ANpa 
I-DAT PREF-tum(IMP) love-NML PT love-COND 
if [you] indeed love [me], tum to me (MYS XIX: 4191) 

(3) Temporal connection. As mentioned above, unlike Middle 
(Classical) Japanese, the conditional gerund -aNpa can also 
introduce a temporal connection. However, -aNpa appears in this 
function only if there is a following tentative -(a)m- or negative 
tentative -aNsi in a sentence.59 

~*~J;ft~~.~~art.ttrt.~J;ft~ffl.W.W-$ 
awo-yama-ni pyi-Nka kakur-aNpa nuNpa tama-no ywo pa iNte-n
am-u 
green-mountain-LOC sun-POSS hide-COND pitch. black jade
COMP night TOP exit(INF)-PERF-TENT-FIN 
when the sun hides [behind] the green mountains, the night [dark] 
like pitch-black jade will have come (KK 3) 

lj-a;8tJa1i;8lj-a. 
yor-aNsi kwo-ra-ni si yor-aNpa 
approach-NEGrrENT girl-DIM-DAT PT approach-COND 
when [I] approach [my] dear girl, [I] will not approach [other 
girls] (FK 4) 

59 I am grateful to Janick Wrona for pointing out to me this limitation in the -aNpa 
usage in the function of a temporal connection. 
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This example represents a syntactic inversion. 

~.~$~~~~~$~~m~~~~~~~k~.k$~~ 
~~fif* 
mu-tukiy tat-i paru-no k-yi-tar-aNpa ka-ku si koso uMEY -wo 
wor-i-tutu tanwosi-kyi wopey-m-ey 
first lunar month rise-INF spring-GEN come-INF-PERFIPROG
COND be.thus-INF PT PT plum.blossom-ACC break-INF-COOR 
be.pleasant-ATTR finish-TENT -EV 
When the first lunar month begins, and the spring has come, let 
[us] enjoy the pleasure to the end while picking plum bloosoms 
(MYS V: 815) 

~~~~~~~~~$~~m~~B~~~~~M~~$~~ 
~~J#* 
tOsi-no pa n-i pam-no k-yi-tar-aNpa ka-ku si koso uMEY-wo 
kaNsas-i-te tanwosi-ku nom-am-ey 
year-GEN every DV-INF spring come-INF-PERFIPROG-COND 
thus-INF PT plum-ACC decorate-INF-SUB be.merry-INF drink
TENT-EV 
Every year, when the spring comes, let [us] decorate [our hair] 
with plum [blossoms] and drink merrily (MYS V: 833) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
In Eastern Old Japanese conditional gerund -(a)Npa may have the 
functions of both irrealis and realis conditions: 

(1) Irrealis condition: 

*.I::~~§t* ~~*tL 1l;J.F * 1X£3: 
apyi-MYI-Ns-u ar-aNpa are kwopiy-m-ey ya mo 
COOP-see-NEG-INF exist-COND I long-TENT-EV PT PT 
if [we] did not meet each other, would I long [for her]?! 
[Certainly not!] (MYS XIV: 3508) 

*~§t~ ~ S3;J]D~~,~,*.$ 
ap-aNs-u s-i-te yuk-aNpa wosi-ky-em-u 
meet-NEG-NML do-INF-SUB go-COND regretful-ATTR-TENT
FIN 
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If [I] would go without meeting [you], [I] would regret [it] 
(MYS XIV: 3558) 

(2) Realis condition: 

735 

*~R~~~.~~ff~~*.~ •• ~~~~~~~~~$ 
~.f~thi 
apyiNtune-no kuni-wo saN-tOpo-myi ap-an-ap-aNpa sinwop-yi n
i se-m-wo to pyimwo musuNp-as-an-e 
ApyiNtune-GEN land-ABS PREF-far-GER meet-NEG-ITER
COND long.for-NML DV-INF do-TENT-ATTR DV cord tie
HON-DES-IMP 
If [we] continue not to meet, because the land of ApyiNtune is far, 
[I] wish [you] would tie [your garment] cords, as if longing for [me] 
(MYS XIV: 3426) 

M*~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~ 
amey-tusi-no i[N]ture n-o kamyi-wo inor-aNpa ka 
heaven-earth-GEN which DV-ATTR deity-ACC pray-COND PT 
if [I] pray to which deities of Heaven and Earth ... (MYS XX: 4392) 

J::t~~~.*~"5 ~~7J.g~q:tL~.¥J1E£J:;B 
pyimwo taye-Npa a-Nka te-tO tukey-ro kore n-o paru mos-i 
cord tear-COND your.own-POSS hand-COM attach-IMP this DV
ATTR needle hold-INF 
if the cords [of your garment] tear, attach them with your own 
hand, holding this needle (MYS XX: 4420) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
In Ryukyuan, the conditional form -aba is attested in Old 
Ryukyuan and in some dialects of the Central Ryukyuan islands, 
such as Kumejima. It appears that in Northern and Southern 
Ryukyuan dialects it either disappeared or merged with the -ba 
form used after the evidential. In Shuri this form became -awa ~ -
aa, and it is used only for the realis condition (RKJ 69). 

Old Ryukyuan 

lb-tt G t~ /<J)~ G !i 
ase-ra tame-yar-aba 
soldier-PLUR pacify(INF)-do-COND 
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if [he] pacifies the soldiers (OS I: 36) 

~ t :b-Clt \~Ij: 
TARU mo wa te iy-aba 
who PT I DV say-COND 
if everyone says 'I' (RK 617) 

Shuri 

?ari-ga yum-aa ?yaa-N yum-ee 
he-NOM read-COND you-PT read-IMP 
If he reads [it], you read it, too (RKJ 69) 

Kumejima 

s-ur-aba haa-ku s-i 
do-ATTR-COND quick-INF do-IMP 
If [you] do [it], do [it] quickly (Nohara 1998: 311) 

?ich-ur-aba haa-ku ?ich-i 
go-ATTR-COND quick-INF go-IMP 
If [you] go, go quickly (Nohara 1998: 311) 

Although we have reliable attestations only from Central 
Ryukyuan, there is some possibility that the Ryukyuan form -aba 
was borrowed from Middle Japanese. However, since it is found 
not only on Okinawa, but also on Kumejima, the possibility is not 
very high. Furthermore, it is also possible that it was present in 
Southern Ryukyuan dialects as well prior to its merger with the -ba 
form. Therefore, we can probably reconstruct the PJ conditional 
suffix *-anpa, although it is quite likely that originally it was some 
kind of a bound noun. There are no external parallels. 

6.2.2.2.2.2 Conjunctive gerund -Npa 
The conjunctive gerund -Npa (not to be confused with the 
conditional -aNpa ~ -Npa) has just one allomorph. It always 
follows the evidential form of a verb. In a diachronic perspective 
this probably means that it was once a bound noun that became a 
gerund suffix through a process of grammaticalization, although we 
can no longer recover the exact meaning of this bound noun. 
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It is, nevertheless, important to see what suffixes and bound 
auxiliaries are used before the evidential preceding the conjunctive 
gerund -Npa. The combinations of -Npa with the evidential forms 
of these markers are provided in the chart below. 

Chart 54: Combinations of the conjunctive gerund -.Npa with 
d· ·d· I fI f ffi db d T prece mg eVl entIa ormso su lxes an oun aUXllanes 

evidential forms of suffixes combination forms 
and bound auxiliaries 
negative -an-e- -an-e-Npa 
iterative -ap-ey- -ap-ey-Npa 
honorific -as- -as-e-Npa* 
perfective -n-ure- -n-ure-Npa 
perfective -t-ure- -t-ure-Npa 
past evidential -sika- -sika-Npa 
progressive -{vler-e- -{vler-e-Npa 
perfective-progressive -tar-e- -tar-e-Npa 
retrospective -lejJer-e- -kyer-e-Npa 

* There are no relIable phonetIc examples of the hononfic *-as-e-Npa III Western 
Old Japanese texts. See the example from MYS II: 196 below. 

One interesting observation that can be made on the basis of the 
above chart is that the conjunctive gerund -Npa does not combine 
with any evidential forms of mood markers. Furthermore, in sharp 
contrast to Middle Japanese, where -ba is frequently found after the 
retrospective evidential -(i)ker-e- in the form -(i)ker-e-ba, in 
Western Old Japanese the conjunctive gerund -Npa is not attested 
after the retrospective evidential -kyer-e-. This probably indicates 
that the semantics of the conjunctive gerund -Npa are strongly 
rooted in actual and certain facts, therefore, it cannot combine with 
any morphemes expressing conjecture. 

Although the majority of the examples cited below seem to 
support Akiba's generalization that -Npa signals a switch of the 
subject after it (Akiba 1977: 611), four examples clearly contradict 
this generalization, as the subject stays the same after -Npa, see KK 
2, MYS II: 196, V: 802, and XX: 4480 below. 

In traditional grammar -Npa is considered to have three 
meanings: (1) reason; (2) realis condition; (3) temporal connection 
of two actions (,when X, then r) (Yamada 1954: 480-82). 
However, in Western Old Japanese the conjunctive gerund -Npa 
does not indicate the realis condition unless it is a temporal 
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condition. I therefore view this temporal condition as a particular 
case of the temporal connection function. General conditions are 
expressed by the conditional gerund -aNpa ~ -Npa or by other 
means, such as a combination of the subordinative gerund -te or the 
negative infinitive -aNs-u with the following topic particle pa. 

(1) Reason: 

~iiJ~-B3:~.~WT~iiJ!iiI~1]~~1lJt9 ~~1]~~ 
a pa rna ya mye n-i si ar-e-Npa na-wo [o]k-yi-te wo pa na-si 
I TOP PT PT woman DV-INF PT exist-EV-CON you-ACC leave
INF-SUB man TOP no-FIN 
Because I am a woman, I have no [other] man, besides you (KK 5) 

fi~~~.~~*.w~~~~~.a.IlJt~~m~~~~. 

~* tukuNpa-ne-ni ap-am-u to ip-yi-si kwo pa ta-Nka katO kyik-ey-
Npa ka myi-ne ap-aNs-u-ky-em-u 
TukuNpa-peak-LOC meet-TENT-FIN DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR 
girl TOP who-POSS word listen-EV-CON PT HON
peak/sleep(NML)6o meet-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
The girl, who promised [to me] that [we] will meet at the TukuNpa 
peak, did not meet [me] at the peak/for sleeping, [is it] because 
[she] listened to somebody's words? (FK 2) 

~~~~m~~~~~~.~a~~~~~~fi~ 
WA-NKA se-KWO-ni MATA PA AP-ANSI ka to OMOP-EY
Npa ka KYESA-NO WAKARE-NO SUNPYE NA-K-AR-I-t-uru 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-DA T again TOP meet-NEG/TENT PT DV 
think-EV-CON PT this.morning-GEN part(NML)-GEN way no
INF-exist-INF-PERF-ATTR 
Was [it] because I thought that [we] would not meet again that 
there has been no way to part [with you] this morning? (MYS IV: 
540) 

~~~RPJ~fH:g:~ 
UTUKUSI-ku si-Nka katar-ap-ey-Npa 
beautiful-INF he-POSS talk-ITER-EV-CON 
as he used to say beautifully (MYS V: 904) 

60 The word ne here represents a play on words: ne 'peak' and ne 'sleep(INF).' 
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~J!lJJ.*l$(PJ.~:~IHL~t\ttIt~~JJ$tf1i3f-z.&. 
YOKO-SIMA-KANSE-no nipuNpuka n-i OPOP-YI-K-YI-TAr-e
Npa se-m-u suNpye-no taNWkyi-wo sir-an-i 
cross-wind-GEN sudden DV-INF cover-INF-come-INF
PERFIPROG-EV-CON do-TENT-ATTR way-GEN clue-ACC 
know-NEG-INF 
Because suddenly a crosswind came and covered [us], [I] had no 
clue what to do (MYS V: 904) 

~ •• ~®~~~a~_$~M~~ 
AMA-NO NKAPA pyeNtat-ure-Npa kamo amata suNpye na-kyi 
heaven-GEN river separate-EV-CON PT many way no-ATTR 
I wonder, is [it not] because the Heavenly River separates [them], 
there is not much that can be done (MYS VIII: 1522) 

jt~~t\z~*L~il;fF1]\*mt~ a 
key naNka-ku si ar-e-ba kwopiy-n-i-kyer-u kamo 
day long-INF PT exist-EV-CON 10ng.for(INF)-PERF-INF
RETR-A TTR PT 
because it has been a long time (lit.: days) [since we left], [I] have 
been longing for [the capital]! (MYS XV: 3668) 

~.m*mt.l:l:~1i$*Lm~{jt.l:l:Z~~{*~{*~Z1]\~ 
kapyer-i-kyer-u pyiW k-yi-tar-er-i W ip-yi-sika-Npa poWpoW sin-i
kyi 
return-INF-RETR-ATTR person come-INF-PERFIPROG-PROG
FIN DV say-INF-PASTIEV-CON almost die-INF-PASTIFIN 
Because [they] said that a person, who returned [from exile], had 
come [to the capital], [I] almost died [from joy] (MYS XV: 3772) 

w*~~a~~~~~*L.$~~~.&~~m~«_~*m 
imey-ni pa moWna apyi-myi-re-NW taNta n-i ar-an-e-Npa kwopiy 
yam-aNs-u-kyer-i 
dream-LOC TOP aimlessly REC-see-EV-CONC direct DV-INF 
exist-NEG-EV-CON 10ve(NML) stop-NEG-INF-RETR-FIN 
although [we] see each other aimlessly in dreams, because [our 
meetings] are not direct, [our] love does not stop (MYS XVII: 
3980) 
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fJl"1J\ z i§iQf ~iiJ m s 1= ~*L~ ~q: ~ ~ PI ~fJl"iBt{lli PI $ftJ: 1iIti 
inisipye-yu ari-k-yi-n-i-kyer-e-Npa koNkosi kamwo ipa-no kamu
saNpiy 
old.times-ABL ITER-come-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-EV-CON 
rugged(FIN) PT rock-GEN deity-like 
because [they] date back to old times, deity-like rocks are rugged! 
(MYS XVII: 4003) 

**JJ~jJ01!£-¥PI*t~IHL~ffJi"g*Z~jJOfE 
arney-no myikaNtwo-wo kakey-t-ure-Npa ne nomiy si nak-ay-u 
heaven-GEN sovereign-ACC think.in.the.heart(INF)-EV -CON 
sound PT PT cry-PASS-FIN 
Because [I] think in my heart about [ my] heavenly sovereign, [I] 
only sob loudly (MYS XX: 4480) 

g\(;-!I~tLllJt~~.~~=!s£~im 
NAR-I-n-ur:~-Npa KOKORONPOSI-myi TAPUTWO-myi 
namwo OMOP-YI-TAMAP-Uru 
become-INF-PERF-EV-CON glad-GER awesome-GER PT think
INF-HUM-ATTR 
because [it] became [as the deity said], [the sovereign] thought 
that [it] was joyful and awesome (SM IS) 

(2) Temporal connection: 

m~~&~~M~~.~~~~R&~~M~~.~. 
oso-N-pur-ap-yi wa-Nka tat-as-er-e-Npa pyiko-N-tur-ap-yi wa
Nka tat-as-er-e-Npa 
push-DV(INF)-shake-ITER-INF I-POSS stand-HON-PROG-EV
CON pull-DV(INF)-shove-ITER-INF I-POSS stand-HON
PROG-EV-CON 
[I] was pushing and shaking [the door], when I was standing 
[there], [I] was pulling and shoving [it], when I was standing 
[there] (KK 2) 

~.m~~1iIti~~~~~~~fi*.~~~~~~~~ 
awo na mo kyiNpiy pyitO-tO tOrno n-i si tum-ey-Npa tanwosi-ku 
rno ar-u ka 
green vegetables PT KyiNpiy person-COM together DV-INF PT 
pick-EV-CON delightful-INF PT exist-ATTR PT 
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Is[n't] it delightful when [I] pick green vegetables together with 
the girl from KyiNpiy? (KK 54) 

~~~~~~~~~~.~~.~~~w~~~m.~~.~ 
~ -m:~iiJ ~5t 
kurapasi yama pa saNkasi-kye-Nto imwo-to noNpor-e-Npa 
saNkasi-ku mo ar-aNs-u 
Kurapasi mountain TOP steep-EV -CONC beloved-COM c1imb
EV-CON steep-INF PT exist-NEG-FIN 
although Mount Kurapasi is steep, when [I] climb [it] with [my] 
beloved, [it] is not steep at all (KK 70) 

:g:::E1igll~:=&~Z-m:~q:g~~} II ~Z:tlD~ 
WA-NKA OPO KYIMYI-no TAT-AS-E-NPA [? TAT-AS-ER-E
NPA] TAMA MO-NO mokoro KOY-AS-E-NPA [? KOY-AS
ER-E-NPA] KAPA MO-NO NKOTO-ku 
I-POSS great lord-GEN stand-HON-EV-CON [? stand-HON
PROG-EV-CON] jewel seaweed-GEN like Iie.down-HON-EV
CON [? Iie.down-HON- PROG-EV-CON] river weed-GEN Iike
INF 
When my sovereign deigns to stand, [he is] like jewel seaweeds, 
when [he] deigns to lie down, [he] is like river weeds (MYS II: 
196) 
This is the only example in the whole West Japanese corpus where we have the 
honorific evidential -as-e- followed by the conjunctive gerund -Npa. I must also 
note that both forms tat-as-e-Npa 'when [he] deigns to stand' and koy-as-e-Npa 
'when [he] deigns to lie down' violate the meter of the poem by having four 
instead of five syllables in the corresponding lines. Although Japanese 
commentators seems to agree to reading these lines as such, I wonder whether we 
have here the honorific progressive evidential forms tat-as-er-e-Npa and koy-as
er-e-Npa. Given the fact that honorific evidential progressive forms with a 
following -Npa are attested phonetically (see the example from KK 2 above), and 
that they would not violate the meter, it seems reasonable to assume that they are 
more likely to be used here rather than tat-as-e-Npa and koy-as-e-Npa that are not 
attested elsewhere. 

'fflj~*~-tARi-m:~-m:{*S3 
uri pam-ey-Npa kwo-Ntomo omop-oy-u 
melon eat-EV-CON child-PLUR think-PASS-FIN 
When [I] eat melon, [I] cannot help thinking of [my] children (lit.: 
1 suddenly think of my children) (MYS V: 802) 
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~~a~~~.~~.~~~~a~~~.~~.~ 
ka yuk-ey-Npa pyita-ni itap-aye ka-ku yuk-ey-Npa pyitO-ni 
nikum-aye 
that go-EV-CON person-OAT avoid-PASS(INF) thus-INF go-EV
CON person-OAT hate-PASS(INF) 
when/if [they] go that [way], [they] are avoided by people, and 
when/if [they] go this way, [they] are hated by people ... (MYS V: 
804) 
In this example -Npa is used to mark a temporal condition. 

~~~.~fL~{jTMtfJi~~ 
yupu-N-pye n-i nar-e-Npa iNsa ne-ya to 
evening-GEN-side DV-INF become-EV-CON INTER sleep-IMP 
OV 
When [it] became evening, and [we] told [him]: '[Go to] sleep!;' 
(MYS V: 904) 

:g:tf*~ ~§~(;tL~fr-*z ~~ 
WARE PA K-YI-n-am-u to IP-YI-kyer-e-Npa IMWO-NKA IP
YER-Aku 
I TOP come-INF-PERF-TENT-FIN OV say-INF-RETR-EV-CON 
beloved-POSS say-PROG-NML 
when [Urasima] said: "I will definitely come," [his] beloved 
replied: ... (MYS IX: 1740) 

Zn~.lJt1]\*~1]\W~{:g:.fIHL~.~-art<1TrEW 
sirwo KAMYI-maNte-ni OPO KYIMYI-ni tukapey-matur-e-Npa 
TAPUTWO-ku ma ar-u ka 
white hair-TERM-LOC great lord-OAT serve(INF)-HVM-EV
CON awesome-INF PT exist-ATTR PT 
When [one] serves [his] sovereign until grey hair, is [it not] 
awesome? (MYS XVII: 3922) 

~1TrE~JJ ltJJoll!.-Sf. ~tL~$!SOJ ~ fB:*t5TEW 
pur-u YUKYI-na pyikari-wo MYI-re-Npa taputwo-ku rna ar-u ka 
fall-ATTR snow-GEN light-ACC see-EV-CON awesome-INF PT 
exist-ATTR PT 
When [one] sees the light of the falling snow, is [it not] awesome? 
(MYS XVII: 3923) 

*13 Jt~~ft.fj).~. 
APYI-MYI-RE-Npa taka patu pana n-i 
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REC-Iook-EV-CON eternal first flower DV-INF 
when [we] looked at each other, it was [always] like eternal first 
flowers (MYS XVII: 3978) 

* tt J!mE=lS 7J 5f~ t\~ t\ -BJ:~ jj *£tLlBtr!l~F Z *tL~-BJ: 
apyi-myi-ru mwonowo sukuna-ku mo TOSI TUKIY P-Ure-Npa 
kwopiysi-kyere ya mo 
REC-see-ATTR CONJ few-INF PT year month pass-EV-CON 
miss-EV PT PT 
although [we] see each other, as time goes by, do [we still] miss 
[each other] just a bit?! (MYS XVIII: 4118) 
In this example -Npa is used to mark a temporal condition. 

1t5f J!tL~~q:cg5f{jI-$-~ 
so-wo MYI-re-Npa kokoro-wo ita-myi 
that-ACC see-EV-CON heart-ABS be painful-GER 
when [one] sees that, [one's] heart aches (MYS XVIII: 4122) 

~cJ!n~~mz~~~.~**~m-BJ: 
koko MYI-re-Npa uNpey-si KAMIY-YO-yu paNsimey-kyer-asi
mo 
here look-EV-CON be.indeed-FIN deity-age-ABL begin(INF)
RETR-SUP-EXCL 
when [you] look at this place, it indeed looks like [they] began [the 
building of the palaces] from the Age of Gods! (MYS XX: 4360)61 

{jl-f~ 00 lfflj Ert*J& ~ Mk*~1±*LjJ :fftLi0.g. g ~H*i0ll:~'B J!mE 
iyo-NO KVNI-yori SIRWO-KYI SIRUSI N-O SIKA-wo 
TATEMATUR-I-te Ar-e-Npa uresi yorokoNp-osi to namwo 
MYI-ru 
Iyo-GEN province-ABL white-ATTR mark DV-ATTR deer-ACC 
present(HUM)-INF-SUB exist-EV-CON gladjoyful-ADJ DV PT 
see-ATTR 
when [they] had presented [us] with a deer with white marks from 
the province of Iyo, [we] regarded this as a joyful and auspicious 
[event] (SM 46) 

61 Opinions differ, whether this poem belongs to a border-guard, or to Otomo-no 
Yakamochi himself. The latter seems more probable, since the poem is preceded 
by the line in Chinese: Il*'fl,.:ttll*~§ 'a poem stating my own humble thoughts,' 
and also because it is written in perfect Western Old Japanese, without any 
elements typical for Eastern Old Japanese. Therefore, I treat it as a Western Old 
Japanese text. 
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COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The conjunctive gerund -Npa is also attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese in the functions of reason and temporal connection. 
Examples: 

(1) Reason: 

w:~it5c1ff~tt~ 
NA PA kwop-u[re]-Npa so mwo 
you TOP love-EV-CON PT PT 
because you love [me] (MYS XIV: 3382) 

.~~~M~ft*m~~~.*~~~~~~~~~ffg~ 
mama-no tekwo na-Nka ar-i-sika-Npa mama-no osu-pyi-ni namyi 
mo tONtOro n-i 
Mama-GEN girl name-POSS exist-INF-PASTIEV-CON Mama
GEN rock-shore-LOC wave PT roaring DV-INF 
because the girl from Mama was famous, even the waves roar at 
the rocky shore of Mama (MYS XIV: 3385) 

.~~~~1ff~*~~~~*~~M~~*fi.~~~~~~ 
tt*ft~mE 
mawo-N-komo-no pu-no rna tika-ku-te ap-an-ap-ye-Npa okyi-tu 
ma-kamo-no naNkeyk-yi so a-Nka s-uru 
nettle-GEN-mat-GEN mesh-GEN space be.close-INF-SUB meet
NEG-ITER-EV-CON offing-GENILOC INT-duck-COMP 
lament-NML PT I-POSS do-ATTR 
Because [we] do not meet being as close [to each other] as spaces 
between the meshes of a nettle mat, I lament like a real duck in the 
offing (MYS XIV: 3524) 

(2) Temporal connection: 

f£t1Ji~M~Bftg~~g~~m ~ 
sa-ne-n-ap-ye-Npa kokoro-no WO-ro-ni nor-i-te 
PREF-sleep-NEG-ITER-EV-CON heart-GEN cord-DIM-LOC 
ride-INF -SUB 
when [we] continue not to sleep [together], [you] are riding on 
[my] heart's little cord (MYS XIV: 3466) 
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W~~*L.~~.m~~~w~~~~.~ 
iNte-k-ure-Npa wanu tar-i-tuk-yi-te ip-yi-si kwo-na pa rna 
exit(INF)-come-EV-CON I grab-INF-attach-INF-SUB say-INF
PAST/ATTR girl-DIM TOP PT 
when [I] left [the house], oh, [that] girl who grabbed me and 
complained (MYS XX: 4358) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The conjunctive gerund -ba is amply attested in Old Ryukyuan and 
in modem dialects in various parts of the Ryukyuan islands. In 
Northern and Central Ryukyuan dialects it has the same function as 
the provisional-eba in modem Standard Japanese. In modem Shuri 
the evidential and the following -ba merged as -ee. Examples: 

Old Ryukyuan 

-ttlt \ < ~:t3 LJ: -C I:Ut:t3J\> VJ J\> VJ ~ ~ G -ttOJ\> < :t3 L t=. -C I'd: 
it:t3J\> VJ ~ VJ 'i ~ 6 
se ikusa os-i-tat-e-ba keo yar-i-yar-i mabur-a se fiyaku os-i-tat-e
ba keo yar-i-yar-i mabur-a 
holy army push-INF-stand-EV-CON spiritual.force send-INF
send-INF protect-TENT holy hundred push-INF-stand-EV-CON 
spiritual.force send-INF-send-INF protect-TENT 
Because [you] send forward the holy army, send [your] spiritual 
force, and protect [it], because [you] send forward the holy 
hundred, send [your] spiritual force, and protect [them] (OS I: 17) 

Shuri 

?utus-ee wariy-uN 
drop-EV/CON break-FIN 
Provided [you] drop [it, it] will break (RKJ 69) 

Amami 

?ari-ga k-ii-ba wakary-uIJ 
he-NOM come-EV-CON understand-FIN 
Provided he comes, [you] will understand (Nohara 1998: 139) 
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Miyako 

kuucch-i-ba mach-uur-i 
come.?-EV-CON wait(INF)-exist-IMP 
Because [I] will come, wait (Nohara 1998: 390) 

Given the wide distribution of the Western Old Japanese 
conjunctive gerund -Npa and its cognates in Japonic, we can 
reconstruct PJ *-npa. To the best of my knowledge there are no 
external parallels. 

6.2.2.2.2.3 Concessive gerund -Nto[mo] 
The concessive gerund -Nto{mo} has just one allomorph, but it has 
two variants: -Nto and -Ntomo with no overt functional difference. 
The former appears to be its original form and the latter in all 
likelihood represents historically a combination of -Nto with the 
following emphatic particle mo. The concessive gerund -Nto{mo} 
always follows the evidential form of a verb. In a diachronic 
perspective this probably means that it was once a bound noun that 
became a gerund suffix through the process of grammaticalization, 
although we can no longer recover the exact meaning of this bound 
noun. 

It is, nevertheless, important to see what suffixes and bound 
auxiliaries are used before the evidential preceding the concessive 
gerund -Nto{mo}. The combinations of -Nto{mo} with the 
evidential forms of these markers are provided in the chart below. 

Chart 55: Combinations of the conjunctive gerund -Nto{mo} with 
d' 'd' If, f ffi db d T' prece mg eVl entIa ormso su lxes an oun aUXllanes 

evidential forms of suffixes combination forms 
and bound auxiliaries 
negative -an-e- -an-e-Nto{mo7 
iterative -ap-ey- -ap-ey-Nto{mo7 
tentative -am-ey- -am-ey-Nto{mOl 
tentative2 -(u)ram-ey- -(u)ram-ey-Nto{mo7 
honorific -as-e- -as-e-Nto{mo7* 
passive -(a)ye-, -raye- -(a)y-ure-Nto{mOl** 
perfective -n-ure- -n-ure-Nto{mo7 
perfective -t-ure- -t-ure-Nto{mo) 
past evidential -sika- -sika-Nto{mo7 
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essive -tar-e-
er-e-

* The combination of the honorific evidential -as-e- (more exactly its variant -os
e-) with the concessive gerund -Nta{mo} can be traced only historically, since it is 
attested only once in the honorific verb kyikos- 'to say(HON),' which is derived 
from kyik- 'to hear' + honorific suffix -os-, see the example from MYS XIII: 3289 
below. 
** There are no reliable phonetic attestations of the combination of the passive 
evidential -(a)y-ure- with the concessive gerund -Nta{mo) anywhere in the 
Western Old Japanese corpus. The example from MYS XI: 2595 below is 
probably the best semantographic attestation of this combination. 
*** The combination of the perfective-progressive evidential tar-e- with the 
concessive gerund -Nta{mo} is not attested phonetically in the Western Old 
Japanese corpus. The example from MYS IV: 727 below probably is the best 
evidence for the existence of this form on the basis of the meter; but, nevertheless, 
the TAR-E- portion of the form -TAR-E-Nta is spelled there only 
semantographically. 

The concessive gerund -Nto{mo} is probably the most versatile 
gerund since the evidential form it follows immediately can be 
preceded by more suffixes and bound auxiliaries than any other 
gerund. In contrast to the conjunctive gerund that cannot combine 
with any evidential forms of mood markers and to the conditional 
gerund that can combine only with the subjunctive mood suffix, the 
concessive gerund can combine with both tentative mood markers, 
but does not combine with the subjunctive mood suffix. 

The concessive gerund -Nto{mo} has only one function: 
introducing a concessive clause: 

~iiJ;i]D~t~iW:it{6::M.l::l:::im!ifrtHWT N. $~1lli~~{PJ ~lt .I::l::WT$;ffi-4-
tJ,JiiJ:J:!l *~:J:!l 
aka-N-tama pa wo sapey pyikar-e-Nto sira tama-no kyimyi-Nka 
yosopyi si taputwo-ku ar-i-kyer-i 
red-DV(ATTR)-jewel TOP cord PT shine-EV-CONC white jewel
COMP lord-POSS adorned. appearance PT revered-INF exist-INF
RETR-FIN 
Although even the cord of red jewels shines, [I] realized [that I] 
feel reverence [ for my] lord's adorned appearance, which is like a 
white jewel (KK 7) 

~iW:~it~~it:im!.1lli~~~~~WT:im!H~~~~~N.~~ 
KwopaNta wot6mye-wo kamiy-no Nkot6 kyik-oye-sika-Ntomo 
apyi-makuramak-u 
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KwopaNta maiden-ABS deity-GEN like hear-PASS(INF)
PASTIEV -CONC REC-pillow-FIN 
Although [it] is rumored that the maiden from KwopaNta is like a 
goddess, [we] slept together (lit.: pillowed each other) (KK 45) 

M~~W~~$~~~g~e~ffW4~$~~~g~e~ff 
a~~~~~~~eltff: 
mayumyi i-kyir-am-u to kokoro pa [oJmop-ey-Nto i-twor-am-u to 
kokoro pa [oJmop-ey-Nto motO-pye pa kyimyi-wo omop-yi-[i]Nte 
mayumi DLF-cut-TENT-FIN DV heart TOP think-EV-CONC 
DLF-take-TENT-FIN DV heart TOP think-EV-CONC root-side 
TOP lord-ACC think-INF-exit(INF) 
although [I] wish in [ my] heart to cut mayumi trees here, although 
[I] wish in [my] heart to take [them] here, [I] remember my lord at 
the roots [of the trees], and ... (KK 51) 

~~ ... ~~~.~~~~~.W.~~~~~.~~~. 
~1i 1\] ~iiJtlj~ttlj 
aka-N-tama-no pyikari pa ar-i to pyitO pa ip-ey-Nto kyimyi-Nka 
yosopyi si taputwo-ku ar-i-kyer-i 
red-DV(ATTR)-jewel-GEN light TOP exist-FIN DV person TOP 
say-EV-CONC lord-POSS adorned. appearance PT revered-INF 
exist -INF -RETR-FIN 
Although people say that the red jewel has light, [I] realized [that I] 
feel reverence [for my] lord's adorned appearance (NK 6) 

11: =8{~ * tL tt J-\J .:sf fJ.A fffi =8 7F 1& 
PANA mwo sak-yer-e-Nto YAMA-wo SINKEY-MYI IR-I-TE 
mwo TOR-ANS-U 
flower PT bloom-PROG-EV-CONC mountain-ABS thick-GER 
enter-INF-SUB PT take-NEG-FIN 
though flowers have bloomed, too, because mountains [are 
covered by] deep [bush], even [if you] enter the mountains, [you] 
will not take [the flowers] (MYS I: 16) 

t*~511!f1)J1[~* § ~1~,L\.:sf~nJ:$1J('~ 
ANTUSA YUMYI PYIK-ANPA MANlMA N-I YOR-Am-ey
Ntomo NOIl-NO KOKORO-wo SIR-I-kate-n-u kamwo 
catalpa bow pull-COND according DV-INF approach-TENT-EV
CONC after-GEN heart-ACC know-INF-POT-NEG-ATTR PT 
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Although [I] would go to [you] if [you] pull [the strings of my 
heart like] catalpa bow, [I] cannot know [your] feelings after [that]! 
(MYS II: 98) 

AN~~~~~W~~§ff~A~~~~~~~~ 
TORI .. pa .. ~AR-I ARI-Nkaywop-yi-tutu MYI-ram-ey-Ntomo 
PYITO KOSO SIR-AN-E MATU PA SIR-Uram-u 
bird TOP become-INF ITER-go.back.and.forth-INF-COOR see
TENT2-CONC person PT know-NEG-EV pine TOP know
TENT2-FIN 
Although people would look, [they would] not recognize [the soul 
of prince Arima that] travels backs and forth like a bird. But [they] 
would know the pine [branches that he has tied] (MYS II: 145) 

*"~~::p*~4'~*m*tLa{±*~A~*"~m*f,g 
TOK[O]-IPA-NASU IPA YA PA IMA mwo ar-i-kyer-e-NtO 
SUM-YI-kyer-u PYITO so TUNE NA-K-Ar-i-kyer-u 
Eternal rock-CaMP rock house TOP now PT exist-INF-RETR
EV-CONC live-INF-RETR person PT usual no-INF-exist-INF
RETR-ATTR 
Although there are now as well the rock dwellings that are like an 
eternal rock, [it] turns out that [it] is not usual that people live 
[there] (MYS III: 308) 

•• ~Tm~~~.*~~~ •• =m*~*~ 
WASURE-N-KUSA WA-NKA SITA-N-PYIMO-ni TUKEY
TAR-E-Nto SIKO n-6 sik6 KUSA k6tO n-i si ar-i-kyer-i 
forget(NML)-GEN-grass I-pass bottom-GEN-cord-LOC 
attach(INF)-PERFIPROG-EV-CONC stupid DV-ATTR stupid 
grass word DV-INF PT exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
Although [I] have tied the "forgetting grass" to the cords of my 
under[garment], stupid, stupid grass - [it] turned out just to be 
called [so] (MYS IV: 727) 

*tL~ It'{i ~ A~* ~ 13 ~~ c §fg:a 
are-wo ok-yi-te PYITO PA ar-aNsi to pokor-op-ey-Nto 
I-ACC leave-INF-SUB person TOP exist-NEG/TENT DV boast
ITER-EV-CONC 
although [I] repeatedly boast that there are probably no other 
persons besides me (MYS V: 892) 
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t±:I7BZ ztIHjt**~ .~,JJj~q: .& ~ ftc: ~tlj ft)t 
INTE-pasir-i in-ana to OMOP-EY-Nto ko-ra-ni sayar-i-n-u 
exit(INF)-run-INF go.away-DES DV think-EV-CONC child
PLUR-DAT be prevented-INF-PERF-FIN 
although [I] think that [I] would like to run out and go away, [I] 
am prevented by [my] children (MYS V: 899) 

~~fjjJ~~VFpJT JMlim J! :~H~~~DtJ]\ 
IMEY-NI Ntani NANI kamwo MIY-YE-N-U MYI-Y-URE-NTO 
ARE kamwo MATWOP-U KWOPIY-NO SINKEY-KYI-ni 
dream-LOC PT what PT see-PASS-NEG-ATTR see-PASS-EV
CONC I PT be.worried-ATTR love(NML)-GEN be.thick-ATTR
LOC 
Why [I] cannot see [you] even in [my dreams], 1 wonder? Even if 
[I] can see [you], 1 am worried because of the intensity of love! 
(MYS XI: 2595) 

~bZ M:tlD~-*J]\*§ a~ =845 >t 
KWOP-URE-Ntomo NANI si ka IMWO-ni AP-U TOKYI mwo 
na-kyi 
love-EV-CONC what PT PT beloved-DAT meet-ATTR time PT 
no-ATTR 
although [I] love [her], why there is no time at all to meet [my] 
beloved? (MYS XII: 2994) 

~~~~.B~~>t~.bZ~MM~z~z~~~~~~ 
AP-YI-TAR-U KYIMYI-wo NA-NE-N-E-SO to PAPA kyikos-e
Ntomo WA-NKA KOKORO KYIYWOSUMYI-NO IKEY lKEY
NO SOKO WARE PA WASUR-ANSI 
meet-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR lord-ACC NEG-sleep-DES-IMP-do 
DV mother say(HON)-EV-CONC Kyiywosumyi pond pond-GEN 
bottom 1 TOP forget-NEG/TENT 
Although [my] mother tells [me]: "Do not sleep with [him]!", my 
love [is as deep as] the bottom of the pond Kyiywosumyi, [and] 1 
would not forget you, with whom [I] was meeting (MYS XIII: 
3289) 

fr-*~*mza~~**L*t=8foPJ*L~~~g~~ftc:$fi~ll~J]\~ 
*m*rTrE 
IMWO-tO ar-i-si TOKYI PA ar-e-Ntomwo wakare-te pa 
koromoNte samu-kyi mono n-i so ar-i-kyer-u 
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beloved-COM exist-INF-PAST/ATTR time TOP exist-EV-CONC 
separate(INF)-SUB TOP sleeve cold-ATTR thing DV -INF PT 
exist-INF-RETR-ATTR 
Although there was a time when [I] was with [my] beloved, after 
[we] separated, [my] sleeves are cold (MYS XV: 3591) 

foPJiL "3 !:tftJ]\~m:tlJ(iLtf !:t1Htf,J:fjt:=§~fO~iL "3 ~:=§fifili 
wakare-te pyisa n-i nar-i-n-ure-Nto pyitO pyi mo imwo-wo 
wasure-te omwop-ey ya 
part(INF)-SUB long DV-INF become-INF-PERF-EV-CONC one 
day PT beloved-ACC forget(INF)-SUB think-EV PT 
although [it] has been long since [we] parted, would [I] think of 
forgetting my beloved even for one day? (MYS XV: 3604) 

~z1i~~~~?\*~!MiLtf*z1icjjq:g~*~:=§~~?\J]\ 
tOsi-no wo naNka-ku ap-aNs-ar-e-Nto kyesi-kyi kokoro-wo a-Nka 
[0 ]mwop-an-aku n-i 
year-GEN cord long-INF meet-NEG(INF)-exist-EV-CONC 
unusual-ATTR heart-ACC I-POSS think-NEG-NML DV-INF 
although [we] did not meet for a long time, I am not going to 
change [my] mind (MYS XV: 3775) 

~~ J1iL~*PJ J]\~-$ 
KYIMYI pa MYI-re-Nto ak-an-i se-m-u 
lord TOP look-EV-CONC be.satisfied-NEG-NML do-TENT-FIN 
although you will look, [you] would not be satisfied (MYS XVII: 
3902) 

~#u:1i~:rr;{jtfl)~~ St § ~fjt~~tfJi~{6:a7J~~~,~, a~~flj 
uMEY -no PANA itu p~ ~~r-aNsi to itop-an-e-Nto sak-yi-no 
SAKAR-I pa wosi-kyi MONO nar-i 
plum-GEN blossom when TOP break-NEG/TENT DV dislike
NEG-EV-CONC bloom-NML-GEN blossom-NML TOP 
regrettable-ATTR thing be-FIN 
Although [I] do not dislike [breaking] plum blossoms, thinking 
that [I] should not break them anytime, it is regrettable [to do so] at 
the peak of [their] blooming (MYS XVII: 3904) 

W*J]\~f,J:~~*~J1iL.~*J]\*St~.M~«_~*m 
imey-ni pa motOna apyi-MYI-re-Nto taNta n-i ar-an-e-Npa 
kwopiy yam-aNs-u-kyer-i 
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dream-LOC TOP aimlessly REC-see-EV-CONC direct DV-INF 
exist-NEG-EV-CON 10ve(NML) stop-NEG-INF-RETR-FIN 
although [we] see each other aimlessly in dreams, because [our 
meetings] are not direct, [our] love does not stop (MYS XVII: 3980) 

PI IE s. !AiQf~JMiIHLJJlf,3: m ~q:f,3:'tcjJO Jr\~ 
ka yuk-yi ka-ku yuk-yi MYI-t-ure-Ntomo soko mo ak-an-i to 
thus go-INF thus-INF go-INF look(INF)-PERF-EV-CONC there 
PT be.satisfied-NEG-INF DV 
although [I] have looked going here and there, [I] thought that [it] 
was not enough, and ... (MYS XVII: 3991) 

!A ~~ SiP im i)tfJi 7J f,3: ~iiJ tL ~ Iff & t~ 11: 7J {jt Iff 7J !A ~~ SiP $;tn' 11: 
PI~*:fIj**~jJo:fljmfl] 
kusurisi pa tune n-o mo ar-e-Nto marapyito n-o ima-no kusurisi 
taputo-k-ar-i-kyer-i meyNtasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
medicine man TOP usual DV-ATTR PT exist-EV-CONC guest 
DV-ATTR now-GEN medicine man revered-INF-exist-INF
RETR-FIN praiseworthy-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
Although there are usual medicine men, too, the present Guest 
Medicine Man is [indeed] revered. [He] is praiseworthy (BS 15) 

$1iIg~.m~~Jl: =-€JBt*z a~ Jl:~ s 
AMATA n-o taNpyi KASANE-te NOTAMAP-EY-Ntomwo AP
UmasiNsi to s-i-te 
many DV-INF time pile.up(INF)-SUB tell(HON)-EV-CONC 
be.ready.to.do-NEGIPOT DV do-INF-SUB 
although [I] told him many times [to accept the job], [he] believed 
that [he] cannot be ready to do [it] (SM 26) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japauese 
The concessive gerund -Nto[moJ is also attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

PI{~-n:t*tSi:~J(tL*t*jJoti(3f-**tjJO*;ftttt-$ 
kakyi-muNtak-yi n-ure-Nto ak-an-u-wo aN-to ka a-Nka se-m-u 
PREF-embrace-INF sleep-EV-CONC satisfY-NEG-ATTR-ACC 
what-DV PT I-POSS do-TENT-ATTR 
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although [I] slept [with her] keeping [her] in my arms, since it was 
not enough [for me], what should I do? (MYS XIV: 3404) 

~&~.~~~m~ti~~~g.~~~~*M~~.~~ 
sira yama kaNse-no NE-n-ap-ye-Ntomo kwo-ro-Nka osokyi-no ar
wo koso ye-si-mo 
white mountain wind-GEN sleep-NEG-ITER-CONC girl-DIM
POSS garment-GEN exist-ATTR PT good-FIN-EXCL 
although [I] continue not to sleep at the [cold] wind from the 
White Mountain, [it] is good to have my girl's garment! (MYS XIV: 
3509) 

~t4tcg~~{#{i~{6:*fJi"3{jt~*L~~~{~¥Bl*{6:*~{jt~1]\ 
~~iiJ &*fJi~ 
taNpyi koromo ya-pey kyi-kasane-te i n-ure-Ntomo napo paNta 
samu-si imo n-i si ar-an-e-Npa 
travel garment eight-CL wear(INF)-pile.up(INF)-SUB sleep sleep
EV-CONC still skin cold-FIN beloved DV-INF PT exist-NEG
EV-CON 
Although [I] sleep, putting on eight layers of travel garments, it is 
still cold, because [it] is not [my] beloved (MYS XX: 4351) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The variant -domo (but not -do) is attested only in Old Ryukyuan, 
but it does not appear in any of the modem dialects (Hokama 1995: 
462). This probably constitutes enough evidence in favor of the fact 
that it should be a loan from mainland Japanese. There are no 
external parallels, either. 

6.2.2.2.3 Nominalizers 

There are four nominalizers in Western Old Japanese: -[yJi, -u, 
-aku, and -usa. 

6.2.2.2.3.1 Nominalizer -[y]i 
The nominalizer -[yJi must be distinguished from the infinitive 
-[yJi: although they might look similar, they have different accent 
patterns (Martin 1987: 211), not to mention their completely 
different syntactic functions. There is, however, a morphonological 
similarity between the two: like the infinitive -[yJi, the nominalizer 
-[yJi has an allomorph -0 after both weak and strong vowel verbs, 
-[yJi being suppressed after the final vowel of the stem, e.g.: 
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*kwopiy-yi> kwopiy-0 'love, longing,' *myi-yi> myi-0 'seeing, 
looking.' In the word-for-word glosses I give such suppressed 
nominalizers in parentheses: (NML). However, the nominalizer 
itself suppresses the final vowel of the stem in irregular verbs, 
resulting in *ko-i > k-yi 'coming' and *se-i > s-i 'doing'. 

Nominalized forms in -[yJi behave in many respects like nouns: 
they can be followed by case markers and by the defective copula 
n-. However, they do not take plural suffixes, or diminutive 
suffixes. Examples: 

1teffl ~J.t m ~iiJ~ ~ ~Wf ffl ~j;~J?E ~iiJ~1Jo ffl ~~ 
sa-ywoNp-ap-yi-ni ari-tat-as-i ywoNp-ap-yi-ni ari-kaywop-as-e 
PREF-call-ITER-NML-LOC ITER-set.out-HON-INF call-ITER
NML-LOC ITER-set.out-HON-EV 
[I] set out (repeatedly) to woo [her] there, [I] set out (repeatedly) 
to woo [her] (KK 2) 

'l\n~~t~WfjjlfffG~1tem~~~ltj;~ ... ~iiJjj~~t~Wfjjlff 
fG~1te~~~Wlt j;~ 
kurwo-kyi myi-kyes-i-wo ma-tuNpusa n-i tor-i-yosop-yi ... awo
kyi myi-kyes-i-wo ma-tuNpusa n-i tor-i-yosop-yi 
black-ATTR HON-wear(HON)-NML-ACC INT -without fail DV
INF take-INF-dress-INF ... blue-ATTR HON-wear(HON)-NML
ACC INT-without fail DV-INF take-INF-dress-INF 
wearing neatly a black garment ... wearing neatly a blue garment 
(KK4) 

Iff ffl H AAWfJ?EJJo ~ ~ /iit 
maywo-N-kak-yi ko n-i kak-yi-tare 
eyebrow-GEN-paint-NML thick DV-INF paint-INF-hang(INF) 
[she] painted down thickly [her eyebrows] with an eyebrow rouge 
(KK 42) 

~~1§1te1JD~m~~f,3:;t;~ g 1Jof,3: 
miy-no sakar-i-N-pyito tomosi-kyi ro kamo 
body-GEN bloom-NML-DV(ATTR)-person envious-ATTR 
DV(ATTR)PT 
How [I] am envious of the people who are in their prime! (KK 95) 

~*m~;t;{Jt~R~~~~ 
yapwo ni yo-si i-kyiNtuk-yi n-o myiya 
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eight.hundred ground good-FIN DLF-build-NML DV-ATTR 
palace 
a palace built there on an eight hundred [times] good soil (KK 100) 

~*1i: -'fooPl~ -'fooPl-'ffiJ iftfli 
mey-ro yos-i-ni yos-i yor-i-ko-n-e 
mesh-DIM bring.near-NML-COMP bring.near-NML approach
INF-come-DES-IMP 
[Girls, I] wish [you] would come near, like [they] bring near the 
meshes (NK 3) 

[RDt~~~m:~ !:tm:-'f !:t~*mE~*:::§ 
kumo-no okonap-yi ko yopyi siru-si mwo 
spider-GEN perform-NML this night be.distinctive-FIN PT 
the spider's performance is distinctive tonight (NK 65) 

~~~£~~£~~~~~~~a~~~~ 
ta-Nka sakiy-N-te sakiy-N-te so moya wa-Nka te tOr-as-umo ya 
who-POSS chap(NML)-DV(ATTR)-hand chap(NML)-DV 
(ATTR)-hand PT PT I-POSS hand take-HON-EXCL PT 
whose chapped hand, chapped hand will take my hand?! (NK 
108) 

,~~~~?Bl~ ... JJoMz1]\W["'3~ 
uMEY -no pana ... kaNsas-i n-i s-i-te-na 
plum-GEN blossom ... decorate-NML DV-INF do-INF-PERF
DES 
Let [us] decorate [our hair] with plum blossoms (MYS V: 820) 

~~~~&~~~~~.:::§~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~ 
.fiJfi~1ft1= -
nara-no myiyakwo-ni yuk-u pyitO mwoNkamo kusa-makura taNpyi 
yuk-u pune-no tomar-i tuNkey-m-u-ni 
Nara-GEN capital-LOC go-ATTR person PT grass-pillow journey 
go-ATTR boat-GEN stop-NML report-TENT-ATTR-LOC 
[I] wish [there were] people who go to the capital ofNara, since [I] 
would tell [them] about the stopping-place of the boat on which [I] 
go for a journey, [where 1 use] grass [for my] pillow (MYS XV: 
3612) 
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~~~.~~m~_M~~*~t~*~~e 
mwomyit-i-N-PA-no tir-i-no maNkap-yi pa kyepu-ni mo ar-u 
kamo 
leaves.turn.red/yellow-NML-GEN-Ieaf-GEN fall-NML-GEN 
scatter.around-NML TOP today-LOC PT exist-ATTR PT 
The scattering of maple leaves occurs today, too! (MYS XV: 
3700) 

~~~~n~~~~tim~~*§~m~~~~* 
mwomyit-i ware yuk-yi-te kapyer-i-k-uru-maNte tir-i-kos-una 
yumey 
leaves.turn.red/yellow-NML I go-INF-SUB return-INF-come
ATTR-TERM fall-INF-BEN-NEG/IMP at.all 
Red leaves! Please do not fall at all until I go and come back (MYS 
XV: 3702) 

lt~~m~~~*Z 
pyito kuni pa sum-yi asi 
person country TOP live-NML bad(FIN) 
[It] is difficult to live in [other] people's province (MYS XV: 3748) 

~WP3f.~1JD~t}~,~~~~J;t:~~ ~~ 
UMEY Y ANANKIY wor-i kaNsas-i-te-Npa omwop-yi na-myi 
kamwo 
plum willow break-INF decorate-INF-PERF-COND think-NML 
no-GERPT 
because, if [we] had broken [branches] of plum trees and willows 
and decorated [our heads], there would be no [sad] thoughts! 
(MYS XVII: 3905) 

w*~~e~~*~~*L.$*~*&~~Dm~_~*m 
imey-ni pa motOna apyi-MYI-re-NtO taNta n-i ar-an-e-Npa kwopiy 
yam-aNs-u-kyer-i 
dream-LOC TOP aimlessly REC-see-EV-CONC direct DV-INF 
exist-NEG-EV-CON love(NML) stop-NEG-INF-RETR-FIN 
although [we] see each other aimlessly in dreams, because [our 
meetings] are not direct, [our] love does not stop (MYS XVII: 3980) 

m&$_~w*w~~~3f.~m$~ft 
sira tama-no ipo-tu tuNtwop-yi-wo TE-ni musuNp-yi 
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white pearl-GEN five.hundred-CL collect-NML-ACC hand-LOC 
tie-INF 
to tie a set of five hundred white pearls to [your] anns (MYS XVIII: 
4105) 

*ftr:zf*~~7]\-9-mEft~~ 
asa sipo mit-i-ni yor-u kotumyi 
morning tide full-NML-LOC approach-ATTR trash 
the trash that is brought up by the full morning tide (MYS XX: 
4396) 

~~~~~~W~~~.~~~*.~~~~~~M~~n 
myi-atO tukur-u isi-no pyiNpyik-yi pa amey-ni itar-i tuti sapey 
yusur-e 
HON-footprint make-A TTR stone-GEN echo-NML TOP heaven
LOC reach-INF earth PT shake-EV 
The echo of the stone, where [I] carved the footprint [of the 
Buddha], reaches Heaven, and shakes the Earth as well (BS 1) 

SPECIAL USAGES OF NOMINALIZED VERBS 
Nominalized verbs can be followed by the verb se- 'to do' or by the 
defective verb n- 'to be', fonning secondary verbal fonns with the 
meanings 'doing X' or 'being X'. 

fjt::§~wr~~~OBz. 
imwo-wo sita nak-yi n-i 
beloved-ABS secretly weep-NML DV-INF 
[My] beloved secretly wept, and (lit.: being secretly weeping) ... 
(KK 78) 

fjt~fft1JNi~tl1i1fEHiH~fU fi~1I' RAA~~ 
ita te op-aNs-u pa nipo-N-tori-no kaNtuk-yi se-na 
painful place carry-NEG-INF TOP grebe-DV(ATTR)-bird-COMP 
dive-NML do-DES 
rather than to receive severe wounds, let us dive [together] (lit.: let 
us do diving) like grebes (NK 29) 

~~~*L~~§JI 
ta-nare n-o myi-kotO 
hand-accustom(NML) DV-ATTR HON-koto 
favorite kolo (lit.: kolo which is favorite) (MYS V: 812) 
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~~~ ~-tlttIJWf{jT~ij~tL~ S 
myi-tat-as-i s-er-i-si isi tare myi-kyi 
HON-stand-HON-NML do-PROG-INF-PAST/ATTR stone who 
see(INF)-PASTIFIN 
who has seen the stone on which [she] took [her] stand? (MYS V: 
869) 

{jT~~!f.;&*f m~¥m1i~ 
ipata-NWO-ni yaNtor-i s-uru kyimyi 
Ipata-field-LOC lodge-NML do-ATTR lord 
[my] lord who lodged at the Ipata field (MYS XV: 3689) 

;g-~~tL~*~1]\~$ 
KYIMYI pa MYI-re-NtO ak-an-i se-m-u 
lord TOP look-EV-CONC be.satisfied-NEG-NML do-TENT-FIN 
although you will look, [you] would not be satisfied (lit: would do 
no satisfaction) (MYS XVII: 3902) 
This is the only example when the nominalizer -[yJi is used after the negative -an
in the whole Western Old Japanese corpus. 

,~~7J~~;&7J~z~1]\* m~-m: 
uMEY -no PANA myi-yama to sim-yi n-i ar-i tomo 
plum-GEN blossom HON-mountain DV grow.thick-NML DV
INF exist-FIN CONJ 
Even though plum blossoms are blooming densely as a mountain 
(MYS XVII: 3902) 

~A~:tc~!lr,~z~mH,'*.I~Jt. 
OYI-PYITO mwo WOMYINA WARAPA mwo si-Nka NENK
AP-U KOKORO-N-tar-ap-yi n-i 
old(INF)-person PT woman child PT they-POSS desire-ITER
ATTR heart-LOC-be.enough-ITER-NML DV-INF 
old people, women, and children, all [of them get] enough of what 
they desire to [their] hearts' [content] (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

{jT~~~~7J{jT~1if1]\~* .&$ 
ipye-N-pyitO-no ipapey n-i ka ar-am-u 
home-GEN-person-GEN purify(NML) DV-INF PT exist-TENT
ATTR 
Is [it] probably because of [my] home folks' purification rites? 
(MYS XX: 4409) 
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Nominalized forms are also frequently used in the construction: 
V -NML-LOC plus verb of movement or action, meaning 'to move 
to do V.' See 4.1.2.2.4 for examples. 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The nominalizer -[yJ; is well attested in Eastern Old Japanese. 
Examples: 

1i~#;~*,~,;G;*~fi1i1*,~, £3: 
kyimyi-Nka myi-kyes-i si aya n-i kyi-posi-mo 
lord-POSS HON-wear(HON)-NML PT strange DV -lNF 
wear(NML )-DES-EXCL 
strangely, [I] want to wear [my] lord's garment! (MYS XIV:3350) 

*~R~~~fi~~ff~~*~~~.m~~~~~.~~$ 
~.16::tfJ\ 
apyiNtune-no kuni-wo saN-tOpo-myi ap-an-ap-aNpa sinwop-yi n-i 
se-m-wo to pyimwo musuNp-as-an-e 
ApyiNtune-GEN land-ABS PREF-far-GER meet-NEG-ITER
COND long.for-NML DV-INF do-TENT-ATTR DV cord tie
HON-DES-IMP 
If [we] continue not to meet, because the land of ApyiNtune is far, 
[I] wish [you] would tie [your garment] cords, as if longing for [me] 
(MYS XIV: 3426) 

_~~£3:~~~*~~~~*~~M~~~fi_~£3:~~~~ 
1f*#;~mE 
mawo-N-komo-no pu-no rna tika-ku-te ap-an-ap-ye-Npa okyi-tu 
rna-kama-no naNkeyk-yi so a-Nka s-uru 
nettle-GEN-mat-GEN mesh-GEN space be.close-lNF-SUB meet
NEG-ITER-EV-CON offing-GENILOC lNT-duck-COMP lament
NML PT I-POSS do-ATTR 
Because [we] do not meet being as close [to each other] as spaces 
between the meshes of a nettle mat, I sigh (lit.: do the lamenting) 
like a real duck in the offing (MYS XIV: 3524) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
The nominalizer -I IS widely attested in various Ryukyuan 
languages. Below are some examples from Old Ryukyuan and 
Shuri. 

Old Ryukyuan 

±mt ~ ib1tIj:~~~'~ Ic~ G1t 
SIYORl mori ase fa tuti-gir-i n-i kir-as-e 
Shuri castle warrior TOP ground-(DV)cut-NML DV-INF cut
HON-IMP 
Warriors of the Shuri castle, cut [the enemy] as cutting the ground 
(OS I: 33) 

~~~~~5~ib~~~~~~G~5~ib~~ 
nar-i-toyom-i uti-age-te nar-i-kiyora fa uti-age-te 
sound-INF -resound-NML PREF -raise(INF)-SUB sound-INF
beautiful TOP PREF-raise(INF)-SUB 
raising the "Resounding" [drum], raising the "Beautifully 
sounding" [drum] (OS I: 37) 

ib~ ~ ~ < 1t ~ ~ ~ G ti: 
aya yor-i kuse yor-i mi-r-ana 
beautiful dance-NML rare dance-NML see-ATTR(?)-DES 
[I] want to see a beautiful dance, a rare dance (OS XIV: 1031) 

Shuri 

nama-madi sanruu-taa-tu hur-i-ashib-i soo-ibi-ta-N 
now-TERM Sanruu-PLUR-COM be.enamored-INF-play-NML 
do(PROG)-POL-PAST -FIN 
Until now [he] was engrossed in playing with Sanruu and others 
(Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 97) 

yuci-nu hwizu-i 
snow-COMP cold-NML 
coldness like snow (Nohara 1986: 65) 

6.2.2.2.3.2 Nominalizer-u 
In Western Old Japanese the nominalizer -u, like the infinitive -u, 
occurs only after the negative suffix -(a)Ns- and exclusively before 
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the infinitive n-i of the defective copula n- and before the gerund 
form s-i-te of the verb se- 'to do.' Most examples are found in 
semantographic or partially semantographic script. 

~iiJ~D~if#¥~§t~1P-.!t~ffl~* 
amata pa ne-Ns-u n-i taNta pyito ywo nomiy 
many TOP sleep-NEG-NML DV -INF only one night PT 
not sleeping [with her] many [times], only one night (NK 66) 

f6::~~**~ -B3: a~fjl'~f6::§tWf ~ 
saNpusi-ky-em-ey ya mo kyimyi imas-aNs-u s-i-te 
sad-ATTR-TENT-EV PT PT lord come(HON)-NEG-NML do
INF-SUB 
[if my] lord does not come, would [I] be sad?! [Certainly not!] 
(MYS V: 878) 

8~~~*~.~~~~~zA~~~~~ 
SIRA TAMA-wo TE-NI PA MAK-ANS-U n-i PAKWO-NOMIY
NI OK-YER-I-si PYITO so TAMA NANKEYK-AS-Uru 
white jewel-ACC hand-LOC TOP wrap-NEG-NML DV-INF box
PR-LOC place-PROG-INF-PAST/ATTR person PT jewel lament
CAUS-ATTR 
A person who has just placed [her] white jewels in a box without 
wearing [them] on [her] wrists, makes the jewels lament (MYS VII: 
1325) 

~~fi~z~~*m§tz~~fi~~~WgR~~&$ 
ok-u tuyu simwo-ni apey-Ns-u s-i-te MYIY AKWO-no Y AMA pa 
iroNtuk-yi-n-uram-u 
fall-ATTR dew frost-LOC endure-NEG-NML do-INF-SUB 
capital-GEN mountain TOP get.colored-INF-PERF-TENT2-FIN 
not [being able] to endure the falling dew and frost, the mountains 
of the capital are probably already colored [with leaves] (MYS XV: 
3699) 

Wzrm ~ tt ~t 1]\ ~ a f6::*t§t z Ia; 
yworu-no pyimwo Ntani tok-yi-sakey-Ns-u s-i-te 
night-GEN cord PT untie-INF-split-NEG-NML do-INF-SUB 
without untying even the cords of [my] night [garment] (MYS 
XVII: 3938) 
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w~~~~~s~z.&~~~~~~~~ 
i mo ne-Ns-u n-i KYEPU mwo siramye n-i kwop-i-tutu so wor-u 
sleep PT sleep-NEG-NML DV-INF today PT ? DV-INF love
INF-COOR PT exist-ATTR 
without sleeping (a sleep), [I] continue to love [you] today, too 
(MYS XVII: 3969) 

*~ •• ~W.~~~Z~~~~.$~.~~~.~Z~m 
~&*~~ 
potOtoNkyisu ima nak-aNs-u s-i-te asu kwoye-m-u yama-ni nak-u 
tomo sirusi ar-am-ey ya mo 
cuckoo now cry-NEG-NML do-INF-SUB tomorrow cross-TENT
ATTR mountain-LOC cry-FIN CONJ sign exist-TENT -EV PT PT 
Cuckoo! [You] are not crying now: even if [you] cry in the 
mountains that [I] will cross tomorrow, would [there] be any sign?! 
(MYS XVIII: 4052) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
There are only two examples of the nominalizer -u after the 
negative suffix -(a)Ns- attested in the Eastern Old Japanese corpus, 
both appearing in front of the following gerund s-i-te of the verb 
se- 'to do.' The second of them is in a poem that has no apparent 
Eastern Old Japanese features. Thus, the Eastern Japanese 
provenance of the nominalizer -u might be dubious. 

~iiJ~~miI3Z~~~*LfD--¥z&~/~<7(~~Jj~~:;ffi~.mftffifffi 
~m/~,~ 
Asuka KApa sita niNkor-er-u-wo sir-aNs-u s-i-te se-na-na-tO puta
ri sa-NE-TE kuyasi-mo 
Asuka river bottom be.muddy-PROG-ATTR-ACC know-NEG
NML do-INF-SUB beloved-DIM-?-COM two-CL PREF
sleep(INF)-SUB be.regretful-EXCL 
[I] regret that [I] slept with you, not knowing [that your heart] is 
[as] muddy [as] the bottom of the Asuka river! (MYS XIV: 3544) 

~i1S[~z ~ S:r}JD~--¥/~,*$ 
ap-aNs-u s-i-te yuk-aNpa wosi-ky-em-u 
meet-NEG-NML do-INF-SUB go-COND regretful-ATTR-TENT
FIN 
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If [I] would go without meeting [you], [I] would regret [it] 
(MYS XIV: 3558) 

A2: Ryukyuan 

763 

The nominalizer -u is not attested in Ryukyuan. Keeping in mind 
its dubious nature in Eastern Old Japanese, we can safely conclude 
that it is a Western Old Japanese innovation. 

6.2.2.2.3.3 Nominalizer -aku ~ -ku 
The nominalizer -aku has three allomorphs: -aku, -ku, and 
-eku. The latter is used exclusively after the adjectival attributive 
form -kyi and past final form -kyi: both -kyi + -aku result in the 
fused forms -ky-eku, where the morphemic boundary can be only 
artificially shown. The first of these two similar-looking forms has 
been already discussed in 5.2.3.1. Among the two remaining 
allomorphs, -aku and -ku, the first is the main one, as it appears in 
all cases except after the past attributive -si, where the -ku 
allomorph is used. 62 In contrast to Middle Japanese, where the 
nominalizer -aku became a fossilized form during the first part of 
the Heian period, it is still quite productive in Western Old 
Japanese. At first glance -(a)ku may give the impression of a true 
suffix, because it appears to directly follow the stems of consonant 
verbs, r-irregular verbs, suffixes, and auxiliaries ending in a 
consonant. However, this impression is certainly mistaken, as it 
always appears after the attributive form of all vowel verbs, regular, 
and irregular, for example: kwop-ur-aku (kwopiy-) 'loving,' tuNk
ur-aku (tuN key-) 'reporting,' myi-r-aku (myi-) 'seeing,' s-ur-aku 
(se-) 'doing,' k-ur-aku (ko-) 'coming.' We can see that in all these 
forms final lui in the attributive -(u)ru is lost before -aku. Thus, the 
usage of -aku immediately after the stems of consonant verbs, r
irregular verbs, suffixes, and auxiliaries ending in a consonant can 
be easily explained as resulting from the expected loss of the 
attributive allomorph -u used after consonant verbs etc. according 
to the rules of Western Old Japanese phonotactics (see 2.2.4). For 
example, ip-aku 'saying' < *ip-u-aku, omop-aku 'thinking' < 
*omop-u-aku, ar-aku 'existing' < *ar-u-aku, nak-aku 'weeping' < 

62 It is interesting to note that the nominalizer -(a)ku can be used after both the past 
final -kyi and the past attributive -si, although there are only three examples of the 
former. I am grateful to Janick Wrona for pointing out to me the existence of the 
nominalized -ky-eku form, where the nominalaer -(a)ku follows the past final form. 
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*nak-u-aku. Since -aku historically follows the attributive fonn, it 
is likely that it goes back to some kind of a bound noun. 

In the chart below I include all combinations of -aku with 
preceding suffixes and bound auxiliaries that occur in Western Old 
Japanese. According to what has already been said above, it is 
necessary to keep in mind, of course, that historically an attributive 
*-u- precedes -aku in all the combinations where it is not present on 
the surface. 

Chart 56: Combinations of the nominalizer -(a)ku with preceding 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries combination forms 
negative -(a)n- -(a)n-aku 
adjectival attributive -kyi + -ky-en-aku 
negative -an-
tentative -(a)m- -(a)m-aku 
attributive -(u)ru -(u)r-aku 
past final -kyi -ky-eku 
past attributive -si -si-ku 
retrospective -kyer- -kyer-aku 
adiectival attributive -kyi -ky-eku 

The difference between the nominalizer -aku and the 
nominalizer -[yji is that while -[yji nominalizes only the verb itself, 
-aku nominalizes the whole clause. Examples: 

Jj~JVJ~1JD{~~t\~iiJ {~~iiJ *fjtg~~ 'ri ~ ~-$#;X 
na-Nka nak-as-am-aku asa arney-no kiyri-ni tat-am-u Nso 
you-POSS cry-HON-TENT-NML morning rain-COMP fog-LOC 
rise-TENT -A TTR PT 
your weeping will rise into fog like the morning rain (KK 4) 

AA~14mW~~~R~~~fi4mW~~~.~*~~~t\ 
JIJf& 
siri-tu two-ywo i-yuk-yi-taNkap-yi mapye-tu two-ywo i-yuk-yi
taNkap-yi ukakap-aku sir-an-i 
back-GENILOC door-ABL DLF-go-INF-differ-INF fro nt
GENILOC door-ABL DLF-go-INF-differ-INF look(HUM)
NML know-NEG-INF 
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[you are] not knowing that [they are] going there from the front 
door, and going there from the back door, and looking [at you] 
(KK 22) 

~JUm~?\~~Mt~?\Wf &JfE 
nunapa kur-i-papey-ky-eku sir-an-i 
water .shield pull.in-INF -make.stretch(INF)-PAST IFIN-NML 
know-NEG-INF 
not knowing that [you] pulled in the water shield (KK 44) 

~!l!&~JfE~~~¥~W~~fJ,. 
okyi-pye-ni pa woN-pune turar-aku 
offing-side-LOC DIM-boat be.stretched.in.a.line-NML 
the fact that small boats are stretched in a line in the offing (KK 
52) 

~JtJ3~~lRtIJ~~~IR~$~f.ij ... !t~$!~~Jjl§f~~$~IR~$~m 
nunapa kur-i-papey-ky-eku sirani ... pyisi-N-kara-no sas-i-ky
eku sir-an-i 
water .shield pull.in-INF -make.stretch(INF)-P AST IFIN-NML 
know-NEG-INF ... water.chestnut-GEN-stalk-GEN grow-INF
PASTIFIN-NML know-NEG-INF 
not knowing that [you] pulled in the water shield ... not knowing 
that the stalk of a water chestnut grew (NK 36) 

~~ •• ~.~.*~~OO~IR.~~~~~~.~~ 
kwopaNta wotomye araswop-aNs-u ne-si-ku-wo si Nso urupasi
myi [0 ]mop-u 
KwopaNta maiden resist-NEG-INF sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR
NML-ACC PT PT loving-GER think-ATTR 
[I] think lovingly about the fact that a KwopaNta maiden slept 
[with me] without resisting (NK 38) 

@~~.~M~~~~~~~$m~ 
KAKEY-M-AKU mo yuyusi-kyere-NtOmo IP-AM-Aku mo AYA 
n-i KASIKWO-kyi 
think-TENT-NML PT be.reserved-EV-CONC say-TENT-NML 
PT extreme DV-INF awesome-ATTR 
Although [it] is unthinkable even to think [about it], and to say [it], 
too, is extremely awesome ... (MYS II: 199) 
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~~~~3f-/Fffiw*m~j\ 
WA-NKA KWOP-Ur-aku-wo SIR-ANS-U ka ar-uram-u 
I-POSS love-ATTR-NML-ACC know-NEG-INF PT exist
TENT2-ATTR 
are [you] probably not knowing that I love [you]? (MYS IV: 720) 

i!tr~' Z ~~J]\~* ~!A 
YO-NO NAKA-NO KURUSI-KYI MONO n-i AR-I-kyer-aku 
world-GEN inside-GEN hard-ATTR thing DV-INF exist-INF
RETR-NML 
The fact that life turned out to be hard (MYS IV: 738) 

~fr-*rZ~~[g:fL[glID~=-=-l~ 
WA-NK-YIMWO-KWO-NO OMOP-YER-I-si-ku si OMO
KANKEY -ni myi-y-u 
I-POSS beloved-GEN think-PROG-INF-PAST/ATTR-NML PT 
face-shadow-LOC see-PASS-FIN 
[I] saw at once what my beloved thought in [her] face (MYS IV: 
754) 

~~tllf~iiJ~~~iiJ ~!A~~f~!A 
taNta n-i ap-aNs-u ar-aku mwo opo-ku 
direct DV-INF meet-NEG-IN exist-NML PT many-INF 
There are also many occasions when [we] do not meet directly 
(MYS V: 809) 

,~ W: illi iB{ ~ffi ~!A iB{ f,-R!A 
uMEY -no pana tir-aku pa iNtuku 
plum-GEN flower fall-NML TOP where 
Where [will] the falling of the plum blossoms [be]? (MYS V: 823) 

t$1--t~~ii;~!A'&!A 
KAMIY YO-ywori IP-YI-TUTE-k-ur-aku 
deity age-ABL say-INF -convey(INF)-come-ATTR-NML 
The things [they] conveyed orally from the Age of Deities up to 
now (MYS V: 894) 

PJOOPJOO~~!A~McJ]\~~ 
ka mo ka mo S-Ur-aku KYIMYI YUWE n-i koso 
that PT that PT do-ATTR-NML lord because DV-INF PT 
It is because of you that [I] do this and that (MYS VIII: 1576) 
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*~~~~~t§¥JTE;gPJ~ 
KO-si-ku mwo siru-ku AP-YEr-u KYIMYI kamo 
come(INF)-PAST/ATTR-NML PT useful-INF meet-PROG
ATTR lord PT 
[it] was useful that [I] had came, [as] I met you! (MYS VIII: 1577) 

-tit F~' ~ ~A 7Y~H*~ 1]\ 15-ffij~~ 
YO-NO NAKA-NO OROKA PYITO-no WA-NK-YIMWO
KWO-ni NOR-I-TE KATAR-Aku 
world-GEN middle-GEN stupid person-GEN I-POSS-beloved
DIM-DAT say-INF-SUB speak-NML 
the fact that the stupid person of this world told his beloved: ... 
(MYS IX: 1740) 

Wf C ~;G; ~ F~' *1H~{1ff,J:it~ 
koko-wo si mwo ma-KUPASI-myi kamo KAKEY-m-aku 
here-ABS PT PT INT-beautiful-GER PT think-TENT-NML 
thinking that it is indeed beautiful here (MYS XIII: 3234) 

{Jl'~.{Jl' It~ ~~ ~ 1i~{iH~ N: ~ 
imwo-ni ip-yi-si-wo tosi-no pey-n-ur-aku 
beloved-DAT say-INF -PAST/ ATTR-ACC year-GEN pass(INF)
PERF-ATTR-NML 
although [I] told [my] beloved: ' ... ' the fact [is] that a year has 
passed (MYS XV: 3719) 

{tr:)J m~~**L~~lt~·N:~ 
satwo-N-pyito-no are-ni tuNk-ur-aku 
village-GEN-person-GEN I-DAT report-ATTR-NML 
what the village people report to me (MYS XVII: 3973) 

~~k~*~~~~*~~PJ~m**~ 
wem-yi myi wem-aNs-u mwo uti-naNKeyk-yi katar-i-ky-em
aku 
smile-INF ? smile-NEG-INF PT PREF-sigh-INF talk-INF
PASTIFIN-TENT -NML 
the fact that [both of you] were probably talking, and sighing, 
smiling and not smiling (MYS XVIII: 4106) 
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~lfffruWf31J( fL ~~f*l1-~~J( PI M z jG J~:!A ~ 9aJ ~ -tltf*!i\ ~ ~ 
yam a-no ko-nure-no poyo tor-i-te kaNsas-i-t-ur-aku pa ti tose 
pok-u to so 
mountain-GEN tree-top-GEN poyo take-INF-SUB 
decorate.head-INF-PERF-ATTR-NML TOP thousand year pray
FIN DV PT 
[I] say that [I] pray for a thousand years that [we] will have 
decorated [our] heads with poyo63 that we take from the tops of 
mountain trees (MYS XVIII: 4136) 

1!J;:~-sf.1JT~/F1JT~~~!i\z~~-B3: 
SAK-U P ANA-wo WOR-I mwo WOR-ANS-U mwo MYI-r-aku 
si yo-si-mo 
bloom-ATTR flower-ACC break-NML PT break-NEG-NML 
PT look-ATTR-NML PT good-FIN-EXCL 
whether breaking off or not breaking off blooming flowers, [it] 
is good to look [at them]! (MYS XIX: 4167) 

1i~-sf.~Iff!i\~9al~-tltff-B3:#:-B3: 
kyimyi-wo MYI-m-aku pa ti tose n-i moNkamo 
lord-ACC see-TENT-NML TOP thousand year DV-INF PT 
[I] would like to have a thousand years when [I] would see [my] 
lord (MYS XX: 4304) 

~ Iff!i\ ~~ I; z it i5 ~ 1]\ -B3:* tJfEno-B3: 
myi-m-aku-no posi-kyi kyimyi n-i mo ar-u kamo 
see-TENT-NML-GEN desire-ATTR lord DV-INF PT exist-ATTR 
PT 
[I] wonder whether [it] is also my lord whom [I] want to see (MYS 
XX: 4449) 

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION -(A)KU N-J 
The nominalizer -(a)ku is frequently found in a combination with 
the following infinitive n-i of the defective copula n-. This 
construction frequently (but not always) expresses either the 
concessive 'although' or the reason 'as, because.' It is 
predominantly found at the end of a given text, and the 
overwhelming number of examples involve the usage combined 
with the preceding negative -an-. Examples: 

63 A kind of parasitic plant growing on trees. 
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1lt!!~Ifl3 ~$l;t~ ~~iiJJM~ ~~ilH~ jIf 
tare ya si pyito mo apyi-omop-an-aku n-i 
who PT PT person PT REC-Iove-NEG-NML DV-INF 
because [she] is not mutually in love with anyone else (NK 93) 

{jT~ z z -¥tft) ~~~NiiJfi;j>ffill{~fiiT ffi ~fill{~fiiT fJ! ~iiJfrj Il&:JJI~iiJ;ft~ 
~.fJtjlf 
i-y-u sisi-wo tunaNk-u kapa pye-no waka kusa-no waka-ku ar-i-kyi 
to a-Nka [o]mop-an-aku n-i 
shoot-PASS-ATTR game.animal-ACC follow-ATTR river side
GEN young grass-COMP young-INF exist-INF-PAST/FIN DV 1-
POSS think-NEG-NML DV-INF 
I do not think [he] was [as] young as young grass on the river side 
where [we] followed a game animal that was shot, but ... (NK 117) 

~t~~~~~*#f~~ 
TA-NKA TUMA ka KUNI WASURE-TAR-U IPYE MAT-Am
aku n-i 
who-POSS spouse PT province forget(INF)-PERF/PROG-ATTR 
home wait-TENT-NML DV-INF 
Whose spouse forgot [his home] province? Although [his folks at] 
home probably wait [for him] ... (MYS III: 426) 

J.I*Z /F~ffilJf$1]\ /F~~ 
UMORE-N-KIY-NO ARAPAR-UMASINSI KOTO n-i AR-AN
Aku n-i 
bury(NML)-DV(ATTR)-tree-GEN appear-NEGIPOT matter 
DV-INF exist-NEG-NML DV-INF 
as [it] is not the case that the buried trees would not appear 
(MYS VII: 1385) 

jiUl-¥~tJT~;ft*giPffi~?\ f= 
MWOMIT-I-N-PA-wo TA-WOR-I so A-NKA KO-si AMEY-NO 
PUR-Aku n-i 
leaves.turn.redlyellow-NML-GEN-Ieaf hand-break-INF PT I-POSS 
come(INF)-PAST/ATTR rain-GEN fall-NML DV-INF 
I came, breaking red leaves [with my] hand, although [it] was 
raining (MYS VIII: 1582) 

~~~~ 
KWOPIY MASAr-aku n-i 
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love(NML) increase-NML DV-INF 
[my] love increases (MYS X: 2228) 

*~rl'l' WJ~E Z 0. Zffl~&~ 
YUPUMA Y AMA KWOYE-N-I-si KYIMYI-NKA OMOP-OY
Ur-aku n-i 
Yupuma mountain cross(INF)-PERF-INF-PAST/ATTR lord
POSS think-PASS-ATTR-NML DV-INF 
[I] suddenly thought about you, who crossed Yupuma 
mountain (MYS XII: 3191) 

f~~:ft{*~JH#t\*&~t\1]\fD:ft~gf,J:C55f~JttLC5f~PJ1]\~-$ 
imwo-Nka pos-uNpey-ku ar-an-aku n-i wa-Nka koromoNte-wo 
nure-te ika n-i se-m-u 
beloved-POSS dry-DEB-INF exist-NEG-NML DV-INF I-POSS 
sleeve-ACC get.wet(INF)-SUB how DV-INF do-TENT-FIN 
what should I do with my wet sleeves - because [ my] beloved 
cannot dry [them] (MYS XV: 3712) 

W*1f~f~f,J::ft~}J!;M &~t\1]\ 
imey-ni mwo imo-Nka myi-ye-Ns-ar-an-aku n-i 
dream-LOC PT beloved-POSS see-PASS-NEG(INF)-exist
NEG-NML DV-INF 
in the dreams [my] beloved [always] appears ... (MYS XV: 3735) 

~z~~5f~:ftt\*~MtLtt*z{ic~q:g5f*:ft~~~t\1]\ 
tOsi-no wo naNka-ku ap-aNs-ar-e-NtO kyesi-kyi kokoro-wo a-Nka 
[o]mwop-an-aku n-i 
year-GEN cord long-INF meet-NEG(INF)-exist-EV -CONC 
unusual-ATTR heart-ACC I-POSS think-NEG-NML DV-INF 
although [we] did not meet for a long time, I am not going to 
change [my] mind (lit.: it is not that [1] will think unusual mind) 
(MYS XV: 3775) 

_fi~~~~PJ~~z~~:ft~~fi~f,J:ti&~t\1]\f,J:~~~ 
ttfiili 
matu-no pan a P ANA kaNsu n-i si mwo wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka 
omop-yer-an-aku n-i motOna sak-yi-tutu 
pine-GEN flower flower number DV-INF PT PT I-POSS 
beloved-DIM-POSS think-PROG-NEG-NML DV-INF in.vain 
bloom-INF-COOR 
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Because my beloved is not even thinking of pine flowers as 
flowers, [they] continue to bloom in vain (MYS XVII: 3942) 

~~~~~~.~*~ffi~*a~*a~~~ 
pyinemwosu n-i myi t6m6 ak-uNpey-kyi ura n-i ar-an-aku n-i 
all.day DV-INF 100k(FIN) CONJ lose.interest-DEB-ATTR bay 
DV-INF exist-NEG-NML DV-INF 
even if [I] look all day, it is not a bay that [one] could lose 
interest [in looking at] (MYS XVIII: 4037) 

1i:~~a~~~ 
kyimyi nar-an-aku n-i 
lord be-NEG-NML DV-INF 
as [it] is not [my] lord (MYS XX: 4447) 

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTIONS -(A)M-AKU POR- AND -(A)M
AKUPOSI 
The nominalizer -aku is occasionally found in combinations with a 
preceding tentative -(a)m- and a following adjective posi 'to be 
wanted, to be desired' or a verb por- 'to want, to desire.' The 
resulting analytical constructions -(a)m-aku pOSi 64 or -(a)m-aku 
por-i have a desiderative function. It seems that the verb por- 'to 
want, to desire' actually is a stative r-irregular verb that has its final 
form in -i, not -u, as there are no examples when it is attested in the 
final form *por-u. Moreover, a closer look at the following 
examples reveals that with one exception when it can be taken as 
an infinitive (see MYS XV: 3776 below) it is found in the form 
por-i in the cases when the final, and not the infinitive form would 
be expected, such as before the defective verb to 'to say,' and at the 
end of sentences. It also occurs in the nominalized form por-i 
before the following verb se- 'to do.' 

These constructions -(a)m-aku posi and -(a)m-aku por-i are used 
only with a handful of verbs: kakey- 'to hang, to mention,' 
kaNkapur- 'to obtain,' kyik- 'to hear, to listen,' mwor- 'to guard, to 
protect,' myi- 'to see, to look,' somey- 'to dye,' and ne- 'to sleep.' 
Among those, the verb myi- occurs in both constructions (and has 
the lion's share of all the examples); kakey- and somey- are attested 

64 The construction -(a)m-aku posi contracted in Middle Japanese into -(a)mafosi, 
which functions as a verbal suffix (Vovin 2003: 285-87). 
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only with -(a)m-aku IJ,OSi,65 while kyik- and ne- are attested only 
with -(a)m-aku por-i. 6 The construction -(a)m-aku posi is attested 
only in the Man 'yoshii and the construction -(a)m-aku por-i 
appears in both the Man 'yoshii and the Senmyo. Examples: 

~~ft rtJ JJ~~Wz-Tfr-*~ 3f-
TAKU PYlRE-no KAKEY-m-aku POSI-kyi IMWO-NO NA-wo 
mulberry .tree magic.scarf-COMP mentionlhang-TENT -NML 
be.wanted-ATTR beloved-GEN name-ACC 
name of [my] beloved that [I] want to mention/to hang67 like a 
magic scarf [made of] mulberry tree [bark cloth] (MYS III: 285) 

MS~~S~~S~.~~s~m~~Wz-T~~~ 
WOTO-TU PYI mwo KYINOPU mwo KYEPU mwo MYI-T
URE-NTO ASU sapey MYI-m-aku POSI-kyi KYIMYI kamo 
that-GENILOC day PT yesterday PT today PT see(INF)-PERF
EV -CONC tomorrow PT see-TENT -NML be.wanted-ATTR lord 
PT 
Oh, [ my] lord whom [I] want to see tomorrow as well, although [I] 
saw you the day before yesterday, yesterday, and today! (MYS VI: 
1014) 

tJtAJJ~ft ~*~ AZ tJ!~Wz~ 
MYI-RU PYITO-no KATAR-I n-i S-URE-NPA KYIK-U PYITO
NO MYI-m-aku POR-I S-URU 
see-ATTR person-GEN talk-NML DV-INF do-EV-CON hear
A TTR person-GEN see-TENT -NML want-NML do-ATTR 
When the people who saw [it], talk about [it], the people who hear 
about [it] want to see [it] (MYS VI: 1062) 

*J:-t<~.Wz 
KURENAWI-NI KOROMO SOMEY-M-AKU POSI-KYE
NTOMO 
crimson.red-LOC garment dye-TENT-NML be.wanted-EV
CONC 

65 Since somey- is found in this construction in semantographic writing, it is quite 
Eossible that por-i and not posi is used. 
6 Since ne- is found in this construction in semantographic writing, it is quite 

rossible that posi and not por-i is used. 
7 Kakey- 'to mention' and 'to hang': here it implies a play on words. 
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although [I] want to dye [my] garment crimson red (MYS VII: 
1297) 

~~W\>tm1E 
MWOR-Am-aku POSI-kyi UMEY -NO PANA 
protect-TENT -NML be.wanted-ATTR plum-GEN blossom 
plum blossoms that [I] want to protect (MYS X: 1858) 

9*§Z~~W\*P .. 
IMWO-NKA MEY-NO MYI-m-aku POSI-ky-eku 
beloved-POSS eye-GEN see-TENT-NML be.wanted-ATTR
NML 
[I] want to see the eyes of [my] beloved (MYS XI: 2666) 

J:t 13 !wz/F!WIUf/l/ffi"-¥tt*»!!WWz 
KONO KORO-NO I-NO NE-RAYE-N-U PA SIK-YI-TAPEY-NO 
TA-MAKURA MAK-I-TE NE-M-AKU POR-I KOSO 
this time-GEN sleep-GEN sleep-PASS-NEG-ATTR TOP spread
INF -mulberry. tree. bark.cloth-GEN hand-pillow use.as.a. pillow
INF-SUB sleep-TENT-NML want-FIN PT 
[I] cannot sleep at this time because [I] want to sleep with the 
hands[ of my beloved] as a pillow from mulberry tree bark cloth 
(MYS XII: 2844) 

*/ffi"~~~~&~~m~~~.~*m~z~~NS~n~~ 
~~I#Z 
kyepu mwo kamo myiyakwo-n-ar-i-s-eNpa MYI-m-aku por-i nisi
no MYI-MA Y A-no two-ni tat-er-amasi 
today PT PT capital-LOC-exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND see
TENT-NML want-INF west-GEN HON-stable-GEN outside
LOC stand-PROG-SUB] 
If [I] were in the capital today, too, [I] would be standing outside 
the Western Imperial Stables, wanting to see [you]! (MYS XV: 
3776) 

ro~Z*p~~ft~~~~~.~*m 
kwopiysi-ky-eku key naNka-kyi MOnowo MYI-m-aku por-i 
long.for-ATTR-NML day long-ATTR CON] see-TENT-NML 
want-FIN 
although days are long when [I] long for [you], [I] want to see [you] 
(MYS XVII: 3957) 
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~~~*m~~~~~m~.fi~ •• ~A.~~~*~~fi 
¥m~£t 
MYI-m-aku por-i omwop-yi-si napey n-i kaNtura kakey kaNkup
asi KYIMYI-wo ap-yi MYI-t-uru kamo 
see-TENT-NML want-FIN think-INF-PAST/ATTR CONJ DV
INF vines attach(INF) dear-ADJ lord-ACC meet-INF see(INF)
PERF-ATTR PT 
Just as [I] thought that [I] want to see [you], [I] met and saw you, 
[my] dear [friend], with vines [in your hair]! (MYS XVIII: 4120) 

~~ftm~{iPJ~~f:*:t:!E1! 
nak-u kowe-wo kyik-am-aku por-i to 
cry-A TTR voice-ACC hear-TENT -NML want-FIN DV 
wanting to hear the crying voice of a cuckoo (MYS XIX: 4209) 

~~~ ~M~ {5fs~~£t*rjfE1Jo£t 
myi-m-aku-no posi-kyi kyimyi n-i mo ar-u kamo 
see-TENT-NML-GEN desire-ATTR lord DV-INF PT exist
ATTRPT 
[I] wonder whether [it] is also my lord whom [I] want to see (MYS 
XX: 4449) 
In this example we find the genitive case marker -no between -(a)m-aku and posi. 
This form is found in Western Old Japanese only with the verb myi- 'to see, to 
look.' 

-T Jj~tmJ~ij~Jl5!;tA.Wz~iJiE*i&:~~ f!Jt~flj 
KWO-no WANSAPAPYI-WO SAR-I SAKYIPAPYI-WO 
KANKAPUR-Am-aku POR-I S-Uru KOTO pa OY A-no tamey 
n-i to-nar-i 
child-GEN misfortune-ACC go.away-INF happiness-ACC 
receive-TENT-NML want-NML do-ATTR matter TOP parent
GEN for DV-INF DV(FIN)-RA-FIN 
[They] say that the fact that children want to avoid misfortune 
and obtain happiness is for the sake of [their] parents (SM 25) 

-TJj~ij~Jl5!;tA.Wz~mE*i&:~~Jj~*f!Jt~£t1JfJ1T1J!i 
KWO-no SAKYIPAPYI-WO KANKAPUR-Am-aku POR-I S
Uru KOTO pa oya-no tamey n-i to namo KYIK-OS-I-MYEs-u 
child-GEN happiness-ACC receive-TENT-NML want-NML 
do-ATTR matter TOP parent-GEN for DV -INF DV PT hear
HON-INF-HON-FIN 
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[We] heard that when children want to obtain happiness [it] is 
for the sake of their parents (SM 61) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The nominalizer -aku - -ku is also attested in Eastern Old Japanese. 
Examples: 

f~ft.x S!: IA ~ ~ iff]J ~~ RJ m 
sa-n-ur-aku pa tama-no WO Npakari 
PREF-sleep-ATTR-NML TOP jewel-GEN string PT 
sleeping together [lit.: sleeping in] [is] just a string of jewels (MYS 
XIV: 3358) 

~M~]J~iff.*~iff~~~~~~~m~M~~IA~*~~ 
pakwone-no yama-ni apa mak-yi-te MIY to pa nar-er-u-wo ap-an
aku/apa na-ku mwo ayasi 
Pakwone-GEN mountain-LOC millet sow-INF-SUB fruit DV PT 
become-PROG-ATTR-ACC meet-NEG-NMLlmillet no-NML PT 
be.strange(FIN) 
Although [I] have sown millet on the Pakwone mountain and [it] 
ripened (lit.: became fruits), it is strange that [we] do not 
meet/there is no millet (MYS XIV: 3364) 

~fi~~~§~RJ~~~$~~#s!:~IA~ 
tat-u tOri-no MEY-yu ka NA-wo MYI-m-u sa-ne-Ns-ar-an-aku n-i 
rise-ATTR bird-COMP eye-ABL PT you-ACC see-TENT-ATTR 
PREF -sleep-NEG(INF)-exist-NEG-NML DV-INF 
will [I] just see you as a bird flying up, although it is not that [we] 
did not sleep [together] there (MYS XIV: 3396) 

~SJZ-~~f5[fi¥m~~~*s!:~IA~ 
NE-wo so nak-yi-t-uru teNKWO n-i ar-an-aku n-i 
voice-ACC PT cry-INF-PERF-ATTR baby DV-INF exist-NEG
NMLDV-INF 
[I] sobbed loudly, although [I] am not a baby (MYS XIV: 3485) 

~ ftJ:t ~ ill I~,IA fjt iffz IA ~'~' f,J: 
soNkap-yi n-i NE-si-ku ima si kuyasi-mo 
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turn.away-NML DV-INF sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR-NML now 
PT be.regretful-EXCL 
now [I] regret that [we] slept turning away [from each other] 
(MYS XIV: 3577) 

IA ~~jj\~ ~ 1J,E;SM~ ~~IAjj\ 
kumwowi-ni myi-y-uru sima nar-an-aku n-i 
distance-LOC see-PASS-ATTR island be-NEG-NML DV-INF 
although [it] is not an island that is seen in the distance (MYS 
XX: 4355) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The nominalizer -aku - -ku is not attested in Ryukyuan. There are 
no reliable external parallels, either. 

6.2.2.2.3.4 Nominalizer -usa 
The nominalizer -usa like nominalizer -[yJi nominalizes only the 
preceding verb, but not the whole clause. However, in most cases it 
has a very specialized temporal meaning: 'when,' 'at the time 
when' (see MYS IV: 656 below for an exception). If one would 
follow the Japanese tradition that segments the nominalizer -sa 
(Omodaka et al. 1967: 317) and not -usa one should claim that it 
follows not the attributive, but the final form of a verb, as becomes 
apparent from such forms as naNk-u-sa 'be.consoled-FIN-NML' 
and k-u-sa 'come-FIN-NML' appearing in phonetic script in MYS 
IV: 656 and MYS XX: 4514 below (we would expect *naNk-uru
sa and *k-uru-sa if -sa were following the attributive). However, it 
is unclear why a nominalizer would follow a final form rather than 
an attributive form or the stem of a verb (cf. the behavior of the 
nominalizers -(a)ku and -[yJi). I believe that it is appropriate to 
treat the vowel lui immediately preceding Isa/ as belonging to the 
suffix itself. Therefore, I prefer to segment this nominalizer as -usa. 
Its morphophonological behavior is quite similar to the final -u or 
negative imperative -una: these suffixes follow the stem of 
consonant verbs directly and cause the loss of the final vowel in the 
stem of vowel verbs and the irregular verb ko- 'to come.' The 
nominalizer -usa is attested only in the Man 'yoshii and it is found 
only after a handful of verbs: kapyer- 'to return,' ko- 'to come,' 
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naNkiy- 'to be consoled,' yuk- 'to go,' and wasur- 'to forget.,68 The 
nominalizer -usa can be followed by the locative case marker -ni. 
There are just twelve examples of its usage, and all are listed below: 

B~JJ~~z~~ttti.*ti.~~~&§ 
SIRA SUNKEY -no MA-NWO-NO PARI PARA YUK-Usa K-Usa 
KYIMYI KOSO MYI-ram-ey 
white sedge-GEN INT-field-GEN alder field go-NML come-NML 
lord PT 100k-TENT2-EV 
You will probably look at the field of alders at the true field of 
white sedges when [you] go [and] when [you] come (MYS III: 281) 

4~*z.~~_~.ti.~.z~~~A*z~ 
IMWO-TO KO-si myinumey-no SAKYI-wo KAPYER-Usa-ni 
PYITO-RI si MYI-RE-NPA NAMYINT A-N-kum-asi-mwo 
beloved-COM come(INF)-PAST/ATTR Myinumey-GEN cape
ACC return-NML-LOC one-CL PT look-EV-CON tear-GEN
draw-ADJ-EXCL 
When [I] look alone at the time of [my] return at the cape of 
Myinumey where [I] came with [my] beloved, [I] am moved to 
tears! (MYS III: 449) 

~ti.~~=~~Z~_~.~~m~. 
YUK:psa-ni pa PUTA-RI WA::N~ MYI-si KONO SAKYI-wo 
PYITO-RI SUNK-URE-NPA KOKORO KANASI-mo 
go-NML-LOC TOP two-CL we-POSS see(INF)-PAST/ATTR this 
cape-ACC one-CL pass-EV-CON heart be.sad-EXCL 
When [I] go away [and] pass alone this cape that both of us saw, 
[my] heart is sad! (MYS III: 450) 

:E.,;ot I::; 7. -'-T ~ - -.tr ,id:t -= -n.. /;7 ~ +-- 83 
t=l i=I -r-K- n~;cz:>: ~1l)<' E'i J..J:-P 7'<",a: EI 

W A-NKA SE-KWO-NKA KWOP-URU TO IP-U KOTO pa 
KOTO n-o naNk-usa so 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS 10ng.for-ATTR DV say-ATTR matter 
TOP word DV -A TTR be.consoled-NML PT 

68 There are two verbs in Western Old Japanese: the consonant verb wasur- 'to 
forget intentionally' and wasure- 'to forget unintentionally' (Omodaka et al. 1967: 
818). Even if the form wasur-usa 'forget-NML' was written phonetically in MYS 
XI: 2580 below (where it appears in partial semantographic writing as WASUR
Usa), it would be impossible to tell on pure morphological grounds which verb is 
used, since their final forms are identical: wasur-u. However, the context of the 
poem indicates that it is the intentional forgetfulness that is meant here. 
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The fact that my beloved tells [me] that [he] longs for [me is just] a 
verbal consolation (MYS IV: 656) 

~~~m~~.~#.tt~~*~~m~~* 
WATA-TU [U]MYI-NO INTURE N-O KAMIY-wo INOR-ANPA 
KA YUK-USA mwo K-USA mwo PUNE-NO PAY A-ky-em-u 
sea-GENILOC sea-GEN which DV-ATTR deity-ACC pray-COND 
PT go-NML PT come-NML PT boat-GEN be.fast-ATTR-TENT
ATTR 
If [I] pray to some deities of the sea, [your] boat should be fast both 
when [it] goes away and when [it] comes back (MYS IX: 1784) 

ffii~~;Sft:1:E# 
OMO KATA-NO WASUR-Usa AR-ANPA 
face shape-GEN forget-NML exist-COND 
If there is a time that [I] forget [your] face (MYS XI: 2580) 

~~~.~we~~~~~~~fi~~~~fi~~~~~~~ 
~* 
kapyer-usa-ni im6-ni MYI-se-m-u-ni wata-tu myi-n6 okyi-tu 
SIRA TAMA pyirip-i-te yuk-ana 
return-NML-LOC beloved-DA T see-CAUS-TENT -ATTR-LOC 
sea-GENILOC dragon-GEN offing-GENILOC white pearl pick.up
INF-SUB go-DES 
When [I] return, [I] want to go picking up [some] white pearls 
from the offing of the sea dragon in order to show [them] to [my] 
beloved (MYS XV: 3614) 

~Jff~*~1i~r5~~f;£~~{~~~~*~§tfo*L~'A ~BU1rE 
ft:~~-$ 
tama sik-yer-u kyiywo-kyi naNkyisa-wo sipo myit-e-Npa ak-aNs-u 
ware yuk-u kapyer-usa-ni MYI-m-u 
pearl spread-PROG-ATTR clean-ATTR beach-ACC tide fill-EV
CON be.satisfied-NEG-INF I go-FIN return-NML-LOC look
TENT-FIN 
Because the tide covered the clean beach where pearls are spread, 1 
will go away unsatisfied. [But I] will look for [them] when [I] 
return (MYS XV: 3706) 

~'Aft:'A~fik-$tt~~'A~~~k~*~ 
yuk-usa k-usa tutum-u k6t6 na-ku pune pa paya-ky-em-u 
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go-NML come-NML be.hindered-ATTR matter no-INF boat TOP 
be.fast-ATTR-TENT -FIN 
[your] boat should be fast without any hindrance when [it] goes 
away [and] when [it] comes back(MYS XX: 4514) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The nominalizer -usa is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The nominalizer -usa after the final forms of verbs (different from 
the nominalizer -sa after adjectival stems, see 5.2.4) is not attested 
in Ryukyuan. 

6.2.2.3 WORD-NON-FINAL VERBAL SUFFIXES 

Word-non-final verbal suffixes are the suffixes that cannot 
conclude a verbal form and have to be followed by other suffix(es). 

6.2.2.3.1 Negative -an- ~ -aNs- ~ -n- ~ -Ns-
The negative suffix has five allomorphs: -an-, -aNs-, -n-, -Ns-, and 
-en-. The allomorph -en- appears only in the special adjectival 
negative nominalized form -ky-en-aku (see 5.2.31). The allomorphs 
-an- and -aNs- are used after consonant verbs and auxiliaries, and 
after r-irregular and n-irregular verbs, and the allomorphs -n- and 
-Ns- after vowel verbs (including irregular verbs) and auxiliaries. 
The choice between the allomorphs -an- ~ -n- on the one hand and 
the allomorphs -aNs- ~ -Ns- depends on the following morpheme: 
-aNs- ~ -Ns- appear only before the final -u, the infinitive -u, and 
the nominalizer -u. Before all other suffixes -an- ~ -n- are used. 
The negative suffix -(a)Ns- represents a contraction of a negative 
nominalized form -an-i plus the verb se- 'to do' as the following 
example with an uncontracted form demonstrates. 

~~J!*L~*PJ7]\~:$ 
KYIMYI pa MYI-re-NtO ak-an-i se-m-u 
lord TOP look-EV-CONC be.satisfied-NEG-NML do-TENT-FIN 
although you will look, [you] would not be satisfied (MYS XVII: 
3902) 
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The negative suffix -(a)n- - -(a)Ns- can be followed only by a 
limited number of suffixes as outlined in chart 57 below: 

Chart 57: Combinations of the negative suffix -(a)n- - -(a)Ns-
"hfill" ffi WIt o owmg su Ixes 

suffixes combination forms 
final-u -(a Ns-u 
attributive -(ur)u -(a n-u 
infinitive -{yli -(a n-i 
infinitive -u -(aJNs-u 
evidential -(ur)e -(a In-e 
exclamative -umo -(a In-umo 
nominalizer -[yJi -an-i* 
nominalizer -u -(a Ns-u 
nominalizer -aku -(a n-aku 
adjectival attributive -kyi + -ky-en-aku 
nominalizer -aku 

* Only one example IS attested, see MYS XVII: 3902 above. 

However, a number of suffixes and bound auxiliaries can 
precede the negative suffix -(a)n- - -(a)Ns-, as demonstrated in 
chart 58 below: 

Chart 58: Combinations of the negative suffix -(a)n- - -(a)Ns-
"th d" ffi db d T" WI prece mg su Ixes an oun auxI lanes 

suffixes and bound auxiliaries combination forms 
passive -(a)ye-, -raye- -(ra)ye-n- -(a)ye-n-
causative -(a)simey- -simey-Ns-* 
iterative -ap- -ap-aNs-
honorific -as- -as-aNs-
progressive -{yler- -yer-aNs-** 
perfective-progressive -tar- -tar-aNs-
retrospective -kyer- -kyer-aNs-* * * 
potential -kate- -kate-n-, -kate-Ns-
benefactive -kose- -kose-n-
adjectival attributive -kyi + -ky-en-aku 
nominalizer -aku 

* Attested only after vowel verbs. 
** No reliable phonetic attestations. Attested twice in semantographic writing. See 
the example from MYS VIII: 1648 below. 
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*** The form -(a)Ns-u-kyer-, with the retrospective -kyer- following the negative 
infinitive -(a)Ns-u is also attested, see, e.g. example from MYS XVII: 3980 below. 
The -(a)Ns-u-kyer- form is much more frequent than -kyer-aNs-. The latter occurs 
exclusively after the infinitive forms of the perfective -n- and the passive -aye-. 

It becomes apparent from the chart above that -(a)n- ~ -(a)Ns
cannot be preceded by mood markers, which is expected since most 
moods have special forms in the negative mode. 

Examples of -(a)n- ~ -(a)Ns-: 

$~.mew.~~~~~m~~mew.~~~~. 
tati-Nka wo mo imaNta tok-aNs-u-te osupyi-wo mo imaNta tok
an-e-Npa 
long.sword-POSS cord PT yet untie-NEG-INF-SUB cloak-ACC 
PTyet untie-NEG-EV-CON 
as [I] have not yet untied the cords of [ my] long sword, and have 
not yet untied [my] cloak (KK 2) 

~q:Illi~~rBnO.~~~~~~ 
kono myi-kyi pa wa-Nka myi-kyi nar-aNs-u 
this HON-rice.wine TOP I-POSS HON-rice.wine be-NEG-FIN 
This rice wine is not my rice wine (KK 39) 

{jt~~~tft\.mE 
i-kyir-aNs-u so k-uru 
DLF-cut-NEG-INF PT come-ATTR 
[I] return without cutting [them] there (KK 51) 

Wf~q:glUtJ?E~~iiJJ::tme~~~iiJ ~.$ 
kokoro-wo Ntani ka apyi-omop-aNs-u ar-am-u 
heart-ACC PT PT REC-think-NEG-INF exist-TENT-ATTR 
will [we] not think about each other at least in our hearts? (KK 
60) 

W$~~~.~~m.~llliftR~_~ 
ita te op-aNs-u pa nipo-N-tOri-no kaNtuk-yi se-na 
painful place carry-NEG-INF TOP grebe-DV(ATTR)-bird
COMP dive-NML do-DES 
rather than to receive (lit: if not receiving) severe wounds, let us 
dive [together] like grebes (NK 29) 
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fiiJ1&1i~Wl!r!l~wmtRfljfJ.{jJ-~~tI~iiJm~~ 
kapiy-no kurwo kwoma kura kyi-s-eNpa i-sik-aNs-u ar-amasi 
Kapiy-GEN black stallion saddle put.on-PAST/ATTR-COND 
DLF -reach-NEG-INF exist-SUBJ 
if [he] would put a saddle on the black stallion from Kapiy, [he] 
would not reach here [on time] (NK 81a) 

~~.,lJlfiiJ f,3:-TfIH~Z {jJ-f,3:;fX~~tfttR~i*J!: 
nani to kamo utukusi imo-Nka mata sak-yi-[i]Nte-ko-n-u 
what DV PT beautiful beloved-POSS again bloom-INF-exit(INF)
come-NEG-ATTR 
for (lit: being) what [reason], does not [my] beautiful beloved 
bloom again? (NK 114) 

fi~~~.M~$.W~~r!l~~.a.~~~m~~M~. 
~$ 
tukuNpa-ne-ni ap-am-u to ip-yi-si kwo pa ta-Nka kotO kyik-ey-Npa 
ka myi-ne ap-aNs-u-ky-em-u 
TukuNpa-peak-LOC meet-TENT-FIN DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR 
girl TOP who-POSS word listen-EV -CON PT HON
peak/sleep(NML/9 meet-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
The girl, who promised [me] that [we] will meet at the TukuNpa 
peak, did not meet [me] at the peak/for sleeping, [is it] because 
[she] listened to somebody's words? (FK 2) 

t*~51~1Im~{t( § t5l1~JL\~~JlJJYJ(~~ 
ANTUSA YUMYI PYIK-ANPA MANlMA N-I YOR-Am-ey
NtOmo NOTI-NO KOKORO-wo SIR-l-kate-n-u kamwo 
catalpa bow pull-COND according DV-INF approach-TENT-EV
CONC after-GEN heart-ACC know-INF-POT-NEG-ATTR PT 
Although [I] would go to [you] if [you] pull [the strings of my heart 
like] a catalpa bow, [I] cannot know [your] feelings after [that]! 
(MYS II: 98) 

r!l~~*A~~~.~~.~m~JlJJ*$ 
INISIPYE-ni AR-I-ky-em-u PYITO mwo A-NKA NKOTO KA 
IMWO-ni KWOPIY-TUTU I NE-kate-NS-U-ky-em-u 
old.times-LOC exist-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR person PT 1-
POSS like PT beloved-DAT 10ng.for(INF)-COOR sleep 
sleep(INF)-POT -NEG-INF -PASTIFIN-TENT -ATTR 

69 The word ne here represents a play on words: ne 'peak' and ne 'sleep(INF).' 
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Were the people who lived in old times unable to sleep like me, 
too, longing for [their] beloved? (MYS IV: 497) 

ilt~ g fE f,J: ~f,J:;BlftJ( ~iiJ It ~t~~~rHj~ m tg~~wr~ tL 
kokoro-yu mo omop-an-u apyiNta-ni uti-naNpyik-yi koy-as-i-n
ure 
heart-ABL PT think-NEG-ATTR interval-LOC PREF-
stretched.out-INF lie.down-HON-INF-PERF-EV 
while even in [ my] heart [I] did not think, stretched out [she] was 
lying (MYS V: 794) 

W;Bl*~~~~~~wr&~~*~f,J:~~~.wr&~ 
ip-am-u suNpye se-m-u suNpye sir-an-i IPA KIY-wo mo twop-yi
sakey-sir-aNs-u 
say-TENT-ATTR way do-TENT-ATTR way know-NEG-INF 
rock tree-ACC PT ask-INF-split(INF)-know-NEG-FIN 
[I] do not know what to do and what to say, and [I] do not know 
how to ask rocks and trees (MYS V: 794) 

~~~M;Bl~M&~~~*~~~~M~.~&~&~~W* 
~Z~JJf.$ 
taNta n-i ap-aNs-u ar-aku mwo opo-ku sik-yi-tapey-no makura 
sar-aNs-u-te imey-ni si myi-ye-m-u 
direct DV -INF meet-NEG-INF exist-NML PT many-INF spread
INF -mulberry. tree. bark.cloth-GEN pillow go. away-NEG-INF
SUB dream-LOC PT see-PASS-TENT-FIN 
There are also many occasions when [we] do not meet directly, 
[and I] want to see [you] in [ my] dreams without going away from 
[your] mulberry tree bark cloth pillow (MYS V: 809) 

~*~;Bl~W.~*m~~~~~.~~~~~~~~M~B 
~:k3tj]D~ 
uMEY-no pana ima sak-yer-u Nkoto tir-i-suNkiy-Ns-u wa-Nka 
[i]pye-no sono-ni ar-i-kose-n-u kamwo 
plum-GEN blossom now bloom-PROG-ATTR like fall-INF-pass
NEG-INF I-POSS house-GEN garden-LOC exist-INF-BEN-NEG
ATTRPT 
Plum blossoms! I wonder whether [you] would not stay [for me] 
in the garden of my house without falling and blooming like now 
(MYS V: 816) 
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~*~.~~~~mm~~~~ili •• ~ft&.~m~~~. 
%&§t11Z 
uMEY -no pana sak-yi-tar-u sono-no awo yaNkiy pa kaNtura n-i s
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-kyer-aNs-u ya 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR garden-GEN 
green willow TOP wig DV-INF become-INF-PERF-INF-RETR
NEG-FINPT 
Did not [it] become so that [we] should make [our] wigs out of the 
green willows in the garden where the plum blossoms have 
bloomed? (MYS V: 817) 

m.~ •• ~~~~.~m~~~~~~. 
kapa-two-ni pa ayu-kwo sa-pasir-u kyimyi mat-i-Nkate-n-i 
river-door-LOC TOP sweetfish-DIM PREF-run-ATTR lord wait
INF-POT-NEG-INF 
[I] can hardly wait for [my] lord at the ford in the river where little 
sweetfish are swimming fast (MYS V: 859) 

ftc~;0~t*11Z£J:~~fjt~ftc§t~~ 
saNpusi-ky-em-ey ya mo kyimyi imas-aNs-u s-i-te 
sad-ATTR-TENT-EV PT PT lord come(HON)-NEG-NML do
INF-SUB 
[if my] lord does not come, would [I] be sad?! [Certainly not!] 
(MYS V: 878) 

;0 ~ ~ ~iiJ &Jl!:t:§:~ f~~ Yfjj 
sika to ar-an-u pyiNkey kakyi-NANTE-TE 
thus DV exist-NEG-ATTR beard PREF-caress(INF)-SUB 
stroking my thinning (lit.: not being thus) beard (MYS V: 892) 

*1t:OO~/f~Yfjj 
UMEY-NO PANA SAK-U PUPUM-YER-ANS-U S-I-TE 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-FIN hold.inside-PROG-NEG-NML 
do-INF-SUB 
plum blossoms are blooming, without keeping [their buds] closed 
(MYS VIII: 1648) 

:g.~fr-* tEl {tc§t 
W A-NKA KWOP-URU IMWO PA AP-As-aNs-u 
I-POSS love-ATTR beloved TOP meet-HON-NEG-FIN 
[My] beloved, whom I love, does not meet [me] (MYS IX: 1692) 
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~~~fi~~.~tt~.~~~~~~~~ttft~~~ 
yuk-u myiNtu-no kapyer-an-u Nkoto-ku puk-u kaNse-no myi-ye
n-u-Nka Nkoto-ku 
go-ATTR water-GEN return-NEG-ATTR like-INF blow-ATTR 
wind-GEN see-PASS-NEG-ATTR-POSS like-INF 
like the flowing water that does not return, like the blowing wind 
that [one] cannot see (MYS XV: 3625) 

*i'fWfWf~ {JI-Ii~tfJi ~ ~ frX=§ 
naNso kokoNpa i-no ne-raye-n-umwo 
why extremely sleep-GEN sleep-PASS-NEG-EXCL 
why cannot [I] sleep at all?! (MYS XV: 3684) 

iSj(#fo~*Lftl:l::. ~~~ ~ ~ § 
kwopiy wasure-N-kapyi tor-aNs-u pa yuk-aNsi 
love forget(NML)-GEN-shell take-NEG-INF TOP go-
NEG/TENT 
if [I] do not take a 'love-forgetting' shell, [I] would not go (MYS 
XV: 3711) 

{JI-*lIf~{JI--B3:ft~~tt ~*~1]\ 
imey-ni mwo imo-Nka myi-ye-Ns-ar-an-aku n-i 
dream-LOC PT beloved-POSS see-PASS-NEG(INF)-exist-NEG
NMLDV-INF 
in the dreams [my] beloved [always] appears (MYS XV: 3735) 

~~1]\~*~tt~*lli-B3: 
noti-ni mwo ap-aNs-ar-am-ey ya mo 
later-LOC PT meet-NEG(INF)-exist-TENT-EV PT PT 
will [we] not meet later?! [Of course we will!] (MYS XV: 3741) 

zg~{:g:Ii~*ftz~~g-B3:~,~,*~~~s*Lfoft1it~~~7]\ 
*~~f51]\ 
siro tapey-no a-Nka sita-N-koromo usinap-aNs-u mwot-er-e wa
Nka se-kwo taNta n-i ap-u-maNte-ni 
white mulberry.tree.bark.cloth-GEN I-POSS bottom-GEN-garment 
lose-NEG-INF carry-PROG-IMP I-POSS beloved-DIM direct DV
INF meet-ATTR-TERM-LOC 
My beloved, carry [with you] my undergarment from white 
mulberry tree bark cloth without losing [it], until [we] meet 
directly (MYS XV: 3751) 
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~ 2 1i1g -sf-~~v\*lBrt-ttLtt *2 it eft g -sf-*~:o§lBl ~ V\ 1J\ 
tOsi-no wo naNka-ku ap-aNs-ar-e-Nto kyesi-kyi kokoro-wo a-Nka 
[o]mwop-an-aku n-i 
year-GEN cord long-INF meet-NEG(INF)-exist-EV-CONC 
unusual-ATTR heart-ACC I-paSS think-NEG-NML DV-INF 
although [we] did not meet for a long time, 1 am not going to 
change [my] mind (lit.: not thinking unusual mind) (MYS XV: 
3775) 

~.V\.&«~*~V\1J\~B~.&v\~2~B~-sf-
naNkeyk-u swora yasu-ky-en-aku n-i omop-u swora kurusi-kyi 
mwonowo 
lament-ATTR PT be.easy-ATTR-NEG-NML DV-INF long.for
ATTR PT be.hard-ATTR CON] 
although even to lament is not easy, and even to long is difficult 
(MYS XVII: 3969) 

{j!"!i]tL7J~jJD1§-IDl1~M &.$ 
iNture n-o TOKYI ka W A-NKA kwopiy-Ns-ar-am-u 
which DV-ATTR time PT I-paSS love-NEG(INF)-exist-TENT
ATTR 
which time will I not love [her]? (MYS XVII: 3891) 

*W~mWfilBl-sf-&g~W~~~~~*7J.lBl-sf-~*~~~ 
uMEY-no PANA itu p~ ~~r-aNsi to itop-an-e-Nto sak-yi-no 
SAKAR-I pa wosi-kyi MONO nar-i 
plum-GEN blossom when TOP break-NEG/TENT DV dislike
NEG-EV-CONC bloom-NML-GEN blossom-NML TOP 
regrettable-A TTR thing be-FIN 
Although [I] do not dislike [breaking] plum blossoms, thinking 
that [I] should not break them anytime, it is regrettable [to do so] at 
the peak of [their] blooming (MYX XVII: 3904) 

W*1J\lBlB~~*~~tL.~*1J\*&~.IDl~«.~*m 
imey-ni pa mOtona apyi-MYI-re-NtO taNta n-i ar-an-e-Npa 
kwopiy yam-aNs-u-kyer-i 
dream-LaC TOP aimlessly REC-see-EV-CONC direct DV-INF 
exist-NEG-EV-CON 10ve(NML) stop-NEG-INF-RETR-FIN 
although [we] see each other aimlessly in dreams, because [our 
meetings] are not direct, [ our] love does not stop (MYS XVII: 
3980) 
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PI S3 S~ ~ lQf\lJi Jtf[) :fLJ]j-et ~ jjq:-et*]O 1]\ ~ 
ka yuk-yi ka-ku yuk-yi MYI-t-ure-NtOmo soko mo ak-an-i to 
thus go-INF thus-INF go-INF 100k(INF)-PERF-EV-CONC there 
PT be.satisfied-NEG-INF DV 
although [I] have looked going here and there, [I] thought that [it] 
was not enough, and ... (MYS XVII: 3991) 

~~~~~~~~~S~-et~**~~*$ 
sa yamaNta n-o woNti-Nka SONO PYI-ni motOmey ap-aNs-u-ky
em-u 
so YamaNta DV-ATTR old.man-POSS that day-LOC search(INF) 
meet-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
So, old man YamaNta searched for [him] on that day, [but] did not 
find [him] (MYS XVII: 4014) 

1ff~fj~f & ~ Jt~~~{~& § 
puse-no ura-wo MYI-Ns-u pa noNpor-aNsi 
Puse-GEN bay-ACC see-NEG-INF TOP go.to.the.capital
NEG/TENT 
if [I] did not see the bay of Puse, 1 would not go to the capital 
(MYS XVIII: 4039) 

f[)t1]\J:t~fj~i!i5c1ff~{JT~Wzflj~*~m~CjfO:fL~zfty.{tf~tRm 
1]\~&~-1:!1 
tune pyitO-no kwop-u to ip-u-ywori pa amari n-i-te ware pa sin
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-tar-aNs-u ya 
ordinary person-GEN love-FIN DV say-ATTR-ABL TOP excess 
DV-INF-SUB 1 TOP die-DEB-INF become-INF-PERF-INF
PERFIPROG-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that I should die, feeling (lit.: being) much 
more than what ordinary people call 'love'? (MYS XVIII: 4080) 

~m1]\~~~~*.~~~~&~~-et 
AKYI KANSE-ni pyimwo tOk-yi-akey-na taNta nar-aNs-u tOmo 
autumn wind-LOC cord untie-INF-open-DES direct be-NEG-FIN 
CONJ 
[I] wish that the autumn wind would untie the cords, even if [it] is 
not directly (MYS XX: 4295) 

*Z~~&~f[)k~~~PI~~~~~ 
KOTO si wopar-aNpa tutum-ap-aNs-u kapyer-i-k-yi-[i]mas-e 
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job PT end-COND be.hindered-ITER-NEG-INF retum-INF
come-INF-HON-IMP 
when [your] job is over, come back without being hindered [by 
anything] (MYS XX: 4331) 

{jl"~$.~1JDS J]\~acf~m 
iNte-tat-i-kate-n-i tONtokopor-i 
exit(INF)-depart-INF -POT -NEG-INF be.delayed-INF 
[I] was unable to depart, and [I] was delayed, and ... (MYS XX: 
4398) 

7;2 !t~5ti1Jt2]#Z /;\7;2iJTEff,f Z 
apyi-myi-Ns-u pa kwopiysi-ku ar-uNpey-si 
REC-see-NEG-INF TOP be.longing.for-INF exist-DEB-FIN 
if [we] do not see each other, [we] would be longing (MYS XX: 
4408) 

f~~~~~/;\J]\ 
kyimyi nar-an-aku n-i 
lord be-NEG-NML DV-INF 
as [it] is not [my] lord (MYS XX: 4447) 

«~~~W~~~~A~~~~Z*5t7;2~*~ 
yaNtwo-no uMEY-no tir-i-suNk-uru-maNte myi-simey-Ns-u ar-i
kyer-u 
house-GEN plum-GEN fall-INF -pass-ATTR-TERM see-CAUS
NEG-INF exist-INF-RETR-ATTR 
[it] turned out that [you] did not let [me] see plum [blossoms] in 
[your] house until they had completely fallen (MYS XX: 4496) 

*W~~~~~~A~~s&~fi&~~~ 
uMEY-no pana tir-i-suNk-uru-maNte kyimyi-Nka k-yi-[iJmas-an
u 
plum-GEN blossom fall-INF-pass-ATTR-TERM lord-POSS come
INF-HON-NEG-ATTR 
[you] did not come, [my] lord, until plum blossoms had 
completely fallen (MYS XX: 4497) 
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All four allomorphs -an- - -aNs- - -n- - -Ns- of the negative suffix 
are attested in Eastern Old Japanese as well. One interesting feature 
that deserves a special mention is that while in Western Old 
Japanese the negative -(a)n- - -(a)Ns- follows the iterative -ap-, in 
Eastern Old Japanese the negative precedes the iterative. Also, in 
Eastern Old Japanese, a combination of the negative -(a)n- with the 
desirative -ana is attested, see, for example, MYS XIV: 3557 
below. This combination does not occur in Western Old Japanese. 
Examples: 

$~foPI*L{jJ-:m'Z.g. .ltWzflJiit g :m'*~~;flJ.g. 
tat-i-wakare in-i-si yopyi-ywori se-ro-ni ap-an-ap-u yo 
depart-INF-part(INF) go.away-INF-PAST/ATTR night-ABL 
beloved-DIM-DAT meet-NEG-ITER-FIN PT 
from the night when [we] parted and [he] went away, [I] never met 
[my] beloved! (MYS XIV: 3375) 

*1lli~~ iit§t E8 PI .$ [!J,~ £3::fJ(; 
a-no otO se-Ns-u yuk-am-u kwo-[u]ma moNka 
foot-GEN sound do-NEG-INF go-TENT -ATTR DIM-horse PT 
[I] want a stallion, which would go without making any noise with 
its hoofs (MYS XIV: 3387) 

* no ftj( -Sf-* *f no *:fJ(;iit.$ 
ak-an-u-wo aN-tO ka a-Nka se-m-u 
satisfy-NEG-ATTR-ACC what-DV PT I-POSS do-TENT-ATTR 
since [it] was not enough [for me], what should I do? (MYS XIV: 
3404) 

**~m~~Wz~Z;flJ.§t.~E8~~~.g. 
aswo-no KApara-ywo isi pum-aNs-u swora-yu to k-yi-n-u yo 
Aswo-GEN river-bed-ABL stone tread-NEG-INF sky-ABL DV 
come-INF-PERF-FIN PT 
[I] came from the river-bed of Aswo, as from the sky, without 
treading on stones! (MYS XIV: 3425) 
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apyiNtune-no kuni-wo saN-topo-myi ap-an-ap-aNpa sinwop-yi n
i se-m-wo to pyimwo musuNp-as-an-e 
ApyiNtune-GEN land-ABS PREF-far-GER meet-NEG-ITER
COND long.for-NML DV-INF do-TENT-ATTR DV cord tie
HON-DES-IMP 
If [we] continue not to meet, because the land of ApyiNtune is far, 
[I] wish [you] would tie [your garment] cords, as if longing for [me] 
(MYS XIV: 3426) 

~m;:§~~§t;:§~~i!J~miBl£3: 
nar-i mwo nar-aNs-u mwo na-to puta-ri pa mo 
be-NML PT be-NEG-NML PT you-COM two-CL PT PT 
be [it] or not, two [of us, me] and you, [will be together] (MYS 
XIV: 3492) 

Z~~_~~~m~eff£3:~g.~~~~*.~~W~£3: 
sira yama kaNse-no NE-n-ap-ye-Ntomo kwo-ro-Nka osokyi-no ar
wo koso ye-si-mo 
white mountain wind-GEN sleep-NEG-ITER-CONC girl-DIM
POSS garment-GEN exist-ATTR PT good-FIN-EXCL 
although [I] continue not to sleep at the [cold] wind from the 
White Mountain, [it] is good to have my girl's garment! (MYS XIV: 
3509) 

_~X£3:~i!J~*~~~~*iBl~.iBl~~fi_~£3:~~~~ 
tt*~~1JTE 
mawo-N-komo-no pu-no rna tika-ku-te ap-an-ap-ye-Npa okyi-tu 
ma-kamo-no naNkeyk-yi so a-Nka s-uru 
nettle-GEN-mat-GEN mesh-GEN space be.c1ose-INF-SUB meet
NEG-ITER-EV-CON offing-GENILOC INT-duck-COMP 
lament-NML PT I-POSS do-ATTR 
Because [we] do not meet being as close [to each other] as spaces 
between the meshes of a nettle mat, I lament like a real duck in the 
offing (MYS XIV: 3524) 

;f1J~tLiBl~~J3~{JT~ £3:'/::t_~-m 
wasure pa se-n-ana iya [0 ]mop-yi-mas-u-ni 
forget(NML) TOP do-NEG-DES more.and.more think-INF
increase-ATTR-LOC 
[I] wish [you] will not forget [me], because [my] desire [for you] 
increases more and more (MYS XIV: 3557) 
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~m~*L lt~iBHf~::ffl~~JJfti:s7~ c/5t*~-* 
nani s-ure so papa to [i]p-u pana-no sak-yi-[i]Nte-ko-Ns-u-ky-em
u 
what do-EV PT mother DV say-ATTR flower-GEN bloom-INF
exit(INF)-come-NEG-INF -PASTIFIN-TENT -ATTR 
why (lit.: having done what) the flower called 'Mother' has not 
bloomed? (MYS XX: 4323) 

M~~k~B._~~~~W_~~~~. 

amo sisi-ni kotO mawos-aNs-u-te ima Nso kuyasi-key 
mother father-DAT word say(HUM)-NEG-INF-SUB now PT 
regretful-A TTR 
now [I] regret that [I] did not tell [ my] mother and father (MYS 
XX: 4376) 

fti:#~#~Y.~~t~~~iiJ*L~ 
sapye-n-apye-n-u myi-kotO n-i ar-e-Npa 
refuse(NML)-LOC-match-NEG-ATTR HON-word DV-INF 
exist-EV -CON 
Because [it] is [my sovereign's] order that [I] cannot refuse ... 
(MYS XX: 4432) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are several allomorphs of the negative suffix -(a)n- - -(a)z
in Old Ryukyuan: -az-, -Z-, -an-, -aN, -n-, and -N. The allomorphs -
az- and -z- are not attested in modem dialects, to the best of my 
knowledge. Thus, they probably represent loans from mainland 
Japanese, which is further supported by the fact that -az- - -z
appears in the Omoro soshi only eight times (Torigoe 1968: 179-
80). Other allomorphs are attested throughout Ryukyuan. 

Old Ryukyuan 

Jj.;h ~ t d0;6'ob.§.lttt3~ < f~ 
mi-re-domo ak-an-u Siyori oya kuni 
see-EV-CONC get.enough-NEG-ATTR Shuri parent land 
Shuri, [my] motherland, which [I] look at but [can ]not get enough 
(OS I: 7) 

'! li;td. C~~ t;6, G t ~ G Iv 
Mafanezi ya kimo-kara mo sar-aN 
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Mafanezi TOP liver-ABL PT go.away-NEGIFIN 
Mafanezi does not go away from my heart (OS XIII: 817) 

'bJiv L~tTi::Ji)'l:bTfi 
ansi kesu tikaw-az-u fa 
high.officiallow.official pledge-NEG-INF TOP 
If high and lower officials do not pledge [to each other] (OS XIII: 
824) 

jiruu-taa yaa-Nkai 'ashib-ii-ga ik-an-i 
Jiruu-PLUR house-LOC play-NML-ALL go-NEG-IF 
Won't [we] go to Jiruu's house to play? (Nishioka & Nakahara 
2000: 34) 

nichee haka-ta-N naa? bakar-aN-ta-N naa? 
fever(TOP) measure-PAST-FIN PT measure-NEG-PAST-FIN PT? 
Did [you] take [your] temperature? [Or] did [you] not take [it]? 
(Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 52) 

Thus, knowing that the allomorphs of the -(a)Ns- series come 
from the contraction of the negative nominalizer -an-i and the verb 
se- 'to do,' and that they have limited distribution in Ryukyuan, we 
can come to the conclusion that the -(a)Ns- series represents a 
Japanese innovation borrowed into Ryukyuan. Consequently, we 
can only reconstruct the Proto-Japonic negative suffix *-an-. It 
appears to be one of the few 'real' suffixes that we cannot trace 
back to any auxiliary or bound noun. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
There is a tradition to compare the PJ negative suffix *-an- and the 
Middle Korean negative particle emf (Whitman 1985: 244), (Vovin 
200 I: 186). Consider the following Middle Korean example: 

pwillhwUy kiph-un flllmk-on polom-ay ani :mwuy-l-sso-y kwoc 
:tyo-khwo yelum ha-no-n-i :soym-i kiph-un mul-un komol-ay ani 
kiIchu-l-sso-y :nayh-i il-e pillol-ay ka-no-n-i 
root(NOM) deep-REALIATTR tree-TOP wind-LOC not bend
IRR/ATTR-matter-NOM flower good-GER fruit many-PRES
REALIATTR-NML spring-NOM deep-REALIATTR water-TOP 
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drought-LOC not interrupt-IRRIATTR-matter-NOM nver
NOM make-INF sea-LOC go-PRES-REALIATTR-NML 
Because a tree with deep roots does not bend at the wind, [its] 
flowers are good and [its] fruits are many. Because water with a 
deep source does not dry up at the drought, it becomes a river, and 
flows into the sea (YP 2) 

However, there are problems with this comparison. Whitman 
argued that MK ani should be directly compared with WOJ -ani, a 
negative sentence non-final form, found mostly after the verb sir
'to know': sir-an-i (Whitman 1985: 244), but this cannot be an 
argument, because WOJ -ani, as demonstrated above, can be 
clearly analyzed as -an-i, where -an- is a negative, and -i is an 
infinitive. Meanwhile, it is not quite clear whether MK ani can be 
segmented as *an-i, and MK infinitives are -el-a, not -i. No less 
important is the fact that the OJ negative suffix -an- belongs to the 
verbal inflectional morphology, and they follow verbal roots, while 
MK ani, as mentioned above, is a particle that precedes verbs. 
Therefore, this comparison should be rejected on the basis of 
differences in morphology. I must also add that negatives in *-n
are so widespread in Eurasia that it makes this comparison non
specific. Thus, it should be rejected. 

6.2.2.3.2 Tentative -am- ~ -m-

The tentative suffix has two allomorphs: -am- and -m-. The 
allomorph -am- is used after consonant verbs, r-irregular verbs, n
irregular verbs, and consonant-final auxiliaries and suffixes, and 
the allomorph -m- after vowel verbs, other irregular verbs, and 
vowel-final auxiliaries and suffixes. In Western Old Japanese the 
tentative -(a)m- can be followed only by the following suffixes. 

Chart 59: Combinations of the tentative suffix -am- ~ -m- with 
fi 11 ffi o owmg su lxes 
suffixes combination forms 
final-u -(a)m-u 
attributive -(ur)u -(a)m-u 
evidential -(ur)e[y) -(a)m-ey 
concessive gerund -ey-Nto[mo) -(a)m-ey-Nto[mo) 
nominalizer -aku -(a)m-aku 
exclamative -umo -(a)m-umo 
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On the basis of the chart above it becomes clear that with the 
major exception of the concessive gerund -Nto[mo}, the tentative 
suffix -am- ~ -m- does not combine with other gerunds or 
infinitives that represent forms of non-final predication. Therefore, 
in most cases -am- ~ -m- is found only in the final verbs of 
sentences or clauses. 

The tentative suffix -am- ~ -m- can combine with the following 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries that precede -(a)m- in a paradigmatic 
verbal chain: 

Chart 60: Combinations of the tentative suffix -am- ~ -m- with 
d· ffi db d T· prece mg su lxes an oun aUXllanes 

suffixes and bound auxiliaries combination forms 
passive -(a)ve- -(a Iye-m-
causative __ (a)simey- -(a simey-m-
causative -(a)se- -(a se-m-
desiderative -(a)na -(a na-m-
iterative -ap- -ap-am-
honorific -as- -as-am-
progressive -{vJer- -{vJer-am-
perfective -te- -te-m-
perfective -n- -n-am-
perfective-progressive -tar- -tar-am-* 
past -leyi -ley-em-
negative potential -kane- -kane-m-

- . * Attested once III the Senmyo III partially semantographlc spelling, and once in 
the Norito in completely semantographic spelling. 

It is clear from the chart above that -(a)m- does not combine 
with other markers of mood, which should be expected. It also does 
not combine with the retrospective -kyer-; a fact that strongly 
speaks for the latter also being a form of modality. 

The functions of -(a)m- have been much debated in the literature. 
Yamada Y oshio seems to be the first linguist to have defined 
-(a)m- as suppositive (Yamada 1954: 275), and not as a 'future' 
tense form (Haga 1905). Within the framework of traditional 
Japanese linguistics and in reference to Middle (Classical) Japanese, 
Tokieda Motoki proposed subdividing the basic meanings of -(a)m
into three types, depending on the speaker/hearer distinction: (1) if 
a verb marked by -(a)m- refers to the speaker himself, then -(a)m
expresses intention; (2) if a verb marked by -(a)m- refers to the 
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hearer, then -(a)m- expresses a mild or indirect imperative or 
suggestion; (3) if a verb marked by -(a)m- refers to a third person 
who is neither the speaker nor the hearer, then -(a)m- expresses 
presumption (Tokieda 1954: 170). Tokieda's point of view seems 
to enjoy the status of a teisetsu (generally accepted theory) among 
some Japanese linguists who deal with Middle Japanese 
(Tsukishima 1969: 528; Ikeda 1975: 68). However, the majority of 
specialists working with Old Japanese seem to agree only on the 
fact that _ -(a)m- represents some kind of suppositive, intentional or 
presumptive mood (Saeki 1959: 167), (Yoshida 1973: 331), (Iwai 
1970: 170), without specific reference to person. There is, however, 
at least one voice of dissent: Matsuo treats -(a)m- as a marker of the 
future tense (Matsuo 1978: 23). Meanwhile, Western linguists have 
long held the view that the form in question is a kind of future tense 
(Aston 1877; Kolpakchi 1956: 145-50; Lewin 1959: 161). More 
recently many non-Japanese linguists have rejected the idea that -
(a)m- is an indicator of tense; thus, for example, Samuel E. Martin 
defines it as a tentative (Martin 1988: 605ff.), and Nikolai 
Syromiatnikov follows Tokieda and other Japanese linguists in 
treating it as a presumptive mood form (Syromiatnikov 1972: 121). 
However, the idea of -(a)m- as a future suffix still seems to linger 
on as far as Middle Japanese is concerned (Takeuchi 1987: 66). 
The use of -(a)m- in reference to the future is determined by the fact 
that speakers of Classical Japanese did not refer to future events in 
certain terms, using the unmarked (from the point of view of 
modality) final forms of verbs. Since a human being cannot be sure 
that any event in the future will certainly happen, only forms such 
as the tentative were used for future events. The prerogative to 
speak about future events in certain terms, using finite forms that 
did not include any modality affixes, was left to gods and 
supernatural creatures. 

I follow Martin's definition of the -(a)m- form as a general 
tentative because, as the examples below demonstrate, there are no 
real distinctions based on person as proposed by Tokieda Motoki.70 

Thus, a tentative used in the first person may mean not only 
inclination but also supposition, or a suggestion directed to oneself. 
Similarly, the tentative used in connection with the second person 
does not necessarily mean a suggestion, but may also be used as a 
supposition or intention. Finally, the tentative used regarding a third 

70 See the refutation of Tokieda's hypothesis regarding Middle Japanese in Vovin 
2003: 275-82. 
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person does not always mean a supposition, but may also describe 
the intention of a third person or a suggestion about his/her action. 
In short, any of these particular meanings proposed by Tokieda 
Motoki can be used with any person. 

(l) Intention: 
Although in several cases I translate -am- ~ -m- as 'want to' in the 
English glosses, it expresses a general intention or inclination 
rather than an outward positive desire. 

W.~~.~*~~~&*~~~W*~.~&$~ 
ima koso pa wa-N-tOri n-i ar-am-ey noti pa na-N-tOri n-i ar-am-u
wo 
now PT TOP I-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-EV after TOP 
you-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC 
Now [I] intend to be my bird, later [I] will be your bird, so ... (KK 
3) 

we~~~~.~~.~~m~.g~~~~~~w~~m~ 
.~~~~~11Z.$ 
ise-no umyi-no opiy-[i]si-ni pap-yi-motopor-op-u sitaNtamyi71 -no 
i-pap-yi-motopor-i ut-i-te si yam-am-u 
Ise-GEN sea-GEN grow(INF)-stone-LOC crawl-INF-go.around
ITER-ATTR seashell-COMP DLF-crawl-INF-go.around-INF 
hit-INF-SUB PT stop-TENT-FIN 
like the shellfish that are constantly crawling around on the 
growing rocks of the Ise sea, [we] will crawl around [them] there, 
smite and stop [them] (KK 13) 
As this example demonstrates, -(a)m- is used only in the final verb in a string of 
verbs, even if tentative refers to all of them. 

i{~.m~~tm~iiJ~.$ 
wotOmye-ni taNta n-i ap-am-u 
maiden-DAT direct DV-INF meet-TENT-FIN 
[I] want to meet maidens face to face (KK 18) 

1JOIA~tS~JJ~m~~$ 
ka-ku-no NkotO na-ni op-am-u 
thus-INF-GEN like name-LOC carry-TENT-FIN 
[I] am going to perpetuate that [it] was like that (KK 97) 

71 ;!;~~t~ /sitaNtamyi/, a kind of an edible seashell (MdJ kisago). 
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~w~.~~.~~~.~W~$.e~~~eM~$ 
kOt[o] ita-ky-eNpa woN-patuse-yama-no ipa kiy-ni mo wi-te 
komor-ana-m-u 
rumor painful-ATTR-COND DIM-Patuse-mountain rock fortress
LOC PT lead(INF)-SUB hide-DES-TENT -FIN 
if rumors are painful, [1] want to take [you] along to a rocky 
fortress on the Small Patuse mountain and hide away (FK 1) 
As this example demonstrates, -{a)m- is used only in the final verb in a string of 
verbs, even if tentative refers to all of them. 

J(:f:!B -9-~?\ f±~ $ 
AMEY TUTI-TO TOMO n-i PYISASI-ku SUM-Ap-am-u 
Heaven Earth-COM together DV-INF long-INF live-ITER-TENT
FIN 
[I] want to live (continuously) for a long time with Heaven and 
Earth (MYS IV: 578) 

~~.~~~~~?\~~~?\~~~M~.?\~~~~mw* 
.z§Hg$ 
taNta n-i ap-aNs-u ar-aku mwo opo-ku sik-yi-tapey-no makura sar
aNs-u-te imey-ni si myi-ye-m-u 
direct DV-INF meet-NEG-INF exist-NML PT many-INF spread
INF -mulberry.tree.bark.cloth-GEN pillow go.away-NEG-INF -SUB 
dream-LOC PT see-PASS-TENT-FIN 
There are also many occasions when [we] do not meet directly, 
[and I] want to see [you] in [my] dreams without going away from 
[your] mulberry tree bark cloth pillow (MYS V: 809) 

~;\~'J~~*L.J~,~$e 
OMOP-U KOKORO-wo tare ka sir-am-umo 
love-ATTR heart-ACC who PT know-TENT-EXCL 
who will know [my] loving heart?! (MYS XVII: 3950) 

{jtRJ jj\*mE*~lmf: ~ ~ ~~q:c*?\jj\6IX~5~iitm:~ftJ*L~ 
~~$¥JiE 
ika n-i ar-u puse-no ura so mwo kokoNtaku n-i kyimyi-Nka myi
se-m-u to ware-wo toNtom-uru 
how DV-INF exist-ATTR Puse-GEN bay it PT so.much DV-INF 
lord-POSS see-CAUS-TENT-FIN DV I-ACC stop-ATTR 
The bay of Puse, how [beautiful] it [is], [so that my] lord will stop 
[me] wishing to show [it to me] (MYS XVIII: 4036) 
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1i~1]\15r~~-$ 
kyimyi-ni kyik-ase-m-u 
lord-DAT listen-CAUS-TENT -ATTR 
[I] want to make [my] lord listen [to a cuckoo] (MYS XVIII: 4067) 

mPJ 1if~m~*{jT~~1**~1]\ 
tukapey-matur-am-ey iya tOpo naNka n-i 
serve(INF)-HUM-TENT-EV plentifully long long DV-INF 
[I] will serve [you] plentifully and for a long, long time (MYS 
XVIII: 4098) 

~.~~1]\~~-$~~*1]\~~~~m~-$ 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo-ni myi-se-m-u-Nka tamey n-i momyit-i tor-i
te-m-u 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM-DAT see-CAUS-TENT-ATTR-POSS for 
DV-INF leaves.tum.red/yellow-NML take-INF-PERF-TENT
FIN 
[I] want to take red leaves in order to show [them] to my beloved 
(MYS XIX: 4222) 

~~~~~MZ 1is~1]\~*mE;J]O~ 
myi-m-aku-no posi-kyi kyimyi n-i mo ar-u kamo 
see-TENT-NML-GEN desire-ATTR lord DV-INF PT exist
ATTRPT 
[I] wonder whether [it] is also my lord whom [I] want to see (MYS 
XX: 4449) 

~PJ 11: ~~mm£; JJ ~ -$~ j(m' ~PJ:1!J ~ ~ :m ~16:::m~PJ:1!J ~ ~ :m 
atO-wo myi-tutu sinop-am-u taNta n-i ap-u-maNte-ni mas a n-i ap
u-maNte-ni 
footstep-ACC see(INF)-COOR yearn-TENT-FIN direct DV-INF 
meet-ATTR-TERM-LOC real DV -INF meet-ATTR-TERM-LOC 
looking at [Buddha's] footstep, [I] will yearn [for him], until [I] 
meet [him] directly, until [I] really meet [him] (BS 6) 

mkli~~r~~z*~~~~ffA 
MYIKANTWO to TATE-te AMEY-NO SITA-wo WOSAMEY
simey-m-u to OMOP-YI-te AR-u PYITO 
emperor DV pJace(INF)-SUB Heaven-GEN bottom-ACC rule
CAUS-TENT-FIN DV think-INF-SUB exist-ATTR person 
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people who are thinking that [they] want to place [him on the 
throne] as the emperor and let [him] rule the [ country] under 
Heaven (SM 33) 

(2) Suggestion: 

:&~Wf g ~{jtWf*~ 1f~:&~{jtWf*~{jtWf*~ ~iiJ~iBlWf R~~{jtWf 
~ ~iiJ iBl-$ Jtm-B3: 
yamasiro-ni i-sik-ye toriyama i-sik-ye i-sik-ye a-Nka pasi-N-tuma
ni i-sik-yi ap-am-u kamo 
Yamasiro-LOC DLF-follow-IMP Toriyama DLF-follow-IMP 
DLF-follow-IMP I-POSS beloved-DV(ATTR)-spouse-DAT DLF
follow-INF meet-TENT-ATTR PT 
To Yamasiro - go there, Toriyama! Follow [her] there, follow [her] 
there! Follow my beloved spouse there and [you] should meet 
[her]! (KK 59) 

~~~~~~~~iBl~~~Wf~~~~Wf.iBl#~~~~-B3:~ 
~~-$ -
i-kum-yi-N-takey i-kum-yi pa ne-Ns-u ta-sim-yi-N-takey tasi n-i pa 
wi-ne-Ns-u noti mo kum-yi-ne-m-u 
DLF-entwine-NML-DV(ATTR)-bamboo DLF-entwine-INF TOP 
sleep-NEG-INF PREF -grow.densely-NML-DV(ATTR)-bamboo 
thorough DV-INF TOP exist(INF)-sleep-NEG-INF later PT 
entwine-INF -sleep-TENT -FIN 
[we] did not sleep entwined there as the bamboo entwined there, 
and [we] did not sleep closely like densely growing bamboo, [but] 
later let [us] sleep entwined (KK 91) 

~iBl-$~~ft~~~Wf&~~*~-B3:~~~.Wf&~ 
ip-am-u suNpye se-m-u suNpye sir-an-i IPA KIY-wo mo twop-yi
sakey-sir-aN s-u 
say-TENT-ATTR way do-TENT-ATTR way know-NEG-INF 
rock tree-ACC PT ask-INF-split(INF)-know-NEG-FIN 
[I] do not know what [I] should do or what [I] should say, and [I] 
do not know how to ask rocks and trees (MYS V: 794) 

PI ~Wfc~,~;ffi~JJDMz ~ ~~;:s;~fi~~* 
ka-ku si koso uMEY-wo kaNsas-i-te tanwosi-ku nom-am-ey 
thus-INF PT PT plum-ACC decorate-INF-SUB be.merry-INF 
drink-TENT -EV 
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decorating [our hair] with plum [blossoms] in this way, [we] 
should drink merrily (MYS V: 833) 

{JI"~~JHlf~tt m~1TrE1i~{JI"~*Jt~7J{JI" R~~fo*L~~~~ 
{JI" PI fi {JI"~-$ 
ipata-NWO-ni yaNtor-i s-uru kyimyi ipye-N-pyito-no iNtu-ra to 
ware-wo top-aNpa ika n-i ip-am-u 
Ipata-field-LOC lodge-NML do-ATTR lord home-GEN-person
GEN where-LOC DV I-ACC ask-COND how DV-INF say-TENT
FIN 
[Oh, my] lord who lodged at the Ipata field. If people from [your] 
home ask me (saying) where [are you], what should [I] answer? 
(MYS XV: 3689) 

{JI"R*Lfm s att:3**L ti*~ ~-$ 
iNture n-o PYI-maNte are kwopiy-wor-am-u 
which DV-ATTR day-TERM I long.for(INF)-exist-TENT-FIN 
until what day should I be longing for [you]? (MYS XV: 3742) 

J(:liB -9-t§ ft PI Jjf -$ ~ 
AMEY TUTI-TO APYI-sakaye-m-u to 
heaven earth-COM COOP-flourish-TENT-FIN DV 
[I] wish that [you] would flourish together with Heaven and 
Earth ... (MYS XIX: 4273) 

~*L~ PI 1i~~51]\fifi~~~-$ 
tare-wo ka kyimyi to myi-tutu sinwop-am-u 
who-ACC PT lord DV see(INF)-COOR long.for-TENT -ATTR 
whom shall [I] long for, viewing [him] as [ my] lord? (MYS XX: 
4440) 

(3) Supposition: 

{JI"~Jj~{6:-$~~iiJ~~Jj~ti~~~q:~ 
i pa n-as-am-u-wo aya n-i na-kwopiy-kyikos-i 
sleep TOP sleep-HON-TENT-ATTR-ACC extremely DV-INF 
NEG-yearn(INF)-HON-INF 
because [you] will sleep (a sleep), [do] not yearn too much (KK 3) 
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g~~~~wrJffilflEl'f(:~~~lJ~~iiJJff;@W~~;@~lfif.~ 
opa kyimyi-wo sima-ni paNpur-aNpa puna-amar-i i-Nkapyer-i-ko
m-u Nsa 
great lord-ACC island-LOC exile-COND boat-exceed-INF DLF
return-INF-come-TENT-ATTR PT 
if [they] exile [my] great lord to an island, there are many boats, 
and [he] would return here (KK 86) 

1iol~77m-'¥-~~ § A 
ANAse-na KAPA-wo WATAR-l-kane-m-ey ya 
Anase-GEN river-ACC cross-INF-NEGIPOT-TENT-EV PT 
would [I] be unable to cross Anase river? [Certainly I would be 
able!] (MYS IV: 643) 

~~#~~~H~.~#-,¥-~g~~-'¥-~~*.a 
APYI-MYI-TE PA TUKIY mwo PEY-N-AKU n-i KWOP-U TO 
IPA-NPA wosa ra to WARE-wo omwop-as-am-u kama 
COOP-see(INF)-SUB TOP month PT pass-NEG-NML DV -INF 
love-FIN DV say-COND hasty DV(FIN) DV I-ACC think-HON
TENT -ATTR PT 
If [I] tell [you] that [I] love [you] without even a month passing 
since [we] met each other, I wonder [whether you] would 
probably think that [I] am hasty (MYS IV: 654) 

fjFPJiIf* ~ff:t S ~g~{~ilfPJ £3: 
ika n-i ar-am-u PYI-na tOkyi-ni kama 
how DV-INF exist-TENT-ATTR day-GEN time-LOC PT 
[I] wonder, what would be the time of the day ... (MYS V: 810) 

*~S3{i<=g ~iiJ~lEl5~ff:t~ 
kyepu yuk-yi-te asu pa k-yi-n-am-u-wo 
today go-INF-SUB tomorrow TOP come-INF-PERF-TENT
ATTR-ACC 
I would go today and surely come back tomorrow, but ... (MYS 
V: 870) 

~IHf]iwr &Jlm 77ft-=¥-atA. tL k k ~fjFPJ ~ RJ S3 :itm-$ 
tune sir-an-u MYITI-na NANKA te-wo kure-kure to ika n-i ka 
yuk-am-u 
usual know-NEG-ATTR road-GEN long place-ACC dark-dark DV 
how DV-INF PT go-TENT-ATTR 
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How would [I] go along the full length of the road that [I] normally 
do not know being in a dark [mood]? (MYS V: 888) 

f)c~~~;ft~ffPT* & lEt 
AKYI-NO YWO-wo naNka-myi n-i ka ar-am-u 
autumn-GEN night-ABS long-GER DV-INF PT exist-TENT
ATTR 
Is [it] probably because the autumn night is long? (MYS XV: 
3684) 

~~~tL~*PTJ]\~-$ 
KYIMYI pa MYI-re-Nto ak-an-i se-m-u 
lord TOP look-EV-CONC be.satisfied-NEG-NML do-TENT-FIN 
although you will look, [you] would not be satisfied (MYS XVII: 
3902) 

*:ffi~~tJ]\*~~ &~~J#~%,~ PTtL§tWflEtPTIlfl 
aputi-wo IPYE-ni uwe-tar-aNpa yama POTOTONKYISU kare-Ns
u ko-m-u kamo 
chinaberry.tree-ACC house-LOC plant(INF)-PERF IPROG-COND 
mountain cuckoo separate-NEG-INF come-TENT-ATTR PT 
if [I] would plant a chinaberry tree at my house, the mountain 
cuckoo would come all the time! (MYS XVII: 3910) 

~m~~~~~~m-$~~~mWf~ 
ari-sar-i-te noti mwo AP-Am-u to omop-ey koso 
ITER-go.away-INF-SUB after PT meet-TENT-FIN DV think-EV 
PT 
[Time] constantly goes away, and [I] hope that [we] will meet later, 
too (MYS XVII: 3933) 

'!X &.jj~P¥-~ N}J\~~:tQ:ffi~ &.lEt 
ara-si wo sura n-i naNkeyk-yi pus-er-am-u 
rough-FIN man PT DV-INF lament-INF lie.prone-PROG-TENT
FIN 
even a rough man would be lying down and lamenting (MYS 
XVII: 3962) 
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~1T$1i:mtE.$-A 3jLiB{¥tJJ ~1i ~~*ir.$-!/&Jit 
SIKA [A]R-E-NTOMO SIWANSA-ni KASANAR-I-TAR-Am-u 
PYJTQ-woNpa NORI-no manima WOSAMEY-TAMAP-Am-u 
MONO so 
thus exist-EV-CONC crime-LOC pile.up-INF-PERFIPROG
TENT-ATTR person-ACC(EMPH) law-GEN according 
administer(INF)-HON-TENT-ATTR thing PT 
However, with those people who have committed mUltiple crimes, 
[we] will deal according to the law (SM 44) 

§ Jlt+=ftl fril*+=ftl 1i~7J~1i 
KONO SIPASU-YWORI PANTIMEY-TE K-YI-TAR-AM-U 
SIPASU-ni ITAR-U-maNte-ni 
this twelfth.lunar.month-ABL begin(INF)-SUB come-INF
PERFIPROG-TENT -ATTR twelfth.lunar.month-LOC reach
ATTR-TERM-LOC 
starting from this twelfth month and until the end of the coming 
twelfth month (NT 15) 
This example may be dubious, as kyitaramu is spelled completely 
semantographically. 

SPECIAL FORM -KY-EM-
The tentative -am- fuses with the preceding past final -kyi as a 
special form -kyem-. I write this with a morphemic boundary as 
-ky-em- PASTIFIN-TENT in order to show the origin of this form, 
but it should be kept in mind that the morphemic boundary is only 
tentative here, since Iyel is a unit vowel, and that the morphemic 
boundary actually goes inside this fused vowel. Since -am- follows 
here the final past form -kyi, and not the stem of the auxiliary, it is 
not inconceivable that historically -am- represents not a suffix, but 
some kind of an auxiliary. 

This form -ky-em- is not be confused with the homonymous 
form -ky-em- representing a fusion of adjectival attributive -kyi and 
the tentative -am-, for example:72 

fIJPJtL~iBt¥ '&1X~Z*JIt 
wakare-n-aNpa ura-N-kanasi-ky-em-u 
part(INF)-PERF -COND heart-LOC-sad-ATTR-TENT -FIN 
If [we] part, [I] would be sad in [my] heart ... (MYS XV: 3584) 

72 The usage of -am- after the adjectival attributive -kyi may be another piece of 
evidence in favor of the fact that historically -am- is not a suffix, but an auxiliary. 
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Examples of the past tentative -ky-em-: 

1f::15t~~wr1i~*L~J.I~~15t 
oya na-si n-i nare nar-i-ky-em-ey ya 
parent no-FIN DV-INF you be.born-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-EV 
PT 
Were you possibly born without parents? [Certainly not!] (NK 
104) 

fi~~~1i~~*~W~~~~~.a~~~~m~~~~. 

~* tukuNpa-ne-ni ap-am-u to ip-yi-si kwo pa ta-Nka koto kyik-ey-Npa 
ka myi-ne ap-aNs-u-ky-em-u 
TukuNpa-peak-LOC meet-TENT-FIN DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR 
girl TOP who-POSS word listen-EV-CON PT HON
peak/sleep(NMLf3 meet-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
The girl, who promised [to me] that [we] will meet at the TukuNpa 
peak, did not meet [me] at the peak/for sleeping, because [she] 
listened to somebody's words (FK 2) 

~1]\nA=§tlD:g.~9*1]\m"Fffi/F)}J** .. .. 
INISIPYE-ni AR-I-ky-em-u PYITO mwo A-NKA NKOTO KA 
IMWO-ni KWOPIY -TUTU I NE-kate-NS-U-ky-em-u 
old.times-LOC exist-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR person PT 1-
POSS like PT beloved-DAT 10ng.for(INF)-COOR sleep 
sleep(INF)-POT-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
Were the people who lived in old times unable to sleep like me, 
too, longing for [their] beloved? (MYS IV: 497) 

~~~~~~~~~.~~~.~.~~~~1i.~~~~~ 
~ ~~~ R {~~fIJ~~iiJliflt~(ff:t 
wotomye-ra-Nka wot6mye saNpiy s-u 16 kara tama-wo tamot6-ni 
mak-as-i y6ti kwo-ra-t6 TE taNtusapar-i-te aswoNp-yi-ky-em-u 
maiden-PLUR-POSS maiden like do-FIN DV China jewel-ACC 
wrist-LOC wrap-HON-INF same.age child-PLUR-COM hand 
hold-INF-SUB play-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
The maidens, thinking to behave like maidens, wrap their wrists 
with [bracelets made of] Chinese jewels, and would have played 
holding hands with girls of the same age (MYS V: 804) 

73 The word ne here represents a play on words: ne 'peak' and ne 'sleep(INF).' 
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~A.~~~.~fi~.~~~~~~*~ 
kaN-kurwo-kyi kamyi-ni itu-no rna ka simwo-no pur-i-ky-em-u 
INT -black-ATTR hair-LOC when-CEN interval PT frost-GEN fall
INF -P ASTIFIN-TENT -ATTR 
at what point in time, would the frost have fallen on [their] pitch
black hair? (MYS V: 804) 

~«.*~~~8~S.B~**~~*~ 
sa yamaNta n-o woNti-Nka SONO PYI-ni motOmey ap-aNs-u-ky-
em-u 
so YamaNta DV-ATTR old.man-POSS that day-LOC search(INF) 
meet-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
So, old man YamaNta searched for [him] on that day, [but] did not 
find [him] (MYS XVII: 4014) 

m~km*~~~~~~~~~m**~ 
wem-yi myi wem-aNs-u mwo uti-naNKeyk-yi katar-i-ky-em-aku 
smile-INF ? smile-NEG-INF PT PREF-sigh-INF talk-INF
PASTIFIN-TENT -NML 
the fact that [both of you] were probably talking, and sighing, 
smiling and not smiling (MYS XVIII: 4106) 

~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~2~~~ 
nani s-ure so papa to [i]p-u pana-no sak-yi-[i]Nte-ko-Ns-u-ky-em
u 
what do-EV PT mother DV say-ATTR flower-GEN bloom-INF
exit(INF)-come-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
why (lit.: having done what) has the flower called 'Mother' 
(probably) not bloomed? (MYS XX: 4323) 

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION -(A)M-U TO S-U 
The intentional construction -(a)m-u t6 s-u 'X is going to do Y' that 
is so frequent in Middle Japanese, is also attested in Western Old 
Japanese, but it is used very rarely. The examples below are the 
only examples of this construction that are attested in Western Old 
Japanese. 

jJD:ft~jJD-$~~ 
kaN se puk-am-u to s-u 
wind blow-TENT-FIN DV do-FIN 
Wind is going to blow (KK 20) 
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~~ g ftc~:a~~iiHlJ~i0~Iij 
koros-am-u to s-ur-aku-wo sir-an-i 
kill-TENT-FIN DV do-ATTR-NML-ACC know-NEG-INF 
[you] do not know that [they] are going to kill [you] (NK 18a) 

S:ljJDfft~~mE1]\fjt*ff~~~ 
yuk-am-u to s-uru-ni imey-na NkatO 
go-TENT-FIN DV do-ATTR-LOC dream-GEN like 
although [he] was going to go, like in a dream ... (MYS XV: 3694) 

~~~~~$~~mE~~~~g1]\~~~ 
yama-N-ti kwoye-m-u to s-uru KYIMYI-wo kakara-ni mwot-i-te 
mountain-GEN-road cross-TENT-FIN DV do-ATTR lord-ACC 
heart-LOC hold-INF-SUB 
in my heart [I] am holding you who are going to cross [mountains 
along] the mountain road (MYS XV: 3723) 

iBl~~~~~~1]\Jt$~Z 
patuwo-N-pana pana n-i MYI-m-u to s-i 
?-GEN-flower flower DV-INF look-TENT-FIN DV do-INF 
[He] is going to look on [his wife] as a flower (MYS XX: 4308) 

~m~1X 4Z-jJD~m.~~~ll:~ ffij 
TAKA MYI-KURA-NO TVNK-YI-TE-wo kaswop-yi-UNPAP
AM-U to S-I-TE 
high HON-throne-GEN follow-INF-place-ACC rob-INF 
take.away-TENT-FIN DV do-INF-SUB 
[he] was going to steal the succession of the high throne (SM 19) 

m~4Z-.w*ll:~~*~~M~~.~ 
KATA-NO UPEY-woNpa NOTAMAP-Am-u to S-I-te nama 
OSApey-te AR-I-t-uru 
side-GEN top-ACC(EMPH) say(HON)-TENT-FIN DV do-INF
SUB PT hold.back(INF)-SUB exist-INF-PERF-ATTR 
[we] were delaying [it], as [we] were going to proclaim the rest 
(SM 25) 

lJRP~ m:~3t~*ll:~ ~*~ 
MAPYETUKYIMYI-TATI MORO-MORO rna TOMO N-I 
YOROKONPIY-m-u to S-I-te nama 
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minister-PLUR all-all PT together DV-INF rejoice-TENT-FIN 
DV do-INF-SUB PT 
so that the ministers and all were going to rejoice together [with us] 
(SM 25) 

JI!k-fr :>£,. 
,,,, 1J: ~ It *" *L1J: 'f:; 
MONTA AR-Am-u to s-ure-Ntomwo 
procrastination exist-TENT-FIN DV do-EV-CONC 
although there was going to be a procrastination (SM 25) 

.~~~~.~St~~.1:E~lt~~~~ 
MYIKWO-tati WOSAMEY-TAMAp-u PYI-ni WOSAMEY
TAMAP-ANS-U AR-Am-u to S-I-te nama 
prince-PLUR reward(INF)-HON-ATTR day-LOC reward(INF)
HON-NEG-INF exist-TENT-FIN DV do-INF-SUB PT 
on the day when [we] reward princes, are not [we] going to 
reward [PuNtipara]? (SM 25) 

S miBl1Ja!\~~~~lt~ 
PYI TUNK-YI pa ka-ku-te taye-n-am-u to S-U 
sun follow-NML TOP thus-INF-SUB be.interrupted(INF)
PERF-TENT-FIN DV do-FIN 
the inheritance of the Sun is going to be interrupted in this way 
(SM 27) 

~~~f£P:!iJ~lt;z7(~I=fJ~~ 
MYIKANTWO-wo KAT ANPUKEY -UNKOKAS-Am-u to s-i-te 
SUNSU OSITE-wo UNPAP-yi 
sovereign-ACC tilt(INF)-move-TENT-FIN DV do-INF-SUB bell 
seal-ACC rob-INF 
[Nakamara], going to overthrow the empress, stole the bell and 
the seal (SM 28) 

4'1f'. =ftl1.i~1f'.f)H~'H~~~ ffif 
KG TGSI KISARAGI-ni MYI-TGSI PANSIMEY-TAMAP-AM
U to S-I-TE 
this year second.lunar.month-LOC HON-year start(INF)-HON
TENT-FIN DV do-INF-SUB 
[he] is going to start this year in the second lunar month (NT 1) 
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The distribution of the attestations of the intentional 
construction -(a)m-u to s-u in Western Old Japanese texts is quite 
interesting: there are only five examples in poetry. Among those 
five, only three examples are found in the whole Man 'yoshu. 
Meanwhile, there are eight examples found in prose. The fact that 
there are more examples in prose than in poetry might be indicating 
that this is predominantly a construction found in prose, especially 
that the prose texts constitute only a tiny fraction of all known 
Western Old Japanese texts. However, the distribution in prose 
texts is again skewed: seven examples in the Senmyo and only one 
in the Norito. As the reader will see below, the same construction is 
found in Shuri, but there is no evidence for it in Old Ryukyuan, and 
I am unaware of any similar construction in modem Ryukyuan 
dialects except Shuri. In addition, in Eastern Old Japanese this 
construction occurs only in two poems without any Eastern Old 
Japanese features. Thus, it is more than likely that in both Eastern 
Old Japanese and Shuri the intentional construction -(a)m-u to s-u 
originated under the influence Central Japanese: it is borrowed 
from Western Old Japanese in the case of Eastern Old Japanese, 
and calqued from Middle or Early Modem Japanese in the case of 
Shuri. 

Therefore, since this construction is historically limited to 
Western Old Japanese from where it spread to other Japonic 
languages, and more than half of the attestations in Western Old 
Japanese are confined to the Senmyo, a text with known foreign 
influences (see, e.g. 4.1.2.2.1), a reasonable doubt may arise in its 
native origin. I largely suspect that the intentional construction 
-(a)m-u to s-u is calqued from some Old Korean construction very 
similar to the Middle Korean intentional construction Y-lye ho- 'X 
is going to do V,' for example: 

nimkum-i naka-lye ho-sy-a twocok-i syeWul tu-te-n-i 
king-NOM go.out-INTL do-HON-INF bandit-NOM capital enter
RETR-ATTRIREAL-NML 
The king was going to go out, and bandits entered the capital (YP 
49) 

It is also worth noting that in contrast to Middle Korean ho- 'to 
do,' Japanese se- 'to do' does not normally imply any mental 
activity except in this construction. 
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In Eastern Old Japanese the tentative suffix -am- ~ -m- has the 
same functions as in Western Old Japanese. 

(1) Intention: 

fo~:tfffIJ51J\S3 -a~iiJ ~il;0~~-a 
wa-wo pur-i-myi-y-umo aNse kwo si map-am-o 
I-ACC swing-INF-Iook-PASS-EXCL ANse girl PT dance-TENT
ATTR 
the girl from ANse is going to dance, suddenly looking back at me! 
(FK 7) 

i).~$~~I3~~**L;0*~1~ 
tuNk-yi-n-am-u mwonowo myiNtare-simey-m-ey ya 
continue-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR CONJ be.confused-CAUS
TENT-EVPT 
although [I] want to continue, [what] should make [my heart] 
confused? [Nothing!] (MYS XIV: 3360) 

~~{W-R~mr1]\~*~~-$ 
ma-16po-ku n-o NWO-ni mwo ap-ana-m-u 
INT-distant-INF DV-ATTR field-LOC PT meet-DES-TENT-FIN 
[I] would like to meet [you] even in a distant field (MYS XIV: 
3463) 

(2) Suggestion: 

~~*~m~a~$mm$*:tff~~~~. 
ne-nomiy-wo ka nak-yi-watar-i-n-am-u ap-u 16 pa na-si-ni 
sound-PT-ACC PT cry-INF-cross-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR 
meet-FIN DV TOP no-FIN-LOC 
shall [I] just continue to cry, because there is no [chance] of [even] 
thinking to meet [you]? (MYS XIV: 3390) 

~iiJtt m $M-tlt1Et 
aN-to ka taye se-m-u 
why-DV PT break(NML) do-TENT-ATTR 
why should [we] break up? (MYS XIV: 3397) 
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*JJoft~ --¥*ttJJO*1XtIt-$ 
ak-an-u-wo aN-to ka a-Nka se-m-u 
satisfy-NEG-ATTR-ACC what-DV PT I-POSS do-TENT-ATTR 
since [it] was not enough [for me], what should I do? (MYS XIV: 
3404) 

fo ~JJOfl;&¥m ~ Jrt§ ~~~)$j( ~ ffi ~ ~fo lBl ~/I'IJ 
waka kapyerute-no mwomyit-u-maNte NE-m-wo to wa pa 
[o]mwop-u 
young maple-GEN leaves.turn.redlyellow-ATTR-TERM sleep
TENT-ATTR DV I TOP think-FIN 
I think that [we] should sleep [together] until the young maple 
becomes red (MYS XIV: 3494) 

(3) Supposition: 

~fi~-$~ Jrt§--¥~**L~*~~ 
tuNk-yi-n-am-u mwonowo myiNtare-simey-m-ey ya 
continue-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR CONJ be.confused-CAUS
TENT-EVPT 
although [I] want to continue, [what] could make [my heart] 
confused? [Nothing!] (MYS XIV: 3360) 

ttJrt§ ~~ Z f5i: --¥ JJ m ~ ~ * ill -m: 
sono kanasi-kyi-wo two-ni tate-m-ey ya mo 
that beloved-ATTR-ACC door-LOC place-TENT-EV PT PT 
would [I] let that beloved [of mine] stand at the door?! [Certainly 
not!] (MYS XIV: 3386) 

E#m,~,~ff:t--¥{~~mtlt~~tt 
kwopiy n-i sin-am-u-wo ika n-i se-yo to so 
10ve(NML) DV-INF die-TENT-ATTR-ACC how DV-INF do
IMP DV PT 
although [I] will die from love, what (lit.: how) will [you] tell [me] 
to do? (MYS XIV: 3491) 

Although the special construction -am-u to s-u 'is going to do 
X' is attested twice in Eastern Old Japanese corpus, it occurs only 
in poems without any special Eastern Old Japanese features: 
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[!];j-FI~-a.sf- ~-$~~tLftjQf1ffJff~7J~ !i\tLZ fi~.sf-~-a.rt 
~*ffi -a 
kwopiy-tutu mo wor-am-u to s-ure-Nto yupuma yama kakure-si 
kyimyi-wo omop-yi-kane-t-umo 
love(INF)-COOR PT exist-TENT-FIN DV do-EV-CONC 
Yupuma mountain hide(INF)-PAST/ATTR lord-ACC think-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF -EXCL 
Although [I] was going to continue to love [you], [I] cannot [bear] 
thoughts about my lord, who hid [himself] on the Yupuma 
mountain! (MYS XIV: 3475) 

~~~~~~.sf-~~~m~.sf-~~~~nft~~~~~~~ 
pana tatiNpana-wo pyik-yi-yoNti-te wor-am-u to s-ure-Nto ura
waka-myi koso 
flower mandarin.orange-ACC pull-INF-grab.and.pull(INF)-SUB 
break-TENT-FIN DV do-EV-CONC heart-young-GER PT 
although [I] was going to break off a mandarin orange [flower] 
by pulling [it], because [I felt in my] heart that [it is] young, [I did 
not break it off] (MYS XIV: 3574) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The cognates of WOJ -am- ~ -m- are also well attested in 
Ryukyuan. In Old Ryukyuan it appears as either -am- ~ -m- or -aN. 
In the majority of modern dialects, the form appears as an 
intentional form -a, as a result of the loss of final -N « *-m-u), 
although it survives as -aN in the Y oron dialect of the Amami 
group and as 
-aN: in the Tarama dialect of the Miyako group. In Shuri the final 
-N resurfaces in the Shuri equivalent of WOJ -(a)m-u to s-u 
construction (Nakamoto 1990: 412). Examples: 

Old Ryukyuan 

~ t '> ~ -t ~ {}~ < 2: -t v \ 0) G bf) 
to momo tosu to fiyaku sa su inor-am-e 
ten hundred year ten hundred year PT pray-TENT-EV 
Let [us] pray that [they flourish] for a thousand years (OS VII: 
384) 

tt-'Jt::tt L~hlj:lj:t::tp G tJ 2::b G Iv 
natu-tanasi ya-re-ba fada-kara mu sawar-aN 
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summer-garment be-EV -CON skin-ABL PT touch-TENT 
because [it] is a summer garment, let [us] touch through the skin 
(OS XIII: 958) 

'ik-aN-di s-uN 
go-INTL-DV do-FIN 
[I] am going to go (Nakamoto 1990: 412) 

kuu-N-di s-uN 
come-INTL-DV do-FIN 
[I] am going to come (Nakamoto 1990: 412) 

Therefore, on the basis of combined evidence from Western Old 
Japanese, Eastern Old Japanese, and Ryukyuan, the Proto-Japonic 
tentative suffix *-am- can be reconstructed. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
Several years ago I offered a comparison of WOJ -am- - -m- with 
the Middle Korean intentional -ma (Vovin 200 I: 194). Consider the 
following example from Middle Korean: 

na-y ne-tolye koIochy-wo-ma 
I-NOM thou-DAT teach-MOD-INT 
I will teach you (PT I: 10) 

In spite of the fact that the tentative *-am- can be reconstructed 
on the Proto-Japonic level, it is a weak comparison phonologically, 
since it involves the supposition of a metathesis either in Old 
Japanese or Korean. In addition, the function of MK -ma is much 
narrower than of WOJ -(a)m-. All these considerations lead me 
now to the rejection of this comparison. 

6.2.2.3.3 Tentative -uram- - -ram-
The tentative suffix -(u)ram- has two allomorphs: -uram- and -ram-. 
The allomorph -ram- is used after strong vowel verbs, and the 
allomorph -uram- after all other verbs. In Western Old Japanese the 
tentative -(u)ram- can be followed only by the following suffixes. 
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Chart 61: Combinations of the tentative suffix -(u)ram- with 
tI 11 ffi o owmg su Ixes 
suffixes combination forms 
final-u -(u)ram-u 
attributive -(ur)u -(u)ram-u 
evidential-(ur)efyJ -(u)ram-ey 
concessive gerund -ey-NtO{mal -(u)ram-ey-Ntaf ma I 

On the basis of the chart above it becomes clear that with the 
major exception of the concessive gerund -Nta[maJ, the tentative 
suffix -(u)ram- does not combine with other gerunds or infinitives 
that represent forms of non-final predication. Therefore, in most 
cases -(u)ram- is found only in the final verbs of sentences or 
clauses. 

The tentative suffix -(u)ram- can combine with the following 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries that precede -(u)ram- in a 
paradigmatic verbal chain: 

Chart 62: Combinations of the tentative suffix -uram- - -ram-
. h d' ffi db d T' Wit prece mg su Ixes an oun auxllanes 

suffixes and bound auxiliaries combination forms 
honorific -as- -as-uram-
causative -as- -as-uram-
progressive -[yJer- -[yJer-uram-
perfective -te- -t-uram-
perfective -n- -n-uram-
perfective-progressive -tar- -tar-uram-

As can be seen from the chart above, tentative -uram- - -ram
combines only with the honorific -as-, the causative -as-, and 
aspect markers. 

Yamada Y oshio gave only a very vague definition of -uram- -
-ram- as a suffix expressing conjecture about reality (Yamada 1954: 
307). Saeki Umetomo maintained that while -(a)m- is a broad 
conjecture without reference to time, although it may refer to future, 
-ky-em- refers to the conjecture about the past, and -(u)ram- to the 
conjecture about the present (Saeki 1959: 167). As the following 
examples amply demonstrate, this is not quite true, since there are 
clear references to the future (see, e.g., MYS V: 887, 900 below), 
although clear references to the past are lacking. Yoshida Kanehiko 
attempted a much more detailed analysis, subdividing the functions 
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of -uram- ~ -ram- into: (a) conjecture about the present, (b) 
interrogative conjecture, and (c) objective conjecture (Y o~hida 
1973: 716-30). Yoshida's analysis is based predominantly on the 
combinations of -uram- ~ -ram- with other words found in the 
same text before this suffix, such as ima 'now,' kyepu 'today,' 
interrogative pronouns, the topic marker, etc. He further comes to 
the conclusion that the usage of -uram- ~ -ram- is completely 
similar to the suppositional -urasi (see 6.2.2.1.9) (Yoshida 1973: 
731). This certainly has to be rejected, as synonymous 
morphological forms are very unlikely to exist in a language. 
Although Yoshida's description of -uram- ~ -ram-, like everything 
else in his book, contains tons of valuable information, it still 
leaves the main question unanswered: what is the archetype 
function of -uram- ~ -ram-? 

The key to that answer, I believe, lies in the comparison of 
possible combinations of the tentative -am- ~ -m-, the suppositional 
-urasi ~ -asi, and the tentative -uram- ~ -ram- with other verbal 
markers. The suppositional -urasi clearly has a lesser degree of 
modality, since it can combine with the retrospective -kyer- (in the 
form -kyer-asi, see 6.2.2.1.9 above), while neither -am- ~ -m- nor 
-uram- ~ -ram- can. The tentative -am- ~ -m- is neutral to tense, 
since it can combine with the past marker -kyi (in the form -ky-em-, 
see 6.2.2.3.2 above), while neither -urasi nor -(u)ram- can. This 
probably should come as no surprise, as both -urasi ~ -asi and 
-uram- ~ -ram- are likely to include a non-past stative *-ur- as their 
first element (see 6.2.2.1.9 above). Remember now that -uram- ~ 
-ram- can refer to present and future but not to the past. Thus, it 
seems appropriate that -uram- ~ -ram- should be defined as a non
past tentative suffix. Thus, my definition of its primary function is 
close to Saeki' s, although it is broader in the sense that I define it 
as non-past tentative and not just as present tentative. Examples: 

~iiJ:fXfiiJ~Ji\[!] Jl!t-'¥-rt 1JI?lii? ~1!t1!i 
a-Nka kap-u kwoma-wo pyit6 myi-t-uram-u ka 
I-POSS keep-ATTR stallion-ACC person see(INF)-PERF
TENT2-FIN PT 
Could people have seen the stallion that I keep? (NK 115) 

:fXtJR:fIB -'¥-ft* ~W ~ 1!tw 
W A-NKA PUR-U SWONTE-wo IMWO MYI-t-uram-u ka 
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I-POSS wave-ATTR sleeve-ACC beloved see(INF)-PERF
TENT2-FIN PT 
Would [my] beloved have seen the sleeve that I wave? (MYS II: 
132) 

.~~~~~~W~~§ff~A~~~~*~~~ 
TORI .. pa .. ~AR-I ARI-Nkaywop-yi-tutu MYI-ram-ey-Ntomo 
PYITO KOSO SIR-AN-E MATU PA SIR-Uram-u 
bird TOP become-INF ITER-go.back.and.forth-INF-COOR see
TENT2-CONC person PT know-NEG-EV pine TOP know
TENT2-FIN 
Although people would look, [they would] not recognize [the soul 
of prince Arima that] travels backs and forth like a bird. But [they] 
would know the pine [branches that he has tied] (MYS II: 145) 

~~~E-'¥-~~W*~~~ 
W A-NKA KWOP-Ur-aku-wo SIR-ANS-U ka ar-uram-u 
I-POSS love-ATTR-NML-ACC know-NEG-INF PT exist
TENT2-ATTR 
do [you] probably not know that I love [you]? (MYS IV: 720) 

{j1-li~~1i~ PJ~iiJ~foPJ-\¥l ~~ 
iNtuti muk-yi-te ka a-Nka wakar-uram-u 
where face-INF-SUB PT I-POSS part-TENT2-ATTR 
facing what direction will I part [with this world]? (MYS V: 887) 

~iiJ~Jff~~ ~~~~~~~~~ 
a-wo mat-as-uram-u titi papa-ra pa mo 
I-ACC wait-HON-TENT2-ATTR father mother-DIM TOP PT 
dear mother and father, who will probably wait for me (MYS V: 
890) 

!A~~~fi~$*~~~~~ 
kutas-i sut-uram-u KYINU-WATA-ra pa mo 
make.rot-INF discard-TENT2-FIN silk cotton-PLUR TOP PT 
[they] will make [their] silk and cotton clothes rot and will discard 
[them] (MYS V: 900) 

{j1-M m~¥m*Jff{j1-~tl.It~fi~Jff~il:;(ff ~ $1i*PJ}~,fi¥m~-'¥-
iNsar-i s-uru ama ipye-pyitO-no mat-i-kwop-uram-u-ni akas-i tur
uuwo 
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catch.fish-NML do-ATTR fisherman home-person-COMP wait
INF-long.for-TENT2-ATTR-LOC dawn-INF angle-ATTR fish 
fishermen catching fish, [you are] like [ my] people at home who 
angle fish when probably waiting through the night and longing 
for [me] (MYS XV: 3653) 

~~~~~~n •• ~m~~~~~*ili~ 
pyikwoposi mo ware-ni masar-i-te omwop-uram-ey ya mo 
Altair PT I-DAT surpass-INF-SUB long.for-TENT2-EV PT PT 
Will Altair long for [his beloved] more than I [do]?! (lit.: 
surpassing me) [Certainly not!] (MYS XV: 3657) 

fO fi ~ iijj~ {jt~IHf~jJD fO tL -¥{jtiBl tt.m ~ .$ 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo pa itu to ka ware-wo ipap-yi mat-uram-u 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM TOP when DV PT I-ACC pray-INF wait
TENT2-ATTR 
My beloved will probably wait for me, praying [to the gods], and 
thinking: 'When [will he return]?' (MYS XV: 3659) 

~~m~~~~*m~~~~fi~~iBlWgli~tt~.$ 
ok-u tuyu simwo-ni apey-Ns-u s-i-te MYIY AKWO-no Y AMA pa 
iroN tuk-yi-n-uram-u 
fall-ATTR dew frost-LOC endure-NEG-NML do-INF-SUB 
capital-GEN mountain TOP get.colored-INF-PERF-TENT2-FIN 
not [being able to] endure the falling dew and frost, the mountains 
of the capital are probably colored [with leaves] (MYS XV: 3699) 

fOtL~~~~~ttfOj;(~.${jt~:fXPT~,1l!:Htc 
ware yuwe n-i omwop-yi-waNp-uram-u imo-Nka kanasi-sa 
I reason DV-INF think-INF-worry-TENT2-ATTR beloved-POSS 
dear-NML 
[feeling of] the endearment for [my] beloved who probably 
worries because of me (MYS XV: 3727) 

*~A*W.~PT~~~~~~~*~~~$~~~ 
OPO MYIY A PYITO P A ima mwo kamo pyitO naNpur-i nomiy 
konom-yi-tar-uram-u 
great place person TOP now PT PT person mock-NML PT like
INF-PERFIPROG-TENT2-ATTR 
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Do the people from the Great Palace probably continue to like 
just to mock [other] people now as well, I wonder? (MYS XV: 
3758) 

{~~&t$JJ:tI1*4- E3 rF§j]DJmJJfj\~1Et 
lyaPYIKWO KAMIY-no puMOTO-NI KYEPU-ra mwo ka SIKA
no PUS-Uram-u 
Iyapyikwo deity-GEN foot [of the mountain]-LOC today-LOC PT 
PT deer-GEN lie-TENT2-ATTR 
Will the deer lie at the foot of [the mountain] of the deity 
Iyapyikwo today, too? (MYS XVI: 3884) 

fij~$1J\£-3f.:tj ~*~ 
NANI SE-m-u-ni WA-wo MYES-Uram-ey ya 
what do-TENT-ATTR-LOC I-ACC summon-TENT2-EV PT 
should [you] have summoned me in order to do something? [You 
should not!] (MYS XVI: 3886) 

g~~.m~~1J\~$~~~~~1Et~~~.~.JJ~.~m 
~ 
KARl-Nka ne pa tukapyi n-i ko-m-u to sawak-uram-u AKYI 
KANSE samu-myi sono kapa-no [u ]pey-ni 
wild goose-POSS cry TOP messenger DV-INF come-TENT2-FIN 
DV make.noise-TENT2-FIN autumn wind cold-GER that river
GENtop-LOC 
Would the cries of wild geese sound as if [they] are coming as 
messengers? Because the autumn wind is cold above that river 
(MYS XVII: 3953) 

{~mZj]D~~~~~~$. 
itu si ka to naNkeyk-as-uram-u so 
when PT PT DV lament-HON-TENT2-ATTR PT 
[she] probably laments, saying: 'When [will he return]?' (MYS 
XVII: 3962) 

~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~$ 
waka-kyi KWO-NtOmwo pa woti koti-ni sawak-yi-nak-uram-u 
young-ATTR child-PLUR TOP there here-LOC make.noise-INF
cry-TENT2-FIN 
young children will probably cry loudly here [and] there (MYS 
XVII: 3962) 
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'¥~l:t~JJ~tR~ ~~~lIt*:ft 
uNkupyisu-no nak-yi tir-as-uram-u PARU-NO PANA 
bush.warbler-GEN sing-INF fall-CAUS-TENT2-ATTR spring
GEN flower 
spring flowers that the bush warbler will probably let fall while 
[he] sings (MYS XVII: 3966) 

fJl" ~ Wz/(ff~~ ~~Ih~ fJl"ot ¥BlfrrtLJ#~ ~ .$ it 
iku ywo p-u to yom-yi-tutu imwo pa ware mat-uram-u so 
how many night pass-FIN DV count-INF-COOR beloved TOP I 
wait-TENT2-ATTR PT 
[My] beloved will probably wait for me, counting: 'How many 
nights have passed?' (MYS XVIII: 4072) 

fJl"ot~$-PI k k 7]\J#~~.$~lfc g 
imwo-Nka taka taka n-i mat-uram-u kokoro 
beloved-POSS high high DV-INF wait-TENT2-ATTR heart 
the heart of [my] beloved who probably waits for [me] eagerly 
(MYS XVIII: 4107) 

~JJ~~*JJ~~PI~7]\WJ#ft*~~lIt~~~~Z¥Bl~ 
MYIY A-no suswo miy-no nwo tukasa-ni ima sak-yer-uram-u 
womyinapyesi pa mo 
palace-GEN hem turn(NML)-GEN field hillock-LOC now bloom
PROG-TENT2-FIN carnation TOP PT 
Oh, carnations! [They] are probably blooming now at the field 
hillocks around the palace (MYS XX: 4316) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
It is widely believed that an Eastern Old Japanese cognate of 
Western Old Japanese -uram- - -ram- is _unam_. 74 This seems 
plausible at first glance, but there is one problem: the 
correspondence of EOJ -n- to WOJ -r- is attested only for this 
cognate, and possibly also for EOJ diminutive suffix -na versus 
WOJ -ra (see 4.2.2.4). This correspondence is not supported by any 
other examples. I think this might mean that EOJ -unam- and WOJ 

74 The form -(u)ram- is also attested in Eastern Old Japanese corpus, but it appears 
in the poems that, with the exception of MYS XX: 4343, have no distinctive 
Eastern Old Japanese features. 
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-uram- are in all likelihood only partially related (in their -am- part), 
but the initial parts of these two morphemes probably have 
different origins. Nevertheless, the possibility of an irregular 
correspondence cannot be completely ruled out, but even in this 
case it is unclear what kind of a morpheme can be reconstructed 
even on the Proto-Japanese level. 

fo~.x. $::ffi~;:§ 
wanu-ni kwop-unam-wo 
I-OAT long.for-TENT2-ATTR 
[you] will probably long for me (MYS XIV: 3476) 

tt.:ffi~fi~~ •• m.M*~B~g:ffi~~~~~.~4~ 
.m~tfJi 
numa puta-tu kaywop-a tOri-Nka su a-Nka kokoro puta yuk-unam
o to na-y-omop-ar-i-so-n-e 
marsh two-CL go.over-ATTR bird-POSS nest I-POSS heart two 
go-TENT2-ATTR OV NEG-?-think-PROG-INF-do-OES-IMP 
[I] wish [you] are not thinking that my heart would go [to] two 
[different places like] nests of birds that go over two marshes 
(MYS XIV: 3526) 

fo3f- ~.fi}J~;:§{ilt;:§ B~~\~ 
wa-wo ka mat-unam-wo kyiso mwo ko yopyi mo 
I-ACC PT wait-TENT2-ATTR last night PT this night PT 
will [she] have waited for me, both last night and tonight? (MYS 
XIV: 3563) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The cognates of WOJ -(u)ram- seem to be attested only in Old 
Ryukyuan in the forms -urum- (appearing only twice in the Omara 
sashi within the same text), -araN (appearing onl~ once in the 
Omara sashi), and -[arJai (Torigoe 1968: 176).7 This limited 
distribution not only in Ryukyuan, but also in the Omara sashi as 
well, further aggravated by less than clear correspondences in the 

7S The latter form actually consists of yor- 'be' and the tentative -ai, as the 
example below demonstrates. Cf. also OR si-yor-asiyo in the example similar to 
OS V: 265 cited in 6.2.2.1.9 One more form, -ara, that Torigoe mentions as a 
contraction of the iterative -af- and -(u)ram- (Torigoe 1968: 177) seems to be of a 
dubious provenance phonetically. In addition, it is attested twice after the same 
verb sum- 'to dwell' in the same text (OS XVI: 1155). 
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case of -ai that is the most frequent fonn, strongly suggests that we 
are dealing with a loan from Middle Japanese. 

Old Ryukyuan 

:to~ tt.~TTt Giv 
oki namasu sum-oraN 
offing fish. salad dye-TENT2 
let [us] cut [them into pieces like] fish salad (OS I: 36) 

It J: :bO)iO~ L J: G 1;' 
keyo wa no ga s-i-yor-ai 
today TOP what PT do-INF-exist-TENT2 
What will [they] do today? (OS V: 265) 

0) 'G iO·ll -) TiS tJ> 
noti kafou s-urum-u 
life happiness do-TENT2-FIN 
[there] will be happiness in life (OS X: 521) 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
As mentioned above, because it is not even clear what the Proto
Japanese fonn is, and since the Ryukyuan fonns seem to be loans 
from Middle Japanese, the search for external parallels is doomed 
from the start. 

6.2.2.3.4 Iterative -ap- ~ -op-
The iterative marker has two allomorphs: -ap- and -op-. The 
allomorph -ap- is found after consonant and regular vowel verbs, 
although, only a handful of vowel verbs are attested with this 
marker, for example naNkar-ap- 'flow-ITER' « *naNkare-ap-), 
and neNk-ap- 'pray/desire-ITER' « *neNkiy-ap-) There is an 
interesting phenomenon concerning the usage of -ap-: it can 
sometimes behave as a vowel stem, rather than a consonant stem: 
cf. the -ap-uru 'ITER-ATTR' fonn as attested in MYS I: 59 below 
(-ap-u would be nonnally expected), -apey- 'ITER(INF)' in MYS 
VIII: 1420, SM 51, and -opey- in MYS XX: 4465 below (-ap-yi 
would be nonnally expected). This usage is more typical when the 
preceding verb is a vowel verb, but it is found after consonant 
verbs as well. The allomorph -op- is found after consonant verbs 
that have a vowel /0/ or a vowel /u/ in their stems, such as pokor-
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'to boast' > pokor-op- 'to boast repeatedly,' motopor- 'to go 
around' > m6topor-op- 'to go around constantly,' utur- 'to wither, 
to change' > utur-op- 'to whither continuously.' While the cases 
after the vowel 101 can be easily explained as progressive 
assimilation, the case after lui in utur- is puzzling, because 101 is 
not a rounded vowel. However, there are two cases in the 
Man 'yoshu (MYS XVII: 3916, 3982) when we have the spelling 
utur-wop- (vs. twelve cases of utur-op-). Although the spelling 
utur-op- is attested much more frequently, I believe that the only 
way to explain this oddity is to suggest that the form utur-wop- is a 
result of labial progressive assimilation of the non-attested *utur
aR-' which was changed to utur-op- by analogy with forms in -op
. 4 The iterative suffix -ap- always precedes all other suffixes it 
combines with as it becomes clear from the following chart 63. 

-uru 

-a 
*The imperative form after -ap- is attested twice: once in MYS XIII: 3329, and 
once in SM 57. In both cases it is misspelled as if it were an evidential in -ey 
(spelled with the man 'yogana sign =:m /pey/). However, the context leaves no 
doubt that this is an imperative and not an evidential form in both cases. While 
MYS XIII: 3329 has no date similar to the rest of the poems in the same volume, 
SM 57 is reliably dated by 777 AD. Thus, since it is quite a late text, it is not 

74 Similarly, the iterative form of the verb matur- 'to serve' is attested in its 
iterative form matur-op- 'to serve, to obey' several times in the Man 'yoshii with 
the otsu-rui vowel /5/, but in KJK and NSK it appears as matur-wop- with the kO
rui vowel /wo/ (Omodaka et al. 1967: 683). 
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impossible that the ko-otsu distinctions between /pye/ and /pey/ had already 
collapsed by that time. 
**Attested only semantographically in Western Old Japanese (see MYS XI: 2527 
below) but collaborated by the same form spelled phonetically in Eastern Old 
Japanese. 

The iterative -ap- indicates either a repeated or continuous 
action. Examples: 

1:tffl ~J;t. ~iiJ~~ ~wr ffl ~J;tJ!E~iiJ~jJD ffl ~~ 
sa-ywoNp-ap-yi-ni ari-tat-as-i ywoNp-ap-yi-ni ari-kaywop-as-e 
PREF-call-ITER-NML-LOC ITER-set.out-HON-INF call-ITER
NML-LOC ITER-set.out-HON-EV 
[I] set out to woo [her] there; [I] set out to woo [her] (KK 2) 

m~~~~~m~~~~~~~li~~~m~~~~~ 
oso-N-pur-ap-yi wa-Nka tat-as-er-e-Npa pyiko-N-tur-ap-yi wa
Nka tat-as-er-e-Npa 
push-DV(INF)-shake-ITER-INF I-POSS stand-HON-PROG-EV
CON pull-DV(INF)-shove-ITER-INF I-POSS stand-HON
PROG-EV -CON 
[I] was pushing and shaking [the door], when I was standing 
[there], [I] was pulling and shoving [it], when 1 was standing 
[there] (KK 2) 

W~~~~~.~~.~~m~.g~~~~~~w~~m~ 
.~~~C3~~Jff-$ 
ise-no umyi-no opiy-[i]si-ni pap-yi-motopor-op-u sitaNtamyC5 -no 
i-pap-yi-motopor-i ut-i-te si yam-am-u 
Ise-GEN sea-GEN grow(INF)-stone-LOC crawl-INF-go.around
ITER-ATTR seashell-COMP DLF-crawl-INF-go.around-INF hit
INF-SUB PT stop-TENT-FIN 
like the shellfish that are constantly crawling around on the 
growing rocks of the Ise sea, [we] will crawl around [them] there, 
smite and stop [them] (KK 13) 

fitt.~~J!E*~~~~WR~J!EW~~ 
tunuNka-no kani yoko sar-ap-u iNtuku-ni itar-u 
TunuNka-GEN crab side go.away-ITER-FIN where-LOC reach
FIN 

75;0~~t~ /sitaNtamyi/, a kind of an edible seashell (MdJ kisago). 
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Crab from TunuNka goes all the time along the side[way]. Where 
[to] will [it] arrive? (KK 42) 

W~~~ •• ~~~~~~£ ••• ~.m 
inasa-no yama-no ko-no ma-yu mwo i-yuk-yi mamwor-ap-yi 
Inasa-GEN mountain-GEN tree-GEN interval-ABL PT DLF-go
INF watch-ITER-INF 
going from between the trees of Mount Inasa and constantly 
watching [out for enemies] (NK 12) 

~:fr ~'t1f1fmiBj PI~{6::;ffi {if J~' ~ 
KUMWO Ntani mo KOKORO AR-Ana-mo kakus-ap-uNpey-si 
YA 
cloud PT PT heart exist-DES-EXCL PT hide-ITER-DEB-FIN PT 
[I] wish at least the clouds [would] have feelings! Do [they] have 
to hide [Mt. Myiwa] all the time? (MYS I: 18) 

~~.~S~.~~~~~B~.~m~~ 
NANKAR-Ap-uru TUMA PUK-U KANSE-NO SAMU-KYI 
YWO-ni WA-NKA se n-o KYIMYI PA PYITO-RI ka N-Uram-u 
flow-ITER-ATTR spouse blow-ATTR wind-GEN cold-A TTR 
night-LOC I-POSS beloved DV -A TTR lord TOP one-CL PT sleep
TENT2-ATTR 
Does the lord my beloved sleep alone in the cold nights, when the 
wind blows at [your] spouse who is spending time [waiting for 
you]? (MYS I: 59) 

7(:L1E -9-~?\ {i?Bl.$ 
AMEY TUTI-TO TOMO n-i PYISASI-ku SUM-Ap-am-u 
Heaven Earth-COM together DV-INF long-INF live-ITER-TENT
FIN 
[I] want to live (continuously) for a long time with Heaven and 
Earth (MYS IV: 578) 

PI ~ ~.btWfWFWF g it.$ii:: ~ {JI"~t± PIflj.~ 
katar-ap-yi-si kokoro somuk-yi-te ipye-N-sakar-i-imas-u 
talk-ITER-INF-PAST/ATTR heart turn.one' s.back-INF-SUB 
home-LOC-be at the distance-INF-HON-FIN 
turning [your] back on what [you] promised, [you] are keeping the 
distance from [our] home (MYS V: 794) 
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f,3:~ J]jflj 7J PI PI l~j~;:G; f,3:--9-
moti-N-tOri-no kakar-ap-asi-mo yo 
machi-GEN-bird-COMP be.stuck-ITER-ADJ-EXCL PT 
[YOU] are stuck like a bird on a machi [trap-stick]! (MYS V: 800) 

**L~~fi"3 A** ~ § ~MC §fifJ]j 
are-wo ok-yi-te PYITO PA ar-aNsi to pokor-op-ey-Nto 
I-ACC leave-INF-SUB person TOP exist-NEG/TENT DV boast
ITER-EV-CONC 
although [I] repeatedly boast that there are probably no other 
persons besides me (MYS V: 892) 

~~.7J~~--9-~~.w~7J~~m~~=~~~~~~.~ 
~+p~~~ •• ~.~."3*~~~~ 
nuye-N-TORI-no }lol':'.J"toyop-yi-WOR-U-ni ito nokyite 
MYINSlKA-KYI MONO-wo PASI kyir-u to IP-YER-U-NKA 
NKOTO-KU SIMOTO TOR-U SATWO-WOSA-Nka kowe pa 
NE-YA-N-two-maNte K-YI-TAT-I YWONP-Ap-yi-n-u 
nuye-DV(ATTR)-bird-COMP cry in small voice-INF-exist-ATTR
LOC very exceptionally short-ATTR thing-ACC end cut-FIN DV 
say-PROG-ATTR-POSS like-INF whip take-ATTR village
headman-POS S sleep(INF)-house-GEN -door-TERM come-INF
stand-INF call-ITER-INF -PERF -FIN 
when [we] are crying in small voices like nuye birds, like [the 
proverb] says: 'to cut the end of an already very short thing,' the 
voice of the village headman, who came out holding a whip to the 
door of the house where [we] sleep, called [us] repeatedly (MYS 
V: 892) 

~~;:G;~PI~~fif~ 
UTUKUSI-ku si-Nka katar-ap-ey-Npa 
beautiful-INF he-POSS talk-ITER-EV-CON 
as he used to say beautifully (MYS V: 904) 

~fifft.fPJ~~1tJt=B 
NANKAR-Apey-TIR-U pa NANI n-o PANA SO mwo 
flow-ITER(INF)-fall-ATTR TOP what DV -ATTR flower that PT 
what are those flowers that fall floating away? (MYS VIII: 1420) 

f,3:'lj\mrlJ{ 
PAPA-ni KOR-OP-AYE 
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mother-DAT scold-ITER-PASS(INF) 
[I] am scolded by [my] mother (MYS XI: 2527) 
In Western Old Japanese we have only this semantographic attestation, but it is 
collaborated by the identical form k6r-6p-aye found in phonetic writing in Eastern 
Old Japanese (see MYS XIV: 3529 below). 

~B~IMB::Pt~~WIjJm:mJm 
KWOMA NISIKYI PYIMWO-ni NUP-YI-TUKEY SAS-Apey 
KASAN-Apey 
Koguryo brocade cord-LOC sew-INF-attach(INF) embroider
ITER(INF) pile. up-ITER(INF) 
sewing the Koguryo brocade to the cords, and embroidering 
[them], and then putting on [garments] one on the top of another 
(MYS XVI: 3791) 
In this example the verb sas- 'to embroider' is a consonant verb, and the verb 
kasane- 'to pile up' is a vowel verb. Both are followed by -apey- rather than -ap-. 

i5 A;£ :tz;!lYC;£ Z 1XJM IL\~ l~Jt 1i 
OYI-PYITO mwo WOMYINA WARAPA mwo si-Nka NENK
AP-U KOKORO-N-tar-ap-yi n-i 
old(INF)-person PT woman child PT they-POSS desire-ITER
ATTR heart-LOC-be.enough-ITER-NML DV-INF 
old people, women, and children, all [of them get] enough of what 
they desire (constantly) to [their] hearts' [content] (MYS XVIII: 
4094) 

W1iz~~W~~~~~1i~1X~~~~~~r~;£~ 
inisipye-ywo ima-no wotutu-ni naNkas-ap-yer-u oya-no KWO
NtOmo so 
old.times-ABL now-GEN reality-LOC make.flow-ITER-PROG
ATTR ancestor-GEN child-PLUR PT 
The offspring (lit.: children) of the ancestors who have passed 
continuously [their glorious names] from the old times to the 
present [day's] reality (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

*Z~~&~fik~~~~~~~~~ 
KOTO si wopar-aNpa tutum-ap-aNs-u kapyer-i-k-yi-[i]mas-e 
job PT end-COND be.hindered-ITER-NEG-INF retum-INF
come-INF-HON-IMP 
when [your] job is over, come back home without being hindered 
[by anything] (MYS XX: 4331) 
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i#m g{:g:~;Zl=t~-¥£3:;&~Z 
matur-opey-n-u pyito-wo mo yapas-i 
obey-ITER-NEG-ATTR person-ACC PT pacify-INF 
pacifying also the people who are not obeying (MYS XX: 4465) 

~f:lf-Z tfJi1Xl=tm~ ~ -jit1n§{jt JJ~-¥ 
napo si neNk-ap-yi-t-u ti tose-no inoti-wo 
still PT pray-ITER-INF-PERF-FIN thousand year-GEN life
ACC 
[I] have still been praying for a thousand year life (MYS XX: 
4470) 

{tc/i\~~~~m g~~{Jt~ m 
sak-u pana pa utur-op-u tOkyi ar-i 
bloom-ATTR flower TOP wither-ITER-ATTR time exist-FIN 
There is a time when blooming flowers will be withering (MYS 
XX: 4484) 

~J II ~ijf**.M~;l:JD£J:~.JHiiJ1JD '&FM~~* 
YAMA KAPA-NO KYIYWO-KYI TOKORO-WONPA TARE
TO TOMO n-i kamo MYI-SONAP-AS-I-aNkar-apey-TAMAP
Am-u 
mountain river-GEN clean-ATTR place-ACC(EMPH) who-COM 
together DV -INF PT look(INF)-put.in.order-HON-INF -rise
ITER-HON-TENT -ATTR 
With whom will [I] be constantly looking up together at the clean 
places of mountains and rivers, 1 wonder? (SM 51) 

~OO~ £ji~~ltI).ll:: ~g 
KA.-NO KUNI-no KONIKISI-ni pa KATAR-Ap-e[yf6 to 
NOTAMAP-U 
that country-GEN king-DAT TOP tell-ITER-IMP DV say(HON)
FIN 
[we] deign to say: 'Tell [this] (repeatedly) to the king of that 
country' (SM 57) 

76 See the note to Chart 61 about the misspelling of the imperative form in this text. 
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The iterative -ap- is also attested in Eastern Old Japanese. However, 
there is a significant formal difference between Eastern and 
Western Old Japanese: while WOJ -ap- immediately follows a 
verbal root with all other suffixes or auxiliaries being placed after it, 
EOJ -ap- follows the negative -an- and the progressive -[ aJr- as the 
following examples demonstrate: 

~~~pPJ*L{Jtjfzl:j.!:t~flJiitgjf*~~1ffl:j. 
tat-i-wakare in-i-si yopyi-ywori se-ro-ni ap-an-ap-u yo 
depart-INF-part(INF) go.away-INF-PAST/ATTR night-ABL 
beloved-DIM-DAT meet-NEG-ITER-FIN PT 
from the night when [we] parted and [he] went away, [I] never met 
[my] beloved! (MYS XIV: 3375) 

*~R~~~jf~~~~~*~~~~~~~~.~~~~$ 
~~{tc*~ 
apyiNtune-no kuni-wo saN-tOpo-myi ap-an-ap-aNpa sinwop-yi n
i se-m-wo to pyimwo musuNp-as-an-e 
ApyiNtune-GEN land-ABS PREF-far-GER meet-NEG-ITER
COND long.for-NML DV-INF do-TENT-ATTR DV cord tie
HON-DES-IMP 
If [we] continue not to meet, because the land of ApyiNtune is far, 
[I] wish [you] would tie your [garment] cords, as if longing for [me] 
(MYS XIV: 3426) 

{tc*~~fi;l9:~cWfgJJ~gjf~l§lE C3 
sa-ne-n-ap-ye-Npa kokoro-no WO-ro-ni nor-i-te 
PREF-sleep-NEG-ITER-EV-CON heart-GEN cord-DIM-LOC 
ride-INF-SUB 
when [we] continue not to sleep [together], [you] are riding on 
[my] heart's little cord (MYS XIV: 3466) 

Z&~.PJ~~m~ti~~~g.~~~~*MWf~.~~ 
sira yama kaNse-no NE-n-ap-ye-Ntomo kwo-ro-Nka osokyi-no ar
wo koso ye-si-mo 
white mountain wind-GEN sleep-NEG-ITER-CONC girl-DIM
POSS garment-GEN exist-ATTR PT good-FIN-EXCL 
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although [I] continue not to sleep at the [cold] wind from the 
White Mountain, [it] is good to have my girl's garment! (MYS XIV: 
3509) 

-~~~~~~*~~~~*~~.~~~~-~~~~~~ 
ii*;fX~mc 
mawo-N-komo-no pu-no rna tika-ku-te ap-an-ap-ye-Npa okyi-tu 
ma-kamo-no naNkeyk-yi so a-Nka s-uru 
nettle-GEN-mat-GEN mesh-GEN space be.close-INF-SUB meet
NEG-ITER-EV-CON offing-GENILOC INT-duck-COMP 
lament-NML PT I-POSS do-ATTR 
Because [we] do not meet being as close [to each other] as spaces 
between the meshes of a nettle mat, I lament like a real duck in the 
offing (MYS XIV: 3524) 

~{f1]\~!Pg~~ 
papa-ni kor-op-aye 
mother-DAT scold-ITER-PASS(INF) 
[I] am scolded by [her] mother (MYS XIV: 3529) 

.b1::~R_1J g~_S3 ~W ~~~ 
pyitO-N-tuma kwo-ro-wo rna yuk-ase-[a]r-ap-umo 
person-GEN-wife girl-DIM-ACC eye go-CAUS-PROG-ITER
FIN-EXCL 
[I] let [my] eyes wander over the girl [who is] the wife of [ another] 
person! (MYS XIV: 3541) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
To the best of my knowledge, the iterative -ap- is not attested in 
Ryukyuan. Therefore, the iterative *-ap- or *-apey- can be 
reconstructed for Proto-Japanese only. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
I am not aware of any external parallels for the iterative *-ap-. 

6.2.2.3.5 Passive -aye- - -raye- - -ye-
The passive suffix has three main allomorphs: -aye-, -raye-, and 
-ye-. The first of those appears after consonant verbs, the second 
after regular vowel verbs, and the third after irregular (strong) 
vowel verbs. The allomorph -raye- is attested only after the verb 
ne- 'to sleep.' This has probably prompted my colleague Bjarke 
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Frellesvig to call the -raye- allomorph a ghost (Frellesvig, p.c.). 
However, I do not think we can classify the -raye- as a 'ghost' even 
though it is attested only after one vowel verb. Although -raye
appears in phonetic writing only in MYS XV, there are four 
examples of it in this volume (see MYS XV: 3665, 3678, 3680, 
3684 below), not to count the semantographic cases in other 
volumes, and that clearly exceeds any possible definition of not 
only a 'ghost' but also of a hapax legomenon. It is quite clear that 
four cases of phonetic spelling cannot be reduced to a scribal error. 
It might still remain a mystery why -raye- is attested only after one 
vowel verb, but we should not overlook two facts: (a) there are 
many more consonant verbs than vowel verbs at any period of the 
Japanese language history and (b) the Western Old Japanese corpus 
is quite limited when compared to the Middle (Classical) Japanese 
corpus. Consequently, we cannot expect to find every possible 
combination in our database. 

Similar to the iterative -ap- described in 6.2.2.3.4 above, -aye- is 
assimilated to -oye- after the verb omop- 'to think, to love.' The 
same allomorph -oye- is found after the verb kyik- 'to hear, to 
listen,' probably by analogy with omop-. 

The allomorph that appears after irregular (strong) vowel verbs 
is quite predictably -ye-, since strong vowel verbs never lose the 
final vowel of their stem. Depending on whether a following suffix 
has a strong vowel that is never deleted we also have three other 
secondary allomorphs: -ay-, -oy-, and -y-. Therefore, the 
morphophonology of the passive marker can be summarized in the 
following chart: 

Cb 64 M h h . I art : orpJ OPJ ono ogIca vanatIOns 0 f h t e paSSIve su ffi IX 
weak vowel suffix strong vowel 

suffix 
consonant verbs -aye- -ay-
kyik-/omop- -oye- -oy-
vowel v. -raye- -
stron2 vowel verbs -ye- -y-

The passive -aye- - -raye- - -ye- almost always directly follows 
the stem of a verb, and all other suffixes are placed after -aye- -
-raye- - -ye-, with the exception of the iterative -ap- that precedes 
it in a verbal string. 
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Chart 65: Combinations of the passive suffix -aye- ~ -raye- ~ -ye-
'htlll' ffi d T' WIt o owmg su lxes an aUXllanes 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
final-u -(a)y-u 
attributive -(ur)u -(a)y-uru 
evidential-(ur)e[yJ -(a)y-ure* 
infinitive -[yJi -(a)ye 
nominalizer -{yli -(a lye 
tentative -(a)m- -(a Iye-m-
negative tentative -(a)Nsi -(a Iye-Nsi 
negative -aNs- -(a Iye-Ns-
negative -(a)n- -raye-n-
iterative -(a)p- -op-aye** 
conditional-(a)Npa -(a)ye-Npa 
negative imperative -una -(a)y-una 
negative potential -umasiNsi -(a)y-umasiNsi 
debitive -uNpey- -oy-uNpey-
perfective -te- -(alye-t(e)-*** 
perfective -n- -(a Iye-n-*** 
perfective-progressive -tar- -(a Iye-tar-* 
past -kyi, -si, -sika -(a Iye-si, -(a)ye-sika 
retrospective -kyer- -( a)ye-kyer-
negative potential -kane- -aye-kane-**** . . 

*Only unreliable semantographlc attestatIOns. 
** Attested only in semantographic spelling (see MYS XI: 2527 below), but 
collaborated by Eastern Old Japanese. 
***Both perfectives -te- and -n- follow the infinitive form -[yJi- that has merged 
with the preceding passive -(a)ye-. 
**** Attested only once in partial semantographic spelling (see MYS XVI: 3793 
below). 

In contrast to Middle (Classical) Japanese, where the passive 
marker -(r)are- also can have an honorific function, WOJ -aye- ~ 
-raye- ~ -ye- is attested only in the following functions: (1) 
spontaneous action, (2) passive, and (3) potential. 77 Similar to 
Middle Japanese, the potential function appears only with a 
following negative, forming a negative potential form. Examples: 

77 It has been noted before that the honorific function is not attested before the 
Heian period (Yuzawa 1943: 76), and that in this function the passive marker in 
the Heian period is almost exclusively used after honorific verbs or honorific 
auxiliaries (Tsukishima 1969: 506). 
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(1) Spontaneous action: 

B-fr-*-r Z~ if 1m 11 1m ffi ~ = _=j~ 
WA-NK-YIMWO-KWO-NO ----OMOP-YER-I-si-ku Sl OMO
KANKEY -ni myi-y-u 
I-POSS beloved-GEN think-PROG-INF-PAST/ATTR-NML PT 
face-shadow-LOC see-PASS-FIN 
[I] saw at once what my beloved thought in [her] face (MYS IV: 
754) 

fi~~ f6:::kWf !A~£H~ ~ fifWf£3: 
tuma-ya saNpusi-ku omop-oy-uNpey-si-mo 
spouse-room lonely-INF think-PASS-DEB-FIN-EXCL 
[I] must suddenly think [how] lonely [our] bedroom [is]! (MYS V: 
795) 

*fiJ~*~i!iA§£3:jf,£3:f~~ 
uri pam-ey-Npa kwo-NtOmo omop-oy-u 
melon eat-EV -CON child-PLUR think-PASS-FIN 
When [I] eat melon, [I] cannot help thinking of [my] children (lit.: I 
suddenly think of my children) (MYS V: 802) 

$~.~~~~~!A~~*!A~~$~~.!A~~~~.W* 
.Z~JJt-$ 
taNta n-i ap-aNs-u ar-aku mwo opo-ku sik-yi-tapey-no makura sar
aNs-u-te imey-ni si myi-ye-m-u 
direct DV-INF meet-NEG-INF exist-NML PT many-INF spread
INF-mulberry.tree.bark.cloth-GEN pillow go.away-NEG-INF-SUB 
dream-LOC PT see-PASS-TENT-FIN 
There are also many occasions when [we] do not meet directly, 
[and I] want to see [you] in [my] dream without going away from 
[your] mulberry tree bark cloth pillow (MYS V: 809) 

~1.ik kJr\~Sh~¥mPJ£3: 
parwo-parwo n-i omop-oy-uru kamo 
distant-distant DV-INF think-PASS-ATTR PT 
[I] suddenly think [of it as] being distant! (MYS V: 866) 

~~~1f~fJf::kfiJfo)aJ llJJtJr\%fiJ 
myiyakwo-no teNpuri wasur-aye-n-i-kyer-i 
capital-GEN custom forget-PASS(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR-FIN 
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it turned out that [I] have forgotten the customs of the capital 
(MYS V: 880) 

*~~m~~agft~~~~*.~~fi~ 
aN-tO [o]mwop-ey ka kokoro-N-kanasi-ku imey-ni myi-ye-t-uru 
what-DV think-EV PT heart-GEN-sad-INF dream-LOC see
PASS(INF)-PERF -A TTR 
what was [I] thinking [about]? As [I] was sad in [my] heart, [she] 
suddenly has appeared in [my] dream (MYS XV: 3639) 

{jT*.~{jTf,J:ft~}J!;!N ~~~1]\ 
imey-ni mwo imo-Nka myi-ye-Ns-ar-an-aku n-i 
dream-LOC PT beloved-POSS see-PASS-NEG(INF)-exist-NEG
NMLDV-INF 
in the dreams [my] beloved [always] appears (MYS XV: 3735) 

~**.f,J:~ag~~ •• ~*1]\~~*~ 
tOpo-kye-Ntomo kokoro si yuk-ey-Npa imey-ni myi-ye-kyer-i 
far-EV-CONC heart PT go-EV-CON dream-LOC see-PASS(INF)
RETR-FIN 
although [it] is far, because [my] heart goes [to you], [it] turned 
out that [you] appeared in [my] dreams (MYS XVII: 3981) 

PJ~~*L. J!JJ{~~.~ f,J:fi~jt~1]\{~PJ S3 tJTE~{i1F.~ ~Wf 
.It 
kapa myi-re-Npa MYI-no sayakey-ku mono Nkoto n-i sak-ay-uru 
to myes-i-tamap-yi 
river see-EV-CON see(NML)-GEN be.bright-INF thing every DV
INF flourish-PASS-ATTR DV see(HON)-INF-HON-INF 
when [one] looks at rivers, [they] are bright to see, and [the 
empress] sees that everything is flourishing (MYS XX: 4360) 

**JJ~1J[Ji3t-'¥-PJ.fi*L.tfJifi~*z~1J[JS3 
arney-no myikaNtwo-wo kakey-t-ure-Npa ne nomiy si nak-ay-u 
heaven-GEN sovereign-ACC think.in.the.heart(INF)-EV -CON 
sound PT PT cry-PASS-FIN 
Because [I] think in my heart about [ my] heavenly sovereign, [I] 
only sob loudly (MYS XX: 4480) 
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(2) Passive voice: 

Similar to Middle (classical) Japanese and all later historical stages 
of Japanese, the agent in the passive construction is marked by 
dative -ni. Like in Classical Japanese (Vovin 2003: 326), there are 
cases when both the agent and the patient can be inanimate or 
animate, so we can observe all four logical possibilities: 

Chart 66: Animacy of the agent and the patient in Western Old 
J . t f apanese passive cons mc IOns 

Agent Patient 
(a animate animate 
(b) animate inanimate 
(c inanimate animate 
(d) inanimate inanimate 

It must be admitted, though, that the most frequent usage is with 
both an animate agent and patient, while the least frequent is when 
both are inanimate. 

(a) Animate agent + animate patient 

~~~~~~~~.~~~~*~m~ff~M~.~~.~ 
KwopaNta wotOmye-wo kamiy-no NkotO kyik-oye-sika-Ntomo 
apyi-makuramak -u 
KwopaNta maiden-ABS deity-GEN like hear-PASS(INF)
PASTIEV-CONC REC-pillow-FIN 
Although [it] is rumored that the maiden from KwopaNta is like a 
goddess, [we] slept together (lit.: pillowed each other) (KK 45) 

M~ •• ~~.~.M •• ~ •• M~.~~$ 
amo-ni koso kyik-oye-Ns-u ar-am-ey kuni-ni pa kyik-oye-te-na 
mother-DAT PT hear-PASS-NEG-INF exist-TENT-EV land
DAT TOP hear-PASS(INF)-PERF-DES 
[I] probably will not be heard by [my] mother, but [I] wish to be 
heard by [the] land! (NK 82) 

{jJ"~ Z Z -'¥-i) ~~ i/!HfJiJM;fF 
i-y-u sisi-wo tunaNk-u kapa pye 
shoot-PASS-ATTR game.animal-ACC follow-ATTR river side 
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the riverside where [we] followed a game animal that was shot 
(NK 117) 

~~a.~~.w~~~~~~a.~~.~~_~ 
ka yuk-ey-Npa pyitO-ni itop-aye ka-ku yuk-ey-Npa pyitO-ni 
nikum-aye 
that go-EV-CON person-DAT avoid-PASS(INF) thus-INF go-EV
CON person-DA T hate-P ASS(INF) 
when/if [they] go that [way], [they] are avoided by people, and 
when/if [they] go this way, [they] are hated by people ... (MYS V: 
804) 

-m:~mrJJ 
PAPA-ni KOR-OP-AYE 
mother-DAT scold-ITER-PASS(INF) 
[I] am scolded by [my] mother (MYS XI: 2527) 
In Western Old Japanese we have only this semantographic attestation, but it is 
collaborated by the identical form k6r-6p-aye found in phonetic writing in Eastern 
Old Japanese (see MYS XIV: 3529 below). 

*_-¥~:9;~-m:J~,_#;~1TrE~~ 
ama wotaMYE-Ntama sima-N-kakur-u MYI-y-u 
fisher maiden-PLUR island-LOC-hide-ATTR see-PASS-FIN 
the fisher maidens are seen hiding in [the shadow of] the island 
(MYS XV: 3597) 

J;1:~.~~~;rJi 
pyita-ni pa myi-ye-Nsi 
person-DAT TOP see-PASS-NEG/TENT 
[I] should not be seen by people (MYS XV: 3708) 

~~*.-r~Hffl~~ § }\. 
W AKA-ky-eM-U KWO-RA-ni NOR-AYE-kane-m-ey ya 
young-ATTR-TENT-ATTR girl-PLUR-LOC abuse-PASS(INF)
NEGIPOT -TENT -EV PT 
would [you] be able not to be abused by girls who would be 
younger? [Certainly you would be abused!] (MYS XVI: 3793) 

w_~~~~*~~~~#;~~*~.w~~~-m:~$ 
ima-na NkatO kwopiysi-ku kyimyi-Nka omwop-oye-Npa ika n-i 
kama se-m-u 
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now-GEN like longing-INF lord-POSS think-PASS-COND how 
DV-INF PT do-TENT-ATTR 
If you are thought of longingly like now, what shall [I] do [later], 
I wonder? (MYS XVII: 3928) 

(b) Animate agent + inanimate patient 

::§::§~ WE1JfE~~~ -SJ:~ S3 
mwomwo-ti-N-tar-u ya nipa mo myi-y-u 
hundred-thousand-GEN-be.enough-ATTR house garden PT see
PASS-FIN 
flourishing (lit.: plentiful with hundreds and thousands) houses and 
gardens are seen (KK 41) 

~ 1]\?Jt~ S3~ 
KYINU-ni sur-ay-una 
garment-LOC rub-PASS-NEGIIMP 
Do not [let it] be rubbed into the garment (MYS VII: 1338) 

A1]\ffl~ll 
PYITO-ni SIR-AY-Una 
person-DAT know-PASS-NEGIIMP 
Do not [let it] be known by people (MYS XI: 2762) 

(c) Inanimate agent + animate patient 

~-SJ: •• ~m.~m~ •• ~ ••• m.~~m 
amo-ni koso kyik-oye-Ns-u ar-am-ey kuni-ni pa kyik-oye-te-na 
mother-DAT PT hear-PASS-NEG-INF exist-TENT-EV land-DAT 
TOP hear-P ASS(lNF)-PERF -DES 
[I] probably will not be heard by [my] mother, but [I] wish to be 
heard by [the] land! (NK 82) 
This is the only example of an inanimate agent + an animate patient that I was able 
to find in Western Old Japanese. 

(d) Inanimate agent + inanimate patient 

ft~~-4~.~€.~~M~.ffifflm*~~lli 
KQNQ P~NA-no PYITO yo-no UTI pa MWOMWO KUSA-no 
KOTO MOT -I-KANE-TE WOR-AYE-kyer-aNs-u ya 
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this flower-GEN one petal-GEN inside TOP hundred type-GEN 
word hold-INF-NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB break-PASS(INF)-RETR
NEG-FINPT 
One petal of this flower cannot hold one hundred words, so will 
not [this flower] be broken [by the weight of words]? (MYS VIII: 
1457) 
This example is somewhat controversial, because the agent who is hinted by the 
context of MYS VIII: 1456 and 1457 may be in fact animate: the author of MYS 
VIII: 1456, to which MYS VIII: 1457 is a reply. In a sense, what is meant might 
be 'the flower [of your promises], will [it] not be broken [by you]? 

7*~1J\pJT¥too~~~ 
AWA YUKl-ni PUR-AYE-TE SAK-YER-U UMEY-NO PANA 
bubble snow-DAT fall-PASS(INF)-SUB bloom-PROG-ATTR 
plum-GEN blossom 
plum blossoms that are blooming being fallen upon by bubble 
snow (MYS VIII: 1641) 
This appears to be the only uncontroversial example of an inanimate agent with an 
inanimate patient. Both Yamada 1954: 254 and Yoshida 1973: 181 provide only 
this one. 

(3) Potential: 

~~Jff~!i\:@ ~ ~JJf§t1JD£3:~iiJ ~.$ 
myi-yama-N-kakur-i-te myi-ye-Ns-u kamo ar-am-u 
HON-mountain-LOC-hide-INF-SUB see-PASS-NEG-FIN PT 
exist-TENT -ATTR 
[you] will hide in the mountains, and [I] will not be able to see 
[you]! (KK 112) 

$Jff~~~~M~~m.£3:~£3:~.~WJff~~~~.~~. 
e:JJff~m 
yama kwoye-te umyi watar-u tomo omosirwo-kyi ima kiy-no uti pa 
wasur-ay-umasiN si 
mountain cross(INF)-SUB sea cross-FIN CON] beautiful-ATTR 
Ima fortress-GEN inside TOP forget-PASS-NEGIPOT 
Even if [I] pass over the mountains and cross the seas, [I] cannot 
forget the inside of the beautiful Ima fortress (NK 119) 

e:J!i\~~~~.~~~~!i\~!i\~£~~JJf~~~~!i\ 
yuk-u myiNtu-no kapyer-an-u Nkoto-ku puk-u kaNse-no myi-ye-n
u-Nka NkotO-ku 
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go-ATTR water-GEN return-NEG-ATTR like-INF blow-ATTR 
wind-GEN see-PASS-NEG-ATTR-POSS like-INF 
like the flowing water that does not return, like the blowing wind 
that [one] cannot see (MYS XV: 3625) 

{jT-B3:--¥m-:=ISlt{jTlrutfri.BUjfft~jj\ (MYS XV: 3665 spelling) 
{jT:=IS--¥m-:=IS!t{jTlru*ffiIU!H~JJ< (MYS XV: 3678 spelling) 
imo/imwo-wo omwop-yi i-no ne-raye-n-u-ni 
beloved-ACC think-INF sleep-GEN sleep-PASS-NEG-ATTR
LOC 
As [I] cannot sleep, thinking of [my] beloved ... (MYS XV: 3665, 
MYS XV: 3678) 

Wz --¥*;ft~{jT1i~~ ~}Jfft~jj\ 
ywo-wo naNka-myi i-no ne-raye-n-u-ni 
night-ABS long-GER sleep-GEN sleep-PASS-NEG-ATTR-LOC 
As [I] cannot sleep, because the night is long (MYS XV: 3680) 

*tt~q:~q:~ {jTlrutfri ~ ~ ft~:=IS 
naNso kokoNpa i-no ne-raye-n-umwo 
why extremely sleep-GEN sleep-PASS-NEG-EXCL 
why cannot [I] sleep at all?! (MYS XV: 3684) 

~f3iH5tf;£JJJff~ m-0..flj*¥JTEf5t~;ft~c g~fO~~S3JffZ § 
t6po-kyi satwo-maNte okur-i-kyer-u kyimyi-Nka kokoro pa wasur
ay-umasiNsi 
distant-ATTR village-TERM see.off-INF-RETR-ATTR lord-POSS 
heart TOP forget-PASS-NEGIPOT 
[I] cannot forget the kindness of [ my] lord who saw [me] off to 
[my] distant village (MYS XX: 4482) 

fto£IDll*:t'-fjfJ~ § 
KA-KU N-OSlKC> KOTO PA KYIK-Oye-Nsi 
thus-INF DV-ATTR disgraceful thing TOP hear-PASS
NEGITENT 
[I] would not be able to hear about such disgraceful things (SM 
17) 
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COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The passive suffix -aye- ~ -ye- is attested in Eastern Old Japanese, 
and it appears to be a very rare form. It is attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese in the same functions as in Western Old Japanese. 
Examples: 

(1) Spontaneous action: 

fo -5f-1fftlJ 5~ S3 f,3:~iiJ ~ 1170 Jff~ f,3: 
wa-wo pur-i-myi-y-umo aNse kwo si map-am-a 
I-ACC swing-INF-look-PASS-EXCL ANse girl PT dance-TENT
ATTR 
the girl from ANse is going to dance, suddenly looking back at me! 
(FK 7) 
As can be seen from this example, in this function verbs with -aye- can take direct 
objects. 

mJff~~~~fi~f,3:*~$-5f-W*~*.f,3:~~~~fi~ 
simaraku pa ne-tutu rna ar-am-u-wo imey-namiy-ni matOna MYI
ye-tutu 
for a while TOP sleep(INF)-COOR PT exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC 
dream-PT -LOC for.no.reason see-PASS(INF)-COOR 
Although [I] intended to sleep for a while, [you] continue to 
appear only in [my] dreams for no reason (MYS XIV: 3471) 

Jff~{*~~~{*S3 
ma-tOpo-ku omwop-oy-u 
INT -far-INF think-PASS-FIN 
[it] suddenly seems to be very far away (MYS XIV: 3522) 

(2) Passive voice: 

~1*1]\~q:g~~ 
papa-ni kor-op-aye 
mother-DAT scold-ITER-PASS(lNF) 
[I] am scolded by [her] mother (MYS XIV: 3529) 

~~~1]\~S31TrE70Jff~~~~1]\ 
kumwowi-ni myi-y-uru sima nar-an-aku n-i 
distance-LOC see-PASS-ATTR island be-NEG-NML DV-INF 
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although [it] is not an island that is seen in the distance (MYS XX: 
4355) 

(3) Potential: 

fi~;ft~;gftJ( c.1lli~ g 
kyimyi-Nka MYI-ye-nu kana kara 
lord-POSS see-PASS-NEG-ATTR this time 
lately (lit.: this time), when [I] cannot see [my] lord (MYS XIV: 
3506) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
Ryukyuan dialects have cognates of the WOJ passive -are
(discussed below in 6.2.2.3.6), but there are no cognates of WOJ 
-aye- - -raye- - -ye-. The relationship between WOJ -aye- - -raye-
- -ye- and the MJ passive suffix -(r)are- remains obscure, because 
there are no other cognates that exhibit the unique correspondence 
of WOJ -y- to MJ -r-, although it is likely that WOJ -y- is a lenited 
form ofPJ *-r-. 

6.2.2.3.6 Passive -are-
Besides the passive in -aye- - -raye- - -ye- described in 6.2.2.3.5 
above, which has no cognates in Middle Japanese, 78 but, 
nevertheless, frequently appears in Western Old Japanese texts, 
there is also a passive in -are-, that is much less frequent,79 but 
represents an apparent cognate to MJ -(r)are-. The difference 
between the two different passives in Western Old Japanese is not 
clear, but it probably can be attributed to the dialectal variation 
within the language. In contrast to Middle Japanese, the passive 
suffix -are- has only two allomorphs: -are- and -ar- , the latter 
being found before strong vowel suffixes, and it is attested only 
after a handful of consonant verbs: ip- 'to say,' tukapas- 'to send,' 
nur- 'to scold,' uk- 'to float,' tuNk- 'to follow,' mak- 'to wrap,' and 
kakus- 'to hide.' It must be noted that there are very few good 

78 With the exception of -ye- found in Middle Japanese only after the verb mi- 'to 
see, to look.' 
79 Yoshida Kanehiko mentions that there are about 15 examples of -are- in the 
Man 'yoshii (Yoshida 1973: 166), but since he does not differentiate between 
Western and Eastern Old Japanese, this number is actually lower, as there are two 
examples of -are- in Eastern Old Japanese texts. 
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phonetically written examples of the passive -are- in Western Old 
Japanese. 

Chart 67: Combinations of the passive suffix -are- with following 
suffixes and auxiliaries 
suffixes combination forms 
final-u -ar-u 
attributive -[ur)u -ar-uru* 
infinitive -[yJi -are 
tentative -(a)m- -are-m-* 
past attributive -si -are-si** 

*Only not very reliable examples m partially semantographlc or complete 
semantographic writing are attested. 
**With a subdued infinitive -[yJi after -are-. 

In contrast to the passive -aye- ~ -raye- ~ -ye-, the passive -are
appears in only two functions: spontaneous action and passive. The 
potential function is not attested. 

(I) Spontaneous action: 

~*L~iP~* -9-¥Jt PJ1e' ~ $ 
IP-Are-si KYIMYI PA TARE-TO ka N-Uram-u 
say-PASS(INF)-PAST/ATTR lord TOP who-COM PT sleep
TENT2-ATTR 
[my] lord, who suddenly declared [that we are involved], with 
whom do [you] sleep? (MYS IV: 564) 

~~5H~771~~!I!J:i~~ 
UKEY-NO WO-no uk-are ka YUK-AM-U 
float-GEN string-COMP float-PASS(INF) PT go-TENT-FIN 
Shall [we] go away floating like floating strings [of nets]? (MYS 
XI: 2646) 

-=. S£Z ~ 1J\J5-~ 77 :sL**,*mE~~"~ 
Myikasa-NO YAMA-ni WI-RU KUMWO-no TATE-NPA TUNK
AR-Uru KWOPIY MO S-URU kamwo 
Myikasa-GEN mountain-LOC sit-ATTR cloud-GEN rise-CON 
come.after-PASS-ATTR 10ve(NML) PT do-ATTR PT 
[I] love [you constantly like] the clouds that sit on Mount 
Myikasa - when [they] rise, [they] immediately come back again! 
(MYS XI: 2675) 
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(2) Passive voice: 

.:E = =e:ft~=efr*z -¥ =mf,J-¥ 
T AMA n-i mwoNka MAKOTO mwo IMWO-NKA TE-ni MAK
ARE-M-U-wo 
jewel DV -INF PT truth PT beloved-POSS hand-LOC wrap-PASS
TENT -ATTR-ACC 
[I] want to be a jewel. [Then I] would be indeed wrapped around 
[my] beloved's hand, but ... (MYS IV: 734) 

m1JgJ~Wt1J\:mjJOfl{tr: tL 
MOROKWOSI-n6 TOPO-KYI SAKAPYI-ni tukapas-are 
China-GEN distant-ATTR border-LOC send-PASS(INF) 
being sent to the distant border of China (MYS V: 894) 

.*~M~~~~~~~Z~~~~~®*~.Z-¥~~~~ 
tX:tPZ 
Kumakyi SAKA-YA-ni MA nur-ar-u YATUKWO wasi sasup-yi
tate WI-TE-K-YI-n-amasi-wo MA nur-ar-u YATUKWO wasi 
Kumakyi rice.wine-shop-LOC really scold-PASS-FIN fellow 
INTER invite-INF -put(INF) bring(INF)-SUB-come-INF -PERF
SUBJ-ACC really scold-PASS-FIN fellow INTER 
Hey, fellow, [you] were really scolded at the Kumakyi brewery. [I] 
would have invited and brought [you here], but ... Hey, fellow, 
[you] were really scolded (MYS XVI: 3879) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The passive suffix -are- is also attested in Eastern Old Japanese, 
but only in two examples: 

(1) Spontaneous action: 

W.~iBlPJ'~z!A~=eiBlmE~PJ'=e 
KWO-ra pa kanasi-ku omwop-ar-uru kamwo 
beloved-DIM TOP loving-INF think-PASS-ATTR PT 
oh, how passionately [I] long for [my] beloved! (MYS XIV: 3372) 
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(2) Passive voice: 

~~iBl f~'lJ\ c N. ~IJ*iBl mlA 
na-Nka papa-ni kor-are a pa yuk-u 
you-POSS mother-DAT scold-PASS(INF) I TOP go-FIN 
Being scolded by your mother I will go away (MYS XIV: 3519) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The cognates of WOJ -are- are amply attested throughout 
Ryukyuan, both in Old Ryukyuan and in modem dialects. 
Examples: 

Old Ryukyuan 

~ h-IClt \ l./~~:h -C 'dd. L-Ic:' (7)~:h-C 
kimi-ni isiyam-are-te nusi-ni konom-are-te 
lord-DA T cheer.up-PASS(INF)-SUB mater-DAT like-
P ASS(lNF)-SUB 
being cheered up by the lord, being liked by the master (OS III: 
94) 

kuree taari-Nkai sugur-at-ti nach-oo-ibii-N 
he(TOP) father-DAT hit-PASS-SUB cry-PROG-POL-FIN 
He is crying, as [he] was hit by [his] father (Nishioka & Nakahara 
2000: 96) 

6.2.2.3.7 Honorific -as-
The honorific suffix has one main allomorph -as- that is found after 
the majority of both consonant and regular vowel verbs, e.g. nak
as- 'cry-HON' « nak- 'to cry'), tat-as- 'set out-HON, stand-HON' 
(tat- 'to set out, to stand), watar-as- 'cross-HON' « watar- 'to 
cross'), n-as- 'sleep-HON' « ne- 'to sleep'), and koy-as- 'lie 
down-HON' « koyi- 'to lie down). There is also a secondary 
allomorph -os-, found after the verbs omop- 'to think, to love' 
(omop-os- 'love-HON') or- 'to weave' (or-os- 'weave-HON'), and 
kyik- 'to hear' (kyik-os- 'hear-HON'). The first two cases can 
probably be explained as a result of a progressive assimilation after 
the vowel /6/ in the verbal root, although there are other verbs with 
the root vowel /6/ that do exhibit the allomorph -os-: tor- 'to take' 
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> tor-as- 'take-HaN,' nor- 'to tell' > nor-as-, and noNpor- 'to 
climb' > noNpor-as-. There is one example where an irregular form 
-yes- is attested after a consonant verb ip- 'to speak:' 

~~~~.m.w~~~~*~~~~« •• ~m~~w~. 
~t\ffit (KK ~elling) 
~~~~m •• ~~~~~~~~~m •• ~oo~~~~. 
~ lR fYtl (NK spelling) 
sawa-sawa n-i na-Nka ip-yes-e koso uti-watas-u ya-Nka-paye-nasu 
k-yi-ir-i-mawi-k-ure 
noisily-noisily DV-INF you-paSs speak(INF)-HON-EV PREF
cross-ATTR PT ?-POSS-?-COMP come-INF-enter-INF
HUM(INF)-come-EV 
you spoke noisily and [you] came inside like ? that crossed from 
afar (KK 63, NK 57) 

If this form ip-yes- 'speak-HaN' was not attested just twice in 
the variants of the same poem, one might be tempted to view it as 
coming from the infinitive -yi + honorific -as-, which then would 
indicate that originally -as- was not a suffix, but an auxiliary. 
However, this example is clearly not a sufficient basis for such a 
claim. 

Strong vowel verbs have irregular honorific forms, where the 
last vowel of the stem monophthongizes with -as- into -yes-: e.g., 
kyes- 'wear-HaN' « kyi- 'to wear') and myes- 'see-HaN' « myi
'to see'). The s-irregular verb se- 'to do' also has an irregular form 
se-s- 'do-HaN,' which is due to the contraction of se- and -as-. 

The honorific -as- always follows the verbal stem or root, with 
all other suffixes or auxiliaries being placed after it. 

Chart 68: Combinations ofthe honorific suffix -as- with following 
suffixes (the main allomorph -as- is used as an example) 
suffixes combination forms 
final-u -as-u 
attributive -(ur)u -as-u 
evidential -(ur)e{vl -as-e 
infinitive -{vIi -as-i 
nominalizer -{VIi -as-i 
imperative -{vIe -as-e 
tentative -(a)m- -as-am-
tentative -uram- -as-uram-
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negative -(a)Ns- -as-aNs-* 
negative imperative -una -as-una 
conditional-(a)Nva -as-aNpa 
desiderative-imperative -an-e -as-an-e 
suppositional-urasi -as-urasi 
exclamative -umo -as-umo 
progressive -[yJer- -as-er-

*The combmatlOn -as-an- conslstmg of -as- and negatIve -an- IS not attested in 
Western Old Japanese texts. 

When followed by an infinitive -[yJi, the honorific -as- can 
combine with the following bound auxiliaries: 

Chart 69: Combinations of the honorific infinitive -as-i- with 
following bound auxiliaries (the main allomorph -as- is used as an 
example) 

bound auxiliaries combination forms 
subordinative gerund -te -as-i-te 
coordinative gerund -tutu -as-i-tutu * 
perfective -te- -as-i-te-
perfective -n- -as-i-n-
perfective-progressive -tar- -as-i-tar-
past attributive -si -as-i-si** 
retrospective -kyer- -as-i-kyer-

* Attested once m partIally semantographlc spellIng. See MYS VI: 1053 below. 
**Honorific past final -as-i-kyi and honorific past evidential -as-i-silw are not 
attested. 

As an honorific marker, -as- expresses a mild honorification of 
an addressee or a third person. It appears that it has no immediate 
connection with the relative social status of an addressee or a third 
person vis-a-vis a speaker. Thus, it can be used by a wife 
addressing her husband, and vice versa, by a senior official to a 
junior one, or even between friends. In the speech of deities and 
emperors it can be used to refer to the first person as well. 

iij(;B~1§ IA 3if 3if {6::JJU;B 3'C it ~iiJ~~ JlB(JJU;B i=5 IA iBl;B 3'Cit ~iiJ~~ JlB( 
~;Bi=5 -
Kwosi-no kuni-ni sakasi mye-wo ar-i to kyik-as-i-te kupasi mye
wo ar-i to kyik-os-i-te 
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Kwosi-GEN province-LOC wise woman-ABS exist-FIN DV hear
HON-INF-SUB beautiful woman-ABS exist-FIN DV hear-HON
INF-SUB 
[Opo kuni nusi] heard that there is a wise woman in the Kwosi 
province, heard that there is a beautiful woman (KK 2) 

{~ffl ~.lt m ~iiJ~ $ $Wf ffl ~.ltJffi ~iiJ~jJD ffl ~~ 
sa-ywoNp-ap-yi-ni ari-tat-as-i ywoNp-ap-yi-ni ari-kaywop-as-e 
PREF -call-ITER-NML-LOC ITER-set.out-HON-INF call-ITER
NML-LOC ITER-set.out-HON-EV 
[I] set out (repeatedly) to woo [her] there, [I] set out (repeatedly) 
to woo [her] (KK 2) 
In this and in the next example -as- is used with the first person, because the 
speaker is the deity Opo kuni nusi. 

m~~~~~m$$~.~~~R~~~m$$~.~ 
oso-N-pur-ap-yi wa-Nka tat-as-er-e-Npa pyiko-N-tur-ap-yi wa
Nka tat-as-er-e-Npa 
push-DV(INF)-shake-ITER-INF I-POSS stand-HON-PROG-EV
CON pull-DV(INF)-shove-ITER-INF I-POSS stand-HON
PROG-EV-CON 
[I] was pushing and shaking [the door], when I was standing 
[there], [I] was pulling and shoving [it], when I was standing 
[there] (KK 2) 

{jt~J3B{~.$~~iiJ;&mJ3B~¥~~q:;0 
i pa n-as-am-u-wo aya n-i na-kwopiy-kyikos-i 
sleep TOP sleep-HON-TENT-ATTR-ACC extremely DV-INF 
NEG-yearn(INF)-HON-INF 
because [you] will sleep (a sleep), [do] not yearn too much (KK 3) 

tA-~~~*~Wf~J#t\)j;;:f~m~;@~itJ;t ... ~iiJ~~~*~Wf~J# 
tfI)~{~~~~W it t~ 
kurwo-kyi myi-kyes-i-wo ma-tuNpusa n-i tOr-i-yosop-yi ... awo
kyi myi-kyes-i-wo ma-tuNpusa n-i tOr-i-yosop-yi 
black-ATTR HON-wear(HON)-NML-ACC INT-without fail DV
INF take-INF-dress-INF ... blue-ATTR HON-wear(HON)-NML
ACC INT-without fail DV-INF take-INF-dress-INF 
wearing neatly a black garment ... wearing neatly a blue garment 
(KK4) 
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~~~~~j]O{6:Jff?\~iiJ{6:~iiJ*~I§~m!.~~$#-~ 
na-Nka nak-as-am-aku asa arney-no kiyri-ni tat-am-u Nso 
you-POSS cry-BON-TENT-NML morning-rain-COMP fog-LOC 
rise-TENT-ATTR PT 
your weeping will rise into fog like the morning rain (KK 4) 

~m~~~~Jff~~~Jff~~~Jff~~~m~Jff 
unaNk-as-er-u tama-no myi-sumaru8o myi-sumaru-ni ana-N-tama 
wear.on.the.neck-BON-PROG-ATTR jewel-GEN HON-string 
HON-string-LOC hole-GEN-jewel 
string of jewels worn on the neck, large jewels on the string (KK 6) 

~~~:tff~fo~ ~~~iiJi~~. 
myi-tani puta watar-as-u aNtisikiy 
HON-valley two cross-BON-ATTR Antisikiy 
Antisikiy [deity], who crosses two valleys (KK 6) 

fo~*~~~~~r~ 
wa-Nka kyes-er-u osupyi 
I-POSS wear(HON)-PROG-ATTR cloak 
the cloak that I am wearing (KK 28) 

~iiJ~~wr1t~~~J11!!£3:~~ 
ap-as-i-si womyina ka moNka to 
meet-BON-INF-PAST/ATTR woman that PT DV 
[I] think [I] wish that [much] the woman [I] met (KK 42) 
Here the honorific -as- is used by the emperor Ojin in reference to himself. 

*{6:R tJfo~~~J?Js~~~t~~ 
masaNtukwo wa-Nk-yimwo kuni-pye kuNtar-as-u 
MasaNtuko I-POSS-beloved province-DIR descend-BON-FIN 
MasaNtuko, my beloved, goes towards [her] province (KK 52) 

80 -sumaru is a poorly understood word. It occurs only with preceding prefix myi-, 
and only in KK 6 and in the interlinear glosses in the Kojiki 1. Ono et al. (1990: 
1255) treat this word as a cognate to suberu 'to glide,' but there are numerous 
phonetic problems (correspondences m:b. e:a), that prevent this equation in my 
opinion. Although formally the word might look as a verb (with ending -u), it must 
not be overlooked that a number of Old Japanese nouns can end in -u, too: siNtuku 
'drop,' taniNkuku 'toad,' susu 'soot,' kasu 'dregs,' etc. Syntactic usage of this 
word in KK 6, on the other hand, suggests that it is a noun. On the basis of the 
context I tentatively adopt 'string [of beads]' as its translation. Omodaka et al. 
(1967: 702-703) treat this word as a nominal, too. 
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.~~~~ ••• ~~~mg~.~~.~~g~~ 
myeNtOri n-o wa-Nka opo kyimyi-no or-os-u pata ta-Nka tane ro 
kamo 
MyeNtori DV-ATTR I-POSS great lady-GEN weave-HON-ATTR 
fabric who-POSS material DV PT 
The fabric my lady MyeNtOri weaves, I wonder for whom (lit. 
whose) the material is? (KK 66) 

!A-EUBlwr~Jffitf6:.;B~~{jt~~{i1JD7~ ~ fo. ~ ~~~ ~ 
kurapasi-yama-wo saNkasi-myi to ipa kak-yi-kane-te wa-Nka te 
tor-as-umo 
Kurapasi-mountain-ABS steep-GER DV rock hang-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB take-HON-EXCL 
[I] think that Mount Kurapasi is steep. Being unable to cling to the 
rocks, [I wish you] take my hand! (KK 69) 

j;~~~[!]m~~~~~~ Jfffl)~~ 
pyi-no myi-kwo-ni toyo myi-kyi tatematur-as-e 
sun-GEN HON-child-DAT abundant HON-rice.wine 
present(HUM)-HON-IMP 
Present the abundant rice wine to the honorable child of the Sun! 
(KK 101) 

~.m.~~~M~4 •• W~~~~;B~~4 •• W~~~ 
~~fO~ilJf,2 
wa-Nka opo kyimyi-no asa-two-ni pa i-yor-i-Ntat-as-i yupu-two-ni 
pa i-yor-i-Ntat-as-u wakyiNtukiy 
I-POSS great lord-GEN morning-place-LOC TOP DLF-lean-INF
stand-HON-INF evening-place-LOC TOP lean-INF-stand-HON
ATTR arm-rest 
the arm-rest that my sovereign leans on in the morning and leans 
on in the evening (KK 104) 

~~91Hi~~0.fo~~*1§?ll 
pyina-tu mye-no i-watar-as-u se two 
countryside-GEN/LOC woman-GEN DLF -cross-HON-ATTR 
narrow passage 
narrow passage that a woman from the country side crosses here 
(NK3) 
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~~~~~.~.M~.~W~~.~. 
myi-key-no sawo-N-pasi mapyetukyimyi i-watar-as-umo 
HON-tree-GEN pole-GEN-bridge minister DLF-cross-HON
EXCL 
[I wish] that ministers would cross the bridge here [made] of poles 
of sacred trees! (NK 24) 

~~dJi~.ftc¥~ 
saNsakyi tor-as-an-e 
wren grab-HON-DES-IMP 
[I wish you would] catch the wren! (NK 60) 

.~{£f!j~ro 
na pa kyik-as-u ya 
you TOP ask-HON-FIN PT 
Shall [I] ask you? (NK 62) 
(the emperor to the old nobleman) 

;fofjIJ,~4~~. 
ware-wo twop-as-u na 
I-ACC ask-HON-FIN PT 
[You] asked me! (NK 63) 
(the old nobleman to the emperor) 

~!fU~1l.,~ ~ Mt9,~~~ {jJD~~.~t9, 
swoNka-no kwo-ra-wo opo kyimyi-no tukap-as-urasi-kyi 
Soga-GEN child-PLUR-ACC great lord-GEN use-HON-SUP
ATTR 
It looks like the sovereign [can] use the children of Soga (NK 103) 

~~~£~~£~~~~~~~~.~~~ 
ta-Nka sakiy-N-te sakiy-N-te so mo ya wa-Nka te tor-as-umo ya 
who-POSS chap(NML)-DV(ATTR)-hand chap(NML)-
DV(ATTR)-hand PT PT PT I-POSS hand take-HON-EXCL PT 
whose chapped hand, chapped hand will take my hand?! (NK 108) 

~S~I&t!t~ 
taNpyi yaNtwor-i se-s-u 
travel stay.for.the.night-NML do-HON-FIN 
[the emperor] stays for the night [on his] travel (MYS I: 45) 
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fF~;t;Z~~HlJZ'8 
TUKUr-as-i-si kaNku-YAMA-NO MYIY A 
make-HON-INF-PAST/ATTR KaNku-mountain-GEN palace 
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the palace on Mount KaNkuyama that [the prince] built (MYS II: 
199) 

~~i1r;t;~~ 
NA PA NOR-As-i-te-yo 
name TOP tell-HON-INF-PERF-IMP 
Tell [me your] name! (MYS III: 362) 

:g:~-r z~-tlt¥m~ 
W A-NKA SE-KWO-NKA KYEs-er-u KOROMO 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS wear(HON)-PROG-ATTR garment 
the gannent that my beloved is wearing (MYS IV: 514) 

m~~~~~H~.~~~mg~:g:~~~~*. 
APYI-MYI-TE PA TUKlY mwo PEY-N-AKU n-i KWOP-U TO 
IPA-NPA wosa ra to WARE-wo omwop-as-am-u kama 
COOP-see(INF)-SUB TOP month PT pass-NEG-NML DV -INF 
love-FIN DV say-COND hasty DV(FIN) DV I-ACC think-HON
TENT -ATTR PT 
If [I] tell [you] that [I] love [you] without even a month passing 
since [we] met each other, 1 wonder [whether you] would think 
that [I] am hasty (MYS IV: 654) 

~q:~q: g S3 -m:~-m:~frJ(~iiJ rl:WE.,,¥~JJ~m;fR~H~WT~*L 
kakara-yu rna omap-an-u apyiNta-ni uti-naNpyik-yi koy-as-i-n
ure 
heart-ABL PT think-NEG-ATTR interval-LOC PREF-
stretched.out-INF lie.down-HON-INF-PERF-EV 
while even in [my] heart [I] did not think, stretched out [she] was 
lying (MYS V: 794) 

~{iiJ ~ 1m ~ if[:: *1]\ 
na-Nka na nor-as-an-e 
you-POSS name tell-HON-DES-IMP 
[I] wish [you] would tell [me] your name! (MYS V: 800) 
(didactic poem to a friend or ajunior official) 
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wotOmye-ra-Nka wotOmye saNpiy s-u to kara tama-wo tamotO-ni 
mak-as-i yoti kwo-ra-tO TE taNtusapar-i-te aswoNp-yi-ky-em-u 
maiden-PLUR-POSS maiden like do-FIN DV China jewel-ACC 
wrist-LOC wrap-HON-INF same.age child-PLUR-COM hand 
hold-INF-SUB play-INF-PAST!FIN-TENT-FIN 
The maidens, thinking to behave like maidens, wrap their wrists 
with [bracelets made of] Chinese jewels, and would play holding 
hands with girls of the same age (MYS V: 804) 

~~D$~fijftcJI~)aJ{jt~4-¥i':WT!t~fifjt~ltfIj4flj~ 
wotOmye-ra-Nka sa-n-as-u ita-two-wo os-i-pyirak-yi i-taNtwor-i
yor-i-te 
maiden-PLUR-POSS PREF -sleep-HON-ATTR board-door-ACC 
push-INF-open-INF DLF-pursue-INF-approach-INF-SUB 
[gentlemen] push open wooden doors where maidens sleep, and 
[they] pursue [maidens] there (MYS V: 804) 

{jt 7J ~WT ~ fjt?Bl!:t ~ !#!:tWT!#~ !#~~;ffi ~ilHlli{jtWT 
i-twor-as-i-te ipap-yi-tamap-yi-si ma-tama-nasu puta-tu n-o isi 
DLF-hold-HON-INF-SUB pray-INF-HON-INF-PAST/ATTR 
INT -jewel-COMP two-CL DV -A TTR stone 
holding two stones like real jewels that [she] was praying to ... 
(MYS V: 813) 

~t1lli'l\WT~ ~ !#ij~rpJ;B* ~WT£3: 
kono kusi myi-tama sik-as-i-kyer-asi-mo 
this mysterious HON-stone lay-HON-INF-RETR-SUP-EXCL 
[it] looks like [the empress Jingii] laid these mysterious stones! 
(MYS V: 814) 

~~~ ;B-tltfIjWT{jt;B~~tL~ 6' 
myi-tat-as-i s-er-i-si isi tare myi-kyi 
HON-stand-HON-NML do-PROG-INF-PAST/ATTR stone who 
see(INF)-PAST!FIN 
who has seen the stone on which [she] took [her] stand? (MYS V: 
869) 

~iiJ ~!#~)aJ ~ 1lt~ ~?Bl?Bl ~?Bl £3: 
a-wo mat-as-uram-u titi papa-ra pa mo 
I-ACC wait-HON-TENT2-ATTR father mother-DIM TOP PT 
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dear mother and father, who will probably wait for me (MYS V: 
890) 

A T1f.jF~*L1tTz "F 
YA-TI TOSE n-i areTUNK-As-i-TUTU 
eight-thousand year DV-lNF be.born.in.succession-HON-INF
COOR 
[emperors] are born one after another for eight thousand years 
(MYS VI: 1053) 

:~H~fr-* t§ {6::§t 
WA-NKA KWOP-URU IMWO PA AP-As-aNs-u 
I-POSS love-ATTR beloved TOP meet-HON-NEG-FIN 
[My] beloved, whom I love, does not meet [with me] (MYS IX: 
1692) 

*-¥;rB:~~ 
a-wo W ASUR-As-uNA 
I-ACC forget-HON-NEGIIMP 
Do not forget me (MYS XII: 3013) 

~tmiit7J1JD~7J-¥~I'iJ~1]\{jt-S3:~~~~~c7J1JD~1]\fo*L~ 
~~Ej 
patuse-no kapa-no woti kata-ni imo-ra pa tat-as-i kono kata-ni 
ware pa tat-i-te 
Patuse-GEN river-GEN that side-LOC beloved-DIM TOP stand
HON-INF this side-LOC I TOP stand-lNF-SUB 
[My] beloved is standing on that side of the Patuse river, and I 
stand on this side (MYS XIII: 3299a) 

llt?lm~ 
KONO TWO PYIRAK-As-e 
this door open-HON-IMP 
please open this door (MYS XIII: 3310) 

~Z&~m1]\~~.&~~m1]\~~. 
OTO-NO SUKUNA-kyi MYITI-ni AP-An-u kamwo SUKUNA
kyi yo MYITI-ni AP-As-aNpa 
sound-GEN few-ATTR road-LOC meet-NEG-ATTR PT few
ATTR PT road-LOC meet-HON-COND 
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if [you] would meet [me] on the road where there are few [sounds 
of people]! [But], alas [we] will not meet on the road where few 
sounds [of people] are! (MYS XVI: 3875) 

{jJ-~ltzjJO ~~31:\ PT~ ~ $. ilt 
itu si ka to naNkeyk-as-uram-u so 
when PT PT DV lament-HON-TENT2-ATTR PT 
[she] probably laments, saying: 'When [will he return]?' (MYS 
XVII: 3962) 

W~~ti~~~*~~~~~~~*&~~~~~~~~~m 
~Wz!t.~ 
inisipye-wo omop-os-urasi-mo wa-Nko opo kyimyi yosinwo-no 
myiya-wo ari-Nkaywop-yi myes-u 
past-ACC think-HON-SUP-EXCL I-paSS great lord Yosinwo
GEN palace-ACC ITER-go.back.and.forth-INF 100k(HON)-FIN 
My sovereign who seems to think about the past constantly visits 
the palace in Yosinwo, and looks [around] (MYS XVIII: 4099) 

~iiJ~~~15TE4- S ~~ 13 *E& 
ap-as-i-tar-u KYEPU-wo paNsimey-te 
meet-HON-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR today-ACC start(INF)
SUB 
starting from today when [you] have met [me] (MYS XVIII: 4116) 

~~~.~~~~w.~~mk~~~m.~.~ft 
tapyirakey-ku oya pa imas-an-e tutumyi na-ku tuma pa mat-as-e 
safe-INF parents TOP exist(HON)-DES-IMP obstacle no-INF 
spouse TOP wait-HON-IMP 
Parents, please live safely! Wife, please wait [for me] without 
obstacles! (MYS XX: 4408) 

~f* s~~mfi~ .~~~ ~JJo.)Jfm~ti 
opo kyimyi-no tuNk-yi-te myes-urasi Takamatwo-no nwo-pye 
great lord-GEN follow-INF-SUB look(HON)-SUP Takamatwo
GEN field-side 
Fields of Takamatwo that [my] sovereign seemed to look 
continuously at (MYS XX: 4510) 
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The honorific suffix -as- is amply attested in Eastern Old Japanese. 
Examples: 

~~~~~*~jJD~PJft!f:titg~$~~~ 
suNka-makura aNse ka mak-as-am-u ko-ro se ta-makura 
sedge-pillow why PT use.as.a.pillow-HON-TENT-ATTR girl
DIM do(IMP) arm-pillow 
girl, why would [you] use a sedge pillow? Use my arms as a pillow! 
(MYS XIV: 3368) 

~~~~~g~PJ~~~~liPJ~~W&R~&~~~~~~ 
~f£tfli 
TUKUNpa ne-no ne-ro-ni kasumyi wi suNkiy-kate-n-i ikyiNtuk-u 
kyimyi-wo wi-ne-te yar-as-an-e 
TukuNpa peak-GEN peak-DIM-LaC mist sit(INF) pass(INF)
POT -NEG-INF sigh-ATTR lord-ACC bring(INF)-sleep(INF)
SUB send-HON-DES-IMP 
The mist sits on the smaller peak of TukuNpa and cannot move 
away, and [I] wish [you] would bring [your] sighing lord and 
sleep [with him] (MYS XIV: 3388) 

*~R~~~.~~~~~*~~~.~~~~~~~~~$ 
~.~~ -

apyiNtune-no kuni-wo saN-tOpo-myi ap-an-ap-aNpa sinwop-yi n-i 
se-m-wo to pyimwo musuNp-as-an-e 
ApyiNtune-GEN land-ABS PREF-far-GER meet-NEG-ITER
COND long.for-NML DV-INF do-TENT-ATTR DV cord tie
HON-DES-IMP 
If [we] continue not to meet, because the land of ApyiNtune is far, 
[I] wish [you] would tie [your garment] cords, as if longing for [me] 
(MYS XIV: 3426) 

1!9~~i)~f£ tfli 
se-na-to tum-as-an-e 
beloved-DIM-COM pick-HON-DES-IMP 
[I] want to pick [them] with [my] beloved! (MYS XIV: 3444) 
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*ft~~~~*~m~ft~f~~~~*~~~~*~ 
asa-wo-ra-wo wo-kye-ni pususa n-i um-as-u tOmwo asu kyi-se
sas-am-ey ya 
hemp-hemp.thread-PLUR-ACC hemp-container-LOC many DV
INF spin-HON-FIN CONJ tomorrow wear(NML)-do-HON
TENT-EVPT 
Even if [you] spin many hemp threads into a hemp container, 
would [you] wear [them] tomorrow [as a garment]? [Certainly, 
you would not!] (MYS XIV: 3484) 
In this example we see a special Eastern Old Japanese honorific fonn -sas- found 
after the verb se- 'to do.' 

{2~¥Etfo~~~fo*Lfo~mE*L;& 
kyimyi pa wasur-as-u ware wasur-ure ya 
lord TOP forget-HON-FIN I forget-EV PT 
[My] lord will forget [me]. Will I forget [you]? (MYS XIV: 3498) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The honorific auxiliary -as- is attested only in Old Ryukyuan, but 
even there the examples of its usage are few (Torigoe 1968: 200). 
Nevertheless, since a direct borrowing from Western Old Japanese 
to Ryukyuan is out of question, we might accept it as a cognate. 
However, the limited distribution of -as- in Ryukyuan still remains 
a puzzle, and it is not inconceivable that the imperative form -as-e 
cited below is actually the MJ imperative -ase (without the 
following particle -yo), and the infinitive form -as-i-, also cited 
below actually reflects MJ -ase-, rather than WOJ -as-i-, given the 
inconsistent nature of Old Ryukyuan orthography. Thus, it is not 
inconceivable that we deal here with a masked loan from Middle 
Japanese. Examples: 

±m t ~ <b~Ij:/YG~' ~ I;: ~ G~ 
SIYORI mori ase fa tuti-gir-i n-i kir-as-e 
Shuri castle warrior TOP ground-(DV)cut-NML DV -INF cut
HON-IMP 
Warriors of the Shuri castle, cut [the enemy] as cutting the ground 
(OS I: 33) 

<bt~J:GLJ:b'Gro.. 
a-moto yor-as-i-yow-a-tife 
foot-under shake-HON-INF -HON-PASS-SUB 
shaking the foundation (OS X: 513) 
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Therefore, it seems safer to reconstruct just PJN *-as-, although 
there is a possibility that the reconstruction of PJ *-as- is also 
viable. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
A comparison of PJN or PJ *-as- with the Middle Korean honorific 
suffix -osi- ~ -usi- was first proposed in Whitman 1985: 234-35, 
and repeated with modifications in Martin 1991: 289, and in Vovin 
2001: 197. An example from Middle Korean: 

wuli sicwo-y kyenghung-ey sal-osy-a wang-ngep-ul yel-usi-n-i 
we founder of the dynasty-NOM Kyenghung-LOC live-HON-INF 
king-deed-ACC open-HON-REALI ATTR-NML 
When the founder of our dynasty lived in Kyenghung, [he] started 
[to do] royal deeds (YP 3) 

Martin's comparison of Japonic and Korean forms largely 
depends on his analysis of yodan verbs as vowel verbs uniformly 
ending in -a (with the occasional and rare -0). As my morpheme 
breaks indicate throughout this grammar, I disagree with his point 
of view and treat yodan verbs as consonant verbs. I have several 
counterarguments, which I am not going to present in full form 
here, because the problem deserves quite a separate and lengthy 
treatment that concerns the reconstruction of Proto-Japanese or 
Proto-Japonic, and not the description of Western Old Japanese 
grammar, and also because, as will be clear from the discussion 
below, the way this problem is going to be solved does not have a 
direct impact on the comparison in question. But it might be 
worthwhile to mention briefly my two most important objections. 
First, it is not quite clear why only -a is present as a stem-final 
vowel (with -0 being extremely rare, and sometimes alternating 
with -a as in the example above). This exclusive occurrence of -a 
after consonant verbs may call for a different explanation, namely, 
that it was a separate morpheme. Second, the fact that the addition 
of vowel-initial suffixes to consonant stems, for example, the 
infinitive -[yJi, did not result in the expected monophthongization 
-a+i > -ey, is bizarre. These two points, however, can be easily 
reconciled if the infinitive -[yJi never followed -a. 

Nevertheless, if -a or -0 in the WOJ honorific -as-/-os- would 
historically represent a separate morpheme, Martin's comparison 
could possibly stand. This is exactly the approach that is taken by 
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Whitman, who posits OJ -s- as an honorific suffix (1985: 234-35). 
However, there are three problems that besiege this etymology. 
First, it seems that the WOJ morpheme was really -as-, and not just 
-S-, otherwise the honorific forms of vowel verbs such as WOJ 
kyes- 'wear(HON)' < *kyi-as-, myes- 'see(HON)' < *myi-as-, n-as
'sleep-HON"sleep < *ne-as-, and koy-as- 'lie down-HON' < 
*koyi-as- are difficult to explain: if the honorific suffix were really 
*-s-, we would expect *kyi-s-, *myi-s-, *ne-s- and *koyi-s-. 
Second, similar to a number of cases discussed above, we are faced 
here with a problem of a limited distribution in Japonic. As 
mentioned above, there are no attestations of this honorific marker 
or its reflexes in any modem Ryukyuan language. Although it is 
attested in Eastern Old Japanese and Old Ryukyuan, it might be a 
masked Middle Japanese loan in the latter. Third, we face the 
problem of an unaccounted segment -i in MK -osi- - -usi- that does 
not correspond to anything in WOJ -as-. All these problems 
strongly suggest that we deal here with a likely loan from Korean 
into Japanese, but not with a genuine cognate. 

6.2.2.3.8 Causative -asimey- - -simey-
The causative suffix has two main allomorphs: -asimey- that 
follows consonant verbs and -simey- that follows regular vowel 
verbs, strong vowel verbs, and the irregular verb se- 'to do'. 
Depending on whether a following suffix may have a strong vowel 
that is never deleted we also have two other secondary allomorphs: 
-asim- and -sim-. Therefore, the morphophonology of the causative 
suffix can be summarized in the following chart: 

Chart 70: Morphophonological variations of the causative suffix . . 
-aslmey- - -slmey-

weak vowel suffix stron2 vowel suffix 
consonant verbs -asimey- -asim-
vowel verbs -simev- -sim-

The causative suffix -asimey- - -simey- always follows the root 
of a verb. Thus, it never combines with either the iterative -ap- or 
the passive -aye- - -raye- - -ye- that occupy the same slot. 
Therefore, similar to Middle Japanese, but unlike modem Japanese, 
the causative-passive construction is not present in Western Old 
Japanese. With the exception of a singular poem in the Nihonshoki 
kayo, the causative -asimey- - -simey- is attested only in the 
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Man 'yoshii and the Senmyo. All possible combinations of -asimey
- -simey- with following suffixes and bound auxiliaries are 
provided in the chart below. 

Chart 71: Combinations of the causative suffix -asimey- - -simey-
'th fI 11' ffi db d T' WI o owmgsu Ixes an oun aUXIIanes 

suffixes and bound auxiliaries combination forms 
final-u -(a sim-u 
attributive -(ur)u -(a sim-uru 
infinitive -{yli -(a simey 
imperative -O, -yo -(a simey, -(a)simey-yo 
tentative -(a)m- -(a simey-m-
negative -Ns- -(a simey-Ns-
past attributive -si -(a simey-si* 
perfective -te- -(a simey-te-
perfective-progressive -tar- -(a simey-tar-* * 
coordinative gerund -tutu -(a simey-tutu .. * All bound auxIlIarIes startmg from thIS and to the end of the chart follow the 

subdued infinitive -[yJi after -(a)simey-. 
** Attested only once in a semantographic spelling. 

The causative suffix -asimey- - -simey- has only one function of 
general causation: 'make X do Y' or 'let X do Y.' The causee is 
marked by the dative case marker -ni if the verb is transitive, or 
with the accusative case marker -wo if the verb is intransitive.8l 

Examples: 

{jt~~:f:~~!1H~f~UOOII::tPJWf~{~~:f:~~/iiJ~{jt~OOIl::tPJ*i!!~ 
imo-Nka te-wo ware-ni mak-asimey wa-Nka te-woNpa ImO-lll 
mak-asimey 
beloved-POSS hand-ACC I-DAT use.as.a.pillow-CAUS(INF) 1-
POSS hand-ACC(EMPH) beloved-DA T use.as.a.pillow
CAUS(INF) 
[my] beloved will let me use [her] arm as a pillow, and [I] will let 
[my] beloved use my ann as a pillow (NK 96) 

:fj[3f-%T 
sipo-wo PIY-SIM-URU 

81 There is not enough data to judge whether a causee can be marked by -ni with a 
following intransitive verb in the case of voluntary causation, as in Modern 
Japanese. 
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tide-ACC ebb-CAUS-ATTR 
[the sea deity] makes the tide ebb (MYS III: 388) 

[!] A7J%1t~s{i/lHm¥~ 
PURU PYITO-no TAMAPEY-SIMEY-TAR-U KyiNpiy-no 
SAKEY 
old person-GEN receive(HUM)-CAUS(INF)-PERF IPROG-
ATTR KyiNpiy-GEN rice.wine 
the rice wine of KyiNpiy that an old acquaintance gave [me] (lit.: 
made [me] receive) (MYS IV: 554) 

~iiJ 1# is ,Ii!!, ~ Z * 
ama-N-ti sir-asimey 
heaven-GEN-road know-CAUS(IMP) 
let [him] know the road to Heaven (MYS V: 906) 

!L~!UI=% ~ "P/F;t§ fr-*~~ 
MYINTARE-KWOPIY NOMIY SE-SIMEY-TUTU AP-AN-U 
IMWOkamwo 
be.confused(INF)-love(NML) PT do-CAUS(INF)-COOR meet
NEG-A TTR beloved PT 
ah, [my] beloved who does not meet [me], just making [my] love 
to be confused! (MYS XI: 2474) 

-B-~:!lD~~%~rBVJ' ~1lftE* 
W ARE-wo KA-KU NPAKARI KWOPIY -SIM-URU PA ASI-KU 
PA AR-I-KYER-I 
I-ACC thus-INF PT long.for-CAUS-ATTR TOP bad-INF TOP 
exist -INF -RETR -FIN 
[It] is bad to make me long for [you] so much (MYS XI: 2584) 

~#~~~*~*m~~~~~~~*fi~ 
kwopiy mwo na-ku ar-amasi mwonowo omwop-asimey-tutu 
10ng.for(NML) PT no-INF exist-SUB] CON] love-CAUS(INF)
COOR 
[I] would have no longing for [you], but [you] make [me] love 
[you] constantly (MYS XV: 3737) 

~~z~ft~~7J~~m~~~~Z*~~ 
naNtesikwo-Nka pana-no sakar-i-ni ap-yi-MYI-simey to so 
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carnation-POSS flower-GEN full.bloom-NML-LOC meet-INF
see-CAUS(IMP) DV PT 
[I] say: "When carnations are in full bloom, let [me] meet [with my 
beloved]" (MYS XVII: 4008) 

fo:fJti!t~ -Sf-'ft:1s m %~ 
wa-Nka se-KWO-wo yasu i NA-NE-SIMEY 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-ACC easy sleep NEG-sleep-CAUS(INF) 
Do not let my beloved sleep an easy sleep (MYS XIX: 4179) 

WJ AJJfOtLJj\{t£;B*Z ~~fiJJ ~~q:tL 
Y AMA-N-PYITO-no ware-ni e-simey-si yama tutwo so kore 
mountain-GEN-person-GEN I-DAT receive-CAUS(INF)-
PAST/ATTR mountain present PT this 
this [is] a mountain present that a mountaineer gave me (lit.: made 
me receive) (MYS XX: 4293) 

~£JJ~*~~~~A~~~~z*~'ft:~*~ 
yaNtwo-no uMEY-no tir-i-suNk-uru-maNte myi-simey-Ns-u ar-i
kyer-u 
house-GEN plum-GEN fall-INF-pass-ATTR-TERM see-CAUS
NEG-INF exist-INF-RETR-ATTR 
[it] turned out that [you] did not let [me] see plum [blossoms] in 
[your] house until they had completely fallen (MYS XX: 4496) 

fr-3BzJlt 
IKUSA OKOS-Asim-u 
army raise-CAUS-FIN 
[Nakamaro] made armies to raise (SM 28) 

*~*~~ttt.zJlt~ ••• ~~~~ 
MOTO-no OPOMAPYETUKYIMYI-NO KURA WI-ni 
TUKAPEY -MATUR-Asim-uru KOTO-wo MORO-MORO 
KYIK-YI-TAMAPEY-YO to NOTAMAP-U 
root-GEN minister-GEN position-LOC serve(INF)-HUM-CAUS
ATTR matter-ACC all-all listen-INF-HUM-IMP DV say(HON)
FIN 
[We] deign to say: "Everyone listen to the fact that [we] make 
Toyonari serve [again] in [his] previous position of the minister" 
(SM 28) 
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*~lix~T~~z*x~~xffA 
MYIKANTWO to TATE-te AMEY-NO SITA-wo WOSAMEY
simey-m-u to OMOP-YI-te AR-u PYITO 
emperor DV place(INF)-SUB Heaven-GEN bottom-ACC rule
CAUS-TENT-FIN DV think-INF-SUB exist-ATTR person 
people who are thinking that [they] want to place [him on the 
throne] as the emperor and let [him] rule the [ country] under 
Heaven (SM 33) 

$i±z*x~I'iJ~~*z*zx 
TUKAPEY-MATUR-Asimey-te-si ka to OMOp-os-i-meys-i-te 
serve(INF)-HUM-CAUS(INF)-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR PT 
DV think-HON-INF-HON-INF-SUB 
[Dokyo] thought: "[I] want to make [them] serve" (SM 36) 

m:~~zx~z*-9-
TIKA-KYI MAMWOR-I to s-i-te MAMWOR-Asimey-yo 
close-ATTR guard-NML DV do-INF-SUB guard-CAUS-IMP 
let [them] guard [us] as [our] close guards (SM 45) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The causative suffix -asimey- - -simey- is well attested in Eastern 
Old Japanese: 

tmfi*$~~~~*tL;0*~m 
tuNk-yi-n-am-u mwonowo myiNtare-simey-m-ey ya 
continue-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR CONJ be.confused-CAUS
TENT-EVPT 
although [I] want to continue, [what] could make [my heart] 
confused? [Nothing!] (MYS XIV: 3360) 

*,'l!!,:tIJJ#Z$*IA:m~ltf01X-tlt 
asi pum-asim-una kutu pak-ey wa-Nka se 
foot step-CAUS-NEGIIMP shoe put.on-IMP I-POSS beloved 
Do not let [yourself] step [on it bare-]footed. Put on [your] shoes, 
my beloved (MYS XIV: 3399) 

{JtMt$zJlJJ & 
iN sa ne-simye twora 
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INTER sleep-CAUS(IMP) Twora (p.n.?) 
Hey, Twora, let [me] sleep [with you] (MYS XIV: 3518) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The causative suffix -asimey- ~ -simey- is not attested in Ryukyuan 
per se, but the following forms from the Shuri dialect are worth 
attention. The causative form of the verb s- 'to do' in Shuri is 
shim ii- ~ shimiy-. Also, the consonant verbs with their roots or 
stems ending in /s/ have the causative form in -imiy- (Nishioka & 
Nakahara 2000: 101). Examples: 

'ari-Nkai shimiy-uN 
he-DAT do(CAUS)-FIN 
[I] will make him do [it] (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 102) 

kusa ka-i shimiy-uN 
grass cut-NML do(CAUS)-FIN 
[I] will make [him] cut the grass (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 102) 

miji nagas-imiy-uN 
water flusb-CAUS-FIN 
[I] will make [him] flush the water (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 
102) 

It is impossible for modern Shuri to borrow directly from 
Western Old Japanese, so these Shuri forms are likely to be 
connected genetically with WOJ -asimey- ~ -simey-. However, it is 
not quite clear what kind of a form we are supposed to reconstruct 
here for Proto-Japonic. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
I am not aware of any external parallels for the causative suffix 
-asimey- ~ -simey-. 

6.2.2.3.9 Causative -as- ~ -(a)se-
There is another causative marker attested in Western Old Japanese 
texts in addition to -asimey- ~ -simey-. There appears to be no 
functional difference between these two. The second causative is 
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represented by two basic variants: -as- and _(a)se_.82 Both variants 
can be found after consonant verbs. Two consonant verbs, toyom
'to sound' and op- 'to carry', are followed by the special 
allomorphs -ose-/-ose- - -os-/-os- that result from the same type of 
progressive assimilation as was observed above for the iterative 
-ap- and the passive -aye-. It must be noted that if -as- or -ase- after 
a consonant verb is followed by a strong vowel suffix, it is not 
possible to tell which variant was used because the /e/ in -ase
would be regularly deleted before a strong vowel suffix. 

Only the variant -as- occurs after the regular vowel verbs, 
although only three of them are attested in combination with the 
following causative -as- in reliable phonetic spelling: n-as- 'to 
make/let sleep' « ne- 'to sleep'), nur-as- 'to make wet' « nure
'to be wet'), and kar-as- 'to make/let wither' (kare- 'to wither, to 
dry'). On the other hand, irregular (strong) vowel verbs are always 
followed by the variant -se- « -ase-, with the expected initial 
vowel loss in the suffix after a stem of a strong vowel verb). The 
morphophonological variations of -as- - -(a)se- are represented in 
the following chart. 

Chart 72: Morphophonological variations of the causative suffix 
-as- - -(a)se-

weak vowel suffix stronl! vowel suffix 
consonant verbs -as-, -ase- -as-
regular vowel -as- -as-
verbs 
irregular vowel -se- -s-
verbs 
toyom- 'to -os-, -ose- -os-
sound' 
op- 'to carry' -ose- -

The causative suffix -as- - (a)se- always follows the root of a 
verb. Similar to the causative -asimey- - -simey-, it never combines 
with either the iterative -ap- or the passive -aye- - -raye- - -ye- that 
occupy the same slot. Therefore, similar to Middle Japanese, but 

82 It is not possible to call them allomorphs because -as- and -(a)se- are not 
completely complimentary distributed. It is not impossible that we have some 
dialectal variation here. Note that there is no form -sase- like in Middle and 
modem Japanese. 
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unlike modem Japanese, the causative-passive construction is not 
present in Western Old Japanese. 

The causative marker -as- - -(a)se- can combine with a greater 
number of following suffixes and bound auxiliaries than the 
causative marker -asimey- - -simey-, although there is a significant 
overlap in usage. Since both causative markers combine essentially 
with markers belonging to the same verbal categories, the 
distinction between -as- - -(a)se- and -asimey- - -simey- is unlikely 
to be functional. The only two significant discrepancies seem to be 
that the causative -asimey- - -simey- combines with the past 
attributive -si, while -as- - -(a)se- does not; and vice versa, while 
-as- - -(a)se- combines with the following potential auxiliary -kate-, 
-asimey- - -simey- does not. But these minor discrepancies may 
also be attributed to the fact that our corpus is somewhat limited, 
and, consequently, not all verbal forms are attested. In contrast to 
the causative -asimey- - -simey- that is practically attested only in 
the Man 'yoshu and the Senmyo, the causative marker -as- - -(a)se
seems to be confined only to poetry,83 and it has several attestations 
in the earliest texts. Thus, the distinction between the causatives 
-as- - -(a)se- and -asimey- - -simey- may probably be defined in 
the terms that -asimey- - -simey- was more colloquial than -as- -
-(a)se- in the Nara period. All possible combinations of -as- -
-(a)se- with following suffixes and bound auxiliaries are provided 
in the chart below. 

Chart 73: Combinations of the causative suffix -as- - -(a)se- with 
fill' ffi db d T' o owmg su lxes an oun aUXllanes 

suffixes and bound auxiliaries combination forms 
final-u -os-u 
attributive -(ur)u -as-u, -os-u, -as-uru* 
infinitive -[yJi -as-i, -(a)se, -ose 
imperative -e, -0 -as-e (?), -ase (?) 
exclamative -(u)mo -as-umo 
tentative -(a)m- -ase-m-, -se-m-
tentative -(u)ram- -as-uram-
negative -Ns- -os-aNs-
negative -(a)n- -as-an-

83 There are no attestations of -as- - -(a)se- in the Senmyo. Bentley provides two 
examples from the N orito (2001: 196), but neither of them is reliable, because this 
suffix is not even speJt semantographically by the character -% 'to order.' 
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negative imperative -una -as-una 
subjunctive -(a)masi -se-masi 
debitive -uNpey- -s-uNpey-* 
perfective -te- -as-i-t-, -se-t-
potential -kate- -se-kate-* . . * Attested only m partIally semantographlc wrItmg . 

The causative suffix -as- - (a)se- has only one function of 
general causation 'make X do Y' or 'let X do Y.' The causee is 
marked by the dative case marker -ni if the verb is transitive, or 
with the accusative case marker -wo or a zero case marker if the 
verb is intransitive.84 Examples: 

~~~~ff~.~~$~@~~~~*e.~.~~ 
noti pa na-N-tori n-i ar-am-u-wo inoti pa na-si-se-tamap-yi-so 
later TOP you-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC life 
TOP NEG-die-CAUS(INF)-HON-INF-do 
because [I] will be your bird later, do not kill [your] life [with 
desire] (KK 3) 

~~~~~ft~~~wre$1f 
ono-Nka wo-wo nusum-yi si-se-m-u to 
yourself-POSS cord-ACC steal-INF die-CAUS-TENT-FIN DV 
[they] are going to steal your [own life-]cord and murder [you] 
(KK 22) 

J:t1ffG.fGl=t1f:lZ1s~iiJ~e.~~~5{\.wr~OJift~OJie.wr~ 
pyito-tu matu pyitO n-i ar-i-s-eNpa tati pakey-masi-wo kyinu kyi
se-masi-wo 
one-CL pine person DV-INF exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND 
long. sword make.wear-SUBJ-ACC garment wear-CAUS-SUBJ
ACC 
Oh, lone pine, if [you] were a human being, [I] would make [you] 
wear a long sword, [I] would make [you] wear a garment, but ... 
(KK 29) 

.wm~~~~~~~~~.~.~.~~.~~M.~.~ 

.~.~ 

84 There is not enough data to judge whether a causee can be marked by -ni with a 
following intransitive verb in the case of voluntary causation as in Modern 
Japanese. 
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woti kata-no asa-nwo-no kyikyisi toyom-os-aNs-u ware pa ne
sika-N16 pyito so toyom-os-u 
that side-GEN Asa-field-GEN pheasant sound-CAUS-NEG-INF 1 
TOP sleep(INF)-PASTIEV-CONC person PT sound-CAUS
ATTR 
Although 1 slept without letting pheasants from the Asa field on 
yonder side cry, [other] people let [them] cry (NK 110) 

:g:Wzz!l!f~~~~ iitJi! 
wa-Nka POR-I-si NWONSlMA pa MYI-se-t-u 
I-POSS want-INF-PAST/ATTR NwoNsima TOP see-CAUS
PERF-FIN 
[You] have shown [me] NwoNsima that [I] wanted [to see] (MYS 
I: 12) 

.z~~~~MM*~~m§ff%mm~~z~~~~~ 
ISWO-NO UPEY-ni OP-Uru ASINPYI-wo TA-WOR-Am-ey-Nto 
MYI-S-UNpey-kyi KYIMYI-NKA AR-I 16 IP-AN-AKU n-i 
rocky.shore-GEN top-LOC grow-ATTR andromeda-ACC hand
break-TENT-EV-CONC see-CAUS-DEB-ATTR lord-POSS exist
FIN DV say-NEG-NML DV-INF 
Although [I] was going to break [with my] hand the andromeda 
[flowers] that grow on the rocky shore, as [people] do not say that 
[my] lord, whom [I] could show [them, still] lives ... (MYS II: 166) 

t$J!l~{jT~:®GZ 
KAMU-KANSE-ni i-PUK-YI-MA TWOP-As-i 
divine-wind-LOC DLF -blow-INF -be.confused-CAUS-INF 
making the divine wind to blow [them] away in confusion (MYS 
II: 199) 

~~m&~~~~~~~~~~~~~m~~~ 
ka-ku sir-amas-eNpa kun[i]-uti ko16-Nko16 myi-se-masi monowo 
thus-INF know-SUBJ-COND land-inside thing-thing see-CAUS
SUBJCONJ 
if [I] would know that, [I] would show [her] all the things in the 
land, but ... (MYS V: 797) 

;gz)aJ {jT m ~{tr:J!: 
yasu 1 SI n-as-an-u 
easy sleep PT sleep-CAUS-NEG-ATTR 
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[you] do not let [me] sleep an easy sleep (MYS V: 802) 

{jt$ R.5Ulf~iiJ{JiJ3f-~ ~~~ 
itaNtura n-i are-wo tir-as-una 
useless DV -INF we-ACC fall-CAUS-NEG/IMP 
Do not let us fall in vain (MYS V: 852a) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
ARA TAPEY-no NUNWO KYINU-wo Ntani kyi-se-KATE-n-i 
ka-ku ya NANKEYk-am-u 
rough mulberry.bark.cloth-GEN cloth garment-ACC PT wear
CAUS(INF)-POT -NEG-INF thus-INF PT lament-TENT -ATTR 
Being unable to make [my children] wear even a cloth garment 
from the rough mulberry bark cloth, would [I] lament in this way? 
(MYS V: 901) 

-¥m¥-f¥m*~r!l1H~zjl? 
TE-ni MOT-Er-u a-Nka kwo toNp-as-i-t-u 
hand-LOC hold-PROG-ATTR I-POSS child fly-CAUS-INF
PERF-FIN 
[I] have let my child flyaway, whom [I] was holding in [my] 
hands (MYS V: 904) 

B~3f--¥~~.~~~~~ZA~~~~~ 
SIRA TAMA-wo TE-NI PA MAK-ANS-U n-i PAKWO-NOMIY
NI OK-YER-I-si PYITO so TAMA NANKEYK-AS-Uru 
white jewel-ACC hand-LOC TOP wrap-NEG-NML DV -INF box
PR-LOC place-PROG-INF-PAST/ATTR person PT jewel lament
CAUS-ATTR 
A person who has just placed [her] white jewels in a box without 
wearing [them] on [her] wrists, makes the jewels lament (MYS 
VII: 1325) 

!lIt~f@]J!:.3f-f*~~~ B ~::f,*ll~ 
YAMA SAPA weNku-wo TUM-YI-NI YUK-AM-U PYI Ntani 
mwo AP-As-e (or: AP-Ase) 
mountain stream weNku-ACC pick-INF-LOC go-TENT-ATTR day 
PT PT meet-CAUS-IMP (or: meet-CAUS(IMP») 
Let [me] meet [you] just [on] the day when [I] go to pick weNku 
[grass at] the mountain stream (MYS XI: 2760) 
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It is not clear whether we should segment apase in this example as ap-as-e (with 
the allomorph -as- + imperative -e) or as -ap-ase (with the allomorph -ase- + zero 
infinitive). 

E#,~,*~fi~-tltfo~~EPI fif\)t~~~*Lf\)~ PI &,~,fo*L:$ 
~~:$* 
kwopiysi-ky-eNpa k-yi-mas-e wa-Nka se-kwo kakyi-tu Y ANkiy 
ure tum-yi kar-as-i ware tat-i-mat-am-u 
miss-ATTR-COND come-INF-HON-IMP I-POSS beloved-DIM 
fence-GENILOC willow top pluck-INF wither-CAUS-INF I 
stand-INF -wait-TENT -FIN 
If [you] miss [me], please come, my beloved! Plucking the ends [of 
branches] of willows at the fence, and letting [them] wither I will 
wait [for you] standing (MYS XIV: 3455) 
This poem looks like a normal Western Old Japanese text, with no peculiarities 
typical of Eastern Old Japanese, so I treat it as a Western Old Japanese text in 
spite of the fact that it is located in volume XIV ofthe Man 'y8shii. 

~~.~~~.~:$f\)~~~~f\)~~~~~~~.~ 
imo-ni MYI-se-m-u-ni wata-tu myi-no okyi-tu SIRA T AMA 
pyirip-yi-te yuk-ana 
beloved-DAT see-CAUS-TENT-ATTR-LOC sea-GENILOC 
dragon-GEN offing-GENILOC white jewel pick up-INF-SUB go
DES 
[I] want to go, picking up the white jewels from the offing of the 
sea dragon in order to show [them] to [my] beloved (MYS XV: 
3614) 

{IF:~~.~fo~~~{6:JJ 1]\fi~fi~~~~ 
pototoNkyisu wa-Nka sum-u satwo-ni k-yi nak-yi toyom-os-u 
cuckoo I-POSS Iive-A TTR village-LOC come-INF cry-INF sound
CAUS-FIN 
a cuckoo comes, cries and makes [its voice] resound in the village 
where I live (MYS XV: 3782) 

~~l::l:~~~tR~ &~&~*::n:: 
uNkupyisu-no nak-yi tir-as-uram-u PARU-NO PANA 
bush.warbler-GEN sing-INF fall-CAUS-TENT2-ATTR sprmg
GEN flower 
spring flowers that the bush warbler will probably let fall while 
[he] sings (MYS XVII: 3966) 
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~~~.~~~~~&~~~~~.~~~~~~~.~~~ 
~j]D~~ 
Tati yama-no yukyi si k-urasi-mo Papyitukiy-no kapa-no watar-i
N-SE aNpumyi tuk-as-umo 
Tati mountain-GEN snow PT melt-SUP-EXCL Papyitukiy-GEN 
river-GEN cross-NML-DV(ATTR)-rapids stirrup soak-CAUS
EXCL 
It seems that the snow on Mount Tati has melted! [I] made my 
stirrups soak at the rapids that are the crossing of the river 
Papyitukiy! (MYS XVII: 4024) 

{jI" ~ JJ\ ~¥TrE:tff~~'¥ & ~ ~ ~t C * ~ JJ\ ~ B:;:fM1]\i!t1Et~ fo tL-¥ 
~~-$¥TrE 
ika n-i ar-u puse-no ura so mwo kokoNtaku n-i kyimyi-Nka myi
se-m-u to ware-wo toNtam-urn 
how DV-INF exist-ATTR Puse-GEN bay it PT so.much DV-INF 
lord-POSS see-CAUS-TENT-FIN DV I-ACC stop-A TTR 
The bay of Puse, how [beautiful] it [is], [so that my] lord will stop 
[me] wishing to show [it to me] (MYS XVIII: 4036) 
Note that in this example so is not a focus particle, but a demonstrative pronoun. 

{i~JJ\{i~~-$ 
kyimyi-ni kyik-ase-m-u 
lord-DAT Iisten-CAUS-TENT-ATTR 
[I] want to make [my] lord listen [to the cuckoo] (MYS XVIII: 
4067) 

~.~~JJ\~~-$ft~*JJ\~~~~m~-$ 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo-ni myi-se-m-u-Nka tamey n-i momyit-i tar-i
te-m-u 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM-DAT see-CAUS-TENT-ATTR-POSS for 
DV-INF leaves.tum.red/yellow-NML take-INF-PERF-TENT-FIN 
[I] want to take red leaves in order to show [them] to my beloved 
(MYS XIX: 4222) 

~~~fg: ~lf~~{i31J(&~ 
sirwo tapey-no swoNte nak-yi-nur-as-i 
white mulberry.bark.cloth-GEN sleeve weep-INF-be.wet-CAUS
INF 
[they] make wet with [their] tears [their] sleeves from white 
mulberry bark cloth (MYS XX: 4408) 
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~~a~~~k~~~~~~~~~~*~ 
masura takye wo-wo sakyi-ni tate yukyi tor-i-op-ose 
magnificent brave man-ACC front-LOC place(INF) quiver take
INF -carry-CAUS(INF) 
[the emperor] places magnificent and brave men in front and 
makes [them] take and carry quivers (MYS XX: 4465) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
There are only four uncontroversial examples of the causative 
suffix -(a)se- in Eastern Old Japanese and all of them involve the 
variant -(a)se- and its assimilated allomorph -ose-. The variant -as
is not attested. Examples: 

!t~R~il g~~~PJ1§ a~f,J: 
pyitO-N-tuma kwo-ro-wo rna yuk-ase-[a]r-ap-umo 
person-GEN-wife girl-DIM-ACC eye go-CAUS-PROG-ITER
FIN-EXCL 
[I] let [my] eyes wander over the girl [who is] the wife of [ another] 
person! (MYS XIV: 3541) 

f6::MtL{jt/~,~il/~~~ f6::~ ~ 
saNsare isi-ni kwoma-wo pas-ase-te 
small stone-LOC stallion-ACC run-CAUS(INF)-SUB 
making [my] stallion run over small stones (MYS XIV: 3542) 

j]D*~~*~-$c~q:g/~,a~ ~ 
kamiy-ni op-ose-m-u kokoro sir-aNs-u-te 
deity-DAT carry-CAUS-TENT-ATTR heart know-NEG-INF
SUB 
not knowing [ my] heart that [I] will let deities carry [ away] (MYS 
XIV: 3566) 

Y~7Jf,J:j]DtR~Z C gf,J:~~iiJj]DfGtR~:i1l!!J!I! 
ipye-no [i]mo-Nka kyi-se-si koromo-ni aka tuk-yi-n-i-kar-i 
home-GEN beloved-POSS wear-CAUS(INF)-PASTI ATTR 
garment-LOC dirt attach-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-FIN 
dirt stuck to the garment that my beloved at home made [me] wear 
(MYS XX: 4388) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
There are cognates of WOJ -as- - -(a)se- attested throughout the 
Ryukyuan islands. In Shuri only the form -as- is attested (RKJ 81), 
but in Old Ryukyuan both -as- and -(a)se- are present. Torigoe 
claims that OR -(a)se- is an old form, and -as- is a new one (1968: 
194), but his hypothesis is based on the theory that the -as- form in 
mainland Japanese is not attested before the Edo period, and 
therefore, he imagines here some parallel development, stating that 
in Old Ryukyuan -as- must have appeared no later than during the 
Muromachi period. However, in light of WOJ -as-, there is no need 
for such a speculation: both OR -as- and -(a)se- apparently 
represent cognates to Western Old Japanese forms. 

Old Ryukyuan 

7J \:J.;. iFf t. L- 7J \:J.;. ~ J: G ib:to 9 :. iJ~ it~ 
kami kanasi kami kiyora aor-u kog-ase-ya 
deity beautiful deity beautiful swing-FIN row-CAUS-IMP 
Beautiful goddess, beautiful goddess, swing [the wind, and] let [us] 
row [out] (OS X: 530) 

t~ 9 7J\ ~ 'G"f~it 0 
taru-ga satife ni-se-ru 
who-POSS wear(COND) fit-CAUS-FIN 
for whom will [it] be appropriate to wear? (OS XI: 594) 

*f~ L-f~lj: VJ ~ ~ Ij:ft. J: < G T L- VJ J: b6b 
OPO nisi-ni far-i-y-as-afa Nayokura su sir-i-yow-am-e 
great north-LOC run-INF-send-CAUS-COND Nayokura PT 
know-INF-HON-TENT-EV 
If [we] make [the boat] run to the Great North, Nayokura 
[goddess] would protect [us] (OS XIII: 902) 

'uttu-Nkaijii kak-as-uN 
younger.brother-DAT character write-CAUS-FIN 
[I] will make [my] younger brother write characters (Nishioka & 
Nakahara 2000: 101) 
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gaNmari sh-ii-nee 'ama-Nkai tat-as-uN doo 
mischief do-INF-COND there-LOC stand-CAUS-FIN PT 
If [you] are mischievous, [I] will make [you] stand there! 
(Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 101) 

Thus, we can reconstruct PJ *-as- ~ *-ase- as causative markers. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
I am not aware of any external parallels for PJ *-as- ~ *-ase-. 

6.2.2.3.10 Debitive -uNpey- ~ -Npey-
The debitive suffix has two allomorphs: -uNpey- and -Npey-. The 
allomorph -Npey- occurs only after strong vowel verbs, but in 
Western Old Japanese texts only one vowel verb myi- 'to see, to 
look' is attested with a following -Npey-: myi-Npey- 'should 
100k.,85 After all other verbs: consonant, regular vowel, and all 
irregular only the main allomorph -uNpey- is found. 

The debitive suffix -uNpey- appears extremely rarely in the 
earliest Western Old Japanese texts: it is found once in the Kojiki 
kayo and once in the Nihonshoki kayo. This should come as no 
surprise, since -uNpey- is certainly a grammaticalized form of the 
adjective uNpey- 'to be proper, to be indeed' or the adverb uNpey 
'indeed', both of which are attested independently in Western Old 
Japanese texts. Examples: 

~{~JJ~~{~JJ~~~~~~~li 
uNpey na uNpey na kyimyi mat-i-Nkat-an-i 
indeed PT indeed PT lord wait-INF-POT-NEG-INF 
Indeed, indeed! [I] can hardly wait for [my] lord, and ... (KK 28) 

~m~~~4~~~M~~~~4~~~M 
uNpey-si koso twop-yi-tamap-ey rna koso n-i twop-yi-tamap-ey 
be. proper-FIN PT ask-INF-HON-EV truth PT DV-INF ask-INF
HON-EV 
[It] is proper that [you] asked [me], [it] is right that [you] asked 
[me] (KK 72) 

85 Note that in Middle (Classical) Japanese -ube- follows the attributive mi-ru of 
the verb mi- 'to see, to look:' mi-r-ube-. 
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~~~~.~m~~~~~~~~~~ 
paru nar-e-Npa uNpey mo sak-yi-tar-u uMEY-no pana 
spring becomes-EV-CON indeed PT bloom-INF-PERFIPROG
A TTR plum-GEN blossom 
plum blossoms that have indeed bloomed when the spring came 
(MYS V: 831) 

~-r7-L 1=1 A I.=: h-:-Th"'~{fEg R EEI-± Ml'1--l T...L.7C,;/'- 'ffJ:'1J\ PO nuUJ ,c,~ R, l.!.' P 

UNPEY-si koso MYI-RU PYITO NKOTO n-i KATAR-I-TUNK
YI SINWOP-YI-kyer-asi-kyi 
be. proper-FIN PT see-ATTR person every DV-INF talk-INF
pass-INF yearn-INF-RETR-SUP-ATTR 
[It] is proper that every person who sees [this beach], seems to 
yearn [for it] and tells others [about it] (MYS VI: 1065) 

~2~n.~m~~~~~e**~~~ 
koko MYI-re-Npa uNpey-si KAMIY-YO-yu paNsimey-kyer-asi
mo 
here look-EV -CON be.indeed-FIN deity-age-ABL begin(INF)
RETR-SUP-EXCL 
when [you] look at this place, it indeed looks like [they] began [the 
building of the palaces] from the Age of Gods! (MYS XX: 4360) 

Since the debitive -uNpey- is derived from the adjective uNpey
'to be proper,' it is no wonder that it has an adjectival paradigm: 

Chart 74: Combinations of the debitive suffix -uNpey- ~ -Npey-
'th fI II' ffi WI o owmg su Ixes 

suffixes combination forms 
final -si -uNpey-si 
attributive -kyi -uNpey-kyi 
infinitive -ku -uNpey-ku 
gerund -mJlj -uNpey-myi 

Since -uNpey- ~-Npey- has an adjectival paradigm, all other 
suffixes or bound auxiliaries can attach only to the auxiliary verb 
ar- 'to exist' which is added to the infinitive form -uNpey-ku. The 
form -uNpey-ku ar- can contract to -uNpey-k-ar-, but the examples 
of this contracted form are extremely rare in Western Old Japanese, 
and none are found in an uncontroversial phonetic spelling. 

Only the following suffixes can precede -uNpey- ~-Npey-: 
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Chart 75: Combinations of the debitive suffix -uNpey- ~ -Npey-
'th d' ffi WI prece mg su Ixes 

suffixes combination forms 
iterative -ap- -ap-uNpey-
passive -(a)ye- -oy-uNpey-
causative -(a)se- -s-uNpey-
perfective -n- -n-uNpey-
perfective -t- -t-uNpey-

The debitive suffix -uNpey- ~-Npey- can have three different 
functions: (1) debitive ('must do, should do'), (2) strong probability 
('would do'), (3) potential ('can do'). Among these functions the 
debitive function is the most frequent, and judging by the fact that 
-uNpey- ~-Npey- is a grammaticalization of the adjective uNpey
'to be proper,' it is likely to be the primary one. Examples: 

(1) Debitive: 

fO!~~~j(j~~1:g:tRf~.~flj 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka k-uNpey-kyi yopyi nar-i 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS come-DEB-ATTR night be-FIN 
[It] is the night when my beloved must come (NK 65) 

~~~'~fIf~l¥Jlif7-PJ*16:~1:g:J~'~ 
KUMWO Ntani mo KOKORO AR-Ana-mo kakus-ap-uNpey-si 
YA 
cloud PT PT heart exist-DES-EXCL PT hide-ITER-DEB-FIN PT 
[I] wish at least the clouds [would] have feelings! Do [they] have 
to hide [Mt. Myiwa] all the time? (MYS I: 18) 

:m.:& {6:~Wf tA~-eH~k EE 1ifWf-S: 
tuma-ya saNpusi-ku omop-oy-uNpey-si-mo 
spouse-room lonely-INF think-PASS-DEB-FIN-EXCL 
[I] must suddenly think [how] lonely [our] bedroom [is]! (MYS V: 
795) 

~*~.~~~~mM~~~~* •• PJR&.~ffitA~~. 
*&~:& 
uMEY-no pana sak-yi-tar-u sono-no awo yaNkiy pa kaNtura n-i s
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-kyer-aNs-u ya 
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plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR garden-GEN 
green willow TOP wig DV-INF do-DEB-INF become-INF-PERF
INF-RETR-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that [we] should make [our] wigs out of the 
green willows in the garden where the plum blossoms have 
bloomed? (MYS V: 817) 

~m~.~~~~~~~.~~~.mfi~~~~m~~~. 
~ ~iiJ ~ ~ 1:11 
uMEY-no pana sak-yi-te tir-i-n-aNpa sakura-N-pana tuNk-yi-te 
sak-uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-te ar-aNs-u ya 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-SUB fall-INF-PERF-COND 
sakura-GEN-blossom follow-INF-SUB bloom-DEB-INF become
INF-PERF-INF-SUB exist-NEG-FIN PT 
If the plum blossoms have bloomed and fallen, does not it become 
so that sakura blossoms should bloom after? (MYS V: 829) 

~g~~.*~~~~~.~~~~~~m~ 
moro pyitO pa kyepu-no apyiNta pa tanwosi-ku ar-uNpey-si 
all person TOP today-GEN interval TOP be joyful-INF exist
DEB-FIN 
all people today must be joyful (MYS V: 832) 

{jl"1JD.1JDflj*f*~E~iiJflj*fttJfffi~ftcW\lt7C 
ika Npakari kwoposi-ku ar-i-ky-em-u saywo-pyimye 
how PT be longing-INF exist-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
Saywo-pime 
how Saywo-pyimye must have been longing (MYS V: 875) 

~~--¥.~*L ~ r!l~.z~~f:g:z 
kyimyi-wo panare-te kwopiy-ni sin-uNpey-si 
lord-ACC separate(INF)-SUB 10ve(NML)-LOC die-DEB-FIN 
leaving [my] lord behind, [I] should die from love (MYS XV: 
3578) 

~.z~~*m.~fim~~~~zJff~$ 
nani si kamo kiyri-ni tat-uNpey-ku naNkeyk-yi s-i-mas-am-u 
what PT PT fog-COMP rise-DEB-INF lament-NML do-INF
HON-TENT-ATTR 
I wonder, why should [you] lament so that [your tears] have to rise 
as a fog? (MYS XV: 3581) 
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{jI-~~f*~ fif!A* &~!A1J\fo~jjq: §-m: ~ ~frJ(tL ~ {jI-PJ 1J\~-$ 
imwo-Nka pos-uNpey-ku ar-an-aku n-i wa-Nka koromoNte-wo 
nure-te ika n-i se-m-u 
beloved-POSS dry-DEB-INF exist-NEG-NML DV-INF I-POSS 
sleeve-ACC get.wet(INF)-SUB how DV-INF do-TENT-FIN 
what should I do with my wet sleeves - because [ my] beloved 
cannot dry [them] (MYS XV: 3712) 

{jI-~~~~~ilt*¥TrEfif!A* lIH~s fi1 
imwo-woNpa myi-Ns-u so ar-uNpey-ku ar-i-kyer-u 
beloved-ACC(EMPH) see-NEG-INF PT exist-DEB-INF exist
INF-RETR-ATTR 
[I] must not have seen [my] beloved (MYS XV: 3739) 

~~~~Z~~$~~~~m5~~~mZ 
womyinapyesi sak-yi-tar-u NWO-PYE-wo yuk-yi-tutu MYI-Npey
si 
carnation bloom-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR field-side-ACC go-INF
COOR look-DEB-FIN 
while walking [you] should look at the fields where the carnations 
are blooming (MYS XVII: 3951) 

~tfJi.l::~ ~ fj~Mc:tff 1f{jI-jtWzflJ lBl* J# m :m' ~ fo tL lBl zfrJ( fif!A~ m 
1J\$&~ill 
tune pyito-no kwop-u to ip-u-ywori pa amari n-i-te ware pa sin
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-tar-aNs-u ya 
ordinary person-GEN love-FIN DV say-ATTR-ABL TOP excess 
DV-INF-SUB I TOP die-DEB-INF become-INF-PERF-INF
PERFIPROG-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that I should die, feeling (lit.: being) much 
more than what ordinary people call 'love'? (MYS XVIII: 4080) 

fi$~fiW;~~{jI-l1:.I::~~$M;GlBl~tL~fifif;G 
kyitana-kyi miy-woNpa itop-yi-sut-uNpey-si panare-sut-uNpey
si 
dirty-ATTR body-ACC(EMPH) hate-INF-discard-DEB-FIN 
leave(INF)-discard-D EB-FIN 
[I] should hate and discard [my] unclean body. [I] should leave 
and discard [it] (BS 19) 
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(2) Strong probability: 

{jt~ JJ~jJD~ J:t~wrf!l!tx {if;B 
ita nak-aNpa pyito sir-i-n-uNpey-si 
extremely cry-COND person know-INF-PERF-DEB-FIN 
if [I] cry loudly, people would have known (KK 83) 

.~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~B~~~~~~~~ 
{if-1-
YORONTU YO n-i tOsi pa k-yi p-u tOmo uMEY -no pana tay-uru 
kotO na-ku sak-yi-watar-uNpey-si 
ten.thousand generation DV -INF year TOP come-INF pass-FIN 
CONJ plum-GEN blossom be.interrupted-ATTR matter no-INF 
bloom-INF -cross-DEB-FIN 
Even though years will come and pass for ten thousand generations, 
plum blossoms would continue to bloom without interruption 
(MYS V: 830) 

~~~~$ffl~~ili~~~W~~~~M •• ~.~~m~ 
kusuri pam-u-ywo pa myiyakwo myi-Npa iyasi-kyi a-Nka miy 
mata woti-n-uNpey-si 
medicine eat-ATTR-ABL TOP capital see-COND ignoble-ATTR 
I-POSS body again rejuvenate(INF)-PERF-DEB-FIN 
rather than take the medicine, my ignoble body would have been 
rejuvenated again if [I] saw the capital (MYS V: 848) 

;j:)(3¥1lf RJP)(1f & ~ 
AKYI PANKIY PA SAK-YI-N-UNPEY-K-Ar-asi 
autumn bush.clover TOP bloom-INF -PERF -DEB-INF -exist-SUP 
[It] seems that the autumn bush clover might have bloomed (MYS 
VIII: 1514) 

f)( 3¥ -1- -'¥-14 i&J m !Itt -¥tJTfi'f In'tH! 
AKYI PANKIY-wo OTI-SUNKIY-n-uNpey-myi TA-WOR-I
MOT-I MYI-RE-NTO 
autumn bush.clover-ACC fall(INF)-pass(INF)-PERF -D EB-G ER 
hand-break-INF -hold-INF look-EV -CONC 
Because the autumn bush clover would have fallen, [I] broke 
[them] with [my] hand and looked, but ... (MYS X: 2290) 
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~ g li fiJIfPT ~m!jUt.f:g:~ 
yoroNtu YO-ni katar-i-tuNk-uNpey-ku 
ten.thousand year-LOC talk-INF-continue-DEB-INF 
[it] would be talking for ten thousand years (MYS XVII: 3914) 

rt~Y-. f:g:~flb Jj\[!] fiiW1finiYIV"J 1t 
oti-n-uNpey-myi SWONTE-ni kwok-yi-lRE-t-u PUNTI NAMYI
noPANA 
fall(INF)-PERF -DEB-GER sleeve-LOC rub.through-INF-
insert(INF)-PERF-FIN Fuji wave-GEN flower 
because [they] would have fallen, [I] have rubbed into my sleeves 
(the waves of) wisteria flowers (MYS XIX: 4193a) 

*rt~~~[!]#z~*¥TrEf:g:z 
apyi-myi-Ns-u pa kwopiysi-ku ar-uNpey-si 
REC-see-NEG-INF TOP be.longing.for-INF exist-DEB-FIN 
if [we] do not see each other, [we] would be longing (MYS XX: 
4408) 

ijjC15{~ 7( ±IBn 1&11 IL '42--4f ~ib *WmE{:g:~.i1f x 
W A-NKA UTUKUSINPIY -i AMEY TUTI-no MYI-KOKORO-wo 
UNKWOK-ASIMEY-matur-uNpey-kyi KOTO pa NA-SI 
we-POSS virtue-ACT heaven earth-GEN HON-heart-ACC move
CAUS(INF)-HVM-DEB-ATTR thing TOP no-FIN 
there was no occasion that our virtues would move the hearts of 
heaven and earth (SM 42) 

(3) Potential: 

.z~Jj\~~mD*~~~§~-4fmm~Bz~~~~Jj\ 
ISWO-NO UPEY-ni OP-Uru ASINPYI-wo TA-WOR-Am-ey-NtO 
MYI-S-UNpey-kyi KYIMYI-NKA AR-I to IP-AN-AKU n-i 
rocky.shore-GEN top-LOC grow-A TTR andromeda-ACC hand
break-TENT-EV-CONC see-CAUS-DEB-ATTR lord-POSS exist
FIN DV say-NEG-NML DV -INF 
Although [I] was going to break [with my] hand the andromeda 
[flowers] that grow on the rocky shore, as [people] do not say that 
[my] lord, whom [I] could show [them, still] lives ... (MYS II: 166) 
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~~-¥ =::§~~1ffifffsJ(1~ 
taNpute n-i mwo NANKEY-KWOS-I-t-uNpey-kyi AMA-NO 
KAPA 
stone DV-INF PT throw(INF)-cross-INF-PERF-DEB-ATTR 
Heaven-GEN River 
Heavenly River that [one] can throw even a stone across (MYS 
VIII: 1522) 

*(!Jj)JR1!f~::§ PJ~z1ffifif?\ 
SWONTE PUR-ANPA MYI mwo kapas-i-t-uNpe-ku 
sleeve waive-COND see(NML) PT exchange-INF-PERF-DEB
INF 
If [you] waived [your] sleeve, [we] could have exchanged glances 
(MYS VIII: 1525) 

*:th fiff! -9-Z 1i~~fi;ftf6::~Z f6:: 
ap-uNpey-kyi yosi-no na-kyi-Nka saNpusi-sa 
meet-DEB-ATTR chance-GEN no-ATTR-POSS sad-NML 
sadness of the non-existence of a chance to be able to meet (MYS 
XV: 3734) 

fi~;ft§~~~~~~~.~.~PJ~m~ 
kyimyi-Nka mey-wo myi-Ns-u pyisa nar-aNpa suNpye na-k-ar
uNpey-si 
lord-POSS eye-ACC see-NEG-INF long be-COND way no-INF
exist-DEB-FIN 
If [I] do not see your eyes for a long time, [I] am helpless (lit.: 
[there] cannot be [any] way) (MYS XVII: 3934) 

~~::§~~~~m*?\mfi~~~*~~?\~ 
pyinemwosu n-i myi tOmo ak-uNpey-kyi ura n-i ar-an-aku n-i 
all.day DV-INF 100k(FIN) CONJ lose.interest-DEB-ATTR bay 
DV -INF exist-NEG-NML DV -INF 
even if [I] look all day, it is not a bay that [one] could lose interest 
[in looking at] (MYS XVIII: 4037) 

Z1jfE?\Z*~~ .bt~~z¥jfEfif?\ 
siru-ku simey tate pyitO-no sir-uNpey-ku 
distinct-INF sign erect(lMP) person-GEN know-DEB-INF 
erect a distinct sign, so the people could know (MYS XVIII: 4096) 
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There are three examples of -uNpey- in Eastern Old Japanese. In all 
three cases only the debitive function is attested, and there are no 
examples of strong probability or potential. Examples: 

~.~~~~M~~~~~w~~e~~~ft~~m~2~g 
~iE:~§ 
kamakura-no myiNkwosi-no sakyi-no ipa-kuye-no kyimyi-Nka 
kuy-uNpey-kyi kokoro pa mot-aNsi 
Kamakura-GEN MyiNkwosi-GEN cape-GEN rock-slide-COMP 
lord-POSS regret-DEB-ATTR heart TOP hold-NEG/TENT 
[My] lord should not have the heart, like the rockslide at the 
MyiNkwosi cape in Kamakura, which [he] will have to regret 
[later] (MYS XIV: 3365) 

JJ~:m{~~jjtp~~m 4ttflJRI* 
twonap-uNpey-myi koso na-ni yosor-i-ky-em-ey 
recite-DEB-GER PT you-DAT approach-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT
EV 
as [I] had to recite [the magic formula], [I] approached you (MYS 
XIV: 3468) 

{jt -$filJ~mE~~ 2 ~-¥{jt~~ 
imu-Nka nar-uNpye-kyi kotO-wo ip-aNs-u 
beloved-POSS become-DEB-ATTR thing-ACC say-NEG-INF 
without telling my beloved [wife] about the things [she] must do 
(MYS XX: 4364) 

The lack of examples with strong probability and potential 
functions in Eastern Old Japanese represents another piece of 
evidence in favor of the suggestion that debitive is the primary 
function of Western Old Japanese -uNpey-. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
In Classical Ryukyuan -ube- is attested only in the Ryuka and the 
Kumiodori, but it does not occur in Old Ryukyuan (Hokama 1995: 
589). Such a pattern of attestation strongly suggests that CR -ube
is a loan from Middle Japanese. Quite similar, in the Shuri dialect 
the debitive form -(u)bichii is attested only in the written language 
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(RKJ 133), so this is almost certainly a loan from Middle Japanese, 
since its reflexes are not found in other Ryukyuan dialects. Thus, it 
appears that the WOJ and EOJ debitive -uNpey- represents a purely 
Japanese innovation based on grammaticalization. 

6.2.2.3.11 Progressive -[yjer-
The progressive suffix has only one allomorph -[yjer-. It is usually 
believed that in Western Old Japanese it is found only after 
consonant verbs and the irregular verb se- 'to do' (Saeki 1959: 162-
63). However, Yoshida Kanehiko pointed out that although -[yjer
is not attested after vowel verbs per se, it is found after the 
potential auxiliary -Nkate- (1973: 606), with the expected loss of 
the final vowel of the auxiliary: -Nkat-er-. In addition, -[yjer- is 
also attested after the irregular form ko- 'to come' and the strong 
vowel verb kyi- 'to wear,' which both result in an irregular form 
kyer- 'come(PROG), or 'wear(PROG), (see MYS XVII: 3957 and 
MYS XV: 3667 below).86 

Historically -[yjer- represents a monophthongization of the 
infinitive -[yji with the following verb ar- 'to exist' that is used as 
an auxiliary (Yamada 1954: 325). This is supported by the fact that 
after [-coronal] consonants it has the shape -yer- < *-i+ar- with the 
ko-rui vowel Iyel < *ia, and also by the fact that there is a 
contracted form -ar- in Eastern Old Japanese, which represents a 
different line of development of the sequence *-i+ar-. It is 
necessary to note that unlike other uncontracted forms that are 
amply attested in Western Old Japanese, such as -(a)Ns-u ar- '
NEG-INF exist-', -te ar- '-SUB exist,' and -ku ar- '-INF exist,' the 
un contracted form *-[y]i ar- does not present itself. The progressive 
-[yjer- can be followed by the following suffixes and bound 
auxiliaries: 

Chart 76: Combinations of the progressive suffix -[yjer- with 
fill' ffi db d T' o owmg su lxes an oun aUXllanes 

suffixes combination forms 
final-i -{yler-i 
infinitive -[yJi- -{yler-i-* 
attributive -(ur)u -{yler-u 
evidential-(ur)e- -[yJer-e-* 
conjunctive gerund -Npa -{yler-e-Npa 

86 Eastern Old Japanese has k-ar- 'wear-PROG,' see MYS XX: 4431 below. 
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concessive gerund -Nto[moJ -[yJer-e-Nto[moJ 
imperative -{yle -[yJer-e 
tentative -(a)m- -{yJer-am-
tentative -(u)ram- -{YJ er-uram-
conditional gerund -aNpa -IYJ er-aNpa 
suppositional-(ur)asi -IYJ er-asi 
subiunctive -(a)masi -Iy, er-amasi 
past final -kyi -Iv, er-i-kyi 
~ast attributive -si -IYJ er-i-si 
retrospective -kyer- -[yJer-i-kyer- . . * Attested only In combInatIOns with follOWIng suffixes and bound auxlhanes . 

The progressive -[yJer- can also be preceded by the following 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries: 

Chart 77: Combinations of the progressive suffix -[yJer- with 
d· ffi db d T· prece mg su lxes an oun auxi lanes 

suffixes combination forms 
iterative -ap- -ap-yer-
honorific -as- -as-er-
perfective/progressive -tar- -tar-er-
potential -Nkate- -Nkat-er-

The progressive suffix -[yJer- has two functions: (1) progressive 
and (2) perfective. It seems that the progressive function is the 
original one, as it appears more frequently not only in general, but 
also in the earliest texts. The perfective function probably 
developed from the progressive. Examples: 

(1) Progressive: 

m~~~~~M~~~ •• ~~R~~~M~~~ •• 
oso-N-pur-ap-yi wa-Nka tat-as-er-e-Npa pyiko-N-tur-ap-yi wa
Nka tat-as-er-e-Npa 
push-DV(INF)-shake-ITER-INF I-POSS stand-HON-PROG-EV
CON pull-DV(INF)-shove-ITER-INF I-POSS stand-HON
PROG-EV-CON 
[I] was pushing and shaking [the door], when I was standing 
[there], [I] was pulling and shoving [it], when I was standing 
[there] (KK 2) 
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.w.tt~$.~~~.~~~.~~~W~. 
unaNk-as-er-u tama-no myi-sumaru myi-sumaru-ni ana-N-tama 
wear.on.the.neck-HON-PROG-ATTR jewel-GEN HON-string 
HON-string-LOC hole-GEN-jewel 
string of jewels worn on the neck, large jewels on the string (KK 6) 

{Jt R ~ $*~ ¥TrE. iBl *~ ¥TrE$~:m R ~ {6::iBl.tl&{6:: ,*~~;0 fi ~iiJ iBlliit 
iNtu!ll'Y0 takyeru-Nka pak-yer-u tati tuNdura sapa mak-yi sa-miy 
na-Sl-lll apare 
INtumwo Takyeru-POSS wear-PROG-ATTR long. sword vine 
many wrap-INF PREF-inside no-FIN-LOC alas 
The long sword that INtumwo Takyeru is wearing has many vines 
around [it], [but] because no [sword] inside, alas! (KK 23) 

frJ.*~~¥TrE~~.b~ 
wa-Nka kyes-er-u osupyi 
I-POSS wear(HON)-PROG-ATTR cloak 
the cloak that I am wearing (KK 28) 

*:m~iBl~*~m~~w~:m~iBl~R.~m~~;0R~iBl~ 
~~~m~~ 
pwo-tu ye pa amey-wo op-yer-i naka-tu ye pa aNtuma-wo op-yer-i 
siN-tu ye pa pyina-wo op-yer-i 
top-GENILOC branch TOP heaven-ACC cover-PROG-FIN 
middle-GENILOC branch TOP lands.in.the.east-ACC cover
PROG-FIN bottom-GENILOC branch TOP rural.region-ACC 
cover-PROG-FIN 
[Its] top branches are covering the Heaven, [its] middle branches 
are covering the lands in the East, and [its] lower branches are 
covering the rural regions (KK 100) 

~ir"~11Z1ilgii1HffliBl~{~~~;J]D~~*~~ 
opo-myiya-no woW t-u pataNte sumyi kataNpuk-yer-i 
great-place-GEN that DV -ATTR edge(?) corner incline-PROG
FIN 
The edge corners of that side of the great palace are falling apart 
(KK 105) 

~ 1jr1ilgfif3i'd~~fr-*~fi~1A ~~ 
MURASAKYI-no nipop-yer-u IMWO-wo niku-ku AR-ANPA 
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violet-COMP beautiful-PROG-ATTR beloved-ABS unpleasant
INF exist-COND 
If [my] beloved, who is beautiful like a violet, was distasteful [to 
me] (MYS I: 21) 

ft;;l~~ z~-tltmE~ 
W A-NKA SE-KWO-NKA KYEs-er-u KOROMO 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS wear(HON)-PROG-ATTR garment 
the garment that my beloved is wearing (MYS IV: 514) 

.It fjMffflj zffl flj~~mE;&J#1i~~ 
pyire pur-i-si-ywori op-yer-u yama-no na 
scarfwave-INF-PAST/ATTR-ABL bear-PROG-ATTR mountain
GENname 
Since [she] waved [her] scarf, the mountain is bearing [its] name 
(MYS V: 871) 

~1ififmE*~il~ft.zf\) 
TE-ni MOT-Er-u a-Nka kwo tONp-as-i-t-u 
hand-LOC hold-PROG-ATTR I-POSS child fly-CAUS-INF
PERF-FIN 
[I] have let my child flyaway, whom [I] was holding in [ my] 
hands (MYS V: 904) 

S3M~;Wj1=*l*ft1f ~~ 
yu tukiy-Nka TAKEY-ni KUMWOWI TAT-Er-asi 
sacred zelkova-POSS peak-LOC cloud rise-PROG-SUP 
[It] seems that the clouds are rising at the Sacred Zelkova peak 
(MYS VII: 1087) 
This is the only example of -[yJer-asi in the Western Old Japanese texts. Certainly, 
the form -er-asi here cannot be confirmed without any doubts due to the partial 
semantographic spelling. The commentators of the Man 'yoshii almost invariably 
read tat-er-urasi here, cf. e.g. Takagi et al. 1959: 203, Kinoshita 2001 (CD-ROM 
edition). However, there are two powerful arguments for reading :lz:~ &~ as 
TAT-Er-asi rather than as TAT-ER-Urasi here. First, tat-er-urasi brings the 
syllable count in the last line to eight, violating the meter. Second, we should not 
forget that the progressive suffix -[yJer- is derived from the infinitive -yi and ar
'to exist,' and that the most frequent form is ar-asi and not ar-urasi. 

~~~~~~~~~*~~~~*~*mEW~~~g~~M~ 
f\)~~*Lft. -
wa-Nka taNpyi pa pyisasi-ku ar-asi kono a-Nka kyer-u imwo-Nka 
koromo-no aka tuk-u MYI-re-Npa 
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I-POSS journey TOP long-INF exist-SUP this I-POSS 
wear(pROG)-ATTR beloved-POSS garment-GEN dirt attach
ATTR see-EV -CON 
It seems that my journey was long, when [I] see that this garment 
of [my] beloved which I am wearing became dirty (MYS XV: 
3667) 

7Bl~7Blf6:**Ltt£J:~¥frEzfij,~,~z 
paNkiy pa sak-yer-e-Ntomo MYI-ru sirusi na-si 
bush.clover TOP bloom-PROG-EV-CONC look-ATTR use no
FIN 
Although bush clovers are blooming, there is no use to look [at 
them] (MYS XV: 3677) 

~~Z*~~~s~~~~Z*~~~ 
tama sik-yer-u kyiywo-kyi naNkyisa-wo sipo myit-e-Npa 
pearl spread-PROG-ATTR clean-ATTR beach-ACC tide fill-EV
CON 
Because the tide covered the clean beach where pearls are spread 
(MYS XV: 3706) 

zg~m~*aZ~~g£J:~~~7Bl~~~~~a~~ 
siro tapey-no a-Nka sita-N-koromo usinap-aNs-u mwot-er-e wa
Nka se-kwo 
white mulberry.tree.bark.cloth-GEN I-POSS bottom-GEN-garment 
lose-NEG-INF carry-PROG-IMP I-POSS beloved-DIM 
My beloved, carry [with you] my undergarment from white 
mulberry tree bark cloth without losing [it] (MYS XV: 3751) 

*~~~£J:~ili~~m~~~~~*m~z~mMM~~~~ 
~&~Z -
kyepu mwo kamo myiyakwo-n-ar-i-s-eNpa MYI-m-aku por-i nisi
no MYI-MA Y A-no two-ni tat-er-amasi 
today PT PT capital-LOC-exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND see
TENT-NML desire-INF west-GEN HON-stable-GEN outside-LOC 
stand-PROG-SUBJ 
If [I] were in the capital today, too, [I] would be standing outside 
the Western Imperial Stables, wanting to see [you]! (MYS XV: 
3776) 
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-¥~f\) s ~a'F s ~4' s ~s=rs1i~:tff*L*L~ 
wotO t-u PYI mwo KYINOPU mwo KYEPU mwo yukyi-no pur
er-e-Npa 
that DV -ATTR day PT yesterday PT today PT snow-GEN fall
PROG-EV-CON 
when the snow has been falling the day before yesterday, 
yesterday, and today (MYS XVII: 3924) 

:e:77~z/~¥JiE~~~ &/~' ~1i~JfI:*UJiE~ 
TOYO n-o tOsi sirus-u to nar-asi YUKYI-no pur-er-u pa 
abundant DV-ATTR year show.a.sign-ATTR DV become-SUP 
snow-GEN fall-PROG-ATTR TOP 
The fact that the snow is falling seems to become a good omen for 
an abundant year (MYS XVII: 3925) 

.f\)~~~~~~~Z~~~~~~~~~&~~~~~~~ 
"Sf\)iJ1! 
matu-no pana PANA kaNsu n-i si mwo wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka 
omop-yer-an-aku n-i motOna sak-yi-tutu 
pine-GEN flower flower number DV -INF PT PT I-POSS beloved
DIM-POSS think-PROG-NEG-NML DV-INF in.vain bloom
INF-COOR 
Because my beloved is not even thinking of pine flowers as 
flowers, [they] continue to bloom in vain (MYS XVII: 3942) 

'/;( &;S-¥~&~~~*Rffi~ &J1t 
ara-si wo sura n-i naNkeyk-yi pus-er-am-u 
rough-FIN man PT DV-INF lament-INF lie.prone-PROG-TENT
FIN 
even a rough man would be lying down and lamenting (MYS 
XVII: 3962) 

~77~~*77~f\)~~~W.£*~&J1t-¥~~~z~~ 
MYIY A-no suswo miy-no nwo tukasa-ni ima sak-yer-uram-u 
womyinapyesi pa mo 
palace-GEN hem turn(NML)-GEN field hillock-LOC now bloom
PROG-TENT2-FIN carnation TOP PT 
Oh, carnations! [They] are probably blooming now at the field 
hillocks around the palace (MYS XX: 4316) 
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M~g~ft~~~~~*~g~w~~m.~~ 
KYIYWOMARO SI-Nka ANE POPUKUN-tO ITO OPO-KYI n-i 
ASI-ku KANTAM-YEr-u ITUPAR-I-N-KOTO-wo TUKUR-I-te 
Kyiywomara he-POSS elder.sister Popukun-COM very big-ATTR 
DV-INF bad-INF be.insincere-PROG-ATTR lie-NML-GEN
word-ACC make-INF-SUB 
Kyiywomara with his elder sister Popukun created an extremely 
big, bad and insincere lie ... (SM 44) 

(2) Perfective: 

~~tf{;£*~mE4* 
naNtO sak-yer-u two mey 
why tattoo-PROG-ATTR sharp eye 
Why the tattooed sharp eyes? (KK 17) 

1t~{;£**Ltt W ~ t!A ffjj~/fI& 
PANA .!l1WO sak-yer-e-Nto YAMA-wo SINKEY-MYI IR-I-TE 
mwo TOR-ANS-U 
flower PT bloom-PROG-EV-CONC mountain-ABS thick-GER 
enter-INF-SUB PT take-NEG-FIN 
though flowers have bloomed, too, because mountains [are 
covered by] deep [bush], even [if you] enter the mountains, [you] 
will not take [the flowers] (MYS I: 16) 

WjJ7Jf&P#~ JVfj(;~flj 
YAMA-NO PYE-na MYI-WI-wo MYI-Nkat-er-i 
mountain-GEN side-GEN HON-well-ACC see(INF)-POT-PROG
FIN 
[I] have been able to see the well at the mountain side (MYS I: 81) 

~{tc*L~~ RJ.& ~'m'WfJ1l!!*1YZe 
masar-er-u takara kwo-ni sik-am-ey ya rna 
excel-PROG-ATTR treasure child-LOC reach-ATTR-EV PT PT 
Could the excellent treasures be equal to children?! [Certainly not!] 
(MYS V: 803) 

~~~*t!tfIjWf{j!-*it~*L~ S 
myi-tat-as-i s-er-i-si isi tare myi-kyi 
HON-stand-HON-NML do-PROG-INF-PAST/ATTR stone who 
see(INF)-PAST/FIN 
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who has seen the stone on which [she] took [her] stand? (MYS V: 
869) 

B~~~~~.~~~~~zA~~%~~ 
SIRA TAMA-wo TE-NI PA MAK-ANS-U n-i PAKWO-NOMIY
NI OK-YER-I-si PYITO so TAMA NANKEYK-AS-Uru 
white jewel-ACC hand-LOC TOP wrap-NEG-NML DV-INF box
PR-LOC place-PROG-INF-PAST/ATTR person PT jewel 
lament-CAUS-ATTR 
A person who has just placed [her] white jewels in a box without 
wearing [them] on [her] wrists, makes the jewels lament (MYS VII: 
1325) 

fo~*L~lt -9-iJtfi Cj ~**L~fifltz &~~ 
wasure-N-kapyi yose-k-yi-te ok-yer-e okyi-tu sira namyi 
forget(NML )-GEN -shell bring(INF)-come-INF -SUB put-PROG
IMP offing-GENILOC white wave 
white waves of the offing, bring [to me] the shell of forgetfulness 
(MYS XV: 3629) 

~ -gfi~~~ PJ IA ~fi S ~*lItY:fIHi~~1~t[!]fi~J:t~~ fi-g Cj 

*iF-PJ-Bt 
okyi-tu namyi taka-ku tat-u PYI-ni ap-yer-i-kyi to myiyakwo-no 
pyitO pa kyik-yi-te-ky-em-u kamo 
offing-GENILOC wave high-INF rise-ATTR day-DAT meet
PROG-INF-PASTIFIN DV capital-GEN person TOP hear-INF
PERF(INF)-PAST/FIN-TENT-ATTR PT 
1 wonder whether people in the capital might have heard that [we] 
met with a day when waves in the offing rose high (MYS XV: 
3675) 

PJ~m*¥mJ:t~fi~*Lm~fjl" J:tz PJ~{*~{*~Z~-g 
kapyer-i-kyer-u pyito k-yi-tar-er-i to ip-yi-sika-Npa potOpoto sin
i-kyi 
return-INF-RETR-ATTR person come-INF-PERFIPROG
PROG-FIN DV say-INF-PASTIEV-CON almost die-INF
PAST/FIN 
Because [they] said that a person, who returned [from exile], had 
come [to the capital], [I] almost died [from joy] (MYS XV: 3772) 
This is the only example in the whole Western Old Japanese corpus where the 
perfective progressive -tar- combines with the progressive -er- within the same 
verb form. 
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t'c 63 JJ~.$1iJVfx E&1E 
AKYI-NO TA-no POmukyi MYI-Nkat-er-i 
autumn-GEN paddy-GEN ripened.rice see-POT-PROG-FIN 
[I] have been able to see the ripened rice in the autumn paddies 
(MYS XVII: 3943) 

f!k:JJ**L~f:*Lz~~ 
TUKAPYI-no kyer-e-Npa uresi-myi to 
messenger-GEN come(pROG)-EV-CON glad-GER DV 
because the messenger has come, [I] am glad (MYS XVII: 3957) 

~mz~~~~JJ~~$m~~~~~~~JJr~~~ 
inisipye-ywo ima-no wotutu-ni naNkas-ap-yer-u oya-no KWO
NtOmo so 
old.times-ABL now-GEN reality-LOC make.flow-ITER-PROG
ATTR ancestor-GEN child-PLUR PT 
The offspring (lit.: children) of the ancestors who have passed 
[their glorious names] from the old times to the present [day's] 
reality (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

3( ~fjg~iBliBl;sfo ~ -tit I~jBl 
ama-no Nkapa pasi watas-er-aNpa 
Heaven-GEN river bridge put.accross-PROG-COND 
If [they] would have put a bridge across the Heavenly River ... 
(MYS XVIII: 4126) 

~~z~iBlt'c~~~~~Z~~~ft*~*~~~ 
naNtesikwo pa AKYI SAK-U MONOwo KYIMYI-NKA IPYE
NO YUKYI IPAPO-ni sak-yer-i-kyer-u kamo 
carnation TOP fall bloom-ATTR CONJ lord-POSS house-GEN 
snow rock-LOC bloom-PROG-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
Although carnations bloom in the fall, [it] turned out that [they] 
have bloomed at the snow rocks of your house! (MYS XIX: 4231) 

5~lt~~iiJ~flj:;ffi$mJJ1JD$~~ltt\1:5:~~**LWll::l::l1: 
myiswo-ti amar-i puta-tu n-o katati yaswo kusa to soNtar-er-u 
pyito 
thirty-CL exceed-INF two-CL DV-ATTR mark eighty type DV be 
complete-PROG-ATTR person 
a person, who is endowed with thirty-two marks and eighty [lesser 
sign] types (BS 2) 
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fo*L.~ll:*L-\iltll:-sf-~f*~fo~f6:-$~*ll:~fI)~Jfffl)*Lflj 
ware-ni otor-er-u pyito-wo opo-myi watas-am-u tamey to utus-i
matur-er-i 
I-DAT be worse-PROG-ATTR person-ABS many-GER lead 
across-TENT-ATTR in.order.to DV carve-INF-HUM-PROG-FIN 
because there are many people who have been worse than me, [I] 
have carved [Buddha's footprint] in order to save [them] (BS 13) 

4f1)~M~Wfl)fI)~~~~~fI)Jff~~~~*~.-sf-~ 
yo-tu n-o peymyi itu-tu n-o mono-no atumar-er-u kyitana-kyi 
miy-woNpa 
four-CL DV -A TTR snake five-CL DV -ATTR thing-GEN gather
PROG-ATTR dirty-A TTR body-ACC(EMPH) 
the dirty body where four snakes and five demons (lit.: things) 
have accumulated (BS 19) 

fl::Jm~Wi~k *~ 
~~y -TAMAp-yer-u KUNI-NKUNI-NO MYIKOTOMOTI
NTOMO 
appoint(INF)-HON-PROG-ATTR province-province-GEN 
official-PLUR 
appointed officials of all provinces (SM 1) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There are two progressive markers in Eastern Old Japanese that are 
doublets but are not in the complimentary distribution: -[yJer- and 
-ar-. The first of them is likely to be a loan from Western Old 
Japanese, because it reflects the Western Old Japanese rule of 
monophthongization: *i+a> Iye/, but the second must be native, as 
it follows the Eastern Old Japanese rule of contraction: *i+a> 1a/.8

? 

A possibility that -yer- and -ar- represent different dialect forms 
within Eastern Old Japanese can be ruled out because they occur in 
the same text (see MYS XX: 4431 below). Similar to Western Old 
Japanese, the progressive function in Eastern Old Japanese is also 
attested more frequently than the perfective function. The 
perfective function is attested only in poems from MYS XIV. 

87 Cf. also the WOJ retrospective -kyer- : EOJ -kar- < *-ki+ar-. 
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(1) Progressive: 

~*L:::§**L :::§~~ -¥iItfB: ~ 1m 
nare mwo are mwo yoti-wo so mot-er-u 
you PT I PT same.age-ACC PT have-PROG-ATTR 
You and I both have [children of] the same age (MYS XIV: 3440) 

~~m~~~~~~m~~*~cagm~~~~fB:~~4fB: 
~m~tfJi 
numa puta-tu kaywop-a tOri-Nka su a-Nka kokoro puta yuk-unam-o 
to na-y-omop-ar-i-so-n-e 
marsh two-CL go over-A TTR bird-POSS nest I-POSS heart two 
go-TENT2-ATTR DV NEG-?-think-PROG-INF-do-DES-IMP 
[I] hope [you] are not thinking that my heart would go [to] two 
[different places like] nests of birds that go over two marshes 
(MYS XIV: 3526) 

11[~~ g ~,~,Z~~~fB:~mE 
yama pye-ro-no sisi-nasu omop-yer-u 
mountain side-DIM-GEN deer-COMP think-PROG-ATTR 
[they] are thinking [of me] like [of] a deer on the (little) mountain 
side (MYS XIV: 3531) 

!:t1tH.~1l g-¥~~ ~g§" ~mfB: 
pyitO-N-tuma kwo-ro-wo rna yuk-ase-[aJr-ap-u-mo 
person-GEN-wife girl-DIM-ACC eye go-CAUS-PROG-ITER
FIN-EXCL 
[I] let [my] eyes wander over the girl [who is] the wife of [ another] 
person! (MYS XIV: 3541) 
Note that in Eastern Old Japanese the iterative -ap- follows progressive -[yJer
unlike Western Old Japanese where -ap- precedes -[yJer-. 

~iiJ~~fiiJ¥'SZ$1]\j:t*LfIl-¥Z~st,~,J(~~1J~~m$mft1effif 
~lli,~,fB: 
Asuka KApa sita niNkor-er-u-wo sir-aNs-u s-i-te se-na-na-to puta
ri sa-NE-TE kuyasi-mo 
Asuka river bottom be.muddy-PROG-ATTR-ACC know-NEG
NML do-INF-SUB beloved-DIM-?-COM two-CL PREF
sleep(INF)-SUB be.regretful-EXCL 
[I] regret that [I] slept with you, not knowing [that your heart] is [as] 
muddy [as] the bottom of the Asuka river! (MYS XIV: 3544) 
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fi~~M •• $m~~~~Wfi~m~fim •• fim~~ •• 
M$PJ~ 
tukusi-pey-ni pye muk-ar-u pune-no itu si kamwo tukapye-matur
i-te kuni-ni pey muk-am-wo 
Tukusi-side-LOC bow turn-PROG-ATTR boat-GEN when PT PT 
serve(INF)-HUM-INF-SUB province-LOC bow tum-TENT-ATTR 
I wonder when the boat which is [now] turning [its] bow towards 
Tukusi will tum its bow towards [my home] province, after [I 
finish my] service (MYS XX: 4359) 

w~m~~~~~~~~~~~k~~ 
ipa-N-pyitO-no ware-wo myi-okur-u to tat-ar-i-si 
home-GEN-person-GEN I-ACC see(INF)-send-FIN DV stand
PROG-INF-PAST/ATTR 
[My] home folks were standing [in a row] going to see me off 
(MYS XX: 4375) 

[!]~~;J]O~~1llif*k .fJU~ 
kwonote kasipa-no popom-ar-e-Nto 
kwonote oak-GEN bud-PROG-EV-CONC 
although kwon6te oak is [still] budding ... (MYS XX: 4387) 

tfi k :jf-;J]O~~ g ~J]\.-tlt~[!]fg~~j;:~~ 
nana pye k-ar-u koromwo-ni mas-er-u kwo-ro-Nka paNta pa mo 
seven layer wear-PROG-ATTR garment-LOC be.superior
PROG-ATTR girl-DIM-POSS skin TOP PT 
the skin of [my beloved] girl is superior to the seven-layered 
garment that [I] am wearing (MYS XX: 4431) 

(2) Perfective: 

rBtM:f7J\ ~ ~~.~l:Bt~2f "3 ~1fl:Bt~:fL fij ~~PJl:Bt~~ =B~~,~, 
pakwone-no yama-ni apa mak-yi-te MIY to pa nar-er-u-wo ap-an
aku/apa na-ku mwo ayasi 
Pakwone-GEN mountain-LOC millet sow-INF-SUB fruit DV PT 
become-PROG-ATTR-ACC meet-NEG-NMLlmillet no-NML PT 
be.strange(FIN) 
Although [I] have sown millet on the Pakwone mountain and [it] 
ripened (lit.: became fruits), it is strange that [we] do not 
meet/there is no millet (MYS XIV: 3364) 
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ftr.JJ 7J~~PJ J]\~~¥miit~PJ Bt 
satwo-na myi-naka-ni ap-yer-u se-na kama 
village-GEN HON(?)-middle-LOC meet-PROG-ATTR beloved
DIMPT 
oh, [my] beloved whom [I] have met in the middle of the village! 
(MYS XIV: 3463) 

tl:::~tfJi gJ]\fjl"iBlmE~~I§PJ ~ 
pyitO ne-ra n-i ip-ar-u mwonakara 
one peak-DIM DV-INF say-PROG-ATTR CONJ 
Although [I] have called [you] 'a single peak' ... (MYS XIV: 3512) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
A possible Old Ryukyuan cognate of WOJ -[yJer- is attested only 
once in the Omoro sashi (Torigoe 1968: 184). The example is 
dubious (-r- follows lui), and since there are no other attestations in 
modem dialects, in the best case scenario it should be a loan from 
Middle Japanese. 

~~~~~~~~<~~bQ~~G~ 
kimi-no ati-no sinoku-r-i-yow-ar-ATTR kiyora ya 
lord-GEN retainers excel-PROG-INF -HON-PASS-ATTR 
beautiful COP 
[The way] that priestesses of the lord are excellent [in their dance] 
is beautiful (aS II: 75) 

6.3 AUXILIARIES 
The common formal feature of auxiliaries is that they all follow an 
infinitive form of a verb or of a verbal form. There are two basic 
types of auxiliaries in Western Old Japanese: bound auxiliaries that 
have no meaning of their own and cannot function as independent 
verbs by themselves, and lexical auxiliaries that have lexical 
meaning when they function as independent verbs. 

6.3.1 BOUND AUXILIARIES 
Bound auxiliaries can be divided into word-final auxiliaries and 
word-non-final auxiliaries. As the reader will see below, some of 
word-final bound auxiliaries can also be sentence-final auxiliaries, 
but since the distinction between sentence-final and word-final is 
much more blurred than in the case of suffixes, I separate them 
only into two formal classes: word-final and word-non-final. 
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6.3 .1.1 WORD-FINAL BOUND AUXILIARIES 

There are five word-final bound auxiliaries in Western Old 
Japanese: the subordinative gerund -te, the coordinative gerund 
-tutu, the coordinative gerund -naNkara, the coordinative gerund 
-katera, and the past tense marker -kyi - -si - -sika. 

6.3.1.1.1 Subordinative gerund -te 
The subordinative gerund has just one allomorph -teo It follows 
various types of infinitives: -[yJi, -u, and -ku, which can be 
preceded by a number of suffixes and bound auxiliaries that are 
listed in the following chart. 

Chart 78: Combinations of the subordinative gerund -te with 
d· ffi d b d T· 88 prece mg su lxes an oun aUXllanes 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -{yli - -0 -{yli-te - -te 
honorific infinitive -as-i- -as-i-te 
passive infinitive -(a)ye- -(a)ye-te 
perfective infinitive -n-i- -n-i-te 
perfective infinitive -te- -te-te 
perfective-progr. info -tar-i- -tar-i-te* 
negative potential inf. -kane- -kane-te 
infinitive -u -u-te 
negative infinitive -aNs-u- -aNs-u-te 
adjectival infinitive -ku -ku-te 

'" Only one semantographlc attestatIOn. 

As it can be seen from the chart above, the subordinative gerund 
-te does not combine with markers of modality and tense, since 
they appear only in the sentence-final verbal forms, and 
consequently cannot be followed by infinitives. The honorification, 
voice, and potential markers can be followed by infinitives, and 
consequently can combine with the subordinative gerund -te. 

Sometimes the function of -te is defined as describing an action 
that is over before the action of the following predicate starts. This 
definition is not precise, because -te rather indicates that the first 
action (marked with -te) started to occur earlier than the next action. 

88 Since the subordinative gerund -te can follow only the infinitives -[yJi and -u, I 
have also provided in this chart the suffixes and bound auxiliaries that precede 
these infinitives. 
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In the example from KK 19 below the first action is over before the 
following one begins (they first spread the mats and then slept on 
them). On the other hand, the example from MYS V: 879 below 
illustrates a case when the first action starts earlier than the 
following, but both actions go on together for a certain amount of 
time (living certainly starts earlier than ruling). The example from 
KK 2 immediately below demonstrates that V-te V can be two 
simultaneous or almost simultaneous actions. Examples: 

iljfc;s 1i~ V\ ~ ~ 1tcJJO ;0 7C J! ~iiJ;@~ tl!&JJO;0 "3 V\ ~;0 7C J! ~iiJ;@ ~ tl!& 
~±~ -
iiTJ~'\ -:J 

Kwosi-no kuni-ni sakasi mye-wo ar-i to kyik-as-i-te kupasi mye
wo ar-i to kyik-os-i-te 
Kwosi-GEN province-LOC wise woman-ABS exist-FIN DV hear
HON-INF-SUB beautiful woman-ABS exist-FIN DV hear-HON
INF-SUB 
[Opo kuni nusi] heard that there is a wise woman in the Kwosi 
province, heard that there is a beautiful woman (KK 2) 

~~.J!~W_~~~~"3m~~J!~w_~~~~. 
tati-Nka wo mo imaNta tok-aNs-u-te osupyi-wo mo imaNta tok
an-e-Npa 
long.sword-POSS cord PT yet untie-NEG-INF-SUB cloak-ACC 
PT yet untie-NEG-EV -CON 
as [I] have not yet untied the cords of [ my] long sword, and have 
not yet untied [my] cloak (KK 2) 

~~~ •• ~~~~.mJ!tl!&"3J!~m;0 
a pa mo yo mye n-i si ar-e-Npa na-wo [o]k-yi-te wo pa na-si 
I TOP PT PT woman DV-INF PT exist-EV-CON you-ACC leave
INF-SUB man TOP no-FIN 
Because I am a woman, I have no [other] man, besides you (KK 5) 

W~~¥~~.¥;0.~~~~.g*;0~~~~W~~~~ 
.;@¥~"3;0~_.$ 
ise-no umyi-no opiy-[i]si-ni pap-yi-motOpor-op-u sitaNtamyi89 -no 
i-pap-yi-motOpor-i ut-i-te si yam-am-u 
Ise-GEN sea-GEN grow(INF)-stone-LOC crawl-INF-go.around
ITER-ATTR seashell-COMP DLF-crawl-INF-go.around-INF hit
INF-SUB PT stop-TENT-FIN 

89 ;0~~t~ /sitaNtamyil, a kind of an edible seashell (MdJ kisago). 
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like the shellfish that are constantly crawling around on the 
growing rocks of the Ise sea, [we] will crawl around [them] there, 
smite and stop [them] (KK 13) 

~ 11ZJtls~~ $ $~J~HJT11Z 1tc 11ZWf~ ~ fO~ ~ $J1I!rftWf 
wo-ya-ni suNka-tatamyi iya-saya sik-yi-te wa-Nka puta-ri ne-si 
DIM-house-LOC sedge-mat rustling spread-INF-SUB we-POSS 
two-CL sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR 
in a little hut two of us slept [together] spreading rustling sedge 
mats (KK 19) 

:i1l!!~}3~1:g: ~ ffl JtlsiBt~~Ii!gfflltJtlsiBt~~j]D~ 
ka-Nka naNpey-te ywo n-i pa kokono ywo pyi n-i pa tOwo-ka-wo 
day-day line.up(INF)-SUB night DV-INF TOP nine night day DV
INF TOP ten-CL-ACC 
[after] counting all the days, as for nights [it] is nine nights and as 
for days [it] is ten days (KK 26) 

~~iBtWf11Z~~~~~~~~iBt:i1l!!~~~~~~~~~~~ 
kurapasi-yama-wo saNkasi-myi to ipa kak-yi-kane-te wa-Nka te 
tOr-as-umo 
Kurapasi-mountain-ABS steep-GER DV rock hang-INF
NEG/POT(JNF)-SUB take-HON-EXCL 
[I] think that Mount Kurapasi is steep. Being unable to cling to the 
rocks, [I wish you would] take my hand! (KK 69) 

~~~~E~.~~~.~~~~.~~~~~~~.~~. 
~~gm 
yama kwoye-te umyi watar-u tOmo omosirwo-kyi ima kiy-no uti pa 
wasur-ay-umasiN si 
mountain cross(INF)-SUB sea cross-FIN CONJ beautiful-ATTR 
Ima fortress-GEN inside TOP forget-PASS-NEGIPOT 
Even if [I] pass over the mountains and cross the seas, [I] cannot 
forget the inside of the beautiful Ima fortress (NK 119) 

~q:~ $~iBt -'¥-~M~11Z~1i!g1JTiBt 1~1fi~~ ~ ~~~~~-$ 
kot[o]-ita-ky-eNpa woN-patuse-yama-no ipa kiy-ni mo wi-te 
komor-ana-m-u 
rumor-painful-ATTR-COND DIM-Patt''"~-mountain rock fortress
LOC PT lead(INF)-SUB hide-DES-TENT-FIN 
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if rumors are painful, [I] want to take [you] along to a rocky 
fortress on the Small Patuse mountain and hide away (FK I) 

it~D$~fiiJit~D${~1rm}a]~PI~$J$P¥-$£3:~1i~PI~~mll 
~ ~-¥$ R {~~~Ij 1Ji:~iiJ1.i!:~*fft 
wotOmye-ra-Nka wotomye saNpiy s-u to kara tama-wo tamotO-ni 
mak-as-i yoti kwo-ra-to TE taNtusapar-i-te aswoNp-yi-ky-em-u 
maiden-PLUR-POSS maiden like do-FIN DV China jewel-ACC 
wrist-LOC wrap-HON-INF same.age child-PLUR-COM hand 
hold-INF-SUB play-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
The maidens, thinking to behave like maidens, wrap their wrists 
with [bracelets made of] Chinese jewels, and would play holding 
hands with girls of the same age (MYS V: 804) 

$~1i~~~~~~~~*~~~$M~~~~~~~1Ji:W* 
1iz~JJf-$ 
taNta n-i ap-aNs-u ar-aku mwo opo-ku sik-yi-tapey-no makura sar
aNs-u-te imey-ni si myi-ye-m-u 
direct DV -INF meet-NEG-INF exist-NML PT many-INF spread
INF-mulberry.tree.bark.cloth-GEN pillow go.away-NEG-INF
SUB dream-LOC PT see-PASS-TENT-FIN 
There are also many occasions when [we] do not meet directly, 
[and I] want to see [you] in [my] dreams without going away from 
[your] mulberry tree bark cloth pillow (MYS V: 809) 

W~~~~W~~$~~~~$~~~~$~~W~ 
i-twor-as-i-te ipap-yi-tamap-yi-si ma-tama-nasu puta-tu n-o isi 
DLF-hold-HON-INF-SUB pray-INF-HON-INF-PAST/ATTR 
INT-jewel-COMP two-CL DV-ATTR stone 
holding two stones like real jewels that [she] was praying to ... 
(MYS V: 813) 

PI ~~B ~ ,%~-,¥-jJDMz ~ $~~~lfg~* 
ka-ku si koso uMEY -wo kaNsas-i-te tanwosi-ku nom-am-ey 
thus-INF PT PT plum-ACC decorate-INF-SUB be.merry-INF 
drink-TENT -EV 
decorating [our hair] with plum [blossoms] in this way, [we] 
should drink merrily (MYS V: 833) 

*~ S3 {i~ ~iiJ~~6~fftit 
kyepu yuk-yi-te asu pa k-yi-n-am-u-wo 
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today go-INF-SUB tomorrow TOP come-INF-PERF-TENT
ATTR-ACC 
I would go today and surely come back tomorrow, but ... (MYS V: 
870) 

~gR~~@_~~_~m~*~~~_~~~_~~ 
yoroNtu yo-ni imas-i-tamap-i-te arney-no sita mawos-i-tamap-an
e 
ten.thousand age-LOC exist(HON)-INF-HON-INF-SUB heaven
GEN below report(HUM)-INF-HON-DES-IMP 
May [you] live for ten thousand generations, and report [to the 
emperor about things in the country] under Heaven (MYS V: 879) 

{jt R~JIt1im PJ~iiJt\(;tIJPJi1 ~JIt 
iNtuti muk-yi-te ka a-Nka wakar-uram-u 
where face-INF-SUB PT I-POSS part-TENT2-ATTR 
facing what direction will I part [with this world]? (MYS V: 887) 

*~z~:g:*i~~~ 
ipye n-i s-i-te WARE PA KWOPIY -M-U na 
home DV-INF do-INF-SUB I TOP long-TENT-FIN PT 
After [I] come home, I will long for [it]! (MYS VII: 1179) 

~s~~*ffi]*~~ 
SUMINOYE-ni KAPYER-I-K-YI-TAR-I-TE IPYE MYI-RE-NtO 
Sumyinoye-LOC return-INF -come-INF -PERFIPROG-INF -SUB 
house look-EV -CONC 
although [I] looked at [ my] house after [I] had come back to 
Sumyinoye (MYS IX: 1740) 

.bt~.bt£l{jt~~tlJ~*L Cj ~~1:g:ill 
pyitO pyi mo imwo-wo wasure-te omwop-ey ya 
one day PT beloved-ACC forget(INF)-SUB think-EV PT 
would [I] imagine forgetting [my] beloved even for one day? 
[Certainly not!] (MYS XV: 3604) 

@£l.~~JIt.~~fi~~~&fiS~~~~Cj~.~ 
imo-ni MYI-se-m-u-ni wata-tu myi-no okyi-tu SIRA T AMA 
pyirip-yi-te yuk-ana 
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beloved-DAT see-CAUS-TENT-ATTR-LOC sea-GENILOC 
dragon-GEN offing-GEN/LOC white jewel pick up-INF-SUB go
DES 
[I] want to go, picking up the white jewels from the offing of the 
sea dragon in order to show [them] to [my] beloved (MYS XV: 
3614) 

iBltfJitcz PI {if <=j f~iBl &It 
pane sas-i-kapey-te uti-parap-yi 
feather insert-INF -cross.over(INF)-SUB PREF -clean-INF 
[they] mingle their feathers and clean [frost from them] (MYS XV: 
3625) 

W~~*tL~~~W~~~<=j*~~*~~~ 
imwo n-i ar-e ya yasu i mwo ne-Ns-u-te a-Nka kwopiy-watar-u 
beloved DV-INF exist-EV PT easy sleep PT sleep-NEG-INF-SUB 
I-POSS 10ve(INF)-cross-A TTR 
Is [she] my beloved? I do not sleep easily, and continue to love 
[her] (MYS XV: 3633) 

J:t ~f:~J!,tafOtL :m' ~{tcm <=j if' ~1ff &*~-a 
pyikwoposi mo ware-ni masar-i-te omwop-uram-ey ya mo 
Altair PT I-DAT surpass-INF-SUB long.for-TENT2-EV PT PT 
Will Altair long for [his beloved] more than I [do ]?! (lit.: 
surpassing me) [Certainly not!] (MYS XV: 3657) 

~~~:m' IE 110 iBl {jJ"~:m'* J:t <=j ~HfJi 
myiyakwo-ni yuk-aNpa imwo-ni ap-yi-te ko-n-e 
capital-LOC go-COND beloved-DAT meet-INF-SUB come-DES
IMP 
if [you] go to the capital, meet [my] beloved [there], and come 
[back] (MYS XV: 3687) 

~~ ~f{if IE ~ R {tcltf5z: ~ <=j 
namyi-no upey-yu naNtusap-yi k-yi-n-i-te 
wave-GEN top-ABL be.tossed-INF come-INF-PERF-INF-SUB 
[you] have come being tossed by the waves, and ... (MYS XV: 
3691) 
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::B~~fo*LS3fiJ:3 PJiH!dIVi\mE*f§~m*~~S3* 
mwomyit-i ware yuk-yi-te kapyer-i-k-uru-maNte tir-i-kos-una 
yumey 
leaves.tum.redlyellow-NML I go-INF-SUB retum-INF-come
ATTR-TERM fall-INF-BEN-NEG/IMP at.all 
Red leaves! Please do not fall at all until I go and come back (MYS 
XV: 3702) 

*~**~~~~~~~J:3*2~*&**2g~W::B~4m 
~Z-a~-Sf. 
a-Nka miy koso sekyi yama kwoye-te koko-ni ar-am-ey kokoro pa 
imwo-ni yor-i-n-isi monowo 
I-POSS body PT barrier mountain cross(INF)-SUB here-LOC 
exist-TENT-EV heart TOP beloved-DAT approach-INF-PERF
PAST/ATTR CONJ 
My body has crossed barriers and mountains, and is probably here. 
But [my] heart is near [my] beloved! (MYS XV: 3757) 

~m~~ffi~~::B~$.~-am*~ 
ari-sar-i-te noti mwo AP-Am-u to omop-ey koso 
ITER-go.away-INF-SUB after PT meet-TENT-FIN DV think-EV 
PT 
[Time] constantly goes away, and [I] hope that [we] will meet 
later, too (MYS XVII: 3933) 

fi*fJil:t.~~~1!1~{j!"lt~;fIj~*~m~J:3fo*L~zft~fif'l\~m 
J]\~&~lli 
tune pyitO-no kwop-u to ip-u-ywori pa amari n-i-te ware pa sin
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-tar-aNs-u ya 
ordinary person-GEN love-FIN DV say-ATTR-ABL TOP excess 
DV-INF-SUB I TOP die-DEB-INF become-INF-PERF-INF
PERF IPROG-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that I should die, feeling (lit.: being) much 
more than what ordinary people call 'love'? (MYS XVIII: 4080) 

~q:*jJD'l\ffif~]J~**LJlI-a 
ko-N-taka-ku-te satwo pa ar-e-Ntomo 
tree-GEN-high-INF-SUB village TOP exist-EV-CONC 
although trees are high in the village (MYS XIX: 4209) 
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::Z~li~ It{j!" c~fo~fIJ ~ * m*~flj 
sima-N-tutap-yi i-koNk-yi-watar-i-te ari-meyNkur-i 
island-LOC-pass.along-INF DLF -row-INF -cross-INF -SUB ITER
go.around-INF 
[I] go rowing in a boat from island to island, and [I] constantly go 
around [these islands] (MYS XX: 4408) 

~jjfElt ~ JJ PJ ~ m :mfF~ ff; 
myi-ru pyito-no katar-i-tuNk-yi-te-te 
see-A TTR person-GEN talk-INF -continue-INF -PERF(INF)-SUB 
the people who saw [it], have continued to talk [about it], and ... 
(MYS XX: 4465) 

{j!"jt~liJ]\PJjttc{:g: ~~ff; 
ikey myiNtu-ni kaNkey sapey MYI-ye-te 
pond water-LOC reflection PT see-P ASS(INF)-SUB 
Even [their] reflection is seen in the pond water, and ... (MYS XX: 
4512) 

1rp* g{jT,I~,gr1l:zx{~~ 
Nakamaro-i TANTASI-KYI OMYI to s-i-te PANPYER-I-t-u 
Nakamaro-ACT loyal-ATTR noble DV do-INF-SUB serve-INF
PERF-FIN 
Nakamaro served as a loyal noble (SM 34) 

M~g~ft~~~1l:~*~g~WM~m.~~ 
KYIYWOMARO SI-Nka ANE POPUKUN-tO ITO OPO-KYI n-i 
ASI-ku KANTAM-YEr-u ITUPAR-I-N-KOTO-wo TUKUR-I-te 
Kyiywomaro he-POSS elder.sister Popukun-COM very big-A TTR 
DV-INF bad-INF be.insincere-PROG-ATTR lie-NML-GEN
word-ACC make-INF-SUB 
Kyiywomaro with his elder sister Popukun created an extremely 
big, bad and insincere lie, and ... (SM 44) 

~c~*~~.~~~~~wm~W*::Z~~4~~~:m~ 
wa-Nko opo kyimyi pa tapyirakey-ku naNka-ku imas-i-te tOyo 
myi-kyi matur-u 
I-POSS great lord TOP safe-INF long-INF exist(HON)-INF-SUB 
abundant HON-rice.wine present(HUM)-FIN 
[I] present the abundant rice wine so that my sovereign (lit.: great 
lord) [would] live safely and long (SNK 4) 
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fttS.~~~~~~$*~~~ffiff~~ 
KONO NAN-UKA-ni pa TAR-ANS-U-te KAKUR-I-[I]MAS-U 
KOTO A Y A-SI to-te MYI-SWONAP-AS-U TOKYI 
this seven-CL-LOC TOP be.enough-NEG-INF-SUB hide-INF
HON-A TTR matter strange-FIN DV(INF)-SUB 100k(INF)
offer(HON)-HON-ATTR time 
When these seven days did not completely pass, [he] thought 
that [it] is strange that [she] secluded herself, and when [he] 
looked ... (NT 12) 

~~~~W~~*~.~~~~~~~*.e.~w~~~~ 
~t~NJl"~~ fij 
karasu to ip-u opo woswo tOri-no kotO-wo nomiy9o tOmo n-i to ip
yi-te sakyi-N-tat-i in-uru 
crow DV say-ATTR big hasty bird-GEN word-ACC PT together 
DV-INF DV say-INF-SUB ahead-LOC-depart-INF go. away
ATTR 
Crows, big hasty birds, only cry together - [you] departed [from 
this world ahead [ of me] (NR II: 2) 

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION -TE PA 
In contrast to the Middle Japanese construction -ite fa, which can 
form a conditional 'if or temporal 'when' clause (Vovin 2003: 
244-45), the Western Old Japanese construction -te pa does not 
have such functions, or to be more exact there are no reliable 
examples in phonetic writing that would support such functions. It 
appears that in Western Old Japanese this construction just 
represents a topicalization of the clause ending with the 
subordinative gerund -te: 

A fti:fl1]\~ t=j fI~iiJ*L.e 
pyitO sapa n-i MYIT-I-te pa ar-e-Ntomo 
person many DV-INF be.full-INF-SUB TOP exist-EV-CONC 
although there are plenty of people (MYS V: 894) 

~~.~~~~~M •• *fit=jk~~~~~ 
SA-TUKIY PAPEY-nasu sawak-u KWO-NTOMO-wo utute-te pa 
SIN-I pa SIR-ANS-U 

90 The original text has 1l~* /nomey/, but this is likely to be a scribal mistake for 
~*/nomiy/. 
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fifth-Iunar.month fly-COMP make.noise-ATTR child-PLUR-ACC 
get.rid.of(INF)-SUB TOP die-NML TOP know-NEG-FIN 
getting rid of children who are noisy like fifth lunar month flies, [I 
still] cannot die (MYS V: 897) 

fr-*~* mZ~~**Lft::t;fpPJ*L t=31B1~q: g£J:t=3 {6:-$1i£J:illi1J\ ~ 
*m*¥TrC 
IMWO-t6 ar-i-si TOKYI PA ar-e-Nt6mwo wakare-te pa 
koromoNte samu-kyi mono n-i so ar-i-kyer-u 
beloved-COM exist-INF-PAST/ATTR time TOP exist-EV-CONC 
separate(INF)-SUB TOP sleeve cold-ATTR thing DV -INF PT 
exist-INF -RETR-ATTR 
Although there was a time when [I] was with [ my] beloved, after 
[we] separated, [my] sleeves are cold (MYS XV: 3591) 

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION -TE MO 
Similar to Middle Japanese, the subordinative gerund -te and the 
focus particle ma can form a concessive clause: 

tr. ::t{6:**L H WJ 3f-YfA ffij ::t /F 1& 
PANA mwo sak-yer-e-Nt6 YAMA-wo SINKEY-MYI IR-I-TE 
mwo TOR-ANS-U 
flower PT bloom-PROG-EV -CONC mountain-ABS thick-GER 
enter-INF-SUB PT take-NEG-FIN 
though flowers have bloomed, too, because mountains [are covered 
by] deep [bush], even [if you] enter the mountains, [you] will not 
take [the flowers] (MYS I: 16) 

~*ffij£J:~~~~3f-WJ~~.#fi~~~. 
PAYA K-YI-TE mo MYI-te-masi MONOwo YAMASIRO-NO 
TAKA TUKN mura TIR-I-n-i-kyer-u kamwo 
fast come-INF-SUB PT see(INF)-PERF-SUBJ CONJ Yamasiro
GEN high zelkova group fall-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
Although [I] would come fast and look [at them], most of the high 
zelkova [trees' flowers] in Yamasiro have fallen, alas (MYS III: 
277) 

~ ~$1J\ t=3 ::t£J:~tA.lBl ill ~1f 
taNpyi n-i-te mwo mo na-ku paya ko 16 
journey DV-INF-SUB PT misfortune no-INF quick come(lMP) 
DV 
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[my beloved] said: "Come [back] quickly without any misfortune 
on [your] trip! (lit.: although [it] is ajourney" (MYS XV: 3717) 

*~)]ff,3:~83~JXiflJ 
IPYE n-i-te mo tayutap-u INOTI 
home DV-INF-SUB PT be.unstable-ATTR life 
[my] life which is uncertain even at home (MYS XVII: 3896) 

~~~~~~f,3:cfi*Jt.fJj~tL1ff,3:*RJ~ 
tat-i-te mwo wi-te mo koNk-yi-meyNkur-i myi-re-NtOmo ak-aNs
u 
stand-INF-SUB PT sit(INF)-SUB row-INF-go.around-INF look
EV -CONC be.satisfied-NEG-FIN 
whether [I] stand or sit, [I] cannot get enough looking at [it], 
while rowing around (MYS XVII: 3994) 

Care must be taken because the emphatic particle rna and not the 
focus particle rna can be also found after -teo In this case the -te rna 
sequence does not have the concessive meaning: 

~~~~tL~~::§Jt~~ ~::§* mm*L:tf{jt~~*mE{jt::§z~f,3: 
Jt tIC; ~ J~' f,3: 
taNpyi nar-e-Npa omwop-yi-taye-te mwo ar-i-t-ure-Nto ipye-ni 
ar-u imwo si omwop-yi-N-kanasi-mo 
journey be-EV-CON think-INF-hreak(INF)-SUB PT exist-INF
PERF-EV-CONC home-LOC exist-ATTR beloved PT think
NML-DV(INF)-dear-EXCL 
[I] think dearly of my beloved who is at home although [she] has 
stopped thinking of [me] because [I] am on a journey! (MYS XV: 
3686) 

9-*fl<;~ ~ti\.& {:£ Z 11 0 {-& f:&tfJi~~Wf Jj J~'-'¥-
IMWO-Nka ta-makura sas-i-kapey-te ne-te mo ko-masi-wo 
beloved-POSS hand-pillow insert-INF-exchange(INF)-SUB 
sleep(INF)-SUB PT come-SUBJ-ACC 
[I] would come and sleep with my beloved exchanging [ our] 
sleeves as pillows (MYS XVII: 3978) 
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SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION -TE WOR-
The special construction consisting of the subordinative gerund -te 
and wor- to exist seems to have a function of the continuative 
aspect: 

M' IllitL $:pJTiHffi m* 
onore YUWE NOR-AYE-TE WOR-E-NPA 
myself reason scold-PASS(INF)-SUB exist-EV-CON 
As [you] were scolded because of me (MYS XII: 3098) 

M'?\tL t=1 ~tL;j:t-9-1i~q:~~*z 
okure-te wor-e-Nto yo-kyi ko16 mwo na-si 
stay.behind(INF)-SUB exist-EV-CONC good-ATTR thing PT 
no-FIN 
although [I] am staying behind, [it] is no good, either (MYS XV: 
3773) 

~Jffm!t=1m*m1J\ 
namar-i-te wor-u ASI kani 
hide-INF-SUB exist-ATTR reed crab 
a reed crab who is hiding (MYS XVI: 3886) 

fr£Pfr€l1J\,~At:{1-$tLI:&~tLY$ 
ARATASI-KYI TOSI-NO PANSIMEY-ni OMOP-U-N-TWOTI i
mure-te wor-e-Npa 
new-ATTR year-GEN beginning-LOC think-ATTR-GEN-
companion DLF-gather(INF)-SUB exist-EV-CON 
When the friends who think [in the same way] are gathering at the 
beginning of the year ... (MYS XIX: 4284) 

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION -TE OK-
The special construction consisting of the subordinative gerund -te 
and verb ok- 'to put, to place' is used to indicate that the action is 
done for future use, as in modem Japanese. This construction 
occurs infrequently only in the Man 'yoshu, and there is only one 
good example of it in phonetic spelling: 

B ~~/F-%WHfOO: § *RJI1f]*2f 
SIRA YUKYI-wo KEYT-ANS-U-TE OK-AM-U KOTONPA 
kamo na-kyi 
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white snow-ACC let.melt-NEG-INF-SUB put-TENT-ATTR 
word PT no-A TTR 
alas, there are no [magic] words that would stop white snow from 
melting! (MYS VIII: 1654) 

3(r:D~7k~)II~ffif1i:Zt$ttzt~ 
AMA-TU SURUSI to MYI NA-SI-N-KAPA PYENTATE-TE 
OK-YI-si KAMIY YO si URAMEY-SI 
heaven-GENILOC mark DV water no-FIN-GEN-river 
divide(INF)-SUB put-INF-PAST/ATTR deity age PT 
be.regretful(FIN) 
[I] feel with regret about the Age of Deities when [they] divided 
the [Heaven with] the river with no water as a landmark of Heaven 
(MYS X: 2007) 

fO~tL:fXlt-9-tt1i~ ~*tL~1i~z~*~ 
wasure-N-kapyi yose-k-yi-te ok-yer-e okyi-tu sira namyi 
forget(NML )-GEN -shell bring(INF)-come-INF -SUB put-PROG
IMP offing-GENILOC white wave 
white waves of the offing, bring [to me] the shell of forgetfulness 
(MYS XV: 3629) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The subordinative gerund -te is well attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese. Examples: 

~~t1JiJ1J;&Jffllf~~Jff5~ ~~~*tL¥ii.sf~iiJ~*!A:£~;&,~, 
pakwone-no yama-ni apa mak-yi-te MIY to pa nar-er-u-wo ap-an
aku/apa na-ku mwo ayasi 
Pakwone-GEN mountain-LOC millet sow-INF-SUB fruit DV PT 
become-PROG-ATTR-ACC meet-NEG-NMLlmillet no-NML PT 
be.strange(FIN) 
Although [I] have sown millet on the Pakwone mountain and [it] 
ripened (lit.: became fruits), it is strange that [we] do not meet/there 
is no millet (MYS XIV: 3364) 

~ lt~ ~ ~ -=f~iit;& {jt~Y.¥m 
apyi-MYI-te pa TI tOse ya in-uru 
REC-see(INF)-SUB TOP thousand year PT go.away-ATTR 
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since [we] have seen each other, did one thousand years pass? 
(MYS XIV: 3470) 

~~~~Z~~~~W~g~~~~ft~~~~~~ 
yama-N-PYE-no siNkye-k-aku n-i imwo-ro-wo tate-te sa-ne-N
two parap-umo 
mountain-GEN-side-GEN thick-ATTR-NML DV -INF beloved
DIM-ACC make.stand(INF)-SUB PREF-sleep(NML)
DV(ATTR)-place clean-EXCL 
as the mountain (side) is overgrown [with bush], [I] let my beloved 
stand, and [I] am clearing a place to sleep [for us]! (MYS XIV: 
3489) 

~~~~~~tl~ S3~R]D~zftc: 
papa-wo panare-te yuk-u-Nka kanasi-sa 
mother-ACC separate(INF)-SUB go-ATTR-POSS sad-NML 
sadness of going, leaving [my] mother behind (MYS XX: 4338) 

]DJ:tflj~~~ ~E~.bt: ~ ~~tfJi 
kapyir-i-k-u-maNte-ni iRap-yi-te mat-an-e 
return-INF-come-ATTR91 _TERM-LOC pray-INF-SUB wait-DES
IMP 
pray and wait [for me] until [I] return (MYS XX: 4339) 

~~~k~2$~~~~~W~~~~Z. 
amo sisi-ni kotO mawos-aNs-u-te ima Nso kuyasi-key 
mother father-DAT word say(HUM)-NEG-INF-SUB now PT 
regretful-A TTR 
now [I] regret that [I] did not tell [ my] mother and father (MYS 
XX: 4376) 

.*m~W~B$~Z~~~.~$~$W~~~~.~4~ 
fifG]D$ 
opo kyimyi-no myi-koto kasikwo-myi awo kumu-no tOnoNpyik-u 
yama-wo kwoyo-te k-yi-n-wo kamu 
great lord-GEN HON-word awesome-GER blue cloud trail-ATTR 
mountain-ACC cross(INF)-SUB come-INF-PERF-ATTR PT 

91 Fonnally the fonn k-u looks like final, but since it is followed by the case 
marker -maNte, functionally it must be attributive. 
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Since the sovereign's (lit.: great lord's) order is awesome, [I] came 
[here] crossing mountains where dark clouds trail (MYS XX: 
4403) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The subordinative gerund -te is well attested in Old Ryukyuan, 
Classical Ryukyuan, and various modem Ryukyuan dialects. In Old 
Ryukyuan we find a bewildering amount of various spellings for it: 
-ti, -te, and -tife, which probably all reflect phonetic [til or [tel 
Examples: 

Old Ryukyuan 

~~~~~5~~~~~~~~G5~~~~ 
nar-i-toyom-i uti-age-te nar-i-kiyora pa uti-age-te 
sound-INF -resound-NML PREF -raise(INF)-SUB sound-INF
beautiful TOP PREF -raise(INF)-SUB 
raising the "Resounding" [drum], raising the "Beautifully 
sounding" [drum] (OS I: 37) 

L~~t~5~~~~*~*t~5~~~~ 
siyori mori uti-ayode ma-tama mori uti-ayode 
Shuri shrine PREF-walkiSUB INT-jewel shrine PREF-walkiSUB 
walking through the Shuri shrine, walking through the true jewel 
shrine (OS I: 40) 

~ LiJ~-=.1f-v\~ ~~ ~ LiJ~ll91f-v\~ ~~ 
tosi-ga SAN-NEN i-kiyo-te tosi-ga YO-NEN i-kiyo-te 
year-POSS three-year DLF-invite-SUB year-POSS four-year 
DLF -invite-SUB 
inviting [the goddess] here for three years, inviting [the goddess] 
here for four years (OS XII: 658) 

~~~t~~~~~~*~A~~~G~ 
kobao mori-no kimi-kimi ma-y-aw-e-te okor-am-e 
Kobao shrine-GEN priestess-priestess dance-INF -join-INF -SUB 
send-TENT-EV 
Priestesses from the Kobao shrine will dance together and send 
[it] 
(OS XIII: 853) 
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~~~~~*~6~~~~b~~t~G~ 
aya miya-no ofo kora ama-ko awa-tife modor-am-e 
splendid palace-GEN big man eye-DIM lock(INF)-SUB return
TENT-EV 
The elders at the splendid palace will shut [their] eyes and return 
(OS XXI: 1411) 

Classical Ryukyuan 

V \ 6 v \61;::. § ~ t v \iJ,ft. L- t:ftiJ'/b. 
iro-ira n-i I-ti-mo ika nas-i-mo Ik-an-u 
different DV-INF say(INF)-SUB-PT how do-INF-PT go-NEG-FIN 
whatever [you] say, and whatever [you] do, [I] will not go (RK 725) 

kuree taari-Nkai sugur-at-ti nach-oo-ibii-N 
he (TOP) father-DAT hit-PASS-SUB cry-PROG-POL-FIN 
He is crying, as [he] was hit by [his] father (Nishioka & Nakahara 
2000: 96) 

koo-ti Nji-mishee-bir-an-i 
buy-SUB see-HON-POL-NEG-QF 
won't [you] try to buy [it]? (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 44) 

naada haka-tee wur-aN muN 
yet measure-SUB(TOP) exist-NEG(FIN) PT 
[I] have not yet taken [my temperature (Nishioka & Nakahara 
2000: 52) 

Thus, we can safely reconstruct the Proto-Japonic subordinative 
gerund *-te < pre-PJ *-tia or *tay. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
I am not aware of any external parallels for the subordinative 
gerund *-te. 

6.3.1.1.2 Coordinative gerund -tutu 
The coordinative gerund has just one allomorph -tutu. It always 
follows the infinitive -[yJi ~ -O, but in contrast to the subordinative 
gerund -te it is never found after the infinitives -u and -ku. A 
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number of suffixes and bound auxiliaries can precede the infinitive 
-[yJi - -0 followed by the coordinative gerund -tutu. All these 
possible combinations are presented in the following chart: 

Chart 79: Combinations of the coordinative gerund -tutu with 
d' ffi db d T' 92 prece mg su lxes an oun aUXllanes 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -[yJi --0 -fyli-tutu - -tutu 
iterative infinitive -ap-yi- -ap-yi-tutu 
honorific infinitive -as-i- -as-i-tutu 
causative infinitive -(a)simey- -{a)simey-tutu 
causative infinitive -(a)se- -(a)se-tutu 
passive infinitive -(a)ye- -(a)ye-tutu 
perfective infinitive -n-i- -n-i-tutu 

As can be seen from the chart above, , the coordinative gerund 
-tutu does not combine with markers of modality and tense similar 
to the subordinative gerund -te, since they appear only in the 
sentence-final verbal forms, and consequently cannot be followed 
by infinitives. It is interesting to note that -tutu can follow causative 
and iterative forms of verbs that do not combine with the 
subordinative gerund -te. On the other hand, -te is more versatile in 
its combinations with different perfective forms, while -tutu is 
found only after the perfective -n-. 

The coordinative gerund -tutu has a unique formal feature: it can 
be used either as a gerund, being a sentence non-final form, or as a 
final predication form, becoming a sentence final morpheme. The 
second usage is probably secondary, resulting from the ellipsis of 
the auxiliary verbs ar- and wor- 'to exist,' which can be found 
following -tutu. The secondary nature of -tutu as a form of final 
predication can be also supported by the fact that while -tutu as a 
gerund has two functions, -tutu as a final form has only one. 

As a gerund, -tutu renders either a parallel or a 
habitual/continuous action. The examples of -tutu in the parallel 
action function are more frequent in Western Old Japanese texts 
than the examples of -tutu in the habitual action function. In the 
function of the habitual or continuous action the coordinative 

92 Since the subordinative gerund -tutu can follow only the infinitive -[yJi, I have 
provided in this chart also the suffixes and bound auxiliaries that precede these 
infinitives. 
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gerund -tutu can be followed by the auxiliary verbs ar- and wor- 'to 
exist. ' 

(1) The auxiliary -tutu as a gerund: 

(a) parallel action: 

~fj~~!lJi~Jtm~*~-$1:I:~~iJfj~it\'L~~~JCE~ ~ ~ ~~ ltf[) 
f[) Jtm~ *~ if,t1Jo -S:'** 1:1: f[)j) Jtm~ *~ if,t1JO-S: 
kono myi-kyi-wo kam-yi-ky-em-u pyito pa sono tuNtumyi usu n-i 
tate-te utap-yi-tutu kam-yi-kyer-e kamo map-yi-tutu kam-yi
kyer-e kamo 
this HON-rice.wine-ACC brew-INF-PAST/FIN-TENT-ATTR 
person TOP that drum mortar DV-INF place(INF)-SUB sing-INF
COOR brew-INF-RETR-EV PT dance-INF-COOR brew-INF
RETR-EVPT 
I wonder [whether] the person who brewed this rice wine, turned 
his drum [upside down] as a mortar and brewed [it] while singing, 
brewed [it] while dancing! (KK 40) 

~-S:~R~~~m~~f[)f[)~~~~.f[),** 
komor-i-Ntu-no sita-ywo papey-tutu yuk-u pa ta-Nka tuma 
hide-INF-water-GEN below-ABL crawl(INF)-COOR go-ATTR 
TOP who-POSS spouse 
Whose spouse [is the one] who goes crawling from below a hidden 
stream? (KK 56) 

~~~~A~~~.~~.~m~.*-$ 
INISIPYE-ni AR-I-ky-em-u PYITO mwo A-NKA NKOTO KA 
IMWO-ni KWOPIY-TUTU I NE-kate-NS-U-ky-em-u 
old.times-LOC exist-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR person PT 1-
POSS like PT beloved-DAT long.for(INF)-COOR sleep 
sleep(INF)-POT -NEG-INF -PAST/FIN-TENT -ATTR 
Were the people who lived in old times unable to sleep like me, too, 
longing for [their] beloved? (MYS IV: 497) 

a.~~~~~~~Wf[)«~~~~~~~ 
uMEY -no pana pyiW-ri myi-tutu ya paru pyi kuras-am-u 
plum-GEN flower one-CL see(INF)-COOR PT spring day spend
TENT-ATTR 
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will [I] spend the spring day looking alone at the plum blossoms? 
(MYS V: 818) 

f'~ff~i&:~.Sf-~jJDMz WW::£ g !t~ff~~iiJjf;~l!~tL~ipJ\~[!] 
Z#~::£1ff 
uMEY -no pana wor-i kaNsas-i-tutu mworo pyito-no aswoNp-u
wo myi-re-Npa myiyakwo si Nso [o]mwop-u 
plum-GEN flower break.off-INF put.in.the.hair-INF-COOR all 
person-GEN play-ATTR-ACC see-EV-CON capital PT PT think
ATTR 
When [I] see that all people enjoy themselves breaking off plum 
blossoms and putting [them] in [their] hair, [I] think of the capital 
(MYS V: 843) 

!L~l}%~~/Ft§ft-*,,~ 
MYINTARE-KWOPIY NOMIY SE-SIMEY-TUTU AP-AN-U 
IMWOkamwo 
be.confused(INF)-love(NML) PT do-CAUS(INF)-COOR meet
NEG-ATTR beloved PT 
ah, [my] beloved who does not meet [me], just making [my] love 
to be confused! (MYS XI: 2474) 

~~~~Z~~~~~~.Sf-ws~W~mZ 
womyinapyesi sak-yi-tar-u NWO-PYE-wo yuk-yi-tutu MYI
Npey-si 
carnation bloom-INF-PERF/PROG-ATTR field-side-ACC go-INF
COOR look-DEB-FIN 
while walking [you] should look at the fields where the carnations 
are blooming (MYS XVII: 3951) 

{jtlAw\1ff~~~W~{jt::£i&:;rotLatW~:$1f 
iku ywo p-u to yom-yi-tutu imwo pa ware mat-uram-u so 
how many night pass-FIN DV count-INF-COOR beloved TOP I 
wait-TENT2-ATTR PT 
[My] beloved will probably wait for me, counting: 'How many 
nights have passed?' (MYS XVIII: 4072) 

~tL.Sf-PT{5z:~~ipJ\WW;0~i&::$ 
tare-wo ka kyimyi to myi-tutu sinwop-am-u 
who-ACC PT lord DV see(INF)-COOR long. for-TENT -A TTR 
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whom shall [I] long for, viewing [him] as [my] lord? (MYS XX: 
4440) 

~iiJ 11: -¥~fiW~ JJ?Bl-$ 
atO-wo myi-tutu sinop-am-u 
footstep-ACC see(INF)-COOR yearn-TENT -FIN 
looking at [Buddha's] footstep, [I] will yearn [for him] (BS 6) 

(b) habitual or continuous action: 

~iiJ~tii~1i~ •• ~IH~Wfi~9ie~fi 
asuka-N-kapa myinaNkyirap-yi-tutu yuk-u myiNtu 
Asuka-GEN-river be.full-INF-COOR go-ATTR water 
water in the Asuka river that floats constantly being full (NK 118) 

1m § ~{jI-?Bl1t{j\?f ... ~~{jI-?Bl1t~ 
SI~I ~simono i-pap-yi-PUS-YI-tutu ... UNTURA-nasu i-pap-yi
MOTOPOR-I 
dear like DLF-crawl-INF-lie.down-INF-COOR ... quail-COMP 
DLF-crawl-INF-go.around-INF 
constantly crawling and lying down like a deer ... crawling 
around like a quail (MYS II: 199) 

1t *1]\ {jI-fi ~ iitJaJ at .btW.l< ~ 11t~1f1§ 1R: ~5fIj;¥o JaJ ~JJf 1]\ *5f1J 
pyina-ni itu tose sum-ap-yi-tutu myiyakwo-no teNpuri wasur-aye
n-i-kyer-i 
country.side-LOC five year live-ITER-INF-COOR capital-GEN 
custom forget-PASS(INF)-PERF-INF -RETR-FIN 
while [I] was continuously living [for] five years in the country 
side, it turned out that [I] forgot the customs of the capital (MYS V: 
880) 

As mentioned above, the coordinative gerund -tutu in the 
function of the habitual action can be followed by the auxiliaries 
ar- and wor- 'to exist:' 

J! 'F~iiJ*L~{.'?Bl aJJf~ 
MYI-TUTU ar-e-Npa KOKORO pa moye-n-u 
look(INF)-COOR exist-EV-CON heart TOP burn(INF)-PERF
FIN 
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When [I] keep looking, [my] heart has been set on fire (MYS V: 
897) 

~~~~*~~~~~~~fi~*~~$ 
ware-wo yamiy-ni ya imwo-Nka kwopiy-tutu ar-am-u 
I-ACC darkness-LaC PT beloved-PaSS 10ng.for(INF)-COOR 
exist-TENT -ATTR 
Will [my] beloved continue to long for me in the darkness? (MYS 
XV: 3669) 

~fifi k -sf-tLH*;fff ~ I~'~~Z 
nak-yi-tutu wor-e-Nto ap-u yasi mwo na-si 
cry-INF-COOR exist-EV-CONC meet-ATTR chance PT no-FIN 
although [I] keep crying, there is no chance to meet (MYS XV: 
3762) 

~~~~~~S~z.~~~mfi~~-sf-~ 
i rna ne-Ns-u n-i KYEPU mwo siramye n-i kwop-i-tutu so wor-u 
sleep PT sleep-NEG-NML DV-INF today PT? DV-INF love-INF
COOR PT exist-ATTR 
without sleeping (a sleep), [I] continue to love [you] today, too 
(MYS XVII: 3969) 

(2) Auxiliary -tutu as a sentence-final form. In this usage it occurs 
only in the function of a continuous or habitual action . 

• ~~~~~~~~~§H~A~~~~~~~~ 
TORI .. pa .. ~AR-I ARI-Nkaywop-yi-tutu MYI-ram-ey-NtOma 
PYITO KOSO SIR-AN-E MATU PA SIR-Uram-u 
bird TOP become-INF ITER-go.back.and.forth-INF-COOR see
TENT2-CONC person PT know-NEG-EV pine TOP know
TENT2-FIN 
Although people would look, [they would] not recognize [the soul 
of prince Arima that] travels backs and forth like a bird. But [they] 
would know the pine [branches that he has tied] (MYS II: 145) 

iq:1i~*21i~~~~ S3 ::I£:~;fff~fi k 
kana kiy-na yama-ni yukyi pa pur-i-tutu 
this castle-GEN mountain-LaC snow TOP fall-INF-COOR 
the snow continues to fall on the Castle mountain (MYS V: 823) 
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)\.. Tif-1J\**L1ifz Ip 
ya-ti tOse n-i areTUNK-As-i-TUTU 
eight-thousand year DV -INF be.born.in.succession-HON-INF
COOR 
[emperors] are born one after another for eight thousand years 
(MYS VI: 1053) 

{jI"£J:~!#fi{iHi~ *{~1J\fik 
imo-Nka mat-uNpey-kyi TUKIY PA pey-n-i-tutu 
beloved-POSS wait-DEB-ATTR month TOP pass(INF)-PERF
INF-COOR 
months when [my] beloved had to wait [for me] have continued to 
pass (MYS XV: 3685) 

~~~~~*&*m~~~~~~z*fi~ 
kwopiy mwo na-ku ar-amasi mwonowo omwop-asimey-tutu 
10ng.for(NML) PT no-INF exist-SUBJ CONJ love-CAUS(INF)
COOR 
[I] would have no longing for [you], but [you] make [me] love 
[you] constantly (MYS XV: 3737) 

J#fi~~~~~~1J\z~~~~~~~£J:ti&~~1J\£J:~~~ 
~fi~ -
matu-no pana PANA kaNsu n-i si mwo wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka 
omop-yer-an-aku n-i motOna sak-yi-tutu 
pine-GEN flower flower number DV -INF PT PT I-POSS beloved
DIM-POSS think-PROG-NEG-NML DV-INF in.vain bloom-INF
COOR 
Because my beloved is not even thinking of pine flowers as flowers, 
[they] continue to bloom in vain (MYS XVII: 3942) 

C 1ITH1Z7J~ ~ ~~~i§!j?£J:~~ 
kono yamaNpukyi-wo myi-se-tutu motOna 
this rose-ACC see-CAUS(INF)-COOR in.vain 
[you] keep showing [me] these roses in vain (MYS XVII: 3976) 

fo~{~-tlt¥JTE*j]O & $~~~~ *t1J\~~fi~ 
wa-Nka sas-er-u akara tatiNpana kaNkey-ni MYI-ye-tutu 
I-POSS insert-PROG-ATTR red mandarin.orange moonlight-LOC 
see-P ASS(INF)-COOR 
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the red mandarin orange [ flowers] that 1 put into [ my hair] are seen 
in the moonlight all the time (MYS XVIII: 4060) 

-9- gEj~*J:tPJ~mJLzfi~ 
yoroNtu taNpyi kapyer-i-MYI s-i-tutu 
ten thousand times return-INF-look(NML) do-INF-COOR 
ten thousand times [I] continue to look back (MYS XX: 4408) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The coordinative gerund -tutu is also well attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

WR~~~.~fi~~~~~*mfi~~ 
iNtu-no umyi-ni tat-u sira namyi-no ar-i-tutu mwo 
INtu-GEN sea-LOC rise-ATTR white wave-GEN exist-INF
COORPT 
Although [I] continue to live like the white waves, rising in INtu 
sea (MYS XIV: 3360) 

~-~~~~fi~~*~$~W*~*.~~~~.fi~ 
simaraku pa ne-tutu mo ar-am-u-wo imey-nomiy-ni motOna 
MYI-ye-tutu 
for a while TOP sleep(INF)-COOR PT exist-TENT -ATTR-ACC 
dream-PT-LOC for no reason see-PASS(INF)-COOR 
Although [I] intended to sleep for a while, [you] continue to 
appear only in [my] dreams for no reason (MYS XIV: 3471) 

~*FI~~~ ~$~~*LtfiH:;(ff_11t7JPJ ~*Lzfi~~~~l:t 
PJt# ~ 
kwopiy-tutu mo wor-am-u to s-ure-NtO yupuma yama kakure-si 
kyimyi-wo omop-yi-kane-t-umo 
10ve(INF)-COOR PT exist-TENT-FIN DV do-EV-CONC 
Yupuma mountain hide(INF)-PAST/ATTR lord-ACC think-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF -EXCL 
Although [I] was going to continue to love [you], [I] cannot [bear] 
thoughts about my lord, who hid [himself] on the Yupuma 
mountain! (MYS XIV: 3475) 
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M8~~~~~~~~*~fi~~~~~~~.~fikW~~ 
~~y.~~ 
a-Nka [o]mate-na wasure-m-a siNta pa tukuNpa ne-wo purisakey
myi-tutu ima pa sinwop-an-e 
I-POSS face-GEN forget-TENT-ATTR time TOP TukuNpa peak
ACC look.up(INF)-look(INF)-COOR beloved TOP yearn-DES
IMP 
When [you, my] beloved will be forgetting my face, yearn for me, 
please, looking up at the TukuNpa peak (MYS XX: 4367) 

In addition, Eastern Old Japanese also has the phonetic variants 
of the coordinative gerund -susu and -tusi: 

.t2"fi~.t2"fi~~~JJD[!] lt~ k ~~Jff~fi~ ~ 
itu rna itu rna oma-Nka kwopyi-susu nar-i-[i]mas-i-tusi rna 
when PT when PT mother-POSS love(INF)-COOR 
do.house.work-INF-HON-COOR PT 
[my] mother always, always loves [me] and does [her] house 
work (MYS XX: 4386) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The coordinative gerund -tutu is not attested in Ryukyuan. Thus, 
we can reconstruct only PJN *-tutu. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
I am not aware of any external parallels for the Proto-Japanese 
coordinative gerund *-tutu. 

6.3.1.1.3 Coordinative gerund -naNkara 
The coordinative gerund -naNkara has only one allomorph. It 
always follows the infinitive form of verbs. Care must be taken not 
to confuse it with a homophonous suffix -naNkara 'having the 
nature of' that is found after nouns (see 4.1.2.1.4). Like the 
coordinative gerund -tutu, the coordinative gerund -naNkara has a 
function of parallel action and a function of habitual or continuous 
action. Thus, the coordinative gerund -naNkara is essentially 
synonymous with the coordinative gerund -tutu, but there are only 
five examples of it in Western Old Japanese texts, all found in the 
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Man 'yoshii. 93 The only other difference between -tutu and 
-naNkara is that the latter is not used as a final form. Examples: 

(a) parallel action: 

~~*~M •• Wk.~ft~~~~~~~~~~*~ •• 
pari-N-pukurwo oNp-yi-tutuke-naNkara satwo Nkoto n-i terasap
yi aruk-ey-NtO 
needle-GEN -bag wear .on. the.sash-INF -continue(INF)-COOR 
village every DV-INF clearly.show-INF walk-EV-CONC 
Although [I] walk and show the needle bag clearly at every village 
while [I] continue to wear [it] on my sash ... (MYS XVIII: 4130) 

~tLZ {OO~ft~ftl5#i)J#ffiZ P'J'l]\J~~~ tl: 
u~~siNpiy-naNkara MAKURA-N-TUK-U tuma-ya-NO UTI-ni 
TONKURA yup-yi 
rejoice(INF)-COOR pillow-GEN -be. attached-A TTR bedroom
GEN inside-LOC coop fasten.together-INF 
while [I] was rejoicing, [I] built a coop in the bedroom where 
pillows touch together (MYS XIX: 4154) 

(b) habitual or continuous action: 

~t±~{iGtEW Ft:.~~~ *m 
TUMA-NO MORI TUMA YOS-I-kose-n-e TUMA to IP-YI
naNkara 
spouse-GEN shrine spouse bring.close-INF-BEN-DES-IMP spouse 
DV say-INF-COOR 
Spouse shrine! [I] wish [you would] bring [a] spouse close [to me 
whom I] keep calling a spouse (i.e., I wish you would give me a 
spouse) (MYS IX: 1679) 

~ 13 ~ =8jJDJ&JJ{*~J1t'&~Ii~ffjj1EJ l5#~ft~ 
KYEPU-ra mwo ka SIKA-no pus-uram-u KAPA KOROMO KYI
TE TUNWO TUK-YI-naNkara 
today-LOC PT PT deer-GEN lie.down-TENT2-A TTR skin 
garment wear(INF)-SUB hom be.attached-INF-COOR 
will the deer also be lying today with his skin garment on and 
wearing [his] horns as usual? (MYS XVI: 3884) 

93 One example is in semantographic writing and is not provided below (MYS VI: 
1050). 
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COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The coordinative gerund -naNkara is not attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There is a gerund -nagiina in the Shuri dialect that can be 
potentially related to -naNkara, although the correspondences are 
problematic. In addition, it has a different function: concessive. 
Therefore, the cognacy is doubtful. 

?uya-nu yaa-nu mee tuu-i-nagiina nubaga-i-N s-aN 
parent-GEN house-GEN front pass-INF-GER stop.by-NML-PT 
do-NEGIFIN 
Although [I] pass by [ my] parents house, [I] do not even stop by 
(RKJ 405) 

6.3.1.1.4 Coordinative gerund -katera 
The coordinative gerund -katera has only one allomorph. It is an 
extremely rare form that occurs in Western Old Japanese only in 
two examples, both in poems by Otomo-no Yakamochi. It always 
follows the reduced form -N- of the infinitive n-i of the defective 
verb n-. Given the paucity of examples, it might be impossible to 
define its function precisely, but it seems that it is a kind of 
coordinative gerund. 

~m1ig~~{tc1i~mE~lmJ]\fD*L83~$1i~;ftfG~!t-¥~~Jff 
~;ft~N -
uMEY-no pana sak-yi tir-u sono-ni ware yuk-am-u kyimyi-Nka 
tukapyi-wo kata mat-i-N-katera 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF fall-ATTR garden-LOC I go
TENT-FIN lord-POSS messenger-ACC intently wait-NML
DV(INF)-GER 
I will go to the garden where the plum blossoms bloom and fall 
while waiting intently for your messenger (MYS XVIII: 4041) 
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W A-NK-YIMWO:~WO-Nka katamyi-N-lo;1;tet:~ t~. KU.~NA WI
NO YA-sipo-ni SOMEY-TE okose-tar-u KOROMO-NO SUSWO 
mwo t6por-i-te nure-n-u 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM-POSS keepsake-DV(INF)-GER DV 
crimson-GEN eight-tide-LOC dye(INF)-SUB send(INF)
PERFIPROG garment-GEN hem PT pass-INF-SUB wet(INF)
PERF-FIN 
Passing through [the water], [I] have made wet the hems of the 
eight times dyed in crimson garment that my beloved sent [me] 
thinking [of it] as being a keepsake (MYS XIX: 4156) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The gerund -katera is not attested m Eastern Old Japanese or 
Ryukyuan. 

6.3.1.1.5 Past -kyi - -si - -sika 
The past auxiliary appears in three suppletive forms: final -kyi, 
attributive -si, and evidential -sika. These forms appear mainly as 
word- and sentence-final, but at the same time all three can also be 
followed by certain suffixes. When this happens, the final -kyi 
always appears as the abbreviated allomorph -ky-, the attributive -si 
may appear either in its full form -si, or as the abbreviated 
allomorph -s-, and the evidential -sika always remains unchanged. 
When found in a word-final position, each of the three suppletive 
forms has just one allomorph. 

Chart 80: Combinations of the past auxiliaries -kyi, -si, and -sika 
'hfill' ffi WIt o owmg su Ixes 
suffixes final-kyi attributive evidential 

-si -sika 
tentative -(a)m- -ky-em-* - -
nominalizer -(a)ku - -si-ku -

conditional -ky-eNpa* -s-eNpa* -

-(a)Npa 
conjunctive -Npa - - -sika-Npa 
conceSSIve - - -sika-Nto[mo] 
-Nto!mo] .. 

* The morphologIcal segmentatIOn IS condItIOnal, because -ky-em-, -ky-eNpa and -
s-eNpa are derived from *-kyi-am-, *-kyi-aNpa and *-si-aNpa respectively, with 
the sequence *ia resulting in the vowel/[y]el with a morphemic boundary inside it. 
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The past auxiliaries -kyi, -si, and -sika follow the infinitive form 
like other auxiliaries, but in the case of the irregular verbs ko- 'to 
come' and se- 'to do' the resulting forms are irregular. We would 
expect forms *k-yi-kyi, *k_yi_si,94 *k-yi-sika, *s-i-si, and *s-i-sika, 
but as a matter of fact we find the following mostly irregular forms: 

Chart 81: Combinations of the past auxiliaries -kyi, -si, and -sika 
with the verbs ko- 'to come' and se- 'to do' 

past auxiliaries ko- 'to come' se- 'to do' 
final-kyi - s-i-ky-, s-i-kyi(?) * 
attributive -si ko-si se-si 
evidential -sika ko-sika** se-sika .. 

* The final past form Sl-kyl IS cited by Omodaka et al. (1967: 236), but no 
examples are provided, and I was myself unable to find an example of *s-i-kyi 
used in isolation. The bound form s-i-ky- is attested as a part of the past tentative 
form s-i-ky-em-, see MYS XV: 3688 below. 
** Attested only in partially phonetic writing KD-sika (see MYS IX: 1751 below), 
but Eastern Old Japanese ko-sika attested phonetically in MYS XIV: 3531 (see 
below) confirms this form and not *k-yi-sika. 

Therefore, synchronically it looks like that in the most forms in 
the Chart 81 with the exception of s-i-ky-, the past auxiliaries 
follow not the infinitive, but the stems of the verbs ko- 'to come' 
and se- 'to do.' It is certainly possible that originally past 
auxiliaries were suffixes that were reanalyzed as auxiliaries after 
consonant verbs, but remained affixes after irregular and vowel 
verbs (since the infinitive forms of vowel verbs coincide with their 
stems, it is possible to claim that past markers are also suffixes that 
follow stems and not infinitives). Nevertheless, it seems that 
analyzing the past forms ko-si, ko-sika, se-si, and se-sika as 
irregular contractions from *ko-i-si, *ko-i-sika, *se-i-si, and *se-i
sika seems to be the simplest explanation, further supported by the 
past tentative form s-i-ky-em- 'probably did' of the verb se- 'to do,' 
where the past final -ky- follows the expected infinitive s-i-, and not 
the stem se-. 

Since the past auxiliaries are represented by three suppletive 
forms, I am going to present the combinations with preceding 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries separately for each form. 

94 Yoshida Kanehiko claims that there is one example of the past conditional k-yi
s-eNpa (1973: 638). However, this example is found in MYS X: 2148, where the 
k-yi part is written semantographically with the character *. Therefore, there is no 
evidence that this character should be read as *k-yi rather than ko-. 
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Chart 82: Combinations of the past final -kyi with preceding 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries95 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -[yJi - -0 -[yJi-kyi - -kyi 
negative infinitive -aNs-u -aNs-u-ky~ -aNs-u-ky-
progressive infinitive -er-i- -er-i-kyi 
perfective infinitive -te- -te-kyi 
perfective infinitive -n-i- -n-i-kyi 

The past final -kyi is a portmanteau morpheme that combines 
functions of the past with final predication. The past final -kyi can 
also be followed by the nominaliser -aku, resulting in the special 
form -ky-eku (see also 6.2.2.2.3.3). This form is attested only three 
times in two texts (KK 44 and NK 36). 

Chart 83: Combinations of the past attributive -si with preceding 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries96 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -{yli --0 -{vli-si - -si 
honorific infinitive -as- -as-i-si 
progressive infinitive -er-i- -er-i-si 
perfective infinitive -te- -te-si 
perfective infinitive -n-i- -n-i-si 
perfective-progressive infinitive -tar-i -tar-i-si 

The past attributive -si is a portmanteau morpheme that 
combines the functions of the past with any of the possible 
functions of the attributive: attributive, nominalizer, and final 
predication. 

It must be kept in mind that most of the past forms attested in 
Western Old Japanese are represented by the past attributive, since 
the past final and past evidential are quite rare and represent only a 
tiny fraction of all examples. From this perspective it is instructive 
that the past attributive is attested only with one extra preceding 
marker as compared to the past final and only two extra markers as 

95 Since the past final -kyi can follow only the infinitives in -[yJi - -0 and -u, I 
have also provided in this chart the suffixes and bound auxiliaries that precede 
these infinitives. 
96 Since the past attributive -si can follow only the infinitives in -[yJi - -0, I have 
also provided in this chart the suffixes and bound auxiliaries that precede these 
infinitives. 
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compared to the past evidential. Moreover, the overlap of the 
combinations seems to be significant, too, as it indicates that in 
most cases past auxiliaries are preceded by aspectual markers. 

Chart 84: Combinations of the past evidential -sika with preceding 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries97 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -[yJi ~ -0 -[yJi-sika ~ -sika 
passive infinitive -(a)ye- -oye-sika-
perfective infinitive -n-i- -n-i-sika 

The past evidential -sika is a portmanteau morpheme that 
combines functions of the past with the evidential. 

Examples of the past auxiliaries: 

(1) Final form -kyi: 

frJUJ~ i1f 0J~i1f M t~ ?\Wf &:ias 
nunapa kur-i-papey-ky-eku sir-an-i 
water. shield pull.in-INF -make.stretch(INF)-P AST IFIN-NML 
know-NEG-INF 
not knowing that [you] pulled in the water shield (KK 44) 

~iiJ S3 !t~I§[!J~§tm~m/lJi 
ayupyi-no kwo-suNsu oti-n-i-kyi 
trousers.cord-GEN DIM-bell fall(INF)-PERF-INF -PASTIFIN 
the small bell from the trousers' cord fell off (KK 82) 

frJUJ~i1f [RtiJ1iBl~~[R~$mnr ... !t~$!~m~l§f:£~$~[R~$mnr 
nunapa kur-i-papey-ky-eku sirani ... pyisi-N-kara-no sas-i-ky
eku sir-an-i 
water.shield pull.in-INF -make.stretch(INF)-PASTIFIN-NML 
know-NEG-INF ... water.chestnut-GEN-stalk-GEN grow-INF
PASTIFIN-NML know-NEG-INF 
not knowing that [you] pulled in the water shield ... not knowing 
that the stalk of the water chestnut grew (NK 36) 

97 Since the past attributive -silw can follow only the infinitives in -[yJi - -0, I 
have also provided in this chart the suffixes and bound auxiliaries that are precede 
these infinitives. 
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{JT~ZZ -¥;gIHI~~~iiJl'I;f/Fff~{~WW~ff~{~W{~~iiJfJjOJiJJl~iiJfX~ 
~IH~. 
i-y-u sisi-wo tunaNk-u kapa pye-no waka kusa-no waka-ku ar-i
kyi to a-Nka [o]mop-an-aku n-i 
shoot-PASS-ATTR game.animal-ACC follow-ATTR river side
GEN young grass-COMP young-INF exist-INF-PASTIFIN DV 1-
POSS think-NEG-NML DV-INF 
I do not think [he] was [as] young as young grass on the river side 
where [we] followed a game animal that was shot, but ... (NK 117) 

fJHw ~~~ ::f~-;-f 
KOKORO-YU mwo A PA OMOP-ANS-U-kyi 
heart-ABL PT I TOP think-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN 
I did not think even in my heart (MYS IV: 601) 

t(E:,tw ~fX~::f ~-;-f 
KOKORO-YO mwo A PA OMOP-ANS-U-kyi 
heart-ABL PT I TOP think-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN 
I did not think even in my heart (MYS IV: 609) 

~ ~~ ;niitfIjWf{JT;nii~tL~ S 
myi-tat-as-i s-er-i-si isi tare myi-kyi 
HON-stand-HON-NML do-PROG-INF-PAST/ATTR stone who 
see(INF)-PASTIFIN 
who saw the stone on which [she] took [her] stand? (MYS V: 869) 

{tr:$l:t.fX~,tL1!l;@tz~*sa:j§tJm~t~~ 
saywo-pyimye-Nka pyire pur-i-kyi to [i]p-u kyimyi-mat-ura yama 
Saywo-pyimye-POSS long.scarf wave-INF-PASTIFIN DV say
ATTR lord-wait-bay mountain 
the "Wait-for-[my]-lord bay mountain" where [they] say Saywo
pyimye waved [her] long scarf (MYS V: 883) 

~~~~~~::f,~, -;-f 
UTUTU-NI mwo IMEY-NI mwo WARE PA OMOP-ANS-U-kyi 
reality-LOC PT dream-LOC PT I TOP think-NEG-INF
PASTIFIN 
I did not think either in reality or in a dream (MYS XI: 2601) 

1&::&~~~ill~~~-¥-;-f 
SONO YWO P A WARE mwo I mwo NE-kane-te-kyi 
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that night TOP I PT sleep PT sleep(INF)-NEG/POT(INF)-PERF
INF-PASTIFIN 
I was also unable to sleep that night (MYS XIII: 3269) 

~s~lhy~~~PI ~~tft) S J]\*~fIHi~~~ll1i~lt~~{is~ 
*$PI-m: 
okyi-tu namyi taka-ku tat-u PYI-ni ap-yer-i-kyi to myiyakwo-no 
pyitO pa kyik-yi-te-ky-em-u kamo 
offing-GEN/LOC wave high-INF rise-A TTR day-OAT meet
PROG-INF-PASTIFIN OV capital-GEN person TOP hear-INF
PERF(INF)-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR PT 
I wonder whether people in the capital might have heard that [we] 
met with a day when waves in the offing rose high (MYS XV: 
3675) 

PI~m*mE!t~{i~*Lm~{j3".bl:zPI~{*~{WdfzJ]\s 
kapyer-i-kyer-u pyito k-yi-tar-er-i to ip-yi-sika-Npa potOpoto sin-i
kyi 
return-INF -RETR-A TTR person come-INF -PERF IPROG-PROG
FIN OV say-INF-PASTIEV-CON almost die-INF-PASTIFIN 
Because [they] said that a person, who returned [from exile], had 
come [to the capital], [I] almost died [from joy] (MYS XV: 3772) 

~iil~~~f6:~~ ~mJ]\{i 
puNti namyi pa sak-yi-te tir-i-n-i-kyi 
wisteria wave TOP bloom-INF-SUB fall-INF-PERF-INF
PASTIFIN 
The waves of wisteria had bloomed and fell completely (MYS 
XVII: 3993) 

~ -m:~~~ PI *t~{j3"J]\{i~ 
kumo-N-kakur-i kakeyr-i in-i-kyi to 
cloud-LOC-hide-INF soar-INF go.away-INF-PASTIFIN OV 
[the old man] said that [the hawk] soared [into the sky] 
disappearing in the clouds, and flew away (MYS XVII: 4011) 

S3fiJ~*~-$~~-m:.bl:~*~{i 
yuri mwo ap-am-u to omop-yi-somey-te-kyi 
future PT meet-TENT-FIN DV think-INF-begin(INF)-
PERF(INF)-P AST IFIN 
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[I] began to think that [we] would meet in the future, too (MYS 
XVIII: 4087) 

~iiJ *~Z ~ Z ~;8.Z 1i 
arney-no sita sirasimyes-i-kyi 
heaven-GEN under rule(HON)-INF-PASTIFIN 
[emperors] ruled [the country] under Heaven (MYS XX: 4360) 

Special form -ky- in past tentative -ky-em-: 

M':~J3~Wffi~*L~:@~J*~ 
oya na-si n-i nare nar-i-ky-em-ey ya 
parent no-FIN DV-INF you be.born-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-EV 
PT 
Were you possibly born without parents? [Certainly not!] (NK 
104) 

Ji~ 0$ ~ fPJJi~ O$f~ {iIfj ~ ~ RJ &~ Jl5f -¥~£3:~ fi Jl5f RJ;8 ~~ [!] 
.& ~-¥~ R f~~flj~~iiJ~j;l:*ilt 
wotomye-ra-Nka wotOmye saNpiy s-u to kara tama-wo tamotO-ni 
mak-as-i yoti kwo-ra-tO TE taNtusapar-i-te aswoNp-yi-ky-em-u 
maiden-PLUR-POSS maiden like do-FIN DV China jewel-ACC 
wrist-LOC wrap-HON-INF same.age child-PLUR-COM hand 
hold-INF-SUB play-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
The maidens, thinking to behave like maidens, wrap their wrists 
with [bracelets made of] Chinese jewels, and would play holding 
hands with girls of the same age (MYS V: 804) 

~A.&RJ~fiW~~Jl5fRJWf~~~~*ilt 
kaN-kurwo-kyi kamyi-ni itu-no rna ka simwo-no pur-i-ky-em-u 
INT-black-ATTR hair-LOC when-CEN interval PT frost-GEN fall
INF -PAST IFIN-TENT -ATTR 
at what point in time, the frost would have fallen on [their] pitch
black hair? (MYS V: 804) 

~::t*RJ£3:*~J$l(~Z*-$ 
taNta miy kamo ayamat-i s-i-ky-em-u 
direct body PT mistake-NML do-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
Did [he] probably make a mistake himself, 1 wonder? (MYS XV: 
3688) 
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~~~~~~~~~sm~~**~~*$ 
sa yamaNta n-o woNti-Nka SONO PYI-ni motOmey ap-aNs-u-ky
em-u 
so YamaNta DV-ATTR old.man-POSS that day-LOC search(INF) 
meet-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
So, old man YamaNta searched for [him] on that day, [but] did not 
find [him] (MYS XVII: 4014) 

~~~~*~~~~*~~~~m**~ 
wem-yi myi wem-aNs-u mwo uti-naNKeyk-yi katar-i-ky-em-aku 
smile-INF ? smile-NEG-INF PT PREF-sigh-INF talk-INF
PASTIFIN-TENT -NML 
the fact that [both of you] were probably talking, and sighing, 
smiling and not smiling (MYS XVIII: 4106) 

The special form -ky- in the past conditional -ky-eNpa is a rare 
form which occurs in one text attested twice in two different scripts: 

wri~~Wt:$~~l1l!!~*~~~q:ifwr &~1!~{jJ'~* (KK script) 
~*i~~tgj~ftt:fQ~f!ifl~M!m:if~*m{~~~{jJ'~$ (NK scriptl 
sirwo taNtamukyi mak-aNs-u-ky-eNpa koso sir-aNs-u to mo9 ip
am-ey 
white arm use.as.a.pillow-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-COND PT 
know-NEG-FIN DV PT say-TENT -EV 
if [I] did not use [your] white arms as a pillow, [you] could even 
say that [you] do not know [me] (KK 61, NK 58) 

(2) Attributive form -si: 

fO~~7Jewr{jJ'~~fo~ffit± 
wa-Nka wi ne-si imwo pa wasure-Nsi 
I-POSS bring(INF) sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR beloved TOP forget
NEG/TENT 
[I] would not forget [my] beloved, whom I brought with [me] and 
slept with (KK 8) 

~~~~~~~~w~~~wr~~~~~~~~wr 
wo-ya-ni suNka-tatamyi iya-saya sik-yi-te wa-Nka puta-ri ne-si 
DIM-house-LOC sedge-mat rustling spread-INF-SUB we-POSS 
two-CL sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR 

98 NK has unspecified rna here. 
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in a little hut two of us slept [together] spreading rustling sedge 
mats (KK 19) 
In this example we have the past attributive -si that is used as a form of final 
predication without a preceding particle so - Nso, ya, or ka, 

Jffjln~ fiq:Wf~ ~~ ~iiJ 16:5tE~ 
matur-i-ko-si myi-kyi Nso as-aNs-u wos-e 
present(HUM)-INF-come(INF)-PAST/ATTR rice.wine PT 
shallow-NEG-INF drink(HON)-IMP 
Drink the presented rice wine deeply! (KK 39) 

~iiJmti0Wf:;R~J3~J1l!!£J:~~fo~~Wf~ &J1l!!?\ £J:~~ 
ap-as-i-si womyina ka moNka to wa-Nka myi-si kwo-ra ka-ku 
moNka to 
meet-HON-INF-PAST/ATTR woman that PT DV I-POSS 
see(INF)-PAST/ATTR girl-DIM thus-INF PT DV 
[I] think [I] wish that [much] the woman [I] met; [I] think [I] wish 
this [much] the girl I saw (KK 42) 

~mt .~~i%Ift ~iiJ m* filt{~r~ ~$IK~ Z #~ -T iilmt~$5iDt1ff 
kwopaNta wotomye araswop-aNs-u ne-si-ku-wo si Nso urupasi
myi [0 ]mop-u 
KwopaNta maiden resist-NEG-INF sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR
NML-ACC PT PT loving-GER think-A TTR 
[I] think lovingly about the fact that a KwopaNta maiden slept 
[with me] without resisting (NK 38) 

{jI-R?\WztljtR~4IjWf!j&J1i~tf 
iNtuku-ywori k-yi-tar-i-si mono so 
where-ABL come-INF-PERFIPROG-INF-PAST/ATTR thing PT 
Where did [you] come from? (MYS V: 802) 

{jI-R?\ S3 PJWffofPJ 1i~tljWf 
iNtuku-yu ka siwa-Nka k-yi-tar-i-si 
where-ABL PT wrinkle-POSS come-INF-PERFIPROG-INF
PAST/ATTR 
Where did the wrinkles come from? (MYS V: 804) 
The attributive form in this example is triggered by the interrogative particle ka, 

Wn&Wf~Wmt~~Jff~WfJff~Jff*~1ff~~~WWf 
i-twor-as-i-te ipap-yi-tamap-yi-si ma-tama-nasu puta-tu n-o isi 
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DLF -hold-HON-INF -SUB pray-INF -HON-INF -P ASTI ATTR 
INT -jewel-COMP two-CL OV -A TTR stone 
holding two stones like real jewels that [she] was praying to ... 
(MYS V: 813) 

~ ~~ ;G;-tltfljwr{jT;G;it~*L~ S 
myi-tat-as-i s-er-i-si isi tare myi-kyi 
HON-stand-HON-NML do-PROG-INF-PAST/ATTR stone who 
see(INF)-PASTIFIN 
who saw the stone on which [she] took (lit.: did) [her] stand? 
(MYS V: 869) 

*Z~~~~t§yJtE~PJ~ 
KO-si-ku mwo siru-ku AP-YEr-u KYIMYI kamo 
come(INF)-PAST/ATTR-NML PT useful-INF meet-PROG
ATTRlord PT 
[it] was useful that [I] had come, [as] I met you! (MYS VIII: 1577) 

fr-*~**-z~1!f**Ltf~foPJ*L2j~~q:g-a2j{tc-${i-afm1]\~ 
**-*mE 
IMWO-16 ar-i-si TOKYI PA ar-e-N16mwo wakare-te pa 
koromoNte samu-kyi mono n-i so ar-i-kyer-u 
beloved-COM exist-INF-PAST/ATTR time TOP exist-EV-CONC 
separate(INF)-SUB TOP sleeve cold-ATTR thing OV-INF PT 
exist-INF-RETR-ATTR 
Although there was a time when [I] was with [my] beloved, after 
[we] separated, [my] sleeves are cold (MYS XV: 3591) 

*~**~-tlt~~~~~2j*c~*~**cg~W~~4*
~z-aff~3f- --
a-Nka miy koso sekyi yama kwoye-te koko-ni ar-am-ey kokoro pa 
imwo-ni yor-i-n-i-si monowo 
I-POSS body PT barrier mountain cross(INF)-SUB here-LOC 
exist-TENT-EV heart TOP beloved-OAT approach-INF-PERF
INF-PAST/ATTR CONJ 
My body has crossed barriers and mountains, and is probably here. 
But [my] heart stayed near [my] beloved! (MYS XV: 3757) 

~fij1]\i~~iJJ;~;%z~1t 
KANSASI n-i SE-M-U 16 A-NKA OMOP-YI-si SAKURA-NO 
PANA 
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head.ornament DV-INF do-TENT-FIN DV I-POSS think-INF
PAST/ATTR sakura-GEN blossom 
[I] think [I] want to make sakura blossoms about which I thought 
into a head ornament (MYS XVI: 3786) 

)#ftc: S ti\~{JT it ftS: z !/o/.r~~.sf 
ma-sakyi-ku to ip-yi-te-si MOnowo 
INT-safe-INF DV say-INF-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR CON] 
Although [I] have said that [I return] safely (MYS XVII: 3958) 

.l::t~f,3:~~~~1mZ Mcf~z 
pyito-moto n-o naNtesikwo uwe-si 
one-CL DV-ATTR carnation plant(INF)-PAST/ATTR 
[I] planted one carnation (MYS XVIII: 4070) 
In this example we have the past attributive form -si that is used as a form of final 
predication without a preceding particle so ~ Nso, ya, or ka. 

{JTmi0JJD~~4JJ:m~ftc:~{*g~ll:ii{JT1t1 
in-i-si kata ti yo-no tumyi sapey poroNp-u to so ip-u 
go-INF-PAST/ATTR side thousand life-GEN sin PT disappear
FIN DV PT say-A TTR 
[they] say that even the sins of one thousand former lives will 
disappear (BS 17) 

~)#~~~~~~~~~)#~~g~~T 
myimasl-no TITI to IMAS-U .. SUMYERA-MYIKOTO-no 
myimasi-ni TAMAP-YI-si AMEY-NO SITA 
you-GEN father DV exist(HON)-A TTR emperor-deity-GEN you
DA T give(HON)-INF -PAST I ATTR heaven-GEN bottom 
the land under Heaven that the emperor-deity, who is your father, 
gave to you (SM 5) 

Special form -s- in the past conditional-s-eNpa-: 

.l::t~:m)#:m.l::t~J!E~iiJ~~~ 
pyito-tu matu pyitO n-i ar-i-s-eNpa 
one-CL pine person DV-INF exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND 
if a lone pine were a person (KK 29) 

$oJ!! .l::t~J!E1m $~~~~l1f ~:mlff,3:f,3:f,3:~ "3 * i0 f,3:~~ 
taNtipyi nwo-ni ne-m-u to sir-i-s-eNpa tat-u-N-komo mo mot-i-te 
ko-masi mono 
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TaNtipyi field-LOC sleep-TENT-FIN DV know-INF
PAST/ATTR-COND stand-ATTR-rush.mat PT hold-INF-SUB 
come-SUBJ CONJ 
If [I] would know that [I] will sleep at the TaNtipyi field, [I] would 
also bring a standing rush mat (KK 75) 

M~1i~W1At~ MWklf;Ufjfjll{jJ";0~tI~iiJ klM;0 
kapiy-no kurwo kwoma kura kyi-s-eNpa i-sik-aNs-u ar-amasi 
Kapiy-GEN black stallion saddle put.on(INF)-PAST/ATTR
COND DLF-reach-NEG-INF exist-SUBJ 
if [he] would put a saddle on the black stallion from Kapiy, [he] 
would not reach here [on time] (NK 81a) 

*~;0.~~~~.~;0.M~~M~ft~.~~M~.;0m 
urasima-no kwo-Nka tama kusiNkey akey-Ns-u ar-i-s-eNpa mata 
mo ap-amasi-wo 
Urasima-GEN child-POSS jewel box open-NEG-INF exist-INF
PAST/ATTR-COND again PT meet-SUBJ-ACC 
If the boy Urasima did not open the jewel box, [he] would meet 
again [the dragon's daughter], but [it did not happen] (FK 15) 

fo{i~$:~PJ~~1i~~-q:g~~PJm ft~~li~~~Cj 1JD{jJ"1i~~ 
fi~.z 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo-Nka katamyi n-o koromo na-k-ar-i-s-eNpa 
nani mwono mot-e ka inoti tuNk-amasi 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM-POSS keepsake DV -ATTR garment no
INF-exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND what thing hold-EV PT life 
join-SUBJ 
If [I] did not have a garment of my beloved as a keepsake, would 
having anything keep [me] alive? (MYS XV: 3733) 

*~~PJ~~ili$:~m~~~.~*m~z~~~M~~~~ 
Cj~.z 
kyepu mwo kamo myiyakwo-n-ar-i-s-eNpa MYI-m-aku por-i nisi
no MYI-MA Y A-no two-ni tat-er-amasi 
today PT PT capital-LOC-exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND see
TENT-NML desire-INF west-GEN HON-stable-GEN outside-LOC 
stand-PROG-SUBJ 
If [I] were in the capital today, too, [I] would be standing outside 
the Western Imperial Stables, wanting to see [you]! (MYS XV: 
3776) 
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*~~~~~~4~~~~~~~*mft.~~~~.~~ 
asa sipo mit-i-ni yor-u kotumyi kapyi n-i ar-i-s-eNpa tutwo n-i se
masi-wo 
morning tide full-NML-LOC approach-ATTR trash shellfish DV
INF exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND souvenir DV-INF do-SUBJ
ACC 
if the trash that is brought up by the full morning tide were 
shellfish, [I] would bring [it] as a souvenir, but ... (MYS XX: 4396) 

(3) Evidential form -sika: 

~~~~~~~~.~.~~~~~~~~~~.~~.~ 
KwopaNta wotOmye-wo kamiy-no Nkoto kyik-oye-sika-Ntomo 
apyi-makuramak-u 
KwopaNta maiden-ABS deity-GEN like hear-PASS(INF)
PASTIEV -CONC REC-pillow-FIN 
Although [it] is rumored that the maiden from KwopaNta is like a 
goddess, [we] slept together (lit.: pillowed each other) (KK 45) 

~W~~~~~~~~~~.~.~ •• ~M~~M.~ •• . ~.~ 
woti kata-no asa-nwo-no kyikyisi tOyom-os-aNs-u ware pa ne
sika-Nto pyitO so toyom-os-u 
that side-GEN Asa-field-GEN pheasant sound-CAUS-NEG-INF I 
TOP sleep(INF)-PASTIEV-CONC person PT sound-CAUS
ATTR 
Although I slept without letting pheasants from the Asa field on 
yonder side cry, [other] people let [them] cry (NK 110) 

f$~I*~~~. 
KAMU-NONPOR-l-lMAS-I-n-i-sika-Npa 
deity-climb-INF-go(HON)-INF-PERF-INF-PASTIEV-CON 
when [she] divinely went up [to Heaven] (MYS II: 167) 

~t S c ~ ~~!BI~~±J.& 
KYINOPU koso W A-NKA KWOYE-KO-sika 
yesterday PT we-POSS cross(INF)-come(INF)-PASTIEV 
we crossed over yesterday (MYS IX: 1751) 
The evidential form in this example is triggered by the focus particle koso. 
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PJ~m*mE!t~{5(~tLm~fjl"!tzPJ~{~~{*~z1J\s 
kapyer-i-kyer-u pyito k-yi-tar-er-i to ip-yi-sika-Npa potOpoto sin-i
kyi 
return-INF -RETR-A TTR person come-INF -PERF IPROG-PROG
FIN DV say-INF-PASTIEV-CON almost die-INF-PASTIFIN 
Because [they] said that a person, who returned [from exile], had 
come [to the capital], [I] almost died [from joy] (MYS XV: 3772) 

pip 13 ~q:wl5c~f<J~~zPJ 
KYINOPU koso puna-[i]Nte se-sika 
yesterday PT boat-exit(NML) do(INF)-PASTIEV 
Yesterday [we] sailed out (MYS XVII: 3893) 
The evidential form in this example is triggered by the focus particle koso. 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The past auxiliaries are also attested in Eastern Old Japanese, 
although the past final form -kyi occurs only as the reduced 
allomorph -ky- in the past tentative -ky-em-. In addition, the past 
evidential -sika is attested only in four examples and only in book 
XIV. Thus, the attributive -si also rules supreme in Eastern Old 
Japanese. 

(1) The final form -kyi is attested only as the special form -ky- in 
the past tentative -ky-em-, but none of the examples where -ky-em
appears have any distinctive Eastern Old Japanese features, 
therefore the presence of -ky- in Eastern Old Japanese is 
questionable. 

JJ~1ff{~~*w~1i -9-tttlj~* 
twonap-uNpey-myi koso oa-oi yosor-i-ky-em-ey 
recite-DEB-GER PT you-DAT approach-INF-PASTIFIN
TENT-EV 
as [I] had to recite [the magic formula], [I] approached you (MYS 
XIV: 3468) 
The evidential form in this example is triggered by the focus particle koso. 

~1i~tL tt~~~1ff~~JJ{;£S7Jtc§tt~.$ 
nani s-ure so papa to [i]p-u pana-no sak-yi-[i]Nte-ko-Ns-u-ky-em
u 
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what do-EV PT mother DV say-ATTR flower-GEN bloom-INF
exit(INF)-come-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
why (lit.: having done what) has the flower called 'Mother' not 
bloomed? (MYS XX: 4323) 

(2) Attributive form -si: 

~~~~~W.~4~~~mg.*.~~4 
tat-i-wakare in-i-si yopyi-ywori se-ro-ni ap-an-ap-u yo 
depart-INF-part(INF) go.away-INF-PAST/ATTR night-ABL 
beloved-DIM-DAT meet-NEG-ITER-FIN PT 
from the night when [we] parted and [he] went away, [I] never met 
[my] beloved! (MYS XIV: 3375) 

4tt. J!~~.{jJ-M*ffq:ttM*lc*L 
yoso-ni MYI-si-ywo pa ima koso masar-e 
distance-LOC see(INF)-PAST/ATTR-ABL TOP now PT surpass
EV 
rather than having seen [you] in the distance, [your loveliness] is 
greater now! (MYS XIV: 3417) 

c!l?FfI)~f,J:.Sf ~ -$~~*LttiQf~ M*1Jt7J~ ~*L~ 1i:~.Sf ~f,J:rt 
~tfJifl) f,J: 
kwopiy-tutu mo wor-am-u to s-ure-NtO yupuma yama kakure-si 
kyimyi-wo omop-yi-kane-t-umo 
10ve(INF)-COOR PT exist-TENT-FIN DV do-EV-CONC Yupuma 
mountain hide(INF)-PAST/ATTR lord-ACC think-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF -EXCL 
Although [I] was going to continue to love [you], [I] cannot [bear] 
thoughts about my lord, who hid [himself] on the Yupuma 
mountain! (MYS XIV: 3475) 

m~~~~~w.~W~.Sf~£Wg~ 
sira kumwo-no taye-n-i-si imwo-wo aNse se-ro to 
white cloud-COMP break.off(INF)-PERF-INF-PAST/ATTR 
beloved-ACC how do-IMP DV 
what (lit.: how) [should I] do about [my] beloved who separated 
from [me] like a white cloud (MYS XIV: 3517) 

~*~~.Sfm~~~f,J:~~~~*m~ 
opo-N-pune-wo pey-yu mwo tomo-yu mwo katamey-te-si 
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big-DV(ATTR)-boat-ACC bow-ABL PT stern-ABL PT 
secure(INF)-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR 
[our relationship], secured [by ropes like a] big boat both from the 
bow and from the stem (MYS XIV: 3559) 

~ ~ tt J]\ill,~,1A {jt at z IA 13l,~, e 
soNkap-yi n-i NE-si-ku ima si kuyasi-mo 
turn.away-NML DV-INF sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR-NML now PT 
be.regretful-EXCL 
now [I] regret that [we] slept turning away [from each other]! 
(MYS XIV: 3577) 

~-'< iBl-'< ~PJZ1~)]01i~~ 16:1A**L3({jtttz*t~~£fo~*L 
;J]OtfJiRim 
titi papa-Nka kasira kakyi-naNte sa-ku ar-e te ip-yi-si keytoNpa 
Nse wasure-kane-t-uru 
father mother-POSS head PREF-stroke(INF) safe-INF exist-IMP 
DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR word PT forget(INF)-NEGIPOT(INF)
PERF-ATTR 
[I] cannot forget the words: "Be safe!" that [my] father and mother 
said, stroking [my] head (MYS XX: 4346) 

W~IA*L~~~~m~~~W~z~~iBl~ 
iNte-k-ure-Npa wanu tOr-i-tuk-yi-te ip-yi-si kwo-na pa mo 
exit(INF)-come-EV -CON I cling. to-INF -attach-INF -SUB say-INF
PAST/ATTR girl-DIM TOP PT 
when [I] left [the house], oh, [that] girl who clung to me and 
complained (MYS XX: 4358) 

Y~Jje;J]omt!tZ 2 geJ]\~iiJ;J]O~mJ]\Jm!:@ 
ipye-no [i]mo-Nka kyi-se-si koromo-ni aka tuk-yi-n-i-kar-i 
home-GEN beloved-POSS wear-CAUS(INF)-PAST/ATTR 
garment-LOC dirt attach-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-FIN 
dirt stuck to the garment that my beloved at home made [me] wear 
(MYS XX: 4388) 

(3) Evidential form -sika: 

at.~~~~~*mzPJ~at*Jj~~~J]\~~~~ffgJ]\ 
mama-no teNkwo-na-Nka ar-i-sika-Npa mama-no osu-pyi-ni 
namyi mwo tONtOro n-i 
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Mama-GEN girl-DIM-POSS exist-INF-PASTIEV-CON Mama
GEN rock-shore-LOC wave PT rumbling DV -INF 
when a girl from Mama lived [there, it] was [like] the rumbling 
noise of waves on the rocky shore of Mama (MYS XIV: 3385) 

:tI:J'§ f6:~ ~ ~q: ~ c JVJ\ ~ J]\~, PI 
sa ne sa ne-te koso kotO-ni [i]Nte-n-i-sika 
thus sleep(INF) thus sleep(INF)-SUB PT word-LOC exit(INF)
PERF-INF-PASTIEV 
[we] slept in this way, slept in this way, and [it] has become 
[people's] gossip (MYS XIV: 3497) 
The evidential form in this example is triggered by the focus particle koso. 

fi~~q:~jBUU5~tr:mZW 
kyiso koso pa KWO-ro-tO sa-NE-sika 
last.night PT TOP girl-DIM-COM PREF-sleep(INF)-PASTIEV 
Last night [I] slept together with [my] girl (MYS XIV: 3522) 
The evidential form in this example is triggered by the focus particle koso. 

f~.m.. '" ~fr. S3 r+-- ~t #:. f= ~tc EE nr T i-'J-TiiTs't(J..- x/J\iiTJ~,RJ 

imo-wo koso apyi-myi-ni ko-sika 
beloved-ACC PT REC-see(NML )-LOC come(INF)-P AST lEV 
[I] came to meet with [my] beloved (MYS XIV: 3531) 
The evidential form in this example is triggered by the focus particle koso. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There is only one example of the past attributive -si III Old 
Ryukyuan (Torigoe 1968: 193): 

:bip~ lb L ~ ~~J: 0\;\'2-6""(~ ~~~ 
waka-sa a-si toki ya yoroi wera-te ki-tiya MONO 
young-NML exist-PAST/ATTR time TOP armor select-SUB 
wear-PAST/ATTR thing 
When [I] was young, [I] selected armor and wore [it] (OS VII: 380) 

Since there are no other traces of the past auxiliaries in any other 
variety of Ryukyuan, this singular example should be treated as a 
loan from Middle Japanese. Thus, we can only reconstruct the 
Proto-Japanese past auxiliaries *-si, and *-sika. Since, as we have 
seen above, the evidence for EOJ -ky- is questionable, it seems that 
the reconstruction of the past final *-ki beyond pre-WOJ would be 
also questionable. 
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LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
I am guilty of introducing the comparison of WOJ -kyi with the 
Middle Korean perfective suffix -ke, -ka- - -Ge- - -Ga-, e.g. tina
ke-n 'passed', ni-ke-n-i 'the one who went' (Vovin 2001: 192) 

Middle Korean 

cwuk-taka sa/-Ge-n poykseng 
die-TRANSF live-PERF-ATTR people 
people who were dying, but survived (YP 25) 

The past marker -kyi is found only in Western Old Japanese and 
Middle Japanese which both belong to Central Japanese; there are 
no Ryukyuan attestations, and even Eastern Old Japanese 
attestations, as we saw above, are not reliable. Therefore, the 
distribution suggests that this marker was borrowed from Old 
Korean. The difference in vocalism is significant, but one can 
speculate that it was borrowed as pre-WOJ *-ke, which then 
underwent raising *e > Iyi/. In addition, it must be noted that while 
the MK perfective -ke- is an inflectional marker, WOJ -kyi is 
clearly an auxiliary, because it follows the infinitive form. 99 

6.3.1.2 WORD-NON-FINAL BOUND AUXILIARIES 

There are seven word-non-final auxiliaries in Western Old 
Japanese: the perfectives -n- and -te-, perfectivethe -progressive 
-tar-, the retrospective -kyer-, the potential -kate-, the negative 
potential -kane-, and the benefactive -kose-. 

6.3.1.2.1 Perfective -n-
This perfective auxiliary has just one allomorph -n-. It is one of the 
most versatile morphological markers in Western Old Japanese, as 
it can co-occur with eventually every other morpheme within the 

99 Whitman suggested a comparison of WOJ -kyi with the MK deverbal 
nominalizing suffix -ki (Whitman 1985: 228-29). In addition to the fact that I 
disagree with Whitman that WOJ -kyi might be originally a participial rather than 
final form - I trust that the examples given above effectively rule out such a 
possibility - there are three problems that prevent me from accepting this 
comparison. The first and second are the same as in the case of the comparison 
with MK -ke-: WOJ -kyi is an auxiliary and not a suffix, and it has no reliable 
parallels in Eastern Old Japanese and no Ryukyuan cognates at all. Third, MK -ki 
is neutral to tense, while WOJ -kyi is not. 
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same verbal form. The outstanding exceptions are the causatives, 
the perfective -te-, the progressive -[yJer-, the imperative -[yJe, and 
the negative imperative -una. While the absence of combinations 
with the perfective -te- and the progressive -[yJer- is to be expected, 
since both are aspectual markers like -n-, the lack of combinations 
with the causatives and the imperative is significant for the 
understanding of the real function of the perfective -n- and its 
difference from the perfective -te- that can combine with the 
causatives and the imperative. I will return to this problem below 
when I discuss the function of -n-. The perfective auxiliary -n- does 
not combine with the negatives -(a)n- ~ -(a)Ns- directly either, but 
these negatives can follow other auxiliaries that are attached to -n-, 
cf. nar-i-n-i-kyer-aNs-u 'did not become' in MYS V: 817 below. 

The infinitive -[yJi can either precede or follow the perfective 
auxiliary -n-. Infinitives of the iterative -ap-, the honorific -as-, and 
the passive -(a)ye- precede the perfective -n- as shown in the chart 
below: 

Chart 85: Combinations of the perfective -n- with preceding 
suffixes in their infinitive form 
suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -{vIi ~-0 -{vli-n- ~ -n-
iterative infinitive -ap-yi- -ap-yj-n-
honorific infinitive -as-i- -as-i-n-
passive infinitive -(a)ve- -(a)ye-n-

Many more suffixes and bound auxiliaries can be found after the 
perfective -n- as the following chart demonstrates: 

Chart 86: Combinations of the perfective -n- with following 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries 
suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -[yJi ~-0 -n-i-
final-u -n-u 
attributive -{urlu -n-uru 
evidential-{urle{vl -n-ure 
tentative -(a)m- -n-am-
tentative -(u)ram- -n-uram-
desiderative -(a)na -n-ana 
subiunctive -[a)_masi -n-amasi 
conditional gerund -(a)Npa -n-aNpa 
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suppositional -urasi -n-urasi 
debitive -uNpey- -n-uNpey-
subordinative gerund -te -n-i-te 
perfective-progressive -tar- _n_i_tar_'UU 
coordinative gerund -tutu -n-i-tutu 
past final -kyi -n-i-kyi 
past attributive -si -n-i-si 
past evidential -sika -n-i-sika 
retrospective -kyer- -n-i-kyer-
nominalizer -(a)ku -n-ur-aku 
coniunctive gerund -Npa -n-ure-Npa 
concessive ~erund -Nto[moJ -n-ure-Nto[moJ 

It is quite clear that both -n- and -te- have the function of the 
perfective aspect, which shows that an action is completed or will 
be completed by a certain point in time. However, since there are 
two perfective markers, in order to understand properly the 
function of the perfective auxiliary -n- we must define it vis-a-vis 
the perfective auxiliary -te-. A considerable amount of ink has been 
spilled on the difference between the usage of -n- and -te-. This 
grammar is not the place to overview the history of this debate. The 
interested readers can consult my A Reference Grammar of 
Classical Japanese Prose, where the main conflicting opinions are 
mentioned (Vovin 2003: 305). I basically follow the theory of 
Elena M. Kolpakchi (1956: 121) that I will summarize below. 

Kolpakchi proposed that with an animate subject either -te- or 
-n- could be used with transitive verbs, but -n- was used 
predominantly with intransitive verbs. An inanimate subject could 
not have a transitive verbal predicate, and intransitive verbs with an 
inanimate subject could only be used with -n-. Therefore, inanimate 
subjects could not be linked with -te- (Kolpakchi 1956: 121). Thus 
the distribution of -n- and -te- would depend not only on the 
transitivity of a verb, but also on the animacy of a subject. I call 
this distribution Kolpakchi's constraint: it shows that -te- cannot 
occur with inanimate subjects. 

It can be easily seen that the majority of the examples cited 
below reflect the combination of an inanimate subject with an 

100 Note that in Western Old Japanese the perfective-progressive -tar- can only 
follow the perfective -n-, while in Middle (Classical) Japanese -tar- can either 
follow or precede -n- (Vovin 2003: 307). 
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intransitive verb. The next frequent category is the combination of 
an animate subject with an intransitive verb, and the combination 
of an animate subject with a transitive verb is represented by 
relatively few examples. At this point we should recollect that the 
perfective auxiliary -n- does not combine with causatives and 
imperative. The likeliest explanation for this oddity is that 
historically the perfective -n- indicates the lack of animacy for the 
subject: naturally the inanimate subjects cannot be causators. An 
inanimate subject is also highly unlikely to give a command to 
another inanimate subject. Thus, the difference between the 
perfectives -n- and -te- probably indicated an animacy agreement in 
pre-Western Old Japanese. 

Examples: 

(1) Animate subject + transitive verb with -n-: 

{jt~~~;J]D~.bt~wr~~J({:g:;=t 
ita nak-aNpa pyitO sir-i-n-uNpey-si 
extremely cry-COND person know-INF-PERF-DEB-FIN 
if [I] cry loudly, people would have known (KK 83) 

~11tMcf}gm:~tljflJ)aJ ~JJf1J\*tlj 
myiyakwo-no teNpuri wasur-aye-n-i-kyer-i 
capital-GEN custom forget-PASS(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR-FIN 
it turned out that [I] have forgotten the customs of the capital 
(MYS V: 880) 

~JJf.~~ff4~g.W.~~m:~~~~~~.~~~~~ 
~+?~~~.~.M~_~*ft~~~ 
nuye-N-TORI-no noNtOyop-yi-WOR-U-ni itO nokyite 
MYIN~.IKA-KYI MqJ'JO-~o PASI kyir-u to IP-YER-U-NKA 
NKOTO-KU SIMOTO TOR-U SATWO-WOSA-Nka kowe pa 
NE-YA-N-two-maNte K-YI-TAT-I YWONP-Ap-yi-n-u 
nuye-DV(ATTR)-bird-COMP cry in small voice-INF-exist-ATTR
LOC very exceptionally short-ATTR thing-ACC end cut-FIN DV 
say-PROG-ATTR-POSS like-INF whip take-ATTR village
headman-POSS sleep(INF)-house-GEN-door-TERM come-INF
stand-INF call-ITER-INF-PERF-FIN 
when [we] are crying in small voices like nuye birds, like [the 
proverb] says: 'to cut the end of an already very short thing,' the 
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voice of the village headman, who came out holding a whip to the 
door of the house where [we] sleep, called [us] repeatedly (MYS 
V: 892) 

~.~~~~m.~~+~~.~M~.*~~ 
TOPO TUMA si T AKA-ni AR-I-s-eNpa SIR-ANS-U tomo 
TANTUNA-no PAMA-no TANTUNE-K-YI-n-amasi 
distant wife PT Taka-LOC exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND know
NEG-FIN CONJ [TaNtuna-GEN beach-COMP - makura-kotoba] 
seek(INF)-come-INF -PERF -SUBJ 
If my wife, who is far away [from me], were in Taka, even if [I] did 
not know, [I] would come looking for [her] (MYS IX: 1746) 

~*~M~.~~W~~Z~~ttft.®*~_Z •• ~~W 
~~fIJZ 
Kumakyi SAKA-YA-ni MA nur-ar-u yatukwo wasi sasup-yi-tate 
WI-TE-K-YI-n-amasi-wo MA nur-ar-u yatukwo wasi 
Kumakyi rice.wine-shop-LOC really scold-PASS-FIN fellow 
INTER invite-INF-put(INF) bring(INF)-SUB-come-INF -PERF
SUBJ-ACC really scold-PASS-FIN fellow INTER 
Hey, fellow, [you] were really scolded at the Kumakyi brewery. [I] 
would have invited and brought [you here], but ... Hey, fellow, 
[you] were really scolded (MYS XVI: 3879) 

~ § tl5t~$£J § frY. 
IP-UMASINSI-kyi KOTO mo IP-YI-n-u 
say-NEGIPOT-ATTR word PT say-INF-PERF-FIN 
[he] also said words that [he] should not have said (SM 27) 

(2) Animate subject + intransitive verb with -n-: 

foJJD0.MlIf1jtiJe '7 J#.wre§I3~{jTlIf*~mEJJDe 
waka-ku pey-ni wi ne-te-masi mono oyi-n-i-kyer-u kamo 
young-INF ?-DV-INF bring(INF) sleep(INF)-PERF-SUBJ CONJ 
age(INF)-PERF -INF -RETR-ATTR PT 
[I] would have brought [her with me] and have slept [with her] if 
[she] were young, but it turned out that [she] has become old, alas! 
(KK 93) 

~~I!l~~ 
KYIMYI-ni YOR-I-n-ana 
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lord-DAT approach-INF-PERF-DES 
[I] wanted to get close to you (MYS II: 114) 

t$~~J]\ZPJ~ 
KAMU-NONPOR-l-lMAS-I-n-i-sika-Npa 
deity-climb-INF-go(HON}-INF-PERF-INF-PASTIEV-CON 
when [she] divinely went up [to Heaven] (MYS II: 167) 

941 

~~g 8:l£3:~£3:~9J(~iiJJ::t~tfi'=f:~Jj~m:fR~~wr~tL 
kokoro-yu mo omop-an-u apyiNta-ni uti-naNpyik-yi koy-as-i-n
ure 
heart-ABL PT think-NEG-ATTR interval-LOC PREF-
stretched.out-INF lie.down-HON-INF-PERF-EV 
while even in [my] heart [I] did not think, stretched out [she] was 
lying (MYS V: 794) 

*111 8:l fi t=3 ~iiJ~ ~ s~fttJi 
kyepu yuk-yi-te asu pa k-yi-n-am-u-wo 
today go-INF-SUB tomorrow TOP come-INF-PERF-TENT
ATTR-ACC 
1 would go today and surely come back tomorrow, but ... (MYS 
V: 870) 

tfj ~ z~IHjt~~~ 1~,J]J~q: ~ • {i:~~1j9J( 
INTE-pasir-i in-ana to OMOP-EY-NtO ko-ra-ni sayar-i-n-u 
exit(INF)-run-INF go.away-DES DV think-EV -CONC child
PLUR-DAT be.prevented-INF-PERF-FIN 
although [I] think that [I] would like to run out and go away, [I] am 
prevented by [my] children (MYS V: 899) 

~*tttrZt§5jrj~* 
ANA IKYINTUK-Asi APYI-WAKARE-n-aNPA 
EXCL breathe-AD! REC-part(INF)-PERF -COND 
Oh, how lamentable! If [we] part with each other ... (MYS VIII: 
1454) 

foPJtL~~'=f: ~1X~Z*ftt 
wakare-n-aNpa ura-N-kanasi-ky-em-u 
part(INF)-PERF-COND heart-LOC-sad-ATTR-TENT -FIN 
If [we] part, [I] would be sad in [ my] heart ... (MYS XV: 3584) 
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*t~:fXt\z**L~1l;}FJ]\*b1EPJ £3: 
key naNka-ku si ar-e-Npa kwopiy_n_i_kyer_u101 kama 
day long-INF PT exist-EV-CON long.for(INF)-PERF-INF
RETR-ATTR PT 
because it has been a long time (lit.: days) [since we left], [I] have 
been longing for [the capital]! (MYS XV: 3668) 

~ ~ lii§'=¥{if S3 ~!IT. {6:':!t ~ J]\ C3 
namyi-na upey-yu naNtusap-yi k-yi-n-i-te 
wave-GEN top-ABL be.tossed-INF come-INF-PERF-INF-SUB 
[you] have come being tossed by the waves, and ... (MYS XV: 
3691) 

~:fX.1l:fXt\ ••• Z~~*~~~~~PJ$~fi*~~~z 
*$PJ£3: 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka kuni-pye [i]mas-i-n-aNpa potOtONkyisu nak
am-u sa-tukiy pa saNpusi-ky-em-u kama 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS land-DIR come(HON)-INF -PERF
COND cuckoo cry-TENT -A TTR fifth-month TOP be.lonely
ATTR-TENT-ATTR PT 
If my beloved would have [only] returned to [his] land, [because 
in] the fifth lunar month when the cuckoo will cry, [I] would be 
lonely! (MYS XVII: 3996) 

(3) Inanimate subject + intransitive verb with -n-: 

~PJ S3 !t lii§1l~5t~~ .~ 
ayupyi-na kwo-suNsu oti-n-i-kyi 
trousers.cord-GEN DIM-bell fall(INF)-PERF-INF-PASTIFIN 
the small bell from the trousers' cord fell off(KK 82) 

101 The verb kwopiy- 'to long for' is predominantly intransitive in Western Old 
Japanese, since in most cases it requires the dative case marker -ni on the object. 
Omodaka et al. notice that sometimes kwopiy- also takes the accusative -wo (1967: 
307), but out of their three examples, one is from Eastern Old Japanese (MYS XX: 
4371) and one is from the Hitachi section of the Fudoki kayo (FK 5), so this usage 
could be influenced by Eastern Old Japanese, and only two examples appear to be 
genuine Western Old Japanese (MYS IV: 489 and MYS XV: 3631). Although 
they mention that there are other examples as well, I was not able to locate them. 
Therefore, it appears safer to analyze kwopiy- as an intransitive verb when there is 
no overt accusative marking. 
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~*®~~~~~~~~~gMfi~~m. 
PAYA K-YI-TE mo MYI-te-masi MONOwo YAMASIRO-NO 
TAKA TUKIY mura TIR-I-n-i-kyer-u kamwo 
fast come-INF-SUB PT see(INF)-PERF-SUBJ CONJ Yamasiro
GEN high zelkova group fall-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
Although [I] would come fast and look [at them], most of the high 
zelkova [trees' flowers] in Yamasiro have fallen, alas! (MYS III: 
277) 

~.~~~**~mm~~~~lli&~~R~.~m~~~. 
*~§t~ 
uMEY-no pana sak-yi-tar-u sono-no awo yaNkiy pa kaNtura n-i s
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-kyer-aNs-u ya 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-PERF/PROG-ATTR garden-GEN 
green willow TOP wig DV-INF do-DEB-INF become-INF-PERF
INF-RETR-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that [we] should make [our] wigs out of the 
green willows in the garden where the plum blossoms have 
bloomed? (MYS V: 817) 

~.~~~*~~~~~~*~~.~fi~~*~m~~~. 
~ ~iiJ ~ §t lli 
uMEY-no pana sak-yi-te tir-i-n-aNpa sakura-N-pana tuNk-yi-te 
sak-uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-te ar-aNs-u ya 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-SUB fall-INF-PERF-COND 
sakura-GEN-blossom follow-INF-SUB bloom-DEB-INF become
INF-PERF-INF-SUB exist-NEG-FIN PT 
If the plum blossoms have bloomed and fallen, has [it] not 
become so that sakura blossoms should bloom after? (MYS V: 829) 

~~flj~-$ffl~~llitriJ1]\.{jt~z*~iiJfij~$!(~~~Y.x{:g:z 
kusuri pam-u-ywo pa myiyakwo myi-Npa iyasi-kyi a-Nka miy 
mata woti-n-uNpey-si 
medicine eat-ATTR-ABL TOP capital see-COND ignoble-ATTR 
I-POSS body again rejuvenate(INF)-PERF-DEB-FIN 
rather than take the medicine, my ignoble body would have been 
rejuvenated again if [I] saw the capital (MYS V: 848) 

~~*~gz~wmff*~~*~.lli~m~~ 
AMEY TUn PA pyiro-si to ip-ey-NtO a-Nka tamey pa SA-KU ya 
nar-i-n-uru 
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heaven earth TOP wide-FIN say-EV-CONC I-POSS for TOP 
narrow-INF PT become-INF-PERF-ATTR 
Although [they] say that the Heaven and Earth are wide, have [not 
they] become narrow for me? (MYS V: 892) 

{j!"1rJfiq:~~~ ~fW {j!" 7J ~ ~ }Jf~.x tL 
ip-u katO yam-yi TAMA-KYIPARU inati taye-n-ure 
say-ATTR thing stop-INF jewel-? life cease-PERF-EV 
[he] stopped to speak, and [his] jewel-like life ended (MYS V: 904) 

4-**mH!px1]\i.~m"~ 
IMA PA PARU-pey to nar-i-n-i-kyer-u kamwo 
now TOP spring-? DV become-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR 
PT 
[It] turned out that now [it] is (lit.: has become) spring! (MYS 
VIII: 1433) 

*}L~.x.E!$ 
PARU TAT-I-n-urasi 
spring stand-INF-PERF-SUP 
It seems that the spring has arrived (MYS X: 1819) 

Jlt~~*rj/~mg~ .E!Z 
KONO YWO-ra PA sa-YWO PUKEY-n-urasi 
this night-LOC TOP PREF-night deepen(INF)-PERF-SUP 
It seems that (in this night) the night has grown deep (MYS X: 
2224) 

l}c~-T-¥rt ifi1 m !Itt -=¥tJTf¥~ft~ 
A~YI PANKIY-wo .. OTI-SUNKIY-n-uNpey-myi TA-WOR-I
MOT-I MYI-RE-NTO 
autumn bush.clover-ACC fall(INF)-pass(INF)-PERF-DEB-GER 
hand-break-INF -hold-INF look-EV -CONC 
Because the autumn bush clover would have fallen, [I] broke 
[them] with [my] hand and looked, but ... (MYS X: 2290) 

~iBttc*t~.x.E! Z 
ywo pa akey-n-urasi 
night TOP brighten(INF)-PERF -SUP 
It seems that [it] has dawned (MYS XV: 3598) 
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foPJ*L "1 J::l:ft1]\*mp~*Lff J::l:~J::l:£3:{jI-~-Sf.fo~*L "1 ~~{ifth 
wakare-te pyisa n-i nar-i-n-ure-Nto pyitO pyi mo imwo-wo 
wasure-te omwop-ey ya 
part(INF)-SUB long DV-INF become-INF-PERF-EV-CONC one 
day PT beloved-ACC forget(INF)-SUB think-EV PT 
although [it] has been long since [we] parted, would [I] think of 
forgetting my beloved even for one day? [Certainly not!] (MYS 
XV: 3604) 

PJ ~gfiPJ~1]\~S3 ~~fi1]\*~ 
kaN-kurol02 -kyi kamyi-ni tuyu so ok-yi-n-i-kyer-u 
INT-black-ATTR hair-LaC dew PT put-INF-PERF-INF-RETR
ATTR 
[it] turned out that the dew fell on the pitch-black hair (MYS XV: 
3649) 

~~~S3~~1]\*m~~"1~fi~~~@gli~tt~$ 
ok-u tuyu simwo-ni apey-Ns-u s-i-te MYIY AKWO-no Y AMA pa 
iroN tuk-yi-n-uram-u 
fall-ATTR dew frost-LaC endure-NEG-NML do-INF-SUB 
capital-GEN mountain TOP get.colored-INF-PERF-TENT2-FIN 
not [being able to] endure the falling dew and frost, the mountains 
of the capital are probably already colored [with leaves] (MYS 
XV: 3699) 

{jI-£3:tl<;Jff~fiffijJ *fif1]\~ ~ 
imo-Nka mat-uNpey-kyi TUKIY PA pey-n-i-tutu 
beloved-PaSS wait-DEB-ATTR month TOP pass(INF)-PERF
INF-COOR 
months when [my] beloved had to wait [for me] have continued to 
pass (MYS XV: 3685) 

{jI-~ 1M {jI-J::l: ~ -Sf.~ ~ ~fifP~ ~ ~ 
imwo-ni ip-yi-si-wo tOsi-no pey-n-ur-aku 
beloved-DAT say-INF-PAST/ATTR-ACC year-GEN pass(INF)
PERF-ATTR-NML 
although [I] told [ my] beloved: ' .. .' the fact is that a year has 
passed (MYS XV: 3719) 

102 The character g transcribing otsu-rui Iro/ is apparently a scribal mistake for 
kO-rui /rwo/. 
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*~*~~~~~~*~~~cm*&*~cg~w~m~m 
1iz£3:~~-¥ -
a-Nka miy koso sekyi yama kwoye-te koko-ni ar-am-ey kokoro pa 
imwo-ni yor-i-n-i-si monowo 
I-POSS body PT barrier mountain cross(INF)-SUB here-LOC 
exist-TENT-EV heart TOP beloved-DAT approach-INF-PERF
INF-PAST/ATTR CONJ 
My body has crossed barriers and mountains, and is probably here. 
But [my] heart stayed near [my] beloved! (MYS XV: 3757) 

~ &~~~~11~:ffi mp~tL~~~f*~~.~JPF~!&* &~tA.J]\ 
nara-no myiyakwo pa pur-i-n-ure-Ntomwo potOtoNkyisu NAK
ANS-U ar-an-aku n-i 
Nara-GEN capital TOP become.old-INF-PERF-EV-CONC 
cuckoo cry-NEG-INF exist-NEG-NML DV-INF 
although the capital of Nara has become old, [it] is not that the 
cuckoo does not cry [there] (MYS XVII: 3919) 

:ffiii:t~~~f;£~~ ~mJ]\fi 
puNti namyi pa sak-yi-te tir-i-n-i-kyi 
wisteria wave TOP bloom-INF-SUB fall-INF-PERF-INF
PASTIFIN 
The waves of wisteria had bloomed and fell completely (MYS 
XVII: 3993) 

iH1J\rt~~~i!ij(:ffi~{jt~tlKfIJ~*~m1i~fOtL~Zp~f:g:tA.~m 
J]\~&~ili -
tune pyitO-no kwop-u to ip-u-ywori pa amari n-i-te ware pa sin
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-tar-aNs-u ya 
ordinary person-GEN love-FIN DV say-ATTR-ABL TOP excess 
DV-INF-SUB I TOP die-DEB-INF become-INF-PERF-INF
PERFIPROG-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that I should die, feeling (lit.: being) much 
more than what ordinary people call 'love'? (MYS XVIII: 4080) 

~P~ f:g:~ffll J]\ 11 fi*fJi)Kiiltl?J 1t 
oti-n-uNpey-myi SWONTE-ni kwok-yi-ire-t-u PUNTI NAMYI-no 
PANA 
fall(INF)-PERF -DEB-GER sleeve-LOC rub.through-INF-
insert(INF)-PERF-FIN Fuji wave-GEN flower 
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because [they] would have fallen, [I] have rubbed into my sleeves 
(the waves of) wisteria flowers (MYS XIX: 4193a) 

~~mJI[.~M1S33'!1!4-~J]\~ll$ffl;:A~J]\PX:frx 
WARE TAKA MYI-KURA-ni IMAS-I-SOMEYS-U-yuri KO 
TOSI-ni ITAR-U-maNte MU TOSI n-i NAR-I-n-u 
I high HON-seat-LOC be(HON)-INF-begin-ATTR-ABL this year
LOC reach-ATTR-TERM six year DV-INF become-INF-PERF
FIN 
[It] has been six years this year since I have been on the high 
throne (SM 7) 

px:frx*Li1lliX~ .~~:£~1tifrE 
NAR-I-n-ur:~-Npa KOKORONPOSI-myi TAPUTWO-myi 
namwo OMOP-YI-TAMAP-Uru 
become-INF-PERF-EV-CON glad-GER awesome-GER PT think
INF-HUM-ATTR 
because [it] became [as the deity said], [the sovereign] thought 
that [it] was joyful and awesome (SM 15) 

S *,*i1ll1JD!A.':2iFe~*ll:.~ 
PYI TUNK-YI pa ka-ku-te TAYE-n-am-u to S-U 
sun follow-NML TOP thus-INF-SUB be.interrupted(INF)
PERF-TENT-FIN DV do-FIN 
the inheritance of the Sun is going to be interrupted in this way 
(SM 27) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The perfective auxiliary -n- is attested in Eastern Old Japanese in 
the same combinations of an animate subject with a transitive or an 
intransitive verb, and of inanimate subject with an intransitive verb 
as in Western Old Japanese. It will be the matter of future research 
on Eastern Old Japanese to determine the statistics of these 
combinations which fall outside of the scope of this book. 

(1) Animate subject + transitive verb with -n-: 

fi§~-$qs1m-¥~**L~*~m 
tuNk-yi-n-am-u mwonowo myiNtare-simey-m-ey ya 
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continue-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR CON] be.confused-CAUS
TENT-EV PT 
although [I] want to continue, [what] could make [my heart] 
confused? [Nothing!] (MYS XIV: 3360) 

~~*~~~~~~£m$*~~~~m. 
ne-nomiy-wo ka nak-yi-watar-i-n-am-uJ03 ap-u to pa na-si-ni 
sound-PT-ACC PT cry-INF-cross-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR 
meet-FIN DV TOP no-FIN-LOC 
shall [I] just continue to cry, because there is no [chance] of [even] 
thinking to meet [you]? (MYS XIV: 3390) 

(2) Animate subject + intransitive verb with -n-: 

{jT*IJ~ !ffz £t ~{jT~~ ~ttm:. 
ir-i-n-amasi mono imwo-Nka woN-tOko-ni 
enter-INF-PERF-SUBJ CON] beloved-POSS DIM-bed-LOC 
although [I] would [like to] enter the bed of [my] beloved (MYS 
XIV: 3354) 

*.~M~&~Wz~!ff~.&~~~AA4 
aswo-no KApara-ywo isi pum-aNs-u swora-yu to k-yi-n-u yo 
Aswo-GEN river-bed-ABL stone tread-NEG-INF sky-ABL DV 
come-INF-PERF-FIN PT 
[I] came from the river-bed of Aswo, as from the sky, without 
treading on stones! (MYS XIV: 3425) 

~~~~.~~~fi~~~~~~m.~~.fi~~m 
taka-kyi ne-ni kumwo-no tuk-u-nosu ware sapey n-i kyimyi-ni tuk
yi-n-ana 
high-ATTR peak-LOC cloud-GEN attach-ATTR-COMP I PT DV
INF 10rd-DAT attach-INF-PERF-DES 
Even I would like to cling to [my] lord like clouds cling to a high 
peak (MYS XIV: 3514) 

m&~~~~~.zW~~~~Wg~ 
sira kumwo-no taye-n-i-si imwo-wo aNse se-ro to 

103 On the basis of this and other examples (see, e.g., MYS XIV: 3485 in the 
section 6.3.1.2.2) it appears that the consonant verb nak- was transitive in Eastern 
Old Japanese. 
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white cloud-COMP break.off(INF)-PERF-INF-PAST/ATTR 
beloved-ACC how do-IMP DV 
what (lit.: how) [should I] do about [my] beloved who separated 
[from me] like a white cloud (MYS XIV: 3517) 

(3) Inanimate subject + intransitive verb with -n-: 

ii.1s'ftc:~ Cj ~t ~ 2 ~1]\ Cj 1]\ }~, RJ 
sa ne sa ne-te koso kotO-ni [i]Nte-n-i-sika 
thus sleep(INF) thus sleep(INF)-SUB PT word-LOC exit(INF)
PERF-INF-PASTIEV 
[we] slept in this way, slept in this way, and [it] has become 
[people's] gossip (MYS XIV: 3497) 

*~ ~1tjJf~~ft~tJ, ~ JJf,J:;JJotRtitz 2 g f,J:1]\ ~iiJ;JJofi~ 1]\ J1l!!~ 
ma-taNpyi n-i nar-i-n-u ipye-no [i]mo-Nka kyi-se-si koromo-ni 
aka tuk-yi-n-i-kar-i 
INT-journey DV-INF become-INF-PERF-FIN home-GEN 
beloved-POSS wear-CAUS(INF)-PAST/ATTR garment-LOC dirt 
attach-INF -PERF -INF -RETR-FIN 
[It] became a really [long] journey. The dirt stuck to the garment 
that my beloved at home made [me] wear (MYS XX: 4388) 

On the basis of Western and Eastern Old Japanese attestations 
one can reconstruct PlN *-n-. There is a strong possibility that this 
PlN perfective *-n- actually goes back to the verb in- 'to go away.' 
There are two pieces of evidence that might support this claim. 
First, the perfective auxiliary -n- behaves like an n-irregular verb, 
with the infinitive form -n-i, the final form -n-u, the attributive 
form -n-uru, and the attributive form -n-ure. Second, the character 
.:ft 'to go [away]' is frequently used as a kun-yomi spelling for -n-, 
which may not be completely accidental, cf. the examples from 
MYS VIII: 1454 and X: 2224 above. If this hypothesis is true, then 
we would expect a natural merger of the initial vowel IiI of in- 'to 
go [away]' with the preceding infinitive -[yJi - -g. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The perfective auxiliary -n- is not attested in Ryukyuan. 
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LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
There is a comparison with the Middle Korean: -(olu)n, 
perfective/realis attributive (Whitman 1985: 240, #279), e.g. ka-n-i 
'he went', kel-un salam 'person who walked'. 

Middle Korean 

ma-pyeng-on mol tho-n pyeng i-Gwo 
horse-troops-TOP horse ride-PERFIATTR troops be-GER 
Cavalry are the troops that ride horses ... (WS I: 27b) 

There are no traces of this marker in Ryukyuan, therefore the 
comparison on the Japonic side is limited to Japanese, and this 
comparison again compares an auxiliary in Japanese and an 
inflectional marker in Korean. Given the possibility that WOJ -n
might be derived from in- 'to go [away]' as suggested above, the 
search for any external morphological cognates might be 
unwarranted. 

6.3.1.2.2 Perfective -te-
This perfective auxiliary has two allomorphs: -te- and -t-. The first 
allomorph -te- is found before consonant-initial and weak vowel
initial suffixes as well as before auxiliaries. The second allomorph 
-t- appears before strong vowel-initial suffixes. Like the perfective 
auxiliary -n-, the perfective auxiliary -te- is one of the most 
versatile morphological markers in Western Old Japanese, as it can 
co-occur with eventually every other morpheme within the same 
verbal form. The outstanding exceptions are the perfective -n-, the 
progressive -[yJer-, the perfective-progressive -tar-, and the 
coordinative gerund -tutu. While the absence of combinations with 
the perfective -n- and the progressive -[yJer- is to be expected, 
since both are aspectual markers like -te-, the lack of combinations 
with the perfective-progressive -tar- and the coordinative gerund 
-tutu is more difficult to explain, especially since both of them can 
combine with the perfective auxiliary -n-. As I have already 
mentioned in section 6.3 .1.2.1 above, the fact that the perfective 
-te- can combine with the causatives and the imperative is essential 
for understanding its function. I will return to this problem below 
when I will discuss the function of -te-. The perfective -te- does not 
combine with the negatives -(a)n- ~ -(a)Ns- or the negative 
imperative -una, and unlike the perfective -n-, which can be 
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followed by other auxiliaries with negatives after them, this does 
not happen with -te-. 

The infinitive -[yJi can either precede or follow the perfective 
auxiliary -te-. Infinitives of the iterative -ap-, the honorific -as-, the 
causatives -asimey-, -as-,and -ase-, the passive -(a)ye-, and the 
negative potential -kane- precede the perfective -te- as shown in the 
chart below: 

Chart 87: Combinations of the perfective -te- with preceding 
suffixes in their infinitive form 
suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -{yli --0 -{yli-tfel- - -tfel-
iterative infinitive -ap-yi- -ap-yi-tfel-
honorific infinitive -as-i- -as-i-t[eJ-
causative infinitive -(a)simey- -( a)simey-t[ e J 
causative infinitive -as-i-, -(a)se- -(a)s-i-t[eJ-, -(a)se-t[eJ-
passive infinitive -(a)ye- -(a)ye-t[eJ-
negative potential infinitive -kane- -kane-t[eJ-

It must be noted that while it is expected that the perfective 
auxiliary -te- is preceded by the iterative, the passive and causatives, 
it is not quite expected that it is also preceded by the negative 
potential -kane-. Many more suffixes and bound auxiliaries can be 
found after the perfective -te- as the following chart demonstrates: 

Chart 88: Combinations of the perfective -te- with following 
suffixes and bound auxiliaries 
suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -fyli --0 -te-
final-u -t-u 
attributive -[urju -t-uru 
evidential-[urje[yj -t-ure 
imperative -yo -te-yo 
exclamative -umo -t-umo 
tentative -(aJm- -te-m-
tentative -(uJram- -t-uram-
desiderative -(aJna -te-na 
subjunctive -(aJmasi -te-masi 
conditional gerund -(aJNpa -te-Npa 
debitive -uNpey- -t-uNpey-
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subordinative gerund -te -te-te 
past final -kyi -te-kyi 
past attributive -si -te-si 
retrospective -kyer- -te-kyer-
nominalizer -(a)ku -t-ur-aku 
coniunctive gerund -Npa -t-ure-Npa 
concessive gerund -Nta!rnOl -t-ure-Nta! rna 7 

As I have already mentioned in section 6.3 .1.2.1 above, the 
difference between the perfective auxiliaries -n- and -te- is 
explained by Kolpakchi's constraint: -te- is found with the verbs 
that have an animate subject. This also explains the fact that the 
perfective auxiliary -te- can combine with the causatives and the 
imperative, while -n-, which was originally the perfective auxiliary 
for verbs with inanimate subjects cannot. It is necessary to note that 
there are no cases of a violation of Kolpakchi's constraint for the 
perfective auxiliary -te- in Western Old Japanese: it always appears 
with an animate subject,104 unlike Middle (Classical) Japanese, 

104 Roy A Miller has recently attempted to criticize Kolpakchi's constraint, which 
is worth citing verbatim: "In Old Japanese, secondary formations with the former 
suffix (-te- -A. V.) were employed for actions involving external causation, those 
with the latter (-n- - AV.) for actions, especially natural, without outside 
stimulus ... Vovin ignores Lewin's treatment (though he lists the Abriss on p. 462), 
elaborates further on Kolpacki (sic! - AV.), and finally suggests dignifying what 
she learned about this problem with the canonical designation "Kolpacki's (sic! -
A V .) constraint." If either Bentley or V ovin had consulted the revised and 
enlarged 1975 printing of Lewin, they would have found (pp. 166-69) a discussion 
(and refutation) of Kolpacki (sic! - AV.)" (Miller 2003: 850). This is a 
masterpiece of Miller-style scholarship where the consistent misspelling of the 
Russian's scholar's name is the most benign of all mistakes. First, there is not 
much discussion, let alone the refutation of Kolpakchi 's constraint, in Lewin 1975: 
166-69. As a matter of fact, Lewin's description amounts to no more than several 
purely invented examples with no actual cited textual attestation from Old or 
Classical Japanese. It is further limited to only a few lines on p. 167, some of them 
delegated to the footnote # 17, with a sweeping statement that Kolpakchi' s theory 
is dubious due to the fact that the animate - inanimate dichotomy is alien to 
Japanese in contrast to Russian. This is certainly incorrect, since Russian has a 
lower degree of animacy constraints than Japanese. For example, Russian uses kto 
'who' in questions regarding animals, but Japanese uses nani 'what' in the same 
situation provided there is no baby-talk involved. Second, on the basis of multiple 
examples provided in both sections 6.3.1.2.1 and 6.3.1.2.2 the reader can now 
judge for herlhimselfwhether -te- has anything to do with 'external causation' and 
-n- with for actions 'without outside stimulus.' I trust that after even a brief 
perusal it will be apparent that Miller's statement has no more foundation in 
reality than the assumption that the Sun rotates around the Earth. 
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where examples of -fe- with an inanimate subject can be 
occasionally found (Vovin 2003: 314). It is necessary to note that 
-fe- occurs much more frequently with transitive verbs rather than 
with intransitives, but the main distinction still appears to be its 
relationship to animacy. 

Finally, although it is frequently assumed that the perfective 
auxiliary -fe- is derived from the subordinative gerund -fe, the 
textual evidence disproves this claim, since both can combine 
together in the form -fe-fe, see the example from MYS XX: 4465 
below. 

Examples: 

(1) Animate subject + transitive verb with -fe-: 

fOjJD~~.~rm "31ffM'£J:'(j!3~{jI'.t~¥TrEjJD£J: 
waka-ku pey-ni wi ne-te-masi mono oyi-n-i-kyer-u kamo 
young-INF ?-OV-INF bring(INF) sleep(INF)-PERF-SUBJ CONJ 
age(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
[I] would have bring [her with me] and have slept [with her] if 
[she] were young, but it turned out that [she] has become old, alas! 
(KK 93) 

6{JI1Hj~¥TrE{jI'~~~iiJ ltmi9[mE~'(j!3 
kyiNpiy-n-ar-u imo-wo apyi-myi-t-uru mono 
KyiNpiy-LOC-exist-A TTR beloved-ACC REC-see(INF)-PERF
ATTRCONJ 
[My] beloved who is in KyiNpiy [and I] have seen each other, 
but ... (NK 40) 

~iiJ -al1fi *i!ttR* ~ f~ ~iiJ mffl,~ 1fi 1fi~tR* ~ J.~JlB 
amo-ni koso kyik-oye-Ns-u ar-am-ey kuni-ni pa kyik-oye-te-na 
mother-OAT PT hear-PASS-NEG-INF exist-TENT-EV land-OAT 
TOP hear-PASS(INF)-PERF-DES 
[I] probably will not be heard by [my] mother, but [I] wish to be 
heard by [the] land! (NK 82) 

~iiJft;fiiJ]IitE m3f-t[:J1Imi:m mfEt ffij 
a-Nka kap-u kwoma-wo pyitO myi-t-uram-u ka 
I-POSS keep-ATTR stallion-ACC person see(INF)-PERF
TENT2-FIN PT 
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Could people have seen the stallion that I keep? (NK 115) 

1%W\ ~ !I!f~~?BU! iit~ 
wa-Nka POR-I-si NWONSIMA pa MYI-se-t-u 
I-POSS want-INF-PAST/ATTR NwoNsima TOP see-CAUS
PERF-FIN 
[You] have shown [me] NwoNsima that [I] wanted [to see] (MYS 
I: 12) 

iXfJJH~ -Sf-fr*-~JflH~JEtW 
W A-NKA PUR-U SWONTE-wo IMWO MYI-t-uram-u ka 
I-POSS wave-ATTR sleeve-ACC beloved see(INF)-PERF
TENT2-FIN PT 
Would [my] beloved have seen the sleeve that I wave? (MYS II: 
132) 

.*®~~~~~-Sf-W~ •• Mfi~~fi. 
PAYA K-YI-TE mo MYI-te-masi MONOwo YAMASIRO-NO 
TAKA TUKIY mura TIR-I-n-i-kyer-u kamwo 
fast come-INF-SUB PT see(INF)-PERF-SUBJ CONJ Yamasiro
GEN high zelkova group fall-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
Although [I] would come fast and look [at them], most of the high 
zelkova [trees' flowers] in Yamasiro have fallen, alas! (MYS III: 
277) 

~~!ff;t;"1~ 
NA PA NOR-As-i-te-yo 
name TOP tell-HON-INF-PERF-IMP 
Tell [me your] name! (MYS III: 362) 

~--t$§~1m 
URUPASI-kyi KOTO TUKUS-I-te-yo 
splendid-ATTR word exhaust-INF-PERF-IMP 
exhaust [your] splendid words (MYS IV: 661) 

~1i~~)SJ JW0JIJf~fi!J ~~~~MJ]J~~~~WF~~*L~~~~ 
PT*fJim~ 
tOk[o]-yipa-nasu ka-ku si moNkamo to omop-ey-NtOmo yo-no kotO 
nar-e-Npa toNtomiy-kane-t-umo 
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eternal-rock-COMP thus-INF PT PT DV think-EV -CONC world
GEN matter be-EV-CON stop(INF)-NEG/POT(INF)-PERF
EXCL 
Although [I] think that [I] want to be (thus) like the eternal rock, 
because [it] is a matter of this world, [I] cannot stop [life]! (MYS 
V: 805) 

,~lfjj:~iBl~ ... !JD#Z 1]\Wf Cj ~ 
uMEY-no pana ... kaNsas-i n-i s-i-te-na 
plum-GEN blossom ... decorate-NML DV-INF do-INF-PERF
DES 
Let [us] decorate [ our hair] with plum blossoms (MYS V: 820) 

-=F m ~¥TrE*:fZ!!l1f~z tfI) 
TE-ni MOT -Er-u a-Nka kwo toNp-as-i-t-u 
hand-LOC hold-PROG-ATTR I-POSS child fly-CAUS-INF
PERF-FIN 
[I] have let my child flyaway, whom [I] was holding in [my] 
hands (MYS V: 904) 

~~-=F=~~~tfI){:S:s3(t~ 
taNpute n-i mwo NANKEY-KWOS-I-t-uNpey-kyi AMA-NO 
KAPA 
stone DV-INF PT throw(INF)-cross-INF-PERF-DEB-ATTR 
Heaven-GEN River 
Heavenly River that [one] could have thrown even a stone across 
(MYS VIII: 1522) 

1wfJlRilf J! ~ PI iBl Z flH:S:!I\ 
SWONTE PUR-ANPA MYI mwo kapas-i-t-uNpe-ku 
sleeve waive-COND see(NML) PT exchange-INF-PERF-DEB
INF 
If [you] waived [your] sleeve, [we] could have exchanged glances 
(MYS VIII: 1525) 

~~ilf~~ffi~~~-=F~ 
SONO YWO P A WARE mwo I mwo NE-kane-te-kyi 
that night TOP I PT sleep PT sleep(INF)-NEG/POT(INF)-PERF
INF-PASTIFIN 
I was also unable to sleep (a sleep) that night (MYS XIII: 3269) 
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*~~mw~cg~~z~~*m~~m~ 
aN-tO [o]mwop-ey ka kokoro-N-kanasi-ku imey-ni myi-ye-t-uru 
what-DV think-EV PT heart-GEN-sad-INF dream-LOC see
PASS(INF)-PERF -A TTR 
what was [I] thinking [about]? As [I] was sad in [my] heart, [she] 
suddenly has appeared in [my] dream (MYS XV: 3639) 

$~l1f~*L~~~lt$~ t=5 ~* mm*L~{J!-~J]\*~{J!-~z~£3: 
lt~~}Gt£3: 
taNpyi nar-e-Npa omwop-yi-taye-te mwo ar-i-t-ure-Nto ipye-ni 
ar-u imwo si omwop-yi-N-kanasi-mo 
journey be-EV-CON think-lNF-break(INF)-SUB PT exist-INF
PERF-EV-CONC home-LOC exist-ATTR beloved PT think
NML-DV(INF)-dear-EXCL 
[I] think dearly of my beloved who is at home although [she] has 
stopped thinking of[me] because [I] am on ajourney! (MYS XV: 
3686) 

~fgP-Sf-~jJD~f,~,f&~:e:~l:t~~ PJ~ 
UMEY Y ANANKIY wor-i kaNsas-i-te-Npa omwop-yi na-myl 
kamwo 
plum willow break-INF decorate-INF-PERF-COND think-NML 
no-GERPT 
because, if [we] had broken [branches] of plum trees and willows 
and decorated [our heads], there would be no [sad] thoughts! 
(MYS XVII: 3905) 

**Lmm~ti~ 
are-ni tuNkey-t-uru 
I-DAT report(INF)-PERF-ATTR 
[thus he] reported to me (MYS XVII: 3957) 

J#{&:6~~Wl:tfE:z~Ii~-Sf-
ma-sakyi-ku to ip-yi-te-si MOnowo 
INT-safe-INF DV say-INF-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR CONJ 
Although [I] have said that [I return] safely (MYS XVII: 3958) 

PJS36~~iQf~J!m*LJ]J£3:~~£3:*jJDJ]\~ 
ka yuk-yi ka-ku yuk-yi MYI-t-ure-Ntomo s6k6 m6 ak-an-i to 
thus go-INF thus-INF go-INF look(INF)-PERF-EV-CONC there 
PT be.satisfied-NEG-INF DV 
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although [I] have looked going here and there, [I] thought that [it] 
was not enough, and ... (MYS XVII: 3991) 

~J#lllijjq:ftJ(*LIlli1*-9-~~7ZPJMz:m~V\~~~i!t1*V\~~ 
yam a-no ko-nure-no poyo tOr-i-te kaNsas-i-t-ur-aku pa ti tose 
pok-u to so 
mountain-GEN tree-top-GEN poyo take-INF-SUB decorate. head
INF-PERF-ATTR-NML TOP thousand year pray-FIN DV PT 
[I] say that [I] pray for a thousand years that [we] will have 
decorated [our] heads with poyolO5 that we take from the tops of 
mountain trees (MYS XVIII: 4136) 

rtftJ( 11t~fmjj\il 1ikfiW§rlVJ 1t 
oti-n-uNpey-myi SWONTE-ni kwok-yi-IRE-t-u PUNTI NAMYI
noPANA 
fall(INF)-PERF -DEB-GER sleeve-LOC rub.through-INF-
insert(INF)-PERF-FIN Fuji wave-GEN flower 
because [they] would have fallen, [I] have rubbed into my sleeves 
(the waves of) wisteria flowers (MYS XIX: 4193a) 

~.~*jj\~~$ft~*jj\~~~~m~$ 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo-ni myi-se-m-u-Nka tamey n-i momyit-i tor-i
te-m-u 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM-DA T see-CAUS-TENT -ATTR-POSS for 
DV-INF leaves.turn.redlyellow-NML take-INF-PERF-TENT
FIN 
[I] want to take red leaves in order to show [them] to my beloved 
(MYS XIX: 4222) 

~mElt~JJPJ~mWfP~ ~ 
myi-ru pyito-no katar-i-tuNk-yi-te-te 
see-ATTR person-GEN talk-INF -continue-INF -PERF(INF)-SUB 
the people who saw [it], have continued to talk [about it], and ... 
(MYS XX: 4465) 
Since the perfective -te- and the subordinative gerund -te combine in this example 
it demonstrates well that they have different origins. 

~1* Z t$ftl:~tft) ~~ iltltl:g{jt JJ ~ 3f 
napo si neNk-ap-yi-t-u ti tose-no inoti-wo 

105 A kind of parasitic plant growing on trees. 
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still PT pray-ITER-INF-PERF-FIN thousand year-GEN life
ACC 
[I] have still been praying for a thousand year life (MYS XX: 
4470) 

~*JJ~jJD1t-¥PJ*tfl)fL~tfJi1f~*Z*jJDS3 
arney-no myikaNtwo-wo kakey-t-ure-Npa ne nomiy si nak-ay-u 
heaven-GEN sovereign-ACC think(INF)-PERF-EV-CON sound 
PT PT cry-PASS-FIN 
when [I] think about [my] Heavenly sovereign, [I] just burst into 
tears (MYS XX: 4480) 

fi~sfi~~~~~~~~PJ*ill~~~*~~~ 
tuNpakyi tura-tura n-i myi tOmo ak-am-ey ya uwe-te-kyer-u 
kyimyi 
camellia intent DV-INF 100k(FIN) CONJ get.enough-TENT-EV 
PT plant(INF)-PERF(INF)-RETR-ATTR lord 
even if [I] look intently, could [I] get enough of the camellia or you 
who have planted [it]? (MYS XX: 4481) 

*~_gft~m •• M$~~.~ •• ~~gfi 
Naramaro-Nka IKUSA OKOS-U-ni Y ATOP-A YE-tar-isi PANTA
NTOMO-woNpa TOPO-KU NANKAS-I-TAMAP-YJ-t-u 
Naramaro-POSS army raise-ATTR-LOC hire-PASS(INF)
PERFIPROG-PAST/ATTR PaNta-PLUR-ACC(EMPH) distant
INF exile-INF-HON-INF-PERF-FIN 
[We] deigned to send to a distant exile members of the PaNta 
[clan], whom Naramaro employed as an army (SM 21) 

~L.~~*~~~~~~~~ff$~ 
KATA-NO UPEY-woNpa NOTAMAP-Am-u to S-I-te namo 
OSApey-te AR-I-t-uru 
side-GEN top-ACC(EMPH) say(HON)-TENT-FIN DV do-INF
SUB PT hold.back(INF)-SUB exist-INF-PERF-ATTR 
[we] have been delaying [it], as [we] were going to proclaim the 
rest (SM 25) 

(2) Animate subject + intransitive verb with -te-: 

{jJ"tA.ffljJDr~fi~ 
iku ywo ka ne-t-uru 
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how.many night PT sleep(INF)-PERF-ATTR 
how many nights have [we] slept? (KK 25) 

~~~~~~~m~~~.~a~~~~.~~~ 
WA-NKA se-~WO-ni MATA.PA AP-ANSI ka to OMOP-EY-Npa 
ka KYESA-NO W AKARE-NO SUNPYE NA-K-AR-I-t-uru 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-DA T again TOP meet-NEG/TENT PT DV 
think-EV-CON PT this.morning-GEN part(NML)-GEN way no
INF-exist-INF-PERF-ATTR 
Was [it] because I thought that [we] would not meet again that 
there has been no way to part [with you] this morning? (MYS IV: 
540) 

m:sLPJtfJi~J~~~* IHfJi~ 
TONP-YI-TAT-l-kane-t-u TORI n-i si ar-an-e-Npa 
fly-INF-depart-INF-NEG/POT(INF)-PERF-FIN bird DV-INF 
PT exist-NEG-EV-CON 
[I] could not flyaway because [I] am not a bird (MYS V: 893) 

*fiJ1J mf~ 1jt 3JC. J~,~~{i~ 
akyi-no NWO-ni sa-wo-sika nak-yi-t-u 
autumn-GEN field-LOC PREF-male-deer cry-INF-PERF-FIN 
male deer cried in the autumn field (MYS XV: 3678) 

S3 fiJ ::e*¥&: $~~£J:lt ~ * "3 fi 
yuri mwo ap-am-u to omop-yi-somey-te-kyi 
future PT meet-TENT-FIN DV think-INF-begin(INF)-
PERF(INF)-PASTIFIN 
[I] began to think that [we] would meet in the future, too (MYS 
XVIII: 4087) 

~~~~~*~~~~~.~m~~PJ 
asa-na [a]sa-na aNkar-u pyiNpari n-i nar-i-te-si ka 
morning-PLUR morning-PLUR rise-ATTR skylark DV-INF 
become-INF-PERF-PAST/ATTR PT 
every morning, [I] want to have become a skylark, flying up (MYS 
XX: 4433) 

*~~~~~~.~PJ~~{i~{i~~ 
potOtONkyisu koko-ni tika-ku-wo k-yi nak-yi-te-yo 
cuckoo here-LOC be close-INF-ACC come-INF cry-INF-PERF-IMP 
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Cuckoo! Come close here, and cry! (MYS XX: 4438) 

4~~~~W_~~ •• ~~~~_~~$~g~g~~~ 
yo-kyi pyitO-no imas-u kuni-ni pa ware mwo mawi-te-m-u mworo
mworo-wo wi-te 
good-ATTR person-GEN exist(HON)-ATTR land-LOC TOP I PT 
go(HUM)(INF)-PERF-TENT-FIN alI-alI-ACC lead(INF)-SUB 
I would also have gone to the land where the Buddha (lit.: good 
person) resides, leading everybody (BS 8) 

frfl * g {jT ,1i!H~: 11:.;Z x f'iffi 
NAKAmaro-i TANTASI-KYI OMYI to s-i-te PANPYER-I-t-u 
Nakamaro-ACT loyal-ATTR noble DV do-INF-SUB serve-INF
PERF-FIN 
Nakamaro has served as a loyal noble (SM 34) 

~i±;z*x$I'iJ~~*;Z*;zx 
TUKAPEY-MATUR-Asimey-te-si ka to OMOp-os-i-meys-i-te 
serve(INF)-HUM-CAUS(INF)-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR PT 
DV think-HON-INF-HON-INF-SUB 
[Dokyo] thought: "[I] want to make [them] serve" (SM 36) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The perfective auxiliary -te- ~ -t- is also attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese. There is just one example when it is attested with an 
animate subject followed by an intransitive verb, see MYS XIV: 
3395 below. In sharp contrast to Western Old Japanese, there is 
also one example when Kolpakchi's constraint is violated, and an 
inanimate subject is followed by the inflective form of an adjective 
including -te-, see MYS XIV: 3482a below. Since we deal just with 
a single case here, no reliable conclusions are possible. 

(1) Animate subject + transitive verb with -te-: 

~8~*~~N~~~~~~~~~. 
nwoNsi-no arapar-wo-maNte mo sa-ne-wo sa ne-te-Npa 
rainbow-GEN appear-ATTR-TERM PT PREF-sleep(NML)-ACC 
thus sleep(INF)-PERF-COND 
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if [we] thus sleep (a sleep) there until the rainbow appears (MYS 
XIV: 3414) 

tl#fi~£3::sf-~ -$~~tLHiQf1ff R*~JJPJ ti\tLZ 1i~:sf-~£3:rt 
PJ t1]\fi £3: 
kwopiy-tutu mo wor-am-u to s-ure-Nto yupuma yama kakure-si 
kyimyi-wo omop-yi-kane-t-umo 
10ve(INF)-COOR PT exist-TENT-FIN DV do-EV-CONC Yupuma 
mountain hide(INF)-PAST/ATTR lord-ACC think-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF-EXCL 
Although [I] was going to continue to love [you], [I] cannot [bear] 
thoughts about my lord, who hid [himself] on the Yupuma 
mountain! (MYS XIV: 3475) 

*:sf-~ ~1ifimE~ 5Mf\* ~~ti\J]\ 
NE-wo so nak-yi-t-uru teNKWO n-i ar-an-aku n-i 
voice-ACC PT cry-INF-PERF-ATTR baby DV-INF exist-NEG
NML DV-INF 
[I] sobbed loudly, although [I] am not a baby (MYS XIV: 3485) 

~k~k;fXPJZ~)]01i~~f:tti\*tLJ(fjtrtz*t~~~fO~tL 
)]0 t1]\ R 1m 
titi papa-Nka kasira kakyi-naNte sa-ku ar-e te ip-yi-si keytoNpa 
Nse wasure-kane-t-uru 
father mother-POSS head PREF-stroke(INF) safe-INF exist-IMP 
DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR word PT forget(INF)-NEGIPOT(INF)
PERF-ATTR 
[I] cannot forget the words: "Be safe!" that [my] father and mother 
said, stroking [my] head (MYS XX: 4346) 

(2) Animate subject + intransitive verb with -te-: 

~~tfJ\J(J1tPJOO 
mata ne-te-m-u kamo 
again sleep(INF)-PERF -TENT -ATTR PT 
[I] would like to sleep [with you] again! (MYS XIV: 3395) 

(3) Inanimate subject + intransitive verb with -te-: 

~~~ PJtlJfi£3: 
koto [i]ta-k-ar-i-t-umo 
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rumor be.painful-INF -exist-INF -PERF-EXCL 
rumors have been painful! (MYS XIV: 3482a) 

Therefore, on the basis of both Western and Eastern Old 
Japanese data, we can reconstruct PlN *-te- as the animate 
perfective auxiliary. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The perfective auxiliary -t- is attested only in Old Ryukyuan 
(Torigoe 1968: 183), but not in any of the modem dialects. 
Therefore, it makes -t- a perfect candidate for a loan from Middle 
Japanese. 

Old Ryukyuan 

7J~~ ~ ft~ h-;h---:>ft 
kakitonaki mi-re-t-u na 
Kakitonaki see-P ASS(INF)-PERF-FIN PT 
[I] want to be able to see Kakitonaki! (OS IV: 179) 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
A comparison with Middle Korean: -te- ~ -ta-, retrospective marker, 
e.g.: ho-ta-n salom 'a person who has done', ka-te-n toy 'a place 
where [he] has gone' was first suggested in Martin (1995: 142). Cf. 
the following Middle Korean example: 

Middle Korean 

wono1-s iI-ol kituli-zop-te-n-i 
today-GEN deed-ACC wait-HUM-RETR-PERF-NML 
[they] waited for the deed of today (WCK 88) 

The comparison with Korean is hazardous, because it is a 
comparison of a perfective with a retrospective. In addition, this is 
again a case when an auxiliary in Japonic is compared to an 
inflectional marker in Korean. 

6.3.1.2.3 Perfective-progressive -tar- and its uncontractedform -te 
ar-
The perfective-progressive auxiliary has just one allomorph -tar-. 
Strictly speaking, it is not just one auxiliary, but a construction 
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representing the contraction of two auxiliaries: the subordinative 
gerund -te and the verb ar- 'to exist' used as an auxiliary. 
Interestingly enough, the uncontracted form -te ar- does not appear 
in the earliest texts at all, and the contracted form -tar- is possibly 
attested only twice in the same text in the Nihonshoki kayo, but this 
attestation is not completely uncontroversial (see NK 99 and the 
footnote below). The coexistence of both contracted and 
uncontracted forms as well as the almost total absence of both from 
the earliest texts probably indicates that this construction has a 
relatively late origin in Western Old Japanese. The perfective 
progressive -tar- can be preceded by the infinitive -[yJi - -0 and 
the infinitives of the following suffixes. 

Chart 89: Combinations of the perfective-progressive -tar- with 
d' ffi . h" fi .. fI prece Ing su lxes In t elr In InltIve orm 

suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -{yJi --0 -{yJi-tar- - -tar-
honorific infinitive -as-i- -as-i-tar-
causative infinitive -{a)simey- -{a)simey-tar-* 
passive infinitive -(a)ye- -( a)ye-tar- * * 
perfective infinitive -n-i- -n-i-tar-

* Attested only m semantographlc spellmg. 
** Attested only in partial semantographic spelling. 

The perfective-progressive auxiliary -tar- can be followed by a 
substantial number of suffixes and auxiliaries, although it is not as 
versatile as the perfectives -n- and -te-. 

Chart 90: Combinations of the perfective-progressive -tar- with 
fill ffi db d T' o OWIng su lxes an oun auxi lanes 
suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -fyJi --0 -tar-i-* 
final-i -tar-i 
attributive -[urJu -tar-u 
evidential-[urJe[yJ -tar-e 
negative -aNs- -tar-aNs-
tentative -{a)m- -tar-am-** 
tentative -{u)ram- -tar-uram-
suppositional -(u)rasi -tar-urasi 
conditional gerund -(a)Npa -tar-aNpa 
subordinative gerund -te -tar-i-te * * * 
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progressive -er- -tar-er-
past attributive -si -tar-i-si 
retrospective -kyer- -tar-i-kyer-
conjunctive gerund -Npa -tar-e-Npa 
concessive gerund -Ntofmol -tar-e-Nto * * .. * Attested only as a word-non final form followed by other auxllianes. 

** Attested only in partial semantographic spelling. 
*** Attested only in semantographic spelling. 

The contracted form -tar- has two functions: the perfective and 
the progressive. The perfective function of -tar- is attested much 
more frequently than the progressive. Examples: 

(1) Perfective: 

M.B.~~M •• ~~m~R.~~a.~~~B.~*~ 
fo,~IlfIJP,~~R.~~,~. 
kara-kuni-wo ika n-i [i]p-u koto so meyNturakwo k-yi-tar-u 
mukasakuru ikyi-no watar-i-wo meyNturakwo k-yi-tar-u 
Kara-Iand-ACC how DV-INF say-ATTR thing PT MeyNturakwo 
come-INF -PERFIPROG-ATTR (makura-kotoba) Ikyi-GEN 
cross-NML-ACC MeyNturakwo come-INF-PERFIPROG
ATTR106 

How to call the land of Kara? MeyNturakwo has come; through 
the crossing ofIkyi MeyNturakwo has come (NK 99) 

~ AJJ%ft;;ff~frm~i~ 
PURU PYITO-no TAMAPEY-SIMEY-TAR-U KyiNpiy-no 
SAKEY 
old person-GEN receive(HUM)-CAUS(INF)-PERF IPROG-
ATTR KyiNpiy-GEN rice.wine 
the rice wine of KyiNpiy that an old acquaintance gave [me] (lit.: 
made [me] receive) (MYS IV: 554) 

*.~Tffi~~;ff.*JJ~~ •• =m*~*~ 
WASURE-N-KUSA WA-NKA SITA-N-PYIMO-ni TUKEY
TAR-E-Nto SIKO n-o siko KUSA kot{) n-i si ar-i-kyer-i 

106 There is a different analysis of the k-yi-tar-u form as k-yi-[i]tar-u 'come-INF
reach-ATTR' (Tsuchihashi 1957: 192). I follow here the analysis of Aiso (1962: 
496) and Konosu (1973: 467). 
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forget(NML )-GEN -grass 1 -POSS bottom-GEN -cord-LOC 
attach(INF)-PERFIPROG-EV-CONC stupid DV-ATTR stupid 
grass word DV-INF PT exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
Although [1] have tied the "forgetting grass" to the cords of my 
under[garment], stupid, stupid grass - [it] turned out just to be 
called [ so] (MYS IV: 727) 

{ft RIAw\fljtR~fIJWT~fi~if 
iNtuku-ywori k-yi-tar-i-si mono so 
where-ABL come-INF-PERFIPROG-INF-PAST/ATTR thing PT 
Where did [you] come from? (MYS V: 802) 

{ft RIA S3 PJWTfo{jjJ f~~fIjWT 
iNtuku-yu ka siwa-Nka k-yi-tar-i-si 
where-ABL PT wrinkle-POSS come-INF-PERFIPROG-INF
PAST/ATTR 
Where did the wrinkles come from? (MYS V: 804) 

1f:tfi*c~~im¥JfEfi~s~ &~ 
mu-tukiy tat-i paru-no k-yi-tar-aNpa 
first lunar month rise-INF spring-GEN come-INF-PERFIPROG
COND 
When the first lunar month begins, and the spring has come ... 
(MYS V: 815) 

~~~im~~s~mm~~~~&. 
uMEY -no pana sak-yi-tar-u sono-no awo yaNkiy 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR garden
GEN green willow 
the green willows in the garden where the plum blossoms have 
bloomed (MYS V: 817) 

~~~~~B.~~*~tRim~~~~&WT 
mwomwo tOri-no kowe-no koposi-kyi paru k-yi-tar-urasi 
hundred bird-GEN voice-GEN be.missing-ATTR spring come
INF-PERFIPROG-SUP 
It looks like the spring [with] the voices of hundred birds, that [I] 
missed, [finally] has come (MYS V: 834) 
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~J!tJJ~mltPJ~~*tL~-tltlit~1JiJJ$ttfi-sf-z~~ 
YOKO-SIMA-KANSE-no nipuNpuka n-i OPOP-YI-K-YI-TAr-e
Npa se-m-u suNpye-no taNtokyi-wo sir-an-i 
cross-wind-GEN sudden DV-INF cover-INF-come-INF
PERFIPROG-EV-CON do-TENT-ATTR way-GEN clue-ACC 
know-NEG-INF 
Because suddenly a crosswind came and covered [us], [I] had no 
clue what to do (MYS V: 904) 

~ S 1]\ ~* fffi~O~IbJF 
SUMINOYE-ni KAPYER-I-K-YI-TAR-I-TE IPYE MYI-RE-NtO 
Sumyinoye-LOC return-INF -come-INF -PERFIPROG-INF -SUB 
house look-EV -CONC 
although [I] looked at [my] house after [I] had come back to 
Sumyinoye (MYS IX: 1740) 

PJiJJ~~*mEJ;~~fi$tLm ~{j!" J;~z PJ~{*~{~d!Z 1]\s 
kapyer-i-kyer-u pyito k-yi-tar-er-i to ip-yi-sika-Npa potOpoto sin
i-kyi 
return-INF-RETR-ATTR person come-INF-PERFIPROG
PROG-FIN DV say-INF-PASTIEV-CON almost die-INF
PASTIFIN 
Because [they] said that a person, who returned [from exile], had 
come [to the capital], [I] almost died [from joy] (MYS XV: 3772) 
This is the only example in the whole Western Old Japanese corpus where the 
perfective progressive -tar- combines with the progressive -er- within the same 
verb form. 

*m~-sf-~1]\f:~$ ~~~J#m0,~ PJtL~~q:litPJ~ 
aputi-wo IPYE-ni uwe-tar-aNpa yama POTOTONKYISU kare
Ns-u ko-m-u kamo 
chinaberry. tree-ACC house-LOC plant(INF)-PERF IPROG
COND mountain cuckoo separate-NEG-INF come-TENT-ATTR 
PT 
if [I] would plant a chinaberry tree at my house, the mountain 
cuckoo would come all the time! (MYS XVII: 3910) 

flHfF J;~ ~ ~!5iijCtff ~{j!"ltWzflj mttc 1# m ~ ~ fo tL ~ Z ~J( {iH\~ m 
1]\$~~m --
tune pyitO-no kwop-u to ip-u-ywori pa amari n-i-te ware pa sin
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-tar-aNs-u ya 
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ordinary person-GEN love-FIN DV say-ATTR-ABL TOP excess 
DV-INF-SUB I TOP die-DEB-INF become-INF-PERF-INF
PERFIPROG-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that I should die, feeling (lit.: being) much 
more than what ordinary people call 'love'? (MYS XVIII: 4080) 

~iiJ~z ~mE4' s -Sf-~ § *E£ 
ap-as-i-tar-u KYEPU-wo paNsimey-te 
meet-HON-INF -PERFIPROG-ATTR today-ACC start(INF)
SUB 
starting from today when [you] have met [me] (MYS XVIII: 4116) 

%:)( 5fTtt$mE 3JL lh)Kll: ~ fffi 
NORI-NO PUMYI-NI NOSE-tar-u-wo ATO to S-I-TE 
law-GEN scripture-LOC place(INF)-PERFIPROG-ATTR-ACC 
FOOTSTEP DV DO-INF-SUB 
taking what has been written in the law scriptures as a precedent 
(SM2) 

~&_g~~m •• ~$~~.~3JL.mmEgfi 
Naramaro-Nka IKUSA OKOS-U-ni YATOP-AYE-tar-i-si 
PANTA-NTOMO-woNpa TOPO-KU NANKAS-I-TAMAP-YI-t-u 
Naramaro-POSS army raise-ATTR-LOC hire-PASS(INF)
PERFIPROG-INF -PAST/ATTR PaNta-PLUR-ACC(EMPH) 
distant-INF exile-INF-HON-INF-PERF-FIN 
[We] deigned to send to a distant exile members of the PaNta [clan], 
whom Naramaro had employed as an army (SM 21) 

~ff$.m~*A3JL~~~_._~~*~~ 
SIKAJA]R-E-NTQ.MO SIWANSA-ni KASANAR-I-TAR-Am-u 
PYJTQ-woNpa NORI-no manima WOSAMEY-TAMAP-Am-u 
MONO so 
thus exist-EV-CONC crime-LOC pile.up-INF-PERFIPROG
TENT-ATTR person-ACC(EMPH) law-GEN according 
administer(INF)-HON-TENT -ATTR thing PT 
However, with those people who have committed multiple crimes, 
[we] will deal according to the law (SM 44) 

(2) Progressive: 
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* ~ J7!L ffiBI~tL 
OPO YUKYI-no MYINTARE-TE K-YI-TAr-e 
big snow-GEN be.chaotic(INF)-SUB come-INF-PERFIPROG
EV 
big snow was falling down chaotically (MYS II: 199) 

~~~~~~~~~~~ •• *~~&$~ 
op-yi-k-uru mono pa mwomwo kusa n-i semey-yor-i-k-yi-tar-u 
pursue-INF-come-ATTR thing TOP hundred kind DV-INF 
assault(INF)-approach-INF -come-INF -PERFIPROG-ATTR 
the things that pursue [us], come assaulting [us] in a hundred 
varieties (MYS V: 804) 

J:tftPJ$~~A *~fiJ$m 
pyisa kata n-o TUKIY PA ter-i-tar-i 
long hard DV-ATTR moon TOP shine-INF-PERFIPROG-FIN 
Eternal and hard moon is shining (MYS XV: 3672) 

*~A*W.~PJ~~~~~~~*~~~$~~~ 
OPO MYIY A PYITO P A ima mwo kamo pyito naNpur-i nomiy 
konom-yi-tar-uram-u 
great place person TOP now PT PT person mock-NML PT like
INF-PERFIPROG-TENT2-ATTR 
Do the people from the Great Palace probably continue to like 
just to mock [other] people now as well, I wonder? (MYS XV: 
3758) 

~~~~Z~&$~~~~w*~~~mZ 
womyinapyesi sak-yi-tar-u NWO-PYE-wo yuk-yi-tutu MYI
Npey-si 
carnation bloom-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR field-side-ACC go
INF-COOR 100k-DEB-FIN 
while walking [you] should look at the fields where the carnations 
are blooming (MYS XVII: 3951) 

~.~~.~~e~~~m~.~m.&~ft*$m.~t~ 
~m**L 
tukiy MYI-re-Npa onaNsi kuni nar-i yama koso pa kyimyi-Nka 
atari-wo pyeNtate-tar-i-kyer-e 
moon see-EV-CON same province be-FIN mountain PT TOP lord
POSS vicinity-ACC separate(INF)-PERFIPROG-INF -EV 
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When [I] look at the moon, it is the same province. [But] the 
mountains are separating you [from me] (MYS XVIII: 4073) 

](!l!YJr\§ Jtz1jt~::§~~$-m*5fiJ 
NATU-NO NWO-ni W A-NKA MYI-si KUSA pa mwomyit-i-tar
i-kyer-i 
summer-GEN field-LOC I-POSS see(INF)-PAST/ATTR grass 
TOP leaves.turn.red/yellow-INF -PERFIPROG-INF -RETR-FIN 
[it] turned out that the grass that I had seen in the fields became 
yellow (MYS XIX: 4268) 

1i~1iJffzmk ~Mz$-m*5fiJ 
kyimyi k-yi-[i]mas-i-tutu kaNsas-i-tar-i-kyer-i 
lord come-INF-HON-INF-COOR decorate-INF-PERFIPROG
INF-RETR-FIN 
while you came [to my place], [you] have decorated [yourself 
with roses] (MYS XX: 4302) 

UNCONTRACTED FORM -TE AR-
The uncontracted form -te ar- like its contracted counterpart -tar
has the same functions: perfective and progressive. It is attested 
only in the Man 'yoshii and the Senmyo. Similar to the contracted 
form -tar- the perfective function of the uncontracted form -te ar- is 
attested much more frequently than the progressive. 

(1) Perfective: 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~m~~~~m~~~. 
~~iiJ~~ill 
uMEY-no pana sak-yi-te tir-i-n-aNpa sakura-N-pana tuNk-yi-te 
sak-uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-te ar-aNs-u ya 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-SUB fall-INF-PERF-COND 
sakura-GEN-blossom follow-INF-SUB bloom-DEB-INF become
INF-PERF-INF-SUB exist-NEG-FIN PT 
If the plum blossoms have bloomed and fallen, has [it] not become 
so that sakura blossoms should bloom again? (MYS V: 829) 

~Jr\~ ~iiJi'i;a.!t l:.Jr\m~~1Jo~ ~iiJ*L.:e=~£3:~1JOJ;~~~i0 
OYI-n-i-te ar-u WA-NKA MIY-NO UPEY-ni YAMAPYI-wo to 
KUPAPEY-te ar-e-Npa PYIRU pa mo NANKEYK-Ap-yi-kuras-i 
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age(INF)-PERF-INF-SUB exist-ATTR I-POSS body-GEN top
LOC illness-ACC DV add(INF)-SUB exist-EV-CON daytime 
TOP PT lament-ITER-INF-live-INF 
because illnesses have been added to my body that has aged [I] 
spent the days lamenting, and ... (MYS V: 897) 

m~$.*~~m~~~m~**L~ 
MYITI-wo taN-tOpo-myi YAMA KAPA-no pyenar-i-te ar-e-Npa 
way-ABS PREF-far-GER mountain river-GEN be.separated-INF
SUB exist-EV-CON 
because the way is far, and because [I] was separated from 
mountains and rivers (MYS XVII: 3957) 

.~*~a~$~~*~.~~m~aW~~~$~~ 
pasi Ntani mo watas-i-te ar-aNpa sono [u]pey-yu mo i-yuk-yi
watar-as-i 
bridge PT PT put.over-INF-SUB exist-COND that top-ABL PT 
DLF-go-INF-cross.over-HON-INF 
if [someone] had just put a bridge over [the Milky Way], [they 
would] go over [it] (MYS XVIII: 4125) 

~~W~mt~~~~~n~~~~~tt~*ff 
KOKU-WAU-i WAU-WI-ni ~!'1AS-U TOKYI pa BOSATU-no 
ZYAUKAI-wo UKEY-yo to NOTAMAP-YI-te AR-I 
country-king-ACT king-position-LOC be(HON)-ATTR time TOP 
bodhisattva-GEN commandment-ACC receive-IMP DV 
say(HON)-INF-SUB exist-FIN 
[Buddha] said that a king of a country, when [he] is on the throne, 
[should] accept the commandments of the Bodhisattva (SM 28) 

:fo~{jt$*ff 
Wakey-i MA WOS-I-te AR-I 
Wake-ACT report(HUM)-INF-SUB exist-FIN 
[prince] Wake has reported [to us about Nakamaro's plot] (SM 34) 

{j3"T~~~flj B t-FJm~i¥ik*=*ff*L~;fftL~-9-g fftf*~tt~:£~mE 
iyo-NO KUNI-yori SIRWO-KYI SIRUSI N-O SIKA-wo 
TATEMATUR-I-te Ar-e-Npa uresi yorokoNp-osi to namwo 
MYI-ru 
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Iyo-GEN province-ABL white-ATTR mark DV -ATTR deer-ACC 
present(HUM)-INF-SUB exist-EV-CON gladjoyful-ADl DV PT 
see-ATTR 
when [they] had presented [us] with a deer with white marks from 
the province ofIyo, [we] regarded this as [a] joyful and auspicious 
[event] (SM 46) 

(2) Progressive: 

~~.~~~N~ili.~~~~~*~.ili.~~~~* 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka yaNtwo-no yamaNpukyi sak-yi-te ar-aNpa 
yam-aNs-u kaywop-am-u 
I-POSS elder.brother-POSS dwelling-GEN rose bloom-INF-SUB 
exist-COND stop-NEG-INF go.back.and.forth-TENT -FIN 
If the roses were blooming at the dwelling of my friend, [I] would 
come [there] constantly (MYS XX: 4303) 

mL~~~~k~~~~~M~fr$~ 
KAT A-NO UPEY -woNpa NOT AMAP-Am-u to S-I-te namo 
OSApey-te AR-I-t-uru 
side-GEN top-ACC(EMPH) say(HON)-TENT-FIN DV do-INF
SUB PT hold.back(INF)-SUB exist-INF-PERF-ATTR 
[we] have been delaying [it], as [we] were going to proclaim the 
rest (SM 25) 

mklix~r~mz*~~~xfrA 
MYlKANTWO to T ATE-te AMEY -NO SIT A-wo WOSAMEY
simey-m-u to OMOP-YI-te AR-u PYITO 
emperor DV place(INF)-SUB Heaven-GEN bottom-ACC rule
CAUS-TENT-FIN DV think-INF-SUB exist-ATTR person 
people who are thinking that [they] want to place [him on the 
throne] as the emperor and let [him] rule the [country] under 
Heaven (SM 33) 

The un contracted form -te ar- can occur with the intervening 
topic particle pa, the focus particles koso, mo and namo, and the 
emphatic particle si between -te and ar_: 107 

With the intervening topic particle pa: 

107 The focus particle so and interrogative particles ka. ya do not occur as 
intervening particles between -Ie and ar-. 
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A {6:l'i1]\m~ l'i~iiJtL~f,J: 
pyitO sapa n-i MYIT-I-te pa ar-e-Ntomo 
person many DV-INF be.full-INF-SUB TOP exist-EV-CONC 
although there are plenty of people (MYS V: 894) 

P]jJ~1]\~lt~{6:~1]\~~~~*tL;ff 
YO MO-no KUNI-ni pyitO sapa n-i myit-i-te pa ar-e-Nto 
four direction-GEN province-LOC person many DV -INF be. full
INF-SUB TOP exist-EV-CONC 
although there are plenty of people in the provinces of four 
directions (MYS XX: 4331) 

With the intervening focus particle mo: 

M~*=tLrm~~w 
IMWO PA myiture-TE mwo AR-U ka 
beloved TOP be.wasted(INF)-SUB PT exist-ATTR PT 
has [my] beloved become wasted? (MYS X: 1967) 

~~W~tL~~~1:I::~~~ ~*miHL;ff{jl"lI&1]\*¥TrE{jl"~Z~f,J: 
1:1:: ::ft ~ }i!'.'-f,J: 
taNpyi nar-e-Npa omwop-yi-taye-te mwo ar-i-t-ure-Nto ipye-ni 
ar-u imwo si omwop-yi-N-kanasi-mo 
journey be-EV-CON think-INF-hreak(INF)-SUB PT exist-INF
PERF-EV-CONC home-LOC exist-ATTR beloved PT think
NML-DV(INF)-dear-EXCL 
[I] think dearly of my beloved who is at home although [she] has 
stopped thinking of [me] because [I] am on ajourney! (MYS XV: 
3686) 

Only one example is attested with the intervening focus particle 
koso: 

~*f}CWJJfr§~~1]\ff,(~~~*tL 
KYIMYI PA AKYI YAMA-no PATU MWOMYIT-I-N-PANA-ni 
NI-TE koso AR-I-kyer-e 
lord TOP autumn mountain-GEN first leaves.turn.redlyellow
NML-DV(A TTR)-leaf-LOC look.like(INF)-SUB PT exist-INF
RETR-EV 
[my] beloved is looking like the first red leaves on an autumn 
mountain (MYS VIII: 1584) 
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With the intervening focus particle nama we have only one 
reliable example that is partially phonetic: 

&n~~kZ~~Z*~k~~~~ff 
MYIMASI-no TIKA-KYI MAMWOR-I to s-i-te MAMWOR
Asimey-yo to OMOP-YI-te namwo AR-U 
you-GEN close-ATTR guard-NML DV do-INF-SUB guard
CAUS-IMP DV think-INF-SUB PT exist-ATTR 
[I] have thought: "Let [me] make you guard [me] as [ my] close 
guards" (SM 45) 

With the intervening emphatic particle si we have only one 
reliable example that is partially phonetic: 

~J3 S Ji~108Z ~* 
TUKIY PYI ER-I AP-YI-te si AR-ANPA 
month day choose-INF meet-INF-SUB PT exist-COND 
If [we] are meeting choosing Oust] one day (a month) [in a year] 
(MYS X: 2066) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There are only two examples of the contracted form -tar- and one 
example of the uncontracted form -te ar- in Eastern Old Japanese. 
One of the examples of -tar- is found in a poem without any 
distinctive Eastern Old Japanese features (MYS XIV: 3507). In 
addition, in both cases of the uncontracted -tar- we have only the 
attributive -tar-u attested. All this can trigger doubts in the 
authenticity of the contracted form -tar- in Eastern Old Japanese: it 
probably diffused there from Western Old Japanese. 

(1) Perfective: 

5fJ\£f.1]\~lt~mE~~PI liN 
myine-ni pap-yi-tar-u tama kaNtura 
peak-LOC crawl-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTRjewel vine 
The jewel vine that has crawled to the peak (MYS XIV: 3507) 

108 Here we should have the character ~ instead of the character~, see section (4) 
in 2.1.2 on the reading of ~ as Ite/. 
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(2) Progressive: 

J#:m~~*tJJ1fo~~15fE~*L~ 
matu-no key-no nam-yi-tar-u myi-re-Npa 
pine-GEN tree-GEN stand.in.line-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR see
EV-CON 
When [I] see that the pine trees are standing in line (MYS XX: 
4375) 

The un contracted form -te ar- is attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese only once with the intervening particle si: 

~~~JJW*~~MJJ*~~~~~~~~~ 
sirupa-no iswo-tO nipey-no ura-tO ap-yi-te si ar-aNpa 
Sirupa-GEN rocky. shore-COM Nipey-GEN bay-COM meet-INF
SUB PT exist-COND 
If Sirupa's rocky shore and Nipey bay would have met 
[together] ... (MYS XX: 4324) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The past form in -tar- is attested in Old Ryukyuan. Given the high 
frequency of the form -itar- - -tar- in Classical Japanese and the 
Ryukyuan form's almost exact resemblance to the Classical 
Japanese form, we are most likely dealing with a loan here. Much 
more interesting are the forms from modem dialects like the Shuri 
past final -ta-N and past attributive -ta-ru. In all likelihood these 
Shuri forms represent parallel but independent developments 
similar to the one discussed above for Western Old Japanese: -ta-N 
< *-te + a-N 'SUB + exist-FIN' and -ta-ru < *-te ar-u 'SUB + 
exist-ATTR.' The reason for claiming that these developments are 
independent is that the separation of Central Japanese and Proto
Ryukyuan must considerably predate the origin of the -te ar- form 
in Western Old Japanese that as we saw above was relatively recent. 
Thus, this is a case of drift, and consequently no Proto-Japonic 
reconstruction is possible even for the uncontracted construction 
*-te ar. This is furthermore confirmed by the extreme paucity and 
dubious nature of either -te ar- or -tar- in Eastern Old Japanese. 
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Old Ryukyuan 

:to L i6~t~~ Z"'J7J'>~ < t!::"Z 
os-i-dife-tar-u we tukasa-gu do we 
push-INF-exit(INF)-PERFIPROG-ATTR hey tukasa-OIM PT 
hey 
hey, [we] pushed [the boat] ahead; hey, [priestess] Tukasa (OS 
XIII: 747) 

1'±"'Jf:: L~T~ ~ J: td'L:to~ t!:: I'iT~ ~ J: t~:h 
fatu nisi-ya su mat-i-yo-tar-e okitoba su mat-i-yo-tar-e 
first north.wind-TOP PT wait-INF-exist(INF)-PERF-EV 
north.wind PT wait-INF-exist(INF)-PERF-EV 
[We] waited for the first north wind. [We] waited for the north 
wind (OS XIII: 899) 

nuu Ndi 'yu-ta-ga 
what OV say-PAST-Q 
What (OV) did [you] say? (RKJ 435) 

'ie-uN di 'yu-ta-N 
go-FIN OV say-PAST-FIN 
[He] said that [he] would go (RKJ 435) 

niehee haka-ta-N naa hakar-aN-ta-N naa 
fever(TOP) measure-PAST-FIN PT measure-NEG-PAST-FIN 
PT 
Did [you] measure [your] temperature? [Or] did not [you] 
measure? (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 52) 

nama-madi sanruu-taa-tu hur-i-ashib-i soo-ibi-ta-N 
now-TERM Sanruu-PLUR-COM be.enamored-INF -play-NML 
do(pROG)-POL-PAST -FIN 
Until now [he] was engrossed in playing with Sanruu and others 
(Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 97) 

ku~i-kaa-Nkai miikuni chukur-at-ta-ru suba-yaa shieehoo-mishee
m-I 
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this-vicinity-LOC newly make-PASS-PAST-ATTR soba-
shop(TOP) know(CONTIINF)-HON-FIN-Q 
Do [you] know a soba restaurant that was recently opened in this 
area? (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 115) 

6.3.1.2.4 Retrospective -kyer-
The retrospective auxiliary has just one allomorph _kyer_. 109 It can 
be preceded by several suffixes and auxiliaries and followed only 
by several suffixes. This is due to the fact that the retrospective 
auxiliary -kyer- cannot have an infinitive form *-kyer-yi-, therefore 
it can be followed immediately only by suffixes, but not by other 
auxiliaries. Thus, the occurrence of the auxiliary -kyer- closely 
resembles the modality markers: it appears mostly in the final 
predicates of sentences, with the only exceptions being the cases 
when it is found in non-final predicates formed by the conjunctive 
gerund -Npa or the concessive gerund -Nto. 

Chart 91: Combinations of the retrospective -kyer- with preceding 
suffixes and auxiliaries in their infinitive form 
suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -fyJi ~-0 -fvli-kyer- ~ -kyer-
negative infinitive -aNs-u- -aNs-u-kyer-
honorific infinitive -as-i- -as-i-kyer-
passive infinitive -(a)ye- -(a)ye-kyer-
perfective infinitive -n-i- -n-i-kyer-
perfective infinitive -te- -te-kyer-
progressive infinitive -[yJer-i- -[yJer-i-kyer-
perfective-progressive infinitive -tar-i- -tar-i-kyer-

As can be seen from the chart above, -kyer- can combine with 
passive, honorific, and aspect markers. It becomes apparent from 
the chart below that it does not combine with any mood markers 

109 Frellesvig recently came with a proposal that -kyer- may reflect not only a 
retrospective auxiliary, but also a progressive form kyer- of the directive auxiliary 
k6- 'to come' (Frellesvig 2007: 248-50). The same approach to some -kyer-, 
although not as explicitly as in Frellesvig's article is adopted in the new index to 
the Man 'yoshii (Kinoshita et al. 2003: 259). The idea is attractive and without any 
doubt is correct diachronically, but, I am afraid, it is difficult to prove 
synchronically. The main reason for my skepticism at this point is the fact that I 
am not aware of any examples with -kyer- where it could be uncontroversially 
interpreted as a progressive form of the directive auxiliary verb ko- 'to come.' 
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except the suppositional -(u)rasi. In addition to the primary 
occurrence in final predicates this further indicates that 
-kyer- is some kind of a modality marker. 

Chart 92: Combinations of the retrospective -kyer- with following 
suffixes 
suffixes combination forms 
final -i -kyer-i 
attributive -[ur}u -kyer-u 
evidential -[ur)e[y} -kyer-e 
negative -aNs- -kyer-aNs-
suppositional -(u)rasi -kyer-asi 
nominalizer -aku -kyer-aku 
conjunctive gerund -Npa -kyer-e-Npa 
concessive gerund -Nto[mo) -kyer-e-Nto 

There is a debate about the origins of WOJ -kyer-. Since we 
have here the ko-rui vowel Iyel, it is quite clear that -kyer- must 
come from pre-WOJ *-kyi + ar-, where ar- represents the auxiliary 
verb ar- 'to exist,' but there are two basic theories 110 concerning the 
origin of the first element *kyi-. The first of them goes back to 
Shinmura Izuru, who believed that WOJ -kyer- is a contraction of 
the infinitive k-yi- of the verb ko- 'to come' (1927: 251). It was 
further developed by Arai Mujiro and Yoshida Kanehiko who 
suggested that -kyer- already represents a grammaticalization of the 
progressive form of kyer- 'come(PROG), (Yoshida 1973: 686). 
The second theory belongs to Yamada Y oshio who suggested that 
WOJ -kyer- is a contraction of the past auxiliary -kyi and ar- 'to 
exist' (1954: 227). I used to be a supporter of the second theory 
(Vovin 2003: 302), but it seems to me now that Yamada's theory 
has two serious weak points: (a) as the reader will see below, -kyer
has no necessary connection to the past; (b) past -kyi is the final 
predication form, and although there is an exception when it is 
followed by the tentative suffix -am-, resulting in -ky-em-, we 
would rather expect ar- 'to exist' to follow the infinitive and not 
the final form. On the other hand, the first theory does not have 
these disadvantages, and moreover, its proposal that the infinitive 

110 Yoshida Kanehiko lists seven hypotheses in total, but rejects four of them as 
untenable (1973: 685-86). Among the remaining three two are basically the same, 
representing variations of the first point of view presented below. 
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k-yi ofthe verb k6- 'to come' is followed by the auxiliary ar- seems 
to be quite straightforward and well supported by actual existence 
of the progressive form kyer- 'come(PROG), in West Old Japanese 
texts. The lack of a connection between the progressive form kyer
'come(PROG), and the past tense also speaks in favor of the first 
theory. 

While -iker- in Middle (Classical) Japanese is found primarily 
as an objective retrospective referring to the recollection of events 
not experienced by a speaker directly or referring to the sudden 
realization of a fact which was hitherto unknown to a speaker, even 
a brief perusal of the examples presented below will immediately 
reveal that the function of -kyer- in Western Old Japanese is 
somewhat different. While the sudden realization of a fact which 
was hitherto unknown to a speaker is present as well in Western 
Old Japanese, the recollection of events is by no means limited to 
indirect experience only. In addition, there are cases when -kyer
expresses not just 'recollection,' because there are a few cases 
when it does not refer exclusively to the past, but also to the present 
and future, and with a broader reference to an event experienced by 
someone. Thus, the two major meanings of Western Old Japanese 
retrospective -kyer- are experiential and sudden realization of a fact. 
Examples: 

(1) Experiential: 

~q:1f~~~aiQ!!~1B$J:t:1N1~tt1f~~R~f:~Jlli$ ~ ~ f:$ J:t:~ 
~ iQ!! ~ 1B ilitJJO -ro: 1# J:t:~~ iQ!!~ 1B ilitJJO-ro: 
kana myi-kyi-wo kam-yi-ky-em-u pyitO pa sana tuNtumyi usu n-i 
tate-te utap-yi-tutu kam-yi-kyer-e kama map-yi-tutu kam-yi-kyer
ekama 
this HON-rice.wine-ACC brew-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
person TOP that drum mortar DV-INF place(INF)-SUB sing-INF
COOR brew-INF-RETR-EV PT dance-INF-COOR brew-INF
RETR-EVPT 
I wonder whether the person who brewed this rice wine, turned his 
drum [upside down] as a mortar and brewed [it] while singing, 
brewed [it] while dancing (KK 40) 

iQ!!~ wr ~ ~ Jlli foilitJ&: J:t: Jlli1B ~ 
kam-yi-si myi-kyi-ni ware wep-yi-n-i-kyer-i 
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brew-INF-PAST/ATTR HON-rice.wine-LOC I be.drunk-INF
PERF-INF-RETR-FIN 
I got drunk with brewed holy rice wine (KK 49) 

flJjJO?\I¥J1i.7~ i=j J#wrf,3:IiI§~{~1i*~mEjJOf,3: 
waka-ku pey-ni wi ne-te-masi mono oyi-n-i-kyer-u kamo 
young-INF ?-DV-INF bring(INF) sleep(INF)-PERF-SUBJ CONJ 
age(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
[I] would bring [her with me] and have slept [with her] when [ she] 
was young, but it turned out that [she] has become old, alas! (KK 
93) 

~q:lil§ ?\wr~ ~ J#j~rpJ;B* ~wrf,3: 
kono kusi myi-tama sik-as-i-kyer-asi-mo 
this mysterious HON-stone lay-HON-INF-RETR-SUP-EXCL 
[it] looks like [the empress Jingii] laid these mysterious stones! 
(MYS V: 814) 

~~~.~~~~mm~~~~& •• ~R~1i~m?\~~1i 
*~~~ 
uMEY-no pana sak-yi-tar-u sono-no awo yaNkiy pa kaNtura n-i s-
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-kyer-aNs-u ya 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR garden-GEN 
green willow TOP wig DV-INF do-DEB-INF become-INF-PERF
INF-RETR-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that [we] should make [our] wigs out of the 
green willows in the garden where the plum blossoms have 
bloomed? (MYS V: 817) 

~-z::::-7J... 1=1 A k: h:-~";;IJEBg R ElI-± wti1-l T..LYU/" 'tij:)'J\Ilt::J!lUnJI'C.'~.lX:.~' p 

UNPEY-si koso MYI-RU PYITO NKOTO n-i KATAR-I-TUNK
YI SINWOP-YI-kyer-asi-kyi 
be.proper-FIN PT see-ATTR person every DV-INF talk-INF-pass
INF yearn-INF-RETR-SUP-ATTR 
[It] is proper that every person who sees [this beach], seems to 
yearn [for it] and tells others [about it] (MYS VI: 1065) 

~~~-4~ •• ~.~~M~.®~m*~~& 
K9N9 P ~NA-no PYITO yo-no UTI pa MWOMWO KUSA-no 
KOTO MOT-I-KANE-TE WOR-AYE-kyer-aNs-u ya 
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this flower-GEN one petal-GEN inside TOP hundred type-GEN 
word hold-INF-NEG/POT(INF)-SUB break-PASS(INF)-RETR
NEG-FINPT 
One petal of this flower cannot hold a hundred words, so would 
not [this flower] be broken? (MYS VIII: 1457) 

t\[ ~1]\ffi~ N;S; 
SIPO PlY -n-i-kyer-asi 
tide dry(INF)-PERF -INF -RETR-SUP 
It seems that the tide has retreated (lit. dried up) (MYS IX: 1671) 

~~*i¥f~§**L~fr~z~~ 
WARE PA K-YI-n-am-u to IP-YI-kyer-e-Npa IMWO-NKA IP
YER-Aku 
I TOP come-INF-PERF-TENT-FIN DV say-INF-RETR-EV-CON 
beloved-PaSS say-PROG-NML 
when [Urasima] said: "I will definitely come," [his] beloved 
replied: ... (MYS IX: 1740) 

fr~~* mZIr.f~**Ltf~foPJ*L "3 ~~q: g-m:"3 {~-$fi-m:itl§1]\ ~ 
*m*mE --
IMWO-tO ar-i-si TOKYI PA ar-e-Ntomwo wakare-te pa 
koromoNte samu-kyi mono n-i so ar-i-kyer-u 
beloved-COM exist-INF-PAST/ATTR time TOP exist-EV-CONC 
separate(INF)-SUB TOP sleeve cold-ATTR thing DV-INF PT 
exist-INF-RETR-ATTR 
Although there was a time when [I] was with [ my] beloved, after 
[we] separated, [my] sleeves are cold (MYS XV: 3591) 

*t~:ft~Z**L~il#1]\*mEPJ -m: 
key naNka-ku si ar-e-Npa kwopiy-n-i-kyer-u kamo 
day long-INF PT exist-EV-CON long.for(INF)-PERF-INF
RETR-ATTR PT 
because it has been a long time (lit.: days) [since we left], [I] have 
been longing for [the capital]! (MYS XV: 3668) 

{jt~-,¥-~~§ttt*¥1rE{if~* m* fij 
imwo-woNpa myi-Ns-u so ar-uNpey-ku ar-i-kyer-u 
beloved-ACC(EMPH) see-NEG-INF PT exist-DEB-INF exist
INF-RETR-ATTR 
[I] must not have seen [my] beloved (MYS XV: 3739) 
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PI~m*mE.l.:t~1i$*Lm~1j1".l.:tZPI~1*~1:ljHf~z1J\5 
kapyer-i-kyer-u pyi16 k-yi-tar-er-i 16 ip-yi-sika-Npa po16po16 sin
i-kyi 
return-INF-RETR-ATTR person come-INF-PERF/PROG
PROG-FIN DV say-INF-PASTIEV-CON almost die-INF
PASTIFIN 
Because [they] said that a person, who returned [from exile], had 
come [to the capital], [I] almost died [from joy] (MYS XV: 3772) 

W*1J\.~~~*~~*L.$~1J\*~~~D~~.~*m 
imey-ni pa mo16na apyi-MYI-re-N16 taNta n-i ar-an-e-Npa kwopiy 
yam-aNs-u-kyer-i 
dream-LOC TOP aimlessly REC-see-EV-CONC direct DV-INF 
exist-NEG-EV-CON love(NML) stop-NEG-INF-RETR-FIN 
although [we] see each other aimlessly in dreams, because [our 
meetings] are not direct, [ our] love does not stop (MYS XVII: 
3980) 

{jI"1J\ Z j§lH~iiJ m s {-**L~~q:~~ PI ~{jI".1lli PI -${:£ {;; 
inisipye-yu ari-k-yi-n-i-kyer-e-Npa koNkosi kamwo ipa-no kamu
saNpiy 
old.times-ABL ITER-come-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-EV-CON 
rugged(FIN) PT rock-GEN deity-like 
because [they] date back to old times, deity-like rocks are rugged! 
(MYS XVII: 4003) 

~~~~JJ~.,¥jJD.$~*m 
yaswo 16mwo n-o wo pa u kapa tat-i-kyer-i 
eighty companion DV -A TTR man TOP cormorant river stand
INF-RETR-FIN 
eighty male companions [of mine] were cormorant fishing [at] 
the river (MYS XVII: 4023) 

fi~ ~*L~~~ § !l\1J\~m~.~~~1i~~*$m~~::t~ 
$m**L 
tukiy MYI-re-Npa onaNsi kuni nar-i yama koso pa kyimyi-Nka 
atari-wo pyeNtate-tar-i-kyer-e 
moon see-EV-CON same province be-FIN mountain PT TOP lord
POSS vicinity-ACC separate(INF)-PERFIPROG-INF -EV 
When [I] look at the moon, it is the same province. [But] the 
mountains are separating you [from me] (MYS XVIII: 4073) 
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~ •• ~~e~~~~~*.~~ffi*~~e 
KONO TATINPANA-wo tOkyiNsi-ku n-o kaNk-u n-o KO-NO 
MIY to NA-N-TUKEY -kyer-asi-mo 
this mandarin orange-ACC be off season-INF DV-ATTR smell
ATTR DV-ATTR tree-GEN fruit DV name-LOC-attach(INF)
RETR-SUP-EXCL 
[we] should call these mandarin oranges fragrant tree fruits that are 
off season! (MYS XVIII: 4111) 

~~fiJM(~:mk ~M~~l:tH~<:5f1j 
kyimyi k-yi-mas-i-tutu kaNsas-i-tar-i-kyer-i 
lord come-INF-HON-INF-COOR decorate-INF-PERFIPROG
INF -RETR-FIN 
while you came [to my place], [you] have decorated [yourself 
with roses] (MYS XX: 4302) 

:m~s:m~kk~~~e*~*mfm~*~~~ 
tuNpakyi tura-tura n-i myi tOmo ak-am-ey ya uwe-te-kyer-u 
kyimyi 
camellia intent DV-INF 100k(FIN) CONJ get.enough-TENT-EV 
PT plant(INF)-PERF(INF)-RETR-ATTR lord 
even if [I] look intently, could [I] get enough of the camellia [or] 
you who have planted [it]? (MYS XX: 4481) 

~*~~~JM(~~~~*~~~~~2g~~~~~JM(~e 
tOpo-kyi satwo-maNte okur-i-kyer-u kyimyi-Nka kokoro pa 
wasur-ay-umasiNsi 
distant-ATTR village-TERM see.off-INF-RETR-ATTR lord
POSS heart TOP forget-PASS-NEGIPOT 
[I] cannot forget the kindness of [ my] lord who saw [me] off to 
[my] distant village (MYS XX: 4482) 

~~:@gijj ~ :m*$ JJ e~iiJ*L ~ JM( ~ tl: 11: JJ{jt JM( JJ ~~:@ gijj~:;(ij 11: 
~:@*5fIj*:t:~jJD5fIj~5f1j 
kusurisi pa tune n-o mo ar-e-NtO marapyitO n-o ima-no kusurisi 
taputo-k-ar-i-kyer-i meyNtasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
medicine man TOP usual DV-ATTR PT exist-EV-CONC guest 
DV-ATTR now-GEN medicine man revered-INF-exist-INF
RETR-FIN praiseworthy-INF -exist-INF -RETR-FIN 
Although there are usual medicine men, too, the present Guest 
Medicine Man is [indeed] revered. [He] is praiseworthy (BS 15) 
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1$J#g~~*mt~JJX1f 
Nakamaro-tO KAYWOP-AS-I-kyer-u PAKAR-I-no PUMYI AR-I 
Nakamaro-COM plan-HON-INF-RETR-ATTR plot-NML-GEN 
letter exist-FIN 
there was a letter about the plot that [prince Pune] was planning 
with Nakamaro (SM 30) 

(2) Sudden realization of a fact: 

M~~J#~~~M~~.ff~~~J#~~~m~~~~~~4 
?\~iiJ~*B~ 
aka-N-tama pa wo sapey pyikar-e-NtO sira tama-no kyimyi-Nka 
yosopyi si taputwo-ku ar-i-kyer-i 
red-DV(ATTR)-jewel TOP cord PT shine-EV-CONC white jewel
COMP lord-POSS adorned.appearance PT revered-INF exist
INF-RETR-FIN 
Although even the cord of red jewels shines, [I] realized [that I] 
feel reverence [for my] lord's adorned appearance, which is like a 
white jewel (KK 7) 

~.~~~#~~*m**L~tt*.A~~.m*fi 
TOK[O]-IPA-NASU WA YA PA IMA mwo ar-i-kyer-e-Nto 
SUM-YI-kyer-u PYITO so TUNE NA-K-Ar-i-kyer-u 
Eternal rock-COMP rock house TOP now PT exist-INF-RETR
EV-CONC live-INF-RETR person PT usual no-INF-exist-INF
RETR-ATTR 
Although there are now as well the rock dwellings that are like an 
eternal rock, [it] turns out that [it] is not usual that people live 
[there] (MYS III: 308) 

~~~*~~1f~~?\ _ _ 
YO-NO NAKA-NO KURUSI-KYI MONO n-i AR-I-kyer-aku 
world-GEN inside-GEN hard-ATTR thing DV-INF exist-INF
RETR-NML 
The fact that the life turned out to be hard (MYS IV: 738) 

~W:i~5C{f~fJf:~fljfo)aJ ~JJf~*flj 
myiyakwo-no teNpuri wasur-aye-n-i-kyer-i 
capital-GEN custom forget-PASS(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR-FIN 
it turned out that [I] have forgotten the customs of the capital 
(MYS V: 880) 
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~**1m~px:J]\i,~~~~ 
lMA PA PARU-pey to nar-i-n-i-kyer-u kamwo 
now TOP spring-? DV become-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR 
PT 
[It] turned out that now [it] is (lit.: has become), spring! (MYS 
VIII: 1433) 

~~~J]\~*T~~~.~~~*W 
KYIMYI-wo KOROMO n-i AR-ANPA SITA mwo KYI-M-U to 
W A-NKA OMOP-YER-I-kyer-u 
lord-ACC garment DV-INF exist-COND beneath PT wear-TENT
FIN DV I-POSS think-PROG-INF-RETR-ATTR 
I came to think that if [you] were a garment, [I] would wear you 
beneath [my clothes] (MYS XII: 2964) 

r:tJ ~g1~r:tJ~J]\WS3 ~:JR1~J]\*~ 
kaN-kuro111_kyi kamyi-ni tuyu so ok-yi-n-i-kyer-u 
INT-black-ATTR hair-LOC dew PT put-INF-PERF-INF-RETR
ATTR 
[it] turned out that the dew fell on the pitch-black hair (MYS XV: 
3649) 

{jl"1Bj:zaf~*J]\~t ~ * m**L 
Ipye sima pa na n-i koso ar-i-kyer-e 
Home island TOP name DV-INF PT exist-INF-RETR-EV 
"Home island" turned out to be just a name (MYS XV: 3718) 

.**.~*Bgz~ •• W*J]\~~*~ 
tOpo-kye-NtOmo kokoro si yuk-ey-Npa imey-ni myi-ye-kyer-i 
far-EV -CONC heart PT go-EV -CON dream-LOC see-PASS(INF)
RETR-FIN 
although [it] is far, because [my] heart goes [to you], [it] turned 
out that [you] appeared in [my] dreams (MYS XVII: 3981) 

*~Z~~~~~~~~Z~~J]\ft*~*~r:tJ~ 
naNtesikwo pa AKYI SAK-U MONOwo KYIMYI-NKA IPYE
NO YUKYI IPAPO-ni sak-yer-i-kyer-u kamo 
carnation TOP fall bloom-ATTR CONJ lord-POSS house-GEN 
snow rock-LOC bloom-PROG-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 

III The character g transcribing otsu-rui Irol is apparently a scribal mistake for 
ko-rui Irwo/. 
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Although carnations bloom in the fall, [it] turned out that [they] 
have bloomed at the snow rocks of your house! (MYS XIX: 4231) 

](!l!f1]\:g: ~ Z 1itiEt ~~~ ~ -':IH~sflj 
NATU-NO NWO-ni W A-NKA MYI-si KUSA pa mwomyit-i-tar
i-kyer-i 
summer-GEN field-LOC I-POSS see(INF)-PAST/ATTR grass 
TOP leaves.turn.red/yellow-INF-PERFIPROG-INF-RETR-FIN 
[it] turned out that the grass that I had seen in the fields became 
yellow (MYS XIX: 4268) 

~~~~~~~~~A~~~~z*~*~*~ 
yaNtwo-no uMEY-no tir-i-suNk-uru-maNte myi-simey-Ns-u ar-i
kyer-u 
house-GEN plum-GEN fall-INF-pass-ATTR-TERM see-CAUS
NEG-INF exist-INF-RETR-ATTR 
[it] turned out that [you] did not let [me] see plum [blossoms] in 
[your] house until they had completely fallen (MYS XX: 4496) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
Three different phonetic shapes of the retrospective auxiliary are 
attested in Eastern Old Japanese: -kyer-, -keyr-, and -kar-. 
Examples: 

~fi.~~~~~~ft~~~~fim.*~iEt.ff*$~~* 
~.*m -
natu-swo-N-pyik-u una-kamyi-N-kata-no okyi-tu SU-ni pune pa 
tONtOmey-m-u sa-ywo pukey-n-i-kyer-i 
summer-hemp-GEN -pull-A TTR sea-top-GEN -harbor-GEN offing
GENILOC sand.bank-LOC boat TOP stop-TENT-FIN PREF-night 
deepen(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR-FIN 
Let us stop the boat at the sand bank in the offing from the upper 
harbor on the sea 'that pulls like summer hemp' (makura-kotoba). 
The night has deepened! (MYS XIV: 3348) 
This poem is from the Kamyitupusa province, which belongs to the Eastern Old 
Japanese Region A. However, the poem does not have any typical Eastern Old 
Japanese features, and what is even more interesting it faithfully preserves 
Western Old Japanese vocalism, without a single misspelling, so typical for 
normal Eastern Old Japanese texts. 
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*~~~~~~~m~~~~~~~~*m 
potOtONkyisu nak-u kowe kyik-ey-Npa tokyi suNkiy-n-i-kyer-i 
cuckoo cry-ATTR voice hear-EV-CON time pass(INF)-PERF
INF-RETR-FIN 
when [I] heard the voice of cuckoo, [I] realized that the time has 
passed (MYS XIV: 3352) 
This poem is from the Sinanwo province, which belongs to the Eastern Old 
Japanese Region C. It does not have any typical Eastern Old Japanese features 
either. 

~PJ~ I~,~~J( &~'~'*&~ 
ma-kanasi-myi n-ur-aku s-i-kyer-aku 
!NT -dear-GER sleep-ATTR-NML do-INF -RETR-NML 
the fact is that because [he] is dear [to me], [I] did sleep [with him] 
(MYS XIV: 3358a) 
This poem is from the SuruNka province, which belongs to the Eastern Old 
Japanese Region B. It does not have any typical Eastern Old Japanese features 
either. 

JJ &~J( fi~;ft!6 + &~f§~*m 
nor-an-u kyimyi-Nka NA ura-ni [i]Nte-n-i-kyer-i 
say-NEG-ATTR lord-POSS name divination-LOC go.out(INF)
PERF-INF-RETR-FIN 
the name of [my] beloved which [I] did not tell [to anyone] became 
known through divination (MYS XIV: 3374) 
This poem is from the Musashi province, which belongs to the Eastern Old 
Japanese Region B. It does not have any typical Eastern Old Japanese features 
either. 

~;Jt B ~*Ltf-B3:~ ~ ~ ~iiJ lt ~* fil 
papa i-mwor-e-NtOmo tama so ap-yi-n-i-kyer-u 
mother DLF-guard-EV-CONC soul PT meet-INF-PERF-INF
RETR-ATTR 
although [my] mother guarded [me] there, [our] souls have met 
(MYS XIV: 3393) 
This poem is from the Pyitati province, which belongs to the Eastern Old Japanese 
Region B. It does not have any typical Eastern Old Japanese features either. 

*;ftE~Fij~*,~,~fi~PJ m*flJ 
a-Nka kwopiy nomiy si tOkyi na-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
I-POSS 10ve(NML) PT PT time no-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
only my love does not have a [special] time (MYS XIV: 3422) 
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This poem is from the Kamyitukey province, which belongs to the Eastern Old 
Japanese Region B. It does not have any typical Eastern Old Japanese features 
either. 

~~~.~~m~~~e.~w~~~~e~~~*~.~~ 
fi1[\?¥:;t1J 
kaNse-no [o]to-no topo-kyi wa-Nk-imo-Nka kyi-se-si kyinu 
tarnoW-no kuNtari maywop-yi-k-yi-n-i-kyer-i 
wind-GEN sound-COMP far-ATTR I-POSS-beloved-POSS wear
CAUS(INF)-PAST/ATTR garment sleeve-GEN verticaLthread 
become.frayed-INF-come-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-FIN 
The vertical threads of the sleeves of the garment that my beloved, 
who is as far away as the sound of the wind, made [me] wear 
became frayed (MYS XIV: 3453) 
The geographical source of this poem is not known, but it also does not have any 
typical Eastern Old Japanese features. 

~.~~.~.~#~ft~~g1[\.~~e 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo-Nka tukey-si piymwo-Nka wo taye-n-i-keyr-u 
kamo 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM-POSS attach(INF)-PASTI ATTR cord-POSS 
cord break(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
the cords [of my garment] that my beloved tied, broke off! (MYS 
XX: 4404) 
This poem is from the Kamyitukey province, which belongs to the Eastern Old 
Japanese Region B. In contrast to all previous poems from book XIV, it has an 
Eastern Old Japanese feature: WOJ -kyer- 'RETR' is misspelled as -keyr-. 

In addition to seven examples with -kyer- that are all found in 
the book XIV of the Man 'yoshu that underwent more editing and 
polishing than the book XX, and one example of -keyr- in the book 
XX there is also one example of the form -kar-: 

y~~e;J]D~iJ:t~ c ge1[\~iiJ;J]D~~1[\Jm!~ 
ipye-no [i]mo-Nka kyi-se-si koromo-ni aka tuk-yi-n-i-kar-i 
home-GEN beloved-POSS wear-CAUS(INF)-PAST/ATTR 
garment-LOC dirt attach-INF -PERF -INF -RETR-FIN 
dirt stuck to the garment that my beloved at home made [me] wear 
(MYS XX: 4388) 

Although we have only one example of -kar-, it is necessary to 
note that it represents the same type of development as the Eastern 
Old Japanese progressive -ar- vs. WOJ -[yJer- (contraction vs. 
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monophthongization). Incidentally, the 'misspelling' -keyr- found 
in MYS XX: 4404 above may be actually an attempt to write down 
a form phonetically close to -kar- or at least a form with a different 
vowel than WOJ Iye/. Thus, -kar- probably represents the original 
Eastern Old Japanese retrospective auxiliary, while -kyer- is either 
loan from Western Old Japanese, or it was intentionally substituted 
by scribes who were speakers of Western Old Japanese. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are no cognates of WOJ -kyer- in Ryukyuan. 

6.3.1.2.5 Potential-kate- - -Nkate-
The potential auxiliary -kate- has two allomorphs: -kate- and -kat-. 
Since -kate- behaves as a vowel verb,112 the choice between these 
two allomorphs is determined by the same rules as for the long and 
short stems of a vowel verb. The allomorph -kat- also appears 
before the progressive -[yJer-, which is not found after other vowel 
verbs (see 6.2.2.3.11). There are two phonetic variants of both 
allomorphs: -kate- - -kat- with plain voiceless Ik! and -Nkate- -
-Nkat- with prenasalized voiced INk!. It is difficult to decide which 
one is primary, but if the potential auxiliary is somehow 
historically connected with the verb kate- 'to join, to unite,' 113 the 
prenasalized forms are probably secondary. The primary nature of 
the voiceless variant is further supported by the example from the 
NK 19 below, since the Nihonshoki is the only Western Old 
Japanese text that consistently differentiates between plain 
voiceless and voiced prenasalized consonants. 

The potential auxiliary -kate- - -Nkate- occurs only after 
infinitives directly following lexical verbal stems, but not after the 
infinitives of other auxiliaries. On the other hand, the potential 
auxiliary -kate- - -Nkate- can be followed by several suffixes as 
outlined in the following chart: 

Combinations of the potential -kate- with following 

combination forms 
-kate-n-, -kat-an-* 

112 For an exception see the example from KK 28 below where we find -Nkat
behaving like a consonant verb 
I J3 For the semantic development cf. English 'put together' that can be used not 
only about joining things but about ability to organize or fix something. 
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negative -(a)Ns- -kate-Ns-* * 
tentative -(a)m- -kate-m-
negative potential -(ulmasiNsi -kat-umasiNsi 
progressive -[yJer- -kat-er-

* Only one example III KK 28. 
** Attested only in the partially semantographic writing. 

The only function of -kate- is the potential. Surprisingly enough, 
in most examples where the potential -kate- is attested it appears 
either with the following negative -(a)n- - -(a)Ns- or with the 
following negative potential -(u)masiNsi. When -kate- does not 
combine with any negatives, it is followed by either the tentative 
suffix -(a)m- or by the progressive suffix -[yJer-. Examples: 

f:{#~~f:{#~~~~~~. ~1i 
uNpey na uNpey na kyimyi mat-i-Nkat-an-i 
indeed PT indeed PT lord wait-INF-POT-NEG-INF 
Indeed, indeed! [I] can hardly wait for [my] lord, and ... (KK 28) 
In this example we have an irregular form -Nkat-an-i that behaves like a consonant 
verb instead of a regular -Nkate-n-i. 

W~~~~~~~ffl~~~~~fr~~fr~ 
isi mura-wo ta-N-kwos-i-ni kwos-aNpa kwos-i-kate-m-u kamo 
stone group-ACC hand-LOC-pass-NML-LOC pass-COND pass
INF -POT-TENT -ATTR PT 
if [you] move by hands the heaps of stones, would [it] be possible 
to move [them], I wonder? (NK 19) 

W5lJJm#.sf-~:fX~flj 
Y AMA-NO PYE-no MYI-WI-wo MYI-Nkat-er-i 
mountain-GEN side-GEN HON-well-ACC see(INF)-POT-PROG
FIN 
[I] have been able to see the well at the mountain side (MYS I: 81) 
Omodaka et al. believe that -Nkateri is a gerund, related to the gerund -katera 
(1967: 201), which was discussed above (see 6.3.1.1.4). I see little evidence for 
this analysis, which is further complicated by the unexplained vowel 
correspondence faJ - fi!. 

{;£/F~*~1]\:ffJm~z § 
sa-NE-NS-U PA TUPYI n-i AR-l-kat-umasiNsi 
PREF-sleep-NEG-INF TOP final DV-INF exist-INF-POT
NEGIPOT 
if [I] do not sleep [with you], [I] cannot live (MYS II: 94) 
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~~~&*~~~~~A~~.~~~*~~~~~ 
WARE PA mwo .ya yasumyiKWO E-TAR-I MIYNA PYITO-no 
E-kate-n-i S-U TO IP-U yasumyiKWO e-tar-i 
1 TOP PT PT Yasumyikwo get(INF)-PERFIPROG-FIN all person
GEN get(INF)-POT-NEG-NML do-FIN DV say-ATTR 
Yasumyikwo get(INF)-PERF IPROG-FIN 
I got Yasumyikwo! 1 got Yasumyikwo whom all people cannot get 
(MYS II: 95) 

t*i751~~~~ § ~f&iL.\-,¥-~Jm~J(~~ 
ANTUSA YUMYI PYIK-ANPA MANIMA N-I YOR-Am-ey
NtOmo NOn-NO KOKORO-wo SIR-I-kate-n-u kamwo 
catalpa bow pull-COND according DV-INF approach-TENT-EV
CONC after-GEN heart-ACC know-INF-POT-NEG-ATTR PT 
Although [I] would go to [you] if [you] pull [the strings of my heart 
like] a catalpa bow, [I] cannot know [your] feelings after [that]! 
(MYS II: 98) 

W~11m.IbJl;~"F g-t~1~W7t 
NURE-PIT-URE-NtO KWOPIY-TUTU WOR-I-kyi KYIMYI 
MAT-l-kat-er-i 
become.wet(INF)-soak-EV -CONC 10ng.for(INF)-COOR exist
INF-PASTIFIN lord wait-INF-POT-PROG-FIN 
although [I] got soaked, [I] was longing for [you]. [I] was able to 
wait for you (MYS III: 370) 

[!J~~~A~Po~~fr*~~"FW:>FJm*4?-
INISIPYE-ni AR-I-ky-em-u PYITO mwo A-NKA NKOTO KA 
IMWO-ni KWOPIY-TUTU I NE-kate-NS-U-ky-em-u 
old.times-LOC exist-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR person PT 1-
POSS like PT beloved-DAT 10ng.for(INF)-COOR sleep 
sleep(INF)-POT-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
Were the people who lived in old times unable to sleep like me, 
too, longing for [their] beloved? (MYS IV: 497) 

~A~~~_~~~~e~~*a.~ 
uNkupyisu-no mat-i-kate-n-i se-si umey-Nka pana 
bush.warbler-GEN wait-INF-POT-NEG-NML do(INF)-
PAST/ATTR plum-POSS blossom 
plum blossoms for which the bush warbler could hardly wait 
(MYS V: 845) 
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~~~.~M~*~.~m~~.~a~. 
kapa-two-ni pa ayu-kwo sa-pasir-u kyimyi mat-i-Nkate-n-i 
river-door-LOC TOP sweetfish-DIM PREF-run-ATTR lord wait
INF-POT-NEG-INF 
[I] can hardly wait for [my] lord at the ford in the river where little 
sweetfish are swimming fast (MYS V: 859) 

.b1::~OO.~~jJo ~ fr~PI £l 
pyito KUNI-ni suNkiy-kate-n-u kamo 
one land-LOC pass-POT-NEG-ATTR PT 
It is unbearable to pass [away] (lit.: cannot pass away) in [another] 
person['s] land, alas! (MYS V: 885) 

f&~} fi!g;;ffi t< Ji 1*11\ 1;ttltji11\ PI !\;& JXjf)c 
ARA TAPEY-no NUNWO KYINU-wo Ntani kyi-se-KATE-n-i 
ka-ku ya NANKEYk-am-u 
rough mulberry.bark.cloth-GEN cloth garment-ACC PT wear
CAUS(INF)-POT-NEG-INF thus-INF PT lament-TENT-ATTR 
Being unable to make [my children] wear even a cloth garment 
from the rough mulberry bark cloth, would [I] lament in this way? 
(MYS V: 901) 

1$.ilqs~qsftR)]J}~± 
UK-YI NUNAPA PYE-NI mwo OKYI-NI mwo YOR-I-kat
umasiNsi 
float-INF water.shield shore-LOC PT offing-LOC PT approach
INF-POT-NEG/POT 
[my love for you is like] a water shield that cannot approach 
either a shore or an offing (MYS VII: 1352) 

fo~~ji11\ 
wa-wo MAT-l-kate-n-i 
I-ACC wait-INF-POT-NEG-INF 
[she] is unable to wait for me, and ... (MYS XI: 2483) 

fj( EEl7J~-$1iJtaf&m 
AKYI-NO T A-no POmukyi MYI-Nkat-er-i 
autumn-GEN paddy-GEN ripened.rice see-POT-PROG-FIN 
[I] have been able to see the ripened rice in the autumn paddies 
(MYS XVII: 3943) 
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{jJ"~~~jJD t=j 1]\~JJlc{jFdt:l. 
iNte-tat-i-kate-n-i tONtOkopor-i 
exit(INF)-depart-INF-POT-NEG-INF be.delayed-INF 
[I] was unable to depart, and [I] was delayed, and ... (MYS XX: 
4398) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The potential auxiliary -kate- is also well attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

*-¥~ t=j 7( ~ s~i)t!*J~' § 
na-wo tate-te yuk-yi-kat-umasiNsi 
you-ACC make.stand(INF)-SUB go-INF -POT -NEGIPOT 
making you stand [and wait], [I] could not go away (MYS XIV: 
3353) 

~~~~~g1]\~~~~~~~~1]\W~R~~~-¥~~t=j~ 
& {6:tfJi 
TukuNpa ne-no ne-ro-ni kasumyi wi suNkiy-kate-n-i ikyiNtuk-u 
kyimyi-wo wi-ne-te yar-as-an-e 
TukuNpa peak-GEN peak-DIM-LOC mist sit(INF) pass(INF)
POT -NEG-INF sigh-ATTR lord-ACC bring(INF)-sleep(INF)
SUB send-HON-DES-IMP 
The mist sits on the smaller peak of TukuNpa and cannot move 
away, and [I] wish [you] would bring [your] sighing lord and sleep 
[with him] (MYS XIV: 3388) 

m~~~~~s~~~~~W~~w~~*~m 
pur-wo yoki-no yuk-yi-suNkiy-kate-n-u imwo-Nka ipye-no atari 
fall-ATTR snow-COMP go-INF-pass(INF)-POT-NEG-ATTR 
beloved-POSS house-GEN vicinity 
the vicinity of my beloved's house, that [I], like a falling snow, 
cannot pass (MYS XIV: 3423) 

{jJ"t=j ~7(miJtz -¥ ~~t=j J~,{jJ"fI;tc~!fG& 
iNte-kate-n-i se-si-wo MYI-tate-si ipye-no KWO-ra 
exit(INF)-POT-NEG-NML do-PAST/ATTR-ACC see(INF)
send off(INF)-PAST/ATTR home-GEN girl-DIM 
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[my] beloved, who saw [me] off [as I] could not go out [and part 
with her] (MYS XIV: 3534) 

x: -Sf-1t'{i: Cj m JJ ft: m iBl S3 {i:nD Cj ~ nD ::§ 
TITI-wo ok-yi-te MYITI-no NANKATE pa yuk-yi-kate-n-wo 
kamwo 
father-ACC leave-INF-SUB way-GEN length TOP go-INF-POT
NEG-ATTRPT 
[I] cannot go [this] long way, leaving my father! (MYS XX: 4341) 

Thus, we can reconstruct the Proto-Japanese potential auxiliary 
*-kate-. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are no cognates of the Proto-Japanese potential auxiliary 
*-kate- in Ryukyuan. Given the possibility that PJN *-kate- may 
have an internal etymology, it is unlikely that there would be any 
external parallels. 

6.3.1.2.6 Negative potential-kane-
The negative potential auxiliary has only one allomorph -kane-. It 
behaves like a regular vowel verb. In most cases it is found 
immediately after the infinitive of a main verb as the following 
chart demonstrates. 

Chart 94: Combinations of the negative potential -kane- with 
d' fi' . prece mg m mltIves 

infinitives combination forms 
infinitive -[yJj, -0- -[yJi-kane-, -kane-
passive infinitive -(a)ye- -aye-kane-* 

* Attested only once III partial semantographlc spelhng III MYS XVI: 3793 below. 

The negative potential auxiliary -kane- can be followed by 
suffixes and auxiliaries: 

Chart 95: Combinations of the negative potential -kane- with 
fill ffi d T' o owmg su lxes an aUXllanes 
suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -[yJi --0 -kane 
nominalizer -[yJi - -0 -kane 
tentative -(a)m- -kane-m-
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subordinative erund -te -kane-te 
erfective -te- -kane-te-, -kane-t-

In comparison with another Western Old Japanese negative 
potential -umasiNsi (see 6.2.2.1.11), the functional scope of -kane
is much more narrow. It always refers to impossibility of doing an 
action which is otherwise desired, that is "[I] want to do it, but [I] 
cannot." The negative potential -umasiNsi does not have this 
limitation. Examples: 

1~JlJT aftA. iifiafaf~Jm! ~ "3 
ya sima kuni tuma mak-yi-kane-te 
eight island country spouse pillow-INF-NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB 
not being able to bed a spouse in the country of Eight Islands (KK 
2) 

tA. & ilfwr~!#it f6:. ~ ~~{jtilf Jm!f5i:JJD rft: "3 fO. "3 ~ & ~ £1; 
kurapasi-yama-wo saNkasi-myi to ipa kak-yi-kane-te wa-Nka te 
tOr-as-umo 
Kurapasi-mountain-ABS steep-GER DV rock hang-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB take-HON-EXCL 
[I] think that Mount Kurapasi is steep. Being unable to cling to the 
rocks, [I wish you would] take my hand! (KK 69) 

my * MfJ3. ffffiM Mt~ "pnft:JE: 
ya sima kuni tuma mak-yi-kane-te 
eight island country spouse pillow-INF-NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB 
not being able to bed a spouse in the country of Eight Islands (NK 
96) 

IR ~JJ J=!E;ft jft:JE:{jt£1;;ft 1:1: ~ JJ ~ 
kusa twor-i-kane-teI14 imo-Nka te-wo twor-u 
grass hold-INF-NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB beloved-POSS hand-ACC 
hold-FIN 
being unable to hold the grass, [I] will hold the hand of [my] 
beloved (FK 19) 

fxzilASPJtfJ\~~ 
MAKURA-PYE-NO PYITO W ASURE-kane-t-umo 

114 The original script indicates -Nkane- rather than -kane-, but since this is the 
only example of -Nkane-, I transcribed it as -kane-. 
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pillow-side-GEN person forget(INF)-NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF
EXCL 
[I] could not forget her who is [near] my bed-side (MYS I: 72) 

~~.~~®ili~~~.~*~~~~~ 
PUR-I-N-I:-.si omyina n-i s-i-te ya ka-ku NPAKARI KWOPIY-wo 
Ntani SINONP-YI-kane-te-m-u 
become.old-INF-PERF-INF-PAST/ATTR old.woman DV-INF do
INF-SUB PT thus-INF PT 10ve(NML)-ACC PT endure-INF
NEG/POT(INF)-PERF -TENT -ATTR 
Am [I not] an old woman? [But it] has become so [that I] would 
not be able to endure even love (MYS II: 129) 

1j~JJm~~~~A 
ANAse-no KAPA-wo WATAR-l-kane-m-eyya 
Anase-GEN river-ACC cross-INF-NEGIPOT-TENT-EV PT 
would [I] be unable to crass Anase river? [Certainly 1 would be 
able] (MYS IV: 643) 

~{i~I§{6::i1l!!5fIj~~ /-( ~:i1l!!tfli~ ~wrlf5fljf[)tL 
tOkyi-no sakar-i-wo toNtomiy-kane suNkus-i-yar-i-t-ure 
time-GEN bloom-NML-ACC stop(INF)-NEGIPOT(INF) pass
INF -send-INF -PERF -EV 
[they] have spent [their lives] being unable to stop the prime of 
their lives (MYS V: 804) 

~{i¥Bl~ ~ :i1l!!~wr-afij -a~~-ar-f1J]j-a~~~l~~tL~~~~ 
PI t1Jif[)-a 
tOk[o]-yipa-nasu ka-ku si moNkamo to omop-ey-NtOmo yo-no koto 
nar-e-Npa toNtomiy-kane-t-umo 
eternal-rack-COMP thus-INF PT PT DV think-EV -CONC world
GEN matter be-EV-CON stop(INF)-NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF
EXCL 
Although [I] think that [I] want to be (thus) like the eternal rack, 
because [it] is a matter of this world, [I] cannot stop [life]! (MYS 
V: 805) 

S3 ~ ;ffi't1JiJj;ffi'5f1j ~ JJI ~jJD tfli {,.jJD~jJD5f1j ~{;lfl:wrE ~iiJ5f1j *~$t(:m 
&f6:W\.btJl 
yuk-u pune-wo pur-i toNtomiy-kane ika Npakari kwoposi-ku ar-i
ky-em-u mat[ u ]-ura saywo-pyimye 
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go-ATTR boat-ACC wave-INF stop(INF)-NEGIPOT(INF) how 
PT be.longing-INF exist-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN pine-bay 
Saywo-pyimye 
How Saywo-pyimye [from] the "Pine bay" must have been longing, 
not being able to stop the boat that went away by waving [her 
long scarf] (MYS V: 875) 

~ :sL PI tfJitftU~~j 1]\ Z * .& tfJi~ 
TONP-YI-TAT-I-kane-t-u TORI n-i si ar-an-e-Npa 
fly-INF -depart-INF -NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF -FIN bird DV -INF 
PT exist-NEG-EV-CON 
[I] could not flyaway because [I] am not a bird (MYS V: 893) 

~M~~~~1]\~~*m~&~~~~ 
AKATOKYI YAMIY-no ASA KANKEY n-i WA-NKA MIY PA 
NAR-I-n-u NA-wo OMOP-VI-kane n-i 
dawn darkness-GEN morning shadow DV-INF I-POSS body TOP 
become-INF-PERF-FIN you-ACC love-INF-NEGIPOT(NML) 
DV-INF 
My body has become a morning shadow of darkness at dawn. 
Because loving [you] is unbearable (MYS XI: 2664) 

~~*~~1B~~~~>t 
SONO YWO PA WARE mwo I mwo NE-kane-te-kyi 
that night TOP I PT sleep PT sleep(INF)-NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF
INF-PASTIFIN 
I was also unable to sleep that night (MYS XIII: 3269) 

~ '&1ig~~Mc~fO~tL PItfJitft)£J; 
nara-no myiyakwo pa wasure-kane-t-umo 
Nara-GEN capital TOP forget(INF)-NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF
EXCL 
[I] am not able to forget the capital ofNara! (MYS XV: 3618) 

~:q.f&A-=r~~BT~~ § A 
W AKA-ky-eM-U KWO-RA-ni NOR-AYE-kane-m-ey ya 
young-ATTR-TENT-ATTR girl-PLUR-LOC abuse-PASS(INF)
NEGIPOT -TENT -EV PT 
would [you] be able to not be abused by girls who would be 
younger? (Certainly you would be abused) (MYS XVI: 3793) 
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;fo:fIG -tlt~:fIG:W ~ z -¥ 5!:W ~;0 7J iiiitbo tfJi:W f,3: 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka tum-yi-si TE MYI-tutu sinoNp-yi-kane-t
umo 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS pinch-INF-PAST/ATTR hand 
see(INF)-COOR endure-INF-NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF-EXCL 
I could not endure seeing the hands that my beloved pinched! 
(MYS XVII: 3940) 

1m ~~ JJI* PI tfJi:W f,3: 
NANKAR-URU NAMYINTA toNtomey-kane-t-umo 
flow-ATTR tear stop(INF)-NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF -EXCL 
[I] cannot stop flowing tears! (MYS XIX: 4160) 

In the following two examples kane- is used as an independent 
auxiliary verb, since it is separated from the main verb by the focus 
particle mo. Therefore, it could be tentatively classified as a lexical 
auxiliary, but I am reluctant to do so, because these are the only 
examples of this kind in the whole Western Old Japanese corpus, 
both belonging to Late Western Old Japanese, and because there 
are no examples where kane- is used as a completely independent 
lexical verb with no connection to a main verb. 

~*tPI 'A ~~JJI*~ PItfJiS;; 
naNkeyk-aku-wo tONtOmey mwo kane-te 
lament-NML-ACC stop(NML) PT be.unable(INF)-SUB 
[I] cannot stop lamenting (MYS XVII: 4008) 

m~.~PI~lli~~:W'Az~PI~:W 
MYI-TUKIY TAKARA kaNswopey-e-Ns-u tukus-i mwo kane-t-u 
HON-tribute treasure count(INF)-get-NEG-INF exhaust-NML 
be.unable(INF)-PERF -FIN 
[It] is impossible to count all tribute treasures, and [one] cannot 
exhaust [them] (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The negative potential -kane- is also attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese. However, the functional limitation of WOJ -kane- as an 
impossibility of doing a desired action may be more questionable 
here, cf. the last example from MYS XX: 4346. Examples: 
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~lHq:~JJ~lBl}~,jt!\ ~ffl:* ~1ilt PJtfJi t:1 *~~~*~Jj~ 
yaswo katO-na pye pa siNkey-ku tOma araswop-yi-kane-te a-wo 
katO nas-una 
eighty word-GEN leaf TOP thick-INF CONJ resist-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB I-ACC word make-NEG/IMP 
although many rumors are growing thick [like a bush], do not talk 
about me, failing to resist (MYS XIV: 3456) 

11 *tlh~ ffl:~ .& -$~~ tLtfJQi:t!J at~7J PJ !\ tL Z 1i~ -Sf /t'£3= .bt 
PJ tfJi~ ffl: 
kwopiy-tutu rna wor-am-u to s-ure-NtO yupuma yama kakure-si 
kyimyi-wo omop-yi-kane-t-umo 
10ve(INF)-COOR PT exist-TENT-FIN DV do-EV-CONC Yupuma 
mountain hide(INF)-PAST/ATTR lord-ACC think-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF-EXCL 
Although [I] was going to continue to love [you], [I] cannot [bear] 
thoughts about my lord, who hid [himself] on the Yupuma 
mountain! (MYS XIV: 3475) 

*~ at~ PJtfJi t:1 
a-wo mat-i-kane-te 
I-ACC wait-INF-NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB 
[she] cannot wait for me (MYS XIV: 3563) 

~k lBlk ~PJZ ~JJD1i*t:1{6:!\*tL7(fJl".btzjt~~;l!fO~tL 
JJotfJilimE 
titi papa-Nka kasira kakyi-naNte sa-ku ar-e te ip-yi-si keytaNpa 
Nse wasure-kane-t-uru 
father mother-POSS head PREF-stroke(INF) safe-INF exist-IMP 
DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR word PT forget(INF)-NEGIPOT(INF)
PERF-ATTR 
[I] cannot forget the words: "Be safe!" that [my] father and mother 
said, stroking [my] head (MYS XX: 4346) 

Therefore, we can reconstruct the Proto-Japanese negative 
potential *-kane-. I am skeptical about the proposal by Omodaka et 
al. to derive it tentatively from the verb kane- 'to join, to combine' 
(1967: 205). Although such an etymology seems to be possible in 
the case of the potential auxiliary -kate- (see 6.3.1.2.5), it hardly 
makes any sense in the case of a negative potential. 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
The negative potential auxiliary -kane- is not attested in Ryukyuan. 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
I am not aware of any external parallels for the Proto-Japanese 
negative potential *-kane-. 

6.3.1.2.7 Benefactive -kose-
The benefactive auxiliary has two allomorphs: -kose- and -kos-. 
Since -kose- behaves as a vowel verb, the allomorph 
-kose- is used before consonant-initial and vowel-initial suffixes 
with weak vowels, and the allomorph -kos- is used before vowel
initial suffixes with strong vowels. In most cases -kose- is found 
immediately after the infinitive of a main or a lexical auxiliary verb 
as the following chart demonstrates. 

Chart 96: Combinations of the benefactive -kose- with preceding 
infinitives 
infinitives combination forms 
infinitive -[yJi, -0- -[yJi-kos[eJ-, -kos[eJ-
passive infinitive -(a)ye- -ye-kos-* 

.. * Attested only after the verb myl- 'to see' WIth the follOWIng ImperatIve -0 In the 
form myi-ye-kos-o. 

The benefactive auxiliary -kose- can be followed only by the 
four suffixes: 

Chart 97: Combinations of the benefactive -kose- with following 
suffixes 
suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
imperative -{vle - -0 -kos-o* 
negative -{a)n- -kose-n-** 
negative imperative -una -kos-una 
desiderative -{a)na -kose-n- * * * 

.. .. * The benefactIve -kose- has an aberrant ImperatIve form In -0 (see 6.2.2.1.4) . 
** Attested only with the following attributive in the form -kose-n-u. 
*** Attested only with the following imperative -lyle in the form -kose-n-e. 

The benefactive -kose- indicates that an action is done for the 
sake of someone or for someone's benefit. This analysis is further 
supported by the fact that when -kose- is spelled 
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semantographically, it is written either with the character 1~ 'to get, 
to receive' or with the character 1j. 'to give' (see MYS IV: 546 and 
MYS X: 2092 below). Examples: 

*1i~~~ £3:'=f:~15Z:* ~q:i!tj~ 
kono tOri mo uti-yamey-kose-n-e 
this bird PT PREF-stop(INF)-BEN-DES-IMP 
[I] wish [you] would stop [the singing] of these birds (KK 2) 

f:k15Z:Z 1315Z:JJ;R:ff 1j.m,~ 
AKYI-NO YWO-NO MWOMWO YWO-no NANKA-KU AR-I
KOSE-n-u kamwo 
autumn-GEN night-GEN hundred night-COMP long-INF exist
INF-BEN-NEG-ATTR PT 
[I] wonder whether this autumn night would not last long [for me] 
like one hundred nights (MYS IV: 546) 

ffl mE1i~fjJ-~1=~tftH~~~~* ~ 
yworu-no imey-ni wo tuNk-yi-te myi-ye-kos-o 
night-GEN dream-LOC PT follow-INF-SUB see-PASS(INF)
BEN-IMP 
please appear [for me] continuously in [my] night dreams (MYS 
V: 807) 

~m~~~W_~*~M.~~~.~~fia~~~~~~a 
i!t!ljCfJo =B 
uMEY-no pana ima sak-yer-u Nkoto tir-i-suNkiy-Ns-u wa-Nka 
[i]pye-no sono-ni ar-i-kose-n-u kamwo 
plum-GEN blossom now bloom-PROG-ATTR like fall-INF-pass
NEG-INF I-POSS house-GEN garden-LOC exist-INF-BEN-NEG
ATTRPT 
Plum blossoms! I wonder whether [you] would not stay [for me] 
in the garden of my house without falling and blooming like now 
(MYS V: 816) 

'=f:*fi~~~ &~~iiJ~Ij*~~£3::tffi'ifcfi~* 
umey-Nka pana tir-aNs-u ar-i-kos-o omop-u kwo-Nka tamey 
plum-POSS blossom fall-NEG-INF exist-INF-BEN-IMP love
ATTR girl-POSS for 
Plum blossoms! Please do not fall for the sake of the girl that [I] 
love (MYS V: 845) 
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,~~1iI§~~fj3"*1]\jJD~ ~!\~1:h{ii~mE~~~~iiJ1jUf,J:1ffft*t1]\ 
-T~1~~t~ 
uMEY -no pana imey-ni katar-aku myiyaNbiy-tar-u pana to are 
[0 ]mop-u sakey-ni ukaNpey-kos-o 
plum-GEN blossom dream-LOC tell-NML be.elegant(INF)
PERFIPROG-ATTR blossom DV we think-FIN rice.wine-LOC 
let.float(INF)-BEN-IMP 
The plum blossoms told [me] in [my] dream: "We think that [we] 
are elegant blossoms. Please let [us] float in the rice wine [cup]" 
(MYS V: 852) 

4-~:&:~~~i~~qs~~t~~ S3 * 
KO YOPYI NOMIY NOM-AM-U SAKEY kamwo TIR-I-kos
unayumey 
this night PT drink-TENT-ATTR rice.wine PT fall-INF-BEN
NEG/IMP at.all 
I wonder whether [it is] the rice wine that [we] drink only tonight. 
Please do not fall [on the ground] at all (MYS VIII: 1657) 

~t±~{tul?:g§" m 
TUMA-NO MORI TUMA YOS-I-kose-n-e 
spouse-GEN shrine spouse bring.close-INF-BEN-DES-IMP 
Spouse shrine! [I] wish [you would] bring [a] spouse close [to me] 
(i.e., I wish you would give me a spouse) (MYS IX: 1679) 

~~~4-~Jtt) 111Tft~1~"~ 
WA-NKA MAT-U KG YOPYI KAPA-NO NANKARE-NO 
NANKA-KU AR-I-KOSE-N-U kamwo 
I-POSS wait-ATTR this night river-GEN flow(NML)-COMP long
INF exist-INF-BEN-NEG-ATTR PT 
I wonder whether this night when I expect [my beloved] would 
not last long [for me] (MYS X: 2092) 

=B~~fo*LS31i~ ~lHkm!\mE*f~~m~~~S3* 
mwomyit-i ware yuk-yi-te kapyer-i-k-uru-maNte tir-i-kos-una 
yumey 
leaves.tum.redlyellow-NML I go-INF -SUB retum-INF -come
ATTR-TERM fall-INF-BEN-NEG/IMP at.all 
Red leaves! Please do not fall at all until I go and come back 
(MYS XV: 3702) 
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fo~cfi~~J(~{~~7]\W*tc~ 
wa pa koNk-yi-[i]Nte-n-u to ipye-ni tuNkey-kos-o 
I TOP row-INF-go.out(INF)-PERF-FIN DV report(INF)-BEN
IMP 
Please tell [the folks at my] home that I have sailed out (MYS XX: 
4408) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The benefactive auxiliary -kose- is attested in Eastern Old Japanese 
in three examples: 

*ftc1N:tJ~~!ff~q:~lt:tli~!ff~z~1§tfJ\ 
asa-te kwo-N-pusuma ko yopyi Ntani tuma yos-i-kose-n-e 
hemp-cloth DIM-DV(ATTR)-bedding this night PT spouse 
bring.close-INF-BEN-DES-IMP 
Oh, [my] dear bedding from the hemp cloth! [I] wish [you would] 
bring my spouse close [to me] just tonight (MYS XIV: 3454) 

{~!ff~~q:fi~J( ~{~-BJ:7]\~*t~q: ~ 
ima pa koNk-yi-n-u to imo-ni tu[N]key-kos-o 
now TOP row-INF-PERF-FIN DV beloved-DAT report(INF)
BEN-IMP 
Please tell [ my] beloved that [I] have sailed out now (MYS XX: 
4363) 

~iiJfJIJ~~q:fi~J(~{~-BJ:7]\~~~q:~ 
are pa koNk-yi-n-u to imo-ni tu[N]kyi-kos-01l5 

1 TOP row-INF-PERF-FIN DV beloved-DAT report(INF)-BEN
IMP 
Please tell [my] beloved that 1 have sailed out (MYS XX: 4365) 

Thus, we can reconstruct the Proto-Japanese benefactive 
auxiliary *-kose-. Omodaka et al. mention that there is a theory that 
-kose- consists of ko- 'to come,' and se- 'to do,' and they also 
propose their own explanation that -kose- represents a causative 
form of ko- 'to come' (1967: 293). The first hypothesis does not 

115 Cf. tu[NJkey-kos-o with the vowel spelled as leyl in MYS XX: 4363 above. 
This variation probably reflects that there was some kind of a different vowel in 
Eastern Old Japanese there, possibly [e) or [I). 
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make sense either morphologically or functionally, and the second 
one is also problematic from a functional point of view, because it 
is unclear why a causative form of ko- 'to come' would form a 
benefactive form. I believe that there is a much simpler explanation. 
Namely, the benefactive auxiliary -kose- is in all likelihood a 
grammaticalization of the verb okose- 'to send, to give, to deliver,' 
with an expected loss of the initial vowel to avoid a vowel cluster 
once the juncture was lost after the grammaticalization. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The benefactive auxiliary -kose- is not attested in Ryukyuan. This 
demonstrates that the grammaticalization of okose- 'to send, to give, 
to deliver' to the benefactive auxiliary -kose- occurred only at the 
Proto-Japanese, but not at the Proto-Japonic level. 

6.3.2 LEXICAL AUXILIARIES 
In contrast to bound auxiliaries described above, lexical auxiliaries 
can be used as independent verbs and consequently have their own 
lexical meaning. It is convenient to divide all lexical auxiliaries into 
honorific and humble on the one hand and the rest on the other. 

6.3.2.1 HONORIFIC AND HUMBLE AUXILIARIES 

The most striking difference between Western Old Japanese and 
Middle (Classical) Japanese is that the former in contrast to the 
latter does not have the category of politeness expressed by special 
polite auxiliaries. Only honorific and humble auxiliaries are present 
in Western Old Japanese. 

6.3.2.1.1 Honorific auxiliaries 
There are seven honorific auxiliaries in Western Old Japanese: 
tamap- (with its contracted form taNp-), imas-, wos-, kyikos-, myes-, 
sirasimyes-, and noritaNp-. 

6.3.2.1.1.1 Honorific auxiliary tamap-
The honorific auxiliary tamap- normally follows the infinitive of a 
main verb, and suffixes and other auxiliaries follow tamap-, but 
there are two exceptions: both infinitives of the honorific -as- and 
the causative -se- precede tamap-: 
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Chart 98: Combinations of the honorific tamap- with preceding 
infinitives 
infinitives combination forms 
infinitive -[yji, -0- -[yji-tamap-, -tamap-
honorific infinitive -as-i- -as-i-tamap-
causative infinitive -se- -se-tamap-

The combination of tamap- with the preceding honorific 
infinitive -as-i- occurs predominantly with the verb myes- 'to 
see(HON)" which represents an irregular contraction of myi- 'to 
see(INF)' and the honorific suffix -as-. Otherwise it is attested only 
in one exam~le with the verb ok- 'to place, to put' (see MYS V: 
813) below. l 

6 The causative form -se-tamap- is also attested only 
in one example (see KK 3 below). 

Overall, the honorific auxiliary tamap- does not occur 
frequently in the earliest texts with the exception ofMYS V and the 
Senmyo. In most cases of its usage tamap- is used as a honorific 
auxiliary referring to actions of deities, emperors, members of 
imperial family, and objects of worship, such as the footprint of the 
Buddha (see BS 4 below). In the speech of deities and emperors it 
can refer to their own actions. However, its usage is certainly not 
limited to deities, emperors, etc., as in some rare cases it can be 
also found in reference to other people, although certainly only to 
those who are in a relatively higher position than the speaker 
himlherself(see MYS XV: 3774 below). 

Examples: 

~~~mff~.~~$~w~~~m~ •• ~.~~ 
noti pa na-N-tOri n-i ar-am-u-wo inoti pa na-si-se-tamap-yi-so 
later TOP you-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC life 
TOP NEG-die-CAUS(INF)-HON-INF -do 
because [I] will be your bird later, do not kill [your] life [with 
desire] (KK 3) 

~m~~~4~~.M.~~~4~~.M 
uNpey-si koso twop-yi-tamap-ey rna koso n-i twop-yi-tamap-ey 
be.proper-FIN PT ask-INF-HON-EV truth PT DV-INF ask-INF
HON-EV 

116 There is also kyik-as-i-tamap- in MYS VI: 1050, but it is in completely 
semantographic spelling. 
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[It] is proper that [you] asked [me], [it] is right that [you] asked 
[me] (KK 72) 

~~t~ gJ!mRff~ Jff/f!J~ 
myi-kokoro-wo siNtumey-tamap-u to 
HON-heart-ACC calm.down(INF)-HON-FIN DV 
thinking to calm down [her] august heart (MYS V: 813) 

{jTJJ ~m~{?~!t~Jff!tmJff~Jff~~/f!J~fIH~~{jTm 
i-twor-as-i-te ipap-yi-tamap-yi-si ma-tama-nasu puta-tu n-o isi 
DLF-hold-HON-INF-SUB pray-INF-HON-INF-PAST/ATTR 
INT-jewel-COMP two-CL DV-ATTR stone 
holding two stones like real jewels that [she] was praying to ... 
(MYS V: 813) 

~/f!J~~~~~~R~~a~~~Jff~~ 
kwopu-no para-ni myi-te-Ntukara ok-as-i-tamap-i-te 
Kwopu-GEN field-LOC HON-hand-own place-HON-INF-HON
INF-SUB 
[the empress] deigned to place [these two] stones with her own 
hands at the field of K wopu (MYS V: 813) 

~gR~~WJff~~Jff~.~*~~~Jff~~~Jff~~ 
yoroNtu yo-ni imas-i-tamap-i-te arney-no sita mawos-i-tamap
an-e 
ten.thousand age-LOC exist(HON)-INF-HON-INF-SUB heaven
GEN below report(HUM)-INF-HON-DES-IMP 
May [you] live for ten thousand generations, and report [to the 
emperor about things in the country] under Heaven (MYS V: 879) 

fp1Xitt~1X~ BUI! S Jff{6:flt~{5[ff~~*{jTff~~~ e{6:.$fp~tL 
~Jff;;ffi~ 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka kapyer-i-k-yi-[i]mas-am-u tOkyi-no tamey 
inoti nokos-am-u wasure-tamap-una 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS return-INF-come-INF-HON-TENT
ATTR time-GEN for life leave-TENT-ATTR forget(INF)-HON
NEG/IMP 
Do not forget, my beloved, that [I] will stay alive until [you] return 
(MYS XV: 3774) 
Here tamap- is used by a female in reference to her male lover. 
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~*:£JJ~ gJ::t~~{jt#*.lt$}#J::t 
W A-NKO OPO KYIMYI-no mworo pyitO-wo iNsanap-yi-tamap
yi 
I-POSS great lord-GEN all person-ACC induce-INF-HON-INF 
Our great lord induced all people ... (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

PJ'iEl~*L~ ~JJ{6:1J(~:0.. £J:~~~1J\{6:PJ' S3 mE~{i~.z $}# 
J::t 
kapa myi-re-Npa MYI-no sayakey-ku mono Nkoto n-i sak-ay-uru 
to myes-i-tamap-yi 
river see-EV-CON see(NML)-GEN be.bright-INF thing every DV
INF flourish-PASS-ATTR DV see(HON)-INF-HON-INF 
when [one] looks at rivers, [they] are bright to see, and [the 
empress] sees that everything is flourishing (MYS XX: 4360) 
The honorific myes- represents an irregular contraction of myi- 'see(INF)' + 
honorific suffix -QS-. 

2JJ~M~1J(4gR~.~~iEl*~W*~~g~g~:0..~~ 
$~$}#iEl*~:0..J::t$}#iEl* 
kono myi-atO ya-yoroNtu pyikari-wo panat-i-iNtas-i mworo
mworo sukup-yi-watas-i-tamap-ana sUkup-yi-tamap-ana 
this HON-foot.print eight-ten.thousand light-ACC emanate-INF
put.out-INF all-all save-INF-Iead.across-INF-HON-DES save
INF-HON-DES 
This footprint emanates myriad lights, and [I] want [it] to save 
everybody, leading [them] across, [I] want [it] to save [them] (BS 
4) 

{f:~~{;!l 00 ~ *~ 
MA~Y -TAMAp-yer-u KUNI-NKUNI-NO MYIKOTOMOTI
NTOMO 
appoint(INF)-HON-PROG-ATTR province-province-GEN 
official-PLUR 
appointed officials of all provinces (SM 1) 

7~&~J;t~&~*~lt~£J:I\m*$m~1TyJ{ 
WOSAMEY-TAMAp-yi UTUKUSINP-YI-JAMAP-YI-K-URU 
WANSA to namo KAMU-NA-N-KARA OMOP-OS-I-MYEs-u 
rule(INF)-HON-INF show.benevolence-INF-HON-INF-come
ATTR deed DV PT deity-PLUR-GEN-nature think-HON-INF
HON-ATTR 
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[I], as a deity, deign to think that [they are] the deeds that [I] deign 
to administer with benevolence (SM 3) 

~~~~~g~~~~.-~~~*~~. 
PUNTIPARA-NO ASWOMYI MARO-RA-i PUMYI-WO OP
YER-U KAMEY-WO PYITO-TU TATEMATUR-AKU to 
MA WOS-I-TAMAp-u-ni ... 
PuNtipara-GEN retainer Maro-PLUR-ACT writing-ACC bear
PROG-ATTR tortoise-ACC one-CL offer(HUM)-NML DV 
say(HUM)-INF-HON-ATTR-LOC 
[They] said that the retainer PuNtipara Maro and others had offered 
a tortoise bearing writing [on its back] ... (SM 6) 

- =A 3jLfil~~l1lt~~~~'f;m,\~HTrJ{ 
PYITO-RI PUTA-RI-wo WOSAMEY-TAMAp-ana to namwo 
OMOP-OS-I-MYEs-u 
one-CL two-CL-ACC reward(INF)-HON-DES DV PT think
HON-INF-HON-ATTR 
[I] think that [I] want to reward one or two [of my subjects] (SM 
10) 

1tOO](T3jL~~~~~~~~~£rt$~;ft&£J:~~rJ{ 
WOS-U KUNI AMEY-NO SITA-woNpa NANTE-TAMAP-YI 
UTUKUSINP-YI-TAMAp-u to namo KAMU-na-N-kara mo 
OMOP-OS-YI-[I]MAs-u 
rule-A TTR country heaven-GEN under-ACC(EMPH) 
cherisb(INF)-HON-INF sbow.benevolence-INF-HON-FIN DV 
PT deity-PLUR-GEN-nature PT think-HON-INF-HON-ATTR 
[I], as a deity, deign to think that [I] show benevolence and 
cherish the country under Heaven that I rule (SM 13) 

.~~~m~~s~m~g~.~~~~£J: 
MYIKWO-tati WOSAMEY-TAMAp-u PYI-ni WOSAMEY
TAMAP-ANS-U AR-Am-u to S-I-te namo 
prince-PLUR reward(INF)-HON-ATTR day-LOC reward(INF)
HON-NEG-INF exist-TENT-FIN DV do-INF-SUB PT 
on the day when [we] reward princes, are not [we] going to 
reward [PuNtipara]? (SM 25) 
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~.ill~*~~~~~~~Bg~~ 
KUlY,\ WJ-wo SIRINSOK-YI-tamap-yi-te KOno TOSI-no TOSI
N-KORO AR-I-t-u 
rank-ACC dismiss-INF-HON-INF-SUB this year-GEN year
GEN-time exist-INF-PERF-FIN 
This year [it] has been a year's time since [I] have deigned to 
dismiss [him from his] rank (SM 28) 

I§(UJm.f1t~*~*~$.fJ,~ 
MA TURINKOTO-no MOTO-wo TOR-I-te MA WOS-I-tamap-u 
KOTO-wo MOT-I-te 
government-GEN foundation-ACC grab-INF -SUB conduct-INF
HON-ATTR matter-ACC hold-INF-SUB 
because [he] conducted [affairs] usurping the foundation of the 
government (SM 28) 

7(:h!B{:;'~~~~§t~{:;~JF*k 
AMEY Tun mwo NIKUM-YI-tamap-aNs-u KYIMYI mwo 
SUTE-TAMAP-ANS-U 
Heaven Earth PT despise-INF-HON-NEG-INF sovereign PT 
abandon(INF)-HON-NEG-INF 
The Heaven and Earth will not despise [them] and the sovereign 
will not abandon [them] (SM 45) 

In the independent usage tamap- means' 'to give, to grant' 
(from a superior to an inferior). Most of the examples of this usage 
in Western Old Japanese are found in the Senmyo in 
semantographic or partially semantographic spelling: 

~iiJ~.wr1i~~~~k k .b~E3 
a-Nka nusi-no myi-tama tamap-yi-te 
I-POSS master-GEN HON-soul give-INF-SUB 
Giving [me] your grace ... (MYS V: 882) 

**£3:~~~tfJ\ 
amey mo tamap-an-e 
rain PT give-DES-IMP 
[clouds, I] wish [you] give rain, too (MYS XVIII: 4122) 
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~.~~~~~~~~~.~~.$~T 
myimasl-no TITI to IMAS-U SUMYERA-MYIKOTO-no 
myimasi-ni TAMAP-YI-si AMEY-NO SITA 
you-GEN father DV exist(HON)-A TTR emperor-deity-GEN you
DAT give(HON)-INF-PAST/ATTR heaven-GEN bottom 
the land under Heaven that the emperor-deity, who is your father, 
gave to you (SM 5) 

~~~~j]~l1:~ 
TE-MONO TAMAp-aku to NOTAMAP-U 
gift grant-NML DV say(HON)-FIN 
[I] deign to proclaim that [I] grant the gifts [for you] (SM 39) 

~ft~iBZ~.g~*i;J;t 
si-Nka NA pa KYITANA maro to TAMAp-yi 
he-POSS name TOP dirty Maro DV give-INF 
[we] bestow on him the name "Dirty Maro" (SM 44) 

CONTRACTED FORM taNp-
In the Man 'yoshu the contracted form taNp- of tamap- is attested 
once as an auxiliary verb and once as an independent verb. In the 
Senmyo there are five examples of taNp- in auxiliary usage. As far 
as one can judge on the basis of these examples, taNp- is used only 
to the references to people who are not the emperors or members of 
the imperial household. Cf. also the honorific auxiliary n6ritaNp
and the suppletive honorific verb n6taNp- that both historically 
include taNp- (see 6.3 .2.1.1. 7 and 6.4.1.2 below) and that also refer 
to people who are not members of the imperial household. 

JE: 1l :g.~i1J ~~{:g: II(!!, 
ASI PYIK-U WA-NKA SE-KWO TUTWOMEY-taNp-uNpey-si 
leg drag-ATTR I-POSS beloved-DIM strive(INF)-HON-DEB
FIN 
My beloved who is limping, [you] must strive (MYS II: 128) 

*~~Z"3{±*~WJJt~tL~~~i!i~1im$~~1={t{"35t~~~~~ 
MAPYETUKYIMYI to s-i-te TUKAPEY-MATUR-E to KANSU
KANSU INANpiy-MA WOS-I-taNp-u-ni YOR-I-te UKEY
TAMAP AR-I-taNp-aNs-u 
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minister DV do-INF-SUB serve(INF)-HUM-IMP DV frequently 
refuse(INF)-HUM-INF -HON-ATTR-LOC rely-INF -SUB 
accept(INF)-HUM-INF -HON-NEG-INF 
[The empress] told [him]: "Serve as a minister," but as [he] refused 
many times and did not accept ... (SM 26) 
In this example taNp- is used as a mild honorific towards a nobleman. 

:* E[ fIl! gijj ~ID(5JL ~j\~ J;l: WJ Jm5JL Jt ;fLJJ 
OPOMAPYETUKYIMYI NSENSI-no WARE-wo MAMOR-I
taNp-yi TASUKEY-TANP-U-wo MYI-re-Npa 
minister meditation.master-GEN I-ACC guard-INF-HON-INF 
help(INF)-HON-ATTR-ACC see-EV -CON 
when [I] see that the meditation master minister guards me and 
helps [me] (SM 36) 

~$&~~~~~~5JL~~t~~~~:*E[~~5JL~*fi~tJJ~~ 
J;l:~ipPJ~~"iS~ --
katar-ap-yi-noritaNp-u KOTO-wo KYlk-u-ni KOno OPO 
MATURINKOTO OPOMAPYETUKYIMYI-no TUKASA-wo 
SANTUKEy'-matur-u-ni 117 pa APEY-taNp-yi-n-am-u ka to 
namwo OMOP-OS-U 
say-ITER-INF-HON-ATTR word-ACC hear-ATTR-LOC this great 
governance minister-GEN office-ACC bestow(INF)-HUM-ATTR
LOC TOP endure(INF)-HON-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR PT DV 
PT think-HON-ATTR 
when [I] heard the words that [he] was repeatedly saying, [I] 
thought: 'Would [he] be appropriate for bestowing [on him] the 
office of the minister of the great governance?' (SM 36) 

ill: 5JLiBt ~::1( ~;ffJ *iBt~:K 7C 
KURA WI-woNpa NENK-AP-YI-MOTOMEY-taNp-u KOTO pa 
KATUte NA-KU 
rank-ACCIEMPH ask-ITER-INF-seek(INF)-HON-ATTR matter 
TOP at.all no-INF 
[he] has never asked for a rank at all, and ... (SM 41) 

117 Here we have a very unusual usage of the humble verb matur- 'to offer to a 
superior.' It certainly can only refer to the empress K5ken who bestows the office 
on D5kyo. Sometimes matur- can be honorific, but in this case it refers only to 
consuming food or drink (Omodaka et al. 1967: 683), apparently offered by a 
person of a lower rank. But this is clearly not applicable here. Possibly Koken 
shows reverence to Dokyo. 
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In the independent usage taNp- has the meaning 'to give:' 

t~¥TrE~~k ~~~ 
pyiru pa ta taNp-yi-te 
daytime TOP paddy give-INF-SUB 

1011 

in the daytime [you] give [me] the [ work] on the paddy (MYS XX: 
4455) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The honorific auxiliary tamap- is attested in Eastern Old Japanese 
once as an auxiliary verb. It is found in a poem that includes typical 
Eastern Old Japanese features, so a borrowing from Western Old 
Japanese is not very likely. 

~ 1:~/F Fc:. JJ ~r!:ltJl~ &~~ J]\~~~ £3: fR /F -tltft!1J;ff{;itbo 
sipo pune-no pye kwos-o sira namyi nipasi-ku mo opuse-tamap-o 
ka 
tide boat-GEN bow cross.over-ATTR white wave sudden-INF 
give.order-HON-ATTR PT 
Did [the emperor] give [me] an order as suddenly as white waves 
cross the bow of a boat in a tide? (MYS XX: 4389) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
In Ryukyuan the honorific auxiliary tamaf- and its contracted form 
tab- are attested only in the Ryuka, which makes them likely 
candidates for loans from Classical Japanese (Hokama 1995: 402, 
406). 

6.3.2.1.1.2 Honorific auxiliary imas-
The honorific auxiliary imas- is always placed after the infinitive of 
the main verb. It has two different phonetic realizations that are not 
allomorphs because they are not in the complimentary distribution: 
imas- and mas-, the latter being transliterated throughout this 
grammar as [ilmas-. Since imas- always follows the infinitive, the 
presence or absence of the initial /i-/ apparently depends on the 
presence or absence of a juncture. When a juncture is present, the 
initial /i-/ of imas- does not blend together with the preceding 
infinitive -[yJi - -0, otherwise it does. 
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Although it is sometimes claimed that WOJ imas- can belong 
either to a consonant (imas-) or vowel (imase- ) paradigm 
(Kinoshita et al. 2003: 93-94), the basis for this assumption is quite 
weak, as all alleged cases of the vowel paradigm *imase- except 
one occur in semantographic spelling which could reflect imas
belonging to the consonant paradigm as well. The only exception 
of the vowel verb imase- spelled phonetically is found in MYS XV: 
3749, but it is plagued by problems as the reader will see below. 
Consequently, one more difference between Western Old Japanese 
and Middle (Classical) Japanese can be outlined: while in Middle 
Japanese it may belong either to a vowel or to an irregular 
paradigm (Vovin 2003: 347), it is clearly a consonant verb in 
Western Old Japanese. 

In contrast to the honorific auxiliary tamap- that is used 
predominantly with actions of exalted beings like emperors or 
deities, the honorific auxiliary imas- is much broader in scope: 
while it can be applied to deities, emperors, and objects of worship 
as well, it frequently appears to be used in reference to ordinary 
people, including such situations when a child uses it in reference 
to his parents or a wife to her husband. 

Examples: 

~fi_fi.~~.~~~~~W_~~.~~~g~W_~~ 
1Jrt~~~gJ11!!-m: 
yu t-u ma-tuNpakyi si-Nka pana-no ter-i-imas-i si-Nka pa-no 
pyiror-i-imas-u pa opo-kyimyi ro kamo 
sacred DV-ATTR INT-camellia it-POSS leaf-GEN shine-INF
HON-INF it-POSS leaf-GEN be.broad-INF-HON-ATTR TOP 
great-lord DV PT 
a sacred true camellia, its flowers are shining, its leaves are broad, 
as the great lord (KK 57) 

m~~~~~mg~fi_fi.~~.~~~g~W_~~~~ 
~~~~W_~~~~J11!!~~~~~.~~~~~~.fi~e 
opiy-Ntat-er-u pa-N-pyiro yu t-u ma-tuNpakyi so-Nka pa-no 
pyiror-i-imas-i so-no pana-no ter-i-imas-u taka-pyikar-u pyi-no 
myi-kwo-ni tOyo myi-kyi tatematur-as-e 
grow(INF)-stand-PROG-A TTR leaf-GEN-broad sacred DV -ATTR 
INT-camellia it-POSS leaf-GEN be.broad-INF-HON-INF it-GEN 
flower-GEN shine-INF -HON-FIN high-shine-ATTR sun-GEN 
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HON-child-DAT abundant HON-rice.wine present(HUM)-HON
IMP 
growing broad-leafed sacred true camellia, its leaves are broad, its 
flowers are shining. Present the abundant rice wine to the 
honorable child of the high-shining Sun (KK 101) 

t$~~1]\ZPJ~ 
KAMU-NONPOR-l-lMAS-I-n-i-sika-Npa 
deity-c1imb-INF-go(HON)-INF-PERF-INF-PASTIEV-CON 
when [she] divinely went up [to Heaven] (MYS II: 167) 

it!. -T~~~WT~ !ttR.WT~ 
NAK-U KWO-nasu sitap-yi k-yi-[i]mas-i-te 
cry-ATTR child-COMP long-INF come-INF -HON-INF -SUB 
[She] came longing like a crying child (MYS V: 794) 

PJ ~ ~ !tWT~q:~q: g if -${i:: CJ {jJ"~t± PJflj .~ 
katar-ap-yi-si k6k6r6 s6muk-yi-te ipye-N-sakar-i-[i]mas-u 
talk-ITER-INF-PAST/ATTR heart turn.one's.back-INF-SUB 
home-LOC-be at the distance-INF-HON-FIN 
turning [your] back on what [you] promised, [you] are keeping the 
distance from [our] home (MYS V: 794) 

4-W:PJ~z;fi~q:*~ftt 
KO YOPYI ka KYIMYI-NKA WA-Nkari K-YI-[i]mas-am-u 
this night PT lord-POSS I-DIR come-INF-HON-TENT-ATTR 
Is it tonight that [ my] lord will come to me? (MYS VIII: 1519) 

fi ~ -$ ~q:~~ tA-?&: 1:h PJ#rjtmlff~ 
tutum-u k6t6 na-ku paya kapyer-i-[i]mas-e 
have diffuculty-A TTR no-INF fast return-INF -HON-IMP 
Return quickly, without having difficulties (MYS XV: 3582) 

fx~fxlffzfik PJMz ~m*flj 
kyimyi k-yi-[iJmas-i-tutu kaNsas-i-tar-i-kyer-i 
lord come-INF-HON-INF-COOR decorate-INF-PERF/PROG
INF-RETR-FIN 
while you came [to my place], [you] have decorated [yourself with 
roses] (MYS XX: 4302) 
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*Z~~~~fik~~~~~~~~~ 
KOTO si wopar-aNpa tutum-ap-aNs-u kapyer-i-k-yi-[i]mas-e 
job PT end-COND be.hindered-ITER-NEG-INF return-INF
come-INF -HON-IMP 
when [your] job is over, come back home without being hindered 
[by anything] (MYS XX: 4331) 

~W~~~~~~A~~~~~~~~~~ 
uMEY -no pana tir-i-suNk-uru-maNte kyimyi-Nka k-yi-[i]mas-an
u 
plum-GEN blossom fall-INF-pass-ATTR-TERM lord-POSS come
INF-HON-NEG-ATTR 
[you] did not come, [my] lord, until plum blossoms had 
completely fallen (MYS XX: 4497) 

{jt~~W~ltlt .{¥~i!t~ 
ika nar-u ya pyitO n-i imas-e ka 
how be-ATTR PT person DV-INF be(HON)-EV PT 
Oh, what kind of person is [he]? (BS 5) 

lit 1t 00 7( r ZJ§{(*1lf:lJZ.* ~:<ftEl!:*~ ffl~ ~ 
KONO WOS-U KUNI AMEY-NO SITA-NO MATURINKOTO 
T APYlRAKEY -KU NANKA-KU AR-AM-U to namo OMOP
OS-I-[I]MAS-U 
this rule-A TTR country heaven-GEN under-GEN governance safe
INF long-INF exist-TENT-FIN DV PT think-HON-INF-HON
ATTR 
[I] deign to think that the governance would be safe and last long 
in this country under Heaven that [I] rule (SM 3) 

~7CW1!W~1lf~Iff¥Ji*~Iff¥Ji* 
AYAMAT-I NA-KU TUMYI NA-KU AR-ANPA SUTE-[i]mas
una WASURE-[i]mas-una 
make.mistake-NML no-INF sin no-INF exist-COND 
abandon(INF)-HON-NEG/lMP forget(INF)-HON-NEG/lMP 
if [she] has no[t committed any] sin or mistake, do not abandon 
[her], do not forget [her] (SM 7) 

1tOO7(r3jL~:Jm~~]~J~~J!:*~t$~~~-m:~~¥Ji 
WOS-U KUNI AMEY-NO SITA-woNpa NANTE-TAMAP-YI 
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UTUJ<.USINP-YI-TAMAp-u to namo KAMU-na-N-kara mo 
OMOP-OS-YI-[I]MAs-u 
rule-ATTR country heaven-GEN under-ACC(EMPH) 
cherish(INF)-HON-INF show.benevolence-INF-HON-FIN DV PT 
deity-PLUR-GEN-nature PT think-HON-INF-HON-ATTR 
[I], as a deity, deign to think that [I] show benevolence and cherish 
the country under Heaven that 1 rule (SM 13) 

In the independent usage imas- means 'to exist' or 'to go, to 
come:' 

Jj~ffttt~~J!E{~ Jlf-tlt~ 
na koso pa wo n-i imas-e-Npa 
you PT TOP man DV-INF exist(HON)-EV-CON 
since you are a man (KK 5) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~.WJlf.~~ 
sasanamyi-N-ti-wo suku-suku to wa-Nka imas-e-Npa ya 
Sasanamyi-GEN-road-ACC rapidly DV I-POSS go(HON)-EV
CON INTER 
as I went rapidly along the Sasanamyi road, yeah (KK 42) 

PJ11t~fij & PJ11t{tc{jIiH~Jlf~ 
kamu-na-N-kara kamu-saNpiy imas-u 
deity-PLUR-GEN-nature deity-like exist(HON)-FIN 
[these two stones] are lying [there] having the nature of deities, 
and being like deities (MYS V: 813) 

{tc~~fft*~ £1: 5~{~Jlf{tc~Wf ~ 
saNpusi-ky-em-ey ya mo kyimyi imas-aNs-u s-i-te 
sad-ATTR-TENT-EV PT PT lord come(HON)-NEG-NML do
INF-SUB 
[if my] lord does not come, would [I] be sad?! [Certainly not!] 
(MYS V: 878) 

*gR*~WJlf~~Jlf~.~*~~~Jlf.~~Jlf~~ 
yoroNtu yo-ni imas-i-tamap-i-te arney-no sita mawos-i-tamap-an
e 
ten.thousand age-LOC exist(HON)-INF -HON-INF -SUB heaven
GEN below report(HUM)-INF-HON-DES-IMP 
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May [you] live for ten thousand generations, and report [to the 
emperor about things in the country] under Heaven (MYS V: 879) 

.b~~~1J\k {~~.sf-{jtll*~s 
pyitO kuni-ni kyimyi-wo imase-te 
person province-LOC lord-ACC let.go(HON)(INF)-SUB 
[I] let you go to [other] people's province, and ... (MYS XV: 3749) 
This is the only case when the vowel verb imase- occurs in a phonetic spelling. 
But imas- is clearly an intransitive verb, and imase- in this example can be only a 
transitive, since it governs the word kyimyi 'lord' that is marked by accusative case 
marker -woo Thus, we actually have here a different verb, and the theory that imas
can have both consonant and vowel paradigms should be abandoned. 

~8~~8~.MIl*~~~*~~~~~~$~fi*~~~~ 
*$~-B3: 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka kuni-pye [i]mas-i-n-aNpa potOtoNkyisu nak
am-u sa-tukiy pa saNpusi-ky-em-u kamo 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS land-DIR come(HON)-INF-PERF
COND cuckoo cry-TENT-ATTR fifth-month TOP lonely-ATTR
TENT -ATTR PT 
If my beloved would have [only] returned to [his] land, [because 
in] the fifth lunar month when the cuckoo will cry, [I] would be 
lonely! (MYS XVII: 3996) 

~~~.~~~~WIl*~~fik~~~fill*~ll*~tt 
tapyirakey-ku oya pa imas-an-e tutumyi na-ku tuma pa mat-as-e 
safe-INF parents TOP exist(HON)-DES-IMP obstacle no-INF 
spouse TOP wait-HON-IMP 
Parents, please live safely! Wife, please wait [for me] without 
obstacles! (MYS XX: 4408) 

.g.{~.b~ll:JJ{jtll*~~ •• ~fo*L~Il*¥!J s $~ g~ g.sf-~ s 
yo-kyi pyitO-no imas-u kuni-ni pa ware mwo mawi-te-m-u mworo
mworo-wo wi-te 
good-ATTR person-GEN exist(HON)-ATTR land-LOC TOP 1 PT 
go(HUM)(INF)-PERF -TENT -FIN all-all-ACC lead(INF)-SUB 
I would also have gone to the land where the Buddha (lit.: good 
person) resides, leading everybody (BS 8) 

~2~*~~~~~&~~mM~w*~s~.g.~~ll*fi~ 
wa-Nko opo kyimyi pa tapyirakey-ku naNka-ku imas-i-te tOyo 
myi-kyi matur-u 
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I-POSS great lord TOP safe-INF long-INF exist(HON)-INF-SUB 
abundant HON-rice.wine present(HUM)-FIN 
[I] present the abundant rice wine so that my sovereign (lit.: great 
lord) [would] live safely and long (SNK 4) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The honorific auxiliary imas- is also attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese both as an auxiliary and as independent verb: 

if ~F I~,*~fiilti!tfp;ft~if 
kwopiysi-ky-eNpa k-yi-[i]mas-e wa-Nka se-kwo 
miss-ATTR-COND come-INF-HON-IMP I-POSS beloved-DIM 
If [you] miss [me], please come, my beloved (MYS XIV: 3455) 

~iiJ ~lt-a~q: 1} It 1}Wf g fiiltft:tiJ( 
aNse so mo ko yopyi yos-i-ro k-yi-[i]mas-an-u 
why PT PT this night approach-INF-? come-INF-HON-NEG
ATTR 
why did not [you] come tonight? (MYS XIV: 3469) 

0-tft)-a0-tft)-aM-ajJOif.l:t~ k ~~iltztft)Z-a 
itu mo itu mo omo-Nka kwopyi-susu nar-i-[i]mas-i-tusi mo 
when PT when PT mother-POSS 10ve(INF)-COOR 
do.house.work-INF-HON-COOR PT 
[my] mother always, always loves [me] and does [her] house work 
(MYS XX: 4386) 

In the independent usage EOJ imas- means 'to go.' There is only 
one example of its independent usage in Eastern Old Japanese, but 
it is found in a poem with apparent Eastern Old Japanese features: 

~*tft)z~~*~~~M~W~~tft)kWilti!t~;fti!t~ 
amey tusi-no kamiy-ni nusa ok-yi-te ipap-yi-tutu imas-e wa-Nka 
se-na 
heaven earth-GEN deity-DAT nusa place-INF-SUB pray-INF
COOR go(HON)-IMP I-POSS beloved-DIM 
My beloved, make nusa offerings to the deities of heaven and earth, 
and go praying (MYS XX: 4426) 
A2: Ryukyuan 
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Hokama Shuzen mentions the forms imiyasi and imiyati in the 
Ryuka; these could have been easily dismissed as loans from 
Classical Japanese, but he also cites the Miyako dialect form 
imyaati (1995: 86) that is unlikely to be borrowed. Unfortunately 
Hokama does not provide any textual examples from either the 
Ryuka or the Miyako dialect. Nevertheless, we are probably safe to 
reconstruct the Proto-Japonic honorific verb *imas-. 

6.3.2.1.1.3 Honorific auxiliary wos-
The honorific auxiliary wos- always follows the infinitive of the 
main verb. It occurs very rarely in Western Old Japanese texts with 
the exception of the Senmyo where it is attested in independent 
usage thirty six times but always in semantographic spelling and 
only in the set phrase wos-u kuni 'land that [the emperor] rules.' As 
an auxiliary verb wos- is always found in combination with a 
preceding kyikos- 'to rule' or kyikos-i-mot- 'to drink.' Its own 
paradigm is also quite limited, as only three suffixes are attested 
after wos-: 

Chart 99: Combinations of the honorific wos- with following 
suffixes 
suffixes combination forms 
infinitive -{vIi, -0- wos-i 
attributive -[urJu wos-u 
imperative -[yJe wos-e 

Among the forms in the chart above the attributive is the most 
frequent, as the imperative occurs only twice, and the infinitive 
only once. 

The honorific verb wos- both as an auxiliary and in independent 
usage apparently expresses honorification for very exalted persons: 
in all cases except one it refers to the emperor, and in one case to a 
son of a very high positioned noble. 

Examples of wos- as an honorific auxiliary verb: 

~~~-B3:~~~,Lffe:r~~ (KK script) 
#tJ§zm®~~~g~~ (NK script) 
kyikos-i-mot-i-wos-e maro-Nka ti 
drink(HON)-INF -hold-INF -HON-IMP I-POSS father 
Deign to drink [it], my father (KK 48, NK 39) 
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1i:: *Wf~)aJ?\ .1llii#f3jH~~~ 
kyikos-i-wos-u kuni-no ma-po-ra Nso 
rule(HON)-INF-HON-ATTR country-GEN INT-top-LOC PT 
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in the highest place of the country, where [the emperor] rules 
(MYS V: 800) 

ficz -¥~[9jJJJ?\1J\ 
kyikos-i-wos-u YO MO-no kuni 
rule-INF-HON-ATTR four direction-GEN province 
provinces at four directions that [the emperor] rules (MYS XX: 
4360) 

In the independent usage wos- means 'to drink,' 'to wear,' or 'to 
rule, to govern:' 

i#fff51:m *Wf ~ 1lJi#~ ~iiJ ftc'§tji ~ 
matur-i-ko-si myi-kyi Nso as-aNs-u wos-e 
present(HUM)-INF-come(INF)-PAST/ATTR rice.wine PT 
shallow-NEG-INF drink(HON)-IMP 
Drink the presented rice wine deeply! (KK 39) 

if:?5ifj~ tJi{jf~fiffj~~ {j]n~~~Jj~ Jj~ ~~~~* 
omyi-no kwo pa tapey-no pakama-wo nana-pye wos-i 
noble-GEN child TOP mulberry.tree.bark.cloth-GEN pants-ACC 
seven-CL wear(HON)-INF 
The son of a noble wears seven layers of mulberry tree bark cloth 
pants, and ... (NK 74) 

~. gfi1lli-¥~?\1J\*tLrt. 
sumyerokyi-no wos-u kuni nar-e-Npa 
emperor-GEN rule(HON)-ATTR land be-EV-CON 
because it is the land that the emperor rules (MYS XVII: 4006) 

~*~~TZ~.*~*~~~~~m~~ 
KONO WOS-U KUNI AMEY-NO SITA-NO MATURINKOTO 
T APYIRAKEY -KU NANKA-KU AR-AM-U to namo OMOP-OS
I-[I]MAS-U 
this rule(HON)-ATTR country heaven-GEN under-GEN 
governance safe-INF long-INF exist-TENT-FIN DV PT think
HON-INF -HON-ATTR 
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[I] deign to think that the governance would be safe and last long in 
this country under Heaven that [I] rule (SM 3) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The honorific auxiliary wos- is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese 
or Ryukyuan. 

6.3.2.1.1.4 Honorific auxiliary kyikos-
The honorific auxiliary kyikos- is a grammaticalization of the 
honorific form kyik-os- of the verb kyik- 'to hear, to listen,' as can 
be seen from the following example: 

i;Jct~I3tl\~~{~1Joit 7EJ!~iiJ;@~~1JOit ~ tl\ ~it 7EJ! ~iiJ~~~ 
~fJ:±";::::I 
ilTJl:!...'::::;!... 

Kwosi-no kuni-ni sakasi mye-wo ar-i to kyik-as-i-te kupasi mye
wo ar-i to kyik-os-i-te 
Kwosi-GEN province-LOC wise woman-ABS exist-FIN DV hear
HON-INF-SUB beautiful woman-ABS exist-FIN DV hear-HON
INF-SUB 
[Opo kuni nusi] heard that there is a wise woman in the Kwosi 
province, heard that there is a beautiful woman (KK 2) 

In its grammaticalized form kyikos- any direct semantic 
connection with 'hearing' or 'listening' is lost, although it is 
frequently reflected in its semantographic spelling. 

The paradigm of kyikos- is limited, although not as drastically as 
that of wos-: 

Chart 100: Combinations of the honorific kyikos- with following 
suffixes and auxiliaries 
suffixes and auxiliaries combination forms 
infinitive -[yji, -0- kyikos-i 
subordinative ~erund -te }SYikos-i-te 
past attributive -si kyikos-i-si 
conditional gerund -(a)Npa kyikos-aNpa 
concessive gerund -Ntofmol kyikos-e-Ntomo 

There is only one example in Western Old Japanese when 
kyikos- is found as an honorific auxiliary: 
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{jtlEi:Jj~ftc-$~~iiJ~1iJj~il~~~q:;G 
i pa n-as-am-u-wo aya n-i na-kwopiy-kyikos-i 
sleep TOP sleep-HON-TENT-ATTR-ACC extremely DV-INF 
NEG-yearn(INF)-HON-INF 
because [you] will sleep (a sleep), [do] not yearn too much (KK 3) 

In all other cases it is used as independent verb kyik6s- meaning 
'to drink,' 'to eat,' 'to rule' or 'to say.' It can be used either by 
itself, or followed by the honorific auxiliaries wos- or myes-. 

~~q:;G-m:~~~~g~~ (KK script) 
*JtJ§:;zm~~~.g!fXW (NK script) 
kyikos-i-mot-i-wos-e maro-Nka ti 
drink(HON)-INF-hold-INF-HON-IMP I-POSS father 
Deign to drink [it], my father (KK 48, NK 39) 

~~~~~-m:~~~lEi:~~~~~~-m: •• ~~m.m~~~ 
{tc~./::t~~~~~-m: -
yata-no pyito-moW suNkey pa pyiW-ri wor-i Wmo opo kyimyi si 
yo-si to kyikos-aNpa pyito-ri wor-i tomo 
Yata-GEN one-CL sedge TOP one-CL exist-FIN CONJ great lord 
PT be good-FIN DV say(HON)-COND one-CL exist-FIN CONJ 
Even if one sedge from Yata is alone, if the great lord says [it] is 
fine, even if [ she] is alone (KK 65) 

tH~~q:g7]\~zllfj!m~ 
nemwokoro n-i KYIMYI-NKA KYIKOs-i-te 
cordially DV-INF lord-POSS say(HON)-INF-SUB 
you said [it] cordially (MYS IV: 619) 

{l::~q:m~JWJ IA 1i~!gaH~ &#~ 
kyikos-i-wos-u kuni-no ma-po-ra Nso 
rule(HON)-INF-HON-ATTR country-GEN INT-top-LOC PT 
in the highest place of the country, where [the emperor] rules 
(MYS V: 800) 
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4-= S ~q:~:q.:fft$~~*~Z=k 
IMA PUTU-KA NPAKARI AR-AM-U to KYIMYI PA KYIKOs
i-si 
now two-day PT exist-TENT-FIN DV lord TOP say(HON)-INF
PAST/ATTR 
[My] lord said that it would be only two days now (MYS XIII: 
3318) 

m:ff~~.~t$~~g~~~Mffl~z~z~~~*~S 
AP-YI-TAR-U KYIl\:1YI.:w<? NA-NE-N-E-SO to PAPA kyikos-e
Ntomo W A-NKA KOKORO KYIYWOSUMYI-NO IKEY IKEY
NO SOKO WARE PA WASUR-ANSI 
meet-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR lord-ACC NEG-sleep-DES-IMP-do 
DV mother say(HON)-EV-CONC Kyiywosumyi pond pond-GEN 
bottom I TOP forget-NEG/TENT 
Although [my] mother tells [me]: "Do not sleep with [him]!", my 
love [is as deep as] the bottom of the pond Kyiywosumyi, [and] I 
would not forget you, with whom [I] was meeting (MYS XIII: 
3289) 

m~w~~~m*m~~~ffl~ZS~~~~ftZ.~*m 
SAKURA-N-PANA ima sakar-i nar-i nanipa-no UMYI ositeru 
MYIYA-ni kyikos-i-myes-u napey 
cherry-GEN-blossom now flourish-NML be-FIN Nanipa-GEN sea 
(makura-kotoba) palace-LOC govern-INF-HON-ATTR CONJ 
At the same time as [the emperor] deigns to govern in the palace 
on the Nanipa sea, it is now the peak of cherry blossoms (MYS XX: 
4361) 

fo:fX~i!&z ~ ~£;1i~q:ty:~ 
wa-Nka se-kwo si ka-ku si kyikos-aNpa 
I-POSS beloved-DIM PT thus-INF PT say(HON)-COND 
If my beloved says so ... (MYS XX: 4499) 

4-S~~#~.&~~.~~~~~~m 
KYEPU pa NIPYI NAPEY -no NAPO-ra pyi-no TOYO n-o 
AKARI KYlkos-i-myes-u 
today TOP new young.plant-GEN following-LOC day-GEN 
abundant DV-ATTR light eat(HON)-INF-HON-FIN 
Today [we] partake [at] the banquet on the day following [the day] 
of new young plants (SM 46) 
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COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
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The honorific auxiliary kyikos- IS not attested III Eastern Old 
Japanese or Ryukyuan. 

6.3.2.1.1.5 Honorific auxiliary myes-
The honorific auxiliary myes- historically goes back to the 
honorific fonn myes- < *myi-as- of the verb myi- 'to see' where the 
vowel Iyel represents a monophthongization of *i+a. As an 
honorific auxiliary myes- occurs only with actions of deities and 
emperors. There seems to be no example when it is applicable to 
actions of common people. The honorific auxiliary myes- always 
follows the infinitive of the main verb. Examples: 

~~w~~~m~m~~~~~Z~~~~&ftZ.~~m 
SAKURA-N-PANA ima sakar-i nar-i nanipa-no UMYI ositeru 
MYIY A-ni kyikos-i-myes-u napey 
cherry-GEN-blossom now flourish-NML be-FIN Nanipa-GEN sea 
(makura-kotoba) palace-LOC govern-INF-HON-ATTR CONJ 
At the same time as [the emperor] deigns to govern in the palace 
on the Nanipa sea, it is now the peak of cherry blossoms (MYS XX: 
4361) 

i~ ~~J;l:~~~*~tttIl:~£tllmt$m~1T~Jt 
WOSAMEY-TAMAp-yi UTUKUSINP-YI·J'AMAP-YI-K-URU 
W ANSA to namo KAMU-NA-N-KARA OMOP-OS-I-MYEs-u 
rule(INF)-HON-INF show.benevolence-INF-HON-INF-come
ATTR deed DV PT deity-PLUR-GEN-nature think-HON-INF
HON-ATTR 
[I], as a deity, deign to think that [they are] the deeds that [I] deign 
to administer with benevolence (SM 3) 

- =A ~iii~~iBl~11:Jj~-'Bm'~'1T~Jt 
PYll0-RI PUTA-RI-wo WOSAMEY-TAMAp-ana to namwo 
OMOP-OS-I-MYEs-u 
one-CL two-CL-ACC reward(INF)-HON-DES DV PT think
HON-INF-HON-ATTR 
[I] deign to think that [I] want to reward one or two [of my 
subjects] (SM 10) 
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*f±z*~$PT~~*z*z~ 
TUKAPEY -MA TUR-Asimey-te-si ka 16 OMOp-os-i-meysI18 -i-te 
serve(INF)-HDM-CAUS(INF)-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR PT DV 
think-HON-INF-HON-INF-SUB 
[Dokyo] thought: "[I] want to make [them] serve" (SM 36) 

~S~~~~.~~~R~~~~z~m 
KYEPU pa NIPYI NAPEY -no NAPO-ra pyi-no TOYO n-o 
AKARI KYlkos-i-myes-u 
today TOP new young.plant-GEN following-LOC day-GEN 
abundant DV-ATTR light eat(HON)-INF-HON-FIN 
Today [we] partake [at] the banquet on the day following [the day] 
of new young plants (SM 46) 

~~.~.~~~ ••• ~«~~*.~~~~ftm 
KWO-no SAKYIPAPYI-WO KANKAPUR-Am-aku POR-I S-Uru 
KOTO pa oya-no tamey n-i to namo KYIK-OS-I-MYEs-u 
child-GEN happiness-ACC receive-TENT-NML want-NML do
ATTR matter TOP parent-GEN for DV -INF DV PT hear-HON
INF-HON-ATTR 
[We] heard that when children want to obtain happiness [it] is for 
the sake of their parents (SM 61) 

In independent usage myes- means 'to see, to look,' 'to rule,' 'to 
eat,' and 'to summon, to call.' In independent usage myes- also 
predominantly refers to actions of emperors, but unlike its usage as 
an auxiliary, there are cases when it refers to actions of common 
people, see examples from MYS III: 454 and MYS VIII: 1460 
below. 

Brn{;fJG~{ifJ]\ it ~ -sf-. 2Jm-$~ 
PUNTIPARA-Nka upey-ni WOS-U KUNI-wo myes-i-tamap-am
u16 
PuNtipara-POSS top-LOC rule(HON)-A TTR country-ACC 
rule(HON)-INF -HON-FIN DV 
thinking to rule the country that [she] rules at the PuNtipara 
[palace] (MYS I: 50) 

118 Misspelling of -myes-. 
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~~ J1J ~ Z 1iEP ~ ± -Sf-~~$) fffi 
ANTUMA-no KUNI-NO MYI-IKUSA-wo MYES-I-TAMAP-YI
TE 
ANtuma-GEN land-GEN HON-soldier-ACC call(HON)-INF
HON-INF-SUB 
[he] summoned the soldiers from the Eastern Provinces (MYS II: 
199) 

~t 13 ~~ 13 ~~~i3Jffz ~ 
KYINOPU mwo KYEPU mwo W ARE-wo MYES-Amasi-wo 
yesterday PT today PT I-ACC call(HON)-SUBJ-ACC 
[my lord] would summon me yesterday and today (MYS III: 454) 

5f;~~1iEP1t ffiJij~~ 
tu-N-pana so MYES-I-TE KWOYE-[I]MAS-E 
cogon.grass-GEN-flower PT eat(HON)-INF-SUB be.fat(INF)
HON-IMP 
Eat the flowers of the cogon grass and put on weight (MYS VIII: 
1460) 

~~~*~~~m~J1J~~~*m~~~.~ 
wa-Nko opo kyimyi yosinwo-no myiya-wo ari-[N]kaywop-yi 
myes-u 
I-POSS great lord Yosinwo-GEN palace-ACC ITER-
go.back.and.forth-INF look(HON)-FIN 
My emperor constantly visits the palace in Yosinwo, and looks 
[around] (MYS XVIII: 4099) 

~~~*L~ ~J1Jfti:~*t!i\ £j:~~~1J\fti:~ S3 mE~12~. Z ~Jff 
J:t 
kapa myi-re-Npa MYI-no sayakey-ku mono NkotO n-i sak-ay-uru 
to myes-i-tamap-yi 
river see-EV-CON see(NML)-GEN be.bright-INF thing every DV
INF flourish-PASS-ATTR DV see(HON)-INF-HON-INF 
when [one] looks at rivers, [they] are bright to see, and [the 
empress] sees that everything is flourishing (MYS XX: 4360) 

~f*6~J1JfI)~"5 .~~Z~1JoJff]J1fg~#& 
opo kyimyi-no tuNk-yi-te myes-urasi Takamatwo-no nwo-pye 
great lord-GEN follow-INF-SUB look(HON)-SUP Takamatwo
GEN field-side 
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Fields of Takamatwo that [my] sovereign seemed to look 
continuously at (MYS XX: 4510) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The honorific auxiliary myes- is not attested III Eastern Old 
Japanese. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
It seems that as an honorific auxiliary mes- is attested only in the 
Ryuka in Classical Ryukyuan. In the Omoro Soshi it appears only 
as suppletive honorific verb in the forms mesiar- and mesiofar
(Hokama 1995: 657). I could not find any information on the 
existence of cognates in Southern Ryukyus. Thus, the Shuri form 
mishee- can be either a cognate or loan from Classical Japanese. 

Classical Ryukyuan 

1t\~~:t3~ -) TbtJ L-~It\iJ~ 
ikiya osauzu-mesiyai ga 
how think-HON PT 
what (lit.: how) do [you] think? (RK 20) 

'icaa usoozi-mishee-ga 
how think-HON(FIN)-PT 
what (lit.: how) do [you] think? (RKJ 1983: 244) 

koo-ti Nji-mishee-bir-an-i 
buy-SUB see-HON-POL-NEG-QF 
won't [you] try to buy [it]? (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 44) 

kuri-kaa-Nkai miikuni chukur-at-ta-ru suba-yaa shicchoo-mishee
m-i 
this-vicinity-LOC newly make-PASS-PAST-ATTR soba-
shop(TOP) know(CONTIINF)-HON-FIN-Q 
Do [you] know a soba restaurant that was recently opened in this 
area? (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 115) 
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6.3.2.1.1.6 Honorific auxiliary sirasimyes-
The honorific auxiliary sirasimyes- historically represents a 
combination of the honorific auxiliary myes- described in 
6.3.2.1.1.5 above with the honorific infinitive form sir-as-i of the 
verb sir- 'to know.' As a honorific auxiliary, sirasimyes- is attested 
only once: 

.~~~R*~~*.~~~~~~.~*~~.§~ 
asi para-no myiNtu po-no kuni-wo ama-kuNtar-i-sirasimyes-i
kyer-u sumyerokyi 
reed plain fresh rice.ear-GEN land-ACC heaven-descend-INF
HON-INF-RETR-ATTR emperor 
The emperor who deigns to descend from Heaven to the land of 
the Reed Plain, where ears of rice are fresh ... (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

The honorific sirasimyes- occurs more frequently III 

independent usage with the meaning 'to rule, to govern:' 

J(T~~~.gijJ*m~. §fi 
AMEY-NO SITA sirasimyes-i-kyer-u sumyerokyi 
heaven-GEN below rule(HON)-INF-RETR-ATTR emperor 
the emperor who ruled the [land] under Heaven (MYS XVIII: 
4098) 

~iiJ*~~~~~~.~fi 
arney-no sita sirasimyes-i-kyi 
heaven-GEN under rule(HON)-INF-PASTIFIN 
[emperors] ruled [the country] under Heaven (MYS XX: 4360) 

**lig~~~~~.~;fi~1TrE~. §fi 
arney-no sita sirasimyes-i-kyer-u sumyerokyi 
heaven-GEN below rule(HON)-INF -RETR-ATTR emperor 
the emperor who ruled the [land] under Heaven (MYS XX: 4465) 

m1~t$ll::*J \.. ~~ OOffl~ J(~:* iftl ~Jl$ll:~?5:* iftl "¥-~IHif~ -=f~:E ~ 
8'§A~J(T'l}~~OOit 
AK-YI-TU MYI-KAMIY to OPO-YA-SlMA-N-KUNI 
SIRASIMYES-U SUMYERA-NKA OPO-MYI-KOTO-ra rna to 
NOTAMAP-U OPO-MYI-KOTO-wo UNKONAPAR-I
PANPYER-U MYIKWO-TATI OPO-KYIMYI-TATI MWOMWO 
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TUKASA-NO PYITO-NTOMO AMEY-NO SITA-NO TAMYI 
MORO-MORO KYIK-YI-TAMAPEY-YO 
open-NML-GENILOC HON-deity DV great-eight-island-GEN
country rule(HON)-ATTR emperor-POSS great-HON-deity-DA T 
according DV say(HON)-ATTR great-HON-thing-ACC gather
INF-POL-ATTR prince-PLUR great-Iord-PLUR hundred office 
person-PLUR heaven-GEN under-GEN people many-many listen
INF -HUM-IMP 
Princes, lords, officials of hundred offices, and the common people 
of the land, all of you listen to the Great Edict according to the 
emperor that [I] proclaim - the Great Deity who rules the Great 
Country of Eight Islands as a Manifest Deity (SM 1) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The honorific auxiliary sirasimyes- is not attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese or Ryukyuan. 

6.3.2.1.1.7 Honorific auxiliary notamap- - noritaNp- - notaNp
The honorific auxiliary verb notamap- - noritaNp- - notaNp- is 
used as an auxiliary only after verbs of verbal activity. In 
independent usage it is an honorific equivalent of the verb ip- 'to 
say, to tell.' It is quite obvious that all three fonns above are 
contractions from the earlier *nor-i-tamap- 'proclaim-INF-HON-,' 
but there is no evidence that this earlier fonn was still present in 
Western Old Japanese, since *noritamap- is not attested 
phonetically in Western Old Japanese. There is one phonetic 
attestation of the contracted fonn notaNp- in the Man 'yoshii, and 
two cases of the phonetic spelling of the contracted fonn noritaNp-, 
one in complete, and another in a partial phonetic spelling. The 
contracted fonn noritaNp- occurs only once as an auxiliary and 
once in independent usage. Both examples are found in the Senmyo 
36 in the speech of the empress Koken regarding her favorite monk 
Dokyo. Thus, it probably represents a mild honorific. The 
contracted fonn n6taNp- occurs once as an auxiliary and twice in 
independent usage. It occurs in the speech of a son referring to his 
father (in MYS XX: 4408) and in the speech of the emperor 
referring to the empress-dowager (in SM 25). Thus, it is also 
probably a mild honorific. All other examples are in complete or 
partial seman to graphic spelling and they occur only in independent 
usage. I chose to transcribe such cases as either /notamap-/ or 
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/notaNp-/, because the phonetically attested cases only indicate 
phonetically contracted forms. The latter is used if there is a 
phonetic indication that the last consonant of the root was /Np/ 
rather than /p/. 

The honorific notamap- ~ noritaNp- ~ notaNp- occurs 
predominantly in the Senmyo, although there are also five examples 
in the Norito as well. Since we do not even have a partial phonetic 
spelling in any of the Norito examples, I provide below only the 
examples from the Senmyo. 

CONTRACTED FORM noritaNp-: 

As an auxiliary: 

PI $- ~J:tll~flj$;K ~ "fOO!A 1= 
katar-ap-yi-noritaNp-u KOTO-wo KYIk-u-ni 
say-ITER-INF-HON-ATTR word-ACC hear-ATTR-LOC 
when [I] heard the words that [he] was repeatedly saying (SM 36) 

In independent usage: 

{~~~W $ :1J-$-11:.~Z7( 
ina to NORItaNp-am-u to OMOP-Os-i-te 
no DV say(HON)-TENT-FIN DV think-HON-INF-SUB 
[I] thought that [he] will say "No," and ... (SM 36) 

CONTRACTED FORM notaNp-
I suspect that W;K spelled twice with ;K in the SM 25 should be 
read as /notaNpu/ rather than /notamapu/, because the character :ft: 
is used in Western Old Japanese only for /Npu/, but not for /pu/. 

As an auxiliary: 

m I". ~ *$: 11:. tfhl: 13 ;KmifJ 
MYIKWO-ni OKUR-I-MATUR-E to OSIp-yi-NOTANp-u OPO 
MYI-KOTO 
prince-DAT send-INF-HUM-IMP DV instruct-INF-HON-ATTR 
great HON-word 
[her] command when [she] deigned to instruct [me]: "Send [it] to 
the prince" (SM 25) 
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In independent usage: 

~~*~~Ij~*t {iJ';~Y$~ 
namyiNta tar-i naNkeyk-yi notaNp-aku 
tear drop-INF lament-INF say(HON)-NML 
[my father] sheds tears, laments, and says: " ... " (MYS XX: 4408) 

§t Jm*/f1~ ll:*t!tI1: 1'f ~ 
UKEY-TAMAPAR-U KOTO E-NSI to MAWOs-e to NOTANp-u 
accept(INF)-HUM-ATTR thing get-NEG/TENT DV say(HUM)
IMP DV say(HON)-FIN 
[she] deigned to say: "Say that [you] cannot accept [it]" (SM 25) 

CONTRACTED FORM notamap-
The contracted form notamap- appears only in independent usage: 

~1ft1Jt$ll: -)( A ~~ OOffl~::R ~ -)( frJ fVffll:~:g -}(frJ :sf~IHiJ~ -r~::E ~ 
B~A~::Rr0~~~~ -
AK-YI-TU MYI-KAMIY to OPO-YA-SlMA-N-KUNI 
SIRASIMYES-U SUMYERA-NKA OPO-MYI-KOTO-ra rna to 
NOTAMAP-U OPO-MYI-KOTO-wo UNKONAPAR-I
PANPYER-U MYIKWO-TATI OPO-KYIMYI-TATI MWOMWO 
TUKASA-NO PYITO-NTOMO AMEY-NO SITA-NO TAMYI 
MORO-MORO KYIK-YI-TAMAPEY-YO 
open-NML-GENILOC HON-deity DV great-eight-island-GEN
country rule(HON)-ATTR emperor-POSS great-HON-deity-DAT 
according DV say(HON)-ATTR great-HON-thing-ACC gather
INF-POL-ATTR prince-PLUR great-Iord-PLUR hundred office 
person-PLUR heaven-GEN under-GEN people many-many listen
INF -HUM-IMP 
Princes, lords, officials of hundred offices, and the common people 
of the land, all of you listen to the Great Edict according to the 
emperor that [I] proclaim - the Great Deity who rules the Great 
Country of Eight Islands as a Manifest Deity (SM 1) 

Jl:rJli~~*~~#*~~ll: 1'f J:l:z 
KONO KOTO WASURE-TAMAP-Una SUTE-TAMAP-Una to 
NOTAMAp-yi-si 
this word forget(INF)-HON-NEG/IMP discard(INF)-HON
NEGIIMP DV say(HON)-INF-PAST/ATTR 
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[the empress] deigned to say: "Do not forget these words and do 
not discard [them]" (SM 13) 

PJT~~~~f,J::tzOJl:t13;(fj 
OMOP-OS-I-MYES-E-Npa namo KA-KU NOTAMAp-u 
think-HON-INF-HON-EV-CON PT thus-INF say(HON)-ATTR 
as [I] thought ... [I] proclaim in this way (SM 16) 

§~.~13*~~~~f,J:~M~~.~ 
KATA-NO UPEY-woNpa NOTAMAP-Am-u to S-I-te namo 
OSApey-te AR-I-t-uru 
side-GEN top-ACC(EMPH) say(HON)-TENT-FIN DV do-INF
SUB PT hold.back(INF)-SUB exist-INF-PERF-ATTR 
[we] were delaying [it], as [we] were going to proclaim the rest 
(SM 25) 

?P-ll~~:mJ(W}]~ =-§~*z aif ~ ~ "3 
AMATA n-o TANPYI KASANE-te NOTAMAP-EY-Ntomwo 
AP-UmasiNsi to S-I-te 
many DV-INF time pile.up(INF)-SUB tell(HON)-EV-CONC 
be.ready.to.do-NEGIPOT DV do-INF-SUB 
although [I] told him many times [to accept the job], [he] believed 
that [he] cannot be ready to do [it] (SM 26) 

OO~W~~t~~~~.~~~.~4~~J(~ 
KOKU-WAU-i WAU-WI-ni ~~S-U TOKYI pa BOSATU-no 
ZYAUKAI-wo UKEY-yo to NOTAMAP-YI-te AR-I 
country-king-ACT king-position-LOC be(HON)-A TTR time TOP 
bodhisattva-GEN commandment-ACC receive-IMP DV 
say(HON)-INF-SUB exist-FIN 
[Buddha] said that a king of a country, when [he] is on the throne, 
[should] accept the commandments of the Bodhisattva (SM 28) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The honorific n6tamap- - n6ritaNp- - n6taNp- is not attested in 
Eastern Old Japanese or Ryukyuan. 

6.3.2.1.2. Humble auxiliaries 
There are six humble auxiliaries in Western Old Japanese: matur-, 
tatematur-, tamapey-, tamapar- - taNpar-, mawos-, and mawi-. 
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6.3.2.1.2.1 Humble auxiliary matur-
The humble auxiliary matur- almost always follows the infinitive 
of the main verb. The only exception is that once it is found after 
the infinitive of the causative form uNkwok-asimey- of the verb 
uNkwok- 'to move' as UNKWOK-ASIMEY-matur- (see the example 
from SM 42 below). However, this example may not be very 
reliable, since UNKWOK-ASIMEY- is written semantographically. 
Most cases of matur- as an auxiliary are found after the verb 
tukapey- 'to serve.' 

~~mw~~~.~~~~.~~mm~~~mm~ 
si-Nka tukur-u-maNte-ni opo kyimyi-ni kata-ku tukapey-matur
am-u 
they-POSS come.to.an.end-A TTR-TERM-LOC great lord-DAT 
strong-INF serve(INF)-HUM-TENT-FIN 
Until they come to an end, [I] intend to serve faithfully to the 
emperor (NK 78) 

~~tA~~ 9[{j]ufif~fj)m~,~ g!~~~ 9[{j]ufif~m~~f$ R 
*2~mmE 
kasikwom-yi-te tukapey-matur-am-u wor6Nkam-yi-te tukapey
matur-am-u uta-N-tukiy-matur-u 
feeling.awe-INF -SUB serve(INF)-HUM-TENT -FIN 
be.profoundly.obedient-INF -SUB serve(INF)-HUM-TENT -FIN 
song-LOC-conclude(INF)-HUM-FIN 
feeling awe [we] would serve [her], being profoundly obedient [we] 
would serve her, so [I] conclude in [my] song (NK 102) 

*m~~J;tfj):1JOfif~fj)&~7J{-t~~ • 
a~i-[N]kaywop-yi tukapey-matur-am-u YORONTU YO-maNte
m 
ITER-go back and forth-INF serve(INF)-HUM-TENT-FIN ten 
thousand generation-TERM -LOC 
constantly going back and forth, [we] will serve the [ emperor] for 
ten thousand generations (MYS XVII: 3907) 

fj):1Jofif ~fj) & $-:k'§m 
tukapey-matur-am-u OPO MYIYA-N-TOKORO 
serve(INF)-HUM-TENT-ATTR great palace-GEN-place 
the great palace that [I] will [always] serve (MYS XVII: 3908) 
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~ ••• ~~*~~.~m •• ~ •• ~e*~~ 
sirwo KAMYI-maNte-ni OPO KYIMYI-ni tukapey-matur-e-Npa 
T APUTWO-ku mo ar-u ka 
white hair-TERM-LOC great lord-DAT serve(INF)-HUM-EV
CON awesome-INF PT exist-ATTR PT 
When [one] serves [his] sovereign until grey hair, is [not it] 
awesome? (MYS XVII: 3922) 

• ~ {if •• ~*{jt11[~{*~;fX~ 
tukapey-matur-am-ey iya topo naNka n-i 
serve(INF)-HUM-TENT-EV plentifully long long DV-INF 
[I] will serve [you] plentifully and for a long, long time (MYS 
XVIII: 4098) 

Jj {-1t~.~ {if •• ~ $~~ B ~-Sf-
YORONTU YO-ni tukapey-matur-am-u KURWO KYI SIRWO 
KYI-wo 
ten.thousand year-LOC serve(INF)-HUM-TENT-FIN black 
rice. wine white rice.wine 
[I] will serve [you] for ten thousand years [both] black rice wine 
and white rice wine (MYS XIX: 4275) 

iBts1iw\*.~{if.j\3m <=j 
pak-yi-kyiywomey tUkapey-matur-i-te 
sweep-INF -clean(INF) serve(INF)-HUM-INF -SUB 
serving by sweeping clean [the approach] (MYS XX: 4465) 

fOtL iiM-ll:.tL fij .btll:. -Sf-M-{*~fo?P-{~$?p-*ll:. '=¥j\3;0 •• tLflJ 
ware-ni otor-er-u pyito-wo opo-myi watas-am-u tamey to utus-i
matur-er-i 
I-DAT be worse-PROG-ATTR person-ABS many-GER lead 
across-TENT-ATTR in.order.to DV carve-INF-HUM-PROG-FIN 
because there are many people who have been worse than me, [I] 
have carved [Buddha's footprint] in order to save [them] (BS 13) 

B*.l< Br~.l< t.I3.~ /F!kJJJtt**L 
ONO-NKA IPYE-IPYE ONO-NKA KANTWO-KANTWO OY A
NO NA USINAP-ANS-U TUTWOMEY-TUKAPEY-MATUr-e 
self-POSS house-house self-POSS gate-gate ancestor-GEN name 
lose-NEG-INF serve(INF)-serve(INF)-HUM-IMP 
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[At] every house, [behind] every gate, serve without losing the 
names of your ancestors (SM 16) 

*~*~~ttt.~~ •••• oo~~~ 
MOTO-no OPOMAPYETUKYIMYI-NO KURA WI-ni 
TUKAPEY-MATUR-Asim-uru KOTO-wo MORO-MORO 
KYIK-YI-TAMAPEY-YO to NOTAMAP-U 
root-GEN minister-GEN position-LOC serve(INF)-HUM-CAUS
ATTR matter-ACC all-all hear-INF-HUM-IMP DV say(HON)
FIN 
[We] deign to say: "Everyone listen to the fact that [we] make 
Toyonari serve [again] in [his] previous position of the minister" 
(SM 28) 

.tt~*J(;G;PJ~~*~*~7( 
TUKAPEY-MATUR-Asimey-te-si ka to OMOp-os-i-meys-i-te 
serve(INF)-HUM-CAUS(INF)-PERF(INF)-P AST / ATTR PT 
DV think-HON-INF-HON-INF-SUB 
[Dokyo] thought: "[I] want to make [them] serve" (SM 36) 

PT~~.ltmgfIJ~::K§.OOIA1=~mg:;tl&*~~'§.~*il.1=jJJ&~ 
J;l:**-RT~*=t~ 
katar-ap-yi-n~rit~"Np-u KOTO-wo KYlk-u-ni KOno OPO 
MA TURINKOTO OPOMAPYETUKYIMYI-no TUKASA-wo 
SANTUKE¥-matur-u-ni 119 pa APEY-taNp-yi-n-am-u ka to 
namwo OMOP-OS-U 
say-ITER-INF-HON-ATTR word-ACC hear-ATTR-LOC this great 
governance minister-GEN office-ACC bestow(INF)-HUM
ATTR-LOC TOP endure(INF)-HON-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR PT 
DV PT think-HON-ATTR 
when [I] heard the words that [he] was repeatedly saying, [I] 
thought: "Would [he] be appropriate for bestowing [on him] the 
office of the minister of the great governance?" (SM 36) 

119 Here we have a very unusual usage of the humble verb matur- 'to offer to a 
superior.' It certainly cannot refer to the empress Koken who bestows the office on 
Dokyo. Sometimes matur- can be honorific, but in this case it refers only to the 
consuming of food or drink (Omodaka et al. 1967: 683), apparently offered by a 
person of a lower rank. But this is clearly not applicable here. It may be that it 
should be understood in the sense of offering one's acceptance of bestowing. 
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Jl*~{jT J( :hi!!7Jm {, \-'¥-% ~IIJ *jl;m{%UB(.iB{ 7C 
WA-NKA UTUKUSINPIY-i AMEY TUTI-no MYI-KOKORO-wo 
UNKWOK-ASIMEY-matur-uNpey-kyi KOTO pa NA-SI 
we-POSS virtue-ACT heaven earth-GEN HON-heart-ACC move
CAUS(INF)-HVM-DEB-ATTR thing TOP no-FIN 
there was no occasion that our virtues would move the hearts of 
heaven and earth (SM 42) 

In independent usage matur- has the meaning 'to present (to a 
superior)' : 

'*tfIH~~wr~~*~~iiJ {6:5tit~ 
matur-i-ko-si myi-kyi Nso as-aNs-u wos-e 
present(HUM)-INF-come(INF)-PAST/ATTR nce.WIlle PT 
shallow-NEG-INF drink(HON)-IMP 
Drink the presented rice wine deeply! (KK 39) 

'*fim*~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~ 
matur-i-[i]Ntas-u katamyi n-o mono-wo pyito-ni simyes-una 
present(HUM)-put.out-ATTR keepsake DV -A TTR thing-ACC 
person-DA T show-NEG/IMP 
do not show to others the keepsake that [I] presented [to you] 
(MYS XV: 3765) 

~*~ft~{6:,*fifIHjt1mm,*~~ t:j 
kamiy-ni nusa matur-i inor-i-mawos-i-te 
deity-DAT nusa present(HUM)-INF pray-INF-HUM-INF-SUB 
presenting nusa offerings and praying to the deity (MYS XX: 
4408) 

~2~*~~~~~~~~Mm~W*~t:j~4~~,*fi~ 
wa-Nko opo kyimyi pa tapyirakey-ku naNka-ku imas-i-te tOyo 
myi-kyi matur-u 
I-POSS great lord TOP safe-INF long-INF exist(HON)-INF-SUB 
abundant HON-rice.wine present(HUM)-FIN 
[I] present the abundant rice wine so that my sovereign (lit.: great 
lord) [would] live safely and long (SNK 4) 
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COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The humble verb matur- occurs in Eastern Old Japanese once as an 
auxiliary and once as an independent verb. 

As a humble auxiliary: 

fi~z Mm~$/J01TrE:;ffitfJiJJ{jtfiz/JO~flt}Jo~Jfffim "'3 ~ mm 
M$PJ~ 
tukusi-pey-ni pye muk-ar-u pune-no itu si kamwo tukapye-matur
i-te kuni-ni pey muk-am-wo 
Tukusi-side-LOC bow tum-PROG-ATTR boat-GEN when PT PT 
serve(INF)-HUM-INF-SUB province-LOC bow turn-TENT
ATTR 
I wonder when the boat which is [now] turning [its] bow towards 
Tukusi will tum its bow towards [my home] province, after [I 
finish to] serve (MYS XX: 4359) 

In independent usage EOJ matur- means 'to present (to a deity)': 

;& z m JJ /JO ~1]\ftj( {6:':JfffiJ:l 
yasiro-no kamyi-ni nusa matur-i 
shrine-GEN deity-DAT nusa present(HUM)-INF 
presenting the nusa offering to the deities (MYS XX: 4391) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The auxiliary humble verb matur- is not attested in Ryukyuan. 
There is the Classical Ryukyuan verb matur- 'to worship (a deity),' 
which could be related, but since it is attested only in the Ryiika, 
but not in the Omoro Soshi (Hokama 1995: 613), it is likely to be a 
loan from the mainland Japanese. 

6.3.2.1.2.2 Humble auxiliary tatematur-
The humble auxiliary tatematur- occurs only once as an auxiliary 
after the subordinative gerund of the main verb. This example is 
not very reliable because it is in semantographic spelling. There are 
no cases of tatematur- following the infinitive of the main verb that 
are so typical for Middle (Classical) Japanese. 
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amW~~~ffiWt.~lli~W~. 
KYAUPUKU-i KUNI-NO UTI-NO WONTA-NO KOPORI-ni 
KUNKANE-WO INTE-TAR-I TO MAWOS-I-te 
TATEMATUR-ER-I 
Kyaupuku-ACT province-GEN inside-GEN WoNta-GEN district
LOC gold-ACC go.out(INF)-PERFIPROG-FIN DV say(HUM)
INF -SUB offer(HUM)-PROG-FIN 
Kyaupuku reported that gold had been found on the territory of the 
province, in the district of WoNt a (SM 12) 

In independent usage tatematur- has the meaning 'to present, to 
offer (to a superior)': 

lt1m~r!lm~~~~~ ~ atW&~ 
pyi-no myi-kwo-ni toyo myi-kyi tatematur-as-e 
sun-GEN HON-child-DAT abundant HON-rice.wine 
present(HUM)-HON-IMP 
Present the abundant rice wine to the honorable child of the Sun! 
(KK 101) 

~~atw~~~.~~~lli~~W~z~~~W 
tatematur-u MYI-TUKIY TAKARA kaNswopey-e-Ns-u tukus-i 
mwo kane-t-u 
present(HUM)-ATTR HON-tribute treasure count(INF)-get
NEG-INF exhaust-NML be.unable(INF)-PERF-FIN 
[It] is impossible to count all presented tribute treasures, and [one] 
cannot exhaust [them] (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

~~mft*at~&~*~~~~~~atW~ 
kapyer-i-ko-m-u masura takye wo-ni myi-kyi tatematur-u 
return-INF-come-TENT-ATTR excellent brave man-DAT HON
rice. wine present(HUM)-FIN 
[I] will present the rice wine to the excellent brave men who will 
come back (MYS XIX: 4262) 

~~~~~~m~~atW~~w.1mm 
YO MO-no kuni-ywori tatematur-u myi-tukiy-no PUNE 
four direction-GEN province-ABL present(HUM)-ATTR HON
tribute-GEN boat 
boats with the presented tribute from the provinces of four 
directions (MYS XX: 4360) 
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.~a~_g~@~~&-~.~.g~. 
PUNTIPARA-NO ASWOMYI-MARO-RA-i PVMYI-WO OP
YER-V KAMEY-WO PYITO-TV TATEMATUR-AKU to 
MA WOS-I-TAMAp-u-ni 
PuNtipara-GEN retainer Maro-PLUR-ACT writing-ACC bear
PROG-ATTR tortoise-ACC one-CL offer(HUM)-NML DV 
say(HUM)-INF-HON-ATTR-LOC 
[They] said that the retainer PuNtipara Maro and others had 
offered a tortoise bearing writing [on its back] ... (SM 6) 

{jl"f~OO-9.f1j St*Jm"f.*xff*L::iJ~*L;B4glftf%;B~~~J!mE 
iyo-NO KUNI-yori SIRWO-KYI SIRUSI N-O SIKA-wo 
TATEMATUR-I-te Ar-e-Npa uresi yorokoNp-osi to namwo 
MYI-ru 
Iyo-GEN province-ABL white-ATTR mark DV-ATTR deer-ACC 
present(HUM)-INF-SUB exist-EV-CON gladjoyful-ADJ DV PT 
see-ATTR 
when [they] had presented [us] with a deer with white marks from 
the province ofIyo, [we] regarded this as [a] joyful and auspicious 
[event] (SM 46) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The humble auxiliary tatematur- is not attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The humble auxiliary verb tatematur- is attested twice in Old 
Ryukyuan in the Omoro Soshi in two different poems but in the 
identical context: 

~ :='Z*~lj.~~v\O) ~ t=-C~"':):hfd:: 
kik-o-we-OFO-kimi ya inor-i-tatematur-e-fa 
hear-ATTR-voice(?)-great-Iady TOP pray-INF-HVM-EV-CON 
Because the great priestess prays [to the deities] ... (OS I: 14, OS 
III: 132) 

However, because there are no cognates in the modern dialects, 
and because even the distribution in Old Ryukyuan is limited, not 
to mention the fact that tatematur- is widely used as a humble 
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auxiliary in Middle, but not in Western Old Japanese, OR 
tatematur- is better treated as a loan from Middle Japanese. 

6.3.2.1.2.3 Humble auxiliary tamapey-
The humble verb tamapey- is attested as an auxiliary only in the 
Senmyo and it appears exclusively in semantographic or partially 
semantographic spelling. Presumably, it follows the infinitive of 
the main verb, but there is no way to verify this, since the only two 
verbs it occurs with, omop- 'to think' and kyik- 'to hear, to listen', 
are always spelled completely semantographically. Examples: 

ffl.mt$1l: j(} \ ~~ OOffl~ J( ~ :*fr1.&~1l:~:g:* frl-'f~ {~~ -r~:=E ~ 
B'gA~J(T0B!;~Ilfj1t 
AK-YI-TU MYI-KAMIY to OPO-YA-SIMA-N-KUNI 
SIRASIMYES-U SUMYERA-NKA OPO-MYI-KOTO-ra rna to 
NOTAMAP-U OPO-MYI-KOTO-wo UNKONAPAR-I
PANPYER-U MYIKWO-TATI OPO-KYIMYI-TATI MWOMWO 
TUKASA-NO PYITO-NTOMO AMEY-NO SITA-NO TAMYI 
MORO-MORO KYIK-YI-TAMAPEY-YO 
open-NML-GENILOC HON-deity DV great-eight-island-GEN
country rule(HON)-ATTR emperor-POSS great-HON-deity-DAT 
according DV say(HON)-ATTR great-HON-thing-ACC gather
INF-POL-ATTR prince-PLUR great-Iord-PLUR hundred office 
person-PLUR heaven-GEN under-GEN people many-many listen
INF -HUM-IMP 
Princes, lords, officials of hundred offices, and the common people 
of the land, all of you listen to the Great Edict according to the 
emperor - the Great Deity who rules the Great Country of Eight 
Islands as a Manifest Deity (SM 1) 

P)(;:!lj(;fL i8lfW;:~ .. ~*:£ ;%1tlJlE 
NA~:-I-n-ure-Npa KOKORONPOSI-myi TAPUTWO-myi namwo 
OMOP-YI-TAMAP-Uru 
become-INF-PERF-EV-CON glad-GER awesome-GER PT think
INF-HUM-ATTR 
because [it] became [as the deity said], [the sovereign] thought that 
[it] was joyful and awesome (SM 15) 
Note that in this example the action of the sovereign is marked as humble in 
reverence to the deity. 
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*n*~{lLf=f±*zfttmE$~~IVl:tJ1:.f!3 
MOTO-no OPOMAPYETUKYIMYI-NO KURA WI-ni 
TUKAPEY -MA TUR-Asim-uru KOTO-wo MORO-MORO 
KYIK-YI-TAMAPEY-YO to NOTAMAP-U 
root-GEN minister-GEN position-LOC serve(INF)-HUM-CAUS
ATTR matter-ACC all-all listen-INF-HUM-IMP DV say(HON)
FIN 
[We] deign to say: "Everyone listen to the fact that [we] make 
Toyonari serve [again] in [his] previous position of the minister" 
(SM 28) 

~g cJ1:.~~!la1i{~ 
NORITAMAP-U koto-wo MORO-MORO KYIK-YI-TAMApey 
say(HON)-ATTR thing-ACC all-alllisten-INF-HUM(IMP) 
all [of you] listen to what [I] proclaim (SM 36) 

In independent usage tamapey- has the meaning 'to receive' or 
'to drink.' The following examples from the Man 'yoshu do not 
involve receiving something from a deity or an emperor. The first 
example just involves an acquaintance and the second a male lover 
whose soul a female lover receives in a ritual. 

tt AlJ%1i:ffi5{jIiHmi~ 
PURU PYITO-no TAMAPEY-SIMEY-TAR-U KyiNpiy-no 
SAKEY 
old person-GEN receive(HUM)-CAUS(INF)-PERFIPROG-
ATTR KyiNpiy-GEN rice.wine 
the rice wine of KyiNpiy that an old acquaintance gave [me] (lit.: 
made [me] receive) (MYS IV: 554) 

~~:zt~~*:Z~S3:;ffJ~1J\~~:;ffJ*Ltt*;ft-$t1Ji{jt$:z 
tamasipyi pa asita yupu pye-ni tamap-ure-Nto a-Nka mune ita-si 
soul TOP morning evening side-LOC receive(HUM)-EV-CONC 
I-POSS chest painful-FIN 
Although [I] receive [your] soul in the mornings and in the 
evening, my heart hurts (MYS XV: 3767) 

7ffi ft ni~H= ~ *{:g: 
AKA NI-no po-ni tamapey 
red soil-COMP cheek-LOC drink(HUM)(INF) 
drinking until [your] cheeks [will be] like red soil (SM 38) 
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There is only one example of tamapey- in Eastern Old Japanese in 
independent usage: 

~tIF¥-~ Jff{:g:~{jI"~ft~ *-=F~ 
myiNtu-wo tamapey-na imwo-Nka taNta TE-ywo 
water-ACC receive(HUM)-DES beloved-POSS directly hand
ABL 
[I] wish to receive the water directly from your hands (MYS XIV: 
3439) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The cognates of the Western Old Japanese humble auxiliary 
tamapey- are not attested in Ryukyuan. 

6.3.2.1.2.4 Humble auxiliary tamapar- ~ taN par-
The two phonetic variants tamapar- and taNpar- are text specific. 
WOJ tamapar- is attested only in the Senmyo and in the Norito, 120 

while the contracted WOJ form taNpar- is limited to the 
Man 'yoshii as both an auxiliary and an independent verb. In most 
cases tamapar- is found after the verb ukey- 'to accept, to receive.' 
Since main verbs are always spelled semantographically, we can 
only conjecture that tamapar- follows the infinitive. As an auxiliary 
tamapar- is always spelled either completely or partially 
semantographically. WOJ taNpar- appears only once as an 
auxiliary after the negative infinitive -aNs-u, which is also spelled 
semantographically. Examples: 

/F~¥ln~& -$f.k*f--r JJ'=PtLfo k &~1J\.1f B it 
KEYT-ANS-U-TANPAr-am-u AKYI PANKIY-no ure wawara 
PA-ni OK-YER-U SIRA TUYU 
extinguish-NEG-INF -HUM-TENT -FIN autumn bush.clover
GEN top frayed leaf-LOC put-PROG-ATTR white dew 

120 There are only two examples of famapar- in the Norito, both in completely 
semantographic spelling, therefore I do not include them here. Similar to the 
Senmyo, both are also found after the main verb ukey- 'to accept, to receive.' See 
Iwai (1981: 244-45) and especially Bentley (2001: 215) for the presentation and 
analysis of these examples. 
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[I] would like [you] not to extinguish the white dew that lies on 
the top frayed leaves of the autumn bush clover (MYS VIII: 1618) 
The usage of taN par- in this example is not fully grammaticalized, as literally 
KEYT-ANS- U-T ANP Ar-am-u means 'I would humbly receive not-extinguishing.' 

~~*I**l*~5tJm~fIj1T*~~Z§ 
IYA. TUNK-YI TUNK-YI n-i UKEY-TAMApar-i-YUK-Am-u 
MONO to s-i-te 
more follow-NML follow-NML DV-INF accept(INF)-HUM-INF
go-TENT-ATTR thing DV do-INF-SUB 
as a thing that [we] will continue to accept for a greater posterity 
(SM9) 

*E2:Jl:z ~f±*Jl:WJH~tLJl:~~I'i*{ijjj $ ~*1=~~ 5t~~~it-~ 
MAPYETUKYIMYI to s-i-te TUKAPEY-MATUR-E to KANSU
KANSU INANpiy-MA WOS-I-taNp-u-ni YOR-I-te UKEY
TAMAP AR-I-taNp-aNs-u 
minister DV do-INF-SUB serve(INF)-HUM-IMP DV frequently 
refuse(INF)-HUM-INF-HON-ATTR-LOC rely-INF-SUB 
accept(INF)-HVM-INF-HON-NEG-INF 
[The empress] told [him]: "Serve as a minister," but as [he] refused 
many times and did not accept ... (SM 26) 

J(~*1fij~~ r~H~~flj ~ 
SUMYERA-NKA OPO MYI-KAMYI-wo NUSUM-YI-
TAMApar-i-te 
empress-POSS great HON-hair-ACC steal-INF-HUM-INF-SUB 
[they] stole a hair of the empress, and ... (SM 43) 

In independent usage tamapar- has the meaning 'to receive' and 
it is attested only in the Senmyo as already mentioned above. 

~~~~~~jjflj 
MAPYI n-o MONO-wo T AMApar-i 
gift DV-ATTR thing-ACC receive(HUM)-INF 
receiving the gifts (SM 38) 

j:,J(jj,§ ill: ~ Jmflj 
IK-YI-te pa TUKASA KURAWI-wo TAMAPAr-i 
live-INF-SUB TOP office rank-ACC receive(HUM)-INF 
when [they] live, [they] receive offices [and] ranks, and ... (SM 45) 
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JI:~~$);fff*~~,*~flj ~ 
KONO T AMAp-u ONPYI-wo tamapar-i-te 
this give(HON)-ATTR sash-ACC receive(HUM)-INF-SUB 
receiving these sashes that [I] grant [you] (SM 45) 

1043 

The contracted phonetic variant taNpar- as an independent verb 
is attested once in phonetic spelling in the Western Old Japanese 
part of the Man 'yOShU: 121 

~m~ti\~ c*L~~~fljfr~ 
pari-N-pukurwo kore pa taNpar-i-n-u 
needle-GEN-bag this TOP receive(HUM)-INF-PERF-FIN 
Needle bag - this [I] have received (MYS XVIII: 4133) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
In Eastern Old Japanese both tamapar- and taNpar- are attested 
(once and twice respectively), but only as independent humble 
verbs. Examples: 

~*L;£**L;£~~-Sf-1te~ mE{jJ-f5~~~m1]\ 
nare mwo are mwo yoti-wo so mot-er-u iNte kwo taNpar-i-n-i 
you PT 1 PT same.age-ACC PT have-PROG-A TTR EXCL 
receive(HUM)-INF-PERF-IMP 
both you and me have [children of] the same age. Well, let [me] 
receive [your] child (MYS XIV: 3440) 
The meaning of this proposal is: "I want to marry you." 

~iiJ;:s;1JD .& §~~f6: PT ~ '*~:@ 
asiNkara-no myi-saka tamapar-i 
AsiNkara-GEN HON-slope receive(HUM)-INF 
[I] received [the permission of the deities to cross] the AsiNkara 
slope, and ... (MYS XX: 4372) 

~f6:PT$~,&~,*f6::&PT1]\~~ 
myi-saka taNpar-aNpa ma-sayaka n-i myi-m-u 
HON-slope receive(HUM)-COND INT-clear DV-INF see-TENT
FIN 

121 There are four other examples (MYS IV: 554, 558; MYS VIII: 1462 and MYS 
XVI: 3840) where taNpar- is spelled completely semantographically. 
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if [you] receive [the permission of the deities to cross] the slope, 
[you] will see [me] clearly (MYS XX: 4424) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The cognates of the Western Old Japanese humble auxiliary 
tamapar- are not attested in Ryukyuan. 

6.3.2.1.2.5 Humble auxiliary mawos- - mawus-
The humble auxiliary mawos- ~ mawus- always follows the 
infinitive of the main verb. The examples in the Senmyo are written 
semantographically or partially semantographically, but there are 
several examples of mawos- in phonetic spelling in the Man 'yoshii 
and one example of mawus- in the Bussoku seki ka. The form 
mawus- is an apparent Western Old Japanese innovation that is due 
to the raising of primary *0 > u. Examples: 

~1~t~~m~?\flj~~0S 
myiyakwo-maNte okur-i-mawos-i-te 
capital-TERM see.off-INF -HUM-INF -SUB 
[I would] see [you] off to the capital, and ... (MYS V: 876) 

*1ff1lt$~1ff~~~M1]\~511ff~0 
OPO MYI-KAMIY-TATI puna-no pey-ni MYITINPYIK-YI
mawos-i 
great HON-deity-PLUR boat-GEN bow-LOC guide-INF-HUM
INF 
accepting the guidance of the great deities [who would stand] at 
[your] boat's bow (MYS V: 894) 

PI *1]\~)( {6:Iffi)fIHjl"~~mlff.Sf-Z S 
kamiy-ni nusa matur-i inor-i-mawos-i-te 
deity-DAT nusa present(HUM)-INF pray-INF-HUM-INF-SUB 
presenting nusa offerings and praying to the deity (MYS XX: 4408) 

*~J!:;z "5 f±*J!:tW}f~*LJ!:~~~¥{Jm $1fr:fi::1={t{"5 st~~1fr~§t 
MAPYETUKYIMYI to s-i-te TUKAPEY-MATUR-E to KANSU
KANSU INANpiy-MAWOS-I-taNp-u-ni YOR-I-te UKEY
TAMAPAR-I-taNp-aNs-u 
minister DV do-INF-SUB serve(INF)-HUM-IMP DV frequently 
refuse(INF)-HUM-INF -HON-ATTR-LOC rely-INF -SUB 
accept(INF)-HUM-INF-HON-NEG-INF 
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[The empress] told [him]: "Serve as a minister," but as [he] refused 
many times and did not accept ... (SM 26) 

*jJDJJ~~iiJlf:{jt~mfi)itntf3t¥:W:~J:t 25 JJ~JJ{*lf:~m S3 
RfiJ~i)E!: ${6:f6:~~f{6:$ 
saka-no myi-atO ipa-ni utus-i-ok-yi uyamap-yi-te noti-no potOkey
ni yuNtur-i-matur-am-u sasaNkey-mawus-am-u 
Shakya-GEN HON-footprint rock-LOC transfer-INF-put-INF 
revere-INF -SUB after-GEN Buddha-OAT hand.over-INF -HUM
TENT-FIN offer(INF)-HUM-TENT-FIN 
[I] will carve Shakya[-muni]'s footprint on the rock, and [after] 
revering [it], [1] will hand it over to the Buddha of the Future, [I] 
will offer [it to him] (BS 9) 

In independent usage mawos- has the meaning 'to say, to report 
(to a superior).' In phonetic spelling it appears in the Man 'yoshii 
twice out of five times in its alternative phonetic form mawus-. 
Examples: 

$/iitii~~~~m~~~ 
tare so opo mapye-ni mawos-u 
who PT great front-OAT say(HUM)-ATTR 
Who will report to the emperor? (KK 97) 

f4[ {fufiiJ *1lli~~~~M~~m ~~~~ 
tare ka kono kotO opo mapye-ni mawos-u 
who PT this matter great front-OAT say(HUM)-ATTR 
Who will report this matter to the emperor? (NK 75) 

~gR~~W~it$.~mM*1lliit$~~it$~~~ 
yoroNtu yo-ni imas-i-tamap-i-te arney-no sita mawos-i-tamap-an
e 
ten.thousand age-LOC exist(HON)-INF-HON-INF-SUB heaven
GEN below report(HUM)-INF-HON-OES-IMP 
May [you] live for ten thousand generations, and report [to the 
emperor about things in the country] under Heaven (MYS V: 879) 
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*~~~.~.m.~$~~~~~~~k~ •• ~~ 
akyi sar-aNpa kapyer-i-[i]mas-am-u to taratine-no papa-ni mawos
i-te 
autumn come-COND retum-INF-HON-TENT-FIN DV (makura
kotoba) mother-DAT tell(HUM)-INF-SUB 
[He] told [his] mother: "When the autumn comes, [I] will come 
back," and ... (MYS XV: 3688) 

~~~~~~ .. ~~~~~~~ .. ~. 
myi-pune sas-u siNtu wo n-o tOmo pa kapa-no se mawus-e 
HON-boat punt-ATTR low-class man DV-ATTR fellow TOP 
river-GEN shallow say(HUM)-IMP 
Low-class men, who are punting the imperial boat! Report the 
shallows in the river (MYS XVIII: 4061) 
Here maw us- is used pejoratively towards the low-class men. 

*~JJ~~1i~~JJ/J,aH'±WJ~~ff~.~~~ •• *L 
ANTUMA-no myitinoku-no WONTA-N-AR-U Y AMA-ni 
KUNKANE AR-I to mawus-i-tamap-yer-e 
ANtuma-GEN Myitinoku-GEN WoNta-LOC-exist-ATTR 
mountain-LOC gold exist-FIN OV say(HUM)-HON-PROG-EV 
[The nobles] reported to [the emperor] that there is gold in the 
mountain that is in WoNta of [the province] Myitinoku in the East 
(MYS XVIII: 4094) 

~~~~~fty.~~~~ •• {6:tfJ\ 
puna-[i]Nte pa s-i-n-u to oya-ni mawos-an-e 
boat-go.out(NML) TOP do-INF-PERF-FIN OV parent-OAT 
say(HUM)-DES-IMP 
[I] want [you] to tell my parents [for me] that [I] have sailed out 
(MYS XX: 4409) 
At first glance this usage of maw os- may seem to be honorific rather than humble, 
but here the action is performed by someone else on behalf of the speaker, 
assuming the voice of the latter, so the usage is still humble . 

• ~~~.g~w~~a-m~~.g~.~OOff.g 
PUNTIPARA-NO ASWOMYI MARO-RA-i PUMYI-WO OP
YER-U KAMEY-WO PYITO-TU TATEMATUR-AKU to 
MAWOS-I-TAMAp-u-ni KYIK-OSIMYES-I ONDOROK-YI
TAMAP-YI 
PuNtipara-GEN retainer Maro-PLUR-ACT writing-ACC bear
PROG-ATTR tortoise-ACC one-CL offer(HUM)-NML OV 
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say(HUM)-INF-HON-ATTR-LOC hear-HON-INF be surprised
INF-HON-INF 
When [they] said that the retainer PuNtipara Maro and others had 
offered a tortoise bearing writing [on its back], [we] were surprised, 
hearing [about this] ... (SM 6) 

.mW$~~ffi~e.~lli~W~. 
KYAUPUKU-i KUNI-NO UTI-NO WONTA-NO KOPORI-ni 
KUNKANE-WO INTE-TAR-I TO MAWOS-I-te 
TATEMATUR-ER-I 
Kyaupuku-ACT province-GEN inside-GEN WoNta-GEN district
LOC gold-ACC go.out(INF)-PERFIPROG-FIN DV say(HUM)
INF -SUB offer(HUM)-PROG-FIN 
Kyaupuku reported that gold had been found in the territory of the 
province, in the district of WoNt a (SM 12) 

)fcf=ZftWz* 
SAKYI-ni SI-Nka MAWOS-I-si KOTO 
before-LOC he-POSS say(HUM)-INF-PAST/ATTR thing 
things he said before (SM 28) 

ftJ~f,.$3C~ 
Wakey-i MA WOS-I-te AR-I 
Wake-ACT report(HUM)-INF-SUB exist-FIN 
[prince] Wake has reported [to us about Nakamaro's plot] (SM 34) 

~{lz:"¥-~*il~$~ $ 1£17 
KONO KURAWI-wo SANTUKEY-matur-am-u to MAWOs
aNpa 
this rank-ACC bestow(INF)-HUM-TENT-FIN DV say(HUM)
COND 
when [we] told [him] that [we] want to bestow [on him] that rank 
(SM 36) 

iti:f$J{"~Wflj 
POPUKUN-i MONO MA WOS-Er-i 
Popukun-ACT thing say(HUM)-PROG-FIN 
Popukun was saying speeches (SM 44) 
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COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There are only two examples of mawos- in Eastern Old Japanese, 
both of them in independent usage: 

£J:g£J:g~16:*B~~J#~~ 
mora-mora pa sakye-ku to mawos-u 
all-all TOP safe-INF OV say(HUM)-FIN 
[I] will ask [the deities] that everybody [would return] safely (MYS 
XX: 4372) 

~£J:~k~B~J#~~~~WJ#~~«~. 
amo sisi-ni kotO mawos-aNs-u-te ima Nso kuyasi-key 
mother father-OAT word say(HUM)-NEG-INF-SUB now PT 
regretful-ATTR 
now [I] regret that [I] did not tell [ my] mother and father (MYS 
XX: 4376) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
Cognates of the Western Old Japanese humble auxiliary mawos
are not attested in Ryukyuan. 

6.3.2.1.2.6 Humble auxiliary mawi-
The humble auxiliary mawi- follows the infinitive either of a main 
verb or of another auxiliary. As an auxiliary it is attested only three 
times: twice in the same poem that appears both in the Kojiki kayo 
and the Nihonshoki kayo in phonetic spelling and once in the 
Senmyo in semantographic spelling. 

~~~~.m.w~.~.*~~~~«.~~m~~W~J# 
_~mI (KK sc~pt) 
~~~~ffl.gWM~~~~~~~~~g~~.~~~~. 
_1R1J"u (NK script) 
sawa-sawa n-i na-Nka ip-yes-e koso uti-watas-u ya-Nka-paye-nasu 
k-yi-ir-i-mawi-k-ure 
noisily-noisily OV-INF you-POSS speak(INF)-HON-EV PT 
PREF-cross-ATTR ?-POSS-?-COMP come-INF-enter-INF
HUM(INF)-come-EV 
you spoke noisily and [you] came inside like ? that crossed from 
afar (KK 63, NK 57) 
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~~~~a~.w~m.m~ •• * 
KN-NO Kwosamyi-NO ASWOMYI-RA-i ... IKUSA YABUR-I 
KATE-WO TUPYIYAS-I-te KAPYER-I-MA WI-K-YI-T-U 
Kiy-GEN Kwosamyi-GEN retainer-PLUR-ACT ... anny destroy
INF food supply-ACC exhaust-INF-SUB come.back-INF
HUM(INF)-come-INF -PERF -FIN 
retainer Kiy-no K wosamyi and others, came back losing the anny 
and exhausting food supplies (SM 62) 

In independent usage maw i- has the meaning 'to go,' 'to come:' 

~1*lllf~~Iff~iJt~z~6 
ya poko mwot-i mawi-[i]Nte-ko-si tOkyi 
eight spear hold-INF come(HUM)(INF)-exit(INF)-come(INF)
PAST/ATTR time 
when [he] came back out holding eight spears (MYS XVIII: 4111) 

~~~Mc~jj\*~ZfD~-tlt 
myiyakwo pye-ni mawi-si wa-Nka se 
capital side-LOC come(HUM)(INF)-PAST/ATTR I-POSS 
beloved 
my beloved who came to the capital (MYS XVIII: 4116) 

iJr ~lffz jj\*tL~Iff~ lllf-$ 
iya mas-i n-i are pa mawi-ko-m-u 
more increase-NML DV -INF I TOP come(HUM)(INF)-come
TENT-FIN 
[I] would like to come even more (MYS XX: 4298) 

-.g.1i.btl1::. JJiJr 1ff~!A llHi~ fD tL ~Iff 'Ff ~ -$~ g ~ g.sf-~ ~ 
yo-kyi pyitO-no imas-u kuni-ni pa ware mwo mawi-te-m-u mworo
mworo-wo wi-te 
good-ATTR person-GEN exist(HON)-ATTR land-LOC TOP I PT 
go(HUM)(INF)-PERF -TENT -FIN all-all-ACC lead(INF)-SUB 
I would also have gone to the land where the Buddha (lit.: good 
person) resides, leading everybody (BS 8) 

f~ 1i~.bt JJ ~iiJ~Hil1::. ~jJD mlff~ ~ flj ~ 
sakyipap-yi-no atu-kyi tOmwo-kara mawi-[i]tar-i-te 
be.happy-NML-GEN thick-ATTR fellow-clan go(HUM)(INF)
reach-INF -SUB 
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The very lucky fellows went to India, and ... (BS 12) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
Ai: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is only one example of maw i- in Eastern Old Japanese in 
independent usage: 

~k~k~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~ 
titi papa-wo ipap-yi pye to ok-yi-te mawi-[i]Nte-k-yi-n-i-si-wo 
father mother-ACC pray-NML jar place-INF-SUB come(HUM)
INF-exit(INF)-come-INF-PERF-INF-PAST/ATTR-ACC 
[I] left [my] father and mother [precious] as a sacrificial jar, and 
came out [here as a border-guard], but ... (MYS XX: 4393) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There is Old Ryukyuan maje- 'to go to pray' attested in the Omoro 
Sashi: 

L-It ~ t ~ t~ ;t ~ -C 
siketi mor-i-ni mafe-te 
sake.offered.to.god fiU-NML-LOC go(HUM)(INF)-SUB 
[I] will go to pray the shrine to offer sake to the deity, and ... (OS 
XVI: 1161) 

It is likely to be a cognate, because WOJ mawi- is not attested in 
Middle Japanese which has mawir- instead, and because a direct 
loan from Western Old Japanese into Ryukyuan is unlikely. 

6.3.2.2 OTHER AUXILIARIES 

Other auxiliaries include: the reported action auxiliary nar-, the 
cooperative auxiliary ap-, the auxiliaries ar- and wor- 'to exist,' the 
directive auxiliaries, the resultative auxiliary ok-, the auxiliary -N
kata-, and the potential auxiliary e[yJ-. 

6.3.2.2.1 Reported action auxiliary nar-
In sharp contrast to Middle (Classical) Japanese, where the hearsay 
marker -unar- has become a suffix added to the stem of a main verb 
or to other suffixes or auxiliaries (Vovin 2003: 299), in Western 
Old Japanese the reported action marker nar- is still an auxiliary 
following the final verbal form. The evidence for this conclusion 
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comes from the fact that in contrast to Middle Japanese, where -
unar- follows all conjugational types of verbs, in Western Old 
Japanese nar- follows the final form of the r-irregular verbs. There 
are four examples in Western Old Japanese texts that support this 
analysis: 

*1* cp ~~{jl"$fJ-ftc: ~fHff ~iiJ:@~~:@ 
ASI PARA NAKA-TU KUNI PA ita-ku sayaNkey-te ar-i-nar-i 
reed plain middle-GENILOC country TOP painful-INF 
be.in.turmoil(INF)-SUB exist-FIN-RA-FIN 
[They] say that the country in the Reed Plain was in extreme 
turmoil (KJK II: 3a) 

{jl"~1:t.~1:tx~*/f~x~iiJflj*flj 
.• .. • • i22 • • • 
ItlpYI-m wep-yJ-te myma pus-I-te ar-I-nar-I 
oak-LOC get.drunk-INF-SUB all lie.down-INF-SUB exist-FIN
RA-FIN 
[They] say that everybody got drunk from the itipyi oak wine and 
lay down (SSI)123 

ir:roJifIJ*M 
sayaNk-yer-i-nar-i 
be.in.turmoil-PROG-FIN-RA-FIN 
[they] said [it] was in turmoil (NS 111)124 

~ A ~i&1~~'!ttfH/±*flj 
mwomwo PYITO-NO PAMA-WO SUNK-URE-NPA KWOpuSI
KU AR-I-nar-i 
hundred people-GEN beach-ACC pass-EV -CON be.longing-INF 
exist-FIN-RA-FIN 
when a hundred people pass [this] beach, [they] say that [you] will 
long [for it] (MYS IX: 1689) 
This example is not as conclusive to demonstrate that the reported action auxiliary 
nar- followed the final form of verbs in Western Old Japanese because it is spelled 
semantographically, but in light of the three examples above it seems to be pretty 
safe to transcribe T:E~;f1j as ar-i nar-i rather than ar-unar-i. 

In this respect the reported action auxiliary nar- is unique 
among other Western Old Japanese auxiliaries that all follow 

122 Myina 'all' is the unetymological spelling of miyna 'all.' 
123 Cited according to (Yamada 1954: 221) and (Omodaka et al. 1967: 80). 
124 Cited according to (Yamada 1954: 221). 
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infinitives. The reported action auxiliary nar- has a very limited 
paradigm as it can combine only with four suffixes: 

Chart 101: Combinations of the reported action auxiliary nar- with 
£11· ffi o owmg su lxes 
suffixes combination forms 
final -i nar-i 
attributive -[urJu nar-u 
concessive gerund -[urJe[yJ-Nto nar-e 
conditional gerund -(a)Npa nar-aNpa 

There are several theories concerning the meaning of nar
surveyed in detail by Yoshida Kanehiko (1973: 785). Yoshida 
himself treats nar- as an emotive marker of "admiration" (Jpn. ~ 
~ eitan) (1973: 786). Yoshida's research is mostly based on data 
from the Man 'yoshu, and as he notes himself the choice of data and 
the points of view are going to dictate the outcome (1973: 785). I 
have tried to include here examples that are not limited to the 
Man 'yoshu in order to obtain more objective results. While I agree 
with Yoshida that it is not possible to define all cases of nar- as 
hearsay, I also fail to see that they can all be explained as having an 
emotive usage. I define nar- as a reported action auxiliary that 
refers to an activity that is either heard directly or reported as a 
rumor. Consider both the examples cited above and below: 

1i~~lHf~~:i1l!lt~~JJ~!\ f:ffit$!\ -aJJ~!\JJ~fD ~~jJD 
nipa-tu tOri kakye pa nak-u ureta-ku mo nak-u-nar-u tori ka 
garden-GENILOC bird rooster TOP cry-FIN hateful-INF PT cry
FIN-RA-ATTR bird PT 
A rooster, the bird of the garden is crying. Is [it] a bird that is said 
to cry so hatefully? (KK 2) 

T~W~*~MM~~~~~~~.~.~ 
uma i ne-si twoni nipa-tu tOri kakye pa nak-u-nar-i 
sweet sleep sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR CONJ garden-GENILOC bird 
rooster TOP cry-FIN-RA-FIN 
while [we] were sleeping a sweet sleep, [I] heard that the rooster, 
the bird of the garden, cried (NK 96) 

*~ZtAAJJ-tf~;$flj 
MASURA WO-NO TOMO-no OTO S-U-nar-i 
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brave man-GEN arm.guard-GEN sound do-FIN-RA-FIN 
[I] hear arm guards of brave men making soundsI25 (MYS I: 76) 

UJ~~1]\~H~~~*LJJla*ft~~)i!J~~=[!9/Fl£* 
YAMA-NO pa-ni aNti MURA SAWAK-YI-YUK-U-nar-e-Nto 
WARE PA saNpusi we KYIMYI n-i si AR-AN-E-NPA 
mountain-GEN edge-LOC duck flock make.noise-INF-go-FIN
RA-EV-CONC I TOP sad(FIN) EXCL lord DV-INF PT exist
NEG-EV-CON 
Although [it] is heard that flocks of ducks at the mountain edges 
are making noises flying away, oh, I am sad, because [it] is not 
[my] lord (MYS IV: 486) 

~mEftc:*L~~tzJ(*L~tA-flj~'¥~l:t~~~~~fJ!'tzJ(~¥1rE,~:m~ 
;G;RJJf1]\ 
paru sar-e-Npa k6-n-ure-N-kakur-i-te uNkupyisu s6 nak-yi-te in-u
nar-u uMEY -Nka siN-tu ye-ni 
spring come-EV -CON tree-GEN-top-LOC-hide-INF -SUB 
bush.warbler PT sing-INF-SUB go-FIN-RA-FIN plum-POSS 
branch-LOC 
When the spring comes, [they] say that the bush warbler, who was 
hiding in the upper branches of trees, will go to sing in the lower 
branches ofthe plum [trees] (MYS V: 827) 

a~tz~*~~flj 
W A-NKA KWOPIY -si KYIMYI K-YI-[i]mas-u-nar-i 
I-POSS long.for(INF)-PASTI A TTR lord come-INF -HON-FIN
RA-FIN 
[they] say that you, for whom I longed, will come (MYS VIII: 
1518) 

,~P'PUJ § ~*~¥1rEJt!f!e1!fffii&J~flj 
UMAKUPYI YAMA-YU KWOYE-K-U-nar-u KARl N-O 
TUKAPYI Y ANTOR-I SUNK-U-nar-i 
Umakupyi mountain-ABL cross.over(INF)-come-FIN-RA-ATTR 
wild.goose DV-ATTR messenger lodge-NML pass-FIN-RA-FIN 
[It] appears that wild geese messengers who are heard to cross 
over from Mount Umakupyi will pass their stop for the night 
(MYS IX: 1708) 

125 When a bow string hits the arm guard worn on the left arm. 
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This is a unique example where the second nar- apparently exhibits a 
suppositional meaning. This is not typical for Western Old Japanese, but becomes 
a frequent function in Classical Japanese. Possibly, this demonstrates that the 
reported action auxiliary nar- was on its way to become a hearsay marker. 

~D4-i~*§JbJF~ l~)~·JlttifOOmiJJ 
IMA NKOTO AP-AM-U to-nar-aNpa KONO KUSINKEY 
PYIRAK-UNA YUMEY 
now like meet-TENT-FIN DV(FIN)-RA-COND this comb.box 
open-NEG/IMP at.all 
if [you] say that [you] want to meet me [again] like now, do not 
open this comb box at all (MYS IX: 1740) 

~ R~1ifD~¥m~m 
taNtu nak-yi-watar-u-nar-i 
crane cry-INF -cross-FIN-RA-FIN 
[I] hear that cranes are crying and flying away (MYS XV: 3598) 

~1i1BJ:~"ijJ ~J]\"ijJr-~~~~~~ m 
okyi pye-no kata-ni kaNti-no oto s-u-nar-i 
offing side-GEN side-LOC rudder-GEN sound do-FIN-RA-FIN 
[I] hear the rudder making noise at the offing (MYS XV: 3624) 

~~. &~~:tlt~**L "31i~Jffi)~~ &~1&~~~ 
wotomye-ra pa omwop-yi-miNtare-te kyimyi mat-u to ura-N
kwopiy-s-u-nar-i 
maiden-PLUR TOP think-INF-be.confused(INF)-SUB lord wait
FIN DV inside-LOC-long.for(NML)-do-FIN-RA-FIN 
[They] say that the maidens are waiting [and] longing for you in 
[their] hearts with [their] thoughts in confusion (MYS XVII: 3973) 

$R{tcfDti\~m 
taNtu sawak-u-nar-i 
crane cry-FIN-RA-FIN 
[I] hear that cranes are crying (MYS XVII: 4018a) 

~~m~*~~~~~1i"3~~~~ 
wo-no peyI26 -wo potOtONkyisu nak-yi-te kwoy-u-nar-i 
hill-GEN side-ACC cuckoo cry-INF-SUB cross.over-FIN-RA
FIN 

126 Misspelling ofpye 'side.' 
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[I] hear that the cuckoo cries and crosses over the hill side (MYS 
XX: 4305) 

f*miI*~~mEPJ7ilfi~M'~ 
poriye koNk-u-nar-u kaNti-no 010 
canal row-FIN-RA-ATTR rudder-GEN sound 
sounds of rudders that are heard rowing in the canal (MYS XX: 
4459) 

-1-7J~tmJ~~al#!A.Wz~mE.iBt~m1il1:*5f1j 
KWO-no WANSAPAPYI-WO SAR-I SAKYIPAPYI-WO 
KANKAPUR-Am-aku POR-I S-Uru KOTO pa OY A-no tamey n-i 
to-nar-i 
child-GEN misfortune-ACC go.away-INF happiness-ACC receive
TENT -NML want-NML do-A TTR matter TOP parent-GEN for 
DV-INF DV(FIN)-RA-FIN 
[They] say that the fact that children want to avoid misfortune and 
obtain happiness is for the sake of [their] parents (SM 25) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The reported action auxiliary nar- is not attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese or Ryukyuan. 

6.3.2.2.2 Cooperative auxiliary ap-
The verb ap- 'to meet' can function as a cooperative auxiliary in 
Western Old Japanese. As an auxiliary it follows the infinitive of 
the main verb, or the infinitive of the last verb in a verbal 
compound. The cooperative auxiliary ap- occurs less frequently 
than the reciprocal-cooperative prefix apyi- (see 6.2.1.9), and it 
does not have the reciprocal function that is typical for Middle 
(Classical) Japanese besides the cooperative one (Vovin 2003: 370-
71). In addition, the cooperative auxiliary ap- seems to be confined 
to the Man 'yoshu, and even there it predominantly appears in later 
Western Old Japanese texts. On the other hand, the prefix apyi- is 
well represented in earlier Western Old Japanese texts. All this 
probably represents another piece of evidence in favor of the 
hypothesis that Western Old Japanese was in the final stages of the 
word order restructuring from an SVO to an SOY language, 
gradually weeding out the remnants of the SVO typology, such as 
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prefixes, and replacing them with suffixes or auxiliaries placed in 
postposition to verbal roots. 

The cooperative auxiliary ap- indicates that an action IS 

performed together by two or more participants. Examples: 

W~tl'l~1Btffl~jJDAz ~~*~~ JJX: 
ka-YOR-I-AP-ANPA SOKO mwo ka PYITO WA-wo kotO NAS
AM-U 
INT-approach-INF-meet-COND there PT PT person I-ACC word 
do(HON)-TENT -A TTR 
if [we] indeed get together, would the people spread rumors about 
me and you as well? (MYS IV: 512) 

)1117zZ:sLif~ 
KAPA namyi-NO TAT-I-AP-U SATWO 
river wave-GEN rise-INF-meet-ATTR village 
village where the waves of the rivers rise together (MYS VI: 1050) 

S3:tff RIA W\ PI jt ~~ l:j. m'!7: 1:1:: 
yupu-N-tuku ywo kaNkey tat-i-yor-i-ap-yi 
evening-GEN-moon night shadow rise-INF-approach-INF-meet
INF 
The evening moon and the night shadow rise close together 
and ... (MYS XV: 3658) 

'!7: Jff~IUj!" M m~~~ z'!7:~m~ S3 
ama-no iNsar-i pa tomwos-i-ap-yer-i myi-y-u 
fisherman-GEN fishing-NML TOP ignite-INF-meet-PROG-FIN 
see-PASS-FIN 
[I] see that fishermen's lights are igniting together (MYS XV: 
3672) 
In this poem WOJ iNsar-i 'fishing' is usually explained as a contraction of iNsar
i-piy 'fishing light.' 

~~~~~~~~~M~.fift~'!7:~~ 
saNpuru SONO KWO-ni pyimwo-no wo-no i-tuNkar-i-ap-yi-te 
whore that girl-DAT cord-GEN cord-COMP DLF-tie-INF-join
INF-SUB 
[you] tied [yourself] together with that whore girl like a cord of 
cords (MYS XVIII: 4106) 
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~&~~~~fi~~~mfi~~ti~~~~~m~~A~~* 
1t Cj **~~~l1!ltfJi 
sira kumo wata-tu myi-no okyi-tu myiya pye-ni tat-i-watar-i tono
N-kumwor-yi-ap-yi-te amey mo tamap-an-e 
white cloud sea-GENILOC dragon-GEN offing-GENILOC palace 
side-LOC rise-INF -cross-INF line-LOC-become.cloudy-INF
meet-INF-SUB rain PT grant-DES-IMP 
White clouds! [I] want [you] to rise over the palace of the sea 
dragon in the offing and grant [us] rain after [you] bundle 
together in a line (MYS XVIII: 4122) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is only one example of the cooperative auxiliary ap- in 
Eastern Old Japanese, but it appears in a poem without any 
distinctive Eastern Old Japanese features. 

~&ffg~~~~~~~lli*l1!l~ff~ 
kara koromwo suswo-no uti-kapey-ap-an-e-Ntomwo 
Korea garment hem-COMP PREF-cross.over(INF)-meet-NEG
EV-CONC 
Although [we] do not cross over together like hems of a Korean 
garment [do not cross over] (MYS XIV: 3482) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There is an auxiliary af- in Old Ryukyuan that has a reciprocal 
function. I was not able to locate cognates in modern dialects. 

< t:. J:: V) ;bb~~c 'i::EJ:: V) ;bb~~c 
kumo yor-i-af-u ya n-i ma-tama yor-i-af-u ya n-i 
cloud approach-INF-meet-ATTR like DV-INF INT-jewel 
approach-INF-meet-ATTR like DV-INF 
like the clouds that approach each other, like true jewels that 
approach each other (OS IX: 477) 

6.3.2.2.3 Auxiliary ar-
The verb ar- 'to exist' can be used an auxiliary in a variety of 
functions. Among its functions as an auxiliary functions (1) - (4) 
have been already described before in other sections, so here I 
provide a brief summary with a few examples of each function with 
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references to other sections. On the other hand, function (5) was 
only briefly touched in 6.3 .1.1.2, so 1 offer a more expanded 
descri~tion of it here. As an auxiliary, ar- may follow the infinitive 
_[yJi,l 7 the negative infinitive -(a)Ns-u, the adjectival infinitive 
-ku, the subordinative gerund -te, and the coordinative gerund -tutu. 

(1) The auxiliary ar- is used as a dummy verb with no meaning 
of its own after the infinitive n-i of the copula n- 'to be' to form 
various paradigmatic forms of the latter, since the copula n- is a 
defective verb with a limited paradigm. Examples: 

W.~~.~ff~~~~*~~.Wff~.~~$m 
ima koso pa wa-N-tori n-i ar-am-ey noti pa na-N-tOri n-i ar-am-u
wo 
now PT TOP I-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-EV after TOP 
you-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC 
Now [I] am my bird, later [I] will be your bird, so ... (KK 3) 

.bl:~f[).f[).bl:~~~iiJ~~. 
pyitO-tu matu pyitO n-i ar-i-s-eN pa 
one-CL pine person DV-INF exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND 
if a lone pine were a person (KK 29) 

**f[)~~PJ*~{i::§fm1J\* ~~ 
amey tuti-no kamiy na-kyi mwono n-i ar-aNpa 
heaven earth-GEN deity no-ATTR thing DV-INF exist-COND 
If heaven and earth were without deities ... (MYS XV: 3740) 

,~ftjJJJ1t~~7J~z~1J\*m1f-S3: 
uMEY -no PANA myi-yama to sim-yi n-i ar-i tomo 
plum-GEN blossom HON-mountain DV grow.thick-NML DV-INF 
exist-FIN CONJ 
Even though plum blossoms are blooming densely as a mountain 
(MYS XVII: 3902) 

For more examples, as well as for the contracted form nar- < n-i 
ar- see 6.1.4.1.4. 

127 Synchronically ar- follows only the infinitive form n-i of the defective verb n-. 
Diachronically it followed infinitives of other verbs, but the sequence -[yJi+ar
underwent monophthongization producing the progressive suffix -[yJer- (see 
6.2.2.3 .11). 
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(2) The auxiliary ar- is used as a dummy verb with no meaning 
of its own after the negative infinitive -(a)Ns-u to form analytical 
paradigmatic verbal forms involving the negative infinitive which 
itself can be followed only by a limited set of forms. Examples: 

~~g.~~~~~M~~~~~$ 
kokoro-wo Ntani ka apyi-omop-aNs-u ar-am-u 
heart-ACC PT PT REC-think-NEG-INF exist-TENT-ATTR 
will [we] not think about each other at least in our hearts? (KK 
60) 

M~~W);lilMW~tRffflJ~{jt~Wz1i~iiJ ~M~ 
kapiy-no kurwo kwoma kura kyi-s-eNpa i-sik-aNs-u ar-amasi 
Kapiy-GEN black stallion saddle put.on-PAST/ATTR-COND 
DLF-reach-NEG-INF exist-SUBJ 
if [he] would put a saddle on the black stallion from Kapiy, [he] 
would not reach here [on time] (NK 81a) 

~~.~~~~~~~~*~~~~M~.~~~~~.W* 
.~~JJf-$ 
taNta n-i ap-aNs-u ar-aku mwo opo-ku sik-yi-tapey-no makura 
sar-aNs-u-te imey-ni si myi-ye-m-u 
direct DV-INF meet-NEG-INF exist-NML PT many-INF spread
INF-mulberry.tree.bark.cloth-GEN pillow go.away-NEG-INF-SUB 
dream-LOC PT see-PASS-TENT-FIN 
There are many occasions when [we] do not meet directly, [and I] 
want to see [you] in [my] dreams without going away from [your] 
mulberry tree bark cloth pillow (MYS V: 809) 

{jt~-Sf-~~~lt~mE{if~~ m* ~ 
imwo-woNpa myi-Ns-u so ar-uNpey-ku ar-i-kyer-u 
beloved-ACC(EMPH) see-NEG-INF PT exist-DEB-INF exist
INF-RETR-ATTR 
[I] must not have seen [my] beloved (MYS XV: 3739) 

For more examples, as well as for the contracted form -(a)Ns
ar- < -(a)Ns-u ar- see 6.2.2.2.1.2. 

(3) The auxiliary ar- is used as a dummy verb with no meaning 
of its own after the adjectival infinitive -ku to form various 
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analytical paradigmatic forms of inflected adjectives, since the 
latter have only limited paradigms. Examples: 

~~~.~~~~tt~.~m~~.~~~m~.ttm~~4 
?\~iiJ3~H~~ 
aka-N-tama pa wo sapey pyikar-e-Nto sira tama-no kyimyi-Nka 
yosopyi si taputwo-ku ar-i-kyer-i 
red-DV(ATTR)-jewel TOP cord PT shine-EV-CONC white jewel
COMP lord-POSS adorned.appearance PT revered-INF exist
INF-RETR-FIN 
Although even the cord of red jewels shines, [I] realized [that I] 
feel reverence [for my] lord's adorned appearance, which is like a 
white jewel (KK 7) 

{jl"~z z -¥mJJ~~WiJl'IfG1i~{~;fiiJ ~~1i~{~;fiiJ {~~iiJ5f1j ~)Jj~iiJ~~ 
~1ifH~m 
i-y-u sisi-wo tunaNk-u kapa pye-no waka kusa-no waka-ku ar-i
kyi to a-Nka [o]mop-an-aku n-i 
shoot-PASS-ATTR(?) game animal-wo follow-ATTR river side
GEN young grass-COMP young-INF exist-INF-PASTIFIN DV 1-
POSS think-NEG-NML DV -INF 
I do not think [he] was as young as young grass on the river side 
where [we] followed a game animal that was shot, but ... (NK 117) 

{jl"jJO~jJ05f1j j!jif*mE~iiJ5f1j *lEt.m ~ {£~J:t% 
ika Npakari kwoposi-ku ar-i-ky-em-u saywo-pyimye 
how PT be.longing-INF exist-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
Saywo-pyimye 
how Saywo-pyimye must have been longing (MYS V: 875) 

fo~~*1t~J::tft,~,?\* ~,~, 
wa-Nka taNpyi pa pyisasi-ku ar-asi 
I-POSS journey TOP long-INF exist-SUP 
It seems that my journey was long (MYS XV: 3667) 

For more examples, as well as for the contracted form -k-ar- < 
-ku ar- see 5.2.1.1. 

(4) Together with the preceding subordinative gerund -te the 
auxiliary ar- forms a perfective-progressive aspect. Examples: 
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~~~ ~iiJ{j1XJ!t J:~mJj~;J]D~ ~iiJ*L~.l:&f,3:~Jz;J]Dtl::tA-~£; 
OYI-n-i-te ar-u W A-NKA MIY -NO UPEY -ni Y AMAPYI-wo to 
KUPAPEY-te ar-e-Npa PYIRU pa mo NANKEYK-Ap-yi-kuras-i 
age(INF)-PERF-INF-SUB exist-ATTR I-POSS body-GEN top
LOC illness-ACC DV add(INF)-SUB exist-EV-CON daytime 
TOP PT lament-ITER-INF-Iive-INF 
because illnesses have been added to my body that has aged [I] 
spent the days lamenting, and ... (MYS V: 897) 

l:&~*~f,3:~~~~*~l:&~~m~f,3:W~~~~~~ 
pasi Ntani mo watas-i-te ar-aNpa sono [u]pey-yu mo i-yuk-yi
watar-as-i 
bridge PT PT put.over-INF-SUB exist-COND that top-ABL PT 
DLF -go-INF -cross.over-HON -INF 
if [someone] had just put a bridge over [the Milky Way], [they 
would] go over [it] (MYS XVIII: 4125) 

~1X~~1X«~~~.~~~~~*~~~.~~~l:&$ 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka yaNtwo-no yamaNpukyi sak-yi-te ar-aNpa 
yam-aNs-u kaywop-am-u 
I-POSS elder.brother-POSS dwelling-GEN rose bloom-INF-SUB 
exist-COND stop-NEG-INF go.back.and.forth-TENT-FIN 
If the roses were blooming at the dwelling of my friend, [I] would 
come [there] constantly (MYS XX: 4303) 

~J:~~~*tt~~~~~M~ff$~ 
KATA-NO UPEY-woNpa NOTAMAP-Am-u to S-I-te namo 
OSApey-te AR-I-t-uru 
side-GEN top-ACC(EMPH) say(HON)-TENT-FIN DV do-INF
SUB PT hold.back(INF)-SUB exist-INF-PERF-ATTR 
[we] have been delaying [it], as [we] were going to proclaim the 
rest (SM 25) 

For more examples, as well as for the contracted form -tar- < -te 
ar- see 6.3.1.2.3. 

(5) Together with the preceding coordinative gerund -tutu the 
auxiliary ar- reinforces the former when it is used in its habitual 
function. This usage was briefly mentioned in 6.3 .1.1.2, so I add 
more examples here. The construction -tutu ar- occurs rather 
frequently, but the overwhelming majority of examples are in 
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semantographic writing. I provide here the examples that are either 
in phonetic or partially semantographic writing. This construction 
is attested only in the Man 'yoshu and the Senmyo. Examples: 

Jt rp~iiJtL~JL'~-E:NJI 
MYI-TUTU ar-e-Npa KOKORO pa maye-n-u 
100k(INF)-COOR exist-EV-CON heart TOP burn(INF)-PERF
FIN 
When [I] keep looking, [my] heart has been set on fire (MYS V: 
897) 

~~.~~~-E:~~.~~~fik*m*$~~~ 
AMEY TUTI-tO tOma n-i maNkamwo omwop-yi-tutu ar-i-ky-em
umwon6wo 
heaven earth-COM together DV-INF PT think-INF-COOR exist
INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR CONJ 
Although [you] probably continued to think: '[I] would like [to 
live long] together with Heaven and Earth' ... (MYS XV: 3691) 

fOtL~**~*{jI'~~[!];JFW~*mE~$ 
ware-wo yamiy-ni ya imwo-Nka kwopiy-tutu ar-am-u 
I-ACC darkness-LOC PT beloved-POSS 10ng.for(INF)-COOR 
exist-TENT -ATTR 
Will [my] beloved continue to long for me in the darkness? (MYS 
XV: 3669) 

Z ~ lt1f~~~~1!f ~ ~Wz1~ 
sinwop-yi-tutu AR-I to TDNKEY-M-U KWO mwoNKAMO 
yearn-INF-COOR exist-FIN DV report-TENT-ATTR girl PT 
[I] want a girl who would tell [me] that [she] is constantly 
yearning for [me] (MYS XVI: 3818) 

#{iiijW~IH':Erl'l'f= 
YOROKONpiy-tutu AR-U APYINTA-ni 
rejoice(INF)-COOR exist-ATTR interval-LOC 
while [they] were continuing to rejoice (SM 42) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The auxiliary verb ar- is well attested in Eastern Old Japanese. 
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~->¥-w~fiWmE~~1J\*~~!A1J\ 
NE-wo so nak-yi-t-uru teNKWO n-i ar-an-aku n-i 
sound-ACC PT cry-INF-PERF-ATTR baby DV-INF exist-NEG
NMLDV-INF 
[I] sobbed loudly, although [I] am not a baby (MYS XIV: 3485) 

*!:I::~~* ~~**L E!l# * 11Z-B3: 
apyi-MYI-Ns-u ar-aNpa are kwopiy-m-ey ya mo 
COOP-see-NEG-INF exist-COND I yearn-TENT -EV PT PT 
if [we] did not see each other, would [I] be yearning for [you]?! 
(MYS XIV: 3508) 

* ftM->¥-~i!ijcli~WMfpPJ*L PJ~z!A* !IL¥-$ 
aNtuma wotOkwo-no tuma wakare kanasi-ku ar-i-ky-em-u 
East man-GEN spouse part(INF) sad-INF exist-INF-PASTIFIN
TENT-FIN 
Men from the East, parting with [their] wives, must have been sad 
(MYS XX: 4333) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The auxiliary a- ~ ar- is well attested both in Old Ryukyuan and in 
modem dialects. 

Old Ryukyuan 

£!b J:;O~ j 't~~ 't J: < £!btl, 
ayo-ga uti ya ma-tiyo-ku ar-e 
liver-POSS inside TOP INT -strong-INF exist-IMP 
Be really strong in [your] heart (OS III: 93) 

'yudi du 'ar-u 
read(SUB) PT exist-ATTR 
even [though I] have read [it] (RKJ 115) 

6.3.2.2.4 Auxiliary wor-
The verb wor- 'to exist' can be used as an auxiliary in four 
functions. The first and third were already described, but I just 
briefly mentioned the fourth before, and the second is introduced 
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here for the first time. As an auxiliary, wor- may follow the 
infinitive -[yji, the negative infinitive -(a)Ns-u, the subordinative 
gerund -te, and the coordinative gerund -tutu. 

(1) The auxiliary wor- in combination with the preceding 
infinitive -[yji forms a construction which seems to have a function 
of the continuative aspect. The difference between this construction 
and the -te wor- construction described below is not clear. The 
examples of this construction are relatively rare: 

;'f,~ .$12t~t~ lt~{3::~~~{JI-~tU!E 
opa murwo-ya-ni pyitO sapa n-i k-yi-ir-i-wor-i 
big cave-house-LOC person many DV-INF come-INF-enter-INF
exist-FIN 
many people are coming inside the big cave dwelling (KK 10) 

.$ ill!! J::~~ 1m ill!! f,J:{JI-if J::t~ 1mill!! f,J: 
mukap-yi-wor-u kama i-swop-yi-wor-u kama 
face-INF-exist-ATTR PT DLF-snuggle-INF-exist-ATTR PT 
Oh, [she] is facing [me]! Oh, [she] is snuggling with [me]! (KK 42) 

tm 'A ~*~ {JI--SR 1i~ &.$ 
ka-ku namiy ya ikyiNtuk-yi-wor-am-u 
thus-INF PT PT sigh-INF-exist-TENT-ATTR 
Would [I] be sighing just like that? (MYS V: 881) 

W\mE~*~~Z -¥1mfOtL-¥ 
yworu pa PlY tomwos-i-wor-u ware-wo 
night TOP fire burn-INF-exist-ATTR I-ACC 
me, who is burning a fire at night (MYS XV: 3669) 

$#Ij!-¥'A¥mZ~*#-¥tL~ 
taNpyi-wo kurusi-myi kwopiy-wor-e-Npa 
travel-ABS be.hard-GER long.for(INF)-exist-EV -CON 
because the travel is hard, when [I] am longing for [my home] 
(MYS XV: 3674) 

For one additional example see 6.2.2.2.1.1. 

(2) The auxiliary wor- used after the negative infinitive -(a)Ns-u 
probably also indicates a continuative aspect, but since there is only 
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one example of this usage in Western Old Japanese it is difficult to 
define it exactly: 

{jJ-~ ~ :£:;{ff ~{jJ--¥tfli §t -¥ tL ~ 
ipye omwop-u to i-wo ne-Ns-u wor-e-Npa 
home think DV sleep-ACC sleep-NEG-INF exist-EV-CON 
when [I] continue not to sleep (a sleep) thinking of [my] home 
(MYS XX: 4400) 

(3) The auxiliary wor- in combination with the preceding 
subordinative gerund -te forms a construction which seems to have 
a function of the continuative aspect. Reliable examples in phonetic 
or partially semantographic writing are quite rare. Note the 
difference between the constructions -te ar- and -te wor-: the latter 
never has a perfective function, while the former does. Examples: 

~V\tL <=5 -¥tLtt41t~q:~:£~Z 
okure-te wor-e-Nto yo-kyi koto mwo na-si 
stay.behind(INF)-SUB exist-EV-CONC good-ATTR thing PT 
no-FIN 
although [I] am staying behind, [it] is no good, either (MYS XV: 
3773) 

n~J.I<=5,*.m1]\ 
namar-i-te wor-u ASI kani 
hide-INF-SUB exist-ATTR reed crab 
a reed crab who is hiding (MYS XVI: 3886) 

~ip~il1]\,~At{jJ--$.tLg;-¥tL~ 
ARATASI-KYI TOSI-NO PANSIMEY-ni OMOP-D-N-TWOTI i
mure-te wor-e-Npa 
new-ATTR year-GEN beginning-LOC think-ATTR-GEN-
companion DLF-gather(INF)-SUB exist-EV-CON 
When the friends who think [in the same way] are gathering at the 
beginning of the year ... (MYS XIX: 4284) 

For one additional example of this construction see 6.3.1.1.1. 

(4) Together with the preceding coordinative gerund -tutu 
auxiliary wor- reinforces the former when it is used in its habitual 
function. This usage was briefly mentioned in 6.3 .1.1.2, so I add 
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two more examples here. There are not many reliable examples in 
the phonetic script: 

1P-~~*~~'5t s 11DfotL~iifc~~IV< Jt &1tt 
tamasima-wo myi-Ns-u-te ya ware pa kwopiy-tutu wor-am-u 
Tamasima(p.n.)-ACC see-NEG-INF-SUB PT 1 TOP 
10ng.for(INF)-COOR exist-TENT -ATTR 
Would 1 continue to long for Tamasima without seeing [it]? 
(MYS V: 862) 

~~~.~iifcm~~~~~~~~~~~~~k~kJt&1tt 
Saywo-pyimye n-o kwo-Nka pyire pur-i-si yama-no NA nomiy ya 
kyik-yi-tutu wor-am-u 
Saywo-pyimye DV-ATTR girl-POSS long.scarf wave-INF
PAST/ATTR mountain-GEN name PT PT hear-INF-COOR exist
TENT-ATTR 
Would [I] continue just to hear the name of the mountain where 
the girl Saywo-pyimye waived [her] long scarf? (MYS V: 868) 

~~~k ~tLtf*~~}~P8~Z 
nak-yi-tutu wor-e-Nto ap-u yosi mwo na-si 
cry-INF-COOR exist-EV-CONC meet-ATTR chance PT no-FIN 
although [I] keep crying, there is no chance to meet (MYS XV: 
3762) 

~~~'5t~~S~Z.&~~~~~~~~ 
i mo ne-Ns-u n-i KYEPU mwo siramye n-i kwop-i-tutu so wor-u 
sleep PT sleep-NEG-NML DV-INF today PT? DV-INF love-INF
COOR PT exist-ATTR 
without sleeping (a sleep), [I] continue to love [you] today, too 
(MYS XVII: 3969) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The auxiliary wor- is attested twice in the Eastern Old Japanese 
corpus, but on both occasions it is found in poems that have no 
peculiar Eastern Old Japanese features. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~.S~. 
NAKAmana-ni uk-yi-wor-u pune-no koNk-yi-[i]Nte-Npa 
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Nakamana-LOC float-INF-exist-ATTR boat-GEN row-INF-exit
COND 
if the boat that is floating in Nakamana [harbor] would row out ... 
(MYS XIV: 3401) 

[!]#flh~£3:-¥ & *~~*L*f 
kwopiy-tutu rna wor-am-u to s-ure-NtO 
long.for(INF)-COOR PT exist-TENT-FIN DV do-EV-CONC 
Although [I] think that [I] will be longing for [you] ... (MYS XIV: 
3475) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The auxiliary wo- ~ wor- is well attested in Old Ryukyuan and 
dialects. 

Old Ryukyuan 
In Old Ryukyuan a variety of spellings of this auxiliary are found: 
wor- ~ or- ~ yor-, but the most usual spelling is yor-: 

~t J: :bO)iJ~ L- J: G" \ 
keyo wa no ga s-i-yor-ai 
today TOP what PT do-INF-exist-TENT2 
What will [they] do today? (OS V: 265) 

~t:B:bO)iJ\ L- J: G L- J: 
keo wa no ka s-i-yor-asiyo 
today TOP what PT do-INF-exist-SUP 
What would [they] do today? (OS VII: 376) 

L- t ~ t~ l J: ttli 
simoTUKI-ga tat-e-yor-e-ba 
eleventh.lunar.month-NOM rise-INF-exist-EV-CON 
As the eleventh lunar month begins ... (OS XIII: 817) 

t~iJ\ ~ ~ J: G t~ip 5 i:J J: G 
ta-ga tor-i-yor-a ta-ga ut-i-yor-a 
who-POSS take-INF -exist-TENT who-POSS hit-INF -exist
TENT 
Who will take [it]? Who will hit [it]? (OS XVI: 1157) 
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Yaeyama 

num-ee ur-eeN 
drink-SUB exist-FIN 
[I] have drunk [it] (Karimata 1997b: 408) 

6.3.2.2.5 Directive auxiliaries 
Directive auxiliaries indicate the direction of movement of an 
action, such as up and down, towards and away from the speaker, 
etc. 

6.3.2.2.5.1 Directive auxiliary ko-
The verb ko- 'to come' used as a directive auxiliary indicates that 
an action is directed to the place where the speaker (or, in some 
cases, the person under discussion) is located. It can also indicate 
that an action is developing towards the present moment, although 
the cases of this usage are not very frequent. The directive auxiliary 
ko- follows the infinitive of the main verb or the infinitive of 
another auxiliary. 

;fO ~ ~1i~Jm! $ ffl ti\ :£ 1\h $ffi ti\ £3: 
wa-Nk[a]-yipye-no kata-ywo kumwowi tat-i-k-umo 
I-POSS-home-GEN side-ABL cloud rise-INF-come-EXCL 
Clouds rise from the side of my home! (KK 34) 

~iB~~q:wr~~~~iiJ {tr:§t~~ 
matur-i-ko-si myi-kyi Nso as-aNs-u wos-e 
present(HUM)-INF-come(INF)-PAST/ATTR rice.wine PT 
shallow-NEG-INF drink(HON)-IMP 
Drink the presented rice wine deeply! (KK 39) 

~~~~.m.~~~~~~ffi~$~~ •• Mm~~~~~ 
1\hti\ifft --
sawa-sawa n-i na-Nka ip-yes-e koso uti-watas-u ya-Nka-paye-nasu 
k-yi-ir-i-mawi-k-ure 
noisily-noisily DV -INF you-POSS speak(INF)-HON-EV PT 
PREF-cross-ATTR ?-POSS-?-COMP come-INF-enter-INF
HUM(INF)-come-EV 
you spoke noisily and [you] came inside like ? that crossed from 
afar (KK 63) 
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~ i; 1lJi~~WT Iff. ~~ ~~;ffi JJB ~iiJ Iff:fl{jt~ ~:fIa-q: -$#-~ 
opo kyimyi-wo sima-ni paNpur-aNpa puna-amar-i i-Nkapyer-i-ko
m-uNso 
great lord-ACC island-LOC exile-COND boat-exceed-INF DLF
return-INF-come-TENT-ATTR PT 
if [they] exile [my] great lord to an island, there are many boats, 
and [he] would return here (KK 86) 

~~ ... ~.W.~.W.~~.~~~~~.~~.~~ 
~fIJ:jftfJi 
isi-kapa-kata-puti kata-puti-ni amyi par-i-watas-i mey-ro yos-i-ni 
yos-i yor-i-ko-n-e 
stone-river-side-pool side-pool-LOC net spread-INF -cross-INF 
mesh-DIM bring.near-NML-COMP bring.near-NML approach
INF -come-DES-IMP 
[Girls, I] wish [you] would come near, like [they] bring near the 
meshes, spreading nets across at the side pool of a stony river (NK 
3) 

JJB. JlIfJiJ £3:-T~IH~ Z {jt£3::tIt~ ~'Eft ~1i~Jl 
nani to kamo utukusi imo-Nka mata sak-yi-[iJNte-ko-n-u 
what DV PT beautiful beloved-POSS again bloom-INF-exit(INF)
come-NEG-ATTR 
for (lit: being) what [reason], I wonder, does not [my] beautiful 
beloved bloom again? (NK 114) 

~~~M£3:~~~~~~.~*~~~$~ 
op-yi-k-uru mono pa mwomwo kusa n-i semey-yor-i-k-yi-tar-u 
pursue-INF-come-ATTR thing TOP hundred kind DV-INF 
assault(INF)-approach-INF -come-INF -PERF IPROG-A TTR 
the things that pursue [us], come assaulting [us] in a hundred 
varieties (MYS V: 804) 

l:~f:£PJ $~~~iiJ *W\m S3 s~~JJBfij~iJ~¥JTEjJD£3: 
pyisa kata n-o amey-ywori yukyi-no naNkare-k-uru kamo 
eternal hard DV-ATTR heaven-ABL snow-GEN flow(INF)-come
ATTRPT 
I wonder [whether it is] snow that flows down from the eternal and 
strong heaven (MYS V: 822) 
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t$1{Wzm!53:{Wt\. & t\. 
KAMIY YO-ywori IP-YI-TUTE-k-ur-aku 
deity age-ABL say-INF-convey(INF)-come-ATTR-NML 
The things [they] conveyed orally from the Age of Deities up to 
now (MYS V: 894) 

~mJJ1i'/frJ~RJ1i'5*tL~ 
YOKOSIMA-KANSE-no nipuNpuka n-i OPOP-YI-K-YI-TAr-e
Npa 
cross.wind-GEN sudden DV-INF cover-INF-come-INF-PERFI 
PROG-EV-CON 
a cross wind suddenly came to cover [us] (MYS V: 904) 

~~~~~~~~~~+~~~JJ~~~*~~ 
TOPO TUMA si T AKA-ni AR-I-s-eNpa SIR-ANS-U Wmo 
TANTUNA-no PAMA-no TANTUNE-K-YI-n-amasi 
distant wife PT Taka-LOC exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND know
NEG-FIN CONJ [TaNtuna-GEN beach-COMP - makura-kotoba] 
seek-(INF)-come-INF -PERF -SUBJ 
Ifmy wife, who is far away [from me], were in Taka, even if [I] did 
not know, [I] would come looking for [her] (MYS IX: 1746) 

1*~~JbJFfr-*~~t§*~*m 
poWpoW IMWO-ni AP-ANS-U-K-YI-n-i-kyer-i 
almost beloved-DAT meet-NEG-INF-come-INF-PERF-INF
RETR-FIN 
[It] came [to the point] that [I] almost do not meet [my] beloved 
[any more] (MYS X: 1979) 

:fo~tL#;lt--9-~1i ~ ~*tL~1i~z &~~ 
wasure-N-kapyi yose-k-yi-te ok-yer-e okyi-tu sira namyi 
forget(NML)-GEN-shell bring(INF)-come-INF-SUB put-PROG
IMP offing-GEN/LOC white wave 
white waves of the offing, bring [to me] the shell of forgetfulness 
(MYS XV: 3629) 

~~~:fOtLS31i~ RJlHtmt\.mE"*f§~mWF~~S3* 
mwomyit-i ware yuk-yi-te kapyer-i-k-uru-maNte tir-i-kos-una 
yumey 
leaves.tum.redlyellow-NML I go-INF -SUB return-INF -come
ATTR-TERM fall-INF-BEN-NEG/IMP at.all 
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Red leaves! Please do not fall at all until I go and come back 
(MYS XV: 3702) 

fo tttltiiJefX PI ]X m s I#ftc1Ett¥fi~13 ~ *{JT1lli~1lli 2 ftc $.fo~ tL 
~I#:ffl~ 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka kapyer-i-k-yi-[i]mas-am-u tOkyi-no tamey 
inoti nokos-am-u wasure-tamap-una 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS return-INF -come-INF -HON-TENT
ATTR time-GEN for life leave-TENT-ATTR forget(INF)-HON
NEGIIMP 
Do not forget, my beloved, that [I] will stay alive until [you] 
return (MYS XV: 3774) 

Z ~~ PI ~ ~:;t~~~tL~ 
siwo-N-ti-kara taNta kwoye-k-ure-Npa 
Siwo-GEN-road-ABL direct cross(INF)-come-EV-CON 
when [I] cross [the mountains] directly from Siwo Road (MYS 
XVII: 4025) 

PI~m~$.I#~~~*~~~~~~I#~~ 
kapyer-i-ko-m-u masura takye wo-ni myi-kyi tatematur-u 
return-INF-come-TENT-ATTR excellent brave man-DAT HON
rice.wine present-FIN 
[I] will present the rice wine to the excellent brave men who will 
come back (MYS XIX: 4262) 

$Z~~~~~kl#~~PI~~~I#~ 
KOTO si wopar-aNpa tutum-ap-aNs-u kapyer-i-k-yi-[i]mas-e 
job PT end-COND be.hindered-ITER-NEG-INF return-INF
come-INF -HON-IMP 
when [your] job is over, come back without being hindered [by 
anything] (MYS XX: 4331) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The directive auxiliary ko- is also attested in Eastern Old Japanese. 
Examples: 
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~jf~1L ii~~~1'ff~~JJftcsrft:c'5t1~$ 
nani s-ure so papa to [i]p-u pana-no sak-yi-[i]Nte-ko-Ns-u-ky-em
u 
what do-EV PT mother DV say-ATTR flower-GEN bloom-INF
exit(INF)-come-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
why (lit.: having done what) the flower called 'Mother' has not 
bloomed? (MYS XX: 4323) 

/JOltflJ?\Jff t=j 1]\B~rt t=j Jff~1$ 
kapyir-i-k-u-maNte-ni ipaggYi-te mat-an-e 
return-INF-come-ATTR 2 -TERM-LOC pray-INF-SUB wait
DES-IMP 
pray and wait [for me] until [I] return (MYS XX: 4339) 

Wt=j?\~~~~~mfi~t=jW~~~~~~ 
iNte-k-ure-Npa wanu tor-i-tuk-yi-te ip-yi-si kwo-na pa mo 
exit(INF)-come-EV-CON 1 grab-INF-attach-INF-SUB say-INF
PAST/ATTR girl-DIM TOP PT 
when [I] left [the house], oh, [that] girl who grabbed me and 
complained (MYS XX: 4358) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The directive auxiliary ku- is attested in Old Ryukyuan and in 
modem dialects. 

Old Ryukyuan 

t '). -'JZPV ~ < Q ~~6b 
momo tu kawar-i-k-uru-kiyame 
hundred times change-INF-come-ATTR-TERM 
until [I] am reborn [one] hundred times (OS V: 243) 

Miyako 

adza-ga munuu muc-i-kuu 
elder.brother-POSS thing(ACC) bring-INF -come(IMP) 
Bring here the things of elder brother (Karimata 1997a: 393) 

128 Formally the form k-u looks like a final, but since it is followed by the case 
marker -maNte, functionally it must be an attributive. 
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6.3.2.2.5.2 Directive auxiliary yuk-
The verb yuk- 'to go' used as a directive auxiliary indicates that an 
action is directed away from the place where the speaker (or, in 
some cases, the person under discussion) is located. It can also 
indicate that an action is developing towards the future. The 
directive auxiliary yuk- follows the infinitive of a main verb. 

:W*2~JlJiM S31A 
tukiy pa k-yi pey-yuk-u 
month TOP come-INF pass(INF)-go-FIN 
months come and pass away (KK 28) 

~*~~f.lffo~~IjI!ft«*.IHJJ: 
matuNpara-ni watar-i-yuk-yi-te 
matuNpara-LOC cross.over-INF -go-INF -SUB 
crossing over to MatuNpara (NK 28) 

1!iiiBtfjlg lK~iI!l!~ft g MVI!ft«fJ. {j]DaT~iI!l!iilUIg*2 
kapa-no kuma-Nkuma yorop-op-yi-yuk-u kamo ura-N-kupa n-o 
kiy 
river-GEN bend-bend approach-ITER-INF-go-ATTR PT top
DV(ATTR)-mulberry DV-ATTR tree 
Oh! The top mulberry tree constantly approaches the bends of the 
river! (NK 56) 

UJ ~~ 7J\~;ft~~~tL!JIa~ft~/~,~~ = 1m ::ftE~ 
YAMA-NO pa-ni aNti MURA SAWAK-YI-YUK-U-nar-e-Nto 
WARE PA saNpusi we KYIMYI n-i si AR-AN-E-NPA 
mountain-GEN edge-LOC duck flock make.noise-INF-go-FIN
RA-EV-CONC I TOP sad(FIN) EXCL lord DV-INF PT exist
NEG-EV-CON 
Although [it] is heard that flocks of ducks at the mountain edges 
are making noises flying away, oh, I am sad, because [it] is not 
[my] lord (MYS IV: 486) 

s{ifS3IA~~ 
k-yi pey-yuk-u t6si 
come-INF pass(INF)-go-ATTR year 
the year that came and passes away (MYS V: 881) 
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~.~.~~&~~W~~~~*fi~~~~~~~~k 
MWOMWO-PYE Y AMA KWOYE-te suNkiy-yuk-yi itu si kamo 
MYIY AKWO-wo myi-m-u to omop-yi-tutu 
hundred-CL mountain cross.over(INF)-SUB pass(INF)-go-INF 
when PT PT capital-ACC see-TENT-ATTR OV think-INF-COOR 
crossing over and passing through hundreds of mountains [I] was 
thinking: "When will [I] see the capital, 1 wonder?" (MYS V: 886) 

~1J\-!:!L~~~*~ffil1~~;J]D-$ 
KYIMYI-ni ya mwotOna a-Nka kwopiy-yuk-am-u 
lord-OAT PT in.vain I-POSS long.for(INF)-go-TENT-ATTR 
Would I continue to long for you in vain? (MYS XV: 3690) 

:ffi'tfJi~~q:fi~ ~~ 
pune pa koNk-yi-yuk-ana 
boat TOP row-INF-go-DES 
[I] want [our] boats to row out (MYS XV: 3721) 

S f3g0..tL~*t~*~z W~~:ffi' 
PYI-no kure-yuk-e-Npa IPYE-wo si so omwop-u 
sub-GEN set(INF)-go-EV-CON home-ACC PT PT think-ATTR 
because the sun is setting, [I] think of [ my] home (MYS XVII: 
3895) 

l:j.gR~1J\{jJ'J;I::~fi~~-$ 
yoroNtu yo-ni ip-yi-tuNk-yi-yuk-am-u 
ten.thousand generation-LOC say-INF-follow-INF -go-TENT -FIN 
[I] would continue to talk [about it] for ten thousand generations 
(MYS XVII: 4003) 

lyjil*~~13::{~~ 0..Jt*L~ 
puNti namyi-no sak-yi-yuk-u MYI-re-Npa 
wisteria wave-GEN bloom-INF-go-ATTR see-EV-CON 
When [I] see the waves of wisteria blooming everywhere 
(MYS XVIII: 4042) 

'=P~Z EEl ~~sz~~*t~*16::~~1J\zf*~~*L~ '* 
uwe-si TA mwo mak-yi-si patakey mwo asa NkotO n-i siNpom-yi
kare-yuk-u 
plant(INF)-PAST/ATTR paddy PT sow-INF-PAST/ATTR field PT 
morning every OV-INF wither-INF-wither(INF)-go-FIN 
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Planted paddies and sowed fields continue to wither every 
morning (MYS XVIII: 4122) 

~lfjJf1]\,~j(fi:S3 S-f:S; 
IW ASE NWO-ni UMA-N-tak-yi-yuk-yi-te 
Iwase field-LOC horse-DAT-steer-INF-go-INF-SUB 
[I] steer [my] horse to the Iwase field (MYS XIX: 4154) 

B ~~1ff mz!i\!lJ 3f-~S31JD-$~ 
SIRA YUKYI-n6 pur-i-sik-u Y AMA-wo KWOYE-yuk-am-u 
KYIMYI 
white snow-GEN fall-INF-cover-ATTR mountain-ACC 
cross.over(INF)-go-TENT -ATTR lord 
you who will cross over the mountains covered with white snow 
(MYS XIX: 4281) 

'¥jI?m S3 !i\ a~ j~Jt~1]\~q: c g {jt$.!i\ 
utur-i-yuk-u TOKYI MYI-RU Nk6t6 n-i k6k6r6 ita-ku 
change-INF-go-ATTR time see-ATTR every DV-INF heart 
painful-INF 
Every time that [I] see times that are changing [ my] heart aches, 
and ... (MYS XX: 4483) 

~*,**,*~~~~i!$t;f1j1~ -$t!o/.J~ z 5. 
IYA TUNK-YI TUNK-YI n-i UKEY-TAMApar-i-YUK-Am-u 
MONO to s-i-te 
more follow-NML follow-NML DV-INF accept(INF)-HUM-INF
go-TENT-ATTR thing DV do-INF-SUB 
as a thing that [ we] will continue to accept for a greater posterity 
(SM9) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The directive auxiliary yuk- is attested in Eastern Old Japanese in 
one example: 

~iiJi01JD l~di~~f~ RJ $. J$t(~~ RJ M~~~~iiJ fftl ~!i\ iI S3 !i\ 
asiNkara-n6 myi-saka tamapar-i kapyer-i-myi-Ns-u are pa kuye
yuk-u 
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AsiNkara-GEN HON-slope receive(HUM)-INF return-INF-look
NEG-INF 1 TOP cross.over(INF)-go-FIN 
[I] received [the pennission of the deities to cross] the AsiNkara 
slope, and 1 will cross over[it] without looking back (MYS XX: 
4372) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
It seems that both Old Ryukyuan ik- and modern Shuri 'ich- that 
are counterparts of WOJ auxiliary yuk- follow not the infinitive, but 
the subordinative gerund fonn of a main verb. This is highly 
reminiscent of the same usage in modern Japanese which is 
different from both Western Old Japanese and Middle Japanese. 1 
was unable to find any examples from other modern dialects, but 
this may be due to the paucity of descriptions rather than the lack of 
the auxiliary itself. 

Old Ryukyuan 

L J: ~ t ~ 0)1;£'"(1,.- \Itf:t 
shiyori mori nobo-te ik-e-pa 
Shuri shrine climb-SUB go-EV-CON 
when [I] climb [to] the Shuri shrine (OS V: 214) 

'yudi'ich-uN 
read(SUB) go-FIN 
to progress in reading (RKJ 249) 

6.3.2.2.5.3 Directive auxiliaries iNte- and iNtas-
The verbs iNte-'to go out', 'to exit' and iNtas- 'to take out' used as 
directive auxiliaries indicate that the movement of an action is 
carried from inside one area to another area. Both iNte- and iNtas
can appear in their full fonns, preserving the initial vowel Iii, and in 
their short fonns INte-1 and INtas-l. These short fonns are transcribed 
in this grammar as [ijNte- and [ijNtas-. The presence or absence of 
the initial vowel probably depended on presence or absence of a 
juncture between the main and the auxiliary verb. The difference 
between iNte- and iNtas- seems to be connected at least partially to 
transitivity. The fonner is used predominantly with intransitive main 
verbs (including also quasi-transitives, like k6Nk- 'to row'), while 
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the latter is attested only with transitive main verbs, although there 
are only two examples of iNtas- attested in Western Old Japanese 
(see MYS XV: 3765 and BS 4 below). Both follow the infinitive of a 
main verb. 

£3:~~7Bl ~~~~£3:J:t1f:~J!l: ~7Bl fjT ~~~£3:J:t1f:fjT .& 1J~ t~ IA 
it~m~£3:J:t1f:jjD1J~~*~IA~t~m~£3:1t1f 
motO-pye pa kyimyi-wo omop-yi-[iJNte suwe-pye pa imwo-wo 
omop-yi-[iJNte irana-ky-eku soko-ni omop-yi-[iJNte kanasi-ky
eku koko-ni omop-yi-[iJNte 
root-side TOP lord-ACC think-INF-exit(INF) top-side TOP 
beloved-ACC think-INF-exit(INF) be.regrettable-ATTR-NML 
there-LOC think-INF-exit(INF) be.sorrowful-ATTR-NML here
LOC think-INF-exit(INF) 
at the root [of the tree, I] remember [my] lord, at the top [of the 
tree, I] remember [my] beloved, [I] remember [my lord] there 
with regret, [I] remember [my beloved] here with sorrow (KK 51) 

fo wr mJ1£1m~lIwr{E: 11[~ 
wasir-i-[iJNte n-o yorosi-kyi yama 
run-INF-exit(NML) DV-ATTR good-ATTR mountain 
good mountains that run out (NK 77) 

1J~ m 111M £3:fWf~ Z {jT£3:;ft[lHttr:~1i~. 
nani to kamo utukusi imo-Nka mata sak-yi-[iJNte-ko-n-u 
what DV PT beautiful beloved-POSS again bloom-INF-exit(INF)
come-NEG-ATTR 
for (lit: being) what [reason], 1 wonder, does not [my] beautiful 
beloved bloom again? (NK 114) 

4-*~tH:* 
IMA PA koNk-yi-iNte-na 
now TOP row-INF-exit-DES 
Let [us] row out [to the sea] now (MYS I: 8) 

fjT7Bl*c~flj~fljm;0J:t~:i!l!! 
ipa-kiy-ywori nar-i-[iJNte-si pyito ka 
rock-wood-ABL become-INF-exit(INF)-PAST/ATTR person PT 
Are [you] a person born from rock and wood? (MYS V: 800) 
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flJ~q:r1f~gg*Lte~ B ~Z ~--rr:!J s 
wa-Nka NAKA-no UMAre-INTE-TAR-U SIRA TAMA-no WA
NKA KWO Purupyi 
we-POSS inside-GEN be.born(INF)-exit(lNF)-PERFIPROG
ATTR whitejewel-COMP we-POSS child Purupyi 
Our white jewel-like son Purupyi who was born to us (MYS V: 
904) 

Ma~PJ~./::~~~~~{Jt~ 7( 
ITU SI kamwo pyito to nar-i-iNte-te 
when PT PT person DV become-INF-exit(INF)-SUB 
when [he] becomes a [grown-up] person (MYS V: 904) 

tr:flJ IHltJJ ~~ te* 
sa-waraNpyi-no mwoye-INT-URU PARU 
PREF-fem-GEN bud(INF)-exit-ATTR spring 
spring when ferns bud (MYS VIII: 1418) 

_fim*~PJ$~JJ~~~~~~Z.~~ 
matur-i-[i]Ntas-u katamyi n-o mono-wo pyitO-ni simyes-una 
present(HUM)-put.out-ATTR keepsake DV -A TTR thing-ACC 
person-DAT show-NEG/IMP 
do not show to others the keepsake that [I] presented [to you] 
(MYS XV: 3765) 

c§f5~-$~~~;fff*fJi 
koNk-yi-[i]Nte-n-am-u KYIMYI-Nka myi-pune 
row-INF-exit(INF)-PERF-TENT-ATTR lord-POSS HON-boat 
your boat that has probably rowed out (MYS XV: 3705) 

flJ~ c§~f,1.x~{Jt~~fiit c ~ 
wa pa koNk-yi-[i]Nte-n-u to ipye-ni tuNkey-kos-o 
I TOP row-INF-go.out(INF)-PERF-FIN DV report(INF)-BEN
IMP 
Please tell [the folks at my] home that I have sailed out (MYS XX: 
4408) 

cJJ~~~~4gli~.~.~~~W*~~g~g~~~~ 
$~$-~~~~./::~$-~~ 
kono myi-atO ya-yoroNtu pyikari-wo panat-i-iNtas-i mworo
mworo sukup-yi-watas-i-tamap-ana sukup-yi-tamap-ana 
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this HON-foot.print eight-ten.thousand light-ACC emanate-INF
put.out-INF all-all save-INF-Iead.across-INF-HON-DES save
INF-HON-DES 
This footprint emanates myriad lights, and [I] want [it] to save 
everybody, leading [them] across, [I] want [it] to save [them] (BS 4) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The directive auxiliary iNte- (but not iNtas-) is also attested in 
Eastern Old Japanese. It appears only with intransitive and quasi
transitive verbs. Examples: 

1iJt1Jiffl§~fi t=j ~~ *1iJ~~~ PI $ J~' 
pune-no koNk-yi-[i]Nte-n-aNpa ap-u kotO kata-si 
boat-CaMP row-INF-exit(INF)-PERF-COND meet-ATTR 
matter difficult-FIN 
if [you] row out like a boat, it is difficult to meet (MYS XIV: 3401) 

~HIf~tL ilt~~~1iJ~~7J{tc:5¥ft: c5t*~$ 
nani s-ure so papa to [i]p-u pana-no sak-yi-[i]Nte-ko-Ns-u-ky-em
u 
what do-EV PT mother DV say-ATTR flower-GEN bloom-INF
exit(INF)-come-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
why (lit.: having done what) has the flower called 'Mother' not 
bloomed? (MYS XX: 4323) 

~1J\~JJ -Sf- C AA~ t=j ~{jiJ~ 
nanipa two-wo koNk-yi-[i]Nte-te myi-re-Npa 
Nanipa harbor-ACC row-INF-exit(INF)-SUB look-EV-CON 
When [you] row out of the Nanipa harbor and look ... (MYS XX: 
4380) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
I was able to locate the intransitive verb itife- [ide-] 'to go out' as 
an auxiliary only in Old Ryukyuan. On the other hand, I found the 
transitive 'izas- 'to put out' only in the Nakijin dialect. These 
auxiliaries probably exist in modem dialects, too, but the available 
descriptions do not mention them. 
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Old Ryukyuan 

I'J:-'J I;: L tr":ro Lit' 't "'" I'J: 
fatu nisi-ka os-i-itife-fa 
first northern.wind-NOM push-INF-exit-CON 
when the first northern wind blows out (OS VII: 349) 

Nakijin 

u-i-[i]zas-uN 
chase-INF-put.out-FINN 
to chase out (Nakasone 1983: 40) 

6.3.2.2.5.4 Directive auxiliaries ir- and ire-
The verbs ir- 'to enter' and ire- 'to insert', 'to put in' used as 
directive auxiliaries indicate that the movement of an action is 
carried into a certain area. Both ir- and ire- can appear in their full 
forms, preserving the initial vowel Iii, and in their short forms Ir-I 
and Ire-I. These short forms are transcribed in this grammar as [ijr
and [ijre-. The presence or absence of the initial vowel probably 
depended on presence or absence of a juncture between the main and 
the auxiliary verb. The difference between ir- and ire- is connected 
to transitivity, although there are not many examples. The former is 
used with intransitive main verbs and the quasi-transitive koNk- 'to 
row', while the latter is attested only with two transitive main verbs, 
kwok- 'to rub through' and otos- 'to drop.' Both ir- and ire- follow 
the infinitive of a main verb . .. $.~.~~~ .. ~W~~~ 
opo murwo-ya-ni pyitO sapa n-i k-yi-ir-i-wor-i 
big cave-house-LOC person many DV-INF come-INF-enter-INF
exist-FIN 
many people are coming inside the big cave dwelling (KK 10) 

~~~~.~.W~~~~~~~~~~ .. ~~~~W~. 
~~1[Jt -
sawa-sawa n-i na-Nka ip-yes-e koso uti-watas-u ya-Nka-paye-nasu 
k-yi-ir-i-mawi-k-ure 
noisily-noisily DV -INF you-POSS speak(INF)-HON-EV PT 
PREF-cross-ATTR ?-POSS-?-COMP come-INF-enter-INF
HUM(INF)-come-EV 
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you spoke noisily and [you] came inside like ? that crossed from 
afar (KK 63) 

~$rlU¥tf A* 8 7ld~z~JiJ'a 
okyi-tu NAMYI SINWONK-YI KONK-YI-[I]R-I-KO AMA-NG 
TUR-I-N-PUNE 
offing-GENILOC wave push.aside-INF row-INF-enter-INF
come(IMP) fisherman-GEN fish-NML-GEN-boat 
Fishing boat of fishermen! Row in here, cutting through the waves 
of the offing (MYS XIII: 3225) 

~~~~IH~!l!Afoz 
yara-ni SIRANKYI WONG OTOS-l-IRE wasi 
sea(?)-LOC Silla axe drop-INF-insert(INF) INTER 
oh, [I] dropped the Silla axe into the sea (MYS XVI: 3878) 

lHJt~~[!]1i*L 
swoNte-ni mwo kwok-yi-[i]re 
sleeve-LOC PT rub.through-INF-insert(INF) 
[they] rub [the flowers] into [their] sleeves, and ... (MYS XVIII: 
4111 ) 

*fIl~[!]1i*Lti 
SWONTE-ni kwok-yi-[i]re-t-u 
sleeve-LOC rub.through-INF -insert(INF)-PERF -FIN 
[they] have rubbed [the flowers] into [their sleeves (MYS XIX: 
4192) 

1iPY.1if~*fIl~[!]1i~:m§raJJ:ffi 
oti-n-uNpey-myi SWONTE-ni kwok-yi-[I]RE-t-u PUNT! 
NAMYI-no PANA 
fall(INF)-PERF-DEB-GER sleeve-LOC rub.through-INF-
insert(INF)-PERF-FIN Fuji wave-GEN flower 
because [they] would have fallen, [I] have rubbed into my sleeves 
(the waves of) wisteria flowers (MYS XIX: 4193a) 

*z~~JJ~~-Sf-l*Cj ~[!]1i*L~ 
asiNpyi-no pana-wo swoNte-ni kwok-yi-[i]re-na 
andromeda-GEN flower-ACC sleeve-LOC rub.through-INF
insert-DES 
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[I] want to rub andromeda flowers into [my] sleeves (MYS XX: 
4512) 

~A fifx~:f:IB 
SUSUM-YI-IR-UNpey-kyi OKU-Na TaKaRa 
advance-INF-enter-DEB-ATTR inside-GEN place 
the interior territory which [they] should have advanced into (SM 
62) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The directive auxiliaries ir- and ire- are not attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
I was able to locate examples of cognates of the Western Old 
Japanese transitive ire- 'to insert' used as an auxiliary in Old 
Ryukyuan and in the Nakijin dialect. It probably exists in other 
modem dialects, too, but the available descriptions do not mention 
it. 

Old Ryukyuan 

~ 'i VJ L- ~h~ t < i:J~L- Gtl~ t 2: L- 'ibi:J~v\:h -Clb.~ 
'ibi:J~v\:h -C 
tomari sir-an-e-tomo kuti ya sir-an-e-tomo sas-i-mawatife-ire-te 
nuk-yi-mawatife-ire-te 
harbor know-NEG-EV-CONC entrance TOP know-NEG-EV
CONC insert-INF-turn(SUB)-insert(INF)-SUB pull-INF
turn(SUB)-insert(INF)-SUB 
although [I] do not know the harbor, although [I] do not know the 
entrance [to the harbor], guide [my boat] in, pull [my boat] in (OS 
XIII: 798) 

Nakijin 

hac-i-ir-uN 
write-INF -insert-FIN 
to write in (Nakasone 1983: 52) 
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6.3.2.2.5.5 Directive auxiliaries aN key- and aNkar-
The verbs aNkey- 'to raise' and aNkar- 'to rise' used as directive 
auxiliaries indicate that the movement of an action is going in an 
upward direction. 129 The difference between aNkey- and aNkar
might be historically connected to transitivity, although the 
distinction is not as clear-cut as with other similar pairs of directive 
auxiliaries. Both are used with transitive and intransitive verbs in 
Western Old Japanese, although there are only two examples of 
aNkar- and five examples of aNkey- spelled phonetically in the texts 
where we really can tell the difference between these two. Both 
aNkey- and aNkar- follow the infinitive of a main verb. Examples: 

;&'* ~~:l(Emwr;fjJ ~~iiJ1t ~ 
yamatO-pye-ni nisi puk-yi-aNkey-te 
Yamato-side-LOC western. wind blow-INF -raise(INF)-SUB 
Western wind blows up towards Yamato, and ... (KK 55) 

;&,*~~jjf;J]D £;fjJ {fJiiJ ~J( 
yamatO pye-ni kaNse puk-yi-aNkey-te 
Yamato-side-LOC wind blow-INF -raise(INF)-SUB 
Wind blows up towards Yamato, and ... (FK 13) 

~ ~ 1f~~;&$:J]\a${ti:1t $ ,*~tfJi 
nara-no myiyakwo-ni myes-aNkey-tamap-an-e 
Nara-GEN capital-LOC call(HON)(INF)-raise(INF)-HON-DES
IMP 
[I] want [you] to summon [me to come] up to the capital ofNara 
(MYS V: 882) 
This is an interesting example for two reasons. First, myes-aNkey- is an obvious 
contraction of *myes-i-aNkey, where the infinitive marker of the main verb 
underwent contraction. Second, the auxiliary aNkey- here indicates the motion of 
the speaker who is outside of the capital towards the capital, expressing pretty 
much the same function that modem Japanese nobor- would have in the same case. 

'¥~JJff;1tz**J]\~tzlt*~m 
uMEY-no TIR-U PANA si amey-ni toNp-yi-aNkar-i 
plum-GEN fall-ATTR blossom PT heaven-LOC fly-INF-rise-INF 
falling plum blossoms fly up to heaven, and ... (MYS XVII: 3906) 

129 It is interesting that there are no uncontroversially attested auxiliaries in 
Western Old Japanese that indicate a downward action. 
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J¥~~t;\W:%~flj*1tJff~1]\~ S 
pari-N-pukurwo tor-i-aNkey mapye-ni ok-yi 
needle-GEN-bag take-INF-raise(INF) front-LOC place-INF 
bringing up the needle bag and placing [it] in front (MYS XVIII: 
4129) 

~£J:JJ~~Hi~~**tPJ fi~~ 
myi-ma-na suswo tum-yi-aNkey kakyi-naNte 
HON-skirt-GEN hem pick-INF-raise(INF) PREF-caress(INF) 
[my mother] picked up [her] skirt hems and caressed [me] (MYS 
XX: 4408) 

UJJ II ~m*¥Af!J.1JD-s:~qT~iiJ1JD ~M~~-$ 
YAMA KAPA-NO KYIYWO-KYI TOKORO-WONPA TARE
TO TOMO n-i kama MYI-SONAP-AS-I-aNkar-apey-TAMAP
Am-u 
mountain river-GEN clean-ATTR place-ACC(EMPH) who-COM 
together DV-INF PT look(INF)-put.in.order-HON-INF-rise
ITER-HON-TENT -ATTR 
With whom will [I] be constantly looking up together at the clean 
places of mountains and rivers, 1 wonder? (SM 51) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The directive auxiliaries aN key- and aNkar- are not attested ill 

Eastern Old Japanese. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
Both age- and agar- are attested as auxiliaries in Old Ryukyuan. 1 
was only able to find examples of the transitive agiir- used as an 
auxiliary in the Nakijin dialect. It probably exists in other modern 
dialects, too, but the available descriptions do not mention it. 

Old Ryukyuan 

~ :::. %*~ 7j.~~ib6t) t G Iv t V) t~" \0) V) ibi,p V) L ct 
kik-o-we-ofo-kimi-kiya arne mor-aN mori-ni inor-i-akar-i s-iyo 
hear-ATTR-voice(?)-great-Iady-NOM rain leak-NEG/ ATTR 
sacred.grove-LOC pray-INF-rise-NML do-FIN 
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The great priestess offers [her] prayers in the sacred grove where 
the rain cannot leak (OS I: 30) 

~~k~~ti~~~~~~~k~~ti~L~~~ 
mi-yo-tat-i-ya-fa nuk-yi-ake-te yo-tat-i-ya-fa os-i-ake-te 
HON -world-stand-NML-ACC-TOP pull-INF -raise(INF)-SUB 
world-stand-NML-ACC-TOP push-INF -raise(INF)-SUB 
pulling up the king, pushing up the king (OS I: 39) 

Nakijin 

muc-i-agiir-uN 
hold-INF-raise-FIN 
to bring up (Nakasone 1983: 8) 

6.3.2.2.5.6 Directive auxiliary yar-
The verb yar- 'to send' used as a directive auxiliary indicates that the 
action expressed by the main verb is directed at a certain object (or 
goal) located some distance from the agent. It also may indicate 
that an action simply passes away into the distance as in the 
examples from MYS V: 804 and MYS XVII: 4008 below. The 
auxiliary yar- normally follows the infinitive of the main verb 
directly, although in one case it is attested following the infinitive 
of a causative stem of a verb (see MYS XIX: 4154 below). It is a 
rare auxiliary, attested only in the Man 'yoshu (and predominantly 
in the later texts) and in the Norito. I provide below the majority of 
the phonetically attested examples from the Man 'yoshu. All 
examples from Norito are semantographic, so I do not include them 
here. 

~{5t~I§{&:J11!! 5fU 3f. ~ k fi€. J11!! ifF filfJ Jt.Wfll!f5fU flHL 
tOkyi-no sakar-i-wo tONtOmiy-kane suNkus-i-yar-i-t-ure 
time-GEN bloom-NML-ACC stop(INF)-NEG/POT(INF) pass
INF-send-INF-PERF-EV 
[they] have spent [their lives] being unable to stop the prime of 
their lives (MYS V: 804) 

pY~Z illmEfI)pY .bt~*iL~ 
kapyes-i-yar-u tukapyi na-kyere-Npa 
return-INF-send-ATTR messenger no-EV -CON 
because there is no messenger to send [it] back (MYS XV: 3627) 
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~ & ~1351]\~iij: J]\~~f\)jt~ & lit 
nara-na myiyakwo-ni katO tuNkey-yar-am-u 
Nara-GEN capital-LOC word report(INF)-send-TENT-FIN 
[I] would send a message to the capital ofNara (MYS XV: 3676) 

oo~~~~~z~~z~~*z~~~f\)~~&~ 
MA-N-TUKAPYI mwo yar-u yasi rna na-si omap-osi-kyi kata 
tute-yar-aN s-u 
interval-GEN-messenger PT send-ATTR chance PT no-FIN think
ADJ-ATTR word send.a.message(INF)-send-NEG-INF 
There is no chance to send a messenger between [us]. [I] do not 
send a message that [I] think of (MYS XVII: 3962) 

~~lt~~~~~*fljz 3f. 
omwop-yi-yar-u katO rna ar-i-si-wo 
think-INF-send-ATTR matter PT exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-ACC 
although there were matters that [I] cheered [myself] up about 
(MYS XVII: 4008) 

B !£ZIJ'\~~ S3 &J]\*~~1:!L~ 
SIRA NUR-I N-O KWO-SUNSU mwo yura n-i ap-ase-yar-i 
white paint-NML DV-ATTR DIM-bell cling DV-INF fight
CAUS(INF)-send-INF 
letting [my hawk go] off to catch [other birds] with the clinging 
[sound] ofthe little white painted bell (MYS XIX: 4154) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The auxiliary yar- is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
To the best of my knowledge, yar- is attested as an auxiliary only 
in Old Ryukyuan. That makes it a potential candidate for a loan 
from Classical Japanese. 

Old Ryukyuan 

Jj.=-%L~~:jG.:c:b 
mi-kowe s-i-yar-i osow-a 
HON-voice do-INF-send-INF rule-TENT 
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sending out [your] voice, [you] should rule [the country] (OS I: 8) 

ib:to -c v \ ~ ~ 'J tJ~t:: ~ 0 t; 'd):b t.J"""
ao-te ik-i-yar-i kataki fidimewa-tife 
fight(INF)-SUB go-INF-send-INF enemy pacify(INF).HON(INF)
SUB 
fighting, and going forward, and pacifying the enemies (OS I: 25) 

6.3.2.2.5.7 Directive auxiliaries watar- and watas-
The verb watar- 'to cross' used as a directive auxiliary has two 
functions in Western Old Japanese. First, it can indicate that an 
action goes over or across some area. Second, it can indicate that an 
action goes on for a long time. The verb watas- 'to carry across' 
used as an auxiliary is attested only in the first function. The 
difference between the usage of watar- and watas- as auxiliaries 
seems to be connected to the transitivity of a main verb. The 
auxiliary watar- is used predominantly after intransitive and quasi
transitive main verbs, although it appears once after the transitive 
verb mOt- 'to hold' (see the example from FK 12 below). The 
auxiliary watas- is found only after transitive main verbs. Overall, 
watar- is much more frequent than watas-. As auxiliaries watar
and watas- follow in most cases the infinitive of a main verb, but in 
one example from MYS XVII: 4004 below watar- is found after 
the subordinative gerund -teo Examples: 

(1) An action going over or across some area: 

{ti:~~¥&:ffllA ct~~fo~;@ 
sawi-N-kapa-ywo kumwo tat-i-watar-i 
Sawi-GEN-river-ABL cloud rise-INF-cross-INF 
Clouds are rising over from the Sawi river, and ... (KK 20) 

Y~ ••• ~.fi.~.fi.~~.~~~~~.~~.~~ 
~fljtftfJ\ 
isi-kapa-kata-puti kata-puti-ni amyi par-i-watas-i mey-ro yos-i-ni 
yos-i yor-i-ko-n-e 
stone-river-side-pool side-pool-LOC net spread-INF
carry.across-INF mesh-DIM bring.near-NML-COMP bring. near
NML approach-INF-come-DES-IMP 
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[Girls, I] wish [you] would come near, like [they] bring near the 
meshes, spreading nets across at the side pool of a stony river (NK 
3) 

.~~~.~m~w~~m~~~.~*~~.~~.~.m 
~~~~ -

tOko yo pye-ni kumo tat-i-watar-u myiNtunoye-no urasima n-o 
kwo-Nka kotO mot-i-watar-u 
eternal world side-LOC cloud rise-INF-cross-FIN MyiNtunoye
GEN Urasima DV-ATTR lad-POSS word hold-INF-cross-FIN 
Clouds are rising over at the Eternal Land. [They] will carry over 
the words of the lad Urasima from MyiNtunoye (FK 12) 

4 J1J *1]\~ PJ~{jI"~~.~.f5 
PUYU-no PAYASI-ni TUMUNSI kamwo i-MAK-YI-WATAR-U 
to OMOP-U-maNte 
winter-GEN forest-LOC whirlwind PT DLF-whirl-INF-cross-FIN 
DV think-ATTR-TERM 
to the point that [we] thought: "Could it be a whirlwind that whirls 
there across the winter forest?" (MYS II: 199) 

~R~{ifp~~~m 
taNtu nak-yi-watar-u-nar-i 
crane cry-INF-cross-FIN-RA-FIN 
[I] hear that cranes are crying and flying away (MYS XV: 3598) 

~~~m~~~~J1J~~~~«ti1]\~~~~m.~A~~~ 
!t C3 ~*m~.tEltfJi 
sira kumo wata-tu myi-no okyi-tu myiya pye-ni tat-i-watar-i tOno
N-kumwor-yi-ap-yi-te amey mo tamap-an-e 
white cloud sea-GENILOC dragon-GEN offing-GENILOC palace 
side-LOC rise-INF -cross-INF line-LOC-become.cloudy-INF
meet-INF-SUB rain PT grant-DES-IMP 
White clouds! [I] want [you] to rise over the palace of the sea 
dragon in the offing and grant [us] rain after [you] bundle together 
in a line (MYS XVIII: 4122) 

tEl~*~m~~~C3~~tEl~J1Jm~mW~~~~~~ 
pasi Ntani mo watas-i-te ar-aNpa sono [u]pey-yu mo i-yuk-yi
watar-as-i 
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bridge PT PT put.over-INF-SUB exist-COND that top-ABL PT 
DLF-go-INF-cross.over-HON-INF 
if [someone] had just put a bridge over [the Milky Way], [they 
would] go over [it] (MYS XVIII: 4125) 

tp. 1]\ -sf-~ fp tp. Z 
tani-wo myi-watas-i 
valley-ACC look(INF)-carry.across-INF 
[I] look across the valley, and ... (MYS XIX: 4209) 

ZlffR tp. !tW cfifptp.flJ Ej 
sima-N -tutap-yi i-koNk-yi-watar-i-te 
island-LOC-pass.along-INF DLF -row-INF -cross-INF -SUB 
[I] row across [the ocean] passing along islands (MYS XX: 4408) 

c~~M~«4gR~.~-sf-~*~Wt~~g~g~~~~ 
tp.~tp.lff~*~~!ttp.lff~* 
kono myi-ato ya-yoroNtu pyikari-wo panat-i-iNtas-i mworo
mworo sukup-yi-watas-i-tamap-ana sukup-yi-tamap-ana 
this HON-foot.print eight-ten.thousand light-ACC emanate-INF
put.out-INF all-all save-INF-carry.across-INF-HON-DES save
INF-HON-DES 
This footprint emanates myriad lights, and [I] want [it] to save 
everybody, leading [them] across, [I] want [it] to save [them] (BS 
4) 

(2) An action continuing for a long time: 

m1]\~m ••• -sf-.-~~~ffi.~~~ 
K9K9RQ-ni PA OMOP-YI-WATAR-E-Nto YOSI-wo NA-myi 
YOSO NOMIYN-I S-I-TE NANKEYK-YI so WA-NKA S-URU 
heart-LOC TOP love-INF-cross-EV-CONC chance-ABS no-GER 
different.place PT DV-INF do-INF-SUB lament-INF PT I-POSS 
do-ATTR 
Although [I] continue to love [you] in [my] heart, because there is 
no chance [to meet], I just lament in a different place (MYS IV: 
714) 

.tt.~Z~~~~~.m~~*tp.~~c~*~~~~$~ 
fifr 
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YORONTU YO n-i tOsi pa k-yi p-u tOmo uMEY -no pana tay-uru 
kotO na-ku sak-yi-watar-uNpey-si 
ten.thousand generation DV-INF year TOP come-INF pass-FIN 
CONJ plum-GEN blossom be.interrupted-ATTR matter no-INF 
bloom-INF -cross-DEB-FIN 
Even though years will come and pass for ten thousand generations, 
plum blossoms will continue to bloom without interruption (MYS 
V: 830) 

fi~ ~iifc?Ffo ~mEwf,3: 
kyimyi-ni kwopiy-watar-u kamo 
lord-DA T 10ng.for(INF)-cross-ATTR PT 
[I] will continue to long for you! (MYS XV: 3603) 

W~~**L*~~W~~~~*~iifc#~~mE 
imwo n-i ar-e ya yasu i mwo ne-Ns-u-te a-Nka kwopiy-watar-u 
beloved DV-INF exist-EV PT easy sleep PT sleep-NEG-INF-SUB 
I-POSS 10ve(INF)-cross-ATTR 
Is [she] my beloved? I do not sleep easily, and continue to love 
[her] (MYS XV: 3633) 

~~~_~~~~*mE~fi~~~~.~.~~~~mE~ 
tati-yama-ni pur-i-ok-yer-u yukyi-no toko natu-ni key-Ns-u-te 
watar-u pa 
Tati-mountain-LOC fall-INF -put-PROG-ATTR snow-GEN eternal 
summer-LOC melt-NEG-INF-SUB cross-ATTR TOP 
the fact that the snow that has fallen on Mount Tati continues not 
to melt in the height of summer ... (MYS XVII: 4004) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The auxiliary watar- (but not watas-) is attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese only once in the function of continuing action: 

~~*~~~fi~~mm$*~~~~~~ 
ne-nomiy-wo ka nak-yi-watar-i-n-am-u ap-u to pa na-si-ni 
sound-PT-ACC PT cry-INF-cross-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR 
meet-FIN DV TOP no-FIN-LOC 
shall [I] just continue to cry, because there is no [chance] of [even] 
thinking to meet [you]? (MYS XIV: 3390) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
To the best of my knowledge, watar- is attested as an auxiliary 
only in Old Ryukyuan. That makes it a potential candidate for a 
loan from Classical Japanese. 

~ v\bt~ 0 0) ~ < G LIt LIt ~:t5 ~ ~ i::.J"'lt:t5 J: ~ ~v\v\C' 
6tf 
sa-i-watar-u n-o sakura sike-sike to or-i-sat-ife keo-yori ai-ide
ram-u 
bloom-INF-cross-ATTR DV-ATTR sakura dense-dense DV 
bend-INF-stretch-INF today-ABL COOP-go.out-TENT2-FIN 
[Sailors!] From today [you] should go out together bundling 
together [like] blooming sakura [trees] (OS X: 531) 

6.3.2.2.5.8 Directive auxiliary yor-
The verb yor- 'to approach' used as a directive auxiliary indicates that 
the action expressed by the main verb comes close to a certain object 
or person. The auxiliary yor- follows the infinitive of the main verb 
directly. It is a rare auxiliary, attested only in the Nihonshoki kayo 
(one example) and in the Man 'yoshu. We should have expected that 
the transitive counterpart of yor-, yose- 'to bring close' would also 
be attested in our texts, but as a matter of fact there are no reliable 
examples of yose- in phonetic spelling where one can be sure that 
yose- and not yor- is used.130 In spite of the general paucity of the 
examples, it is also easy to notice that yor- is used after both 
transitive and intransitive verbs. 

"M:M.PM,~.PM~lRimi~~~~H1JD.~IR~9@i'T~mim 
opo mapye wo-mapye sukune-Nka kana-two kaNkey ka-ku tat-i
yor-an-e 
great front DIM-front retainer-POSS metal-door shadow thus-INF 
stand-INF -approach-DES-IMP 
Senior and junior retainers, [I] want [you] to stand close [to] the 
shelter of the metal door (NK 72) 

.~~m~~.~~~~.~*~~&~~ 
op-yi-k-uru mono pa mwomwo kusa n-i semey-yor-i-k-yi-tar-u 

130 This is another discrepancy with Middle (Classical) Japanese, where yose- can 
be used as a directive auxiliary (Vovin 2003: 381-82). 
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pursue-INF-come-ATTR thing TOP hundred kind DV-INF 
assault(INF)-approach-INF -come-INF -PERFIPROG-ATTR 
the things that pursue [us], come assaulting [us] in a hundred 
varieties (MYS V: 804) 

~.~~m~~~W~4~.~~~~W~~~4~. 
wotomye-ra-Nka sa-n-as-u ita-two-wo os-i-pyirak-yi i-taNtwor-i
yor-i-te 
maiden-PLUR-POSS PREF-sleep-HON-ATTR board-door-ACC 
push-INF-open-INF DLF-pursue-INF-approach-INF-SUB 
[gentlemen] push open wooden doors where maidens sleep, and 
[they] pursue [maidens] there (MYS V: 804) 

fE1ffR?\~PJ*t~~4m~.lt 
yupu-N-tuku ywo kaNkey tat-i-yor-i-ap-yi 
evening-GEN-moon night shadow rise-INF-approach-INF-meet
INF 
The evening moon and the night shadow rise close together 
and ... (MYS XV: 3658) 

ftr:z 4 ~ -$1iiJJ~,l{ 
sas-i-yor-am-u ISWO-no SAKYI-NSAKYI 
come.out-INF -approach-TENT -ATTR rocky.shore-GEN cape
cape 
capes on the rocky shore that will come close (MYS XIX: 4245) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is only one example of yor- as an auxiliary in Eastern Old 
Japanese, but we can be sure of its real existence in the language, as 
it appears in a poem with very typical Eastern Old Japanese 
features. 

~.W~~M~4~.PJ~~~.*ili~* 
wa-Nka se-na-ni ap-yi-yor-u to kamwo yworu tOkye-yasu-kye 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-DAT meet-INF-approach-FIN DV PT 
night untie(INF)-easy-ATTR 
is [the garment cord] easy to untie at night because [I] think that [I] 
will meet with my beloved, I wonder? (MYS XIV: 3483) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
The auxiliary yor- is not attested in Ryukyuan. 

6.3.2.2.5.9 Directive auxiliary kakey-
The verb kakey- 'to hang' used as a directive auxiliary indicates that 
the action expressed by the main verb comes onto a certain object or 
person. The auxiliary kakey- follows the infinitive of the main verb 
directly. It is a rare auxiliary, attested only once in the Kojiki kayo 
in phonetic spelling. There are a few more attestations in the 
Man 'yoshii, but they are all completely semantographic. We should 
have expected that the intransitive counterpart of kakey-, kakar- 'to 
hang' would also be attested in our texts, but as a matter of fact 
there are no reliable examples of kakar- in phonetic spelling where 
one can be sure that kakar- and not kakey- is used.13l 

~g~~J::~~~~ Rl~JfflJ::~ijiI~~jJO~~ 
opo myiya pyitO pa uNtura tOri pyire tor-i-kakey-te 
great palace person TOP quail bird long.scarf take-INF
hang(INF)-SUB 
The ladies from the great palace are wearing [their] long scarves 
[like] quails, and ... (KK 102) 

~ IDHiHJ\~J&~ 
sopo-N-PUNE-ni TUNA TOR-l-KAKEY 
red.paint-DV(ATTR)-boat-LOC rope take-INF-hang-INF 
placing the ropes onto the red-painted boat (MYS XIII: 3300) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The auxiliary kakey- is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
I was able to locate the auxiliary kake- ~ kaki- only in Old 
Ryukyuan and in Shuri. It probably exits in other modem dialects, 
too, but the available descriptions do not mention it. 

131 This is different from Middle (Classical) Japanese where both lwkey- and 
lwlwr- are clearly attested as auxiliaries (Vovin 2003: 382-83). 
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Old Ryukyuan 

~'i J:: L 'i ti'~6/)~~ L6 < (;: ti'~I!b~1t\ J:: bt:::.. i:J~t)'>ltb 
tl,rtbt:::.. i:J~;O)ltbtl, 
yamato sima-giyame mu yasiru kuni-giyame mu ito watatife-kake
war-e na watatife-kake-war-e 
Yamato island-TERM PT Yamasiro land-TERM PT cord 
pass(SUB)-hang(INF)-HON-IMP rope pass(SUB)-hang(INF)
HON-IMP 
Put the cords and put the ropes [of your power] as far as even 
Yamato and Yamasiro (OS III: 93) 

kam-i-kaki-yuN 
eat-INF -hang-FIN 
to start eating (RKJ 302) 

6.3.2.2.5.10 Directive auxiliaries tuk- and tukey-
The verbs tuk- 'to reach' and tukey- 'to attach' used as directive 
auxiliaries indicate that the action expressed by the main verb comes 
close to a certain object, person, or state. The auxiliaries tuk- and 
tukey- follow the infinitive of the main verb directly, and they are 
rare auxiliaries. Both can occur with transitive verbs, although there 
is one example of tuk- after an intransitive verb (see MYS XIX: 
4220 below). Thus, there seems to be little functional difference 
between tuk- and tukey-, therefore when they occur as auxiliaries I 
gloss them in the same way as 'attach. , 132 

~~~~~~~~.~~~«.~~~~m 
sita-N-pyimwo-ni yup-yi-tukey mwot-i-te yam-aNs-u sinwop-as-e 
bottom-GEN-cord-LOC tie-INF-attach(INF) hold-INF-SUB stop
NEG-INF yearn-HON-IMP 
tie [it] to your under[garment]-cord, keep [it there], and yearn [for 
me] constantly (MYS XV: 3766) 

jJDS~11~t<~~m~. 
kakyitupata KOROMO-ni sur-i-tukey 

132 Note that in Middle(Classical) Japanese tuk- and tuke- become resultative 
auxiliaries (Vovin 2003: 386-88). 
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iris gannent-LOC rub-INF-attach(INF) 
[They] rub the irises to [their] gannent, and ... (MYS XVII: 3921) 

z '&frJ(mfj~~~miHl~t C3 
sira nur-i n-a SUNSU tor-i-tukey-te 
white paint-NML DV-ATTR bell take-INF-attach(INF)-SUB 
[I] put [on him] a white-painted bell, and ... (MYS XVII: 4011) 

~{jl-R!A*~* 
oyi-[N]tuk-u a-Nka miy 
age(INF)-attach-ATTR I-POSS body 
my body that came close to aging (MYS XIX: 4220) 

~1jtJJfI)iff~mfl)5 
W AKA KUSA-na tuma tor-i-tuk-yi 
young grass-COMP spouse take-INF-attach-INF 
[my] wife who is like a young grass holds [me] close, and ... 
(MYS XX: 4398) 

~ ~iiJ 1I:~.& --¥ to tL?Bl ~~~ C3 {jI-?Bl llf~5fljfl)!A ~ iffllf ~5fljfl)!A 
myi-ata-sura-wo ware pa e-myi-Ns-u-te ipa-ni wer-i-tuk-u tama-ni 
wer-i-tuk-u 
HON-footprint-PT-ACC I TOP POT-see-NEG-INF-SUB rock
LOC carve-INF-attach-FIN jewel-LOC carve-INF-attach-FIN 
I was not able to see even the footprint of the Buddha, so [I] carve 
[it] on the rock, carve [it] on the jewel (BS 3) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The auxiliary tuk- (but not tukey-) is attested twice in Eastern Old 
Japanese. 

{jl-C3 !AtL~tog~mfl){i:C3 {jI-.bl:z 1l~?Bl~ 
iNte-k-ure-Npa wanu tor-i-tuk-yi-te ip-yi-si kwo-na pa rna 
exit(INF)-come-EV-CON I grab-INF-attach-INF-SUB say-INF
PAST/ATTR girl-DIM TOP PT 
when [I] left [the house], oh, [that] girl who grabbed me and 
complained (MYS XX: 4358) 
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~&cg~~*~~~m~~*~&~~~~ 
kara koromu suswo-ni tor-i-tuk-yi nak-u kwo-ra-wo ok-yi-te 
Korea garment hem-LOC take-INF-attach-INF cry-ATTR child
PLUR-ACC put-INF-SUB 
leaving my children who held on to the hem of my Korean garment 
and cried (MYS XX: 4401) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The transitive verb tuke- - tuki- used as an auxiliary is attested in 
both Old Ryukyuan and modem dialects. I was able to locate the 
intransitive tuk- as an auxiliary only in Old Ryukyuan. It probably 
exists in modem dialects, too, but the available descriptions do not 
mention it. 

Old Ryukyuan 

~;O,< i:>~;O~v<pv\--J~ 
aka kuti-ya-ka yu-i-tuk-i 
red mouth-?-NOM approach-INF -attach-INF 
The goddess of fire comes close, and ... (OS III: 88) 

v \2.~::k~:. ;O'J.;.--Jltt~ 0/Hj:fth 
iweya OFOyako-ka mi-tuke-tar-u KO-fanare 
Iweya Ofoyako-NOM see(INF)-attach-PERFIPROG-ATTR 
DIM-separate(NML) 
a small outlying [island] that Ofoyako [from] the Iweya [island] 
noticed (OS XIII: 951) 

Ishigaki 

mii-tsi'ki-N 
see(INF)-attach-FIN 
to notice (Miyara 1980: 574) 

6.3.2.2.6 Resultative auxiliary ok-
The verb ok- 'to put, to place' used as a resultative auxiliary 
indicates that the action of a main verb is done for a future use, or 
that the action done will have an effect afterwards. Thus, we have 
here approximately the same function as with the modem Japanese 
-te ok- construction. The difference is rather formal: in Western Old 
Japanese ok- may follow both the infinitive and the subordinative 
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gerund -fe, although there is only one example of the construction 
-fe ok- in Western Old Japanese that is attested in an 
uncontroversial phonetic spelling (see the example from MYS XV: 
3629 below, for more examples of -fe ok- see 6.3.l.l.l). The 
resultative auxiliary ok- is attested in phonetic spelling only in the 
Man 'yoshii and in the Bussoku seki ka. Examples: 

fo~*L;rJH~-9-"tlt1i~ ~**L~1ifltz~*~ 
wasure-N-kapyi yose-k-yi-te ok-yer-e okyi-tu sira namyi 
forget(NML)-GEN-shell bring(INF)-come-INF-SUB put-PROG
IMP offing-GEN/LOC white wave 
white waves of the offing, bring [to me] the shell of forgetfulness 
(MYS XV: 3629) 

~~~.~~g~*~~~~~**fi~.~~~~~~ 
tati-yama-ni pur-i-ok-yer-u yukyi-no tako natu-ni key-Ns-u-te 
watar-u pa 
Tati-mountain-LOC fall-INF -put-PROG-ATTR snow-GEN 
eternal summer-LOC melt-NEG-INF-SUB cross-ATTR TOP 
the fact that the snow that has fallen on Mount Tati continues not 
to melt in the height of summer ... (MYS XVII: 4004) 

~1A-z1L~~IA~!t~1if&{jJ"filA 
myi-kusiNkey-ni takupap-yi-ok-yi-te ituk-u 
HON-comb.box-LOC store-INF-put-INF-SUB cherish-FIN 
[the jewel] that [I] will store in the comb box [ofthe sea deity] and 
cherish (MYS XIX: 4220) 

.~~-¥J1J~~~t~Wl~iiJl1:~{jJ"~J1J~~li{jJ".=BJ1JB*Lflj 
masura wo-no pum-yi-ok-yer-u ata pa ipa-no upey-ni ima mwo 
nokor-er-i 
excellent man-GEN step-INF-put-PROG-ATTR footprint TOP 
rock-GEN top-LOC now PT remain-PROG-FIN 
The footprint that the Buddha has left remains even now on the 
rock (BS 7) 

*~J1J~~l1:W~li~fi~~~~~.~~J1J~J1J*l1:~li~ 
Rflj.fi~$1&:{&:~Ji**{&-$ 
saka-no myi-ato ipa-ni utus-i-ok-yi uyamap-yi-te noti-no potakey
ni yuNtur-i-matur-am-u sasaNkey-mawus-am-u 
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Shakya-GEN HON-footprint rock-LOC transfer-INF-put-INF 
revere-INF-SUB after-GEN Buddha-DAT hand.over-INF-HUM
TENT-FIN offer(INF)-HUM-TENT-FIN 
[I] will carve Shakya[-muni]'s footprint on the rock, and [after] 
revering [it], [I] will hand it over to the Buddha of the Future, [I] 
will offer [it to him] (BS 9) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is only one example of ok- as an auxiliary in Eastern Old 
Japanese, but we can be sure of its real existence in the language, as 
it appears in a poem with some typical Eastern Old Japanese 
features. 

S3~?Bl § 1:st/jHi~ W ~1~,,~1il!~~ 
yumyi paNsik-yi-ok-yi-te ser-asimye-k-yi-n-aNpa 
bow take.off-INF-put-INF-SUB bend-CAUS(INF)-come-INF
PERF-COND 
if[you] take offthe bow [string] and make [the bow] bend (MYS 
XIV: 3437) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
I have found examples of the verb ok- ~ uk- 'to put' used as an 
auxiliary in Old Ryukyuan, in Nakijin, and in the Shuri dialect. It 
probably exists in other modern dialects, too, but the available 
descriptions do not mention it. 

Old Ryukyuan 

*~ L-i6~m~ ~fc < tl~~ffj::jO~ -C:jO't~ 
OFO nusi-ka ON-mafe-nj ku-ne-fu-ge fa ofe-te otife 
great master-POSS HON-front-LOC nine-year-mother-tree 
plant(INF)-SUB put(SUB) 
having planted a mandarin orange tree in front of the great lord 
(OS XIII: 981) 

Nakiiin 

huc-uk-ee 
put(SUB)-put-IMP 
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Leave [it] (Nakasone 1983: 481) 

'ari-ga ch-uuru-madi maQc-oo-k-ee 
he-NOM come-ATTR-TERM wait-CONT -put-HORT 
Let us wait until he comes (RKJ 1983: 357) 

6.3.2.2.7 Auxiliary -N-kata-

1099 

The auxiliary -N-kata- 'to be hard, to be difficult' indicates that an 
action or a state is difficult to obtain or to achieve. It is the only 
auxiliary that follows not the infinitive but the nominalized form. It 
is also technically bimorphemic, including the special compressed 
form -N- of the genitive -no and the adjectival -kata- 'to be hard, to 
be difficult.' This auxiliary has an adjectival paradigm. There are 
only two examples of -N-kata- in phonetic spelling in Western Old 
Japanese texts: 

~q:tL~ ~{i:f11;)ff~lBt~ m~~ Z 
kare-wo ok-yi-te mata pa ar-i-N-kata-si 
this-ACC leave-INF-SUB again TOP exist-NML-GEN-be.hard
FIN 
[It] is difficult to find again [a falcon of the same quality], except 
this [one] (MYS XVII: 4011) 

1:1:11:. J71J!&~ t<. ~'A ~iiJtLrt 
pyitO-na miy pa e-N-kata-ku ar-e-Npa· 
person-GEN body TOP get(NML)-GEN-be.hard-INF exist-EV
CON 
Because [it] is difficult to get a human body [when you are 
reborn] ... (BS 18) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The auxiliary -N-kata- is attested once in Eastern Old Japanese: 

)ffz ~ 1]\ £3:t<~~{i:PJ *t ~ ~ S 
ma-siNpa n-i rna e-N-kata-kyi kaNkey-wo ok-yi 
INT-often DV-INF PT get(NML)-GEN-be.hard-ATTR shade
ACC put-INF 
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leaving the shade that is difficult to get very frequently (MYS 
XIV: 3573) 

There is one more example where -N-kata is not completely 
grammaticalized in Eastern Old Japanese: 

~cmt~.~Jr\ 
kakaNpa kwo-N-kata n-i 
extremely come(NML ?)-GEN-difficult DV-INF 
[It] is extremely difficult to come (MYS XIV: 3431) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
It seems that the auxiliary -gatasa is attested only in Classical 
Ryukyuan. It is not found in the Omoro Soshi, and 1 could not 
locate it in the available descriptions of modem dialects. 

6.3.2.2.8 Potential auxiliary e[yJ-
The verb e[yJ- 'to get, to receive' can be used as a potential 
auxiliary after the infinitive form of a verb. WOJ e[yJ- 'to get, to 
receive' is a monosyllabic vowel verb that loses its stem e[yJ
before the final form in -u, the attributive form in -uru, and the 
evidential form -ure, resulting in the forms u ( *e-u), uru « *e-uru), 
and ure « *e-ure) (see also 6.1.2). The examples where e[yJ- is 
used as an auxiliary and is spelled phonetically are attested only in 
the following Man 'yoshii poems: 

~.m~~~~~*m~~~~Jr\*~& 
simasi-ku rna pyitO-ri ar-i-uru mwona n-i ar-e ya 
be.for.a.little.while-INF PT one-CL exist-INF-get(ATTR) person 
DV-INF exist-EV PT 
Am [I] a person who could be alone even for a little while? 
[Certainly not!] (MYS XV: 3601) 

1t'~?Blst~.~~*m~-$& 
omwop-aNs-u rna makatO ar-i-e-m-u ya 
long.for-NEG-INF PT truth exist-INF-get-TENT-FIN PT 
Could [I] really exist without longing [for her]? (MYS XV: 3735) 

~~.?Bl~~m~st~~~~~~~ 
MYI-TUKIY TAKARA kaNswopey-e-Ns-u tukus-i mwo kane-t-u 
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HON-tribute treasure count(INF)-get-NEG-INF exhaust-NML 
be.unable(INF)-PERF-FIN 
[It] is impossible to count all tribute treasures, and [one] cannot 
exhaust [them] (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The potential auxiliary e[yJ- is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese 
or Ryukyuan. 
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Following the definition given in Martin (1988: 783) for Modem 
Japanese, all adverbs found in the Classical Japanese prose texts 

can be divided into pure adverbs, adverbialized adjectives and 
nouns. Adverbs derived from adjectives and nouns with the help of 
the infinitive form n-i of the defective verb n- 'to be' have been 
dealt with in 5.1.1 and 6.1.4.1.1. The adverbial usage of infinitive 
forms in -ku of adjectives has also been discussed above (see 5.2.1). 
Therefore, in the present chapter I will deal exclusively with pure 
adverbs. It is impossible to describe all of the pure adverbs in a 
grammar, so I will limit the following examples to a few adverbs 
that are either important or are uniquely Western Old Japanese. 

7.1 ADVERB ITA - ITO 'VERY, EXTREMELY' 
There are two phonetic variants: ita and ito both with the same 
meaning 'very, extremely.' The first variant ita is rarer, but it is 
attested in earlier texts. The second variant ito occurs more 
frequently, but its first attestations appear only in the Man 'yoshu. 
There is an opinion that the variant ito 'very' can be written in two 
varied spellings: ito and itwo, therefore it is difficult to decide on 
the archetype (Omodaka et al. 1967: 85). However, there are only 
three examples of itwo, and two out of three occur in Eastern Old 
Japanese, not in Western Old Japanese. Thus, there is only one 
example of itwo in Western Old Japanese (see MYS VIII: 1524 
below), which can be disregarded as a hapax legomenon, resulting 
in all probability from a later scribal error. The variant ito 
frequently occurs in combination with the following adverb nokyite 
'extremely, exceptionally.' Examples: 

UJj~1JD~l:t1fwr:@YJ( {if it 
ita nak-aNpa pyitO sir-i-n-uNpey-si 
extremely cry-COND person know-INF-PERF-DEB-FIN 
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if [I] would cry loudly, people could know (KK 83) 

.D~{.ftfr-~~~~:fIJ~.xm~ 
ita nak-aNpa pyit6 sir-i-n-uNpey-myi 
extremely cry-COND person know-INF-PERF-DEB-GER 
because people could know if [I] would cry loudly (NK 71) 
A textual variant of the KK 83 cited above. 

~:ffi*Ilk~ {jt~~~ pY!jfJ 
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UMEY-NO PANA IMANTA SAK-AN-Aku ito WAKA-myi kamo 
plum-GEN blossom not.yet bloom-NEG-NML extremely young
GERPT 
the fact that the plum blossoms have not yet bloomed - is it 
because [they] are too young, 1 wonder? (MYS IV: 786) 

{jt~ JJ1i~ffl~3f-ttffij1imE~ji ::Ltm 
ito n6kyite MYINSlKA-KYI MONO-wo PASI kyir-u to IP-YER
U-NKA NKOTO-KU 
very exceptionally short-ATTR thing-ACC end cut-FIN DV say
PROG-ATTR-POSS like-INF 
like [the proverb] says: 'To cut the end of an already very short 
thing' (MYS V: 892) 

{?~ fi~1i~1l1i~1]\~~:!JtiJi71~1ff {iiJjt~~ 
ito n6kyite ITA-kyi KYINSU-ni pa KARA SIPO SOSOK-U t-ip-u
Nka Nk6t6-ku 
very extremely painful-ATTR wound-LOC TOP pungent salt 
sprinkle-FIN DV-say-ATTR-POSS like-INF 
like [the proverb] says: 'To sprinkle salt on a very (much) painful 
wound' (MYS V: 897) 

J(1~{"JJ(riJ1J-?<*~~ tfJ\;J:t-aJ: 
AMA-NO KAPA itwo KAPA NAMYI tat-an-e-NtOm6 
Heaven-GEN river extremely river wave rise-NEG-EV-CONC 
Although the waves do not rise too [high] in the Heavenly River ... 
(MYS VIII: 1524) 
This example is the only example in the whole Western Old Japanese corpus 
where itO is misspelled as itwo. Since this is the only example, I believe it can be 
attributed to a later scribal mistake. 
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Ji+~--t*.--tm 
ito nokyite l USU-kyi MA YWO 
very extremely narrow-ATTR eyebrow 
very narrow eyebrows (MYS XII: 2903) 

~~~~~*~~~~cgW~~~~~z 
na-Nka nak-ey-Npa a-Nka [o]mwop-u kokoro ita mo suNpye na-si 
you-POSS cry-EV-CON I-POSS love-ATTR heart extremely PT 
way no-FIN 
when you cry, my loving heart is extremely helpless (MYS XV: 
3785) 

t§ ~tfJi~{jt~~~~~~ 
APYI-MYI-n-e-Npa ita mo suNpye na-myi 
REC-see-NEG-EV-CON extremely PT way no-GER 
because [I] am extremely helpless when [we] do not see each other 
(MYS XVII: 3978) 

~~W.~W~*~*o~.~.~m~w~~~~~~~$ mE --
pototoNkyisu ito neta-ky-eku pa T ATINPANA-no pana-N-tir-u 
tCikyi-ni k-yi nak-yi-toyom-uru 
cuckoo very distasteful-A TTR-NML TOP mandarin.orange-GEN 
flower-GEN-fall-ATTR time-LOC come-INF sing-INF -sound
ATTR 
Cuckoo, [you] are very distasteful! [You] come and sing at the 
time when mandarin orange flowers are falling (MYS XVIII: 4092) 

f)cJ!1 z i~JJX -¥1;J~{jtWj~HJ]\~ ~ 
AKYI KANSE-NO PUK-AM-U-wo MAT-ANPA ito TOPO-myi 
kamo 
autumn wind-GEN blow-TENT-ATTR-ACC wait-COND very 
distant-GER PT 
I wonder [whether it is] because [it would] be very long if [they] 
would wait for the autumn wind to blow (MYS XIX: 4219) 

1 The character J,'k /tOno/ is used to write the last syllable of ito and the first 
syllable of nokyite. 
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COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
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There are three examples of ito in Eastern Old Japanese, two of 
them spelled as itwo: 

~~ftg.*fi~~~~~W~~~~~~~*mg.~~~ 
fI;j)(~~f,J: -
nar-u se-ro-ni kotu-no yos-u-nasu ito nokyite kanasi-kye se-ro-ni 
pyito sapye yos-umo 
sound-ATTR rapid-DIM-LOC debris-GEN approach-ATTR
COMP very specially beloved-ATTR beloved-DIM-DAT person 
PT relate-EXCL 
even [other] women make [their thoughts] approach [my] very 
special beloved, like the debris approaches each other in the singing 
rapids! (MYS XIV: 3548) 

~~~~~w~~~m~~~$ft.~~~ 
wakare-n-aNpa itwo mwo suNpey na-myi ya taNpyi swoNte pur-u 
part(INF)-PERF-COND extremely PT way no-GER eight(= many) 
times sleeve wave-FIN 
when [we] parted, because absolutely nothing could be done, [I] 
waved [my] sleeve many times (MYS XX: 4379) 

;to ~~3f.~*L~{jI" ~ f,J:~lIiJ:~z 
wakar-u-wo myi-re-Npa itwo mo suNpye na-si 
part-ATTR-ACC see-EV -CON extremely PT way no-FIN 
when [I] see how [they] part [with their families], there IS 

absolutely nothing [that] can be done (MYS XX: 4381) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are no cognates of ita - ito 'very, extremely' in Ryukyuan to 
the best of my knowledge. 

7.2 ADVERB SOKONPA 'VERY' 
There is just one example of the adverb sokoNpa phonetically 
attested in Western Old Japanese: 

~ -$1JD ~~'~Ht~$!t~{i 
kamu-kara ya sokoNpa taputwo-kyi 
deity-origin PT very awesome-A TTR 
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Is [not] the origin of deities very awesome? (MYS XVII: 3985) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The adverb s6k6Npa 'very' is not attested either in Eastern Old 
Japanese or in Ryukyuan. 

7.3 ADVERBS PANTA ~ PANAPANTA 'CONSIDERABLY' 
The variant panapaNta probably represents either an emphatic 
variant of paNta or its reduplication with a loss of a stop after 
prenasalization. There are two phonetic attestations of paNta and 
two partially phonetic attestations of the adverb panapaNta 'very' 
in Western Old Japanese: 

ik~~JF~m 
P ANAP ANta mwo PUR-AN-U AMEY 
considerably PT fall-NEG-ATTR rain 
the rain that was not at all raining considerably (MYS VII: 1370) 

tk~~JF~~ 
P ANAP ANta mwo PUR-AN-U YUKYI 
considerably PT fall-NEG-ATTR snow 
the snow that was not at all snowing considerably (MYS X: 2322) 

;fo;fX fE ~1J\~j(*~~lt ~ 
wa-Nka yuwe n-i paNta na-omwop-yi-so 
I-POSS reason DV-INF considerably NEG-think-INF-do 
Do not long for me so much (MYS XV: 3745) 

~~~~~~*~~~*~~j(~#*~a 
pototoNkyisll k-yi nak-yi-toyom-ey-Npa paNta kwopiy-m-ey ya 
mo 
cuckoo come-INF cry-INF-sound-EV-CON considerably long.for
TENT-EV PT PT 
would [I] be longing so much when a cuckoo would come and cry?! 
(MYS XVIII: 4051) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The adverbs paNta ~ panapaNta 'considerably' are not attested 
either in Eastern Old Japanese or in Ryukyuan. 
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7.4 ADVERBS KOKONPA - KOKONPAKU, KOKONTA
KOKONTAKU 'SO MUCH, EXTREMELY' 
Each of the adverbs kokoNpa and kokoNpaku occurs in Western 
Old Japanese only once. The adverbs kokoNta and kokoNtaku are 
much more frequent, being attested sixteen and eighteen times 
respectively, although in most cases they are spelled 
semantographically as ~ 1F (see, for example, MYS IV: 689 
below). I provide below all cases of kokoNpa - kokoNpaku, and 
kokoNta - kokoNtaku attested in full phonetic spelling. 

~fij~~ § § -¥:§~~1Fz-,j-
naNI SI kamwo MEY KOTO-wo Ntani mo KOKONTA 
TOMOSI-kyi 
what PT PT eye word-ABS PT PT so. much scarce-ATTR 
I wonder why even [our] meetings are so scarce? (MYS IV: 689) 

jjlfk ~-at~fJt/F,~W~~~PJ~ 
kokoNta mo maNkap-u uMEY-no pana kamwo 
extremely PT fall.down.in.confusion-ATTR plum-GEN blossom 
PT 
Oh, plum blossoms that fall down in extreme confusion! (MYS V: 
844) 

~ttjjlfjjlf~ fjt~tfJi ~ ~ftJ( ~ 
naNso kokoNpa i-no ne-raye-n-umwo 
why extremely sleep-GEN sleep-PASS-NEG-EXCL 
why cannot [I] sleep at all?! (MYS XV: 3684) 

1F c~~~JtJJ{6::;&*ts;J]D 
kokoNpaku mwo MYI-no sayakey-kyi ka 
so. much PT see(NML)-GEN bright-ATTR PT 
Is [not] the view so bright? (MYS XVII: 3991) 

1F C ::t~ -at z *t {itJJl~~ PJ ~ 
kokoNtaku mo siNkey-kyi kwopiy kamwo 
so.much PT thick-ATTR 10ve(NML) PT 
oh, my love that is so deep! (MYS XVII: 4019) 

WPJ~*~*.~~~~~1Fc::t~~s~fJt~~~~~~-¥ 
~~~¥m 
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ika n-i ar-u puse-no ura so mwo kokoNtaku n-i kyimyi-Nka myi
se-m-u 16 ware-wo 16N16m-uru 
how DV-INF exist-ATTR Puse-GEN bay it PT so.much DV-INF 
lord-POSS see-CAUS-TENT-FIN DV I-ACC stop-ATTR 
The bay of Puse, how [beautiful] it [is], [so that my] lord will stop 
[me] wishing to show [it to me] (MYS XVIII: 4036) 
Notice that in this example kokoNtaku is followed by the infinitive n-i of the 
defective verb n-. This is apparently an optional usage. 

tiz:~"'¥-~ ~ * c c j(!\, ~ iil ~$)",¥-
IMASI-TATI-wo SUMYERA-NKA MYIKANTWO PA 
kokoNtaku TAKA-KU WOSAMEY-TAMAP-U-wo 
you-PLUR-ACC emperor-POSS sovereign TOP extremely high
INF rule(INF)-HON-ATTR-ACC 
Although the empress ruled you [with] extremely high 
[benevolence] ... (SM 18) 

COMPARATIVE DATA: 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The situation in Eastern Old Japanese is somewhat opposite to 
Western Old Japanese: EOJ k6k6Npa 'extremely, so much' is 
attested twice and both times in poems with apparent Eastern Old 
Japanese features. On the other hand, k6k6Nta 'so much' appears 
only once in a poem without any typical Eastern Japanese features. 
Examples: 

~1=tf~fig%JJc~q:::tPJ~z1i 
nani so kono KWO-no kokoNta kanasi-kyi 
what PT this girl-GEN so.much be dear-ATTR 
why is this girl so dear [to me]? (MYS XIV: 3373) 
This poem is from Sagami province, which is in the Region B that was moderately 
influenced by Western Old Japanese. However, there are no typical Eastern Old 
Japanese features in this poem. Thus, for example, attributive -kyi is a typical WOJ 
form, and not the EOJ form -lee. 

~c~iiJ(M~1]\ 
kokoNpa kwo-N-kata n-i 
extremely come(NML?)-GEN-difficult DV-INF 
As [it] is extremely difficult to come (MYS XIV: 3431) 



~cr~rPJJ3~Z* 
kokoNpa kanasi-kye 
so.much sad-A TTR 
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[I] am so sad (MYS XIV: 3517) 

A2: Ryukyuau 
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The cognates of the Western Old Japanese adverbs k6k6Npa -
k6k6Npaku, and k6k6Nta - k6k6Ntaku 'extremely, so much' are not 
attested in Ryukyuan. 

7.5 ADVERB SAP A 'MANY' 
The adverb sapa 'many' as a pure adverb without the following 
infinitive form n-i of the defective verb n- appears only in the 
oldest Western Old Japanese texts. 

{jT R~$t~mE~~t~mE?M~OfiR~f6::~~~f6::~J3~;Gfi~iiJ~jfrf 
iNtumwo takyeru-Nka pak-yer-u tati tuN dura sapa mak-yi sa-miy 
na-si-ni apare 
INtumwo Takyeru-POSS wear-PROG-A TTR long. sword vine 
many wrap-INF PREF-inside no-FIN-LOC alas 
The long sword that INtumwo Takyeru is wearing has many vines 
around [it], [but] because no [sword] inside, alas! (KK 23) 

9iU{~f£fill{M 0-fill{ 
tunwo sapa p-u ipa 
vine (horn?) many pass-A TTR rock 
The rock where many vines pass (NK 56) 

fi ~y. ~fl1:4 0-~{JIJ 
tunu sapa p-u ipare 
vine (horn?) many pass-A TTR rock 
The rock where many vines pass (NK 97) 

Much more frequently, sapa 'many' is followed by the infinitive 
form n-i ofthe defective verb n-: 

•• $*~fi~~~~fi~W~§~ 
opo murwo-ya-ni pyitO sapa n-i k-yi-ir-i-wor-i 
big cave-house-LOC person many DV-INF come-INF-enter-INF
exist-FIN 
many people are coming inside the big cave dwelling (KK 10) 
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A 13: 1I1]\¥i1t]";::; 11 ~iiJ tL~-a 
pyitO sapa n-i MYIT-I-te pa ar-e-Ntomo 
person many DV-INF be.full-INF-SUB TOP exist-EV-CONC 
although [it] is full of many people (MYS V: 894) 

fi~-aE.-a~~~c~m~~m~~~~ 
tuma mo kwo-Ntomo mwo woti koti-ni sap a n-i kakum-yi wi 
spouse PT child-PLUR PT there here-LOC many DV-INF 
surround-INF exist(INF) 
both my spouse and children are around [me] in great numbers 
here and there (MYS XX: 4408) 

COMPARATIVE DATA: 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is only one example of the adverb sapa 'many' (with the 
following n-i) in Eastern Old Japanese: 

1=t: ~13:~ 1]\ J;ff~~1jt;ffi ~ t'(;* ~ 1]\ ~~ li!J 13: 
pyitO sap a n-i mana to ip-u KWO-Nka aya n-i kanasi-sa 
person many DV-INF Mana DV say-ATTR girl-POSS strange 
DV-INF dear-NML 
the girl whom many people call Mana is strangely dear [to me] 
(MYS XIV: 3462) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are no cognates ofWOJ sapa 'many' in Ryukyuan. 

7.6 ADVERB TANTA 'ONLY' 
The adverb taNta 'only' occurs in Western Old Japanese 
exclusively before the numeral pyito 'one.' There are only three 
examples of taNta 'only' in phonetic spelling. As in the first 
example below, taNta may be reinforced by the restrictive particle 
nomiy 'only' used in postposition. Examples: 

~iiJ J;ffa~**r~i§t ifin1=t: ~ m ~~* 
amata pa ne-Ns-u n-i taNta pyitO ywo nomiy 
many TOP sleep-NEG-NML DV -INF only one night PT 
not sleeping [with her] many [times], only one night (NK 66) 
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~*~~~&~~*~~*~~~~N~. 
sak-yer-u sakura-wo taNta pyitO mey kyimyi-ni myi-se-te-Npa 
bloom-PROG-ATTR cherry.blossom-ACC only one eye lord-DAT 
see-CAUS(INF)-PERF -COND 
if [I] could have shown you blooming cherry blossoms just for one 
moment (lit.: one eye) (MYS XVII: 3967) 

~tA!3 B3:]J~*.l:t~mz~ 
ka kwo Nsimana taNta pyitO-ri s-i-te 
deer child like only one-CL do-INF-SUB 
being all alone like a fawn (MYS XX: 4408) 

Care must be taken to distinguish taNta 'only' from taNta n-i 
'directly' that with one exception is always followed by the 
infinitive form n-i of the defective verb n- or its derivatives like 
nar- 'to be': 

iHr.m~~m~iiJ~*~ 
wotOmye-ni taNta n-i ap-am-u to 
maiden-DAT direct DV-INF meet-TENT-FIN DV 
thinking to meet maidens face to face (KK 18) 

~**~B3:*W:};f5f~Z** 
taNta miy kama ayamat-i s-i-ky-em-u 
direct body PT mistake-NML do-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
Did [he] probably make a mistake himself (lit. direct body), 1 
wonder? (MYS XV: 3688) 
This is the only example when taNta 'direct' is not followed by n-i. 

~S~~~~~*.~~*~&~~B3: 
AKYI KANSE-ni pyimwo tOk-yi-akey-na taNta nar-aNs-u tOma 
autumn wind-LOC cord untie-INF-open-DES directly be-NEG
FINCONJ 
[I] wish that the autumn wind would untie the cords, even if [it] is 
not directly (MYS XX: 4295) 
Remember that nar- 'to be' consists of n-i + ar-. 

~iiJ lI:. ~~t\)t\);t;]J ~ -$~ *m ~iiJ:;fff m ~ m m{~m ~iiJ:;fff};f5f ~ m 
atO-wo myi-tutu sinap-am-u taNta n-i ap-u-maNte-ni masa n-i ap
u-maNte-ni 
footstep-ACC see(INF)-COOR yearn-TENT-FIN direct DV-INF 
meet-ATTR-TERM-LOC real DV-INF meet-ATTR-TERM-LOC 
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looking at [Buddha's] footstep, [I] will yearn [for him], until [I] 
meet [him] directly, until [I] really meet [him] (BS 6) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is only one example of taNta in Eastern Old Japanese that 
means 'directly' and not 'only,' but it is not followed by defective 
copula infinitive n-i like in Western Old Japanese: 

~iP¥·$J;fffif*fjt~~$*~Wz 
myiNtu-wo tamapey-na imwo-Nka taNta TE-ywo 
water-ACC receive(HUM)-DES beloved-POSS directly hand-ABL 
[I] wish to receive the water directly from your hands (MYS XIV: 
3439) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
1 was not able to find Ryukyuan cognates of WOJ taNta 'only' 
except in Old Ryukyuan, Nakijin, and Shuri. Pending their 
presence or absence in South Ryukyuan, which is to be clarified by 
future research, they are to be defined either as cognates or as 
borrowings from mainland Japanese. 

Old Ryukyuan 

t:::J~ 0 ~ VJ ~t~ t 0) 

tata fito-ri ya-ta mono 
only one-CL send-PAST CONJ 
because [I] send [him] all alone (OS XIV: 997) 

Nakijin 

tadaa hie-uN 
just go-FIN 
to go empty-handed (Nakasone 1983: 229) 

Shuri 

tada 'aQc-uN 
just walk-FIN 
to walk aimlessly (RKJ 505) 
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7.7 ADVERB MATA 'AGAIN' 
The adverb mata 'again' occurs very frequently: it is attested sixty 
times in the Man 'yoshii, 119 times in the Senmyo, nine times in the 
Norito, and once each in the Nihonshoki kayo, Fudoki, and Bussoku 
seki ka. However, in the overwhelming majority of cases (including 
all examples from the Senmyo and the Norito), mata is written 
semantographically with the characters :m, X, or oJ'. Below I 
provide all examples of the adverb mata 'again' written 
phonetically in Western Old Japanese. 

JJ~ 1i IJlfiiJ -B3: -=tfIH§!. Z {fr-B3:~ M ~tft ~ ¥31.~Ji!I: 
nani to kamo utukusi imo-Nka mata sak-yi-[i]Nte-ko-n-u 
what DV PT beautiful beloved-POSS again bloom-INF-exit(INF)
come-NEG-ATTR 
I wonder, for (lit: being) what [reason], does not [my] beautiful 
beloved bloom again? (NK 114) 

*&~_~~~~_~~.~~~~~~~_~-B3:~~_~~ 
urasima-no kwo-Nka tama kusiNkey akey-Ns-u ar-i-s-eNpa mata 
mo ap-amasi-wo 
Urasima-GEN child-POSS jewel box open-NEG-INF exist-INF
PAST/ATTR-COND again PT meet-SUBJ-ACC 
If the boy Urasima did not open the jewel box, [he] would have met 
[the dragon's daughter] again, but [it did not happen] (FK 15) 

~~flj~fi:t~-B3:_~~~*ili -S3: 
kusuri pam-u tOmo mata woti-m-ey ya mo 
medicine eat-FIN CONJ again rejuvenate-TENT-EV PT PT 
will [I] be rejuvenated again even if [I] take the medicine?! (MYS 
V: 847) 

~~flj~ -$ffl ~~ili ~~1]\~{fr~z 5~iiJ fiiJ1Jl&_~~~ft~ iff Z 
kusuri pam-u-ywo pa myiyakwo myi-Npa iyasi-kyi a-Nka miy 
mata woti-n-uNpey-si 
medicine eat-ATTR-ABL TOP capital see-COND ignoble-ATTR 
I-POSS body again rejuvenate(INF)-PERF-DEB-FIN 
rather than take the medicine, my ignoble body would have been 
rejuvenated again if [I] saw the capital (MYS V: 848) 

_~-S3:*ltJt-$ 
mata mo apyi-MYI-m-u 
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again PT REC-see-TENT-FIN 
[we] will probably see each other again (MYS XV: 3619) 

1#~:M'fitff5mEPJ~ 
mata ok-yi-t-uru kamwo 
again leave-INF-PERF-ATTR PT 
[I] have left [them there] again, alas! (MYS XV: 3627) 

~~~I#~~.*Lffl#~~:M'fitff5mE~mE~~~~~ 
sir~ tama pyirip-yer-e-NtO mata so ok-yi-t-uru MYI-ru pyitO na
myl 
white pearl pick.up-PROG-EV-CONC again PT leave-INF-PERF
ATTR see-ATTR person no-GER 
although [I] picked up white pearls, because there is nobody to look 
[at them], [I] have left [them there] again (MYS XV: 3628) 

~ {~M'F~~I#~-m:fo*L ~q:-$ 
sipo piy-n-aNpa mata ware ko-m-u 
tide dry(INF)-PERF-COND again 1 come-TENT-FIN 
When the tide ebbs, I will come again (MYS XV: 3710) 

~*L~:M'fifJj;I#~~*m;ft~~ 
kore-wo ok-yi-te mata pa ar-i-N-kata-si 
this-ACC leave-INF-SUB again TOP exist-NML-GEN-be.hard
FIN 
[It] is difficult to find again [a falcon of the same quality], except 
this [one] (MYS XVII: 4011) 

*~-m:*~~~* 
mata mo ap-am-u tamey 
again PT meet-TENT-ATTR for 
in order to meet [you] again (MYS XX: 4469) 

There is one example when mala 'again' acts syntactically as a 
noun: 

J1J %I J1J -9- J1J ~ *1# ~ J1J -9- J1J [~*]2 
noti-no yo-no tamey mata-no yo-no [tamey] 
after-GEN world-GEN for again-GEN world-GEN [for] 

2 The last two characters ~* rendering tamey 'for' are reconstructed tentatively 
as they are not preserved in the inscription. 
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for the sake of the following world, [for the sake] of the next world 
(BS 10) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
There are four examples of the adverb mala 'again' attested in 
Eastern Old Japanese: 

~ ~tfJiJ(11t PJ Ii8 
mata ne-te-m-u kamo 
again sleep(INF)-PERF-TENT-ATTR PT 
[I] would like to sleep [with you] again! (MYS XIV: 3395) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~&~~.~~~.~~~~ 
JJDfilPJ.$ -
mwomo kuma-no myiti pa k-iy-n-i-si-wo mata sara n-i yaswo sima 
suNkiy-te wakare ka yuk-am-u 
hundred bend-GEN road TOP com-INF-PERF-INF-PAST/ATTR
ACC again again DV -INF eighty island pass(INF)-SUB part(INF) 
PT go-TENT-ATTR 
Although [I] came along the road with one hundred bends, should 
[I] go farther away [from home] passing again and again eighty 
islands? (MYS XX: 4349) 

~iiJ *f[)ZJJ~f[)WUJJPJ~~~JJ &~JJD1ff[)~Z~k ~~~c 
~~~.$ -
amey tusi-no iNture n-o kamyi-wo inor-aNpa ka utukusi papa-ni 
mata kot6 twop-am-u 
heaven earth-GEN which DV -ATTR deity-ACC pray-COND PT 
dear mother-DAT again word ask-TENT-ATTR 
If [I] pray to which deities of Heaven and Earth, would [I] talk to 
[my] dear mother again? (MYS XX: 4392) 

{jJ-~~¥TrE{jJ-~~ ~~~ ~ ::e~ili 
ipye-n-ar-u imo-wo mata myi-te-m-o mo ya 
home-LOC-exist-ATTR beloved-ACC again see(INF)-PERF
TENT -ATTR PT PT 
[I] would like to see [my] beloved, who is at home, again! (MYS 
XX: 4415) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
The adverb mata 'again' and its phonetic variants are attested 
throughout Ryukyuan (Hirayama 1966: 424; 1967: 478). Examples: 

Old Ryukyuan 

* t~ 0) i!tJ 't 
mata-no ati 
again-GEN official 
next official (OS VI: 331) 

kuri-N mata 'agiy-abir-a 
this-PT again give-POL-TENT 
[I] will give it [to you] again, too (RKJ 364) 

Thus, on the basis of Western Old Japanese, Eastern Old 
Japanese and Ryukyuan data we can safely reconstruct PJ *mata 
'again.' 

7.8 ADVERB IYA 'MORE [AND MORE], PLENTIFULLY, 
PERFECTLY' 
The adverb iya 'more [and more], plentifully, perfectly' is well 
attested in Western Old Japanese. In most cases it is used in the 
meaning 'more and more:' 

~.~w •••• $m.~~R~W •••• $m.~~gw 
~W.Z~-- --
apaNti-sima iya puta naraNp-yi aNtukyi-sima iya puta naraNp-yi 
yarasi-kyi sima-sima 
ApaNti-island perfectly two line.up-INF ANtukyi-island perfectly 
two line.up-INF good-ATTR island-island 
AwaNti island perfectly lines up [with another island as] two, 
ANtuki island perfectly lines up [with another island as] two, [they 
are] good islands (NK 40) 

.l:l:~WJ~1]\.sf;@j]DMzi3k ~PJ~{if~£3:{jt~*R'&Z~,~:tilJ1lI§ 

.~j]D£3: --
pyitO Nkoto n-i wor-i kaNsas-i-tutu aswoNp-ey-Ntomo iya 
meyNturasi-kyi uMEY -no pana kama 
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person every DV-INF break-INF decorate-INF-COOR play-EV
CONC more.and.more be.lovely-ATTR plum-GEN blossoms PT 
Although every person enjoys [himself] breaking [plum blossoms] 
and decorating [his hair with them], the plum blossoms are more 
and more lovely! (MYS V: 828) 

W~~.~ •• ~~~~ffW~Wfi~~~~W~.W~~ 
naNka-kyi paru pyi-wo kaNsas-er-e-Nto iya natukasi-kyi uMEY
no pana kamwo 
long-ATTR spring day-ACC decorate-PROG-EV-CONC 
more.and.more yearning-ATTR plum-GEN blossom PT 
although [I] was wearing [them in my hair] throughout the long 
spring day, [I] yearn for the plum blossoms more and more! 
(MYS V: 846) 

$~~*L~fjl"~~fi~z'A 
taNkup-yer-e-NtO iya natukasi-ku 
sit.side.by.side-PROG-EV -CONC more.and.more yearning-INF 
although [we] sat side by side, [we] yearned [for each other] more 
and more (MYS XVII: 3978) 

~t.Rfiz~~~*fJj~~ltW~~l,~~.1J\Jtfij!lL~,~fI-$ 
okyi-tu sira namyi ari-[N]kaywop-yi iya tOsi-no pa n-i MYI-tutu 
sinwop-am-u 
offing-GENILOC white wave ITER-go.back.and.forth 
more.and.more year-GEN every DV -INF look(INF)-COOR 
yearn-TENT -FIN 
white waves from the offing go back and forth all the time; and [I] 
will look [at them] and yearn more and more every year (MYS 
XVII: 3992) 

fi ~ {if J,fffi IVfE:{jl"~ ~{*~~ 7]\ 
tukapey-matur-am-ey iya tOpo naNka n-i 
serve(INF)-HUM-TENT-EV plentifully long long DV-INF 
[I] will serve [you] plentifully and for a long, long time (MYS 
XVIII: 4098) 

.0,(~Mjl"~~fi~z'A 
POTOTONKYISU iya natukasi-ku 
cuckoo more.and.more yearning-INF 
[I] yearn for the cuckoo more and more (MYS XIX: 4176) 
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~0 J~MjJ" ill Z fip~ftJ( 
POTOTONKYISU iya sik-yi NAK-YI-n-u 
cuckoo more be.frequent-INF cry-INF-PERF-FIN 
the cuckoo cries more often (MYS XIX: 4176) 

fjJ"~I1*ZJ]\**L~I1*~ft$ 
iya mas-i n-i are pa mawi-ko-m-u 
more increase-NML DV-INF I TOP come(HUM)(INF)-come
TENT-FIN 
[I] would like to come even more (MYS XX: 4298) 

W~~m~.~U~~~~Wa.~.~.~~~ff~~g~ 
iya MAsu-MASU n-i WA-NKA WATAKUSI-NO TITI PAPA 
para-kara-ni ITAR-U-maNte-ni AR-UNPEY-KYI KURA WI to 
ANKEY -TAMAp-i 
more.and.more more.and.more DV-INF I-POSS private-GEN 
father mother blood.relatives-LOC reach-ATTR-TERM-LOC exist
DEB-ATTR rank DV raise(INF)-HON-INF 
even more, [she] raised to the appropriate ranks my own father and 
mother and even blood relatives (SM 25) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
There are three examples of iya 'very, more and more' in the 
Eastern Old Japanese corpus, but they all occur in poems without 
any distinctive Eastern Old Japanese features. The only peculiarity 
is that iya is attested once in the meaning 'very' that is not present 
in Western Old Japanese. 

{jJ"~~f~~~fi~l1*iil 
iya topo naNka-kyi yama-N-ti 
very far long-ATTR mountain-GEN-road 
a very far and long mountain road (MYS XIV: 3556) 

fQ~*L~~~~~{jJ"~~J;tl1*~~ 
wasure pa se-n-ana iya [0 ]mop-yi-mas-u-ni 
forget(NML) TOP do-NEG-DES more.and.more think-INF
increase-ATTR-LOC 
[I] wish [you] would not forget [me], because [my] desire [for you] 
increases more and more (MYS XIV: 3557) 
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{jl-~~ PI It {jl-~~{* ~ -g~J( 
imwo-Nka kaNtwo iya topo sok-yi-n-u 
beloved-GEN gate more.and.more distant become.distant-INF
PERF-FIN 
The gate of [ my] beloved[' shouse] became more and more distant 
(MYS XIV: 3389) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are no cognates of WOJ iya in Ryukyuan. 

7.9 ADVERB IYOYO 'MORE AND MORE' 
The adverb iyoyo 'more and more' may be possibly related to iya, 
but the vowel alternation and its morphological composition is not 
completely clear, although it likely represents a partial 
reduplication (cf. MdJ iyoiyo). It also has only the meaning of 
'more and more,' and none of other meanings of iya are attested. 
F or these reasons 1 prefer to keep iya and iyoyo separate on a 
synchronic level. The adverb iyoyo is attested in Western Japanese 
only four times (one in semantographic spelling), all of them in the 
Man'yoshu: 

~~~PI~$~~~~~~~~~~~W4~.~H~~~~ 
PIfIJ*:f!! 
yo-no naka pa munasi-kyi mono to sir-u tokyi si iyoyo masu-masu 
kanasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
world-GEN middle TOP empty-ATTR thing DV know-ATTR time 
PT more.and.more more.and.more sad-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
When [I] realized that the world is empty, [it] turned out to be 
more and more sad (MYS V: 793) 

gq:c3f~~*~.~!JIl(JJ~+*L~*IA{jl-~4~~!tq 
koko-wo si mo aya n-i taputwo-myi uresi-ky-eku iyoyo omop-yi-te 
here-ABS PT PT extreme DV-INF be venerable-GER be glad
ATTR-NML more.and.more think-INF-SUB 
thinking with joy more and more how extremely venerable our 
position is (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

fi¥jfEt,}~~ {jl-4 ~JJ ~{:g: ~ 
turuNkyi tati iyoyo twoNk-uNpey-si 
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double-edged. sword long.sword more.and.more sharpen-DEB
FIN 
[One] must sharpen a double-edged long sword more and more 
(MYS XX: 4467) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
There are no obvious cognates of iyoyo in Eastern Old Japanese or 
Ryukyuan. 

7.10 ADVERB MASU-MASU 'MORE AND MORE' 
The adverb masu-masu 'more and more' is apparently a 
reduplicated and lexicalized form of the final form mas-u of the 
verb mas- 'to increase.' It is a very rare adverb that attested only 
five times in Western Old Japanese; and among these five once in 
phonetic spelling and twice in partial phonetic spelling: 

*~~~~$~~~~n~~~~~~W4*.~~~~~~ 
~tlj*m! 
yo-no naka pa munasi-kyi mono to sir-u tOkyi si iyoyo masu-masu 
kanasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
world-GEN middle TOP empty-ATTR thing DV know-ATTR time 
PT more more.and.more sad-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
When [I] realized that the world is empty, [it] turned out to be 
more and more sad (MYS V: 793) 

{jt~~tJf~'M~tL~~iJ5l&fij~'M~tl$~'M~1:Etk1f:l1::.J:M)j;l: 
iya MAsu-MASU n-i WA-NKA WATAKUSI-NO TITI PAPA 
para-kara-ni IT AR-U-maNte-ni AR-UNPEY -KYI KURA WI to 
ANKEY -TAMAp-i 
more.and.more more.and.more DV-INF I-POSS private-GEN 
father mother blood.relatives-LOC reach-ATTR-TERM-LOC exist
DEB-A TTR rank DV raise(INF)-HON-INF 
even more, [she] raised to the appropriate ranks my own father and 
mother and even blood relatives (SM 25) 
As can be seen from this example, masu-masu can be alternatively followed by the 
infinitive form n-i of the defective verb n-. 

~t~~ t~JJJ{f,5J!l!~{~ 
MAsu-MAsu TUTOMEY -SIMAr-i-TUKAPEY -MA TUR-E 
more.and.more serve(INF)-strive-INF -serve(INF)-HUM-IMP 
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Strive to serve more and more (SM 32) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 

1121 

There are no obvious cognates of rnasu-rnasu III Eastern Old 
Japanese or Ryukyuan. 

7.11 ADVERB YUMEY 'AT ALL' 
The adverb yurney 'at all' is always used with the negative 
imperative forms of verbs (mostly in -una and in one case possibly 
in na- .. .[-so J) unless the negative imperative form of a verb 
underwent ellipsis as in the first two examples from KK 86 and NK 
70. In most cases yurney appears in postposition to a verbal 
negative imperative form, but there is one exception (see the 
example from MYS XIX: 4227 below). 

~.~~~~*~~fi~~~~~~W~*~.~.~~* 
wa-Nka tatamyi yumey koto-wo koso tatamyi to ip-am-ey wa-Nka 
tuma pa yumey 
I-POSS rice.straw.mat at.all thing-ACC PT rice.straw.mat DV say
TENT-EV I_POSS spouse TOP at.all 
[Do not touch] my bed at all! [When I] call it a bed, [I mean: 'Do 
not touch] my wife at all! (KK 86) 

~.~~M~.~ .. ~~~~M .. ~.~.M .. ~. 
wa-Nka tatamyi yumey kotO-wo koso tatamyi to ip-am-ey wa-Nka 
tuma-wo yumey 
I-POSS rice.straw.mat at.all thing-ACC PT rice.straw.mat DV say
TENT-EV I_POSS spouse-ACC at.all 
[Do not touch] my bed at all! [When I] call it a bed, [I mean: 'Do 
not touch] my wife at all! (NK 70)3 

mlfi}J\r!.lrm& § 
KAPA SE-ni NAMYI TAT-UNAyumey 
river rapids-LOC wave rise-NEG/IMP at.all 
waves, do not rise at all at the river rapids (MYS VII: 1122) 

3 A textual variant of KK 86 above. 
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4-~lI=i~jXr~r~~mc~q:~~fE* 
KO YOPYI NOMIY NOM-AM-U SAKEY kamwo TIR-I-kos-una 
yumey 
this night PT drink-TENT-ATTR rice.wine PT fall-INF-BEN
NEGIIMP at. all 
I wonder whether [it is] the rice wine that [we] drink only tonight. 
Please do not fall [on the ground] at all (MYS VIII: 1657) 

~~~fP*LfE{i2} PJ~m~1TrE*fs~1:IHq:~~fE* 
mwomyit-i ware yuk-i-te kapyer-i-k-uru-maNte tir-i-kos-una 
yumey 
leaves.tum.redlyellow-NML I go-INF-SUB retum-INF-come
ATTR-TERM fall-INF-BEN-NEG/IMP at. all 
Red leaves! Please do not fall at all until I go and come back (MYS 
XV: 3702) 

fptltt!t~~*mi7J%JWfE* 
wa-Nka se-KWO-wo Y ASU I NA-NE-SIMEY yumey 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-ACC easy sleep NEG-sleep-CAUS(INF) 
at.all 
do not let my beloved to sleep an easy sleep at all (MYS XIX: 
4179) 
This is the only example when it is usually considered by the Man 'yoshii 
commentators that the semantographic block m~lW is to be read as NA-NE
SIMEY. This is certainly a possibility, but given the fact that we have no cases of 
phonetic spelling of the negative form in na- ... [-so} used with the adverb yumey, 
we have an equal possibility that the semantographic block m~lW is to be read as 
NE-SIM-UNA. 

~Z~~fE*r~i7J 
PUR-I-si YUKYI so yumey YOR-UNA 
fall-INF-PAST/ATTR snow PT at. all approach-NEGIIMP 
do not approach the fallen snow at all (MYS XIX: 4227) 

~~tlt.$~~mE!t~~~~fE* 
KWO-ra-Nka musuNp-yer-u pyimwo 16k-una yumey 
girl-DIM-POSS tie-PROG-ATTR cord untie-NEG/IMP at.all 
do not untie at all the cord that [your] girl has tied (MYS XX: 4334) 
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COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 

1123 

There are two examples of the adverb yurney 'at all' in Eastern Old 
Japanese. The second example is from a poem that has no typical 
Eastern Old Japanese features. 

{jTgJ]\R~S3* 
ira-ni [i]Nt-una yumey 
facial.expression-LOC go.out-NEG/IMP at.all 
do not show [your love] at all in your facial expression (MYS XIV: 
3376) 

~~~m~S3* 
namyi tat-una yumey 
wave stand-NEG/IMP at.all 
Waves! Do not rise at all! (MYS XIV: 3449) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are no cognates ofWOJ yurney in Ryukyuan. 

7.12 ADVERB IMANTA 'YET, STILL' 
The adverb irnaNta 'yet, still' is predominantly used with negative 
verbal forms, although there are cases when it occurs with 
affirmative verbal forms as well. The overwhelming majority of the 
latter cases are attested only in semantographic writing. 

(1) Examples of the adverb irnaNta with a following negative 
verbal form: 

$~~~-af?Rlt~t~J1m§t cg ~~J::~~-af?Rlt~t~1JOiJV~ 
tati-Nka wo rna imaNta tOk-aNs-u-te osupyi-wo rna imaNta tOk
an-e-Npa 
long.sword-POSS cord PT yet untie-NEG-INF-SUB cloak-ACC 
PT yet untie-NEG-EV-CON 
as [I] have not yet untied the cords of [ my] long sword, and have 
not yet untied [my] cloak (KK 2) 

~)ff1l:~~!I\J?ElIf1Jo~il-$1l:{jT)ff~t~jJo§t 
yamatO-na kuni-ni kari kwo [u]m-u to imaNta kyik-aNs-u 
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Yamat6-GEN land-LOC wild.goose egg lay-FIN DV yet hear
NEG-FIN 
[I] have never heard that a wild goose laid an egg in the land of 
Yamat6 (KK 72) 

.*~w.~ •• ~ •• ~~oo.~~ ••• 
pasi-ky-eku mo imaNta ip-aNs-u-te akey-n-i-kyer-i wa-Nk-yimo 
lovely-ATTR-NML PT yet say-NEG-INF-SUB to.dawn(INF)
PERF-INF-RETR-FIN I-POSS-beloved 
[I] have not said yet [how] lovely [you] are, as [it] dawned (NK 96) 

~.~~~~~~~~.*~.~~.~.~.M~~~~~ 
lt~.W 
omyi-no kwo-no ya-pye n-o pyimo t6k-u pyit6-pye Ntani imaNta 
t6k-an-e-Npa myikwo-no pyimo t6k-u 
noble-GEN child-GEN eight-CL DV -ATTR cord untie-A TTR one
CL PT yet untie-NEG-EV-CON prince-GEN cord untie-FIN 
As the children of nobles have not yet untied even one cord out of 
eight, the prince untied the cord (NK 127) 

m~w~~~~m.~m~~~.~~.~~~*~~~~~ 
.~~&~. -
NAK-U KWO-n~su sitap-yi k-yi-mas-i-te ikyi Ntani mo imaNta 
yasumey-Ns-u TOSI TUKIY mo imaNta ar-an-e-Npa 
cry-ATTR child-COMP long-INF come-INF-HON-INF-SUB 
breath PT PT yet rest-NEG-FIN year month PT yet be-NEG-EV
CON 
[She] came longing like a crying baby who has not yet taken a rest 
even for one breath. But while years and months have not elapsed 
yet ... (MYS V: 794) 

fo{iiJjJ~?\jJ~~~{jt.~m;jJ~?\1]\ 
wa-Nka nak-u namyiNta imaNta piy-n-aku n-i 
I-POSS cry-ATTR tear yet dry-NEG-NML DV -INF 
although the tears that I shed have not dried yet (MYS V: 798) 

~*fi~?\1]\{jf.*~fiPT~ 
t6po n-o kuni imaNta mwo tuk-aNs-u 
distant DV-ATTR land yet PT arrive-NEG-INF 
[he] has not yet arrived in the distant land [of Silla], and ... (MYS 
XV: 3688) 
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{jT**JM:Zlt ~1]\ £t~~.$ 
imaNta MYI-n-u pyito-ni mo tuNkey-m-u 
yet see-NEG-ATTR person-DAT PT report-TENT-FIN 
[I] will tell the people who have not yet seen [this mountain] (MYS 
XVII: 4000) 

(2) Examples of the adverb imaNta with a following affirmative 
verbal form: 

W=§*-6"1f 
UMEY mwo lMANTA PUPUM-YER-I 
plum PT still bud-PROG-FIN 
the plum [blossoms] are stilI the buds (MYS IV: 792) 

{tr:ti\ N. ~~{jT J#*~1!1.tlj 
sakura-N-pana imaNta pupum-yer-i 
cherry-GEN-blossom still bud-PROG-FIN 
The cherry blossoms are still the buds (MYS XVIII: 4077) 

~*~*~{¥J#*~~m 
tukiy yom-ey-Npa imaNta PUYU nar-i 
month count-EV-CON still winter be-FIN 
When [I] count the months, [it] is stilI winter (MYS XX: 4492) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There are two examples of the adverb imaNta 'yet' in Eastern Old 
Japanese and both occur with following negative verbal forms. The 
second example is from a poem that has no typical Eastern Old 
Japanese features. 

{jT J# *1s~1!1 £t 
imaNta NE-n-ap-umo 
yet sleep-NEG-ITER-EXCL 
[I] have not yet slept with [her]! (MYS XIV: 3525) 

{jT**if: ~~ ti\ 1]\ 
imaNta ne-n-aku n-i 
yet sleep-NEG-NML DV -INF 
[it] is that [they] have not yet slept [together] (MYS XIV: 3543) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
The Ryukyuan cognates maada - mada - naada - nada - naada -
nada - nnada etc. 'yet, still' are attested throughout Ryukyuan 
(Hirayama 1966: 424; 1967: 478). Examples: 

naada kuu-N 
yet come-NEGIFIN 
[He] has not come yet (RKJ 400) 

Tarama 

mida kanu psYtoo ku-N 
yet that person/TOP come-NEGIFIN 
That person has not come yet (Hirayama 1983: 920) 

Thus, on the basis of Western Old Japanese, Eastern Old 
Japanese and Ryukyuan data we can safely reconstruct PJ *imanta 
'yet, still.' 

7.13 ADVERB MOTONA 'IN VAIN, AIMLESSLY, FOR NO 
REASON' 
The adverb motona 'in vain, aimlessly, for no reason' is attested 
only in the Man 'yoshil. It is used mostly in preposition to a verb, 
but three examples below (MYS XV: 3729,3738, and MYX XVII: 
3976) are apparent exceptions, with motona being used after the 
verb it refers to. Examples: 

1#~J1J.!!J:t1i£J:~~PJPJfljm 
ma-na kapyi-ni motona kakar-i-te 
eye-PLUR interval-LaC for.no.reason hang-INF-SUB 
[they] hover for no reason in front (lit.: between) [my] eyes (MYS 
V: 802) 

foPJ*L~JUm~J]\*=81f~*;ftffil?~S:l:JJO-$ 
wakare-n-uru KYIMYI-ni ya mwotona a-Nka kwopiy-yuk-am-u 
part(INF)-PERF-ATTR lord-DAT PT in.vain I-paSS 
10ng.for(INF)-go-TENT -A TTR 
Will [I] continue to long in vain for [you], who departed [from me]? 
(MYS XV: 3690) 
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~~~~~~fi~~ •• ~~~~~~*m~~~~ 
imwo-wo omwop-yi-tutu yuk-ey-Npa ka motona yuk-yi asi-k-ar
am-u 
beloved-ACC think-INF-COOR go-EV-CON PT in.vain go-NML 
bad-INF -exist-TENT -A TTR 
[Is it] because [I] go thinking of [my] beloved in vain that [my] 
going away should be difficult? (MYS XV: 3729) 

~~~fi~~~.~~~~~.~*~~~~~#W~~*~ 
Z~~¥TrE 
omwop-yi-tutu n-ure-Npa ka mwotOna nuNpa tama-no pyitO ywo 
mwo oti-Ns-u imey-ni si MYI-y-uru 
think-INF-COOR lie.down-EV-CON PT in.vain pitch-black jade
COMP one night PT lack-NEG-INF see-PASS-ATTR 
[Is it] because [I] lie down thinking [of my beloved] in vain that 
[she] appears in [my] dreams without missing a single night [ dark] 
like the pitch-black jade? (MYS XV: 3738) 

f~~~fi~~~~~~~s~ 
potOtoNkyisu mwotona na-nak-yi-so 
cuckoo for.no.reason NEG-cry-INF-do 
Cuckoo! Do not cry without a reason (MYS XV: 3781) 

.fi~~~~~~~z~~~e~~~~ti~~~~~~~~ 
sfi~ 
matu-no pana PANA kaNsu n-i si mwo wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka 
omop-yer-an-aku n-i motona sak-yi-tutu 
pine-GEN flower flower number DV-INF PT PT I-POSS beloved
DIM-POSS think-PROG-NEG-NML DV-INF in.vain bloom-INF
COOR 
Because my beloved is not even thinking of pine flowers as flowers, 
[they] continue to bloom in vain (MYS XVII: 3942) 

c1iIH~7J~s~~e~fi~~~ 
kono yamaNpukyi-wo myi-se-tutu motona 
this rose-ACe see-CAUS(INF)-COOR in.vain 
[you] keep showing [me] these roses in vain (MYS XVII: 3976) 

~*~~~~~*~~*L.~~~*~~.m~«.~*m 
imey-ni pa motona apyi-MYI-re-NtO taNta n-i ar-an-e-Npa kwopiy 
yam-aNs-u-kyer-i 
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dream-LOC TOP aimlessly REC-see-EV-CONC direct DV-INF 
exist-NEG-EV-CON 10ve(NML) stop-NEG-INF-RETR-FIN 
although [we] see each other aimlessly in dreams, because [our 
meetings] are not direct, [our] love does not stop (MYS XVII: 3980) 

;g--¥ ~ £3:~~{jfs~-¥1]\~ 
KYIMYI-wo so motona ikyi-no wo n-i OMOP-U 
lord-ACC PT for.no.reason breath-GEN cord DV-INF think
ATTR 
for no reason [I] think about you as of a cord of [my] life (MYS 
XIX: 4281) 

.~~.~~*~~.W$£3:~fi~~~.fik£3:~~*-¥~ 
-z~IA£3: 
potOtONkyisu napo mwo nak-ana-m-u moto-tu pyitO kakey-tutu 
motona a-wo ne si nak-umo 
cuckoo more PT cry-DES-TENT-FIN root-GEN/LOC person 
think(INF)-COOR for.no.reason I-ACC sound PT make.cry
EXCL 
Cuckoo! I want [you] to cry even more. [You] will make me cry 
for no reason thinking about the people of old (MYS XX: 4437) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The adverb mOtona 'for no reason' is attested only in one Eastern 
Old Japanese poem that has no distinctive Eastern features and 
looks like a normal Western Old Japanese text. This, of course, 
raises significant doubts about the authenticity of EOJ mOtona. 

m.&IA~~fi~£3:*&$-¥W*~*.£3:~~~~fi~ 
simaraku pa ne-tutu mo ar-am-u-wo imey-nomiy-ni motona MYI
ye-tutu 
for a while TOP sleep(INF)-COOR PT exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC 
dream-PT-LOC for. no. reason see-PASS(INF)-COOR 
Although [I] intended to sleep for a while, [you] continue to appear 
only in [my] dreams for no reason (MYS XIV: 3471) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are no cognates of WOJ mOtona in Ryukyuan. 
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7.14 ADVERB SINPA - SINPA-SINPA 'OFTEN' 
The adverb siNpa and its reduplicated form siNpa-siNpa 'often' are 
attested only in the Man 'yoshii and in the Senmyo.4 Although most 
attestations in the Man 'yoshii are semantographic, the meter of the 
poems implies that the majority of them are in the reduplicated 
form. 1 provide below all examples attested in phonetic writing. 

~m~~.~.~~~*lli~~~«~fiili*ftmm~&* 
taNpyi-ni siNpa-siNpa ka-ku nomiy ya kyimyi-wo yar-i-tutu a
Nka kwopiy-wor-am-u 
travel-LOC often thus-INF PT PT lord-ACC send-INF-COOR 1-
POSS 10ng.for(INF)-exist-TENT -ATTR 
would 1 be longing for [you] just keeping sending you so 
frequently to travels? (MYS XVII: 3936) 

~*~tfjfi~J#*~~.*~*If~ 
kapo-tOri-no rna na-ku siNpa nak-u PARU-NO NWO-ni 
kapo-bird-GEN interval no-INF often cry-ATTR spring-GEN 
field-LOC 
in the spring fields where a kapo5 bird cries often without stopping 
(MYS XVII: 3973) 

~i~fi~*~~~.~~~J( 
kaNti tukumey oto siNpa tat-i-n-u 
rudder grasp(INF) sound often rise-INF-PERF-FIN 
sounds are heard often [when a helmsman] grasps the rudder (MYS 
XX: 4460) 

~.~.~~£3:*1JD~13(5~1JD~ 
siNpa-siNpa myi tomo ak-am-u kyimyi kamwo 
often look(FIN) CONJ get.enough-TENT -ATTR lord PT 
even if [I] look [at you] often, would [I] get enough of [ my] lord, I 
wonder? (MYS XX: 4503) 

4 All the examples found in the Senmyo are semantographic and all of them are 
believed to represent the reduplicated form (Kitagawa 1982: 166). 
5 It is possible that kapo-fori 'kapo-bird' is another name for potOtONkyisu 
'cuckoo,' (Takagi et al. 1962: 213), but there is no certain identification (Omodaka 
et al. 1967: 216). 
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COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The adverb siNpa is attested once in Eastern Old Japanese with the 
following infinitive fonn n-i of the defective verb n-. It is found in 
a poem without any distinctive Eastern Old Japanese features. 

,*z ~ 11\ £3::JXfX :${1 PI *t ~ ~ S 
ma-siNpa n-i mo e-N-kata-kyi kaNkey-wo ok-yi 
INT-often DV-INF PT get(NML)-GEN-be.hard-ATTR shade-ACC 
put-INF 
leaving the shade that is difficult to get very frequently (MYS XIV: 
3573) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are no cognates ofWOJ siNpa 'often' in Ryukyuan. 

7.15 ADVERB POTOPOTO 'ALMOST' 
The adverb potopoti} 'almost' is attested five times in Western Old 
Japanese and all of them in the Man 'yoshii. Among these five 
attestations only two are in phonetic writing: 

{~~~JbJ)\ft-*11\ /F;t§ *11\*m 
potopoto IMWO-ni AP-ANS-U-K-YI-n-i-kyer-i 
almost beloved-DAT meet-NEG-INF-come-INF-PERF-INF-
RETR-FIN 
[It] came [to the point] that [I] almost do not meet [my] beloved 
[any more] (MYS X: 1979) 

PI~m*mEJ:t~fi:$tLm~{~J:tZPI~1*~1*1fz11\s 
kapyer-i-kyer-u pyitO k-yi-tar-er-i to ip-yi-sika-Npa potopoto sin-i
kyi 
return-INF-RETR-ATTR person come-INF-PERFIPROG-PROG
FIN DV say-INF-PASTIEV-CON almost die-INF-PAST/FIN 
Because [they] said that a person, who returned [from exile], had 
come [to the capital], [I] almost died [from joy] (MYS XV: 3772) 

6 WOJ potopotO 'almost' is an apparent predecessor ofMdJ hotondo 'id.' 
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The adverb pot6pot6 is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese or 
Ryukyuan. 

7.16 ADVERB NAPO 'STILL, MORE' 
The adverb napo 'still, more' is attested only in the Man 'yoshu and 
in the Senmyo.7 Contrary to the adverb imaNta (see 7.12), the 
adverb napo is mostly used with following affirmative verb forms.s 

There are only five examples of WOJ napo 'still, more' attested in 
phonetic writing: 

**L7]\zf~f;J(7]\*f*zPJ*1J[-a 
nare-n-i-si kyinu-ni napo sik-am-ey ya mo 
get.used.to(INF)-PERF-INF-PAST/ATTR still reach-TENT-EV PT 
PT 
would [it] still be equal to the garment [you] are used to?! [No, it 
would not!] (MYS XVIII: 4109) 

*f*z~~f*z 
napo si MYI-Nka posi 
more PT see(NML)-POSS be.desiredlFIN 
[I] want to see more [of them] (MYS XVIII: 4112) 

.~~.~**~*.m$-a~fi~~PJ.fik-a~**~~ Z*tA.-a -
potOtONkyisu napo mwo nak-ana-m-u moto-tu pyitO kakey-tutu 
motOna a-wo ne si nak-umo 
cuckoo more PT cry-DES-TENT-FIN root-GEN/LOC person 
think(INF)-COOR for.no.reason I-ACC sound PT make.cry-EXCL 
Cuckoo! I want [you] to cry even more. [You] will make me cry 
for no reason thinking about the people of old (MYS XX: 4437) 

~A~~~~~.~&~~~~m~-az~7]\Z~Bg**~ #7]\*£ -
uNkupyisu-no kowe pa suNkiy-n-u to omwop-ey-NtOmo sim-yi-n
i-si kokoro napo kwopiy-n-i-kyer-i 

7 All the examples found in the Senmyo are semantographic and all of them are 
believed to represent the reduplicated form (Kitagawa 1982: 166). 
8 The only possible exception is found in MYS XII: 3009, but since napa is 
written semantographically in this text, other interpretations are also possible. 
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bush.warbler-GEN voice TOP pass(INF)-PERF-FIN DV think-EV
CONC sink-INF-PERF-INF-PAST/ATTR heart stilllong.for(INF)
PERF-INF-RETR-FIN 
Although [I] thought that the voice of the bush warbler has passed 
away, it has turned out that [my] heart where it sank into, still longs 
for [it] (MYS XX: 4445) 

~f* Z tflift !;~fi~ ~ i!t1i~fJl" J)~ 3f. 
napo si neNk-ap-yi-t-u ti tOse-no inoti-wo 
still PT pray-ITER-INF-PERF-FIN thousand year-GEN life-ACC 
[I] have been still praying for a thousand year life (MYS XX: 4470) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is only one example of the adverb napa 'still' in Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

$-91t C g B~ f~fi PI f6:: tfli C1 fJl" ~ tL ~B~f*~*f6::.$;G; fJl"B1]\ 
;G;~iiJ ~tflirt --
taNpyi koromo ya-pey kyi-kasane-te i n-ure-NtOmo napo paNta 
samu-si imo n-i si ar-an-e-Npa 
travel garment eight-CL wear(INF)-pile.up(INF)-SUB sleep sleep
EV-CONC still skin cold-FIN beloved DV-INF PT exist-NEG-EV
CON 
Although [I] sleep, putting on eight layers of travel garments, it is 
still cold, because [it] is not [my] beloved (MYS XX: 4351) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The adverb nafa 'still, more' seems to be attested only in the 
Classical Ryukyuan of the Ryiika, but not in the Old Ryukyuan of 
the Omara soshi (Hokama 1995: 492). Therefore, given its absence 
in dialects as well, it is likely to be a loan from Middle Japanese. 
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CONJUNCTIONS 

There are eight conjunctions in Western Old Japanese: tomo, 
mono - monowo, monokara, napey, Nkane, Nkani, karani, and 

twoni. I do not include conjunctions in the chapter on particles 
because their function is to connect parts of complex sentences; 
therefore, they have a function that particles lack. 

8.1 CONJUNCTION TOMO 'EVEN IF, EVEN THOUGH' 

The conjunction tomo 'even if, even though' follows the final form 
of verbs and the infinitive form -ku of inflected adjectives. The 
latter usage occurs very seldom as compared to the former, but it 
does exist (see examples from MYS XV: 3764 and XVI: 3881 
below). It is frequently believed that this conjunction is a 
grammaticalization of the noun tomo 'companion,' but its syntactic 
alignment with the final form of verbs and the infinitive form of 
inflected adjectives strongly speaks against such an equation. If it 
were true, the attributive forms would be expected for both verbs 
and inflected adjectives. Examples: 

JJ~J1m±~~JJ~~{~1ff~£J: 
nak-aNsi to pa na pa ip-u tomo 
weep-NEG/TENT DV TOP you TOP say-FIN CONJ 
Even though you say that [you] would not weep (KK 4) 

«~~~~£J:~~~~~~~.~~£J: •• ~~~.~~~~ 
f:5::~tl::~~.~~£J: -
yata-no pyitO-moto suNkey pa pyito-ri wor-i tomo opo kyimyi si 
yo-si to kyikos-aNpa pyitO-ri wor-i tomo 
Yata-GEN one-CL sedge TOP one-CL exist-FIN CONJ great lord 
PT be good-FIN DV say(HON)-COND one-CL exist-FIN CONJ 
Even if one sedge from Yata is alone, if the great lord says [it] is 
fine, even if [she] is alone (KK 65) 
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~.~~~~~~~~.~~~z.~w.~~~~.~~. 
S3.~Rf -
yama kwoye-te umyi watar-u tomo omosirwo-kyi ima kiy-no uti pa 
wasur-ay-umasiNsi 
mountain cross(INF)-SUB sea cross-FIN CONJ beautiful-A TTR 
Ima fortress-GEN inside TOP forget-PASS-NEGIPOT 
Even if [I] pass over the mountains and cross the seas, [I] cannot 
forget the inside of the beautiful Ima fortress (NK 119) 

.~.~Z~~~~~~~~~~~S3~2~~~~~~~~ 
{#-r -
YORONTU YO n-i tOsi pa k-yi p-u tomo uMEY-no pana tay-uru 
kotO na-ku sak-yi-watar-uNpey-si 
ten.thousand generation DV -INF year TOP come-INF pass-FIN 
CONJ plum-GEN blossom be.interrupted-ATTR matter no-INF 
bloom-INF-cross-DEB-FIN 
Even though years will come and pass for ten thousand 
generations, plum blossoms will continue to bloom without 
interruption (MYS V: 830) 

~~~Ij~!tt~~.~Ji~*ili ~ 
kusuri pam-u tomo mata woti-m-ey ya mo 
medicine eat-FIN CONJ again rejuvenate-TENT-EV PT PT 
will [I] be rejuvenated again even if [I] take the medicine?! (MYS 
V: 847) 

Ji~~~~~~~~~+~~~~~~~*~~ 
TOPO TUMA si TAKA-ni AR-I-s-eNpa SIR-ANS-U tomo 
TANTUNA-no PAMA-no TANTUNE-K-YI-n-amasi 
distant wife PT Taka-LOC exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND know
NEG-FIN CONJ [TaNtuna-GEN beach-COMP - makura-kotoba] 
seek-(INF)-come-INF -PERF -SUBJ 
If my wife, who is far away [from me], were in Taka, even if [I] 
did not know, [I] would come looking for [her] (MYS IX: 1746) 

~*~*~~2g~~~~~~*~~~~ 
tOpo-ku tomo kokoro-wo tika-ku omwop-os-e wa-Nk-yimo 
far-INF CONJ heart-ACC close-INF think-HON-IMP I-POSS
beloved 
even though [I] am far away, think that [my] heart is close, my 
beloved (MYS XV: 3764) 
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*~~*~~~~z~~~~~~~*~*.*~ 
OPONWO MYITI PA SINKEY-N-TI MORl MYITI siNkey-ku 
tomwo KYIMYI si KA YWOP-ANPA PYIRO-ky-em-u 
Oponwo road TOP be.overgrown.with.bush-DV(ATTR)-road 
forest road be.overgrown.with.bush-INF CONJ lord PT 
go.back.and.forth-COND broad-ATTR-TENT -FIN 
Even though the road to Oponwo is overgrown with bush, [being] 
a forest road through the bush, if [my] lord goes back and forth [on 
it, it] would widen (MYS XVI: 3881) 

,~f¥JJ~~~7J~Z~1]\* m~-B3: 
uMEY-no PANA myi-yama to sim-yi n-i ar-i tomo 
plum-GEN blossom HON-mountain DV grow.thick-NML DV-INF 
exist-FIN CONJ 
Even though plum blossoms are blooming densely as a mountain 
(MYS XVII: 3902) 

~~~~1]\~~-B3:*~m~~&1]\*&~~1]\ 
pyinemwosu n-i myi tomo ak-uNpey-kyi ura n-i ar-an-aku n-i 
all.day DV -INF 100k(FIN) CONJ lose.interest-DEB-ATTR bay 
DV-INF exist-NEG-NML DV-INF 
even if [I] look all day, it is not a bay that [one] could lose interest 
[in looking at] (MYS XVIII: 4037) 

S3 ~~~~* mfo~mE~~ 
yuk-u pye na-ku ari-watar-u tomwo 
go-ATTR side no-INF ITER-cross-FIN CONJ 
Even though [a cuckoo] constantly comes over, without having a 
direction to go (MYS XVIII: 4090) 

*~~.~w_~m~Z~*~~W$~_1]\~~~-B3:ZmEm 
*~*~-B3: --
potOtONkyisu ima nak-aNs-u s-i-te asu kwoye-m-u yama-ni nak-u 
tomo sirusi ar-am-ey ya mo 
cuckoo now cry-NEG-NML do-INF-SUB tomorrow cross-TENT
ATTR mountain-LOC cry-FIN CONJ sign exist-TENT-EV PT PT 
Cuckoo! [You] are not crying now: even if [you] cry in the 
mountains that [I] will cross tomorrow, would [there] be any sign?! 
(MYS XVIII: 4052) 
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~S~~~~&~.~~~~a~~~ 
AKYI KANSE-ni pyimwo tok-yi-akey-na taNta nar-aNs-u tomo 
autumn wind-LOC cord untie-INF-open-DES direct be-NEG-FIN 
CONJ 
[I] wish that the autumn wind would untie the cords, even if [it] is 
not directly (MYS XX: 4295) 

fi~*fi.EV< k~~~~~PJ*-tf1 
tuNpakyi tura-tura n-i myi tomo ak-am-ey ya 
camellia intently DV-INF 10ok(FIN) CONJ lose.interest-TENT
EVPT 
even if [I] look intently [at] the camellia, would [I] lose interest? 
[No, 1 would not] (MYS XX: 4481) 

Z~Z~~~~~j]O~12~j]O~ 
siNpa-siNpa myi tomo ak-am-u kyimyi kamwo 
often 100k(FIN) CONJ get.enough-TENT -A TTR lord PT 
even if [I] look [at you] often, would [I] get enough of [my] lord, 1 
wonder? (MYS XX: 4503) 

c tL JJ 4iBt¥fifIH6::: fii 11: ~ 
kore n-o yo pa utur-i sar-u tomwo 
this DV-ATTR world TOP change-INF go.away-FIN CONJ 
Even though this world changes and goes away ... (BS 10) 

:E ~ ~JU!:. ffltll: qs ~J( ~ :E11: i3; 11: qs 
OPO KYIMYI-wo Y ATU to N-AS-U tomwo Y ATU-wo OPO 
KYIMYI to IP-U tomwo 
prince-ACC slave DV be-CAUS-FIN CONJ slave-ACC prince DV 
say-FIN CONJ 
even if [you] make a prince to be a slave [ or] even if [you] name a 
slave as a prince (SM 29) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The conjunction tomo 'even if, even though' is attested very well in 
Eastern Old Japanese, too, although some examples occur in poems 
without any distinctive Eastern Old Japanese features like MYS 
XIV: 3493a below. Like WOJ torno, EO] tomo is attested after both 
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the final form of verbs and the infinitive form of inflected 
adjectives. Examples: 

~M~~~ti~m.~~~*&M~~~~*~~~~~m 
yaswo kotO-no pye pa siNkey-ku tomB araswop-yi-kane-te a-wo 
kotO nas-una 
eighty word-GEN leaf TOP thick-INF CONJ resist-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB I-ACC word make-NEG/IMP 
even though many rumors are growing thick [like a bush], do not 
talk about me, failing to resist (MYS XIV: 3456) 

**L~t!J~$-~~~~~* l:t~.x~~ 
are pa kwopiy-m-u na noti pa apyi-n-u tomB 
1 TOP yearn-TENT-FIN PT after TOP COOP-sleep-FIN CONJ 
1 will yearn for [you] even if later [we] sleep together (MYS XIV: 
3477) 

*~~&~~*~~~~~~*~~~*~~~~*ili 
asa-wo-ra-wo wo-kye-ni pususa n-i um-as-u tomwo asu kyi-se-sas
am-eyya 
hemp-hemp.thread-PLUR-ACC hemp-container-LOC many DV
INF spin-HON-FIN CONJ tomorrow wear(NML)-do-HON
TENT-EVPT 
Even if [you] spin many hemp threads into a hemp container, 
would [you] wear [them] tomorrow [as a garment]? [Certainly, you 
would not!] (MYS XIV: 3484) 

~~~~~~~~m*~~$-~fi~~m~~~~~~~~~ 
~J§,.~~ 
oso paya mwo kyimyi-wo si mat-am-u muka-tu wo-no sipyi-no sa
yeNta-no tOkyi pa suNk-u tomB 
slow fast PT lord-ACC PT wait-TENT-FIN opposite side
GENILOC peak-GEN chinquapin-GEN PREF-branch-GEN time 
TOP pass-FIN CONJ 
Whether [you come] quickly or slowly, [I] will wait for [my] lord, 
even if the time passes [between] the branches of chinquapin trees 
at the peak on the opposite side (MYS XIV: 3493a) 

{JI"JJ~~¥1rE~~fo~~~ § ~~ 
itwo n-i nar-u tomwo wa pa tOk-aNsi to yo 
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thread DV -INF become-FIN CONJ 1 TOP untie-NEG/TENT DV 
PT 
[I] think that 1 would not untie [the cords of my garment] even if 
[they] become [thin] threads! (MYS XX: 4405) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The conjunction lomo is attested only in the Classical Ryukyuan 
texts: the Ryuka and the Kumi-udui, but does not occur in the 
spoken languages or in Old Ryukyuan (Hokama 1995: 462). 
Therefore, it is likely to be a loan from mainland Japanese. 

8.2 CONJUNCTION MONO - MONOWO 'ALTHOUGH, 
BUT' 
The conjunction mono - monowo 'although, but' follows the 
attributive form of verbs and inflected adjectives as well as those 
verbal forms that are ambivalent to the final/attributive distinction, 
but are essentially attributive in nature, such as the subjunctive in 
-(a)masi. The form mono is found only in the earliest texts. Thus, 
the origin of this conjunction can be undoubtedly traced back to the 
combination of mono 'thing' + -wo, accusative case marker. 
Examples: 

$-~ <=J )#;;2 B3: JJ ll:~ Ii~jf JJ ~t£L 
taNkey-te-masi mono tom-yi-no wi-no myiNtu 
consume(INF)-PERF-SUBJ CONJ be.wealthy-NML-GEN well
GENwater 
[I] would consume the water from the well of wealth, but ... (TS 1) 

$-:m~B3:B3:B3:~ <=J ~q:)#;=t; B3:~t~ -$~wr:@~~ 
tat-u-N-komo mo mot-i-te ko-masi mono ne-m-u to sir-i-s-eNpa 
stand-ATTR-DV(ATTR)-rush.mat PT hold-INF-SUB come-SUBJ 
CONJ sleep-TENT-FIN DV know-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND 
if [I] had known that [I] would sleep, [I] would bring a standing 
rush mat, but ... (KK 75) 

;fIJJJD?\Mjfjjht~<=J )#wrB3:Ii~~{jl"jft~1JfEJJDB3: 
waka-ku pey n-i wi ne-te-masi mono oyi-n-i-kyer-u kamo 
young-INF ? DV-INF bring(INF) sleep(INF)-PERF-SUBJ CONJ 
age-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
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[I] would have brought [her with me] and slept [with her] if [she] 
were young, but it turned out that [she] has become old, alas! (KK 
93) 

~~.~{~j]D'Atm~j]D~j]DJJ~~~f,J:{~*~f,J:.f,J:~~~frJ.tjfE 
f,J:~ 
wotomye-no i-kakur-u woka-wo kana-sukyi mo ipwo-ti moNkamo 
suk-yi-Npan-uru mono 
maiden-GEN DLF-hide-ATTR hill-ACC metal-hoe PT 
five.hundred-CL PT dig.up-INF-flip-ATTR CONJ 
[I] want five hundred metal hoes. [I] will dig up the hill where the 
maiden hides, but ... (KK 99) 

sV;JJ~mE{~~~~iiJ lt~3[mE~fj~ 
kyiNpiy-n-ar-u imo-wo apyi-myi-t-uru mono 
KyiNpiy-LOC-exist-ATTR beloved-ACC REC-see(INF)-PERF
ATTRCONJ 
[my] beloved who is in KyiNpiy [and I], have seen each other, 
but ... (NK 40) 

~*®f,J:~~~~~~W~.ffa~~m. 
PAYA K-YI-TE mo MYI-te-masi MONOwo YAMASIRO-NO 
TAKA TUKIY mura TIR-I-n-i-kyer-u kamwo 
fast come-INF-SUB PT see(INF)-PERF-SUBJ CONJ Yamasiro
GEN high zelkova group fall-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
Although [I] would come fast and look [at them], most of the 
zelkova [flowers] in Yamasiro have fallen, alas! (MYS III: 277) 

m~$m~~@*.~.~~*~~ 
MYITI-wo taN-TOPO-myi OMOP-U swora Y ASV~Y NA-ku n
j NANKEYK-U SWORA Y ASU-K-AR-AN-U MONOwo 
way-ABS PREF-far-GER think-ATTR PT easy no-INF DV-INF 
lament-ATTR PT easy-INF-exist-NEG-ATTR CONJ 
although it is not easy even to lament and to love because the way 
is far (MYS IV: 534) 

~'A~~~~~'A~~ft~~~~~~~f,J:~~ 
ka-ku sir-amas-eNpa kun[i]-uti kotO-NkotO myi-se-masi monowo 
thus-INF know-SUBJ-COND land-inside thing-thing see-CAUS
SUBJ CONJ 
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if [I] would know that, [I] would show [her] all things in the land, 
but ... (MYS V: 797) 

m~~~tt~~~~~~~~~~~~~S~&_~~~~ 
naNka kwopiy se-Ns-u pa myi-sono-pu-no uMEY-no pana n-i mo 
nar-amasi mODOWO 
long 10ve(NML) do-NEG-INF TOP HON-garden-plant-GEN 
plum-GEN blossom DV -INF PT become-SUBJ CONJ 
[I] would become plum blossoms [among] the plants of your 
garden without loving [you for a] long [time], but ... (MYS V: 864) 

M.~~«~~~~.~«~«~_~.~~.~~~~~~ "* 'J;:!:; -ID-Ab 7rmLPJ-~b 

ama-toNp-u ya tori n-i moNkamo ya myiyakwo-maNte okur-i
mawos-i-te tONp-yi kapyer-u mODO 
sky-fly-ATTR PT bird DV-INF PT PT capital-TERM see.off-INF
HUM-INF-SUB fly-INF retum-ATTR CONJ 
[I] would like to be a bird that flies in the sky. [I would] see [you] 
offto the capital and come back, but ... (MYS V: 876) 

AJWJF~1:E~~-f-~:£PX;~~~ 
PYITO to AR-ANS-U PA KUW A-KWO n-i mwo NAR-Amasi 
MONOwo 
person DV exist-NEG-INF TOP mulberry-child DV -INF PT 
become-SUBJ CONJ 
if [I] was not a human being, [I] would [like to] become a silkworm, 
but ... (MYS XII: 3086) 

*m~w~~~~~~~&_e.~A~~~~~~~_~~ 
~~ -
OPO PUNE-ni imo nor-u mono n-i ar-amas-eNpa PA-N-kukum-yi 
mot-i-te yuk-amasi mODOWO 
big boat-LOC beloved board-ATTR thing DV -INF exist-SUBJ
COND wing-LOC-cover-INF hold-INF-SUB go-SUBJ CONJ 
If [it] were the case that [my] beloved boarded [my] big boat, [I] 
would go holding her under [my] wings, but ... (MYS XV: 3579) 

~#~~~~&*~:£~~~:£.~*fi~ 
kwopiy mwo na-ku ar-amasi mWODOWO omwop-asimey-tutu 
10ng.for(NML) PT no-INF exist-SUB] CONJ love-CAUS(INF)
COOR 
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[I] would have no longing for [you], but [you] make [me] love 
[you] constantly (MYS XV: 3737) 

*~*~~~~~~~~~~c.*~*~cg~W~.4m 
.z£3:~-¥ 
a-Nka miy koso sekyi yama kwoye-te koko-ni ar-am-ey kokoro pa 
imwo-ni yor-i-n-i-si monowo 
I-POSS body PT barrier mountain cross(INF)-SUB here-LOC 
exist-TENT-EV heart TOP beloved-DAT approach-INF-PERF
INF-PAST/ATTR CONJ 
My body has crossed barriers and mountains, and is probably here. 
But [my] heart stayed near [my] beloved! (MYS XV: 3757) 

m~Z*O.~~~~~-¥~~~*m 
kwopiysi-ky-eku key naNka-kyi MOnowo MYI-m-aku por-i 
long.for-ATTR-NML day long-ATTR CONJ see-TENT-NML 
want-FIN 
although days are long when [I] long for [you], [I] want to see 
[you] (MYS XVII: 3957) 

~ftc:s ~~fjt J;Uttz ~~-¥ 
ma-sakyi-ku to ip-yi-te-si MOnowo 
INT-safe-INF DV say-INF-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR CONJ 
Although [I] have said that [I return] safely (MYS XVII: 3958) 

*J;t~¥TrE~J7-¥~~~~£3:1f.ft.I ;\lI*L~!!l#Z**L~£3: 
apyi-myi-ru mwonowo sukuna-ku mo TOSI TUKIY P-Ure-Npa 
kwopiysi-kyere ya mo 
REC-see-ATTR CONJ few-INF PT year month pass-EV-CON 
miss-EV PT PT 
although [we] see each other, as the time goes by, do [we still] 
miss [each other] just a bit?! (MYS XVIII: 4118) 

~~Z~~~~~-¥~~Z~~~~*~*~~£3: 
na~tesikwo pa AKYI SAK-U MONOwo KYIMYI-NKA IPYE
NO YUKYI IPAPO-ni sak-yer-i-kyer-u kamo 
carnation TOP fall bloom-ATTR CONJ lord-POSS house-GEN 
snow rock-LOC bloom-PROG-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
Although carnations bloom in the fall, [it] turned out that [they] 
have bloomed at the snow rocks of your house! (MYS XIX: 4231) 
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COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The conjunction mana ~ manawo 'although' also appears in 
Eastern Old Japanese texts, but there are no examples among the 
Sakimori uta found in book XX, and most examples in book XIV 
seem to be devoid of any Eastern Old Japanese distinctive features 
as in the first and third examples below from MYS XIV: 3354 and 
3568. 

{JI"flj ~ Jffz -eJ: JJ{JI"qs~ 3f-tT ~fi 
ir-i-n-amasi mono imwo-Nka woN-tOko-ni 
enter-INF-PERF-SUBJ CONJ beloved-POSS DIM-bed-LOC 
although [I] would [like to] enter the bed of [my] beloved (MYS 
XIV: 3354) 

«Jff~R&~~~g~.~~~~~.~~ •• gm. 
yama tuNtura NWO-wo pyiro-myi pap-yi-si MOnowo aNse ka 
taye se-m-u 
mountain vine field-ABS wide-GER creep-INF-PAST/ATTR 
CONJ why PT break(NML) do-TENT-ATTR 
because the field is wide, although [my heart] crept [to you like] a 
mountain vine, why should [we] break? (MYS XIV: 3434) 

{i~~ It ~ 1]\ -eJ:~ &Jff}l!!)I~Illi3f-
kyimyi-Nka yumyi n-i mo nar-amasi MOnowo 
lord-POSS bow DV -INF PT become-SUBJ CONJ 
[I] would become your bow, but ... (MYS XIV: 3568) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
Cognates of WOJ mana ~ manawo are attested throughout the 
Ryukyus (Nohara 1998: 16). Most of them clearly correspond to 
the earliest WOJ fonn mana, which proves again the secondary 
nature of WOJ manawo. The only candidate for a cognate of WOJ 
manawo taken as a whole is the Psara conjunction munuu, although 
on the basis of the regular correspondences we would rather expect 
Psara *munuyu and not munuu. 

'ie-uru muNnu 'eezin s-aN sa 
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go-ATTR CONJ sign do-NEGIFIN PT 
Although [he] goes, he makes no sign (Nohara 1998: 16) 

8.3 CONJUNCTION MONOKARA 'ALTHOUGH' 
It seems that the conjunction manakara 'although' is synonymous 
with manawa 'id.', although it occurs much less frequently than the 
latter: there are only five examples of it in Western Old Japanese in 
phonetic or partially phonetic script, and one is completely 
semantographic. 1 Like manawa it follows the attributive form of 
verbs and probably of inflected adjectives. 2 The origin of this 
conjunction can probably be traced back to the combination of 
mana 'thing' + kara 'clan, relation, nature.' Examples: 

J~Alt~iIi~PT ~~~ 
MYI-WATAS-E-NPA TIKA-KYI MONOkara IPA-N-KAKUR-I 
see(INF)-take.across-EV -CON close-ATTR CONJ rock-LOC
hide-INF 
although [pearls seem] to be close when [one] looks around, [they] 
are hidden in the rocks (MYS VI: 951) 

~~~~~PT~~m~~z~~~-~~ 
TAMA KANTURA TAYE-N-U MONOkara sa-N-UR-AKU PA 
TOSI-NO WATAR-I-ni TANTA PYITO YWO NOMIY 
jewel vine break-NEG-A TTR CONJ PREF-sleep-ATTR-NML 
TOP year-GEN cross-NML-LOC only one night PT 
Although [our] relationship does not break [like] a jewel[-like] 
vine, [we] sleep [together] only one night in a year (MYS X: 2078) 

~giP-Sf.£3:1Itr~'~~~ § ~,["~~~~lmPT ~ 
MYIY AKWO-wo rna KOKO mwo oyaNsi to KOKORO-ni pa 
OMOP-U mwonokara 
capital-ACe PT here PT same DV heart-LOC TOP think-A TTR 
CONJ 
although [I] think in [ my] heart that both the capital and here are 
the same (MYS XIX: 4154) 

1 MYS XI: 2717. 
2 One cannot be absolutely sure that the conjunction monokara follows the 
attributive fonn of inflected adjectives, since in the only attested example of this 
usage the adjective is found in semantographic spelling (see MYS VI: 951 below). 
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Alternatively, monokara is attested in the form monokara n-i 
followed by the infinitive form n-i of the defective verb n-. There 
are two examples of this usage: 

.m~*~.~~~~&~M~~~ 
MYITI TOPO-MYI KO-NSI to pa SIR-ER-U MONOkara n-i 
SIKA so MAT-URAM-U 
way far-GER come-NEG/TENT DV TOP know-PROG-ATTR 
CONJ DV-INF thus PTwait-TENT2-ATTR 
Although [I] know that [you] probably will not come because the 
way is far, [I] will wait for [you] so [much] (MYS IV: 766) 

.oo*oo.~~m~.®~~~~~a 
APYI-MYI-TE PA OMO KAKUS-AR-Uru MONOkara n-i 
TUNK-YI-TE MYI-m-aku-no POSI-KYI KYIMYI kamo 
REC-see(INF)-SUB TOP face hide-PASS-ATTR CONJ DV-INF 
follow-INF-SUB see-TENT-NML-GEN desirable-ATTR lord PT 
Although [you] suddenly disappeared (lit.: hid [you] face) after 
[we] met each other, [it is] you whom [I] want to see again! (MYS 
XI: 2554) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
There is one example of monokara in Eastern Old Japanese 

lt1Hfli g~{jI".¥JfE~~~ & 
pyitO ne-ro n-i ip-ar-u mwonokara 
one peak-DIM DV -INF say-PROG-ATTR CONJ 
Although [I] have called [you] 'a single peak' ... (MYS XIV: 3512) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The cognates ofWOJ monokara are not attested in Ryukyuan. 
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8.4 CONJUNCTION NAPEY 'AT THE SAME TIME AS, 
JUST AS' 
The conjunction napey 'at the same time as, just as' follows the 
attributive forms of verbs and probably of inflected adjectives.3 It is 
attested only in the Man 'yoshu. Examples: 

!Y -:i3:*) II i$~~~f-¥m/FM~~1]\z ~* 
YVPU SAR-E-NPA kapaNtu NAK-U napey PYIMO TOK-AN-U 
TANPYI n-i si AR-E-NPA 
evening come-EV-CON frog croak-ATTR CONJ cord untie-NEG
ATTR travel DV-INF PT exist-EV-CON 
because it is a travel where [I] do not untie the cords [of my 
garment] at the same time as frogs are croaking when the evening 
comes (MYS VI: 913) 

g •• ooZ~m~.~~~~~MH* 
KARI-NKA NE SAMU-KU KIYK-YI-si napey NWO PYE-no 
ASANTI so IRO-N-TUK-YI-n-i-KYER-U 
wild.goose-POSS sound cold-INF hear-INF-PAST/ATTR CONJ 
field side-GEN cogon.grass PT color-LOC-attach-INF-PERF-INF
RETR-ATTR 
At the same time as [I] heard wild geese sounding cold, the cogon 
grass in the fields turned yellow (MYS VIII: 1540) 

~J:1]\~~mmEgJJ.E8~-=f JJT~*~~PT::§ 
KUMWO-NO UPEY-ni NAK-YI-t-uru KARl-no SAMU-KYI 
napey PANKIY-no SITA-N-PA PA MWOMYIT-URU kamwo 
cloud-GEN top-LOC cry-INF-PERF-ATTR wild.goose-GEN cold
ATTR CONJ bush.clover-GEN bottom-GEN-Ieaf TOP turn.yellow 
-ATTRPT 
At the same time as [the cries] of wild geese in the clouds [started 
to sound] cold, the bottom leaves of the bush clover turned yellow! 
(MYS VIII: 1575) 

*~~.~W~*ft~Z::§~~m~~~m 
potot6Nkyisu iya meyNturasi-mo NA nor-i nak-u napey 

3 One cannot be absolutely sure that the conjunction monokara follows the 
attributive form of inflected adjectives, since in the only attested example of this 
usage the adjective is found in semantographic spelling (see MYS VIII: 1575 
below). 
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cuckoo more.and.more be.lovely-EXCL name announce-INF cry
ATTRCONJ 
Cuckoo, [you] are more and more lovely at the same time as [you] 
cry announcing [your] name (MYS XVIII: 4091) 

~~W~~~£~£~~~~~z~~~~~~z.~~lli 
SAKURA-N-PANA ima sakar-i nar-i nanipa-no UMYI ositern 
MYIY A-ni kyikos-i-myes-u napey 
cherry-GEN-blossom now flourish-NML be-FIN Nanipa-GEN sea 
(makura-kotoba) palace-LOC govern-INF-HON-ATTR CONJ 
At the same time as [the emperor] deigns to govern in the palace 
on the Nanipa sea, it is now the peak of cherry blossoms (MYS XX: 
4361) 

Even more frequently, the conjunction napey is attested in the 
form napey n-i with the following infinitive form n-i of the 
defective verb n-: 

~~~~~~~~~~lli~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
~il~S3 
uNkupyisu-no oto kyik-u napey n-i uMEY-no pana wa-NK-yipye
no sono-ni sak-yi-te tir-u myi-y-u 
bush.warbler-GEN sound hear-ATTR CONJ DV-INF plum-GEN 
blossom I-POSS-house-GEN garden-LOC bloom-INF-SUB fall
ATTR see-PASS-FIN 
At the same time as [I] hear a bush warbler's singing, [I] see that 
the plum blossoms in the garden of my house are falling after [they] 
bloomed (MYS V: 841) 

~~~~£~~~z~lli~.fi& •• ~A~z~~~~~fi 
¥JTE.£J: 
MYI-m-aku por-i omwop-yi-si napey n-i kaNtura kakey kaNkup
asi KYIMYI-wo ap-yi MYI-t-urn kama 
see-TENT-NML want-FIN think-INF-PAST/ATTR CONJ DV
INF vines attach(INF) dear-ADJ lord-ACC meet-INF see(INF)
PERF-ATTR PT 
Just as [I] thought that [I] want to see [you], [I] met and saw you, 
[my] dear [friend], with vines [in your hair]! (MYS XVIII: 4120) 

~~~~~~~~~~lli~fi~~~~W~~~~m~w~Z 
~~~~ 
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wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka kotO tOr-u napey n-i tune pyitO-no ip-u 
naNkeyk-yi si mwo iya sik-yi mas-umwo 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS koto take-ATTR CONJ DV-INF 
usual person say-ATTR sigh-NML PT PT more and more 
be.frequent-INF increase-EXCL 
Just as my beloved took [his] koto [and started to play], the sighs 
of the usual people increased in frequency more and more! (MYS 
XVIII: 4135) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The conjunction napey [n-iJ is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese 
or Ryukyuan. 

8.5 CONJUNCTION NKANE 'SO THAT, IN ORDER 
TOITHAT' 
The conjunction Nkane 'so that, in order to/that' is not very 
frequent in Western Old Japanese and all attestations are confined 
to the Man 'yoshu. It always follows the attributive form of verbs. 
Historically it probably goes back to the contracted form -N- of the 
defective verb's attributive form n-o plus some noun *kane which 
has obscure semantics. Examples: 

~ §Lsz.~~ {jl-lti\) Jt. ~tfJi~ 
yoroNtu yo-ni ip-yi-tuNk-u Nkane to 
ten.thousand generation-DAT tell-INF-continue-ATTR CONJ DV 
in order to pass [it] down to ten thousand generations (MYS V: 
813) 

fiIl~**~JiMI0,~~~~lJ<.{±J3t~ 
TATINPANA-NO PAYASI-wo UWE-M-U POTOTONKYISU 
TUNE n-i PUYU-MANTE SUM-YI-WATAR-U Nkane 
mandarin.orange-GEN forest-ACC plant-TENT-FIN cuckoo usual 
DV-INF winter-TERM live-INF-cross-ATTR CONJ 
[I] am going to plant a forest of mandarin oranges so that the 
cuckoo continues to live [there] always until the winter (MYS X: 
1958) 

~.=~~~OO~~.~*~M~~~~ 
YUKYI ~AMU-:!11Y!. SAK-yI N-I PA SAK-ANS-U UMEY-NO 
PANA YO-SI KONO KORO PA SA-TE mwo AR-U Nkane 
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snow cold-GER bloom-NML DV-INF TOP bloom-NEG-INF 
plum-GEN blossom good-FIN this time TOP be.thus(INF)-GER 
PT exist-ATTR CONJ 
[It] is good that plum blossoms do not even bloom because the 
snow is cold. So that [it] will be so at the appropriate time (MYS 
X: 2329) 

~~~~~.$~~~*~~~*~~~~~~~~~~~ 
pyitO-ni mo tuNkey-m-u oto nomiy mwo NA nomiy mo kyik-yi-te 
tomosiNp-uru Nkane 
person-OAT PT report-TENT-FIN sound PT PT name PT PT hear
INF-SUB envy-ATTR CONJ 
[I] will tell people [about this mountain] so that [they] will be 
envious when [they] hear just a name or just a rumor [of it] (MYS 
XVII: 4000) 

*~~~~~ftm~.~~~mA~~~m~A~~ 
MASURA WO PA NA::wo TAT-UNpey-si NOTI-NO YO-ni 
KYIK-YI-TUNK-U PYITO mwo katar-i-tuNk-u Nkane 
excellent man TOP name-ACC establish-DEB-FIN after-GEN age
LOC hear-INF-continue-ATTR person PT speak-INF-continue
ATTRCONJ 
A gentleman must establish his name. So that the people who 
continue to hear [about it] in the later ages will continue to speak 
[about it] (MYS XIX: 4165) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The Eastern Old Japanese cognate of WOJ Nkane is Nkani attested 
only once: 

~~~M~~~.~~~~~~~~~t~~~.~~~#~ 
~~¥TrE~~ 
omwosirwo-kyi NWO-woNpa na-yak-yi-so puru kusa-ni nipyi kusa 
maNsir-i opiy pa op-uru Nkani 
beautiful-ATTR field-ACC(EMPH) NEG-burn-INF-do old grass
LOC new grass get.mixed-INF growth(NML) TOP grow-ATTR 
CONJ 
Do not burn the beautiful field so that the new grass grows mixed 
with the old grass (MYS XIV: 3452) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
To the best of my knowledge there are no cognates of WOJ Nkane 
in Ryukyuan. 

8.6 CONJUNCTION NKANI 'LIKE, AS IF, SO THAT' 
The conjunction Nkani 'like, as if, so that' is not very frequent in 
Western Old Japanese and all attestations are confined to the 
Man 'yoshu. It always follows the final form of verbs. 

~m®~~m~.~~m*m~=.~~~ 
MYITI-NI AP-YI-TE WEM-AS-I-si karani PUR-U YUKYI-no 
KEY-N-ANPA KEY-N-U Nkani KWOP-U TO IP-U WA-NK
YIMWO 
road-LOC meet-INF-SUB laugh-HON-INF-PAST/ATTR CONJ 
fall-ATTR snow-GEN melt(INF)-PERF -COND melt(INF)-PERF
FIN CONJ love-FIN DV say-ATTR I-POSS-beloved 
Just because [I] laughed when [I] met [her] on the road, my beloved 
said that [she] loves [me] like a falling snow that is bound to melt 
away (MYS IV: 624) 

3i~ 3f-j[[~t~~Y.x#;~:ftIlk~~m 
SA-TUKIY-wo TIKA-myi aye-n-u Nkani PANA SAK-YI-n-i
kyer-i 
fifth.lunar.month-ABS be.close-GER fall(INF)-PERF-FIN CONJ 
flower bloom-INF-PERF-RETR-FIN 
because the fifth lunar month is close, the flowers [of mandarin 
oranges] have bloomed as if [they] are going to fall (MYS VIII: 
1507) 

lk ill m {f.~*~* Jti~!&*fi~ ~Y.x#; = 
AKYI TA KAR-U KARI-[I]PO mwo IMANTA KOPOT-AN-E
NPA KARI-NKA NE SAMUSI SIMWO mwo OK-YI-n-u Nkani 
autumn paddy cut-ATTR temporary-hut PT yet break-NEG-EV
CON wild.goose-POSS sound cold frost PT put-INF-PERF-FIN 
CONJ 
Because [they] have not yet destroyed the temporary huts [built] to 
harvest [rice] at the autumn paddies, wild geese's cries are cold so 
that even frost [may] fall (MYS VIII: 1556) 
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1I9~.0J~~t±*ifZ-T-'B~p][~ § 
siko POTOTONKYISU IMA KOSO PA KOWE-NO KAR-U 
Nkani K-YI NAK-YI-TOYOMEY -M-EY 
stupid cuckoo now PT TOP voice-GEN dry.up-FIN CONJ come
INF sing-INF-make.sound-TENT-EV 
Stupid cuckoo! Now so that [your] voice dried up, [I] want to 
make [you] come and cry (MYS X: 1951) 

~OO.k •• ~.~~*.~=~~~~.~.~~M~M~ 
mJU$ -
AMA WOTOMYE-NTOMO VNANKAS-ER-U PYIRE mo TER
U Nkani TE-ni MAK-YEr-u TAMA mwo yurara n-i SIRWO 
TAPEY-no SWONTE PUR-U MYI-YE-t-u 
fisher maiden-PLUR wear.on.the.neck-PROG-ATTR long. scarf PT 
shine-FIN CONJ hand-LOC wrap-PROG-ATTRjewel PT clinging 
DV -INF white mulberry.tree.bark.cloth-GEN sleeve wave-ATTR 
see-PASS(INF)-PERF-FIN 
[I] have seen fisher maidens waiving their white sleeves from white 
mulberry tree bark cloth and clinging jewels that are wrapped on 
their hands so that the long scarves that [they] wear on [their] 
necks are shining (MYS XIII: 3243) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The conjunction Nkani 'like' is attested only once in Eastern Old 
Japanese. It is not to be confused with another EOJ conjunction 
Nkani that is a cognate ofWOJ Nkane 'so that, in order to/that' (see 
8.5). 

W ~~W Ji!~ ~ JjMIJ ~J(. ~ 15" g ~ {jJ-jBHtf,3:{jJ-*:;tifJj~ IA ~ 
turu-no tutumyi-no nar-i-n-u Nkani kwo-ro pa ip-ye-NtOmo 
imaNta ne-n-aku n-i 
Turu-GEN dam-GEN become-INF-PERF-FIN CONJ girl-DIM 
TOP say-EV-CONC yet sleep-NEG-NML DV-INF 
although the girl says that [their relationship is established 
completely] like the dam on the Turu [river] is established, [they] 
have not yet slept together (MYS XIV: 3543) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
To the best of my knowledge there are no cognates of the WOJ 
conjunction Nkani in Ryukyuan. 

8.7 CONJUNCTION KARANI 'JUST BECAUSE, AS SOON 
AS' 
The conjunction karani 'just because, as soon as' is unique because 
it can follow both the attributive forms of verbs directly and the 
attributive forms of verbs marked by the possessive case marker 
-Nka as well as nominals marked by the genitive marker -no. This 
mixed usage is certainly due to its origin, as it is apparently derived 
from the noun kara 'nature, relationship, clan' marked by the 
infinitive form n-i of the defective verb n-. The conjunction karani 
is attested only in the Man 'yoshu. Examples: 

(1) the conjunction karani appearing directly after the attributive 
forms of verbs: 

m~®~~m~.~~m*m~=.~~~ 
MYITI-NI AP-YI-TE WEM-AS-I-si karani PUR-U YUKYI-no 
KEY-N-ANPA KEY-N-U Nkani KWOP-U TO IP-U WA-NK
YIMWO 
road-LOC meet-INF-SUB laugh-HON-INF-PAST/ATTR CONJ 
fall-ATTR snow-GEN melt(INF)-PERF-COND melt(INF)-PERF
FIN CONJ long.for-FIN DV say-ATTR I-POSS-beloved 
Just because [I] laughed when [I] met [her] on the road, my 
beloved said that [she] loves [me] like a falling snow that is bound 
to melt away (MYS IV: 624) 

00: -~~~ PI &~JfEf~~ ~ ~~~HtJFJL.\~ 
TANT A PYITO YWO PYENTATE-si karani ARA T AMA-no 
TUKIY KA PEY-N-URU to KOKORO PA MATWOP-U 
only one night be.separated(INF)-PAST/ATTR CONJ (makura
kotoba) month PT pass(INF)-PERF-ATTR DV heart TOP 
be.perplexed-FIN 
Just because [we] were separated only one night, [my] heart 
wonders whether a [whole] month has passed (MYS IV: 638) 
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-~~m*zm=*Lz~~~Mz~~~~®~ 
PYITO YWO NOMIY NE-TAR-I-si karani WO-NO UPEY -NO 
SAKURA-NO PANA PA TAKYI-NO SE-YU OTI-TE NANKAR
U 
one night PT sleep(INF)-PERFIPROG-INF-PAST/ATTR CONJ 
summit-GEN top-GEN cherry-GEN blossom TOP waterfall-GEN 
rapids-ABL fall(INF)-SUB float-FIN 
as soon as [I] slept only one night, the cherry blossoms on the 
summit fell from the rapids of the waterfall and are floating [in the 
river] (MYS IX: 1751) 

~-~.~~~.~~&~~&~~-~~ 
tama-N-papakyi TE-ni tOr-u karani yurak-u tama-no wo 
jewel-GEN-broom hand-LOC take-ATTR CONJ sound-ATTR 
jewel-GEN cord 
as soon as [I] took a broom [decorated with magic] jewels, the 
string of jewels [started to] sound (MYS XX: 4493) 

(2) the conjunction karani appearing after the possessive marker 
-Nka that follows the attributive form of verbs: 

~.~~~~*-m~.~~&~~~~ftm 
PURU SATWO PA TOPO-KU mwo AR-ANS-U PYITO-PYE 
Y AMA KWOY -URU-Nka karani OMOP-YI so W A-NKA se-si 
old village TOP be.far-INF PT exist-NEG-FIN one-CL mountain 
cross-A TTR-POSS CONJ long.for-NML I-POSS do(INF)
PAST/ATTR 
[My] native place is not even far. [But] as soon as [I] crossed one 
mountain, I longed for [it] (MYS VI: 1038) 

~~zm=~ •• AZBfi.~~i=fi~* 
TE-NI TOR-U-NKA karani WASUR-U to AMA PYITO IP-YI-si 
KWOPIY W ASURE-N-KAPYI KOTO n-i si AR-I-KYER-I 
hand-LOC take-ATTR-POSS CONJ forget-FIN DV fisher person 
say-INF-PAST/ATTR 10ve(NML) forget(NML)-GEN-seashell 
word DV-INF PT exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
The love-forgetting shell which as fishermen told [me], [one would] 
forget [an unrequited] love as soon as [one] takes [it] into one's 
hands, turned out to be [no more than] a rumor (MYS VII: 1197) 
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(3) the conjunction karani appearing after the genitive marker 
-no that follows nominals: 

{*~~.~J::t~WOJ PI &1]\~?FfO$1JfEjJD-BJ: 
potOtONkyisu pyito ywo-no karani kwopiy-watar-u kamo 
cuckoo one night-GEN CONJ 10ng.for(INF)-cross-ATTR PT 
[I] will continue to long for the cuckoo, just because [it is] one 
night! (MYS XVIII: 4069) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The conjunction karani '[just] because' is attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese only after the possessive case marker -Nka and the 
genitive case marker -no following nominals as well as attributive 
and nominalized forms of verbs. 

~iiJ~~~~tfJi~~JJ PI &1]\~t~$ PIfrJ'lffi-BJ: 
ap-an-ap-ye-Npa ne-n-ap-ye-no karani koto [i]ta-k-ar-i-t-umo 
meet-NEG-ITER-EV -CON sleep-NEG-ITER-NML-GEN CONJ 
word be.painful-INF-exist-INF-PERF-EXCL 
just because [we] do not sleep [together] when [we] do not meet, 
rumors are painful! (MYS XIV: 3482a) 

1]\~1]\$~~.~~PI&1]\~.1]\*~~~~ 
nipa-ni tat-i wem-as-u-Nka karani kwoma-ni ap-u mwonowo 
garden-LOC stand-INF laugh-HON-ATTR-POSS CONJ stallion
DAT meet-ATTR CONJ 
just because [you] stand in the garden and laugh, [you] will meet 
my stallion, but ... (MYS XIV: 3535) 
This poem has no distinctive Eastern Old Japanese features. 

~~~k~.~-BJ:~~~~~~PI&1]\~~~~Bg~~~& 
MfrJ(PI~ 
wa-Nka papa-no swoNte mot-i naNte-te wa-Nka karani nak-yi-si 
kokoro-wo wasur-aye-n-u kamwo 
I-POSS mother-GEN sleeve hold-INF caress(INF)-SUB I-POSS 
CONJ weep-INF-PAST/ATTR heart-ACC forget-PASS-NEG
ATTRPT 
[I] cannot forget my mother's feelings when [she] cried because of 
me holding and stroking [my] sleeve! (MYS XX: 4356) 
This poem has no distinctive Eastern Old Japanese features. 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
To the best of my knowledge there are no cognates of the WOJ 
conjunction karani in Ryukyuan. 

8.8 CONJUNCTION TWONI 'WIDLE, BEFORE' 
The conjunction twoni 'while, before' always follows the 
attributive forms of verbs. It is probably a result of the 
grammaticalization of the noun two 'place' plus a locative case 
marker -ni, cf. the following example from the Kojiki kayo when 
this sequence has not yet been completely grammaticalized as a 
conjunction: 

~.m.~~~~~4.~W~~~~~~~4.~W~~~ 
~~fO~R*c 
wa-Nka opo kyimyi-no asa-two-ni pa i-yor-i-Ntat-as-i yupu-two
ni pa i-yor-i-Ntat-as-u wakyiNtukiy 
I-POSS great lord-GEN morning-place-LOC TOP DLF-Iean-INF
stand-HON-INF evening-place-LOC TOP lean-INF-stand-HON
ATTR arm-rest 
the arm-rest that my sovereign leans on in the morning and leans 
on in the evening (KK 104) 

There are only six examples of twoni in Western Old Japanese, 
and in four cases out of six it occurs after a negative attributive 
form -(a)n-u. Examples: 

T~W~*~MM~~~~~~~.~.~ 
uma i ne-si twoni nipa-tu tori kakye pa nak-u-nar-i 
sweet sleep sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR CONJ garden-GENILOC 
bird rooster TOP cry-FIN-RA-FIN 
while [we] were sleeping a sweet sleep, [I] heard that the rooster, 
the bird of the garden, cried (NK 96) 

III r '\\~i ~Illmli¥Ji~ z /F?mJJ 1]\ 
YWONP-U-KWO-N-TORI-----Y(YIMYI YWONP-YI-KAPYEs-e 
YWO-NO PUKEY-N-U twoni 
call-ATTR-child-GEN-bird lord call-INF-make.return-IMP night
GEN grow.late-NEG-ATTR CONJ 
Oh, calling bird! Call back [ my] beloved while the night does not 
grow late (MYS X: 1822) 
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*tLJff~~~~PJ 1XmJffttti5"~z~~~)J?Js 
are mat-am-u paya kapyer-i-[i]mas-e kwopiy sin-an-u twoni 
I wait-TENT-FIN quick return-INF-HON-IMP 10ng.for(INF) die
NEG-ATTR CONJ 
I will wait for [you]. Come back quickly before [I] die longing for 
[you] (MYS XV: 3747) 

~.~?Js~~~*Z.~W~~$ili.~~iliPJ1Xm~ttt~* 
Z~~~)J?Js 
pyit6 kuni pa sum-yi asi t6 s6 ip-u sumuyakey-ku paya kapyer-i
[i]mas-e kwopiy sin-an-u twoni 
person province TOP live-NML bad(FIN) DV PT say-ATTR 
be.fast-INF quick return-INF-HON-IMP 10ng.for(INF) die-NEG
ATTRCONJ 
[They] say that living in the [other] people's province is bad. Come 
back quickly before [I] die longing for [you] (MYS XV: 3748) 

m¥fffi?JsB~~:fo~tLftWz~.~~)J?Js 
KAPA-NO SE-ni KIYRI tat-i-watar-e sa-ywo pukey-n-u twoni 
river-GEN rapids-LOC fog rise-INF-cross-IMP PREF-night 
grow.late-NEG-ATTR CONJ 
Oh, fog, rise over the river rapids while the night does not grow 
late (MYS XIX: 4163) 

f;£~ & ~~~fljjJo~~~ $:fo~jJO~¥1rE)J?Js 
sakura pana tir-i ka suNkiy-n-am-u wa-Nka kapyer-u twoni 
cherry blossom fall-INF PT pass(INF)-PERF-TENT-ATTR 1-
POSS return-ATTR CONJ 
Would the cherry blossoms fall completely before I return? (MYS 
XX: 4395) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
Cognates of WOJ twoni are not attested in Eastern Old Japanese or 
Ryukyuan. 
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PARTICLES 

Traditional grammar disti~guishes se~~ral clas~es <,>f paT!icles. in 
Old J~panese: case partIcles ~M jjPJ kaku Joshi, conjunctive 

particles ~ ~ M ~PJ setsuzoku joshi, emotive particles 1* M ~PJ 
kakari joshi, final particles ~Mi5PJ shu joshi, adverbial particles Mil 
M~PJ juku joshi, and exclamation particles rl'l'~M~PJ kanto joshi. 
Among these, case particles have already been treated above in 
Chapter 4 as case markers. From a structural point of view, 
conjunctive particles represent a heterogeneous class, consisting 
partially of case particles (treated in Chapter 4), conjunctions, and 
gerund suffixes. Gerund suffixes have been treated in Chapter 6, 
and conjunctions in Chapter 8. What is understood by particles here 
is, therefore, roughly limited to emotive, final, adverbial, and 
exclamation particles in traditional grammar. I distinguish the 
following classes of particles: focus particles (pa, mo, so - Nso, 
namo, koso), interrogative particles (ya, ka), desiderative particle 
moNka - moNkamo, emphatic particles (kamo, si, mo, ya, yo, na, wo), 
and restrictive particles (nomiy, Ntani, sura - swora, sapey, Npakari). 

9.1 FOCUS PARTICLES 
There are five focus particles in Western Old Japanese: pa, mo, so 
- Nso, namo, and koso. Their primary function is to indicate 
different types of focus within a sentence. 

9.1.1 TOPIC PARTICLE PA 
Like its Modem Japanese counterpart wa, or its Classical Japanese 
counterpartja, the Western Old Japanese topic particle pa shifts the 
focus away from the part of the sentence it follows to the rest of the 
sentence (Martin 1988: 52). The topic particle pa can combine with 
a number of preceding forms, not only nominal, but also verbal. It 
can also follow certain other focus particles. 
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Chart 102: Combinations of the topic particle pa with preceding 
h morpl emes 

morphemes combination forms 
nominal nominal + pa 
plural marker -tati -tati pa 
plural marker -Ntomo -Ntomo pa 
plural marker -ra -rapa 
active case marker -i -i pa 
dative-locative case marker -ni -ni pa 
dative-locative case marker -ra -ra pa 
ablative case marker -ywo, etc. -ywo pa, etc. 
comitative case -to -to pa 
diminutive suffix -ra -rapa 
infinitive -[yJi -[yJi pa 
infinitive -ku -kupa 
negative infinitive -(a)Ns-u -(a)Ns-u pa 
attributive -{urlu -{urlu pa 
nominalizer -[yJi -[yJi pa 
nominalizer -aku -akupa 
subordinative gerund -te -te pa 
defective verb to 'to say' topa 
focus particle koso koso pa 
focus particle so sopa 

Although many different word forms can be found after the 
topic particle pa, it is worth noting that it can also be followed by 
four other particles: 

Examples: 

JJ~ ~q:1t~Ji:i?Js {jJ-Iff iii: ~ 
na koso pa wo n-i imas-e-Npa 
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you PT TOP man DV-INF exist(HON)-EV-CON 
since you are a man (KK 5) 

~.m~~~~~~~~.~~~~~ 
wa-Nka ok-yi-si turukyi n-o tati sana tati pa ya 
I-POSS put-INF-PAST/ATTR sword DV-ATTR long. sword that 
long.sword TOP PT 
I put [down my] long sword, that long sword! (KK 33) 

Wf~~~~fo.~~]j~~~ 
kana myi-kyi pa wa-Nka myi-kyi nar-aNs-u 
this HON-rice.wine TOP I-POSS HON-rice.wine be-NEG-FIN 
This rice wine is not my rice wine (KK 39) 

~~§df~tUE~ g:l11!!-B3: 
usiro-N-te pa woN-tate ro kama 
back-GEN-place TOP DIM-shield DV(ATTR) PT 
[Her] back is [like] a small shield! (KK 42) 

~J#1f~:i~HE f).~~.~J# 
yamatO-pye-ni yuk-u pa ta-Nka tuma 
Yamato-side-LOC go-ATTR TOP who-POSS spouse 
Whose spouse goes towards Yamato? (Lit.: the one who goes 
toward Yamato, whose spouse) (KK 56) 

~iiJiiI~q:.~~~]j~.lt1f 
are koso pa yo-no naNka pyitO 
I PT TOP world-GEN long person 
I, [the most] long[ -living] man in the world (KK 72) 

{l~ft5:jjNilftl1iJl(IlHif ~flj~fI' R~~~ 
ita te op-aNs-u pa nipo-N-tori-no kaNtuk-yi se-na 
painful place carry-NEG-INF TOP grebe-DV(ATTR)-bird
COMP dive-NML do-DES 
rather than to receive severe wounds, let us dive [together] like 
grebes (NK 29) 

~~~fI'?i*ll~ g fl'm 
kyimyi pa kasikwo-kyi ro kamo 
lord TOP awesome-A TTR DV(ATTR) PT 
[my] lord is awesome! (NK 47) 
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~M"~~~~'=¥.~~~¥fft{j]o"~~. 
swoNka-no kwo-ra pa uma nar-aNpa pyimuka-no kwo-[u]ma 
SwoNka-GEN son-PLUR TOP horse be-COND Pyimuka-GEN 
DIM-horse 
If the sons of SwoNka were horses, [they would be] the stallions of 
Pyimuka ... (NK 103) 

tRfiiBl~JJ~*J!: 
kyimyi pa ya na-kyi 
lord TOP PT no-A TTR 
Do not [you] have a lord? (NK 104) 

/F~j,JF!i!tm~I5*U~jHL ~~*tf;B~{jTiBl*5~~I5~ ~ 
INA TO IP-EY-NTO KATAr-e KATAr-e to NOR-AS-E koso 
Sipiy-i pa MA WOS-E SIPIY -N-KA TAR-I to NOR-U 
no DV say-EV-CONC speak-IMP speak-IMP DV say-HON-EV 
PT Sipiy-ACT TOP say(HUM)-EV forced-DV(ATTR)-say-NML 
DV say-FIN 
Though [I] say: 'No,' [you] command [me]: 'Speak, speak!,' [but 
the things that] Sipiy says, [you] call a forced speech (MYS III: 
237) 

~"~~PJiBl1¥~Z fi£3:JJ~;BmE~fi -f-{jT -9-~~~7J~1JD~Z 
PJfl]*~ 
yo-no naka pa munasi-kyi mono to sir-u tOkyi si iyoyo masu-masu 
kanasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
world-GEN inside TOP empty-ATTR thing DV know-ATTR 
time PT more.and.more more.and.more sad-INF-exist-INF-RETR
FIN 
When [I] realized that the world is empty, [it] turned out to be 
more and more sad (MYS V: 793) 

.~~m£3:~iBl~~~~.~*~~fi~mE 
op-yi-k-uru mono pa mwomwo kusa n-i semey-yor-i-k-yi-tar-u 
pursue-INF-come-ATTR thing TOP hundred kind DV-INF 
assault(INF)-approach-INF -come-INF -PERF IPROG-A TTR 
the things that pursue [us], come assaulting [us] in a hundred 
varieties (MYS V: 804) 
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~?!;flj ml-$ ffl ml~-l:!1 [!]51J\~{jJ-~Z j§"~iiJ fijWIff~~~~.x {if z 
kusuri pam-u-ywo pa myiyakwo myi-Npa iyasi-kyi a-Nka miy 
mata woti-n-uNpey-si 
medicine eat-ATTR-ABL TOP capital see-COND ignoble-ATTR 
I-POSS body again rejuvenate(INF)-PERF-DEB-FIN 
rather than take the medicine, my ignoble body would have been 
rejuvenated again if [I] saw the capital (MYS V: 848) 

~iiJ ~1ff~)aJ l~jI:t~ ~ mlml.& ml B3: 
a-wo mat-as-uram-u titi papa-ra pa mo 
I-ACC wait-HON-TENT2-ATTR father mother-DIM TOP PT 
dear mother and father, who will probably wait for me (MYS V: 
890) 

~1J\~ ~iiJWl~Jt l::1J\~J!~jJD ~ ~iiJ*L~.mlB3:JXjJDl:I::~'&;G; 
OYI-n-i-te ar-u WA-NKA MIY-NO UPEY-ni YAMAPYI-wo to 
KUPAPEY-te ar-e-Npa PYIRU pa mo NANKEYK-Ap-yi-kuras-i 
age(INF)-PERF-INF-SUB exist-ATTR I-POSS body-GEN top
LOC illness-ACC DV add(INF)-SUB exist-EV-CON daytime 
TOP PT lament-ITER-INF-Iive-INF 
because illnesses have been added to my body that has aged [I] 
spent the days lamenting, and ... (MYS V: 897) 

~ ~ ;G;?!tff).& -$*f'3~.& ml B3: 
kutas-i sut-uram-u KYINU-WATA-ra pa mo 
make.rot-INF discard-TENT2-FIN silk cotton-PLUR TOP PT 
[they] will make [their] silk [and] cotton clothes rot and will 
discard [them] (MYS V: 900) 

1l}(1E~-¥~gmllf;'\ 
SAK-U PANA mwo woso ro pa itopasi 
bloom-ATTR flower PT hasty DV(ATTR) TOP unpleasant 
The fact that blooming flowers are in haste [to fall], is unpleasant 
(MYS VIII: 1548) 

:g. it ~ ~1jfE9* 
ARE pa so KWOP-Uru IMWO 
I TOP PT long. for-A TTR beloved 
[my] beloved, for whom I long (MYS IX: 1787) 
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Jtt~~*¥j>~mg~ &z 
KONO YWO-ra PA sa-YWO PUKEY-n-urasi 
this night-LOC TOP PREF-night deepen(INF)-PERF-SUP 
It seems that (in this night) the night has grown deep (MYS X: 
2224) 

fp1i~$:iBl{jt~~jJOfp*L3f-{jtiBl!t~~&-$ 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo pa itu to ka ware-wo ipap-yi mat-uram-u 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM TOP when DV PT I-ACC pray-INF wait
TENT2-ATTR 
My beloved will probably wait for me, praying [to the gods], and 
thinking: 'When [will he return]?' (MYS XV: 3659) 

lt~fiiBl~~r~ 
pyito-ni pa myi-ye-Nsi 
person-DAT TOP see-PASS-NEG/TENT 
[I] should not be seen by people (MYS XV: 3708) 

$:#fp~*L~!t~ &~iBl S3 PI!3 
kwopiy wasure-N-kapyi tor-aNs-u pa yuk-aNsi 
love forget(NML)-GEN-shell take-NEG-INF TOP go-
NEG/TENT 
if [I] do not take a 'love-forgetting' shell, [I] would not go (MYS 
XV: 3711) 

{1~z~iBl~1J\Wf~* m**L 
ipye sima pa na n-i koso ar-i-kyer-e 
Home island TOP name DV-INF PT exist-INF-RETR-EV 
"Home island" turned out to be just a name (MYS XV: 3718) 

~iBlJ!*L~*PI 1J\~-$ 
KYIMYI pa MYI-re-NtO ak-an-i se-m-u 
lord TOP look-EV-CONC be.satisfied-NEG-NML do-TENT-FIN 
although you will look, [you] would not be satisfied (MYS XVII: 
3902) 

~PI~~~~iBl3f-~Wf~.~~*~~&-$ 
waka-kyi KWO-Ntomwo pa woti koti-ni sawak-yi-nak-uram-u 
young-ATTR child-PLUR TOP there here-LaC make.noise-INF
cry-TENT2-FIN 
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young children will probably cry loudly here [and] there (MYS 
XVII: 3962) 

.~~.*~~~M~.~m~*~~~ 
MYITI pa si topo-ku SEKYI sapey n-i pyenar-i-te ar-e koso 
way TOP PT far-INF barrier PT DV-INF be.separated-INF-SUB 
exist-EV PT 
The way is far, and even the barrier is far away (MYS XVII: 3978) 

{~*~~£3:~~*j:I::JHL.~*~* ~tfJi~i3Jl7~t3[Jff§t*m 
imey-ni pa motona apyi-MYI-re-NtO taNta n-i ar-an-e-Npa kwopiy 
yam-aN s-u-kyer-i 
dream-LOC TOP aimlessly REC-see-EV -CONC direct DV -INF 
exist-NEG-EV-CON love(NML) stop-NEG-INF-RETR-FIN 
although [we] see each other aimlessly in dreams, because [our 
meetings] are not direct, [our] love does not stop (MYS XVII: 3980) 

W~~~~~~fi~W~~~~Jfffi~$. 
iku ywo p-u to yom-yi-tutu imwo pa ware mat-uram-u so 
how many night pass-FIN DV count-INF-COOR beloved TOP I 
wait-TENT2-ATTR PT 
[My] beloved will probably wait for me, counting: 'How many 
nights have passed?' (MYS XVIII: 4072) 

fi*~~~~~e~~~mt3[Jff~~~~~~*~m~.*~ 
~m**L 
tukiy MYI-re-Npa onaNsi kuni nar-i yama koso pa kyimyi-Nka 
atari-wo pyeNtate-tar-i-kyer-e 
moon see-EV -CON same province be-FIN mountain PT TOP 
lord-POS S vicinity-ACC separate(INF)-PERF IPROG-INF -EV 
When [I] look at the moon, it is the same province. [But] the 
mountains are separating you [from me] (MYS XVIII: 4073) 

t3[Jfffig~rpJ(*L§Ig{%--9-~:@7(~M~fi~~~~~iit{%~~~ 
yama-no ko-nure-no poyo tOr-i-te kaNsas-i-t-ur-aku pa ti tOse 
pok-u to so 
mountain-GEN tree-top-GEN poyo take-INF-SUB decorate. head
INF-PERF-ATTR-NMLTOP thousand year pray-FIN DV PT 
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[I] say that [I] pray for a thousand years that [we] will have 
decorated [our] heads with poyi} that we take from the tops of 
mountain trees (MYS XVIII: 4136) 

{i~-¥ ~~?\ iBl~ ~ iijJIff,J:~f,J: 
kyimyi-wo MYI-m-aku pa ti tOse n-i moNkamo 
lord-ACC see-TENT-NML TOP thousand year DV-INF PT 
[I] would like to have a thousand years when [I] would see [my] 
lord (MYS XX: 4304) 

*I:JJ~ c~PTz ~~t/)~foPTtL PT~Z?\iBl*tL* 
OPO KYIMYI-no myi-kotO kasikwo-myi tuma wakare kanasi-ku 
pa ar-e-NtO 
Great lord-GEN HaN-word awesome-GER spouse part(INF) sad
INF TOP exist-EV-CONC 
Because the order of [my] sovereign is awesome, [I] part with [ my] 
spouse, and although [I] am sad, [I will go to serve] (MYS XX: 
4398) 

iBlt/) IE {iiBl~~.;ffi mZ* 
patu yukyi pa ti-pye n-i pur-i-sik-ye 
first snow TOP thousand-CL DV-INF fall-INF-cover-IMP 
First snow, fall in a thousand layers! (MYS XX: 4475) 

f~?\iBl~iBlf::m g;ffi~{i* m 
sak-u pan a pa utur-op-u tOkyi ar-i 
bloom-ATTR flower TOP wither-ITER-ATTR time exist-FIN 
There is time when blooming flowers will be withering (MYS XX: 
4484) 

ctLJJ-9-iBlf:t/)fIH~Wi11:~ 
kore n-o yo pa utur-i sar-u tOmwo 
this DV -ATTR world TOP change-INF go.away-FIN CONJ 
Even though this world changes and goes away ... (BS 10) 

?\ ~]J!Uijj iBl :m:tfJi JJ f,J: ~iiJ tL ~ ~ J~Jt 11: JJ {jt ~ JJ ?\~:@ gijj ~;ffi 11: 
PT:@~)fl]**~1JDflj~fIJ 
kusurisi pa tune n-o mo ar-e-NtO marapyitO n-o ima-no kusurisi 
taputO-k-ar-i-kyer-i meyNtasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 

I A kind of parasitic plant growing on trees. 
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medicine.man TOP usual DV-ATTR PT exist-EV-CONC guest 
DV-ATTR now-GEN medicine man revered-INF-exist-INF
RETR-FIN praiseworthy-INF -exist-INF -RETR-FIN 
Although there are usual medicine men, too, the present Guest 
Medicine Man is [indeed] revered. [He] is praiseworthy (BS 15) 

S *,*~1JD~ ~ ;f,i§~#-Jt~ 
PYI TUNK-YI pa ka-ku-te taye-n-am-u to S-U 
sun follow-NML TOP thus-INF-SUB be.interrupted(INF)-PERF
TENT-FIN DV do-FIN 
the inheritance of the Sun is going to be interrupted in this way 
(SM 27) 

OO~W~~t~~~*.~~~.~4Jt~~~ 
KOKU-WAU-i WAU-WI-ni IMAS-U TOKYI pa BOSATU-no 
ZYAUKAI-wo UKEY-yo to NOTAMAP-YI-te AR-I 
country-king-ACT king-position-LOC be(HON)-ATTR time TOP 
bodhisattva-GEN commandment-ACC receive-IMP DV 
say(HON)-INF -SUB exist-FIN 
[Buddha] said that a king of a country, when [he] is on the throne, 
[should] accept commandments of the Bodhisattva (SM 28) 

tk~/f;fJ~ ~ f= I~flfi It,. ~~ 
lMASI-tati pa SANTAKA n-i AKA-kyi KOKORO-wo MOT-I-te 
you-PLUR TOP loyal DV -INF bright-ATTR heart-ACC hold
INF-SUB 
you, with loyal and clear hearts ... (SM 37) 

~~~JtHiI*~~~Jt~~m~ 
OPO-KYIMYI-tati-tO PUNTIPARA ASWOMYI-TATI-to pa 
WA-NKA UNKARA N-I AR-U 
great-Iord-PLUR-COM PuNtipara retainer-PLUR-COM TOP I
POSS relative DV-INF exist-ATTR 
great lords and PuNtipara retainers are my relatives (SM 39) 

Unlike Modem Japanese, if pa occurs twice in a sentence one 
instance of it may not necessarily be contrastive. Both may be 
topical: 

~~ J1l!! ± ~mOj~~ {jJ"1t1~-Ea 
nak-aNsi to pa na pa ip-u tOmo 
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weep-NEGITENT DV TOP you TOP say-FIN CONJ 
Even though you say that [you] would not weep (KK 4) 

M.~ •• ~~M~.W~~~~.W~ 
a pa mo yo mye n-i si ar-e-Npa na-wo [o]k-yi-te wo pa na-si 

1165 

I TOP PT PT woman DV -INF PT exist-EV -CON you-ACC leave
INF-SUB man TOP no-FIN 
Because I am a woman, [I] have no [ other] man, besides you (KK 
5) 

{;£r~-$~.~iiJ~.~~Mtt 
sa ne-m-u to pa are pa omop-ey-NtO 
thus sleep-TENT-FIN DV TOP I TOP long-EV-CONC 
Although I long so much to sleep [with you] (KK 27) 

.~~W~&-$~**g.~M»W4&-$~**g.~M» 
mayumyi i-kyir-am-u to kokoro pa [o]mop-ey-NtO i-twor-am-u to 
kokoro pa [0 ]mop-ey-NtO 
mayumyi DLF-cut-TENT-FIN DV heart TOP think-EV-CONC 
DLF-take-TENT-FIN DV heart TOP think-EV-CONC 
although [I] wish [in my] heart to cut here mayumyi trees, 
although [I] wish [in my] heart to take [them] here (KK 51) 

~iiJ~J~M~j:t~iiJ~rjfl~iiJ~rj~lt~fI{jt!,ijf,lfiit 
aka-N-tama-no pyikari pa ar-i to pyito pa ip-ey-NtO 
red-DV(ATTR)-jewel-GEN light TOP exist-FIN DV person TOP 
say-EV -CONC 
Although people say that a red jewel has light (NK 6) 

~g~~.*~~M~*.~~~~M~m~ 
moro pyito pa kyepu-no apyiNta pa tanwosi-ku ar-uNpey-si 
all person TOP today-GEN interval TOP be joyful-INF exist
DEB-FIN 
all people today must be joyful (MYS V: 832) 

I~~·~~~~w.~~.~.£.~~n.~~m~~£ 
n$'&1tlli 
tune pyito-no kwop-u to ip-u-ywori pa amari n-i-te ware pa sin
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-tar-aNs-u ya 
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ordinary person-GEN love-FIN DV say-ATTR-ABL TOP 
excess DV-INF-SUB I TOP die-DEB-INF become-INF-PERF
INF-PERFIPROG-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that I should die, feeling (lit.: being) much 
more than what ordinary people call 'love'? (MYS XVIII: 4080) 

CONTRASTIVE USE OF THE TOPIC PARTICLE PA 
Like Modem Japanese wa and Classical Japanese fa, in addition to 
being a topical particle used for subduing the focus from the part of 
the sentence that precedes it, the topic particle pa can be contrastive. 
However, while in the modem language, whenever wa occurs twice 
in the same sentence one is always contrastive, this is not 
necessarily true in Western Old Japanese, as mentioned above. At 
the same time, as the examples from NK 82 and MYS XV: 3757 
below demonstrate, it is not necessary to have two topic particles 
pa to express a contrast: contrastive pa can also be used along with 
the focus particle koso. 

f6=:~m1f:f.l~~Wf~1f~-$Ti~m1f:f.ll11!!t~~1j~1A 
sa-nwo-tu tOri kyiNkyisi pa toyom-u nipa-tu tori kakye pa nak-u 
PREF-field-GENILOC bird pheasant TOP sound-FIN garden
GENILOC bird rooster TOP cry-FIN 
Pheasant, the bird of the field, is singing. Rooster, the bird of the 
garden, is crying (KK 2) 

{JI-Jff~tt~fptf:f.lJ?E~iiJ ~*~~~1j~H:f.ITi~iiJ ~-$~ 
ima koso pa wa-N-tori n-i ar-am-ey noti pa na-N-tOri n-i ar-am-u
wo 
now PT TOP I-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-EV after TOP 
you-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC 
Now [I] am my bird, later [I] will be your bird, so ... (KK 3) 

l11!!.1j~fg: s ffl J?E~~~q:~ffl.l:tJ?E~1f~1JO~ 
ka-Nka naNpey-te ywo n-i pa kokono ywo pyi n-i pa tOwo-ka-wo 
day-day line.up(INF)-SUB night DV-INF TOP nine night day 
DV-INF TOP ten-CL-ACC 
counting all the days, as for nights [it is] nine nights and as for 
days [it is] ten days (KK 26) 
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~~~~~~~M~~m~mM~W~~M~~m 
motO-pye pa kyimyi-wo omop-yi-[i]Nte suwe-pye pa imwo-wo 
omop-yi-[i]Nte 
root-side TOP lord-ACC think-INF-exit(INF) top-side TOP 
beloved-ACC think-INF -exit(INF) 
at the root [of the tree, I] remember [my] lord, at the top [of the 
tree, I] remember [my] beloved (KK 51) 

~~.~W~~~~M~~mM.~~~~~~M~ 
moto-ni pa i-kum-yi-N-takey opiy suwe-pye-ni pa ta-sim-yi-N
takey opiy 
root-LOC TOP DLF -entwine-NML-DV(ATTR)-bamboo 
grow(INF) top-side-LOC TOP PREF-grow.densely-NML
DV(ATTR)-bamboo grow(INF) 
at [their] roots grows bamboo entwined there, at [their] tips grows 
a dense bamboo (KK 91) 

*fi~~M*~M~gm~fi~~MR.~M~g~li~~~ 
JJB!tm~g 
pwo-tu ye pa amey-wo op-yer-i naka-tu ye pa aNtuma-wo op
yer-i siN-tu ye pa pyina-wo op-yer-i 
top-GENILOC branch TOP heaven-ACC cover-PROG-FIN 
middle-GENILOC branch TOP lands.in.the.east-ACC cover
PROG-FIN bottom-GENILOC branch TOP rural.region-ACC 
cover-PROG-FIN 
[Its] top branches are covering the Heaven, [its] middle branches 
are covering the lands in the East, and [its] lower branches are 
covering the rural regions (KK 100) 
In this example we have a three-way contrast all marked by pa. 

~.M.~~~M~4.~W~g~~~~~4.~W~~~ 
~~fD~R*c. 
wa-Nka opo kyimyi-no asa-two-ni pa i-yor-i-Ntat-as-i yupu-two
ni pa i-yor-i-Ntat-as-u wakyiNtukiy 
I-POSS great lord-GEN morning-place-LOC TOP DLF-Iean
INF-stand-HON-INF evening-place-LOC TOP lean-INF-stand
HON-ATTR arm-rest 
the arm-rest that my sovereign leans on in the morning and leans 
on in the evening (KK 104) 

~ij~oo.ttm.~{~M~fij:WOOoo~m.~m:JJ~ 
amo-ni koso kyik-oye-Ns-u ar-am-ey kuni-ni pa kyik-oye-te-na 
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mother-DAT PT hear-PASS-NEG-INF exist-TENT-EV land
DAT TOP hear-PASS(INF)-PERF-DES 
[I] probably will not be heard by [ my] mother, but [I] wish to be 
heard by [the] land! (NK 82) 

J~t~PX:1f~w\!t;,g ~& § tf£J;At±::f~t~*~&ftt 
TOm;. p~ ~AR-I ARl-Nkaywop-yi-tutu MYI-ram-ey-Ntomo 
PYITO KOSO SIR-AN-E MATU PA SIR-Uram-u 
bird TOP become-INF ITER-go.back.and.forth-INF-COOR see
TENT2-CONC person PT know-NEG-EV pine TOP know
TENT2-FIN 
Although people would look, [they would] not recognize [the soul 
of prince Arima that] travels backs and forth like a bird. But [they] 
would know the pine [branches that he has tied] (MYS II: 145) 

~~*~8z~@mff*~$*~~ili~m~~ 
AMEY TUTI PA pyiro-si to ip-ey-NtO a-Nka tamey pa SA-KU 
ya nar-i-n-uru 
heaven earth TOP wide-FIN say-EV -CONC I-POSS for TOP 
narrow-INF PT become-INF-PERF-ATTR 
Although [they] say that the Heaven and Earth are wide, have 
[not they] become narrow for me? (MYS V: 892) 

~fii!t]J1JD~]J-¥~PJ$'lJ\{jt£J;&~$$~c]J1JD$'lJ\fOtL~ 
$~i:1 
patuse-no kapa-no woti kata-ni imo-ra pa tat-as-i kono kata-ni 
ware pa tat-i-te 
Patuse-GEN river-GEN that side-LOC beloved-DIM TOP stand
HON-INF this side-LOC I TOP stand-INF-SUB 
[My] beloved is standing on that side of the Patuse river, and 1 
stand on this side (MYS XIII: 3299a) 

fr-*~* mZ~**tLtf~foPJtL i:1 ~~q: 8£J;i:1 ftc-$f~£J;1i~'lJ\ ~ *m*¥m --
IMWO-tO ar-i-si TOKYI PA ar-e-NtOmwo wakare-te pa 
koromoNte samu-kyi mono n-i so ar-i-kyer-u 
beloved-COM exist-INF-PAST/ATTR time TOP exist-EV-CONC 
separate(INF)-SUB TOP sleeve cold-ATTR thing DV -INF PT 
exist-INF -RETR-ATTR 
Although there was a time when [I] was with [ my] beloved, after 
[we] separated, [my] sleeves are cold (MYS XV: 3591) 
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*~*~~~&~~~~~~c.*&*~cg~W~.4m 
mzf,3:1ffi¥ 
a-Nka miy koso sekyi yama kwoye-te koko-ni ar-am-ey kokoro 
pa imwo-ni yor-i-n-i-si monowo 
I-POSS body PT barrier mountain cross(INF)-SUB here-LOC 
exist-TENT-EV heart TOP beloved-OAT approach-INF-PERF
INF-PAST/ATTR CONJ 
My body has crossed barriers and mountains, and is probably here. 
But [my] heart stayed near [my] beloved! (MYS XV: 3757) 

~~~~1t{jJ'm~3f-&!3 ~{jJ'~~tfJ\~{;£s7J'l£~3f-li!!, s~~fIj 
uMEY-no PANA itu p~ ~~r-aNsi to itOp-an-e-Nto sak-yi-no 
SAKAR-I pa wosi-kyi MONO nar-i 
plum-GEN blossom when TOP break-NEG/TENT OV dislike
NEG-EV -CONC bloom-NML-GEN blossom-NML TOP 
regrettable-ATTR thing be-FIN 
Although [I] do not dislike [breaking] plum blossoms, thinking that 
[I] should not break them anytime, it is regrettable [to do so] at the 
peak of [their] blooming (MYS XVII: 3904) 

$~&.~~~~w~~~mk~~~m~~~$~ 
tapyirakey-ku oya pa imas-an-e tutumyi na-ku tuma pa mat-as-e 
safe-INF parents TOP exist(HON)-OES-IMP obstacle no-INF 
spouse TOP wait-HON-IMP 
Parents, please live safely! Wife, please wait [for me] without 
obstacles! (MYS XX: 4408) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The topic particle pa is amply attested in Eastern Old Japanese: 

~7J*3f-~~&~$mm$*~~~~~. 
ne-nomiy-wo ka nak-yi-watar-i-n-am-u ap-u to pa na-si-ni 
sound-PT-ACC PT cry-INF-cross-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR meet
FIN DV TOP no-FIN-LOC 
shall [I] just continue to cry, because there is no [chance] of [even] 
thinking to meet [you]? (MYS XIV: 3390) 

lie & ~*~~~!:t~3~!U~*,~, ~ 
KWO-ra pa ap-ana-m-wo pyito-ri nomiy s-i-te 
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girl-DAT TOP meet-DES-TENT-ATTR one-CL PT do-INF-SUB 
being absolutely alone, [I] wish to meet [this] girl (MYS XIV: 
3405) 

-9-iffi JLz Wz~ {jI-J#~q:if J#tr::tL 
yoso-ni MYI-si-ywo pa ima koso masar-e 
distance-LOC see(INF)-PAST/ATTR-ABL TOP now PT 
surpass-EV 
rather than having seen [you] in the distance, [your loveliness] is 
greater now! (MYS XIV: 3417) 

* J:t~ ~ ~ T~i:!t11[ {jI-~~mE 
apyi-MYI-te pa TI tose ya in-uru 
REC-see(INF)-SUB TOP thousand year PT go.away-ATTR 
since [we] have seen each other, did one thousand years pass? 
(MYS XIV: 3470) 

*:tL~~#.$~~~ffi~* tl::~~~e 
are pa kwopiy-m-u na noti pa apyi-n-u tOmo 
I TOP yearn-TENT -FIN PT after TOP COOP-sleep-FIN CONJ 
I will yearn for [you] even iflater [we] sleep together! (MYS XIV: 
3477) 

fOPItJDfI;&mE~~~~fI)J#~1s'~~fo~~:;(fi" 
waka kapyerute-no mwomyit-u-maNte NE-m-wo to wa pa 
[o]mwop-u 
young maple-GEN leaves.turn.red/yellow-ATTR-TERM sleep
TENT -ATTR DV I TOP think-FIN 
I think that [we] should sleep [together] until the young maple 
becomes red (MYS XIV: 3494) 

fo g~tl::~~!t~~*f*~ 
warD taNpyi pa taNpyi to omeyp-o-NtO 
1 journey TOP journey DV think-EV -CONC 
Although 1 think that [my] journey is [just] ajourney ... (MYS XX: 
4343) 

~ mEM JJtfJi.& ~E /F ~!i\* ~iiJ 1m PI 
suruNka-no ne-ra pa kupusi-ku mey ar-u ka 
SuruNka-GEN summit-PLUR TOP lovely-INF PT exist-ATTR 
PT 
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are [not] the summits of SuruNka [mountains] lovely? (MYS XX: 
4345) 

IJ... § fX¥&:~ {6:jtlJ...~ilJflj,tff~ 
KuNsi-N-kapa pa sakey-ku ari-mat-e 
KuNsi-GEN-river TOP safe-INF ITER-wait-IMP 
Wait for [me] (all this time) safely [at] KuNsi River! (MYS XX: 
4368) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are two different topic particles in Ryukyuan: fa and ya. The 
former is found in Old Ryukyuan, while the later is attested in both 
Old Ryukyuan and modem dialects. Therefore, ORfa is probably a 
loan from mainland Japanese, while ya represents a genuine 
cognate of WOJ pa. 

Old Ryukyuan 

3::£ t 'J ib-ttf'i---=> i::>~' 'J (;: ~ G-tt 
SIYORI mori ase fa tuti-gir-i n-i kir-as-e 
Shuri castle warrior TOP ground-(DV)cut-NML DV-INF cut
HON-IMP 
Warriors [of] the Shuri castle, cut [the enemy] as cutting the 
ground (OS I: 33) 

~'J~~~Si::>ib~~~'J~~G~Si::>ib~~ 
nar-i-toyom-i uti-age-te nar-i-kiyora fa uti-age-te 
sound-INF -resound-NML PREF -raise(INF)-SUB sound-INF
beautiful TOP PREF-raise(INF)-SUB 
raising the "Resounding" [drum], raising the "Beautifully 
sounding" [drum] (OS I: 37) 

~t:tovO)iJ> L~ G L~ 
keo wa no ka s-i-yor-asiyo 
today TOP what PT do-INF-exist-SUP 
What would [they] do today? (OS VII: 376) 

viJ>6 ib L ~ ~~ ~ 6\;\% G ~ ~ i::>~!\w 
waka-sa a-si toki ya yoroi wera-te ki-tiya MONO 
young-NML exist-PAST/ATTR time TOP armor select-SUB 
wear-PAST/ATTR thing 
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When [I] was young, [I] selected armor and wore [it] (OS VII: 380) 

:to '&' t 5 tJ fj:tt ~j' < tt 
oN-kimo uti fa nagek-una 
BON-liver inside TOP lament-NEG/IMP 
Do not lament inside your soul (OS X: 518) 

t~ ~ tv \.1\> ~ < ~ L-.I\> 
Tara moi ya tok-urasiya 
Taro lord TOP arrive-SUP 
It looks like lord Taro will arrive (OS XVI: 1157) 

'anu hushi-nu naa ya ninuhwabushi ya sa 
that star-GEN name TOP North Star COP PT 
The name of that star is North Star (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 10) 

chuu ya 'u-yuwee-nu yii hwii ya-N 
today TOP HON-celebration-GEN good day COP-FIN 
Today is the good day for celebration (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 
26) 

Tokunoshima 

sin a ya hama-na 'a 
sand TOP beach-LOC exist 
The sand is on the beach (Nohara 1986: 193) 

Sesoko 

'agami ya wur-a 
we TOP stay-HORT 
Let us stay (Uchima 1984: 85) 

9.1.2 FOCUS PARTICLE MG 
The focus particle ma (frequently misspelled as mwo in post-Kojiki 
texts) is the opposite of pa like in Modern and Classical Japanese: 
it is used for highlighting a preceding word or a phrase (Martin 
1988: 52). Unlike the modern colloquial usage, ma in Western Old 
Japanese can follow the accusative case marker -woo The focus 
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particle mo can combine with a number of preceding forms, not 
only nominal, but also verbal. It can also follow certain other 
particles. 

Chart 104: Combinations of the focus particle mo with preceding 
h morp] emes 

morphemes combination forms 
nominal nominal + mo 
plural marker -tati -tati mo 
plural marker -Ntomo -Ntomomo 
pluralmarker-ra -ramo 
dative-locative case marker -ni -ni mo 
dative-locative case marker -ra -ramo 
accusative case marker -wo -womo 
emphatic accusative -woNpa -woNpa mo 
ablative case marker -ywo, etc. -)ll£O mo, etc. 
infinitive -!J;Jj -[yJi mo 
infinitive -ku -kumo 
negative infinitive -(a)Ns-u -(a)Ns-u mo 
attributive -[urJu -[urJu mo 
nominalizer -[yJi -{yJi mo 
negative nominalizer -(a)Ns-u -(a)Ns-u mo 
nominalizer -aku -aku mo 
nominalizer -usa -usa mo 
subordinative gerund -te -te mo 
defective verb to 'to be' tOmo 
emphatic particle si si mo 
restrictive particle nomiy nomiy mo 
restrictive particle Ntani Ntani mo 
restrictive particle sura sura mo 
restrictive particle sapey sapey mo 

Although many different word forms can be found after the 
focus particle mo, it is worth noting that it can be also followed by 
three other particles: 

combination forms 
moso 
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Examples: 

~tffg1H!E-m:'¥~~*~t!t?~ 
kono tori mo uti-yamey-kose-n-e 

mokamo 
moka 

this bird PT PREF-stop(INF)-BEN-DES-IMP 
[I] wish [you] would stop [the singing of] these birds (KK 2) 

{jJ"~~ftc~~J#~~t~J#ffl-m:{jt S3 ~J#~ &It 
inasa-no yama-no ko-no ma-ywo mo i-yuk-yi mamwor-ap-yi 
Inasa-GEN mountain-GEN tree-GEN interval-ABL PT DLF-go
INF watch-ITER-INF 
going there from between the trees of the mountain Inasa and 
constantly watching [out for enemies] (KK 14) 

~~~~tmE~JZJsiBt-m:~S3 
mwomwo-ti-N-tar-u ya nipa mo myi-y-u 
hundred-thousand-GEN-be.enough-ATTR PT house garden PT 
see-PASS-FIN 
[I] can see flourishing (lit.: plentiful with hundreds and thousands) 
houses [and] gardens (lit: houses are seen) (KK 41) 

~~W-m:~.~~~~-m:JZJs~fi*.~~~~-m:~~~ 
awo na mo kyiNpiy pyito-tO tOmo n-i si tum-ey-Npa tanwosi-ku 
mo ar-u ka 
green vegetables PT KyiNpiy person-COM together DV -INF PT 
pick-EV -CON delightful-INF PT exist-ATTR PT 
Is [it not] delightful when [I] pick green vegetables together with 
the girl from KyiNpiy? (KK 54) 

~~~~JZJs~*~~~~iBt~fi~-m:-m:-m:~~~~-m:~ 
taNtipyi nwo-ni ne-m-u to sir-i-s-eNpa tat-u-N-komo mo mot-i-te 
ko-masi mono 
TaNtipyi field-LaC sleep-TENT-FIN DV know-INF
PAST/ATTR-COND stand-ATTR-DV(ATTR)-rush.mat PT 
hold-INF-SUB come-SUBJ CONJ 
If [I] would know that [I] would sleep at the TaNtipyi field, [I] 
would also bring a standing rush mat (KK 75) 
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w~~~~w~~~~~~~~~~~~.~.~~~~~~ 
~1~-$ 
i-kum-yi-N-takey i-kum-yi pa ne-Ns-u ta-sim-yi-N-takey tasi n-i pa 
wi-ne-Ns-u noti mo kum-yi-ne-m-u 
DLF-entwine-NML-DV(ATTR)-bamboo DLF-entwine-INF TOP 
sleep-NEG-INF PREF-grow.densely-NML-DV(ATTR)-bamboo 
thorough DV-INF TOP exist(INF)-sleep-NEG-INF later PT 
entwine-INF -sleep-TENT -FIN 
[we] did not sleep entwined there as the bamboo entwined there, 
and [we] did not sleep closely like densely growing bamboo, [but] 
later [we] will sleep entwined (KK 91) 

~~~~iiJ~.JJDi0~i0 
ko si mo aya n-i kasikwo-si 
this PT PT very DV-INF be awesome-FIN 
This is very awesome, too (KK 100) 

*~;ffi~JJD~{~JJD~£1.~~~~JJDJtJJDmEJt~~~Jt~ 
kyepu mo kamo saka-myiNtuk-urasi taka pyikar-u pyi-no myiya
pyitO 
today PT PT rice.wine-soak-SUP high shine-ATTR sun-GEN 
palace-person 
Today, the courtiers from the palace of the High Shining Sun seem 
to be inebriated in wine, too! (KK 102) 

.~~~~~.m .. ~~~.*~~~. 
wo-mure-Nka upey-ni kumo Ntani mo siru-ku si tat-aNpa 
DIM-mountain-POSS top-LOC cloud PT PT distinct-INF PT rise
COND 
if just the clouds distinctly rise above the small mountain (NK 116) 

~q:~ ~~~ •• Ej~~!#~{1~1m-.~~ ~ ~q:~~~*-$ 
kot[o] ita-ky-eNpa woN-patuse-yama-no ipa kiy-ni mo wi-te 
komor-ana-m-u 
rumor painful-ATTR-COND DIM-Patuse-mountain rock fortress
LOC PT lead(INF)-SUB hide-DES-TENT -FIN 
if rumors are painful, [I] want to take [you] along to a rocky 
fortress on the Small Patuse mountain and hide away (FK 1) 
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*a~.~~~~.~~.~~~~~tt~.~~~~.~m 
urasima-no kwo-Nka tama kusiNkey akey-Ns-u ar-i-s-eNpa mata 
mo ap-amasi-wo 
Urasima-GEN child-POSS jewel box open-NEG-INF exist-INF
PAST/ATTR-COND again PT meet-SUBJ-ACC 
If the boy Urasima did not open the jewel box, [he] would meet 
again [the dragon's daughter], but [it did not happen] (FK 15) 

~z t'JfA ~~Wc~~~~Wif agifj 
INISIPYE-NO NANA N-O SAKASI-KYI PYITO-TATI mwo 
POR-I se-si MONO PA SAKEY n-i si ar-urasi 
old.times-GEN seven DV -A TTR wise-A TTR person-PLUR PT 
want-NML do(INF)-PAST/ATTR thing TOP rice.wine DV-INF PT 
exist-SUP 
It seems that the thing that the seven wise men of old wanted was 
the rice wine, too (MYS III: 340) 

iJJ fo *t~~~fi:+ 17 /F if 
ISWOSI-KYI wakey to POMEY-M-U to mo AR-ANS-U 
hard-working-ATTR fellow DV praise-TENT -ATTR DV PT exist
NEG-FIN 
[he] is not even to be praised as a hard-working fellow (MYS IV: 
780) 

~~g~~~~~~~~~.*~mm~~~~~~ 
kokoro-yu mo omop-an-u apyiNta-ni uti-naNpyik-yi koy-as-i-n
ure 
heart-ABL PT think-NEG-ATTR interval-LOC PREF-
stretched. out -INF lie.down-HON -INF -PERF -EV 
while even in [my] heart [I] did not think, stretched out [she] was 
lying (MYS V: 794) 

~iiJ*L -¥~ ~{jf RT. tt --9-~ RT 
are-woNpa mo ika n-i se-yo to ka 
I-ACC(EMPH) PT how DV-INF do-IMP DV PT 
What do [you] think I [should] do? (MYS V: 794) 

W.$~~tt~~~~a~~*-¥~n~~*t~a~ 
ip-am-u suNpye se-m-u suNpye sir-an-i IPA KIY-wo mo twop-yi
sakey-sir-aNs-u 
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say-TENT-ATTR way do-TENT-ATTR way know-NEG-INF rock 
tree-ACC PT ask-INF-split(INF)-know-NEG-FIN 
[I] do not know what [I] should do and what [I] should say, and [I] 
do not know how to ask even rocks and trees (MYS V: 794) 

.~~~.~mB~m~~~m~.~ 
pam nar-e-Npa uNpey mo sak-yi-tar-u uMEY-no pana 
spring becomes-EV-CON indeed PT bloom-INF-PERF/PROG
A TTR plum-GEN blossom 
plum blossoms that have indeed bloomed when the spring came 
(MYS V: 831) 

~~ PJwrBfEj]D~J(l#m.BU~ 
mwomwo-ka si mo yuk-an-u matu[u]ra-N-ti 
hundred-CL PT PT go-NEG-ATTR Matuura-GEN-way 
[on] the way to Matuura, [one] does not go one hundred days 
(MYS V: 870) 

~.~~~*.~.~*~wm •• ~S~mB#~ 
IKEY-NO PYE-NO MATU-NO URA-N-PA-ni PUR-U YUKYI 
PA IPO-PYE PUR-I-SIK-YE ASU sapey mo MYI-M-U 
pond-GEN side-GEN pine-GEN top-GEN-Ieaf-LOC fall-ATTR 
snow TOP five.hundred-CL fall-INF-cover-IMP tomorrow PT PT 
see-TENT -FIN 
Snow, falling on the top needles of the pine near the pond! Fall in 
five hundred layers, so [I] would see you even tomorrow (in 
addition to today) (MYS VIII: 1650) 

fJH.~l~~~ 
W A-NKA KOKORO Y AK-U mwo WARE NAR-I 
I-POSS heart burn-ATTR PT I be-FIN 
The one who burns my heart is 1 [myself] (MYS XIII: 3271) 

!:t~l:tBfjt~3ffD~*L ~ :tt-~fifill 
pyito pyi mo imwo-wo wasure-te omwop-ey ya 
one day PT beloved-ACC forget(INF)-SUB think-EV PT 
would [I] imagine forgetting [my] beloved even [for] one day? 
(MYS XV: 3604) 

PJB~~Bml#~~~!:~~ 
kamo sura mo tuma-tO taNkup-yi-te 
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drake PT PT spouse-COM be.together-INF-SUB 
Even drakes are together with [their] spouses ... (MYS XV: 3625) 

J;t Mc{!fd~H~:fo tL jIf J#{~1E <=3 M-~1n fV* 1:12 f,J: 
pyikwoposi mo ware-ni masar-i-te omwop-uram-ey ya mo 
Altair PT I-DAT surpass-INF-SUB long.for-TENT2-EV PT PT 
Will Altair long for [his beloved] more than I [do]? (lit.: surpassing 
me) [Certainly not!] (MYS XV: 3657) 

?P ~ltf 1]\ <=3 ~ f,J: ~ t\ mt 1:12 ~q:~ 
taNpyi n-i-te mwo mo na-ku paya ko to 
trip DV-INF-SUB PT misfortune no-INF quick come (IMP) DV 
[my beloved] said: "Come [back] quickly without any misfortune 
on [your] trip!" (MYS XV: 3717) 

*gA~WJ#~~f,J:~~~~~~*~~~?p~&~ 
OPO MYIY A PYITO PA ima mwo kamo pyito naNpur-i nomiy 
konom-yi-tar-uram-u 
great place person TOP now PT PT person mock-NML PT like
INF -PERF IPROG-TENT2-A TTR 
Do the people from the Great Palace probably continue to like just 
to mock [other] people now as well, I wonder? (MYS XV: 3758) 

*1n~~f,J:~1:I2Mc~lEm~~J#t\*1E1]\~~~ms~n1]\?p 
<=30&1#2 
kyepu mwo kamo myiyakwo-n-ar-i-s-eNpa MYI-m-aku por-i nisi
no MYI-MA Y A-no two-ni tat-er-amasi 
today PT PT capital-LOC-exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND see
TENT-NML want-INF west-GEN HON-stable-GEN outside-LOC 
stand-PROG-SUBJ 
If [I] were in the capital today, [I] would be standing outside the 
Western Imperial Stables, wanting to see [you]! (MYS XV: 3776) 

4- i3 & ~j]DJ1l~{j(&~&:m~~ffij1EJ 15#~;ft& 
KYEPU-ra mwo ka SIKA-no pus-uram-u KAPA KOROMO 
KYI-TE TUNWO TUK-YI-naNkara 
today-LOC PT PT deer-GEN lie.down-TENT2-ATTR skin 
garment wear(INF)-SUB hom be.attached-INF-COOR 
will the deer also be lying today with his skin garment on and 
wearing [his] horns as usual? (MYS XVI: 3884) 
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*7]\JtEfa:~S3~*1frJ 
IPYE n-i-te mo tayutap-u INOn 
home DV-INF-SUB PT be.unstable-ATTR life 
[my] life which is uncertain even at home (MYS XVII: 3896) 

«~~.fa:*~~~~~~~~~~.*~ 
ya-tu YO-ni mo are pa wasure-Nsi kono tatiNpana-wo 
eight-CL generation-LOC PT I TOP forget-NEG/TENT this 
mandarin.orange-ACC 
I would not forget these mandarin orange [flowers] even in eight 
(many?) generations (MYS XVIII: 4058) 

~~k~*~~f~*~~~~m**~ 
wem-yi myi wem-aNs-u mwo uti-naNkeyk-yi katar-i-ky-em-aku 
smile-INF ? smile-NEG-INF PT PREF-sigh-INF talk-INF
PASTIFIN-TENT -NML 
the fact that [both of you] were probably talking, and sighing, 
smiling and not smiling (MYS XVIII: 4106) 

*J::t~¥TrE~~~~~*~fa:'if-j] ntL~il;j-FZ*tL«fa: 
apyi-myi-ru mwonowo sukuna-ku mo TOSI TUKIY P-Ure-Npa 
kwopiysi-kyere ya mo 
REC-see-ATTR CON] few-INF PT year month pass-EV -CON 
miss-EV PT PT 
although [we] see each other, as time goes by, do [we still] miss 
[each other] just a bit? (MYS XVIII: 4118) 

~~~fjgi;z{is~7]\fa:*mE1JDfa: 
myi-m-aku-no posi-kyi kyimyi n-i mo ar-u kamo 
see-TENT-NML-GEN desire-ATTR lord DV-INF PT exist
ATTRPT 
I wonder whether [it] is also [my] lord whom [I] want to see (MYS 
XX: 4449) 

~~ g{:g:ft~J::t~~fa:«~Z 
matur-opey-n-u pyito-wo mo yapas-i 
obey-ITER-NEG-ATTR person-ACC PT pacify-INF 
pacifying also the people who are not obeying (MYS XX: 4465) 
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kusurisi pa tune n-o mo ar-e-Nto marapyito n-o ima-no kusurisi 
taputO-k-ar-i-kyer-i meyNtasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
medicine.man TOP usual DV-ATTR PT exist-EV-CONC guest 
DV-ATTR now-GEN medicine man revered-INF-exist-INF
RETR-FIN praiseworthy-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
Although there are usual medicine men, too, the present Guest 
Medicine Man is [indeed] revered. [He] is praiseworthy (BS 15) 

it 00 J( r -'f-~~ml&J~J;;:l1: ~£rt$*~ E!: £J:~ ~¥Ji 
WOS-U KUNI AMEY-NO SITA-woNpa NANTE-TAMAP-YI 
UTl!J<.USINP-YI-TAMAp-u to namo KAMU-na-N-kara mo 
OMOP-OS-YI-[I]MAs-u 
rule-A TTR country heaven-GEN under-ACC(EMPH) 
cherish(INF)-HON-INF show.benevoience-INF-HON-FIN DV PT 
deity-PLUR-GEN-nature PT think-HON-INF-HON-ATTR 
[I], as a deity, deign to think that [I] show benevolence and cherish 
the country under Heaven that 1 rule (SM 13) 

/f i§ JlB(~*£J: i§ ~Y.. 
IP-UMASINSI-kyi KOTO mo IP-YI-n-u 
say-NEGIPOT-ATTR word PT say-INF-PERF-FIN 
[he] also said words that [he] should not have said (SM 27) 

There may be more than one rna in a sentence highlighting two 
or more different focuses or juxtaposing two or more things: 

ti:>c IE iQI;s~t~LtfBl~ ~ Bl~~mii 
KAKEY -M-AKU mo yuyusi-kyere-NtOmo IP-AM-Aku mo A Y A 
n-i KASIKWO-kyi 
think-TENT-NML PT be.reserved-EV-CONC say-TENT-NML 
PT extreme DV -INF awesome-ATTR 
Although [it] is unthinkable even to think [about it], and to say [it], 
too, is extremely awesome ... (MYS II: 199) 

MB~~B~~B~.~~B~m~~~~~~oo 
WOTO-TU PYI mwo KYINOPU mwo KYEPU mwo MYI-T
URE-NTO ASU sapey MYI-m-aku POSI-kyi KYIMYI kamo 
that-GENILOC day PT yesterday PT today PT see(INF)-PERF
EV-CONC tomorrow PT see-TENT-NML be.wanted-ATTR lord 
PT 
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Oh, [ my] lord whom [I] want to see tomorrow as well, although [I] 
saw you the day before yesterday, yesterday, and today! (MYS 
VI: 1014) 

~~~~&*~OO~~~~~Ze~Z 
MYITI-wo taN-tOpo-myi MA-N-TUKAPYI mwo yar-u yosi mo 
na-si 
way-ABS PREF-far-GER interval-GEN-messenger PT send
A TTR chance PT no-FIN 
because the way is far, there is not even a chance to send (even) a 
messenger between [us] (MYS XVII: 3962) 

we~~~~s~Z.&~W~~~~~~ 
i mo ne-Ns-u n-i KYEPU mwo siramye n-i kwop-i-tutu so wor-u 
sleep PT sleep-NEG-NML DV-INF today PT ? DV-INF love
INF -COOR PT exist-A TTR 
without sleeping (a sleep), [I] continue to love [you] today, too 
(MYS XVII: 3969) 

~Z*~e~~Z~*&~~~m~eW~~~~&Z 
pasi Ntani mB watas-i-te ar-aNpa sono [u]pey-yu mB i-yuk-yi
watar-as-i 
bridge PT PT put.over-INF-SUB exist-COND that top-ABL PT 
DLF -go-INF -cross.over-HON-INF 
if [someone] had put just a bridge over [the Milky Way], [they 
would] go over it (MYS XVIII: 4125) 

As in Modern Japanese, ma can follow more than one word or 
phrase in a sentence producing constructions equivalent to English 
'both X and Y, whether X or Y, either X or Y.' Not all cases of two 
or more ma in a sentence make this construction, since two or more 
ma may also highlight two independent focuses, as was mentioned 
above. 

$-~_~-m:{jt~~t~:im!5t ~ ~3!J::t~e{jt~~t~JJDrm~ 
tati-Nka wo mo imaNta tok-aNs-u-te osupyi-wo mB imaNta tOk
an-e-Npa 
long.sword-POSS cord PT yet untie-NEG-INF-SUB c1oak-ACC 
PT yet untie-NEG-EV-CON 
as [I] have not yet untied either the cords of [my] long sword, or 
[my] cloak (KK 2) 
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~lH3:~f,3:::E f,3:*Tf iib1\;jli J$H£ tL W1:$ PI ~ llTfWf:i1l!!* ~ f,3: 
SIRWO KANE mo KU-N-KANE mo TAMA mo nani se-m-u-ni 
masar-er-u takara kwo-ni sik-am-ey ya rna 
white metal PT yellow-DV(ATTR)-metal PT jewel PT what do
TENT-ATTR-LOC excel-PROG-ATTR treasure child-LOC reach
TENT -EV PT PT 
What shall [I] do [with] silver, gold, and jewels? Could the 
excellent treasures be equal to children? (MYS V: 803) 

#ii:~Zfijt$-¥tftJT~WX~1::jJ:t*jJ:t~dZlf!.* 
WATA-TU [U]MYI-NO INTURE N-O KAMIY-wo INOR-ANPA 
KA YUK-USA mwo K-USA mwo PUNE-NO PAY A-ky-em-u 
sea-GENILOC sea-GEN which DV -ATTR deity-ACC pray-COND 
PT go-NML PT come-NML PT boat-GEN be.fast-ATTR-TENT
ATTR 
If [I] pray to some deities of the sea, [your] boat should be fast both 
when [it] goes away and when [it] comes back (MYS IX: 1784) 

~~f,3:ti*~f,3:*~ti~Tf:t~~.~ti~ 
papa mo tuma-ra mo asa-tuyu-ni mwo-na suswo pyiNtut-i 
mother PT spouse-PLUR PT morning-dew-LOC skirt-GEN hem 
drench-INF 
both [your] mother and wives drenched hems of [their] skirts in 
morning dew (MYS XV: 3691) 

-¥l!ti S :tP'p S:t4- S :t~s~~1fJtLtL~ 
woto t-u PYI mwo KYINOPU mwo KYEPU mwo yukyi-no pur
er-e-Npa 
that DV-ATTR day PT yesterday PT today PT snow-GEN fall
PROG-EV -CON 
when the snow has been falling the day before yesterday, 
yesterday, and today (MYS XVII: 3924) 

$~ ~ :t~ ~ f,3: cli*Jt-:fIj~tL~f,3:*RT§t 
tat-i-te mwo wi-te mo koNk-yi-meyNkur-i myi-re-NtOmo ak-aNs
u 
stand-INF-SUB PT sit(INF)-SUB row-INF-go.around-INF look
EV -CONC be.satisfied-NEG-FIN 
whether [I] stand or sit, [I] cannot get enough looking at [it], 
while rowing around (MYS XVII: 3994) 
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~~m*~~m*~~~~~~~~~a~ 
oto nomiy mwo NA nomiy mo kyik-yi-te tamasiNp-uru Nkane 
sound PT PT name PT PT hear-INF-SUB envy-ATTR CONJ 
so that [they] will be envious when [they] hear just a name or just 
a rumor [of it] (MYS XVII: 4000) 

"F 1i5t~~9al~ PJ~~ {i 
TA-N-PANARE mwo woti mo ka-yasu-kyi 
hand-LOC-separate(NML) PT there PT INT-easy-ATTR 
both leaving the hand and [returning] there were very easy 
(MYS XVII: 4011) 

~A~ft:!i!YG~~aBJL\*~t~. 
OYI-PYITO mwo WOMYINA WARAPA mwo si-Nka NENK
AP-U KOKORO-N-tar-ap-yi n-i 
old(INF)-person PT woman child PT they-PaSS desire-ITER
ATTR heart-LOC-be.enough-ITER-NML DV -INF 
old people, women, and children, all [of them get] enough of 
what they desire to [their] hearts' [content] (MYS XVIII: 4094) 
Note that in this example only the first and the third members of the construction 
are marked explicitly by mo. 

p)(~~1JT~/F1JT~J!~ti\~~;G~ 
SAK-U PANA-wo WOR-I mwo WOR-ANS-U mwo MYI-r-aku 
si ya-si rna 
bloom-ATTR flower-ACC break-NML PT break-NEG-NML PT 
look-ATTR-NML PT good-FIN PT 
whether breaking off or not breaking off blooming flowers, [it] 
is good to look [at them] (MYS XIX: 4167) 

fi~~~~~~~9alC9al.ft~.PJti\~~ 
tuma mo kwo-Ntomo mwo woti koti-ni sapa n-i kakum-yi wi 
spouse PT child-PLUR PT there here-LaC many DV -INF 
surround-INF exist(INF) 
both my spouse and children are around [me] in great numbers 
here and there (MYS XX: 4408) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The focus particle rna is amply attested in Eastern Old Japanese. 
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•• ~~M~~*m~~ •• *~~~~~~~~~ffg~ 
mama-no tekwo na-Nka ar-i-sika-Npa mama-no osu-pyi-ni narnyi 
rnwo tONtOro n-i 
Mama-GEN girl name-POSS exist-INF-PASTIEV-CON Mama
GEN rock-shore-LOC wave PT roaring DV-INF 
because the girl from Mama was famous, even the waves roar at 
the rocky shore of Mama (MYS XIV: 3385) 

~tt~;&£J:*~*tt.~. 
oso paya rna na-wo koso mat-am-ye 
slow fast PT you-ACC PT wait-TENT-EV 
Whether [you come] quickly or slowly, [I] will wait for you 
(MYS XIV: 3493a) 

~*~~~m~~~£J:~~~~*m~ 
opo-N-pune-wo pey-yu rnwo torno-yu rnwo katamey-te-si 
big-DV(ATTR)-boat-ACC bow-ABL PT stern-ABL PT 
secure(INF)-PERF(INF)-P AS T / A TTR 
[our relationship], secured [by ropes like a] big boat both from the 
bow and from the stern (MYS XIV: 3559) 

:fP~ ~.fGJ3~~{itt~ c~£\£J: 
wa-wo ka rnat-unam-wo kyiso rnwo ko yopyi rna 
I-ACC PT wait-TENT2-ATTR last night PT this night PT 
will [she] have waited for me, both last night and tonight? (MYS 
XIV: 3563) 

0,jI?£J:0,fG£J:~£J:}]Dti 1:t~ /:( ~~.~fGZ£J: 
itu rna itu rna orno-Nka kwopyi-susu nar-i-[i]mas-i-tusi mo 
when PT when PT mother-POSS love(INF)-COOR 
do.house.work-INF -HON-COOR PT 
[my] mother always, always loves [me] and does [her] house work 
(MYS XX: 4386) 

There is also a special Eastern Old Japanese cognate mey of the 
Western Old Japanese particle mo: 

~ mE(PJ ~thi'& ~ E /f-i0t\* ~iiJ ~f,E ~ 
suruNka-no ne-ra pa kupusi-ku rney ar-u ka 
SuruNka-GEN summit-PLUR TOP lovely-INF PT exist-ATTR PT 
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are [not] the summits of SuruNka [mountains] lovely? (MYS XX: 
4345) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
Various cognates of WOJ rna are attested throughout the different 
temporal and geographic varieties of Ryukyuan. I provide below 
the forms attested in Old and Classical Ryukyuan as well as in the 
Shuri dialect. The typical form of the Shuri particle corresponding 
to WOJ rna is -N. 

Old Ryukyuan 

'i fj:t;J. C~~ t 7P tJ t ~ tJ Iv 
Mafanezi ya kimo-kara mo sar-aN 
Mafanezi TOP liver-ABL PT go.away-NEGIFIN 
Mafanezi does not go away from [my] heart (OS XIII: 817) 

Classical Ryukyuan 

ijt t :b-Cv \~fj: 
TARU mo wa te iy-aba 
who PT 1 DV say-COND 
if everyone says' I' (RK 617) 

?ari-ga yum-aa ?yaa-n yum-ee 
he-NOM read-COND you-PT read-IMP 
Ifhe reads [it], you read it, too (RKJ 69) 

caQsa-N kooy-uN 
how.much-PT buy(INF)-FIN 
[I] will buy no matter how (much) expensive (RKJ 1983: 142) 

?uya-nu yaa-nu mee tuu-i-nagiina nubaga-i-N s-aN 
parent-GEN house-GEN front pass-INF-GER stop.by-NML-PT 
do-NEGIFIN 
Although [I] pass by [ my] parents' house, [I] do not even stop by 
(RKJ 405) 
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9.1.3 FOCUS PARTICLE SO~NSO 
The focus particle so ~ Nso emphasizes the preceding word or 
phrase. It triggers a change of the final form of the following verb 
or the inflected adjective into the attributive (see 6.2.2.1.2.3 for a 
detailed description). It is possible that so ~ Nso also triggers the 
same change when a verb in the final form precedes it, but there is 
only one certain example (see MYS X: 2101 below). In other 
examples (see KK 4, MYS XVIII: 4072 below), the verbal form 
preceding this particle may be either final or attributive. Since there 
are no other certain examples of final forms preceding so ~ Nso, I 
provisionally treat it as an attributive. The difference between the 
two phonetic variants so and Nso is not clear, as they can occur in 
identical contexts within the same text as in BS 17 below. It is 
usually believed that the variant Nso is a product of a secondary 
nasalization that started to occur from the Nara period to the Heian 
period (Omodaka et al. 1967: 399). However, there is one problem 
with this explanation: while in the Man 'yoshii the variant so is used 
much more frequently than the variant Nso, this is not the case in 
the earliest texts: the Kojiki kayo and the Nihonshoki kayo where 
the following statistics is found: 

Chart 106: Statistics for the focus particle so ~ Nso in the earliest 
texts 

KK NK 
5 6 
6 5 

This statistics demonstrates that both variants so and Nso are 
used with the same frequency. The slanted statistics of the 
Man 'yoshii may just be due to the overall preference in this text for 
the syllabic signs with initial plain voiceless consonant. 

The focus particle so ~ Nso can combine with a number of 
preceding forms, not only nominal, but also verbal. It can also 
follow certain other particles. 

Chart 107: Combinations of the focus particle so ~ Nso with 
preceding morphemes (the variant so is used as an example) 

morphemes combination forms 
nominal nominal + so 
plural marker -Ntomo -Ntomo so 
plural marker -ra -raso 
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dative-locative case marker -ni -ni so 
dative-locative case marker -ra -raso 
accusative case marker -wo -woso 
ablative case marker -yu -yu so* 
infinitive -{yli -{yli so 
infinitive -ku -kuso 
negative infinitive -{a)Ns-u - a)Ns-u so 
attributive -[urju - urlu so 
nominalizer -[yji - 'yji so 
nominalizer -usa -usa so 
subordinative gerund -te -te so 
coordinative gerund -tutu -tutu so 
defective verb to 'to be' to so 
defective verb to 'to say' to so 
topic particle pa pa so" 
focus particle mo moso 
emphatic particle si siso 
restrictive particle nomiy nomiy so** 
restrictive particle sapey sapey so*** 

.. .. * The form -yu so IS attested m one example m partial semantographlc wntmg (see 
MYS XI: 2723 below). 
** Attested only in partial semantographic spelling. 
*** Attested only once in partial semantographic spelling (see MYS X: 2237 
below). 

Although many different word forms can be found after the 
focus particle so ~ Nso, it is worth noting that it can also be 
followed by the emphatic particle mo. Thus, while the focus 
particle mo precedes so ~ Nso, the emphatic particle mo follows it. 
It is also quite interesting that the focus particle so ~ Nso can 
combine with the focus particle mo and the topic particle pa (see 
Chart 106 above). This apparently demonstrates that the focus 
particle so ~ Nso indicates a kind of focus that is different from 
both pa and mo. 

Examples: 

m.m~~.~~~~*~~~.~~$~ 
na-Nka nak-as-am-aku asa arney-no kiyri-ni tat-am-u Nso 

2 Omodaka et al. claim that the topic particle pa may also be found in postposition 
to so - Nso (1967: 399), but I was not able to locate such examples. 
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you-POSS cry-HON-TENT-NML morning rain-COMP fog-LOC 
rise-TENT -ATTR PT 
your weeping will rise into fog like the morning rain (KK 4) 

J#~In:!t! ~HIJT~ tISz#~ ~iiJ 1;£5t~~ 
matur-i-ko-si myi-kyi Nso as-aNs-u wos-e 
present(HUM)-INF -come(INF)-PAST I A TTR rice.wine PT 
shallow-NEG-INF drink(HON)-IMP 
Drink the presented rice wine deeply! (KK 39) 

1JrtISz & 5t tt ~ 1m 
i-kyir-aNs-u so k-uru 
DLF-cut-NEG-INF PT come-ATTR 
[I] return without cutting [them] there (KK 51) 

~/iiltt;¥:~J#~.J#~~ 
tare so opo mapye-ni mawos-u 
who PT great front-DAT say(HUM)-ATTR 
Who will report to the emperor? (KK 97) 

~~.~~.~ .. ~.~~~~~.~~~~.m~ 
kwopaNta wotomye araswop-aNs-u ne-si-ku-wo si Nso urupasi
myi [0 ]mop-u 
KwopaNta maiden resist-NEG-INF sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR
NML-ACC PT PT loving-GER think-A TTR 
[I] think lovingly about the fact that a KwopaNta maiden slept 
[with me] without resisting (NK 38) 

?fi~~~m~m~~V1t1:F¥f~tg 
myiti yuk-u mono mo taNkupyi-te Nso yo-kyi 
road go-A TTR person PT companion-hand PT good-A TTR 
[It] is also good for a person who travels to have a companion (NK 
50) 
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Ikyi-GEN cross-NML-ACC 
PERFIPROG-ATTR3 

MeyNturakwo come-INF-

What to call the land of Kara? MeyNturakwo has come; through 
the crossing oflkyi MeyNturakwo has come (NK 99) 

~~~£~~£~~~~~~~~m~~~ 
ta-Nka sakiy-N-te sakiy-N-te so mo ya wa-Nka te tOr-as-umo ya 
who-POSS chap(NML)-DV(ATTR)-hand chap(NML)-
DV(ATTR)-hand PT PT PT I-POSS hand take-HON-EXCL PT 
whose chapped hand, chapped hand will take my hand?! (NK 
108) 

~W~~~~~g~~~~~~~~.~~.~~M~~~~ 
~~~~ 
woti kata-no asa-nwo-no kyikyisi tOyom-os-aNs-u ware pa ne-sika
NtO pyito so tOyom-os-u 
that side-GEN Asa-field-GEN pheasant sound-CAUS-NEG-INF I 
TOP sleep(INF)-PASTIEV-CONC person PT sound-CAUS
ATTR 
Although I slept without letting pheasants from the Asa field on 
yonder side cry, [other] people let [them] cry (NK 110) 

w~m~~~fflu~~ma~~I~~~~ 
ikuri-ni so puka MYIRU OP-URU AR[A]-ISWO-ni so T AMA 
MOOP-URU 
reef-LOC PT deep seaweed grow-ATTR rough-rock-LOC PT 
jewel seaweed grow-A TTR 
the deep kelps grow on the reefs, the jewel seaweeds grow on the 
rough rocks (MYS II: 135) 

~~::§~A~JE~ 
KWOPIY-ni mwo so PYITO PA SIN-I S-URU 
10ve(NML)-LOC PT PT person TOP die-NML do-ATTR 
People die from love (MYS IV: 598) 

3 There is a different analysis of the k-yi-tar-u form as k-yi-[i]tar-u 'come-INF
reach-ATTR' (Tsuchihashi 1957: 192). I follow here the analysis of Aiso (1962: 
496) and Konosu (1973: 467). 
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EW~~~*-~E~~~~.-*~~n~~~~ 
1=I.Lt- S ~/J\-a '&'tlJlL 1=1 Fl J ~,b.,~"'P"iJ.X plJ"P 7"<"D:: s 
WARE NOMIY so KYIMYI-ni pa I5W.9P-Uru .. ~A-NKA SE
KWO-NKA KWOP-URU TO IP-U KOTO pa KOTO n-o naNk
usa so 
I PT PT lord-DAT TOP long.for-ATTR I-POSS beloved-DIM
POSS long. for-A TTR DV say-ATTR matter TOP word DV -A TTR 
be.consoled-NML PT 
Only I long for you. The fact that my beloved tells [me] that [he] 
longs for [me is just] a verbal consolation (MYS IV: 656) 

n;I;I;~E-'A 
~E3t=1~ 

NANKEYK-YI so A-NKA S-URU 
sigh-NML PT I-POSS do-ATTR 
[I] will sigh (lit.: I will do the sighing) (MYS IV: 714) 

~~~mm~~~~*&~~~~~~*~~~~~~~~~ 
~~iiJm~~ 
kyikos-i-wos-u kuni-no ma-po-ra Nso ka n-i ka-ku n-i posi-kyi 
manima n-i sika n-i pa ar-aNsi ka 
rule(HON)-INF-HON-ATTR country-GEN INT-top-LOC PT thus 
DV -INF thus-INF DV -INF desire-A TTR according DV -INF thus 
DV -INF TOP exist-NEG/TENT PT 
in the highest place of the country, where [the emperor] rules, [ it] 
would not be thus according to what [you] wish to be this way and 
that way, [would it]? (MYS V: 800) 

~mEf6:tL~~~J(tL;fX~flj ~ f~J:~~~~~~ fjt~J(~1mJl~~;fX 
~RJJfJ]\ 
paru sar-e-Npa ko-n-ure-N-kakur-i-te uNkupyisu so nak-yi-te in-u
nar-u uMEY-Nka siN-tu ye-ni 
spring come-EV-CON tree-GEN-top-LOC-hide-INF-SUB 
bush.warbler PT sing-INF-SUB go-FIN-RA-FIN plum-POSS 
branch-LOC 
When the spring comes, [they] say that the bush warbler, who was 
hiding in the upper branches of trees, will go to sing in the lower 
branches of the plum [trees] (MYS V: 827) 

f~~~~Sf-~jJoMzi)i)~ gJ:~~~~iiJ~~m~tL~iJ1]\~ll 
Z~~1ff 
uMEY-no pana wor-i kaNsas-i-tutu mworo pyito-no aswoNp-u-wo 
myi-re-Npa myiyakwo si Nso [o]mwop-u 
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plum-GEN flower break.off-INF put.in.the.hair-INF-COOR all 
person-GEN play-ATTR-ACC see-EV-CON capital PT PT think
ATTR 
When [I] see that all people enjoy themselves breaking off plum 
blossoms and putting [them] in [their] hair, [I] think of the capital 
(MYS V: 843) 

:g. it ~ ~¥mfr-* 
ARE pa so KWOP-Uru IMWO 
I TOP PT long.for-A TTR beloved 
[my] beloved, for whom I long (MYS IX: 1787) 

:g.~M~~~~~~~~.fi~~*~~M.~ 
W A-NKA KOROMO SUR-ER-U N-I PA AR-ANS-U 
TAKAMATU-NO NWO-PYE YUK-YI-SIKA-NPA PANKlY-NO 
SUR-Er-u so 
I-POSS garment dye-PROG-ATTR DV-INF TOP exist-NEG-FIN 
Takamatu-GEN field-side go-INF-PAST/EV-CON bush.clover
GEN dye-PROG-ATTR PT 
[I] did not dye my garment. The bush clover dyed [it] when [I] 
passed the Takamatu field (MYS X: 2101) 

1m ~*L ~~EB 'l]\;&iIJ~~-~ fE3~ 
siNku~e-n6 PUR-U napey n-i YWO SAPEY so SAMU-KYI 
PYITO-RI si N-URE-NPA 
drizzling.rain-GEN fall-ATTR CONJ DV -INF night PT PT cold
ATTR one-CL PT sleep-EV-CON 
at the same time as the drizzling rain falls, the night is even colder, 
because [I] sleep alone (MYS X: 2237) 

J:m*~ r1}t~~ 
UMORE-N-KIY-NO SITA-YU so KWOP-URU 
bury(NML)-DV(ATTR)-tree-GEN bottom-ABL PT long. for
ATTR 
[I] long for [you] secretly (MYS XI: 2723) 

PJ ~g{~PJ~'l]\fIHE ~~{~'l]\*. 
kaN-kur64-kyi kamyi-ni tuyu so ok-yi-n-i-kyer-u 

4 The character g transcribing otsu-rui Iro/ is apparently a scribal mistake for ko
rui /rwo/. 
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INT-black-ATTR hair-LOC dew PT put-INF-PERF-INF-RETR
ATTR 
[it] turned out that the dew fell on the pitch-black hair (MYS XV: 
3649) 

*~~~~*~~~~OO~~m8~~~~ 
akatOkyi-no asa-N-kiyri-N-komor-i kari-Nka ne so nak-u 
dawn-GEN morning-GEN-fog-LOC-hide-INF wild goose-POSS 
sound PT cry-ATTR 
wild geese cry loudly being hidden in the morning fog at dawn 
(MYS XV: 3665) 

It~*m~fjl-::§~£3:*zfi 
pyitO-yori pa imwo so mo asi-kyi 
person-ABL TOP beloved PT PT bad-A TTR 
[my] beloved is worse than [other] people (MYS XV: 3737) 

{jl"::§-¥~~~~*¥jTEfif~* mw: fD 
imwo-woNpa myi-Ns-u so ar-uNpey-ku ar-i-kyer-u 
beloved-ACC(EMPH) see-NEG-INF PT exist-DEB-INF exist
INF-RETR-ATTR 
[I] must not have seen [my] beloved (MYS XV: 3739) 

~~~ti~~~~-¥Z~~~~*Z~~~ 
s-uru suNpye-no taNtwokyi-wo sir-an-i ne nomiy si so nak-u 
do-ATTR way-GEN clue-ACC know-NEG-INF sound PT PT PT 
cry-ATTR 
[I] have no (lit. do not know) clue what to do, and [I] just sob 
loudly (MYS XV: 3777) 

8 fi~~*Lgd~t~W:-¥z ~~::§;trJ 
PYI-no kure-yuk-e-Npa IPYE-wo si so omwop-u 
sub-GEN set(INF)-go-EV-CON home-ACC PT PT think-ATTR 
because the sun is setting, [I] think of [my] home (MYS XVII: 
3895) 

fjl-£3:~~~~8::§Z.~~~mm~~-¥~ 
i mo ne-Ns-u n-i KYEPU mwo siramye n-i kwop-i-tutu so wor-u 
sleep PT sleep-NEG-NML DV-INF today PT? DV-INF love-INF
COOR PT exist-ATTR 
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without sleeping (a sleep), [I] continue to love [you] today, too 
(MYS XVII: 3969) 

~ g PI 1]\ ~ flJ tLlm:1it-a.lt z .sf-/F JJf: ~ ~~ 
oroka n-i so ware pa omop-yi-si opu-no ura 
insufficient DV-INF PT I TOP think-INF-PAST/ATTR Opu-GEN 
bay 
the bay of Opu about which I did not think much (lit. thought 
insufficiently) (MYS XVIII: 4049) 

{jt'AWz;ffi~~~fi~{jt~lm:flJtL~fi~-$lt 
iku ywo p-u to yom-yi-tutu imwo pa ware mat-uram-u so 
how many night pass-FIN DV count-INF-COOR beloved TOP I 
wait-TENT2-ATTR PT 
[My] beloved will probably wait for me, counting: 'How many 
nights have passed?' (MYS XVIII: 4072) 

W1]\z~WzW~JJ.sf-~~1]\~~~~~~~JJ~~~~*#~ 
ftc: 1 s JJ a: 1!f 
inisipye-ywo ima-~.o \yotutu-ni naNkas-ap-yer-u oya-no KWO
Ntomwo so OPOTOMO-tO SAPYEKYI-no UNTI PA 
old.times-ABL now-GEN reality-LOC make.flow-ITER-PROG
A TTR child-PLUR PT OpotOmo-COM Sapyekyi-GEN clan TOP 
the Opotomo and Sapyekyi clans, the children of [their] parents, 
who made [their names] to be known from the time of old to the 
present [day's] reality (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

~.sf-~J;K~~:g.j!~ 
ISI-wo mwo TAMA to so WA-NKA MYI-ru 
stone-ACC PT jewel DV PT I_POSS see-ATTR 
I view stones as jewels, too (MYS XIX: 4199) 

III AJJflJtL1]\~~*z ~~fi)J ~WFtL 
Y AMA-N-PYITO-no ware-ni e-simey-si yama tutwo so kore 
mountain-GEN-person-GEN I-DAT receive-CAUS(INF)-
PAST/ATTR mountain present PT this 
this [is] a mountain present that a mountaineer gave me (lit.: made 
me receive) (MYS XX: 4293) 

~~'A ~ ~ ~ lm:ti"#z PItlJ* fii 
ma na-ku so nara pa kwopiysi-k-ar-i-kyer-u 
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interval no-INF PT Nara TOP longing-INF-exist-INF-RETR
ATTR 
[I] am longing for [the capital of] Nara without interruption 
(MYS XX: 4461) 

W.~~~~4~m~~M*g*~~W~~~~~~&~ 
in-i-si kata ti yo-no tumyi sapey poroNp-u to so ip-u nosok-u to 
Nso kyik-u 
go-INF-PAST/ATTR side thousand life-GEN sin PT disappear-FIN 
DV PT say-ATTR take.away-FIN DV PT hear-ATTR 
[they] say that even the sins of one thousand former lives will 
disappear. [I] hear that [the Buddha] takes [them] away (BS 17) 

B-* .B!: if ~ S3 im-ll1 
WA-NK[A]-IPYE-ra so SAK-Ay-uru ya 
we-POSS-house-PLVR PT flourish-PASS-ATTR PT 
our houses are flourishing, aren't they? (SNK 8) 

~iIit~~ ~p$.{~gffi ~~iIit 
nare-wo so yomye n-i posi to tare 
you-ACC PT bride DV-INF be.desirable DV who 
who wants you as [his] bride? (NR II: 33) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The focus particle so - Nso is also well attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese. 

~tL~*tL~~~~~£J:<=g 1m 
nare mwo are mwo yoti-wo so mot-er-u 
you PT I PT same.age-ACC PT have-PROG-ATTR 
You and 1 both have [children of] the same age (MYS XIV: 3440) 

~iiJ £~£J:~q:4 .It4Wf g &1$Ktc~J( 
aNse so mo ko yopyi yos-i-ro k-yi-[i]mas-an-u 
why PT PT this night approach-INF-? come-INF-HON-NEG
ATTR 
why did not [you] come tonight? (MYS XIV: 3469) 
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*-¥~~fii)mE-¥~1J\*~~?\1J\ 
NE-wo so nak-yi-t-uru teNKWO n-i ar-an-aku n-i 
voice-ACC PT cry-INF-PERF-ATTR baby DV-INF exist-NEG
NMLDV-INF 
[I] sobbed loudly, although [I] am not a baby (MYS XIV: 3485) 

_-¥~e~~~*~~?\~*.~ •• ~~i)_~e~~~& 
it*:fX~mE 
mawo-N-komo-no pu-no rna tika-ku-te ap-an-ap-ye-Npa okyi-tu 
ma-kamo-no naNkeyk-yi so a-Nka s-uru 
nettle-GEN-mat-GEN mesh-GEN space be.close-INF-SUB meet
NEG-ITER-EV-CON offing-GEN/LOC INT-duck-COMP lament
NML PT I-POSS do-ATTR 
Because [we] do not meet being as close [to each other] as the 
spaces between the meshes of a nettle mat, 1 lament like a real duck 
in the offing (lit.: 1 do the lamenting) (MYS XIV: 3524) 

~.~*L it •• ~~.~JJ{tc~7ft:c~*B$-
nani s-ure so papa to [i]p-u pana-no sak-yi-[i]Nte-ko-Ns-u-ky-em
u 
what do-EV PT mother DV say-ATTR flower-GEN bloom-INF
exit(INF)-come-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
why (lit.: having done what) has the flower called 'Mother' not 
bloomed? (MYS XX: 4323) 

~e~k1J\c._-¥~~~W_~?\«~. 
amo sisi-ni koto mawos-aNs-u-te ima Nso kuyasi-key 
mother father-DAT word say(HUM)-NEG-INF-SUB now PT 
regretful-A TTR 
now [I] regret that [I] did not tell [ my] mother and father (MYS 
XX: 4376) 

There is also a special Eastern Old Japanese cognate Nse of 
Western Old Japanese particle so - Nso: 

~k.k:fX~~~m&~~~?\*~*w~~ ••• ~~~~ 
1mtfJiRmE 
titi papa-Nka kasira kakyi-naNte sa-ku ar-e te ip-yi-si keytoNpa 
Nse wasure-kane-t-uru 
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father mother-POSS head PREF-stroke(INF) safe-INF exist-IMP 
DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR word PT forget(INF)-NEGIPOT(INF)
PERF-ATTR 
[I] cannot forget the words: "Be safe!" that [my] father and mother 
said, stroking [my] head (MYS XX: 4346) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
A possible cognate of WOJ so ~ Nso is the Ryukyuan focus particle 
du, although the consonant correspondence of WOJ lsi to 
Ryukyuan Idl < *nt is irregular. The focus particle du is well 
attested in both Old Ryukyuan and various modem Ryukyuan 
dialects. 

Old Ryukyuan 
In Old Ryukyuan the focus particle du is spelled differently as ~ 
Itol, Q Irul, and 6 lro/: 

V \Jj.~ ~ t)'~Jj. L t ~ J: tf 
imiya to kami simo toyom-u 
now PT top bottom sound-ATTR 
Now [both] upper and lower [classes] sing (OS V: 213) 

t>G-C QV\~~Q 
wara-te ru iti-yar-u 
laugh-SUB PT go(SUB)-send-ATTR 
[he] goes away, laughing (OS VIII: 430) 

~t:t3O)") ~'07J'>f=-lbQ 
keo-no uti ro kani ar-u 
capital-GEN inside PT bell exist-ATTR 
there is a bell inside the capital (OS XX: 1385) 

Shuri 

taruu-ga hwich-uru sanshin-oo chichigutu du ya-ru 
Taro-POSS play-A TTR shamisen-TOP pleasant. to. hear PT be
ATTR 
The shamisen that Taro plays is pleasant to hear (Nishioka & 
Nakahara 2000: 26) 

'yudi du 'ar-u 
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read(SUB) PT exist-A TTR 
even [though I] have read [it] (RKJ 115) 

Miyako 
In Miyako, in contrast to Old Ryukyuan and Shuri, the focus 
particle du does not trigger the change of the final verbal form into 
the attributive: 

uva-ga du baslka-N 
thou-NOM PT be. bad-FIN 
You are bad (Nohara 1998: 372) 

kinu du k-i-ta-I 
yesterday PT come-INF-PERF-FIN 
[He] came yesterday (Nohara 1998: 378) 

9.1.4 FOCUS PARTICLE NAMa 
The focus particle nama, like the focus particle s6 ~ Ns6 
emphasizes the preceding word or phrase. The focus particle nama 
seems to be predominantly a property of prose: other than a single 
attestation from the Man 'yoshu cited below, the usage of the focus 
particle nama (spelt as *£3: nam6 or *::§ namwa) is limited to the 
Senmyo text where it occurs ninety-three times. It triggers a change 
of the final form of the verb and possibly the inflected adjective 
into the attributive (see 6.2.2.1.2.3). 

Chart 108: Combinations of the focus particle nama with 
d' h prece mg morpl emes 

morphemes combination forms 
accusative case marker -wa -wa nama 
adiectival gerund -myi -myi namo 
subordinative gerund -Ie -Ie nama 
coniunctive gerund -Npa -Npanama 
defective verb 16 'to be' t6 nama 
defective verb to 'to say' to nama 
topic particle pa panama 
focus particle mo mo nama 
em~hatic j)article si si namo 

If we compare Chart 108 above with Chart 107 in 9.1.3 where 
the combination forms of the focus particle s6 ~ Nso are presented, 
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we should come to the conclusion that the focus particles nama and 
so - Nso indicate two different kinds of focus. First, these two 
cannot combine. Second, they show only a partially overlapping set 
of morphemes they can follow. Thus, their distribution is rather 
different. It is especially striking that in Western Old Japanese 
nama never follows any nominals directly, while so - Nso and 
other focus particles can follow nominals directly. Thus, it appears 
the primary function of nama in Western Old Japanese is to 
highlight a limited set of the preceding grammatical forms that are 
presented in Chart 108.5 

Examples: 

W~~~~.~~*.~~~~~~*.~.e 
lTV PA namwo KWOPIY-NS-U AR-I to PA AR-AN-E-NTO 
utate KONO KORO KWOPIY si SINKEY _KYI6 mo 
when TOP PT love-NEG-INF exist-FIN DV TOP exist-NEG-EV
CONC unusually this time 10ve(NML) PT thick-ATTR PT 
Although there is no [time] when [I] say that [I] do not love [you] 
this time [my] love is unusually strong (MYS XII: 2877) 

~~*.~*~**~~~.~.m~~~ 
IM-YI-SINONP-URU KOTO-ni NI-RU KOTO-wo si namo 
TUNE ITAPASI-myi OMO-myi OMOP-OS-l-lMAS-Aku 
abstain-INF-endure-ATTR matter-LOC resemble-ATTR matter
ABS PT PT usual painful-GER heavy-GER think-HON-INF
HON-NML 
the fact that [we] deign to think that the matter that resembles the 
matter of abstaining [to reward him] is usually painful and hard 
(SM2) 

S It is of course possible that the usage of the particle nama was in fact much 
broader, because our main source is the Senmyo, and this text is very formulaic. 
Thus, there is a possibility that there were usages unrecorded in the Senmyo, but 
unfortunately we simply do not know, as we come to the limits of our knowledge 
here. 
6 Most of the Man 'yoshii commentators read this as SINKEY-Sf 'thick-FIN' 
(Takagi et al. 1960: 265), etc., but this reading goes against the kakari-musubi rule 
that requires a final predicate to be in its attributive form after the particle nama. 
Certainly, there are no other cases of the attributive form in -kyi attested after 
namo, but on the other hand there are no final forms in -si attested after nama 
either. Given that verbal final forms become attributives after nama, I believe that 
it is more consistent to interpret this form as siNkey-kyi rather than siNkey-si. 
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ft*OO~T~*.*~*~~~~~m~~ 
KONO WOS-U KUNI AMEY-NO SITA-NO MATURINKOTO 
TAPYlRAKEY-KU NANKA-KU AR-AM-U to narno OMOP
OS-I -[I]MAS-U 
this rule-ATTR country heaven-GEN under-GEN governance safe
INF long-INF exist-TENT-FIN DV PT think-HON-INF-HON
ATTR 
[I] deign to think that the governance would be safe and last long 
in this country under the Heaven that [I] rule (SM 3) 

iaa~J;l:~a~*~~~~llijft$m~1T¥Ji 
WOSAMEY-TAMAp-yi UTUKUSINP-YI-TAMAP-YI-K-URU 
W ANSA to narno KAMU-NA-N-KARA OMOP-OS-I-MYEs-u 
rule(INF)-HON-INF show.benevolence-INF-HON-INF-come
ATTR deed DV PT deity-PLUR-GEN-nature think-HON-INF
HON-ATTR 
[I], as a deity, deign to think that [they are] the deeds that [I] deign 
to administer with benevolence (SM 3) 

- =J... ~iaa~l1t~~jJ~{:;pJT'~'1T¥Ji 
PYITO-RI PUTA-RI-wo WOSAMEY-TAMAp-ana to narnwo 
OMOP-OS-I-MYEs-u 
one-CL two-CL-ACC reward(INF)-HON-DES DV PT think
HON-INF -HON-ATTR 
[I] deign to think that [I] want to reward one or two [of my 
subjects] (SM 10) 

*OO~T~ •• g.g~~~~~~~a~~~m 
WOS-U KUNI AMEY-NO SITA-woNpa NANTE-TAMAP-YI 
UTl!.KUSINP-YI-TAMAp-u to narno KAMU-na-N-kara mo 
OMOP-OS-YI-[I]MAs-u 
rule-ATTR country heaven-GEN under-ACC(EMPH) 
cherish(INF)-HON-INF show.benevolence-INF-HON-FIN DV PT 
deity-PLUR-GEN-nature PT think-HON-INF-HON-ATTR 
[I], as a deity, deign to think that [I] show benevolence and cherish 
the country under Heaven that 1 rule (SM 13) 

N~~IL'9=ItJ ~jgBR~JI:¥Ji 
UTI-NO IKUSA to KOKORO-NO UTI-NO kwo to pa narno 
tukap-as-u 
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inside-GEN warrior DV heart-GEN inside-GEN child DV TOP 
PT serve-HON-ATTR 
[you] serve as palace warriors [and] as children of [our] heart (SM 
13) 

pjGft~*LiBt~~ .~~=t~1tmE 
NAR-I-n-ure;:Npa KOKORONPOSI-myi TAPUTWO-myi 
namwo OMOP-YI-TAMAP-Uru 
become-INF-PERF-EV-CON glad-GER awesome-GER PT 
think-INF-HUM-ATTR 
because [it] became [as the deity said], [the sovereign] thought that 
[it] was joyful and awesome (SM IS) 

ffl~~iBt~f,J: :tm J1:~ W;(JJ 
OMOP-OS-I-MYES-E-Npa namo KA-KU NOTAMAp-u 
think-HON-INF -HON-EV -CON PT thus-INF say(HON)-ATTR 
as [I] deigned to think ... [I] proclaim in this way (SM 16) 

~L~iBtW~~~a~f,J:~Maff~mE 
KATA-NO UPEY-woNpa NOTAMAP-Am-u to S-I-te namo 
OSApey-te AR-I-t-uru 
side-GEN top-ACC(EMPH) say(HON)-TENT-FIN DV do-INF
SUB PT hold.back(INF)-SUB exist-INF-PERF-ATTR 
[we] were delaying [it], as [we] were going to proclaim the rest 
(SM 2S) 

9lP~~f,J:;!t:g~~~a~f,J: 
MAPYETUKYIMYI-TATI MORO-MORO mo TOMO N-I 
YOROKONPIY-m-u to S-I-te namo 
minister-PLUR all-all PT together DV-INF rejoice-TENT-FIN 
DV do-INF-SUB PT 
so that the ministers and all were going to rejoice together [with 
us] (SM 2S) 

.~$~mg~8tm~gff~~~~~f,J: 
MYIKWO-tati WOSAMEY-TAMAp-u PYI-ni WOSAMEY
TAMAP-ANS-U AR-Am-u to S-I-te namo 
prince-PLUR reward(INF)-HON-ATTR day-LOC reward(INF)
HON-NEG-INF exist-TENT-FIN DV do-INF-SUB PT 
on the day when [we] reward princes, are not [we] going to 
reward [PuNtipara]? (SM 2S) 
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¥fm:{J\~.tE&zll: £J:*£J:~1Ji( 
NPONTI-NO KOKORO YOSI Ar-asi to mo namo OMOP-Os-u 
enlightenment-GEN heart chance exist-SUP DV PT PT think
HON-ATTR 
[I] think that [I] have a chance for enlightenment (SM 27) 

~~&~~~$~~.~~t~~*~*~~~.~*~~t~~$ 
Jt~$"ilJ~~~~ 
katar-ap-yi-n~fit~~p-u KOTO-wo KYlk-u-ni KOno OPO 
MA TURINKOTO OPOMAPYETUKYIMYI-no TUKASA-wo 
SANJUKEY -matur-u-ni pa APEY -taNp-yi-n-am-u ka to namwo 
OMOP-OS-U 
say-ITER-INF-HON-ATTR word-ACC hear-ATTR-LOC this great 
governance minister-GEN office-ACC bestow(INF)-HUM-ATTR
LOC TOP endure(INF)-HON-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR PT DV PT 
think-HON-ATTR 
when [I] heard the words that [he] was repeatedly saying, [I] 
thought: 'Would [he] be appropriate for bestowing [on him] the 
office of the minister of the great governance?' (SM 36) 

{jJ"f~~-g-f1j Bt-FHf-¥iWt$7(tE*L~~*L;t;lJ- g ~q:{*;t;ll:~:£Jt~ 
iyo-NO KUNI-yori SIRWO-KYI SIRUSI N-()STKA-wo 
TATEMATUR-I-te Ar-e-Npa uresi yorokoNp-osi to namwo MYI
ru 
Iyo-GEN province-ABL white-A TTR mark DV -A TTR deer-ACC 
present(HUM)-INF-SUB exist-EV-CON glad joyful-ADJ DV PT 
see-ATTR 
when [they] had presented [us] with a deer with white marks from 
the province of Iyo, [we] regarded [this] as [a] joyful and 
auspicious [event] (SM 46) 

~~ll:~t.*~RB~m.~:£Jt.~ 
OMYI-TATI-tO TOMO n-i KOTO N-I AYASI-ku URUPASI-KYI 
SIRWO-kyi KATATI-wo namwo MYI YOROKONP-Uru 
noble-PLUR-COM together DV-INF different DV-INF strange
INF beautiful-ATTR white-A TTR shape-ACC PT see(INF) 
rejoice-A TTR 
[we] rejoice together with nobles looking at this unusual, strange 
and beautiful white shape [of the deer skin] (SM 46) 
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&~~~~~~~OO~~~*Z§~~~ 
MYlMASI-no KOKORONSASI-woNpa simasi-ku n-o MA mwo 
W ASUR-UmasiNsi-myi namwo 
you-GEN memorial.service-ACC(EMPH) be.a.little.while-INF 
DV -A TTR interval PT forget-NEGIPOT -GER PT 
because [I] cannot forget about memorial services for you even 
for a little while (SM 58) 

~~~ij~Wt:~Wz~mE*lit~~~~*~l1:~-S:fjfJ1T~~ 
KWO-no SAKYIPAPYI-WO KANKAPUR-Am-aku POR-I S-Uru 
KOTO pa oya-no tamey n-i to namo KYIK-OS-I-MYEs-u 
child-GEN happiness-ACC receive-TENT-NML want-NML do
ATTR matter TOP parent-GEN for DV-INF DV PT hear-HON
INF-HON-FIN 
[We] heard that when children want to obtain happiness [it] is for 
the sake of their parents (SM 61) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
There are no cognates of the Western Old Japanese focus particle 
namo either in Eastern Old Japanese or in Ryukyuan. 

9.1.5 FOCUS PARTICLE KOSO 
The focus particle koso seems to place an especially strong emphasis 
on a preceding word or phrase, much stronger than the particles so 
~ Nso and namo described above in 9.1.3 and 9.1.4. While there 
seems to be no English equivalent of this particle, it is possible to 
translate koso as German doch or Russian zhe. It triggers the 
change of the final form of the verb to the evidential (see 6.2.2.1.3). 
After koso the final form of inflected adjectives changes in Western 
Old Japanese to the attributive, and not to the evidential as in 
Classical (Middle) Japanese (see 5.2.3). 

Chart 109: Combinations of the focus particle koso with preceding 
h morpl emes 

morphemes combination forms 
nominal nominal + koso 
dative-locative case marker -ni -ni koso 
accusative case marker -wo -wo koso 
infinitive -{vIi -Jyli koso 
infinitive -ku -ku koso * 
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evidential :furle7VT -furlefvl koso 
adiectival final -si -si koso 
adiectival gerund -mvi -myi koso 
subordinative gerund -te -te koso 
conditional gerund -aNpa -aNpa koso 
defective verb to 'to say' to koso 
topic particle pa pa koso * * 
emphatic particle si si koso 
restrictive particle nomiy nomiy koso * * * .. * Attested only once m partIally semantographic WrItmg: see the example from 

MYS XVI: 3826 below. 
** Attested only once in semantographic writing: see the text of MYS IV: 605 
below. 
*** Attested in three semantographic examples and in one example in partially 
semantographic spelling: see the text ofMYS XIII: 3298 below. 

The distribution pattern of koso is closer to so - Nso than to 
namo, although there are overlapping distributions between koso 
and namo as well that are not attested for so - Nso. This may have 
an explanation in the origins of koso (see the discussion in A2: 
Ryukyuan below), but nevertheless all three particles represent 
quite different types of focus, as neither one of them can combine 
with another. 

Although many different word forms can be found after the 
focus particle koso, it is worth noting that it can be also followed by 
two other particles: 

Chart 110: Combinations of the focus particle koso with following 
. I partlc es 

particles combination forms 
topic particle va koso pa 
emphatic particle vo koso vo 

Therefore, both combinations pa koso (see the Chart 109 above) 
and koso pa are possible, although the latter is much more frequent. 
In addition, they have different distributions: pa koso is found after 
the adjectival infinitive -ku; meanwhile, koso pa occurs 
predominantly after nominals (for an exception see the example 
from MYS XVII: 3977 below). 

Examples: 
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WRmR~~~~~rn~~~~.~~~rn~~~~~~~~ 
~~~* 
ikaruNka-no Wmyi n-o woN-kapa-no taye-Npa koso wa-Nka opo 
kyimyi-no myi-na wasur-aye-m-ey 
IkaruNka-GEN wealth DV-ATTR DIM-river-GEN end-COND PT 
I-POSS great lord-GEN HON-name forget-PASS-TENT-EV 
If only the small abundant river in IkaruNka would dry up, the 
name of my great lord would be forgotten (TS 2) 

@.~~.~ff~~~~*~~~Wff~.~~$m 
ima koso pa wa-N-tori n-i ar-am-ey noti pa na-N-tori n-i ar-am-u
wo 
now PT TOP I-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-EV after TOP 
you-OSM-bird DV-INF exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC 
Now [I] am my bird, later [I] will be your bird, so ... (KK 3) 

~~~lf~~m~{jt.itt. 
na koso pa wo n-i imas-e-Npa 
you PT TOP man DV-INF exist(HON)-EV-CON 
since you are a man (KK 5) 

wrr~~~t$\lJi.J1l!!5tt~.~lf~wr ~5t~-m:{jt~* 
sirwo taNtamukyi mak-aNs-u-ky-eNpa koso sir-aNs-u to mo ip
am-ey 
white arm use.as.a.pillow-NEG-INF -PAST /FIN-COND PT 
know-NEG-FIN DV PT say-TENT-EV 
if [I] did not use [your] white arms as a pillow, [you] could even 
say that [you] do not know [me] (KK 61) 

~~~~.W.W~~~~~~~~~~.~~W~\lJiW~. 
~Rij'I 
sawa-sawa n-i na-Nka ip-yes-e koso uti-watas-u ya-Nka-paye-nasu 
k-yi-ir-i-mawi-k-ure 
noisily-noisily DV-INF you-POSS speak(INF)-HON-EV PT 
PREF-carry.across-ATTR ?-POSS-?-COMP come-INF-enter-INF
HUM(INF)-come-EV 
you spoke noisily and [you] came inside like? that crossed from 
afar (KK 63) 

~m~~~4~~.M.~~~4~~.M 
uNpey-si koso twop-yi-tamap-ey rna koso n-i twop-yi-tamap-ey 
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be.proper-FIN PT ask-INF-HON-EV truth PT DV-INF ask-INF
HON-EV 
[It] is proper that [you] asked [me], [it] is right that [you] asked 
[me] (KK 72) 

~.$$~~*~~~~~$$~~W~*~.~.~~* 
wa-Nka tatamyi yumey koto-wo koso tatamyi ta ip-am-ey wa-Nka 
tuma pa yumey 
I-POSS rice.straw.mat at.all thing-ACC PT rice.straw.mat DV 
say-TENT-EV I_POSS spouse TOP at.all 
[Do not touch] my bed at all! [When I] call it a bed, [I mean: 'Do 
not touch] my wife at all! (KK 86) 

~iiJ.£J:1ff~.~iiJl!~{jt~~~lf~~{j!"~1i£J:~j]D* 
a-Nka [0 ]map-u tuma ar-i to ip-aNpa koso yo ipye-ni rna yuk-am
ey 
I-POSS love-ATTR spouse exist-FIN DV say-COND PT PT 
house-LOC PT go-TENT-EV 
if [I] only could say that [ my] wife whom I love, [still] lives, [I] 
would go home (KK 90) 

~i;$~~~JI!Jj~~~~~~j]D$:k*~iiI 
opa takumyi woNtina-myi koso sumyi kataNpuk-yer-e 
great carpenter be.unskillful-GER PT corner be.slanted-PROG
EV 
Since the great carpenter is unskillful, the corners are slanted (KK 
106) 

m:g~m:~JEl:$~Dt-r~ 
koromo koso puta-pye mo ya-kyi 
garment PT two-CL PT good-A TTR 
[It] is good [to wear] two layers of garments (NK 47) 

~~Ilff~a m:~ ~flli~1iIf~iiJflj~!M¥ 
naraNpey-m-u to koso sana kwo pa ar-i-ky-em-ey 
put.side.by.side-TENT-FIN DV PT that girl TOP exist-INF
PASTIFIN-TENT -EV 
[you say] that [I] will put [you two] side by side, [but how] could it 
be that girl? (NK 48) 
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~iiJ f,3:fj .tt~. ~ {~~iiJ mmJ;§: fj fjfl~. ~ J1E ~~ 
amo-ni koso kyik-oye-Ns-u ar-am-ey kuni-ni pa kyik-oye-te-na 
mother-DAT PT hear-PASS-NEG-INF exist-TENT-EV land-DAT 
TOP hear-PASS(INF)-PERF -DES 
[I] probably will not be heard by [my] mother, but [I] wish to be 
heard by [the] land! (NK 82) 

/F~JYjJ\!i!ftm~j!;*L~jHL ;W~lftt;S~{jJ-~*5$~j!;~ § 
INA to IP-EY-NTO KATAr-e KATAr-e to NOR-AS-E koso 
Sipiy-i pa MA WOS-E SIPIY -N-KA T AR-I to NOR-U 
no DV say-EV -CONC speak-IMP speak-IMP DV say-HON-EV 
PT Sipiy-ACT TOP say(HUM)-EV forced-DV(ATTR)-say-NML 
DV say-FIN 
Though [I] say: 'No,' [you] command [me]: 'Speak, speak!,' [but 
the things that] Sipiy says, [you] call a forced speech (MYS III: 
237) 

~~~~~.*~~~~~/F~~A§ 
AMEY TUTI-NO KAMIY-NO KOTOWARI NA-KU PA KOSO 
A-NKA OMOP-U KYIMYI-ni AP-ANS-U SIN-I SE-m-ey 
Heaven Earth-GEN deity-GEN principle no-INF TOP PT I-POSS 
love-ATTR lord-DAT meet-NEG-INF die-NML do-TENT-EV 
If there would be no principle of the deities of the Heaven and the 
Earth, [I] would die without meeting you, whom I love (MYS IV: 
605) 

PI !A.Wfcm J~ftjJ3f-JJDlH~ C3 ~g;s!A.Illi~* 
ka-ku si koso uMEY-wo kaNsas-i-te tanwosi-ku nom-am-ey 
thus-INF PT PT plum-ACC decorate-INF-SUB be.merry-INF 
drink-TENT -EV 
decorating [our hair] with plum [blossoms] in this way, [we] 
should drink merrily (MYS V: 833) 

{jJ-=§;fj;~=§~3f-flJ*L~q:m*JJD* 
imwo-Nka tamwotO ware koso mak-am-ey 
beloved-POSS sleeve I PT use.as.a.pillow-TENT-EV 
I will use as a pillow the sleeves of [my] beloved (MYS V: 857) 

~*f)(WJ7Jft$~.~ff.llfm1f**L 
KYIMYI PA AKYI YAMA-no PATU MWOMYIT-I-N-PANA-ni 
NI-TE koso AR-I-kyer-e 
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lord TOP autumn mountain-GEN first leaves.tum.redlyellow
NML-DV(ATTR)-leaf-LOC 100k.like(INF)-SUB PT exist-INF
RETR-EV 
[my] beloved is looking like the first red leaves on an autumn 
mountain (MYS VIII: 1584) 

=k *lI9:g:fr-*1:.;ti(%~t±:g:~~-t § 
S~-1}.M-U yo WA-NK-YIMWO IK-YER-I tOmo ka-ku nomiy 
KOSO KWOPIY-WATAR-I-n-am-ey 
die-TENT-FIN PT I-POSS-beloved live-PROG-FIN CONJ thus
INF PT PT 10ng.for(INF)-cross-INF-PERF-TENT-EV 
[I] will die, my beloved! Even if [I] am living, [I] will continue to 
long for [you] just like that (MYS XIII: 3298) 

fJI'lBXZJ#lBl*1]\JJt m '* m$:*L 
ipye sima pa na n-i koso ar-i-kyer-e 
Home island TOP name DV-INF PT exist-INF-RETR-EV 
"Home island" turned out to be just a name (MYS XV: 3718) 

'*~*ff~~&~J#~~~ffc.'*&*ffcglBlw~.~m 
.Z-m:~g* 
a-Nka miy koso sekyi yama kwoye-te koko-ni ar-am-ey kokoro pa 
imwo-ni yor-i-n-i-si monowo 
I-POSS body PT barrier mountain cross(INF)-SUB here-LOC 
exist-TENT-EV heart TOP beloved-DAT approach-INF-PERF
INF-PAST/ATTR CONJ 
My body has crossed barriers and mountains, and is probably here. 
But [my] heart stayed near [my] beloved! (MYS XV: 3757) 

~~*:tzDJikffm1f~ 
PATISU-N-PA PA KA-KU koso AR-U MONO 
lotus-GEN-Ieaf TOP thus-INF PT exist-A TTR thing 
The lotus leafis a thing like this (MYS XVI: 3826) 

at S ffmffc*f§~~zPJ 
KYINOPU koso puna-[i]Nte se-sika 
yesterday PT boat-exit(NML) do(INF)-PASTIEV 
Yesterday [we] sailed out (MYS XVII: 3893) 

~m~~~~~~m$~~-m:mffm 
ari-sar-i-te noti mwo AP-Am-u to omop-ey koso 
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ITER-go.away-INF-SUB after PT meet-TENT-FIN DV think-EV 
PT 
[Time] constantly goes away, and [I] hope that [we] will meet later, 
too (MYS XVII: 3933) 

*-ZriJ1i~IWitbD1]\f,J:1i~fX~m~k ;BIDl?~**LWf~~{JT*1]\ 
~~**L 
asi kakyi-no poka-ni mo kyimyi-Nka yor-i tat-as-i kwopiy-kyer-e 
koso pa imey-ni MYI-ye-kyer-e 
reed fence-GEN outside-LOC PT lord-POSS approach-INF stand
HON-INF long.for(INF)-RETR-EV PT TOP dream-LOC see
PASS(INF)-RETR-EV 
As [I] was longing for [you], you appeared in [my] dream, coming 
[here] and standing outside the reed fence (MYS XVII: 3977) 
This is the only example in Western Old Japanese when koso pa appears after a 
verbal form. 

$-Z~~~~~riJ~-zWf •• ~~riJR~~~~-Z~* •• * 
kwosi-no kyimyi-ra-tO ka-ku si koso Y AnaNkiy kaNturak-yi 
tanwosi-ku aswoNp-am-ey 
Kwosi-GEN lord-PLUR-COM thus-INF PT PT willow 
wear.as.a.wig-INF pleasant-INF amuse-TENT-EV 
[I] will amuse [myself] with lords from Kwosi by putting willow 
[branches] in our hair in this way (MYS XVIII: 4071) 

~* ~*L.~~ § ~1]\~mw:~~q:~.1i~fX*~m-SJ?-~*<=1 
~m**L 
tukiy MYI-re-Npa onaNsi kuni nar-i yama koso pa kyimyi-Nka 
atari-wo pyeNtate-tar-i-kyer-e 
moon see-EV -CON same province be-FIN mountain PT TOP 
lord-POSS vicinity-ACC separate(INF)-PERFIPROG-INF-EV 
When [I] look at the moon, it is the same province. [But] the 
mountains are separating you [from me] (MYS XVIII: 4073) 

riJ~-zWf~~riJm~~~*wW:~*~fX1]\ 
ka-ku si koso tukapey-matur-am-ey iya tOpo naNka n-i 
thus-INF PT PT serve(INF)-HUM-TENT-EV plentifully long long 
DV-INF 
Thus, [I] will serve [you] plentifully and for a long, long time 
(MYS XVIII: 4098) 
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::EJJ~fj*1f~* 
OPO KYIMYI-no pye-ni koso SIN-Am-ey 
great lord-GEN side-LOC PT die-TENT-EV 
[I] will die at the side of [my] great lord (SNK 5) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 

1209 

The focus particle koso is amply attested in Eastern Old Japanese: 

-9-itllf ~ Z WzrBl {j!-1ft jjf it Iftic tL 
yoso-ni MYI-si-ywo pa ima koso masar-e 
distance-LOC see(INF)-PAST/ATTR-ABL TOP now PT surpass
EV 
rather than having seen [you] in the distance, [your loveliness] is 
greater now! (MYS XIV: 3417) 

JJ~m{if~jjf~~llf -9-itflj~* 
twonap-uNpey-myi koso na-ni yosor-i-ky-em-ey 
recite-DEB-GER PT you-DAT approach-INF-PAST/FIN-TENT
EV 
as [I] had to recite [the magic formula], [I] approached you (MYS 
XIV: 3468) 

~llf C. it -9-{~tL 
na-ni koso yos-ar-e 
you-DAT PT approach-PROG-EV 
[I] approached you (MYS XIV: 3478) 

~ itrBl11t: -E.l: ~-'¥-jjfit Ift?p-.-
oso paya mo na-wo koso mat-am-ye 
slow fast PTyou-ACC PT wait-TENT-EV 
Whether [you come] quickly or slowly, [I] will wait for you (MYS 
XIV: 3493a) 

Z~11t:Ift~~oom~~*-E.l:~g~~~~oo*~~~~~-E.l: 
sira yama kaNse-no NE-n-ap-ye-NtOmo kwo-ro-Nka osokyi-no ar
wo koso ye-si-mo 
white mountain wind-GEN sleep-NEG-ITER-CONC girl-DIM
POSS garment-GEN exist-ATTR PT good-FIN-EXCL 
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although [I] continue not to sleep at the [cold] wind from the White 
Mountain, [it] is good to have my girl's garment (MYS XIV: 3509) 
Note that in Western Old Japanese the focus particle koso is not attested after the 
attributive form. 

A2: Ryukyuan 
It appears that in Old Ryukyuan the evidential form consistently 
replaces the final form after the focus particle siyo ~ su that is 
claimed to be related to WOJ koso (Serafim & Shinzato 2005: 12-
21). The examples below are borrowed from Serafim and Shinzato 
2005 with some changes in transliteration, glossing, and translation: 

L-J:VJtVJ~J.;.';,.';,.L-J:'i~G6b 
siyori mori kimi-kimi siyo mabur-am-e 
Shuri shrine priestess-priestess PT protect-TENT-EV 
Priestesses from the Shuri Shrine will protect [it] (OS XIII: 853) 

fi--:>!;: L-~-t'i tj J: t~:h:t3~ c!:: fi-t'i tj J: t~:h 
fatu nisi ya su mat-i-yo-tar-e okitoba su mat-i-yo-tar-e 
first north.wind TOP PT wait-INF-exist(INF)-PERF-EV 
north.wind PT wait-INF-exist(INF)-PERF-EV 
[We] waited for the first north wind. [We] waited for the north 
wind (OS XIII: 899) 

Serafim and Shinzato derive WOJ koso from a combination of 
ko 'this' and the nominalizer *swo 'one, thing' (2005: 12-16). 
Attractive as it is, given the syntactic functional similarity of WOJ 
koso and OR siyo ~ su, this proposal, nevertheless, faces certain 
difficulties. First, why would a nominalizer be found after a 
demonstrative pronoun? It should be expected after a verb, but not 
after a nominal, since there is nothing to nominalize there. Second, 
and most importantly, the internal evidence for PJN *swo 'one, 
thing' is speculative. Nevertheless, the possibility of connection 
between WOJ koso and OR siyo ~ su certainly exists; it just seems 
to me that it cannot be positively proven. 

There are no other potential cognates of WOJ koso in Ryukyuan. 

9.2 INTERROGATIVE PARTICLES 
There are two interrogative particles in Western Old Japanese: ya 
and ka. 
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9.2.1 INTERROGATIVE PARTICLE YA 

The interrogative particle ya introduces a general question, and is 
never used in wh- questions, It can be found in both sentence final 
and sentence non-final positions. In the latter the interrogative 
particle ya always triggers the change of the final verbal form to the 
attributive. 

Chart 111: Combinations of the in,terrogative particle ya with 
d'ffi b 1 fi ffi 1 d' 1 erent ver a ormso ma pre lcatlon 

sentence final ya sentence non-finalya 
final form + -
attributive - + 
evidential + -
exclamative + -

As one can see from this chart, the combinations of sentence 
final ya and sentence non-final ya with the verbal forms of final 
predication are in complimentary distribution. 

(1) Sentence-final position. In this position the interrogative 
particle ya can be followed only by the emphatic particle mo, but it 
always follows final, evidential, and exclamative forms as shown in 
Chart 111 above, In combination with the evidential tentative forms 
-(a)m-ey and -(u)ram-ey, the interrogative particle ya expresses 
irony, or in other words it poses a question that implies an opposite 
answer (see 6.2.2.1.3, SPECIAL USAGE). Examples: 

Z ~~iiJ .Mm:~Iij9[ 1l]M~iiJtQ V1l]fJII) 
si-Nka amari k6t6 n-i tukur-i kakyi-pyik-u ya 
it-POSS remainder koto DV-INF make-INF PREF-play-FIN PT 
[they] made a kolo out of its remainders, will [they] play? (NK 41) 

.tBl{f:f!j~~ 
na pa kyik-as-u ya 
you TOP ask-HON-FIN PT 
Shall [I] ask you? (NK 62) 

~~J3~Wf.1fo*L1fom!~~~ 
oya na-si n-i nare nar-i-ky-em-ey ya 
parent no-FIN DV-INF you be.bom-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-EV PT 
Were you possibly born without parents? [Certainly not!] (NK 104) 
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~~~£~~£~~~~~~~am~~~ 
ta-Nka sakiy-N-te sakiy-N-te so mo ya wa-Nka te tOr-as-umo ya 
who-POSS chap(NML)-DV(ATTR)-hand chap(NML)-
DV(ATTR)-hand PT PT PT I-POSS hand take-HON-EXCL PT 
whose chapped hand, chapped hand will take my hand?! (NK 108) 

}J$$:1]\:g:~ § Ajj 
PYITO-N-TUMA YUWE n-i ARE KWOPIY-m-eyya mo 
person-GEN-spouse reason DV-INF I love-TENT-EV PT PT 
because [she] is the wife of [another] person, should I love [her]? 
[Certainly not!] (MYS I: 21) 

Jff{6:*LW~ PI ~ ilfiWfi1l!!*:&~ 
masar-er-u takara kwo-ni sik-am-ey ya mo 
excel-PROG-ATTR treasure child-LOC reach-ATTR-EV PT PT 
Could the excellent treasures be equal to children? [Certainly not!] 
(MYS V: 803) 

fO{iiJ -tltil~ ~ Jj~*L JJ~ BJJlfl3!tB fi~!JD *~~ 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka ta-nare n-o myi-kotO tuti-ni ok-am-ey ya mo 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS hand-accustom(NML) DV-ATTR 
HON-koto ground-LOC put-TENT-EV PT PT 
would anyone [dare to] put the favorite koto of my beloved on the 
ground? [Certainly not!] (MYS V: 812) 

~*~~~~~~~m~~~~&.~PIR~fi~m~~~fi 
*~~:& 
uMEY-no pana sak-yi-tar-u sono-no awo yaNkiy pa kaNtura n-i s-
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-kyer-aNs-u ya 
plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR garden-GEN 
green willow TOP wig DV-INF do-DEB-INF become-INF-PERF
INF-RETR-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that [we] should make [our] wigs out of the 
green willows in the garden where the plum blossoms have 
bloomed? (MYS V: 817) 

~*~&~~~~~~~&~~~.Wfl3~~~~m~~~fi 
~~iiJ~~& 
uMEY-nopana sak-yi-te tir-i-n-aNpa sakura-N-pana tuNk-yi-te 
sak-uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-te ar-aNs-u ya 
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plum-GEN blossom bloom-INF-SUB fall-INF-PERF-COND 
sakura-GEN-blossom follow-INF-SUB bloom-DEB-INF become
INF-PERF-INF-SUB exist-NEG-FIN PT 
If the plum blossoms have bloomed and fallen, has [it] not become 
so that sakura blossoms should bloom after? (MYS V: 829) 

~~~-4~.~~.~~M~gffiffi~*&~& 
KQNQ PA.NA-no PYITO yo-no UTI pa MWOMWO KUSA-no 
KOTO MOT -I-KANE-TE WOR-A YE-kyer-aNs-u ya 
this flower-GEN one petal-GEN inside TOP hundred type-GEN 
word hold-INF-NEGIPOT(INF)-SUB break-PASS(INF)-RETR
NEG-FINPT 
One petal of this flower cannot hold one hundred words, so will not 
[this flower] be broken [by the weight of words]? (MYS VIII: 1457) 

tID;5:t: 1]\ ~ 1~~& 
OMO W ASURE Ntani mwo E-S-U ya 
face forget(NML) PT PT POT-do-FIN PT 
Could [I] just forget [his] face? (MYS XI: 2574) 

J:t~J:t£3:{j!"~-sf-fO~tL Cj 1f'~{:g:& 
pyitO pyi mo imwo-wo wasure-te omwop-ey ya 
one day PT beloved-ACC forget(INF)-SUB think-EV PT 
would [I] imagine forgetting [my] beloved even [for] one day? 
(MYS XV: 3604) 

fj!" ~ 1]\ * tL & 
imwo n-i ar-e ya 
beloved DV-INF exist-EV PT 
Is [she] my beloved? (MYS XV: 3633) 

l:1::~{*,~,£3:fOtL mJff{£H! Cj ~~:ffi &*&£3: 
pyikwoposi mo ware-ni masar-i-te omwop-uram-ey ya mo 
Altair PT I-DAT surpass-INF-SUB long.for-TENT2-EV PT PT 
Will Altair long for [his beloved] more than I [do]? (lit.: surpassing 
me) [Certainly not!] (MYS XV: 3657) 

* l:1::~~mt~.x~/J\*tL& £3: 
apyi-omwop-an-u KYIMYI n-i ar-e ya mo 
REC-think-NEG-ATTR lord DV-INF exist-EV PT PT 
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is [it my] lord, who no [longer] thinks [about lamenting of the 
people of this world] in return? (MYS XV: 3691) 

1i~~~~*~M ~**-m: 
noti-ni mwo ap-aNs-ar-am-ey ya mo 
later-LOC PT meet-NEG(INF)-exist-TENT-EV PT PT 
will [we] not meet later? [Of course we will!] (MYS XV: 3741) 

ll*FZ~~ll#~z tfJ\~* 
kwopiy-sin-aNpa kwopiy mwo sin-e to ya 
10ng.for(INF)-die-COND 10ng.for(INF) PT die-IMP DV PT 
Do [you] tell [me]: 'If [you] die longing, die from longing!'? (MYS 
XV: 3780) 

fij~-$~:g:-,¥-13 ~*~ 
NANI SE-m-u-ni W A-wo MYES-Uram-ey ya 
what do-TENT-ATTR-LOC I-ACC summon-TENT2-EV PT 
should [you] have summoned me in order to do something? [You 
should not!] (MYS XVI: 3886) 

tlH1JiJ::t~1i~i!ij(1IJ ~{jJ-!5I:w\~Ij~*J#m:m' Ej fOtL~ Z~J( fg:~~ m 
~~~§t* 
tune pyitO-no kwop-u to ip-u-ywori pa amari n-i-te ware pa sin
uNpey-ku nar-i-n-i-tar-aNs-u ya 
ordinary person-GEN love-FIN DV say-A TTR-ABL TOP excess 
DV-INF-SUB I TOP die-DEB-INF become-INF-PERF-INF
PERF IPROG-NEG-FIN PT 
Did not [it] become so that I should die, feeling (lit.: being) much 
more than what ordinary people call 'love'? (MYS XVIII: 4080) 

*J::t~1TrE~JJ-,¥-@i~~~-m:1f.~ i!lI*L~ll#Z**L~-m: 
apyi-myi-ru mwonowo sukuna-ku mo TOSI TUKIY-P-Ure-Npa 
kwopiysi-kyere ya mo 
REC-see-ATTR CON] few-INF PT year month pass-EV -CON 
miss-EV PT PT 
although [we] see each other, as time goes by, do [we still] miss 
[each other] just a bit? (MYS XVIII: 4118) 

~ca:Jm~·t~~Jt.* 
soko yuwe n-i KOKORO naNk-u ya 
there reason DV -INF heart calm. down-FIN PT 
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will [ my] heart calm down due to those circumstances? (MYS XIX: 
4154) 

i)I~· sf[)'& k k 1J\ ~ ~£J:* PI * 1:11 
tuNpakyi tura-tura n-i myi tOmo ak-am-ey ya 
camellia intently DV-INF 100k(FIN) CON] lose.interest-TENT-EV 
PT 
even if [I] look intently [at] the camellia, would [I] lose interest? 
[No, I would not] (MYS XX: 4481) 

(2) Sentence non-final position. The interrogative particle ya in this 
position can be found virtually anywhere in the sentence before the 
final verb and excluding the initial position in the sentence. The 
extreme case of the movement of the interrogative particle ya 
towards the beginning of the sentence is represented by MYS XV: 
3638 below, where ya is found as the second word in the sentence. 
As mentioned above, the final predicate after the sentence non-final 
ya always appears in the attributive form. Examples: 

tR5iiBl~J3~*l£ 
kyimyi pa ya na-kyi 
lord TOP PT no-ATTR 
Do not [you] have a lord? (NK 104) 

~~M1J\~®1:I1~~~.~*1J\~~~~ 
PUR-I-N-I.:si omyina n-i s-i-te ya ka-ku NPAKARI KWOPIY-wo 
Ntani SINONP-YI-kane-te-m-u 
become.old-INF-PERF-INF-PAST/ATTR old.woman DV-INF do
INF-SUB PT thus-INF PT 10ve(NML)-ACC PT endure-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF -TENT -A TTR 
Am [I not] an old woman? [But it] has become so [that I] would 
not be able to endure even love (MYS II: 129) 

~*~iBl~~~~~f[)f[)~iBl~~~'&~~ 
uMEY -no pana pyito-ri myi-tutu ya paru pyi kuras-am-u 
plum-GEN flower one-CL see(INF)-COOR PT spring day spend
TENT-ATTR 
will [I] spend the spring day looking alone at the plum blossoms? 
(MYS V: 818) 
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~ 1ffi5* -¥~§t t:111ZJO tL¥BtiiJ(mfi k Ji ~1tt 
tamasima-wo myi-Ns-u-te ya ware pa kwopiy-tutu wor-am-u 
Tamasima(p.n.)-ACC see-NEG-INF-SUB PT 1 TOP 10ng.for(INF)
COOR exist-TENT-ATTR 
Would 1 continue to long for Tamasima without seeing [it]? (MYS 
V: 862) 

~~~.~~M~~~~~~Iff~~~~~~kfikJi~1tt 
Saywo-pyimye n-o kwo-Nka pyire pur-i-si yama-no NA nomiy ya 
kyik-yi-tutu wor-am-u 
Saywo-pyimye DV-ATTR girl-POSS long.scarf wave-INF
PAST/ATTR mountain-GEN name PT PT hear-INF-COOR exist
TENT-ATTR 
Would [I] continue just to hear the name of the mountain where the 
girl Saywo-pyimye waived [her] long scarf? (MYS V: 868) 

{6:::~i5~t * ~ £3: 5" ~{Jt 1ff{6:::§t ~ t:1 
saNpusi-ky-em-ey ya mo kyimyi imas-aNs-u s-i-te 
be.sad-ATTR-TENT-EV PT PT lord come(HON)-NEG-NML do
INF-SUB 
[if my] lord does not come, would [I] be sad? [Certainly not!] 
(MYS V: 878) 
In this example the interrogative particle ya is found in the sentence non-final 
position due to the inversion. 

jJOtA-~~*~{Jt5" R 1~Ji~-$ 
ka-ku nomiy ya ikyiNtuk-yi-wor-am-u 
thus-INF PT PT sigh-INF-exist-TENT-ATTR 
Would [I] be sighingjust like that? (MYS V: 881) 

~~~~g~~Wmff*ti~*.~&*m~~ 
AMEY TUTI PA pyiro-si to ip-ey-Nto a-Nka tamey pa SA-KU ya 
nar-i-n-uru 
heaven earth TOP wide-FIN say-EV-CONC I-POSS for TOP 
narrow-INF PT become-INF-PERF-ATTR 
Although [they] say that the Heaven and Earth are wide, have [not 
they] become narrow for me? (MYS V: 892) 

~lI=m:znr~ 
1 PT PT thus-exist-A TTR 
A NOMIY ya sik[a]-ar-u 
is [it] so only [for] me? (MYS V: 892) 
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A~~~~m~~~~.~~~«.~ 
ARA TAPEY-no NUNWO KYINU-wo Ntani kyi-se-KATE-n-i ka
ku ya NANKEYk-am-u 
rough mulberry.bark.cloth-GEN cloth garment-ACC PT wear
CAUS(INF)-POT-NEG-INF thus-INF PT lament-TENT-ATTR 
Being unable to make [my children] wear even a cloth garment 
from the rough mulberry bark cloth, would [I] lament in this way? 
(MYS V: 901) 

§tLili c~!6 jf~~~¥JfEf~~~ffi~z f:~jf~~~ ~¥JfE~~*~ 
-¥~!i*f~ 
kore ya kono NA-ni op-u NaruTWO-no uNtu-sipo-ni tama mwo 
kar-u to [i]p-u ama wotomye-Ntomwo 
This PT this name-LOC carry-ATTR Narutwo-GEN whirl-current
LOC jewel seaweed cut-ATTR DV say-ATTR fisher maiden
PLUR 
Are these the fisher-maidens who are said to cut jewel seaweeds in 
the whirling current of Narutwo bearing this [famous] name? 
(MYS XV: 3638) 

fo tL -¥ili*~ ili {j!"~:ftti;fFtft) i!1!*¥JfE.B!:..$ 
ware-wo yamiy-ni ya imwo-Nka kwopiy-tutu ar-am-u 
I-ACC darkness-LOC PT beloved-POSS 10ng.for(INF)-COOR 
exist-TENT -A TTR 
Will [my] beloved continue to long for me in the darkness? (MYS 
XV: 3669) 

~~ili~~~*:ftRll?~ S3JJO.$ 
KYIMYI-ni ya mwotOna a-Nka kwopiy-yuk-am-u 
lord-DAT PT in.vain I-POSS 10ng.for(INF)-go-TENT-ATTR 
Would I continue to long for you in vain? (MYS XV: 3690) 

~ti~z.z.~~~*ili~~-¥«~tft)i!1!*:ftRllm-¥.B!:.$ 
taNpyi-ni siNpa-siNpa ka-ku nomiy ya kyimyi-wo yar-i-tutu a-Nka 
kwopiy-wor-am-u 
travel-LOC often thus-INF PT PT lord-ACC send-INF-COOR 1-
POSS 10ng.for(INF)-exist-TENT-ATTR 
would I be longing for [you] just keeping sending you so frequently 
to travels? (MYS XVII: 3936) 
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PI 1f-110 & ~ ~ jjtt~~fj:]J f5i: 
kamu-kara ya sokoNpa taputwo-kyi 
deity-origin PT very awesome-ATTR 
Is [not] the origin of deities very awesome? (MYS XVII: 3985) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The interrogative particle ya is amply attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese. It is also found in both sentence final and sentence non
final positions. 

(1) Sentence final position: 

¥Bl~fiRJff~*L1!2 
pana t-u tuma nar-e ya 
flower DV-ATTR spouse be-EV PT 
Are you a flower-wife? (MYS XIV: 3370) 

ll~1LPIlAll#1f-~~ 
kwo-naNkiy ka-ku kwopiy-m-u to ya 
DIM-water-hollyhock thus-INF long-TENT-FIN DV PT 
Do [you] think [I] will long so [ strongly] for a small water
hollyhock? (MYS XIV: 3415) 

f5i:!k ¥Bl flJ~ & ¥~flJ *LflJ~ 1J,E*L~ 
kyimyi pa wasur-as-u ware wasur-ure ya 
lord TOP forget-HON-FIN I forget-EV PT 
[My] lord will forget [me]. Will I forget [you]? (MYS XIV: 3498) 

(2) Sentence non-final position: 

* tl::~ q lBr=f~1it~{Jtfr.x¥J,E 
apyi-MYI-te pa TI tOse ya in-urn 
REC-see(INF)-SUB TOP thousand year PT go.away-ATTR 
since [we] have seen each other, did one thousand years pass? 
(MYS XIV: 3470) 

~Jff~~~~~~~~~m~m&1f-
tama mo-no uti-naNpyik-yi pyitO-ri ya ne-ram-u 
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jewel seaweed-COMP PREF-stretch-INF one-CL PT sleep
TENT2-ATTR 
will [you] sleep alone, stretched like ajewel seaweed? (MYS XIV: 
3562) 

PJfmil g~m~11(~m~-$ 
kano kwo-ro-to NE-Ns-u ya nar-i-n-am-u 
that girl-DIM-COM sleep-NEG-INF PT become-INF-PERF
TENT-ATTR 
Will it become [so that I] will not sleep with that girl? (MYS XIV: 
3565) 

~iiJ ~ Ii! ~Ij ili/JD .~A:x -$~tfJ\-$ 
asu-yuri ya kaye-Nka muta ne-m-u 
tomorrow-ABL PT reed-POSS together sleep-TENT-ATTR 
from tomorrow, would [I] sleep together with reeds? (MYS XX: 
4321) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The cognates ya ~ yaa of the Western Old Japanese interrogative 
particle ya are well attested in modem Ryukyuan dialects, although 
in most dialects ya ~ yaa have the function of a confirmation seeker, 
like MdJ ne, and not an interrogative particle. As far as I can tell, 
ya ~ yaa occurs only in the sentence final position. Examples: 

Tokunoshima 
In Tokunoshima the interrogative particle ya can be used in both 
general and wh- questions: 

kuma-na ?aa ya 
here-LOC exist(FIN) PT 
Is [it] here? (Nohara 1998: 192) 

nugasi yuwa-s[a]-ar-u ya 
why weak-NML-exist-ATTR PT 
Why is [he] weak? (Nohara 1998: 193) 

Miyako 
In Miyako I could find only one example with ya used in a wh
question besides much more frequent function as a confirmation 
seeker: 
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vva ndzag-kai ga mmya-i ya 
you where-LOC PT go(HON)-FIN PT 
Where are you going? (Nohara 1998: 389) 

9.2.2 INTERROGATIVE PARTICLE KA 
In contrast to the interrogative particle ya, the main function of the 
interrogative particle ka is to introduce wh- questions, namely the 
questions where an interrogative pronoun is used in a given 
sentence. In addition, it also may be used in three other functions: 
first, as an interrogative particle in general questions, overlapping 
in this usage with ya, with the difference of usage between these 
two being not completely clear. Second, it can be an intervening 
particle between the parts of the un contracted copula n-i ar-: 
infinitive n-i and ar- 'to exist,' and between the parts of the 
complex negative form -(a)Ns-u ar-: negative infinitive -(a)Ns-u 
and ar- 'to exist.' The interrogative particle ya is not attested in this 
function. Finally, it appears in alternative questions, namely 'X or 
Y.' The interrogative particle ya is not attested in this function 
either. 

The interrogative particle ka can be found in any place in the 
sentence, including sentence final position, although it cannot be, 
naturally, the first word in the sentence. Like the interrogative 
particle ya it triggers the change of the following verbal final form 
into the attributive. However, there is also a difference: in contrast 
to ya, the interrogative particle ka triggers the change of the final 
form into attributive whether it is found before or after the verb (see 
6.2.2.1.2.3 and examples from KK 54 and MYS XVII: 3923 below). 

Examples: 

(1) Wh- question: 

it R ffl no tJefl31* 
iku ywo ka ne-t-uru 
how.many night PT sleep(INF)-PERF-ATTR 
how many nights have [we] slept? (KK 25) 

D$.{6::1J"U 
ta ka ta-sar-e 
who PT PREF-go.away-EV 
Who goes away? (NK 40) 
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In this example the interrogative particle ka is followed by the verb in the 
evidential, and not the attributive form, as would be expected. 

fllifJtltpy.1llim~i7d~~~.J#~~~ 
tare ka kono koto opo mapye-ni mawos-u 
who PT this matter great front-DAT say(HUM)-ATTR 
Who will report this matter to the emperor? (NK 75) 

ft.~~~ j)lli fJ! 5ttpy~~£;~5t.8it §';ft 1J~f! ~flli fJIJtpytpy~~j\;fJi 
winaNpey-no takumyi kakey-si sumyi-napa si-Nka na-ky-eNpa 
tare ka kakey-m-u yo 
WinaNpey-GEN carpenter apply(INF)-PAST/ATTR ink-cord he
POSS no-A TTR-COND who PT apply-TENT -ATTR PT 
the ink-cord that the carpenter of WinaNpey applied: if he is no 
more, who would apply it?! (NK 80) 

1J~.tpy1J~a~tpyj\; 
nani ka naNkeyk-am-u 
what PT lament-TENT-ATTR 
why would [1] lament? (NK 116) 

fi~~~ .~iiJ~ $~fjt !:t£;tJ~~J: c ~Wi~~jJD5t~~iiJ~~ 
~$ -
TukuNpa-ne-ni ap-am-u to ip-yi-si kwo pa ta-Nka kotO kyik-ey
Npa ka myi-ne ap-aNs-u-ky-em-u 
TukuNpa-peak-LOC meet-TENT-FIN DV say-INF-PAST/ATTR 
girl TOP who-POSS word listen-EV-CON PT HON
peak/sleep(NMLf meet-NEG-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
The girl, who promised [to me] that [we] will meet at the TukuNpa 
peak, did not meet [me] at the peak/for sleeping, [is it] because [she] 
listened to somebody's words? (FK 2) 

ffi gijJ 1jqmmt ~::<$:.sf-RJ .g: i~t;;t 
MIYAKWO n-i-TE TA-NKA TAMOTO-wo ka WA-NKA 
MAKURAK-AM-U 
capital DV-INF-SUB who-POSS sleeve-ACC PT I-POSS 
use.as.a.pillow-TENT -ATTR 
Whose sleeves will I use as a pillow at the capital? (MYS III: 439) 

7 The word ne here represents a play on words: ne 'peak' and ne 'sleep(INF).' 
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{jt~li fE {i ~ {jtriTliriT~iiTfXi!tJ1t 
ipye-ni yuk-yi-te ika n-i ka a-Nka se-m-u 
home-LOC go-INF-SUB how DV-INF PT I-POSS do-TENT
ATTR 
What will I do, when [I] go back home? (MYS V: 795) 

Jm!~i,m1iriT ~ li {jtfl) JJ Iff riTWf;:§ JJ;fffflj *J1t 
kaN-kurwo-kyi kamyi-ni itu-no rna ka simwo-no pur-i-ky-em-u 
INT-black-ATTR hair-LOC when-CEN interval PT frost-GEN 
fall-INF -PASTIFIN-TENT -ATTR 
at what point in time, would the frost have fallen on [their] pitch
black hair? (MYS V: 804) 

{jtRt\ fE riTWffofPJ 1i$f1JWf 
iNtuku-yu ka siwa-Nka k-yi-tar-i-si 
where-ABL PT wrinkle-POSS come-INF-PERFIPROG-INF
PAST/ATTR 
Where did the wrinkles come from? (MYS V: 804) 

*li riT ftc: ~ tL fi1 
nani ka sayar-er-u 
what PT prevent-PROG-A TTR 
what will be preventing [me]? (MYS V: 870) 

{jt R~J1t 1im riT ~iiTfX fo riT fi1 & J1t 
iNtuti muk-yi-te ka a-Nka wakar-uram-u 
where face-INF-SUB PT I-POSS part-TENT2-ATTR 
facing what direction will I part [with this world]? (MYS V: 887) 

~t;l fPJfrofr;t1]\ t§ ~;:§~ --;-f 
KWOP-URE-NtOmo NANI si ka IMWO-ni AP-U TOKYI mwo 
na-kyi 
love-EV -CONC what PT PT beloved-DA T meet-ATTR time PT 
no-ATTR 
although [I] love [her], why there is no time at all to meet [my] 
beloved? (MYS XII: 2994) 

~~. -1JO~ Iffii'f PX: 
WARE YA nani n-i ka KAPYER-I-TE NAR-AM-U 
I PT what DV -INF PT return-INF -SUB become-TENT -A TTR 
Why should I return? (MYS XIII: 3265) 
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*~~mWftcg~~z~w*.~~m~ 
aN-to [o]mwop-ey ka kokoro-N-kanasi-ku imey-ni myi-ye-t-uru 
what-DV think-EV PT heart-GEN-sad-INF dream-LOC see
PASS(INF)-PERF -ATTR 
what was [I] thinking [about]? As [I] was sad in [my] heart, [she] 
suddenly has appeared in [my] dream (MYS XV: 3639) 

fo1i~~~{JTtflHV]Dfo*L.sf-{JT~lt~m~-$ 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo pa itu to ka ware-wo ipap-yi mat-uram-u 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM TOP when DV PT I-ACC pray-INF wait
TENT2-ATTR 
My beloved will probably wait for me, praying [to the gods], and 
thinking: 'When [will he return]?' (MYS XV: 3659) 

fofi~~~PT ~~1li§~q: gf,J:~PT m ttt~~.~1li§f,J: <=5 ;J]D{JTIfEl~ 
m~~Z ---
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo-Nka katamyi n-o koromo na-k-ar-i-s-eNpa 
nani mwono mot-e ka inoti tuNk-amasi 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM-POSS keepsake DV-ATTR garment no-INF
exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND what thing hold-EV PT life join
SUBJ 
If [I] did not have a garment of my beloved as a keepsake, would 
having anything keep [me] alive? (MYS XV: 3733) 

{JTW~<=5 PT*~~#.sf-~-$ 
itu-maNte ka a-Nka kwopiy-wor-am-u 
when-TERM PT I-POSS 10ng.for(INF)-exist-TENT-ATTR 
until when should 1 long for [you]? (MYS XV: 3749) 

{JT!!j*LJJa~;J]D:g.tJ.ll1&M ~-$ 
iNture n-o TOKYI ka WA-NKA kwopiy-Ns-ar-am-u 
which DV-ATTR time PT I-POSS love-NEG(INF)-exist-TENT
ATTR 
which time will I not love [her]? (MYS XVII: 3891) 

~:'@'Jtf~*L~ ,~,~ -$ f,J: 
OMOP-U KOKORO-wo tare ka sir-am-umo 
love-ATTR heart-ACC who PT know-TENT-EXCL 
who will know [my] loving heart?! (MYS XVII: 3950) 
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{jl"tffiZ:JJD~~~PJ~~ -$tt 
itu si ka to naNkeyk-as-uram-u so 
when PT PT DV lament-HON-TENT2-ATTR PT 
[she] probably laments, saying: 'When [will he return]?' (MYS 
XVII: 3962) 

~.~PJ~£3:lJJl-$ 
nani-wo ka omop-am-u 
what-ACC PT think-TENT-ATTR 
what should [I] think? (MYS XVII: 3967) 

{jl"!lJijluC§~~~~~ PJi~H~ 
iNtu-pye-no YAMA-wo NAK-YI ka KWOY-URAM-U 
where-side-GEN mountain-ACC cry-INF PT cross-TENT2-ATTR 
on what side will [the cuckoo] cross the mountains, crying? (MYS 
XIX: 4195) 

$*L~ PJ {~~~51J\tffitffi~~lJJl-$ 
tare-wo ka kyimyi to myi-tutu sinwop-am-u 
who-ACC PT lord DV see(INF)-COOR long.for-TENT-ATTR 
whom shall [I] long for, viewing [him] as [ my] lord? (MYS XX: 
4440) 

{jl" PJ~W ~!tll:. {jl" Iffiit PJ 
ika nar-u ya pyito n-i imas:eka 
how be-ATTR PT person DV-INF be(HON)-EV PT 
Oh, what kind of person is [he]? (BS 5) 

(2) General question: 

~~M£3:~.~~~~£3:~~tffi*.$~~~£3:~~~ 
awo na mo kyiNpiy pyitO-tO tOmo n-i si tum-ey-Npa tanwosi-ku 
mo ar-u ka 
green vegetables PT KyiNpiy person-COM together DV -INF PT 
pick-EV -CON delightful-INF PT exist-ATTR PT 
Is [not it] delightful when [I] pick green vegetables together with 
the girl from KyiNpiy? (KK 54) 

~~g~~~~~~m£3:lJJl~~~-$ 
kokoro-wo Ntani ka apyi-omop-aNs-u ar-am-u 
heart-ACC PT PT REC-think-NEG-INF exist-TENT-ATTR 
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will [we] not think about each other at least in our hearts? (KK 60) 

~~.~.~.«~~.~~~.~m~~ 
NANKAR-Ap-uru TUMA PUK-U-KANSE-NO SAMU-KYI 
YWO-ni WA-NKA se n-o KYIMYI PA PYITO-RI ka N-Uram-u 
flow-ITER-ATTR spouse blow-ATTR wind-GEN cold-ATTR 
night-LOC I-POSS beloved DV-ATTR lord TOP one-CL PT 
sleep-TENT2-A TTR 
Does the lord my beloved sleep alone in the cold nights, when wind 
blows at [your] spouse who is spending time [waiting for you]? 
(MYS I: 59) 

~~t§~lBtffl~j]DA~ ~3f.*~~px: 
ka-YOR-I-AP-ANPA SOKO mwo ka PYITO WA-wo koto NAS
AM-U 
INT-approach-INF-meet-COND there PT PT person I-ACC word 
do(HON)-TENT -A TTR 
if [we] indeed get together, would the people spread rumors about 
me and you as well? (MYS IV: 512) 

~;1~-1-~1l~7Ft§~m-,~,~4-lM5JrJ~~~1!W1ffi1m 
WA-NKA se-~WO-ni MATA .. PA AP-ANSI ka to OMOP-EY-Npa 
ka KYESA-NO WAKARE-NO SUNPYE NA-K-AR-I-t-uru 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-DAT again TOP meet-NEG/TENT PT DV 
think-EV-CON PT this.morning-GEN part(NML)-GEN way no
INF -exist -INF -PERF -A TTR 
Was [it] because I thought that [we] would not meet again that 
there has been no way to part [with you] this morning? (MYS IV: 
540) 

4-«PJ~~ft~q:*~~ 
KO YOPYI ka KYIMYI-NKA W A-Nkari K-YI-[i]mas-am-u 
this night PT lord-POSS I-DIR come-INF-HON-TENT-ATTR 
Is it tonight that [my] lord will come to me? (MYS VIII: 1519) 

¥*9€~ 7J;(~-=f!ll>c~~~ 
UKEY-NO WO-no uk-are ka YUK-AM-U 
float-GEN string-COMP float-PASS(INF) PT go-TENT-FIN 
Shall [we] go away floating like floating strings [of nets]? (MYS 
XI: 2646) 
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w«~~~~*~s&~~m~~&~ 
IyaPYIKWO KAMIY -no puMOTO-NI KYEPU-ra mwo ka SIKA
no PUS-Uram-u 
Iyapyikwo deity-GEN foot [of the mountain]-LOC today-LOC PT 
PT deer-GEN lie-TENT2-A TTR 
Will the deer lie at the foot of [the mountain] of the deity 
Iyapyikwo today, too? (MYS XVI: 3884) 

~mE~ ~ .lt1JD m -Sf? Jl*L~~ltJJ IA -a*/jfEw 
pur-u YUKYI-no pyikari-wo MYI-re-Npa taputwo-ku rna ar-u ka 
fall-ATTR snow-GEN light-ACC see-EV-CON awesome-INF PT 
exist-ATTR PT 
When [one] sees the light of the falling snow, is [not it] awesome? 
(MYS XVII: 3923) 

W~~~~kk~~~&$~cgz~~~*&~~ 
imwo-Nka taka taka n-i mat-uram-u kokoro sika n-i pa ar-aNsi ka 
beloved-POSS high high DV -INF wait-TENT2-ATTR heart thus 
DV -INF TOP exist-NEG/TENT PT 
the heart of [my] beloved who probably waits for [me] eagerly, 
would not [it] be this way? (MYS XVIII: 4107) 

~~&~.~~~~.~~t~.*~*~~~.~*fiMt~~~ 
J:t~*PJ~~'£~ 
katar-ap-yi-noritaNp-u KOTO-wo KYIk-u-ni KOno OPO 
MA TURINKOTO OPOMAPYETUKYIMYI-no TUKASA-wo 
SA~:rUKEY -matur-u-ni pa APEY -taNp-yi-n-am-u ka to namwo 
OMOP-OS-U 
say-ITER-INF-HON-ATTR word-ACC hear-ATTR-LOC this great 
governance minister-GEN office-ACC bestow(INF)-HUM-ATTR
LOC TOP endure(INF)-HON-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR PT DV PT 
think-HON-ATTR 
when [I] heard the words that [he] was repeatedly saying, [I] 
thought: 'Would [he] be appropriate for bestowing [on him] the 
office of the minister ofthe great governance?' (SM 36) 

(3) Intervening particle: 

~~&*-Sf?/F~w*~&~ 
W A-NKA KWOP-Ur-aku-wo SIR-ANS-U ka ar-uram-u 
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I-POSS love-ATTR-NML-ACC know-NEG-INF PT exist-TENT2-
ATTR 
are [you] probably not knowing that I love [you]? (MYS IV: 720) 

{~~~~~J7{jJ-iBl{if1]\PJ* &-$ 
ipye-N-pyitO-no ipapey n-i ka ar-am-u 
home-GEN-person-GEN purify(NML) DV-INF PT exist-TENT
ATTR 
Is [it] probably because of [my] home folks purification rites? 
(MYS XX: 4409) 

(4) Alternative question: 

~~.~~~.PJ*&~~~~~iBlW~~&~~~~~m~ 
*L~PJ -
AKYI-NO YWO-wo naNka-myi n-i ka ar-am-u naNso kokoNpa i
no ne-raye-n-umwo pyito-ri n-ure-Npa ka 
autumn-GEN night-ABS long-GER DV-INF PT exist-TENT
ATTR why extremely sleep-GEN sleep-PASS-NEG-EXCL one
CL sleep-EV-CON PT 
Why is [it] that [I] cannot sleep at all: is [it] probably because the 
autumn night is long, or is it because [I] sleep alone?! (MYS XV: 
3684) 

~ki*~PJ{jJ-~.PJtmJX¥TrE 
sirakiy-pyeka ipye-ni ka kapyer-u 
Silla-DIR PT home-LOC PT retum-ATTR 
[Will I go] to Silla, or will [I] return home? (MYS XV: 3696) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The interrogative particle ka is also well attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese both in wh- and general questions: 

(1) Wh- question: 

~fXR*?\&*~jJDR*PJft~~lfg~~R*?\& 
suNka-makura aNse ka mak-as-am-u ko-ro se ta-makura 
sedge-pillow why PT use.as.a.pillow-HON-TENT -ATTR girl-DIM 
do (IMP) arm-pillow 
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girl, why would [you] use the sedge pillow? Use [my] arms as a 
pillow! (MYS XIV: 3368) 

~iiJ tt PJ ~ JJf i!tltt 
aN-to ka taye se-m-u 
why-DV PT break(NML) do-TENT-ATTR 
why should [we] break up? (MYS XIV: 3397) 

*;J]O~J( ~*tt;J]O*~i!t$ 
ak-an-u-wo aN-to ka a-Nka se-m-u 
satisfy-NEG-ATTR-ACC what-DV PT I-POSS do-TENT-ATTR 
since [it] was not enough [for me], what should I do? (MYS XIV: 
3404) 

{jt PJtfimE~tfiPJtO~:@~q:ltt~{jt;ffi 
ika nar-u se-na ka wa-Nkari ko-m-u to ip-u 
how be-ATTR beloved-DIM PT I-DIR come-TENT-FIN DV say
ATTR 
what kind of beloved is [he], who says that [he] will come to me? 
(MYS XIV: 3536) 

*~ PJ;J]otfi I~'* 
aNse ka kanasi-kye 
why PT dear-A TTR 
Why is [she so] dear [to me]? (MYS XIV: 3576) 

(2) General question: 

~~*~PJtfi~~~mm$*;ffi~~tfi~. 
ne-nomiy-wo ka nak-yi-watar-i-n-am-u ap-u to pa na-si-ni 
sound-PT-ACC PT cry-INF-cross-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR meet
FIN DV TOP no-FIN-LOC 
shall [I] just continue to cry loudly, because there is no [chance] of 
[even] thinking to meet [you]? (MYS XIV: 3390) 

~:m~:fIJ1f~ § i±I PJrk ~ J!$ 
tat-u tori-no MEY -yu ka NA-wo MYI-m-u 
rise-ATTR bird-COMP eye-ABL PTyou-ACC see-TENT-ATTR 
will [I] just see you as a bird flying up? (MYS XIV: 3396) 
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fo-¥ PI MtfmJJ~~filt~ 2~~,f,3: 
wa-wo ka mat-unam-wo kyiso mwo ko yopyi mo 
I-ACC PT wait-TENT2-A TTR last night PT this night PT 
will [she] have waited for me, both last night and tonight? (MYS 
XIV: 3563) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The interrogative particle lea - ga « *-N ka) is well attested in both 
Old Ryukyuan and modem dialects. However, as far as I can tell, 
Ryukyuan ka - ga appears exclusively in wh- questions. Thus, in 
all probability, WOJ lea in general questions represents a Japanese 
innovation, and we should reconstruct PJ *ka, interrogative particle 
in wh- questions. Examples: 

Old Ryukyuan 

~t:t3:bO)i6· L- ct ~ L- ct 
keo wa no ka s-i-yor-asiyo 
today TOP what PT do-INF-exist-SUP 
What would [they] do today? (OS VII: 376) 

kuree nuu ya-ibii-ga8 

this(TOP) what be-POL-(FIN)PT 
What is this? (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 39) 

chaa s-u-ga 
how do-FIN-(FIN)PT 
What shall [we] do? (Nishioka & Nakahara 2000: 34) 

Miyako 

vva ndza-gkai ga ik-I 
you where-LOC PT go-FIN 
Where are you going? (Nohara 1998: 381) 

mma munoo noonu ga a-I 
tasty thing(TOP) what PT exist-FIN 

8 Shuri -ga < *-N ka, a combination of the final -(u)N plus the interrogative 
particle *ka. 
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What tasty things do [you] have? (Nohara 1998: 428) 

LEVEL B: EXTERNAL COMPARISONS 
The interrogative particle ka in Old Japanese has been traditionally 
compared with the Middle Korean interrogative particle kG ~ Gel 
(Whitman 1985: 220). At the first glance the etymology seems 
impeccable, but there is one problem. As we have seen above, PJ 
*ka is an interrogative particle in wh- questions. Meanwhile, MK 
kG ~ Gel is the interrogative particle in general questions: 

hanolh-i kolhoy-Gi-si-n-i nwupi cywong an i-ntol haytwong 
Iyenmin-ul nic-osi-I i-ngi-s ka 
heaven-NOM choose-CAUS-POL-ATTRIREAL-NML quilt monk 
not be-GER Korea people-ACC forget-HON-ATTRlIRR be-POL
NMLPT 
The Heaven has made the choice. Were it not for a monk in the 
quilted robe, would [Heaven] forget the Korean people? (YP 21) 

thwukwu sey sal-i nyey two stwo is-te-si-n ka 
helmet three arrow-NOM old.times PT still exist-RETR-HON
ATTRIREAL PT 
Did it happen even in the past that three arrows [all hit] the helmet? 
(YP 89) 

This problem is further aggravated by the fact that the 
interrogative particle for wh- questions in Middle Korean is kwo ~ 
Gwo (An & Yi 1990: 204-05). This leaves the comparison with 
Japanese rather lame: in the best case it is an etymology by one 
phoneme /k/ common to both Middle Korean particles kG ~ Gel and 
kwo ~ Gwo. In addition, it leaves unexplained the vowel fa! in WOJ 
ka, and, of course, we should not forget the functional difference. 

9.3 DESIDERA TIVE PARTICLE MONKA - MONKAMO 
There is only one desiderative particle in Western Old Japanese: 
moNka ~ moNkamo. The longer form moNkamo probably 
represents historically the combination of the desiderative particle 
moNka with the emphatic particle mo, but since synchronically 
moNkamo is attested much more frequently and also because there 
is no apparent difference in meaning, I treat these two as variants of 
the same particle on the synchronic level. 
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M~~~~~m~m.~~.~~~~~~m.~ 
ap-as-i-si womyina ---.at moNka to wa-Nka myi-si kwo-ra ka-ku 
moNka to 
meet-HON-INF-PAST/ATTR woman that PT DV I-POSS 
see(INF)-PAST/ATTR girl-DIM thus-INF PT DV 
[I] think [I] wish that [much] the woman [I] met; [I] think [I] wish 
this [much] the girl I saw (KK 42) 

~~.ff~{jI"jJD~mE~jJD~jJDlJ~~tlJim{jI"*~m.m~tlJi~ft.2¥m 
mff~ 
wotomye-no i-kakur-u woka-wo kana-sukyi mo ipwo-ti moNkamo 
suk-yi-Npan-uru mono 
maiden-GEN DLF-hide-ATTR hill-ACC metal-hoe PT 
five.hundred-CL PT dig.up-INF-flip-ATTR CONJ 
[I] want five hundred metal hoes. [I] will dig up the hill where the 
maiden hides, but ... (KK 99) 

.gR~m~~~m.m~~mm~~~m.m 
yoroNtu yo-ni ka-ku si moNkamo ti yo-ni mo ka-ku si moNkamo 
ten thousand year-LOC thus-INF PT PT thousand year-LOC PT 
thus-INF PT PT 
[I] wish [that my sovereign] will be in this way in ten thousand 
years, [I] wish [he] will be in this way in a thousand years, too (NK 
102) 

m-:JSt::§a~m-JJit-fr.~-¥ 
TUNE n-i mwoNka na TUNE WOTOMYE n-i-te 
eternal DV-INF PT PT eternal maiden DV-INF-SUB 
[I] want to be eternal, being an eternal maiden! (MYS I: 22) 

::E = ::§~~::§fr-*Z -¥ =mfJl.sf. 
T AMA n-i mwoNka MAKOTO mwo IMWO-NKA TE-ni MAK
ARE-M-U-wo 
jewel DV-INF PT truth PT beloved-POSS hand-LOC wrap-PASS
TENT -ATTR-ACC 
[I] want to be a jewel. [Then I] would be indeed wrapped around 
[my] beloved's hand, but ... (MYS IV: 734) 

.~~~~~~~mMm •• mM.m 
tOk[o]-yipa-nasu ka-ku si moNkamo to omop-ey-Ntomo 
eternal-rock-COMP thus-INF PT PT DV think-EV-CONC 
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Although [I] think that [I] would like to be (thus) like an eternal 
rock. .. (MYS V: 805) 

~.~~~~~~~.~~~~~ ••• ~~.m~~~~~ 
~¥TrE~~~ 
ama-tONp-u ya tOri n-i moNkamo ya myiyakwo-maNte okur-i
mawos-i-te tONp-yi kapyer-u mono 
sky-fly-ATTR PT bird DV-INF PT PT capital-TERM see.off-INF
HUM-INF-SUB fly-INF return-ATTR CONJ 
[I] would like to be a bird that flies in the sky. [I would] see [you] 
off to the capital and come back, but ... (MYS V: 876) 

{6:ft~:;Z!j'\:td~.m 
sa-NI NURE N-O WON-PUNE mwoNkamo 
PREF-cinnabar paint(NML) DV-ATTR DIM-boat PT 
[he] longed for a small boat painted in cinnabar (MYS VIII: 1520) 

~~~~&~.~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~ 
.fllm~1lt1= 
nara-no myiyakwo-ni yuk-u pyitO mwoNkamo kusa-makura 
taNpyi yuk-u pune-no tOmar-i tuNkey-m-u-ni 
Nara-GEN capital-LOC go-ATTR person PT grass-pillow journey 
go-ATTR boat-GEN stop-NML report-TENT-ATTR-LOC 
[I] wish [there were] people who go to the capital ofNara, since [I] 
would tell [them] about the stopping-place of the boat on which [I] 
go for a journey, [where I use] grass [for my] pillow (MYS XV: 
3612) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~fik*m*$~~~ 
AMEY TUTI-tO tOmo n-i moNkamwo omwop-yi-tutu ar-i-ky-em
umwonowo 
heaven earth-COM together DV-INF PT think-INF-COOR exist
INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR CONJ 
Although [you] probably continued to think: '[I] would like [to live 
long] together with Heaven and Earth' ... (MYS XV: 3691) 

:;z~ It~~~i~E M~Wz1~ 
sinwop-yi-tutu AR-I to TUNKEY-M-U KWO mwoNKAMO 
yearn-INF-COOR exist-FIN DV report-TENT-ATTR girl PT 
[I] want a girl who would tell [me] that [she] is constantly yearning 
for [me] (MYS XVI: 3818) 
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~rft:z $:fX~~m=BfX£J:~ 
naNtesikwo-Nka pana n-i mwoNkamo na 
carnation-POSS flower DV-INF PT PT 
[I] wish [you] were a carnation flower! (MYS XVII: 4010) 

*~*Jt ~ J#fJ!"f*~ =BfX£J: 
apaNpyi tama ipo-ti mwoNkamo 
abalone pearl five.hundred-CL PT 
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[I] wish [to have] five hundred abalone pearls (MYS XVIII: 4101) 

fi~-¥ ~J#t\~~~tttm£J:fX£J: 
kyimyi-wo MYI-m-aku pa ti Wse n-i moNkamo 
lord-ACC see-TENT-NML TOP thousand year DV-INF PT 
[I] would like to have a thousand years when [I] would see [my] 
lord (MYS XX: 4304) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
Both moNka and moNkamo are attested in Eastern Old Japanese 
(each one three times): 

*~~~~ ttt§t S:l PI -$ [!],~£J:fX 
a-no oW se-Ns-u yuk-am-u kwo-[u]ma moNka 
foot-GEN sound do-NEG-INF go-TENT-ATTR DIM-horse PT 
[I] want a stallion, which would go without making any noise with 
its hoofs (MYS XIV: 3387) 

.~m&~B~-$PI~-¥~-¥m~-¥~~~m~t\J#m~~fX 
-9-£J:~£J: 
pana-N-tir-ap-u kono muka-tu wo n-o wona-no wo-no pyiNsi-ni 
tuk-u-maNte kyimyi-Nka yo moNkamo 
flower-GEN-fall-ITER-ATTR this opposite side-GEN/LOC peak 
DV-ATTR Wona-GEN peak-GEN sandbank-LOC reach-ATTR
TERM lord-POSS age PT 
[I] wish [ my] lord would live until the peak of Wona, which is the 
peak on the opposite side, where flowers are falling, will reach the 
sandbanks [in the sea] (MYS XIV: 3448) 
This poem looks like a normal Western Old Japanese text, with no peculiarities 
typical for Eastern Old Japanese. 
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~~~Mm*fi~~~g~~~~~~fi~ 
puna kaNsar-i a-Nka se-m-u pyi-ro-wo myl-m-wo pyito 
moNkamwo 
boat decorate-NML I-POSS do-TENT-ATTR day-DIM-ACC see
TENT -A TTR person PT 
[I] wish someone would see the day when I decorate [my] boat 
(MYS XX: 4329) 

.l:t~~1tt,~,S3 ~-$jJom~fi 
pyitati sas-i yuk-am-u kari moNka 
Pyitati point-INF go-TENT-ATTR wild.goose PT 
[I] want wild geese that would go to Pyitati (MYS XX: 4366) 

~ ~~~~1i~~iiJ ~fi*~fi~ 
tas-i-[i]Nde-m-wo tOkyi-ni amo-Nka mey moNkamo 
depart-INF-exit-TENT-ATTR time-LOC mother-POSS eye PT 
[I] want [my] mother to see [me] when I am going to depart (MYS 
XX: 4383) 

fQfi{jT~ g~ S3jJo~!t~~fi 
wa-Nka ipa-ro-ni yuk-am-wo pyitO moNka 
I-POSS house-DIM-LOC go-TENT-ATTR person PT 
[I] want someone who would go to my home (MYS XX: 4406) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are no cognates of the Western Old Japanese desiderative 
particle maNka - maNkama in Ryukyuan. 

9.4 EMPHATIC PARTICLES 
There are seven emphatic particlesin Western Old Japanese: kama, 
si, mo, ya, yo, na, and woo 

9.4.1 EMPHATIC PARTICLE KAMO 
In the Kojiki kayo the emphatic particle kama is consistently spelled 
as kama, although in the later texts it is often misspelled as kamwo, 
which, of course, can be expected since the contrast between 101 and 
Iwol after 1m! was lost. On one occasion, it is spelled as kamu (see the 
example from MYS V: 813 below). This might seem puzzling, since 
pre-WOJ *0 does not raise to lui. Since in Western Old Japanese 
kamu is a hapax legomenon, in all probability we are dealing here 
with a scribal error. 
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The emphatic particle kamo has two functions: it can be either 
used as an exclamation particle, or as a particle introducing an inquiry 
arising from uncertainty ('I wonder').The emphatic particle kamo 
triggers the change of the final form into attributive irrespective 
whether it is found before or after the verb (see 6.2.2.1.2.3). This is 
the peculiarity it shares with the interrogative particle ka (see 
6.2.2.1.2.3 and 9.2.2). Therefore, it is likely that historically kamo 
represents a combination of the interrogative particle ka with the 
emphatic particle mo, although on the synchronic level it clearly 
represents a single unit, since its usage as an exclamation particle 
cannot be analyzed as a combination of the interrogative particle ka 
and emphatic particle mo. 

Examples: 

(1) Exclamation: 

'=f:Wf g {~~iUE ~ g i1mf,j: 
usiro-N-te pa woN-tate ro kamo 
back-GEN-place TOP DIM-shield DV(ATTR) PT 
[Her] back is [like] a small shield! (KK 42) 

-$ i1m J::t:~ 1m i1m f,j:{jt~ J::t:~ me i1m f,j: 
mukap-yi-wor-u kamo i-swop-yi-wor-u kamo 
face-INF-exist-ATTR PT DLF-snuggle-INF-exist-ATTR PT 
Oh, [she] is facing [me]! Oh, [she] is snuggling with [me]! (KK 42) 

~.~~~g~w.~~m.~~gi1mf,j: 
si-Nka pa-no pyiror-i-imas-u opo kyimyi ro kamo 
it-POSS leaf-GEN be.broad-INF-HON-FIN great lord DV(ATTR) 
PT 
its leaves are broad, as the great lord! (KK 57) 

~.Wfg~{jtWft~~~~.{jtjlJft~{jtjlJft~~iiJ.~Wf ft.~{jtjlJf 
~ ~iiJ ~ -$ i1m-at 
yamasiro-ni i-sik-ye tOriyama i-sik-ye i-sik-ye a-Nka pasi-N-tuma
ni i-sik-yi ap-am-u kamo 
Yamasiro-LOC DLF-follow-IMP Toriyama DLF-follow-IMP 
DLF-follow-IMP I-POSS beloved-DV(ATTR)-spouse-DAT DLF
follow-INF meet-TENT-ATTRPT 
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To Yamasiro - go there, Toriyama! Follow [her] there, follow [her] 
there! Follow my beloved spouse there and meet [her]! (KK 59) 

fp JJD ti\ li~rm' ~i~ ~ M*Wf£3: 1f~1n'H~m *~ yJiEJJD £3: 
waka-ku pey-ni wi ne-te-masi mono oyi-n-i-kyer-u kamo 
young-INF ?-DV-INF bring(INF) sleep(INF)-PERF-SUBJ CONJ 
age(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
[I] would have brought [her with me] and have slept [with her] if 
[she] were young, but it turned out that [she] has become old, alas! 
(KK 93) 

WIf~f6:JJD~m 1!1!£3:;0JiS{ g JJD £3: 
miy-no sakar-i-N-pyitO tOmosi-kyi ro kamo 
body-GEN bloom-NML-DV(A TTR)-person envious-ATTR 
DV(ATTR)PT 
How [I] am envious of the people who are in their prime! (KK 95) 

*~:;ffi"£3:JJD£3:f6:JJD~5i.ti\~Wf~JJD.btJJDmEltlf~~~lt1! 
kyepu mo kamo saka-myiNtuk-urasi taka pyikar-u pyi-no myiya
pyitO 
today PT PT rice.wine-soak-SUP high shine-ATTR sun-GEN 
palace-person 
Today, the courtiers from the palace of the High Shining Sun seem 
to be inebriated in wine, too! (KK 102) 

~~M*~ti\~ ~ ~Jjf5tJJD£3:~iiJ ~.$ 
myi-yama-N-kakur-i-te myi-ye-Ns-u kamo ar-am-u 
HON-mountain-LOC-hide-INF-SUB see-PASS-NEG-FIN PT 
exist-TENT -ATTR 
[you] will hide in the mountains, and [I] will not be able to see 
[you]! (KK 112) 

~~~~IS~il~ g~m 
kyimyi pa kasikwo-kyi ro kamo 
lord TOP awesome-ATTR DV(ATTR) PT 
[ my] lord is awesome! (NK 47) 

~:tc~t5t*z s gJ;tlfl.. .. .. 
WOTOMYE-NKA TOMO TOMOSI-kyi ro kamo 
maiden-POSS companion envious-ATTR DV(ATTR) PT 
[I] am envious of maidens' companions! (MYS I: 53) 
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**'7ijl~IliH~{tR § ~1&{.'~~Jm~J("~ 
ANTUSA YUMYI PYIK-ANPA MANlMA N-I YOR-Am-ey
NtOmo NOTI-NO KOKORO-wo SIR-I-kate-n-u kamwo 
catalpa bow pull-COND according DV-INF approach-TENT-EV
CONC after-GEN heart-ACC know-INF -POT -NEG-ATTR PT 
Although [I] would go to [you] if [you] pull [the strings of my heart 
like] a catalpa bow, [I] cannot know [your] feelings after [that]! 
(MYS II: 98) 

:~J!l~~1~ g riJ~ 
KAPAR-AP-U MYI-RE-NPA KANASI-KYI ro kamo 
change-ITER-ATTR see-EV-CON sad-ATTR DV(ATTR) PT 
when [I] see how [they] change, [it] is sad! (MYS III: 478) 

~~~~.W.~mfift~~~n~griJ. 
kusi myi-tama ima-no wotutu-ni taputwo-kyi ro kamu 
mysterious HON-stone now-GEN reality-LOC awesome-ATTR 
DV(ATTR)PT 
[these] mysterious stones are awesome in the present [day's] reality! 
(MYS V: 813) 

.lt~WJ~~~~jJDM~fik ~iiJ~{:g:~£3:{j:J-;f:Z*ft~~~.~~§1§ 
~~jJDf,3: 
pyitO NkotO n-i wor-i kaNsas-i-tutu aswoNp-ey-Ntomo iya 
meyNturasi-kyi uMEY-no pana kamo 
person every DV-INF break-INF decorate-INF-COOR play-EV
CONC more.and.more be.lovely-ATTR plum-GEN blossoms PT 
Although every person enjoys [himself] breaking [plum blossoms] 
and decorating [his hair with them], the plum blossoms are more 
and more lovely! (MYS V: 828) 

ma.m k k ~ ~ ~jn13 ¥JTEriJ f,3: 
parwo-parwo n-i omop-oy-uru kamo 
distant-distant DV -INF think-PASS-ATTR PT 
[I] suddenly think [of it as] being distant! (MYS V: 866) 

.l.t ~ 00 .~~jJD~ ~J( riJ f,3: 
pyitO KUNI-ni suNkiy-kate-n-u kamo 
person land-LOC pass-POT -NEG-A TTR PT 
It is unbearable to pass [away] (lit.: cannot pass away) in [another] 
person['s] land, alas! (MYS V: 885) 
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~~ff$:#fo~¥mw-BJ: 
kyimyi-ni kwopiy-watar-u kamo 
lord-DAT 10ng.for(INF)-cross-ATTR PT 
[1] will continue to long for you! (MYS XV: 3603) 

*t~~!A.Z**L~~?F1J\*mEPJ -BJ: 
key naNka-ku si ar-e-Npa kwopiy-n-i-kyer-u kamo 
day long-INF PT exist-EV-CON 10ng.for(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR
ATTRPT 
because it has been a long time (lit.: days) [since we left], [I] have 
been longing for [the capital]! (MYS XV: 3668) 

~~~.~~m~~M~~*~t~*mEW-BJ: 
mwomyit-i-N-PA-no tir-i-no maNkap-yi pa kyepu-ni mo ar-u 
kamo 
leaves.turn.redlyellow-NML-GEN-Ieaf-GEN fall-NML-GEN 
scatter.around-NML TOP today-LOC PT exist-ATTR PT 
The scattering of maple leaves occurs today, too! (MYS XV: 3700) 

*~~PJ-BJ:~ili$:~mtt~~~!A.*m1J\z~m~M~~1J\~ 
~&~Z-
kyepu mwo kamo myiyakwo-n-ar-i-s-eNpa MYI-m-aku por-i nisi
no MYI-MA Y A-no two-ni tat-er-amasi 
today PT PT capital-LOC-exist-INF-PAST/ATTR-COND see
TENT-NML desire-INF west-GEN HON-stable-GEN outside-LOC 
stand-PROG-SUBJ 
If [I] were in the capital today, too, [I] would be standing outside 
the Western Imperial Stables, wanting to see [you]! (MYS XV: 
3776) 

WHgP3f-~j]D~t,~,~~g~U:~~ PJ~ 
UMEY Y ANANKIY wor-i kaNsas-i-te-Npa omwop-yi na-myi 
kamwo 
plum willow break-INF decorate-INF-PERF-COND think-NML 
no-GERPT 
because, if [we] had broken [branches] of plum trees and willows 
and decorated [our heads], there would be no [sad] thoughts! (MYS 
XVII: 3905) 

~~e~~!A.ff.~z~~*.~~~~PJ*~fi*~~~z 
**PJ-BJ: 
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wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka kuni-pye [i]mas-i-n-aNpa potOtONkyisu nak
am-u sa-tukiy pa saNpusi-ky-em-u kami) 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS land-DIR come(HON)-INF-PERF
COND cuckoo cry-TENT -A TTR fifth-month TOP be.1onely
ATTR-TENT -ATTR PT 
If my beloved would have [ only] returned to [his] land, [because in] 
the fifth lunar month when the cuckoo will cry, [I] would be lonely! 
(MYS XVII: 3996) 

ftc ~ fIJ~~~1ig~at~ Z f5(:~f,3: 
sa-yuri-no pana-no wem-ap-asi-kyi kami) 
PREF-lily-GEN flower-GEN smile-ITER-ADJ-ATTR PT 
the lily flowers are smile-provoking! (MYS XVIII: 4086) 

~at~*m~~~z~m~RfiaR.~A~z~~*~~fi 
1nERf,3: 
MYI-m-aku por-i omwop-yi-si napey n-i kaNtura kakey kaNkup
asi KYIMYI-wo ap-yi MYI-t-uru kami) 
see-TENT-NML want-FIN think-INF-PAST/ATTR CONJ DV-INF 
vines attach(INF) dear-ADJ lord-ACC meet-INF see(INF)-PERF
ATTRPT 
Just as [I] thought that [I] want to see [you], [I] met and saw you, 
[my] dear [friend], with vines [in your hair]! (MYS XVIII: 4120) 

~~Z~~~~~~~~Z~~~ft*~*~~f,3: 
nal~tesikwo pa AKYI SAK-U MONOwo KYIMYI-NKA IPYE
NO YUKYI IPAPO-ni sak-yer-i-kyer-u kami) 
carnation TOP fall bloom-ATTR CONJ lord-POSS house-GEN 
snow rock-LOC bloom-PROG-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
Although carnations bloom in the fall, [it] turned out that [they] 
have bloomed at the snow rocks of your house! (MYS XIX: 4231) 

(2) Inquiry arising from uncertainty ('I wonder'): 

~1ig~~~:Im!~t~$tt~~1J~fiR~*~JtJs~ s s *~ ttfi 
fi:lm!~ t~ mthD f,3: at J::t fifi:lm! ~ t~ mthD f,3: 
kono myi-kyi-wo kam-yi-ky-em-u pyitO pa sono tuNtumyi usu n-i 
tate-te utap-yi-tutu kam-yi-kyer-e kami) map-yi-tutu kam-yi-kyer-e 
kami) 
this HON-rice.wine-ACC brew-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
person TOP that drum mortar DV-INF place(INF)-SUB sing-INF-
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COOR brew-INF-RETR-EV PT dance-INF-COOR brew-INF
RETR-EVPT 
I wonder [whether] the person who brewed this rice wine, turned 
his drum [upside down] as a mortar and brewed [it] while singing, 
brewed [it] while dancing! (KK 40) 
Note that in this example kama follows not the attributive, but the evidential form . 

• ff~~~ ••• ~~~mg~~~M.~~g~~ 
myeNtOri n-o wa-Nka opo kyimyi-no or-os-u pata ta-Nka tane ro 
kamo 
MyeNtOri DV-ATTR I-POSS great lady-GEN weave-HON-ATTR 
fabric who-POSS material DV PT 
The fabric my lady MyeNtOri weaves, I wonder for whom (lit. 
whose) the material is? (KK 66) 

~~gfiIUjI'tfl);1JDWT.~1fjJDWT.~1fS3 S3WT{ijJD~jJD;B~&'~ 
1fM --
myi-moro-no i t-u kasi-Nka motO kasi-Nka motO yuyusi-kyi kamo 
kasi-para wotOmye 
HON-mountain-GEN sacred DV -ATTR oak-POSS below oak
POSS below awesome-ATTR PT oak-field maiden 
Under the sacred oaks of the sacred mountain, is [not she] awesome, 
a maiden from the oak field, I wonder? (KK 92) 

W~~~~~~~~~~~~~k~~k~ 
isi mura-wo ta-N-kwos-i-ni kwos-aNpa kwos-i-kate-m-u kamo 
stone group-ACC hand-LOC-pass-NML-LOC pass-COND pass
INF -POT-TENT -A TTR PT 
if [you] move by hands the heaps of stones, would [it] be possible 
to move [them], I wonder? (NK 19) 

jj~ 'm' JljfiiJ ~TIH~z {jI'-B;j:;ftM Wl:tc tR 13:!.~. 
nani to kamo utukusi imo-Nka mata sak-yi-[i]Nte-ko-n-u 
what DV PT beautiful beloved-POSS again bloom-INF-exit(INF)
come-NEG-A TTR 
for (lit: being) what [reason], I wonder, does not [my] beautiful 
beloved bloom again? (NK 114) 

m~*~~~g~.~*~~g1f§~~~* •• 
APYI-MYI-TE PA TUKIY mwo PEY-N-AKU n-i KWOP-U TO 
IPA-NPA woso ro to WARE-wo omwop-as-am-u kamo 
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COOP-see(INF)-SUB TOP month PT pass-NEG-NML DV -INF 
love-FIN DV say-COND hasty DV(FIN) DV I-ACC think-HON
TENT-ATTR PT 
If [I] tell [you] that [I] love [you] without even a month passing 
since [we] met each other, I wonder [whether you] would think 
that [I] am hasty (MYS IV: 654) 

{jtPJ_* ~fit S 1ig~{i_PJ-m: 
ika n-i ar-am-u PYI-no tOkyi-ni kamo 
how DV-INF exist-TENT-ATTR day-GEN time-LOC PT 
I wonder, in whattime of the day ... (MYS V: 810) 

~W~.~w_~*m~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~2 
-tltfr~1JD ~ 
uMEY-no pana ima sak-yer-u NkotO tir-i-suNkiy-Ns-u wa-Nka 
[i]pye-no sono-ni ar-i-kose-n-u kamwo 
plum-GEN blossom now bloom-PROG-ATTR like fall-INF-pass
NEG-INF I-POSS house-GEN garden-LOC exist-INF-BEN-NEG
ATTRPT 
Plum blossoms! I wonder whether [you] would not stay [for me] in 
the garden of my house without falling and blooming like now 
(MYS V: 816) 

ltf&:PJ $1ig~iiJ *Wzlf. 83 s1ig~~{PJ~Ij!i\¥*1JD-m: 
pyisa kata n-o amey-ywori yukyi-no naNkare-k-uru kamo 
eternal hard DV -A TTR heaven-ABL snow-GEN flow(INF)-come
ATTRPT 
I wonder [whether it is] snow that flows down from the eternal and 
strong heaven (MYS V: 822) 

BmJLJ~s~~831i{jtmWTPJ-m:*giP3f-~fit~g-m:ttm~ 
MWOMWO-PYE Y AMA KWOYE-te suNkiy-yuk-yi itu si kamo 
MYIY AKWO-wo myi-m-u to omop-yi-tutu 
hundred-CL mountain cross.over(INF)-SUB pass(INF)-go-INF 
when PT PT capital-ACC see-TENT-ATTR DV think-INF-COOR 
crossing over and passing through hundreds of mountains [I] was 
thinking: "When [I] will see the capital, I wonder?" (MYS V: 886) 

;R1~~*ffi]*L~PJ -m:*_$~¥jf~s 
AMA-NO NKAPA pyeNtat-ure-Npa kamo amata suNpye na-kyi 
heaven-GEN river separate-EV-CON PT many way no-ATTR 
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I wonder, is [it not] because the Heavenly River separates [them], 
there is not much that can be done (MYS VIII: 1522) 

~.z~e~m.~fim~~~~z~~~ 
nani si kamo kiyri-ni tat-uNpey-ku naNkeyk-yi s-i-mas-am-u 
what PT PT fog-COMP rise-DEB-INF lament-NML do-INF-HON
TENT-ATTR 
I wonder, why should [you] lament so that [your tears] have to rise 
as a fog? (MYS XV: 3581) 

~sfi~~~ ~ ~~fi s J]\*lftX5flj{i~~~~oo!:t~~{is~ 
*~~e 
okyi-tu namyi taka-ku tat-u PYI-ni ap-yer-i-kyi to myiyakwo-no 
pyitO pa kyik-yi-te-ky-em-u kamo 
offing-GENILOC wave high-INF rise-ATTR day-DAT meet
PROG-INF-PASTIFIN DV capital-GEN person TOP hear-INF
PERF(INF)-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR PT 
I wonder whether people in the capital might have heard that [we] 
met with a day when waves in the offing rose high (MYS XV: 
3675) 

~**~e*~~~Z*~ 
taNta miy kamo ayamat-i s-i-ky-em-u 
direct body PT mistake-NML do-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-ATTR 
Did [he] probably make a mistake himself, I wonder? (MYS XV: 
3688) 

*~A*W~~~e~~~~~oo*~oo~~~~~ 
OPO MYIY A PYITO PA ima mwo kamo pyitO naNpur-i nomiy 
konom-yi-tar-uram-u 
great place person TOP now PT PT person mock-NML PT like
INF-PERFIPROG-TENT2-ATTR 
Do the people from the Great Palace probably continue to like just 
to mock [other] people now as well, I wonder? (MYS XV: 3758) 

{jt~OO~~~;fFZ~{i~;fJt~~{~~~{jt~J]\jJae-tlt~ 
ima-no NkotO kwopiysi-ku kyimyi-Nka omwop-oye-Npa ika n-i 
kamo se-m-u 
now-GEN like longing-INF 10rd-POSS think-PASS-COND how 
DV-INF PT do-TENT-ATTR 
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If [I] think of you longingly like now, what shall [I] do [later], I 
wonder? (MYS XVII: 3928) 

f)cJilz ~~I!X :sf-~*{jJ-~i!~1J\PJ-B3: 
AKYI KANSE-NO PUK-AM-U-wo MAT-ANPA itO TOPO-myi 
kamo 
autumn wind-GEN blow-TENT-ATTR-ACC wait-COND very 
distant-GER PT 
I wonder [whether it is] because [it would] be very long if [they] 
would wait for the autumn wind to blow (MYS XIX: 4219) 

~)ff~ fi~ 1; z {;t5' ~1]\ -B3:*mEJJD-B3: 
myi-m-aku-no posi-kyi kyimyi n-i mo ar-u kamo 
see-TENT-NML-GEN desire-ATTR lord DV-INF PT exist-ATTR 
PT 
I wonder whether [it] is also [my] lord whom [I] want to see (MYS 
XX: 4449) 

z~z~~~-B3:*JJD~{~~1J\JJD~ 
siNpa-siNpa myi tomo ak-am-u kyimyi kamwo 
often 100k(FIN) CON] get. enough-TENT -ATTR lord PT 
even if [I] look [at you] often, would [I] get enough of [ my] lord, I 
wonder? (MYS XX: 4503) 

W} II i$-ffl*~Jt{Jt-;J]O-ffl:YV(T~iiJJJD ~M~~-$ 
YAMA KAPA-NO KYIYWO-KYI TOKORO-WONPA TARE
TO TOMO n-i kamo MYI-SONAP-AS-I-aNkar-apey-T AMAP
Am-u 
mountain river-GEN clean-A TTR place-ACC(EMPH) who-COM 
together DV-INF PT 100k(INF)-put.in.order-HON-INF-rise-ITER
HON-TENT -ATTR 
With whom will [I] be constantly looking up together at the clean 
places of mountains and rivers, I wonder? (SM 51) 

SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION -TE-SI KA - -TE-SI KAMO 
The perfective past attributive verbal form -te-si followed by the 
emphatic particle kama expresses desire. Only in this construction 
the particle kama frequently appears in the abbreviated form ka. 
Note that this abbreviated form is not identical to the interrogative 
particle ka, since the construction -te-si ka ~ -te-si kama does not 
introduce any questions. 
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~i)Ii~,~-m:{jJ-,*m~Cj zPI 
tatu n-o [U]MA mo ima mo e-te-si ka 
dragon DV -ATTR horse PT now obtain(INF)-PERF(INF)
PAST/ATTR PT 
[I] want to obtain the dragon horse now, too (MYS V: 808) 

~ ts' =§ ~@mjj gifi PI Ilf] 
AMA TA YWO mwo NE-TE-si kamo 
many night PT sleep(INF)-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR PT 
[I] want to sleep many nights (MYS VIII: 1520) 

~~,~~mE~J]\=§~rmgifi~ 
POTOTONKYISU nak-ar-u KUNI-ni mwo YUK-YI-te-si ka 
cuckoo sing-PASS-ATTR land-LOC go-INF-PERF(INF)
PAST/ATTRPT 
[I] want to go to the land where a cuckoo spontaneously sings 
(MYS VIII: 1467) 

*,*~~iliPIm~i)PI~J]\~CjzPI-m: 
ama tONp-u ya kari-wo tukapyi n-i e-te-si kamo 
heaven fly-ATTR PT wild.goose-ACC messenger DV-INF 
ohtain(INF)-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR PT 
[I] want to obtain wild geese that fly in heaven as messengers! 
(MYS XV: 3676) 

iBlm~~~etLiBl~~~Jjft}Z~~J"~~~{jJ-,*iBl~J(z PIM-s~ 
ftcV;~-$ 
pari-N-pukurwo kore pa taNpar-i-n-u suri-N-pukurwo ima pa e-te
si ka okyina sabiy se-m-u 
needle-GEN-bag this TOP receive(HUM)-INF-PERF-FIN 
bamboo.box-GEN-bag now TOP get(INF)-PERF-PAST/ATTR 
PT old. man like do-TENT -A TTR 
Needle bag - this [I] have received. Now [I] want to get a bag for 
a bamboo box. [I] will [then] behave like an old man (MYS XVIII: 
4133) 

mtJ]\~~t1;ZPI=§ 
UTUTU-ni to OMOP-YI-te-si kamwo 
reality-LOC DV think-INF-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR 
[I] want to think that [it is] in reality (MYS XIX: 4237) 
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M~*~**~~~.~.*m~~~ 
asa-na [a]sa-na aNkar-u pyiNpari n-i nar-i-te-si ka 
morning-PLUR morning-PLUR rise-ATTR skylark DV-INF 
become-INF-PERF-PAST/ATTR PT 
every morning, [I] want to have become a skylark, flying up 
(MYS XX: 4433) 

*i±z*j(~~~~f%z*zj( 
TUKAPEY-MATUR-Asimey-te-si ka to OMOp-os-i-meys-i-te 
serve(INF)-HUM-CAUS(INF)-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR PT 
DV think-HON-INF-HON-INF-SUB 
[Dokyo] thought: "[I] want to make [them] serve" (SM 36) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The emphatic particle kama (also spelled as kamwo) is well attested 
in Eastern Old Japanese. Like in Western Old Japanese there is also 
a variant kamu attested only once (see the example from MYS XX: 
4403 below), but unlike WOJ kamu, EOJ kamu may not necessarily 
be a scribal error, because there are other cases when WOJ 101 
corresponds to EOJ lui. Similar to Western Old Japanese, EOJ 
kama also has functions of exclamation and inquiry arising from 
uncertainty. Examples: 

(1) Exclamation: 

W.&lBl~*~~~~lBl~i¥l~~ 
KWO-ra pa kanasi-ku omwop-ar-uru kamwo 
beloved-DIM TOP loving-INF think-PASS-ATTR PT 
oh, how passionately [I] long for [my] beloved! (MYS XIV: 3372) 

16::]] )J~*~ 1]\*~¥TrEi!t*~ £t 
satwo-no myi-naka-ni ap-yer-u se-na kamo 
village-GEN HON(?)-middle-LOC meet-PROG-A TTR beloved
DIMPT 
oh, [ my] beloved whom [I] have met in the middle of the village! 
(MYS XIV: 3463) 

~*~~)J~B~~m~~~*~w~~~.~&lBl*~~~ 
~1i~~£t 
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opo kyimyi-no myi-kotO kasikwo-myi kanasi imwo-Nka ta-makura 
pan are ywo-N-tat-i k-yi-n-wo kamo 
great lord-GEN HON-word awesome-GER dear beloved-POSS 
hand-pillow separate(INF) night -LOC-depart -INF come-INF
PERF-ATTRPT 
Because the imperial command is awesome, [I] went away from the 
hands of my dear beloved [that 1 used as] a pillow, and departing at 
night, came [here]! (MYS XIV: 3480) 

X:~~{i~mJJ~mlBlS3{ijJO~~jJo.:§ 
TITI-wo ok-yi-te MYITI-no NANKATE pa yuk-yi-kate-n-wo 
kamwo 
father-ACC leave-INF-SUB way-GEN length TOP go-INF-POT
NEG-ATTRPT 
[I] cannot go [this] long way, leaving my father! (MYS XX: 4341) 

.*~~~~~.~~~~~~~$JJ.~m~~_~~4~ 
{i~jJo$ 
opo kyimyi-no myi-koto kasikwo-myi awo kumu-no tonoNpyik-u 
yama-wo kwoyo-te k-yi-n-wo kamu 
great lord-GEN HON-word awesome-GER blue cloud trail-ATTR 
mountain-ACC cross(INF)-SUB come-INF -PERF -ATTR PT 
Since the sovereign's (lit.: great lord's) order is awesome, [I] came 
[here] crossing mountains where dark clouds trail! (MYS XX: 4403) 

~ • .:§~.fi.~~.:§~~~~~.~~~ 
wa-Nk-yimwo-kwo-Nka tukey-si piymwo-Nka wo taye-n-i-keyr-u 
kamo 
I-POSS-beloved-DIM-POSS attach(INF)-PASTI ATTR cord-POSS 
cord break(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
the cords [of my garment] that my beloved tied, broke off! (MYS 
XX: 4404) 

(2) Inquiry arising from uncertainty ('I wonder'): 

fD~-tltiij:~*tt ~ 1E;fJI-lBlftt 
wa-Nka se-kwo-wo aN-tO kamo ip-am-u 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-ACC what-DV PT say-TENT-ATTR 
What shall [I] say about my beloved, I wonder? (MYS XIV: 3379) 
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frJ( mE:ft{fHlttctf-tlt g ~ PI -IE: 
n-uru-Nka [u]pey-ni aN-tO se-ro to kamo 
sleep-ATTR-POSS top-LOC what-DV do-IMP DV PT 
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besides sleeping [with her], I wonder what [else do I] do? (MYS 
XIV: 3465) 

{jt RS:! PI -IE:;J]D~:Z1i-tltg:ftfo.trjPIw\~.$ 
iNtu-yu kamo kanasi-kyi se-ro-Nka wa-Nkari kaywop-am-u 
where-ABL PT beloved-ATTR husband-DIM-POSS I-DIR visit
TENT-ATTR 
where will my beloved husband visit me from, I wonder? (MYS 
XIV: 3549) 

~.W~~~~4mE~PI~w\mE~*ili~* 
wa-Nka se-na-ni ap-yi-yor-u to kamwo yworu tOkye-yasu-kye 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-DAT meet-INF-approach-FIN DV PT night 
untie(INF)-easy-A TTR 
is [the garment cord] easy to untie at night because [I] think that [I] 
will meet with my beloved, I wonder? (MYS XIV: 3483) 

i)'i\:Z~Ti~.$;J]D¥5fEmt/iiJJ{jti):Z;J]D~i);J]D~J#~IHl Cj 'i\ Tiff 
~.$PI~ --
tukusi-pey-ni pye muk-ar-u pune-no itu si kamwo tukapye-matur-i
te kuni-ni pey muk-am-wo 
Tukusi-side-LOC bow turn-PROG-ATTR boat-GEN when PT PT 
serve(INF)-HUM-INF -SUB province-LOC bow tum-TENT -ATTR 
I wonder when the boat which is [now] turning [its] bow towards 
Tukusi will tum its bow towards [my home] province, after [I 
finish my] service (MYS XX: 4359) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The emphatic particle kamo ~ kamu ~ kam ~ kay in Ryukyuan is 
attested only in the Setouchi dialect of Amami (Nohara 1998: 117). 
The scarce attestation in Ryukyuan is suspicious, but since the 
direct borrowing from Western Old Japanese to Setouchi is 
unlikely, this particle should be recognized as a cognate. The 
emphatic particle kamo ~ kamu ~ kam ~ kay is always followed by 
a verb in the negative form. Examples: 
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Setouchi 

taa mUl) kamo wakar-al) 
who thing PT understand-NEG/ATTR 
[I] do not even know whose thing [it is] (Nohara 1998: 117) 

hanns! tur-u-ga ?id3-ar-u kamu sirir-al) 
potato take-ATTR-ALL go(SUB)-exist-ATTR PT know
NEG/ATTR 
[I] do not know whether [she] went to collect potatoes (Nohara 
1998: 117) 

9.4.2 EMPHATIC PARTICLE SI 
It is difficult to define the exact meaning of the emphatic particle si, 
but it appears to add a special emphasis to the preceding word or 
phrase. The difficulty in defining the exact function of si suggests 
that it probably was a property of Western Old Japanese discourse. 
It is found after different parts of speech: nominals, some verbal 
forms, adverbs, and various particles. 

Chart 112: Combinations of the emphatic particle si with 
d· h prece mg morpl emes 

mo~hemes combination forms 
nominal nominal + si 
adverb adverb + si 
dative-locative case marker -ni -ni si 
abs.!accusative case marker -wo -wo si 
infinitive -{yli -{Yli si 
infinitive -ku -ku si 
nominalizer -{yli -{yli si 
nominalizer -(a)ku -(a)ku si 
subordinative gerund -te -te si 
emphatic particle ya yasi 
restrictive particle nomiy nomiysi 

Most particles do not precede, but follow the emphatic particle 
si: 
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Chart 113: Combinations of the emphatic particle si with 
till '1 o owmg partIc es 

particles combination forms 
focus particle mo si mo 
focus particle so siso 
focus particle koso si koso 
desiderative particle moNkamo si moNkamo 
interrogative particle ka si ka 
emphatic particle kamo si kamo 
emphatic particle mo si mo 

Examples: 

~iiJ~f,3:~nf~wr~iiJlit~1j~Ji~~Ji~1j~;B 
a pa mo yo mye n-i si ar-e-Npa na-wo [o]k-yi-te wo pa na-si 
I TOP PT PT woman DV-INF PT exist-EV-CON you-ACC leave
INF-SUB man TOP no-FIN 
Because I am a woman, [I] have no [other] man, besides you (KK 
5) 

W~~~~~.~;B.~~f,3:~.g~;B~~~~W~~f,3:~ 
.~~~~;B~Jff-$ 
ise-no umyi-no opiy-[i]si-ni pap-yi-motOpor-op-u sitaNtamyi9 -no i
pap-yi-motOpor-i ut-i-te si yam-am-u 
Ise-GEN sea-GEN grow(INF)-stone-LOC crawl-INF-go.around
ITER-ATTR seashell-COMP DLF-crawl-INF-go.around-INF hit
INF-SUB PT stop-TENT-FIN 
like the shellfish that are constantly crawling around on the 
growing rocks of the Ise sea, [we] will crawl around [them] there, 
smite and stop [them] (KK 13) 

~fi~f,3:~.~~~.f,3:~wrfi*~~~wr~f,3:~~~ 
awo na mo kyiNpiy pyito-tO tomo n-i si tum-ey-Npa tanwosi-ku 
mo ar-u ka 
green vegetables PT KyiNpiy person-COM together DV-INF PT 
pick-EV -CON delightful-INF PT exist-ATTR PT 
Is [not it] delightful when [I] pick green vegetables together with 
the girl from KyiNpiy? (KK 54) 

9 ;01Ht~ /sitaNtamyi!, a kind of an edible seashell (MdJ kisago). 
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tJ~.~~~~iiJm*~fliJeI!i¥=IK~£~-T1I~1!i¥=5JliJm:ffi 
kwopaNta wotomye araswop-aNs-u ne-si-ku-wo si Nso urupasi
myi [0 ]mop-u 
KwopaNta maiden resist-NEG-INF sleep(INF)-PAST/ATTR
NML-ACC PT PT loving-GER think-A TTR 
[I] think lovingly about the fact that a KwopaNta maiden slept 
[with me] without resisting (NK 38) 

-Sf-1Etf9iJ;ft~;tFfifJUi!m~~ £3: §' Jj:f~£ ~~rt 
wo-mure-Nka upey-ni kumo Ntani mo siru-ku si tat-aNpa 
DIM-mountain-POSS top-LOC cloud PT PT distinct-INF PT rise
COND 
if just the clouds distinctly rise above the small mountain (NK 116) 

1lt!!:~Jf13 frillt 1H~~iiJ~nNtrt{JIH~ fi 
tare ya si pyit6 mo apyi-omop-an-aku n-i 
who PT PT person PT REC-Iove-NEG-NML DV -INF 
because [she] is not mutually in love with anyone else (NK 93) 

.gR~m~~~mgm~~mm~~~mgm 
yoroNtu yo-ni ka-ku si moNkamo ti yo-ni mo ka-ku si moNkamo 
ten thousand year-LOC thus-INF PT PT thousand year-LOC PT 
thus-INF PT PT 
[I] wish [that my sovereign] will be in this way in ten thousand 
years, [I] wish [he] will be in this way in a thousand years, too 
(NK 102) 

-9-~~tJ~fi~4~~ 
yor-aNsi kwo-ra-ni si yor-aNpa 
approach-NEG/TENT girl-DIM-DAT PT approach-COND 
when [I] approach [my] dear girl, [I] will not approach [other 
girls] (FK 4) 

~~~~~$~£~£3:~~~~~~~W4~~~~~~~£ 
~;flj*~ 
yo-no naka pa munasi-kyi mono to sir-u tokyi si iyoyo masu-masu 
kanasi-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
world-GEN inside TOP empty-ATTR thing DV know-ATTR time 
PT more.and.more more.and.more sad-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
When [I] realized that the world is empty, [it] turned out to be 
more and more sad (MYS V: 793) 
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11[)aJ {JtWT~{tJl 
yasu i si n-as-an-u 
easy sleep PT sleep-CAUS-NEG-ATTR 
[you] do not let [me] sleep an easy sleep (MYS V: 802) 

~~.~)aJ~~WT~W~ •• ~M.~ 
tOk[o]-yipa-nasu ka-ku si moNkamo to omop-ey-NtOmo 
eternal-rock-COMP thus-INF PT PT DV think-EV -CONC 
Although [I] think that [I] would like to be (thus) like an eternal 
rock ... (MYS V: 805) 

~~.~.~~&~~~*~~~~M~_~&~&~.W* 
.Z~~$ --
taNta n-i ap-aNs-u ar-aku mwo opo-ku sik-yi-tapey-no makura sar
aNs-u-te imey-ni si myi-ye-m-u 
direct DV-INF meet-NEG-INF exist-NML PT many-INF spread
INF-mulberry.tree.bark.cloth-GEN pillow go.away-NEG-INF-SUB 
dream-LOC PT see-PASS-TENT-FIN 
There are also many occasions when [we] do not meet directly, 
[and I] want to see [you] in [my] dream without going away from 
[your] mulberry tree bark cloth pillow (MYS V: 809) 

~ ~WTc ~ ,~~3f-1JDttZ E3 ~~~~~~_* 
ka-ku si koso uMEY-wo kaNsas-i-te tanwosi-ku nom-am-ey 
thus-INF PT PT plum-ACC decorate-INF-SUB be.merry-INF 
drink-TENT -EV 
decorating [our hair] with plum [blossoms] in this way, [we] 
should drink merrily (MYS V: 833) 

~~~~.~3f-f!I!1JDttZtmtm~glt~~~~iiJ~~~~tL~~1J\11[il 
Z;f~~:fI1 
uMEY-no pana wor-i kaNsas-i-tutu mworo pyitO-no aswoNp-u-wo 
myi-re-Npa myiyakwo si Nso [0 ]mwop-u 
plum-GEN flower break.off-INF put.in.the.hair-INF-COOR all 
person-GEN play-ATTR-ACC see-EV-CON capital PT PT think
ATTR 
When [I] see that all people enjoy themselves breaking off plum 
blossoms and putting [them] in [their] hair, [I] think of the capital 
(MYS V: 843) 
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~.~~~~&~~Wfi~~~~m.~~$.~~fik 
MWOMWO-PYE Y AMA KWOYE-te suNkiy-yuk-yi itu si kamo 
MYIY AKWO-wo myi-m-u to omop-yi-tutu 
hundred-CL mountain cross.over(INF)-SUB pass(INF)-go-INF 
when PT PT capital-ACC see-TENT-ATTR DV think-INF-COOR 
crossing over and passing through hundreds of mountains [I] was 
thinking: "When [I] will see the capital, I wonder?" (MYS V: 886) 

m:sL ~tfJifi J~jJ]\ z * IHfJi~ 
TONP-YI-TAT-I-kane-t-u TORI n-i si ar-an-e-Npa 
fly-INF-depart-INF-NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF-FIN bird DV-INF PT 
exist-NEG-EV-CON 
[I] could not flyaway because [I] am not a bird (MYS V: 893) 

@:cz fPJ:tm ~-*J]\ t/3 a~ ~!6 >t 
KWOP-URE-NtOmo NANI si ka IMWO-ni AP-U TOKYI mwo 
na-kyi 
love-EV -CONC what PT PT beloved-DAT meet-ATTR time PT 
no-ATTR 
although [I] love [her], why is there no time at all to meet [my] 
beloved? (MYS XII: 2994) 

litc.$~r~'~m~w~1t~ 
koko-wo si mwo ma-KUPASI-myi kamo KAKEY -m-aku 
here-ABS PT PT INT-beautiful-GER PT think-TENT-NML 
thinking that it is indeed beautiful here (MYS XIII: 3234) 

*~z~~*m~~fim~*~~z~~$ 
nani si kamo kiyri-ni tat-uNpey-ku naNkeyk-yi s-i-mas-am-u 
what PT PT fog-COMP rise-DEB-INF lament-NML do-INF
HON-TENT-ATTR 
I wonder, why should [you] lament so that [your tears] have to rise 
as a fog? (MYS XV: 3581) 

*t*ft~z*tL~tJ;J¥J]\*¥m~ ~ 
key naNka-ku si ar-e-Npa kwopiy-n-i-kyer-u kamo 
day long-INF PT exist-EV-CON 10ng.for(INF)-PERF-INF
RETR-ATTRPT 
because it has been a long time (lit.: days) [since we left], [I] have 
been longing for [the capital] (MYS XV: 3668) 
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~~~.~$~~~Z&~~~*Z~~~ 
s-uru suNpye-no taNtwokyi-wo sir-an-i ne nomiy si so nak-u 
do-ATTR way-GEN clue-ACC know-NEG-INF sound PT PT PT 
cry-ATTR 
[I] have no (lit. do not know) clue what to do, and [I] just sob 
loudly (MYS XV: 3777) 

S 1l~~*LS3*t~*~Z ~~~/(fJ 
PYI-no kure-yuk-e-Npa IPYE-wo si so omwop-u 
sub-GEN set(INF)-go-EV -CON home-ACC PT PT think-ATTR 
because the sun is setting, [I] think of [my] home (MYS XVII: 
3895) 

$~~$Zffcl*~&Z 
TanaNpata si PUNA-NOR-I s-urasi 
Weaver PT boat-board-NML do-SUP 
It seems that the Weaver boards the boat (MYS XVII: 3900) 

{jI":mZ1JD~~7;rpr~&$tt 
itu si ka to naNkeyk-as-uram-u so 
when PT PT DV lament-HON-TENT2-ATTR PT 
[she] probably laments, saying: 'When [will he return]?' (MYS 
XVII: 3962) 

$~~Jff7JS36Z!i\&Z~ 
Tati yama-no yukyi si k-urasi-mo 
Tati mountain-GEN snow PT melt-SUP-EXCL 
It seems that the snow on Mount Tati has melted! (MYS XVII: 
4024) 

~q:c~Z£3:*~1i$ftJJ~**LZ*~{jI"~-9-~£3:J;t~ 
koko-wo si mo aya n-i taputwo-myi uresi-ky-eku iyoyo omop-yi-te 
here-ABS PT PT extreme DV-INF be venerable-GER be glad
ATTR-NML more.and.more think-INF-SUB 
thinking with joy more and more how extremely venerable our 
position is (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

*Z~6~&~~~Z*tt.~.~R&~$~Z!i\* •• * 
kwosi-no kyimyi-ra-tO ka-ku si koso Y AnaNkiy kaNturak-yi 
tanwosi-ku aswoNp-am-ey 
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Kwosi-GEN lord-PLUR-COM thus-INF PT PT willow 
wear.as.a.wig-INF pleasant-INF amuse-TENT-EV 
[I] will amuse [myself] with lords from Kwosi by putting willow 
[branches] in our hair in this way (MYS XVIII: 4071) 

:g:~'lJ\PI 1i7Cj\~Z~~ 
WARE-ni kakyi-mukey OMOP-YI si OMOP-ANpa 
I-DAT PREF-tum(IMP) love-NML PT love-COND 
if [you] indeed love [me], tum to me (MYS XIX: 4191) 

~f*z tfJitjH~i)9~o~i:!t~I:3{jl" 7J~~ 
napo si neNk-ap-yi-t-u ti t6se-no inoti-wo 
still PT pray-ITER-INF-PERF-FIN thousand year-GEN life-ACC 
[I] have still been praying for a thousand year life (MYS XX: 4470) 

**JJ~jJO~~PIj\~*L~tfJi~*Z~jJOS3 
arney-no myikaNtwo-wo kakey-t-ure-Npa ne nomiy si nak-ay-u 
heaven-GEN sovereign-ACC think.in.the.heart(INF)-EV -CON 
sound PT PT cry-PASS-FIN 
Because [I] think in my heart about [ my] heavenly sovereign, [I] 
only sob loudly (MYS XX: 4480) 

fo::ft~$:z PI t\~1iiq:~~ 
wa-Nka se-kwo si ka-ku si kyikos-aNpa 
I-POSS beloved-DIM PT thus-INF PT say(HON)-COND 
If my beloved says so ... (MYS XX: 4499) 

2.A-;;;I;t:<:litll'l-;;;I;t ±-rr r.!:.4L> ~ '~b"l!. J~' J~' "'¥ fOR 11:A "'¥3JL J Co' 7J< f,J: r91 7J 5I+l!I! 5I+l B I J 2.<:±l\ 
IM-YI-SINONP-URU KOTO-ni NI-RU KOTO-wo si namo 
TUNE ITAPASI-myi OMO-myi OMOP-OS-l-lMAS-Aku 
abstain-INF-endure-ATTR matter-LOC resemble-ATTR matter
ABS PT PT usual painful-GER heavy-GER think-HON-INF
HON-NML 
the fact that [we] deign to think that the matter that resembles the 
matter of abstaining [to reward him] is usually painful and hard 
(SM 2) 
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The emphatic particle si is also well attested III Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

fo 3f-:tff:fiJ iJ~ S3 £3: ~iiJ tik if i0 JffiBl £3: 
wa-wo pur-i-myi-y-umo aNse kwo si map-am-o 
I-ACC swing-INF-Iook-PASS-EXCL ANse girl PT dance-TENT
ATTR 
the girl from ANse is going to dance, suddenly looking back at me! 
(FK 7) 

tZ~~~*II[!:!,i0*~.fif*,I[!:!, £3: 
kyimyi-Nka myi-kyes-i si aya n-i kyi-posi-mo 
lord-POSS HON-wear(HON)-NML PT strange DV-INF 
wear(NML) be.desired-EXCL 
strangely, [I] want to wear [my] lord's garment! (MYS XIV: 3350) 

:g:3f-t~z~ti\~ 
A-wo ne si nak-una 
I-ACC sound PT make.cry-NEG/IMP 
Do not make me cry loudly (MYS XIV: 3362) 

*:tff*~PJ~II[!:!,*:tffjj\,I[!:!,* ~5tiBl 
ap-u koto kata-si kyepu n-i si ar-aNs-u pa 
meet-ATTR thing difficult-FIN today DV-INF PT exist-NEG-INF 
TOP 
if [it] is not today, it will be difficult to meet (MYS XIV: 3401) 

i0fiiBl~W*~jj\~~*~~*~~Z~~. 
sirupa-no iswo-to nipey-no ura-to ap-yi-te si ar-aNpa 
Sirupa-GEN rocky. shore-COM Nipey-GEN bay-COM meet-INF
SUB PT exist-COND 
If Sirupa rocky shore and Nipey bay would have met [together] ... 
(MYS XX: 4324) 

~P1t C g £3:~fiHiPJ{~t~ ~ {jt~tL~£3:~{*iBl:;t{~-$i0{jt£3:jj\ 
i0~~~. -
taNpyi koromo ya-pey kyi-kasane-te i n-ure-Ntomo napo paNta 
samu-si imo n-i si ar-an-e-Npa 
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travel garment eight-CL wear(INF)-pile.up(INF)-SUB sleep sleep
EV-CONC still skin cold-FIN beloved DV-INF PT exist-NEG
EV-CON 
Although [I] sleep, putting on eight layers of travel garments, it is 
still cold, because [it] is not [my] beloved (MYS XX: 4351) 

fi~ZM •• $~~~~~WfiZ~~fi~ •• fim~~ •• 
M$PJ~ 
tukusi-pey-ni pye muk-ar-u pune-no itu si kamwo tukapye-matur
i-te kuni-ni pey muk-am-wo 
Tukusi-side-LOC bow turn-PROG-ATTR boat-GEN when PT PT 
serve(INF)-HUM-INF-SUB province-LOC bowturn-TENT-ATTR 
I wonder when the boat which is [now] turning [its] bow towards 
Tukusi will tum its bow towards [my home] province, after [I 
finish my] service (MYS XX: 4359) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
It appears that there are no cognates of WOJ si in Ryukyuan. There 
is an emphatic particle si in some dialects, but it always occurs as a 
sentence-final (Nohara 1998: 221,309), so it is probably unrelated. 

9.4.3 EMPHATIC PARTICLE MD 
Care must be taken to distinguish the emphatic particle mo from the 
focus particle mo. In additional to contextual meaning there are 
several combinatorial hints. Only the emphatic particle mo can be 
found in the sentence final position, where it is always preceded by 
the interrogative particle ya. Also, only the emphatic particle mo 
can combine with the topic particle pa, since the topic particle pa 
and the focus particle mo indicate two opposite types of focuses 
that certainly cannot combine. The emphatic particle so - Nso is 
found before the emphatic particle mo, but after the focus particle 
mo. The emphatic particle ya can combine only with the emphatic 
particle mo, but never with the focus particle mo. The combinations 
of the emphatic particle mo with other particles are outlined in the 
chart 114 below: 

Chart 114: Combinations of the emphatic particle mo with other 
. I partic es 

particles combination forms 
topic particle pa pamo 
focus particle so somo 
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interrogative particle ya yama 
emphatic particle si si ma 
emphatic particle ya maya 
emphatic particle ya maya 

The emphatic particle ma indicates exclamation when it is used 
in sentence final position after the interrogative particle ya or in 
combination with the emphatic particles ya and ya. When used as 
non-final in other cases, it introduces some kind of emphasis that is 
difficult to define exactly, because the emphatic particle ma also 
belongs to the domain of discourse like the emphatic particle si. 

Examples: 

M.~ •• ~~M~.W~~~~.W~ 
a pa mo yo mye n-i si ar-e-Npa na-wo [o]k-yi-te wo pa na-si 
I TOP PT PT woman DV-INF PT exist-EV-CON you-ACC leave
INF-SUB man TOP no-FIN 
Because I am a woman, [I] have no [other] man, besides you (KK 5) 

~~~£~~£~~~~~~~aH~~~ 
ta-Nka sakiy-N-te sakiy-N-te so mo ya wa-Nka te tOr-as-umo ya 
who-POSS chap(NML)-DV(ATTR)-hand chap(NML)-
DV(ATTR)-hand PT PT PT I-POSS hand take-HON-EXCL PT 
whose chapped hand, chapped hand will take my hand?! (NK 
108) 

A~i!ifl1J\:g~§)\jj 
PYITO-N-TUMA YUWE n-i ARE KWOPIY -m-ey ya mo 
person-GEN-spouse reason DV-INF I love-TENT-EV PT PT 
because [she] is the wife of [another] person, should I love [her]?! 
[Certainly not!] (MYS I: 21) 

:g~~&*~~~~~A~~.1J\~~*~~~~~ 
WARE PA mwo ya yasumyiKWO E-TAR-I MIYNA PYITO-no 
E-kate-n-i S-U TO IP-U yasumyiKWO e-tar-i 
I TOP PT PT Yasumyikwo get(INF)-PERFIPROG-FIN all 
person-GEN get(INF)-POT-NEG-NML do-FIN DV say-ATTR 
Yasumyikwo get(INF)-PERF IPROG-FIN 
I got Yasumyikwo! I got Yasumyikwo whom all people cannot get 
(MYS II: 95) 
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~ftctLfil~ PI & r!l1iWfJ11!!*~-S: 
masar-er-u takara kwo-ni sik-am-ey ya mo 
excel-PROG-ATTR treasure child-LOC reach-ATTR-EV PT PT 
Could the excellent treasures be equal to children?! [Certainly not!] 
(MYS V: 803) 

fp{ij-tltr!l:ft~Jj~tLJ1J~gJ]ji):b!B1i~;J]O*~-S: 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka ta-nare n-o myi-koto tuti-ni ok-am-ey ya mo 
I-POSS beloved-DIM-POSS hand-accustom(NML) DV-ATTR 
HON-koto ground-LOC put-TENT-EV PT PT 
would anyone [dare to] put the favorite koto of my beloved on the 
ground?! [Certainly not!] (MYS V: 812) 

!A.~flj iBtff:t~-s:~~~ %l * ill-S: 
kusuri pam-u tCimo mata woti-m-ey ya mo 
medicine eat-FIN CONJ again rejuvenate-TENT-EV PT PT 
will [I] be rejuvenated again even if [I] take the medicine?! (MYS 
V: 847) 

ftc~;:G;~t*~ -s: s~f¥~ftc5tWf ~ 
saNpusi-ky-em-ey ya mo kyimyi imas-aNs-u s-i-te 
sad-ATTR-TENT-EV PT PT lord come(HON)-NEG-NML do
INF-SUB 
[if my] lord does not come, would [I] be sad?! (Certainly not!) 
(MYS V: 878) 

~ij~~~)a] &ff:t%l%l~~&~-S: 
a-wo mat-as-uram-u titi papa-ra pa mo 
I-ACC wait-HON-TENT2-ATTR father mother-DIM TOP PT 
dear mother and father, who will probably wait for me (MYS V: 
890) 

~'lJ\~ ~ijfil:ft~ J::'lJ\m~~;J]D~ ~ijtL~~~-S:~;J]Dj;~!A.&;:G; 
OYI-n-i-te ar-u WA-NKA MIY-NO UPEY-ni YAMAPYI-wo to 
KUPAPEY-te ar-e-Npa PYIRU pa mo NANKEYK-Ap-yi-kuras-i 
age(INF)-PERF-INF-SUB exist-ATTR I-POSS body-GEN top
LOC illness-ACC DV add(INF)-SUB exist-EV-CON daytime 
TOP PT lament-lTER-INF-Iive-INF 
because illnesses have been added to my body that has aged [I] 
spent the days lamenting, and ... (MYS V: 897) 
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1A~;G~~&~*~~&~-E: 
kutas-i sut-uram-u KYINU-WATA-ra pa mo 
make.rot-INF discard-TENT2-FIN silk cotton-PLUR TOP PT 
[they] will make [their] silk [and] cotton clothes rot and will 
discard [them] (MYS V: 900) 

:X:-E:~~**{6::ftfiJ 
TITI-PAPA mwo UPEY PA na-saNkar-i 
father-mother PT top TOP NEG-go.down-INF 
Father [and] mother! [Do] not leave [me] (MYS V: 904) 

~.~S~OO~~~~*~.§«. 
YAMA SAKURA-N-PANA PYI NARANPEY-TE KA-KU S1 

SAK-YER-ANPA PANTA KWOPIY-m-ey ya mo 
mountain cherry-GEN-flower day line.up(INF)-SUB thus-INF PT 
bloom-PROG-COND considerably long.for-TENT-EV PT PT 
If mountain cherry flowers were blooming thus every day, would [I] 
long for [them] considerably? [Certainly not!] (MYS VIII: 1425) 

~~*m-E:~*L •• {6:m~~~~&*&-E: 
pyikwoposi rna ware-ni masar-i-te omwop-uram-ey ya mo 
Altair PT I-DAT surpass-INF-SUB long.for-TENT2-EV PT PT 
Will Altair long for [his beloved] more than I [do]?! (lit.: 
surpassing me) [Certainly not!] (MYS XV: 3657) 

~~!lj!**L~~~tt~~ ~ ~* m~*LH{JI-~1]\*mE{JI-~Z~-E: 
tt:ft* ,Ii!!,-E: 
taNpyi nar-e-Npa omwop-yi-taye-te mwo ar-i-t-ure-Nto ipye-ni 
ar-u imwo si omwop-yi-N-kanasi-ma 
journey be-EV-CON think-INF-break(INF)-SUB PT exist-INF
PERF-EV-CONC home-LOC exist-ATTR beloved PT think
NML-DV(INF)-dear-EXCL 
[I] think dearly of my beloved who is at home although [she] has 
stopped thinking of [me] because [I] am on ajourney! (MYS XV: 
3686) 

* tt~~~P~~1]\**L&-E: 
apyi-omwop-an-u KYIMYI n-i ar-e ya mo 
REC-think-NEG-ATTR lord DV-INF exist-EV PT PT 
is [it my] lord, who no [longer] thinks [about lamenting of the 
people of this world] in return?! (MYS XV: 3691) 
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J;1::~~mlEl{JTqs~f,J:*z1i 
pyito-yori pa irnwo so 100 asi-kyi 
person-ABL TOP beloved PT PT bad-ATTR 
[my] beloved is worse than [other] people (MYS XV: 3737) 

1lli~J]\qs*lElM~*ilif,J: 
noti-ni mwo ap-aNs-ar-am-ey ya 100 
later-LOC PT meet-NEG(INF)-exist-TENT-EV PT PT 
will [we] not meet later?! [Of course we will!] (MYS XV: 3741) 

~~~.~W.~~~z~*~~.$~.J]\~~~f,J:z~~ 
*~*~f,J: 
potOtoNkyisu ima nak-aNs-u s-i-te asu kwoye-m-u yama-ni nak-u 
tomo sirusi ar-am-ey ya 100 
cuckoo now cry-NEG-NML do-INF-SUB tomorrow cross-TENT
ATTR mountain-LOC cry-FIN CONJ sign exist-TENT-EV PT PT 
Cuckoo! [You] are not crying now: even if [you] cry in the 
mountains that [I] will cross tomorrow, would [there] be any sign? 
[Certainly not!] (MYS XVIII: 4052) 

~q: 23f. zf,J:*~1i~~JJ~'¥tLz*~ {jt~lj.~f,J:J;1:: ~ 
koko-wo si 100 aya n-i taputwo-myi uresi-ky-eku iyoyo omop-yi-te 
here-ABS PT PT extreme DV-INF be venerable-GER be glad
ATTR-NML more.and.more think-INF-SUB 
thinking with joy more and more how extremely venerable our 
position is (MYS XVIII: 4094) 

~tLJ]\z 1i~~J]\~1*z ~ *~f,J: 
nare-n-i-si kyinu-ni napo sik-am-ey ya 100 
get.used.to(INF)-PERF-INF-PAST/ATTR still reach-TENT-EV 
PTPT 
would [it] still be equal to the garment [you] are used to?! [No, it 
would not!] (MYS XVIII: 4109) 

*J;I::.w,¥J,Eqsn3f.~~~~f,J:£f.~ ~tLlEl~#z*tL~f,J: 
apyi-myi-ru mwonowo sukuna-ku mo TOSI TUKIY P-Ure-Npa 
kwopiysi-kyere ya 100 
REC-see-ATTR CONJ few-INF PT year month pass-EV-CON 
miss-EV PT PT 
although [we] see each other, as time goes by, do [we still] miss 
[each other] just a bit?! (MYS XVIII: 4118) 
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1itOO7(.r3jL~~~~~~~*ll:~-at$~;ft&-ai%~m 
WOS-U KUNI AMEY-NO SITA-woNpa NANTE-TAMAP-YI 
UTl!.KUSINP-YI-TAMAp-u to namo KAMU-na-N-kara mo 
OMOP-OS-YI-[I]MAs-u 
rule-ATTR country heaven-GEN under-ACC(EMPH) 
cherish(INF)-HON-INF show.benevolence-INF-HON-FIN DV PT 
deity-PLUR-GEN-nature PT think-HON-INF-HON-ATTR 
[I], as a deity, deign to think that [I] show benevolence and cherish 
the country under Heaven that 1 rule (SM 13) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The emphatic particle rna is also well attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

tt~~ PJ~ z {i -Sf-JJ~ ~ Cj * -1:!1 f,l 
sono kanasi-kyi-wo two-ni tate-m-ey ya mo 
that beloved-ATTR-ACC door-LOC place-TENT-EV PT PT 
would [I] let that beloved [of mine] stand at the door?! [Certainly 
not!] (MYS XIV: 3386) 

~ij ~ttf,l~l}lt l}Wf g {i~ftY.x 
aNse so mo ko yopyi yos-i-ro k-yi-[i]mas-an-u 
why PT PT this night approach-INF-? come-INF-HON-NEG
ATTR 
why did not [you] come tonight? (MYS XIV: 3469) 

*J:t~~* ~~*tL il#*~f,l 
apyi-MYI-Ns-u ar-aNpa are kwopiy-m-ey ya mo 
COOP-see-NEG-INF exist-COND 1 long-TENT-EV PT PT 
if [we] did not meet each other, would I long [for her]?! [Certainly 
not!] (MYS XIV: 3508) 

{jl-~~1TrE{jl-f,l-Sf-~~~ ~ ~f,l* 
ipye-n-ar-u imo-wo mata myi-te-m-o mo ya 
home-LOC-exist-ATTR beloved-ACC again see(INF)-PERF
TENT -A TTR PT PT 
[I] would like to see again [my] beloved who is at home! (MYS 
XX: 4415) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
As far as I can tell, there are no cognates of the Western Old 
Japanese emphatic particle ma in Ryukyuan. 

9.4.4 EMPHATIC PARTICLE YA 
Care must be taken to differentiate the emphatic particle ya from 
the homophonous interrogative particle ya. In additional to 
contextual meaning there are several combinatorial hints. The 
emphatic particle ya in contrast to the interrogative particle ya does 
not trigger the change of the final verbal form to the attributive, as 
demonstrated by the examples from KK 14, KK 73 and MYS II: 95 
below. The emphatic particle ya always follows the emphatic 
particle ma, while the interrogative particle ya always precedes it. 
The emphatic particle ya rarely occurs in the sentence final position, 
where the interrogative ya appears rather frequently. In the 
sentence non-final position, where confusion between two different 
ya particles is more likely, the emphatic particle ya frequently 
appears after attributive clauses. Only the interrogative ya is used 
after the restrictive particles namiy, Ntani, and sapey. The 
combinations of the emphatic particle ya with other particles are 
outlined in Chart 115 below: 

Chart 115: Combinations of the emphatic particle ya with other 
rt' I pa IC es 

particles combination forms 
topic particle pa paya 
desiderative particle maNkama maNkamaya 
emphatic particle si yasi 
emphatic particle ma maya 

It is difficult to pin down the exact meaning of the emphatic 
particle ya similar to most other emphatic particles, because it is 
probably a discourse particle. Examples: 

fo/iil~~~~J( 
ware pa ya we-n-u 
we TOP PT starve-PERf-FIN 
we are starving (KK 14) 

llt~~J1m JZJs~ {jJ" R?\ ~~J1mJZJs 
kono kani ya iNtuku-no kani 
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this crab PT where-GEN crab 
This crab, where is it from? (KK 42) 

~~m~~~~~~~~~.w_~.~ 
sasanamyi-N-ti-wo suku-suku to wa-Nka imas-e-Npa ya 
Sasanamyi-GEN-road-ACC rapidly DV I-POSS go(HON)-EV
CONPT 
as I went rapidly along the Sasanamyi road, yeah (KK 42) 

Jj~.~ll~fI)mJfEWT .&-$~jJD~~ll-$.&WT 
na-Nka myikwo ya tuNpyi n-i sir-am-u to kari pa kwo [u]m-urasi 
you-POSS prince PT ? DV-INF rule-TENT-FIN DV wild goose 
TOP egg bear-SUP 
Wild goose probably laid an egg to show that your prince will 
rule ?-ly (KK 73) 

~~Jf~~$l::t~~~iiJJjf~~.ifH~ fi 
tare ya si pyito mo apyi-omop-an-aku n-i 
who PT PT person PT REC-Iove-NEG-NML DV -INF 
because [she] is not mutually in love with anyone else (NK 93) 

~~~£~~£~~~~~~~a~~~~ 
ta-Nka sakiy-N-te sakiy-N-te so mo ya wa-Nka te tor-as-umo ya 
who-POSS chap(NML)-DV(ATTR)-hand chap(NML)-
DV(ATTR)-hand PT PT PT I-POSS hand take-HON-EXCL PT 
whose chapped hand, chapped hand will take my hand?! (NK 108) 

ft~~ili* ~§lq~1f ~ A7Jq~.Jr\~jS;* ~§l~~41j 
WARE PA mw~ ya yasumyiKWO E-TAR-I MIYNA PYITO-no 
E-kate-n-i S-U TO IP-U yasumyiKWO e-tar-i 
I TOP PT PT Yasumyikwo get(INF)-PERFIPROG-FIN all 
person-GEN get(INF)-POT-NEG-NML do-FIN DV say-ATTR 
Yasumyikwo get(INF)-PERF IPROG-FIN 
I got Yasumyikwo! I got Yasumyikwo whom all people cannot get 
(MYS II: 95) 

~¥mJf~~7]\~~11i~f~l:t~~fI)*t-$ 
paru-no nwo-ni nak-u ya uNkupyisu natukey-m-u 
spring-GEN field-LOC sing-ATTR PT bush.warbler tame
TENT-FIN 
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[I] want to tame a bush warbler who sings in the spring fields! 
(MYS V: 837) 

~ •• ~«.~~e.e«~«~.~~~~.m~~.~~ 
~¥me~§ 
ama-toNp-u ya tOri n-i moNkamo ya myiyakwo-maNte okur-i
mawos-i-te tONp-yi kapyer-u mono 
heaven-fly-ATTR PT bird DV-INF PT PT capital-TERM see. off
INF-HUM-INF-SUB fly-INF return-ATTR CONJ 
[I] would like to be a bird that flies in the heaven! [I would] see 
[you] off to the capital and come back, but ... (MYS V: 876) 

£-i!&. =:JJO ~ ffij ~'f PX: 
WARE YA nani n-i ka KAPYER-I-TE NAR-AM-U 
I PT what DV-INF PT return-INF-SUB become-TENT-ATTR 
Why should I return? (MYS XIII: 3265) 

* •• ~ili~m~~~~~~~~~e 
ama toNp-u ya kari-wo tukapyi n-i e-te-si kamo 
heaven fly-ATTR PT wild.goose-ACC messenger DV-INF 
get(INF)-PERF(INF)-PAST/ATTR PT 
[I] want to obtain wild geese that fly in heaven as messengers! 
(MYS XV: 3676) 

:JR~« § ~.Bt~~«r!J~~j;:~. 
omwo ya meyNturasi myiyakwo kata pyito 
face PT remarkable capital side person 
[your] face is remarkable [like of a] person from the capital! (MYS 
XVIII: 4117) 

:JR til§.e:JR til§ « 
ono to mo ono ya 
[your]selfDV PT [your]selfPT 
When [I] thought that [it was] yourself [who made it], [it was 
indeed] yourself! (MYS XVIII: 4129) 

~l-LA«~*L 
YAMA-N-PYITO ya tare 
mountain-GEN-person PT who 
Who is the hermit? (MYS XX: 4294) 
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~ziij(fi111**Jj§tbo~~~ltfitL~tfJi1i~*Z~1J0S3 
kasikwo-kyi ya arney-no myikaNtwo-wo kakey-t-ure-Npa ne 
nomiy si nak-ay-u 
awesome-ATTR PT heaven-GEN sovereign-ACC 
think.in.the.heart(INF)-EV-CON sound PT PT cry-PASS-FIN 
Because [I] think in my heart about [my] awesome heavenly 
sovereign, [I] only sob loudly (MYS XX: 4480) 

11 ~~Wi;&ltll: m 1jt~-tlt ~ 
ika nar-u ya pyito n-i imas-e ka 
how be-ATTR PT person DV-INF be(HON)-EV PT 
Oh, what kind of person is [he]? (BS 5) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The emphatic particle ya is also attested in Eastern Old Japanese in 
five examples: 

tr. ~ }[!pm1i~~?P 111 t\ ~~.& 
sa-wo-siKA-no pus-u ya kusa mura 
PREF -male-deer-GEN lie-ATTR PT grass group 
the clump of grass where a male deer is lying (MYS XIV: 3530) 

~~~r!=l;&~mJj~1JoJfGitJ~~X~tL*~tfJi}~,~t\1j. 
na se-no kwo ya tori-no woka ti si naka-N-tawore a-wo ne si nak-u 
yo 
I beloved-GEN child PT Tori-GEN hill road PT inside
DV(ATTR)-saddle I-ACC sound PT make. cry-FIN PT 
My beloved, [you] make me cry loudly, [with your mood going 
down] like a saddle on the hilly road to Tori (MYS XIV: 3458) 

tr.~;&~~*fi&~~~Jj$m~.e 
sanwo yama-ni ut-u ya wono [0]10 1Opo-ka-N1Omo 
Sanwo mountain-LOC hit-ATTR PT ax sound be.far-EV-CONC 
Although the sound of the ax that hits [the trees] on Mount Sanwo, 
is far ... (MYS XIV: 3473) 

~Z r!=lfi;&~m:$1Joft~:@ 
kasikwo-kyi ya myi-ko1O kaNkapur-i 
awesome-ATTR PT HON-order receive-INF 
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[I] received the awesome order [from the sovereign], and ... (MYS 
XX: 4321) 

{jt~~¥jfE{jtf,l¥J;ff~~ ~ ::B£3:ili 
ipye-n-ar-u imo-wo mata myi-te-m-o mo ya 
home-LOC-exist-ATTR beloved-ACC again see(INF)-PERF
TENT -ATTR PT PT 
[I] would like to see again [my] beloved who is at home! (MYS 
XX: 4415) 

A2: Ryukyuao 
It might be possible that the Ryukyuan exclamation particle ya ~ 
yaa attested in some Northern Ryukyuan dialects is a cognate of 
the Western Old Japanese emphatic particle ya. In contrast to 
Western Old Japanese, this Ryukyuan particle is always found in 
the sentence final position. Examples: 

Setouchi 

kanaa-sa ya 
be.cute-NML PT 
[She] is cute! (Nohara 1998: 133) 

kUIJ sigutu ya narer-aIJ karan dareyur-i yaa 
this job TOP be.used-NEG CONJ be.tired-FIN PT 
Because [I] am not used to this job, [I] am tired! (Nohara 1998: 133) 

Tokunoshima 

hooraha-sa yaa 
be.glad-NML PT 
[I] am glad! (Nohara 1998: 193) 

mitsI-nanti ?asid-uIJ k'waa ya waa kwaa do yaa 
road-LOC play(SUB)-exist(ATTR) child TOP I child PT PT 
The child who plays on the road is my child! (Nohara 1998: 193) 

9.4.5 EMPHATIC PARTICLE yO 
Although many emphatic particles elude an exact definition, we are 
quite lucky in the case of the emphatic particle yo, as it can be 
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defined in the overwhelming majority of cases as an exclamation 
particle. Examples: 

~iiJ~ £3:1ffi)Jff~iiJJ~IL~{jJ'iEl~~q:tt~{jJ'~~£3: S3 no * 
a-Nka [o]mop-u tuma ar-i to ip-aNpa koso yo ipye-ni mo yuk-am
ey 
I-POSS love-ATTR spouse exist-FIN DV say-COND PT PT 
house-LOC PT go-TENT -EV 
if [I] only could say that [my] wife whom I love, [still] lives, [I] 
would go home (KK 90) 

g1ff:R~;0wrmi)~~iiJJff~ 
op[o]-uwo yosi siNpyi tuk-u ama yo 
big-fish? tuna harpoon-ATTR fisherman PT 
Oh, fisherman, who harpoons tuna, the big fish! (KK 110) 

~iiJ~ T ~iiJ~ T 
aN-kwo yo aN-kwo yo 
I-child PT I-child PT 
Oh, my children! Oh, my children! (NK 8) 

{*.~~~1~51]\W~;0~fH1]\.Bm ~~}JBff~tlli17iJWW~1Etfj 
winaNpey-no takumyi kakey-si sumyi-napa si-Nka na-ky-eNpa tare 
ka kakey-m-u yo 
WinaNpey-GEN carpenter apply(INF)-PAST/ATTR ink-cord he
POSS no-ATTR-COND who PT apply-TENT-ATTR PT 
the ink-cord that the carpenter of WinaNpey applied: if he is no 
more, who would apply it?! (NK 80) 

MiEl£3: •• ~~M.~m~~~~iElm;0 
a pa rno yo mye n-i si ar-e-Npa na-wo [o]k-yi-te wo pa na-si 
I TOP PT PTwoman DV-INF PT exist-EV-CON you-ACC leave
INF -SUB man TOP no-FIN 
Because I am a woman, [I] have no [other] man, besides you (KK 5) 

'f-1-t = -¥1]\,* ~~ 1j. 
TI YO-MANte-ni IMAS-E OPO KYIMYI yo 
thousand generation-TERM-LOC come(HON)-IMP great lord PT 
[My] great lord! Come for a thousand generations (MYS I: 79) 
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-S:W )jjflJ 7J I'iJ I'iJ .E! ~ i0 -S:--9-
moti-N-tOri-no kakar-ap-asi-mo yo 
mochi-GEN-bird-COMP be.stuck-ITER-ADJ-EXCL PT 
[You] are stuck like a bird on a mochi [trap-stick]! (MYS V: 800) 

4'-1t:g.1tml¥i--9-~5L 
IMA PA WA PA sin-am-u yo WA-NKA SE 
now TOP I TOP die-TENT-FIN PT I-POSS beloved 
My beloved, I will die now! (MYS XII: 2936) 

=~ :k1m:g.fr-*1:~~~t±:g.~lt-t; § 
S~-j~M-U yo WA-NK-YIMWO IK-YER-I tOmo ka-ku nomiy 
KOSO KWOPIY-WATAR-I-n-am-ey 
die-TENT-FIN PT I-POSS-beloved live-PROG-FIN CONJ thus
INF PT PT 10ng.for(INF)-cross-INF-PERF-TENT-EV 
[I] will die, my beloved! Even if [I] am living, [I] will continue to 
long for [you] just like that (MYS XIII: 3298) 

w~~~m~~~.~~lmm~~~. 
OTO-NO SUKUNA-kyi MYITI-ni AP-An-u kamwo SUKUNA
kyi yo MYITI-ni AP-As-aNpa 
sound-GEN few-ATTR road-LOC meet-NEG-A TTR PT few
ATTRPT road-LOC meet-HON-COND 
if [you] would meet [me] on the road where there are few [sounds 
of people]! [But], alas [we] will not meet on the road where there 
are few sounds [ofpeople]! (MYS XVI: 3875) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The emphatic particle yo is well attested in Eastern Old Japanese as 
well: 

{Jf li 00 ~ I'iJtfrioo~mE{~~~~--9-
iNtu-no taka-ne-no nar-u sapa-nasu yo 
INtu-GEN high-peak-GEN sound-ATTR mountain.stream-COMP 
PT 
[My breast is disturbed] like the mountain stream rumbling at the 
high peak ofINtu! (MYS XIV: 3358) 
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tat-i-wakare in-i-si yopyi-ywori se-ro-ni ap-an-ap-u yo 
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depart-INF-part(INF) go.away-INF-PAST/ATTR night-ABL 
beloved-DIM-DAT meet-NEG-ITER-FIN PT 
from the night when [we] parted and [he] went away, [I] never met 
[my] beloved! (MYS XIV: 3375) 

*.~m~aw\WZ:tff_~.a~~~~--9-
aswo-no KApara-ywo isi pum-aNs-u swora-yu to k-yi-n-u yo 
Aswo-GEN river-bed-ABL stone tread-NEG-INF sky-ABL DV 
come-INF-PERF-FIN PT 
[I] came from the river-bed of Aswo, as from the sky, without 
treading on stones! (MYS XIV: 3425) 

~~1lli r:'J~ ~ m ~ .sr-noJfG ~ ~ PJ :;t .sr-tL *.sr-tfJi ,It', ~ t\ --9-
na se-no kwo ya tori-no woka ti si naka-N-tawore a-wo nesi nak-u 
yo 
I beloved-GEN child PT Tori-GEN hill road PT inside
DV(A TTR)-saddle I-ACC sound PT make. cry-FIN PT 
My beloved, [you] make me cry loudly, [with your mood going 
down] like a saddle on the hilly road to Tori! (MYS XIV: 3458) 

{jTJJ1]\~mE~~fo~~PJ § ~~ 
itwo n-i nar-u tomwo wa pa tok-aNsi to yo 
thread DV-INF become-FIN CONJ I TOP untie-NEG/TENT DV 
PT 
[I] think that I would not untie [the cords of my garment] even if 
[they] become [thin] threads! (MYS XX: 4405) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The exclamation particle yoo (OR yo) is attested throughout 
Ryukyuan, but its shape invites doubts to its authenticity: we would 
expect *yuu rather than yoo in Miyako and Yaeyama. Thus, it is 
quite probable that we have a rather recent loan from mainland 
Japanese. Examples: 

Setouchi 

kud-dakya mut-ci koo yoo 
this-only hold-SUB come (IMP) PT 
Bring only this! (Nohara 1998: 138) 
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Miyako 

s'itugats'i soogats'i ya yaa-i kuu yoo 
July January TOP home-LOC come(IMP) PT 
Come home in July and January! (Nohara 1998: 438) 

Yaeyama 

kunu yaamee pitu ciki-situ Cikut-taa diN yoo 
this house(TOP) one month-ABL make-PAST DV PT 
[They] say that this house was built in one month! (Nohara 1998: 
469) 

9.4.6 EMPHATIC PARTICLE NA 
The emphatic particle na can be clearly defined as an exclamation 
particle. It is always found in the sentence final position. With the 
exception of the Kojiki kayo and the Nihonshoki kayo, where it can 
be found after the stem of the adjective uNpey 'to be indeed,' it 
always follows the final form of verbs and inflected adjectives or 
the desiderative particle moNka - moNkamo. The functional 
difference between the exclamation particles yo and na is not quite 
clear, but their distribution is somewhat different, since yo can also 
occur after nominals, other particles, and attributive forms (see 
9.4.5). Examples: 

~{ifJj~~{ifJj~~~tlt%l~ ~~ 
uNpey na uNpey na kyimyi mat-i-Nkat-an-i 
indeed PT indeed PT lord wait-INF-POT-NEG-INF 
Indeed, indeed! [I] can hardly wait for [my] lord, and ... (KK 28) 

f!i; .& iBt EI3 ~ §t ~ijwr ffl EI3 !AJj~ 
swora pa yuk-aNs-u asi-ywo yuk-u na 
sky TOP go-NEG-INF foot-ABL go-FIN PT 
As [we] cannot fly through sky, [we] will go on foot! (KK 35) 

~ij J1l!! '&tHHl ~ {jI-!fIH&: {&:~~ .&wrJj~ 
aka-ra wot6mye-wo iNsa sas-aNpa yo-ra-si na 
ruddy-? maiden-ACC INTER stick-COND good-?-FIN PT 
if [you take and] stick the ruddy maiden [as the ornament in your 
hair], [it] will be good! (KK 43) 
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TI5if.TI5if.fp{Jtl,~-4lBl~. 
uNpey na uNpey na ware-wo twop-as-u na 
indeed PT indeed PT I-ACC ask-HaN-FIN PT 
Indeed, indeed! [You] asked me! (NK 63) 

~ft:=§a!6~~:tz:~~ 
TUNE n-i mwoNka na TUNE WOTOMYE n-i-te 
eternal DV-INF PT PT eternal maiden DV-INF-SUB 
[I] want to be eternal, being an eternal maiden! (MYS I: 22) 

*1]\z ~ B-~i'f~!6 
ipye n-i s-i-te WARE PA KWOPIY-M-U na 
home DV-INF do-INF-SUB I TOP long-TENT-FIN PT 
After [I] come home, I will long for [it]! (MYS VII: 1179) 

1}f;~ S ~B-lBlRL\~~$~ 
ASU-YWORI PA ARE pa kwopiy-m-u na 
tomorrow-ABL TOP I TOP long.for-TENT-FIN PT 
I will long for [you] from tomorrow! (MYS IX: 1778) 

m B*!6 r~'~l!~ 
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itisirwo-ky-em-u na MA-N-TUKAPYI Y AR-ANPA 
be.obvious-ATTR-TENT-FIN PT interval messenger send-COND 
if [I] send a messenger [to your house], [it] would be obvious! 
(MYS X: 2344) 

*~~ti~*~~~tt1]\~s~m~~lBl~&$~ 
potOtONkyisu aputi-no YENTA-ni yuk-yi-te WI-NPA PANA pa 
tir-am-u na 
cuckoo chinaberry.tree-GEN branch-LaC go-INF-SUB sit-COND 
flower TOP fall-TENT-FIN PT 
If the cuckoo wiIl fly and sit on the branch of the chinaberry tree, 
the flowers will fall! (MYS XVII: 3913) 

fp~~$:lBl~~1]\£3:~:=§~ 
wa-Nka se-kwo pa tama n-i moNkamwo na 
I-paSS beloved-DIM TOP jewel DV -INF PT PT 
[I] want my beloved to be ajewel! (MYS XVII: 3990) 

~7JeZ $:~lBl~. :=§~£3:~ 
naNtesikwo-Nka pana n-i mwoNkamo na 
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carnation-POSS flower DV-INF PT PT 
[I] wish [you] were a carnation flower! (MYS XVII: 4010) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
A1: Eastern Old Japanese 
The emphatic particle na is attested in Eastern Old Japanese texts 
only three times. It occurs twice after the exclamative suffix 
-(u)mo, which represents a usage not attested in Western Old 
Japanese. 

*ftr. s b:m~12&lBlZ-m:~ 
asa PYI sas-i makyirapasi-mo na 
morning sun point-INF be.blinding-EXCL PT 
The morning sun is shining, and [it] is blinding! (MYS XIV: 3407) 

* tL 1B1ll;Jj::-$~~l§ffilBl* .I:tft~~-m: 
are pa kwopiy-m-u na noti pa apyi-n-u tOmo 
I TOP long.for-TENT-FIN PT after TOP COOP-sleep-FIN CONJ 
I will long for [you] even if later [we] sleep together! (MYS XIV: 
3477) 
There are no distinctive Eastern Old Japanese features in this poem. 

PI &JJoiilJj~~*PIJ~,-m:~ 
kara kaNti-no otO-N-taka-si-mo na 
Korea rudder-GEN sound-GEN-high-FIN-EXCL PT 
The sounds of the Korean rudder are loud! (MYS XIV: 3555) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There is an exclamation particle na - naa in both Old Ryukyuan 
and various modem dialects. It probably should be kept distinct 
from the interrogative particle na - naa, although they are 
traditionally treated as the same (Nohara 1998: 27ft). Examples: 

Old Ryukyuan 

tp~ C: tt~Jj.tL"':)tt 
kakitonaki mi-re-t-u na 
Kakitonaki see-PASS(INF)-PERF-FIN PT 
[I] want to be able to see Kakitonaki! (OS IV: 179) 



Kumejima 

yaa-nakai ?u-N na 
home-LOC exist-FIN PT 
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[I] am at home! (Nohara 1986: 126) 

Yaeyama 

banu-IJ ?ita funi-naa nuttaharu naa 
I-PT board boat-LOC ride(DES/ATTR) PT 
I also want to ride in a wooden boat! (Nohara 1998: 481) 

9.4.7 EMPHATIC PARTICLE WO 
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The emphatic particle wo appears only in four uncontroversial 
examples in the Man 'yoshii after the locative case marker -ni. 
There might have been a reasonable suspicion that it really 
represents the accusative case marker -wo after the locative -ni, but 
this is unlikely, because in the example from MYS XX: 4448 
below wo clearly appears after an intransitive verb. It is difficult to 
define its exact function on the basis of these four examples. 

ffl ¥JfEfj~{JT~1-~tlHim~JJf ~q: W 
yworu-no imey-ni wo tuNk-yi-te myi-ye-kos-o 
night-GEN dream-LOC PT follow-INF-SUB see-PASS(INF)
BEN-IMP 
please appear [for me] continuously in [my] night dreams (MYS V: 
807) 

~ttz~m~~*~~~~~~~&m~ 
SAKYI-KUSA-NO NAKA-ni wo ne-m-u to UTUKUSI-ku si-Nka 
katar-ap-ey-Npa 
three-grass-COMP middle-LOC PT sleep-TENT-FIN beautiful
INF he-POSS talk-ITER-EV-CON 
he used to say beautifully: "[I] would like to sleep between [you 
two], like 'three [stems] grass" (MYS V: 904) 

*~~g~z~~~~~~~~~*~~~~ 
a-Nka koromo sita-ni wo kyi-[i]mas-e taNta n-i ap-u-maNte-ni 
I-POSS garment below-LOC PT wear(INF)-HON-IMP direct DV
INF meet-ATTR-TERM-LOC 
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wear my garment beneath [your clothes] until we meet directly 
(MYS XV: 3584) 

~fi-9-7]\ -¥{jt ~ti!:fo;fX~$: 
ya-tu yo-ni wo imas-e wa-Nka se-kwo 
eight-CL generation-LOC PT exist(HON)-IMP I-POSS beloved
DIM 
my beloved, live for eight generations (MYS XX: 4448) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The emphatic particle wo is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese or 
Ryukyuan. 

9.5 RESTRICTIVE PARTICLES 
There are five restrictive particles in Western Old Japanese: nomiy, 
Ntani, sura ~ swora, sapey, and Npakari. 

9.5.1 RESTRICTIVE PARTICLE NOMIY 
The restrictive particle nomiy indicates a plain restriction without 
any additional connotation. Thus, it corresponds functionally to the 
modem colloquial Japanese dake, and can usually be rendered into 
English as 'only' or 'just.' It is attested only once in earlier texts 
(see the example from NK 66 below). The restrictive particle nomiy 
is placed between a nominal and the locative case marker -ni or the 
accusative case marker -wo, although there is an alternative way of 
placing the accusative case marker -wo before nomiy, which is 
attested only once in a late and not very reliable example (see the 
example from NR II: 2 below). Examples: 

~PJ ,,*D~;f'#i'~st iIi~.tl:: ~ ffl ffl§* 
amata pa ne-Ns-u n-i taNta pyitO ywo nomiy 
many TOP sleep-NEG-NML DV-INF only one night PT 
not sleeping [with her] many [times], only one night (NK 66) 

J1m~1iIg~* &~ 
ka-ku nomiy nar-asi 
thus-INF PT be-SUP 
[It] is likely to be just this way (MYS V: 804) 
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~~~.~~M~~~~~~.~~~~~&kfik~a~ 
Saywo-pyimye n-o kwo-Nka pyire pur-i-si yama-no NA norniy ya 
kyik-yi-tutu wor-am-u 
Saywo-pyimye DV-ATTR girl-POSS long.scarf wave-INF
PAST/ATTR mountain-GEN name PT PT hear-INF-COOR exist
TENT-ATTR 
Would [I] continue just to hear the name of the mountain where the 
girl Saywo-pyimye waived [her] long scarf? (MYS V: 868) 

jJO?\Ii~*~{jJ"s R {i~a-$ 
ka-ku norniy ya ikyiNtuk-yi-wor-am-u 
thus-INF PT PT sigh-INF-exist-TENT-ATTR 
Would [I] be sighing just like that? (MYS V: 881) 

if IP¥- fjf] ffjj ~~ 
OTO-NOMIY-wo KYIK-YI-TE YA KWOPIY-M-U 
rumor-PT-ACC hear-INF-SUB PT long.for-TENT-ATTR 
Would [I] long for [you ifI] hear only rumors [about you]? (MYS 
XI: 2810) 

-9-~ 1i~*1]\ ~fi~~~ fil1i 
yoso-norniy-ni MYI-tutu suNkiy-yuk-yi 
distance-PT -LOC see(INF)-COOR pass(INF)-go-INF 
[we] passed [this island], seeing [it] only in the distance (MYS XV: 
3627) 

*~A*W.~~B~~~~~~*~~~~~a~ 
OPO MYIYA PYITO PA ima mwo kamo pyito naNpur-i norniy 
konom-yi-tar-uram-u 
great place person TOP now PT PT person mock-NML PT like
INF -PERF IPROG-TENT2-A TTR 
Do the people from the Great Palace probably continue to like just 
to mock [other] people now as well, 1 wonder? (MYS XV: 3758) 

~~~e~~~&~~&~~~*~~~?\ 
s-uru suNpye-no taNtwokyi-wo sir-an-i ne norniy si so nak-u 
do-A TTR way-GEN clue-ACC know-NEG-INF sound PT PT PT 
cry-ATTR 
[I] have no (lit. do not know) clue what to do, and [I] just sob 
loudly (MYS XV: 3777) 
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$*~~.~.~~~*~~~.«~fi~*aW~.~$ 
taNpyi-ni siNpa-siNpa ka-ku nomiy ya kyimyi-wo yar-i-tutu a-Nka 
kwopiy-wor-am-u 
travel-LOC often thus-INF PT PT lord-ACC send-INF-COOR 1-
POSS 10ng.for(INF)-exist-TENT -ATTR 
would I be longing for [you] just keeping sending you so 
frequently to travels? (MYS XVII: 3936) 

~~~*~~~*~~s~~~~~~a~ 
otO nomiy mwo NA nomiy mo kyik-yi-te tOmosiNp-uru Nkane 
sound PT PT name PT PT hear-INF-SUB envy-ATTR CONJ 
so that [they] will be envious when [they] hear just a name or just 
a rumor [of it] (MYS XVII: 4000) 

~~:@~~~ 7J*.Ii~HE. Cj 
to-N-kar-i s-u to NA-nomiy-wo nor-i-te 
bird-GEN-hunt-NML do-FIN DV name-PT-ACC tell-INF-SUB 
[he] told [me] only briefly that [he] is going to do hawk-hunting 
(MYS XVII: 4011) 

~~~*~~s~§~~~~e~~~ 
otO-nomiy-ni kyik-yi-te MEY -ni MYI-n-u puse-no UTa 
rumor-PT-LOC hear-INF-SUB eye-LOC see-NEG-ATTR Puse
GENbay 
The bay of Puse, which [I] have not seen, [but] only heard of (lit.: 
heard only in rumors) ... (MYS XVIII: 4039) 

**7J~1JOJ3t.~*tfi*L.tfJ\Ii~*~~1Jo~ 
arney-no myikaNtwo-wo kakey-t-ure-Npa ne nomiy si nak-ay-u 
heaven-GEN sovereign-ACC think.in.the.heart(INF)-EV -CON 
sound PT PT cry-PASS-FIN 
Because [I] think in my heart about [my] heavenly sovereign, [I] 
only sob loudly (MYS XX: 4480) 

1Jo ~~l1: {jT~~{*--¥ifl1:flj~~l1: --¥1i~*~~~l1: {jT J;tx{3::~ 
~t~{jT~X\i --
karasu to ip-u opo woswo tOri-no kotO-wo nomiyJO tOmo n-i to ip
yi-te sakyi-N-tat-i in-uru 

10 The original text has 1l~* Inomey/, but this is likely to be a scribal mistake for 
~* Inomiy/. Note that this is the only example where nomiy and -wo are found in 
the reverse order -wo nomiy rather than the normal order -nomiy-wo. 
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crow DV say-ATTR big hasty bird-GEN word-ACC PT together 
DV-INF DV say-INF-SUB ahead-LOC-depart-INF go.away-ATTR 
Crows, big hasty birds, only cry together - [you] departed [from 
this world] ahead [of me] (NR II: 2) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The restrictive particle nomiy is well attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese. Like in Western Old Japanese, it also precedes the case 
markers -ni and -woo Examples: 

~~*~~~~~~mm~*~~.~m. 
ne-nomiy-wo ka nak-yi-watar-i-n-am-u ap-u 16 pa na-si-ni 
sound-PT-ACC PT cry-INF-cross-INF-PERF-TENT-ATTR meet
FIN DV TOP no-FIN-LOC 
shall [I] just continue to cry, because there is no [chance] of [even] 
thinking to meet [you]? (MYS XIV: 3390) 

f}r.~.*.~::§lt~~ii~*J~'s 
KWO-ra pa ap-ana-m-wo pyi16-ri nomiy s-i-te 
girl-DAT TOP meet-DES-TENT-ATTR one-CL PT do-INF-SUB 
being absolutely alone, [I] wish to meet [this] girl (MYS XIV: 
3405) 

*;ftr!J#~*J~,~fi~~ m**1j 
a-Nka kwopiy nomiy si 16kyi na-k-ar-i-kyer-i 
I-POSS 10ve(NML) PT PT time no-INF-exist-INF-RETR-FIN 
only my love does not have a [special] time (MYS XIV: 3422) 
This poem does not have any typical Eastern Old Japanese features. 

m_&~.~w~a*&~~w*~*.a~~~.w~ 
simaraku pa ne-tutu mo ar-am-u-wo imey-nomiy-ni motona MYI
ye-tutu 
for.a.while TOP sleep(INF)-COOR PT exist-TENT-ATTR-ACC 
dream-PT -LOC for.no.reason see-PASS(INF)-COOR 
Although [I] intended to sleep for a while, [you] continue to appear 
only in [my] dreams for no reason (MYS XIV: 3471) 

e~g~*W~;ft~«ms~.e~.m~ 
kokoro nomiy imo-Nkari yar-i-te wa pa kok6-ni s-i-te 
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heart PT beloved-DIR send-INF-SUB I TOP here-LOC do-INF
SUB 
I [have] to stay here, sending just [my] heart to [my] beloved 
(MYS XIV: 3538) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are no cognates of WOJ nomiy in Ryukyuan. 

9.5.2 RESTRICTIVE PARTICLE NTANI 
The restrictive particle Ntani shows the minimum representation. It 
can be rendered approximately into English as 'even', 'even as little 
as', 'just', 'just as little as', 'at least', 'only as little as'. In contrast 
to the restrictive particle nomiy that precedes the dative-locative 
case marker -ni and the accusative case marker -wo, the restrictive 
particle Ntani always follows both -ni and -woo The restrictive 
particle Ntani is frequently followed by the focus particle mo. 
Examples: 

~~g~~~~~~m~~~~&$ 
kokoro-wo Ntani ka apyi-omop-aNs-u ar-am-u 
heart-ACC PT PT REC-think-NEG-INF exist-TENT-ATTR 
will [we] not think about each other at least in our hearts? (KK 60) 

~~~~~~.m •• ~~~.~~~~. 
wo-mure-Nka upey-ni kumo Ntani mo siru-ku si tat-aNpa 
DIM-mountain-POSS top-LOC cloud PT PT distinct-INF PT rise
COND 
if just the clouds distinctly rise above the small mountain (NK 116) 

~.~~~~~~~~.~~.~~.W.~.M~~~~~ 
rl::-B3:!JI~ -
omyi-no kwo-no ya-pye n-o pyimo tOk-u pyitO-pye Ntani imaNta 
tOk-an-e-Npa myikwo-no pyimo tOk-u 
noble-GEN child-GEN eight-CL DV -ATTR cord untie-ATTR one
CL PT yet untie-NEG-EV -CON prince-GEN cord untie-FIN 
As the children of nobles have not yet untied even one cord out of 
eight, the prince untied the cord (NK 127) 

~:e:~,tflf1fm~PJE{~1ff{:g:J~,j!jJt 
KUMWO Ntani mo KOKORO AR-Ana-mo kakus-ap-uNpey-si 
YA 
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cloud PT PT heart exist-DES-EXCL PT hide-ITER-DEB-FIN PT 
[I] wish at least the clouds [would] have feelings! Do [they] have 
to hide [Mt. Myiwa] all the time? (MYS I: 18) 

ctJ zj~1)\~ ffij 1:f1tm Jlt~q:~-¥:*: 1)\ iN ~ -¥ 1It 
PUR-I-N-I-si omyina n-i s-i-te ya ka-ku NPAKARI KWOPIY-wo 
Ntani SINONP-YI-kane-te-m-u 
become.old-INF-PERF-INF-PAST/ATTR old.woman DV-INF do
INF-SUB PT thus-INF PT 10ve(NML)-ACC PT endure-INF
NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF -TENT -A TTR 
Am [I not] an old woman? [But it] has become so [that I] would not 
be able to endure even love (MYS II: 129) 

~{jjJ"~ § ~ -¥:fr~~~z-t 
naNI SI kamwo MEY KOTO-wo Ntani mo KOKONTA TOMOSI
kyi 
what PT PT eye word-ABS PT PT so.much scarce-ATTR 
why are [our] meetings even so scarce, 1 wonder? (MYS IV: 689) 

{¥1£WE1f-S:{¥~WE~JaJ *§t 
ikyi Ntani rna imaNta yasumey-Ns-u 
breath PT PT yet rest-NEG-FIN 
[she] did not take a rest even [for one] breath (MYS V: 794) 

~~~~~m~1)\~~.1)\~~~.~ 
ARA TAPEY-na NUNWO KYINU-wo Ntani kyi-se-KATE-n-i 
ka-ku ya NANKEYk-am-u 
rough mulberry.bark.cloth-GEN cloth garment-ACC PT wear
CAUS(INF)-POT-NEG-INF thus-INF PT lament-TENT-ATTR 
Being unable to make [my children] wear even a cloth garment 
from the rough mulberry bark cloth, would [I] lament in this way? 
(MYS V: 901) 

ffii:B:j( 1)\ 'B1~~1:f1 
OMO W ASURE Ntani mwo E-S-U ya 
face forget(NML) PT PT POT -do-FIN PT 
Could [I] just forget [his] face? (MYS XI: 2574) 

~:fr{jjJ"~/Fm ~ 
IMEY-NI Ntani NANI kamwo MIY-YE-N-U 
dream-LOC PT what PT see-PASS-NEG-ATTR 
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Why cannot [I] see [you] even in [my dreams], I wonder? (MYS XI: 
2595) 

~~f@]~-¥f*~~~ 13 :G~f§~ 
YAMA SAPA weNku-wo TUM-YI-NI YUK-AM-U PYI Ntani 
mwoAP-As-e 
mountain stream weNku-ACC pick-INF-LOC go-TENT-ATTR day 
PT PT meet-CAUS-IMP 
Let [me] meet [you] just [on] the day when [I] go to pick weNku 
[grass at] the mountain stream (MYS XI: 2760) 

$~t"5~:g: 5L -rf§ ;fnl~:G 
KOTO PAKAR-I YO-KU SE WA-NKA SE-KWO AP-YER-U 
TOKYINtani 
thing plan-NML good-INF do(IMP) I-POSS beloved-DIM meet
PROG-A TTR time PT 
just [at] the time when [we] meet, do the planning well, my 
beloved (MYS XII: 2949) 

f~-¥:G~{~J\'~-¥A 
TUKAPYI-wo Ntani mwo MAT-I ya kane-te-m-u 
messenger-ACC PT PT wait-INF PT NEGIPOT(INF)-PERF
TENT-ATTR 
cannot [I] wait even for a messenger? (MYS XII: 3103) 

W~-¥W*~*~~~~~~$-¥*.~*~~~ 
imo-wo imey-ni Ntani pyisasi-ku MYI-m-u-wo akey-n-i-kyer-u 
kamo 
beloved-ACC dream-LOC PT be.long-INF see-TENT-ATTR-ACC 
dawn(INF)-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR PT 
although [I] wanted to see [my] beloved just in a dream for a long 
time, it turned out that [it] dawned, alas! (MYS XV: 3714) 

W\~lJJ;t~::t~~"5f6:.~~~ 
yworu-no pyimwo Ntani tOk-yi-sakey-Ns-u s-i-te 
night-GEN cord PT untie-INF-split-NEG-NML do-INF-SUB 
without untying even the cords of [my] night [garment] (MYS 
XVII: 3938) 

JlItE*jJD~flj~*1=~f%l S3"5~ 
TIKA-KU AR-ANPA kapyer-i-ni Ntani mo uti-yuk-yi-te 
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close-INF exist-COND return-NML-LOC PT PT PREF-go-INF
SUB 
if [you] were close, [I] [would] go [to you] just on [my] way back, 
and ... (MYS XVII: 3978) 

~~*~a~~~~*&~~~m~aW~~~~&~ 
pasi Ntani rna watas-i-te ar-aNpa sana [u]pey-yu rna i-yuk-yi
watar-as-i 
bridge PT PT put.over-INF-SUB exist-COND that top-ABL PT 
DLF -go-INF -cross.over-HON-INF 
if [someone] had put just a bridge over [the Milky Way], [they 
would] go over it (MYS XVIII: 4125) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The restrictive particle Ntani is attested three times in Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

~~*~~~~~~*~~~ft§*m~~ 
ka-ku Ntani mwo kuni-na tOpo-k-aNpa na-Nka MEY por-i se-m-u 
thus-INF PT PT province-GEN far-ATTR-COND you-POSS eye 
want-NML do-TENT-FIN 
if the [home] province is just so far, [I] want [to see] your eyes 
(MYS XIV: 3383) 

*~~~~~_~~~*.fi_~~~6~ 
asa-te kwo-N-pusuma ka yapyi Ntani tuma yas-i-kase-n-e 
hemp-cloth DIM-DV(ATTR)-bedding this night PT spouse 
bring.close-INF-BEN-DES-IMP 
Oh, [my] dear bedding from the hemp cloth! [I] wish [you would] 
bring my spouse close [to me] just tonight (MYS XIV: 3454) 

*~J::t~f6::~~~Jjf$*1J\f¥~~~J::t~~fo~&Jjf~JtfJDa 
usupyi-na saka-wo kwoye-si Ntani imwo-Nka kwopyisi-ku wasur
aye-n-u kama 
Usupyi-GEN slope-ACC cross(INF)-PAST/ATTR PT beloved
POSS be.longing.for-INF forget-PASS-NEG-ATTR PT 
just as [I] crossed the slope of Usupyi, [I] felt longing for [my] 
beloved, and [I] cannot forget [her] (MYS XX: 4407) 
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A2: Ryukyuan 
The restrictive particle Ntani is not attested in Ryukyuan, but 
interestingly enough there is an Old Ryukyuan adverb dani 'truly, 
really, indeed' (Hokama 1995: 398-99). It is possible that there is 
an etymological connection, cf. the English adverb just 'exactly, 
precisely, not more than' derived from just 'correct, fair, righteous' 
(Onions 1966: 500). 

9.5.3 RESTRICTIVE PARTICLE SURA - SWORA 
The restrictive particle sura - swora shows the maximum 
representation, being an exact opposite of the restrictive particle 
Ntani. The variant swora occurs much more rarely than the variant 
sura and probably represents the relic pre-raised form. This particle 
can be rendered approximately into English as 'even', 'even as 
much as', 'just', 'just as much as.' Regarding the combinations of 
sura with case markers, both sequences -sura-wo PT-ACC and -wo 
sura -ACC PT are attested, but the former is more frequent. Thus, 
the restrictive particle sura in this respect shows a resemblance to the 
restrictive particle n6miy on one hand and to the restrictive particle 
Ntani on the other. There is only one very suspicious example of *-ni 
sura, where sura is written semantographically, and *-ni is not 
written at all. There are no cases of *-sura-ni -PT-LOC, either, as 
only the sequence sura n-i PT DV-INF exists in the texts (see the 
examples from MYS VIII: 1504 and XVII: 3962 below). The fact 
that the restrictive particle sura can be followed by the infinitive 
form n-i of the defective verb n- is an interesting peculiarity of its 
usage, also shared with the restrictive particle sapey. This usage 
probably indicates that historically both sura and sapey are 
grammaticalized nouns. 

Examples: 

J!!-¥$~~}~,~*~~~~/Ftc~-¥ 
MYITI-wo taN-TOPO-myi OMOP-U swora Y ASV,K12Y NA-ku n
i NANKEYK-U SWORA Y ASU-K-AR-AN-U MONOwo 
way-ABS PREF-far-GER think-ATTR PT easy no-INF DV-INF 
lament-ATTR PT easy-INF-exist-NEG-ATTR CONJ 
although it is not easy even to lament and to love because the way 
is far (MYS IV: 534) 
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-m~~~~~.~~-m~~~~*~ 
PYITO-PYE NOMIYIMWO-NKA YUP-URAM-U ONPYI-wo 
SURA MYI-PYE YUP-UNPEY-KU WA-NKA MIY PA NAR-I
N-U 
one-CL PT beloved-POSS tie-TENT2-ATTR sash-ACC PT three
CL tie-DEB-INF I-POSS body TOP become-INF-PERF-FIN 
My body became [so emaciated], so [I] have to tie as much as 
three times the sash that [my] beloved tied only one time (MYS IV: 
742) 

* ~**L~JfffEl51 ~J§:/(fffij/(ff~ ~tI.* J[ltff~~q:~~~1i ~ {~!lI 
::§*~~~~ 
SAMU-KU si ar-e-Npa ASA-N-PUSUMA PYIK-YI-kaNkapur-i 
NUNWO-kata-KYINU ar-i-no kot6-Nkoto kyisop-ey-Ntomwo 
SAMU-KYI YWO-sura-wo 
cold-INF PT exist-EV-CON hemp-GEN-cover pull-INF
cover.from.the.head-INF cloth-single-garment exist-NML-GEN 
thing-thing wear.in.layers-EV -CONC cold-ATTR night-PT -ACC 
because [it] is cold, [I] cover [myself] from the head with hemp 
covers, and wear several layers of sleeveless garments all that [I] 
have, but [how can I live through] even as much as [one] cold 
night? (MYS V: 892) 

~~~~~~~M~~.~~~~~~ 
SA-TUKIY-wo SURA n-i WA-NK-YIMWO-KWO-NKA PANA 
TATINPANA-wo MYI-NS-U ka SUNKUS-AM-U 
fifth.lunar.month-ACC PT DV-INF I-POSS-beloved-DIM-POSS 
flower mandarin.orange-ACC see-NEG-INF PT pass-TENT-ATTR 
Will my beloved pass even the fifth lunar month without seeing the 
flowering mandarin orange? (MYS VIII: 1504) 

*A*m~&~ril'~~»' 
IPYE-N-PYITO PARU-SAMEY-sura-wo MA-N-TUKAPYI n-l 
S-URU 
home-GEN-person spring-rain-PT -ACC interval-GEN-messenger 
DV-INF do-ATTR 
[my] home folks will send even a spring rain as a messenger (MYS 
IX: 1698) 

~ -m:~~-m:i3Jff~~~.bt~ 
kamo sura mo tuma-to taNkup-yi-te 
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drake PT PT spouse-COM be.together-INF-SUB 
Even drakes are together with [their] spouses ... (MYS XV: 3625) 

w~lJ831S51 B~JUHt~{%~ 
awo kumwo-no tanaNPYIK-U PYI sura KWO-SAMEY sopo pur
u 
blue clouds-GEN trail-ATTR day PT DIM-rain drizzling fall-FIN 
even [on] the day when the clouds blue [ as sky] trail over, it 
drizzles (MYS XVI: 3883) 

*&;0-¥~&1]\*~tR/ffi"~&m; 
ara-si wo sura n-i naNkeyk-yi pus-er-am-u 
rough-FIN man PT DV-INF lament-INF lie.prone-PROG-TENT
FIN 
even a rough man would be lying down and lamenting (MYS XVII: 
3962) 

Jff~&fOtL~&~~*PTlJf[)tfJiz**tL~~~*tJH:{3(~~1]\ c {jT/ffi" z -
masura ware sura yo-no naka-no tune si na-kyere-Npa uti
naNpyik-yi toko-ni koyi-pus-i 
excellent I PT world-GEN inside-GEN usual PT no-EV-CON 
PREF -recline-INF bed-LOC lie.down(INF)-lie. prone-INF 
even I, the gentle[man], reclined, and lied down prostrated on the 
bed because the things in the world were not usual ... (MYS XVII: 
3969) 

~~/ffi"~&~~~~*&~~/ffi"~~&~~z~~lJ-¥ 
omwop-u swora yasu-ku mo ar-aNs-u kwop-uru swora kurusi-kyi 
mwonowo 
think-ATTR PT be.easy-INF PT exist-NEG-INF long.for-ATTR 
PT be.hard-A TTR CONJ 
although even to think is not easy, and even to long is difficult 
(MYS XX: 4408) 

~~iiJ l1:~& -¥fo*LlBtt<~~ ~ {jTYBljJf~fljfl3~ $-JffjJf~fljf[)~ 
myi-atO-sura-wo ware pa e-myi-Ns-u-te ipa-ni wer-i-tuk-u tama-ni 
wer-i-tuk-u 
HON-footprint-PT-ACC I TOP POT-see-NEG-INF-SUB rock
LOC carve-INF-attach-FIN jewel-LOC carve-INF-attach-FIN 
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I was not able to see even the footprint of the Buddha, so [I] carve 
[it] on the rock, carve [it] on the jewel (BS 3) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The restrictive particle sura is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese 
or Ryukyuan. 

9.5.4 RESTRICTIVE PARTICLE SAP EY 
The restrictive particle sapey indicates that the word it follows is an 
addition to something else of the same kind. It can be rendered in 
English as 'even ... as well,' even as much as,' 'even ... in addition 
to.' The restrictive particle sapey can be followed by the infinitive 
n-i of the defective verb n-, similar to the restrictive particle sura 
(see 9.5.3). There is only one example in the whole Western Old 
Japanese corpus when the restrictive particle sapey is used after the 
accusative case marker -wo (see the example from SM 57 below). 
Thus, as far as we can judge on the basis of one example, sapey 
follows case markers like the restrictive particle Ntani. 

Examples: 

~iiJjJo~tlff~it{6:~!tJ11!!/iiltfWf ~ ~1ff1i~~~{iiJ ~it l=l::Wf~:tff 4-
lA~iiJ~*~~ -
aka-N-tama pa wo sapey pyikar-e-NtO sira tama-no kyimyi-Nka 
yosopyi si taputwo-ku ar-i-kyer-i 
red-DV(ATTR)-jewel TOP cord PT shine-EV -CONC white jewel
COMP lord-POSS adorned. appearance PT revered-INF exist-INF
RETR-FIN 
Although even the cord of red jewels shines, [I] realized [that I] 
feel reverence [for my] lord's adorned appearance, which is like a 
white jewel (KK 7) 

flli*~~fmfl~ 1=l:: {6: {if-am!flli* l!Hl:: fm?jij~ {6: {if-am! 
!ama key-ni pa ipyi sapey mor-i tama mopyi-ni myiNtu sapey mor
I 

jewel container-LOC TOP boiled.rice PT fill-INF jewel bowl-LOC 
water PT fill-INF 
filling the jewel[ -like] container with the boiled rice as well, filling 
the jewel[ -like] bowl with water as well (NK 94) 
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Ms~~s~~s~.~~s~m~~~~B~~ 
WOTO-TU PYI mwo KYINOPU mwo KYEPU mwo MYI-T
URE-NTO ASU sapey MYI-m-aku POSI-kyi KYIMYI kamo 
that-GENILOC day PT yesterday PT today PT see(INF)-PERF
EV-CONC tomorrow PT see-TENT-NML be.wanted-ATTR lord 
PT 
Oh, [ my] lord whom [I] want to see tomorrow as well, although [I] 
saw you the day before yesterday, yesterday, and today! (MYS VI: 
1014) 

~.~~~*.~.~~~Nm •• ~S~m~#~ 
IKEY-NO PYE-NO MATU-NO URA-N-PA-ni PUR-U YUKYI 
PA IPO-PYE PUR-I-SIK-YE ASU sapey mo MYI-M-U 
pond-GEN side-GEN pine-GEN top-GEN-leaf-LOC fall-ATTR 
snow TOP five.hundred-CL fall-INF-cover-IMP tomorrow PT PT 
see-TENT-FIN 
Snow, falling on the top needles of the pine near the pond! Fall in 
five hundred layers, so [I] would see you even tomorrow (in 
addition to today) (MYS VIII: 1650) 

~~M~*~*~*&~=~~~~~*. 
notO-N-kapa-no MYINA SOKO SAPEY n-i TER-U-MANTE-ni 
MYIKASA-no YAMA PA SAK-YI-N-I-KYER-U kamwo 
NotO-GEN-river-GEN water bottom PT DV-INF shine-ATTR
TERM-LOC Myikasa-GEN mountain TOP bloom-INF-PERF-INF
RETR-A TTR PT 
[The flowers on] Mount Myikasa bloomed to such an extent that 
even the (water) bottom of the NotO river is shining (MYS X: 1861) 

1m ~*Lfm.EE ~~MiJ:t<*-~ 1B~ 
siNkur-e-no PUR-U-napey n-i YWO SAPEY so SAMU-KYI 
PYITO-RI si N-URE-NPA 
drizzling.rain-GEN fall-ATTR CON] DV -INF night PT PT cold
ATTR one-CL PT sleep-EV-CON 
at the same time as the drizzling rain falls, the night is even colder, 
because [I] sleep alone (MYS X: 2237) 

B~r*Jl:g:~{:g:~4- S ili5ffiJ~ 
KYIMYI-NKA SITA-N-PYIMO WARE sapey n-l KYEPU 
MUSUNP-YI-TE-na 
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lord-POSS under-GEN-cord 1 PT DV-INF today tie-INF-PERF
DES 
Even 1 as well want to tie the cords of your under[garment] today 
(MYS XII: 3181) 

*~A*W.~*lli~~~~~~*~~~~~~~ 
OPO MYIY A PYITO PA ima sapey ya pyitO naNpur-i nomiy 
konom-yi-tar-uram-u 
great place person TOP now PT PT person mock-NML PT like
INF -PERF IPROG-TENT2-A TTR 
Do the people from the Great Palace probably continue to like just 
to mock [other] people even now as well? (MYS XV: 3758a) 

ll%~z)jj{*tA-Im~M'l]\~~m~**L~q:w 
MYITI pa si tOpo-ku SEKYI sapey n-i pyenar-i-te ar-e koso 
way TOP PT far-INF barrier PT DV-INF be.separated-INF-SUB 
exist-EV PT 
The way is far, and even the barrier is far away as well (MYS XVII: 
3978) 

fJt*t~R'l]\PJ*t~{~ ~~~ 
ikey myiNtu-ni kaNkey sapey MYI-ye-te 
pond water-LOC reflection PT see-PASS(INF)-SUB 
Even [their] reflection is seen in the pond water, and ... (MYS XX: 
4512) 

~ ~iiJ 11:. ~ tA-Wi fJt1f. JJ J::l: 'H~~ ~iiJ *m fJt~ tlj~ ~f6: M S3 ~ *L~ 
~~~.~*m~gJ::l:11:.JJ~*m -
myi-atO tukur-u isi-no pyiNpyik-yi pa amey-ni itar-i tuti sapey 
yusur-e titi papa-Nka tamey n-i mworo pyitO-no tamey n-i 
HON-footprint make-ATTR stone-GEN echo-NML TOP heaven
LOC reach-INF earth PT shake-EV father mother-POSS for DV
INF all person for DV -INF 
The echo of the stone, where [I] carved the footprint [of the 
Buddha], reaches Heaven, and shakes the earth as well, for father 
and mother, for all people (BS 1) 

fJtm 1f.1Jo ~~ --9-JJ~ ~f6:~{* g ~11:. tffJt:tff 
in-i-si kata ti yo-no tumyi sapey poroNp-u to so ip-u 
go-INF-PAST/ATTR side thousand life-GEN sin PT disappear
FIN DV PT say-ATTR 
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[they] say that even the sins of one thousand former lives will 
disappear (BS 17) 

-:kif s rmp]~~~fU1r($3jLtcl¥li7\$l±!fLiEi: 
AMA-tu PYI TVNK-YI-UKEY-TAMAPAr-er-u KOTO-wo sapey 
YOROKONPIY -TATEMATUR-I-INT -Ure-Npa 
Heaven-GEN/LOC sun inherit -INF -receive(INF)-HUM -PROG
ATTR matter-ACC PT rejoice(INF)-HUM-INF-exit-EV-CON 
because [you] rejoiced as well at the fact that [I] inherited [the 
position of] the Heavenly Sun ... (SM 57) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
The restrictive particle sapey is attested six times in Eastern Old 
Japanese. Once it occurs before the desiderative particle m6Nkam6: 
this usage is not attested in Western Old Japanese. Examples: 

f:~jd?;t1lli ~~ft ftf~-9-~ 
uwe-N-takey-no mwotO sapey tOyom-yi 
plant(NML)-GEN-bamboo-GEN root PT sound-INF 
Even the roots of the bamboo that [I] planted cry, and ... (MYS 
XIV: 3474) 

~ I~' ftc ftf c ~~ fo~ {tc PI rJfE~{tf 
tOsi sapey koNkotO wa pa sakar-u Nkapey 
year PT many I TOP be.separated PT 
Will I separate [from her] even [if] years [are] many? (MYS XIV: 
3502) 

~PI~~.~~1llifi~1lli~~~ftm.~~.fi~*W 
taka-kyi ne-ni kumwo-no tuk-u-nosu ware sapey n-i kyimyi-ni tuk
yi-n-ana 
high-ATTR peak-LOC cloud-GEN attach-ATTR-COMP I PT DV
INF lord-DAT attach-INF-PERF-DES 
Even I would like to cling to [my] lord like clouds cling to a high 
peak (MYS XIV: 3514) 

~~/~~fx~~*~ft{tf£J::tX=B 
tOmwosi-kyi kyimyi pa asu sapey moNkamwo 
be.rare-A TTR lord TOP tomorrow PT PT 
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I want you, a rare [guest, to come] tomorrow as well (MYS XIV: 
3523) 

~~/~,*iJtg'lJ\jt~ftr:~~~f,J: 
kanasi-kye se-ro-ni pyit6 sapye yos-umo 
dear-ATTR beloved-DIM-DAT person PT make.approach-EXCL 
even [other] women make [their thoughts] approach [my] dear 
beloved (MYS XIV: 3548) 

jJDjtftr:f:g:~~ ~ ~'lJ\f[]~&fL§t 
kaNko sapey myi-ye-te yo-ni wasur-are-Ns-u 
reflection PT see-PASS(INF)-SUB life-LOC forget-PASS-NEG
FIN 
[I] will not be able to forget [her] in [my] life, even seeing as much 
as [her] reflection (MYS XX: 4322) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The restrictive particle sai (and its phonetic variants) are attested 
only in the Northern and Central Ryukyus. Nohara believes that 
Yaeyama sagi - saagi (he provides no examples of sagi - saagi in 
his book) is related to sai (Nohara 1998: 77), but the 
correspondence of Yaeyama -g- to -0- in Setouchi and 
Tokunoshima and to WOJ -p- is irregular, and therefore this 
comparison is better to be abandoned. Given the limited 
geographical distribution, it is possible that Ryukyuan sai 
represents an early loan from mainland Japanese. Examples: 

Setouchi 

unaga sai di"kiy-um-mul) yil)ga-nu di"kir-al) kutu-nu an-nya 
woman PT can.do-FIN-CONJ man-GEN can.do-NEG/ATTR 
thing-GEN exist-PT 
Even a woman can do [it], is there anything man cannot do? 
(Nohara 1998: 117) 

Tokunoshima 

midzY sai num-ar-al) 
water PT drink-PASS-NEG/FIN 
[I] cannot drink even water (Nohara 1998: 175) 
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9.5.5 RESTRICTIVE PARTICLE NPAKARI 
The restrictive particle Npakari shows the extent, so it can be 
rendered into English as '[so] much [as].' After numerals it 
supposedly indicates approximate number, but there is only one 
example in Western Old Japanese texts of its usage after a numeral. 
In most attested examples it occurs after ka-ku 'thus-INF' creating 
a kind of a set expression ka-ku Npakari 'so much.' The restrictive 
particle Npakari is attested only in the Man 'yoshu, and the 
overwhelming majority of attestations are semantographic with 
Npakari spelled by the character ~. In all probability the restrictive 
particle Npakari represents a historical grammaticalization of the 
verb pakar- 'to measure, to plan.' 

Examples: 

:g.~*Tijl JJ~-,¥-t;~~=i~~-B3: 
WA-NKA KWOPIY-PA TI PYIK-YI n-o ISI-wo NANA 
NPAKARI KUNPYI-ni KAKEY-M-Umo 
I-POSS 10ve(NML) TOP thousand pull-NML DV-ATTR stone
ACC seven PT neck-LOC hang-TENT-EXCL 
My love would hang on my neck about seven [times the weight] of 
the stone that is pulled by one thousand people! (MYS IV: 743) 

{jl"jJo~jJO:f1j iijCGf:Wf* ~iiJ:f1j *Ji:\ 
ika Npakari kwoposi-ku ar-i-ky-em-u 
how PT be.longing.for-INF exist-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
how much would [she] be longing? (MYS V: 875) 

~~~~m~$~~~~~mOOJJ~ 
ka-ku Npakari suNpey na-kyi MOno ka YO-NO NAKA-no 
MYITI 
thus-INF PT way no-ATTR thing PT life-GEN inside-GEN way 
[Is] the way of life so [much] impossible? (MYS V: 892) 

~k=Am~~*~~~~~~~-'¥-~~.~ 
naka-naka n-i PYITO to NAR-ANS-U PA KUPA KWO n-i mwo 
NAR-Amasi MONOwo TAMA-NO WO NP AKARI 
at.all DV-INF person DV be-NEG-INF TOP silk worm DV-INF 
PT become-SUBJ CONJ jewel-GEN cord PT 
If [I] was not a human being, [I] would [like to] become a silkworm, 
just [for a short time] such as ajewel cord (MYS XII: 3086) 
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~!AJ~~m~#$ 
ka-ku Npakari kwopiy-m-u 
thus-INF PT long.for-TENT-FIN 
[I] would long for [her] so much (MYS XV: 3739) 

~!A.~~m~#z!A.;n*&~ 
ka-ku Npakari kwopiysi-ku ar-aNpa 
thus-INF PT be.longing.for-INF exist-COND 
If [I] were longing for [you] so much ... (MYS XIX: 4221) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
At: Eastern Old Japanese 
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The restrictive particle Npakari is attested only once in an Eastern 
Old Japanese text that has no specific Eastern Old Japanese 
features: 

~~&!A..$.~M~~m~~&!A..~~~$~~~~~~ 
.~~~~ 
sa-n-ur-aku pa tama-no WO Npakari kwop-ur-aku pa puNs i-no 
taka ne-no nar-u sapa-no Nkoto 
PREF-sleep-ATTR-NML TOP jewel-GEN cord PT long. for
ATTR-NML TOP PuNsi-GEN high peak-GEN mountain. stream
GEN become-ATTR like 
Sleeping together [is short] as much as the cord of jewels, longing 
for [you is long] like the stream that originates [ from] the high peak 
ofPuNsi (MYS XIV: 3358) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
The restrictive particle bakai ~ bakkar ~ bagari ~ bagara (also 
appearing in many other phonetic variants) is attested virtually 
across the board in modem Ryukyuan dialects and in Classical 
Ryukyuan (Nohara 1998: 26, 81). However, it does not appear in 
Old Ryukyuan. Examples: 

Setouchi 

10550 ya see bakkar m050cuur-u 
grandfather TOP rice.wine PT drink(HON)-FIN 
Grandfather drinks only rice wine (Nohara 1998: 117) 
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Yaeyama 

?unu untaa san-byak-[k]in bagara kakar-i-buru ar-aIJ gaya 
that pig(TOP) three-hundred-pound about weight-INF-like exist
NEGPT 
Does not [it] look like that this pig will weight about 300 pounds? 
(Nohara 1998: 479) 
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POSTPOSITIONS 

I n this chapter I do not describe quasi-postpositions like X-no 
upey-ni 'on [the top of] X,' X-no sita-ni 'under X' etc. that are 

transparently derived from such nouns as upey 'top,' sUa 'bottom,' 
etc. These quasi-postpositions were remarkably stable throughout 
the history of the Japanese language and they do not present any 
impediment for understanding of Western Old Japanese texts. 
Instead, I will concentrate here on four postpositions that are 
unique to Old Japanese: Nsimono 'like,' saNpiy 'like,' mokoro 
'like,' and pa 'every.' 

10.1 POSTPOSITION NSIMONO 'LIKE' 
The postposition Nsimono 'like' frequently indicates a comparison 
with animals and birds, but this is not its only usage. Examples: 

WTWTJI\:~fil§iliJgm~m~~ 
sisi Nsimono myi-N-tuk-u pye-N-komor-i 
deer like water-LOC-soak-A TTR side-LOC-hide-INF 
like a deer that hides at the place soaked with water (NK 95) 

1& I3I!&J{JT~ltfj\~ 
SISI Nsimono i-pap-yi-PUS-YI-tutu 
dear like DLF-crawl-INF-Iie.down-INF-COOR 
constantly crawling and lying down like a deer (MYS II: 199) 

,~~ 131!&J~~fif 
wotokwo Nsimono WAKYINPASAM-YI-MOT-I 
man like embrace-INF-hold-INF 
[I] embrace [the baby] like a man (MYS II: 210) 
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*~~tA.jJJ(W* B ~{±~11*'F 
OPO TONO-NI PYISA KATA N-O AMA-TUTAP-YI-K-URU 
SIRA YUKYI Nsimono YUK-YI-KA YWOP-YI-TUTU l 

great palace-LOC long hard DV-ATTR heaven-pass-INF-come
ATTR white snow like go-INF-go.back.and.forth-INF-COOR 
[he] constantly visits the great palace like a white snow that falls 
from the eternally strong Heaven (MYS III: 261) 

tA. f6:*YfJj;t;~ JJ fIJ;t;fi~~~ § -eJ:~~~llH~:;(ff;t;~ 
kusa-N-ta-wor-i siNpa twor-i sik-yi-te toko Nsimono uti-koyi-pus
i-te 
grass-?-hand-break-INF road.side.grass hold-INF spread-INF-SUB 
bed like PREF-lie.down-INF-lie.prone-INF-SUB 
[I] broke off some herbs, and taking road side grass, [I] spread [it] 
and laid down on a bed-like [thing] (MYS V: 886) 

W~~-eJ:~~~:;(ff~~~W~~m~~ 
inu Nsimono MYITI-ni pus-i-te ya inoti suNkiy-n-am-u 
dog like road-LOC lie.prone-INF-SUB PT life pass(INF)-PERF
TENT-ATTR 
Will [I] pass away like a dog lying down at the road? (MYS V: 886) 

,~§ ~ffl={*Ji5-ffij 
TORI Nsimono UMYI-ni UK-YI WI-TE 
bird like sea-LOC float-INF sit(INF)-SUB 
floating like a bird in the sea (MYS VII: 1184) 

~-eJ:§~~~~~~~~~~Ag~~~~.~~~~~*. 
kamo Nsimwono uk-yi-ne-wo s-ure-Npa kaN-kur02-kyi kamyi-ni 
tuyu so ok-yi-n-i-kyer-u 
duck like float-INF-sleep(NML)-ACC do-EV-CON INT-black
ATTR hair-LOC dew PT put-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-ATTR 
Because [I] slept floating like a duck [it] turned out that the dew 
fell on the pitch-black hair (MYS XV: 3649) 

1 My reading of this poem is different from the traditional one: I read *IJI/t}j~ as 
OPO TONO-NI, and not as OPO TONO-NO UPEY-NI, and B ~ as SIRA 
YUKYI, and not just as YUKYI. 
2 The character 15 transcribing otsu-rui Irol is apparently a scribal mistake for k8-
rui Irwo/. 
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PItA § f,3:Jj~*lt~mzff; 
ka kwo Nsimono taNta pyito-ri s-i-te 
deer child like only one-CL do-INF-SUB 
being all alone like a fawn (MYS XX: 4408) 

1~iIJ~~ § ~5H~m! 
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OPO MYI-KOTO KASIKWO Nsimono UKEY-TAMAPAR-I 
great HON-word awesome like receive(INF)-HUM-INF 
receiving the imperial edict like an awesome [thing] (SM 14) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The postposition Nsimono 'like' is not attested in Eastern Old 
Japanese or Ryukyuan. 

10.2 POSTPOSITION SANPIY 'LIKE' 
The postposition saNpiy is a grammaticalization of the infinitive 
saNpiy of the verb saNpiy- 'to be like, to behave like.' There is an 
example when it is still used as a verb: 

'=P~ A {:t {iiiHfff /F Wz 'ffi ~~ ~ PI 00 
umaNpyitO saNpiy-te INA to IP-AM-U kamo 
nobleman behave.like(INF)-SUB no DV say-TENT -A TTR PT 
behaving like a noblewoman, [you] probably say: 'No!' (MYS II: 
96) 

Nevertheless, there are several examples where saNpiy can be 
analyzed as a grammaticalized postposition: 

* U1 IbJ)\ Z ~{:t 1i11Li'[ ;ff 
PARU YAMA to simyi saNpiy TAT-ER-I 
spring mountain DV flourishing like stand-PROG-FIN 
[it] is standing like a flourishing spring mountain (MYS I: 52) 

JlJ {:t vliHjT '* 
Y AMA sabiy iMAS-U 
mountain like exist-FIN 
[it] is like a mountain (MYS I: 52) 
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wotOmye-ra-Nka wotomye saNpiy s-u to kara tama-wo tamoto-ni 
mak-as-i yoti kwo-ra-to TE taNtusapar-i-te aswoNp-yi-ky-em-u 
maiden-PLUR-POSS maiden like do-FIN DV China jewel-ACC 
wrist-LOC wrap-HON-INF same.age child-PLUR-COM 
hand.hold-INF-SUB play-INF-PASTIFIN-TENT-FIN 
The maidens, thinking to behave like maidens, wrap their wrists 
with [bracelets made of] Chinese jewels, and would play holding 
hands with the girls of the same age (MYS V: 804) 

J#)aJ~ii)JiiJJr!Jf:£frm)aJ~fimE~~oW**J]\JJflj~~ 
masura wo-no wotwokwo sabiy s-u to turukyi tati kosi-ni twor-i
pak-yi 
excellent man-GEN man like do-FIN DV double.edge.sword 
long. sword waist-LOC hold-INF-wear-INF 
The gentlemen, thinking to behave like men, wear the double edge 
swords and long swords at [their] waist, and ... (MYS V: 804) 

PI fEt~M & PI fEtf:£ frm {jT J#~ 
kamu-na-N-kara kamu-saNpiy imas-u 
deity-PLUR-GEN-nature deity-like exist(HON)-FIN 
[these two stones] are lying [there] having the nature of deities, and 
being like deities (MYS V: 813) 

{jT;&$ ~~ tLt$f:£ frm 
iyaPYIKWO onore KAMU-saNpiy 
Iyapyikwo itself deity-like 
[The mountain] Iyapyikwo itself [is] deity-like (MYS XVI: 3883) 

wJ]\~am~m~t*~.*~*PI~W~~PI$~frm 
inisipye-yu ari-k-yi-n-i-kyer-e-Npa koNkosi kamwo ipa-no kamu
saNpiy 
old.times-ABL ITER-come-INF-PERF-INF-RETR-EV-CON 
rugged(FIN) PT rock-GEN deity-like 
because [they] date back to old times, deity-like rocks are rugged! 
(MYS XVII: 4003) 

~m~Rlij.ctL~~.flj:fl~~Jn~~Rlij.{jTJ#~tx7(~PI~5~ 
f:£fim~$ 
pari-N-pukurwo kore pa taNpar-i-n-u suri-N-pukurwo ima pa e-te
si ka okyina sabiy se-m-u 
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needle-GEN-bag this TOP receive(HUM)-INF-PERF-FIN 
bamboo.box-GEN-bag now TOP get(INF)-PERF-PAST/ATTR PT 
old.man like do-TENT-ATTR 
Needle bag - this [I] have received. Now [I] want to get a bag for 
a bamboo box. [I] will [then] behave like an old man (MYS XVIII: 
4133) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The postposition saNpiy 'like' IS not attested 10 Eastern Old 
Japanese or Ryukyuan. 

10.3 POSTPOSITION MOKORO 'LIKE' 
The postposition mokoro 'like' is attested only once in Western Old 
Japanese: 

:a3:.~I§:sL~.=E.Z£Hq:g~~)II.Z:!lO!A 
WA-NKA OPO KYIMYI-no TAT-AS-ER-E-NPA TAMA MO
NO mokoro KOY-AS-ER-E-NPA KAPA MO-NO NKOTO-ku 
I-POSS great lord-GEN stand-HON-PROG-EV -CON jewel 
seaweed-GEN like lie.down-HON- PROG-EV -CON river weed
GEN like-INF 
When my sovereign deigns to stand, [he is] like jewel seaweeds, 
when [he] deigns to lie down, [he] is like river weeds (MYS II: 196) 

It is probably a grammaticalized form of th~ adjective mokoro 
'similar,' attested also only once as "tlDc~ MOko[roj wo 'similar 
man' in MYS IX: 1809. It is possible that the ro in mokoro is 
actually the defective verb ro (see 6.1.4.3), but the paucity of 
examples and the inability to draw a morphemic boundary between 
moko and ro preclude a positive identification. 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
AI: Eastern Old Japanese 
The postposition mokoro 'like' is attested twice in Eastern Old 
Japanese: 

~51]\~~-Sj!-jJO£J:7?J~c g 
okyi-ni sum-wo wo-kamo-no mwokoro 
offing-LOC live-ATTR DIM-duck-GEN like 
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Like a small duck that lives in the offing (MYS XIV: 3527) 

~W1igi\JJ~~~mE~*L~{jt~*J:t~JJfofjiJSf-~~'AmE~~k 
~z~cg --
matu-no key-no nam-yi-tar-u myi-re-Npa ipa-N-pyitO-no ware-wo 
myi-okur-u to tat-ar-i-si mokoro 
pine-GEN tree-GEN stand.in.line-INF-PERFIPROG-ATTR see
EV -CON home-GEN-person-GEN I-ACC see(INF)-send-FIN DV 
stand-PROG-INF-PAST/ATTR like 
When [I] see that the pine trees are standing in line, [they were] 
like [my] home folks [who] were standing [in a row] going to see 
me off(MYS XX: 4375) 

A2: Ryukyuan 
There are no cognates of the postposition mokoro in Ryukyuan. 

10.4 POSTPOSITION PA 'EVERY' 
The postposition pa 'every 'is found only after tosi-no 'year-GEN' 
and it never occurs with any other words. In most cases it is 
followed by the infinitive form n-i of the defective verb n-; the only 
exception can be seen in the example from MYS XVIII: 4125 
below. Examples: 

1~;01ig~1]\~1m1ig{i~ &~PJ 'Awrc~ ,~MiltSf-;J]DMz ~ ~~;0 
!7\:~g~* 
tosi-no pa n-i paru-no k-yi-tar-aNpa ka-ku si koso uMEY-wo 
kaNsas-i-te tanwosi-ku nom-am-ey 
year-GEN every DV-INF spring come-INF-PERFIPROG-COND 
thus-INF PT plum-ACC decorate-INF-SUB be.merry-INF drink
TENT-EV 
Every year, when the spring comes, let [us] decorate [our hair] 
with plum [blossoms] and drink merrily (MYS V: 833) 

W~~z~~1]\~~~N~PJ'A~*.~~ 
iya tosi-no pa n-i omop-u Ntwoti ka-ku si aswoNp-am-u 
more.and.more year-GEN every DV-INF love-ATTR companion 
thus-INF PT enjoy.oneself-TENT-FIN 
Let us enjoy ourselves more and more every year, [ my] beloved 
companions (MYS XVII: 3991) 
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~.~~~~.~fi~&~~~~~~~w~~m~~~~fi 
*L~,g1i-$ 
puse-no umyi-no okyi-tu sira namyi ari-[N]kaywop-yi iya tosi-oo 
pa o-i MYI-tutu sinwop-am-u 
Puse-GEN sea-GEN offing-GENILOC white wave ITER
go.back.and.forth-INF more.and.more year-GEN every DV-INF 
see(INF)-ITER admire-TENT -FIN 
The white waves in the offing of the sea of Puse continuously go 
back and forth. Every year [I] will look at [them] and admire 
[them] more and more (MYS XVII: 3992) 

~~~~~~~~~~&~mft~~W~ 
TOSI-oo pa Nkoto o-i ama-no para purisakey-MYI-tutu 
year-GEN every every DV-INF heaven-GEN plain 100k.up(INF)-
100k(INF)-COOR 
Every year [I] continue to look up at the plain of Heaven (MYS 
XVIII: 4125) 
In this example pa is not followed by the infinitive form n-i of the defective verb 
n-, which appears only after Nkbtb 'every' that doubles pa, possibly for an extra 
emphasis. 

~~.~~~~~ili~~~~~~~&.ili~~~~~-$W~ 
~~~~~ 
wa-Nka se-kwo-Nka yaNtwo-no yamaNpukyi sak-yi-te ar-aNpa 
yam-aNs-u kaywop-am-u iya tosi-oo pa o-i 
I-POSS elder.brother-POSS dwelling-GEN rose bloom-INF-SUB 
exist-COND stop-NEG-INF go.back.and.forth-TENT -FIN 
more.and.more year-GEN every DV-INF 
If the roses were blooming at the dwelling of my friend, [I] would 
come [there] more and more constantly every year (MYS XX: 
4303) 

COMPARATIVE DATA 
LEVEL A: OTHER JAPONIC 
The postposition pa 'every' is not attested in Eastern Old Japanese 
or Ryukyuan. 
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INDEX OF PERSONAL NAMES 

A 

Aiso, Teizo 3,5, 1189 
Akiba (Reynolds), Katsue 140, 145, 
737 
Akimoto, Kichiro 6 
Alpatov, Vladimir M. 91,110,441 
An, Pyenghuy 1230, 1268 
Antonov, Anton 148 
Aoki, Kazuo 3, 15 
Arai, Mujiro, 977 
Arakaki, Kumiko 255, 282, 294, 

303,311,317,321,326,329,332, 
338,343,347,351,353-55,357-
58,361-62,364,366 

Arisaka, Hideyo 20 
Asai, Erin 91,125 
Aston, William G. 109,260, 795 
A vrorin, Valentin A. 173, 678 

B 

Baxter, William 58 
Beckwith, Christopher I. 58, 353 
Bentley, John R. 8,15-66,20-21,25, 

36,38,40,42,340,863,952, 
1041 

Blust, Robert 125,313 

c 
Cang, Seykyeng 19 

Chinu, prince 14 
Cincius, Vera 1. 363 

E 

Endo, Yoshimoto 16 
ErdaI, Marcel 177, 279 

F 

Fel'dman, Nataliia 1. 110,441 
Frellesvig, Bjarke 37, 153,291,501, 

510,550,627 
Fukuda, Y oshisuke 21 

G 

Genmei, empress 2, 5 
Gensho, empress 257 
Georg, Stefan 97 
G1uskina, Anna E. 83, 396 
Golovnin, Ivan V. 110 
Gomi, Tomohide 13 
Gmnbech, Kaare 107, 177 

H 

Haga, Yaichi 794 
Hamano, Shoko 37 
Hashimoto, Shinkichi 20 
Hattori, Shiro 230, 611, 633 
Henderson, Harold G. 441 
Hendriks, Peter 199,201-03,205, 

207 
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Hieda-no Are 2 
Hino, Sukenari 561 
Hirayama, Teruo 241, 294, 321, 325, 

329,354,361,428,1116,1126 
Hiyoshi, Moriyuki 14 
Hojo, Tadao 21 
Hokama, Shuzen 17,70,75,81,215, 

229,231,255,271,304,311, 
318,321,326,329,338,344, 
347,361,363-64,395,528,559, 
569,589,685,691,695,726, 
753,1132 

Hoshino, Yukihiko 13 

I 

Ienaga, Saburo 4 
Ikeda, Tadashi 100, 132,795 
Ikegami, Jiro 151,313,362,363, 

364 
I1yen, monk 18 
Inaoka, Koji 15 
Inoue, Mitsusada 4 
Ishimoda, SM 3 
Ivanovskii, A.O. 19 
Iwai, Yoshio 21,595-97,599,617, 

795, 1041 
Itabashi, Yoshizo 75,112,219,242 

J 
Hinin, emperor 256 

K 

Kaneko, Takeo 15 
Kaneshiro, Tomonaga 230 
Kang, Kyusen 19 
Karimata, Shigehisa 218, 1068, 

1072 
Kasuga, Kazuo 16 
Keikai, monk 16 
Kholodovich, Alexander A. 91 
Kim, Sangek 18, 25 

Kim, Wancin 18 
Kim, Yengpay 19 
King, Ross 116 
Kinoshita, Masatoshi 7,13-14,683, 

883,976,1012 
Kitagawa, Kazuhide 15,60, 1129, 

1131 
Kobayashi, Y oshinori 3, 600 
Kojima, Noriyuki 13, 258, 262, 286, 

305-06,308 
Koken, empress 256 
Kolpakchi, Elena M. 795, 938, 952, 

960 
Konin, emperor 14 
Konishi, Jin' ichi 16 
Konosu, Hayao 3,5, 14, 15, 1189 
Konrad, Nikolai I. 110 
Kotani, Hiroyasu 21 
Krueger, John R. 107, 177, 232 
KiiI Tegin, 20 
Kurano, Kenji 2 
Kuroita, Katsumi 5, 423 
Kyunye, monk 18 

L 

Lange, Roland A. 20 
Ledyard, Gari 249 
Lewin, Bruno 109,795,952 

M 

Mabuchi, Kazuo 20, 21 
Majtczak, Tomasz 716 
Malov, Sergei 20 
Martin, Samuel E. 20, 91, 109, Ill, 

115,152,157,166,188,191, 
220,259,279,322,339,340, 
348,351,357,379,429,434, 
441,461,569,701,753,795, 
855,962, 1102 

Maruyama, Jiro 5 
Masamune, Atsuo 14 
Matsuda, Masayuki 115 
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Matsuo, Sutejiro 21, 795 
Matsuyama, Jiro 423 
McNicoll, Matthew 596 
Miller, Roy A. 14,216,244,259, 

260,267-68,341,348,359,952 
Mills, Douglas E. 342 
Miyake, Marc H. 4, 20, 23, 25, 35, 

36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43, 
420,422 

Miyara, Toso, 1096 
Mizushima, Yoshiharu 8, 12, 13, 22, 

155 
Mori, Hiromichi 4, 20, 25 
Morishige, Satoshi 20 
Muccioli, M. 109 
Murayama, Shichiro 173 

N 

Nakagawa, Hiroshi 244 
Nakahara, Jo 124, 177,216,278, 

338,610,633,635,673,715-16, 
760,792,842,861,870-71,908, 
975-76,1026,1172,1196,1229 

Nakahara, Zenchii 70,81,215, 231, 
271 

Nakamoto, Mutsuko 244,536,811, 
812 

Nakanishi, Susumu 13,22,235,258, 
262 

Nakasone, Seizen, 1080, 1082, 
1085, 1099, 1112 

Nakatomi-no Yakamori, 10 
Nam, Kwangwu 67,348 
Nintoku, emperor 7, 249 
Nishioka, Satoshi 124,177,216, 

278,338,610,633,635,673, 
715,716,760,792,842,861, 
870,871,908,975,976,1026, 
1172, 1196, 1229 

Nohara, Mitsuyoshi 124-25, 132, 
145-46,151-52,172,177,187, 
190,206-07,428,521,527,544, 
610,655,736,745-46,760, 

1142-43,1172,1197,1219-20, 
1229-30, 1247-48, 1256, 1266, 
1269-70,1272-273,1289,1291-
92 

Norman, Jerry 356 

o 
O-no Yasumaro, 2, 4 
Ogihara, Asao 3, 5-6, 14-15, 204, 

346 
Omodaka, Hisataka 13-14, 29, 35, 

51, 66, 82, 87, 102-03, 104, 152, 
188,197,199,206,210,247, 
256,258,288,305,308-09,323, 
326,333,340,354,360,391, 
436,446,498,506,508,516, 
567,578-79,581,585,589,593, 
641,660,776-77,821,846,920, 
942,989,998,1002,1010,1034, 
1051,1102,1129,1186-87 

Onaga, Toshio 18 
Onions, C. T. 1282 
Ono, Susumu 4, 13, 20, 66, 82, 102, 

188,244,256,295,313,340, 
383,391,846 

Oshiro, Ken 312 
Otani, Masao 13 
Otomo-no Tabito, 11,263 
Otomo-no Yakamochi, 6, 11, 12, 96, 

157,186,281,455 

p 

Pashkovskii, A. A. 110 
Pierson, Jan L. 13, 20, 82, 85, 89, 

306,575 
Pol ivanov, Evgenii D. 75 
Poppe, Nicholas 107, 174 

R 

Refsing, Kirsten 243 
Robbeets, Martine 664 
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Russell, Kerri 44-45, 47, 561, 627, 
633,682 

s 
Saeki, Umetomo 3, 21, 53, 56, 58-

59,217,599,623,795,813-14 
Saigo, Nobutsuna 17 
Sakamoto, Taro 4 
Sakiyama, Osamu 75, 82 
Sano-no otogami-no wotome, 10 
Sansom, George B. 109 
Sasaki, Nobutsuna 14 
Sasayama, Haruo 15 
Satake, Akihiro 13, 258, 262 
Seeley, Christopher 34 
Serafim, Leon A. 17,58,218,633, 

646,664,716,1210 
Seycwo, king 18, 19 
Shimabukuro, Seibin 18 
Shimizu, Akira 18 
Shinmura, Izuru, 977 
Shinzato, Rumiko 646,1240 
Shirafuji, Noriyuki 15,21,59-60, 

65,91,429,502,505,595,599, 
655 

ShOmu, emperor 257 
Shotoku Taishi, prince 3, 8 
Starostin, Sergei A. 69, 279, 313, 

339,348,351,357,361,363-64, 
373,664 

Sugano-no Mamichi 14 
Swohen, queen 18 
Swuyang, prince 18 
Syromiatnikov, Nikolai A. 21, 110, 

195,795 

T 

Takagi, Ichinosuke 3, 13,59, 188, 
206,208,235,250,258,262, 
286,306,323,365,547,567, 
621,683,883,1129,1198 

Takayama, Michiaki 44 

Takeda, Yiikichi 16 
Takeuchi, Lone 795 
Tamura, Suzuko 244 
Tanobe-no Akinipa, 311 
Tekin, Taliit 20,97,193 
Tenmu, emperor 2, 4 
Thorpe, Maner 241, 303, 321, 330 
Tojo, Misao 440 
Tokieda, Motoki 109,440, 794, 795 
Toneri, prince 4 
Tonuquq 20 
Torigoe, Kenzaburo 633, 678, 685, 

791,819,854,870,892,935, 
962 

Toyama, Tamizo 3, 365 
Tryon, Darrell T. 75,243 
Tsuchihashi, Yutaka 2,3,4,5, 14, 

15,67,89,180,203,204,249, 
258,346,1189 

Tsuchiya, Fumiaki 13 
Tsukishima, Hiroshi 4, 109,440, 

559, 795 

u 
Uchima, Chokujin 229, 24-42, 255, 

282,294,303-05,311,317,321, 
324,326,329,332,338,343, 
347,351,353-55,357-58,361-
62,364,366,1172 

Unger, J. Marshall 20, 37, 45, 424 

v 
Vardul', Igor' F. 110 
Vovin, Alexander 54, 100, 111, 119, 

137,149,158,174,178,191-92, 
195,233,265,268-69,291,322, 
353,357,359,393,397,424, 
429,441,491,515,546,569, 
600,678,691,716,727,771, 
792,795,812,833,855,901, 
936,938,952,953,977,1012, 
1050, 1055, 1091, 1093-94 
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w 
Wada, Akemi 21 
Wenck, GUnther 36 
Whitman, John B. 20, 51, 146, 

330, 338-39, 503, 792-93, 855-
56,936,950,1230 

Wrona, Janick 475,733,765 

y 

Yamada, Yoshio 13,20,65,68, 
71,76,79,82-83,87,91,93,98, 
100, 102, 109, 122, 132, 135, 
147, 152, 179, 181, 197, 199, 
203,208,210,217-18,236,245, 
256,258,286,305,324,429, 
437,469,559,561,573,575, 
578-79,581,585,589,595-96, 
597,599,623,673,706,737, 
794,813,836,880,977,1051 

Yamanoue-no Okura 8, 11,263 
Yamazaki, Yoshiyuki 13 
Ye, Meili 126 
Yi, Kwangho 1230 
Yi, Swungnyeng 192 
Yoshida, Kanehiko 21, 706, 795, 

813,836,839,880,920,977, 
1052 

Yoshimura, Takehiko 15 
Y oshitake, Saburo 20 
Yu, Changkyun 18 
Yiiryaku, emperor 6 
Yuzawa, Yoshinori 600 



INDEX OF LINGUISTIC AND 
LITERARY TERMS 

A 

ablative, 90, 109, 178, 179, 180-86, 
187,207,208,224,273,274, 
1157, 1173, 1187 

absolutive, 109, 158, 163, 170 
accusative, 109, 112,158,160,162, 

166,167-74,180,219,221,224, 
226,228,230,234,238,251, 
252,267,272,273,274,286, 
300,302,305,857,864,942, 
1016, 1138, 1172, 1173, 1187, 
1197,1202,1248,1273,1274, 
1278,1285 

active, 109,111,115-16,157-58, 
220,500,609,1157 

adjectival infinitive, 1058-59 
adjectival negative nominalized 

form, 475 
adjectival final, 461-65, 1203 
adjectival gerund, 485-88,1197, 

1203 
adjectival verbs, 440 
adjective stem, 431, 433, 436, 438 
adjectives, 71, 76, 83, 429,430,434, 

438-44,449,460-63,482,491, 
494, 1102, 1133, 1137, 1138, 
1143,1145,1186, 1197, 1202, 
1270 

adjectivizer, 491-94, 696 
adverbial particles, 1156 

adverbs, 71, 200,1102,1106,1107, 
1109, 1248, 1282 

affirmative, 499, 642, 1123, 1125, 
1131 

agent, 833, 835-36, 1085 
agent marker, 132, 143 
alternative question, 1227 
animate, 93, 96-98, 100, 103, 107, 

117,124-25,132,137,195,258, 
336,341,343,833,835-36,938-
40,947-48,952-53,958,960-62 

aspect, 499, 594, 679, 702, 813, 880, 
904,938,976,1060,1064-65 

attributive, 71, 74, 77, 79, 83, 88, 
119,126,127, 132,139,140, 
142,145,158,167,171,199, 
206,216,227,271,286,295, 
305,306,307,308,309,322, 
324,339,367,429,430,434, 
438,441,444,447,450,458, 
461,462,463,464,466,469, 
473,476,478,480,501,503, 
504,505,506,507,508,509, 
510,511,514,521,523,524, 
526,537,544,546,547,549, 
554,556,557,595,596,598, 
611-15,617-21,623-27,629, 
630,632,633,635,636,660, 
671,673,674,679, 691,696, 
763,764,776,780,793,803, 
813,821,830,840,843,844, 
857,863,871,872,880,881, 
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906,919,920,921,922,926-27, 
929,932-33,935,937,938,949, 
950,951,952,963,964,973, 
974,977,999,1018,1020,1052, 
1072, 110~ 1133, 113~ 1143, 
1145,1147,1151,1152, 1153, 
1154 

B 
banka, 7,8, 9,10 
benefactive, 500,647,648,653,661, 

665,668,780,936,999,1002, 
1003 

bound auxiliaries, 844, 857, 863, 
872,880-81,892-93,909,920-
22,937,951,963,1003 

c 
cardinal numerals, 346, 349, 352, 

354-56,358,360,362-64,374-
75,377 

case markers, 63-64, 72, 83, 90-91, 
102, 104, 108,109-11,114-17, 
119,123,126-33,135-36,138-
39,142-43,145,147,149-52, 
155,157-58,160,163,166,167-
72, 174-85, 187-96, 198-200, 
203,204,206-207,208,216, 
217,219,220,221,224,226, 
228,230,231,234,241,247, 
248,252,258,268,271,272, 
274,280,281,286,298,300, 
302,303,304,305,318,319, 
336, 1156 

causative, 500, 599, 612, 636, 658, 
661,673,696,702,780,794, 
813,856-57,860-64,869,871, 
873,909,951,963,1002,1003, 
1004, 1032, 1085 

classifiers, 345, 347, 350, 352, 354, 
355,358,361,365,367,379-80, 
382-92 

collective pronouns, 298, 328, 329, 
331,336-40,342,343 

comitative, 109, 175, 176, 177,252, 
304, 1157 

comparative, 70, 75, 82, 83, 90, 97, 
109,175-176,178,181,182, 
183,184,186,187, 199,200, 
204,206,207,293,303,363 

concessive [gerund], 501, 637, 726, 
746-47,752,793,794,813,881, 
902,903,918,919,938,952, 
964,976,977,1020,1052 

concessive clause, 902 
conditional [gerund], 501, 673, 674, 

726-27,734,738,747,830,844, 
881,901,919-20,926,929,937 
951,963,1020,1052,1203 

conjunctions, 132, 139, 158, 167, 
171,506,596,599,615,673, 
1133,1136,1138,1142-43, 
1145-47,1149,1150-54, 1156 

conjunctive gerund, 501, 637, 726, 
736-37,741,744-45,746-47, 
1197 

continuative aspect, 711, 904,1064, 
1065 

continuous action, 822, 909, 912, 
916,917 

contrastive, 1164,1166 
cooperative, 1050, 1055-56, 1057 
coordinative gerund, 501, 702, 726, 

844,857,893,908-10,912,915, 
916,918,938,950,1058,1061, 
1064,1065,1187 

D 
dative, 72,90, 108,132,140,143, 

146-47,149,190, 191, 192, 193, 
199,219,224,226,228,231, 
234,252,298,300,303,833, 
857,864,942 

debitive, 821, 830, 864, 871-73, 879, 
938,952 
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defective verbs, 71, 72, 74, 77, 79, 
108, 109, 126, 132, 140, 153, 
199,200,210,216,271,286, 
292,305,306,307,308,309, 
313,314,315,318,322,324, 
333,501,510-11,518,520,524, 
526,529,536,537,546-47,549-
50,556,558,599,611,612,615, 
627,633,711,757,771,918, 
1058,1102,1108,1109, 1111, 
1120,1130,1144,1146,1147, 
1151,1157,1173,1187,1197, 
1203, 1282, 1285, 1297, 1298, 
1299 

demonstrative pronouns, 117, 124, 
216,258,268,271-72,279,282-
6,288-95,297,322 

desiderative, 500, 552, 571, 572, 
595,648,665,668,670-73,696, 
771,794,844,937,951,999 

desiderative particle, 1156,1230-34, 
1249, 1262, 1270, 1288 

desiderative-imperative, 571, 572, 
668 

diminutive prefixes, 76-82, 90, 206, 
213 

diminutive [suffixes], 63, 81, 91, 
208-10,212-13,215,222,1157 

directive, 90, 109, 132, 138, 145, 
188-91,193-95,219,221,226, 
230,280,281 

directive auxiliaries, 976, 1050, 
1068,1071-73,1075-76,1079-
80, 1082-83, 1084-85, 1091, 
1093-94 

directive-locative focus prefix 561-
68 

doublets, 423-24 

E 
emotive particles, 1156 
emphatic accusative, 160, 1173 

emphatic particles, 528, 532, 540, 
547,596,621,637,695,746, 
903,971-73,1156-57,1173, 
1174,1187,1197,1203,1211, 
1230,1234-35,1243,1245, 
1247-49,1255-57,1261-62, 
1265-66,1268,1270,1272-73, 
1274 

endearment, 76-78,80-82, 208-15 
extending suffix, 220, 272 
evidential, 444, 469, 476, 478, 480, 

501,503,504,505,506,507, 
508, 509, 510, 595, 611, 635-38, 
641,644,646,647,735,736, 
737,741,745,746,747,780, 
793,813,821,830,843,844, 
880,919,920,921,922,931, 
932,934,935,937,938,951, 
963,977,1202,1203,1210, 
1211,1221, 1240 

exclamation, 1235, 1245 
exclamation particles, 1156, 1235, 

1266-67,1269-70,1272 
exclamative, 665, 679, 696, 699, 

700,780,793,1211,1272 
experiential, 978 

F 
final, 145,461-465,501,503-10, 

514,521,537,547,549,550-52, 
554,556,558,594,595-99,600, 
605,607-09,611-13,615,617-
21,623-26,629-30,632-33, 
636-39,644-47,660,663,665, 
668,671,673,679,691,695, 
696,700-02,714,717,763,771, 
776-77,779-80,793-97,811, 
813,919,921-22,932,1100, 
1186,1197,1202,1210-11, 
1220, 1235, 1270 

final particles, 695, 1156 
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focus, 1156-57, 1166, 1172-73, 
1186,1187,1194,1197,1203, 
1210, 1256 

focus particles, 328, 513, 524, 528, 
532,539,549,615, 619,621, 
629,635,638,646,647,695, 
721,868,902,903,931,932, 
935,971,972,973,997,1156-
57,1166,1172-73,1183,1186, 
1187,1194,1196,1197-98, 
1202-03,1209,1210,1249, 
1256, 1278 

G 
general question, 1211, 1220, 1224, 

1227-29, 1230 
genitive, 64, 83, 102, 104, 105, 106, 

107, 108, 109, 110, 117, 125, 
126-28,130,131,157, 192, 199, 
216,219,230,232,267,271, 
392,1151,1153 

genitive-locative, 109, 152-53, 155 

H 
habitual action, 909, 912, 913, 917 
head noun, 429, 431 
hiyuka, 7, 9, 10 
honorific, 501, 511, 539, 599, 612, 

636,648,661,679,696,701, 
702, 727, 737, 741, 746, 747, 
780,794,813,830,842,843, 
844,846,853,854,855,881, 
893,909,921,937,951,963, 
976, 1003-04, 1006, 1009-12, 
1017,1018,1020-21,1023, 
1026-28, 1029, 1031, 1034, 
1046 

honorific prefix, 65, 70, 256 
honorification, 501, 679 
hortative, 665, 672 

I 
imperative, 499, 500, 503-10, 569, 

595,647-48,652,654-56,658-
659,663-64,665,668,671,776, 
795,821,826,830,843,844, 
854,857,863,864,867,881, 
937,939,950,951,952,999, 
1018 

inanimate, 93, 94, 96, 97, 98, 103, 
107,124,125,137,258,336, 
339,341,343,380,383,833, 
835-36,938,942,947,949,952, 
960-61 

infinitive, 64,71,74, 109, 132, 140, 
199,200,242,292,305,307, 
313-15,318,339,430,441,442, 
444,447-49,450,452,454,457, 
458-61,488,494,499,500-01, 
503-04,506-11,513,516,518, 
520,523,528,529,537,539-41, 
549,554,556,567,571,579, 
581,585,589,593,594-95,609, 
614,632,647,656,658,664, 
683,685,701-02,706,710-14, 
716-17,721,723-25,726,738, 
753,760,768,771,779,780-81, 
793,821,830,840,843-44,854, 
855,857,863,867,872,880, 
883,892-93,908-09,916,918, 
920-22,936-37,949,951,963, 
976,977,993,999, 1003-04, 
1011,1018,1020,1023,1027, 
1032,1036, 1039, 1041, 1044, 
1048, 1055, 1058, 1064, 1068, 
1073,1076-77,1080,1083, 
1085,1087,1091, 1093-94, 
1096, 1099, 1102, 1108-09, 
1111-12, 1120, 1130, 1133, 
1137,1144,1146,1151,1157, 
1173, 1187, 1202-03, 1220, 
1248, 1282, 1285, 1295, 1298-
99 

infinitive -u, 595, 716, 723 
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inflected adjectives, 447-90, 547, 
573,574,575,577,598 

inquiry arising from uncertainty, 
1235,1239,1245-46 

intensive prefix, 71 
intensive prefix ka-, 573 
intensive prefix mao, 573 
intention, 796, 809 
intentional construction, 805,808 
interrogative particles, 298, 299, 

301,305-08,314,320,324-28, 
335,528,532,540,596,599, 
619,620-21,629, 641,721, 
1156-57,1174,1211,1215, 
1216,1218,1219-21,1227, 
1229, 1230, 1235, 1243, 1249, 
1256, 1257, 1262, 1272 

interrogative pronouns, 216, 297-98, 
303,305,309,311-14,316,318-
19,321--26,328,330,332,333-
34 

intervening particles, 532, 539-40, 
543,971-74,1226 

intransitive verbs, 857, 864, 939-40, 
942,947-49,958,960-61,1016, 
1079, 1094, 1273 

irony, 1211 
irrealis condition, 727, 734 
irregular verbs, 501-02, 505, 508-10, 

598,611-12,627,633,63-36, 
647,655-56,660,673,701,726, 
754, 763, 779, 793 

iterative, 500,579,599,612,636, 
702, 727, 737, 746, 780, 789, 
794,819,820-22,827,828-30, 
856,862,873,881,890,909, 
937,951 

J 

juncture, 421 

K 
ka-hen katsuyo, 501 
kakari musubi, 469, 617, 621, 623, 

626,630,635,637,639,644, 
645 

kamiichidan katsuyo, 501 
kaminidan katsuyo, 501 
keiyOdoshi,440 
kO-rui vowels, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 
521 
ku-katsuyo, 444 
kungana, 25, 26 

L 
lexical auxiliaries, 892, 1003 
locffiive,65, 72,83,86,88,90,102, 

104, 108, 109, 115, 132-33,135-
36,140,142-43,146-47,149-52, 
157,190-93,195,199,228,280, 
281,319,1154,1273,1274 

locative prefix, 65, 83, 86, 88, 90 
loanwords 52, 53, 55, 56, 59-60, 62 

M 
mode, 499 
mondoka, 6, 9,10 
monophthongization, 420 
mood, 500, 737, 976 

N 
n-irregular verbs, 509, 647, 793 
negative, 499,500,503-04,506-10, 

569,595,599,612,636,641, 
660,663-64,665,668,682,686, 
691,696,701-02,706,713,716-
17,719,721,723,724,725,726, 
737, 738, 746, 758, 760, 762, 
764,768,776,779-81,789,791, 
792,793,794,821,827,830, 
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844,857,863,864,893,921, 
936,937,950,951,963,977, 
988,989,999,1041,1121,1122, 
1123,1125, 1154 

negative debitive, 692, 693, 695 
negative exclamative, 696 
negative imperative, 571, 595,660, 

661,663,664 
negative infinitive, 976, 716, 1058, 

1059,1064,1157,1173,1187, 
1220 

negative intention, 687-88, 690 
negative potential, 500, 691, 692, 

6941,830,936,951,989,993, 
994,997,998 

negative presumption, 687, 690 
negative probability, 692, 694 
negative tentative, 500, 595, 686, 

687,691,727,733 
nominalized form, 551, 613, 615, 

628,706,714,717,759,771, 
779 

nominalizer, 444, 450, 460, 461, 
473,482,488,489,490,753, 
758, 759-60, 762,-64, 768, 771, 
776,779,780,792,793,1157, 
1173,1187,1210,1248 

nominals, 63, 66, 76, 83, 92,131, 
200,231,232,318,429-30,466, 
1151,1153,1156,1157,1173, 
1186, 1198, 1202-03 1210 
1248, 1270, 1274' , 

non-final predicate, 700-02, 706, 
712,717,719,724 

nouns, 63, 64, 66, 71, 75, 83, 88, 91, 
93,94,96,97,98,100,103,107, 
117, 123, 124, 126, 131, 132, 
137, 152, 188, 198,201,204, 
216,295,336,339,341,343, 
345,391,1102,1114,1133, 
1147,1151,1154 

number, 63-66, 68, 83, 91, 92,107, 
152,194,217,220,234,305, 
314,315,322,333,339,345, 

353,356,359,360,365,366, 
370,372,389,391,392 

numerals, 63, 216, 344, 345, 347, 
352,355,364,366,374,383, 
388,389,390,393 

o 
oblique stem, 221,235,249,270 
ongana, 24-25, 26 
optative, 500 
ordinal numerals, 345, 378 
otsu-rui vowels, 23, 36, 37-39, 

40, 146,206,283,297,312,323, 
340,346,368,397,493,505, 
521,574,617,710 

p 

parallel action, 909, 910, 916, 917 
particles, 91,109, 199,273,304, 

1156-57, 1166, 1171, 1173, 
1186,1198,1202-03,1210, 
1230, 1234, 1248-249, 1256, 
1262, 1266, 1270 

passive construction, 137, 143, 146 
passive, 500, 599, 612, 636, 661, 

686,691,702,727,746,747, 
780,781,794,821,828-30,833, 
838-39,840-41,842,856,862, 
873,893,909,922,937,951, 
963,976,993,999 

past, 500,617,618,623,624,625, 
674,682,702,717,737,746, 
763,794,804,813,814,830, 
840,844,852,857,863,881, 
893, 919-22,925-27,929,932, 
935-36,938,952,964,974,977, 
978,1020 

past attributive, 726, 727, 764, 921, 
926 

past final, 726, 727, 763, 764, 803, 
921 
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past tentative, 717, 814 
patient, 833, 835, 836 
perfective, 499, 599, 612, 636, 658, 

665,673,679,682,696,702, 
727,737,746,747,780,781, 
794,813,830,844,857,864, 
873,881,886-87,889,891,893, 
909,921,922,936-39,947,949, 
950,952-53,957,960,962-64, 
966,969,973,976,994,1065 

perfective-progressive, 599, 612, 
636,679,682,702,727,737, 
747,780,794,813,830,844, 
857,921,936,938,950,962-63, 
976,1060 

personal pronouns, 100, 124, 125, 
216,218-20,226,227,229,230, 
231-33,234,238,241-44,245-
51,254-56,258,259,264,265, 
266,267,268,271,289 

phonotactics, 420 
plural markers, 63,91- 93, 95,96-

98,100-02,105-07,110,216, 
220,272,330,338-39, 1157, 
1173,1186 

politeness, 501, 1003 
possessive, 64,109,117,119,124, 

125,126,128,220,221,222, 
223,230,231,232,234,238, 
239,245,252,258,265,268, 
271,298,299,302,303,304, 
1151,1152,1153 

postpositions, 1293, 1295, 1297-98, 
1299 

potential, 500, 593, 830, 836, 839-
40,863-64,873,877,879-81, 
893,936,951,988-89,992,993, 
999 

potential auxiliary, 1050,1100 
predication, 501 
progressive, 499,599,612,636,647, 

648,653,673,679,682,683, 
686,702,727,737,741,747, 
780,794,813,880-81,889-90, 

921,962, 964,967,971,974, 
989 

pronouns, 63, 92, 117, 123, 124, 
125, 131, 149, 188,216-18,220, 
232,233,234,245,257,259, 
264,268,270,272,276,279, 
291,298,322,323,324,333, 
336-39 

Q 
quasi-intransitive verbs, 166, 170 

R 
r-irregular verbs, 508, 595, 611, 635, 

660,763,771,779 
-r-loss, 51, 503, 611, 635, 682 
ra-hen katsuyo, 501 
realis condition, 731, 735, 737 
reason, 737-38, 744 
rebus writing, 24, 34-35 
reciprocal-cooperative, 500, 589, 

592, 1055 
reduplication, 92, 104, 107-09 
reflexive, 117,216,238,239,268-

71 
rendaku,50,63,430 
reported action, 500, 554, 1050-52, 

1054,1055 
restrictive particles, 110, 1156, 

1173, 1187, 1203, 1248, 1262, 
1274,127-78,1281-82,1285, 
1288-91 

resultative auxiliary, 1050,1096 
retrospective, 500, 595, 599, 612, 

636,679,682,702,717,737, 
747,764,780,781,794,814, 
830,844,881,889,936,938, 
952,962,964,976-78,985,988 
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s 
sa-hen katsuya, 501 
senmyagaki, 24 
sentence non-fmal suffixes, 594 
sentence-final suffixes, 594-95 
sequential voicing. See rendaku 
shiku-katsuya, 444 
shimonidan katsuya, 501 
shiijoshi, 695 
sam on, 7, 8, 9,10 
spontaneous action, 830, 838, 840-

41 
stative, 597, 599,609,627,633,682, 

771,814 
strong probability, 873, 876, 879 
strong vowel verbs, 505-06, 507, 

595,598,611,635,679 
subject marker, 117, 120, 122-23, 

124-25,126, 127-28, 130-31, 
304 

subjunctive, 500, 558, 595, 673, 
677-78,726,727,747,864,881, 
937,951,1138 

subordinative gerund, 499, 501, 510, 
511,527,528,541,549,559, 
702,717,726,738,844,893, 
894,901-02,904-05,907,908, 
909,938,952,953,957,963, 
994, 1020, 1036, 1058, 1060, 
1064, 1065, 1076, 1087, 1097, 
1157,1173,1187,1197,1203, 
1248 

sudden realization, 978, 983 
suggestion, 799, 809 
supposition, 800, 810 
suppositional, 500, 679, 682, 684, 

686,696,814,844,881,938, 
963,977, 1054 

T 
temporal condition, 738, 742, 743 

temporal connection, 727, 733, 737, 
740,744 

tentative, 125, 142, 180,356,499, 
500,503,504,506,507,508, 
509,510,599,612,636,665, 
668,682,685,696,733,746, 
747,764,771,793-97,803,804, 
809 

tentative2, 599,612,636,746,812, 
813,814,819 

terminative, 109,195-96, 198, 199 
transitive verbs, 939, 947, 953, 960, 

1087,1096 
topic [particle], 110,971,1156-57, 

1166,1169,1187, 1197, 1203, 
1256,1262 

u 
uninflected adjectives, 429-39, 547, 

573 

v 
verbs, 63,64,66, 71, 75, 79,83, 

111, 132, 139, 158, 166, 170, 
242-43,295,42-30,444,449, 
461,469,473,478,480,482, 
488,491-92,499-1101,1186, 
119~ 120~ 1210, 1215, 1220, 
1221, 1235, 1247, 1273, 1290, 
1295 

verbal compounds, 701, 706,708, 
713,715,719,725 

verbal prefixes, 560 
verbs of verbal or mental activity, 

550,554 
voices, 500 
vowel verbs, 501-02, 504, 505-06, 

507-08,511,537,567,596,598, 
611-12,632-33,635-36,656, 
660,665,673,679,686,691, 
726, 753, 763, 776, 779-80, 793, 
812 



w 
wh- questions, 1211, 1219,1220, 

1227, 1229, 1230 
word-fmal suffIXes, 594 
word-non-final suffixes, 594, 598 

y 

yodan katsuyo, 501 

z 
zero imperative, 655, 659 
zero morpheme, 504 
zoka, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 
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FROM WESTERN OLD 

JAPANESE, EASTERN OLD 
JAPANESE, OLD RYUKYUAN, 
CLASSICAL RYUKYUAN, OLD 

KOREAN, AND MIDDLE 
KOREAN TEXTS 

B 
BS 1,68,92, 118, 127, 138,340, 

341,516,641, 757, 1287 
BS 2, 350, 366, 368, 369, 381, 383, 

888 
BS 3, 594, 1095, 1285 
BS 4, 342, 377, 668, 1004, 1006, 

1077, 1079, 1089 
BS 5, 316, 512, 530,1014,1224, 

1265 
BS 6,197,515,604,617,710,798, 

912,1112 
BS 7,1097 
BS 8, 343,960, 1016, 1049 
BS 9, 1045, 1098 
BS 10,276,523,604,705, 1115, 

1136,1163 
BS 12,1050 
BS 13, 133, 163,224,448,541,607, 

889,1033 
BS 15, 457, 524, 607, 752, 982, 

1164, 1180 

BS 17,375,553,621,929, 1186, 
1194, 1288 

BS 18, 343, 652, 657, 1099 
BS 19, 161,354,355,381,468,524, 

615, 875, 889 
BS 20, 276 

F 
FI(I,666, 797,896,1175 
FI( 2, 299, 720, 738, 782, 804, 

1221 
FI( 3,210 
FI( 4, 93, 133, 733, 1250 
FI( 6, 121,222 
FI( 7,79,80,144,227,631,699, 

809, 838, 1255 
FI( 8, 246, 525 
FI( 12, 1087, 1088 
FI( 13,1083 
FI( 15, 167,675, 722, 930, 1113, 

1176 
FI( 19,994 
FI( 20, 596, 704 
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G 

GGJEG,498 

H 
HyangkaI:7,466,473 
Hyangka I: 8, 158 
Hyangka II: 3, 174, 192 
Hyangka III: 2, 466 
Hyangka IV: 4, 150,716 
Hyangka IV: 6,158 
Hyangka IV: 8,174,192 
Hyangka IV: 9,158 
Hyangka V: 1, 150,473 
Hyangka V: 3, 716 
Hyangka VI: 2, 716 
Hyangka VII: 3, 150 
Hyangka VII: 7, 150 

K 
KGU, 68, 395 
KJK I: 16a, 105 
KJK I: lOa, 431 
KJK I: 30a, 427 
KJK II: 3a, 1051 
KJK II: 39a, 427 
KJK II: 5b, 427 
KK 1, 128, 139,287,360,386,524, 

600 
KK 2, 83, 84, 117, 119, 128, 139, 

153, 161, 165,221,274,360, 
374,434,463,551,579,582, 
605,639,648,668,720,737, 
740,741,754,781,822,845, 
881,894,994,1000,1020,1052, 
1123,1166,1174,1181 

KK3,72, 117, 119, 167,201,204, 
221,249,274,531,570,571, 
578,615,637,733,796,800, 
845,864, 1004, 1021, 1058, 
1166,1204 

KK 4,66, 72, 120, 153, 159,248, 
249,273,274,275,346,385, 
467,513,551,600,688,712, 
754, 764, 845, 846, 1133, 1165, 
1186, 1188 

KK5, 119, 128, 134,235,248,250, 
462,511,532,585,586,615, 
738,894, 1015, 1158, 1165, 
1204, 1249, 1257, 1267 

KK 6, 66, 67, 128, 134,349,846, 
882 

KK 7, 450,524,605, 747, 983, 
1060, 1285 

KK 8, 688, 926 
KK 9,121,221 
KK 10,93, 121, 1064, 1080, 1109 
KK 11, 267, 385 
KK 12, 224, 688 
KK 13, 562, 703, 796, 822, 895 
KK 14,180, 181,224,562,703 
KK 15, 98, 159, 166,302,358 
KK 17, 333, 886 
KK 18,132,513,600,712,796, 

1111 
KK 19, 76, 134, 349, 384, 467, 624, 

894,895,927 
KK 20, 805, 1087 
KK 22, 153, 180, 182,269,563, 

703,706,765,864 
KK 23, 84, 120, 465, 882, 1109 
KK24,77 
KK 25, 330, 959, 1220 
KK 26,107,362,363,388,512, 

895, 1166 
KK 27,202,237,433-34,521,551, 

600,1165 
KK 28,69, 707, 846, 871, 882, 988, 

989, 1073, 1270 
KK 29,137,235,346,380,531, 

674, 728 
KK 33, 287,521,613, 1158 
KK 34,182,697, 1068 
KK35,1270 
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KK 39,67, 118,222,274,927, 
1019, 1035, 1068, 1158, 1188 

KK 40, 910, 978, 1240 
KK 41,371,375,600,835, 1174 
KK 42,72, 138,208,236,274,292, 

320,352,378,381,485,494, 
524,541,547,554,563,601, 
618,711,717,754,823,846, 
927,1015,1064,1158,1231, 
1235, 1263 

KK 43, 69, 98, 120, 128, 139,222, 
352,436-37, 1270 

KK 44, 765, 922 
KK45, 165,590,748,833,931 
KK47,203 
KK 48,245,648, 1019, 1021 
KK 49, 224, 979 
KK 51, 280,289,474,563,618, 

718,748, 781, 1077, 1165, 1167, 
1188 

KK 52,77, 134, 194,223,601, 765, 
846 

KK53,182 
KK 54, 175,452,618,741, 1174, 

1220, 1224, 1249 
KK 55, 194, 1083 
KK 56,194,299,910, 1158 
KK 57, 72, 264, 425, 431, 522, 545, 

547,601,1012,1235 
KK58,69,166 
KK 59,563,649, 799, 1236 
KK 60, 67, 137,287,435,590,721, 

781, 1059, 1225, 1278 
KK 61, 926, 1204 
KK 63,249,637,639, 708, 843, 

1048, 1068, 1081, 1204 
KK 64, 346, 385 
KK65,384, 462, 731,1021,1133 
KK 66, 299,522,548,613,847, 

1240 
KK 67,67, 118, 126 
KK 69,165,488,554,697,847, 

895,994 
KK 70, 452, 477, 741 

KK 71,248 
KK 72, 71, 237, 435, 513, 638, 871, 

1005, 1124, 1158, 1205 
KK 73, 247, 250, 680, 1263 
KK 74,265 
KK 75, 674, 930, 1138, 1174 
KK 78,165,512,757 
KK 82,79, 922, 942 
KK 83, 876, 939, 1103 
KK 86,563, 731, 801, 1121, 1205 
KK 88, 121,449,689, 1069 
KK 89, 76, 84, 134 
KK 90,72, 134, 153, 159,203,425, 

1205, 1267 
KK 91, 175, 283, 564, 575, 576, 

712, 718, 799, 1167, 1175 
KK 92, 470, 1240 
KK 93, 421, 674, 940, 953, 979, 

1139, 1236 
KK 94, 133, 300 
KK 95,548,754, 1236 
KK 96,67,92, 126 
KK 97,67, 118, 133,287,300,465, 

518,525,601,703, 796, 1045, 
1188 

KK 99, 564, 1139, 1231 
KK 100, 69, 103, 154,273,274, 

374, 462-63, 512, 564, 606, 755, 
882,1167,1175 

KK 101, 79, 129, 133, 264, 265, 
266,268,274,431,525,649, 
847, 1013, 1037 

KK 102, 274,680,1093,1175, 
1236 

KK 103,103 
KK 104, 564, 847, 1154, 1167 
KK 105,295,545,606 
KK 106,1205 
KK 107, 163, 722 
KK 110, 265, 1267 
KK 111, 77, 166,680,697 
KK 112,68,92, 136, 183,836, 

1236 
KKK II: 5, 255 



M 

MYS I: 5, 163,486 
MYS I: 6, 163 
MYS I: 8, 666, 1077 
MYS I: 12, 865, 954 
MYS I: 13, 680 
MYS I: 16, 164,748,886,902 
MYS I: 17,565 
MYS I: 18,666,697,823,873, 

1279 
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MYS II: 166, 865, 877 
MYS II: 167,931,941,1013 
MYS II: 196,432,731,1297 
MYS II: 199,477,566,639, 709, 

765849,865,912,968, 1025, 
1088,1180,1293 

MYS II: 206, 624 
MYS II: 210,1293 
MYS II: 230, 202 
MYS III: 237, 111,551,649, 1159, 

1206 
MYS I: 21, 164,201,451,515,642, MYS III: 245,276 

MYS III: 257,448 
MYS III: 261, 1294 

883, 1212, 1257 
MYS I: 22,527, 1231, 1271 
MYS I: 44, 165, 486 
MYS I: 45, 848 
MYS I: 50, 1024 
MYS I: 51, 164,486 
MYS I: 52, 1295 
MYS I: 53,548, 1236 
MYS I: 59, 1225 
MYS I: 72, 995 
MYS I: 76, 1053 
MYS I: 77, 570 
MYS I: 79, 1267 
MYS I: 81, 886, 989 
MYS I: 82, 87, 463, 497 
MYS II: 88,319 
MYS II: 94, 692, 989 
MYS II: 95,990, 1257, 1263 
MYS II: 96, 1295 
MYS II: 98, 749, 782,990, 1237 
MYS II: 105, 84 
MYS II: 109,624 
MYS II: 114,666,941 
MYS II: 116, 165,486 
MYS II: 128, 1009 
MYS II: 129,995, 1215, 1279 
MYS II: 131,574 
MYS II: 132,815,954 
MYS II: 135, 1189 
MYS II: 136, 164 
MYS II: 145,749,815,913, 1168 
MYS II: 162,314,431 

MYS III: 277, 675, 902, 943, 954, 
1139 

MYS III: 281,777 
MYS III: 285, 772 
MYS III: 290,470 
MYS III: 308,455, 749, 983 
MYS III: 314,482 
MYS III: 318, 73 
MYS III: 319, 283 
MYS III: 340, 1176 
MYS III: 344,437 
MYS III: 362, 849, 954 
MYS III: 370, 990 
MYS III: 383, 368 
MYS III: 388,443, 463, 858 
MYS III: 392, 576 
MYS III: 409,334 
MYS III: 426, 769 
MYS III: 439,528,618, 1221 
MYS III: 443, 314 
MYS III: 449, 777 
MYS III: 450, 777 
MYS III: 451,455, 467 
MYS III: 454, 1025 
MYS III: 458, 576 
MYS III: 475,213 
MYS III: 478, 548, 1237 
MYS III: 481, 111, 175,624 
MYS IV: 497, 804 
MYS IV: 509,333 
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MYS IV: 512,574, 1056 
MYS IV: 514, 849, 883 
MYS IV: 534, 164,486,577,616, 

1139, 1282 
MYS IV: 540,455,738, 1225 
MYS IV: 545,112 
MYS IV: 546, 1000 
MYS IV: 554, 858, 964, 1040 
MYS IV: 564, 840 
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MYS XV: 3612, 141,755, 1232 
MYS XV: 3613,370 
MYS XV: 3614, 133, 143, 154,667, 

778, 867, 898 
MYS XV: 3618,996 
MYS XV: 3619,1114 
MYSXV: 3621,166,331 
MYS XV: 3624, 1054 
MYS XV: 3625, 120,837,898, 

1178, 1284 
MYS XV: 3626, 87, 497 
MYS XV: 3627, 86, 1085, 1114, 

1275 
MYS XV: 3628,1114 
MYS XV: 3629, 887, 905, 1070, 

1097 
MYS XV: 3633, 531, 619, 640, 721, 

898, 1213 
MYS XV: 3636,657 
MYS XV: 3637, 331 
MYSXV:3638,275,1217 
MYS XV: 3639,308,640,832,956, 

1223 
MYS XV: 3649, 574, 945, 984, 

1192, 1294 

MYS xv: 3653, 141,816 
MYS XV: 3657,225,346,643,816, 

89~ 1178, 1213, 1259 
MYS XV: 3658,1056,1092 
MYS XV: 3659,214,327, 555, 620, 

705,816, 1161, 1223 
MYS XV: 3661,94,118 
MYS XV: 3665, 136, 141, 160,436, 

837, 1192 
MYS XV: 3667,217,274,451,683, 

884, 1060 
MYS XV: 3668, 739, 942, 980, 

1238, 1252 
MYS XV: 3669, 711, 913, 1062, 

1064,1217 
MYS XV: 3671, 137, 168,676 
MYS XV: 3672, 606, 968,1056 
MYS XV: 3674,89,194,698,1064 
MYS XV: 3675, 887, 924, 1242 
MYS XV: 3676,1086,1244,1264 
MYS XV: 3677, 884 
MYS XV: 3678,89, 127,602,837, 

959 
MYS XV: 3680, 89, 837 
MYS XV: 3684, 166,334,489, 533, 

620, 699, 785, 802, 837, 1107, 
1227 

MYS XV: 3685,914,945 
MYS XV: 3686,903,956,972 
MYS XV: 3687, 138,650,669,732, 

898 
MYS XV: 3688, 426, 433, 522, 925, 

1046, 1111, 1124 
MYS XV: 3689, 148,225,315,320, 

553,603,732,758,800 
MYS XV: 3690, 1074, 1126, 1217 
MYS XV: 3691, 94, 181,591,640, 

898,942, 1062, 1182, 1214, 
1232, 1259 

MYS XV: 3694,142,426,475,806 
MYS XV: 3696,195,1227 
MYS XV: 3699, 761, 816, 945 
MYS XV: 3700, 135, 756, 1238 
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MYS XV: 3702, 662,756,899, 
1001, 1071, 1122 

MYS XV: 3705,1078 
MYS XV: 3706,224,778,884 
MYS XV: 3708, 137,689, 834, 

1161 
MYS XV: 3710, 1114 
MYS XV: 3711, 719, 785, 1161 
MYS XV: 3712, 770, 875 
MYS XV: 3714, 1280 
MYS XV: 3717, 528, 657, 903, 

1178 
MYS XV: 3718, 533, 984, 1161, 

1207 
MYS XV: 3719, 168, 767, 945 
MYS XV: 3721, 1074 
MYS XV: 3722, 327 
MYS XV: 3723, 806 
MYS XV: 3727, 483, 515, 534, 614, 

710,816 
MYS XV: 3729,1127 
MYS XV: 3731, 530 
MYS XV: 3733, 307, 456, 522, 641, 

729,930, 1223 
MYS XV: 3734, 119,471,483,878 
MYS XV: 3735, 86, 120, 127, 513, 

723,785,832,1100 
MYS XV: 3737, 469,858,914, 

1141, 1192, 1260 
MYS XV: 3738, 1127 
MYS XV: 3739, 161,451,723,875, 

980, 1059, 1192, 1291 
MYS XV: 3740, 531, 1058 
MYS XV: 3741, 643, 723, 785, 

1214, 1260 
MYS XV: 3742, 196,325,523,603, 

711,800 
MYS XV: 3743, 475 
MYS XV: 3745,1106 
MYS XV: 3746, 422 
MYS XV: 3747,237, 1155 
MYS XV: 3748, 347,756,1155 
MYS XV: 3749, 196,236,327, 

1016, 1223 

MYS XV: 3751, 651,718, 785, 884 
MYS XV: 3757,280,638,899,928, 

946, 1141, 1169, 1207 
MYS XV: 3758, 817, 968, 1178, 

1242, 1275 
MYS XV: 3758a, 1287 
MYS XV: 3760, 86, 451 
MYS XV: 3762, 913, 1066 
MYS XV: 3764,1134 
MYS XV: 3765,1035,1078 
MYS XV: 3766, 1094 
MYS XV: 3767, 1040 
MYS XV: 3772,739,887,924,932, 

966,981, 1130 
MYS XV: 3773,119,676,904, 

1065 
MYS XV: 3774, 662,1005,1071 
MYS XV: 3775, 724, 751, 770, 786 
MYS XV: 3776,677, 773, 884, 930, 

1178, 1238 
MYS XV: 3777, 708,1192,1253, 

1275 
MYS XV: 3778,197,214,222,651 
MYS XV: 3780, 651, 732,1214 
MYS XV: 3781, 1127 
MYS XV: 3782, 867 
MYS XV: 3783,275 
MYS XV: 3784, 534 
MYS XV: 3785,250, 1104 
MYS XVI: 3786, 518, 929 
MYS XVI: 3791, 464, 574, 588, 

825 
MYS XVI: 3793, 479, 643, 834, 

996 
MYS XVI: 3818, 1062, 1232 
MYS XVI: 3826,1207 
MYS XVI: 3842, 99 
MYS XVI: 3868,437 
MYS XVI: 3875, 730, 852, 1268 
MYS XVI: 3878, 1081 
MYS XVI: 3879, 841, 940 
MYS XVI: 3881, 1135 
MYS XVI: 3883,270, 1284, 1296 



MYS XVI: 3884, 148,817,917, 
1178, 1226 

MYS XVI: 3885, 245, 523 
MYS XVI: 3886,143, 160,223, 

308,641,643,817,904,1065, 
1214 

MYS XVII: 3890, 99 
MYS XVII: 3891, 325, 724, 786, 

1223 
MYS XVII: 3893, 638, 932, 1207 
MYS XVII: 3895,1074, 1192, 

1253 
MYS XVII: 3896, 528, 614, 903, 

1179 
MYS XVII: 3900,682, 1253 
MYS XVII: 3902, 531, 538, 606, 

717,751,758,802,1135,1161 
MYS XVII: 3904,327,689,751, 

786, 1169 
MYS XVII: 3905, 730, 756, 956, 

1238 
MYS XVII: 3906, 1083 
MYS XVII: 3907,196,1032 
MYS XVII: 3908, 1032 
MYS XVII: 3910, 730, 802, 966 
MYS XVII: 3912, 308 
MYS XVII: 3913, 1271 
MYS XVII: 3914,376, 877 
MYS XVII: 3919,946 
MYS XVII: 3921, 1095 
MYS XVII: 3922, 196, 436, 453, 

620, 742, 1033 
MYS XVII: 3923,620,742, 1226 
MYS XVII: 3924,296, 545, 885, 

1182 
MYS XVII: 3925, 542, 616, 684, 

885 
MYS XVII: 3927,651 
MYS XVII: 3928,483, 733, 835, 

1243 
MYS XVII: 3933, 580, 641, 802, 

899, 1208 
MYS XVII: 3934, 456, 878 
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MYS XVII: 3936, 1129, 1217, 
1276 

MYS XVII: 3938, 761, 1280 
MYS XVII: 3940, 997 
MYS XVII: 3941, 583 
MYS XVII: 3942, 885, 914, 1127 
MYS XVII: 3943, 888, 991 
MYS XVII: 3947,433, 545 
MYS XVII: 3950,699,797, 1223 
MYS XVII: 3951, 875, 911, 968 
MYS XVII: 3953,287,487,817 
MYS XVII: 3957,238,245,523, 

577,625,888,956,970,1141 
MYS XVII: 3958, 73, 533, 929, 

956, 1141 
MYS XVII: 3962,296, 328, 332, 

464,468,493,556,578,603, 
620,802,817,852,885, 1086, 
1162,1181,1224,1253,1284 

MYS XVII: 3966,818,867 
MYS XVII: 3967,308, 1111, 1224 
MYS XVII: 3969,280,290,421, 

475,478,584,705,762,786, 
913,1066,1181,1193,1284 

MYS XVII: 3973,238, 767, 1054, 
1129 

MYS XVII: 3976, 914, 1127 
MYS XVII: 3977,1208 
MYS XVII: 3978,378,423,584, 

591,743,903,1104,1117,1162, 
1281, 1287 

MYS XVII: 3980,532,607,721, 
739, 752, 756, 786, 981, 1128, 
1162 

MYS XVII: 3981, 832, 984 
MYS XVII: 3985,424,470, 1106, 

1218 
MYS XVII: 3990,425, 1271 
MYS XVII: 3991, 576, 708, 752, 

787,957, 1107, 1298 
MYS XVII: 3992, 1117 
MYS XVII: 3993, 584, 924, 946 
MYS XVII: 3994,903,1182 
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MYS XVII: 3996, 87, 195,215, 
395,479,730,942,1016,1239 

MYS XVII: 3997, 87, 570 
MYS XVII: 3999,479 
MYS XVII: 4000,1125, 1148, 

1183,1276 
MYS XVII: 4001, 530, 684 
MYS XVII: 4003,740,981,1074, 

1299 
MYS XVII: 4004, 1090, 1097 
MYS XVII: 4006,77,127,290, 

463,479,489,1019 
MYS XVII: 4008, 73, 560, 576, 

580,859,997,1086 
MYS XVII: 4009, 100 
MYS XVII: 4010, 104, 513, 1233, 

1272 
MYS XVII: 4011,276, 389, 452, 

463,471,545,574,577,924, 
1095,1099, 1114, 1183, 1276 

MYS XVII: 4013,296 
MYS XVII: 4014, 87, 122, 135, 

497,523,603,705,721,787, 
805,926 

MYS XVII: 4018a, 1054 
MYS XVII: 4019, 1107 
MYS XVII: 4023,370,981 
MYS XVII: 4024,699, 868, 1253 
MYS XVII: 4025, 208, 1071 
MYS XVII: 4031,300,436,516 
MYS XVIII: 4035, 275 
MYS XVIII: 4036, 316, 532, 625, 

797,868, 1108 
MYS XVIII: 4037,577,597, 771, 

878, 1135 
MYS XVIII: 4039, 719, 787, 1276 
MYS XVIII: 4041, 918 
MYS XVIII: 4042, 1074 
MYS XVIII: 4045, 292 
MYS XVIII: 4049,443, 1193 
MYS XVIII: 4051, 1106 
MYS XVIII: 4052,643, 762, 1135, 

1260 
MYS XVIII: 4054,275,651 

MYS XVIII: 4056,677 
MYS XVIII: 4058,361,381,689, 

1179 
MYS XVIII: 4060,437,915 
MYS XVIII: 4061, 1046 
MYS XVIII: 4067, 798, 868 
MYS XVIII: 4069, 1153 
MYS XVIII: 4070,287,301,385, 

625 
MYS XVIII: 4071,76,94,447, 

496,639,1208,1254 
MYS XVIII: 4072,331, 553, 603, 

818,911, 1162, 1193 
MYS XVIII: 4073,969,981, 1162, 

1208 
MYS XVIII: 4077,1125 
MYS XVIII: 4078, 593 
MYS XVIII: 4080, 184,527,553, 

787, 875, 899, 946, 967, 1166, 
1214 

MYS XVIII: 4086, 1239 
MYS XVIII: 4087, 925, 959 
MYS XVIII: 4089, 325 
MYS XVIII: 4090, 580, 1135 
MYS XVIII: 4091, 1146 
MYS XVIII: 4092,626, 1104 
MYS XVIII: 4094,99, 139, 161, 

182,225,266,281,342,424, 
489,513,538,546,591,687, 
689, 758, 825, 888, 997, 1006, 
1027,1037,1046,1101,1119, 
1183,1193,1253,1260 

MYS XVIII: 4096,433, 657, 878 
MYS XVIII: 4098,269,432,514, 

639, 798, 1027, 1033, 1117, 
1208 

MYS XVIII: 4099,223, 580, 603, 
682, 852, 1025 

MYS XVIII: 4101,373,383, 1233 
MYS XVIII: 4105,374, 382, 757 
MYS XVIII: 4106, 567, 584, 705, 

718,767,805,926,1056,1179 
MYS XVIII: 4107,534,688, 818, 

1226 
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MYS XVIII: 4109,1131,1260 
MYS XVIII: 4111,378,447,523, 

614,684,982,1049,1081 
MYS XVIII: 4112, 1131 
MYS XVIII: 4116,852,967, 1049 
MYS XVIII: 4117, 1264 
MYS XVIII: 4118,478,591, 1141, 

1179,1214,1260 
MYS XVIII: 4120,774, 1146, 

1239 
MYS XVIII: 4122,286,487,568, 

743, 1008, 1057, 1075, 1088 
MYS XVIII: 4125,281,487,970, 

1061, 1089, 1181, 1281 
MYS XVIII: 4126, 730, 888 
MYS XVIII: 4129, 1084, 1264 
MYS XVIII: 4130,917 
MYS XVIII: 4133,276, 1043, 

1244, 1297 
MYS XVIII: 4135,1147 
MYS XVIII: 4136,768,957, 1163 
MYS XIX: 4154,290,516,604, 

917,1075,1086,1143,1215 
MYS XIX: 4156,919 
MYS XIX: 4160, 997 
MYS XIX: 4163, 1155 
MYS XIX: 4165, 1148 
MYS XIX: 4167,768,1183 
MYS XIX: 4169,476,571 
MYSXIX: 4176,1117,1118 
MYSXIX: 4179,1122 
MYS XIX: 4191, 586, 588, 657, 

733, 1254 
MYS XIX: 4192, 1081 
MYS XIX: 4193a, 877, 947, 957, 

1081 
MYS XIX: 4195, 320, 1224 
MYS XIX: 4199, 620, 1193 
MYS XIX: 4209,448, 774, 899, 

1089 
MYS XIX: 4219, 1104, 1243 
MYS XIX: 4220, 422, 1095, 1097 
MYS XIX: 4221, 1291 

MYS XIX: 4222, 516,571,616, 
798,868,957 

MYS XIX: 4227,1122 
MYS XIX: 4228, 572, 651, 670 
MYS XIX: 4230, 166 
MYS XIX: 4231,888,985,1141, 

1239 
MYS XIX: 4237, 1244 
MYS XIX: 4240, 101, 651 
MYS XIX: 4245, 1092 
MYS XIX: 4254, 456 
MYS XIX: 4262,432, 1037, 1071 
MYS XIX: 4264, 592 
MYS XIX: 4268, 969, 985 
MYS XIX: 4273, 592, 800 
MYS XIX: 4275, 1033 
MYS XIX: 4281, 1075, 1128 
MYS XIX: 4284, 568, 904, 1065 
MYS XX: 4293, 859, 1193 
MYS XX: 4294,301,1264 
MYS XX: 4295, 1111, 1136 
MYS XX: 4298, 577, 1049, 1118 
MYS XX: 4301,437 
MYS XX: 4302,969,982,1013 
MYS XX: 4303,971, 1061, 1299 
MYS XX: 4304, 375, 768, 1163, 

1233 
MYS XX: 4305, 1055 
MYS XX: 4308, 806 
MYS XX: 4311, 142 
MYS XX: 4316, 818, 885 
MYS XX: 4321, 185, 1219, 1266 
MYS XX: 4322, 457, 685, 1289 
MYS XX: 4323, 109, 309, 645, 725, 

791,805,933, 1072, 1079, 1195 
MYS XX: 4324, 974, 1255 
MYS XX: 4329,370, 1234 
MYS XX: 4331, 788, 825, 972, 

1014, 1071 
MYS XX: 4334, 1122 
MYS XX: 4338, 123, 171,484, 629, 

1063 
MYS XX: 4339, 671, 906, 1072, 

1115 
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MYS XX: 4341, 1246 
MYS XX: 4343, 229, 557, 1170 
MYS XX: 4345, 96, 632, 1171, 

1185 
MYS XX: 4346, 458, 558, 589, 630, 

654,934,961,998,1196 
MYS XX: 4349, 370 
MYS XX: 4351, 361, 465, 753, 

1132, 1256 
MYS XX: 4355, 535, 628, 776, 839 
MYS XX: 4356, 1153 
MYS XX: 4358, 745, 934, 1072, 

1095 
MYS XX: 4359, 329,891,1036, 

1247, 1256 
MYS XX: 4360,281,684,743,832, 

872,925, 1006, 1019, 1025, 
1027, 1037 

MYS XX: 4361, 1022, 1023, 1146 
MYS XX: 4363, 654, 1002 
MYS XX: 4364, 879 
MYS XX: 4365, 186, 1002 
MYS XX: 4366, 1234 
MYS XX: 4367,672,916 
MYS XX: 4368, 581, 654, 1171 
MYS XX: 4369, 472 
MYS XX: 4372, 343, 1043, 1048, 

1076 
MYS XX: 4373, 526, 544 
MYS XX: 4375, 891, 974, 1298 
MYS XX: 4376, 473,791,906, 

1048, 1195 
MYS XX: 4380, 1079 
MYS XX: 4381, 1105 
MYS XX: 4382,472,535,608 
MYS XX: 4383, 1234 
MYSXX: 4386,106,329,1017, 

1184 
MYS XX: 4388,74,520,608, 714, 

869,934,949,987 
MYS XX: 4389, 1011 
MYS XX: 4391, 484, 1036 
MYS XX: 4392, 325, 735, 1115 
MYS XX: 4394, 472 

MYS XX: 4395, 1155 
MYS XX: 4396,532,677,731,757, 

931 
MYS XX: 4397, 300 
MYS XX: 4398,449, 453, 488, 708, 

788,992, 1095, 1163 
MYS XX: 4400, 1065 
MYS XX: 4401, 96, 169,628, 1096 
MYS XX: 4403, 439, 630, 907, 

1246 
MYS XX: 4404,987,1246 
MYS XX: 4405, 690, 1138, 1269 
MYS XX: 4406,465, 1234 
MYS XX: 4407, 1281 
MYS XX: 4408,99, 135,297,283, 

514, 561, 568, 577, 580, 588, 
652,670,705,719,788,852, 
868, 877, 900, 915, 1002, 1016, 
1030, 1035, 1044, 1078, 1084, 
1089, 1110, llll, 1169, 1183, 
1284, 1295 

MYS XX: 4409, 1046, 534, 758, 
1227, 

MYS XX: 4413, 74, 472 
MYS XX: 4415, 1115, 1261, 1266 
MYS XX: 4418,254 
MYS XX: 4419,211 
MYS XX: 4420, 239, 278, 526, 660, 

735 
MYS XX: 4421,672 
MYS XX: 4424, 1044 
MYS XX: 4425, 302, 484 
MYS XX: 4426, 241, 1017 
MYS XX: 4427, 685 
MYS XX: 4431, 358, 387, 891 
MYS XX: 4432, 536, 628, 791 
MYS XX: 4433, 104,517,614,959, 

1245 
MYS XX: 4438,281,659,960 
MYS XX: 4440,303,538,621,800, 

912, 1224 
MYS XX: 4445, 1132 
MYS XX: 4447, 530, 771, 788 
MYS XX: 4448,1274 
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MYS XX: 4449, 534, 621, 768, 774, 
798, 1179, 1243 

MYS XX: 4455, 1011 
MYS XX: 4457, 572, 652, 670 
MYS XX: 4459, 337, 1055 
MYS XX: 4460, 1129 
MYS XX: 4461,456, 1194 
MYS XX: 4463, 688 
MYS XX: 4465, 436, 662, 826, 869, 

900,957, 1027, 1033, 1179 
MYS XX: 4466,443, 468 
MYS XX: 4467, 1120 
MYS XX: 4468,667 
MYS XX: 4469, 1114 
MYS XX: 4470, 826, 958, 1132, 

1254 
MYS XX: 4475, 378, 448, 514, 652, 

710, 1163 
MYS XX: 4478,437 
MYS XX: 4480, 740, 832, 958, 

1254, 1265, 1276 
MYS XX: 4481, 597, 644, 958, 982, 

1136, 1215 
MYS XX: 4482,693,837,982 
MYS XX: 4483, 1075 
MYS XX: 4484, 454, 614, 826, 

1163 
MYS XX: 4491, 106 
MYS XX: 4492, 1125 
MYS XX: 4493, 1152 
MYS XX: 4496, 626, 723, 788, 859, 

985 
MYS XX: 4497, 626,788, 1014 
MYS XX: 4499, 1022, 1254 
MYS XX: 4503, 597, 1129, 1136, 

1243 
MYS XX: 4510, 682, 852, 1026 
MYS XX: 4512, 667, 900, 1082, 

1287 
MYS XX: 4514, 779 
MYS XX: 4516,378 

N 
NK 3, 202, 210, 564, 649, 669, 755, 

847, 1069, 1088 
NK 4,84,128 
NK 6, 450,551,606,748,1165 
NK 8, 217,235, 1267 
NK9,93 
NK 12, 180, 823 
NK 15, 330 
NK 17,669 
NK 18, 179, 183, 269, 467 
NK 18a, 806 
NK 19, 988, 989, 1240 
NK 21,180,223,464 
NK 22,72,147 
NK 24,565,697,848 
NK 26, 362, 363 
NK28,1073 
NK 29,665,718,757,781, 1158 
NK 35,337 
NK 36, 765, 922 
NK 38,765,927, 1188, 1250 
NK39,245,648, 1019, 1021 
NK 40, 350, 575, 576, 590, 639, 

953, 1116, 1139, 1220 
NK 41,586, 1211 
NK 47,386,471,548, 1158, 1205, 

1236 
NK 48,1205 
NK49,386 
NK 50,77,469, 1188 
NK 56,692, 1073, 1109 
NK 57, 843, 1048 
NK 58, 926 
NK 59, 434 
NK 60, 669, 848 
NK 61, 214 
NK 62,248,848, 1211 
NK 63,225, 848, 1271 
NK 65, 273, 462, 755, 873 
NK 66,761, 1110, 1274 
NK 70,1121 
NK 71,1103 
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NK 72,1091 
NK 74, 358, 387,1019 
NK 75, 300, 587, 1045, 1221 
NK 77,1077 
NK 78,197,373,446,1032 
NK 79, 79, 474, 515 
NK 80,1221, 1267 
NK 81a, 565, 675, 722, 728, 782, 

930, 1059 
NK 82, 666,833,835,953, 1166, 

1168, 1206 
NK 85, 77, 166 
NK 86,179, 183 
NK 90, 259,301 
NK 91, 360 
NK 92, 529, 613, 728 
NK 93,591,769, 1250, 1263 
NK 94,1285 
NK 95, 464,661, 1293 
NK 96, 224,857,994, 1052, 1124, 

1154 
NK 97, 565, 1109 
NK 98,180 
NK 99,315,426,963,964, 1189 
NK 102, 375, 376, 495, 1032, 1231, 

1250 
NK 103, 80, 93, 126,529,680, 728, 

848, 1159 
NK 104,251,469,514,642,708, 

804,925, 1159, 1211, 1215 
NK 105,477 
NK 107, 80, 126, 134 
NK 108,208, 299, 525, 697, 755, 

1189, 1212, 1257, 1263 
NK 110, 865, 931,1189 
NK 111, 225 
NK 114, 306, 435, 537,618, 709, 
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SM 4,108 
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WS VI: 7,344 
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WS: Introduction 7, 352 
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INDEX OF FORMS AND 
CONSTRUCTIONS 

A 
a, 216, 217, 218,234,235, 238, 241, 

242,243,268,270,272 
-a, 627, 811 
a-wa, 236, 239 
-aba, 735-36 
-ada, 726 
-(a)ku, 753, 763, 764, 768, 771, 775, 

921 
-(a)ku mo, 1173 
-(a)ku n-i, 768 
-(a)ku pa, 1157 
-(a)ku si, 1248 
-(a)m-, 450, 478, 500, 641, 665, 668, 

727,733,793,794,796,803, 
809,811,812,814,977,989 

-(a)m-aku, 764, 793 
-(a)m-aku par-i, 508, 771 
-(a)m-aku pasi, 771 
-(a)mas-eNpa, 673, 726, 727 
-(a)mas-eNpa ... -(a)masi, 674 
-(a)masi, 500, 595, 673, 677, 678, 

726,1138 
-(a)m-ey, 636,793,1211 
-(a)m-ey-NtO[moJ,746 
-(a)m-ey ya, 641 
-(a)m-ey-NtO[moJ,793 
-(a)m-u, 599,612,793 
-(a)m-u to s-u, 805, 808, 810, 811 
-(a)m-umo, 696, 793 
aN-, 308, 309, 312, 334 

a-N-, 235, 236 
-an- - -n-, contracted form of 

-(a)n-e 665, 668 
-(a)n- - -(a)Ns-, 499,599,686,701, 

706,716-17,721,723,725-26, 
760,762,768,779, 780,781, 
789,791,793,950,989 

-(a)na" 500, 595, 648,665,670, 
672,673,689,696,794 

-(a)n-aku, 764, 780 
-(a)n-am-, 668 
-(a)na-mo, 696 
-(a)n-e,571,572,636,648,665, 

668,671,780 
-(a)n-e-Npa, 737 
-(a)n-e-NtO[moJ,746 
-(a)n-i, 702, 706, 713, 780 
a-Nka, 236, 238, 239 
aNkar-, 1083, 1084 
aNkey-, 1083, 1084 
-(a)Npa, 450, 480, 501, 673, 674, 

726,727,733,734 
-(a)Npa koso, 1203 
-(a)Npa ... -(a)masi, 674 
-(a)Ns-ar-, 723, 726, 1059 
-(a)Ns-u, 716-18, 1058, 1059, 1064, 

1220 
-(a)Ns-u ar-, 721, 725, 880, 1059, 

1220 
-(a)Ns-u mo, 1173 
-(a)Ns-u pa, 725, 1157 
-(a)Ns-u so, 1187 
-aNs-u-ky-,921 
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-(a)Ns-u-ky-em-, 717 
-aNs-u-kyi,921 
-(a)Ns-u-kyer-, 717, 781, 976 
-(a)Ns-u-kyi, 717 
-(a)Ns-umo, 696 
-(a)Ns-u-te, 717, 893 
-(a)n-u,612,780, 1154 
-(a)n-umo, 696, 780 
-(a)Ns- See -(a)n- - -(a)Ns-
aNse, 334, 336 
-(a)Nsi, 686, 690, 691, 727, 733 
ap-, 1050,1055,1056, 1057 
-ap-, 492, 500,789,820-22,827, 

828,829,856,862,937,951 
See also -op-

-ap-am-, 794, 821 
-ap-aNpa, 727 
-ap-aNs-, 780, 821 
-ap-asi,821 
-ap-ey, 636, 821 
-ap-ey-Npa, 737 
-ap-ey-Nto[mo},746 
-ap-u,599,612,821 
-ap-uNpey-, 821, 873 
-ap-uru, 821 
-ap-yer-, 821, 881 
-ap-yi,702 
-ap-yi-n-, 937 
-ap-yi-t[e}-, 951 
-ap-yi-tutu, 909 
-apey-n-, 821 
apyi-, 500, 589, 592 
ar-, 136, 508-09, 528, 529, 539, 579, 

595,598,682,721,723,725, 
912,977,1050,1057,1058, 
1059,1060,1061,1062,1220 

-ar-, EOJ Progressive 653 . See also 
-[y}er-

-ar-. See -are-
ar-asi, 682, 683 
-are-, 500, 839-842 
-are-m-, 840 
-are-si, 840 
-ar-u,840 

-ar-uru, 840 
ari-, 500, 575, 579, 581 
ari-ta-, 575 
ar-urasi, 682-83 
-as-, honorific, 648, 813, 842-44, 

853,854,937,951,1003,1004 
-as-, causative, 500, 862-64, 869, 

870,951,1003,1004 
-as-am-, 794, 843 
-as-an-, 863 
-as-an-e, 844 
-as-aNpa, 727, 844 
-as-aNs-, 780, 844 
-as-e, honorific evidential 636, 843 
-as-e, honorific imperative 648 
-as-e, causative imperative 863 
-as-e-Npa,737 
-as-e-Nto[mo},746 
-as-er-, 844, 881 
-ase, causative infinitive 863 
-ase-m-, 863 
-(a)se-. See -as- causative 
-(a)se-t[e)-, 951 
-(a)se-tutu, 909 
-asi, suppositional 679, 682, 683, 

685,686 
-asi, deverbal adjectivizer 491-93, 
494 
-as-i, honorific infinitive 702, 843-

44,1004 
-as-i, causative infinitive 863 
-as-i-kyer-, 844, 976 
-as-i-n-, 844, 937 
-as-i-si, 844, 921 
-as-i-t-, 864 
-as-i-t[e}-, 951 
-as-i-tamap-, 1004 
-as-i-tar-, 844, 963 
-as-i-te, 844, 893 
-as-i-te-, 844 
-as-i-tutu, 844, 909 
-asi-mo, 696 
-asiyo,685 
-as-u, honorific final 599, 843 
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-as-u, honorific attributive 612, 843 
-as-u, causative attributive 612, 863 
-as-una, 661 
-as-uram-,813 
-as-urasi,679 
-as-uru, causative attributive 612, 

863 
are, 234, 237, 238, 240, Also see a 
are-ni,237 
are-wo,240 
are-wo[Npa], 238 
-asi, 491, 493-94 
-(a)se-m-, 794 
-(a)sim-. See -(a)simey-
-(a)simey- 500,856-57,860,861, 

862,863,951 
-(a)simey-m-, 794, 857 
-(a)simey-Ns-, 857 
-(a)simey-si, 857 
-(a)simey-t[e],951 
-(a)simey-tar-, 857, 963 
-(a)simey-te-, 857 
-(a)simey-tutu, 857, 909 
-(a)simey-yo,857 
-(a)simey-0-, 702 
-(a)sim-u, 599,857 
-(a)sim-una,661 
-(a)sim-ure,636 
-(a)sim-uru,612 
-(a)s-umb, 696 
-awa - -aa, 735 
-(a)ye, passive infinitive 830 
-(a)ye-, 500, 686, 691,937,951, 

828-30, 838-40, 856, 862 
-(a)ye-kane-, 830, 993 
-(a)ye-kyer-, 830, 976 
-(a)ye-m-, 794, 830 
-(a)ye-n-, 830, 937 
-(a)ye-Npa, 727,830 
-(a)ye-Ns-, 780,830 
-(a)ye-Nsi, 686,830 
-(a)ye-0, 702 
-(a)ye-si, 830 
-(a)ye-sika, 830 

-(a)ye-t(e)-, 830 
-(a)ye-t[e]-,951 
-(a)ye-tar-, 830, 963 
-(a)ye-te, 893 
-(a)ye-tutu, 909 
-(a)y-u, 599, 830 
-(a)y-umasiNsi, 691, 830 
-(a)y-una, 661, 830 
-(a)y-ure, 636, 830 
-(a)y-ure-Ntb{mo],746 
-(a)y-uru, 612, 830 
-az-,791 

dete,559 
di,558 
-domo,753 

D 

E 
e-, potential prefix 593 
e[y]-, potential auxiliary 1050,1100 
-e[y], evidential 635, 636 See also 

-(u)re 
-ee,745 
-eku,763 
-en-,779 

I 
i-, prefix 560, 561-62, 568, 569, 569, 

575 
-i, (active case marker) 109,111, 

114,116,220, 1157 
-i pa, 1157 
-i, final predication 509, 595, 598, 

605,607,608,714,760,771 
ika, 297, 313, 315,316,317,319 
ikanar,315 
ika nar-u, 316 
ika n-i, 314, 316 
ika n-i ar-, 315, 316 
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ika n-i ka, 314 
ika Npakari, 313 
ika sarna n-i, 313 
iku, 297, 330, 332 
ikuNta, 331, Also see iku 
ikura, 331, Also see iku 
imaNta, 1123, 1125,1131 
imas-, 256-,1003,1011,1012,1015, 

1017 
imasi, 216, 256, 257 
iNtas-, 1076 
iNte-, 1076, 1079 
iNtu, 297, 319, 321, 326 
iNtuku, 297, 320, 326 
iNture, 297, 324, 325 
iNtusi,323 
iNtuti, 297, 322, 323, 326 
ipwo, 370, 371, 373 
ir-, 1080, 1082 
ire-, 1080, 1082 
iswo, 367, 368 
i-ta-,575 
ita, 1102 
ito, 1102, 1105 
itwo. See ito 
itu, 297,326, 328, 329,355 
itu-ka,392 
iya, 1116, 1118-19 
iyoyo,I119 

K 

-k-aku,481 
-k-aNpa, 481 
-k-ar-, 450, 454, 459-60, 1060 
ka-, intensive prefix 573-75 
ka, demonstrative pronoun 216, 291, 

292,294 
ka, interrogative particle 298,301, 

305,314,320,324-28,334,469, 
1156,1210,1220,1227,1229, 
1235 

-ka adjectives, 441-43 

-ka, classifier for days 380, 387, 
388,389,390,392 

kan-i,292 
kai- - kaki-, 589 
kakey-,1093 
kakyi-, 585-86, 588 
ka-ku, 494, 1290 
ka-ku Npakari, 1290 
ka-ku-te, 494 
kama, 469, 547, 617, 621, 629, 636, 

1156,1234,1235,1243,1245 
kamu, 547, 629. See also kama 
kamwo. See karno 
kane-, 500, 997 
-kane-,951,993,994,997 
-kane-m-, 794 
-kane-t[eJ-,951 
-kane-te, 893 
-kar-. EO] form. See -kyer-
-kat-. See -kate-
-kat-an-,988 
-kat-er-, 989 
-kat-umasiNsi, 989 
-kate-, 500,691,707,713,988,989, 
992,998 
-kate- - -Nkate-, 706 
-kate-m-, 989 
-kate-n-, 780, 988 
-kate-Ns-, 780, 989 
-katera, 726, 893,918 
-kat-umasiNsi, 691 
kare, demonstrative pronoun 291, 

292,293,294 Also see ka 
kamunaNtukiy, 396 
kanata, 291, 294 
kana, 216,291,293 
-kara, 207, 208 
-ke, 464,471,473, 476 
-key-,443 
-keyr-. See -kyer-
kisaraNki, 396-97 
ko, 'this' 216, 272, 273, 275-77, 279, 

284 
k6 'come(IMP)', 656 
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ko- 'to come', 507, 508, 595, 1068, 
1071 

kO-si,920 
ko-sika, 920 
koko,275,279,281,282,322 
kokono,362 
kokonopwo,374 
kokonoswo,370 
kokoNpa, 1107,1108 
kokoNpaku, 1107 
kokoNta, 1107,1108 
kokoNtaku, 1107 
konata, 284 
kono,216,274,276,284,291 
kore, 272, 275, 276 Also see ko 
kore n-o, 276, 278 
kore-wo, 276 
-kos-. See -kose-
kose-, 500 
-kose-, 647-48, 653, 665, 668-, 999, 

1002 
-kose-n-, 780 
-kose-n-e, 665 
koso, 469, 532, 636-37, 646, 971-72, 

1156,1202,1203,1209,1210 
koso pa, 1157, 1203 
koso yo, 1203 
-kos-o, 647, 648, 999 
kOs-una, 661, 999 
kOti,282, 284,322 
ko-yu, 274 
ko-ywo,274 
-ku,430,444,446-49,450,454, 

457-61,893,908, 1058-59, 1102, 
1133, 1203 

-ku-te, 448, 458, 893 
-ku ar-, 450, 454, 459, 880, 1060 
-ku koso, 1202 
-ku mo, 1173 
-ku mo ar-, 452, 459 
-kupa, 1157 
-ku pa ar-, 453, 459 
-ku si, 1248 
-ku si ar-, 454, 459 

-ku so, 1187 
-kwo, 81,208,213,215 
kwo-,65,79,80,81,213 
-ky-, 925, 926,932 
-ky-eku, (adjectival form) 473, 481, 

482 
-ky-eku, (verbal form) 763, 764, 

921 
-ky-em-, 478, 794, 803, 804, 814 
-ky-en-aku, 475, 764, 779, 780 
-ky-eNpa, (adjectival form) 480, 

481 
-ky-eNpa, (verbal form) 726-27 
-kye, adjective evidential 444, 476, 

478,480 
kyer-, progressive form of ko- 'to 

come' 880, 978 
-kyer-, retrospective 500, 509, 595, 

814,976-77,985 
-kyer-aku, 764, 977 
-kyer-aNs-, 780, 977 
-kyer-asi, 679, 682, 814, 977 
-kyer-e, 636, 977 
-kyer-e-Npa, 737,977 
-kyer-e-NtO{moJ, 747, 977 
-kyer-i, 599, 977 
-kyer-u, 612, 977 
-kyere, 476, 478 
-kyi, adjective attributive, 71, 430, 

444,450,461-62,464,466,468-
69,471,473,476,478,480,547, 
617,679,691,763 

-kyi, verb past final 500, 726, 763, 
803,814,893,919,920,921, 
922,932,977 

kyikos-, 1003, 1020, 1021, 1023 

M 
ma-, 65, 71, 74, 75,573 
-maNte, 109,195,196,198 
-maNte-ni, 195 
maro,216,244,245 
mas-. See imas-
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masi, 216, 256, 257 
masu-masu,1120 
mata, 1113, 1114,1115,1116 
matur-, 1031, 1032, 1035, 1036 
mawi-, 1031,1048-49,1050 
mawos-, 1031, 1044-46, 1048 
mawus-. See mawos-
mey, EOJ form of the emphatic 

particle rna 1184 
miswo-,368 
miyna, 336, 337,340,341 
rna, focus particle 298, 328, 452, 

532,539,615,695,902,903, 
971,972,997,1156,1172,1173, 
1180,1181,1183,1185,1187, 
1278 

rna, emphatic particle 695, 1156, 
1211,1230,1234,1235,1256, 
1257, 1261, 1262 

maka,1174 
rna kama, 1174 
rna namo, 1197 
rna so, 1173,1187 
rna ya, 1257, 1262 
mayo, 1257 
makara, 1293,1297, 1298 
maNka- maNkama, 494, 1156, 

1230, 1233-34, 1270, 1288 
maNkama ya, 1262 
mono, 1133,1138, 1142 
mono - manawo, 673, 1133, 1138, 

1142-43 
manakara,1133,1143,1144 
mora, 336,339,340, 341, 342-43 
mora-mora, 342, 343 
-mota, 380, 385, 386 
mOtana, 1126, 1128 
mu,356 
mupwo,374 
muswo,369 
mutukiy, 394, 397 
mwo. Seemo 
mwomwo, 370, 371, 372 
mwomwo-ka, 388, 392 

myes-, 1003, 1004, 1021,1023, 
1024, 1026 

myi, three 352 
myi-, honorific prefix 65, 66, 67, 68, 

69 
-myi, adjectival gerund 485, 488, 

489-91,691 
-myi koso, 1203 
-myi namo, 1197 
myi-ka, 392 
myimasi, 216, 256 
myinaNtukiy, 396 
myipwo,373 
myiswo-ti, 367 

N 
-no See -ni 
n-, defective verb 77, 108, 126-27, 

132,140,199,200,271,292, 
295,306,313,315,324,430, 
432,438,441-42,447,458,488, 
494,511,518,520,524,526, 
529,536,546,611,615,711, 
754,757,761,768,918,1058, 
1102,1108-09,1111,1120, 
1130, 1144, 1146, 1151, 1282, 
1285, 1298-99 

-n-, perfective 936-40, 942, 947-50, 
952,963 

-n-, contracted form of the negative, 
see -(a)n- - -(a)Ns- 779 

-N-, contracted comparative case 
marker 20 I, 204 

-N-, contracted genitive case marker 
127, 128, See -no 

-N- contracted locative case marker 136 
-N-, compressed form ofn-i 518, 

918 
-N-, compressed form of n-a 524, 

526,1147 
na, 2p pronoun 216, 245, 246, 247, 
248,249,251,252,268,270 
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na, emphatic particle 1156, 1234, 
1270, 1272 

na-, negative adjective stem 464, 
482 

na-, negative imperative prefix 499, 
560,569,572,661,664,1121 

na- ... -so, 499, 560, 569, 571-73, 
661,665,668 

na- ... -so-n-e, 665 
-na, plural marker 102,104, 105-06 
-na, locative case marker 109, 151 
-na, diminutive suffix 208, 212, 213 
-n-am-, perfective tentative 794, 

937 
-n-amasi, perfective subjunctive 

673,937 
namo, 617, 621, 623, 636, 971, 973, 

1156,1197,1198,1202,1203 
-n-ana,perfective desiderative 665, 

937 
-naNkara, 726, 893, 916 
-n-aNpa, 727, 937 
na-N-, oblique stem ofna, 2p 

pronoun 247, 249 
nana, 358 
nanapwo,374 
nanaswo,369 
na-ne, 250 
nan~297,305,308-09,311,334 
na-ni,253 
na-Nka, 249, 252 
-naNkara, nominal suffix 103, 105 
naNkatukiy, 396 
naNse, 334 
naNso,297,305,333 
naNto, 297,333 
nanu-ka, 388 
napey, 1133,1145,1146 
napey n-i, 1146 
napo, 1131, 1132 
nar- 'to be located at', a contraction 

of -ni ar- 509 

nar- 'to be', a contraction of n-i ar-
441,509,511,528,534,529, 
536,539, 105~ 1111 

nar- 'to become', 449, 516, 520, 
529,541,682 

nar-, reported action auxiliary 500, 
554,1050-52,1054,1055 

nar-aNpa, 1052 
nar-asi, 682 
nar-urasi, 682 
nar-e, 1052 
nar-i,1052 
nar-u, 1052 
nare,247,251,254 
nare-wo,251 
na-se-so, 571 
-nasu, comparative case marker 199, 

200,202,204, 205, See also -no 
na-to, 253 
na-wo, 250, 253 
Ndi,558 
-n-i-, perfective infinitive 702, 937 
-ni, dative-locative case marker 90, 

108,109,132,133,135,136, 
137,138,139,142,143,145, 
158,167,183, 195, 196, 199, 
224,226,228,234,252,280, 
281,298,300,464,777,833, 
857,864,942,1154,1273,1274, 
1277, 1278 

-ni koso, 1202 
-ni rna, 1173 
-ni pa, 1157 
-ni si, 1248 
-ni so, 1187 
-ni, comparative case marker 199, 

200,202,204 
n-i, defective verb infinitive 71, 109, 

132,140,200,292,306,313, 
315,319,431,432,437,441-43, 
450,464,476-77,480,484,488, 
495,498,510,511,513,515-16, 
518,520,528-29,537,711,761, 
768,918,1058,1102,1108, 



1109,1111-12,1120,1130, 
1144,1146, 1151, 122~ 128~ 
1285, 1298-99 

n-i ar-, 509, 511, 532, 534, 539, 
1058, 1220 

n-i koso ar-, 532 
n-i mo ar-, 532 
n-i pa ar-, 532 
n-i si ar-, 532 
n-i so ar-, 532 
n-i-te, 510, 511,527, 528 
-n-i-kyer-, 938, 976 
-n-i-kyi, 921,938 
-n-i-si, 921, 938 
-n-i-sika, 922, 938 
-n-i-tar-, 938, 963 
-n-i-te, 893, 938 
-n-i-tutu, 909, 938 
-Nka, 109,117,119,120, 122, 125, 

126,128,216,220,221,232, 
234,238,252,271,298,302, 
623,1151,1152,1153 

Nkane, 1133,1147, 1148, 1150 
Nkani, 1133, 1148,1149, 1150 
-Nkari, 109,188, 189,226 
-Nkat-an-i, 707 
-Nkate-n-i, 707 
nada,482 
-no, genitive case marker 108, 109, 

117, 125,126,127,129, 130, 
131,216,220,271,392,447, 
623,774,1151,1153 

-no, comparative case marker 199, 
200,201,204 

n-o, defective verb attributive 77, 
126,127, 199,216,271,295, 
322,324,458,510,511,521, 
524-25,611, 1147 

n-a,526 
nomiy, 1156, 1262,1274,1277, 

1278, 1282 
nomiy kOso, 1203 
nomiy mo, 1173 
nomiy si, 1248 

INDEXES 1363 

nomiy so, 1187 
-nosu, comparative case marker 199, 

200, 203, 204, 206, See also -no 
-Npa,477 
-Npa nama, 1197 
Npakari, 1156, 1274,1290, 1291 
-Ns- See -(a)n- - -(a)Ns-
Nse EO] focus particle, 629. See so 
-Nso 
-Nsi- See -(a)Nsi 
Nsimono, 1293, 1295 
Nso, See so - Nso 
Ntani, 110 i, 1156, 1262, 1274, 

1278, 1281, 1282, 1285 
Ntani mo, 1173 
-Ntbmo, plural marker 98 
-Ntomo mo, 1173 
-Ntbmo pa, 1157 
-Ntbmo so, 1186 
-Ntb[mo], concessive gerund 477, 

501,637,726,746,747,752, 
794,813,976 

n-u,526 
-n-u, 599,937 
-n-uNpey-, 873, 938 
-n-ur-aku, 938 
-n-uram-, 813, 937 
-n-urasi, 679, 938 
-n-ure, 636, 937 
-n-ure-Npa, 737, 938 
-n-ure-Nto[mo], 746, 938 
-n-uru, 612, 937 

o 
-a, 521 
-0,511,521,647,648,653 
ak-,904, 1050,1096, 1098 
ano, 216, 268,269,270 
ano-N-, oblique stem of ono 270 
ano-Nka, 269, 270 
anore, 268, 270 
-[ar]ai,819 
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-op-. See -ap-
-op-aye-, 821, 830 
-oraN,819 
are, 413, 426-28 
-os-. See -as- honorific 
-os-I-os-. See -as- honorific 
-os-aNs-, 863 
-ose-I-ase-. See -as- honorific 
-os-u,863 
-os-u,863 
-osi,492 
-osi,493 
-oye-. See -(a)ye-
-oye-sika-, 922 
-oy-uNpey-, 830, 873 

p 

pa, topic marker 110,453, 532, 539, 
615,725,738,971,1156,1157, 
1164,1166,1169,1171,1172, 
1187,1256 

pa koso, 1203 
pa rna, 1157, 1256 
pa nama, 1197 
pa si, 1157 
pa so, 1187 
paya, 1157, 1262 
pa, postposition 1293, 1298, 1299 
panapaNta, 11 06 
paNta,1106 
paNtukiy,396 
-pasira, 365, 380 
pata, 366, 368, 380 
patu, 345, 378, 379 
por-, 'to want' 500, 508, 771 
posi 'be desirable', 500, 516, 541, 

771 
potOpoto, 1130 
puta, 349,350-51,383 
putapwa,373 
putu-ka, 388 
-pwo,370-71 

-pye, directive case marker 109,193, 
194, 195 

-pye, classifier 358, 361, 380, 386, 
387 

pye-ni,193 
pyito, one 346,347,383, 1110 
pyito-pyi, 387 

R 
Ora, plural marker 93-95, 96-98, 220, 

272 
ora rna, 1173 
ora pa, 1157 
ora so, 1186-87 
ora, dative-locative case marker 109, 

147,149,151-52,319 
ora, adjectival derivative suffix 436, 

438 
ora, diminutive suffix 208, 209 
-ramo, see -(u)ram-
-rasi, see -(u)rasi 
-raye-. See -( a)ye-
-(ra)ye-n-, 780, 830 
ore, 220, 271-72, 324, 426 
ore (evidential) see -(u)re 
reiti, 559 
-ri, 380,383,384 
ro defective verb, 510, 547, 549, 

1297 
-ro EOJ imperative, 659 
-ro diminutive, 208, 210, 211, 213 

s 
-SO, contracted form of the past 

attributive -si, 929. See also 
-s-eNpa 

-s-uNpey-, 864, 873 
sa, defective adjective 497, 498 
sa-te,497 
sao, locative prefix 65,82-83,86, 

87,89,90 
-sa, 482-84 
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-sa ar-,460 
saNpiy, 1293, 1295, 1297 
sapa, 1109, 1110 
sapey, 110, 1156, 1262, 1274, 1282, 

1285, 1288 
sapey mo, 1173 
sapey so, 1187 
-sas-, EOJ honorific 854 
satukiy, 394, 396 
se 'do(IMP)', 656 
se- - -so 'to do', 507,508,516,520, 

569,571,668,717,757,761, 
762,771,779,792,808 

se-si,920 
se-sika, 920 
-s-eNpa, 726-27, 919, 929 
-s-eNpa '" -(a)masi,674 
s-i-ky-, 'do-PASTIFIN' 920 
s-i-te, 541, 761, 762 
se-yo 'do(1MP)', 656 
-se- causative. See -as- - -( a)se-
-se-kate-, 864 
-se-masi, 673, 864 
-se-t-,864 
-se-tamap-, 1004 
-se-yo causative imperative, 658 
si, third person pronoun 216, 258, 

266,267,268 
si, emphtatic particle 454, 532, 971, 

973-74,1156,1234,1248,1249, 
1255-57 

sika,1249 
si kamo, 1249 
si koso, 1203, 1249 
si mo, 1173, 1249, 1257 
si moNkamo, 1249 
si nama, 1197 
si so, 1187, 1249 
-si, adjectival final 429, 430, 444, 

461,463-66,469,473,491 
-si koso, 1203 
-si-mo, 696 

-si, past attributive 617, 726-27, 763, 
863,893,919-21,926,932-33, 
935 

-si-ku, 764, 919 
si-Nka, 264-65 
-sika, 893, 919-20, 922, 931, 932, 

934 
-sika-Npa, 737, 919 
-sika-NtO[mo), 746, 919 
-simey-Ns-,780 
-sim-. See -(a)simey-
-simey-. See -(a)simey-
simwatukiy, 394, 396 
siNpa, 1129, 1130 
siNpa-siNpa, 1129 
sipasu,396 
sirasimyes-, 1003,1027,1028 
siya - suo 646 
so, demonstrative pronoun 216,265, 

267,285,286,288-89 
so-, prefix (?) 578 
so - Nso, focus particle 469, 532, 

549,621,623,629,636,721, 
1156,1186,1187,1194,1196, 
1197,1202-03,1256 

so mo, 1256 
so pa, 1157 
soko,289 
s5k5Npa, ll05 
so-ne,266 
so-ne-Nka, 266 
so-Nka, 265, 266 
sono, 216, 286, 287, 288, 291 
so-no, 267 
sore, 286, 288, 293 Also see s5 
so-wa, 267, 286 
sura, 1156, 1274,1282, 1285 
sura mo, 1173 
sura n-i, 1282 
-sura-wa, 1282 
-susu,916 
-swa, 366-67 
swara, 1156, See sura 
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T 
t-, 295, 611. See also to 'to be'. 
t-u, defective verb attributive 153, 

295, 510,537,544,546 
-t-. See -te-
-t-u, 599, 951 
-t-umo, 696, 951 
-t-uNpey-, 873, 952 
-t-ur-aku, 952 
-t-uram-, 813, 951 
-t-ure, 636, 951 
-t-ure-Npa, 737, 952 
-t-ure-NtO[mo}, 746, 952 
-t-uru, 612, 951 
ta- 'who', 216, 297, 298, 302, 303, 

305. See also tare 
ta- prefix, 560, 575, 577 
ta-Nka, 299, 302 
ta-ni, 298, 300 
-tai,665 
tamap-, 1003,1004-05,1008,1011-

12 
tamapar-, 1031,1041-42,1043-44 
tamapey-, 1031,1039-40,1041 
tamey, 515, 537, 541 
tamey n-i, 515 
taNp-, 1003,1009-11 
taNpar-, 1031,1041-43 
-taNpyi, 380 
taNta, 1110-11, 1112 
taNta n-i, 1111 
-tar-, 500, 509, 682, 950, 962-64, 

966,973-74,1061 
-tar-am-, 794, 963 
-tar-aNpa, 727, 963 
-tar-aNs-, 780, 963 
-tar-e,636 
-tar-e-Npa, 737,964 
-tar-e-Nto[mo}, 747, 964 
-tar-er-, 881, 964 
-tar-i, 599, 963 
-tar-i-, 702, 963 
-tar-i-kyer-, 964, 976 

-tar-i-si, 921, 964 
-tar-i-te, 893,963 
-tar-u, 612, 963, 973 
-tar-uram-, 813, 963 
-tar-urasi, 679, 682, 963 
tare, 298, 300, 301-02, Also see ta
tare ka, 300-01 
tare-ni, 298, 301 
tare-wo, 302, 303 
-tati, 98,100, 102 
-tati mo, 1173 
-tati pa, 1157 
tatematur-, 1031, 1036, 1037, 1038 
ti, thousand 374,375 
-te subordinative gerund, 448, 450, 

501,726,738,893,894,901-05, 
907,908-09,1058,1060,1064-
65 

-te kOso, 1203 
-te mo, 1173 
-te namo, 1197 
-te pa, 1157 
-te si, 1248 
-te so, 1187 
-te- perfective, 499, 658, 665, 696, 

937-38,950-51,952,953,957-
58,960-61,963 

-te ar-, 500, 880, 963, 969, 971, 
973-74,1061,1065 

-te hosii, 665 
-te mo, 902-03 
-te ok-, 904, 1096 
-te pa, 901 
-te wor-, 904, 1064-65 
-te-kyer-, 952, 976 
-te-m-, 794, 951 
-te-masi, 673, 951 
-te-na, 665, 951 
-te-Npa, 727, 951 
-te-0-,702 
-te-si, 921,952 
-te-si ka, 1243 
-te-si kamo. See -te-si ka 
-te-te, 893, 952 



-te-yo,951 
tete, 559 
teti, 559 
-te-yo perfective imperative, 658 
-ti, classifier 379, 383 
to, defective verb 'to be' 71, 313, 

510,537,539-41,543-44,549, 
550 

to ar-, 539 
to mo, 1173 
to mo ar, 539 
to nar-, 541 
to pa ar-, 539 
to pa nar-, 543 
to s-i-te, 541 
to so, 1187 
to, defective verb 'to say' 308, 488, 

510,511,549,550,554,556-
558,771 

to koso, 1203 
to namo, 1197 
to pa, 1157 
to so, 1187 
to-te, 510, 549, 558-59 
-to, comitative case marker 109, 

175,176-77,252 
-to pa, 1157 
tOmo, 596, 599, 1133, 1136 
tOse,380 
tOwo, 363, 367 
tOwo-ka, 388, 392 
-tu, genitive-locative case marker 

109,152,153,155,157 
-tu, classifier 347,352,379,380, 

382,383 
-tusi,916 
-tutu, 726, 893,908,909,912-13, 

915-16,950,1058,1061,1064-
65 

-tutu ar-, 1061 
-tutu so, 1187 
twoni, 1133,1154, 1155 

INDEXES 1367 

u 
u, potential auxiliary final 1100. See 

e[y]-
-u (infinitive), 595, 723, 893, 908 
-u-te,893 
-u (final), 501, 509, 595, 598, 600, 

607,611,617,627,695,701, 
753,760,762,776,779,1100 

-u (attributive). See -(u)ru. 
-u - -yu, 609 
-umasiNsi, 499, 691, 692, 694, 695, 

989 
-umasiNsi-, 500 
-umasiNsi-kyi,691 
-umasiNsi-myi,691 
-una, 499, 660-61, 663-64, 776, 937, 

950,1121 
-unam-,818 
-(u)mo, 665, 695-96, 697-99, 1272 
uNpey, adverb 871 
uNpey-, adjective 871 
-uNpey-, auxiliary 500, 871-73, 879 
-uNpey-ku, 872 
-uNpey-kyi, 872 
-uNpey-myi, 872 
-uNpey-si, 872 
-ur-, 682, 814 
-(u)r-aku,764 
-(u)ram-, 500, 641,812,813, 814 
-(u)ram-ey, 636, 813, 1211 
-(u)ram-ey ya, 641 
-(u)ram-ey-Nto[mo], 746, 813 
-(u)ram-u, 599, 612, 813 
-urase,685 
-(u)rasi, 500,679,682,684-85,814 

See also -asi. 
-(u)rasi-kyi, 679 
-(u)rasi-mo, 679, 696 
-urasiya, 685 
ure, evidential of the potential 

auxiliary e[y]- 1100 
-ure - -re - ely] (evidential) 501, 

595,635,644-45,1100 
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-[ur)e[y) koso, 1203 
uru, attributive of the potential 

auxiliary e[y)- 1100 
-(u)ru (attributive). 501, 503-08, 

595,611-12,617,627,632,633, 
763,1100 

-[ur)u rna, 1173 
-[ur)upa,1157 
-[ur)u so, 1187 
-urum-,819 
-usa, 753, 776, 779 
-usa rna, 1173 
-usa so, 1187 
uti-, 581, 584, 585 

w 
wa,216,219,217,218,220,221, 

226,229,232,234,247,268, 
270,272 

wa-N-, oblique stem of wa 221 
wa-ni,219 
wa-wo,219,221,223,227 
wa-Nk-,222 
wa-Nka, 221-22, 226 
wa-Nkari, 219, 221, 223, 228 
wa-NkO-, 223 
wanu, 227 
wanu-, 226 
wanu-, 231 
wanu-ni, 226 
ware, 219, 220, 224, 228 Also see 

wa 
ware-ni, 219, 224, 229 
ware-wo, 219, 225 
waro, 228, 229 
watar-, 1087,1091 
walas-, 1087 
wo, emphatic particle 1156, 1234, 

1273, 1274 
-wo EOJ attributive, 627 
-wo, absolutive-accusative case 

marker 109, 158, 162-63, 167, 
168-71,183,196,224,226,234, 

238,252,286,300,302,305, 
673,857,864,942,1138,1273-
74, 1277-78, 1285 

-wo koso, 1202 
-wo rna, 1173 
-wo namo, 1197 
-wo si, 1248 
-wo so, 1187 
-wo sura, 1282 
WO°, diminutive prefix 65,76-77,78, 

80 
WO°, stem of a demonstrative 

pronoun 291 
woN-, See wo°, diminutive prefix 
-woNpa, 160, 169 
-woNpa rna, 1173 
wor-, 611, 633, 710, 904, 912, 1050, 

1063,1064,1065,1066,1067 
wOS-, 1003,1018-19,1020,1021 
wos-e, 1018 
wos-i, 1018 
wos-u, 1018 
wole, 297, Also see woti 
woli, 291, 295, 297, 322 
woW, See woti 

y 

ya 'eight', 360, 361 
ya, interrogative particle 469, 621, 

623,629,636,1156,1210,1211, 
1215,1218,1219,1220, 1256, 
1257 

ya rna, 1257 
ya, emphatic particle, 695, 1156, 

1234, 1256, 1257, 1262, 1265, 
1266 

ya si, 1248, 1262 
ya- Ryukyuan copula, 632 
yapwo, 370, 374 
yar-, 1085, 1086 
yaswo,369,370 
yayopi,396 



-[yJe, 500,647,648, 652, 654,656 
665,668,937 

-ye-. See -(a)ye-
-ye-kos-, 999 
-yes-. See -as-. 
-[y]er-, 499, 509, 653, 686, 880, 

881,889,892,937,950,987, 
989 

-[yJer-arn-, 794, 881 
-[yJer-arnasi, 673, 881 
-[yJer-aNpa, 727, 881 
-[yJer-aNs-,780 
-[yJer-aNsi,686 
-[yJer-asi, 679, 683, 881 
-[yJer-e, 636, 648, 881 
-[yJer-e-,880 
-[yJer-e-Npa, 737, 880 
-[yJer-e-Nt6[rnoJ, 747, 881 
-[y]er-i, 599, 880 
-[yJer-i-, 702, 880 
-[y]er-i-kyer-, 881, 976 
-[yJer-i-kyi, 881,921 
-[yJer-i-si, 881, 921 
-(y)er-u,612 
-[yJer-urarn-, 813, 880 
-[yJi, 501, 701, 702, 706, 710, 712, 

726,753,759,764,776,893, 
909,937,951,1058,1064 

-[yJi-kane-,993 
-[yJi-katera,702 
-[yJi-kos[eJ-,999 
-[yJi koso, 1202 
-[yJi-kyer-, 702 
-[yJi-kyi, 702, 921 
-[yJi rno, 1173 
-[y]i-n-, 702, 937 
-[yJi-naNkara,702 
-[yJi pa, 1157 
-[yJi si, 1248 
-[yJi-si, 702, 921 
-[yJi-sika, 702, 922 
-[yJi so, 1187 
-[yJi-t[eJ-,951 
-[yJi-tarnap-, 1004 

INDEXES 1369 

-[yJi-tar-,702 
-[y]i-te, 702, 893 
-[yJi-te-,702 
-[yJi-tutu, 702, 909 
yo, 354 
yo, emphatic particle 695, 1156, 

1234,1257,1266,1268,1270 
-yo - -0, 500, 655,658,659 
yo-ka,392 
yopwo,373 
yor-, 1091, 1092 
yoroNtu, 374, 377 
yorontu,376 
yoswo,368 
-yu, 179, 185, Also see -ywo 
-yu so, 1187 
yuk-, 1073, 1075, 1076 
yurney, 1121, 1123 
-yuri, 181, 185, Also see -ywo 
yuwe,515 
yuwe n-i, 515 
-ywo, 109,178-79,181,183, 184, 

186,196,274 
-ywo rno, 1173 
-ywo pa, 1157 
-ywori, 182, 186, 224, Also see 

-ywo 

z 
-z-,791 
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